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In order that our readers may
have the opportunity of forming a

clear idea of the controversy at

Columbia which has centered about

the expulsion of Reed Haris, editor

of Spectator, the Student is quoting

som p material from statements is-

sued" by both sides of the contro-

Dean Herbert E. Hawks says:

"From time to time during the en-

tire year the columns of the Col-

umbia Spectator have contained

material .(unjustly reflecting) upon
individuals and upon the college.

More than once I have asked Mr.

Harris for evidence to support his

assertions, but without success. I

have tried to make it clear to him
that I was ready and willing to at-

tempt to remedy any situations that

were not as they should be, and that

he were in possession of facts
ha

11

W ith which I was not familiar

should make them known to me.
"On Thursday last, Mr. Harris was

requested to provide the Dean with

a memorandum substantiating 'hi*

statement that the John Jay Din-

ing Hall was conducted for private

profit by the personnel in charge of

its management. His response was i
chestra

wholly lacking in proof. Mr. Harris
was then invited to appear for a

hearing on Friday afternoon before

a full and regular meeting of the
Committee on Instruction. At this

hearing he was afforded a full and
final opportunity to establish the
truth of his most serious allegation.

He was, however, quite unable to

do so, but did not withdraw his

charge. After the hearing the Regis-

trar's Office was instructed to cancel

his registration.

"The question of free speech does
not enter the case in the slightest

degree. The administration of the
College always has, and will conti-

nue to welcome criticism and differ-

ence of opinion concerning its poli-

cies and practices.

"In the opinion of the disciplinary

authority of the College, after a full

hearing, Mr. Harris' behavior seems
to be such as not to justify his fur-

ther candidacy for the College de-

gree."
The Columbia Social Problems

Club of the National Student League
starts its attack upon the expulsion

Bates Violinist

On Program At

Auburn Theatre

Norman DeMarco, '34

To Begin 3-Day En-
gagement Tomorrow

Norman DeMarco '34 of Shelton,
Conn, will open a three day engage-
ment at the Auburn Theatre to-
morrow with a violin program of
popular and classical selections.
This is a tribute to one of Bates'
outstanding musicians as the thea-
tre is on the R. K. O. chain. Nor-
man Bruce '35 will accompany him.
DeMarco fills an important part

in the campus musical life. He is a
member of the Little Symphony
and the Orphic Society ,both in de-
mand as college groups. He also is

a member of an independent string
group, the Garnet Trio. His contri-

bution at a chapel service a few
weeks ago was enthusiastically re-

ceived.
In his home state he has broad-

cast a good deal over two stations,

and has led a popular dance or-

School Debaters

Have Semi-FInals

Friday Evening

Winners to Meet for

Finals Saturday
Morning

Seventeen Schools

He played last summer with a
hotel orchestra in the Catskills.

:o :

Morey Commences

Spring Training

For Football Men
Spring football practice started

Monday afternoon with fifty men
reporting to coaches Morey and
Spinks on Garcelon field for the

initial session. A new idea is being
incorporated into the football de-

partment by Coach Morey, calling

for a less formal spring training

period, climaxed by three inter-

class games. The innovation is ex-

pected by the coach to attract to

football many men who do not go

out for the sport in the fall.

last

Debating Council Plans
Good Prograin For
Visiting Debaters

On Friday evening, April 15, de-
bating teams from seventeen schools
in Maine will meet in the semi-
finals of the 19th session of the
Bates Interscholastic Debating
League. The winners of the semi-
finals will debate Saturday morn-
ins to determine the winning
school.

The Pairings
Out of sixty schools in the pre-

liminaries, seventeen schools are
victorious. In the presence of the
debating council last Friday, Pres-
ident Norman MacDonald drew the

names of these schools from a hat
to decide which schools were to

meet each other in the semi-finals.

As a result the following pairings

were made: Anson Academy, Aff. vs

Phillips High School. Neg.; Phillips

High School, Aff. vs Livermore Falls

High School, Neg.; Livermore Falls.

Aff. vs Anson Academy. Neg. ; Lea-

vitt Institute, Aff. vs Houlten High
School, Neg.; Houlton High School,

Aff. vs Edward Little High School,

Neg.; Edward Little High School,

Aff. vs Leavitt Institute, Neg.; Cher-

rvfield Academy, Aff. vs Buckfield

High School, Neg.; Buckfield High
School, Aff. vs Oxford High School,

Neg.; Oxford High School, Aff. vs

I Cherrvfield Academy, Neg.; Bangor
! High School, Aff. vs Berwick Acad-
' cmv, Neg.; Berwick Academy, Aff.

vs "Brooklin High School, Neg.;

Brookln High School, Aff. vs Ban-

gor High School, Neg.; Lincoln A-

cademy, Aff. vs Brunswick High
School, Neg.; Brunswick High
School. Aff. vs Foxcroft Academy,
Neg.; Foxcroft Academy. Aff.

RUSSIA IMPRESSES EX-GOV. BAXTER;
SEES REBIRTH ON 7,000-MILE TRIP

Former Governor Percival P. P>axter has just completed a

7,000-mile trip of 34 days duration through the Soviet Union

under the auspices of the Soviet Tourist bureau. In a wireless-

gram to the New York Times dated April 7 telliug of his expe-

riences, Mr. Baxter said :

"The journey was immensely impressive, not only on

account of the diversity of scenes and people, but because of the

evidences of energy, enthusiasm and constructive work.

"The moral and material re-birth are not confined to Mos-

cow and the other big cities. Way off on the edge of Asia there

was the same fury of building and the same drive toward new

life.

"We traveled in great comfort, spending our days in seeing

the chief points of interest.

"We saw no signs of distress among the population at any

point, though the stations everywhere were crowded and

people were traveling in great numbers. The enthusiasm of

the people we met and their confidence in -their ability to

accomplish their plans were most striking and indubitably

genuine.
'"The able minds, that are conducting this vast enterprise

do not neglect small details. The work being done for women
and children 1 is no less impressive than the hygienic and educa-

tional campaigns for adults as well as youngsters. And when

you see the new port being built at the edge-, of Lake Balkash,

where a year ago was desert, or the biggest agricultural machine

factory in Europe on the outskirts of Sverdlovsk, where a year

ago was virgin forest, yon get an idea of what the Five-Year

Plan means."

DISARMAMENT DISCUSSED BY

DR. BROWN OF PRINCETON

IN CLOSING CHASE LECTURE

Declares Urg-ent~Need of Today Is Universal

Adjustment—Believes Outlook For Peace

Not Entirely Drap

Luck, Not Lock,

Saves Lewis' Car
"Never lock your car", says M.

Howell Lewis of the Psychology de-

partment. Or "lock your car and
have it stolen", he might add. This

wa6 hie experience last Thursday
evening, When his email coupe was

stolen from in front of the Lewiston

Police Station.
Early in the evening, he had

locked his car—he had never taken

this precaution before, but to no
avail. Neither the police nor the

lock deterred the thieves. The car

wae recovered later.

Professor Brown

Addresses Chapel

During Visit Here

Says Life Adventure
Needing Open Mind

And Courage

An excellent opportunity was

given to the student body to hear

Professor Brown of Princeton at

the chapel services on Thursday

and Friday mornings.
In hie firet message, he

Women Debaters

End Undefeated

Forensic Season

Seniors Reject

Insurance Plans-

Also Plan Hop

Clapperton Chairman

—

Vote Greek Play

Interviewed by the Student
week, Coach Morev stated that he Lincoln Academy,

sians ns »V"«» «f«" "*« considered the exercise derived from High School, Aff.

^'•^ft!!?!?!?!? participation In football valuable as

a means of development, and thai

the student body as a whole ought
to be given a chance to derive its

advantages. In the fall, the coaches

Neg.: Portland
vs Milo High

Tbe season was opened this year
with a home debate against Middle-
bury College, Vermont. Shirley Cave
'32,' Rebecca Carter '33 and Edith
Lerrigo '32 upheld the negative of

the question "Resolved, 'that the
United States should recognize the
Union of Socialist Soviet Republics".
There was no deqision given.

On January 19 Eva Sonstroern
and Edith Lerrigo clashed argu-

told us ments with old Bates rivals, the

that we should all learn two things: ! University of Maine. Bates upheld

first- that it is a great adventure ; the affirmative of the resolution 1

>pen mind, and,! that "Congress should enact legis-
'

"Our civilization ie disintegrating

for lack of a common basis of life,"

said Dr Philip Marshall Brown of

Princeton in his lecture on "Disar-

mament" in the Chapel, last Wed-
nesday evening. "The world will

achieve little toward disarmament
until the nations reach some com-
mon appreciation of what life means,
and what it ie worth." He told the

large audience that gathered for the

last George Colby Chase lecture of

the year.
Speaking of the present situation

in Geneva, Dr Brown etreeeed the

fact that people will have to think

in broader and more far-reaching

term's, than they have heretofore, if

real progress is to be make in the
limitation of armaments. When all

peoples can talk the same language

and strive toward the same goal,

that time will mark the beginning of

a new era of peace and unteretand-
ing. The keynote of Prof. Brown's
remarks was contained in these few
words, the crying need 'that exists,

to-day is for an ajustment to the

universe.
Reviews Arms Limitation

He opened his lecture with an in-

teresting and comprehensive review
of the progress of the movement for

arms limitation.
He pointed out that its history ie

very recent. The real beginning oc-

cured in 1919 with the Treaties of

Paris, when the Fourteen Points of

Wilson were forced upon the Central
Powers Under allied pressure,

Germany and Austria abandoned
nearly all armament, with the im-

The senior Class was unable to

|
settle all ite business at its class

j
meeting on Friday, and President

;

Randolph Weatheirbee announced
that another meeting would be held
, . , _ ,

"° .• _„_v,_i 0t„ plied condition that other countries
during the next week to complete ^

c
^ J _„,,„„. „v„ mnla

I the preliminary arrangements for

j

Commencement.
After some discussion, .the class

voted unanimously to reject the in-

surance propositions, from three
i companies to finance the class gift

that it is
Vf

? I demanding an

and close a iproblem that has been
causing a great deal of interest on
campus for a month.

Next, the class elected

inaugurated this year,the Spectator
It r»_-_ys:

"The new policy was more vigor-

ous and more critical than that of

previous years, and because of the

zeal which its editorial board dis-

played in ferreting out student

grievances, focussing attention on

conditions which it

should be remedied, some enmity
was aroused among groups and in-

terests which were threatened by
the rising tide of student opinion.

Members of the alumni were parti-

cularly outspoken against the edi-

tor, and when conditions in college

football were attacked, the secre-

tary of the alumni association de-

manded the resignation of the edi-

tor.

"The policy was continued, never-

theless, until Thursday, March 31,

when Spectator called for an inves-

tigation of the John Jay Dining
Room pointing out that charges had
previously been made of "personal f„,.

would follow this example. The next
limitation effort was the Washington
Conference, called supposedly in the

interests of peace but in reality to

defeat a secret Sino-BrLtish alliance.

After conceding increased naval
strength to Japan, the goal was at-

tained, and the political tension be-

tween this country and America wae

Gilbert' eased. The Locarno agreement, the
' Kellogg Pact, and the 1st Geneva
Conference had far reaching results,

profit", mistreatment of student
waiters, unreasonably high prices

and inferior food. Spectator quoted
from Spectator of the previous year,

March 30, 1931:

"Waiters asserted that the per-

sonnel in charge of the dining

room was 'evidently working

only for profit, serving poor

food, attracting organizations

not strictly student in charac-

ter of the organization from

one of student service to one of

personal profit.'
"

The quotation was made in a

historical resume of the situation

and served in part as the basis for

Spectator's demand for an adequate
investigation

"At 3 o'clock on the afternoon of

the following day, the editor, Reed
Harris, was called before Dean
Herbert E. Hawkes and was inform-

ed that his registration had been
cancelled, but that he would be

given 'the appearance of a hearing'

before the committee on instruc-

tion. At 3:15 P. M., Harris was
taken before this committee where
Dean Hawkes reported his charges
against Harris and announced that

his registration had been cancelled.

When asked if he had anything to

say, Harris replied that, since the

matter had already been decided,
there was nothing for him to say.

"Immediately, Dean Hawkes issued

the following statement as the offi-

cial reason for his action:

"Material published in the Col-

umbia Spectator during the past

few days was climax to a long

series of discourtesies, innuen-

does, and misrepresentation,

which have appeared in this

paper during the current aca-

demic year, and calls for dis-

ciplinary action."
Speaking of the student move-

ment interested, the statement con-

tinues:

"The delegations visiting the Dean
and the President were not referred
to the previous reasons which Dean
Hawkes had given for the expulsion
of Harris . . . Rather, they were told
that the basis for disciplinary ac-
tion rested on * allegedly

are ' forced to rush through pre-

liminaries, weed out some of the

men, and get ready for the first

varsity contest, and so do not find

it possible to devote much time to

those who only want the exercise

of the sport. Besides, many men
who would enjoy football do not

want to go out for it because they

feel embarrassed by lack of pre-

vious training, or because of con-

flicting activities.

Practice will be held late in the

afternoon, so that it will not inter-

fere wth late afternoon classes, and
with baseball.
Many changes have been made in

the rules this year, and the coaches

will take advantage of spring prac-

tice to instruct the men in these

The inter-class games will

be plaved under the new rules.

that is requires an immense lation providing for the centralized ciappetron the chairman of Com- Kellogg Pact,

.amount of courage and willingness control of industry" winning a
, mencement Hop, and voted unani- ?°.** e™?

n »? of naval ar-
School. Neg.; Milo High School. Aff.

((J dare He stressed the fact that unanimous decision. mou'sly to allow him to select his blU 3
ii t T»1p

vs Portland Hieh Schoool. Neg.
j,,.,, IViauy studen.s are apt to d?s- The same team, Eva Sonstroern

] committee.
I SEES?,£5h£&E% T_7 sibnatorv

Of these schools all
_
won two

(
.redi , anything they do not under- U<j Edith Lerrigo .

enjoyed a trip
j

Against strong, opposition. the J^Jfg*-S^Z^^^d^Sm
debates in the preliminaries except

j MisA Tne - true test of scholarship tb rough New York Statg debating • class voted to follow the -trad itiopal P°* Sf^SS^^fSSttSrlSS,
Cherrlyfield Academ
default. It is thing beautiful

Outside officials will be secured

for the games, Coach Morey said.

interesting to note

that there are six schools represent-
!

t jlfmgh itg meaning
ed in the semi-finals which have

; clear> rol% . as prof.
won the championship before. More-

over, it so happened in the draw-

ings that none of these schools meet

each other in the semi-finals. These

former winners are Phillips Acad-

emv, Leavitt Institute. Buckfield

High School, Berwick Academy.
Foxcroft Academy, and Portland

High School. Harold Hickey, the

best individual speaker in last

vear's contest, will be a speaker

again this year on the team from

Leavitt Institute of Turner.

Meet Friday Evening

and significant, al-
i e .;e at Rpuka Park and with a team

is not entirely
: .j

t Elmira College. Each time the
Brown said, 'nates team upheld the negative,

"spiritual things must be spirit-
; against the recognition of Russia,

ually discerned." ! The first of these debates was non-

On Friday mornirg, he touched decision and the second debate^ was

upon a subject which is more inti

mately connected with our campus.

He deplored the stigma placed upon
true friendship between professors

and students because the latter

fear to be classed as "handshakers".

won by Bates in the opinion of the
expert-critic judge.

The recognition of Russia was
again argued at home by Shirley
Cave and Margaret Perkins '35 with
a team from Temple University,

On Friday evening at 1 P. M.,
, emphasized the fact that real human

the various chairmen, judges and
mpathy is one of the mos t vitalia-

debaters will meet m Chase Hall! *
person's life.

where greetings of welcome will be = - _

extended by President Gray and by'

Norman MacDonald. Then. parti-

Continued on Page 3, Column 6

Because of this, the profesors can- Philadelphia. This debate was non-
not share with the students their decision.

countless experiences and help them On March 24 the women enter-

to develop a philosophy, and atti-jtained a team from the University

tude toward life. Professor Brown
j

G f Vermont. The subject of this

non-decision debate was "Resolved,
sympathy is one of the most vitanz-jthat censorship be abolished". Four

I

of the debaters had met in the de-

I
bate at Vermont last year which

policy of staging a C -
ettH<-Bf_

the Commencemeirt
committee was eject ea • wnp : inqcsuc- " rr.rrr."' "~-^(,,Wot +w >'_i_t__-Ih_,
tions to select one of their own .mem-' ma n--n.es, the mumtktde

hers, ae chairman, to choofie- the, play <g relations,
to be presented, and arrange the world was that the Oeneva Oonfei-

Aafcoill TeinettA fl o-t

t

m f-Al rt \T-ash e
'

'

e » Ce of February would be a success
details jeanette iiottest-eia, jwa^ne m<in M11!1„1PMf merWnW
Lightman, Margaret Hines, and;
Elizabeth Taylor were the members
of the committee.

Weather-bee. Preeident and Par-
ker Mann, Treasurer of the clase are
ex-officio members.

BATES MUSICAL CLUBS GIVE

PROGRAM IN ROCKLAND HIGH

Audience of 200 Enjoys Little Symphony, Revel-

ers. New Male Quartet, Trumpeters, and

Special Features—Carter Sings

Clark Awards Won

By Two Bates Men

added to the general interest. An
Open Forum with the audience
participating followed the debate.

RAMSDELL SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY
The following new members will

Disarmament Difficult

But these hopes de not seem to

i have been entirely realized. Although
I each nation has sincere desire for

peace, it will endanger its national

security. Russia and Italy declared

for complete abolition of armaments,
knowing that such a'program could
never be adopted. Having compar-
atively email armies and depending

: on its naval power, England exprese-
1 ed its desire to limit land forces.

Fearing that its floating commerce

be iniitated into the club tomorrow
evening: Dorothy Diggery, Pauline
Frew and Marjory Boothby Of the
class of '33. and Gertrude Stevens wouM be menaced by the submarine

Florence Larrabee '34, Margaret 5t al<30'34.

Christine Stone '32, is chairman c

the initiation committee.

A concert was presented by the

men of Bates Musical Clubs in the

Rockland High School last Friday

evening before an audience of 200.

The concert by the Bates men is

an annual feature of Rockland's

musical program, and helps to sti-

mulate interest among the hign

school students. Professor Seldon T.

Crafts was in charge of the affair.

The Little Symphony lead by Gil

Clapperton opened the concert, and

was followed by the Glee Club who

presented three numbers bPe£^
"

Fies were presented by-
Clyde Hol-

brook and Al Thorp, while the Gar

net Revelers, the Bates Male Quar-

tet and the Garnet Trumpeters also

were featured in the program.

Carter Sings

Sylvester Carter, as usual gave a

creditable performance, and was

forced to comply with several en-

cores before the audience would let

him leave the stage The artistry of

his voice was well displayed by his

selection "Her Rose", a very soft

melodious love song.

Clvde Holbrook rendered a beau-

tiful 'cello solo, and responded with

an encore. His playing evoked mucn
praise, both as a soloist and as a

member of the Little Symphony.

The audience was well pleased

and amused with the Garnet Revel-

ers, especially the very realistic

pantomimic portrayal of "Oh! That
Al Thorp and his accordian

libelous Kiss!'

charges against' the
"
dining room appeared in two numbers first The

management, charges, according to
b0"g

th
a"d

the administration, which Harris the sublime to the ^CUtCUS
had not substantiated." i

"Alexander s Rag Time Band .

"Since the students were not con-! A new musical unit, the Bates
vinced that this shift in the position Male Quartet, composed of John H.
Continued on Page 4, Column 5

J
Pierce '35, Alden Gardiner '34, Syl-

vester Carter '34, and Edward Pres-

cott '33, made its second public ap-

pearance, and was well received.

Under the tutelage of Sylvester

Carter the members of the quartet

have been well trained, and al-

though they interpret the negro spi-

ritual very well, the major part ot

their repertoire is not composed of

spirituals, but of classical music.

"Lift Thine Eyes" by Baldwin, a

vigorous and dramatic piece of mu-
sic, was especially well presented.

Trumpeters Give New Number

The Garnet Trumpeters, with

their new number, "One Fleeting

Hour", were very much in evidence.

The new number, rich in harmony,
reveals the real talent of this group

better than their other number,
"Neapolitan Nights".

George Austin, soloist in the

"Green Grass Grew All Around", de-

lighted the audience in his custom-

ary jovial manner. The program
closed with the whole group singing

the "Alma Mater". Dancing follow-

ed in the gym ,Gil Clapperton's Bob-

cats providing excellent music while

many of the Club members stayed

to enjoy the remainder of the eve-

ning.
_____ :o:

COSMOS CLUB

'Cosmos has adopted a new consti-

tution which is more rigid than be-

fore making it a professional club.

A committee hae been chosen to se-

lect a new name. At the next meet-

ins on Thursday April 14, Paul Al-

A Bates student and a Bates alum-
nus were among those awarded
scholarships by Clark University.

Worcester, Mass. In the list an-

nounced by Carey E. Meville, re-

gistrar and secretary of the grad-

uate schools, appeared the names of

Milan A. Chapin, Jr. '32 of Bethel

and Guy A. Herrick '31 of Lewiston.

Milan A. Chapin, Jr., of Bethel,

is a candidate for the degree of

bachelor of arts this year. His

scholarship was awarded by the de-

partment of chemistry at Clark for

advanced work there next year.

The award grants tuition and an

additional two hundred dollars.

Guy A. Herrick, of Lewiston, re-

ceived his bachelor of arts degree

last year. At present he is a can-

didate for a master of arts at Clark

University. He was awarded a fel-

lowship in the chemistry depart-

ment In addition to tuition the fel-

lowship provides for eight hundred
dollars.

LEWISTON BENEFIT CONCERT
ATTRACTS BATES MUSICIANS

Musical Groups Have Prominent Place on Pro-
g-ram—New Bates Male Quartet Makes First

Public Appearance—Concert a Success

French Contest

Speakers Chosen

Augusta Cohen '32, Charlotte

Cutts '33, and Frank Murray '34

were chosen from a lavge group of

contestants, last Friday, to repre-
.

sent Bates in the French prize
j

and "Two Guitars . Avard L
speaking contest with Boston Uni-j an, chairman of the concert

By NANCY CROCKETT
The Unemployment Relief Con-

cert in which Bates musical clubs
participated last Thursday evening
in the Lewiston City Hall offered

an exceedingly fine program
a number of outstanding features.
The new Bates Male Quartet organ-
ized by Sylvester Carter made its

first public appearance. Mary Isa-

belle Jones, soprano, Bates '28, of

Portland, was guest artist and Ru-
pert Neily, also of Portland, was
guest conductor. In addition to the

guest artists and the Bates College

musical clubs, the program included

outstanding representatives of Lew-
iston talent.
Mayor Paradis, in his first ap-

pearance at a public function, spoke

briefly thanking the concert com-
mittee and the artists for their co-

operation in aiding the Relief Com-
mittee in its worthy work.
Orphic Orchestra Opens Program
The Bates Orphic Orchestra open-

ed the program under the direction

of Seldon T. Crafts with three mem-
bers now familiar to Bates audi-

ences, namely, "In a Chinese Tem-
ple-Garden", "The Glow-Worm",

Rich-
com-

decdared against under-sea

•34, Arline Edwards '34. 'warfare America, being in a si,mi-

f la.r position, took the same stand.
France opposed the Britieh attitude.

Submarinee are an important cog in

her war machine, and although an-
xious for peace, she cannot jeopar-
dize her security for disarmament.

There are other difficulties in the
way of disarmament. Poland is a
sore spot. When Pomerania was
taken from Germany and given to
her. an Intense anti-Polish spirit

grew up in the later country. Bord-
ered by Prussia, Germany, and Rus-
sia, Poland cannot reduce her arma-
ment and maintain what she consid-
ers her security. America too is in

an awkwaTd situation. An object of
Japanese hatred, she feels she imust

maintin the strength of her Pacific

fleet.
i We May Have Peace

"Shadow Song", a difficult selection
from "Dinorah".
An unusual instrumental ensem-

ble. The Foyer Musical Quartet,
made up of violins, offered the

with I Overture from "Figaro" and "Swan ' But the outlook for peace is not
1

Boats" entirely drab. The tremendous eco-

Girls Glee Club Sings )
nomic sacrifice required for navies

Bates was again represented in
I

will have a tendency to force the- na-

the concert when the Girls' Glee ;
ttoos to limitation.

Club sang "Song of the Soul", i

ively *"«n state

versity. All three of these students

took part in the contest last year,

two of them winning prizes.

Although the list of judges has

yet to be published, the French de-

partment has announced that they

will be chosen for their proficiency

in speaking French, as well as for

their independence of interest from

whoTs7he' candidate secretary
j

either college. There will be at least

ie Baptist Boar

"

the Cosmos Club at
r^ciz^^^^^^ tox d°\ated srouf
lZ

T V^! Club at- tbe Y room in the generosity of French people who

Ch'ase Hall He is an exceptionally have proved particular
Ch
tS_Bttn

a
g^ake

8

p as he is of wide in the wor* of the French
in
interests. |

meat at Bates.

interest
depart*

mittee, introduced the orchestra,

describing the Oriental feeling in

the musical picture of the first

number.
Three charming selections by the

guest artist, Miss Jones, followed
the Orphic orchestrations. These
were "She Stands There Smiling",
"The Lass with the Delicate Air",
and lastly, the well-known "Blue
Danube Waltz" of Strauss. After
the intermission, Miss Jones pre-

sented "La Fileuse" and "Le Coeur
de ma Mie", two French folksongs,

and her most elaborate number,

"When the Roses Bloom", and
"Trees" at the close of the first

part of the program.
One of the features of the eve-

ning came when the Parker Glee
Club with Rupert Neily conducting
entertained with Beethoven's "Hai-
lelujah Chorus", "Jes' a Smokin' "

composed by the director, and
"Song of the Sea".
The Jewish "Eli, Eli", "The

Winds are Calling", and Caro
Nome" from "Rigoletto" were ren-
dered by the Lewiston concert sing-
er, Mrs. Julius Gottlieb.

Encore after encore was accorded
the Bates Male Quartet until
repertoire was exhausted. The new
quartet opened with "Rest Thine
Eyes" and "Study War No More",
after which one negro spiritual
followed another until Mr. Richan
was forced to announce that the
quartet had been organized only a
few weeks and knew no more songs.

Garnet Trumpeters
The Garnet Trumpeters, Bates

most unique musical combination,
presented its favorite selection,
"Neapolitan Nights" just before the
concert was brought to a close
all the artists and the
combined in "The Star
Banner".

Even if a relat-

of armament is

maintained, peace may be preserved.
Professor Brown does not believe

that war ie d result of armament any
more than conflagrations exist be-
cause of fire-department.

"War", he said, "is not a state of

mind." It ie the result of very defi-

nite ambitions, such as Bismarck
held when he fought France, Den-
mark, and Austria to unify Germany.

According to Professor Brown, the
remedies for war are arbitration, ju-
dicial settlements, and councils of
conciliation to discuss dispaeeionate-
ly the point in question. He believes
that the World Court will he an im-

it3 'portant aid to peace. But over all

of these solutions, he stresses the
need for tolerance. He urges that
all nations make an effort to recog-
nize the viewpoint of other countries'.

Capital and labor must be reconciled.
As individuals we must construct a
finer definition of life and live to-

gether harmoniously.
:o:-

Thie chapel problem is surely a
knotty one. South Western Colle-
gians demand that faculty members
attend chapel services or revoke the

by { compulsory chapel ruling. It was
audience I

disclosed that altho faculty mem-
Spangled

j
hers made and enforced the compul-
sory chapel ruling for students, only

The committee working on the' one-sixth to one-^eighth of them had
concert comprised Avard L. Richan, i been attending the services them-
Continued on Page 3, Column 3 | selves.
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which are the cause of sueh aetion. In the case of the Harlan Coun-

ty officials, there is reason to believe that their action is indicative

of an unhealthy control of the forces of the law by the mine opera-

tors of that region. In order to accomplish their ends they li a a e

prostituted the process of law and the traditions of their forebears,

and have violated the fundamental principles of the man from whom

thev boast their descent.
'

Reed Harffs presents a case, the implications of which are very

important to ns. There seems to be little doubt but that Harris

adopted a radical policy in his criticism of the college, and it is also

quite clear that he did not have sufficient evidence regarding the

conduct of the John Jay Dining Hall to prove his case. However,

this is not an indication of the fact that, such evidence does not'

exist, but may mean that it is inaccessible to him.

retract in the face of a threat of expulsion, is to us sufficient evidence

of his certainty in the matter. It seems quite likely that Columbia
j tion

resembles every other institution in that irate alumni bring pressure

to bear when they are not pleased with the conduct of affairs. ,

beautiful girl from a

From the very first when he attacked commercialized football,
j {^'^photographs submitted to him

Harris has aroused the antagonism of the alumni body, and the

cumulative effect of such a course of action is no doubt tremendous.

Whether or not there were real grounds for the expulsion of Harris

may be a matter of judgment, but we take the position that insofar

as it was due to his opposition to the policies of the administration,

it was a mistake, and a sad commentary upon the intelligence and
good judgement of the men who are in control of one of our largest

universities.

We have treated this subject at considerable length, because we
feel the necessity for making our stand clear on this important mat-

ter. We are at one with President Gray in his statement that "a

newspaper can best promote the progress in the region which it

serves by independent, intelligent and clarifying comment upon
significant current events." The policies of the Bates Student will

be determined, not by the censure of any member of the faculty, but

only by the standard of service to the highest interests of the col-

lege. If wT e err in our judgment in these matters, our columns are

always open to corrections which anyone may have to offer.

W OPEN

Ana again at Texas Christian U-

ITU refusal to diversity, the students v\*Y bridge

!
during Chanel to enliven the pro-

I ceedings That is- at least a

And Frederic March will pick

by "The Piera", the college annual.

And are our hearts palpitating, or

:s it our asthma?

U. of Penn. reports that many
co-eds are temperamental — 90%
temper and 10 % mental. Remember,
Bates co-eds, exceptions prove the

rule.

.Freshman themes at Middletown

College 'State that the most popular

occupations are operating a refresh-

ment stand of some kind, medicine,

and the ministry. One Frosh is look-

ing forward to a prosperous career

of rum-running. They must have
had to write a theme on "Why I

Came To College" or "Benefits of a

College Education".

Election Suggestions

By this time the elections will have become a thing of the past

and to a large extent will have been forgotten. In addition to the

suggestions which were made in the last issue of the Student re-

garding the conduct of the elections we have two comments to make.

The first is that, the voting place should be under the care of mem-

bers of the senior class only, thus obviating the possibility of persons

who are running for offices influencing the voters in any way.

We would also suggest that the .Student Council and Student

Government vote on all major issues should be tabulated and pub-

lished with the names of each member and his vote. In this way,

voters will be able to have some basis of judgement as to the res-

pective lherits of the several candidates.

This would seem to be the logical thing to do since otherwise

there is no real basis for selection of candidates. It is entirely con-

sistent with the principles of student government on which the

student body has been organized. Surely, the government body of

a group such as the student body at Bates, which has been elected

by democratic methods to conduct the affairs of the group can suffer

little by having their meetings open, when these have to do with

matters which effect the whole student body.

Chapel Diary

The Student and. i • • •-

Tuesday:—
Noticed on a tablet in the vesti-

bule the following: "Dedicated to

the Glory of God and the Wor-
ship of His Son forever and ever.

Amen".... I wonder how closely
we approximate that ideal in our
daily chapel services. This morn-
ing Prexy talked on the Universe;
A large order but it was well
handled. . . the order of it. . . the
gloriousness of it. . . the infinite

extent of it... True, but we live

in a small town, and a pretty
rotten one at that.

Wednesday :
—

Just made it. - . Absence of doxo-
logy fooled some of the boys this

morning. . . Choir was good, al-

though We couldn't hear it...
Prexy seemed lost in deep
thought... Only five in my row
were reading. . . the other seven
were talking. . .

It is not from any sense of a convention to be respected tliat we
express our gratitude to the outgoing administration of the Sthdent

for work well done. Our feeling springs rather from a deep Seated

appreciation of the foundations which have been laid for the work
of next year, and from a consciousness of the responsibility which
has been placed upon us by the very excellence of our immediate
predecessors: M'ess'rs Bura'ti, Dustin; and Laboytewux have taken
a college paper which was in a very precarious position financially,

arid have put it on the road to sound health
;
they have tak,en a stand

in the forefront with those who were working for the Wst interests

of the college; .and in return they have received a good deal of

"shame and abuse", along with the satisfaction that comes from
knowing that one has done ones' best. If, at the close of oivr ad-

ministration, we can be as sure that we have worked as- constructive-

ly and have been as uncompromising in our loyalty
1

to what we be-

leive to be the best interests of the college, then we will consider

our term of office a success.

Although, it. is not intended that there should be any radical

change in the policies of the Student, it may be well to restate some
of them at this time. It has not been the policy of the Student' to

have its policies dictated by any member of the faculty. The editors

are responsible to the subscribers, through their elected represent-
atives, the Publishing Board. The Student will be as radical as it

iis necessary for one to be in order to state the truth as one sees it.

Of course, we recognize the fact that all of our thinking is colored
by our prejudices and our background. We will be glad to print
dissenting opinion which is an expression of the other side of the
question.

In any matter which involves personalities, it will be the policy
of the Student to treat the subject m such a manner as to spare the
feeling of persons involved as much as possible. This paper does
not exist, as an organ of propaganda for any department of the col-

lege, but functions rather as a means for the dissemination of all

news which will be of interest to our subscribers. We do not intend
to 'print any news which is a deliberate attempt to create a false
impression.

l~n matters pertaining to the campus and in matters which have
to do with the world at large we will have one object in view, name
ly ; to arouse in the readers of this paper an interest and concern for
the changes Avhich are going on all about us; with the hope that in
their consideration of these things, they will bring to bear that tol-
erance which is the mark of an educated man.

Below the Surface at Columbia

There has been considerable interest aroused in collegiate circles
on account of two incidents which involved students at Columbia
University. Last month a group of sociology students, most of them
from Columbia, were expelled from Harlan County, Kentucky, when
they attempted an investigation of conditions in the coal mines. The
charge was made that this group was affiliated with the Communists
and that their purpose in visiting the mining district' was to stir up
trouble among the miners. Mr. Smith, the county attorney who
headed up the opposition to the students said that "These representa-
tive citizens who have met you here are the sons of the pioneers of
the nation You shall not bring into our midst any elements of
propaganda that shall add to our problems or disturb our peace."

Early this month, there was considerable comment in the news-
papers regarding the expulsion of Reed Harris, editor of the Colum-
bia Spectator, who it was charged had filled his colvihis with a series
"of innuendoes and misrepresentations which demanded disciplinary
action." The specific charges had to do with his attack on the col-
lege dining hall, although he had come into disfavor through hi*
comment on R.O.T.C., intercollegiate football, and also through his
support of the trip of Columbia students into Kentucky. Dean
Hawkes in a statement which we have received recently says; "The
question of free speech does not enter the case ih the 'slightest de-
gree." He claims that Harris could not back up His4 charges with
facts, and that he refused to retract WnUh given tile opportunity. On 1

the other hand, Harris maintains that he was judged before he was
1

asked to present his case, and has filed a suit of libel against the!
University.

After a consideration Of the material which we* Inrve been able

'

to gather on these cases, we are of the opinion that there are' at
1

stake certain fundamental principles regarding the right of free!
speech and freedom of the press. The right to crMcifce existing!
institutions is necessary to the conduct of these institutions in a
clean and wholesome manner. Whenever there is suppression of
these rights, whether it be in a government or in air institution of,
learning, we suspect that there are dark currents beneath* the surface!

Prof. Brown of Princeton . . . H*
referred to-ia dogma . of science
which states that "what cannot
be understood cannot happen"...
Bates/ is* free from that dogma...
We cannot understand how some
profs have the nerve to speak in
chapel, but it • happens often.

;

Prexy, announced that we would
close with the first three verses of

a hymn,- which had onty' three.*-'-

Friday:

—

Brown spoke today... He made
the comment that people are
starving spiritually . . . they cer-
tainly woullf if they had to de-
pend on tile Sustenance 'they

derived from* our chapel services
... My row was pretty good this
morning... only six out of the
twelve were reading. . . By the
way. . . did anybody see the
light?

Saturday:

—

Read the first Psalm responsively
. • • pretty good stuff. . . "nor
sitteth in the seat of the scorn-
ful"... a line for some of our
profs... "nor standeth in the
way of sinners"... read with
Prexy standing... Coach Dave
failed to appear, but Coach Cutts
pinch hit in great style.

Editor Solicits

Material for Use

in Next Garnet
Contributions to the tentative

second issue of the Garnet may be
made to the editor immediately. As
before, contributions may be short
stories, poems, essays, treatises on
politics, economics, social problems,
finance, government, science, critic-

ims, and should be handed to the
editor, his assistants, or placed in

the box in the vestibule of Coram
Library.

It is the hope of the editor that
more attempts will be made this

time to handle matters of weight,
such as political science, although
this does not mean that such con-
tributions should be made to the
detriment to the so-called creative
forms of writing.

Setting a precedent, the second
issue of The Garnet will be open
to contributions from alumni mem-
bers, and faculty members, and it

is the hope that such contributions
will be received in goodly number.

It is not at all certain that
the second issue of The Garnet can
be printed, as the matter hinges on
the outcome of The Student's bud-
get. All attempts will be made, how-
ever, to issue the second number of
The Garnet at Commencement Time.

DER DEUTSCHE VEREIN
De Deutsche Verein held its re-

gular meeting on Monday, April 11,
at which the following program was
presented

Rebecca Cousins '32 spoke on the
general elections which were repeat-
ed Sunday, April 10. Then Muriel
Bliss '3 2 gave a very .interesting pa-
per on Gerhart Hauptmann who is
the .greatest contemporary German
man of letters. He has been lecturing
at several American universities on
Goethe recently. Group singing of
German songs completed the pro-
gram.

At the business meeting it was
decided that the new officers should
take over their duties immediately
instead of next fall. Delta Phi Alpha,
the honarary German

, fraternity
held a short meeting directly after
the regular one.

EBENEZER KNOWLTON
By CLIVE KXOWLES

Ebenezer Knowlton was a recognized leader in the political
life of this state during the Civil War period. As speaker of
the Maine State Legislature and later as Representative to the
United States Legislature, he made a name for himself as a
man of high character and great purpose. It was he who succeed-
ed, in the face of violent opposition; in having a charter granted
to the Maine State Seminary. Only after a bitter fight, which
lasted through many days of the session, did the legislature
pass a bill appropriating $15,000 toward the foundation of this
institution.

After a good deal of discussion, it was decided to locate
the school in Lewiston which offered to donate a site for the
school and to give in addition $15,000 to the erection of build-
ings.

It was necessary for Knowlton to raise $15,000 from other
sources, according to the terms of the charter. He declined
renomination to Congress and spent the years from 1857 to
1859 securing funds. This entailed constant 'travel bv horse and
buggy over the worst roads of Maine. He spoke at meetings
three and four nights a week in churches, schools and town
halls. Some excerpts from his diary serve to show the tre-
mendous amount, of work which was necessary in order for
this man to raise money from the Baptists of Maine.

"January—spent most of the day breaking roads, but got
.through in time to make appointment and preached to a good
audience—Drove twenty miles today, a harder joumev than
si3cfy in good weather—20 to 35 degrees below zero all day to-
day, but I got through to L. all right and took up a good
collection."

It was his custom to take up a collection toward the ex-
penses of the new school. These ranged" anywhere from $3.00 to
$36.00. Although these sums must have seemed pitifully small
to him, his collections aggregated thousands of dollars.

"

On one occasion, as the collection plate was to be passed
an old gray beared fanatic arose and screamed out a protest
against this desecration of the Sabbath. It looked as though
the effect of Mr. Knowltoivs address was about to be lost, when
suddenly the choir arose and began to sing the HallelUliah
Chorus lustily. The old man was thoroughly squelched and the
collection in this case amounted to $9.50.

Ebenezer Knowlton, although himself a man of verv little
schooling.

.

stimulated many young men and women of
*

Maine
with a desire for a higher education. It was said of him that
"In the earlier cats

lines of his travel
towns."

— of the school you can almost trace the
ames of the students and their home

These Peace 'Conference discus-

sion? are contagious. The first of

such discussions has been inaugura-

ted at Holy Cross College with re-

presentatives from the U.S., England,
France, Germany, Jtaly, Spain, Rus-
sia, Austria Japan and Poland

Students at the Univ. of North Ca-
rolina are to participate in a national

campus tournament of marble shoot-

ers. And as an added treat a limited

number of the faculty will be al-

lowed to enter the meet. These man-
ly sports. Tsck! Tsck!

And Syracuse, in an effort to have
every student engage in some sport
has added "bam .golf" — norseehoe
pitching. Yes, and embroidery is

kind of nice too.

Stanford in her term paper abstrac

ted 10 pages from one of Elinor
Glyn's torrid tales. But the alert

prof immediately detected the pla-

giarism. Moral: nothing is fool-proof.

Freshmen girls in the U, of Ar-
kansas dormitory must eat every-
thing but peas and ice-cream with a

|
spoon. A knife is used for these ar-

ticles. All of which goes to prove
that the abilities of upperclassmen
must be respected.

Here's a new excuse for letting

the hair grow. A student at the
University of Alabama told the
registrar that he was leaving
school because he had tried all the
barbers in town and none of them
would cut his hair right.

The Purdue Univ. women are now
being given the opportunity to at-

tend a "charm school" where they
learn many necessary things as how
to hold a cigarette properly and how
to avoid spilling cocktails on 'best

party gowns. W© are paging the
curriculum committee.

The sophomore class at N. Y.
Univ. recently held its annual dance
at which admission prices depended
on the waistling of the girl. One
penny was* charged for each inch of

the circumference, and maybe those
N. Y. U. boys didn't try to sell the
18 Day Diet idea.

Columbia has received $28,000 in

gifts in the last year. And the per
tinent question would be, in pro-
mises or in real stuff?

When Jean Harlow was visiting
the U. of Penn., she remarked, "I
think college students are just grand.
I like their youth, their vitality, and
their pleasing ways". And to think
Jean could say that without coming
to Bates.

The Golden Key Society at Mar-
quette Univ. plays hosts to the vi-

siting athletic teams by serving
orange juice to the players between
the halves. Why not raspberry
juice?

An inquiring reporter of North-
eastern News copied the following
from a Senior Electrieal's notebook:
If ©he wants a date Meter
If she is expensive Charger
If ©he wants to cail Receiver
If she wants to be an angel

Transformer
If she is out of place Conductor
If she is too bold Resistor
If she is too direct Alternator
If she is too flighty Regulator

Mies Mary E. Wooley,
,

of Mount Holyoke College expresses
the opinion that the college campus
should be made into a recreational
as well as an academic center Lady
them's our sentiments exactly.

«,
Th
|

f
?i
l0M^5 ad

' was inserted in
the Smith, Wheaton, Mt Holyoke,
and Vassar newspapers: "Wanted forDarmouth Carnival two girls who
Will pay all their expenses iPlease
send height, weignt, and snapshot to
Box 844. This depression is getttag
serious, no?

And here's another:—

a

newly-wed at the Univ. of
threatens to leave the institution- be-
cause .the college" authorities- bound
his year contact at the college- dor-
mitory. The frosh, who had hoped
to have an apartment for his bride
of three weeks, had to find a substi-
tute for hfa dorm room before he
could vacate. There ain't no justice,
nohow.

No letter, whatsoever, will be

primed In this column unless signed

b7 the name of the awtnor.

The Dance Situation

To the Editor of The Bates Student:

There appears to be a great deal

of unfavorable comment on tne sud-

ject of Saturday Night dances at

Chase Hall; I would like to offer a

few criticisms and a possible solu-

tion- ,» -

The girl's stag lime in itself is not

chjectable, but an improvement
would be welcome.
The stag line embarrasses many

of the girls as they appear to be "on

the auction block". Their only

means of repulsion is, "Sorry, I've

got this dance." (How often do we
hear that! ) A girl who is naturally

bashful, will soon develop an in-

feriority complex if she is only asked

to dance once or twice during the

evening; the result Will be that she

will not take part in any future so-

cial functions. Outward appearances

are quite superficial, and1 many a

good dancer with a pleasing person-

ality is handicaped by lack of "good

looks". If we all selected our danc-

ing partners for "looks", I'm sadly

afraid that there would be no more
than five couples on the floor during

each dance group. Wihy not give

all the co-eds a break. This could

be done in the following manner:
Have the girl's stag line as at

present, and make every dance a

cut-in, except the first, before and
after intermission, and the last.

However, no cutting until every girl

;e dancing. This latter condition is

one which I have seem exist only

three times since last Fall, and that

for only one dance group each time.

Of course, if the remaining girls ab-

solutely refuse to dance, which I

don't think will occur often, then

let the cutting begin.

A radical step could be taken for

one dance if the above solution is

not satisfactory:—let the men take
their places in the stag line for one
dance, and watch the conceit taken
out of the men. (Myself unques-
tionably included!)

I do favor the first solution, how-
ever, and think it would be a suc-
cessful venture. At least, give it a
trial for one dance and let us see the
results'.

'Respectfully submitted,
PAUL, S. EGGLESTON.

Program Dances at Chase

To the Editor
Sir:

The iChase Hall Dances at which
we are supposed to develop the social

graces, have degeneraetd at the pre-

sent time, into a high class "horse-
flesh deal". The price at the auction
is sometimes the condescending offer

of a dance but often a large number
of the thoroughbreds find it necess-
ary to retire in an attempted etately

manner to their stable. These auc-

tion© occur about every fifteen

minutes thru-out the evening re-

sulting in the elimination from fu-
ture dances of those aspirants who
nature haa unfortunately endowed
with less charm than their more
fortunate sisters..

Are we going to continue this type
of dance with its devastating effect

on both sides of the campus or shall
we attempt a solution?
The necessity for a change is at

hand Mr. Editor and I would like to
niibmit the following method of
over-comintg this condition.
The average attendance at the

dances is about two-hundred and
with this figure in mind a price of
sixty-cents per coupe including re-
freshments would cover the expen-
ses. Alternating each week, there

j
would be a system whereby one week
the men would invite the women and
the following week the women would
invite the men. 'Added to this, each
dance would be a program dance,
thus eliminating the "Stag-Line", in-
creasing the diversification of friend-
-ship ,and creating a decent atmos-
phere.

Puttinig into force an innovation
of this type naturally would create
a hardship for a time on certain in-
dividuals, but the opportunity would
be present every other week for
those unfortunates to exert their
subtle personalities.

In closing, Mr. Editor, I would
like to say that better college life
can only be the result of an, increase
in comradliness among the men and
women of Bates, so why not start by
eliminating the prominent "Stag
Line" at Chase Hall Dances.

Respectfully suibmitted,
' GORDON SENECAJL '3o

DOROTHY E. O'HARA
W. A. A. Meeting

The first meeting of the new ho^
of W. A. A. met last Wednesday
night. A number of topics

brought up for discussion. Hand;

books of the organization are to b?

distributed next year, this practice

having been discontinued the ^
year.
The dates for the week end houSe.

party were decided upon, May
21

and 22.- Daigmar Augusitinus is
jj,

charge of food; "Joe" Barnett,

tertainment; Grace Gearing, trans,

portation.
Garnet and Black Captains

The Garnet and Black Captai^

were elected at this meeting with
tl

{

following results:

Gar-et: Senior— "Gin Lewis

Junior, "Mim" Wheeler
Sophomore, Roeie Gallia^

Black— Senior, "Connie" Oonant
'

Junior, "Midge" Reid

Sophomore, Ethel Oliver

Tournament Week - April 5-U

Tournament week has been un<le

full swing for a while and is provias

very popular with the girls. Fran

Beacihett is in charge and has a pro-

gram consisting of bowling, paddle

tennis, ping-pong, deck tennis, hand,

ball, badminton and camp fire work

Health Week — April 11-15

Toby Zahn '3 4 is inj charge 0/

Health week. A program of lectures

movies, fashion shows, and a pos;v

re contest will ocupy the entire we?i

Camp Fire Work

Over forty girls the past week tool

in a Camp Fire study under the di-

rection of Miss Harriet Dive3y, a gra-

duate of the. University of Mich-tew.

The course consisted of points ab j'

•leadership training, activities ii

Damp Fire groups, the educationt

basis of the study, the value of or-

ganization, the value of recreation;

singing, handicraft work such ae

wood blocks, original symbols.
At the last meeting on Friday af-

ternoon a ceremonial wae held; the

council fire was lighted, and girts

were awarded ranks in 'Camp iFire.

Friday evening an outdoor picnic

was held on the river bank.
Miss Dively represents the Nation-

al Field Work of Camp Fire ih l\'e»-

England since November". She has

been working in Maine; for ' the pa?!

-two months with headauarters in

Portland. Groups in nearby 1

Vicini-

ties have been' visited^ .college

groups, leaders in 'Camp, Eire, assis-

tants, etr. ,
' .1

'

For girls interested, in ' leaderabis

fax Camp Eire executive office^there
are imany pl'a.c'ei op'e-n. Jtfi^ /DJ -*v

would . be . glad . .to. .«ehd appIlea tiro

blanks to all girls interested. Girls

interested in being camp counsel-

lors should ask for application

blanks which may be secured from

Dean Clark. In order to be a coun-

sellor, the girl must be qualified it

an activity such ae swimming. The

Portland Organized Camp Fire

Group is open to anyone who -wishes

to apply.

«XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX3ttCV

The Note-Book

Of An Editor

The faculty of the TJnitf. of Ro-
chester decided, it was- better tor «fcu'-

denits to sleep in their own rooms' friend's good intentions'
rather t he classrooms, and
so eight classes have been
abolishe out the benefit* of
an "arg*

( we haver made Che
foliowin na:

And malt does more than Milton can
To justify God's ways to man.
Ale; man, ale's- the stuff to drink
For fellows whom it hurts to think.
Look into the pewter pot
T-6 see the

t
world as the world's not.

A guy, somewhere, perhaps In
Saxony, invented a tool which made
& different sort of a noise than any
tother tool,, and he also invented a
very inadequate control of the sounds
vomited (I hope vomited is the
proper word) by that tool, and some
one called' it' a musical instrument
Saxophone-—and forthWith it

?*f£
tUr

?-t
d l0

J*?
f
S
T the PurPose of

lending discord to dance music."
Unknown.

"Would jtou be practically sensible
according tjtf modern social theories'

'T^^JtSSL** 8nepect embody
and everything, even

IMPRESSIVE Y. W. SERVICE
Simply and with dignity at. a can-

dlelight service in Rand reception
room last Wednesday, the Old Y ca-

binet handed over it's trust to the

New Y cabinet There were two -well

known hymns sung, a few word?
from Edith Lerrigo and the lighting

of the candle© of the girls who are

to carry on the work. The fire in the

hearth and the candles, helped to

heighten the impressive effect.
New Cabinet:— President, Mil-

dred Moyer '33; Vice-iPres. Olive Gro-

ver '34; Secretary, Francis Hay-
den '35 Treasurer, Margaret John-
son '33; Undergrad. Rep. Lucienne
Blanchard '34; World Fellowship..
Florence Oe:den '33; Music, Arlene
Edwards '34; Social, Thelma Kit-

tredge '33; Social Service, Mary
Fuller '33, Dawn Orcutt '33; In-

dustrial, Eva Sonstroem '33; Con-
ventions, Ruth Rounds '34; Publi-
city, Elisabeth Lord '33; Town Rep.
Gwendolyn Spear '34.

Another committee head has been
: chosen to carry on the work with
the Freshmen who will come each
fall. The purpose will be to hel,p the
new girls to become adjusted i"

their new environment and to supply
any needs which may arise. A Sopho-
more woman has been chosen foT
this head since she has just been
through the experience and will un-
derstand their view point. Josephine
Springer '35 will be this chairman
on the new board.

Mrs Fred C. Mabee has been cbo-
seni again to be the Faculty Advibor.

:o:

best

Corelli.

The installation of the new offi-
cers and the initiation of the ne*members took place at the 'meeting
of La Petite Academie on Tuemdav
April 12. The officers are as< follw':

President— Henry LaVallee- '33
Vice-President—Frank Murray '34
Secretary— Charlotte Cutts '3 3
Treasurer— Dorothy Diggery '33
The new members are: Constance

Conant. Marguerite Morong Edith
PemneUf, .Dorothy Wills, John V
bravolsky. Richard Genthner. Frank-
lin Wood Eleanor Libby, all of the
class of 33; and Mary York, Evelyn
Crawford. Clyde Holhrook, Rose Ho-ward Lomse ,Mallinson, Earle Bi-

11*'„ ™°i
ris ^Allister. Verna

Brackett. .Eileen SoBer. Angela D'Er-
nco. Dons Naelsoai, Georgette- Le-

S2l 5TS?!L ?*f* ATthur Merri-
field. All of the class of '34

1

T
!V
S ™»s.. the 1?at regular metttog

for the Senior members of La PetUe
Academie.

Rousseau defines history as "the
art of choosing from among lies, that
one which most resembles the truth."

PHIL-HELLENIC CLUB
Plans are in progress for the an-

nual Phil-Hellenie Banquet, at which
the installation of new officers will
take place. This will be on the fourth
Monday of this 1
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^Unique Problems Disctissed

In Experimental Psychol
*

Benefit Concert

ogy
By ALBERT OLIVER

Prof.

Crete

an entirely new course which en-ables the student*
, to get more

actual experimentation than in pre
vious courses. Some of the new
pieces of apparatus include a stop-
watch, a metronome, a kymograph
a pneumograph, a, -battery of tests,'

an aesthe-

V—

- aor

Do those who rank high in intel-

ligence tests also rank high in
studies? Is. life largely intellectual

or emotional? Frank Murray, '34 is

seeking an answer to the first ques-

tion and Frank Wimmer, '33 is

working on the second question.

Both men are members of a unique an* illusion board"
class in Experimental Psychology siometer
conducted by Mr Howell Lewis this Make Original Experiments
semester. This class is made up of As the course iSd there
students majoring m Psychology, are two class meetings aiid one la
and is comprised of eight Seniors, boratory period a e k T s

"

f0U1. Juniors, and two Sophomores.
! dents are grouped In pairs, Ind each

Deal With Variety of Problems
j

pair ^is responsibly for one expen-
Each student in this course is

men t a week. At the regular class

working on a semester problem on nieetings, the experiments which
which he will report early in May. liave been worked out are presented
Rebecca Cousins, '32 is working by a group for class' instruction and
With white rats to determine their discussion. Each experiment is type-
faculty of discrimination and maze written out and tbftn commented on
learning. Marion Crosby, '32 is ;

y Mr - Lewis and filed away for

making an experimental genetic !

luture reference.

study of the needs of children. :

Tlus experimental field has been
Charles Demarest, '32 is interested roughly divided in^p six divisions,

in the intellectual content of music.
: 9ne.

is concerned with social be-

What determines the conditions for "ayi°r such as rumor, race prej-

the judgment of resemblance is the nciice
>
and handwriting. Another

problem for Clifton Jacobs, '32. deals with feeling and emotion such
Irvill King, '32 is making a psycho- as the affective value of colors and
logical analysis of a city as revealed '

smells
- The field of cognitive pro-

by a newspaper of that city. Eugene cesses has an interesting experi-

McAlister, '33 wants to know wheth-* ment in mirror drawing.. Another
er or not group thinking is superior Sron P deals with bodily movement
to individual thinking, especially in and tlle control of movement. The

Continued from Page One
Provencher, Faust Couture, Charles I

W. Bickford, Thomas Barry, Rov J. I

Wallingford, Mrs. Harry J. Stone,
Mrs. Herbert Whitney, and the
Misses Charlotte Michaud and Blan-
dine Marcotte. The Boy Scouts acted
as ushers and stage hands.
The groups contributing were

made up as follows: Bates Orphic
Orchestra: Seldon T. Crafts, direc-
chairman; Daniel Wellehan. A. D.
tor; Joyce Foster, Samuel Scolnik,
Celia A. Thompson, Josiah L. Smith,
Norman DeMarco, Norman Rain- lage, and let no one but his wife know

Chase Describes Trip foh

— Evades Robber Bands

'

; »

regard to committee work. Students
of Biblical Literature might be in-
terested in the work of Walter
Miller, '32 concerning a comparison
of religious with relative values,

j

Albert Oliver, '34 is taking up that!
famous question of the effect of the ,

use of tobacco on scholarship. Clin-!
ton Osborn, '33 is making a demons-!
tration of cerebral structure and
functions. The facilitating effect of
conditioning in the median plane of
localization forms the problem of
Lawrence Parker, '32. Dormitory
students will be interested in the
results of a research by Clarence
Sampson, '32 into the effect of dis-

traction on study. Gerald Stevens,
'33 is working on auditory closure.

Happy Family of White Rats
Incidentally, Miss Cousins is to

be congratulated on the additions
to her happy family of rats. She ob-
tained a dozen white rats to experi-
ment with, and, as we go to press,
this dozen has expanded to well
over thirty. Some of the campus
would-be wits suggest that the Stu-

dent conduct a contest wherein the
contestants are to guess the total

number of rats that there will be
on May first. It was also suggested
ctjfi&t person guessing the closest fee

.given free a year's subscription of

the Student.
The

,
(jourse in Experimental Psy

:
,
'ecology has been

,
improved. thiL

year by the tripling .of ^apparatus .iii
l

tb,e
(

"
:
;h

)

istpry' of Canada" 1

.

ville, Frances L. Webb, Ruth E.
Rounds, Harry E. Kemp, Elwood E.
Bean, Norman W. Lafayette, Stella
E. Clements, John N. Ingraham,
John A. David. Jr., William Scolnik.
Horace E. Turner, Robert H. Axtell,
Frances E. Stephens, Maxfield Gor-
don, Clifton W. Jacobs. Earl S.

Richards, J. Frederick Donald,
George A. Turner, Wilfred O. Shute,
Gilbert Clapperton.

Foyer Musical Quartet: Misses
Lucille Marcotte, Rita Garneau,
Marguerite Bilodeau, Gabrielle Du-
mont. •

Bates Girls' Glee Club: Seldon T.
Crafts, director; Priscilla Goodwin.
Gertrude F. White, Marian E.
Blake, Muriel M. MacLeod, Amy A.
Irish. Muriel Gower, Helen F. Foss,
Betty Mann, Lucienne Blanchard.
Doris E. Mooney. Ruth Marjorie
Briggs. Charlotte Harmon, Evelyn
Rolfe, Eleanor H. Goodwin, Inge-
borg von Muller. Helen M. Good-
win, Charlotte Cutts, Frances A.
Eckhardt, Ruth E. Rounds, Cres-
centia Zahn. June Sawyer, Irma M.
Raymond, Elizabeth Fosdick.

Parker Glee Club: Rupert Netty,
Portland, director; C. E. Bailey,
Lionel Bolduc, Alphonse W. Cote,
Franklyn E. Epps, John Foss, Al-
fred Frank, Malcolm J. Gray,
George E. Jones. Alexandre Le-

1—
I mieux, Lucien Mathieu. Charles

A meeting of the Sophomore class |

Merle McCormack, A. R. Prince.

,s held last Monday. The purpose Wilfred Simard. E. M. Dunlap, E. A.

«he meeting was to vote on the ;

Po^, Ralph A. Gould, Robert ' H.
Gremley. Gordon Greeley, Ray
Jones, Dr. George H. Rand, George
H. Rand, Jr., Dr. John P. Stanley,
Donald Webber, Elmer W. Abbott,
Reginald Bouchard, Fred A. Clough,
Edward H. Diehl, E. H. Gamago,
Ralph T. Howe, Raoul Raymond,
Elmo Tremblay, R. F. Ware, W. B.

At wood. George B. Libby, F. Stan-
ley Libby, E. E. Parker, E. S. Pit-

cher, Alfred Sturgis.

Bates Male Quartet: John Pierce,

Alden Gardiner, Sylvester Carter,
Edward Prescott.

Garnet Trumpeters: Frederick
Donald, Clifton Jacobs, Charles Po-
vey, James Oliver.

"Accompanists: Mrs. Gladys White,
Miss Eleanor Robie, Miss Gilberts

Bower.

The next morning we started on whole range of Ida to the west and

our great adventure. George was the Mediterranean atvthe end of the

even more anxious about robbers valley to the south. We admired the

than when we came from Rethymno beautifully squared stones in the

to Vryses. The government with its foundation walls of the palace and

hands full of other difficulties, can in the retaining waJls on the hillside,

exert hardly any power in Crete, and the huge clay jars in th,e storerooms,

some of the returned soldiers have the bases of columns, the stairways,

taken to robbing travellers. George the stone channels for water, all

took pains to .spread reports that we dating from 4. 000 or more yeare ago.

Pause for launch

We ate our lunch under the trees

near the -palace, and then went on
our way, crossing and recrbssing the

river and coming up a steep slope
about 7 o'clock to Phaestus, the site

of a much larger palace. This we
examined thoroughly, and then about
8 went down the hill tb a village at

its foot. It was growing dark but we

his real intention. About 8 o'clock in

the morning he and Eleutherios and
I slipped quietly away on the mules,

the dog trotting along ibeside us. We
went down in a deep glen, crossed

a stream then up on the side of the
great Mt. Kedroe. Soon we came to

a lonely region where for an hour
or so we travelled along a heathy
mountain side. This is a place even I did not want to spend the night

worse for north winds than where there, as the marshy plain is haunt-
we went the day before. But marvel- ed by mosquitoes and reeking with
ously the wind calmed down and malaria. So we pushed on for an
troubled us not at all. George told hour up the hillside on the edge of

many stories and traditions about the valley, and came in the darkness
the points we passed. One great heap 1

into the village of Kousses. George
of stones was called the robber's ' took us to the house of relatives, and
pile, because there it buried the body they received us most hospitably.

last two groups take up observation-
al processes in regard to such things
as the span of attention, estimation
of time, and color-blindness.

Sophomores Select Pin

At Meeting Monday

Wi
of Tns meeting was . to vote on
design of the class ipin. Albert
Oliver, Chairman of the Committee,
pointed out the several merits of the
various pirns and. companies, and
showed different designs

The clai^.3 voted, to accept a pin,

triangular in shape, and bordered
with garnets and pearls.

:o:^

From a questionnaire sent around
to fraternity men 8 at Syracuse to

find out the domestic possibilities

of the males at the university it was
discovered that men do not care to

make their beds. This investigation
was done for the benefit of the wo-
men on the campus who desire to

of a robber who in years Jong passed
killed many travellers. After he him-
self was killed, everyone who came
brought a stone and threw it on the

pile as he passed. After rounding the
j

southern end of Kedron we came
j

,

down into a. valley between it and
another mountain. This was rich and
planted with innumerable olive trees,

through which we travelled for an
hour and a half or so. Then we came
to a rocky ridge which we climbed,

descended, crossed a dry river bed

The House

Their house is much larger and finer

than any in Vryses, and I was sur-

prcsed to learn that it eo&t only 1200
at a time when that

equalled $240. We had a large up-
stairs room, where George and Fleu-
therios shared the bed and I had a

couch. We spent most of the fore-

noon visiting our hosts and in the
village. About 10 they served us an
elaborate meal and at 11.30 we

and went up the elope on the other
j
mounted our mules and started

side. We now came to the loneliest ; forth. We went down into the mala-

part of Crete and the one'most dread-
ed by travellers/ It is called Hepto-
poroi (seven passes) because of the
successive rocky defiles that one goes
through. It is wild, barren, and ut-

terly uninhabited. We met a few
groups of travellers like ourselves
but no robbers, and about noon we
emerged from this waste, coming

ria plain past fine vineyards, cotton
and tobacco fields but villages of

people feeble and emaciated from
fever. Stagnant water was every-
where. Then we went on thru olives,

olives, sometimes varied with vine-

yards. We passed thru the village of

Miraes, where on Saturdays a great
fair is held. We saw the extensive

down a steep pathway along the edge : booths and the large open square. By
of a deep gorge. We ate our lunch in 1 about 3 we had crossed to the west-

the saddle, for George feared to stop
j

ern side of the plain and had come
even for a moment lest robbers pur-, to the site of Goryn, a city important
sue and overtake us. We now could i in early Greek

,

days. iHere we saw
see the Mediterranean on the south the ruins of an ancient temple of

of Crete, with a white sandy beach, ! Pythian Apollo, and a Roman thea-

and an immense level plain extend-
j
tre, in itself very completely pre-

ing far inland. Up above us on the served with marble seats and built

left was Psilorites the ancient Ida, ! up stage, hut interesting more espe-

steep gorge and then over one height

after another. It was utterly lonely

and George was much relieved when
just before it became completely

dark we overtook a large caravan.

Night
We journeyed on at their rear and
about 9 reached Hagia Varvara
where we found sleeping quarters at

j

a little coffee-house-inn. We were off

at 5.45 the next morning and now it

was down all the way, along the

margin narrower than that to ' the

*outh but rich in olive trees and es-

pecially in splendid vineyards. We
still had Psilorites on our left and
far away to the right we could dimly
see Dictys, the mountain range of

eastern Crete. About one we entered

thru a great gateway into Heracleion

or Candia.
:o:. —

School Debaters

Continued from Page One

cular instructions and assignments
will be given out by Lawrence Park-

er, '32. After this, the teams will

go to their assigned rooms to de-

bate. As a result all debates will

be taking place simultaneously.

When these debates are over, the

teams will again meet in Chase
Hall where each of the winners of

the semi-finals will meet in the

finals at nine o'clock on Saturday
•morning.
The teams which win first and

second place in the finals will re-

ceive silver loving cups. Both of

these teams will be eligible to com-
pete in the National Debating Tour-
nament to' be held in May at Sioux
City, Mo. The best individual speak-

er will receive a scholarship of

$100.
These high school debates are

sponsored by the Debating Council

at Bates, and are under the general
supervision and direction of Prof.

Brooks Quimby. The programs for

the finals are in charge of Randolph
Weatherbee '32. Edith Lerrigo '32

is arranging for the judges. The
rooms where the debates are to be
held are chosen by John Carroll '32.

William Dunham "32 and Helen
Hamlin '33 are looking out for the
rooms where the debaters will stay.

Registration is in charge of Frank
Murray '34 and Theodore Seamon
'34. Thelma Kittredge '33 is arrang-
ing for refreshments and Margaret
Perkins '35 for the regular meals.

Lionel Lemieux '33 is getting time-

keepers and chairmen Shirley Cave
'32 and John Pierce '35 are to look

after guides to conduct the de-

baters about the campus.
:o: —

An act of the state legislature

has censored THE WET HEN of

South Dakota University, because .t

sponsored a contest for the most

kissable Hps.

TUFTS COLLEGE

DENTAL SCHOOL
Founded 1900

College men and women—prepare for a pro-

fession of widening interest and opportunity.

Recent research has enlarged the scope of

every phase of dentistry. The field demands,

more than ever before, men and women of

ability backed by superior training. Such

training Tufts College Dental School offers to

its students. School opens on September 29,

1932. Our catalog may guide you in choosing

your career. For information address

—

William Rice, D.M.D., ScD., Dean
416 Huntington Avei*.ue Boston, Mass.

(

take advantage of Leap ,Ye'ar. I Taradis, and George

by the

.-ftfld the securing of a laborajtorj

room ' for
j

Psychology in

Fprurn. Mr. Lewis has also outlined

i
'

about the Bates co-ed debates
How
with-

Ljibbey. the •V^iyersjity, of '; Toronto and 'Mv-

• A strike -is ready- to begin in a

Syracuse dormitory unless such con-
ditions h'S "too much starchy food,
fish unfit to ;eat,i 'unclean dishes, and
'Sn f efficiency "'in' the ; -management'/',

remedied. 1

1

'

'

the great central mountain range of

Crete. We went down into the plain

and presently came into "the auto-

mobile road which crosses the island
from north to south. We plodded
along through continuous orchards
of glorious olive' trees. By and by we
came' to a stream flowing With con-

eidefabld water. We crossed this and
'went up thru irrigation' canals and
rich fiends 1 to a hillside named after

a chtiW-h. Hasia Triada. Here about
•5 o'clock I'clme to -my first ancient
Tretaii 'Palate It is toti-llt on' the hill^

cially for the many blocks of stone
which had been built into it bearing
inscriptions in very ancient Greek
written with the letters facing in

alternate lines from- right to left and
then from left to right; We lunched
here and rested until live. George had
hoped to spend the night at the home
of the' Bishop who was born in Vry-
»es,J but- the bishop, 1

I proved to be
away. So at about f>

; we started for

the village 'of Hagia Varvara, one
of the two villages of highest alti-
tude itt* Crete. The' road went up, u'

|
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Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

Main Street

Merrill & Webber Co.
Printers Bookbinders— Paper Rulers —

Office and Plant

95-99 MAIN STREET, AUBURN, MAINE.
C3 FLOORS OF MODERN EQUIPMENT)

QEO. V. TURQEON & CO.
Agents for the beautiful Gruen Watches

DIAMONDS
80 LISBON STREET,

WATCHES
LEWISTON MAINE.

Compliments of

New Method Dye Works
Paul Carpenter

11 West Parker

CLEANING and PRESSING
TEL. 3620

MOST COMPLETE AND UP-TO-DATE

Luggage Store East of Boston

Fogg's Leather Store
123 MAIN ST., LEWISTON, MAINE.

Chesterfield Radio Program
WON. & THUR. TUES. & FRI. WED. & SAT.

Bosweu Alex RUTH
Sisters Gray ETTING

lO:30p.m.E.S.T. 10:30p.m.E.S.T. lOp.m.E.S.T.

SHIIXRETS ORCHESTRA every night but Sundoy

NORMAN BROKENSHIRE, Announcer

COLUMBIA NETWORK

Of

© 1932, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

TAXI
4040

UNION SQUARE TAXI CO.
171 MAIN STREET

Harry L. Plummer
PORTRAIT—Commercial and

Finishing Photography

NeAV Studio

At 135 Main St.;

Lewiston, - Maine.

GROUND FLOOR

For GOOD CLOTHES and

FURNISHINGS

WHEELER CLOTHING CO,
Oor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS.

Special discount given to college students

MEN
Be Sure To Trv

WOMEN

BILL, The Barber
For Expert Work
CHASE HALL

Two Best Places To Eat—at

BILL WHITE'S
and Home

Steaks, Chops and Home Made Pies
All Sport News by Radios While You Eat

Bates Street, Lewiston, Maine.

CRONIN & ROOT
SELL

GOOD CLOTHES
140 LISBON STREET, LEWISTON
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By VINCENT BELLEAU

Through all the excitement which
accompanies our timid entry into the
field lorded over by Bill Cunning-
ham. Hugh Fullerton, Jr., and others,
we find oureelvas staggered by hav-
ing to keep up the reputation which
Parker Mann and Ev Cushman have
secured for the Student Sports de-
partment. Wo hope to serve you as
well as they did. Any suggestion, ad-
ditions and c-riti. isms, will be wel-
comed and duly respected

WORK UNDERWAY TO IMPROVE I»«*»-! F"

FACILITIES FOR BASEBALL
j^"S^Xi

To Enlarge Garcelon Field So That Baseball

Diamond Will Be Outside Gridiron—Plan
To Extend Field To Russell St.

Work is now underway in the The removal of the baseball difl-

tk>mpIetion of a project the need of mond from the football field will

which has long been evident to the permit the gridiron to be completely
Bates Athletic Association—the en- turfed over, eliminating the present

largement of Garcelon Feld eo that deplorable patches of bare earth
baseball facilities may be secured

Brown Discusses

Diplomatic Life

In Informal Talk

without the necessity of super-
imposing the baseball diamond on
the football gridiron.

Plans call for the extension of the

present field out to Russell Street,

the new diamond to be placed with
home plate just north of the track
oval. Within the new area there
will be room for one or more dia-

monds in addition to that of the var-

sity. These will enable Freshman
and Junior Varsity teams to carry

on outdoor practise at the same time
as the varsity squad.

Contracts have been let for the

grading of the earth at present con-
tained within the area.. Contractors
hope that the work may be completed

MORE Y TRIES
I < >OTB.\ UL EXPERM K.N T

Coach Morey's new spring football
policy, giving a chance to every man
in the college to participate in inter-
chips competition, will undoubtedly
meet with the approval of those
who have been shouting against the
commercial aspects of college ath-,
letics. From now on, football, during

j

with the earth already available. Ad-
the spring season at least, is to fol-| ditional filling, however, may have
low closely the original purpose of
colli* ge athletics, and aim towards
general development of participants.
At the same time, the coaches may
discover new material for next year's
Varsity, thus killing the proverbial
two birds with the same stone.
Though we have warm weather

in April and May, we also have many
cold days, and by holding practice
at 4.30 in the afternoon, as Coach
Money proposes to do. nobody will
have to complain about the heat.

MAY HAVE
GOLF TOURNEY J

If enough money is raised to pay
the Martindale membership fee, the
Sports department of the Student in-

tends to sprinsor an intramural golf
tournament towards the close of thejners, are among the entrants in the
college year. Interest in the game Portland Boys' Club Road Race to

to be brought in to bring the level

up to that of the present field. The
present grading operations should be
completed early this summer. If

further work has to be done, it may
be that the new field will not be
available until next spring.

Three Bates Men

Enter Road Race

On Patriots' Day
Russell Jellison, Donald Malloy,

and Edward Winston, Bates run-

which rainy weather transforms into

a slippery quagmire. Last fall's

rainy season indicated the undesira-
bility of having the football gridiron
and baseball diamond both situated
on the same field. A returfed gridi-

ron should be a definite advantage to

next fall's football prospects.

The present lack of facilities re-

quires that Fresihiman baseball prac-
tise be carried on in the cage. Wr

ith

the addition of the extra diamonds,
all practise will be held outdoors
and the cage will be freed for other
activity.

With the gridiron freed from base-

ball 'practise, opportunity will be
secured for spring football practise
for Varsity fall candidates, as well
as general informal football compe-
tition.

Plans call for the removal of the
section of iron fence at present en-
closing a portion of the field, and the
extension of the high wire fence to
surround the entire, enlarged enclo-
sure

seems to be growing from year to
year, and many colleges have had
golf teams in the field for some time.

MAY NOT ENTER MEDLEY
IN PEW RELAYS

Coach Thompson late yesterday
afternoon stated that it is doubtful
If he will enter a medley team at
the Penn Relays late this month.
Lack of a strong three-quarter
mile'r, and the inadvisability of en-
dangering Jellison's form later this
spring by too early speed work
brought about the change. There is

no change in the mile team plans.

THOMPSON LOOKING
IOil WEIGHT CANDIDATES

The oettjAl lack of weight men is
si rlously hurting Bates' chances for
success during spring track compe-
tition. Coach Thompson is scouting
around for possible candidates. The
men who are out for the field events
now :ire doing the best they can,
and everybody appreciates their ef-
forts, but it eeepoB that weight men
are born and ,not 'made ,and that
most, of them do not come to Bates,
or that those who do come to Bates
are not aware of their ability and
stay away from track.

Adams, Jellison, Eaton ,are ex-
pected to be Gure point winners, but
the team's chances to capture the
State meet this year is not too good.
Bowdoin and Maine both have good
teams, and Colby may turn out bet-
ter than expected so that the State
me-et ought to be close.

Jock, by the way. is rumored
to be a rising politician around
these parts, a Democrat at that,
which may or may not affect
his statement regarding Bowdoin's
track prosipects However, a team
which has Stanwood, McLaughlin,
and a couple of freshman who al-
ready are Tecord breakers can he
looked upon as likely to win.

be held Patriots' Day. The three
Garnet representatives will compete
in the five mile event.

Jellison is the defending cham-
pion in the race, having won the
event in record time a year ago.
Norman Whitten, who gained per
manent possession of the

Baseball Squad

Shows Progress

In Cage Practice

Infield Berths Open

—

Millett Leading-
Moundsman

With Garcelon field still dotted
with puddles, the majority of the
baseball candidates have been limit-
ed to cage practice in their efforts
preparatory to the baseball season.

Frank I

TnouSh the opening of baseball ae

Among the addresses given by

Prof Brown of Princeton during

his visit to the Bates campus last

week was an informal lecture, Fri-

day evening in Chase Hall regard-

ing his diplomatic experiences.

Prof. Brown divided his talk in-

to three episodes, pictures of diplo-

matic life in three different situa-

tions. The first dealt with an ex-

perience in Honduras during the

revolution in Central America. For

a dav he exercised the presidential

perogative at the capital, confront-

ed with all the difficulties occurring

in the strife. Next he related the

kidnapping episode of Ellen Stone,

an American missionary who was
captured by a band of profesional

Bulgarian revolutionists in Turkey,
desiring to focus attention on Mou-
dania.
The third episode was an ac-

count of his life in Hungary in

1919. attached to a Peace Com
mission. Prof. Brown gave here in-

teresting and extraordinary ac-

counts of his contacts with the
Bolshevists.

Four Alumni to

Teach on Staff

Summer Schoo 1

McOLiUSKEY AND WHITE
HONORED BY COLLEGE HUMOR

Lets Gage, selecting his College
Humor All-American hockey team,,
gives Ray McCluskey and Ben White
honorable mention, along with Wil-
son of Colby, a center, and Bill Has-
kell of Bowdoin, goalie, and others.
Those who saw the Bates-Xew Harnp-j meeting
shire game at the Arena may be in

terested to know that Hanley, the
big "Wildcat defense was nicked as
first string Ail-American by that
publication.

Preti trophy last year when he won
|

the eight mile race for the second
consecutive time, is not expected to

compete.
Race Sanctioned

The race is sanctioned by the
New England Association of the
Amateur Athletic Union, and all

competitors must be sanctioned by
that body.
A total of 11 prizes will be given

by the Boys' Club to the, early
finishers. In the eight mile event,
prizes will go pa the , first' five to
cross the finish line, while the first

Portland runner to cover the dis-

tance will receive a special award.
Special Award

The first four to finish in the five

mile race will receive awards with
a special trophy for the first Port-
land runner to cross the line.

Winston will be eligible for the
special award.

Jellison's record time for the five

mile route is 26 minutes, 24 1-5
seconds. The course may be closoed
to traffic, and if such is the case
the record will probably be broken
as auto odd handicapped the run-
ners a year ago.
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New Male Quartet

Is Latest Musical

Group on Campus
There has been organized another

male quartet at Bates College. The
members are: John Pierce '35,

Worcester, Mass.; Alden Gardiner
'34, Wickford, R. I.; Edward H.
Prescott '33, Newburyport, Mass.:
and Sylvester Carter '3 4, Maiden,
Mass. The purpose of this group is

to present classical music.
Mr. Carter planned and organiz-

ed the quartet, and it first sang at a
of the Macfarlane Club.

tivities saw the prospects none too
bright, it is expected that Coach
Morey will have a team that will
win its share before the season is

ended.
Millett to Head Pitchers

The Garnet pitching staff is to be
headed by Millie Millett, who
should go better than ever with an-
other year of experience to his
Credit. The other leading hurling
candidates at the present writing
are Phillips, Gordon, LaVallee,
Johnny Stevens, Amrein. Bugbee,
Holman, Archibald, and Howard
Bates as well as four freshmeu,
Stahl, Norman, Aldriqh, and Duarte,
wfrq have shown up well in the cage.

It is. also expected that Ted Brow:i
will do a large part of the catching
again this year. He will be support-
ed by Dillon, Ken White, Rohin, and
Ralph Musgrave.

Vacancies In Infield
As a handicap to this year's team,

the infield is without the services
of Chick Toomey, who last year
played a stellar game at short, and
Otto Heddericg, who solved the pro-
blem at second base. This means

]
familiar to us, for. as any one of

that a new combination will have to
|
his tennis charges will testify, he is

be developed, with Berry as its
| one of the most likeable and inter-

A Vocational supper will be held
tonight in Fiske Dininjr Hall at six

o'clock. The guest speaker is to be

Mrs. Allan P. Stevens, one of the
directors of the Maine Savings Bank
in Portland. The subject of her talk

will be "A Glimpse into the World
of Business". She will discuss the

two questions—What are the op-
portunities in the husiness world
for College graduates, and—What
elements should influence a grad-
uate's choice of work? This talk

will be of interest to the girls who
plan to enter the business world af-

ter they leave college, and also to

I those who are undecided as to
what they will do after graduation,
for the speaker has had much ex-
perience in the world of business.

Mrs. Stevens is to be a guest for
overnight and because of this in-

dividual questions and talks may be
arranged in the evening. The cus-

tomary Wednesday night Board
meeting will be held after the Vo-
cational supper.
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Juniors Meet To

Make Plans For

Annual Ivy Event

Committee Heads Chos-
en Last Saturday

At a Junior Class meeting held
last Saturday, Ivy plans were
launched with the election of the
Chairman of the Ivy Hop Commit-
tee, the Chairman of the Ivy Day
Committee and a Nominating Com-
mittee for Ivy Speakers.
To John Dobravolsky of Medford,

prominent in athletics and in the
social life of the campus, the class

has entrusted the supervision of the
Ivy Hop. As Chairman of that Com-
mittee, Mr. Dobravolsky will choose
his own assistants and begin plan-
ning at once.

Henry La Vallee of Biddeford,
was elected to head the Committee
of his own choice for the Ivy Day
Program.
A second ballot was necessary to

determine the members of the No-
minating Committee for Ivy Day
Speakers. The final count resulted
in the election of George Austin of

j

or R. R. N. Gould, government; Dr.

East Greenwich, R. I., Mary O'Neil j
Edwin M. Wright, English"; Profess-

of Lewiston, and Robert Swett of
Newton Center, Mass. This com-
mittee will nominate speakers for

s£ pa3s «.reSr as
these nominations as, well as from
any other nomimatiorii which may
come frpm the floor at the time of
the, elation.-/-

,

.

n

;
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Tufts, Coach of Tennis,

Active in Business,

Shapes Good Teams
George Tufts, varsity tennis men-

tor at Bates, is, queerly enough, a
man little known to the great ma-
jority of the student body. It is re-
grettable that he should be so un-

Now that the school session is

almost over, plans are underway
lor the Summer School. Professor
S, F. Harms, director of the Bates
Summer School, announces the
name of four alumni who will be
instructors on the 1932 session:

John R. David, '04, a professor at
Adelphi College, will teach physics;
William H. Martin, '09. assistant
superintendent of schools in Mt.
Vernon, N. Y., will instruct in edu-
cation; Albert B. Harvey. '16, prin-

cipal of the Roxboro Junior High
School in Cleveland Heights, Ohio,
will also give courses In education;
Mary E. Geary, '27, instructor in

Portsmouth, N. H., has been ap-
pointed to the position of social

director.
Various members of the college

faculty who will teach are: Profess-

EX-BATES STARS
VISITORS ON CAMPUS

Max Wakely. star runner of a few
years ago. was on campus last week.
Charlie Small, one of the best base-
hall players who ever graduated from
Bates, and his brother Elliot, aleo a
star pastimer. were warming up in
the cage last Friday. Nap. Devesque,
bus driver for hundreds of Bates

On April Sth it appeared for the
first time publicly at the Benefit
Concert for the Unemployment of
Lewiston and Auburn. The four
men are well fitted to form a quar-
tet. They are members of the mu-
sical organizations, the Glee Club
and the choir of Bates College and
have sung in other vocal groups.

Mr. Carter, a well-known bari-
tone, has studied' at the New Eng-
land Conservatory of Music and the

mainstay at first base. Howie Millett
is the other candidate for the initial
sack. The leading candidates for
second base are Swett and Fireman,
with Flynn at short, and Jekanoski
at third.

During Friday's practice session.
Flynn was tried out as a pitcher. If
he makes good in that position, it

is probable that either Swett of
Fireman will cover short with the
other man as second baseman. Dean
is another leading candidate for
the infield. If he hits as well as last
year, however he may be used in
the outfield. Dean hit plenty while
with Norway in the Pine Tree
league last summer. Sprafke, Ken
Bates, Gay, Cubberly, Dixey, Eves,
Bill Scolnik and W. H. Scolnik are
other infield candidates.

Outfielders Plentiful
Through the outfielders have

been out in the pasture a few times,
Coach Morey has not as yet seen
them hit much, and has not decided
who the leading candidates are, al-
though it looks as if Murphy, Ray
McCluskey, Merrill, McLeod and
Lynch are good prospects, with
Debravolsky, Frank Samarco,
Stone, Greig, and Winston also out
for positions.

Hitters will have the call over

has sung at Bates Alumni Reunions
in Boston and at the opening of the
Statler Hotel in that city. He has

teams, was trying to cast off a little
j t\
aken

?,

art in the 7es^r services of

weight by playing around with them. "if. 5° ege
n t

and 111
.

l
.

he P^ams
which the Bates musicians have pre-

i

the rest of the others, most likely.
Boston Conservatory of Music. He! The season opens Tuesday, with the

annual exhibition Patriots Day

CARROLL LOOKS GOOD IN
CASEY TOURNEY

Ruso Carroll. Bates '31, knocked
out his opponent Belanger in the
third round of one of the most in-
teresting bouts of the first K. of C.
amateur boxing tournament Friday
night. An injury to his hand preven-
ted Russ from going any further.

Paul Steigler, Colby light-heavy,
won the championship of the 175
pound class.

SPORTS SHORTS:

Lack of interest in college base-
ball, more and more evident every
year, and now general adoption of
spring football makes one wonder

sented at Station WCSH in Port-
land. In November he gave a music-
al recital at Bates.

Mr. Pierce sings tenor, and Mr.
Prescott sings bass. The latter is

at present a vocal student under
Mr. William B. Bradley of Port-
land. Mr. Gardiner, who sings se-
cond tenor, was a member of the
Glee Club while in high school. He
was also one of a quartet which
toured the state of Rhode Island
and which sang over the radio sev-
eral times.

game with Bowdoin.

cover a party given by Moravia col-
whM.her m a few years we will have. lege. The girls were looking foT
two football seasons, and no base- someone to dance with, and being
ball. . High schools are doing the; the only male available, the poorsame thing. Edward Little in Au-: reporter had to dance with each of
burn is starting spring football with 1

the comely maidens Such matters
all seriousness, having scheduled a should need the .personal attentiongame with Bangor as an innovation,

j
of the editor.

Little does the average student know, !

about some men who have lots to
. most .physical .perfection is track, and

do with the college athletic policy.
|
the events which take the most out

J. H. Clausen s magazine Track of men are the 440, the 440 hurdles,
has an editorial m which the writer the 120 hurdles, and the 880 vards
says the sport which requires the run.

The life of these reporters is cer-
tainly a hard one. A freshman on
the staff of "The Brown and White",

j

LightmanTof speeiaVlnte'rest kTthethe Lehigh U. paper, was assigned to
|

scheduling

Coach Tufts Has Squad

Of Veteran Tennis Men

Working on Indoor Court

Coach Tufts has a veteran tennis
squad working out regularly on the
new indoor court in the gymnasium.
Pour letter men from last year's
successful team, Captain Jacobs,
state title holder, F. Wood, Light-
man, and Antine, together with K.
Wood, Carter, Karkos, Stevens, and
Turner, who all saw service, will be
contending for positions in great
earnestness as an attractive sched-
ule is being arranged by Manager

of the State Meet on
Garcelon Field Courts, where Cap-
tain Jacobs will be defending the
title^ he won at Brunswick last year.
With such veteran material bolst-

ered by a year of experience, pros-
pects for a successful year look es-
pecially good. Besides" the State
Meet, matches are being scheduled
with Tufts, Boston University,
Maine, Colby, and Bowdoin.
The courts are being j»»t ?t>+0

shape and a general eal i- 1

didates will be issued a
conditions allow.

esting men connected with our col-
lege.

Mr. Tufts has been coach of
Tennis at Bates for five years, hav-
ing taken charge of that sport in
the spring, of 1926. During this pe-
riod, he has consistently turned out
winning teams, which, more than
once, have brought the state title
home to Bates.

Coach Tufts has lived in Lewis-
ton all his life. He graduated in
1917 from the local high school,
where he distinguished himself as
a star on the school's baseball
team. Immediately after his grad-
uation from school, he entered the
employ of a Lewiston bank where
he remained for ten years. In the
past few years, he has become the
owner of one of the city's largest
laundries.

Mr. Tufts divides his attention in
the spring between his active busi-
ness and his duties as tennis men-
tor. He is a man who can perform
his work efficiently and earnestly,
and get in the hearts of his pupils
by his contagious wit and warm fel-
lowship.

Incidentally, coaching tennis is
not Mr. Tufts' only function in con-
nection with Bates. He also man-
ages, in his home, a small hotel for
four off-campus Bates freshmen.
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Thursday, May 26, Is

Date Scheduled For

Junior Exhibition

The annual Junior Exhibition
will be held in the Little Theater on
Thursday, May 26. Speeches for the
contest are to be original and ora-
torical rather than of the essay
type. Professor Grosvenor M. Ro-
binson, under whose supervision the
exhibition is held, has announced
that preliminary readings before
the committee will be held on May

All Junior men and women are
eligible for competition, and it is
hoped that many will try out. There
will be two prizes: one of forty-five
dollars and one of thirty. These
prizes will be awarded to the first
and second best speakers respect-
ively.

Last year's winners in the Junior
Exhibition were Edith Lerrigo and
Harrison Greenleaf, both promi-
nent members of the Varsity De-
bating Team.

or Fred C. Mabee, general science
and physics; Profesor Brooks Quim-
by, 'IS, argumentation; Dr. Lloyd
W. Fisher, geology.

Three hundred and twenty were
enrolled last year and an : equal re-

gistration is expected for the ses-
sion this summer.

rrom the News
Continued from Page One

of the administration had altered
the fact that the issue of freen
Speech was involved, the strike pro-
ceeded on Wednesday as scheduled.

"The students who served on the
Strike Committee answered this
claim with arguments which they
feal completely prove that it is, and
have issued statements supporting
this point of view. The following is

a summary of these arguments:
1. The question of the truth or

falsity of the charges affecting
the John Jay Dining Rooms is

not involved. The right on an
editor of a newspaper, acting
on information which he con-
siders reliable, to make charges
and demand an investigation in

a matter of public interest, is

a fundamental aspect of the
right of free speech and free
press.

2. The original act of expulsion
was based on the character of
Reed Harris' editorial policy
thruout the year as officially-
stated by Dean Hawkes on
Friday, April first.

3. The "libelous charges'' which
the administration later gave
as the basis for their action
was originally made by last
year's editor of Spectator
against whom r.o action was
taken.

Until Harris is reinstated, a black
mark dishonors the University and
calls into doubt its professions of
liberalism.
"We feel that the evidence sup-

ports the claim that the right of the
freedom of the press has been vio-
lated, and we are forwarding to
Dean Hawks a statement to that ef-
fect as an expression of the opinion
of the Editorial Board of the Bates
Student.

Student Starts Drive

For Golf Course Fund

In an attempt to raise the money

necessary to pay the Martindale

Country Club membership fee, a

£mfu?tce consisting of M Howell

Lewis, oL the faculty, C linton Dill,

Benjamin P. White, Xonnan W
ten, Randolph Weatherbee, Herbert

Berry, Vincent Kirby, Robert Sweet

and John Gross is cooperating wf»
Vincent Belleau, Sports Editor or

the Student ,and [Dorothy O'Hara,

Women's Athletics Editor.

The action on the part of the

Martindale directors calling for a

$200 raise in the annual fee paid by

the 'college, made it necessary for

students interested to contribute.

The Women's Athletic Association,

at a meeting, last week, decided to

give $100, fifty dollars more than

in previous years; and the Varsity

Club, at a meeting, Monday night,

voted to contribute $56 to the fund.

The committee, during its initial

meeting Monday, decided to get the

rest of the money by soliciting indi-

vidual contributions from student

golfers. So far, 24 members of the

Freshman class have pledge two dol-

lars each. The growing interest in

golf on campus assures the success

of the undertaking.

An April Fish Party

Last Tuesday evening, so the

story goes, room 41, Rand, was sud..

denly transformed by Marion Blake

and Mary Hoag into a unique aqua-
rium where dwelled hundreds of

little fish hidden in every nook and
crevice. In due time, seventeen girls

arrived, each one representing a

fish and bearing a fish-pole in the

form of a hooked pin. The search

began and the quiet, peaceful, abode

of fish became the scene of a great

scramble and wild excitement. The
prize was soon awarded to Gertrude
Diggery who made the biggest catch,

twenty-eight fish. Having thus

quickly robbed the place of its

little inhabitants, the big fish took

possession and continued their

frolic with fish games, stories, and

refreshments including punch serv-

ed in a fish bowl.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

A co-ed was dismissed from Ohio
State for scholastic deficiencies Her
father claimed that no institution
supported by the state could expe
students of good moral standing
The case isn't settled yet but the
co-ed is still attending class. Toobad isnt it that Bates is not astate supported institution'

Wheaton College and Grinnell
College have both banned the Chi-
cago Party Tribune from their libra-

[ |

Ties because of the stand against ipro-
s hibition. And they claim education
makes for broad'
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admit news material, not in an effort

'to brfteence'
,mt in 41,1 attewfi to

toform. Vo political preferences are
considered. Realizing the interests

0f our readers, the editors of this

column welcome controversial ma-
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Bates Victor, 5-6,

Over Polar Bears

In Opening Game

teruu

blicati'" 1
.

(nit reserve the right of pu-

jn an address to candidates for

full
membership in the Maine Metho-

dil
,
t
conference last week at Water-

ville, R : boip Blake gave one Oif his

'mo-it
earnest appeals to leaders in

th
eChr:6tian Church. In urging them

t0
gpeak out in regard to modern

flagrant economic injustices, he dis-

close:! the present wonld-wide de-
nrer-sion. We quote has address:

Ghastly

"It would seem that with 15 de-

crees-ions in our country in 100
veare, ^iat some way should be
found to prevent recurrence. It is

a ghastly condemnation of our so-

cjaieysteim that New York, the weal-
thiest city in the .land, has to give
- 000 an hour to releive distress."

Ford's Statement
He cited Henry Ford's statement

a y jar ago, that there was work
enough for all who wanted it, and
the fact that in four months his plant
had Laid off 75,000 workmen; that
on an original capital in 19 03 of
$28,000. the first 30 years had
shown profits of $642,000,000; and
that in 1932 the total assets and sur-
plus is a billion and a half or 51,000
Unite tut oiiginaL investment.

Obligation to Workers

'i have r.o objection to that," said
Bishop Blake, b;r. a company should
also be 'under obligations to accu-
mulate reserves to car? for workers. I

In the last analysis this is not an
economic question, but spiritual, be-
c i- -e the bast; is justice and bro-
therhood
"Have we too much wealth? I

don't think iso. The time has coma to
solve all prolems with more equita-
ble distribution of income. In 1929,
500 people out of the 122,000,000 in

thin country received sufficient in-

come to buy 'the entire cotton and
wheat crop, while the masses, with
a capacity to consume, have not the
money to buy.

"If you can say these things to-

day, so that people will listen, and
that you will not be ca/lled Bolshevik

or Communists, you could have my
Episcopal position on one condition:
if I could exchange places with you
and find some potion that would put
me back 35 years, and let me start
over in this new day. We are now in

a position as Christian ministers to

•accomplish more for socia 1 justice
and the realization of the Kingdom
of God, than for ten centuries pre-
vious if we are wise enough."

Large Crowd Sees Bates
Down Late Rally

The local baseball season was
ushered in yesterday ajfternoon when
Coach .Mo.rey's nine beat Bowdoin
6-5 in the annual Patriots' Day
exhibition gaime on Garcelon field,
while one of the largest baseball
crowds seen here in recent years
braved hockey weather to witness
the first exhibition of the ipastiimers

Though the game was long and
meet inning's slow, neither team can
be said to. have played anything eilse

but good baseball, with three double
'plays featuring the fielding, and the
hitting of Flynn, Brown, and Ricker
being good.

Bugbee Starts on Mound
Bugbee opened on the mound for

the Bobcats and lasted two innings,
when LaVallee was sent in by Coach
Morey to stave off a Bowdoin rally,
which he did. Millett went in the box
in the last stanza, to strike out the
third Bowdoin batter only.

Bowdoin got one man on first

inning, but failed to score, and Bates,
in the sec ond half of the same inning
proceeded ailong the saime lines until

Merrill, ;playing centerfield, was
passed by Emerson, Bowdoin hurler.
Berry then hit to Ricker who fumbled
the ball, allowing Merrill to score,
and Berry got to first. Flynn, next
up. slammed a two bagger to right
fiel 1 scoring iBerry, and was followed
by Ted Brown, who hit a single to

center, scoring Flynn. Jekanoski
struck out, retiring the side.

In the third inning. Bennett, Bow
doin left fielder, was ipassed by La
Vallee. Ricker, up next, hit his second
in a row, scoring Bennett.

Bates got another run in the fifth.

Fireman, playing right field instead

of his usual infield 'position, drew ;

pass from Means, star hurler o

Wells' Polar Bears, who had relieved

Emerson. Fireman stole second on
the first ipitc.hed ball, went to third

on Merrill's sacrifice hit, and scored

when Herb Berry lifted a high one
to Bennett in left field.

Score Twice in Sixth
The sixth inning saw two more

tallies added on to Bates' score when
Brown hit to right field. Jekanoski
grounded to .Means, who fumbled the

ball, and LaVallee sacrificed, ad
vancing Brown to third and Jeka
ncski to second. Munphy then hit to

third and Hemipel found himself
unable lo up to the demands
created by the situation and threw
the ball nowheres while Brown
scored, followed by Jekanoski on the

next irJlay.

Bowdoin scored again in the

eighth, McKown crossing the iplate

We have a discussion by several

Boston University professors on the
necessity of radicals in a college com-
munity.

Continued on Page 4, Col. 5

Comedy Ends 4-A

Players Season

FridayJVpril 29

'Lady Windermere^
Fan" Has Large Cast
—Some Novices

Several Freshmen

Fred B. Stanford

Dies—Founder of

Bates Student

Once With Local Paper
Veteran Journalist

"Our University students are too
conservative, 'too II title radical", de-
clared Prof. Everett L. Getchell of
the SchooJ of Education. "It's about
time they took an autive part in so-
cial conditions, as did Columbia stu-
dents in the Kentucky mines or the
Yassar Girls who undertook to plead
for condemned negroes. Our stu-
dents should have regard for social
wrongs."

"In aill foreign countries, revolts

begin in the colleges, the students

uprise against oppressoin. I consider
it an encouraging sign when radical

movements start in Universities, for

it shows people are thinking of some-
thing else besides athletics, socials

and such. Perhaps this invasion of

the mines or this pleading for con-

demned negroes is an outburst —
•perhaps it is significant of the new
attitude of students, " said Professor

GetefceaL
Students becoming /aroused

Prof. Charles M. McConnell of

School of Theology was .most em-
phatic, when, in referring to the ra-

fcfcal attitude of students against so-
cial condition, he said, "Students
have a perfect right to revolt. It is

the right thing for them to investi-
gate conditions and act as they see
fit, because they are supposed to re-

present the thinking minority of peo-
ple from which the future leadership
must come. Secondly, in most of our
institutions, students get out of
touch with life, and by experimenting
in such conditions for themselves,
they gain the facts first hand, with-
out censorship or second-hand tach-
mg. Thirdly, radicalism shows that
students are becoming aroused to
social injustices which are contrary
to the principles of sound sociology
and economics.

"Colleges should really sponsor
movements like those taken by the
Columbia students who went into
the Kentucky mines to investigate
conditions. If necesslary, the school
-mould finance them. It is the kind
of research carried on by learners
rather (than teachers. Such efforts
at leastt tend to uncover facts hith-
erto suppressed in order to prove
some theory or social system," con-
tinued Prof. M'cConnell.

Dangerous to suppress Them
"No student is ever made ridicu-

lous by interfering in such social
condition", said Prof. Robert E.
'Moody of C. L. A "if ipeople are
right, le.t the student ts come in to
find out labout fit. They should be
permitted to go ahead in such mat-
ters, for whether right or Wrong, it
is dangerous to suppress them."

Seniors Choose

Sophocles' Work

For Annual Drama

The committee in charge of the

annual Senior Greek play has

chosen Sophocles "Electra", which

will be presented on the library

steps, Saturday, June 11. This

play is more dramatic than the

"Electra'' of Euripides, and has

been chosen because of the intense

interest created by Eugene O Neill s

trilogy, "Mourning Becomes [Elec-

tra."

In the early days, three literarv

societies of Bates combined then-

resources, and held a reunion meet-
ing on the Friday night before the

final exams. In 1912 it was suggest-

ed that instead of the literary meet-
ing a Greek play be given, and
"Aedopus at Colonus" was chosen.

Its success was so great that it was
repeated during Commencement
Week. This will be the 21st year

that such a play has been present-

ed.

Tryouts will take place very

soon and everyone is invited to try

out The general committee is head-

ed by Mashe Lightman, and con-

sists of Jeanette Gottesfeld, Eliza-

beth Taylor Shirlie Austin. and

Margaret Hines. Robert LaBoyteaux

? a manager and electrician

with Rushton Long as his assistant.

Orlando Scofield is business man-

ager and Gilbert Clapperton has

chile*"of the music. Prof. Robinson

is coaching the play.

Musical Clubs To

Give Final Concert

The members of the (musical clubs

will 'present a concert at Oxford,

Friday evening. As this is to be the

iast concert on the schedule this

season. Professor Seldon T. Crafts

hopes to repeat the success experien-

ced at Rockland two weeks ago.

The organizations taking part will

be the Glee Clubs, the Little Sym-

phony, the Garnet Trumpeters, the

New Male Quartet, the Garnet Re-

velers, and several soloists. Among
these last are Sylvester Carter, Clyde

Holbrook, Almas Thorp and Norman
DeMarco.

Such trips are considered very va-

luable, since not only do they afford

pleasure to their participants, but

they give invaluable experience in

public (presentation.

The English 4-A Players will close
their series of (productions for this
school year with the presentation of
Lady Windermere's Fan" in the

Little Theatre, Friday, April 29. This
sparkling and characteristic Wilde
comedy has been selected not on-ly

because of the good evening's enter-
tainment which it is always sure to
afford, but also because its large
cast permits the introduction of
several Heelers who have made only
minor appearances .previously, or
none at all.

The story of "Lady Windermere's
Fan" involves the dilemna of a
young wife when she learns that
her husband has been paying con-
sistent attentions to another woman.
Three solutions are open to her
problem: to "take the poo-ah de-ah
fellow out of town immediately",
as the Duchess of Berwick advises:
to "console herself" with the love
of anoither man as advised by Lord
Darlington, himself the "other man";
or to return to her husband and
trust him, as Mrs. Erlynne. the
worn m who has been the third
member of the triangle, urges.

Margaret Hines, president of the
club, who has been invaluable both
as director and actress, wiLl make
her final appearance in the powerful
role of Mrs. Erlynne, the fascinating

outcast from society who is en-

deavoring to get bapk. People who
are acquinted with the character,

and who have seen Margaret's work
in the "Valiant" and in "Death Take;
a Holiday" will be convinced that it

should be a fitting climax to a

memorable career.
John Curtis has an especially con-

genial role as Lord Windermere—

a

r61e which he portrays powerfully,

and into which he puts a great deal

of a significance. George Austin as

Lord Augustus Lorton, referred to by
the Duchess of Berwick as her "dis-

reputable brother—such a trial to

us all"—and the object of Mrs. Er-
lynne's affections, puts that spice

into the part which has made his

comedy always something to be anti-

cipated with pleasure.

The remainder of the cast is made
up of comparative or complete
strangers to the 'Little Theatre stage.

Margaret Perkins, a freshman with a
great deal of promise, will appear as

Lady Windermere. Lord Darlington,

also a major role, will be done by
John Dority. another freshman, who
appears capable of handling such a
responsible part. Charlotte Longley
who created much amusement kt

"Spinsters of Lushe" is extremely

a musing at the talkative and proper

Duchess of Berwick, while Frances

Cronin, her docile daughter, makes

a great deal of Lady Agatha whose
insignificance or 'prominence is a

matter of interpretation.

Other members of the cast, who
have been chosen because it is be-

lieved that they have the ability to

enter into the atmosphere of an Eng-

lish society group, have so far lived

up to expectations.

The cast is as follows:

Lord Windermore John Curtis '33

Lord Darlington John Dority '35

Lord Augustus Lorton
George Austin '33

Mr Cecil Graham Charles Povey '3 4

Mr. Dumby Parker Dexter '3 2

Mr. Hopper Norman Balcom '3 5

Parker, butler Robert Kroepsch '33

Ladv Windermere
Margaret Perkins '35

The Duchess of Berwick
Charlotte Longley '35

Lady Agatha Carlisle
Frances Cronin '3 2

Lady Plymdale Jeannette Wilson '3 2

Lady Jedburgh Betty Fosdick '35

Lady Strutfield Miriam Wheeler '3 4

Mrs* Cowper-Cowper
Babs Lincoln '35

Mrs Erlynne Margaret Hines '3 2

Rosalie Thelma Poulin '3 5

:o:

Bates Entertains

College Teachers

of Six N. E. States

The New England Association of

College Teachers of Education will

hold an important convention here

on Friday and Saturday of this week.
This association meets annually, in

April, at the college with which the

president is connected. Last year, the

convention was held at Tufts, when
Prof. Shaw of that college was1 presi-

dent. This year, Dr. McDonald, Bates

professor of Education, heads the

association and is instrumental in

having the convention held here. It

j6 a great honor for Bates since,

heretofore, the meetings have been

held in 'larger colleges near Boston.

The principal topic for discussion

will be "The Place of Liberal Arts

Colleges in Preparing Teachers for

New England Schools, Friday, at

6 30 P M there will be a banquet

in Chase Hall, followed by general

discussion and a second meeting on

Saturdav morning. The Commission-

*rs of Education of the six New Eng-

land states, heads of the^ Educational
New England col-

Frederick Benjamin Stanford,
class of '74. founder and .first editor
of the Bates Student, died Monday
at his home in Brooklyn, Conn.,

where he had lived since his retire-

ment twenty-five years ago. He was
born in Gardiner, Maine.

While in college he also did
editorial work for the Lewiston
Evening Journal. After graduation
he served with the Financial Chro-
nicle, N. Y„ the Inpendendent. New
York, the Brooklyn Daily Citizen,

the New York Evening Post, and
the New York Times.

Model Convention

Plan of Politics

Club on Tuesday

Bertram Antine To B<j

Keynote Speaker

Two Bates Women

Report Results of

S. G. Convention

Group Accepts Invita-

tion To Assemble
Here Next Year

Delegates Honored
Lucille Jack, president of Student

Government, and Rebecca Carter,

Cheney House Senior, represented
Bates College at the New England
Conference of Women's Student Go-
vernment Associations of Co-educa-
tionnel Colleges held at Massachu-
settts State College, Amherst, on
April 14th. 15th and 16th.
The most important outcome of

the conference was that it has ac-

cepted from among others the invi-

tation of Bates to hold the New Eng-
land Conference on this campus next
year.

There were two candidates present
from each of the ten co-educational
Colleges of New England which are
Tufts. Rhode Island State, Connecti-
cut State, Massachusetts State, Mid-
dlebury, Vermont State, New Hamp-
shire State. Colby. Maine and Bates.

Annual Affair

The colleges meet each year to

discuss systems of governments, to

offer advice, and to suggest changes
which should be made in the go-
vernments of the colleges.

In entertaining the Conference
Bates has an honor which she has
not had since 19 24. At the meeting,
also, Lucile Ja'ck was elected ipresi-

dent and Rebecca Carter, secretary
of the Conference.

The Bates representatives were en-
thusiesttcally received and besides
spending much time in discussion
groups they toured the Massachu-
setts State College campus and at-

tended the Prom Show.
Topics discussed

Some of the most important topics

introduced for discussion were the
quarters for social life-—how college

meets the problem and whether it

.provides adequate place fqr women
students to entertain, the penalties

of a constructive program, such as

PORTLAND HIGH WINNER OF

1NTERSCH0LASTIC DEBATES-
BUCKFIELD CLOSE RUNNER-UP

Results Announced In Little Theater Saturday

Morning—Pres. Gray Awards Scholarship

To Kenneth Grant of Buckfield

19th TournamentBates Athletes

Have Good Ranks

Lettermen Are On Par
With Average Of

Student Body
Bates athletes are just as bright

as the average Bates student. Here
is something for psychologists to un-
ravel during their after dinner bull

sessions. According to the results of

an investigation conducted by the
Student with the aid of the Regis-
trar's office, 38 lettermen in foot-

ball and track lack only five hun-
dreths of a point to reach the avera-
ge of the entire student body, both
men and women, which is 77.2.

The track men had an average of

77.2 last semester, and the football;

.letter men 77.1. The Juniors on the
j

football team, however, seem to be
|

much brighter than the track Juniors
as they poll a ipercentage of 77.6,
which is higher than the average se-

cured by all the men of the Junior
class, 76.9. The track team Juniors
average 75.2.

MeCIuslvey and McDonald

Th s highest ranking athletes in

college are Norman .McDonald and
Ray MeCluskey, both College Club
men. McDonald, besides being quar-
ter back on the footbaill team, is a
-star 'debater, and a member of Delta

Both Schools Eligible For
National Debate Title

Held Next Month

By ALBERT OUVER
After two unsuccessful years, a

team trom Portland came back and
this time was able to win the covet-

ed Interscholastic Debating Cham-
pionship of Maine. The second place

in this nineteenth annual tourna-

ment was awarded to Buckfield

High School. Both of these schools

were awarded cups for their success

at the semi-finals and finals held

here on campus April 15 and 16.

The $100 scholarship, awarded
each year to the individual receiv-

ing tlie most votes in. the finals for

the best speaker, was won by Ken-

neth Grant of Buckfield High
School.

Both School Previous Winners
Portland and Buckfield have each

won a championship previously.

Portland took first place in 1928
and Buckfield was victorious in

1926. The team from Portland is

coached by Mr. Walsh, and the

members of the team are the same
ones which have been together 'n

the Bates League for the past three

years. Although failing twice to

emerge victorious from the debates,

this year they proved that "the
third time never fails". The Port-

land debaters were in the Bowdoin
Debating League this year and were
defeated in the finals by Bruns-
wick. This time they won over
Brunswick, thus making their vic-

A mode! D:'Tiocrat:c national con-
vention will be staged by the Men's
Politics 'Club at their (meeting Tues-jof the college and the responsibility

having speakers for mass meetings
and arousing interest by discussion
of vampus (problems— , the morals

day in Roam 3. Libby Forum.
The affair will be an open meeting

and •members cf the Women's Poli-
tics Club and other students interes-

ed are invited to attend and take
part.

Bertram Antine. vice-president of
the club, will be temporary chair-
man and key-noter of the conven-
tion which is expected to elect for-

mer president Norman McDonald as
permanent chairman. .Members of

the - '.id nt government assumes in

improving moral standards, and the
faculty and student relationship.

Suggestion for B» tcs

It is interesting to note that Bates
is the omly co-educational college in

New Engdand which has the com-
plete Honor System in that it has no
faculty .member such as a house
modher who checks the obedience to

the rules.
Suggestions for Bates concerned

Sigma Rho, tihe national forensic
fraternity, as well as president of

j tory" doubly sweet During the past
the Men's Politics Club. Mac was eigkt years a Buckfield team has
pcpular on the fairer side of our made ils way into the finals five
camipus. though there is suspicion times In two out of the remaining
that last Saturday night's stag

t jmes Buckfield has been eliminat-
tc.mpede will impair his standing ed in the semi-finals. Seven out of a

the Politics Club are in charge of the
| changes in the rules for riding and

several delegations, and are selecting] those for Freshmen.
assistants from the student body at ! :o:

large.
The interest of student body in

political affairs has manifested itself

to such a degree that a large atten-
dance may be expected, club officiails

believe. The splendid support re-

ceived at the occasion of the Model
Disarmament Conference run by the
Club this winter warrants further
attempts along the same line. Sopho-
mores and Fre hmen who want to

join the club next year may take

th's opportunity to show their in-

terest.
:o : —

—

Y Starts Work On

Annual Handbook

Radio Contest

Closes Freshman

Debating Season

In connection with the finals of

the Bates Inter-scholastic Debating
League, held Friday and Saturday,
it is interesting to note that the
Freshmen members of the Bates
Debating squad recently offered to

meet any of those teams which were
entered in the league and were
eliminated in the preliminaries.

Those schools which accepted the

offer were Hallowell High School,

Deering High, Gardiner High and
the second team from Buckfield High
School. The question under dis-

cussion was the league question:

Resolved, That the several states

should enact legislation providing

for compulsory unemployment in-

surance. The season will close with a

radio debate against Gardiner High.

Friday. AprM S, a negative team
consisting of Lionel Lemieux '33

(substituting for John Khouri) and
Gordan Jonas '35, met Mr. Allen and
Mi-s Hatch of the second team of

Buckfield High School. Following
thi s deba'te Robert Lawrence '3 5, and
Howard Norman '35, upheld the

affirmative against Miss Holmes and
Miss Pearson, also of Buckfield. On
Saturday, Gordan Jones and Harri-

son Greenleaf. who substituted for

John Khouri. met Deering High
School. Ralph Haskell and Donald
Miller supported the affirmative for

Deering.
On April 27 these Freshmen, who

make up the Bates Junior Varsity

Debating Squad, will meet teams
from Hallowell. Charlotte Longley

and John Dority will be on the

affirmative team for Bates, and the

Bates' Negative speakers are to be

Lilliam Bean and Gordon Jones. A
little later members of the Junior

Varsity will meet Gardiner High. The
radio debate will be over Station

Representatives of the Y. M. C. A.

are now considering material for this

year's freshman handbook. The pro-
ject is being supervised under the
able leadership of Julius Lombardi
'3 4 of Newark, New Jersey. He is

assisted in the work by Francis;
O'Neill '34, who displayed creditable!

effort in making last year's hand-
book a success, and two prominent
freshmen. Edward Tierney and Gor-
don Senecal.

M'ciCluskey, who is not in danger 1K^sio i e number of eight trips to
of losing his standing with the co- Bates is no mean record for any
eds. was the star fullback of the scool and much cre dit is due to the
football team, captain of the hockey; coacn Mr. Gould.

Portland Wins Both Finals

At the final meeting in the Little

|
Theatre on Saturday morning, the

! results of the final debates were
read by Randolph WT

eatherbee '32.

There it was discovered that Port-

land High Aff. had defeated Ber-
wick High Neg. by a vote of 2 to I.

Berwick High Aff. won over Buck-
erild High Neg. by the same margin.

The judges were unanimous in

picking Buckfield High Aff. as vic-

tor over Brunswick High Neg.
Brunswick High Aff. lost to Port-

! land High Neg. by a decision of 2

i to 1 .Thus Portland was victorious
' in both of its final debates and was

i
awarded the championship. Since

i
Buckfield received the most votes

i of the three remaining schools, the

|

second place in the Tournament was
awarded to this school.

! Then President Gray made $100

sextet, and was named in the list of
honorable mention by College Hu-
mor when the latter magazine selec-
ted its All-American ice team. Ray
is the only outfield candidate sure
of a job on Coa'ch Morey's 193 2 base-
ball outfit. And, believe it or not, he
is a Phi Beta. Kappa. MeCluskey.
queried by the Student, refused to
give a statement for the press, but
attributed his success to his room-
mate, who vehemently denies the
honor.

:o:

Dance Situation

Topic of

Telephone Debate

Mutual Agreement

i scholarship award to the best in-

j
dividual speaker of the finals. After

"Rocnlf n flvow IVT^l^P showing himself a master of the art
XiehUil cl UldW, lVlcti\^

o{ 8UapenS€i Pres Gray announced
that the scholarship this year was

,
to go to Kenneth Grant of Buck-

Bates College saw history made '
field High School The cups for

Thursdav night, when the first |

first and second place were awarded

"Telephone Debate" took place, to Leroy Snowden of Portland, and

with the opposing sides entirely un- 1

Hector LeMaire of Buckfield in be-

known to each other. The Dear-Jbalf of their respective schools. All

The annual handbook has been of
J
Slayers of East Parker called Cho- !

expressed their appreciation for the

great value to the incoming freshmen
as a dictionary of Bates College, its

traditions, activities, opportunities
and regulations. Although the edi-

torial committee will make an effort

to improve the value of the book, it

favors making low expenses. The
directors of the handbook are making
an unusual effort in canvassing for
advertisements in order that it will

nev House, and challenged the girls
j

awards and for the fine work which

to "a debate on the question, Resolv- Bates Interscholastic League has

ed: "That It Is Up To The Girls To
Better Conditions At Chase Hail
Dances". The Dear-Slayers sat in a

semi-circle around the phone and
offered suggestions and arguments

been carrying on.

Mr. Grant a Versatile Student
Kenneth Grant, who is a senior

at Buckfield High, has not yet de-

cided what his plar.s will be for

be a financial success. It is planned i representative dance addicts, agreed

supporting" the affirmative. The Che- 1
»ext year. Consequently, he was un-

ney House mouthpiece, likewise. !
able to say whether or not he will

gathered around her a coterie of

to have all material collected with-
in three weeks and the book ready
for distribution by the first of Sep-
tember.

:n:

Freshman Dance

—Saturday Night

The members of the Freshman
Class are looking forward with much
enthusiasm, to April 23 on which
date the Freshman 'Dance is to be
given at Chase Hall, beginning
promptly at 7:30.
The committee consisting of Bar-

bara Lincoln, Harry O'Connor, John
Van Syckle. Charlotte Harmon and
Robert Kramer have been working
hard to complete arrangements for

this dance

" -Vofe^ors and WRDO in Augusta. This will probably
leges, as well as

assistants in these departments, are ^
invited to attend the convention.

i be sometime during the first week in

to uphold the negative, and the de-
bate was on.

There were no formal rules, but
sarcasms to the Solar-Plexus were
barred, and the men were to be per-
mitted a word in self-defense at
least when the Cheney House
mouthpiece consulted her team for
opinion or argument.
The telephone operator declared

the debate a draw—on the merits of
the question—therefore, the follow-
ing resolutions were adopted: both
sides agreed to foster and diffuse an
"attitude of mind" whereby the
girls discontinue promising dances
ahead (intermission and last dance
of course excepted), and sedately
and in a dignified fashion disperse,

separate, and be seated on the out-
skirts of the dance floor. In return,

the men agreed not to ask for dance
reservations; and to dance with the
girls remaining in the much discuss-

The dancing music, which is
| ed "stag line", or go downstairs out

to be furnished by "The Bobcats",
J

ot- sight.
will be interdispersed by selections] The debate ended with a pledge
by a male trio consisting of Norman

i
of cooperation in bringing out the

Grieg '35, Paul Eggleston '35, and
j
-attitude of mind", therefore, the

Harry O'Connor '35 ;

(

piano selections
; Dear-Slayers posted some propagan-

by Norman Bruce '35; and vocal
j

da making notice of the dance rally
solos by Norman Grieg '35. The danc- held on Saturday noon, attaining
ing will be conducted much as it

j

publicity with the following catch-
was last Saturday night with Leap

; ing- slogans and phrases: "What
Year and Cut-in dances to add

,
Every Man Should Know", "Have

variety You D. D.? (Dance Delinquencey )

.

The admission is to be slightly
, "F0r Men Only", and "Have You

more than the usual charge, being. Fallen Arches?" ' See Dr. Rally.
50c: the net profits are to be added

|
The Rally was a huge success in

to the fund which will eventually number and sentiment, as the men
bring a new dance floor to Chase

: wholeheartedly endorsed the recom-
Hall.

j
mendations resolved upon at the

Refreshments of fruit punch and conclusion of the first "Telephone
cookies will be served. Debate" ever staged.

come here to Bates. This is not the
! first time Mr. Grant has won prizes

! for his speaking ability. At Buck-
field there is an annual award of $5
to the winner of a public speaking
contest in which all students in the

first three years of Buckfield High
School may participate. Mr. Grant
won this prize each of his first three

years. He has also been a partici-

pant in the State Prize Speaking
Contests and similar contests spon-

sored by Oxford County. Although
he did not win any final prizes in

these contests, he did reach the

semi-finals in the State Contest.

For four years he has been on the

debating squad, and this marks his

third trip to Bates as a debater.

All during his high school career, he

has worked his way and has paid

all of his bills. The only year when
he found time to go out for athle-

tics, he went out for baseball, and
won his letter in that sport. Bates
will be fortunate if she secures a

student of his caliber.

Both Portland and Buckfield are
eligible to compete in the National
Debating Tournament to be held at

Sioux City, Iowa on May 16, 17,

and IS. At present both schools
hope to be able to enter this con-
test, but they are unable as yet to

say Whether or not this will be
possible. It is largely a matter of

raising sufficient funds.
Semi-Finals Began Friday

On Friday night the seventeen
schools which had survived the pre-
liminaries were paired off to meet
in the semi-finals. They were arrang-
ed in groups of 3, and in order to

be a winner, a school's negative
and affirmative teams had to be vie-

Continued on Page 4, Col. 4
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Russia

Many of our readers will have come to the conclusion that Ex.-

Qov. Beixter has changed his position in regard to Russia with

cfoamelon-!ike dexterity after baring read the statement which was
published on the front page of last week's Student. However, we
feel that such ;i conclusion is an injustice to that worthy gentleman,

although we do think that he seems to he a little more enthusiastic

about conditions in Russia than we would have expected. According
to a statement in the Lewiston Sun for Dee. 15. he was quoted as

saying:
1 am tired of hearing the Soviet system in -Russia referred

to as an experiment, as though it might collapse any time and
remove itself from the earth. Long since it has passed that stage;

it is a reality, a going concern, and in a Russian way it is a suc-

cess, by that meaning that it is securely established and is going
to continue indefinitely.

His latest statement only serves to confirm this quotation, and
we might add that it seems to be as much of a success in an "Ameri-
can Way" as in a "Russian way", if we ai*e to believe what he says.

However, it is our honest opinion, that under the capable guidance
of the Soviet Tourists Bureau, this Maine traveler has been shown
one side of the picture.

We do not believe lhat even the most gullible of those Russian
sympathizers, whom Baxter claims are in hiding on the Bates
campus. .would have been taken in quite so completely as he seems
to have been. For most of us the Russian experiment is still an
"experiment". Insofar as it aims at an economic system where pro-
duction is for use rather than for profit ; where there is intelligent

planning for production and distribution, rather than the grossly
stupid and unintelligent system, or rather lack of sytem under which
we live; and insofar as it attempts to remove the shams which have
grown up in the institution which supports the present system, we
are eompletly in sympathy. When, however, it attempts to achieve
this aim of service through the paradoxical use of force and terrorism,
rather than the democratic processes of law, we part company. Until
such time as reliable information can be procured regarding the suc-
cess of this experiment, we believe that, as people who are repre-
sentative of the educational classes, it is our place to suspend judge-
ment and to say to either side. "So far not proven."

This is only a part of the story, for. while we are suspending our
judgement, the world is moving swiftly and events are happening
with astonishing rapidity. As Bishop Blake said last week at Augusta
"This is a great time to be alive. 1 would give anything to be thirty-
five years younger. Xow is the time when men can remake the world,
if they will." So it is that whether we will or no, we are caught in
the swiftly moving current of events, and it behooves us to do some-
thing at the same time that we are using our best intelligence to
solve our problems. This is where Ex. Gov. Baxter comes back into
the picture again, for he has appealed with almost religious fervor
to the people of the State of Maine asking them to urge their repre-
sentatives in Congress not to favor recognition of Russia, and to
stand for an increase in armaments since for him as for Litvinoff,
the Soviet Foreign Minister, "Communism is Disarmament, and
Disarmament is Communism". He also believes that "Socialism antl
Communism are one and the same thing." Such unthinking indis-
crimination is dangerous and detrimental to the best interests of
world peace and good will.

This former Governor of the State of Maine has appealed to the
economic welfare of the people of this state on the grounds that
imports of Russian pulpwood are endangering that industry in this
state because of the alleged convict labor in that country. We
believe that it is putting things conservatively to say that relatively,
Russian labor in the year 1932 is at least as "free" as American labor.
However, purely from this economic viewpoint, as Pres. Gray has
pointed out, only two per cent of that commodity, which is imported
into this country, conies here from Russia. Recently a bill was in-
troduced in Congress asking for an embargo on Russian ijoods. This
bill was support by Senators Dill and Walsh of Washington and
Montana respectively. At least two of the Senators who ask this
embargo like to sail under the color of Democratic progressives or
progressive Democrats whatever that is. I mean Dill of Washington
and Walsh of Montana. But they come from states which produce
lumber and manganese ore and, therefore, they worry about the
iniquity of letting Soviet goods in. Actually not to import manganese
and lumber from Russia is to invite our own profiteers to deforest
the country and exhaust our supply of inferior manganese

Suggestions For The Dances

During the past ten years remarkable progress has been made

in the social life of the campus. This period has been marked by an

increasingly liberal attitude on the part of the administration toward

such functions, and the students in their turn seem to have satis-

factorily assumed the responsibility which comes with added free-

dom of conduct. At this time it is imperative that further advances

in this direction should be made, before the character of the Chase

Hall Saturday Night dances degenerates to the mauling level of a

public dance hall.

It is a notorious fact that there are two evils at present in our

Chase Hall dances; overcrowding and the .'"stag line". These are due

to the fact that there is neither ' sufficient floor space or seating

capacity to accomodate the students who attend these dances. Last

Saturday evening a valiant attempt was made on the part of those

present to co-operate with the Chase Hall Committee but the force of
j

circumstances soon overcame the desire to eliminate the stag Hue. i

Unless the number of dancers is restricted, there can be no solution
|

for this problem except by materially adding to the floor Space and

seating capacity.

We are inclined to favor the retention of dances in Chase Hall

because it is peculiarly fitted for social affairs of this nature. The
gymnasium is not particularly suited for use as a dance hall, and no

doubt such filiations would do the floor of that building no good.

In preference to this move, we suggest that a transmitter be installed

in the dance hall on the upper floor of Chase Hall, or that another

orchestra be engaged to play in that room. This would give employ-
ment to some of our musicians who are not engaged at present, and
would in all probability be more economical, sii^ce the charge for

the use of the gym would no doubt be quite high. It would afford

another advantage in that sufficient floor space would be made avail-

able so that the lives of dancers would not be endangered by the

"kangaroo hoppers" and "tailspinneis" in our midst. When the

problem of overcrowding has been solved, the "stag line" will have
little excuse for existence. Therefore, we urge upon those in control

of this matter, the urgent need for some action, and that soon. If the

spirit which was manifested Saturday Night continues to be present,

we need not worry about the success of our attempts to remedy these

conditions.

Pepys
Through

The key-
Hole

ERCOLLE&IATE

BY MILDRED HOLLYWOOD

A b^-ribboned bouquet comes to

lie from the Kings College Record.

This magazine has this to say for

•he Garnet: "The very engraving on

the front cover attracted immediate

attention, and the contents fully jus-

tified it. From a 'light story, "Gen-

tleman, unaccustomed as I am" to

"Idealistic Materialism", the win-

ning sipee.ch in the Maine Oratorical

Contest, and a large number of ex-

cellent -student poems, the Garnet
provides a well-balanced diet of Li-

A — , , t 1
;

] 1 ' '

College Life

In Retrospect

By YALERY* BURATI

As he arose on the dais, in front

of the bank of evergreens which
secluded the organ and the organist.

h 5s face, -plain and bland in the dim
light of the church, bore no promise
that his speech would carry worlds of

.;-:ubtla satire, wisdom, and darts of

thought. He looked too much like

the business man. and it was only
when he told us. in opening, that he
had gone straight from Yale to an
editomhip on The Nation, that w
first sensed the liberalism of the man.

"In the spring a young man s

fancy lightly turns to thots of love"

terary material.

The mortality rate for these

and tors-in-chief is -constantly increasing.

steadies go steadier... and the Charles J. Turmond is now ex-ed i
-''<><>ms,

Chapel Diary

Attendance for the Week:
Faculty 28%
Students 97%

Monday

:

"Doc" Zerby added a little va-

riety to the usual monotony this

morning. "Variety is the spice of

life." Surely chapel needs lots of
spice these days. Wonder when
they are going to remove the
soot from the wall above the ra-

diators in our beautiful chapel.
Well. Doc gave us a good work-
out on those hymns, and we kept
awake.

Tuesday

:

Gloomy day. . . Prexy away. . .

Why do some of our profs try to
hide behind that lectern... we
can't hear them anyhow, but.

they look better in front. Accous-
tically speaking its bad form to

throw one's voice into a vault . . .

wonder why some 6peaIters
haven't... and then too. there is

the possibility they might be say-
ing something, even though I

can't hear them.
Wednesday

:

Those three chairs on the plat-
form give me the willies. . . at
Williams they used to refer to a
similar setup as the "seats of the
Holy Three". . . it would be more
conducive to worship if the alter
were left in full >view..~ but.
perhaps this is not supposed to
be a worship service . . . then too
we would not see much of..,

Thursday:
Lover's lane in the vestibule...
chapel does seem to serve at least
one good purpose. . . a nice story
that, about the man that slipped
a note into the woman's hand...
religion, dope or dynamite?...
gave up counting my row. . .

they're too consistent in their
studying . . .

Friday:
Three responses in one week . . .

wonder what happened to the
creative urge among the faculty
. . . seven hundred times fifteen
minutes equal one hundred and
seventy five hours at the disposal
of the leader of chapel services.,
talk about wasting time...

Sat urday

:

The men would have something
to talk about, too, if they could
get their fan mail before chapel
... as it is, they talk anyway.
Wr

e had a beautiful reading les-
son this morning. . . What-a-man
David. . . they say he had a voice
that would carry across the val-

,

ley. . . wonder how it would make I

out when projected over the
I

heads of 'the student body...
High school teachers here today
. . . they got a great impression
of compulsory chapel.

ft.

The Student

And
The World

ft

Ah. yes! Spring is here.

the
Dean wonders how the co-eds are tor-in-chief of the Centre College

succeeding in "controlling those last Cento, for his statements in the edi-

few minutes" and the Roger torial column on "the stupidity of

Billites loll in lack-adaisica.l langourj Marriage" did not meet with the ap-

half in and half out of the adminis- proval of the higher powers,
tration building. . . while sweet, dis-,

cordant music flows from Max's sax i Prof. Charles E. Beatty of Boston
. . . and somebody's tuba. . . The co-i University state that "co-eds" are a

eds are feverishly indulging the art
|

good influence on scholarship, de-

of the couturiere with amateurish portment of the student, and on the

results the first hundred times methods of the instructor. They en-

are the hardest, girls.... We hear : eouraged the men to do better work
that vigilance has been transferred because of their own high scholar-
from Cheney to Chase House... a. -.ship aims."

It was President Holt of Rollins

College, Florida, speaking before

the Springfield division of North-

eastern .University at its Coninience-

edi- meiit last June. To one only two days

out cn vacation from college class-

President Holt's words were

like rain on a parched earth.

"The thought and effort in the

lecture system," he said, going back

to the experiences of his college

years, "was in mianual transcription

Why couldn't the professor have the

lecture printed and passed around,
so that the students could read it.

He knows what is important."

NORMAN MacDONALD

.ft

break for Cheney... but... Norm
Ross noticed a change in curtain-
pulls in a room in Frye St. House. . .

did you really, really mean to use
that telescope for strictly astron-
omical purposes. iNorm?.... Dame
Rumor, who has the eyes of an eagle
. . .and the ears of a faculty member
...claims that our esteemed physi-
cal directress was seen with a dark
man in a camel'3 hair coat and a
dazzling .beige and mauve roadster
one day last week. . . . Too bad to
disappoint you. .... He was only a
dealer. . . ah. but he had such win-
ning ways. . . All of which reminds
us . . . last week was Health Week . .

fashion shows movies, "Foot
Folly", for instance... posters ad-
monishing you girls to keep your
heads up and your chins in . . . Alice
May, June Sawyer, and Tony Bates
are proclaimed to be the 1932 Sil-

houettes of Bates. . . the very latest
things... This conservative commu-

That would seem to call for an
"all together now" cheer from co-

eds.

The following parodoxical state-

That the .long protracted and de-
bated question of Phillipine inde-
pendence is still a moot question in

Washington is revealed by Japanese
I reiteration of a former proposal with
the United States guaranteeing per-
petually the independence of the

\
islands in question. The value of a

: Japanese signature to international
documents is now somewhat doubt-
ful. Japan signed the Five-Power
Treaty guaranteeing the integrity of

j

knee-length "short" stockings for

China and also the Kellogg Pact. the girls' gym costumes. . . Don Juan
Tokio's signature has not recently 1 from Danbury is sadly missed at

' been as binding as would seem de- Frye St. House. . Oh, Ed. is impetigo
; sirable to certain nations concerned really contagious? The latest

over conditions in the Far East. I

spring sports appear to be airplaning
There is no assurance that future 1

• • and riding in those new smoothy
signatures would be any more bind- !

roadsters so subtely parked. . . out-
ing when economic interests are in- s,; de the boys' dorms. . . Fooled you
volved. that time, did I? For such a

diminutive thing Gil's moustache (?)
creates quite a sensation, doesn't it?
. . . The little things in life!
Just returned from a beautiful re-
past of wienies and sauerkraut,
maiihed potato, rye bread, butter cof-
fee and cii£tard pie—How intriguiug-
ly interesting... Commons??
Nerts! !!!... And Chase Hall
page the girl who snared two men
for intermission... and then there

before and after those hours.

Attention, Ohake Haill chaperones,
nity has suddenly become wondrously

|
the imillenium has been reached!

progressive this spring it has
actually permitted the Women's
Athletic Department to purchase

"The lecture system is a system
whereby the contents of the lecturer's

notebook gets into the student's

notebook without passing through
the mind of (either."

Gradually the audience stirred

under President Holt's quiet and
good-humored satire. Prim, seg-

ments from the .pen of a freshman at £ sured school-teachers, graduates
Mass. State College are for the Ame- of some of the "best" colleges in the
rican Literature classes to puzzle East, who early had been adamant
over: "In science, you learn more in their expressionless decorum,
and more about less and less, until gradually changed their pantomime,
you know everything about nothing, as a snowman does when the sun

In Philosophy, you learn less and becomes warm.
less about more and more, until you ,

know nothing about everything." Even the recitation system, did
not escape the Socrates-like question-

Co-eds at North Dakota Agricul- '
i»g of Rollins' president. "One man,"

tural College who fail in one subject he said, "goes a thousand miles to
are compelled to Stay in their rooms sit at the feet of a certain, learned,
with no visitors and no telephone famous man, and when he gets there,
calls Detwf en tne hours of seven and the man who knows asks questions
ten p.m. on all nights of the week, of the man who doesn't know."
Think how their tongues must wag

No thoughtful student has ever
been beleaguered in his classes with-
out feeling, as 'Holt did, "The glori-

fication of research over teaching,
the tediousness of writing unim-
portant theses on unimportant sub-
jects; writing more and more on
less and Jess," as did the mature,
graduate student, who in his doctor-
ate thesis, came to "the surprising
conclusion that little boys like dogs

Dancing partners at Heidelberg main-
tain the decorous distance of half-
a-foot from each other at all times.
Wonder who the official distance-
measurer is.

The managing board of the North-
eastern News urges all to help the, best

>
and little S irls like cats best!"

unemployed by tossing

We read where Senator Bingham
hopes for the return of a wave of
prosperity simultaneously with a
wave of beer. It would seem that the
pressure of materialistic circum-
stances now transcends the physical
and moral welfare of the country.
The bill is apt to fare badly in Con-
gress.

However, now that the gentlest
boom of many years is in full sway,

J

was the boy who was sorry, but he
the economists find their thinking : had the next four by the way.
much clearer. Instead of explaining

I three of our most prominent gigolos
and theorizing about pa3t events,

j

were exported to Jackson over the
they can devise ways and means of week end. . . Mac. why did you do it

cigarette
butts where it is dry. And in line
with this thought, we would .suggest
heated refuse cans.

At Univ. of Missouri, a "dating
bureau is the newest money making killed philosophy
scheme. A dime is the "service char- colleges hiv€

'

ge" asked by "Cupid". Herd's your
chance, you future Mellons'

avoiding the past mistakes, which
no one seemed to have recognized as
mistakes earlier consequently avert-
ing present day economic maladjust-
ments.
One suggestion that stajids out

from the others is calculated to im-
part a little system and integration
into our economic life: namely, some
form of centralized control of indus-
try. The Swope plan is mentioned
frequently in this connection. The
general idea seems to be quite com-
mendable. Why not have a federal

... Leap year dances and the blush
ing co-eds who hesitated. . . evidently
we need more room than Chase
affords for our Sat. night dances. . .

and the stag hunters mass meeting
went over big too. . . The Chase Hall
Improvement Society headed by Mac-
Donald and Weatherbee... we have
the straight goods -that Weatherbee
can't take it however, he did
dance two or three with Her. . . this
is the second time he has tried to
crash. . . threatens to make a scene

Povey and Pierce did a snappy

Prof, Lewis Discusses

Cause of Chapel Dislike

"Anything but religion", a sug-
gestion given Professor Lewis
irniong votes cast for chapel speech
suggestions, influenced him to deli-
ver a chapel talk Thursday morn-
ing on that subject. According to
Mr. Lewis the three following rea-
sons offer a solution as to why col-

As Xorman Thomas has put it, "This business is all the more ,lese studeP ts should desire to "sten r™8a
°;fH

happiness are

rd when on* rnnsirWs that.W tko «2S/VHrt^SN."V subject but religion in cha-
,

6impl
!
L" foo

:

d
' ?

he ter 'absurd when one considers that last year the United States bought
goods from Russia valued only at $12,611,100 while according to the
New York TIMES Russia bought more than a hundred million
dollars worth of goods. That means nothing to Congressmen who
want to slap Russia in the face. The excuse that they are only follow-
ing the law which demands exclusion of goods produced by forced la-
bor is pretty thin.

What a tragedy it is, and what a danger to peace when Con-
gressmen who have asked no embargo on loans and war supplies to
Japan want a complete boycott of Soviet goods. If thev don't like
Russia they ought at least to acknowledge that Ru^ia exists, is a
great power, and has a great hold over the imagination of the world
They ought to consider that if one finds oneself in a room with a
bear and has no means to kill the bear, and no desire to kill him, he
better make friends with the bear. The last way to do it is to kick
the bear in the ribs, as these Congressmen advise. Here is an issue of
major importance to all who believe in peace, internationalism, and
justice."

As intelligent students of world affairs, we can urge upon those
with whom we have the opportunity to chat on this subject, the ne-
cessity for an open mind and a tolerant attitude toward Russia, as
well as the need for careful conduct on the part of our great nation
in its relations with this contemporary of our. If we allow the un-
thinking propaganda which is disseminated through the agency of
the press to influence legislation which will create further ill feel-
ing between nations, we will pay the price for our indifference in
the shambles of a war such as the world has never seen.

pel.

The compulsory nature
exercises may be one ca
over, the student feels "fed up on
religion", and lacking any realiza-
tion of what a religious experience
may be, he fails to comprehend I

that instead of its being a narrow

!

and restricting influence it may be'
to him the essence of growth and
extention of insight. People who are
afraid of being forced into a reli-
gious experience, are somewhat like
the woman on the New York streets
late at night who, becoming alarm-
ed at the approach of a stranger,
tied, panic-stricken. The pursuer,
upon catching her, gave her a note

,

containing the words: "Jesus loves!
you! * In reality, religion is an at-

jtempt to make life more meaning-
ful, and through it the individual
may quietly orient himself to life,
finding new determination and a
better technique for living with
people.

:o :

Harvard's big ball, which has wa-

!

kened generations of students, is ! Inow being hung on a scaffold, and
jthat s just the place for anything

that wakes people up earlv in the
morning. —Boston Globe]

planning board with some powers of: number before the arrival of the
regulation and control of the various

i
femmes. . . Well, avoid to the wise

phases of industry. Such a board; is sufficient. . . And then there is the
could have at its command exhaustive rumor that Freddy Harms prefers
and detailed data concerning every Maiiene Dietrich to a ^lecture on
economic pulse of the country It

'
Disarmament .. . Wilkins has evolved

would be possible for it to control a new formula .. . BQ equals H R E
production and distribution to the Given BQ a Professor of note H
extent that the evils of over-pro- i s an animal used for bearing hw-
duction and maldistribution would dens... Solve for R.E... Then there
be obviated. The part of the machine was the dean who wanted to know
in an economic system could be who the faculty adviser was for th°
defined and limited. Unemployment Bates Student Speaking of the
could in large part be prevented. 1 commons. . . we heard of a boy who
Capital could be directed into the wanted a cup of tea and a little
proper channels. Labor could not be warm milk to put in it and the
exploited, but could be protected,

j

little boy who was told that theThe future may see developments commons food would make him big
along that line. The ideas seem and strong ... he replied "bigger and
worth thinking about. Certainly any stronger" mabbee. . . . we guess he
way of eliminating waste, over-pro- must have been one of the head
duction, and unemployment is worth waiters... Good news .. Ivy Hop
consideration.

j

May 26th... reasonable price and
"ThP o-ypat nnrlTTZ^ZT-.— f +u ;

restricted to eighty five couples...The great moral leaders of the Bravo John, Bravo. . . What Ho andworld have taught us that the indie- No End. . . There is much more butpensable things for happiness are it wi,Vl keep . . . as Curtis says "don't~ food
' «hefter,

;

conscience stricken before they areiS^i9™' W°rk
-

,
Tha'Vs ^hy .

hap" hatched." Morton Downey and

At Met; ill University, tnis ques-
tion was recently debated, "Resol-
ved. That it is better to be drunk
than to be in lo\e." Only a sugges-
tion, Brooks.

Dr Robert Legge described the
men on campus of the University of
California as "the poorest dressed
men in the county". He complained
against corduroys and called them
"bacteria carriers". One co-ed defen-
ded the collegians by saying: "I
think the men's trousers are so mas-
culine." I do-i't know what they
would do without them. Such naive-
te.

Six students of the University of
Denver were suspended when they
attended class in their bathing suits.
It goes without saying that chev
evidently dc not have to enjur'^
this awful Maine weather ".

"Why, Robert Frost couldn't get
a Doctor's degree on his original
fdieaf of poems! .... The Classicists
(he must have meant Pope, Dryden,
and their barren ilk) have killed the
Classics; modem philosophers have

. . Schools aud
more to Ieani {from

life than they have to teach life . .

To my mind Cicero was a punk
United States senator."

And thus he went on. thrusting,
parrying, and stepping back to laugh;
pleading for more human relations
between students and faculty, the
communion he found in business, but
Was denied in college; the same
relationship Dr. Brown asked for in
Chapel recently; the same that some
of us have asked for, and to some ex-
tent been granted.

Former Governor Percival P Bax-
ter ic attracting quite a lot of no-
tice in Maine collegiate :::r -lcs. Un-
ter the caption ,-of "The Sage cf ;he
Casco Speaks for Russia", the text
of an article that appeared in the

President Holt sat down, beaten
back by thunderous applause con-
tributed by those educators who sat
there and listened to him, and who,
perhaps, went back to their classes
next day and did their circumscribe<l
thinking for their students, stunting
the minds they were supposed to
enliven and make avid for the
knowledge of LIFE.

:o ; 1

A WORD OF SYMPATHY

of chapel
j
5

"e66
J
3

,,

80 °"en f°und among or- Tony Wons with his "are you listen-
use. More- f(

?
Ik s° often absent from ing "are on the air and It i muchthose who have these elements in easier to listen than to writeexcess." —Staniley Baldwin

j
Tally-Ho and Goombye

much
so

CLASSROOM
By James Dawson of the University of North Carolina

The bleak instructor drones, a paladin
In wisdom jungles by the sages sown,
Repeating endless tenets he has thrown
To previous hordes, astonished by the din
His learning makes when beaten drv and thinAnd countless mordant phantoms jostle down
lo sit again and wear a ghostly frown
To see old Knowledge spread that ancient grinAcross her tightly stretched and sallow ski

Amid all the careless frivolity
and absorbing routine of campus
life, we are all of us, perhaps, too
prone to forget the bitter sorrows
that come all unexpectedly to indi-

Student last week also appeared in viduals around us. Words are in-
the Colby Echo. The editor comments adequate to express the depth of
that Mr Baxter's remarks "in the sympathy that we feel for Harold
light of his recent attack on Maine Smith '34 at the passing of his
colleges because of their friendly at- mother. We can simply offer him
titude towards the Russian experi- t,le silent handclasp of understate-
ment in government and economics in8' an<1 tl,e reminder that there is
are, to say the least, amusing" '

j

One who can heal the wound of
j

poignant grief so surely that it need
Service in the Dining Hall of' never ,eave a scar.

Mass. State College will be placed
entirely on a cafeteria basis begin-
ning next September. The new plan
requires all students living in the
college dormitories to eat in theDmmg Hall at the. rate of $6.50 a
week. It i6 hoped that this action

1 satisfy th© wide spread com-

OPEN
FORUM

Plaint of the sttfdenTbody thafsui-il Priced ^ "JSSTSStoJ^^
table food can be found only at off- 1 ^gT

y the name of the author,
campus eating pauses.

Th an
o same she wore when first they kissed her «ownd blinked before her jewel-brillian+—

-

Ot clever wrought and convoluted tin.
They frown to find their live illusions gone-
Ine pale and earnest lecturer drones on.

At the Univ. of Minnesota, left-
handed pingHpong is being instituted
to cure stammering. Suppose playing
right-handed caused it?

"Rumble-seat colds" are blamed
by the Univ. of Kansas authorities for
the epidemic of red, running noses
which have been prevalent on that
campus. The students have been
warned by the university physician
against any promiscuous intersexual
osculation". In other words lav off
Old Golds.

At the Univ. of Maine there is
much agitation for a women's smo-
king room. In an editorial on this

K
h^I!.

0
!^

to this co,umn must belimited to not more than 800 words

o^Jm^ SS?^ and
'on only one side of the paper.

In Defense of Culture

D
0
ear

he
Sir

dit0r
° f ^ S~

There were several good sug-
L^Mr - Whipple's article con-

tained in the Student of a few weeks
ago However, we feel that the male
portion of the student body is quite
pieeentable in its present condition.

it must be remembered that an
individual who is really cultured has
jo need to lay claim to that fact,
i* urthermore, there is "a time and a
place for everything". Our so-calledmatter, the following statement wa,s ' ~£ ,

r evei--vtninS •
Ul*r

made: "When girls come to tie Ige ! t°
ve

-
nl
f

appe
l
ra "Ce about ca™

when they are old enough to g °£l^ ™[Jj^tf^l. Unkind com-
themselves through college tihal^

6
'

mente from the fa5r sex of our insti
developed efficiently £^ judge ^ti0n Those ot °* who able to

^l?Vn't
t

it

h
?

eyfih0UM6m0k-''^:

Here;S a new racket to beat thedepression Certain students at Mc-Master Univ. in Ontario re^orrt T*l

hand
6

TviS
6 ° f prof^- in

r

s
d
hon!

lecture*, are sold for fifty cente

shave, manage to do so when the oc-
casion demands, even if on rare oc-
casions only, but when these oc-
casions arise, we are quite present-
able we think.

In closing, we insist that culture
is present on the Bates Campus if
only in the Biology lab. Yours 'for
constructive criticism.

XOKMAX T. BRUCE 35.

«
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Betty Co-Ed

Goes Shopping

By ELEANOR LIBBEY
Here ie something you will love

on the apot! These smartly simple
blouses are due to delight the
fa>ihion-wi.-:e co-ed. There is the Joa.n
Crawford with its long pointed collar
and gay bow and the Buster Brown,
tailored and youthful. But the Bul-
garian model iis most appealing. In
pastel crepe with flattering bateau
neckline of multi-eolore.d smocking
it is the gayest of blouses From
$1.95 to $2.95 at the Hecker-Fran-
son Nee d'lecraft Shop.

Well-dressed college mien appreci-
ate new styles as much as the co-
eds. For spring, what could, be more
smart and practical than the suede
sli-p-ons in buckskin color with
efficient zipper fastenings from $5
to $10? The latest in sport fashions
i6 featured in the new combination
by McGregor of this same slip-on
and contrasting sweater at $10 the
set. These you will find at Flander't
where the Juniors bought their natty
blazers.

Surprises
her
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VESPER SERVICE

PAGE THRIFT T

The Rev. Charles Arbutkh-
l>. pastor of the First liaptistUnmh of Newton and Prof. a tNewton Theological Seminary will
be the speaker at the final vesper
service of the year to be held
next Sunday afternoon at the
chapel. I),-. Arbuckle has been
very popular as a speaker be-
cause ot his fine personality and
his forceful delivery. The subject
for his talk will be "Why are w<-
Here?" There will be music by
the choir. The service will be
conducted by Prof. Zerby.

Annual Meeting

Of Minerologists

Thursday Night

Paul Alden Talks

On Mission Field

Paul Aldan, candidate Secretary
for the Student Volunteer Board, on
his second visit to the Campus spoke
in Chase Hall last Wednesday eve-

ning under the auspices of the joint

Y W. and Y. M. C. A. cabinets.
The subject of Mr. Alden's address

we,; "Different Types of Professions
oif the Mission Field." The main
ihe'tne was, perhaps, the art of know-

Installation Of New

Greek Club Officers

At Symposium Monday

Final preparations for the Phil-

Hellenic Symposium, to be held

April 25 in Fiske Dining Hall, have

been completed. The purpose of the

symposium is to be the installation

of new officers of the Phil-Hellenic

Society. ,

The program will consist of ttte

banquet at which there will be

short talk* by the incoming and
outgoing" "president, followed

igJtZ bTfo"und in his fine col

RffWe headings with the titles

I ,S section are decorated with

tS, of moose, woods, and

E? Randolph Weatherbee and

E*th Lord '33 are responsible

fine art work. The real

scenes, drawn by Miss

r'."{ ire very beautiful.

vorman MacDonald and Shirley .

Cave are in charge of the Senior

npisonal

this

IMaii\e nam re

This section contains a

lists of activities, and a

Itif "write-up" of each member oE

lie Senior class.

Ithletic Sections All Inclusive

The athletic sections, under the
|

apervision of Grace Page and
i

•arker Mann, are to contain des-

riptions of all the important sport

rents of the year. In the W. A. A.
rsity team pictures of

oth the garnet and the black will

ie included for each sport.

Pictures of the basketball team,

Ithe Ivy Day speakers, and the Se-

|, is Day speakers will be the

ones taken for the "Mirror",

e History section should prove
, novel. Aubigne Cushing is

irawing cartoons to illustrate the

of the Freshmen", the famous
(alarm ;>isode, and many other

lmemorable events.

Humor to Humorous
Junior in the "Mirror" will be

anny: Most people should be
ecially interested to hear that

old friend, Sam Pepys, expects

I o make a contribution. This last

of Uncle Sam into the life of

.mpus should be an effective

limax to his famous column.

galore! With spring
already and Ivy and Commence-

ment not far away, the feminine
heart turns, not so lightly, to
thoughts of clothes. Here we find for
evening sheer silk organdies and
crisply swishing nest with < lots of
self-color and contrasting shades in
the modish new blues and rosewood
Jackets, jackets everywhere
evening gowns have them in sleek
silks and >perky taffetas. At Cortells'
moderate prices.

Birthdays. Mother's Day, and
Commencement. All bring the puzzle
ot girts to mind. Jewell-like pen-
dants of amethyst and aquamarine
blue are something new. From $1.75
and up. Gleaming enamel (vanities

in the vivid shades for sports and in

dainty tints for more feminine mo-
ments are to be had at $2 and. up.
Very 'doggy cigarette cases for men
are shown in black and w*hite ena-
mel or in sterling silver. They are
reasonable too. From $1.50 .to $20
at Barnstone-Osgood 'Company

Listen everybody! You must
see this 3mant line of leather goods,
especially if you are travel-minded.
For the co-eds a new bag called the
Warren Wardrobe Tripper, roomy
and light in weight which is sold

from $8.50 to $25. And the ever

popular Gladstone at a lower price

than before. There is also -a line of

swanky handbags in "Crepe Fanta-
sie", that are durable, washable and
chic. From $5 to $10 at Fogg's
Leather Store.

Bishop Cannon attacking news-

|

papers in large cities for their pro-

hibition attitude, declares .that "ig-

norance, bias, prejudice or malice,

I
or all combined, are still enthroned
in their editorial chairs." However,
since few editors have found occa-

sion to praise the good bishop, he
does not include stupidity among his

accusations. ,—Boston Globe

. how to choose one's vocaition, fridge and dancing in the Rand
rather than what to choose. Mr. Hau Gymnasium. Besides these

Allen talked on many of the voca- features, the program this year will

tiaras which are now open in Che contain a special event which is not

mission fieM, and he illustrated his to he disclosed until the night of

points with some of his own very
t jie gathering. Special guests of the

fascinating personal experiences. 'Society will be Prof. and Mrs.
Mr. Aklen stated that a person George M. Chase, Prof, and Mrs.

trying to choose the vocation which p red A. Knapp, and Mr. and Mrs.

would ultimately bring the happiest Matthew Frangedakis. Mr. Frange
and moat successful results, should

(jakis an honorary member of the

begin by making a minute analysis Society, has cooperated to a great]

of his own interest®, desires, and extent with the Society in its va-

capabilities. and ehowW add to that . r jous programs throughout this audi

the knowledge of what he really past years.
ought to 'do. It is this latter point,' A symposium, as the ancient;

says Mr. Alden. which is most fre- (j reeks knew it. was a feast to the
j

quently overlooked when the matter gods, given in honor of some popu-

j

of a vocation is under consideration.
iar hero> aIt er which there was

Often times, a person meets the drinking, music, singing, and con-

necessary requirements as to interest versation. The term now implies any

and capabilities, but he fails to an- fcfetive gathering marked especially

i derstand where his services are i)y free interchanging of ideas inj

|
most needed and where they will be general conversation. The sympo-

! most appreciated. It U this favtor ;; jum ilas bfeen an annual practice of

which results in overcrowded occu-;the Phil-Hellenic Society at Bates

patiocs in one section of a countryJ for the past 12 years and has met

and which is largely responsible for with repeated success. It. is the aim

a decided lack of skilled workmen. () f the Society to conduct the sym-

lawyers. physicians, etc. in other podium as near as possible after the

quarters. j
fashion of the ancient Greeks.

Paul Alien was entertained at a
1

The committee in charge, com-

, tea "in Rand Hall. Jast Thursday posed of Josephine Hill '34, Eliza-

are men of varied interests and pro-
j afternoon There was a small opening heth McGrath '33, Grace Page '32,

service of music and sentence pray- land Elizabeth Taylor '32, has put

ers, after which Mr. Alden said a! forth special effort to make this

few, words. The rest of the afternoon year's program even more success-

was taken up in a discussion of t'nl than those of the past,

personal problems and missions.

Dunham Chairman

Of Commencement

At the Senior class meeting held
j

Friday, William Dunham was elec-

ted chairman of Commencement and
Clifton Ifecobs. Valery Birrati^ and

j

Kate Hail were elected as a commit-
tee to inquire into and report on
po.--s>ibilities for the annual class

gift.

William Dunham as chairman of

Commencement will appoint a com-
miittee to aid in the planning and
rimooth direft'ion of class day and
Commencement services. Although
Dunham has made no definite com-
ment upon contemplated changes In

Class Day services, the general opi-

nion is that only the Senior class

will march this year

"Practical politics generally arise

out of the actions of unpractical po-

liticians." —G. K. Chesterton.

TUFTS COLLEGE

DENTAL SCHOOL
Founded 1900

College men and women—prepare for a pro-

fession of widening interest and opportunity.

Recent research has enlaced the scope _ol

every phase of dentistry. The held demands

more than ever before. MM and women of

ahility hacked hv superior training, suea

training Tufts CV.Vqe Dental School wicrs to

Its students. School opens on SeptaBfcer^2<>,

1932. Our catalog may guide you in choosing

your career. For information address

Wit mam Ricx, O.M.D., ScD., Dean

416 Huntington Avenue Boston, Mass.

Members of the". Maine Minero-
logical Society will held their re-

gular meeting in Carnegie Science
Building Thursday evening as the
guests of Bates. Dr. Lloyd Fishe •.

assistant professor of Geology, will

he the official host.

Annual Affair
The Society has its headquarters

in Portland ,but holds a meeting
each year at Bates. Thirty or forty

members are expected to attend the
meeting Thursday.

Dr. Perkins of Colby and Dr.

and Smith of Union College, New York,
are especially interested in the or-

ganization as is Dr. Fisher. The
members of the group are intensely
interested in the study of minerals,
but they are not professional mine-
rologists. On the other hand, they

Fly with

Seth Yerri

1

fessions who are interested in Mine?
rology as a hobby.

Collection at Bates

Bates has been selected as the
depository of the collection of the
Maine society. The collection in-

cludes all of the important Maine
minerals and is being added to cons-
tantly thus meaning that the college

SPECIAL RATES FOR
BATES STUDENTS

$12 for dual instruction

$10 for" solo flying

$1.00 for observation trip over

Lewistbn and Auburn

See Bates Campus by Air

INSTRUCTOR FOR BATES FLYING CLUB

.r

LE

Messager
Publishing Co.

FRENCH L UFrvc,
FRESHMEN CLASS MEETS

Whether or not to insert a page
of compliments in the Mirror:

Bates ! whether or not the class wouldwill have on display and for use in

s,,„ly a wonderful arn,y of speoi- ^^dT^'Lut '^eao^T aHow stag attendance at its dance,

•Ki.rsd.ys n.eet>„B w„, ,e cjn- Fr£>Je£re Mjjto MonHon otT-

Ss'and SC. s^&ES" . - -'St <>- ™ an est Ions die-

new apparatus in the Carnegie meeting that ^Alliance.

WE CATER TO

BATES STUDENTS

COLLEGE ST. SHOE HOSPITAL
67 COLLEGE STREET

Job Printers

Publishers

225 Lisbon street

mai r~Z<, ' " W.
French <fhssed at the Freshmen Class meet-

new apparatus in the Carnegie vexing u.at
and Bath • fogi last Monday afternoon. All

Science laboratory. It is one of "^ ^^21*2^1^ BMy 3 «*ee were settled in the affirmative
cial interest to the members. people^ ^en

in

a *t t0 arrange Because of the fact that

at Bowdoin, and they were fortunate

STOP IN AND LUNCH THE REAL COLLEGE WAY

AT

-:o :-

Because of the fact that an invi-

tation dance would keep many from

s,,nK,., „, W„,ne„.s Pom..,M in s^uHn^ Mademoj^Ho M^dsrlA ^^J^^L^^Z
ing of the Politics Club. An in-

teresting talk was given by Mrs
William R. Pattengall of Augusta
who spoke on "Woman's Place in

Present-day Politics".

Preceeding the talk by Mrs. Pat-
tengall, installation of officers and
initiation of five new members took
place. The new members were: Vir- French literature and history. "To wash our hands of Europe i^

ginia Lewis, Pearl Littlefield, Nor- A reception and tea was held for a comfortable dream, but three to

ma Hinds. Arlene Edwards, and Mademoiselle Clement atter the lec- ten billion dollars fe an
>

expensjjve

Pauline Grover. ture. batn -
~^H

-
R

-
Knickenbockei

World War has been holding a se- [kited. In general it was favorable

/ «*h*s -hnsp as to wearing sport dress. After this

w 12 5mf n P«" discussion it was agreed that fur-

- »"o
f

many'otd|en^ -rljlans ^onMhe « ^the^-

of particular interest to the stu

dents who have been studying
French literature and history

THE CANDY KITCHEN
68 LISBON STREET

Frocks for
A Y T I M E QNAPPY
'innee Sportswear

collegiate griffon clothes for men
Cliarge Account Service

109-111 Lisbon St., CORTELL'S Lewiston, Maine.

• 1932, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co

Hecker-Franson Needlecraft Shop
WE SPECIALIZE IN

Ladies' Furnishing-—Gifts—Art Needlework

Instructions Free 79 LISBON ST., LEWISTON, MAINE.

Say it with Ice Cream

QEORQE A. ROSS
Bates 1904 ELM STREET

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

Main Street

SCHOOL PAPERS YEAR BOOKS

St

MERRILL & WEBBER CO.
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS

95-99 MAIN STREET, AUBURN, MAINE

PROGRAMS ANNOUNCEMENTS

GEO. V. TURGEON & CO.
Agents for the beautiful Gruen Watches

DIAMONDS - - WATCHES
80 LISBON STREET, LEWISTON MAINE.

Compliments of

New Method Dye Works
I

Paul Carpenter

11 West Parker

CLEANING and PRESSING
TEL. 3620

MOST COMPLETE AND UP-TO-DATE

Luggage Store East of Boston

Fogg's Leather Store
123 MAIN ST., LEWISTON, MAINE.

T£ jAi sSsV I

4040
UNION SQUARE TAXI CO.

171 MAIN STREET

For GOOD CLOTHES and

FURNISHINGS

WHEELER CLOTHING CO
Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS.

Special discount given to college students

Harry L. Plummer
PORTRAIT—Commercial and

Finishing Photography

New Studio

At 135 Main St.,

Lewiston, - Maine.

GROUND FLOOR

3t

MEN WOMEN
Be Sure To Try

BILL, The Barber
For Expert Work
CHASE HALL

HAMMOND BROS.
* PHOTOGRAPHERS

Portraits and
Framing

Commercial Work and
Amateur Finishing

138 Lisbon Street

LEWISTON, MAINE

COULD ASK FOR
CRONIN & ROOT

SELL
GOOD CLOTHES

140 LISBON STREET, LEWISTON

1
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By VINCENT BELLEAU

MOREY SCHEIHJ1.ES
SPRING POOTBAliL SKIRMISH

This afternoon at 4:00, Coach
Morey will send two football squads
against each other on Ciarcelon
field. All the TO men who have been
out for spring practice will he given
;i chance to play on one team or the
other.

Coach Morey says that the idea he
innovate in having football open to
more participants is working out ac-
cording to expectations, but tha't on
account of conflicts, the original
plan of inter-class competition will
he dropped for this year. To-day's
game taking the place of the pro-
posed contests. In 1933, however,
the coach plans to start the training
period earlier in the season and to
climax it by holding inter-class
games.

Individual work will continue
after today's game for those who
are interested in developing further
under on the tutelage of Morey and
Spinks.

NEW ASPECTS
OF GOLF SITUATION

With the Martindale course open
to Bate-; students under present
arrang"men?>s until May 15, and
prospects pointing to the availability
of the course for another year at
least, the golf horizon has brightened
RHP considerably. The Athletic Coun-
cil, at a metting last week, decided
to try to do something about the
•sitmil ion, and OoS James H. Carroll,
one of the alumni members, is to
head a committee to approach the
Martindale directors in an attempt
'to secure a lower membership quo-
tation. Pending the gniOCCOO of thin
venture, the Student's committee in

charge of the Golf Fund drive has
ipoe I poned a c t i vi ties

Winner

In Portland Race

-Malloy is Third

Former Breaks Record
Wins By 75 Yards

RaeseH Jellison '33 flipping over
a minute from his own record estab-

lished la.st year, won over a fast

field In the 'baby marathon of five

mileis in Portland yesterday. Running
third, and also under llast year's

record was Donald Malloy '35, the
only other Bates man entered. Malloy
wm only nosed out at the finish by a

scant six yards toy Mener, Jellison

being some eeventy five yards ahead
at the tape

Jellison, the winner, got off to a

fast start and was never headed
luring the race. He was closely

pressed only during the firet three

miles.
The new record, established by

Jolliison is 25 iminutes and 5 2-5

seconds, while Mailey's time was
clocked at 25 minutes 55 1-5 seconds.

Cory Jordan. ex-Bates '33, won the

eight mile run with 'little difficulty,

but failed to break the record set by
Norm Whitten '3 2 two years ago.

:u: —

New Flying Club

Plan of Several

Bates Students

L

S
9
9

V

WHY NOT TRY
\ FEW WANT-ADS?

We commented 'last week on the
sad need of weight men which
bothers Coach Ray Thomipson.
Squally as aggravating is the dire
lack of men who can sail over the
bar in the pole vault. Dill is Bates'
one and only pole vaulter right now.
Unless loyal Bates 'men dig up a few
freshmen tor next year gifted along
vaulting lines, that feature of track
wi:! be rather lean. Ideal '.pole vault-

- re should be tal'l; they have to have
strong arms; no skill or previous
experience required, the coach can
remedy the lack of that.

While we're at it, it might be well
to mention that the college might
also bp able to use a couple of good
•pitchers, and three or four .300
hitters.

SUGGEST BASKETBALL
TO BALANCE SPORTS BUDGET

A controversy has arisen at Colby
between the tennis backers and the
young man who writes sports in the
Colby Echo. The latter claims that
the tennis men should thank football

for making enough money to buy the
tennis stars their letters and
sweaters. Which brings back the old
question of sports as a financial

proposition. We are informed that

the small college 'athletics budget
does not show too much of a profit.

It seems to us that colleges are
ma kins a mistake by not adopting
basketball. The court-game is a
,potential money maker. The crowds
at the high school tournaments and
a<i the local high school games are
no us ample evidence of the financial
desirability of the fast winter sport.

As for student interest in the sport,

we have only to look at the large
number of students .playing the game
in the season.

Plans for a. Flying Club are in

progress here at Bates under the
auspices of a few air-minded indivi-

duals of the student body who hope
to secure private pilot licenses under
the tutelage of Seth Yerrington, of
Stamford, Connecticut, an aviator of
repute. At present eight men and
women have organized themselves
temporarily under a board of di-

rectors of the Flying Club consist-
ing of Randolph Weatherbee '3 2,

Edgar DeMeyer '35. James Dalan

o

'34, and Eleanor Libbey '33.

Edgar DeMeyer, who has had
some training, hopes to secure his

private pilot's license this week.
Eleanor Libbey has already begun
working for her license while Wea-
therbee and Balano are to begin in

two weeks.

To Confer With Harvard Flying Club
DeMeyer. Balano, and Weatherbee

are planning to fly to Boston soon
with Mr. Yerrington in his Cessne
plane to obtain information from C.

C. Rumsey, Jr., President of the Har-
vard Flying Club concerning the
organization of a similar club at
Bates. The latter may also come
here in behalf of the club.

Mr. Yerrington. under whom those
interested have been receiving in-

struction, has had wide experience
in flying. Beginning his career with
the Observation Squadron of the
Connecticut National Guard followed
by three years of training with the
Regular Army Air Corps at San An-
tonio, Texas. Mr Yerrington engaged
upon a period of active flying which
included flying government mail,
commercial missions, and racing.

W. A. A. Notes

The W. A. A. at its last meeting

voted that training awards should

be given once a year, preferably on
Spring Play Day, and at least one
semester of the training must be on

the new system.
Norma Hinds was appointed man-

ager of golf.

A committee was appointed to de-

cide on Student Coaches for next

year. It is composed of: Virginia

Lewis, Dagmar Augustinus, Pro-

fessor' Walmsley, Miss Sanders,
Frances Brackett.

It was also voted that the Senior

Garnet and Black leaders should

continue until the end of the year.
Annual Health Week

The annual Health Week was
held under the auspices of the W.
A. A. the week of April 11-15. The
program was very interesting and
entertaining.
Monday evening a Fashion Show

was staged in Rand gym with girls

modeling old fashioned gowns, un-
derwear, and bathing suits and
comparing them to those of to-day.

Tuesday evening, Wm. L. Hall,

director of division of Social Hy-
giene at Augusta, gave a talk on the

various phases of personal and com-
munity work.
Wednesday evening was devoted

to the problem of Nutrition, in

which Miss Too Fat and Miss Too
Thin were emphasized.

Thursday evening the films "Foot
Folly" and "General Hygiene" were
shown.

Posture was the main idea Fri-

day evening. During the week pos-

ture contests were held in the dor-

mitories to select the person with

the best posture. Mirrors were plac-

ed in conspicuous places to heln

girls see their defects. Professor

Lena Walmsley and Miss Kathleen
Sanders chose June Sawyer '35 as
having the best posture with An-
toinette Bates and Alice May next.

Sport Bits
Carroll College Play Day

—

Eight students and a coach were
invited from four neighboring
schools to the Carroll College Play
Day, at Wankesha, Wisconsin. The
University of Wisconsin, Ripon Col-

lege, Beloit College ,and Milwaukee
State Teachers' College were repre-

sented.
It is interesting to note the differ-

ent means of selecting the repre-

sentative. Some selected the best

basketball players; others, thos?

interested in the sport, and some
were selected at random.

Friday evening ,after being as-

signed rooms, all assembled in the

gym for singing-games and games
of liw organization; then they ad-
journed to the girls' dorms for so-

cial dancing, informal get-together,

and refreshments.
Saturday morning, four color

teams were organized with two
girls from each school on a team.
Activities began with a treasure
hunt which took the girls all over
the building, up ladders, over ap-
paratus, etc, and finally back to the
gyni for the treasure, which turned

Debate Finals

Continued from Page One

Bowdoin Game
Continued from Page One

but it
torious. Consequently, there was no for the Bears' second run,

winner in the first two groups. wa6 in the last inning that tne tok-

From the other four groups. Buck- crs for the first time showed *igm>

field, • Berwick, and Portland were
j
of scoring life when they hit La vaiiee

winners These were announced at for two hits. This, coupled W two

Chase Hall after the semi-finals had errors bv the Bates infieldens, allowed

all been run off. Representatives of
| ,Lewia, Kent, and Darling, who nad

the four schools drew for pairings followed Means on the mound, to

in the finals. Thelma Kittredge and score three runs.
Florence James were in charge of Millet Retires Side

the refreshments, which were serv- Millet went in to relieve .LaVallee,

ed later. I and with one strike on MeLeod, Bow-
The purpose of the League is to Coin's freshman first sacker, pitched

improve and stimulate debating in
| a .croS(3 three balls in a row, and then

the secondary schools in Main?.
| tw0 strikes to retire the side and put

an end to the day's activities.

Bugbee, pitching his first game
and more. In the first place, over i

sin .c .e n ,;,3 iFreshman year, showed up
sixty school in the state entered

,fa i r l v well while he was in there,

this year's contest. There was more and "LaVallee seemed to have im-

"The "Foghorn" of San Francisco

University pronounces the successful

collegian one who is a "real student

but not a grind, a fair athlete but

not a star, a social being but not a

glory seeker." Now how many
successful collegians are there on

our campus?
.

ADVKRT,^

Everything this year indicates that

this purpose is being realized more
j

interest than ever before shown at

the finals. The biggest crowd yet,

over 300 people, jammed Chase
Hall to hear the announcements on
Friday evening. Moreover, it was
noted that the quality of the de-

proved over last year The hittting

of the Bates men was as outstand-

ing as may be expected for this time

of the year.
The fielders, though handicapped

by a lack of outdoor practice

NOTICE
in Crew Members, Supervisors, Team

Cantatas and Student subscription sales-

SSte who wish to avail themselves of the

opportunity for free scholarsMps m»dep«6-

sibk through the courtesy of the Lead Ug

Magazine Publishers again this jear are

requested to apply to the national orgainzer

M. Anthony Steele Jr., Bex 244. Sm Juan,

Porto Rico, stating qualifications fully.

M. Anthony Steele, Jr.

bating itself has greatly improved.
| a

"

c
.qu jtted themselves in a creditable

There is a growing tendency to get
fa8n j orji w j th Fireman looking at

M.-Kown, 2b
i McLeoid, lib .

Lewia. e

Koemple, cf

Emerson, p ,

away from memorized speeches, and
some of the speakers showed them-
selves to be equal to college de-

haters in extemporaneous work.
Prof. Quimby's Work Meritorious
In a contest like this, there are

always bound to be disappointments
and things which do not seem to go
quite right. This year, however,
there are fewer protests and fewer
expressions of dissatisfaction than
previously. Much credit is therefore 1

T

due to the Director of the League,
Prof. Brooks Quimby, for his ca-

pable dirertion.
Debating is nOt necessarily dry,

and its conduct is often filled with
moments of pathos, humor and en-
lightment. In one of these debates
it was brought out that "normal
times is that brief period between
depressions". When the winners of

the semi-finals were announced, it

was noticed that one of the winning
speakers, upon hearing his name,
suddenly shook hands with himself,
danced a little jig, and then rushed
over to where the' punch was going
to be served and gulped down
several glasses of that beverage. On
Friday evening. a man asked to be
directed to where Foxcroft was to
debate. He was told how to reach
Carnegie Science where the debate
was to be held. This man then got
into a car in front of Chase Hall
and started off across the campus in
his car. President Gray saw the car
circling Carnegie Science, so, with
coat tails flying he started in pur-
suit.

These debates afforded many
Bates students unusual opportuni-
ties. The chairmen of the various
debates were the members of Prof.
Quimby's Argumentation class.

Nearly all of the faculty served as
judges. Thus the student chairmen
gave instructions to the facultv
and told them what to do. Ran-
dolph Weatherbee read the room
assignments of the various de-
bates, and thus he was able to tell
his professors where to go.

Although it may not prove any-
thing definite, it is interesting to
note that a winning decision was
awarded 14 times to an Affirmative son
team as opposed to 7 times for a

1

heme in the field, and putting across

the neatest 'bit of base running seen

during the afternoon.
The summary:

BOWDOIN
Bennett. If

Rk'ker, ss

ab r bh
4 1 1

4 1 3

4 0 0

5 1 3

4 0 9

2 0 0

3 0 0

3 1 0

0 0 0

3 0 0

1 1 0

33 5 9Total-,-

X—Batted ifor M'eans in 9th.

BATES ab r bh
Murphy. If 3 0 0
Fireman, nf 2 1 0
Merrill, cf 2 1 0
Berry, lb 4 1 1
Flynn, ss 3 1 2
Swett. 2b 3 0 0
Brown, c 3 1 2
White, c 1 0 0
Jekanowski, 3b 3 1 1

Deane, 3b 1 0> 0
Bugbee, >p 1 0 0
LaVallee, p 1 0 0
Milllett, ip : . . . . 0 a 0

Tota's 27 6 6

By innings
Bow loin ..0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 3—

5

Bates 30001 200 x—

6

Runs batted in—Berry 2, Flynn,
Brown, Murphy 2, Hemipel, McKown
3, Boucher. Two base hits—Flynn,
MieKown. Stolen bases—iMurphy,
Fireman, Merrill, Brown. Sacrifice
hits—Lewia, Fireman, Merrill, La-
Vallee 2. Base on balls off Bugbee 3,

off LaVallee 3, off Emerson 2, off
Means 3. Struck out by Bugbee 1,

by LaVallee 4, by MUl'lett 1, by Emer-
son 1, by Means 2. Left on 'base

—

Bowdoin 8, Bates 6. Double plays

—

LaVallee to Brown to Berry; Ricker
to McKown to MoDeod; Fireman to
Berry. Hits off Bugbee 2 in 2 2-3 in-
nings, off LaVallee 7 in 5 2-3 innings,
off Millett o in 2-3 innings, off Emer-

in 2-3 innings, off Means 3 in

innings. Wild pitch, Bugbee.
Negative team. However, this might '

Winning pitcher, Bugbee. Losing
indicate that arguments in favor of
compulsory unemployment insur-
ance were the stronger or that this

pitcher—Emeson. Umpires—M'cDon-
ough and Gibson.

DI N FIELD NEW
HOCKEY MANAGER

Burt Dunfield '34. was picked as
Junior Manager of Hockey at a
meeting of the Athletic Council last

•week, succeeding yours truly in that

i.;i>;"ity. Harry Kemp and Lyman
Holman are the Senior Track Mana-
gers, and Lloyd George and Nathan
Milbury the Junior Managers.

Speaking of politics. The Colby
Echo sports column tells us that
Bill Millett. hockey coach, is being
pushed for chief of the Fairfield fire

department The same column also
reveai.-. that Bob Violette is in charge
of spring football at Colby. Violette
Is now football captain at the May-
flower college.

MAIM: BEATS
COLBY BOWLERS

A team of five U. of M. bowlers
defeated a Colby team 2354 to 2272
In five string match recently. This is

the second year these two institu-

tions are represented by informal
alley aggregations". A Maine bowler,
Ted Springer, was high man with
503.
AFTERTHOUGHTS: We award

the vodvil hat throwing champion-
ship to John Henry Wilson Marquis,
late of Memphis, Tenn., for his suc-
cess in that sport at the Auburn. . .

.

The c ollege athletic authorities again
show their willingness to cooperate
for the good of the community by
allowing the use of Garcelon field for
the annual boy's week track activi-
ties. This action on the part of the
college helps build up good will for
Bates in down town circles. . . . Sid-
ney Lenz announces that professional
standing in any other sport does not
bar ping pong artists from compe-
tition in the latter athletic event.

;o :

In case you do not speak the
language used at the University of
Chattanooga, an explaination of the
meaning of "housemaid's knee" will
be given. This is a widespread ail-

ment and "adequately describes the
creaking and groaning welcome that
is accorded all assignments of work,
however meager.

Perhaps his most outstanding feat
was The Carranza Memorial good |

out to oe candy sticks, following side of the question was the more
will flight from New York Citv tol thi s was a Fun Period, a period of

Mexico City, in 1931, which earned j
S^mes, and relays such as Skir

him nation-wide recognition
-:o:-

DIRECTOR OF BANK
SPEAKS TO WOMEN

A Vocational supper was held on
Wednesday, April 13, in Fiske Din-
ing Hall .The guests were Pres. and
Mrs. Gray. Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Rowe. and Prof, and Mrs. McDon-
ald. .Mrs. Allan P. Stevens, one of

the directors of the Maine Savings
Bank of Portland, was the speaker
nd chose as her subject "A

Glimpse into the World of Busi-
ness". The talk was based on the
two questions—What are the oppor-
tunities in the business world for

College graduates?— and— What
elements should influence a gra-
duate's choice of work?

Mrs. Stevens stated that business
is a very vital subject to all young
people today, since 34% of the gra-
duates of Colleges in 1929 went in-
to the field of business. As an intro-
duction, she gave a short history of
woman's position in the field of
business, and said that at the pre-
sent time 93% of all the occupa-
tions classified by the latest, census
report have women on their pay-
roll.

Choice of Work
The most important thing in

choosing your life work i s to con-
sider carefully where your inclina-
tions lie. Equally important is
knowing whether or not you have
any aptitude for the work you plan
to choose. Next comes the question
of salary and opportunities for ad-
vancement. The highest paid posi-
tions for women are in the fields
where there is the least competition
and are the fewest women employ-
ed. Security of employment is also
another necessary consideration, es-
pecially because of the uncertain
conditions which may arise in the
financial world—an example of
which is the present business de-
pression.

Five Requisites
There are five prime requisites

for success in the business world
anA without these it is difficult to
hold a job. They are: Character,
physical endurance, courage, initia-
tive, and reliability. Mrs. Stevens
also gave some excellent advice and
worthwhile hints in regard to hold-
ing a position after you have secur-
ed it. Be punctual, have a certain
dignity, have the ability to keep
confidences ,respect your employer,
be diplomatic, be loyal to the firm,
have a pleasant manner ,and above
all exercise self-control.

Snake, wheelbarrow, slap-jack, and
dodgeball.

Basketball games were the impor-
tant feature of the day.

Play days provide a real oppor

favored.

Specific Details About Debates

Specific details in regards to the

t unity for the development of good
[
Chairmai

finals are as follows: Portland High
Aff. vs Berwick Academy Neg.
Best Speaker — Leroy Snowden.

"If the high art of thinking is not
yet a lost art, it certainly is im-
periled." —Rev. Dr Charles Reynolds
Brown.

sportswomanship. for various col-

leges to exchange ideas, for girls in
small schools to meet new person-
alities and fastening of a truly
friendly spirit among
colleges.

Archers—Attention !

The S. P. A. C. O. meaning the
Society for Prevention of Archery
Carry-On has been organized. Some-
thing has to be done if the hitherto
wonderful status of college archery
is to be maintained.

Thru the assistance of the de-
partment of Justice and the Burns
and Pinkerton Detective Agencies, a
new racket has been discovered.
Seven members of graduating classes

of 1931 have joined archery clubs

since graduating. Something must
be done. Was it for this that the
Illustrious Father of our Country
suffered at Valley Forge? No! And
again, no!

If this keeps on, it will no longer
be possible for college archers to

enjoy the pleasures of Archery for

a complete term without hitting the
target. It will be no longer possible

for instructors to lecture from Hig-
gen Bottom's famous work, "How
to Shoot and Not Hit". It is time for
drastic action.

Some of the crimes are:

CASE No. 1.—A Graduate of
Eastern Women's college who was
lured into archery club membership
by wayward brother who had long
been a toxophilite. Such cases can
be prevented only by early home
training.
CASE NO. 2—A Graduate of

small middle western college who
joined archery club two days follow-
ing commencement. The archery
instructor requested each member
of the class to write a thesis upon
such graduate archery, describing in

all its horrible details the down-
ward path which each individual
would have to follow in order to
keep up archery after graduation.
The instructor was hung with her
own bowstring and five members of
her family sentenced to life impri-
sonment.

Something must be done. Every
right thinking archerl student can
suscribe to the following code of
ethics:

1. No trained instructors.
2. Down with score cards.
3. Every arrow if different size,

weight and length. No matched ar-
rows!

4. Suppress all tournaments and
centests.

5. Suppress all news, information
and data about extra collegiate ar-
chery activity.

6\ Abolish all college archery,

Nathan Milbury '34.

Judges: Theodore Seamon '34, Nor
man MacDonald '34 ,and John Man
ning '30. Held at Little Theatre.

Berwick Academy Aff
neighboring field High Neg. Best Speaker

between Ada Bonney and Hector
Lemaire. Chairman: Frank Murray
'3 I. Judges: Dennis Davis. Harrison
Greenleaf '32 .and Prof. Lawrence.
Held in the "Y" Room at Chase
Hall.

Buckfield High Aff. vs Brunswick
High Neg. Best Speaker—Kenneth
Grant. Chairman: Albert Oliver '31.

Judges: Prof. Whitheck. John J.

Butler, and Randolph Weatherbee
'3 2. Held at 35 Carnegie Science
Building.

Brunswick High Aff. vs Portland
High Neg. Best Speaker—Paul Ste-
wart. Chairman: Melvin Welsch.
Judges: John Carroll, Jr. '32, Law-
rence Parker '32 ,and Prof. Robin-
son. Held at the Music Room in
Chase Hall.

:o : .—
An instructor at Catholic Univ. of

vs Buck- I
Washington deplores the lack of

Tie !
good musical programs on the radio.
He says that if a good

,
program

should happen to be on, it would be
interrupted in the intresting part to
present Russ Columbo or Kate
Smith.

"If you have the hide of an ox,
the digestion of a horse and the back-
bone of dinosaur you can keep on
plugging away and same day you
may be a free man."—Upton Sinclair

What can you do
THAT OTHERS WILL PAY FOR?

OVER the past eleven years five leading companies alone,

in the following industries, have taken three hundred
and sixty-three Bentley men into their organizations:

Banking-42, Electrical Manufacturing-55, Public Utility-65,

Chain Store System-68, Shipping and lmporting-1 33; and one
public accounting firm has taken 47.

The accounting division is the nervous system of the busi-

ness organization. It is the department which reports the
activities and results in all the others and gives a clear per-
spective of the whole. That is why so many accountants
become comptrollers, treasurers, and presidents.

The Bentley School is widely known and endorsed by
business men, public accountants, and educators as THE
school where a man can fully specialize in accountancy.

Two years are required to complete the course.

Send for a catalog. Thirty minutes spent with it may lead
you to the career for which you are best adapted.

The BENTLEY SCHOOL of
ACCOUNTING and FINANCE

921 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.
H.C. BENTLEY, C. P. A., President

AUBIGNE CUSHING AND CLAYTON HALL
AGENTS FOR

OMALDA CO.
AUBURN, MAINE

MAKERS OF BILLFOLDS. COIN PURSES AND
CIGARETTE CASES WITH BATES SEAL EMBOSSED

ON GENUINE CALFSKIN

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets

Announcing^
and acquainting- you
with . .

.

MARTINEAU'S
—Luncheon Specials—

—A Real Treat

—

R. E. MARTINEAU CO
DRUGGISTS

235 Main St.

A.

Have you thought of making

DENTISTRY
YOUR LIFE WORK?

The Harvard University Dentai

School offers an unsurpassed

course in this field of health

service, with emphasis on med-

ical correlations. A "Class A''

school. Write for catalog.

Leroy M. S. Miner. D.M.D.. M.D.. Dean.

Dept. 47 , 188 Longwood Ave.. Boston, Mats.

GOOGIN
FUEL CO.

COAL, WOOD and COKE
1801 Phones 1800

114 Bates Street 67 Elm Street
LEWISTON AUBURN

SER VALL
LUNCH

44 Bates St. G-o E S< hmi.;<

The Blue Line
Lewiston—Rumford—Farmington

.v Lewiston

—

7 45 A M , 12.35 P.Jil., 4.25 P.M
.v Kumf»r<i —

7 3S A.M., 12 25 P.M., 4.15 P.M
,v Kami in;, ton—

7 30 A 51 , 12 20 P.M., 4.10 P.M
STANDARD TIME

Fred C McKenney
6-1 Sabattus Street

CJTIKS .-ERVrOfi aA80I.tNB
and l.mJRiCATI.VG OILS

WASHING and GREASING
Nearest Oasoline Station to College

We can show you a varied selection «

PRIZE CUPS

FOUNTAIN PENS
of all standard makes

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS

LADIES'

LEATHER HANDBAGS

LEATHER BILLFOLDS

BOOK ENDS
CLOCKS

of all kinds

BARNST0NE-0SG00D

c o M f a n y

Jewelers

50 LISBON STREET
Lewiston, Maine

»$•»— sn—

—

(IN—-UM-
-II LI I M—

—

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME

College Men Appreciate Our Clothes
62 COTOI ™™ AUBUEN^ MAINE

RUBBER and OIL CLOTHING and all kinds of

Canvas and Rubber Footwear
LEWIS10N RUBBER COMPANY

LEWISTON
AUGUSTA

1

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing

24 HOUB SERVICE
THE QUALITY SHOP"

Tel. 181V W
3 Minutes from the Campus

R. W. CLARK Sffred D™^'
Pure Drugs and H<:dlclna

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

Compliments of

I W. White Co.

WE SOLICIT VOI R PATRONAGE

Bobcat Cafe
29 SABATTUS ST

"VJ 0
T,

Ve G"0tl ^od at
treasonable Prices

LEWISTON MONUMENTAI
WORKS

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
James P. Murphy Co.

6 to 10 Bates St., LEWISTON
Telephone 4634-R

CENTRAL
Barber Shop
201 MAIN STREET

OPP. STRAND THEATRE
FREE TONIC WITH EACH

HAIR CUT GIVEN TO
BATES STUDENTS
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Bates not in the Red
In a nummary of the financial

status of tthe various colleges of
»nv England, we find a statement
in the Boston Transcript for March
1!) which we are sure will foe good
news to the faculty. President Gray
is quoted as follows:

"At the end of the last fiscal year,

New Garnet Soon-

Miss Cutts Edits

Issues Next Year

New Editor Has Versa-
tile College Career

Sometime before Commencement,
the final "Garnet"' for this year will
make its appearance. With its publi-

Jnr.e 30, 19^1. there had been no loss cation, the editorship of the maga-
zine will pass from Valery Bu^-ati to

whatever of income from invested
funds.
During the present fiscal year

there will be a loss estimated 'by the
financial committee of between
$3,000 and $5,000. Offsetting this,
however, there will 'be approximate-
ly an increase of $40,000 in income
from students, due to an advance of
$50 in tuition, and also the fact that
our enrollment this year is about

Charlotte Cuttts '33 of Lewision.
Miss Cutts' experience, both as a con-
tributor and member of the staff, as-
sures a continuation, of the high li-

terary standards attained by the
present management.
The numerous achievements of

the new editor bear witness to her
versatility. In her fresbma-n year,
she had competed in the French

4-A Players to

Conclude Season

On Friday Night

Bates Mile Team

Leaves Thursday

For Penn Relays

sixty imore than that of last. We; Prize Speaking. During her second
have no intention of cutting salaries year, she served as a class represen-
or of reducing our teaching staff. In

]

tative to the Student Government,
view, however, of the uncertainties and was also a member of the Sopho-
of the [immediate future, we are ex- more Dance Committee. Participa-
ercieing the strictest economy and tion in numerous club functions,
are postponing temporarily the ap-| membership in the choir, and ser-
pointment of two or three new ins-j vice as assistant editor of the "Gar-
tractom Our financial condition, on net" are a few of the activities in
the whole, is the best it has ever
hoc n.

Responsibilities as Students

From the same source comes a
statement regarding the economic
implications of being a student,
which seemed to be very much
worth while.

"Even in heavily endowed institu-

tions which make no public appeals

for funds, the economic implica-

tions of being a student are still

which she has been engaged.
Commenting on the election of the

new editor, Mr. Burati said, "We
have every confidence that next year
Miss Cutts will lead literary work
and edit the Magazine in admirable
fashion."

While no doubt writing ability is

as common among women as men,
the majority of literary honors seems
lately to have fallen among the lat-

ter group. In the .March Garnet, only
three out of sixteen articles were

very important. It is a popular fie- contributed by women. This fact
makes the appointment of a woman
to the head of writing activities a
double honor.

Policy of State
The policy of the staff is to pu-

blish the magazine not more than
two or three times a year. Experien-
ce 'has shown that more frequent pu-
blication results in work of inferior

quality. Because of this, only one is-

sue has appeared thus far this year.
The second one is to be released
from the press sometime before Com
menceiment. It has several new fea-

tures. One of them is the use of a-

lumni contributions. Not only does
this serve as a contact between the
alumni and the college, but it gives

the magazine a -greater source of ta

lent. The editor has also asked for a
larger variety of articles from the
contributors. Not oiuy are poems and
stories welcome, but articles con
corning religion, politics, and his-

tory.
The literary excellence of the Gar-

net is of a very high quality. Quite
truthfully Mr Burati could write in

his preface to the ilast issue, " If,

from the experience of four years at

Bates the editor may comment on the

trend of creative writing here, it

would be to say that with each year

there has been a growing maturity
of thought, a greater ease of expres-

sion, greater seriousness of purpose,

and for more important, an increas-
ingly definite note of triumph, coura-
ge and hope."

Already the Garnet is receiving re-

cognition among the college maga-
zines of the country. Through their

exchange departments, the Canadian
colleges of Kings and Arcadia, have
expressed appreciation and encoura-

gement insist for the high standards
of creative writing attained by this

magazine.
-:o :

tion that money once given to a

university for endowment purposes,
produces an automatic income flow.

That belief is far from the truth.

Endowments, in order to be produc-
tive, must be invested. Some institu-

tions invest a considerable share of

their funds in farm mortgages

—

which means that thousands of

farmers are toiling to pay the in-

terest which keeps the educational
process going.

"Other institutions invest their

endowments in railways, steel mills,

mines and other industrial entev-

prises. They become partners : n
these undertakings, even while
they do nothing more than draw
their dividends, like absentee land-

lords. Only a normal imagination is

necessary to reveal a veritable army
o£ man loading freight trains, firing

engines, enduring the fierce heat of

the furnaces in the steel mills, go-

ing down deep shafts into mines
and toiling at a hundred other diffi-

cult and dangerous tasks, in order
that our educational institutions

may receive the income they expect

trom their endowments, and in or-

der that the students may be reliev-

ed of part of the cost of their edu-

cation.

"If students could actually see

these toiling hosts whose labor

makes it pot-sible for them to study,

they would realize more vividly

their debt to the community, and
would try to pay back in intelligent

and faithful service the benefits

which they have received. Vnfor-
fortunately, however, the true situa-

tion is rarely brought home to stu-

dents, and unthinking thousands
pursue their studies in a spirit of

selfish individualism. As stated by

Professor McConn, Dean of Lehigh
University, "the social purpose of

the college of today, as conceived

bv the majority of the clientele

which sends students to its campus

and pays fees into its treasury, is

no longer to provide a ministry cf

any kind to the community, but

rather to afford special privileges

and a differential advantage in the

economic struggle to those few, in-

cluding themselves, who may be

shrewd and thrifty and enterpris-

ing enough to seize the opportunitj

presented."

The Mooney Case

The recent publicity attendant

upon the motion for a pardon for

Tom Mooney attracted our attention

to this excerpt from a booklet re-

cently published by the Y. W. C. A.

"Inequality of freedom is but a

corollarv to the inequality of wealth

and of work. It is generally not so

obvious .though none the less vit-

iating to human values. "One jus-

tice for the poor man. another for

the rich" has become a • tiresome

truism—but its essential verity is

difficult to challenge when we re-

member ,for example that Doheny,
defrauder of the United States Gov-
ernment, is scot-free while Tom
Mooney 'languishes in prison. "Who
own the earth shall rule it" is like-

wise axiomatic, and is verified in

daily fact, if not recognition. Any
bov today,' as of yesterday, may as-

pire to be President, but he'd better

find first a quarter million before he

even tries to run for the United

States Senate—in Illinois, at least,

or in Pennsylvania. The principal

channels of public opinion and

branches of the government, includ-

ing even the judicial, are generally

subject to the influence of the dom-

inant industrial and financial groups

and judges who may be just as

class conscious in their own way as

the most radical labor agitators,

have often gravely abused this

power. A West Virginia judge once

enjoined striking miners from bury-

ing their massacred dead. Frequent-
ly workers have been enjoined
from striking; if they struck any-
way their leaders have been jailed

on contempt of court charges. In
the early months of 1930 a judge in

Lady Windermere's
Fan" Fourth and Fi-

nal Production

Oscar Wilde Author
Friday night the English 4-A Play-

ers will present Oscar Wilde's "Lady
Windermere's Fan", the fourth and
last production of the year. To those
who follow the work of the 4-A
players, this production will be in-
teresting for two reasons: it repre-
sents the last work of two most
talented players and it also repre-
sents largely the talent in store for
the next two or three years.

lMst Work of Miss Hines and
Miss Briggs

Margaret Hines, president of the
organization, whose work was out-
standing in "The Importance of Be-
ing Ernest", "The Valiant", and
"Death Takes a Holiday" is to por-
tray the difficult and charming role
of Mrs. Erlynne. the outcast from
Society who is "trying to get back".
All the phases from tragedy to pathos
are covered during this character's
appearance on the stage. On the one
hand she must be charming and
clever enough to win her prize, Lord
Augustus (George Austin), while,
on the other hand, she must pre-
serve a home whose happiness means
everything to her. Marjorie Briggs
who, after several minor roles was
given an opportunity to show her
ability in "Death Take a Holiday",
and who since then has been one of
the most outstanding performers as
in "Where the Cross is Made", and
as Katherine in "Taming of the
Shrew", is trying her hand in a new
line as one of the coaches. The fact

that the loss involved in the gradu-
ating class is not large in numbers,
does not make it any the less igreat

in quality. These girls and their

work will be greatly missed
New Players

On the other hand, the play will

usher in a group of new players.
Whether or not their work will

measure up to the standard set by
previous work will largely be de-
termined Friday night; Charles Po-
vey '34 shows a great deal of promise
as Cecil Graham; Margaret Perkins
'3 5 as Lady Windenmere; Charlotte

Longley as Duchess of Berwick; and
John Dority as Lord Darlington.

Outstanding al-o are George Aus-
tin as the be-monaeled Lord Augus-
tus (Tuppy as he is fondly called),

John Curtis as iLord Windermere,
Parker Dexter as Dunvby and Francis
Cronin as Agatha.

The splendid cooperation on the

part of the minor as well as the

major characters in the large cast

has made possible what is hoped will

be a successful presentation of a
difficult but charming comedy.

:o:

FRESHMEN TO HAVE
LITTLE SYMPHONY

Bates Entertains

N. E. Educators'

Annual Session

Four Juniors Make Trip! Holy Cross Professor
Adams At Anchor

Four Juniors will represent Bates

at the Penn game* Saturday when
Am Adanns, Clayt Hall, Russ Jellison

and JoImi Lary speed around the

track in the one mile reiay. This
event is the only one in which Coach
Thompson is entering a team this

year. The crack two mile team which
performed this winter is not to be

entered because Cole, a very im-

portant cog in the two mile machine,

is ineligible due to participation his

Freshman year.
Team Picked Monday

The one mile Team was picked

Monday, when a 440 time trial was
held in connection with the Inter-

class meet. Adams ran his quarter in

51 3-5. handicapped by a slow track

and a strong wind. On the anchor

leg he is expected to shade 50 in

actual competition. Hall was a good
second to Adams, but Jellison and
Lary did not seem to be in shape.

Jellison has been running longer

distances and is not in his event in

the 440, and Lary has been keeping
away from track work since he in-

jured his ankle during spring work.
However, both these men may be ex-

pected to do 51 if conditions are

favorable.
Lehigh won the championship in

•mile relay class last year, and is en-

tered again, as are Hampton, a

second place team last year, Rutgers.

Fordbam. Lafayette, and Springfield.

This team is the first one mile

team entered in the Penn games,
since Coach Thompson took over the| wbich

track reins at Bates,

Elected President Of
Association

MacDonald Retires

The annual session of the New
England Association of College

Teachers of Education was held

here last Friday and Saturday to

discuss problems before the educa-
tors of today. These session are
held annually at the college with

which the president of the Associa-

tion is connected, so Bates College

owes "the honor of having this meet-
inv here to Dr. A. F. .McDonald,

professor of Education.
The banquet, given by President

Gray in behalf of Bates College.
Friday evening, was followed by an

j
opening meeting at which Dr. Gray
gave a short address of welcome,
and a letter of welcome from Mayor
Paradis of Lewiston was read.

Discuss Problems
Meetings and discussions were

held Friday evening and Saturday
morning, the theme of which was.

"The Place of the Liberal Arts Col-

lege in Preparing Teachers for New
England Secondary Schools." One
of the most thoroughly discussed

problems was the danger of over-

professionalizing the subject matter
of the Liberal College courses. The
differences of opinion were due to

the tendency of the Universities to

hasten specialization. The point of

view of the Liberal Arts Colleges,

Bates College was very

but not the! strong in upholding, was to continue

GOV. FRANKLIN ROOSEVELT

NOMINATED LAST NIGHT BY

CLUB'S JVIODELCONVENTION
Democrats Select New Yorker on Second Ballot-

Platform of 11 Planks Adopted, Including

Resubmission of Liquor Question

DrTCJ^ASuckl7 Politics club plan

is Guest Speaker

at Vesper Service

Bertram Antine, Key-Noter
MacDonald, Chairman

State Roll-Call

Seniors Choose

Committees for

Annual Class Day

Class To Elect Speak-

ers At Meeting
Next Week

Continued on Page 3 Column 3

An interesting Class ©ay program

has been worked out 'by the follow-

ing committtee: William Dunham,
chairman, Norman Whitten, Edith

Lerrigo, Bernard .Sprafke, Rosemary

Lambertson. Clifton Jacobs Frances

Cronin, Howard Paige ani Lucille

Foulger The committee met last

week, discussed .programs, and elec-

ted the following eub^ommr.tees:

'Last Chapel, Paige and Miss Ler-

F1

Commencement Program, Sprafke,

Jacobs, Miss Cronin and Miss Lam-

'

CtaflB Day program, Miss Foulger

and Whitten.
fi .»vkt*

Music and 'Commencement ;j

Miiss Lambertson.
Class Ode, Hymns and Poems, Miss

Foulger. . .,
There will be two hymns selectea.

the Class Hymn and Baccalaureate

Hymn. Both hymns, the poem and

the ode. are chosen on a competitive

basis. All seniors are asked to con-

tribute.
Class of 12 in Pipe Ceremony
This year will see a continuation

the interesting Peace Pipe ceremony.

A large pipe f ull of tobacco is passed

around and shared by ail, both men
and women. Then the pipe is emp-
tied, a copy of the program placed

inside it, and pipe and program are

sealed in an airtight can, to be buried

beneath the ivy planted by that class.

Twenty years later, at Commence-
ment, the can is dug up and the exact

program reproduced. This year Har-

Continued on Page 3 Column 1

The men of the Freshman class,

under the leadership of Reginald

Ware Jr.. are planning the organi-

zation of a little symphony orchestra.

This organizaiton, which has the

approval of Prof. Crafts, has in mind

a dual purpose; to foster the ren-

dition and appreciation of classical

music among Bates men, and to un-

cover and develop musical talent.

Beginning this week, the group plans

to meet every Thursday evening in

the Music Room at Chase Hall.

Among those now interested in the

project are many freshman men who
have been doing work .

in other
catmpus musical organizations. From
the college band are Chute, Chap-
man, Dolan, Oliver and Rounseville.

The college symphonic organizations

are represented by Ingraham, La-
fayette, McLean, Rainville, and
Smith. Bragg, Dority and Ware fill

out the list of present members.
For the time being, at least, the

group plans to call itself the " ? 35

Little Symphony." It will uneet and
continue practice until the end of

the present academic year. The
orchestra, after becoming better or-

ganized, plans to give a series of

short concerts
,
— •— :o : —

Ivy Dance Unique

In Two Respects

Two new departures from the aisu-

al custom have been announced for

the ivy Hop by John Dobravolsky,
chairman of the Hop Committee. The
first is a cut in the admission rate,

$3.50 per couple, instead of the cus-

tomary $4.50. The second is the fact

that it will be the only dance of the
year to last until one A. M.

In spite of the low rate, the chair-

man says the orchestra, favors, re-

freshments, and entertainment will

be up to the usual high standard.
The committee which he has se-

lected to assist him (is as follows:

Mary O'Neil, Pearl Littlefield, Mar-
jorie Ooodbout, Donaild Fitz, Donald
Stafford and Frank Flynn.

The Hop will take place May 26.

the last day of classes, on the eve of

Ivy Day.
. :o:-

What Price Glory

Speaker Garner, it is reported, re-

fused *to allow his hat to be tossed

into the ring, and thereby he show-

ed common sense. What intelligent

man would sacrifice one perfectly

good hat for the uncertain prospect

of getting a job as full of grief as

the Presidency?

original one by any means. Five

Bates one mile teams have brought
heme Penn Relay championship
trophies in the past.

In recent years, Bates has won one
two mile championship, in 1930,
when Cole. Lind. Viles, and Osie

Chapman, running in that order,

won the event. The year before this,

a team composed of Chesley. Royal
Adams, Viles. and Chapman was
headed toward sure victory when
Chesley had the baton knocked out

cf h's hand. By the time he had re-

covered it. he was so far behind that

Bates could not make up the distance.

Bates did not enter a team la.st

yeair because of the ineligibility of
|

t

J
1 "cate

Chapman an ", Viles. for the same
reason which keeps Cole out of com-
petition this year.

1932 Features .

Holy Oroea is expected to enter a

crack outfit in the Class B mile this

year, with Coakly. Holland, Miorin,

and McCafferty all able to go under
50 seconds on an outdoor oval.

McCafferty was the man who gave
Arn Adams the most competition in

last year's New England meet, it will

be remembered.
Team Leaves , Thursday

Adams, Hall. Jellison and Lary
leave Thursday night, according to

Coach Thompson, and Sampson '3 2,

is going as alternate. As we go to

press it is undecided whether Waldo
Clapp, the manager, will go also.

— :o :

Music Clubs at

Oxford in Year's

Final Program

Hope Longer Trip Next
Year—Concert Finest

Of Season
In their final concert of the year,

the Musical clubs scored a decided
hit at Oxford, last Friday night. It

was a fitting climax to a successful
.season, and was by far the finest

concert played this year. It is hoped
that next year a longer trip can be
arranged, including performances at
several New England colleges.

The Little Symphony out did itself

in its playing of "Fantasie Orien-

tale" (Lange), "Black Eyes" (Hor-
lick and Sotne), "Lonely" (Yvain),
and "When Day is Done" (Kroct-
scher), much to the pleasure of Gil

Clapperton who was directing -his

final concert. To Maestro Gil goes
much of the credit for the success

of musical endeavor in this school.

His cooperation and knowledge will

be missed a great deal.

Sylvester Carter .bettered a severe
attack of laryngitis to sing Huhn's
"Invictus" with his usual warmth of
expression and depth of tone. Under
his leadership the quartet has proven
to be the musical stroke of the
year. Given another year, it rchould

become even more popular.
Clyde Holbrook's cello solo was

"Gavotte" by 'Lee. He again proved
hiis warmth of tone and brilliance

of execution coupled with a dignified

and pleasing stage presence. "Lover
Come Back to Me" was also played

as a violin solo by Norman DeMar-
co.

The Garnet iRevelers and the new-
ly formed Garnet Trumpeters round-
ed out a well balanced program.
Both the men's and women's Glee

Clubs were encored for excellent

work.
The concert marked the final ap-

pearance of the following seniors:

Gilbert Clapperton, Betty Mann,
Muriel Gower, Amy Irish, Gertrude
White, Muriel MacLeod, Helen Foss,

Marjorie Briggs, Doris Mooney. Ber-

nard Sprafke, Parker Mann, Clifton

Jacobs, and Howard Paige.

. mphasizing a broad scholarship in

the six liberal arts fields. This point

of view was substantiated by the
very definite proof that the majority

of men and women who have at-

tended the Liberal Arts Colleges

have excelled those who have spec-

ialized earlier. It was agreed finally

by the majority that it would be de-

sirable to guard against overspee-

ialization.

Another most important question

brought up was whether the state

departments are desirous of speci-

fying the particular courses of

study tor those people wishing to

become eligible for a teacher's cer-

or whether they will lay

down only the broad requirements.
They agreed that they would ail

work toward a closer co-operation

between the state department and
the colleges, doing away with such

suspicion and distrust as might
have existed in the past. This dis-

cussion resulted in an agreement on

four main fields of study: the his-

tory of education, the principals or

education, the psychology of edu-

cation, ai d methodology.

New President Elected

Professor J. L. O'Gorman of Holy
Cross College was elected president

for next year, therefore the Asso-

ciation will meet at that college

next year. Professor B. Holmes Wal-
lace, of the University of Vermont,
was re-elected secretary and treas-

urer. Since Professor Wallace was
unable to attend on Saturday, Ed-
ward J. Colgan of Colby was secre-

tary pro-tem.

Preeminent Educators Present

There were many prominent edu-

cators from all sections of New
England here, some of whom were
Dr. Bertram E. Packard, Maine
Commissioner of Education; Dr.

Walter A. Ranger of Providence,

Commissioner of Education of

Rhode Island; Professor and Mrs.

Ralph A. Burns, R. M. Baer, and
W. F Geiger of Dartmouth college:

Dr. E. A. Shaw and J. P. Tilton of

Tui'ts College; Professor J. J-.

O'Gorman of Holy Cross; Professor

Jackman of the University of Maine:
Professor and Mrs. E. O. Wellman
of the University of New Hamp-
shire: Professor E. J. Colgan and
Dean E. C. Marrimer of Colby; De-

puty Commissioner E. E. Roderick
of Augusta, Maine; Harison C. Ly-

seth of the State Department of

Education; President Cilfton

Gray and Harry Rowe of Bates.

"What We Are Here
For" Topic of Address
Dr. Charles N. Arbuckle, popular

pastor at the First Baptist Church
of Newton, Mass., and professor at
Newton Theological Seminary, was
guest speaker at the last vesper
service of the season conducted by
Dr. Zerby. Sunday, April 24. As a
lecturer he has gained much popu-
larity because of his interesting

personality and force as a speaker.
The topic of Dr. Arbuckle s address

was "What Are We Here For". He
pointed out that many people are
perplexed by this question. The
speaker did not believe that we
should let the fact that we exist

bother us. What we are is not purely
accidental, but the result, of direct

and indirect influences continually
working upon us
"The time and the generation are

responsible for what we accomplish,"
he said. He emphasized the influ-

ences of favorite teachers, events in

life, and religion upon the develop-
ing character of the student. "Take
away the.se influences." he said, "and
nothing is left." The unique person-
ality of each individual is to be at-

tributed to the varying influences
which condition his life.

Knowledge—a Virtue
Dr. Arbuckle frankly denied that

he could answer the question "What
Are We Here For." "A minister can
only give trends, not goals." he said.

Perhaps ths ultimate goal is God.
but we have no concept large enough
to cover him. If we did it would
make God seem rather weak and un-
desirable as a goal. However, men
have set up goals throughout the
ages. They have been deceived by
wealth, pleasure, and knowledge.
The speaker showed that in most
cases an insatiate search for knowl-
edge brought sorrow. In the spe-
cialized field, the more the scholar
knows the more he sees to know.
Knowledge, is a virtue, whioh may
become a .sin if carried to extremes
as Hawthorne vividly pictured it in

his immortal "Ethan Brand."
Dr. Arbuckle isaid he could answer

the question negatively by showing
that there is nothing .here now for
which we are seeking, but something
which is to be. In terms of spiritual

evolution, the answer is "the growth
of the soul." He emphasized that
from the hereditary background and
the external influences, the creation
of a .soul should take place

This vesper rservice is the last one
for the current school year. The
Council on Religion announces that

the next year's series begin on
October twenty-third with Dr. Henry
Van Dusen of New York City as
speaker.

D.

Prof. Whitehorne

To Entertain Men

Prof Whitehorne of the Physics

Department has opened up new
vistas in hospitality by the announ-
cement that all the senior men *n

his department are cordially invited

to his home, the evening of

May 3. at six o'clock. Accordingly, if

they all accept, (and none ha/ve re-

fused thus far) his home will be in-

vaded by upwards of thirty men next
Tuesday night. Just what will consti-

tute the entertainment is not yet
definitely known, although it will

probably be of a "hpysical" nature.
Lest it seem that Prof. White-

horne is being partial to the mas-
culine element, it might be well to

add that the lone co-ed in the de-
partment will be his guest the pre-

ceding Sunday.
,
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Women's Polities Club

Garnet Gridsters

Play Spring Game

Using New Rules

Team A Victor In Con-
test—Frequent Sub-

stitutes

An unusual initiation is to be in-

flicted 'Upon the new members of the
Wcimans' Politics Club. They have
been given entire charge of the last

meeting of the year which will be
on May 3. At the last regular meet-
ing, plans for a cabin party were
made, and a committee was elected
of which Norma Hines is chairman,
and others are Virginia Lewie and
Polly G rover.

Some say the score was 25-0,
ethers claim it was only 19-0, bui
anyway, a couple of team A's. . . or
teams A, if you wish, had it all over
teams B in Bates' first spring foot-
ball session, last Wednesday, and a
good time was had by all.

While the baseball fans looked
on and moaned the fact that it

wasn't fair to have such nice weath-
er for a football game while the
very day before they'd been forced
to wear fur coats to the Bowdoin
game, one of Coach Morey's two
tootball teams, evidently unhamper-
ed by a frequent change of per-

sonel, fought its way through the
new football rules and the opposi-
tion and told, the dopesters that
Bates won't look so bad after all

when it takes to the gridiron next
fall.

Clive Knowles ,an ex-sub center
was the discovery of the day in the
backfield. • Knowles seems to be a
shifty back with the prized ability

to slip through the hands of enemy
tacklers. Johnny Roche, another ju-

nior, displayed some more line
plunging ability which ought to

bother opponents of the coming sea-

son.
Kicking, a weak point of the

Bates attack for the past two
years, shows promise of becoming
effective this year, if King, Roche,
and Pricher punt them as well as
they did last Wednesday, with the
new kick-off ruling allowing a punt

Sponsored by the Politics Club, a

model Democratic National Conven-

tion was held in Libbey Forum, Tues-

clav evening. April 26. In his key-

note address, temporary chairman

Bertram Antine set the tone for sub-

sequent proceedings with an appeal

"to the principles fo true Democra-

cy".
Norman MacDonald was elected

permanent chairman and John
Roche .secretary. These two gentle-

men proved equal to the demands of

their respective offices, and after an
unusually short session, were pre-

pared to announce a landslide for

Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt after two
ballots. A special informal balloting,

propn-erl by the chairman, confirmed

the official vote.

A platform of 11 planks was ac-

cepted, with especial emphasis upon

a national referendum regarding the

Volstead Act.
The roll call by states for presi-

dential nominees produced several

effective speeches. Theodore Seamon,
Texas, proved an able exponent of

John Garner, and the applause he
received was so great that es.pe.cial

warning was given toy the Chairman
"to consider those who were listening

in."

Committees Report

The outstanding feature of the

session was the realization that co-

operation was very essential to a.

successful election. Consequently, the

routine business was handled com-
parative ease. George Burke, Chair-

man of Committee on credentials,

gave a brief report that met with

approval.
The proposal of Leonard Milleiu

Chairman of The Committee on
Rules, that the previous rules be
adopted in *oto was accepted.
Samuel Scolnik presented the

views of the Committee on Platform,
stressing the need for "a full dinner
pail." He urged that the 11 planks
proposed should be accepted. The
proposal regarding the resubmission
of the Volstead Act to the vote of the

people met with strong disapproval
from a small dissenting minority,

which, however, failed to block a full

acceptance.
The roll call by 'states followed

the vote upon ths platform. Of
particular interest were the argu-
ments advanced by the delegates

from the home states of the nom-
inees Theodore Seamon (Texas)

stressed the ability of John Garner
as a leader with practical experience.
Donald Stafford (Ohio) nominated
Newton D. Baker and received a

.substantial backing.
Jeffersonian and Jacksonian de-

mocracy proved to .be the Important
element in the nomination of Ritchie

by Herbert Jensen (Maryland). Mr.
Ritchie's views on the cancellation
of the war debts received much
disapproval when cited.

Proposes Al Smith

In his able defence or Alfred E.
Smith, James Balano (Conn) assert-

ed that the possible candidate .

poisessed those qualities of leader-

ship, experience, honesty, and ef-

ficiency so necessary to the office of

the Presidency.
Following that of Alfred E. Smith,

the 'motion was carried to close the
nominations.

The first ballotting revealed the
nearly equal strength of Roosevelt
and Smith, who left the other can-
didates far in the rear. There being
no majority, a second ballotting was
decided upon. John Carroll (New
York) attempted vigorously to get a

stronger backing for .Roosevelt, and
was answered with equal vigor by
Charles Whipple (Fla) who seconded
Smith.

The second ballotting came as a
distinct -shock to the Smith cohorts,

who discovered that Roosevelt had
received more than twice the number
of votes of all the other nominees to-

gether. However, a mighty cheer
followed the announcement and
seemed to convey the spirit essential

to relief from tension amd to better

feeling of cooperation. The general
feeling cf confidence promised great
changes at the next elections..

Vote Verified

Contined on Page 4 Column 3

Before the convention was ad-
journed, a special ballotting was
proposed by the Chairman to de-
termine the aetua'l sentiment of those
present. The results were somewhat
closer than before, but even so,

Roosevelt was assured a comfortable
lead.

In his acceptance address, Chair-
man MacDonald touched upon an
important point when he 'maintained
earnestly that we should moan the
fact that we now have a government
"cf the people, some of the .people,
and for some of the people."

It will be interesting to those who
find pleasure in politics to watch how
closely the results next July will
follow those of the first model
national convention ever held at
Bates.
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! as would help to stimulate the religious interests of the students.

!
Through some ovorsip-ht, however, this body had no control over the

one religious service in which all the students participate, namely

the dailv chapel service.

The time has come when an intelligent survey ought to be made

of the chapel situation by such a body, and following which definite

and courageous action ought to be taken to remedy the conditions.

As chapel exists today it is a mockery of religion and a sad parody

on the spirit of the man of Galilee when he said. "Gk>d is a spirit.

They that worship Him must worship Him in spirit and in truth."

The" mere act of holding a- formal religious service does not make
Bates a Christian college, and never will.

It is our very definite belief that compulsory chapel is contrary

to the spirit of true religion and that it ought to be dropped as such.

However, we prefer not to elaborate on this point at present, but

merely to state that the Student urges upon the -administration the

necessity for joint control of chapel if there is to be,any cooperation.
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Through

The key-
Hole

Roger Williams As A Freshman Dorm

The recent decision of the administration to oust the inhabitants

of the two DMM
these men wiW members of the incoming freshmen class is to ourj

mind both inconsiderate and unwise. It is inconsiderate because, if

it had to be done, it might well have been done gradually by Substi-

tuting incoming freshman for outgoing seniors; because it took no

account of the petition which the men effected presented, asking for

a more gradual change; because they did not stop to think that

for these men college life means for the most part, living together

in the dormitory with men with whom they have formed close friend-

ships, that, these men entered the dormitory assuming that they would

be allowed to finish out their eollege course living together; because

it, has created an antagonism among these men, toward such autocratic

action upon the part of the administration; and because it was not

done in a spirit of friendly cooperation, but with the attitude of

dictatorial command on the part of the administration, ^Ye feel

therefore that the administration should recousider its decision on

this matter if for no other reasons than are included in the above

paragraph. What will be the attitude of these men toward the Bates

administration in years to come, is a question which might well be

asked.

Does not Aid Assimilation of Freshmen

We question the wisdom of this decision because we fail to see

what values are to be realized through herding freshmen together

in one dormitory, although we can readily see the value of having

them on the campus. There seems to be no real reason for having

freshmen dormitories except the advisability of keeping the fresh-

men on the campus. In a college such as Bates it would be quite

logical to suppose that the greatest good would arise when the in-

coming freshmen were so located that they would be in close

proximity to men who would influence them in the best way. This

might well be done by placing the freshmen on certain floors in the

dormitories in such a way that selected upperelass men would have
adjacent rooms. This offers an opportunity for real student-faculty

cooperation, which would be to the advantage of each. Under this

plan- the assimilation of the freshman into the life and traditions of

the college would be hastened; the false separation of the classes

would be eliminated; loyalty to the college would take the place of
a narrow class loyalty which is often found under the present system

;

finally, much healthier relations between the freshman class and the

upperclassmen would exist because of a closer understanding.

We are well aware of the difficulties under which the administra-

tion is laboring because of the inadequate dormitory facilities, but
Ave submit that even so, further consideration ought to be given to

the consequences of such action as has been proposed.

Student-Faculty Cooperation On Chapel

It is quite necessary that we should be as realistic as possible

when Ave talk about such an intricate question as student-faculty
cooperation. In the past this relationship has too often been assumed
to be one in which the students are supposed to cooperate through
complying with rules laid doAvn by a body Avhose judgement it is

also assumed is sounder and more to be depended upon than that of

the student. Too frequently there has been a distinction made betAveen
Bates College and the Student body, as though the men and Avomen
Avho are at present attending this institution Avere not in a very real

sense one of the most important parts of that complex of relation-

ships Avhich Ave call "Bates College" and as though they Were to

have no-voice in the conduct of the various activities in which they
are invoh-ed, but were to yield complacently to the voice of the
Past speaking through it representative the administratoin. Xoav
Ave do not Avant to have it thought that Ave do not recognize a defi-

nite obligation and responsibility to those who have gone before us.

After that awful come-back I

-taged last week, the only consola-

mencement Hop... five dollars...
trick faA'ors... .more power to the
'Old .Mattress" Gil Clapperton
Whipple has a suppressed desire...
but he expressed it 'last Sunday nit?

at Frye St. House. . . behind a coat-

covered chair-screen . . . . according
to four male witnesses... "Aw
urrtti!" -he cried, as fight dawned
with a dull, 'sickening thud, "If looks
could kill it would be suicide for you
to look in a mirror"... The chapel
peaker of a few mornings ago got
o#f a couple of pretty good wise-
cracks... as chapel wisecracks go
... He -aid Benjamin Franklin was
born in Boston and when he found
out where he wa<i, moved to Phila-
delphia. . . He walked down a street

with a-, loaf of bread under his arm.
and soon after was married and dis-

covered electricity.... That must
have been a shock .... Mysterious
doings over in Parker lately. . .Lind-
holm found five kittens in his bed
. . . Mm, he must have been excited
. . .then he found all the furnishmgf
of his room distributed about the
lavatory in exquisite taste. . . evi-

dently the vendetta has ge-stucken

miffiCOLlEClf

NEWS

ujr^ —~— — —->—J\ s5»i»«» 31

By MILDRED HOLI.Y\VOOD(

The Ho,ly Cross Tomahawk states

that "In spite of all we can do,

spring fever is creeping in. If only

the facultv would contract the

weary malady, too, everything would

be fine. But human nature to the

contrary, profs just don't get plea-

santly lazy". Are you telling us?

An Alabama student received 13

B's and one F for a term report. The
flunk was in a Psychology course,

'How to Study." It will take a bet-

ter man than Ripley to explain this

satisfactorily.

8

FORUM

Students at the University of De-

troit want more co-eds in classes or

none at all. What, sirs, do you mean
by those last three words?

Wilson College has been willed a

$ 10,000 rug. But, if any student
walks on it the bequest is void. Well,
we artist satisfy our aesthetic senses,

even though the floors ,do go bare. ing. Perhaps

When Dr Frederick P. Rogers,
Dean of the Department . of Physi
cal Education at Boston University,
was conducting a series of experi

n
S d TSd- ^nTnlesfsigned

printed in this
author

by the name of the autnui-
_

College

In Retrospect

Bv VALERY BURATI

If there is anything I remember

as the mostquoted phrase in college

To the Editor of the Student: classroom and out, it is the mnooent-

Dear Sir , ly accepted and repeated dictum.

Mr Rbwe in his Chapel talk on
\ , »Give constructive criticism, not

the Paintul

!

destructive!" It is a slogan of pro-
at Bates,

j fe
-vors administrators, and college-

Monday made evident

lack of progressiveness

Because anv attitude finds express-
, male3( generally tqW wisely and with

ion in the student body, it is there-
1 &t HfUng of the eyebrows, with

fore doomed and damned to neglect, i ^ envpna6 is upon a distinction of

Content" with things as they are is
j
meaning( as though a difference in

not progress. In spite of innumer-
1 fix and connotation could mak^

able appeals that something^ be clone
a .ntllpoaei3 af meaning,

the administration
ibout chapel,

does nothing. Is it that they can see

nothing wrong, or is it that they are

so blinded and dulled by self-con-

ent that thev are no longer sensi-

tive to another's point of view

,

vhether he be student or professor f

Compulsory chapel is not the on-

ly antique policy at Bates. Women s

iii

h-
ribbing

•ules compulsory attendance

da&ses. compulsory athletics, fresh

nan initiations, rampant c

ire only a few more. The tragedy ot

he situation is that the adminis-

tration does see these evils, knows

:hat they exist, and yet does noth-

it is poAverless. Per-

iaps the alumni should be the peo-

ile most concerned wifli Bates un-

dergraduates. Perhaps it is their

affair that Ave do this or that just

as thev did. Perhaps we are pre-

ments on the dynometer at Sargent I paring for the same world of affairs

tion I have is that vou don't knowj ••• Moon-madness got Prexy last

r floors of Roger William's Hall, and to supersede
|
me yet... According to one girl on ™f*°ChV 'JmJv^^ViTT'mctmpus. any man with curly locks! clL

.',
) l

V e ,

u
r}

11 *° y- m -

i with a sitnvply beatific expression on
Is fe minine. . . alas and alack, what
an awful blow to my one ambition
to be a real, virile he-man! . . . but
; I was saying. . . as you haven't
si:: sed my identity, I shall again
try to quench your avid thirst for
knowledge. . . A very glamorous and
(m witching moon last week. . . view-
ed from all angles, too. . . the moun-
tain afforded some of you an un-
hampered, but hard point of view. . .

Barney Cohen's ice cream business
furnished others with more comfort-
able facilities for observation
while Bidden Aldrich claims that a
nice rail-fence beside a fragrant
dump out on Russell St. is the only
proper and furthermore, the most
exotic setting for moon-gazing
provided, of course, that you have a
co-ed along. . . . Last week's warm,
balmy weather, so treacherously in-
nocent, proved a pit-fall at least
three students... Frederick Ektep
t hed his winter undies too soon and
caught cold, when Saturday's brisk
breoze caught him in the ankles...
and two Cheneyites such inde-
cency! .... found that sunbaths on
Bit. David, shared by Max Cordon

the
siimply

IV.? redoubtable countenance. . . Fun
ny. isn't it. how one acquires a vo
cabulary in college... of one kind
or anotheir. . . iDad sayt; mine is lou
sy. . . but then. . . he went to Yale
.... Did you know that Bobbie
"akshally" teaches "littachoor"? .

Lady Luck, are you with me! . . .Just
as I was gazing out the Avindow in

j

search of a happy thot. . .who sihould
1 breeze by but Ca<rol Woodman in a
!
roadster with two B. U. laddies and
a Kirl-friend . . . '^Forsaken, Forsa

I ken" ... do you know that song? . .

.

swell harmony in it... you ought
tot hear Woodie sing it... By the

: by, that freshman trio is not bad.
think you?... Perhaps the Garnet

I Revellers will have difficulty in as
;erting their superiority if those
Ire -;h continue to improve... The

I

Sport dance was quite a success
I except for the heavy traffic. . . Ben
White went stag... and several
Scph coeds burst forth In very, very
unback dresses... Greig crooned
"Love, You Funneh Thing" with
heart- rending fervor. . . Ooompaul.
accompanied >by a . . . a. . . well any-

were not included in the standards of .

he
-
votlelled a clever collegiate

conduct for Bates girls. . . .Did you
know that Prof Rob once attracted
attention by wearing tasselled knick-
ers in Paris?. . . But Lewis says that
crows are very intelligent .birds
They are the only ones he can shoot
.... The co-eds wish to announce
that Student Government has grant

selection... I noticed some scarlet
tie-; in attendance... and Skip got
mixed up on her last dance. . . but
the Bates lad won out!.. Quite a
game Saturday... but it was too
cold. . . Not many of the studes sur-
vived the cold and all after the
fourth inning. . . but Goosey was

ed them ipermission to attend Charity!

'

5tul Percned on Mb plank in the

Ball until twelve o'clock Also !

€ight
' '

now tn at'e school spirit for

several divorces are current on cam-! y
.

ou
' " ' or local co 'lor

- • • or paraly
pus. and others are brewing. I hear
. . . Here's a chance for you budding
young lawyers to get active Op-
portunity knocks but once, sornie-
t'mes Guess what! P.rexy has
gone and done it! . . . .He's a grandpa
noAv... Sophomore Girls' dance is
in the offing, my boys. . . . you gay
young bloods with prepossession may
get bids

. . . and another thing ....
the Outing Club has put in a petition
fox Sunday tennis, and if it goes
thru... hurrah! another Blue Law
bites the dust. . . Have you all heard
Brace's new joke?... It goes like
tlii>.

. . He says, "Do you know who
had the Lindbergh ibaby?". . . . You
say, just for fun, "No Who?"
Then he beams and says, "Why, Mrs.
Lindbergh"..

. . I wonder thow those
white mice in the Psych dep't*are be-
having now... The last I knew...
and that was quite a while ago. . .

the strictly segregated males were
giving birth to healty, normal babies
. . . There's no doubt about it, truth
is stranger than fiction... the next
thing we shall hear is that the Paw-
tucket mogul has given someone a

sis.
. . or what have you?. . . Ye ed-

itor was voted the most unconscious
man in the Junior class. . . a shame
. . . but the truth will out... and
then there were the Parkerites who
had an acute case of spontaneous
combustion after the dance. . . they
burst into loud clamor called song
. . . "Sweet Aaad-oh-line" and other
old favorites. . . we have discovered
a new fallacy in argumentation, that
of arguing from a tnance . . . but why
waste such a glorious nite in this sol-
itary, palliative sport?.... Ah, I
hall leave my lonely garret and
wend my way across the Little An-
droscoggin to make merry in Auburn

. . . so. fond friends, until we meet?

Uncle Sam Pepys, Jr.

Services on Mt. David

School of Physical Education,
_
he

was su'iiprised to find several girls

who Avere in many respects, superior
|

to the big football he-men at Boston'
Cniversity. Some of the results of
the strength tests of Bates women,
too. would be eye-openers to the Doc-
tor.

The Sports editor of the Holy Cross
)

Tomahawk is of the opinion that the]
inauguration of wrestling Avould
help the physicists a great deal in

many colleges, 'for then, he says,
"they would have a mau'velous op-
portunity to study falling bodiets."

as theirs. Perhaps ten years trom
now Ave will write back to Mr.

ilowe and say that our choicest

nemory of Bates is Chapel. Proba-

>lv not. I -should hate to think that

[ bad anything to do with the con-

inuance of such a worthless and
;ven degrading institution as the

lailv chapel service. It would seem

that sitting in the balcony the fa-

cultv Avould realize the utter worth-

lessiiess of Chapel. Looking down
from there the other day, I tried ro

find one head bent on hearing the

speaker, and in the balcony itseif

one faculty member intent on the

One
that
and
and

with

Wonder if such a bright conclusion I service. And yet, because our pro-
was reached after the editor had at-

[

tended a wrestling match, instead of
|

.studying for his physics written.
MeoAv! This time I beat you to it.

President C. M. Sills of Bowdoin
College has announced the appoint-
ment of Commander Donald Mac-
Millan as Visiting Professor for the
first semester of the academic year
1932-33. Commander Ma&Mil'lan isi

to conduct a regular course on the
History of Arctic Exploration and
ETHNOLOGY of the North. Yes, we|
had to look up that word, too.

Believe it or not. Bates can no
longer be considered a "very conser
native community". Just
Bates Student Governme
;ome of these rules that Rebecca
Carter '33 jotted down at the recent
New England Student Gov. Confe-
rence.

Middlebury Sophs ride with cha
perons. Juniors and Seniors may ride
only if another couple is present

Maine Women must sign out after
7.00 P.M.
Bates is the only co-ed college in

N. E. that uses the -personal check-
up system. All other N. E. co-eds
are checked in by a house mother,
usually a member of the faculty, or

by the house senior.
All R. I. State freshies are obliged

to stay in every night after 7.30.
This rule is waived only on Friday
and Saturday nights.

If any obstreperous co-ed at Mass.
State starts to kick up her heels in
the dorm she is xruickly informed that
"her 'sociability may be dispensed
with."

At Maine there can be no enter
taining after 7.30.

X.

The Student

And
The World

- r

Mt. David is the scene of short
devotional services held by a group
of interested fellows on each Sundav
morning at 6:30. The first meeting

rule in his new black and blue road- Was neld on April 10 when Dr.
ster Ah well! If wishes were Brown of Princeton spoke intiimatelv

beggars Avould ride. . . I^arge of God in hie own life and in thehorses.
long-tailed, red, crustaceans (lob-

to maintain the best traditions which they have handed down to us. !

,ster '' ) ruled the Commons recently
and to eliminate those which are harmful as quickly as possibly, for
Ave certainly do recognize this fact. However, Ave are not so foolishly
idealistic as to think that Bates is iioav the perfect college, but thkik
rather that Ave, avIio have identified ourselves with it, and avIio are
part of it, may be close enough to it to see certain flaws and defects
which need to be remedied. Avhen those avIio are just as interested,

but avIio are further arway, cannot. So Ave believe that Ave ought to

have a proportional degree of control in those matters in which we
are asked to cooperate, since without this there can be little real
cooperation. Cooperation implies Avorking Avith somebody toward a

definite goal. In order that this goal may be attained, each party vS
must make certain concessions to the other, and each must Avield

a certain amount of control over the situation. When the goal is set

by one of the parties concerned and Avhen there is scant consideration
of the effeet, upon or desires of the other, Ave haA'e, not cooperation,
but, dictatorship.

Allow Council on Religion to Investigate

We feel that students Avho are considered intelligent and mature
enough to assume responsibility for their conduct, are sufficiently
endowed Avith gray matter to assume some share of control through
duly elected representatives on a joint student-faculty committee,
preferably the Council on Religion, over the conduct of the daily
chapel services in Avhich Ave have been asked so frequently too co-

operate more closely. We suggest to those Avho control this daily
meeting of the student body, that until such time as this is done,
it is futile to hope for a greater degree of cooperation than is iioav

manifested. When the students feel that their Avishes are to some
extent being respected, and that they are being represented, there
w|H be more harmonious relationships between student and faculty
as far as chapel is concerned.

We have suggested the Council On Religion because this body,
already exists as a means for regulating and controlling the religious
life of the campus. Last year Avhen it Avas created at the suggestion
of a group of interested students and faculty, it Avas intended as a
committee Avhich Avas to provide such facilities, speakers, and services

. .a result of the degression and of
a recent large catch in Portland Har-
bor. . . Does it seem fishy? . . . Riding
is coming to be a recognized siport
at Bates. ... I don't mean verbal
riding, but horse back riding... As
the dude says "Bronco is a section
of New York" and a "colt is what
you catch from sitting in a draft". .

. stockingless clad individuals noticed
about campus. . . ipage the dean. . .

but then, as Wakely says "a Birming-
ham is worth two in the bush". . . .

centi volunteered the informa-
tion in Greek drama that the barba-
rians come from Barberia

lives of others. Weather permitting,
these short services will be held
each Sunday morning to which all
fellows sincerely interested are cor-
dially welcomed.

It is lhe .purpose of this little
group to come to a closer under-
standing of those interests which
are too often neglected in the stu-
dent's religious life The discussion
of some interesting topic, the sharing
of experiences, and short prayers
conclude this simple but impressive
feliloAvship.

:o

:

XORMAX MacDONALD

leccssoi s, now out in Oshkosh or

elsewhere, want ns to do so, seven
hundred- automatons stream into

the building and go through th«'

mechanics of a sei-viee dedicated to

C;od

!

What do the students get out of

ill this? For the moment at least,

they are machines—there because
something drives them there Avhich

wants to dictate to them, and does.

Responses are led; occasionally a
hearable speaker addresses the
group; too often even his voice is

only a voice; student assemblies
are held—a band plays, people
cheer and shout, stamp their feet.

And all this goes on in a building
ust compare

j ostensib,v (i<Kjicated to the glory of

^„5Uiffl_Y_.7!l God and' the worship of His son!
We are repeatedly reminded of

the beauty of the architecture of

the building, but not of the barn-
like design, the exceptionally poor
accoustics, the dirty walls, the
crowded pews. The administration
is well aware of these things and
yet does nothing, trivial a* they are
and easy as they would be to rem-
edy. But this is superficial. Where
is the religious influence in Cha-
pel? Mr. Rowe talks on the need of
it; someone else on the lack of it;

and no one says anything religious.

After Monday's talk, is it there-
fore to be considered final that no
Bates student can ever have any
religious freedom? And are we fur-
ther to deduce from this and other
things that Bates students will al-

ways be treated the same way they
were treated in high school? In a
few years we will be thrust into a
world where the rules are vastly
different. Cannot we get a little

practice now? Cannot Bates rules be
adjusted more nearly to Life's
rules? The white rat brought up in
a small hox is stunted—is the same
fate to be ours? "Ask and it shall
be given you," someone has said.
Bates students are asking to l>e

trained for life. The world is pro-
gressing and leaving Bates far be-
hind because a few short-sighted
people won't get glasses.

Respectfully,
ABBOTT SMITH, »35.—

.

The Hofstadter Committee, whose To the Editor of the Student:
counsel is .Samuel Sea'bury, has been Dear Sir,
assiduously burrowing and pene- I do not know the author of the
trating into the judicial and admin is- Chapel Diary Avhich has appeared in
trative affairs of the city of New the last two issues of the Student,
York for more than a year. The trail

j
but the column seems to me very

of graft, corruption and inefficiency weak and immature. It is almost as
that has ;been unearthed there is

J

boring as chapel, but more impor-
mocking and disturbing to the public

J

tant it expresses on the part of the
confidence of Americans in their Student, absolutely the wrong atti-
elected officials throughout the ude toward chapel. Bvervone knows
country. that improvement is desirable, but
When the pure white of the judi- is the Student helping any by carry-

cial ermine which is spattered and inS a flippant -column of wise-
besmirched by the bald-faced alliance
of municipal judges with the unider-
Avorld in their nefarious rackets,]
when igreedy and grasping public
administrators callously mulct thel

cracks?
Anyone can make fun of chapel,

but it takes real active use of grey
matter to make an improvement in
our chapel service. After all, what

"The okl-time hymnal which sat
isfied our fathers, is good; but it

but; does not satisfy the rich experiences

rL^,
e d ° Jhe

,

banbers trom,
:

of life today."— Rev. Dr Hugh TPete?... New low 'price for Com- 1 Kerr.

the College Library
By ALICE LAWRY GOULD, '17 of Bates

Step softly, for within these Avails there chvell
Immortal thoughts, and visions not a feAV;
Here time is naught, and fairyland is true.
At your desire^ the shy recluse will tell
His fondest dream, and Plato reason Avell.

Make knoAvn your Avish, and one Avill bring to you
Poet or prophet, master old or neAv,
As she of En-dor brought up Samuel.
O stately pillared campus library,
Fit treasury for choice and precious Avares,
Not. sentiment alone, your Avorth endears;
For to each one of us Avho from you fares
You give of your rich lore, that you may be
More than a memory throughout* the years.

city coffers of some 16 millions ofl evei'yone would like is not the abo
dollars in a few yearn time, when 150 Btion of compulsory chapel, but a
women, innocent of any infractions worshipful service worth attending,
of the law, can be railroaded to Instead of aggravating the situa-
prisons with a most loathsome and tion wi* h attempted humor, why
unfounded defamation of character, n°t have a column of chapel sug-
it would seem that popular senti- gestions. In the Inst Chapel Diary
ment. rising to a wrathful ipitch there was the suggestion that the
would scourge from their city the three Platform chairs be removed to
skulking culprits. But to any who leave the altar in view, but it was
followed up the Seabury Investiga- made sarcastically when it could
tions there is the sickening realiza- haVe been a real sensible Suggest
tion, far worse than all the disgust- ion

- Here k another: instead of a
ing muck that was raked over, of the gau fest before each service let
Avidespread and general apathy of the Student start a move for silent
the rank and file of New York City's entrance, and thus improve the sn :

population toward the shady record ntual atm°sphere. More devotion
of their officials. and less commotion! I hope

Can it be that those people accept sounds a challenge to the Student
as part of the .price we pay for our to do something much needed anddemocracy flagrant grafting of their

m°re
r>,

WOrtluvnil^ ^an drivel
'

likecommon funds? Is democracy so far
1

.

hapel Diary
as these people are concerned
iailure?

a

I have

April 23,1932
or of the "Student"-
noted in your columns

Sincerely,

JOHN H. PIERCE '3oIf we grant that democracy is notwhat it ought to be anyway, who will To th_ Pf1i .

Isad it nearer to the ideal. We must'
l0Ahe Ed,t

remember that, while ft is true thatsuch rotten conditions can exist in
proportion to the 'prevailing senti-
ment of the people toward conditions
it is also true that it exists in nro-portion to the caliber of the jSwteSWhere are the leaders of the next
generations of Americans—in

many criticisms of Chanoi
that Chapel is no pertec t Wh?f

e
Tcannot understand aiT ^v ^ cr <

ticisers should miss what Li" ,

One comes to the conclusion be-

fore he has become very old that

there are no very great differences;

nothing really bad. nothing really

good; no criticism wholly destructive,

and none wholly constructive,

comes to the conclusion, rather,

there Is union, out-growing

organization; not opposition

r:puHsion.
Molly-Coddle Thinkers

And so it is with criticism;

"Destructive Criticism," that shibbo-

leth of the faint of heart, that shield

of Babbitt who is afraid for what is

and fearful of the truth. When we

criticise they say to us, "You must

present a .plan. If you take away

what you are criticizing, what are

you going to put in its place? What
is your plan?" We hear them ask

each other that question in debating,

and it is that question, which for

some of us has taken the juice out

of debating. If we criticize the

modern social order, that is the

question we hear—"What is the plan

vou would substitute?" And it is that

question, which, demanding an

answer, has given fecundity to a

thousand over-strained, over-stimu-

lated, wild, mild and unmoving plans

for the recovery of social stability

and the prosperity of fields and ma-
chines.
We are becoming a cult of (molly-

coddle thinkers, just because we art-

afraid to criticize, afraid to hit,

afraid to deal slashing, devastating
blows. Where is the violence, the

wrathful daring of Jeremiah? Who
to-day would carry a vase from the

potter's house into the wicked, reek-

ing valley of To:phet and drop it to

signify the shattering damnation of

God for those who are .not of his

ways? Where today .is the man who
would drive the money-changers (from
the temples, where they sit In res-
pectability on a .Sunday, in greater
grandeur and security than ever they
sat in the temples of Judaea?

Destroy, then Build
Often times the alternative that

should supplant what is being criti-

cized is s:ih,ple and apparent. It may
be that what you are criticizing is

an outgrowth, a wart, a superfluity,
and in that case, there should be
nothing substituted. Would you sub-
stitute one wart for another, or a
superfluity for one attacked?
Further, if yom negatively criticize
something that should be bo criti-
cized, you have put in its place an
attitude, an understanding, a path-
Avay through the wilderness, and you
have put in that pathway a voice cry-
ing. "Make straight the way of the
builder." For the iburider will come
some day. Jesus followed the wet
tracks John the 'Baptist made coming
out of the river Jordan. If you criti-
cized negatively, you refuse to accept
something pernicious to you, and if

you refuse you may inspire others
to the same glorious, worthy refusal.

Oftentimes, one must tear down
before he, or another who will fol-
low him, can build. If you desire to
build a palace where a hovel now
stands, must you not ifirst tear
doAvn the hovel? You have seen
wreckers with their ropes, their
axes, and their picks, white with the
dust of falling plaster, standing and
working amid the sickly ruine of a
house that is being demolished to
make way for a better one I know
you have felt a repulsion, for the
wreckers and the ruins of their sorrv
trade, but are they not .necessarv?
Do they not make straight the wav
of the builders?

If you. wanted to plant a tree
where a rotten stump now infests the
ground, would you not first tear out
the stump before transplanting the
sapling?

.... To Lrcai-n to Think
To pre-suppose that a plan must

always be necessary Avhenever an old
situation is attacked is to pre-suppose
ourselves as capable of deciding and
thinking for others. For myself, I'd
much rather go to a debate and hear
them tell me what is wrong so that
I might go away and think and be
troubled to the point of action, be-
cause of what is wrong They not
only tell me what is wrong, but alsowhat I must do about it, and so I
go away and forget, just as I forget
all admonitions. For myself, I'd much
rather go to class and have the pro-
testor tell me his problem, and that
ot the author whose books we arereading, rather than have ,him tell

™S what ,he thinks should he done,

he done
*nthW tMnks 4*houW

lrJ2££ n0t COme t0 c<)llage to learnknowledge, we came here to learn

e?cT<J
0
t£
hink: We came her« to ex-

reaeonin& and emotional
ta.ultieG

, not always correctly, hut
lo give them enough experience iso
that sometime they might work fair-
ly correctly.

In Moscow they dynamited the

?v,
na

7f'
ma66iv e, ancient Temple of

trie Czars; with it dynamiting the
unseen years of oppression, feudal-
^m. misplaced riches, misused
Christianity, and misused privilege
of clergy. No one has yet built a
te.mple on the ruins of the one des-
troyed, but someday a temple, that
could not have been erected on the
•spiral towers of the Temple of the
Czars, will ne erected on the soil.
And the new temple may be massive,
hut it win not be ornate.

making Chapel better, let me extend
this suggestion... that they give
the other students the privilege of

.

hearing the speakers, even though
they do not care to give the speake-

possible 1 himself the courtesy of listening to
int? pan himcol

•

at Bates? Where?
' students VeanTarf If the

l

Sincerly > ou rs,really are interested in | rAy Stetsqn ^
\
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The »nnual

•jam

U 25

Phil-Hellenic Sym-
held Monday evening,

Hal'

of installing the
*in F^ke Di

}V.
ng H

,

a11
-
for

Je'
puT 'P

f 'the"
Phil-Hellenic Society

ti\&
r" Jm for the evening consist

W Pr0g ' L^hets by the in-coming
° f Vincent Kirby, Elizabeth

resident. -half ^ the offi<5en5j

jlcGra
lh

'^^jgg and Mr.
ofeS?^kH who is an

e
,,f the Society. Rimhton Long

t jje
Toast-master. During

0 of the evening, the club

r
f0U presented a gift to Pro-

W^'lje in appreciation of his
W~

attd help in the Society

Jf^Lnt the past year. Music and
i>

roU
, "olcs by Lucienne Blanchard

i^ted the program.

The

to be as *555S^

i" hS«5? '
<0 make U

" " thatis humorous, can we heln if>Attendance for the Week:
*

faculty 34%
Students 96 %

Monday

:

Prof. "Rob .>. said tQ thank
e can worship as we please inthe good, old U. S. A. . . .perhaps

Bates is not in the U. "9 A
the Russians may be badly off
but they don't have compulsory
chapel. . . quite rhapsody in RED
white, and blue... somewhat of
a relief to hear the speaker,

honorary
|

Tuesday:

Couldn't hear

From the News
Continued from Page One

Nazareth, Pa., even forbade strikers
to state their case in the newspa-
pers or the mails, and the singing
of "America" in front of a mill was
construed as violating his edict
against picketing. Rather than pay
the fines levied against them in this

Betty Co-Ed

Goes Shopping

By ELEANOR LIBBEY

The well-dressed collegian requires
unjust decision several young girls .three things of clothes... comfort,
went to jail. style, and reasonable prices. The new

T -. .. tab-collared shirt of English origin
Student Investigation .^ny those requirements and con-

The National Alumni Association -equently. is .much in demand, es-
which is an organization of the alum- pt -iai'ly in the universities. Of

,,

in of a large number of colleges of madras and broadcloth, in white and ;

Donald At the
this country and includes such men colors at $2.00. The blues aren't !

wjjj be the last

11 CLUB NEWS i
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

At the last regular meeting of the

I

MacFarlane Club Dr Leonard enter-

tained the members with a very in-

teresting talk upon the opera. "The
Flving Dutchman". After that the

Girl's Glee Club sang the "Spring

Song" from that opera, and Lucien-

ne Blanchard gave a. solo. The offic-

ers for the ensuing term are: Presi-

dent, Edward Prescott; Vice-Presi-

dent, Gerald Stevens; Secretary, Lu-

Henne Blanchard; Treasurer, Fred
next meeting which
some sort of concert.

SENIOR GIRLS' PARTY

SvroPosium_has been an
#an-
So-

and has
T

event of the Philhellenic

jS* for the past 12 years, an.

was
been carried out in a manner

°.iv like that of the ancient

2as possible. The term, which
P

n imply a feast given in honor
rji popular hero, now implies
E

festive
gathering, marked es-

lv by i'ree interchange' of ideas

^eral conversation. The special
'

-
KD

a t the Symposium this year

LPraf alKl Mre"
G?orge M

-
Chase,

fF

f
Injurs Fred Knapp, and Mr.

& Mis.
-Matthew Frangedakis ot

piston.

omniittee in .charge, com-

m of J°*e *
nhine Hill '3 4, Elizabeth

rath

Elizabet

Grace Page '32, and
jj

Taylor '3 2, arranged the

and all details so that an
evening was spent

:o:-

rs Choose

Continued from Page One

J

rT Rowe's Class will again piesent

the
program which they gave twen-

ty years ago.

The question of whether or not all

Iclasses or the seniors only, should

{march in at Last Chapel will be taken

up at a class meeting next week
when the Clatis Day speakers are al-

so to be elected. The following norni-

jaations for the latter honors have
leen made and posted: Prayer, How-

Ijrd Paige. Elden Dustin; oration,

Fiiliam Dunham and Lawrence Par-

ker; Class History, Margaret Hinee

and Marjorie Briggs; address to

'ithers and mothers, Aubigne Cush-
;and Edith Lerrigo ; .last will and
tanient, Shirley Cave and Lucille

oalger: presentation of gifts, Va-
ly Burati and Harrison Greenleaf;

. e oration, Norman MacDonald
h,i Norman Whitten; toastmaster,
llandolph Weatherbee and Parker
jlann; marshals. Gilbert Clapperton
ad Benjamin White.

the speaker nokidding, honest.... the competi-
tion between students and facuPy
speaker is tough on those of us
in the back... Wish my (fellow-
sufferers up front would, let the
choir be heard aft... it's, really
good sometimes. "Doc" Sawyer
reminisced in class... it seems
that Chapel ain"t what she used
to be. . . used to be enjoyable. . .

AYednesday

:

Prof. Woodcock. . . We liked your
talk this morning... "This ap-
plicant has no qualifications for
anything."... just an optimist,
that's all... Some prof told a
class that the writer of this diarv
is obviously young. . . thanks,
glad of it... only young: once,
etc.... at least the writer is
still young enough to learn new
•tricks ...

Thursday

:

Response today, but let that pass
...somebody said to stop socking
the speakers... after all, the
hearers, like Ceasar's wife, are
not above reproach . . . wonder
how it would be to begin quiet-
ing down on entering chapel . . .

it says "To the glory of God and
the worship of His son..." may-
be a little cooperation on the part
of the student body would en-
courage our friends to do ; better
by us... ought to be willing to
try anything by this time... eu-
thanasia, perhaps. One of ray
shadows sat in the balcony to-

day. . . observed as much talking
there as in his row downstairs. . .

also noticed that they can't hear
any better than those below...
should think that would make
them holler when they get their
shot... nothing seems to do any
good... which reminds me of
"Miniver Cheevey" . . . "Doc"
Wright . . . you probably haven't
read it. but he has.

Friday

:

Couldn't get a word of Professor
Chase this morning. . . soniebody
gave the Juniors their kinder-
garten blanks to fill out... they
did, judging from the racket...
poor administration somewhere . .

seems that the senior professor
and one of the finest men on any
campus should be treated more
respectfully by the student body
. . . he's sure to be saying some-
thing worthwhile.

tional procedure in this country,

"In our opinion, the universities
cannot permit the violation of stu-
dents1 civil rights and the scrapping
of an educational technique the uni-
versities have developed to go un-
challenged, without ignoring their

If it's an appetizing lunch you
want after a morning spent in rush-
ing to classes, take an epicure's ad-
vic-3 and go to Martineau's. Or if it's

a bit of sweetness you crave after
obligation to students guilty only of the show it can be s.itis'fyingly fill-

giving concrete expression to' the filled by an old fashioned hot fudge
theories and promptings of their sundae or any one of a variety of

teachers. We, therefore, call upon ••'pecials. When an ad wants to make

definitely decided upon.

as Mark Van Doren, Waldo Frank, limited to feminine wear for sum- win" be gj.ven, but the program is not
H. A. Oveirstreet, and John Dewey mer and spring. They appear in
has issued a statement concerning jaunty, royal blue blazers of soft
the expulsion of students from the flannel to be worn with summer
mining district of Kentucky which is cords and ,-tnped flannels. These are
an interesting comment upon educa- to be found from $8.00 and up at

ORONIN & ROOT.

the authorities, faculties, students
and alumni of all universities to
join us in .protesting against the in-
terference with the Kentucky trip,
and to use every influence to prevent
future interference of any kind with
freedom to pursue studies by direct
contact with and participation in
life as it actually goes on. At this
time, such action might best take the
forms of metssages of protest to the
Governor of Kentucky, and .recom-
mendations to Chairman Robert M.

himself popular with a co-ed, there's
onlv one place to take her and that is

MARTINEAU'S

It takes a. strong woman to resist

the sport jewelry that Betty saw
yesterday. Severely smart sport rings

in hematite, carnelian roe® «Luartz,

and chrysoprase set in sterling are
priced frotm $4.00 and up. The
favorite ring is of clever design set

with innumerable tiny marcasites
with a. steely glitter that comple-

LaFollette of the Senate Committee ! ments a sport ensemble. And how
on Manufactures that the Senate a-! reasonable? At $1.70 as a special

|

dopt the Cutting-Costigan Resolution
I
calling for investigation of conditions
in the Kentucky coal fields, out of
wheh conditions grew the ejection of
the students. We call upon them, fur-
thermore, to join us in expressing
satisfaction or what we hope may be
the opening of a new chapter in the
history of American student life".

Saturday:

Tufts rather scored on Bates to-

day. . . wonder if any of our fa-
culty have a sense of humor. . .

"This beautiful building," he
said... soot... poor accoustics
...crowded pews... noisy wo-
men... busy men... oh, yes.
beautiful, great... or to use a
campus expression—"swell" . . .

have just about decided that
when people grow up they lose all

sense pf values. . . we have Cha-
pel as evidence. . . just consider
...who gets anything out of
trite responses. . . three speakers
who say something, but are not
heard... one who says nothing
. . .one whose goodness is such a
shock that no one remembers
what he said. . . pretty soon we'll

all have to give in and agree

—

Amen.

feature. Then be sure to notice the
dainty evening bags beaded with
pearls and long, cut crystals. Most
effective with a sheer gown but not
expensive. GEO. V. TURGEON & CO

Twenty-three new members were
admitted to La Petite Academie re-

cently. They are: Constance Conant,
Edith Pennell, Marjorie Morong.
Mary York, Doris McAllister. Frank
Wood. Dorothy WT

ills, Richard Genth-

ner, Eleanor Libby. Evelyn Crawford.
Rose Howard. Louise Malinson, Geor-

gette Lepage, Verna Brackett, Eileen

Soper Doris Nielson. Barbara Lord.

Clyde Holbrook, John Debravolsky.

Earl Richards. Arthur Merrifield.

Frank Murray. Angela D'Errico.

With this addition to the member-
ship of the club, a cabin party, which
is now being planned, ought surely

to be- a success.

A most interesting Wagner per-

formance is to be put on at the next

regular meeting of the Deutsche
Verein. The program will be as

follows: Life of Wagner, by Mavis
Curtis; Resume of the opera "Perci-

val" by Robert Kroepsch; Resume
of Tannerhausen; Songs by Inge von
Miillcr. Also, Frank iMurray will

speak to the members on the con-

solidation of clubs. A move is being
made to revise the constitution, and
a committee has been appointed for

this.

The Senior girls at Rand are plan-

ning a cabin party to be held at

Sabattus Cabin on Aipril 30th. The
chaperones will be Dr. and Mrs. Saw-
yer and Prof, and Mrs. Quimby, and
the following people will attend:
Muriel Bliss. Rebecca Cousins, Au-
bigne dishing. Helen Foss. Grace
Page. Margaret McBride. Elizabeth
Seigel. Christine Stone, Gertrude
Young, Norman Col?. Waldo Clapp.
Arnold Jenks. Leno Lenzi. Edward
Small. Sumner Raymond, Dana
Williams.

Chase House Cabin Party

The Chase House co-eds held a

successful cabin party at Thornerag.
Thursday evening. April 21. Pearl
Littlefield, '33 was in charge of the
•party . Dr and Mrs. Sawyer and
Mrs. MacDonald were guests. Those
who attended were: Barbara Stuart,

Beatrice Neilson, Betty MacGratlT,

Lillian Bean, Antoinette Bates, Eva
Sonstroem, Alice Purington, .

Dawn
Orcutt, Pearl Littlefield, and Harriet
Cook. John Stevens, Russell Jelli-

soa, Orimer Bugbee, Bernard Drew.
Donald Fitz, George Turner; Robert
Walker, Antone Duarte, Sydney
Wakely. and Warren Harrington.

Georgians To Play

At Commencement Hop

Commencent Hop. the last formal
dance of the year, and the last one
to be sponsored by the Class of 1932,
will be held in Chase .Hall, June 13,

from nine until three, with an inter-

mission at midnight when refresh-

menis will be served by an Auburn
caterer.

The. committee has chosen the
Georgians to furnish the music, and
he. announced a cut in the ad-

miission fee. $5.00 instead of the

s-ual $7.50. Reservations will be
limited to ninety couples. Orlando
Seofield, 2 West Parker and Christi-

ne Sto*e at Rand Hall have charge
of the tickets.

Religious Drama at U. B,

TUFTS COLLEGE

SCHOOL
Founded 1900

Coa t.fck men ar.ci women—prepare for a pro-

fusion of widening interest and opportunity.
Roctnt research has enlarged the scope of

every phase of dentistry.
'

lne fle'd demands,

more than ever before, men and women of

ability backed hv superior training. Such
training Tufts Collree Dental School offers to

its students. S<hoo! opens on September 29,

1032. Our catalog may guide you in choosing

your career. For information address

—

WrLLlAM RlGB, D.M.D., ScD., Dean
•116. Hant':n*:on Avenue Boston, Mass.

'•Ba Thane" is the title of the
religious drama, to be presented by
a group of Bates students in the
United Baptist Church Auditorium
next Sunday at 7:15 o'clock.
The scene of the play is laid in

Burma, and is the story of the con-
j

flicting forces of religion and of com-

|

mercial rivalry

After living in a dorm all the year
there comes a keener realization of

what home means. With home, too,

are connected thoughts of your
mother. If you're trying desperately

to think of some original gift, cross
all the trite and commonplace trifles

off your hypothetical list. Give her
the individualized present of your
portrait. Make your appointment
now with Harry L. Pin miner for he
is a busy man, others having found
the gift-giving problem solved by

|

his charmingly. natural portraits.

HARRY L. PLl'iMMER.

Colby Administration ,

To Meet With Bates

Shades of Icarus! What a crowd
of collegians are donning wings. If;

you have never flown, you don't
know what you have missed. If you
have flown, the sound of Seth's plane
droning above the campus and the

Sight of its black and red stream-
lined body sends your imagination'
soaring, too. Bates is beautiful from
Mount David but fly with SETH

The second annual conference of

the Bates and Colby Administration*
will be held at Pres. Gray's residence
on Thursday, April 2S. Colby invited

Bates to a similar conference last

year, and so much benefit was derived

that it is hoped to make these in-

formal get-togethers an annual
affair. After luncheon, questions

pertaining to administrative policies

in relation to campus problems wll

be mulled over in an informal

manner.
.Bates will be represented by Pres.

Clifton D. Gray; Harry W. Rowe.
Assistant to the President; Dean
Hazel M. Clark; Norman E. Ross,

Bursar; and Mabel L. Lbby, Regis-

trar.

Fly with,

Seth yerringtoii

SPECIAL
BATES

RATES FOR
STUDENTS

$12 For dual instruction

$10 for solo flying

$1.00 for observation trip over
Lewiston ami Auburn

See Bates Campus by Air

INSTRUCTOR FOR BATES FLYING CLUB

, LE

]VfESSAGER
Publishing Co

Job Printers

Publishers

225 LISBON STREET

-:o:-

"Culture isn't cod-liver oil. You
cannot make the children take it

Y ERlR INGTON , and see it from the just because it is good for them."

do uds. I —.Zelda F. Popkiin

ess

r taste

Frocks for
Di

A Y T I M E g NAPPY.
i
A N C E •
inner. Sportswear

collegiate griffon clothes for men
Charge Account Service

109-111 Lisbon St., rimyrn^T T 1C* Lewiston, Maine.CORTELL'S

Say it with lee Cream

A. ROSS
Bates 1904 ELM STREET

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

Main Street

X.

SCHOOL PAPERS YEAR BOOKS

MERRILL & WEBBER CO.
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS

95-99 MAIN STREET. AUBURN. MAINE
PROGRAMS ANNOUNCEMENTS

QEO. V. TURQEON & CO.
Agents for the beautiful G-men Watches

DIAMONDS
80 LISBON STREET,

WATCHES
LEWISTON MAINE.

1

I
jj

1

GOOGIN
FUEL CO.

COAL, WOOD and COKE
1801 Phones 1800

114 Bates Street 67 Elm Street
LEWISTON AUBURN

MOST COMPLETE AND UP-TO-DATE

Luggage Store East of Boston

Fogg's Leather Store
123 MAIN ST., LEWISTON, MAINE.

YOU COULD ASK FOR
O 1932. Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co

4040
UNION SQUARE TAXI CO.

171 MAIN STREET

For GOOD CLOTHES and

FURNISHINGS

WHEELER CLOTHING CO
Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS.

Special discount given to college students

Harry L. Plummer
PORTRAIT—Commercial and

Finishing Photography

New Studio

At 135 Main St.,

Lewiston, - Maine,

GROUND FLOOR

MEN
Be Sure To Try

WOMEN

BILL, The Barber
For Expert Work
CHASE HALL

HAMMOND BROS.
PHOTOGRAPHERS

Portraits and
Framing

Commercial Work .and
Amateur Finishing

138 Lisbon Street

LEWISTON, MAINE
to i *d

CRONIN & ROOT
SELL

GOOD CLOTHES
140 LISBON STREET, LEWISTON

i-'r
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SHAM. GOLF HE
LIMITED TO A FEW?

It becomes necessary for u« to
harp once more on the golf situa-
tion. An i.lea which originated on
campus and which has now prac-
tically captured the Martindale
•directors lea von us in doubt m to the
future status of golf as a college
sport. It was suggested recently that
only those Students who can afford
1*0 pay for the privilege ought to be
allowed to play golf.

The same kind of reasoning might
he applied to t

a nnis, basketball, base-
hall or football. Why not? Golf, after
all. is about the only sport in which
a college man can expect to partici-
pate once he is out of college. Only
track stars may hope to do anymore
running after they get out of school.
The same goes for baseball players.
Hut golf is open to a large number
of men and women. Why, then,
should it be the one sport which is

closed to the college students?

Bates Loses 3-2

in Series Opener

with Colby Mules

Pitching- Duel Feature
Of Long", Drawn-Out

Game

ATHLETIC COUNCIL
STAND IS APPRECIATED

The Athletic Council was taken a
generous view of the situation so
far, and its members have de-
monstrated interested concern in the
golf problem. We feel their stand is

commendable. Others however, and
them include some golf enthusiasts,
are too willing to seal the fate of
the majority of student .golfers.

i

MARTTNDAEE
HOI NT OF VIEW

We see the point of view of the
Martindale people. The club, as its
president, Mr. Altwood, points out,
is a private corporation. It is true
that it is under no obligations
whatsoever to the college, and that
it can expect very few Bates men to
ever become members after their
graduation from the college. We feel
that the club is doing its reasonable
share in allowing the college to get
a blanket membership.

But we oppose the individual
membership idea altogether. Those
of us who buy Montgomery Ward
clubs and go around the course driv-
ing with a brassie for lack of any-
thing else aren't able to pay ten
dollars a year to play the game.
Some day, we hope, we'll be able to
afford to pay to play golf, but now
we feel its up to 'college athletic
authorities to support golf as it does
other sports.

THE MATTER OF
ACCIDENT INSURANCE

The New York University Daily
News raises an editorial rumpus
about accident insurance for athletes.
The B. U. News also seconds the
(motion. The idea is that most coil-

leges do not compensate their in-
jured athletes.

Since it is a sad, but nevertheless
true discovery that colleges place
sports high in the list of their assets,
and regard athletics as one of the
greatest factors in drawing people
to the college, they should also take
care of their injured athletes with-
out the slightest hesitation, even if

it does mean creating a reserve fund
for the purpose.
We do not (recall many instances

of local interest wherein Bates was
called upon to pay for severe injuries
to athletes, but we do know that the
college did foot the bills when a
hockey player had three teeth knock-
ed out during an ice tussle a year
ago. We do not understand why the
larger institutions are delinquent in
thie respect.

The State Series opened here last

Saturday with the Bobcat pastimers
dropping an uninteresting and slow
contest to the Colby White Mules to
the tune of 3-2. For the second time
this year, a fair size cluster of ball

fans was forced to shiver through
the game while the players were
visibly similarly handicapped by one
of Maine's famous northeasters.

Millett, who pitched the greater
part of the game for Bates, having
replaced Bugbee in the first inning,

and Foster, reputed to be Colby s

best, staged a pitchers' duel through-
out the fray.

Winning Hun In Seventh
Colby's winning run came in the

seventh inning when R. Peabody,
the Colby fir.-t-sacker, found one of
Millett's curves to his liking and
sent his teammate Foster across the
plate. Foster got on first when Flynn
muffed his grounder. McGee singled,
and then came Peabody and the end
of the ball game as far as scoring
went.

With Bugbee showing plenty of
.•peed but not much control, three
Colby men found their way paved
to first base in the opening inning.
This, along with an error by Gene
Jekanoski, and a swell hit by Paddy
Davan gave the Mules their first two
runs.

Colby Errors Help Bales
Millett held Colby well in hand

for the next few innings. At the
same time, his team mates found
their chance to tie the score in the
second when Peabody repaid Flynn's
Bret canto compliment and dropped
one to let our short stop on base.
Once started, the Colby first base-
man couldn't stop, and let Brown
get to first. Flynn reached second on
the same play. Bob Swett flied out,
and Stan Jekanoski. Gene's cousin,
at the plate for Colby, made another
error, allowing Flynn to come home.
Colby's fourth error in the same
inning was staged by second baseman
McGee, who couldn't get rid of
Millett's bounder, giving Brown the
chance to score

Entrants Sought

For All—College

Golf Tournament

Although no definite agreement
has yet been reached as to the renew-
al of the Bates membership at Mar-
tindale, the local course is open to

students until May 15, and the all-

college tournament plans are being
rushed through the mill. All golfers

wishing to compete for the men's
championship,
championship,
their average
score before
either of the

Cast for Senior

Greek Production

Chosen Thursday

Will Be Last Commence-
ment Drama

The cast for the Senior Greek
Play, Sophocles' 'Electra' was chosen
Thursday, April 21. after three try-
outs. It will be regretted by many

or the women's
!
that, due to various factors, this

are asked to hand in

Martindale 18 hole

Monday night, i.o

Student Sports Edi-

tors, or to Randolph Weatherbee
and Franklin Berkover of the Stu-

dent Sports Staff. Handicaps will be

announced in next week's issue of

the Student, along with the sched-

ule of play.

Martindale Offers Plan
As matters stand at present, the

Martindale authorities refuse to

lower their $350 offer for a blanket

will be the last Greek Drama to be
enacted at Commencement time.
The production this year is in honor
of Prof. Chase, who will have com-
pleted his twenty-fifth year as head
of the Greek department

The part of Clytemnestra will be
played by Marjorie Briggs of Mecha-
nic Falls, who has caused much I

favorable comment by her work in
j

other dramatic productions. She is

also prominent in musical circles,

and is a member of Phi Sigma Iota.

Electra Will appear in the person
membership. However, at a meeting

j 0f Lucille Fou.lger of Ogden, Utah.
of the Board of Governors of the

Martindale Corporation, last week,
an alternative offer was worked
out. whereby only those students
who pay ten dollars would be al-

lowed to play during the school

year, excepting Saturdays and Sun-
days. This plan is the result of a
letter received by the Martindale
President. Stanley B. At wood, from
Prof. Lena Walmsley. of the De-
partment of Physical Education for

Although not atctive hitherto in dra-
matics, Miss Foulger has identified
herself with many other campus
activities, and is a Phi Beta Kappa
student, with honors in English.

Orestes will be played by Abe
Mandelstam of Lewiston, prominent
as a football player. John M. Carroll.
Jr. of Lewiston. varsity debater, and
son of Prof. Carroll, will take the
part of Aegisthus. Mildred Vining of

I
West Enfield will appear as Chry-
sathemis, sister of Orestes and .ElecWomen. Emily Finn, of W. A. A.J

Parker Mann, ex-sports editor of
, tra7Miss VinYng^beTongs" to Phi~Sig-

the Student, and Merrill Richard-
son. Their letter suggested an indi-

vidual membership rate, but one
which was lower than the ten dol-

lar offer, it is understood.
This substitute plan, it is feared,

will meet with little response from
student golfers, as very few have
expressed their willingness to play
golf under such an arrangement.

Col. James H. Carroll, of the
Athletic Council, said Sunday night
the matter would probably be ironed
out at the next meeting of the
Council, to be held early in May, so
that there will be no necessity jf

taking any separate action yet.

Garnet Gridsters

The contest was no criterion for
judging ball players. The weather
was ho frigid that some of the athle-
tes found it almost impossible to
hold a batting club.

The coming spring trip, taking in
three games with New Hampshire,
Tufts, and Northeastern, the last
three days of the week, ought to
develop the Bobcats, providing the
weather is at all favorable.

The bleacherites were in a menrv
merry mood, with the cold snap
helping the festivities. Co-eds who
paraded in front of the stands were
greeted with very polite "ooooohhs ".

The two swells who sported the
yellow socks and who gave the stands
something to rave about when they
accepted the overt reception tendered
them turned out to be a couple of
Colby athletes, the better known of
whom was Hilton, defense on the
Colby ice team.

COUBY HAMMERED
BY NORTHEASTERN NINE

In view of the fact that Bates is to
meet Northeastern Saturday, it might
be disconcerting to note that the
Huskies hammered five Colby pitch-
er.-; for 14 hits, and 11 runs yes-
terday. Galhigher, Northeastern's
pitcher, handled the game all by him-
self, we suppose. He allowed the
mutes only five hits, knocked in two
of his team's runs himself, with a
triple and a double, and scored three
runs himself. Not bad. Colby hit five
of Gallagher's curves and scored six
runs, so it must have been a good
day for batters.

FOOTBALL PRACTICE
TO CONTINUE

In an interview yesterday Coach
Morey wished to make it clear that
spring football did not close with
the practice game last week. He and
Buck Spinks are conducting' sessions
daily from 4:15 to 5:15, and hope
to continue them until warm weather
makes them inadvisable.

AFTERTHOUGHTS: Among suc-
(•••ssfu'l Bates alumni ranks Ralph
Kendall. 06, Faculty Manager of
Athletics a.t'Medford High School and
advisory coach at Tufts. The field
house at Medford was named after
him in recognition of his reputation
as one of the best directors in the
state. Kendall is the only Bates man
who ever scored- a Bates touchdown
against Harvard. . . . Talk about va-
riety in journalism: Joe Williams,
Scrfeppe Howard Sports
(also writes for JUDGE) takes a
crack at a Washington legislator, the
chairman of the House Committee
on Patents, because of his views on
dramatic criticism. Williams says
anybody can review a play, but it

takes an expert to write up a boxing
encounter

...Ten years ago this week, Ray
Buker, one of the most famous run-
ners Bates has ever produced, won
the special two miles at the Penn
Relays in 9 minutes, 35 1-5 seconds.

In the sixth and eighth, the Bates
boys threatened, but Foster bore
down a little hard, and the rallies
were killed. It was in these two in-
nings that the Bobcats made three of
their four safe bingles.

The summary:
COLBY AiE
M; Gee, 2b 4
Davidson, rf ... 5
R. Peabody, lb . . 4
Ross. If 3
W. Peabody, 3b . 3
Sawyer, 3b .... 0
Davan, ss 4
Pearson, cf . . . . 4
S. Jekanoski, c . 3
Foster, p 4

Totals 34
BATES AB
Murphy. If i

MeCluskey. If . . 3
Fireman, rf .... 3
MerrilJ. cf 3
Berry, lb 3
Flynn, ss 4
Swett, 2b 4
Brown, c

E. Jekanoski, 3b
Millett, p
White, x

Totals 31
x—Batted for E. Jekanoski i

Colby 20000010 0 3
Bates 02000000 0—2

Sacrifices. Merrill. Bases on balls
off Bugbee 3. off Millett 1. off Foster
3. Stolen bases, 'Davan. Brown .Left
on bases, Colhy 9. Bates 6. Struck
out by Foster 12. hy Millett 11 Hit
by pitcher, by Millett (S. Jekanoski)
Hits, off Bugbee 0 in 0 1-3 innings'
off Millett 7 in 8 2-3 innings. Passed
ball, Brown. Umpires, McDonough
and Gibson.

o

3

3
1

R H O A E
0 2 1 2 2
1 9 0 0 0
1 1 5 0 OO
0 0 4 0 0
0 0 2 1 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 2 0 2 0
0 1 2 0 0
0 0 12 Q 0
1 0 0 0 0
3 8 27 8 5
R H O A E
0 0 0 2 0

0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 1 7 1 0
1 0 1 0 1
0 0 3 0 0
1 0 14 0 1

0 1 1 3 1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0. 0
2 4 27 8 3

•:o:-

Austin New President

Of Men's Glee Club

George Austin was elected presi-
dent and Henry LaVallee, manager
of the Mens' Glee Club, at the last
meeting Thursday the 21st.

Austin, well known for his versa-
tility and especially his musical

Columnist) ability, fe eminently fitted to be
President. He is the chapel organist
and has done some very commendable
solo work for the Glee Club.

LaVallee, who delivers this vear's
Ivy Day Oration, has also been promi-
nent in sports activities, having
achieved state-wide reputation as a
basketball referee.

It was also decided, at the same
meeting to purchase charais for
members of the Glee Club, some-
thing which has never heen done
heretofore.

Continued from Page One
to be substituted for a place-kick
on the opening play, the kicking
department at once becomes more
important.
Due to the fact that wholesale

substitutions were too fast for the
newspaper profession, we are unable
to furnish you with a complete sum-
mary.

Gil Clapperton and his Boys sure
added pep to the day's activities
We believe we are expressing gen-
eral opinion when we say everybody
appreciates the band's appearance
there. It helped making the game
look like the real thing.

Public opinion asserted itself with
effect on one occasion, when five or
six boys In the bleachers united vo-
cal efforts in the cry: "We want
Fireman'' and Fireman trotted on
the field almost immediately after
that. He rewarded his public by
staging a nice flop in the mud with
the help of a friendly team of tack-
lers.

Coach Morey's last minute action
in changing the names of the teams
from "Garnets" and "Blacks" to
"Team A" and "Team B" was to us
very commendable. It made it pos-
sible for us to keep our activities on
the same old higher plane than the
Women's Garnet-Black tussles. Yets,

we said higher plane.
There's a rumor around that the

old Garnet uniforms saw their last
service on that day and that the
next game will see the Bobcats clad
in something bright crimson.

:o:

Gaiety Rules in

Freshman Dance
Chase Hall, last Saturday night,

was the scene of much gaiety and
merriment, during the Freshman
Sport Dance for which, fine music
was furnished by Clapperton 's "Bob-
cats".

Although, outside, summer had
not yet arrived, inside, one might
easily imagine himself at a country
club, dancing after an afternoon of
golf, tennis, or any of the many
diversions enjoyed by sport enthusi-
asts. The patrons of this gala event
in the history of the Freshman Class
were dressed in many different varie-
ties and shades of sport costumes,
which added to the gaiety of the oc-
casion.

Pause for Musical Program
While the evening was still young,

a brief intermission was enjoyed, at
which time a short entertainment,
presented by some of the musically
talented, male members of the class,
was enthusiastically received. The
program consisted of selections by a
vocal trio, the personel of which was
Harry O'Connor, Paul Eggleston. and
Norman Grieg, accompanied by Nor-
man Bruce; vocal solos by Norman
Grieg, who had as his accmopanist
Norman Bruce, and Paul Eggleston.
who played his own accompaniment
OH the nkelele; Norman Bruce, who
recently appeared at the Auburn
Theatre, playing with Norman De-
Marco '34 as well as playing a solo,
also pleased the listeners by a lively
piano solo. After this program, danc-
ing was resumed and enjoyed for the
remainder of the evening.
The Freshman Committee, consist-

ing of Barbara Lincoln, Harry O'Con-
nor. Charlotte Hanmon, and John
Van Syckle, should receive praise
for the fine way in which it

carried out all the plans for the
dance. The Freshman Class as a unit
wishes to thank all those who in
any way helped to make the dance
the success that is was; the net
profits from which will be turned
into the fund which is to insure a
new dance floor for Chase Hall in
the future.

ma Iota and La Petite Academie.
William Dunham of Dexter, well
known as an orator, has the part of
Pylades.
A typical Greek play part, that of

a leader of a chorus of Argive women.
will be taken by Muriel MacLeod of

j
crossed the line first in the" 120 yard
hurdles and Eaton edged Williams

Seniors Winners

In Two-Day Meet

The Senior trackmen, coming

through powerfully in the second

dav's events, won the informal inter-

class track meet held on Monday and

Tuesday, at .Garcelon field. The
fourth year men igathered a total of

30 points to outdo the Juniors who
collected 26 poinjts for second stand-

ing. The Freshmjen had 28, and the

Sophomores 21.

Competition cm Monaay consisted

of five events., Foremost in im-

portance was tlse 440 yard dash, for

the winners of !the first four places

in this event ane to represent Bates

at the Penn. ReJays on the 29th and
3 0th of April in search of the Na-
tional one mile relay championship.
In this trial, Aidams, Hall. JelHson,

and Lary romped home in that order,

and accordingly, comprise the team
which will go to Philadelphia.

The 75 yard, dash, run over
straightaway swept by a swift cold

wind, was won Jby Billy Knox, varsity

speedster, who led Adams to the

tape by a good' two yards. In a spe-

cial 660 yard race, Cole and Smith,
the only two contestants, crossed the
finish line neck and neck after main
taining that jproximity throughout
the run. The contestants in the
high-jump, tine only field event on
Monday's card, were also few in

number, there being but three men
entered It was won by Kramer who
barely out-leaped Bangs and Cooper
the latter ttwo taking second and
third places respectively.

Tuesday's competition resulted in

a number of .very good performances
none of which were extraordinary,
but, nevertheless by no means dis-
couraging to Coach Thompson. The
140 yard dash was won by Billy
Knox, while Adaims placed second.
Captain Whitten took the mile run
with Malloy trailing. Pendleton

By DOROTHY E. O'HARA

Ronny Melcher was appointed

treasurer of W. A. A. at the Hast

meeting.
Plav Day has been changed to

Wed Mav 25th. Instead of having

it only for those interested, every

girl is to attend as part of the

"gvm" requirement of that week.

Ruth Bowman '34 and Verna Brack-

ett '3 4 are in charge of Play Day.

Lewiston. Other members of the
cast are Norman MacDonald, of Fall
River. Mass., who will recite the
Prologue: Mashe Lightman. of
Lowell, Mass.. an old man. formerly
one of the retainers of Agamemnon;
and Elden Dustin. of Contoocook,
N. H.. as a priest.

Gwendolyn Maxwell and Muriel
Bliss have charge of the costumes.
The choruses and assistants were
not selected at the time of this
writing.

Those who are familiar with Greek
legend will recall the incidents in
the plot: Agamemnon, King of Myce-
nae, has been murdered by his wife
Clytemnestra. Their son Orestes
comes hoime, after a long absence,
to avenge the death of his father.
'He and his friend and bodyguard,
Pylades, come to Argos disguised as
travelers. They go to Orestes' old
home where he reveals himself to his

to take second. Sampson came
through in his favorite, the broad-
jump to lead Pendleton and Jensen
while in the javelin throw, John
Lary. a novice at the art, threw the
spear two yards beyond the best
marks of his opponents to win. Bill
Dunham and Harry Dill took the
other two places.

sister Electra, who has long since
believed him dead, especially since
the family received, some yearn be-
fore, an urn containing the ashes of
a man who had been killed in a
chariot race, and who was supposed
to have been Orestes. While he talks
to his sister, the mother enters', and
Orestes stabs her. Later, he also
rounds up and kills the tyrant, Ae
gisthus. who has lived with Clytem-
nestra since the murder of Agamem
non

} SKILL TESTS
Instead of having minor sports

such as hiking, tennis, etc. a new
i

plan is being carried out. All girls
|

are taking the same minor skill
j

tests. The girls are divided into

groups in their regular minor peri-j

od under a. leader. Then, the groups,

go thru certain tests among which
are hitting a hockey puck between
two goals; throwing a volley ball

over a net; serving and hitting

tennis balls in a certain spot;

throwing quoits; walking along a

balancing bar: kicking a soccer hall

thru a certain goal.
A total score of SO may be

achieved—10 points for each test.

MARTINEAVi
We Specialize In SODA FOUNiu. P

LUNCHEONS T%
IT'S "THE" PLACE

R. E. MARTINEAU Co
DRUGGISTS ^

235 Main St.

Tennis courts will be. if not at

present, in shape for tennis players
this week. Tht>se interested in this

sport have signed up for the "ladder"
either as Garnet or Black.

Have you thought of making

DENTISTRY
YOUR LIFE WORK;

The Harvard University Dental

School offers an unsurpassed

course in this field of healtj,

service, with emphasis on
merf.

ical correlations. A "Class \>

school. Write for catalog.

Leroy M. S. Miner. D.M.D., M.D.. Den,

Dept. 47 , 188 Lonowood Ave.. Boston. Ma,,'

COLLEGE
PHAR MiAC
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets

The Bates Seal
Embossed on Coin Parses, Billfolds, Ci»,

te Cases, etc.—All Genuine Calfskin

Aubigne Cushing and Clayton Hau
Student Representatives

For OMALDA COMPANY
Auburn, Maine

NOTICE
All Crew Members, Supervisors, Te»
Captains and Student subscription ... I

people who wish to avail themsrhp*. o{ <m
opportunity for free scholarships mad? pjT

sible through the courtesy of the LeaJiiJ

Magazine Publishers again this ye3t

requested to apply to the national nrganizij

M. Anthony Steele Jr., Box 244. San J

Porto Rico, stating qualifications fully.

M. Anthony Steele, Jr.

After you get your degree

WHAT THEN?

A COLLEGE TRAINING is of marked advantage in solving

the problem of how to live, but what are you going to do about

solving the problem of how to make a living?

If you do not plan to teach, sell bonds, or offer unskilled service

in a market in which the demand is for skilled service, would
it not be advisable for you to learn to do some one thing par-

ticularly well? In brief, having learned how to live, learn how
to make a living.

If you contemplate fitting yourself for a business career after

graduating from college, select the branch of business adminis-
tration which appeals to you and specialize accordingly. You
should be able to decide whether you prefer to specialize in
buying, publicity, selling, traffic management, credits, or account-
ing and finance.

The Bentley School is the largest professional school in the
United States which is devoted exclusively to training men to

become specialists in accounting and finance.

Nationally-known corporations engaged in manufacturing, pub-
lic service, foreign trade, chain -store merchandising, banking,
and insurance, send representatives to this school each year to

select men from the senior class to develop in their organizations.

Completion of our training requires two years of thirty- nine
weeks each. Tuition, $235 a year.

Living accommodations in fraternity houses, dormitories, and
private homes, at reasonable rates.

If interested, send for a catalog. You will not be annoyed with
follow-up letters. Please mention your college paper.

THE BENTLEY SCHOOL
OF ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE

921 Boylston Street, Boston, Massachusetts

H. C BENTLEY, C. P. A., President

BLUE BOOK

LENDING LIBRARY
1 Sabattus St.,

LEWISTON, MAINE

Telephone «a379 Hours, 1:30—G P.M.

Berman's
BASS MOCCASINS AND SHOES

SUEDE JACKETS
57 Main Street. Lewiston.

serVall
LUNCH

44J*ates St. Geo E. Schmi.it

The Blue Line
-Rnmford—FarmingtonLewlston-

.v Lewiston

—

7 45 A M
IjV Romford

—

7 35 A.M.
.v r'nriiiin^f on

—

7 30 AM, 12.20 P.M., 4.10 p.M
STANDARD TIME

12.35 P.M., 4.25 P.M.

12 2.-. P.M., 4.15 P.xM

Fred C. McKenney
04 Sabattus Street

CITIES SERVICE GASOLINE
and LUBRICATING OILS
WASHING and GREASING

Nearest Gasoline Station to College

Compliments of

J. W. White Co.

We can show you a varied selection of
|

PRIZE CUPS

FOUNTAIN PENS

of all standard makes

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLABl

LADIES'

LEATHER HANDBAGS

LEATHER BILLFOLDS

BOOK ENDS
CLOCKS

of all kinds

BARNSTONE-OSGOOD

COMPANY

Jewelers

50 LISBON STREET
Lewiston, Maine

LEWISTON MONUMENTAL
WORKS

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
James P. Murphy Co.

6 to 10 Bates St., LEWIST0N|
Telephone 4634-R

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME

fe «—•«——

1

White Flannels, Sport Coat and Sweaters

FLANDERS
02 COURT STREET.

FINAL PRODUCTION
OSCAR WILDE'S

C6 Lady Windermere's Fan"
...By...

The English 4-A Players
Friday Evening April 29> 1932

RESERVED SEATS AT COLLEGE STORE
$ 50-* 75

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
.

and Finishing p s
24 HOUR SER?I 0E

"THE QUALITY SHOP"3 Minutes from the Campus
Tel. 18fi

R. W. CLARK Registered Druggist
Pure Dru«8 and Medicines

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY

Cornpr P * f '

AP0LL0 CHOCOLATESCoiner Bates and Main Street LEWISTON, MAINE

Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine

Solicit the Business of Bates Students
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"All who posress political rights
should have the opportunity to ac-
quiJ-e t!ie knowledge which will make
their share in the government a bless-

ing and not a danger"—Ulysses S.

Grant-

Teachers, Attention !

We have a dispatch from Augusta

Clubs To Meet

Tuesday Nights

Under New Plan

Many Organizations
Adopt Idea

Most
have a

of the clubs on
sreed to the Student

campus
. plan of

having a uniform meeting night for
all the organizations, with the ex-

(lilt ,M , April 2» that may interest some ' S'f^V a KY^, °lubs
'

,

ai
\
d

0f our seniors planning to teach next -

hG Y
'
M

-

C
-
A

"
Thls scheme

'
whlch

year and others planning a teaching
career later.

Municipal appropriations of Maine
towns and cities, made in most cases
at annual .meetings in March, indicate

that approximately half of the public
school teachers in the State will
have to submit to reductions in

salaries, according to the Com-
missioner of Education, Bertram E.
Packard.
About 7,000 teachers are employ-

ed, be said, and the average rate of
reduction will be 6 or 7 per cent.

The Summer Sales Racket

When asked to comment on the
announcement made yesterday by
A. 1J. Crawford, President of the
Eastern College Personnel Officers
Association and Director of the
Department of Personnel Study at
Yale, that twenty-seven eastern col-

leges would take steps to prevent
students from trading upon their
college connection while selling goods
dining the summer vacation, Mr.
Paul Whitbeck, in charge, of off-

pampas emplyoment made the- follow-
ing statement:

is to go into effect next fall, thus
eliminating any senior conflicts, is
subject to any changes which may
seem advisable.

Idea Originated By Student
The idea was presented last fall

with the added suggestion that a
Congress of Clubs be held for an
open discussion. The idea came, not
from the administration, as many
believe, but directly from the Stu-
dent, which, because of its central

i

position, is best adapted for spon-
soring the Congress. However, the
Student has no idea of dictatorship.
A committee was formed, composed
of Leonard Milien, chairman, Frank
Murray, and Tlielma Kittredge,
which arbitrarily arranged the
eleven clubs into two groups with
six in the first group, and five in the
second.

I. Science and modern language
groups: Jordan Scientific, Rams-
dell Scientific, Lawrence Chemical,
La Petite Academie. Deutsche Vere-
in, and Spofford clubs.

II. Humanity group: Cosmos Club,
Men's Politics, Women's Politics,
Phil-Hellenic, and Sodalitas Latina.

Many Clubs Adopt Plan
The outstanding feature of this

Deutscher Verein

Will Stage Group

Of One-Act Plays

Selects As One Play'
"The Late Guest"

' The decision to curb the use of plan is* the proposed time for the
the so-called 'sympathy appeal' was meetings, which will be the first and
baaed upon a survey of summer sell

ing jobs, recently completed 'by a
committee appointed in October,
1931, by the Eastern College Person-
nel Officers Association. All students
placed with sales companies through
the employment bureaus of thirty

eastern colleges during the summer
of 1931 were asked to give a detailed

report oif the amounts which they
earned, the length of time they work-
ed, the number of working hours re-

quired per week, and the degree of
supervision they received. They were
also requested to give frank opinions

of their jobs.

Rei>oi ts Over Wide Field

"Reports were received from over

one hundred students in the follow-
ing- -"ollesei-,: Boston University, Bow-
doin, Columbia University, Dart-
mouth, Harvard, Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology. -Massachusetts
State College, .New York University,
Princeton and Yale. The information
supplied by these student salesmen
has been carefully tabulated in a
confidential report issued to a.ll place-

ment officers who are members of the

Eastern College Personnel Officers.

"This survey revealed certain sig-

nificant facts. The mortality among
summer salesmen is apparently very

high: only 4 7.7 per cent of the men
reporting stayed ten weeks or more.

A large number of men left their

jobs at the end of three or four
weeks.

"Earnings and profits, too. are
comparatively low. The average gross

amount earned by the individual

students who reported was only $211,

and the net amount cleared was $94.

The average amount earned per hour
was only 51 cents and the average
individual profit per hour over ex-

penses 21 cents. Those facts seriously

challenge the claims made by certain

of these companies that canvassing

of this nature yields a higher return

than other kinds of summer employ-

ment.
Supervision Inadequate

"The training and supervision of

summer- salesmen also seems to be

inadequate, for only 47 out of 85

men giving information on this par-

ticular point state that they were

supervised in any way. The report

showed further that nearly 50 per

cent of the student salesmen were

urged to use their college connections

in order to promote sales.

"As Dr. Crawford's statement

pointed out. the association believes

that no salesmen or company has a

right to use the name of any college

to make sales and that the morale of

students is undermined by ill-dis-

suised 'form of begging. In an effort

to correct this long standing abuse,

the Association has asked the public

to report to placement officers the

name of any salesman who attempts

to trade in any way upon his college

connections. Companies have been

asked to delete from their sales talks

all references to the educational

status of salesmen. Students are here-

by strongly urged not to accept a

sales job which requires the use of

the sympathy appeal in any form.

"The objective data contained in

this report are available to all stu-

dents who wish to consult it. Al-

though in some cases, the statements

of students may represent the ex-

perience of unsuccessful salesmen

who are trying to excuse their own
failures by attacking the company,
the .report shows cleanly certain diffi-

culties which have arisen in the past.

It is believed that all students who
are thinking of accepting a sa

job during the summer,

third Tuesdays of the month for
group one, and the second and
fourth Tuesdays of the month for
group two. The committee has pre-
sented the plan for acceptance to
most of the clubs. Ramsdell Scienti-
fic, Lawrence Chemical, La Petite
Academie, Cosmos club, Sodalitas
Latina. Men's Politics, and Women's
Politics have thoroughly agreed
with the plan, while Phil-Hellenic
has practically agreed, although no
official vote has been taken as yet.
The plan will be presented to the
remaining clubs as soon as possible.

Some of the clubs have shown
their interest in this plan by going
so far as to suggest that half of the
clubs of one group meet at seven
o'clock-, and the other half meet at
eight o'clock of the same night,
with a similar plan for the second
group. This suggestion. however,
has not yet received official action.

No Consolidations
This plan should hold a distinct

advantage for each organization in

that it consolidates the time taken
up by the clubs as a whole, thereby
leaving all nights besides Tuesdays
for special functions, and thus
avoiding any conflicts in meetings.

Each club would still retain its

own individuality, as the plan calls

for no consolidation in any way.
Alethea and Spofford have consoli-
dated on their own initiative. This
consolidation, however, in no way
concerns the plan. Each club would
continue to meet separately, having
no closer relationship to the others
in the group than at present.

One of the most interesting of the
coming events in campus activities is
the group of one-act plays, "The
Late Guest" and "Wie man es match
in Amerika". to be given by the mem-
bers of the German club, May sixth,
in the Lew in torn Lutheran Church.
Tickets are on sale and all of the
students who are interested in Ger-
man are cordially invited to attend.
The first play. "The Late Guest",

is being given in English, although
it has a German setting. Elden Dus-
tin and Violet Blanchard are ta'tii.g

the parts of Herr Amtsr'cluer and
Frau Amtsrichter, while th.3 part of
their daughter, Malchen, is played
by Gertrude Diggery. Hannchen,
the younger daughter, and heroine
of the play, is very well portrayed
by Marion Blake. The role of the he-
ro, Herr Krause, is played by Robert
Kroepsh. Betty McGrath as Tae o.'J

grandmother, Frau Ratir Helbig, and
Margaret McBride as Urchei, tne
maid, are both clever in their cha-
racter parts. The play is being coach-
ed by Evelyn Rolfe. who has had
licmie experience in previous one-
act pJays given by the college.
The story of the play suggest? the

old fairy tale of Cinderella. It seems
that Herr Amtsrichter is not very
wealthy, therefore he can afford to

buy only one evening gown for his

two daughters, both of whom wish to

go to the ball. Of course the older

girl has the preference, and gjes Off

blithely, much to the disappointe-
ment of Hannchen, who hoped to see

her lover Herr Krause, if she went.
What is the surprise of the family,
then, when on their return, they find

Hannchen, who had been left with
her grandmother, gaily einging and
dancing with Hera- Krause, who had
>cpme to visit her when he discovered
she was not at the ball. The whole
play is amusing as well as interest-

ing.

One entirely in German
The second production, "Wie man

es macht in Amerika", is to be g:ven
completely in German. Those taking
part are, Eva Sonstroem as Frau Met-
tler; Inge von duller as Betty, Frau
Mettler's daughter; Mr. Labouvie as

Frank Maurer, a young American;
Donald Bond as Herr Mettle.r. the
father of Betty; Stanley Jackson as
Herr Stahlman, and Jeannette Got
tesfeld as a servant,
is also acting as coac

Mother's Day
TO MY FIRST LOVE, MY MOTHER

Sonnets are full of love, and this my tome
lias many sonnets: so here now shall be
One sonnet more, a Loving sonnet, from me

To her whose heart is my heart's quiet home,
To my first Love, my Mother, on whose knee

I learnt love-lore that is not troublesome:
Whose service is my special dignity.

And she my lodestar while I go and come.

And so because you love, and because

I love you, Mother. I have woven a wreath
Of rhymes where with to crown your honored name
In you not fourscore years can dim the flame

Of love, whose blessed glow transcends the laws

Of time and change and mortal life and death.

Christina G. Rossetti

From "Poems" by Christina Rossetti

Nine Prepares for
|

Maine and Colby

After Road Trip

Lose Three Games By
Narrow Margin

The Garnet ball tossers, with the

added experience of three close de-

feats dehind them, are back with

their noses on the old grindstone
getting ready for the coming games
with Colby and Maine the end of

this week.
No changes appear in the line-up

after the spring trip. The pitching

strength seems to be still concen-

trated in Millett, Bugbee, and La-

Vallee, with recent accomplish-

ments leaving little grounds for

choice. Millett is not steady, though
he has plenty of power, and Bugbee
and Lavallee cannot be judged at

present. Both have their fine points.

Brown and Dillon are the leading

catching dependables, with Ken
White rating next in order. The
original infield line-up of Berry,

Swett. Flynn and Jekanoski is

still holding out, and showing some
nice work, while the outfield is

still a problem, Fireman, Merrill,

Joe Murphy, and Ray McCluskey
lead the otheis for jobs.

IT:, mi';: Hitting Good
Flynn did some pretty good hit-

,

ting on the trip, hitting a triple in

Mr. Labouvie the Northeastern game, and a dou-

j
ble in the Tufts encounter, the lat-

Arnold Ruegg is in charge of propter hit being responsible for plenty

parties and Marjorie Goodbout of 0 f scoring.
costumes, for both playj.

I Bates showed up1 well as a defens-

The choice of the Lutheran Church ' ive team. Three opposing would-be
and the low price of the tickets were 1

both planned purposely by the mem-
bers of the club. They wisb to .sti-

mulate interest in German both in

regard to the country and people,

and also the language itself. With
these objects in view, they are having
the plays open to the public and are
expecting the German p^opl? in town
who showed their interest by atten-

ding the recent open meeting of the

club. The giving of plays by the Ger-
man club is rather a tradition, al-

though none were given las* year.

Plotica, Kiwanis Speaker,

Describes Life In Russia

Bates Junior Tells of Youthful Experiences

—

Black Bread and Milk Was Chief Diet-
Left Russia on Eve of Revolution

A vivid picture of peasant life in

Russia during the revolution was
drawn for the Kiwanians at their
weekly meeting, recently, in a talk

given by George Plotica '33 of Me-
riden, Connecticut. Plotica .was
dealing with first hand information,

since he is a native of Russia, and
has been in this country only six

years. His father came to the Unit-

ed States in 1914 as an inspector of

munitions, leaving the boy in the L

care of his mother and grand-

father. The grand-father was a

steward of a Russian estate

Plotica gave his childhood recol-

lections of village life. The women
worked all day in the fields, and the

children were left much to them-

selves. The mothers would be so

tired when they finished their day s

work, that they were not at all sym-

pathetic with the moods of their

children. Frequent and severe pun-

ishment resulted. The children were

raised mainly on black bread and

Canadian Debaters

Here Next Year

Mount Allison, the debating cham-

pion of Canada this past year, is to

come to Bates next year to meet our

debaters .Last year when our debat-

ing team, consisting of Rand Wea-
t'herbee and Frank Murray, made a

debating tour in Canada, it defeated

the, until then, undefeated team of

either! Mount Allison College,

through "the" college placement office
\

The exact date for their visit here

or through outside means, will find has not yet been decided but it will

the facts contained in this survey of, be sometime during the last otu -

some value and all such students tober. We hope to give the debaters

urged to call at the Y. M. C. A. from Mount Allison as warm a re-

office where a copy of the report Is caption as Sackville gave oui de

on file."
J

haters this year.

milk, a rude but nourishing diet

that developed strong bodies.

Russian Child Studies More
Intensively

At the age of five years, boys
were taught to ride horseback. This

was their first lesson in helping
their fathers. At about seven, all

children were supposed to go to

school. This rule, Plotica said, was
not rigidly enforced. However, as a

result, many of the ignorant peas-

ants who had never had the" advant-
ages of an education, and could not

see the value of it, did not send
their children to school. The Rus-
sian child acquires about the same
knowledge in three years that the

American child does in seven years.

Plotica said that this is true because
the Russian children are older than
American children when they begin
school; also, not being accustomed
to a life of ease, the Russian child-

ren study more intensively. In ad-

dition to studying, the Russian boy,

at an early age, is put to work in

the fields.

Plotica started school in the fall

of 1916 on the eve of the Revolu-

tion. He told of the gradual disso-

lution of the government, and of the

disbanding of the army. Many of

the soldiers, homeward bbund, pass-

ed through the village where he

lived. 'He described skirmishes that

took place between the Reds and the

Whites, near his home. Many of his

own relatives were involved. One of

his cousins was captured and com-

pelled to dig his own grave while

his parents looked on. Local mem-
bers of the band intervened, how-

ever, and saved his life. Plotica's

home wTas threatened several times,

but his family was fortunate enough

to escape injury.

base runners were retired off sec-

ond base by a quick throw from the

box. Some of the outfielders, how-
ever, are still weak when it comes
to getting under the ball, but the

coach will probably improve this

department of the game before the

Colby game Thursday.
New Hampshire Wins 1-0

Bates lost its first game on the

trip to the New Hampshire Wild-

cats by a solitary score, Bugbee be-

ing nicked for five hits, and Millett

one, while the Garnet batters had a

weak day. Murphy and Swett hit-

ting the only two bingles that Tom
Mann allowed.
Score by Innings R H E
New Hampshire 000 000 1— 1 6 0

Bates: 000 000 0—0 2 0

Batteries: Mann and Mitchell; Bug-
wicz; Millett and Brown. Dillon.

Tufts 5; Bates 4
At Medford. the Jumbos hit Mil-

lett for only three hits, but manag-
ed to get five runs, four of them in

the third canto, when two hits, two
errors, and one walk gave Tufts a

decided advantage. Flynn is res-

ponsible to a large measure for the

four runs scored by the Bobcats,

his double with the bases loaded in

the first scoring three runs. The
three scorers had been passed by

the Tufts pitcher previously. Flynn
scored on a passed ball for the other

run.
Score by Innings R H E
Tufts- 104 000 000—5 3 1

Bates: 400 000 000—4 3 3

Batteries: DeAngelo, Andruszkie-

wicz, Millett, Brown, Dillon.

Drop Third to Northeastern

The last game of the trip saw-

Bates dropping a heartbreaker to

Northeastern, S-6. Plenty of hits

featured this game, Northeastern

I
getting 10 of them, and Bates 9,

! Berry and Flynn getting two a

piece.
Score by Innings
Northeastern:

200 020 40x—8 10 3

Bates: 001 003 200—6 9 4

Batteries: Gallagher and Grosz; La-

Vallee, Millett and Brown.
_ :o :

Long Speaks to

Bowdoin Liberals

in Open Meeting

Sponsored by the student and
faculty organization, The Liberal
Club, of Bowdoin College, a meeting
of several students and faculty

members from the Maine colleges
was held at Moulton Union, Bruns-
wick, Thursday, April 28. The pur-
po^e-of the meeting was to bring the
college men and faculty members
together in a mutual discussion of
current problems. The question of ad-
mission was settled in a unique man-
ner, each person bringing a piece
of clothing for needy mine workers
or their families.

The president, George Sewall,
Bowdoin, opened the 'meeting at eight
o'clock with a brief address and then
turned the proceedings over to the
group as an open forum. A wide
variety of topics were given con-
sideration, including Prohibition,
Socialism, and Capitalism.

Long *;>2 Represents Bates

Ralph Long '3 2, representing Bates
College, gave an effective speech,
based upon personal experiences in

the West Virginia coal fields, with
the pertinent questoin, "What are
we going to do about them?'' His
ii -- p roach to the question was a^ng
Socialistic lines, with the stress upon
universal education as the only
means by which the oppressed work-
er can emancipate himself and con-
trol his own welfare.

In answer to Mr. Long, Mr. B.

Webster of Colby College spoke upon
the subject. "Conditions observed in

the Kentucky coal fields, w^hat are
we going to do about them?" To his

mind. Communism, or the immediate
rise of the masses, was the only
solution to the problem. As might
be expected, this possible, solution
met with severe criticism, as did all

the questions brought up for dis-

cussion.

The meeting broke up with the
feeling that its primary purpose, the
interchange of ideas, had proved
definitely beneficial.

4-A Group Plays

To Full House

On Friday Night

Concludes Its Season
Several Seniors In

Farewell

By V VLEBV III BAIT
Oscar Wilde's "Lady Winder-

mere's Fan", given by the 4-A Play-

ers in the Little Theater last Friday
night to a capacity house was a

worthy pinnacle to a year of suc-

cesses, and also a fit ending to the

careers of those seniors who have
given four years of effort to acting,

producing, and managing.
With its dramatic situations and

its by-play of wit featured by the
acting of Margaret Hines, '32;

George Austin. '33; Margaret Perk-
ins, '3o. and Charlotte E. Longley,
'35, the play captured the laughter,

the compassion and the indignation
of its audience.

Story of Play

The play tells of the sacrifice of a
mother with a scandalous past, and

|
of her efforts, although at the loss

I of her uphill fight to regain social

|

prestige, so that her married
I daughter will not commit the same
I

error as caused her downfall.

It is a story of social conventions
arrayed. and largely winning,
against sincerity and nature; of the
"good" Deople doing bad things and
becoming bad in their goodness. As
Lord Windermere says, "How hard
good women are."

"Lady Windermere's Fan", al-

though touched by the same wist-

fulness as "The Importance of Be-
ing Earnest." produced by the play-

ers several years ago, carries a much
deeper tone of pathos and a darker
background of tragedy. First im-
pressions characterized the actors as

too young and as yet as somewhat
lacking in sophistication for the
English society portrayed, where
nearly every husband had a mistress
and nearly every wife a lover. But
it was the wistfulness, the tenuous
reality of the play that made the
young personalities acting it seem
not incompatible.

Acting of Women Superior to
That of Men

The mechanics of the play, duo
to the excellent coaching of Ruth
Benham, '33, Marjorie Briggs, '32,

and Prof. Grosvenor M. Robinson,
were scarcely perceptible. so
smoothly did one picture hlend into
the other; so unobtrusive was the
movement of actors in the balancing
of scenes; and so variahle was the
tempo to coincide with changing
moods. It was a pleasure to see an
amateur production without the
too-perceptible crossing and re-

crossing of actors with no more ap-
parent motive than to balance the
stage. Stage hands should have been
more careful behind scenes, perhaps
for once or twice a hand was seen
through the folds of the arras.

The acting was so convincing
that the O'Neill resurrected asides

and monologues did not irritate;

the acting was enough to make one
hope that next year the 4-A Players
will try something completely tra-

Continued on Page :?, Column 5

Adams and Hall Lead Bates

To Second at Penn Relays

Mile Team Loses To Rutgers In Last Stretch Duel
—Former's Great Quarter In 48.2 Carries

Him From Fifth To Second

i
*

4
3. U. French

Speaking Contest

—Monday Night

First Contest Of Sort

At Bates To Be In

Little Theater

Substantial Prizes

A French prize speaking contest

between French students of Boston
University and Bates will be held

next Monday at eight o'clock in the

Little Theater. This is the second
French prize speaking contest to be

held at Bates, and the first one in

which Bates representatives will

meet opposing contestants from an-

other college. The wide interest and
complimentary attention in the
press of United States and Canada
concerning the contest last year for

Bates students has directed much
interest to the coming contest be-

tween teams from Boston University

and Bates this year.

Bates Contestants

The Bates contestants, selected

after trial contests from candidates

of the sophomore, junior and senior

classes whose selections were either

original or the product of extensive

research are Augusta G. Cohen '32,

whose subject is "Les Salons d'an-

tan"; Charlotte Cutts '33 with the

subject, "Une Pensee inspiree par

Pascal", and Frank S. Murray '34,

witli the subject, "Un Ami de tou-

jour*".
The rival team will include Char-

lotte Task '32, "Remain Rolland au-

dessus de la melee"; James M. Fer-

rigno '32, "L'Americain s'amuse";
and Frances V. Annis '32, "Madame
Reeamier et Napoleon".

The coaches are Dr. Samuel S.

Waxman of Boston University and
Prof. Blanche Townsend Gilbert of

Bates. They have devoted much
time to the coaching of the oppos-

ing teams and their advice has
proved invaluable to the contest-

ants.

Judges Are Well-Known

Dr. Ernest Gruening, editor of

the Portland Evening News, M. Jules

Savarin. editor of Le Franco-Aimeri-

•ain. Waterville, and another to be
selected will act as judges. Reverend
Pere Manger of St. Peter and St.

Paul parish, Lewiston, planned to be

the third, but was forced to with-

draw last evening on account of ill-

ness.
Prizes which Will be substantial

will be offered by generous Franco-
American friends of the French de-

partment of Bates college.

This new undertaking of the

French department of Bates comes
at a time when the department is

well equipped for it, and interest

in the contest is increased by the

fact that it is the initial participa-

tion of Bates in a contest of this

sort. The benefit received from it

will doubtless extend to future con-

tests. The skill of the Bates speak-

ers will be tested to the utmost in

opposing the Boston University

team composed of senior members.
Last year Boston University com-
peted successfully with Swarthmore
and other eastern universities.

Senior Couple

Engaged—Hold

Thorncrag Party

Paige And Miss Maloon
Prominent In College

Activities

The engagement of Geraldine
Maloon '32 and Howard Paige *32

was announced at a party given in

their honor at Thorncrag Cabin on
Friday evening, April 29. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
P. Maloon of Auburn, and during
her college career has been a mem-
ber of Cosmos Club and Women's
Politic's Club, and has shown inte-

rest in the various college activi-

ties. Paige is the son of Mr. and
Airs. J. Henry Paige of Lynn, Mass.,

and has been prominent in Y. M.
work and religious work here at

Bates, having been President of the

Y. M.' C. A. for two years and a
member of Cosmos Club. He is also

much interested in music and is a
member of McFarlane Club, the
College Glee Club and the Choir.
Paige plans to attend Newton Theo-
logical School next fall. No definite

date has been set for the wedding.
The guests at the party were

Geraldine Maloon, Geraldine Wil-
son. Constance Curry, Shirlie Aus-
tin. Kate Hall, Elizabeth Taylor.
Helen Parker, Howard Paige, Ber-
nard Sprafke, Franklin Wood, Rob-
ert LeBoyteaux, Ben Franklin,
Amos Gorham, and Thomas Hoxie.
Mr. and Mrs. Maloon and Mr. and
Mrs. Paige acted as chaperones for
the evening.

R H E

Sophomore Girls' Dance

Arnold Adams of the Bates Relay
Team stood the stadium on end at
Philadelphia as he went thru a ter-

rific quarter mile in an effort to

capture the mile relay from a pow-
erful Rutgers team. An unofficial

clocking for his leg of the race was
set by a Boston Herald reporter at
4S.2, easily the fastest time of the
day not excepting the performances

I of Carr and Steel of Pennsylvania.
Hall, running in second position

I

for the Garnet, put up a splendid
race, bringing his team from fifth

to first position. Lary, however, lost

all Hall had gained on the preceed-
ing leg and Adams was the fifth

man when he started running.
Jellison Leads Off

Saturday afternoon seven teams
lined up in the mile race—Fordham,
Rutgers. Lehigh, Lafayette, Hamp-
ton Institute of Virginia, Spring-
field and Bates. Jellison was placed

in sixth positon from the pole as

the Garnet lead man. At the second
curve he was still ten yards behind
the whole field, and when they
rounded off into the home stretch,
Jellison came into a strong sprint
passing two men. Hall got the stick

in fifth position bringing it back in

first. He came out fast and took
one man on the turn and sneaked
by another on the stretch. Just off

the corner, he came into a wide
open sprint with a hundred "and
sixty yards to go, and came in
strong with a two yard lead on the
field.

Lary was away to a slow start.
On the first curve he was passed by
two men and again by another on
the straightaway. Lary came home,
in third position but due to the
fact that Bates held sixth lane from

e. Gil Clapperton
t

the pole a place was lost in the pass
will furnish the; between Lary and Adams, running

j anchor.

The Sophomore girls are holding

a. dance on Friday evening. May 6,

at 7:30 P. M. The committee, Mar-

jorie Reid, Ruth Bowman, Mary
Gardner, and Doris Neilson. have

made some unique plans for the

dance. The decorations, in tan and

green, are to be represent a Country

Club, with umbrellas, tables,' and
awnings to complete the " setting.

Coach and Mrs. Thompson and Pro

fessor and Mrs. Berkleman
chaperone the J a

?

and his Bobcats
music.

will

Adams Up To Second Place
Adams quickly made up that defi-

cit however, slipping by his first

man on the corner. Then came the
terrific battle for the race that
brought the spectators to their feet.

All seven anchor men were running
strong, but Adams was moving
among them at his ease. The third
man the anchor of Lafayette College
gave in only after a 250 yard duel.
Then the unexpected happened,
when a Rutgers man who up until
the very last moment had been run-
ning contentedly -in third position
uncorked a surprise sprint to defeat
the w-hole field and pass Adams by
inches as he neared the tape.

B. C. Takes National Two Mile
Other races of interest to the

Bate^ men in the stands was the two
mile relay which they had hoped to
compete this year. Boston Col-
lege retired the Wallace cup in this

National Championship with the
time of 7.54 for the team. Jordan
ran a beautiful race to win in 1.54
for his half mile. Bates teams have
done 7:52 in this event.

One of the most astounding per-
formances of the day was the work
or shall we say ease that Jack Kel-
ler did in the shuttle-hurdle relay
he won for Ohio State. Hurdles
were placed over a stretch of 120
yards on the greensward in the cen-
ter of the field. Two men from each
team stood at each end of the
course. At the bark of the gun three
hurdlers came down the field to

touch off three at the other end as
they finished. The men passed back
and forth. Keller was touched off

his final 120 yards with a Dart-
mouth man already over two hurd-
les. Keller finished to win one hurd-
le ahead of Dartmouth in almost

Continued on Page 4, Column 4
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Cosmos Club

Cosmos Club, in a process of reor-
ganization, has changed its name to
the Christian Service Club, believ-
ing this to be better adapted to its
ideals and purposes. Membership is

limited to those who plan to make
religion their life work.
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,
and that it is consistent with the purpose of education that we
should translate our thinking into action. It is done in the sciences

where students have their laboratory work combined with their

theory; it ouuht to be done in the social sciences and in every other

field of education. Are we really -retting an education.'
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Why is it that when a speaker wants to hold a ehapel fii.dienc»\

he talks about anything but religion, and often attempts humor
which borders on the sensationalism of cheap journalism? This is,

even more noticeable in view of the fact that the purpose of com-

j

pulsory chapel as stated by .Mr. Roue is to provide a meeting of
(

worship, fellowship and service. It is quite true that from time to

time there are ehapel speakers who hit the rijrht note, sometimes

simply because of the fresh impact of a new personality, sometimes

because of a very evident sincerity and interest on the part of an
old speaker. However, the greart majority of our chapel services are!

inane and stupid when compared with the vitality of real religion. ;

We realize that this is in part due to the indifference of the

student body toward such things, yet we do not believe that this

is any reason for attempting to burlesque our chapel services in an
attempt to keep students interested. This concession by chapel
speakers in the past seems to us an admission of the impossibility
of providing six good religious services each week, and we believe
that it is a moral obligation on the part of those who insist that Ave

attend to provide services of this nature.
The student body as a whole probably enjoys attending

Pep>s
Through

The Key -

Hole

hi

Pepym known he is not violating

long established policy of keep-

this column sacrosanct for
1 matters of sobriety and depth of

the thought, bv printing the following
gatherings which are held in the name of* religion in our ehapel be- question, for it seems to be the

cause of the sociability of the whole affair. The same might be said question. . Who in Hades is writingArthur Anirein,

Richard McAlister. '35

/ James Oliver, '35
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Habitual Harrowness of Opinion

of an, meeting which is .ttewied by the entii* s,,„l,„, body. An* g-.""^}^* WiJXS^'!our chapel speakers attempting to sandwich m a little religion be? wish I knew myself... However, we
tween large slices of what passes for humor, and in this way appeal- c:-e to dedicate some 'new stories

ing to the students.' Many of those students who do object to eom- h»hicfc we know will be very appro-

pulsory chapel do so on a purely utilitarain basis and think of the
1 ^'iate and fittin 'g to the

,

n.T *remi

time saved, the additional sleep which would thus be made available,
|^& KhS.^tw^

and the opportunity tor reading mail or studying as the most im-
portant reasons for doing away with compulsory ehapel.

There is a fundamental objection to chapel which goes deeper.
When the Puritans came to this country, the Stuarts probably said,

I

"These people want license liberty; not religious freedom, but ir-
religious freedom." There is a group on the Bates campus which

co-eds carry out suggsstions is in-

lcai a problem. . . Not only for me,
but also for my pal. . . The Dean. . .

Here's a bit of a chit of wit. ... A
knocker: "Knock, knock"... Pope:
"Who is it?". . . Pope's Chamberlain
i b ; t griped: "Eight o'clock, sir, and

is on

. Con-
man, wasn't

worship and
shall we stay

Chapel Diary
"

Attendance for the Week:

Faculty 38%
Student- 95%
Note: faculty attendance

the increase!

Monday: , „„
Great Idea Mr. Rowe has.

fucious was a great

he ? . . .
ancestor

alumni worship . -

n , . . .

oriental or so
-vervthing

—

There's a reason for
f™*^{**or_

and it's usually Mammon. Incor

porated. Who goes to Chapel an>

waV> the alumni or 32, s, *,
way.-.. Ll

Marrv's choicest
and 5:.., bet naru »

rharje i

memory of Bates is not Chapel

but til-* davs he cut... woimei

how many of us will become that

kind of sentimen ahst . .

OW
ideas are either hangovers or

products of idle minds; hence, as

one modern has put it, Oh,.the

bothering dear unnecessai> hair

i P c;q old"..- Does the old ordei

change yielding place
did

OPEN
FORUM

No letter, whatsoever, will be
printed in this column unless signed
by the name of the author.

"8

habitual narrowness of opinion and point of view that is the root on nmte so h\\ n( \ as those who will not see
Whifth conservatism depends. We are refering now to the student

body.
Causal factors of this common malady are the relatively isolated

situation of the college, and the centering of student interests within

the narrow limits of the college campus. The results are undoubtedly

the defeat, of the purpose of a college education which is to teach

us to think and discriminate intelligently for ourselves, and also a

decrease in the benefits which a college education is supposed to

confer upon us such as fairness of judgement, discrimination and
broadmindedness. Let us rise above the petty provincialities of the|~

0 tho Edit01 . of (he Student .

campus and view the factors which are producing this strange world.
; Dear sir.

The mere accumulation of a set of facts is a futile and barren Whether or not my feeling in this

termination to a college course, unless it is accompanied bv certain
j

matter ie shaved by many others. I

intangible qualities which give us the power to use these facts in the I ^ » ot **°w
'
b "t to me the editorial

j f

"> Mr - Abbott Smith, which appeared

INTERCOM

>

MIIJ>RED HOLLYWOOD

Respect Others Opinions

At the same time that we are trying to assimilate the contents

of a textbook and to increase our fund of knowledge, we must not

"barn-like" was indicative of cither
abysmal igno-

:'n the last issue of the Student, wae
offensive to say the least.

The thing that rankled in my mind
the most, was his unca.lled-for attack
on the design and appearance of our
Chapel building. To refer to the dig-

neglect this equally important function of education. To be able to nified architecture of the Chapel as
realize to the utmost degree the possibilities which are inherent in "barn-like" was i

a college education, we must be able to project ourselves into new
j

deliberate malice,

situations, to use our imaginations, to become mentally alert and
active, and to realize that of necessity we can only know a small
area of the field of knowledge. By respecting the opinions and views
of others, even though they may be strikingly different from ours,

we may see something which escaped our attention before. The fact

that one believes firmly in an opinion which differs from ours should i ilStiS^U*? Mn'

!day
'
rema

,
rked

make us attempt to see and understand that something which has led
j
^ KSbJ??AnTe^ ^UK^-SffwS Warded 2£him to his position before we judge the merits of it. in. That is not iinns-ul: any speaker !

prize for wearing the worst looking

Boston Univ. News offers this one:
Abou Ben Adhem (may his tribe

increase)
Awoke one night from a deep

dream of peace
And saw within the darkness of

hirs room
A vision prowling 'round among

the g'loom.
Exceeding peace had made Ben
Ad hem bold

And insufficient sheets had made
him cold.

ance. I wonder if my friend Mir.
Smith has ever visited one of the an-
cient Gothic cathedrals of Europe? I

So, to the vision in the room heWas he annoyed by the dirt of the! said,
nges that has collected in its mas- :

"Come now, dear, quit going through
f ive walls" Dr. Arbuckle who spoke; my pockets and get back into bed."

Let us attempt to become consciously broader in that quality
which we have called "point of view; we should simply adopt this

attitude in considering the substance and significance of views

with a good voice can make himself
heard in the remotest corners of the
a'jo'itorium.

, , ,,. M* -Smith say^. that our Chapel
foreign to our own before judging them. We must remember that cervices are worthies. I agree that
wdiat has been the radicalism of the past <reneration often becomes

|

meet of them are. Mr. Smith says
the. conservation of the present. Let us make full advantage of the 1,hat the students pay no attention

opportunity which college offers us to broaden our horizons through L"-lhe ,

spe ' li< r
"-

.

v
,

01
'

y true
- Mr-

maintaining this attitude in the classroom, debate, lecture, discussion
J

noiinng out^of' £fSSfSSSTm theand library. Thus we shall become truly educated men and women
E. W.

Do Students Think Z

i peaches. This is also quite obvious
But here. Mr. Smith's reasoning
• eems to have gone awry. All of these
evidences of deterioration that he
mentions, he Dla.nes m the adminis

"Do students have the right to participate in the affairs of the '

1ratio »- He evan i ces so far as to in-

community in which their college is located.'
7
' This is a question

1

f^V
t

a
,

te
T

t

^?
t

M'
he

«
ain

,

m!li
.
may be back

which has come to our attention rather forcibly in the academic
reveremyear that is nearly completed, and seems to us to merit thoughtful ] tia] attitude « not maintained in

consideration on the part of those who are connected with institu- i °«r Chapel services, it must be made
tions of higher learning in any way j

' )y tlie students themselves, not the
We take the position that students do have this right, just as ! "^J!"^"" ^ r̂i

e
t^ a,"" i

-

•i- i .1 ., , , .
o » ti .vi!. jonn ri«i ?e, ill t.ie same nnm-any citizen has the same privilege, ami that restraints put upon such her of the Stulent, struck the right

action of students by administrations] bodies, for the purpose of. '-oto when he suggested that stu-
avoiding what seems to them to be unnecessarv conflict with the' de" ts start a move for a silent en-
people of the community, is defeating the very purpose of the pro-

1 215?V £
e
l' T

h
f
y

.

might also

cess of education is shirking the responsibility for clean politics
1

and studS? ifff" milX nu To mwhich should be the duty of every intelligent citizen, is bv that verv ! s*«deni body a whole to create th
the

sate the
which is, atfact supporting the status qui in that town, and is often demanding! re,i S'ious atmosph^rtj

of the students involved that they should sell the integrity of their p*Sf*^

,

,a{
:

ki,>s
personal convictions on these matters for a mess of pottage, in the
form of increased subscriptions toward the building fund,' or an
equally important enterprise, from some important alumnus, who
would-be offended by such action on the part of students.

We have yet to be convinced that the general public would take
such conduct on the part of students as an expression of the opinion
of the college authorities on these matters. If they do this, such! lege life. Meanwhile, I do not inter d
thoughtless indiscrimination on their part is deserving of very little

To ,c1sse'rt lt ^^us} n has not yet
consideration on the part of thinking peopl

'Mr. Smith, in the inme of reli-
gious freedom, asks for the abolish-
ment of compuis-.ry Chapel. Would
that be religious freedom, or irre-
ligoius freedom? Personally, I think
that, with the improvements men-
tioned and a few others, tne daily
Chapel would be a real asset to col-

. ie.

Recently we heard a ehapel speaker infer that there is verv
little real thinking done on the part of students in this college Why
should there be? The greater part of our education is taken up with
the memorizing of a body of facts without much attention bein«>-
given to the significance and interpretation of these facts. When
students do attempt to think on these matters, and to put their con-
victions into action, somebody higher up immediately calls a halt '

If the purpose of education is to teach students to think for them-
selves, it should also teach them to act for themselves for real think

1

ing inevitably expresses itself in action. If we are 'not allowed to
express ourselves in direct action, is it any wonder that a chapel
speaker should say that students do not think. Student thinkrng
has atrophied just as any function does, when it is not used Toomuch of our thinking is done for us.

To our mind the most insidious and cowardlv objection is that
1

we must avoid these eonflict situations. It is this attitude that has
put the politics of this country where they are todav. Such an atti-:
tude leads to inaction, complacency, and is a refusal to face the si-
tuation. It is still impossible to stand on both sides of the fence at
one and the same time, and although we think that one should bebroad-minded «nd should take as many of the facts into considera-
tion as possible before arriving at any conclusion, we also believe
that once having decided we should do something about it Conflict
is bound to arise when two groups are working toward opposing'
ends or when ones thinking leads one to action which is an attempt
to change the social and economic life of the o-r0lip To refuse \o
recognize this fact is as stupid as the ostrich hiding its head in the

1

sand, and much less excusable.
It is high time therefore, that we see that is is good pedagogy,

lived up to an ideal which I have set.
Sincerely,

THOMAS S. VERXOX '35.

clothes to a depression dance. Later,
it was discovered that the winner
had no intention of competing, but
had only dipped in for a moment
on his way home. And so, of course,
the judges had to nonchalantly light
a you-know-what (all advertise-
ments must be paid for.)

Faculty members at the University
of Washington believe that students
who aim at A grade.-* in college are
"barren of personality." One prof
claimed that "It is the band of C
students who move the worlds."
Another ,prof. characterized A stu-
dent,-; as "freaks." AH of these profs,
would prefer to hire a C student with
personality, rather than an A student
without "it." Do I hear a chorus of
"I told you sos?"

Entrance examinations for co-edvs
at the University of Chicago revealed
that only o>ne wants to get married.
•Hope this explodes the notion that
co-ed schools are "marriage facto-
ries."

The audience at the Tufts debate
at Bowdoin could he identified only
because it outnumbered the debaters
by one. Se-ven people were present at
the beginning, President and 'Mrs.
Sills, the Tufts coach, a young man
add his girl, a janitor, and a reporter
Amd the peculiar custom of shelving
Saturday night dances for debates
still exists!

The same Professor Shaw of New
lork University who claimed that
whistling was the sign of a moronnow says that a Phi Beta Kappa
key is useless. It certainly is? if vou
have no watch chain.

A Matter of Direction

BY ST. CLAIR ADAMS

Side by side on the sands of the beach
Two children sat and pondered •

But one faced south and one faced north,
And their pensive looks ne'er wandered/
1 said,

'

"While the sands on your bare, brown feet
Beat their warm, fond bastinado,
AVhat gaze you at P Oh said, "The sun
The other said, "My shadow."

Side by side on the sands of life
We stand while the days are passing.
And the eyes of the soul which needs must ^leam
Are varied stores amassing.
Your eyes gaze dim on arid murk,
Aline bright on El borado—
The gloom is your own

; if you face the sun
lou will never see your shadow.

knock. . . What a tidy bit of turmoil
H brewing on our tranquil caimpus
... So many divorces. . . Queer time
of year for divorce?.... However,
'tis been accomplished... And the
organization—-The.After Easter Eggs—is well under way. . With P. Mann
at the helm. . . (When he isn't at a
skirt) . . . What on earth are you go
ing to consolidate that with, Val, old
pal?. . . Did you hear 'bout the story
hatched by the children at Hacker?

. . . No? . . . Well, here she comes-.
What did the hen say when she laid
a squaa-e egg? . . . Ouch! . . . Tut, tut,
tut, little Hackerettes . . . Have you
been serenaded of late?. . . The old
Roger Billian WhWtle-Tooters have
creased practice sessions .. . Prepare
for a restless eve in the near future,
all ye lovers of GOOD music . . . Betty
Co-ed says, "The dimmer the porch
light, the greater the scandal power"

Squeeking of vacations
Psyche is goimg to fly to (Europe. . .

Denmark... This summer to visit
cine -of the nudist cults How
ambitious. . . And at the same time
. . . What a tremendously enormous
curiosity that man has. . . Margot is

sporting a medal, and have you ever
watched a banana grow? ... . Most
fascinating... Abe is also sporting
a medal (or medalion) and he has
never watched a banana grow
Some peoples have all the luck ... I

wish I had watched a spinach bush in
action rather than a banada vine.
But that's the way it goes. . . WT

e all
can't have everything. . . But I can't
remember what I lack. . . Oh. yes. . .

Conceit Then there was the
Scotchman who had an auto... He
married a wornajn with gas on the
stomach. . . The tennis courts afford
the latest recreation for the lithe
mpple creatures who crave exercise

. . . But the wrestling matches also
hold sway. . . 'Lena is coaching the
girls. . . Remember that, men. . . The
lad from way down South seems to
have had a battle of looks over
some damsel with the Pride of West-
wood... Here's hoping it doesn't
develop into a battle of hooks.
Then a man with a 'line generally has
several co-eds on a string. . . That's
not very good .... One of Wakely's
. . . Clothes make the man, and lack
of the woman; and vice versa..
Please think that over carefully

. . . Its too good to waste. . . . 'Tis
rumored, with foreboding, that some
Roger Bill men watched the play
from outside the windows of the
dressing room

. . . They particularlv
enjoyed the parts between the acts
This month's horse-hair suit is pre-
dated to that wild man from the
plains, the boy blunder None
other then—well, you supply the
name.

. . At his special request a
notice was posted with the follow
nig statement, "To whatever co-eds
it may concern, please leave me
alone; your constant pursuit of me

shattering my nerves; and when I
go to Chase it is (for a bit of recrea-
tion, not for co-eds to Chase me aUout
in order that I might hold them en-
tranced by my brilliant wit" 'S

• • • "Arnt-done-right-by-our-
Scofield is on the loose once
. Those femmes in Rand allhave two good reasons for not wear-

ing short dresses.... When Berrvbecame irate at an umpire in Bostonand haughtily exclaimed, "I w7e °>t
The Ump squelched "

'h, you weren't? Well just

true

.

Nell"
again .

The Ump squelched him
you weren't?

look at tomorrow's papers
Speaking of the ball team", they" *a*rrived in

;

the split of time (Tf
7
f£.time (if time

work, what headway Itt^t^t
stork to kid us along

' ' tv he

brother in ahTfSS^ JJ£^
Howio ,

he
T

1001,3 onl >
r himself

. . tiowie and Jerry threw a wii*engagement party out Lt tl i *
the other night V th

f lodge

married..
. Then 'n'n

°n he '

J1 be

around after iemale 'rimembers of ehoruXs
(

J£S*1gang of Bathes
U
at
eS

Chari{y *2f
*

Gracmue Dean gave her permission
• . . lfte 4-A play was only fairThat is my candid opinwho am I to judge,
am I to judge.

ion .... But
Yes, who Nell

a ,-, j if T
* am n<>t without

wTthnnt « hear riShtly- sin is

Uie nlaV
' " ?

a 'rgaret «tnooth in
Lfte Pla>

. . . Jeannette was ecstatic. .gown that fig ure, THAT
could ^e^eTl^lro^
That
W'OMAN.

ever really

to new' . . wish it would

vou notice the presidential glare

at the bird in the bush-or was

it in the thermostat behind the

choir?
Tuesday: . ,

Pa Gould did a noble job on Mr.

Rowe's talk today. .. Just be-

cause a tradition is old doesn t

mean it's good . . . thanks, Pro-

fessor . . i.e., the world has been

having wars for a long time, but

that doesn't justify them. . .
or

Chapel... wish the Prof had

come right out with what the ta-

culty thinks about compulsory

worship . . • know they think

about classes, but if they THINK
about chapel, can they approve

of such orthodox hypocrisy?...

wonder when the martyr complex

(masochism) will get some mem-
ber to commit himself in public

unfavorably?... Oh, Mammon,
only THOU art holy!... courage,

Brothers, courage... some of us

would almost take an E from

such a MAN. . . and like it.

Wednesday:
Couldn't hear Amos this morn-

ing, but suppose he was reading

from the Bible... Ollie tried to

hold the freshmen after his sec-

ond repetition, but some of 'em

got brave and went just the same
...funny how anxious everyone

is to get out of the "old coal

hole"... Why the rush? Chapel

is bad enough without making a

stampede out of the exodus...
speaking of 'stampedes', did you
ever notice the faculty leaving

early to beat the female "thun-
dering herd'?... no offence,

m'lady. . . believe in fighting a

man with his own weapon, Mr.
Pierce... drivel for drivel...
whether it's from the platform or

in the open Forum... only it

doesn't take fifteen minutes a day
to read this . . .

Thursday

:

Somebody said this column was
in bad taste... Chapel tastes

pretty vile most of the time . . .

and this isn't forced down your
throat, either. . . one won't be put
on 'pro' for not reading this. . .

Prof. .Mabee produced some mo-
dern Beatitudes today. . . ain' t it

the truth?... happy is the man
who owneth an automobile, for

he shall be popular. . . tqo bad
we can't have the Utopian Bates
Prof. Mabee wants. . . : . . but, of

course, there are the Alumni . . .

Happy is the faculty, for theirs

is not the pain of Compulsory
Chapel . . .

Friday:
Sammy held forth this morning
. . . .read some poetry. . . . where
oh where is my aesthetic sence?
...sounded like Eddie Guest

—

"Be strong," "Be brave," "Work
hard," and study Spanish. Any-
way, that seems a little nearer
what Chapel really should be...
'interesting' is the right word.
'Special mention goes to the voice
...how about loaning it around
to—well, almost any speaker.
( Have been wondering if we are
actually going to get thru the
week without a single responsive
reading.)

Saturday

:

Prof. MacDonald had me worried
for a moment... "Turn, please,
to—Hymn 314..." Whew, won-
der of wonders, wotta relief...
seems like a miracle to go to
Chapel for six consecutive days
without hearing Psalm 233...
"He maketh me to go daily .to

Chapel; He gripeth my heart; He
leadeth me unto the still speak-
ers, etc. etc. ..." ...miracles
never cease ... ye world may
come as yet to an end... think
many will have noticed some
slight improvement in Chapel...
hate to admit it, tho' . . . still
wish the trustees would realize
the superficiality of it all—speak-
ers, prayers, hymns... can't they
be invited to a few services to
see the faculty disinterest; the
student aversion; the utter fop-
Pery;... Or. as the spiritual
says, "Oh, Gawd, turn on de lite
fo' dese po' sinners, turn on de
lite." -

College Life

In Retrospect

By VALERY BURATI

In direct proportion to the i n .

creasing nearness of Commencement
it becomes progressively easy to tell

what one might have done if ne

were a Freshman again. And the

tragedy, or irony of it is, that one

never knows what he might have

done until it is all over, and depend*

u.pon reminiscence and regret to fm.

fill the wistful longing of a dream.

If I were a .Freshman again, and I

put enough time on my studies,

assimilated every little detail which

my professors thought important,

and gave me high ranks for re-

membering, if I 'Put enough time on

my studies to make raie eligible fo r

honors, I wou.ld feel that somehow

I was not getting from college what

I came here to get. I would make
sure I failed sufficiently so as t0 es-

cape the almost irresistible tempta-

tion to honors, I would not hold

gratitude for those professors who

credited me with high rank because

I did my studies for the stud,

sake alone. I would look upon

honors as a bauble, a tinsel glory,

a sham of triumph.

If there is one cardinal sin. I would

confess to the Father Confessor of

All Dutiful Students it would be to

tell him that for two, perhaps three

years, I strove with comparative

success for academic grades, and that

it was only weariness of scholasti-

cism and the engrossing urge for

something more creative to do in

campus activities that gave me a

mature perspective on, the value of

Jhy studies. I think hack upon all

that I once learned and have now-

forgotten, and laugh, half-Relieving

that coming to college has done me
mere harm than good.

As I think of all those hours wh
I might have been thinking a'bout

God and life, when I might have

been talking with those I loved as

friends, and whose conversation,

whose depths of heart 'and thoughts
are denied to me now; wThen I might
have been assimilating into myself,

principles, ways of life, general at-

titudes that might have mads me
richer and stronger, I believe with all

the poignance of conscience that I

was wrong to make studies para-

mount. And it is a grievance that I

hold against those whom I trusted

to mold the ways of my mind, that

they exhorted me, as they did all

others, that lessons done day by day
would insure success.

We have peeled the rind, and the
fruit within is not luscious, it is

seeds, pomegranate seeds; we have
drunk the cup that sparkled and
have found it as impotent as water
warmed in the sun; it was not OmarV
wins of .life.

"At. for Omar's cup! Not the cup
of sensuality", that was not Omar's,
but the cup that friend drank from
with friend, ths cup of comradeship
that in college or elsewhere make the
faint murmur of the classroom eeem
like the buffoonery of a conclave of
dunces!

I think that is was a spring day
such as this when Frederick Hayes,
'31. now of Andover-Newton Theo-
logical Seminary, told me how he
had heard in his Religion class that
a Humanist at the University of
Chicago, ending his plea that we
find religion among our fellow-men,
and not in the costmos, not in the
worship of a God-Unknown, said
solftly, "We have on,ly each other,
you know."

As unheroic as that attitude mav
be, as defeatist as the cock-sure
cleric likes to call it, it has its ele-
ment of truth, and one finds himself
continually finding more nourish-
ment in the words of his friends than
in all the lessons he might read, all
the sermons he might have listened
to. To those of us who are Seniors,
and who have seen many of those
with whom we were friendly leave
the campus, it is with a pleasure
heartfelt that we hear from those
friends again

I remember 'Martin Sauer, '31 as
the Cyrano of Rostand's play, as the
Death in "Death Take a Holiday,"
as the creator of many other charac-
ters, but the more I think of him as
one who talked with us in Philosophv
Club, who walked with us, who told
us bits of his thought, laughed with
us, and studied with us. So it is with
gratification that we get a letterfrom him, commenting on thiscolumn of a. week ago.

"I should like to discuss warts,
etc., with you. Maybe I am ultra-
conservative, but I think not. Yet
I believe in not tearing down hefore
I have some idea of building. Somefine tennis courts at Bates were-timed when there was an intentUm

banana vendor with that bristling
mustachio. . . But I'll wager he has
never seen a banana grow. . . How
do you like the latest coiffures which
one sees floating about?... Hovey
woke up long enough to say that it
takes a good man to keep awake in
a 2:30. . . What about getting up in
the middle of the night to attend a
7:40?... Here's the only solution
to this torrid argument about chapel
. . . Why not insist on compulsory
chapel, and allow unlimited cuts
Thus satisfying everybody.. How
about, it, Prexy?... She was only
a cheer-leader's sweetheart, but shehad seen life in the "rah" Then
there is the East Parkerite with thearsena

. ... Ah , yes, the same onewho blasted away a couple feet ofPlaster with his .25 last weekDo you ever feel blah?.
. . The on'lvremedy is to go off somewhere towatch a banana tree sending out itsiy little bananas. . . That 1« *Lam bound. . . Or *

b Where

of building a dormitory on their

L*M1 not tea r down m -

lu to build a house until I have a

he Za±
m

li V T
being able t0the house, that I can built it.

exi^°I^ ma^l^that wart6 ^ex st a,„a blemfah the face of man-

awav *ty Cannot be talked

thir.r~^7 / W i6 Jt advisable, I

HZ :
ta
\s a table knife and pro-

llnJ? ° Ut the Wart off the fa«e. This

p ications of the sort of blood poison-

"ffort'w
m re6Ult ° f bun*HnS

tm^llFT.™ unbeautiful as

ktJS0?!* mi6understand ,me andthink that I believe that ,no new
•steps should he taken. Such an atti-tude would indeed he undesirahlv
stagnant What I do maintain is that

JhnnM n
n
,
0t 6tep blindly

'
*hat weshould consider well before stepping.

SSiJrhl
f°rWaM motion *e con-

trolled by competent persons '

the places I am bound' YonVi, 7 he
» * an age to 'b* born tome.

. . And I hope I never I
1

!
-

g
?

to COllege
'
to Wed^ to die andagain... Now for the En^to ?

6 y° U h s a mistake to do anv nf iw.Or was it a blZS*^™*™"* • " ' at ^ wrong^imT' -
Uncle Sam P^ys niv^y!*™ of Harvard

PMMH



gates
Delegates

Attend Debating

League^Meeting

>nald And Seamon
^present Bates At

AlacDo

Williams College

Norman

e
Seamon

MacDonald '32 and Theo-
34 were the Bates
attending the an-.pcpntatives

r

i meeting of the Eastern Inter-
rU

i Hate Debating League held
c

Friday and Saturday at Will-
W« College in Williamstown,
ia"lS

The tw0 men arrived Friday

S'tioon after a delightful ride
a

the famous Mohawk Trail.

Son was one of the delegates

k Ln to serve on the Program
remittee, and MacDonald served

»
•mother group selected to dis-

1 the project of a radio debate

S Cambridge and Oxford next

y6

Ten of the twelve schools in the
Lr„e sent delegates. Plans for the

neral
improvement of the League

fatured ihe meetings held on Fri-

L and Saturday. 'Suggestions for

?vg betterment of the judging and a

I)0sed League radio debate came
r

jj, p
highlights of the session,

pight Morrow, the son of the late

senator
Morrow, was elected to

feerve as president of the League for

he doming year.

Proposed Improvements

Tlie main meeting was held Fri-

day evening. A number of proposals

intended to improve the system of

judging the debates were consider-

ed It was decided that the colleges

should follow out one of two lines

0f
procedure. Each college might

hare a representative, such as an
alumnus, near the school where the

debate was to be held, and he
would put his approval on the jud-

ges proposed. The other plan was
to

require each college to send in

j0 the visiting college a list of pro-

posed judges at least a week before

the debate took place. It was also

derided to have uniform ballots

printed by the League. How to im-
prove the debates themselves and
how to arouse more_ interest in the
public formed another phase of the
discussion. It was decided that the
Oregon style of debating might be
ased if both of the colleges who
were debating should so agree.

In regard to the radio debate
with Cambridge and Oxford, it was
decided that the team which won
the League championship next year
would debate these English univers-
ities over the air. This will serve

Dr. Wright Is Host

To English Majors

wefl
1

tif
ni°rS nvAi°""g in English

Wrilht \gU
!
StS of Dr

-
Edwin M

histm n°
f the ^l^ment, atnib home on Campus Ave. last Sun

reXeTe'ntin
5

- indents,

o? til rV
S a consi <ierable portionot the literary talent of 1932 gath-

reTaxaUon
iX " fi

:

teeU f* a»
^taxation and enjoyment that prov-ed unusually pleasant. Dinner was

P
e"edwat .

garter" of seven, with
Irof. Wrights charming mother as
hostess. Not the least among the
evening's attractions, so the Stu
dent was told, was the wonderful
ice cream from George Ross's thatclimaxed the dinner.

*

Evening S^,ent in Games
Ihe remainder of the evening was

-spent under the able direction of
Luoile Foulger, in a series of games
suited to the erudite character of
the group, a guessing game involv-
ing literary figures was followed by
a spelling match, using the names
of nineteenth century authors for
words.

Those present were Margaret
Eakeman, Vesta Brown, Valery Bu-
rati, Shirley Cave, Mina Critchell,
Marion Crosby, Charles Demarest,
Lucile Foulger, Dorothy Fuge, Kate
Hall, Margaret Hines, Wayne Hovle.
Mashe Lightman, Margaret McBride,
Parker Mann, Robert Manson, Vir-
ginia Mills, Elmer Mitchell, Doris
Mooney, George Moores, Eleanor

I

Robie, Gertrude White, and
Tillfion.

Miss Foulger, Miss Crosby, Miss
McBride, Miss Cave, Demarest, and
Mitchell assisted in carrying out the
program.
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Bates And Colby

Outing Club Board

Plans Unique Trips

Hold Conference For Rest of Year
Members of the Bates and Colbvi-r-,. i • \ l m •

Administration* held their second FlSHing AllCl LailOeiilg
annual conference last Thursday, A-
prii 28, on the Bates fcataptts. La6t
year Colby invited Bates

May Be Features
to a t- mil-

iar conference at Waterville. The
purpose of these informal get-to-
gether is to have an exchange of in-
formation and a discus-ion of the
mutual problems which confront the
administration. Just as the history
of the two collegers is much the same,
so it is with .he problems which each
has to solve. This has made 'ur an
extremely fr.endly relation between
these two insMu ions.

Variety of Topics discussed
After a luncheon whicn was served

wed by
|
at Rand Hall, discussions were open-
ed on such topics at scholarships
examinations, student employment,
student ownership of automobiles,
cost of student parties, ranks and
grades, modern foreign language re-

The Bates Outing Club board has

initiated a strenuous program ttf-Iff*"*

spring house-cleaning activities with-' Lolc;

in its own organization, and is

furthermore engaged in the tentative

arrangement of several novel Outing

Club projects for the remainder of

the college semester.
Dune Trip

Perhaps the busiest department is

that of Hikes and Trips headed by
Valery Burati '32 for men, and Dag-
mar Augustinus '33 for women.
Another mountain climb for at least

one group of men is being arranged
A deep sea fishing trip is planned for

one or two parties. The greatest in-

novation will be a canoe trip of two
davs length, the canoes being taken

4-A Players

Continued from Page 1

I gic. and that for next Shakespeare

j
night, one of the tragedies, instead

'

of the usual inane comedies will be

chosen.
Potential Talent

As for Austin, he added another
achievement to his already long list.

His concise, staccato manner of

speaking, and even the Hapsburg
lip, created the illusion of a kind,

aging and regretting it.

If the 4-A Players advertised by
electric lights, it might have been,

"Margaret Hines in So and So" for

it was no surprise to see her com-
plete her work in drama at Bates,

and her year as president of the

troupe, in fashion as was expected

of her. Perhaps the only shortcom-

ing for the part she played. Mrs.

one way bv one group - and returned

1, ? 5
^cement tests, require-

1hp r - , aV ,)V anotller . it.fe plannedments for graduation, personal and

to add prestige to the championship
and will doubtless increase the
general interest.

At this time it wTas officially an-
nounced that Bates College had
won the championship this
with a record of six victories and
no defeats. Wesleyan
was awarded second place. It was
voted to award medals to the mem-
bers of the winning team. Those
Bates men who will receive medals
are Norman MacDonald "32, Ran-
dolph Weatherbee '32, Lawrence
Parker '32, Harrison Greenleaf '32,
Frank Murray '3 4, and Theodore
Seamon '34.

Delegates attending the Conference
were from Bates, Brown, Smith,
Yale, Wesleyan, Amherst, Williams,
Vassar, Mount Holyoke, and Prince-
ton. Pennsylvania and Lafayette are
also in the League, but they did not
send any representatives this year.

:o :

"Brilliant qualities of the mind
win admiration but never affection."—.Schopenhauer.

vocational work. Although no defi-
nite conclusions were reached, mem-
bers of both parties feel that much
practical benefit was derived from
this exchange of ideas. One> of the
greatest values of this type of thing

Lewises the fact that it brings the colleges
closer together and makes for great-
er friendship and concord between
them.

The following guests composed the
Colby party: President Franklin W.
Johnson; Dean Ninetta M. Runnals;
Dean Ernest C. Marriner; Weiton
P. Farrow, Superintendant of Main-
tenance; Malcolm B. Mower. Regis-
trar; Frank B. Hubbard, Treasurer;

I Ralph MacDonald, Assistant-Treasu-
rer.

11 Bates was represented bv Presi-
dent Clifton D. Gray; Dean Hazel M.

University ciark; Harry W. Rowe, Assistant to
I
the President; Norman E. Roes, Bur-

I
aar; and (Mabel L. Libby, Registrar.

:o : . ,

—

College Sport Writers

At the imitation of the Student,
sports writers from the four 7tlairsc

College weekly papers will meet in

Lewiston on Friday, May 13, the day
of the State meet preliminaries. Plans
for the formation of the Maine Col-
legiate Sports Writers Association
will he discussed at this time.

It is expected that the writers will
meet at (he DeWitt Hotel, here, and
that Al Buck, Sports Kditor of the
Portland Evening News, and Presi-
dent of the Maine Sports Writers As-
sociation, will speak.

for the first party to start out on
the Androscoggin near Bridgton,
paddle a day's journey, then camp
for. the night. The next day the re-

turn party will paddle the canoes
b . k. giving two different groups
the benefit of the sarnie trip. The
pace will not he hurried but only
the physically fit will be capable of

standing the rigors of a day's con-
tinuous paddling. Only expert swim-
mere will be allowed to make the
trip.

Women to Climb Mt. Washington
Plans for women's Outing Club

activities are 'more or lees tentative.
It is hoped, however, to engineer two
mountain climbs before the time of
examinations. A party of five women
is also planning to climb Mount
Washington after examinations are
over. After the impending board
elections, further plans may be
developed. Ultimate arrangements
concerning all the trips will be posted
on the bulletin hoard.

Nominations for the new officers
of the board of directors will be
made within the next week. Nomina-
tion..:; are regularly made by out-go-
isig members of the board.

Freshmen interested in being con-
sidered in the elections to the Junior
Body of the board of directors have
been asked to indicate their interest.
The committee in charge of selecting
members from the Freshman class
includes: Paul Carpenter '33, chair-
man; Norman Whitten '32; Edwin
Decatur '34; Verna Brackett '34;

and Valery Burati as ex-officio
member.

The Cigarette that's MILDER

—that TASTES BETTER

© 1932, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co

Erlynn, was the lack of enough I

makeup to destroy the youthfulness
of her face. True, Mrs. Erlynne was
supposed to look young, but some-
what older, we think, than her
daughter. When the men, motivat-

ing the entrance of Mrs. Erlynne,

spoke much of her charm, it was no
surprise to find Miss Hines easily

donning the mantle of her robe.

Miss Hines' Acting Realistic

The part she played Friday was
the Garhorian role of a languorous,

seductive woman, made more en-

trancing as it often happens, by the

passing of the hey-day of youth, and
the substitution for the blandness
of youth the everchanging halo of

memories and rich experiences. Mrs.

Erlynne carried the impression of

long, deep living, and Miss Hines
characterized it with sufficient res-

traint to make it real.

Miss Perkins was convincing as

the suspicious, set, puritanic, though
loving Lady Windermere. Perhaps
due to the' difficulty of the part with

its gamut of human feelings, and an
earnest desire to show genuine
grief, the role was played with a
slight extravagance of emotion, al-

though this did in no manner des-

troy the effectiveness of the acting,

for the acting conveyed to the au-
dience alternating feelings of hate,

love, suspicion, and grief. A great
deal should be expected of Miss

Perkins in the next three years.

Male Cast Does Well
Difficulty was found with the

casting of male characters, and al-

though each did well, none were so
admirable suited to their parts as

Austin to his. John Dority, '35, as
Lord Darlington could not entirely

overcome an inherent kindliness,
and, shall we say, righteousness of

temperament to play the unscrupu-
lous Lord Darlington. Charles Povey
'34, Mr. Cecil Graham, with mora
practice will achieve a freer man-
ner of speech; his stage poise was
excellent, as was that of Norman
Balcom, '35, who played Mr. Hop-
per.

Robert Kroepsch, '33, was decid-

edly English and formal as Parker,

the butler; John Curtis, '33 as Lord
Windermere gave his usual good
work, and Parker Dexter, '32, was
sufficiently humbled by Mrs. Er-
lynne, and enchanted by the beauty,

histrionically and actually, of Jean-
nette Wilson, as Lady Plymdale.

Frances C. Cronin, 33, as the de-

mure "chatterbox", Lady Agatha
Carlisle; Elizabeth Fosdick, '35 as
the cold, conventional Lady Jed-
hurgh, and Miriam Wheeler, '34, as

the equally conventional Lady Stut-

field, all took their minor, though
nonetheless important parts with
ease. Barbara Lincoln, '35, as Mrs.
Cowper-Cowper said her bit in

charming enough manner to suggest
she could much more as charming-
ly, and Thelma Poulin, '3 5, as Ro-
salie made one think that if he had
been the author, he would have"
brought Rosalie into the play soon-
er and more often. •

Statecraft Well Hendled
As usual tho stagecraft, in charge

of George Austin was excellently
handled, with his assistant, Walter
L. Gerke, '33, Edwin H. Prescott,

'33. Harold F. Goulston, '33, Will-

iam M. Thornton, '34, and Glidden
M. Parker, '35.

The electricians were Robert La-
Boyteaux. '32, and Julius S'. Lom-
bardi, '34.

Miss Christine W. Stone, '32,

completed four years as worker in

the Costume department, and two
years as Costume Mistress. She was
assisted by Thelma L. Kittredge,
' 3 3

Orlando F. Scofield, '32, complet-
ed his term as business manager.
He was assisted by Edward J. Wil-
mot, '33.

Ushers were Walter W. Wiking-
stad, '34, Herbert W. Jensen, '33;

John C. Hall, '33; Richard L. Tut-
hill, '33, George W. Crockwell, '33,

and Mashe Lightman, '32.
— -.o :

Radio Debate Feature

Of Freshman Forsenics

Freshman debaters are now busy
preparing a series of debates with
high school teams on the topic, of

Unemployment Insurance. At least

two debates are scheduled for the
near future, including one to be
held over the radio.

On Wednesday, April 27th, two
teams debated speakers from Hallo-

well High School. The two Bates
teams were: Gordon Jones and Lil-

lian Bean; Charlotte Longley and
John Dority. Two Bates graduates
coached the HalloweLl debaters;

Phillip Annas '28, and Scott Treword-

gy '31.

A Bates team composed of John
Khouri and Ray Stetson is scheduled

to debate Buckfield High School.

Buckfield, which won second place

in the Maine contest, is preparing to

attend the National Debating Tourna-
ment to be held in Sioux City, Iowa.

Last year Leavitt Institute and Ber-

wick Academy represented Maine and
Leavitt Institute won sixth place in

the national contest.

Perhaps of greatest interest will

he the debate with Gardiner High
School which is to be broadcast over
the radio. The late is tentative, but
the debate will be held in the near
future over the radio station at
Augusta. The Bates team will be
composed of Gordon Jones and Ro-
bert Lawrence.

Old And New Y. W.

Boards To Hold

Cabin Party

The Y. W. Rotreat will take place

next week-end. May 7th and Sth. at

Margaret Stebbin's camp in Mon-
mouth, Me. The girls plan to leave

Saturday at noon and to return Sun-

day night. Mrs. Miriam C. Majbee,

faculty advisor, will go along with

them. Edith Lerrigo is leader. The
program has not Been definitely

planned yet. although the purpose of

this retreat is to discuss the plans

and the budget for the coming >

to improve the Y. W. with relation

to campus problems, and to broaden
the Y. W. C. A.'s cooperation with
other boards. The members of the

old hoard who will attend are: Edith
Lerrigo, Mildred Mover, Olive Grover,

Muriel Bliss, Muriel (Sower, Doris
Mooney, Elizabeth Taylor, Carol Syl-

vester, Violet Blanchard. Julia

Briggs, Eva Sonstroem, Evelyn Rolfe,

Marjorie Boothby, and Elizabeth

Lord. The following members of the

Y. W. Board will attend ailso: Mil-

dred Moyer, Olive Grover, Frances
Hayden, Eva Sonstroem, Arline Ed-
wards, Ruth Rounds. Florence Og-
den. Dawn Orcutt, Margaret John
son, Lucienne Blanchard, Gwendolyn
Spear, Comstance. Fuller, Josephim-
Springer, and Elizabeth Lord.

Late New§ Flash

The faculty held a meeting yes-

terday afternoon to consider the

petition for Sunday tennis. After a

discussion the motion was made and
dulv carried that Mr. Valery Burati

be allowed to withdraw his petition.

:o:

Women's Politics Club

ice Nielson, '33 has been elec-
J \.mt of the Women's Politics

Club. Other officers are as follows:

inia Lewis. '33. vice-president,

Norma Hinds, '33, secretary-

surer. Plans are being made for

a it ibiu party to be held at Thorn-

srag, May 5th.'

Ramsdell Scientific Club

is regular meeting on Thurs-

ning A,iril 28, Margaret Ran-
! aid Helen Parker, '33, gave

mational talk on "Ccsme-

Patrontee our Advertisers

Fly with

Seth Yerrington

SPECIAL RATES FOR
BATES STUDENTS

$12 for dual instruction

$10 for solo flying

$1.00 for observation trip over
Lewiston and Auburn

See Bates Campus by Air

INSTRUCTOR FOR BATES FLYING CLUB

I

TUFTS •COLLEGE

school
Founded 1900

C(»XEGS men and vsomen—prepare for a pro-

fusion of vridf"i :rs interest and opportunity.

Recent research lias entered the scope ot

everv nhaso of dentistry. The field demands,

more than ever before, men and women of

ahiiitv backed by superior training. Such
trainirc: Tuft? Cofl ce Dental School o"ers to

;t«s students. School opens on September 29,

1952. Oor catalog way snide you in choosing

your can Ki.r latorinalion address

—

William Rice, D.M.D., Scl).^ Dean
416 Huntington Avenue Boston, Mass.

SAY IT WITH ICE CREAM

George A. Ross
ELM STREET

Bates 1904

LE

ESSAGER
Publishing Co*

Job Printers

Publishers

225 LISBON STREET

Frocks for
A Y T I M e ri nappy
*A N C E
1 1 1 b b Sportswear

collegiate griffon clothes for men
D

109-111 Lisbon St., CORTELL'S Lewiston, Maine.

aliments 01

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

Main Street

SCHOOL PAPERS YEAR BOOKS

MERRILL & WEBBER CO.
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS

95-99 MAIN STREET, AUBURN, MAINE

PROGRAMS ANNOUNCEMENTS M

GEO. V. TURGEON & CO.
Agents for the beautiful G-men Watches

DIAMONDS - - WATCHES
80 LISBON STREET, LEWISTON MAINE.

GOOGM
FUEL CO.

COAL, WOOD and COKE
1801 Phones 1800

114 Bates Street 67 Elm Street
LEWISTON AUBURN

MOST COMPLETE AND UP-TO-DATE

Luggage Store East of

Fogg's Leather Store

123 MAIN ST., LEWISTON, MAINE.

HarryL Phmmer
PORTRAIT—Commercial and

Finishing Photography-

New Studio

At 135 Main St.,

Lewiston, - Maine.

GROUND FLOOR

TAXI
4 0 4 0

UNION SQUARE TAXI CO.
171 MAIN STREET

For GOOD CLOTHES and

FURNISHINGS

WHEELER CLOTHING CO,
Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS.

Special discount given to college students

BILL
The Barber

For

Eds and Co-Eds

CHASE HALL

HAMMOND BROS.
PHOTOGRAPHERS

Portraits and
Framing

Commercial Work and
Amateur Finishing

138 Lisbon Street 1

LEWISTON, MAINE

CRONIN & ROOT
SELL

GOOD CLOTHES
140 LISBON STREET, LEWISTON
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SUGGEST \ MANAGER
OF INTRA-MCRAL ATHLETICS
We should like to suggest to the

Athletic Council the advisability of
appointing a Manager of Intramural
Athletics. This man, and his as-

sistants, would arrange the intra-

mural basketball and baseball sche-
dule!-;, handle all affairs each as the
coming golf tournament, have charge
of the equipment for all informal
sporte, and be generally responsible
for their handling.

The creation of this position would
•take much responsibility away from
the office of the Director of Athletics,
and assure efficient handling of in-

formal sports, at the same time doing
away with the cWnfusion which now
exists when students attempt to
initiate proceedings.

ADAMS WD HAUL
DO GOOD WORK AT I'EXX
The running of Am Adams and

Clayt Hall at the Penn games gave
satisfaction to Coach Thompson
which made up somewhat for . the
disappointment at not winning the
mile relay. One sports writer clocked
Adams at 48 2-5 seconds, but Coach
Thompson says Arn, not in too good
condition, did only 49. He expects
Adams to come down to his 1931
time before the State Meet, possibly,
but certainly before the New Eng-
•land.s. Adams will again race McCaf-
ferty, now a Holy Cross senior. Mc-
Cafferty, beaten by Adams last year,
is expected to put all he has in the
New England 4 4 0.

Clayt Hall, coming up from fifth

to first in his leg of the relay, thinks
he could have run faster if he hadn't
underestimated his own power, and
Coach Thompson, speaking of Hall,
says that if he had known what Hall
could do a couple of weeks ago, he
would have considered a two mile
relay team, with Hall taking Cole's
place an the line-up.

ABOUT FRESHMEN
COMPETITION MERITS

Uniacke, Bowdoin's star frosh
miiler, doesn't want to impair his
chancers to make the IC4A'S his
senior year, and wiM stay out of tbe
running this year, according to the
Bowdoin ORIENT, Jack Magee
Bruntswick's Democrat boss, and
Bowdoin track coach, is against this,

stating that to him, a win now is

more important than an IC4A entry
in four years. From the standpoint
of the individual runner, of course,
a chance to lead the ipack in the
national meet is something to look
forward to, but 4 points in the
national meet doesn't look as good
for the school as a win over the other
istate colleges, Magee says.
We fail to agree with this opinion.

Bates' experience in this field points
to the opposite view. Both last yea.r

and this—we lost a chance ito get
the Walker Cup, the oldest available
trophy connected with Penn relay
events, both times because Bates
Seniors, who had run their fresh-
man year, were ineligible for com-
petition; In both instances— , more-
over, these men had done compara-
tively little for their college by en-
tering in meets their freshman year.
Viles scored one point in the mile
his firashman year; Chapman scored
five, but Bates came out a poor third
in that year's State Meet, Bates'
Junior team was forced to compete
with seniors from the other colleges,

all men of more experience. If Uniac-
ke, or anybody else, sees a chance
to do something big his senior year
and wantis to stay out of competi-
tion now in order to be eligible then,
we don't blame him.

It would be of more value, both
to the Freshmen from a development
standpoint, and to the college's
record, If more Frosh meets were
a rranged and Freshmen kept out of
varsity competition altogether.

FOOTBALL PRACTICE
CONTINUES UNDER SPINKS

Equipped with summer model
football uniforms, football stars-in-
the-making are working daily under
Coach Spink's watchful eye. After
once getting accustomed to seeing
men running through off tackle <plays
in shorts and basketball jerseys, one
sees that the men are getting valu-
ably fundamental drill in principles
and plays which will probably form
the basis of the Garnet attack in the
fall.

Bates Trackmen

To Meet Strong

Wildcat Outfit

The Bates varsity track team
opens its Spring meet competition
Saturday when the squad travels to

Durham to meet the University of

New Hampshire. This will be the
second dual meet of the year for the
Garnet runners, the first encounter
resulting in a defeat by Maine to the
tune of 62-55.

Coach Pleased By Improvement
Coach Thompson has been drilling

his charges daily, and has been con-
siderably encouraged by constant
improvement in many of the men.
Billy Knox is Bates' greatest hope in

the sprints for Saturday's contest.

Billy should take the 10 0 yard dash
against the Wildcat sprinters. In a
time trial last Saturday he was
clocked at 9.8 seconds in the century-

run. Jensen and Rush Long are the
probable running mates of Knox in

this event. In the quarter mile,

Adams, New England champion,
should find little difficulty in besting

the New Hampshire 440 men. It is

very probable that Hall and Lary
will also gather points in this race.

The longer distances will be ably
contested by Captain Whitten and
Malloy in the mile and two mile, and
by Jellison and Adams in the half

mile.

In the field events, Bates will be
weak as has been the case for the
past few years. Harry Dill, now the
only pole vaulter on the team, will

meet fine competition, but has a
good chance of placing. Kramer,
Dunham, and Cooper will represent
the Garnet in the high-jump, while
Knox and Sampson should figure in

the broad jump. The javelin throw
presents a question, but Bill Dun-
ham, who has been improving with
practice, may come through. Norm
Douglas is the Garnet's biggest hope
in the hammer throw with Clapp and
Annicetti or Patterson forming the
balance of Bates strength in the,
event. Kramer in the discus. Gorham
and Taylor in the shot, fill out the
roster of the local field power.

Wildcats Have Strong Team
The Wildcats on the other hand

will put on the field a well balanced
team bolstered by the presence ofj
/many veterans. They buried the :

Brown University squad beneath a

!

90-44 count last Saturday, and will
be a formidable opponent indeed.

Student Horsemen

PlanRiding Ciub

Bob Lamb and his fellow horse-
back ri ling enthusiasts are forming

a riding club which is open to both

men and women on the campus.
Bob hopes to be able to obtain the

use of part of Thorrcrag to be used
as a bridle path and possibly a

jumping course. The suggestion of a

moonlight ride through Thorncrag
will certainly increase the member-
ship of the club.

Plan "Polo Team
A polo team will be formed from

those members who qualify and
other types of teams will be formed
to enter meets of competition.
A fact which may be of interest

to many students is that no previous
knowledge of riding is required to

join the club. The only prerequisite

is a certain amount of enthusiasm
and your attendance at the first

meeting to be held in the "Y" room
of Chase Hall, Thursday at 7:00
P. M.

Lamb Sponsoring Horse Sliow

Lamb is one of the sponsors of

the Lewiston First Annual Horse
Show which occurs on May 21, at
the Maine State Fair Grounds. The
competition is not limited to ex-

perienced riders. Further informa-

tion in regard to this may be ob-

tained at the first meeting Thurs-
day.

This »ew and interesting under-
taking- is one which warrants the
enthusiastic cooperation of the stu-

dents, for no other sport includes

both men and women. The expense
is such that fid one need be kept
from it.

Several of the men who have seen
service in former years are Hanley,.

star performer with the weights.
WhltebOTJSe, a hurdler of no mean
ability. Thayer, also a fence sweep-
er, and DeMoulpied, New England
champion in the two mile, who barely
nosed out Whitten in the. meet be-
tween the two colleges last year and i

established a record of nine minutes
and thirty-nine seconds in the New
Englands later in the season.

Prospect for a victory Saturday
are not very bright. New Hampshire,
with practically the same team that!
won the New England championship

|

in 1931, will be no easy oponent. The
Wildcats are undefeated thus far this
season in two starts and a win for
Bates should bring her much pres-
tige. It is hoped that the Bobcats will
(show sufficient punch in the running
events to offset the weakness which
is bound to hamper them in the field.

Adams and Hall

Give Bates Second

in Penn Relays

Due to the poor conditions of the

Martindale Country Club greens,

the proposed golf tournament,

which was to open Monday under

the sponsorship of the STUDENT
,

is

indefinitely postponed.
Tom Lamev. Martindale I ro,

said yesterday that he doubts the

greens will be in shape till May 15,

the date on which the Bates-Mar-

tindale contract expires. The tem-

porary greens which golfers are

using at present are unfit for tour-

nament play.
Reminding Bates students of his

offer of sometime ago to coach a

team of six men from the college

free of charge. Mr. Lamey says that

the Lewiston High School golfers

have asked him to challenge a team
of Bates men in their behalf.

The fact that thirty men and ten

women had signed up for the tour-

nament shows that there is interest

in golf at Bates. A survey of the

average scores passed in by these

golfers shows that Vin Kirby '3:1,

John Gross '35, Parker Mann '32,

Cal Chamberlain '3 2, Clinton Dill

'32, Albert Jordan '32, and Eddie
Aldrich '35 are all capable golfers,

and if anything comes out of the

suggestion that we have a team,

these men may be expected to form
its nucleus.

The question of renewing the

h'.c.nket membership at .Martindale is

still undecided, pending the meet-
ing of the Athletic Council next

week.

Penn Relays
Continued from Page 1

world record time.
The members of the relay team

have expressed their gratitude to

Mr. Cutts for permitting the team,

an alternate, and the coach and
manager to make the trip this year,

even though Bates had none too

strong expectations.
Coach Thompson remarks that

Penn, although breaking a record

in one event, is much inferior to its

last year's quartet. Its frosh medley
team came out seventh this year,

Penn. however, had quite a set

of quarter milers. Each man on the
team can do less than 49.

Bates Meets Colby-

Tennis Opened To-Day

Capt Cliff Jacobs and the tennis

team are scheduled to play a .match

with Colby this afternoon This is

the first encounter of the year for

the Garnet racquet fielders and

much interest is being displajed in

the outcome of the match.

Jacobs. Wood, Lightman
,

and An-

tine will probably be in the Bates

lineup.

Dr. Little To Address

Maine Physicists Here

The Maine Physicist Association,

made up of all the Maine teachers

of College Physics, will meet here

Saturday for their annual spring

meeting. This group of professors

meets to discuss new developments

in their field of work and to ex-

change methods and laboratory ex-

periments. After a dinner in the

"Y" room of Chase Hall Dr. Little

will address the group on his recent

trip to Germany.
The meeting will open at 10. 00

in the Physics lecture room in Car-

nagie to discuss the college entrance

developments in the Maine colleges.

The ladies will be shown the cam-

pus at this time by Mrs. Whitehorne

and Mrs. Woodcock. President and

Mrs. Grav will be the guests of the

association. President Gray will at

this time extend the welcome of the

college to the visitors. After Dr.

Little's address the meeting will

adjourn.
The organization has no officers

and is held for the common interest

and value received from the semi-

annual meetings. Last spring the

meeting was at Bowdoin; last fall,

at Colby. Next fall the meeting will

probably be held at Maine. Up to

last year the meetings were strictly

stag. The ladies were then included

in the invitation and their presence

has become a regular feature.— :o :

JORDAN SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY

On Thursday evening, April 28,

Prof. Fisher ga<ve an interesting, il-

lustrated talk to the members of the

club, comparing the scenery of Maine
with scenery throughout the country.

At a recent election, the following

officers were elected: Donald Ham,
'33. president; Edward Wilmot, vice-

president. '33: Wesley Tiffney, '33,

executive chairman.

Patronize our Advertisers

STATE BOYS TRACK
MEET HERE SATURDAY

Boy track hopefulls from all over
the istate. and a few from outside the
state, will congregate here on Satur-
day for the state track meet culmi-
nating the annual boys' week activi-

teis. The preliminaries for the local
boys were held here Monday after-
noon. This coming event gives the
college plenty of publicity. Bates
track men act as judges.

MORE SPORTS:—Little things
like this break coach's heart: a lead
man in one of the Penn relays forgot
his baton, and was disqualified be-
fore he finished his quarter. Another
man realized he had forgotten his
baton just as the gun was about to

be fired; he jumped up from his
Parting position, made a wild grasp
for the gun and displayed frantic
emotion until an assistant manager
remedied his predicament by giving
him the much needed stick. . . When
a woman gets up to meet a return-
ing relay artist at six o'clock in the
morning in a Portland station, it is

time for the investigation to begin. .

Out star hitter astounded Boston
during the basebaill trip by delivering
an oratipn from the balcony of the
Lenox must have been about
those nineteen fifty suits

Why is this

vital question so much
avoided by other cigarettes?

X^VER since Lucky Strike created

that special process for purify-

ing fine tobacco and told the full

facts about cigarette smoking

—

the industry has been in an uproar.

For Lucky Strike has dared to

mention things that were con-

sidered "taboo" in the cigarette

trade.

You may have noticed a striking

avoidance generally of the word
"inhale" in cigarette advertising.

Why? Goodness only knows!

For everybody inhales—knowingly

or unknowingly! Every smoker

breathes in some part ofthe smoke
he or she draws out of a cigarette.

That's why it's all-important to be
certain that your cigarette smoke
is pure and clean—to be sure you
don't inhale certain impurities.

Do you inhale? Lucky Strike has
dared to raise this vital question
—for it gives you the protection
you want . . . because certain im-
purities concealed in even the
finest, mildest tobacco leaves
are removed by Luckies* famous
purifying process. Luckies created
that process. OnlyLuckies have it!

"It's toasted"
Your Throat Protection

Copr , 1932, The
American Tobacco Co.

0. K. AMERICA
TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE—60 modern minutes with the world's finest dance orchestras andfamous
Lucky Strike news features, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening, ever N. B. C networks.

Donald, Gormley

Lead Next Year's

Band and Bobcats

FTed Donald"^of:
Houlton will

?? of Meriden Conn., will be the

next leader of the Bobcats, dance

or^eS Clapperton announced

y%Z^ will take charge of the

band before the State Track Meet

and lead it during that event. *or

the first time, Clapperton will
^

an athletic con**** from the stand*

Ever since he entered Bates, and even

when he wa* a local high school sta-

dent Gil has been an important

Member of the Bobcat Band He.has

been its leader for the past two yean,

as well as the leader of the Little

Symphony, which he organized and

the Bobcats. Clapperton intends to

study medicine and plans to do more

steadv band work after this summer.
Both Are Prominent

Fired Donald has been with the

Bates Band, the 'Little Symphony,

and the Bobcats, for two years. He is

a member of the trumpet quartet

recently organized. Before coming to

Bates, Donald was a member of the

band at Occidental College, Cali-

fornia, and he has played in various

jazz orchestras during the summer.

Goirmley is also prominent m college

musical circles, especially for his

work as pianist apt vocalist for the

Bbocats. He is a member of the Gar-

net Revelers, Men's quartet.

MARTINEAU'S
We Specialize In SODA FOUntat*LUNCHEONS

IT'S "THE" PLACE

R. E. MARTINEAU CO
DRUGGISTS

235 Main St.

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets

Have you thought off making

DENTISTRY
YOUR LIFE WORK?

The Harvard University Dental

School offers an unsurpassed

course in this field of health

service, with emphasis on mti

ical correlations. A "Class
J«

school. Write for catalog.

Lerey M. S. Miner. D.M.O., M.D., Dm,,

Dept. 47 , 188 Lonowood Ave.. Boston. Man.

<4-

BLUE BOOK

LENDING LIBRARY
1 Sabattus St.,

LEWISTON, MAINE

Trlnpliono 83379 Hours, 1:30—G P.M.

The Bates Seal
Embossed on Coin Purses, Billfolds, Ciga

teS.

te Cases, etc.—All Genuine Calfskin,

AUBIGNE CUSH1NG AND ClAYTONHau
Student Representatives

For OMALDA COMPANY
Auburn, Maine

NOTICE
All Crew Members, Supervisors, TeaJ

Captains and Student subscription sab

people who wish to avail themselves, of ^
opportunitv for free scholarships made pot

sible through the courtesy of the Lea&j

Magazine Publishers again this yen ar

requested to apply to the national organie

M Anthony Steele Jr., Bex 244. San Joai

Porto Rico, stating o,ualifications fully.

M. Anthony Steele, Jr.

Berman's
BASS MOCCASINS AND SHOES

SUEDE JACKETS

57 Main Street, Lewiston.

serVall
LUNCH

44 Bates St. Geo E. Schmi.lt

The Blue Line
Lewiston—Rumford—Farmington

Lv Lewiston

—

7 45 A.M. 12.35 P.M., 4.25 P.M.
Lv Rmnford

—

7 35 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4.15 P.M.
.v H'h nni ritfton

—

7.30 A M., 12.20 P.M., 4.10 P.M

STANDARD TIME

Fred C, McKenney
64 Sabattus Street

CITIES SERVICE GASOLINE
and LUBRICATING OILS

WASHING and GREASING
Nearest Gasoline Station to College

Compliments of

J. W. White Co.

We can show you a varied selection of

PRIZE CUPS

FOUNTAIN PENS

of all standard makes

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS

LADIES*

LEATHER HANDBAGS

LEATHER BILLFOLDS

BOOK ENDS

CLOCKS

of all kinds

BARNSTONE-OSGOOD

COMPANY

Jewelers

50 LISBON STREET
Lew'-ston, Maine

LEWISTON MONUMENTAL
WORKS

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
James P. Murphy Co.

6 to 10 Bates St.. LEWISTON.
Telephone 4634-It

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME

White Flannels, Sport Coat and Sweaters

FLANDERS
62 COURT STREET, AUBURN, MAINE.

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing

24 HOUR SERVICE
"THE QUALITY SHOP"

3 Minutes from the Campus

R* W* CLARK ******** Dmggist
^- Pure Drugs and Medicines

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Compan
Lewiston, Maine

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students
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PRACTICAL SOCIALISM

prcm a recent edition of the Lew-

ton Sun. we took the following la-

^ el ing ccimment upon the conduct

f the city of Milwaukee from an

A viated Press dispatch:

Milwaukee city Government, many
vears tinged by Socialist thought and
Lactice, today starts a' four-year

program which ventures further than

nv large American city has ever

g0Be into the .field of practical So-

eiaifem.v

Socialists are in complete control

0f the city hall. They .proved it yes-

terday when a city council of doubt-

f0l,polHAcal
complexion voted for So-

cialiet
men and ideas, and gave

rousing support to Daniel W. Hoan,
veteran Socialist mayor who began

jjlg
17th year in office.

If the program laid down by Mayor
Hoan accomplished, the city will

be 'in the business of retailing coke,

and poeeiMy coal. The six hour day

tiH be in effect in municipal employ-

ment.

In the city hall there will be a
municipal bank where citizens may
deposit livings.

The city legal department will be
studying a proposal that Federal

legislation be sought to allow mu-
nicipalities to issue bank notes on

the .5*111 e conditions as National

bank.

Pay of city workers will not be
lowered except under stress of great
emergency. Tha private contractor

doing municipal work will be passing

out of the political picture. And
a city worker will be delivering the

milk in the morning.
Mayor Hoan was specific in mark-

ing the limits to which he believes

Socialism should go. "To avoid any
misunderstanding, I should like to

make it clear that I do not desire

to have the city go into the general

retail business, with the possible ex-

ception of '.milk and fuel," he said

in his inaugural address to the new
city council. "My 'proposal is that the

sealer of weights and 'measures be
authorized to market goods only

when necessary to iprevent unreason-
able hold-ups in prices on the ne-
cessities of life."

* STUDENT ANNOUNCES CONTEST
FOR QUEEN OF IVY HOP; ANY

x SUBSCRIBER ELIGIBLE TO VOTE
Under Direct Supervision of Student and Ivy

Hop Committee— Results of Week's Bal-
loting Published Next Issue

Ballot-Page Four Psychology Group

Studies Patients

At State Asylum

More Democratic, Similinr

To Carnival Queen

The Student announces that it is

conducting in this issue the first of
two week's balloting to name a
queen of the Ivy Hop which will be nTnil ' 1\ T ^^ 4-^ 1 ; „ ^ (1 „ n „

held late in ,May under the auspices i

VariOUS Mental Diseases

Augusta Cohen

Wins Bates-B. U.

French Contest

Charlotte Cutts Award-
ed Third Prize

of the Junior Glass. Any subscriber,
that is, alumnus, alumna, or under-
graduate is eligible to vote for a
woman member of the student body.
The results of the first week's

voting will he published in the next
issue, and the eventual winner of the
most votes will be announced two
weeks from to-day in the Student.
She will be installed at the Ivy Hop.
The ballot is on the sixth and

seventh columns of the fourth page.
They can be removed easily. After
filling out, ballot one may be cast
from Wednesday upon the issue of
the Student until Saturday night at
nine o'clock at the Publishing Asso-
ciation Office in Ohase Hail. .Mail

ballots must bear a postmark no
later than Saturday at 12 o'clock.

The contest is similiar to the ac-

tion taken by the previous Student
administration in sponsoring the
selection of a Carnival Queen. It is,

however, more democratic than the
previous selection. This type of con-
test is already popular in other col-

leges.
The Committee in charge is made

up of Clive Knowles, Editor of the
Student, and John Dobravolsky,
chairman of the Ivy Hop.

Each person may vote once each

of the two weeks, signing both the

name of his nominee, and his own.

DEPRESSION EDUCATION
According to Professor Jesse B.

Observed In Cases

By MARION CROSBY

Several members of the Experi-
mental Psychology Class, accompa-
nied by the instructor, Prof. M.
Howell Lewis, visited the Maine
State Hospital tor Insane, at Au-
gusta, last Wednesday afternoon, in

order to study various types of ab-
normal behavior. Dr. Elkins con-
ducted the students through various
buildings and picked out cases to

illustrate different kinds of abnor-
malities, explained their causes, in-

sofar as they are known, the symp-
toms, and the effects upon person-
ality.

The common forms of insanity,

so the students were told, are mere-
ly exaggerated expressions of cha-

racteristics that are found in less

marked degrees in normal indivi-

duals. Two of the most common
forms were explained by Dr. Elk-

irs.

To illustrate the manic phase of

manic-depressive insanity, a blind

woman was used. The doctor ex-

plained that she had been unable

to adjust herself to reality, to blind-

ness and its depressing effects, and

so she had taken flight into a sub-

jective realm where she could be

BOWDOIN OR MAINE FAVORED

TO WIN STATE MEET HERE

ON FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

The latter, which must be written,
' happy And she was happy. She had

will be kept secret, but is required

to assure honest voting.
The Queen will be admitted free

to the Ivy Hop, and will be recog-

nized with an appropriate ceremony.
— vo :

Dam t>{ the Boston University School
of Education, the present widespread
economic depression is 'to a large
degree responsible for many of the
revolutionary changes that are being
suggested and adopted in the field

of education. At the various meetings
of national educational societies, re-

search boards and committees which
he has attended at Washington and
other cities recently, Professor Da-
vis, has been greatly impressed by
the effort that is being imade to im-
prove present educational methods
and organization.

Professor Davis for many years has

served as an active, member and
officer of several educational organi-
zations. He has served as president
of the National Vocational Guidance
Association, president of the Second-
ary School Principal's association and
as 'New England representative on
the national committee for research

in secondary education. In 1929 Pro-

fessor Davis was a delegate to the

International Educational Conference

at Geneva.
He continues:

Changes in System

"The experiment which is being

made in the state of California is of

particular interest to those connected

with colleges and other institutions

of higher education," said Professor

Davis "In the new arrangement that

has been adopted there, the student

attends four years of junior high

school, fallowed by two years ot

junior college combined, before en-

tering a professional or technical

course in the university. This new
Plan, which greatly resembles the

European system, will undoubtedly

have considerable influence among
educators throughout the country.

( "The effects of the depression have

been felt particularly in the matter

of master's degrees. Many college

graduates have found it impossible,

because of existing economic con-

ditions, to secure positions and there-

fore have returned to college to study

for a master's degree. This is indeed

a commendable step, but I am afraid

that too many students today are

seeking the advance degree just for

the dollar and cent value that it

will mean to them later on. I am
afraid that the far-seeing student,

amassing knowledge for the sake of

his own enlightenment and enjoy-

ment, is a type 'thai is rapidly disap-

pearing in our country.
"While attending a large assembly

of educators at the national capitol

a month ago, I was surprised to learn

of the change of policy in regards to

the educational question that is be-

•nR made by the labor representa-
tives. In the past they have always

nought specialization in education

whereby every boy studying in prepa-

ration for entrance into industrial

"te is trained exclusively in one

Particular field. So 'many .men who
ar« trained in only one form ot

willed labor have been forced out
ot employment by changing econo-

mic conditions, that organized labor

« now urging the establishment of

loader educational courses. They
inua hope to provide in the future

adaptability to a continually

Wm. A. Hoyt, '80

Dead-Was Noted

Teacher, Author

Word was received on the Bat as

campus early this week of the

death of William Adams Hoyt of the

class of 1880 who died in Boston

on March 10. He was buried at his

home in Pemaquid, Maine, where

he retired a few years ago.

Hoyt was the author of "Love of

Nature as Basis of Learning and
Teaching Science". Upon graduation

he became principal at Kockport,

later going to Cumberland, Medway,
Mass., North Brookfield, and Augus-

ta, Maine, in the same capacity. He
received his master's degree in

1884. From 1S94-1904 he was su-

perintendent in Brookfield, Mass. In

1904 he became connected with the

Boston Public Schools in which ca-

pacity he remained until 1909 when
he joined the staff of the Custom
House, in Boston, where he served

until his retirement. The birthplace

of William Hoyt was Winthrop.

Maine.
_ :o: —*

-

Students Erect

Cairn on Summit

Of Mount David

All Major Rocks Found
In Maine Used

not a care in the world. She was

easily excited, highly suggestible,

and her thinking was shallow and

disconnected.

Dementia Praecox Common Disorder

A common form of disorder is

dementia praecox, which expresses

itself in various forms. The first

symptoms of this disease usually

appear in comparatively young peo-

ple, from 20-40 years of age. It may
be the result of defective heredity,

that is insufficient supply of energy

ior development through adoles-

cence to normal adult life. Or it may
result from the inability of the per-

son to mae adequate adjustments

to the environment.
The doctor introduced 'the group to

a .fine looking woman, who had been

a talented singer with a promising

operatic career before the onset of

this dread disease. She was now sub-

ject to delusions and hallucina-

tions and while she remembered

some things from her past life, her

whole thought life was a confused

jumble. She was given to making

immoral and profane remarks, but

while she was apparently aware that

this was wrong, she accepted no

blame for it. Someone who did not

like her had put the words on her

lips. She herself did not say such

things.

I,ike Any Hospital

Those who have seen only the ex

toriov of the State Hospital with

its grim stone buildings and barred

windows will be surprised to find

the interior comparatively bright

and cheerful, at least as much so as

in any hospital. There are many
wards and private rooms, all im-

maculately neat, and furnished with

white iron beds with clean white

spreads. There are sun parlors, and

living-rooms with attractive furni-

ture, radios, and often-times flow-

ers There is a regular training

school for the nurses as in any hos-

pital and laboratories for dental

work and physiotherapy.

Augusta G. Cohen. '3 2 of Win-
throp, Mass. won first prize Monday
night, when Boston University and
Bates met in the first inter-collegiate

French oratorical contest ever to be

held in New England. Charlotte E.

Task '3 2, of the- visiting team was
awarded second prize, while third

place went to Charlotte Cutts '33 of

Lew iston.

The Little Theatre was filled to

capacity as President Gray arose to

welcome 'the visitors and announce
the opening of the contest. When his

introductory remarks, delivered in

French, were concluded, he proceeded

to call upon the contestants, who
spoke on the following subjects:

Charlotte Task, of B. U.. "Roma in

Rolland au-dessus de la melee"; Au-
gusta Cohen, of Bates, "Les Salons

d'antan"; Frances Annis, of B. U.,

Madame dtSeamier et Napoleon";
Charlotte Cutts, of Bates, "Une Pen-
see inspiree par Pascal"; James Fer-

rig.no, of B. I*., L'Am6ricain s'amu-
se"; and Frank Murray, of Bates,

"Un Ami de toujours."

M. Jules Satvarin. editor of the
"Fraco-A.meri.rain" of Waterville an-

nounced tha decision of the judges
after they had deliberated for a short

rime. The winners received twenty-
five, fifteen, and ten dollars in gold
respectively, the prizes having been
made possible through the generosity

of local Franco-Americans who have
consistently encouraged and co-

operated with the French activities

on campus. The other 'two judges

wore Dr. Ernest Gruoning, editor of

the "Portland Evening News", and
Miss Adrienne Belleau, teacher of

French at Lewi.ston High School. The
basis of judgment took into account

excellence of composition, diction,

pronunciation and intonation.

The evening's program was brought

to a close by a .series of short

speeches from three who were espe-

cially interested in the promotion of

•such activities. Dr. Raoul Lafond of

Lewiston warmly congratulated con-

testants and coaches as well on the
high degree of excellence and profi-

ciency to which the speakers had at-

tained in their use of the French
language. M. ,ouis-Philippe Gagne,
editor of "Le iMessager", Lewiston's
entenprizing French newspaper, and
one of the most enthusiastic sponsors

fo the contest, expressed his appre-

ciation for the efforts of all those
who helped to imake the evening a
success. Dr. Gruening brought the
evening to a fitting climax, when, in

a few well chosen words, he stressed

the incalculable value which such
contests hold for college students

and the public as a whole.

Deutsche Verein

Offers Two Plays

At City Church

Mr. Labouvie and Inge
Von Mueller Lead

D»r Deutsche Verein scored an-
other when it put on two one-act

plays Friday night at the Grace
Lutheran Church, before a large and
appreciative audience of students

and members of the local German
community. '

German Campus Guests Lead

The first play "Wie Man's Macht
in Amerika" was a rollicking com-
edy in German. Mr. Labouvie of the

German department took the lead-

ing role and also coached th

Inge von Muller was the heroine,

Betty, who falls in love with the
dashing young American much to

the consternation of her parents

and to the disgust of Herr Stahl-

mann, a pompous German who seeks
her in marriage and who has no use

for the "uncultured" American who
is wild like one would expect, com-
ing from a land of Indians, rattle-

snakes, and bears. Donald Bond and
Eva Sonstroem played the parts of

Betty's parents and Jeannette Cot-
tesfeld was Minna, the maid. Stan-

ley Jackson was excellent as Herr
Stahlmasn, and both leading parts

were admirably acted.

The second play was "The Late

Guest", in English, and was coached
by Evelyn Rolfe w-ho is a member of

the 4-A Players. This was a de-

lightful "Cinderella" story of a
young girl, Hannchen, who because

Sport Dopesters Accord Third Place to Bates,

With Colby Trailing—Supremacy of Bow-

doin Depends Largely Upon Larson,

Star Weightman

BATES SURE OF FIVE FIRSTS

Expect Adams In 440 And 220. Knox In 100, Jettison In

Mile, And Whitten In Two Mile Run To Gather

Most Of Bates' Points

The state meet, to be held here

the last two days of this week,

promises to bring plenty of excite-

ment to those who pay the dollar

and a half admission, with Bowdoin
! and Maine fighting it out for the

top honors, the former having some-
' thing like a two point margin over

|
the boys from Orono, if the results

j
can be fore-shadowed correctly.

ay - Bates is due to take third place.

Bowdoin's supremacy depends to

a large measure upon what Larson,

star weight man, does with the dis-

cuss. If Fickett of Maine comes
through over Larson. Maine's

chances to go home with another
victory soar way up.

Experts look for the mile run to

furnish the thrills. Not that Jelli-

son will be especially pushed here,

but Booth, of Maine, and Usher and
Sewall of Bowdoin are all of about

the same calibre, and will be all

about the same in the running.

Bates Has Four Stars
Bates is practically sure of five

first places, with Am Adams un-

beatable in the 440, and due for

another blue ribbon in the 220

dash, Billy Knox is scheduled for a

Aside from these, Clayt Hall may
come through with a second in the

quarter, bringing Bates total scor-

ing to a maximum of 31, barring

miracles.
Bates is utterly destitute of good

men to fill up the gaps in the field

events, and to act as seconds to the

stars on the track. The hurdlers are

also likely to resign the honors of

the day, with nobody on the Bates

squad looked upon as a point win-

ner.
The Dashes

In the 100 yard dash, aside from
Billy Knox, Means and Moulton,
both of Maine, have done near 10

flat, and are apt to be the chief

contenders for tallies. Both these

Maine men figure also in the 220
dash, with Moulton having a slight

edge on Means in this event. He has

do:.e 22.4 in the 220. McLaughlin,
BowdoinVs >;tar all-round man, gave

Bell a good race when Bowdoin met
M. I. T. a short time ago, and may
be in the running.

McLaughlin, and his team-mate
Stanwood will certainly be rated fa-

vorites in the hurdles. McLaughlin
is expected to take first in the 220

with Stanwood second,

undisputed two
mile king.

Engagement of

Senior Couple

Party Surprise

of the financial straits of her family
"^bitten still the

has to forego a dance that her sister

might attend. This means that aba

cannot see her friend and would-be
lover who expects that she will be

there. While she weeps over her
misfortune her grandmother, sym-
pathetic and young at heart comes
to comfort her, and then, very un-
expectedly Herr Krause, Hann-
chen V; friend, arrives with some
flowers. He is entertained at the

j

house and the two young people

;

have a wonderful time singing and
|

dancing, till the parents of Hann-i
chen come home. Everything turns

j

out happily for Hannchen and herjaum debates. Robert Lawrence and
suitor.. Hannchen and Herr Krause

j Gordon Jones will advance the pro-
were played by Marian Blake and' positjon tnat thg severa i states
Robert Kroepsch. Elizabeth McGrath

| ghould enact legislation providing
made a charming and delightful lor compulsory unemployment in-
grandmother. The supporting cast/ gUTjmee Gardiner High School, re-

was as follows: Judge Helbig, Elden
I Dreseiited by Francis MacFarlane

win in the century, as well as a high hurdles,

second to Adams in the 220, Jelli- 1 ai d these two reverse positions in

take the mile, and the 120 lows. Flonng, a Maine
son all set to

Freshmen Debate

Against

To Close Season

trans-
Thirty-five men students

norted three car loads of facing

stones and ten bags of cement and

Club are building.^ ^ ^ ^
rocks. Some of

the Keith

-:o :-

Long Speaks to

Student Assembly

vi* declared

Sing civilization," Professor Da-

This cairn is

specimens of Maine
these were collected at

quarry in Auburn and a ^ Uty

of Lewiston quarry, and some
,

were

Jay granite used by the cuy

cobble stones were given, for toe

Several trips were

Deer Rips, Mountcorner work

SfSte*S

^

'So-nth Le^on£
special samples of gneiss,

diorite. and Maine Limestone. ^
akktt these, a.pproximatelj *«™*«f
laboratory specimens were conm

buted by"the
P

Geology. Department

When this monument is

will represent all the major rocks

of this state and many ot the state

minerals.
To Have Mounted Map

The center of the cairn is to oe

made up "f slabs of rock that were

?emoved from the top of the moun-

l ^ tn orovide a flat base tor the

calm I^Sliting of the facing
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The first student assembly since

the spring elections was held in the

Chapel Saturday morning. Robert

Swett '33, newly elected president

of the Student Council, presided.

He announced the outstanding

events for the rest of the year and

then introduced Ralph Long '32

who spoke on the State Track Meet

which will be held here Saturday,

May 14. ,*'**«
Long availed himself of the op-

portunity to retaliate to a state-

ment made by a Bates Alumnus

from this platform in the spring of

192S He spoke of the "sand" it

takes to do the strenuous practise

to make the team ana
on Sa-

An engagement of interest to

Bates students was announced
last Wednesday evening at the home
of Miss Catherine Nichols, 8 8 Bart-

lett Street, Lewiston, at an informal

party given in honor of Rosamond
Durrell Nichols and Elden Herbert
Dustin, both well-known Bates se-

niors. Red heart jig-saw puzzles

kept the secret until solved by en-

terprising guests.

Miss Nichols, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Roger W. Nichols of Portland,

graduated from Portland High
School in 1928 as class salutatorian,

and has been active at Bates during
her four years here, as a member
of W. A. A. board, Alethea club. La
Petite Academie, and the staffs of

the Student and Mirror. She was al-

so Secretary of Ramsdell Scientific

club and was elected to Phi Sigma
Iota honor society her junior year.

Dustin has been prominent in

literary circles of the college:

Editor-in-chief of the Mirror, retired

Managing Editor of the Student,

member of La Petite Academie, of

Der Deutsche Verein, Phi Sigma

Iota, and Delta Phi Alpha, the latter

two ' honorary language societies.

He was recently initiated into Phi

Beta Kapa and was one of the eight

men taken into the College Club

this year.
Guests at the party were Eleanor

Nichols of Portland, Mr. and Mrs.

Frank Butcher of Lewiston, and the

following Bates students: Dorothy

Diggery. Virginia Lewis. Anne Ha-

milton Gladys Goddard, Grace Page.

Edwin' Decatur, Robert LaBoyteaux.

Clinton Osborn, Thomas Musgrave,

Robert Manson, and Valery Burati.

No date has been set for the wed-

ding.

Dustin; Fran Helbig, Violet Blan-

chard; Malchen. Gertrude Diggery;

the maid, Margaret Mat-Bride.

German Choir Entertaias

Arnold Ruegg was stage manager
and Marjorie Goodbout was costume

j

mistress. Between the acts the :

German choir sang two numbers.

The choir comprised of Rev. and
j

Mrs. Fehlau. Miss Irmella and Miss,

Verona Fehlau, Miss Erna Hoffman,
j

Miss Betty Sharpies, Otto Fehlau,
|

Yngurd Fehlau and Erich Kramer.
Mrs. Lawrence Dexter was accom-
panist. Following the program a

fine musical stunt w-as put on by

the Fehlau brothers who cleverly

and humorously introduced mem-
bers of the Bates faculty who were
present as well as other prominent
people in the audience. Dr. Leonard
who introduced the evening's pro-

gram also spoke in appreciation of

the fine support of the local Ger-

mans and of the specialty features.

Some time was spent in group sing-

ing of popular German songs and
the evening was wound up with a

social get-together and refresh-

ments.
:o:

and Mary Donovan will uphold the

negative of the question. Scott Tre-

worgy, former Bates debater, is the

coach of the Gardiner team and the

manager of the debate.

During the past semester, the

freshman squads have been debat-

ing with various High School teams.

They have met teams from Buck-

field, Deering, Hallowell and Gardi-

ner.
Freshmen participating in these

debates have been, Lillian Bean,
John Dority. Gordon Jones, John
Khouri, Robert Lawrence, Charlotte

Longley, Howard Norman, and Ray
Stetson.

necessary
urged us to back our team

turday. Long, a prominent —
himself, stressed the importance

Bates going into the meet with the

-«nirit of wholesome competition

and not with the desire to merely

W1
Rav McClusky '32, president of

Athletic Council, read the pro-

nosed amendment to the Council

Constitution. The amendment, which
C0
",J" for the election of cheer-

feadorf -J tho Council, was passed

by a unanimous vote.

Whittier House Girls

Enjoy Cabin Party

Instead of having the customary

"open house" this year, the girls of

Whittier House held a cabin party

at Thorncrag last evening.

Those attending were: Betty

McGrath, Beatrice Neilson, Gertrude

Stevens Virginia Longfellow, Con

nie Fulier. Gertrude Ham, Joyce

Foster Grace Gearing, Amy Thomas

Jean 'Murray. Margaret Ranlett

Nancv Crockett, Sylvia Shoemaker

Rosamund Shatt-ck, Betty Durel ,

Josephine Springer, Barbara Stuart,

and their guests.

Winning Freshmen

Speakers Chosen

semester divisio

Speaking, held Thursday, May 5, in

the Little Theatre. As usual, seven

men and seven women were chosen

to participate. Because of the ex-

cellent work of all the speakers, it

was difficult for the judges, Mrs. A.

A Hovey, Mrs. R. G. Berkelman,

u d Mrs. S. F. Harms, to decide

upon the final winners.

Dority chose for his speech "Ma-
jors, Good and Bad", by Arthur G.

Staples. John has become well
I

known among his classmates be-j

cause of his work in debating audi
dramatic circles, especially in "Lady
Windermere's Fan". Miss Perkins'

interests this year have also been
along these lines, and her portrayal

of the part of Lady Windermere was
very good. Her selection for the

Prize Speaking"" was "Gretna Green"
by McKay.

Junior who was ineligible last win-

tor, looms strong here in both hurd-
les, and is slated for third in both

with Allen, Bowdoin, another strong

possibility.

The Middle Distance Invents

Arn Adams reigns undisputed in

the quarter. Clayt Hall has been
improving a good deal recently, and
may take second. He can do 51, as

can" Thistlewaite of Bowdoin. Lary,

who was considered last year a

coming man in this event, has been
developing very slowly this season,

A radio debate at eight o'clock and is not expected to qualify. Wen-
tonight closes the series of fresh-

1 dan %vas unofficially clocked at 50
4-5 seconds recently in the 440.

Booth of Maine is expected to

take second in both the mile and
the two mile. He usually enters
both. In the two mile run, Gunning,
also of Maine, and Lavender, of

Bowdoin are good men.
With Jellison not entered in the

half mile, Shaw of Maire is the fa-

vorite, having done 1 minute 58 and
2-5 seconds in this event. Bowdoin
will split up the other points here,

with Sewall, Usher, and Fox form-
ing a powerful trio.

The Field Events
Colby may begin and end its

scoring with Robinson, who is pick-

ed as first placer in the broad jump
and the high jump. Robinson, how-
ever, is judged wholly on past per-
formances in this respect, the fact

that he is said to do poorly in com-
petition being disregarded. That
might change the complexion of

these tw-o events. Robinson has done
6:12 in the high jump. Stanwood of

Bowdoin, of course, is a strong com-
petitor for high honors in this

event, ar.d Adams, a Bowdoin fresh-
man, is expected to give the vet-

eran's some competition, along with
Sleeper of Maine, and Kramer and
Bangs of Bates.

Either Knox or Sampson may
score one point in the broad jump
for Bates, if they feel right that

day. However, McLaughlin and
Floring are rated ahead of them.

.Maine seems to have a clean
sweep in the pole vault, Webb hav-
ing done 12 feet plus, Hathaway
and Havey 11:8%. Dill, Bates
State Champion two years ag<r

might, if breaks come his way, ba
in the scoring.

Discus Important Event
With Larson and Fickett. Alley

and others liable to do anything in

the disco®, the outcome of this

event will be eagerly watched. It is

the only event in which a Maine
man and a Bowdoin man clash for

a first place with no other college
bothering, and may be a criterion

upon which to base figures for the
meet's ultimate outcome. Larson
has the slight edge, according to

previous performances.
The hammer and the shot both go

to Bowdoin, Galbraith being good
enough to be rated Olympic mate-
rial, and Niblock being a prospective
record breaker having excelled it

several times in practise. Maine and
Bowdoin will ,split up the other
points in both these events.

The javelin throw is a puzzle,
Stinchfield of Colby being given the
edge of Fickett of Maine, and any-

i

body at all likely to acquire the
Stinch-

field and Fickett throw in the
170's.
Whatever the outcome of some of

these events, the score of the win-

j
ning combination cannot be much

J over 45.

Outing Club Men

Attend Convention

Conducted by Dart-

mouth Last Week-end
The Bates College Outing Club

sent Edward Decatur '34, Fred Don-
ald '33, and Paul Carpenter '33 as

delegates to the Outing Club Con-
ference held last week-end at the

mount Summit House in Moosilauke,

N. H. The conference was sponsor-

ed by the Dartmouth Outing Club

for the purpose of an open discuss-

ion of the various problems of those

j0
^p

Df^y o°f

f

P0rtSnd S&^l from Yale, New Hamp-
garet Perki w of 1 oit

|
shh^ ^ates, Smith, Mt. Holyoke,

torious in the nnais ot me secumi . Vis<mr were welcom-
n of Freshman Prize Skidmoie, and vassar we

ed in Hanover Friday morning by
Dartmouth representatives, and the

facilities of the Dartmouth Outing

Club were open for inspection. In

the evening the party climbed the

mountain to the Summit House,
where the Summit crew had arrang-

ed a program for the week-end.

The most important accomplish-

ment of the conference was the es-

tablishment of the Inter-Collegiate

Outing Club Association. This as-

sociation was made up of the Out-
ing Clubs of NeV England. In the

formation of the plans for the fu-

ture, three phases were especially

stressed providing for: the tri-an-

nual publication of a bulletin which
will contain programs and news of

interest to the Outing Clubs con-

cerned; an annual conference to be other point Jor third place

held which will be similar to the re-

cent conference; and an informal

week-end each year during which
membei of the Association

The prizes this year have been
reduced to $5. Winners for the first I any
semester were Ray Stetson andj ——
Charlotte Harmon. |

Continued on Page 4 Column :t
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[ More On Constructive Criticism, But

Last winter at Geneva during the assembly of the League of

Nations, James Green, a student at Yale representing the college

youth of this country, arose and said:

"Other speakers, have much at stake; we have even more for we
are literally fighting for our lives. It is my generation which will be
called upon the surrender all they consider worth while in life in

order to become targets for machine gun bullets and victims of the

latest poisonous gas. It is my generation which will be requested to

destroy the best of human culture, perhaps civilization itself, for

causes which future historians will, discover to be erroneous, if not
stupid or actually vicious.

"We have thus lost inetrest in being prepared for cannon fodder.

"We desire to live and to live at peace. We desire to construct a
world society providing freedom, equal opportunity and a sense of

security. We are therefore petitioning you for a substantial reduction
of armaments in order to forward this creative purpose."

Here was constructive criticism with a vengeance, coming from
a youth with all the idealism, force, fullness and uncompromising
loyalty which characterizes the best youth of all lands and ages. His
Avas the eternal voice of youth speaking to the older generation,
demanding of it the right to live its own life, and cutting away from
the shams that surround youth on every side like parasite vines,
choking it, and demanding its very life blood.

First Impact of Organized Youth

It has been said that we are ruled by the dead through tradi-
tions, group mores, attitudes toward other peoples,, and the system
of government which has been passed down to us. The college
youth of America has served notice through James Green that hence-
forth, they demand that these who control the events of the present
shall take into account what their actions will bring upon the genera-
tion which is already assuming the responsibilities of its predecessors.

This was a unique event in the annals of the League and marks
the first impact of an organized youth movement in America on
International affairs. That this movement will continue to be felt in
the world and in the nation is evidenced by a letter which we re-
ceived recently from the .Student committee 'of the National Council
for the Prevention of War announcing that during the month of July
there will convene at Chicago, during the National conventions of
the Republican and Democratic parties, a group of college students
representing every state in the Union. It is hoped to have one car
of students from each college. The purpose of this gathering is to
present to the two major parties, in national convention, a demand
on the part of students for a peace plank in the platform of each.

Undoubtedly, this action on the part of students in this country
will have as little evident effect as did the speech of James Green.
Yet we cannot help but believe that, imperceptibly though it may be,
student opinion in this country and in the world will come to be felt
in the seats of the mighty. We may still expect to see diplomats and
men of the War Department of various countries come together at
peace conferences to discuss disarmament, and we may still expect
to see them at. times like children squabbling about which shall have
the longest peashooter. Nevertheless, every meeting of this nature
that is held, and every demand for world peace that is made, is
bound to have its effect. Eventually men will learn that thev are in-
deed the makers of the world in which thev live, and that 'thev are
not the victims of the blind forces of Nature; that intelligence and
common interests demand that they must work toward the building
of a cooperative world, if we are to survive.

inclined to believe that in this instance at least, the faculty is not

to be calumniated for their stand on the matter, and that much of the

criticism which has been heard about the dormitories is unwarranted

Perhaps it is because of so much unreasoning criticism on the part ot

students that the faculty seems to have become mured to the shots

which are taken at them. ~

Undoubtedly, the majority of the members of the faculty won d

no more think of this as a moral issue, than would the student body

at large. There are many other factors which enter into the question

which were not dealt with adequately by the petitioners. For

instance, sufficient attention was not given to providing for super-

vision of the courts, nor were arrangements made with those who

would be involved in providing equipment.

This is not in any way a condemnation of the group who pro-

posed Sunday tennis, for we heartily approve of their efforts in this

cause, and we know that they realize more than anyone else that

they have revised this petition, and are circulating it among the

students, we feel sure that it will be received in a favorable light by

the faculty when presented.

Perhaps it might be well to invite a few representative students

to attend the next faculty meeting and present the petition. There

is little reason for having such a meeting conducted in secrecy, and
if this were done it might serve to develop a more frank and whole-

some attitude on the part of the students toward student-faculty

cooperation.

The Spectator
Number 1

Unhappy, indeed, is the man who
would reform the world, for failure

.'hall fee his lot. One can hut he

sorry for a person who believes

himself capable of improving the
r«-tablished order. Being somewhat
<It pressed hy the futility of my ef-

v ' s to improve a certain base si-

tualion, I ventured last night to

ask Sir Roger for his opinion. He
could do little to restore my spirhs,

and our talk drifted to other sub-
jects of more pleasurable temper.
The aroma of coffee and tobacco

tmoke which saturated the Coffee

Club created an atmosphere hardly
feminine. For this reason, perhaps,
we were all more severe than we
alight have been under less virile

ulitions. Some of us. indeed, were
grateful for the vow of secrecy
which made our meetings a very
symbol for frankness-—for, needless
to say, we would be somewhat less

willing to express ourselves thus to

our female acquaintances

MERCOLLECIilf

HEW3
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Hy MILDRED HOLLYWOOD

Ain't it the truth though that when,
as Mills College says,

You stroll into class
Sit down
Put your feet up. . .

Ready to snooze
' 'Notebooks on the floor

Pencil and paper
Ten minute quiz."

That from a prof
Who never had before
And won't live <to do it again
You mutter' twist gritted teeth
Blanknees,
The feeling that somewhere
You'd heard those' names.
Before but where?
Who? Why? How? What?

Sir Roger
|
If only you'd done

Pepys
Through

The Key -

Hole

f V
)

had opened the subject with the
characteristically genteel remark
that there is one wound from which
no man can fully recover. Suppos-
ing him to refer to his late unsuc-
cessful advances to the widow, we
all assumed a respectful silence mo-
mentarily. Whereupon, Will, failing

as usual to sense the delicacy of

the situation, and thinking that
someone would have to break the
pause, bluntly offered that no wo-
man meant 'that' to him. This with
a loud snap of fingers and the self-

confident shrugging of shoulders of

a Beau Bruramel, who must needs
lock and bar his door at night to

escape the lusting females who
hound his heels.
With this bad beginning, it was

evident that in the talk to follow
all the bitterness of disappointed
age would be pitted against the
buoyancy of inexperienced youth.
The rest of us hung on Sir Roger's I

words anxiously, and were much re-
j

Illinois collegians oppose drink-
lieved when he finally spoke, half

j

ing by co-eds by a 45 to 14 vote. On-
ironieally.

j
ly four of this group favored smok-
ing by co-eds. Wonder if the latter

The daily assignments . . . .

Never again will you let things slide
Never, NEVER

Well -hardly ever. .

Prof Brown of Bowdoin has got
-me puzzled as well a>-> the students of
the Univ. of New Hampshire whom
he addressed recently. He said,
"Some of our critics find it con-
venient to divide the U. i3. into par-
cels: the Bible belt, the cow college
belt, the Chautauq.ua belt, and the
moron belt." What belt fits us?

The intercollegiate editor of the
Holy Cross Tomahawk wants to know
who paid the bills in the recent
telephone debate between the dance
reformers and some Cheney Houie
co-eds. Suggest asking the Telephone
Company. They should know, or
rather, they are working hard to
know.

Sunday Tennis

The "open season on the faculty", it seems, has come simultane-
ously with the warm sunny clays of spring, and the rejection of the
petition for Sunday tennis. This was especially true Sunday when
the boys of Roger Williams spent the greater part of the day lolling

fry dormitory, looking longingly at the tennis courts
or lustily cursing the faculty for their stupidity. However, we are

The Bravest Battle
JOAQUIN MILLER

The bravest battle that ever was fought;
Shall I tell you where and when?
On the maps of the world you will find it not

;

It was fought by the mothers of men.

Xay, not with cannon or battle shot,
"With sword or braver pen;
Xay, not with eloquent word or though,
From mouths of wonderful men,

But deep in a woman's walled-tip heart—
Of woman that would not yield,
But patiently, silently bore her part

—

Lo! there in that battle field.

No marshaling troop, no bivouac sonj
No banner to gleam and wave;
And oh! these battles they last so long

—

Prom babyhood to the grave!

Yet, faithful still as a bridge of stars,
She fights in her walled-up town

—

Fights on and on in the endless wars,
Then silent, unseen—goes down.

"Woman, my dear Will, is a
dangerous thing. If you are kind to

her, you wish you had been un-
kind. II you do not neglect her, you
are soon to wish you had.

"In my shire, I find the women
prating and bubbling if one of their
number is seen more than twice or
thrice with the same man. For
surely, they can think of nothing
other than that a wedding is in the
offing, and (they morbidly hope) an
iniproprietous one. Such gossip to a
man of stature is utter foolery. But
the wcAnen, being unwilling or till-

able to engage themselves indus-
triously, must always be at one an-
other's throat over some thing.
"Why, I have indeed heard it

said that if I were to have taken
the perverse widow to my church .of

a Sunday, it should surely have
been established thereby that we
were betrothed. Such would, of
course, not be the case, but such
would be the result. It is difficult to
make any definite charge against
this situation, but my complaint is

that a well-meaing fellow is unable
to become acquainted with more
than one woman, and hence may be
enveigled into an entanglement
which he might have avoided, had
he been able to meet many other
winsome lassies. Whether the first

prize he chooses in the lottery is or
is not going to make as congenial a
companion as some other is of no
account. He is bound hand and foot
by the censure of those around him.
The unwritten law says "You are
free to do as you will, but you are
being watched very closely."

"Yet another thing which has
caused me •much annoyance in my
shire is the manner in which social
gatherings are conducted "

Here the tactless Will interpolat-
ed an inopportune yawn, the which
Sir Roger having observed, we
knew meant the end of his conver-
sation for the time. At our next
meeting, I hope to be able to pro-
voke the continuance of Sir Roger's

vote was influenced by an Article XV
in it's constitution.

Fifty students at Vallapain, Spain,
locked two profs up in a room until
they promised to pass the whole
class without an exam. Finals are
coming upon us now, and "a word
to the wise. ..."

Al Capone, are you listening, and?
all you other wouldibes? A prof at!
Simmons, in his

Dreams, dreams, dreams birds

singing, flowers blooming (oh. well!

It's the -poet in me) Springtime

rsverlee that will be enough
poetry for this time. . . . next week:
The Dying Swan-with ipantomine. . .

Speaking of the coming track meet,

what the good cigar needs is a coun-

try. . . Here's ©and .under your belts

beys. . . . we're with yuh! .... Let's

see now, dreams. . . . spring. . . . oh,

yeah, isn't this spring stuff getting

you ... J. B. imi.grates to the lawn
. . . Stony makes quite a lump on the
landscape. . . Take chapel. . . every-

body does it you know. . . does'nt it

jt::t thrill you to run the lovers

gauntlet in the chapel?. . . My head
always points straight ahead. . . but
my eyes!! Quimby is forever

looking for somebody in that place. .

reminds me of an escaped Notre
Dame gargoyle running amuck
orry Brooks, but we concentrated
our handshaking on you last setmes-
:er. . . they say the chorines always
have a race to see who will cop the
k- ad -off position in the choir box. . .

best view. . . what ho! Prexy in the
tabloids. . fie. fie. . who is the fellow
that dances with the co-eds with
hjs eyes closed . . . they say he plays
tennis that way to... some of the
profs say he studies that way....
"Abbey" Smith is going into archi-
tecture. . . yeah, planning and re-
modelling chapels. . . also wet wash-
ing, light trucking and horseshoeing
...some beautiful harmony on- the
Amen by O'Xeil and Povey... "if I

mistake not, the purpose of our edu-
cational system is to develop per-
sonality and individuality". . . either
that or a fruitcake! .... Priest and i

Paige are doing a heavy business in I

those new, striped things... Buster I

beats themi all. . . now to get >3omej
trousers. . . personnally I hate them!
... of course, when imine was the'
only one. . . We heard a rumor. . . I

go please don't go looking for dirt in
!

this column, because you can find
mcst anything, if you look hard i

enough. . A new frat at Washington
U. for these who get warnings. . . .

Flunk Dammit Flunk... I must go
down to the C again. . . page 'Mase-
fie'd. . . . and that Zoology trip. . . .

more fun... Lester got pinched in
his new Chevie. . . and Sawyer 'bail-
ed out the invertebrates and
Roger fairly zizzled with zunburn. . .

speaking of zunburns. . . saw Sammy
and Erich frolicking on t<he courts
... At the Soph girl's dance
Bill suffered from the delusion that
it was his own hat which he tried
desperately to jam over the ears of
the statue. . . but, it was Bobbie's

Campus Development

Follows Architect's

Scheme Of 1914

By LOOSE WILLIAMS

Most colleges have drawn devel-

opment Plans for the future Al-

though there may be no immediate

need for new buildings, plans are

dually made for Editions and tor

the improvement of walKs aiu

d-Tves. in the early days, when col-

leges received money for new

Lags, they used this money to bu

at the most convenient spot. Tne

resultant lack of harmony of archi-

tecture was known as the „mgei

bread" era of building.

Bates College, however, has been

verv fortunate in this respect. Al-

though without a large endowment

fund the buildings now on the cam-

ous are simple in style but sturdy,

and if the campus is enlarged, none

of the buildings will have to be torn

down. . _ .

In 1914 the college engaged John

Nolen, a landscape architect of Cam-
bridge, Mass. to draw up plans tor

the development of the campus.

These plans are now on file and

have been adopted by the trustees

and used by contractors whenever
new buildings have been construct-

ive
ampus Lay-Out Follows Plan

The campus includes 75 acres, an

entire square, excluding the dormi-

tories on Frye Street, Milliken and
Whittier Houses, the Infirmary, and

! Jchn Bertram Hall. The plan has

been consulted for the addition of

drive and walks on the college

grounds. The general lay-out has

been followed and but a few changes
have been made. The path leading

from Hathorn to Campus Ave. was
formerly arranged in a direct line

with Milliken and Whittier Houses,
but the plan was not accepted and
the path^ now runs parallel to Col-

lege and Bardwell Streets.

According to the Nolen Plan,

John Bertram Hall will be the In-

firmary. A girls' gymnasium will be
added to the locker building, thus
doing away with Rand Gym, and a
swimming pool will be added to the
back of the locker building. The lo-

cation of the locker building, as it

stands today, is not in its exact lo-

cation according to the Nolen
scheme, but the architectural design
has been carried out. The plan I

would have the men's commons
added to Chase Hall, and it calls
for a dormitory between Chase Hall
and Roger Williams Hall. Another
part of the plan is to place build-
ings in front of the Chapel and
Hathorn, fronting on Campus Ave.,
but if the campus should become
crowded these will probably not be
added. There would also be an addi-
tion to Coram Library, facing Bard-
well Street, and an addition to
Hedge Laboratory.

Plan Calls For New Buildings
The plans also call for a dormi-

tory between Hathorn and Hedge,
and the ground has been broken
for the structure.

The Chapel has been placed near-
er Campus Avenue than its situation
in the Nolen Plan. The plan also
places a new girls' dormitory near
Rand Hall, opposite Libby Forum.

College Life

In Retrospect

By VALERY BURATI

PROF. G. M. CHASE, GREER

Naive sophisticate;

Aesculapius of the Soul;

Heart of love, and temperate
Chemical of Pan and Plato,

You are your marble and your s(1() |,,

There are many of us who d 0

hold with Marie Corel'li "That
strained love hath no value,'' v

5

;

who do bold that constrained
] 0

"'

hath not so much value as love J
constrained. We are tempted to ^
this about chapel, too, and ab0i
compulsory classes and educate
And yet we cannot generalize,

evp

'

in this, for sometimes we find nj
we like a thing we are compelled?)

take even though at first we though

we would not like it.

I know now that if I had not
beei,

compelled to take Greek I w<^
have missed out of my life the r%
est and most beautiful literature ^

art has ever known. It was moTe
tha»

four years ago, I think, before
j

ever saw Bates, when I walked ^
Streets one night with my ^
friend, Clarence I. Chat-to, an ahi*.

nus of 1912, and soliloqim

loud to him that I would noi

Greek when I went to colle-

arguments were the stock dogmjl

that Greek was a dead language,
e

;

cetera. I remember how silent

in the silence wise men have: in
that

kindly tolerant manner that

tient enough to llet youth find V,

own way and thereby learn.

I think I learned; not well enouji

to remember those until now
seme-thing ineffable even to the me;

articulate, something about a joy,

fullness, a long, sweeping tra

a beauty of sound and speech,

mellowness like the low tone*

flute in the lips of a flute-plays

who is sad and happy at once.

There are many courses that I

look back .upon as upon the memory
of a rich sunrise, but -there are nose

mere dear to me than the memo:;
1 of Helen, Hector, Priam, XenophaE.
his Ten Thousands, -and his innumer-

able parasangs.

So long as. an alumnus or two

continues to write, I think I c-hal!

ocunt the final days of college as

a.mong the blessed. Last week it v,-as

from Martin :Sauer, '31 that this

column quoted, and this week it is

from his former -room-imate, John L
FuMer, "31, now of M. I. T., that I

'quote.

(supply blanks or what have you.
here! ) . . . Doc Wright was scratching
for an idea the other morning. . use
Bon Ami, Doc... what about those
twenty pints of milk the milkman
delivered to Jack David Quite
a public speaking course
headwaiters at the Commons—

a

most attentive audience leans on
-experiment withi every Gtutter. . . we saw a

dice, has concluded in a true scholar-; example of the survival of the fattestthat there is only one 1 over there the other day.. . yes
natural". Stony again "What" is vuh na-six successive times. So better not, pcose, "asked John Smith oftry it, you Parkerites. hontas

ly fashion
hance in 7,000 of rolling a

Poco-
"in trespassing on my land?

Kwite kweer how I cant find on this
typewriter. . . I hear that the faculty
-are a bunch of old meanies. ... no
Sunday Tennis. . . maybe they didn't
know that they could play, too . . . .

Doc Mabee seems to be impervious
to the story about the baby that
cried all night. . . that is a nice note
that Bruce plays at the commons. . .

Oh! they've got the hall, they're go-
ing down the field, it's over! ....

for thej what fun! (What -the blazes is that
game those women -play) they have
one smart play where one of the
girls kicks the ball.... well folks
we will close this week with the first
and third verses of the. . . beg, par-
don

. . . Prexy was generous and we
sang all four verses. . .

I remember him as the companion,
together with Prof. Sawyer, on a long

hike one winter day through the

woods and across frozen Sabattus
Lake to the eaibin on the mountain;
and the three of us around the fire

that evening; and then the steady
crunch of our snowshoes on the hard-
packed snow of the lake a? we
plodded toward the lights of the
town. I remember him as we saw
him and his -party coming up ithiv\%\\

the mist and rain to the South peal;

of Baldface mountain, gathering to

definiteness out of the murk; as
stalwart on the football field; as a

conferee on many ;poems.

SAM PEPY'S JR.

w

discourse on this subject,
shall report it faithfully.

:o:

and I

Dr. Zerby Scores

Undue Criticism

Dr. Zerby. chapel speaker of Fri-
day morning, challenged those who
unwarrantedly criticise our institu-
tions without first living up to the
best oportunities which these pro-
vide. The very vital and penetrating
question was asked, "Have we the
nght to criticise if we are not faith-
ful in the position to which we be-
long"? Needless to say, no institu-
tion is perfect, but we should be
certain that we have done our share
before unduly condemning it, he
said.

Dr. Zerby in addition paid a tri-
bute to the thousands of mothers
all over the land.

ELECTRIC BULLETS"
THE result of exhaustive wind-tunnel tests of

conventional trolley car models revealed that
at speeds of 70 and 80 miles per hour, 70 per
cent of the total power was consumed in over-
coming air resistance. Streamlining saves approxi-
mately 20 per cent of the power.

When the Philadelphia and Western Railway
Company decided to replace its cars with faster
and more efficient equipment, it chose "electric
bullets"— new streamlined cars— each powered
by 4 G-E 100-hp. motors. The cars, constructed
of aluminum alloy, with tapered noses and tails,
are much lighter in weight and capable of greater
operating efficiency.

In developing transportation apparatus, college-trained General
hlectr.c engmeers have conducted extensive tests to improve oper-
at-ng conditions. On land, on sea, and in the air, to-days equipment
«s safer, swifter, more dependable, and more comfortable

Today <he writes: "....Will you
allow me to criticize somewhat your
own criticism of scholarship? To he
sure the accumulation of facts for
their own sake is a 'profitless :

But facts are tools in the Bsume way
that axes and planes are tools for the
artizan. The man with only broad
and generalized knowledge -can oniy
create through objects just as the
man equipped only with the axe. And
too often the axe is dull and the
tacts of the "general idea" tvpe of
thinker garbled. In the tremendoutslv
complex civilization of today tin
man with the dulled axe can offer
little. It is the man with keen took;
specially adapted for certain kinds
of work who creates usefully There
are, it }6 true, still opportunities to

eliminate social injustice with the
sharp axe, but unless swung in the
right -places it will do more harm
than good.

"To employ another figure let ne

consider the iphysician who must
memorize anatomy before he can be
trusted to attempt cures of the bodv.
So with the body politic—no one
has a right to attempt a cure unless
he understands its anatomy Todav
that anatomy includes science tech-
nology, business, art, human re!
ships. Facts one must have.

ni.r
X<7 1 WiL1 S^nt you thataie not eno-ugh. There moist be

superimposed an understandi: , of
tbeir relationships and relative
}
a ues, a philosophy if vou will. I:

the^m/f6tan 'din'S which separata*the skillful surgeon from the ana-
t
,
he buildGr lfrom the mere

Planer of wood. But remember, the
surgeon must have
anatomist ..."

been first

is much good,

but neither is any

ho V
' N

.

ev
^
rthe^?s, 'I believe thaithe curriculum there

It is not .perfect

bni
n
^>,

thin,S
' ,Part <> f ^ must die.

but others woffl a**© on. Evolution is
«ere as everywhere else. Perhaps
trie race will evolve someday so that
all -minds will be keen and healthy
enough to comprehend a sane life
Philosophy. Then there will be an
end to sloppy thinking. We biologists
believe it possible, but Naturevery deliberate."

GENERAL^ ELECTRICSALES Awr»Ii? vr ^*

Relioious Group Elects Officers

.Last Thursday the meeting of the
C hristian Service Club opened with
a brief worship led by Alden
Gardiner. During the business meet-
ing the following officers were elect-
ed: president. Alden Gardiner; v
president Clyde Holbrook; secretary.
Mildred Mover; treasurer, Willard

™ ".w^;
Z
Jt
rby then led 3 discus

on What Should Be Our Ideal".

taaTlte the echo of

\ZZV n
.

th\ s° 111
: U is certainly a

haimony in the mind."—Stanley Baldwin
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Bates' Undefeated Debaters
Close One of Best Season*

Annonce Program

ForCommencement
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a growing tradition at Bates has
s

—
come to make 'the words debating

anA victory nearly synonymous. In

the field of debating, this college

ins gained an enviable national and
LernatkKtal reputation. Bates has

ent teams to Canada, to Europe

and even around the world. It has

played host to many international

reams, some of which have come
from England, Germany and the
Plullipines.

Kecord Number of Victories

This year Bates finished one of

the most successful seasons in the
debating history of the college, as

jt
leads the twelve members of the

Eastern Inter-collegiate Debating
ij ague, but it has been victorious in

defeats. Not only has Bates been
the sole undefeated team of the

Leagu, but it has been victorious in 1

;i ll of its other contests. On the
Canadian tour the Bates men achiev-

ed fame in victory over the hither-

[0 unbeaten Mount Allison team,

the women have not lost any of

their debates, and the numerous ex-
hibition debates have been of ex-
ceptional quality. This is the second
time that Bates has won the champ-
ionship of the League, a feat which
makes it pre-eminent in that orga-
nization. There have been other
.times when Bates has been unde-
feated, there have been years when
Bates has participated

Announce Plans

For 14th Annual

Summer Session

number of contests, but never has
she been victorious in as many de-
bates as she has had this year. Prof-
essor Quimby may be justly proud
of his champions.
The final League standing is as

follows:

Won Lost

Plans for .the sixty-sixth, annual
commencement at Bates have been
completed recently for the week-end
of June 10-13. The program follows:

Friday, June 10
10 a. m.—Quarterly Meeting,

Executive Committee of the Alumni
Council.

2 p. m.—Annual meeting, Bates
chapter of Delta Sigma Rho, De-
bating room, Chase Hall.

4 p. m.—Annual meeting, Phi
Sigma Iota.

4 p. m.—Annual meeting
lunch, Alumni Council.

8 p m.—Annual meeting, General
Alumni Association, Alumni night
Chase Hall.

Saturday, June 11
9 a. <m.—Annual meeting of presi-

dent and trustees, Libbey Forum
9 a. an.—Annual parade and carni-

val.

2 p. m.—Class day Exercises of
the class of 193 2.

5 p. m.—President's reception.
6:15 ip. m.—Annual (meeting and

lunch, Aluimni Club. Annual meet-
in a larger

i
ing and banquet, College club

List of 23 Instructors

Includes 8 Doctors—
18 Return

One-Third of Student Body
Attends Church Regularly

Bates 6 0
Wesleyan 5 1
Lafayette 5 1
Pennsylvania 4 2

Williams 4 2

Brown 4 2
.Alt. Holyoke 3 3

Princeton 3 3

Yale 2 4
Smith 2 3

Vassar 0 5

Amherst 0 6

Prospects Promising

Although graduation will take
from the squad most of those who
bore the brunt of this year's debat-
ing Professor Quimby looks with
optimism to next year's endeavors.
He has a fine nucleus of experienced
men in Lemieux, Murray and Sea-
mon, and the freshman class offers

an unusual amount of talent to fill

out the squad—particularly in such
men as McLean, Norton, Perry and
Pierce. Miss Carter, Miss Hamlin
and Miss Sonstroem will form the
backbone of the women's teams.

In the league next year Bates
will debate Brown. Princeton and

8 'p m.—Band concert and Campus
!
illumination.

9 p. m.—Annual Greek play, Co-
ram Library.

Sunday, June 12
3:30 p. m.—Baccalaureate exer-

cises, chaipel.

8 'p. m.—Musical program, chapel.
Monday, June 13

9 a. m.—Adjourned meeting of
President and trustees.

10 a. m.—Sixty-sixth annual com-
mencement, chapel.

4
12 a m.—Commencement dinner,

alumni gymnasium.
9 p. m.—Senior class dance. Chase

HaLl.
The committee in charge is Miss

Dora E. Roberts, '9 5, Mrs. B. W.
Roberts, '99, Miss Mabel Eaton, '10,

Mrs. Blanche T. Gilbert, "25, Brooks
Quimby, '18, Norman E. Ross, '22,

Harry W. Rowe, '12, chairman.
:o:

A larger (preliminary registration
than at any previous year for the
Bates College Summer Session is an-
nounced by Prof. Samuel F. Harms,
its director. The indication is that
the courses offered are making a
*pec:ial appeal this year. Instructors
from all parts of the country are
coming .prepared to conduct a large

[

number of courses, concentrating on
andj the English, Education and Social

Science groups. A more extensive va-
riety of Education courses is b^ing
offered this year than ever before,
due to the recent passage of a Stated
law requiring the equivalent of a full

i

college course for a secondary tea-,
cher's certificate."

This Summer Session will be the!
fourteenth in succession, and the
sixth under the 'directorship of Prof.
Harms The list of 23 instructors
includes men and women of excep-
tional ability, nome of them coming
from such remote points as Texas
and Nebraska. Eight of them have

By EUGENE ASHTON

Investigation shows that only a
little over one third of the Bates

student body, which was formerly
required to attend church regularly,

attends any religious service on Sun-

day. Figures bring out the fact that

of
'

the Til students considered,

representing 16 different denomina-
tions, only 37% is .present at Sun-
day services. The records were ex-

amined at the Registrar's office and
the church affiliations noted. Then
the investigation turned to the minis-

ters of the two cities. As far as was
possible the clergymen of the differ-

ent churches were consulted and ask-

ed to give their opinion of the
average number of students present

on a. Sunday. The figure given did

not represent the same group of in-

dividuals as attending a particular

church every week. It merely repre-

sented 'the average number present
each Sunday. The total of these

•separate estimates when figured

against the original 711 gave the

above percentage.

10 Different Religious Creeds
Another interesting fact brought

out by the research was the number
of sects represented in the enroll-

ment of students. Bates College,

ance; and the remaining 8% divided
among the Presbyterian, Unitarian,

Greek Orthodox, Lutheran, Society

of Friends, Christian Science, Feder-

ated, Disciples, and North Deering
Community churches. These figures

do not give the percentages of the

student body belonging to these

different churches but show merely

the groups who as a rule attend

some certain definite church. Also

it cannot be supposed that the entire

14% who recorded no preferance

never do go to church since it is a

well known fact that many students

never definitely attend one certain

church but go from one to another.

In connection with the distribution

it is also interesting to note the per-

centage attending of those who pro-

fess to attend. Quit of the number
recorded to be going, there appears
on the average each Sunday 43% of

the Baptists, 26% of the Congrega-
tionalisms, 92% of the Catholics,

22% of the Bpiscopaleans, and 25%
of the Methodists. These five (repre-

sent the five highest percentages of

church preferance as given above.

In a few cases the churches offer

Young Peoples groups so that these

have been counted in as church
services They represent a large part
of the students attending churches

originally a Baptist institution, now in which they are held. The Baptist

draws students from 16 different

religious creeds 35% of the students
the degree of Ph. D. Eighteen have

p r0 f OS6 to attend the Baptist church-
served before in the capacity of in-!
structor at Bates, during either the

e-s; 14%, the Congregational church-

winter or summer sessions. Profes- the Episcopal
sons Fisher, Gould, Mabee, Quimby.

, Methodist chi
and Wright of the present faculty
will be numbered among them this
summer. Only four out of the entire
group are graduates of Bates.

The special features of this ses-
sion as outlined in the catalogue in-
clude, besiides the newly enlarged
education department, a new series
in the social sciences, planned as a
cultural course; a course in argu-
mentation and debating, and the
opening of the health course to Mas-
ter's degree credit.

The social program lis always an
important feature of the summer
session. Friday night activities this
year are in charge of Miss Mary

Sophomore Girls' Dance

The Sophomore girls held a coun-
try club dance in Chase Hall, last

Friday evening. The hall was at-

tractively decorated with garden
tables and umbrellas loaned by the
courtesy of the Lewiston-Auburn
Awning Co. Novel refreshments in

the form of sandwiches, cookies, and
pop were served.

Mr. and Mrs. C. Ray Thompson and
Mr. and Mrs. BerkeJlman were chaper-
on.es. The music was furnished by

13%, the Catholic churches; 6%,
churches; 4%, the

hurches; 3%, the Uni-
versalist churches; 3%, the Jewish
churches; 14%, no church prefer-

church for example has an average
of only nine less at its young peoples

own meeting than for its Sunday
morning and evening services. Of
course here also there is quite a bit

of overlapping since many who
come to the Young People's Service

have already been to church in the
morning.

Square Table Members

Discuss Varied Topics

Johnson. Reynolds, Goldsmith,
Boswell, and others gathered regu-

larly for their evening of discussion,

and Longfellow, Lowell, Emerson,
Hawthorne, Whittier, and others

held regular meetings of the Satur-

day Night Club. In line with these
famous gatherings is the Square
Table of Bates College. This inform-
al society is composed of six mem-
bers of the faculty representing six

different fields. From Prof. Berkel-
man though Profs. Lewis, Bertocci.

Sawyer, Myhrman, and Zerby, there
is represented a broad and inclusfvi

group of fields. The group meets
every second Monday night at one
of the members' home, and here
the host speaks for about two hours
on his field of work or some branch
of it. Following that there is an
informal discussion which lasts

sometimes far into the night. No
attempt is made to arrive at any
definite conclusions concerning the

topic discussed but there is merely
a thorough-going analysis of the
subject. Such subjects as Art, Sys-

tems of Psychology, Heredity and
Evolution, Racial Differences. Mod-
ern Religion, and Thinking have al-

ready been surveyed this year.

Of late years this type of inform-

al faculty meetings has been in-

creasing. Throughout the American
colleges today we find this thing
more and more prevalent.

Daughter Born to

Mr. and Mrs. Zerby

Prof, and Mrs. Ray-born Zerby are

receiving congratulations on the

birth of a daughter, Elinor, at the

Centrail Maine General Hospital Mon-

day morning.

DEWITT
Beauty Shop

CO-EDS

5^ Stop in and

lot us ad;l that wishing touch

of beauty. PERMANENT and

F1.YUEK WAVES a specialty.

TELEPHONE 3677

Lyman Rutledge Speaks

At Informal Meeting

Rev. Lyman P. Rutiedge, a man
well known in Unitarian circles, led

an informal discussion group in

Chase Hall last Monday night. Mr.
Rutledge came to Bates from Ded-
ham, Masts, in behalf of the Unita-
rian Student Committee.

The discussion centered around the
.ulture of personality which Mr.

Geary 27 who us planning a series Rutledge ,defined a6 "awareness of
of social gatherings and entertain-
ments that bids fair to prove attrac-
tive. It is rumored that 'the editorial
board of last year's journalistic ef-

fort, The Campus Rumpus, its being
re-formed so that students of jour-
nalism may put their class-room
theo.Ty into practice.

Smith at home, and Wesleyan, Will- I
Gil_Clapperton and his Bobcats

iams and Pennsylvania away. The
League winner is to participate in
an international radio debate with
Oxford and Cambridge Universities.

The committee for the dance was:
Marjorie Reid, chairman, Doris Neil-
son, Ruth Bowman, and Mary Gard-
ner.

ATHLETIC ( OUXCIL MEETING

The meeting of the Athletic Conn
cil scheduled for last night to con-
sider, the appropriation for a golf
fund suggested by the Student could
not be held for lack of a quorum
The election of football manager was
also postponed. They will be con-
sidered early in June.

life as a whole". He pointed out that

in order to lie aware of life one must
develop all sides of personality,
religious as well as educational and
physical. The great men of the past
such as Jesus, Paul, and Buddha
were great because they realized that
they were a part of a universal life

and because they were naturally sen-
sitive to spiritual beauty. In develop-
ing the religious side of personality,
intellectual and physical strength
grows. Then the senses of fear, dis-

|
traction, and failure are lost, and
there is left only a great desire to
live the whole life.

:o:
~ "People mistake hilarity for hap-

piness." —Dr Elmer H. Stoffelbach.

Psychology Students

To Hold Vision Tests

Frank Murray and Albert Oliver
of the Experimental Psychology
class have made the announcement
that a test for color-blindness will

be given in Room 5, Libbey Forum,
next Friday, May 13 th. The test is

in connection with a series of ex-

periments on vision, light, and color

that is being conducted by the class.

Anyone who is interested in deter-
mining whether or not he can tell

green from red, or blue from yellow,
or who has any curiosity whatso-
ever in regard to his accuracy of

color perception is invited to at-

tend. The test will be given to all

who come, if time permits. The la-

boratory will be open from one to
four.

-:o:-

ln a physics exam at Lake Forest
College, the question was asked,
"Who is the greatest engineer the
world has ever produced and why?"
A freshman answered, "Hoover"!
Because he ditched, drained, and
damned the United States in two
years." Donkeys, are you listening?

Get that

What those sisters

can't do to a tune!

o
This is not an

Expensive

Store.

It may Look it

and our Goods

may Look it.

SUITS
from

$22.50

to

$40.oo

Extra Pants
$5.00 if you
need them.

Cronin & Root
140 LISBON ST.

School of Nursing
ofYale University

A Profession for thm
College Woman

interested in the modern, scientific

agencies oi social service.

The thirty months course, providing
an intensive and varied experience
through the case study method, leads

to the degree of

BACHELOR OF NURSING
Present student body includes gradu-

ates of leading colleges. Two or more
years of approved college 'work required
for admission. A few scholarships avail-

able for students with advanced quali-

fications.

For catalog and information address:

k The Dean
The SCHOOL of NURSING of

YALE UNIVERSITY
NEW HAVEN : CONNECTICUT

SAY IT WITH ICE CREAM

George A. Ross
ELM STREET

Bates 19H4

LE

^VIessager
Publishing Co.

Job Printers

Publishers

225 Lisbon Street

Frocks for D
A Y T I M B Q NAPPYANCE *

•;

inner Sportswear
collegiate griffon clothes for men

Charge Account Service

109-111 Lisbon St., CORTELL'S Lewiston, Maine.

Compliments of

• FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Main Street

LEWISTON

SCHOOL PAPERS YEAR BOOKS

X.

MERRILL & WEBBER CO.
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS

95-99 MAIN STREET, AUBURN, MAINE

PROGRAMS ANNOUNCEMENTS

Em^ \Ao?u/ny a/i(/~\Acmc/ay ei>€/uny erf 1030 e.d.t.

COLUMBIA COCl4f-fo-CO&4tNETWORK
6 1932. Uccbtt & Myers Tobacco Co.

GEO. V. TURGEON & CO.
Agents for the beautiful Gruen Watches

DIAMONDS
80 LISBON STREET,

WATCHES
LEWISTON MAINE.

GOOGIN
FUEL CO.

COAL, WOOD and COKE
1801 Phones 1800

114 Bates Street 67 Elm Street
LEWISTON AUBURN

MOST COMPLETE AND UP-TO-DATE

Luggage Store East of Boston

Fogg's Leather Store

123 MAIN ST. LEWISTON, MAINE.

Harry L. Plummer
PORTRAIT—Commercial and

Finishing Photography

New Studio

At 135 Main St.,

Lewiston, - Maine.

GROUND FLOOR

TAXI
4040

UNION SQUARE TAXI CO.
171 MAIN STREET

Ir-

WHEELER
Clothing Co.

Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS.

For Good Clothes and
Furnishings

Special discount given to Bates Students

The Barber
For

Eds and Co-Eds
CHASE HALL

HAMMOND BROS.
PHOTOGRAPHERS

Portraits and
Framing

Commercial Work and
Amateur Finishing

138 Lisbon Street

LEWISTON, MAINE
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By YINCKXT BELLEAU

BATES STATK MEET
STOCK IS BKLOU PAR

The State Meet is here again, with
the uoual speculation, and Bates'
stock is way below par. Though
Arn Adams. Jellison, Whitten, and
Knox may be expected to bring in
25 points between them, possibly
two or three more, the lack of good
second place men makfi it impossible
to stretch the imagination and hope
for any mora for our alma mater.

Bates Track Men Bates Over Colby State Meet Tickets

SK< OM> PLACES FEW
AM) VERY FAR BETWEEN

Beside.; the men mentioned above,
Clayt Hall, who has done good work
in the 4 4 0. may possibly come in

second in his event, though he has to
fight for that (place with Thistlewaite
of Bowdoin. who has been known to
do better than 51. Smith may sur-
iprise and come through in the half
mile for another point, and Sampson
can broad jump for another third
place if he feels right Saturday, but
we stop here.

REASONS FOR LAC '

K

OF TRAC K MATFRIAL
The lack of men representing the

Garnet in track this year is due to a
series of circumstances which could
be remedied. In the first place, four
letter-men. all pontential point-
getters, have been doing absolutely
nothing in the way of advancement
this year ; Secondly, men who have
showed promise have lest all hopes
to place in events in which we were
well represented in the ipast and
have quit track. Notable exceptions
to this. Smith and Raymond, two
Sophomores, are expected by Coach
Thompson to do something before
they graduate.

XO < OMPKTITIOX
HURTS TRACK CHANCES

But the chief reason for the scar-
city of track men is the decided lack
of actual competition in which Bates
is taking part this year. Good track
men cannot be expected to stay out
just for the sake of future develop-
ment when they see there is no
chance for them to take part in any
of the meets. Freshmen cannot be
asked to take a deep interest in the
sport if they are not given a few
meets in which they can show what
they can do.

Only four men can enter in each
event in the State meet; a very few
are good enough to make the New
Englands and any of the national
games: this left, this year, onlly the
New Hampshire meet for the track
men. and only 20 men were taken
on this trip. The other men work
day in and day out with no objective
except perhaps personal physical
training, which might be had in more
pleasant ways.

BUDGET LIMITATION
ANOTHER HINDRANCE TO SPORT
We realize that meets, especially

Freshmen meets, mean that the col-
lege must spend money, and that the
custom of the day is to cut budget
expenditures, but we are wondering
if this could not be done in some
other way, which would be a little
less destructive to the good reputa-
tion Bates was establishing for it-

self in the track field.

MORE ABOUT
INFORMAL SPORTS
We suggested last week the placing

of informal, or intramural sports
under a more organized basis. Events
of the past week seem to point out
the desirability of such a scheme.
A group of freshmen got together
and decided to organize a riding
club. All kinds of objections were put
up by Mr. Rowe's office, chief among
which was the lack of some central
executive control which could 6erve
as a link between the administration
and the club. Why not put this under
the head of informal athletics and
let this manager of informal athle-
tics handle it?

Tom Lamey of .Mart indale offered
to coach a golf team. Nobody, how-
ever, saw fit to undertake the res-
ponsibility of selecting 6ix men to
make uip the team and to get them
together. This would come under the
head of the new department we sug-
gested. All recreational athletic ac-
tivities should be put on a more or-
ganized basis, for the general good.

TWILIGHT BASEBALL
PROVING TO BE POPULAR

The twilight baseball series seernis
to be attracting a lot of attention and
uncovering possible varsity material.
Two or three fairly good pitchers,
headed by Pricher are looking good,
so far. Cole and MacDonald of the
senior team are the most outstanding
hitters.

MORE SPORTS: Bob Lamb says
that he could pack the stands and
bleachers both sides if allowed to
stage an intercollegiate polo match
on Garcelon field, and we are inclined
to think he is right.... A coming
college sport, this polo, and one way
of raising the revenue, isn't it? ....
A study in ethics, the difference
between skating on a tennis court
which is under a coat of ice, on a
Sunday afternoon, or playing tennis
on the same surface; worthy of con-
sideration. . . One young horse-riding
enthusiast says no, he won't play
golf, because it costs too much
money; a golfer, on the other hand,
will not take up riding because of
'the reputed expense involved...
We're investigating what looks to be
like a deserted amateur 8 hole golf
course about ten minutes from the
college in the vicinity of Thornorag
. . .Said yesterday's chapel speaker:
The calm Gene Tunney, about to face
the great battle with Jack Dempsey.
turns to his second and says: "How's
imy wife?". . . all right, but just who
was Tunney's wife at the time the
Shakespeare addict fought
eey?. .

.

Lose to Wildcats

By Wide Margin

Adams, Hall, Knox Win,
Two Freshmen Take
The High Jump

The Bates varsity track team re-

ceived a severe trouncing Saturday
afternoon, when the strong Univers-
ity of New Hampshire squad piled
up a score of 8 7 points to top the
Garnet runners, who gathered -5 3

points, in a meet held in the Wild-
cats' territory in Durham.

The day was one of combined
disappointments and surprises for

the Bobcats. Coach Thompson feels

that many of his men should have
done better than they did. In several

running events, Bates lost points
where they were most expected, and
in the weights, the strength failed

to materialize, which for once was
being anticipated in that division.

Mile Record Broken
A new record was established in

the mile run when Noyes of New
Hampshire beat out Jellison, Gar-
net distance man. in 4 minutes and
261.5 seconds. Noyes also edged
the local runner in the 880 yard
run. finishing with a terrific sprint
which Jellison could not quite
match. Another feature of the af-

ternoon w-as the thrilling duel in

the two mile between Captain Norm
Whitten and Dave DeMoulpied Of
New Hampshire. New Bogiand
champion in the event. The heady-

Wildcat pounded along for nine
laps with Whitten at his shoulder
and then gradually increased his :

pace until at the finish line the
Bates man, striving to take the
lead, was nosed out by little more
than a yard. In the 440 yard run.
Hall and Adams, the only Bobcats
entered, were not pressed to any ',

great degree by their opponents, and
took the first two places with yards'

to spare. Billy Knox led the pack
to the tape in the 100 yard dash
beating out his nearest competitor
by a good two yards. The 220 yard
dash also was seized by the Garnet.
Adams and Knox taking first and
second respectively.

Bangs-Kramer Star

The high-jump proved to be the
one bright spot in the bevy of field

events. For the first time in many
a moon Bates held a monopoly of

Yesterday; 5 - 2

At Waterville

Bares A. A. ticket books will not

fee good for admission to the State

Meet. Tickets for the meet will be on
sale today, Thursday, and Friday
afternoons, from 1 : 30-4: 30, in the
lobby of the Alumni Gymnasium.

J

Due to the intense interest in this

Garnet Off to Four Run ITfh^T**11 ha
f lf

evye
i

a
block of 3 00 tickets, and Maine has

Lead, First Stanza • • v -

'

30 °- an of which they claim

they will sell.

Outing Club

Continued from Page One

Bates defeated Colby yesterday
afternoon at Waterville, 5-2. It was
Colby'.-; first State Series lose. Errors
and hits were mixed in the first to
givs Bates a four run lead. Another
run in third, and Millet's strong
pitching especially with men on bases wishing to will gather for mountain
completed the victory. Colby w-as climbs and trips. The Bates College
thanked until the ninth when she Outing Club voted to join the Asso-
-purted. scored two runs, and filled ciation at a meeting held Monday
the bases, but Millet put down the night.

rally by fanning McNumara. On Saturday morning the differ-

R HE ent departments of the Outing Clubs
Bates .4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0— 5 7 5 held separate conferences to discuss

Colby .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2—2 7 3 matters of interest to each depart-

Batteriei: Millet and Brown; A. ment.
Famham and Thomas. Moving pictures of winter sports

scenes were shown on Saturday eve-
ning to the group and old stories of

interest were told by the members
of the Summit Crew concerning
Moosilauke.
The conference ended Sunday

mornins: in the descent from the

On Mount David

the points in this jump. Two fresh-
men, Bangs and Kramer, tied for
first place with Kimball of New
Hampshire at five feet, ten and one-
half inches. This accomplishment
equals the Bates College record for mountain and the return to Han-
the high-jump. over

The hurdles, however, proved to [

be a stumbling block for the local
j

fence sweepers. Thayer and White-

!

house. Wildcat running mates.
cleaned up sixteen points between
themselves in the 120 high, and 220 Continued from Page One
low hurdles to build up much of stones as well as the levelling was

immense lead compiled by the done by members of the Geology
wianere. Burch came in third. Department, and the rock fill was
The field events were productive loosened by the time-honored Sing

both of disappointment and hope. Sinar method of sledge hammer
Douglas, getting off heaves good slinging. Dr. Fisher used his car
enough to take second in the ham- for the transportation of some of
mer. fouled each of his trials and the specimens. The masonry work
was disqualified, scoreless. Kramer, was done by Mr. Hall,
in the discuss, likewise fouled on Among the rocks used were two
throws which would have copped a specimens of beryl, a single speci-
secor.d place for Bates. As it was. men of cinamon garnet, quartz.
New Hampshire took all places in mica, slate, cyanite. and black
both these events. In the shot, tourmaline. A mounted map will

Douglas pushed out the 16 lb. ball be placed on the cairn showing all

39 feet 10 inches to place third to the mountains, rivers, and lakes
Hanley and Learmouth. Bill Dun- visible from the top under the best
ham. in the javelin throw, manag- weather conditions. This will proba-
ed to take a third also with Hanley My be donated by the State Forest-
winning the event. The broad jump, ry Survey. Nothing has been settled
in which the Bobcats had expected on this point at the present time
to score heavily, also turned into but by the last issue of the Student.
Wildcat tallies. In this event, the all plans will be completed and full

best the Garnet achieved was a third details will be released then by Dr.
place registered by Billy Knox. Fisher.

Lamb '35 To Head

New Riding Club

Twenty-five riding enthusiasts met

Monday "night in Chase Hall and

organized formally into a clab, the

Boot and Saddle Club, which is to be

affiliated with the Outing Club, and

will have Buck Spinks as its faculty

advisor. Bob Lamb '35, instigator

of the movement, was elected presi-

dent of the club by a unanimous
vote. Mary Gardner '34. was elected

vice-president, and John Edwarde
'35, secretary-treasurer.

A constitution was drawn up. and
will be presented to the iproper

faculty committee this week. It pro-

vides for club rides, under the super-
vision of the advisor. Any aspirant
for membership will have to take
two rides with the club and pass by
a two thirds vote before he is ad-
mitted into the club.

The Boot and Saddle Club has ac-

cess to the hor&ee of the Burns sta-
ble, and plans to lay out trails all

over the surrounding country-side.

Lamb, the president, has had con-
siderable experience as a summer
riding instructor and is deemed very
competent to direct the destinies of
the club.

-The 'fear leaders' f***™™*
a* a rule the 'cheer leaders of 19.i9.
as a rule tne

Gilbert T. Hodges

Patronize our Advertiser*

-:o:-

Bates Wins Two

Of Three Matches

Showing superior strength in the
doubles day, the Bates netmen de-
feated both Colby and Maine tennis
teams last week. On the Bates
courts last Wednesday, Colby was
defeated 5-4. Jacobs and Antine
teamed up well to win decisively,
6-0, 6-2. while Frank Wood and
Carter clinched the deciding doubles
match in straight sets, 6-1, 7-5.

At Brunswick yesterday afternoon
Bowdoin defeated Bates 7-2. Jacobs,
however, remains undefeated. He
won his singles match against short
6-3. 6-2. eand teamed with Antine
to win 6-4, 6-0.

Journeying to Maine Saturday,
The Garnet tennis men set Maine
back three times in the doubles.
Jacobs .Antine, and Ken Wood also
winning their single matches. Ken
Wood, by winning both his matches,
also earned his tennis letter.

Do INHALE?

3S
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Mr A
Why are

other cigarettes

silent on this

vital question?

DO you inhale ? Seven out of ten

people know they do. The other
three inhale without realizing it. Every
smoker breathes in some part of the
smoke he or she draws out ofa cigarette.

Do you inhale? Lucky Strike has
dared to raise this vital question
because certain impurities concealed in
even the finest, mildest tobacco leaves
are removed by Luckies' famous puri-
fying process. Luckies created
process. Only Luckies have it!

Do you inhale?

7
/

•1

basing
ing experience,

less irritating
to the throat than other cigarettes.

Do you inhale? Ofcourseyou do! So
be careful. Safeguard your delicate
membranes!

toasted
I Protection—

i

-againstcough

Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening over N. B. C. JtiZks.

Lucky Strike news features,

Have you

DENTISTRY
YOUR LIFE WORK?

The Harvard University Dental

School offers an unsurpassed

course in this field of health

service, with emphasis on med-

ical correlations. A "Class A"

school. Write for catalog.

Uroy M. S. Mintr. D.M.D.. M.O.. Dean.

Dept. 47 . 188 Longwood Ave., Bolton.
"

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets

MARTINEAU'S
We Specialize In SODA FOUNTAIN

LUNCHEONS
IT'S "THE" PLACE

R. E. MARTINEAU CO
DRUGGISTS

8.
NOTICE

All Crew Members, Supervisors. Te»a
Captains and Student subscription 9a iet _

people who wish to avail themselves, of tfc,

opportunity for free scholarships made ^
sible through the courtesy of the Leaf*
Magazine Publishers again this year

art

'

requested to apply to the national or^anito

M. Anthony Steele Jr., Bex 244. San
Porto Rico, stating <tualiflcations folly.

M. Anthony Steele, jr.

BLUE BOOK

LENDING LIBRARY
1 Sabattus St.,

LEWISTON', MAINE

Telephone 83379 Hours, 1:30—6 P.M.

Berman's
BAS9 MOCCASINS AND SHOES

SUEDE JACKETS

57 Main Street, Lewlstoa

We can

PRIZE CUPS

FOUNTAIN PENS

of all

LADIES' SILK U

if

SERVALL
LUNCH

14 Hates St. Geo E. Sehmi.lt

The Blue Line
Lewiaton—Eumford—Farmington

.v Lewiston

—

7 45 A.M., 12.35 P.M., 4.25 P.M.
.v Ruin ford

—

7 35 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4.15 P.M.
.» Pnrmington

—

7.30 A.M., 12.20 P.M., 4.10 P.M.

STANDARD TIME

Fred C McKenney
C4 Sabattus Street

CITIES aER VICE GASOLINE
and LUBRICATING OILS
WASHING and GREASING

Nearest Gasoline Station to College

Compliments of

J. W. White Co.

LELLA3

LEATHER HANDBAGS

LEATHER BILLFOLDS

BOOK ENDS

of all kinds

BARNST0NE-OSG00D

COMPANY

Jewelers

50 LISBON STREET

LEWISTON MONUMENTAL
WORKS

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
James P. Murphy Co.

6 to 10 Bates St., LEWISTON.
Telephone 4634-B

—

*

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME

White Flannels, Sport Coat and Sweaters

FLANDERS
62 COURT STRE AUBURN, MAINE.

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing

4 HOUR SEKVICE
THE QUALITY SHOP "

3 Minutes from the Campus

ii

R. W. CLARK _
PBESCEIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine

We ^lici^eju^ToTBates Students
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Queen of the Ivy Hop" Contest *

BALLOT 1«To tne L ome
Publishing

Jtf Chase Hall

My choice for "

(Signed)

Queen of the Hop":
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• • • • •

J*
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OVrite, do not print, this name will oe kept secret)"

this ballot in Publishing Associat'o
est Committee.
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Democracy is something deeper than liberty; it is responsibility—Boston Qlobe
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ADAMS, KNOX, JELLISON AND
WHITTEN EXPECTED TO WIN
POINTS AT NEW ENGLANDS

Annual Intercollegiate Meet At Providence This
Year— Pick Bates Quartet To Place In .

440, 100, Mile, And Two Mile Run

BOWDOIN POSSIBLE^ WINNER

Nine, With 11-5

Win Over Maine,

Off for Harvard

Garnet Has Big- Fourth
Inning- In Game With

Pale Blue

Vdams Defending Cliuiup-

ion in 440— Fast Field
In Mile Run

Four Bates men are looked upon
a»i point winners in Saturday's New
England Intercollegiate Meet,

Adams, defending champion in the

4 4 0. is again the favorite in that

event, though he will he closely

pushed hy McCafferty, the Holy
Cto'ss star quarter-miler who finished

inches behind Adams in last year's

race. Jellison is picked as one of the

strong miile contenders, VVbitten is

likely to come in second or third in

tbe two mile event, while Billy

Knox U one of the half dozen ten

flat men who figure in the century
scoring.

Committee Names

Winning Entrants

Of Song Contest

Bates Smoker Composer
Repeats This Year

The committee in charge of the
second Bates song contest announ-
ces the awards as follows: a prize
of $15.00 to Stanton H. Woodm in,

'-'0. of Portland for "Bates Co-
Ed" (words arid music), and $10.00
ro Alice Lawry Gould, '17, of Wash-
ington, D. C. for her "Song of the
Returning"' to he sung to the Lon-
donderry Air.

Roth Mr. Woodman and Mrs.
Gould were active members of the
Spofford Club during their under-
graduate days. He was president of

the club and during her senior year
Mrs. Gould was elected vice-presi-

dent. She was also literary editor of

the STUDENT and she wrote the

Last Chapel Hymn. Since her grad-
uation Mrs. Gould has written ex-

tensively for publication. A book of

poems, FLOTILLA, came from her
pen in 1926. It will be remembered

the Garnet ball tossers, minus the I that Mr. Woodman won a prize in

services of Coach Morey who is still the song contest last year for the

confined to his home by illness, left ("Rates Smoker".
The Song Contest committee ap-

preciates very much the interest

shown by all those who submitted
material, even though they did not
receive any award. Friends will be

moe»opefflOcsocaBc»ooogc»gpe

QI KEX OF IVY HOP

John Dobi-avolsky,

Contest Editor
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Witli injected confidence due to

11-5 win over Maine last Friday.
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410 Record May Go

When Arn Adams. McCafferty,

Holland, also of Holy Cross, and
Hanson of Northeastern step across

the finish line in the quarter mile,

th > timers are sure to clock some
pretty good time. Last year, Adams
|>roke the New England record with

4S 2-5. and is apt to repeat that
performance if he does not do better.

In the State Meet Saturday, he did
49 1-5. and is due to improve this ^ 1^^'„T^^!!. tb

?,
St
f^

early this morning for Cambridge
where they will imeet Harvard this

afternoon in the annual ball game
between the two 'teams.

The line-up today will probably
be the same as the one which opened glad to know that the Boston Rate<

Club, through the good offices of L.

J. Winslow, '93. ar.d Emerson
Whitman, '00, have agreed to pro-

vide a fund of $50.00 to be used

for awards in a future song con-

against Maine, with .Millett in the

box for the Bobcats, and acting-

coach Ted Brown behind the bat.

Win Over Maine Unexpected
The Maine game was a surprise to

University boys as holders of the
state title this spring. Four Maine
pitchers were hammered conclusive-

ly 'by the Inspired Bates hitters who
were being coached through a system

week. Last Saturday, racing with
Holland and Park of Boston College.

McCafferty did 49 2-5, but be war-;

not pushed at the finish, so it is

fT^'Ii^ of telephone relays by Coach Morey.
better perfo nuuice thi. week. The m WQrked to per,fection .

race is going to 1 e a good one,
in the ^ ibox on

with Grieve of Northeastern, Parks,; ^ ^ ^ gM gaye ya]

Burati who was at Morey's bedside.and possibly Shea, a strong man
last year, giving 'some trouble to

the leaders. Shea has not shown as

much speed this year, but the New
En glands may tell another story.

Bowdoin Possible Winner

On account af the Polar Bear's

easy win in the State Meet. Bowdoin
i* seriously considered as the winner
of the New England meet McLaugh-
lin, who accounted 'for twenty of his

Alma Mater's points, is again

scheduled to take the 220 yard low
hurdles, and a second at least in the

220 dash. It is not expected that he

a play by play report of the game,
and Burati relayed 'Morey's orders

to the press box, from which they
were communicated to the batters.

The one bad feature of the Garnet
play was the free ticket from third

to home which was granted Hincks,
Maine's veteran center field guar-
dian, in the fourth inning, the latter

ambulated the 90 feet from the hot

corner to the plate while Millett

was winding up.

This served as a stimulus to

Bates, however, for in their half of

the inning, the Bobcats pounded
will repeat his feat of last week and

s ,.ling> Maine hinder, for four
enter five events. Bowdoin is safe, '

after wh i ch Romansky.
for three points at leant in the high

d Natting two more Pale Blue
hundles. with Stanwood, the defend-

iitcherg wer(? ret ired in that
In* champion, in great shape. i der apd Kisonak, a left field-

Another very
apt to go .place

Holy Cross, who is favored to take,
geven runa were scored altogether in

the 'high hurdles over Stanwood of ;the frantic fourth, while Fred Brice

Bowdoin, however impossible that ^ Qn the M ,a j n,e bench and wished
may seem. MacDonnell has done he ha[j t j10Ught of using a telephone.

good man who is
pr ^ tQ bp brought in fvom

is MacDonnell ot
, the ipa!3tui .e to throw to the batters.

15.1 in these hurdle*. He is also The hard hitting that the Bates
slated for a second to McLaughlin in

: p]ayeri, 6howed themselves capable
the low hurdles. i

,0 f doing brings reassurance to those
McLaughlin will probably, con-' who ha(J given up hopes of seeing a

centrate his efforts on the two 220's.
' bard hitting Rates baseball team

Galbraith is way above the field in
t]lii3 ye ,al . Berry hit the ball hard, as

the hammer throw, his
_
nearest

did the regt of n js teammates. Every-
competitor. as last week, being Per- ^cdy except Brown got a hit.

kins of Colby. Don Favor of Maine, H;ll .
(l St .h(M iu le Ahead

test.

The prize songs of this year will

be introduced at one of the first as-

semblies next fall.— :o :

Summa Cum Laude

Degrees Awarded

To Two Seniors

Honors Announced At
Chapel By Dr. Law-

rence Monday
This year, for the first time In

the history of the college, two stu-

dents in the same class will grad-

uate with the honorary degree of

Summa Cum Laude. E. Lucile

Foulger of Ogden, Utah, and Wen-
dall A Rav of Auburn, are the two

who are to receive the highest

honor that Bates can bestow upon

them Dr. Lawrance announced in

Chapel last Monday. The Summa
Cum Laude degree, awarded onlv

to students of superlative academic

achievement, has been conferred on

but one student hitherto, John B.

Alexander, of the class of 192 8.

The announcement does not come

in the way of a surprise to those

who have known these two while

college Miss Foulger received

Garnet Musicians

In Radio Program

Sunday on WCSH
Administration Financ-

ing Third in Series

A radio program of classical mu-
sic will be .presented by the music

clubs next Sunday evening, in their

final concert of the season. The
broadcast will take place over sta-

tion WCSH in Portland, from 7:30

to S:00 P. M., Daylight Saving

Time.
The organizations taking part in

this broadcast represent the cream
of Bate.v musical talent. The Little

Symphony, under the direction of

Maestro Gill Clapperton. will play,

after which Sylvester Carter, our

inimitable baritone, will sing. Then
tbe iM.en'3 Glee Club will present

two folksongs—"My Johnnie Wa,s A
Shoemaker", an English air ar-

ranged by Deems Taylor: and the

'plantation melody, "Uncle Moon",
by Scott. The concert is under the

direction of Professor Seldon T.

Crafts. It is evident that this as-

semblage of talent will leave the

public with a. good impression of

Bates' musical ability, through the

summer.
This is the third radio concert of

the Bates musical organizations.

They have been sponsored, in the

previous cases, by the "Student" and
the Student Council. hut the ad-

ministration has consented to aid in

this one. Valery Burati has been the
moving spirit in organizing these
broadcasts, and it is due to his

labors that Mr. L. O. Pitman, the
director of station WCSH. has been
kind enough to give us the time on
the air.

Maine College

Sports Writers

Form Association

Belleau, Sports Editor

Of Student, Chosen
President

who fouled three times in the State

Meet hammer trials, has a good
Aside from the Harvard game,

Bates is scheduled to meet Bowdoin
nance of throwing for third in the Fr jday ,at Brunswick, and to come
New Englands. . ! back here Saturday for an encounter

Bowdoin's other points come in witjj Tufts. The Bowdoin game
the high jump, where Stanwood »| OUgllt to furnish plenty of excite^

again the defending champion, and; mem> wi ,tn the Brunswick <boys

due to take first, though Smith of: wantlng to deal out punishment for

Springfield is another 6 foot jumper
j
thair l0(? .s to Bates here, a month

and may contest first place. Usher
j
ag0( in an exhibition game. Either

is also likely to 'get a point in the
(
LaVallee or Bugbee will start that

mile. Xiblock, star discus man, does

not figure in this meet, because

freshmen are not entered at all.

Jellison Has Battle

iRuss Jellison does not enter the

mile as the favorite this time.

Moynahan of Boston College, who
ran a great race in the Penn Relays

as captain of the two mile relay

team which won the championship
in that event, has done a 4:25 mile

this season, while Jellison's best has

been 4: 27 2-5. Noyes of New Hamp-
shire, who beat Jellison in the dual

'meet, two weeks ago, is also a

possible winner. But is is thought

at Bates that Jellison was not in the

best of condition last week, and not

at all in good shape when he raced

Noyes. so that he may he the mile

winner .Saturday. Jellison will

probably enter in only this event

this week.

Wilcox Star in Century

-Besides the 4 40 record, others

may go Saturday. Wilcox, W es-

leyan's star century man, has done

0 4-5 repeatedly in that dash, and

may do .better in the New Englands,

aa he will be closely pressed by an

array of 10 flat men who are all

anxious to annex a victory and a

record. Miller of Williams is the

favorite among these, but Bell ot

I. T., Billv Knox and Wheeler of

game.

Maine Clubwomen Meet

For Third Year Here

her honor for work in English, and

Rav for research in chemistry, but

both of them have been outstanding

in all lines of scholastic endeavor.

Two Seniors also received the de-

cree of Magma Cum Laude. Mar-

garet J McBride of Lubec, in Eng-

lish, and Randolph Weatherbee of

Lincoln, in History. Both have been

highly
' deserving of the honor.

Weatherbee's distinction comes as a

fitting climax to a brilliant college

•areer. Three times president 0

his class, president of the student

council, varsity debater extraordi

nary Phi Beta Kappa student and

member of the College Club, he has

achieved an enviable record in his

four years at Bates.

Eight more qualified for the Cum
Laude degree: Muriel F. Bliss of

\ttleboro Mass.. in German; Emer-

son F. Blodgett of New Gloucester.
A. Burke of

in Psychology: George

The annual field day of the Maine I Lewiston. in Economics: Ma J.

Federation of Women's Clubs will

ag tin be held on the Bates Campus,

Saturday, May 21. Mrs. William

Seboppe of Auburn is the general

chairman, and arrangements are

already near completion.

The -program, which will .begin in

the chapel Saturday morning, in-

cludes the following:

Address of Welcome ^'^Sht
"Literary Blues" Br. Wright

"Enjoyment of Poetry"
Harold T. Pulsifer

"Element of Music in Goethe's

Poetry" Prof. Harmes

Selections by the Women's Glee Club

;
"Song of the Soul"

,

Bnel

\ "In the Time of Roses" Reichhardt

"Trees" Davld

4-A Play a Feature

One of the important features of|

the dav will be the production hy

Bates 4-A Players of Eugene
O'Neill's one act play "Where the

Crosby of Auburn, in English:

WT
illiam H. Dunham Jr. of Lmekm.

in History: Jeannette L. Gottesfeld

of Lewiston, in French; Elmer L.

Mitchell of Litchfield, in English;

and Howard E. Page of Lynn, Mass.

in Biblical Literature.

It is interesting to note that ten

of the twelve honor students have

their homes in Maine.

For the greater convenience
. of the student body, repre-
X sentativos have been appointed 0
X in tbe various dormitories with X
X whom votes may be left. These

are as follows: Chase House,
Pearl l.ittletield; Frye House,

I., c Lord; Milliken House,
Marjerie Goodbout; Whittier
Eiouse, Beatrice Nielson; Kami
Kail, Gertrude White; John
Bertram, Bond Perry; W.
Parker, Vincent Kirby; Fast

Parker, Leo Barry; Roger
5C Williams, John Stevens; Town
N Girls; Town room with Mary

O'Neal. The Student asks your
((.operation in making this

contest a success and suggests

that you v:>te at once.

Since tbe identity of the co-

ed who is to be chosen for

this honor is to be concealed
until the .I'lnouneenient of the

winner in next weeks Studeni,

it is (|iiil<- impossihle at this

time to make any statement

as to the standing of con-

testants, except that to date

v the voting favors a popular X
X freshman <o-ed, who is closely £
1 seconded by a senior girl, g
X Every subscriber is urged to X
X vote for his choice tor the

J:

X Queen <>r l .y Hop. x

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Faculty Member

Edits New Book

On Journalism

Paul Whitbeck Has Also

Taught Subject

.Mr. Paul Whitbeck of the Eng-

lish department is among those

whose names appear as assistant

editors of Bastian's "Editing the

Day s News" (Macmillan), the new-

est and most up-to-date text on
journalism that the market affords.

The book has just been re-edited by

Leland D. Case, former editor of

"The Rotarian" and now professor

of journalism at Northwestern Uni-

versity, and BfT. Whitbeck has been

uMc SO co-c; ate with him quite

extensively on the make-up, copy,

and headline work.
Bates College has gained a meas-

ure of worth while advertising

through this assistance which one

it' her instructors has rendered to

the preparation of such a widely

used journalism text. It is not the
j Vincent Belleau, Bates '33, was
elected president of the new organi-

zation.
Repreisentativess from Bates, Bow-

doin, and Maine were present at the
meeting Friday. Co.lby will also

have members in the new associa-
tion, but the Waterville college was
unable to be represented at the
meeting at. the DeWitt.

Al Buck Speaks
Al Buck, "ports editor of the

Portland Evening Newe and presi-

dent of the Maine Sports Writers
As^30 elation, spoke to the college
journalists. In an informal talk, he
discussed sports writing as an occu-
pation and told some of his ex-

periences as a sports writer. He then
answered questions and made sug-
ge£'tiont3 as to the formation of the
Maine College Sports Writens Asso-
ciation.

It was decided to have each of
the four colleges represented in the
association by three members.
Writers will be afllowed to belong to

the organization after their term of

office is completed.
Arrange Meetings

The college sports writers will

meet at least once a year at the

time of the annual state track and'
field meet. The purpose of the asso-
ciation is to aid in fostering good
will among the four colleges, and to

help the writers co-operate in getting
news stories.

Bowdoin was represented at the

mesting by Carl Olsen, sports editor

of the Bowdoin Orient, and John
Morris. Maine was represented by
Robert Berg, sports editor of the

Maine Campus, and Harry Paul;

while Bates was represented by

Franklin Berkover and Bond Perry
as well as Belleau.

PRESIDENT GRAY APPROVES

THREE CHAPEL SUGGESTIONS

OF STUDENT GROUP MONDAY
Results Of Meeting Indicate For Next Year,

Co-Ed Seating", More Cuts, And a Student

Chapel Advisory Committee

Plans Definite For New Chapel Seating
;

I

Co-educational seating arrangeajfint, a more liberal policy in

regard to cuts, and the establishment of a student committee to co-

operate with the president for the improvement of the chapel situa-

tion were the three outstanding sn^-e.stions approved by the group

of students who discussed chapel witli President Gray last Monday

evening v
- ,

Randolph Weatherbee '32, president of the senior class, proposed

the change in number of cuts; Lucile Jack, president of Student

Government, sponsored the new seating arrangement in behalf of

that body; and President Gray suggested the student committee,

at the same time heartily endorsing the other two recommendations.
Chapel Reai-raiiKOd

Outing Club Holds

First Canoe Trip

Of This Season

The Outing Club conducted the

fir.st canoe trip of the reason last

Saturday and Sunday when -four

r.moes with eight men left Frye-

burs for a thirty >mHe paddle down
the Saco River and up Lovewell

Pond. The group arrived

burg, which is located within easy

view of the White Mountains, at two,

and isoon were packed into the
canoes and headed into a. squall

Another noteworthy change,
which the President anno tine ed, is

the new placement of classes in

cha>pel. Next fall the freshmen are
to sit next to College Street, the
sophomores are to he iplaced where
the freshmen aire now, whLLe the
juniors and seniors will change pla-

ces. The reason given was that the
uppe relaysmen should be allowed to

sit nearest the campus proper.
The meeting was (Called to order

and opened hy President Gray at

7:15 in the faculty room of Roger
Williams Ha.ll. Twenty-one rep-
resentative students ©elected by the
Student Council and Student Oov-

it Frye
,ern .mc-nt prhicipailly from the sopho-
more and junior classes, were "pre-

sent at the president's invitation

with the purpose of formulating
same comMructive .policy for better-

wbich blew up the river. Leading ing t iie chapel situation. In his op-en-

At the suggestion of the Bates
Student, college sports writers in

Maine met at the DeWitt Hotel

Friday evening to organize a new
association to be known as the Maine
College Sports Writers Association

M.
Springfield are all .about as good

h Uart1 „ tt

Jordan of .Boston Ofege^ « *-ah~ >
3 3

another star .performer, who likeb ^ Holbrook( ,34

while the' Sue Bartlett 'Marjorie Briggs, 32

Doc Higgins Bernard Drew, '34

This field day will '.mark the

Clapperton Makes Final

Appearance on Saturday

The last Student €ha.pel Assembly
of the year will be held Saturday.

Gil Clapperton, "the Old Maestro",

will intake his last appearance here

as an undergraduate music director,

and will sever hi® connections with

music here that have continued

since he was a high school student

at Jordan High.

The Men and Women's Glee Clubs

Orofes is Made". The play is^beingl aml the Little Symiphony will also

directed by George Austin, '33, &n*l^
tok€ ,pa ,r t_

the cas t of characters is:

first work of tbe kind that Mr.

Whitbeck has done, as he has been

interested in the newspaper field

for some time, and has taught sev-

eral courses in journalism.
.0 :—

Dr. Helsley Gives

Talk in Chape!

Speaks of Relations of

War and Pacifism

Dr Charles Helsley, pastor of the

Auburn High Street Congregational

Church, always a speaker popula-

with Bates audiences, gave the in-

teresting and Hi ought provoking

Chapel address this morning.
He said in substance: "One of the

cardinal principles of a Congrega-
tional Church is and always has

been that of independency. Recent
action of the State Congregational

and Christian Conference of Main >

regarding war and the rights of

conscientious objectors in the time

of war was a consistent expression

of tbe historical attitude of the

Church.
In substance the action of the

Conference took the position that

the whole of a person's highest

loyalties are not necessarily found

within the boundaries of national-

ism and that, when the loyalty of

individuals to guard what they be-

lieve to he eternally right conflicts

with the war program of the nation,

the rights of individuals should be

respected. It denies the desirability

or the Americanism of a loyalty

based upon Decatur's "My country,

right or wrong". It affirms rather

the doctrine of "My country right

or wrong, if right to be kept right,

if wrong to be set right" as a basic

principle of patriotism for a free-

lom loving people."

was Admiral Burati in the flagship,

Scow, with Charles Paige '35 as his

partner. The other .canoes

manned by .Randolph Weatherbee.
'32, Olive Knowles '33, James Bala-

no '32. Norman Greig '35. Edward
Decatur '3 4, and Deno Lenzi '35.

After .paddling about, five imiles

down this meandering river, the
party arrived at a dam which re-

quired a portag

ing remarks the President pointed

out that the problem is a difficult
w

.
€re one frc.m the faculty viewpoint as

well as from the student's. He re-

marked that several constructive
suggestions had already been ad-
vanced and threw the floor open to

any who wished to present some
more.
Weatherbee was first to stpeak,

ge of about one hun-jand after emphasizing the fact that

to succeed Chapman
niile. He can do 1:55 3-5,

best that Shaw, who won the halt

for iMaine Saturday, can do, is 1:58
2-5. Cuneo of Holy Cross. Daley of

Boston College and Noyes of New
Hampshire are in the money in the
8 80, though Noyes may not even
enter, concentrating on the Mile.

WOMAN'S POLITICS CLUB

The Woman's Politics Club sent

Mildred Mover. Virginia Lewis, Flo

rente Ogden, and Norma Hinds with

Prof Hovey to an International

Relationship Meeting at Colby Col

Tuesday evening, May 10, Dr.third consecutive year that such an

event has been held at Bates If the lege Harvavcl College spoke in
previous standard is upheld the W h.on ot t

"Disarmament
occasion promises to be one of great

|

the LoiDy w^^^
worth and interest. hand Peace Conferences'

dred yards. This was quickly ac-

complished and the canoes continued
down the stream which makes a
huge swing through the hills. By
dusk a good fifteen miles had been

covered and camp was made on a
high knoll which overlooked the

river. Supper was served with chefs

Burati and Decatur presiding;

following this, beds of pine needles

were .made and some turned in.

Others went paddling up the river..

Saturday morning the party broke
camp and after paddling for six or

seven miles encountered rapids

which ipromised many thrills. The
Admiral led with no little success,

and was soon followed by the re-

maining intrepid canoeists.

Continuing on downstream, the
group kept on the lookout for a

tributary from Lovewell Pond in

order that they might leave the Saco
and paddle up into the lake which is

only a. short distance from the
original starting point. A mistake
was made and the canoeists were
forced to turn about and paddle
against the swift current for more
than a mile. However, when the

group did come out into the long

beautiful lake, with Mount Washing-
ton and all of its mighty brethren

piled up in the background to

furnish a magnificent panorama,
they were quite satisfied that it was
very much worth while. After a cool

dip in the clean waters of the lake,

dinner was served on the shore un-
der the pines. Canoes and ipacks

were soon secure on the cars and the
men were on their way home.

: 0:

Ivy Hop Promises New

Features This Year

Richard Buker '21 Speaks

To Student Body Friday
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FINAL KXAMINATION
SCHEDULFi

Tuesday, May 81,

A. M.—English 102
P. M.—T. T. S. 9:00

Wednesday, June 1,

\. M.—M, W. F. 7:40
p. M.—-T. T. S. 11:00

Thursday. June 2,

A. M.—M. W. F. 9:00
P. H.—**. W. F. 1:30

Friday, Juno 3,

A, M.—T. T. S. 7:40
P. M.—M. W. F. 2:30

Saturday, June 4,

A. M.—T. T. S. 10:00
P. M.—M. W. F. J 1:00

Monday, June 5,

A. M.—M. W. F. 10:00
T. T. 1:30

Richard Buker '21 now a mission-
ary in Burma, will speak in chapel
Friday morning. He and his brother
Ray, also a missionary are returning
for commencement this year tra-

velling further than any previous
graduates.

Richard was a prominent under-
graduate varsity track man, and was
selected for College Club. After
graduation he received his M. D.
from Harvard in '25. He trained
with the International Health Board
of the Rockefeller Institute before

g j

being sant to Burma by the Ameri-
X. can Foreign Mission Society in 1926.
XI o:
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RAMSDELL SCIENTIFIC TO HAVE

TEA PARTY
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At the meeting of Ramsdell
Scientific Club last Thursday, it was
decided to have a tea party at the
last meeting which will be the
Thursday of exam week. Frances
Brackett is in charge of the affair.

Novelty is the keynote of the Ivy

Hop arrangements. It is to be on
the last day of classes, May 26,

from 8:30 to 1.00. The decorations
of green and silver, will bring a

touch of spring. The hall is to be
artifically cooled, something which
is entirely new to Chase Hall. The
favor is to remain a secret for the
present.

The committee has chosen Lloyd
Rajfnell's Georgians to play. They
are well liked and are especially

known for their novelty numbers.
They played at the Charity Ball and
will play at the University of Maine
Commencement Hop.

Since in the past there has been
much gate crashing it will be ab-

solutely necessary for each couple

to have their programs for there is

to be an officer from off campus
who will admit no one unless he has
his program. This will relieve the

crowded condition which this has
occasioned in the past.

The chaperones are: President
and Mrs. Clifton D. Gray, Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Rowe, Mr. and Mrs
Norman E. Ross. Professor and Mrs.
George M. Ramsdell, Dean Hazel
M. Clark .Professor Grosvenor Rob-
inson, Professor and Mrs. R. R. N.

Gould, and Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Wil-
kins.

The chairman of the committee
is John Dobravolsky. He is assisted

by Mary O'Neil, Pearl Littlefield,

Marjorie Goodbout, Donald Stafford,

Donald Fitz and Frank Flynn.

he is definitely in favor of comspul-

,sory chapel, advanced the suggest-
ion that the number of chapel cuts

be raised, perhaps to two a, week.
He favoretd the principle of allow-

ing cuts on a weekly hasis so that

students would .be unable to use
them all up at the first of the se-

mester and run the risk of proba-
tion later on. His proposition was
well received.

S. G. Favors Co-ed Seating
Lucile Jack endorsed the princi-

ple of the new cut ipolicy and then
advanced a iproposition which the

Student Government has approved
namely, that the seating plan should
be alphabetical, regardless of sex, a

system which is in use in practically

all modern colleges. She added that
ithe other might he reversed each
sem'ester, the idea of the whole iplan

being to give everyone an equal op-

portunity to hear what goes on.

Asked hy President Gray if they
heard Prof. Myhrman Monday morn-
ing the girls all emphatically shook
their heads.

The president then mentioned the
new arrangement of seating by
classes already explained, proposed
the selection of a committee to work
with him on the chapel situation in

B&DseraH, and then, asked for express-
ions of opinion on the suggestions
already advanced. Robert Swett, Stu-
dent Council 'president, declared
himself in favor of both Weather-
bee's and Miss Jack's proposals, as
did James Balano '34, Frank Mur-
ray '34, and nearly all of the girls.

The president's own reaction, he
.said, was quite favorable also, al-

though he did not feel in any posi-

tion to commit himself on exactly
how many cuts should be allowed.

Arnold Adams, president of the
junior class, expressed himself as
doubtful about the advisability of

seating the women with the men,
and ;hen the suggestion was advan-
ced that the matter be referred to

student discussion for several days
to find what the concensus of opi-

nion would be.

Bernard Loomer '34 brought up
the question of the recommendations
which the Council ou Religion has
made, and the President replied that

their several suggestions had been
received and were being considered.

Compulsory Features
The general advisability of the

compulsory feature was the next
topic brought up. Jere Moynihan '34

maintained that it was impossible to

get anything of real religious value
from chapel as long as it is compul-
sory. President Gray replied that be
quite und'erstood the different view-
points in regard to this phase of the
problem, but that as far as what
power lay in his hands there was no
possibility of doing quite away with
compulsory chapel, that it is incor-
porated in the history of the institu-

tion, an(d that a student who has
conscientious scruples against it

should take this into account before
coming to Bates. Weatherbee vol-
unteered the statement that compul-
sion is only relative and that the se-
niors with their 22 cuts this semes-
ter don't regard chapel as compul-
sory' at all.

He continued by taking up the
question of how to cope with dis-
turbances such as have arisen in

Continued on Page 3 Column 7
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rentlv satisfactory. The few who have dared to discuss and criticize

frankly the situation with the proper authorities have been termed

"poor sports".

The attitude that "men get all the breaks around here anyway,

so what's the use" has resulted in the men having an infirmary

favorably segregated from the rest of the college buildings, and m
the women having their infirmary on the fourth floor of Rand Hall.

This infirmary, in the past, has proven, on many occasions, inadequate

and inconvenient. Is the practice of allowing sick girls to climb three

flights of long, narrow, steep stairs, and tje practice of having them

come down in a weakened condition, based on intelligent hygienic

principles?
Cigarette smoking, although indulged in by some of the women

at home, and by not a few during their attendance at Bates... re-

gardless of Article XV as postulated in the past by Student Govern-

ment... although it is an acceptable habit in other New England

colleges, is done in the rooms under the cover of incense or on coun-

try roads. Bates women, as yet, have failed to see the need of

making trenchant criticisms of this archaic regulation.

This feeling of apathy on the part of Bates women has been

evidenced not only by these waitresses, by the present Junior girls

in passively accepted ill-lighted and poorly ventilated rooms, but

more especially in regard to the chapel situation. Some of the

women's pews are situated in the extreme back part of the chapel,

but it is strange to note that the women, the least able of any to

hear the
#
mumbled incoherent talks of some of the chapel speakers,

have not instigated the reform of the chapel services, and have, as

yet, failed to Write a single letter in Open Forum criticizing faror-

|

ably or unfavorably this situation.

Shall this remark of Dr. Dewey's appearing in a recent article,

"You can lead them to the University, but you can't make them
think", be said with justice established to be commented upon ? Even
though the rock does require the never-ceasing dripping of water to

be at all impressed, it is worthwhile to remember that it does have
its effect.

Unless Bates women recognize this principle, this disease of

stagnant complacency with its symptoms of apathy and indifference

will continue to hold sway.

M. R. H.

The Spectator
Number 2

Leadership

As this college year draws to a close, we are led to think of the

things which we might have said in these columns during the short

time that we have written, and to a consideration of what we have

said. Without attempting to defend what has been said, we would

like to 'explain what is behind our thinking on the questions which

have been taken up. There has been criticism of our editorial atti-

tude both from students and from faculty members, some of it

justified, and some of it without basis in fact. It has been our belief

that frankness in expressing opinions which we know are shared

by many of the student body serves to develop in the group at Bates

definite convictions either "pro" or "con" on the questions discussed.

These columns have not been intended to mirror student opinion,

but have rather tried to formulate student opinion, which, it seems

to us, has been in a very nebulous state. In doing this we have often

disagreed with others who have just as vital and sincere a concern

about Bates as anyone possibly could have. Many of these people

would say that we have not "learned to disagree without being

disagreeable" ami this charge may have a lot of truth behind it.

Nevertheless, we do think that something has been accomplished

toward stirring certain individuals from their lethargy.

Is There No Democracy In Education?

To our minds there is nothing quite so enervating and conducive

to indifference on the part of students, as the constant demand for

compromise on issues which seem to be fairly clear cut. Too long

have students been allowed to sit back and have their intellectual

food handed to them on a spoon. That system of education which
does not stir students to a discontent with things as they are is not
worthy of the name. For this reason we have attempted to bring
out forcibly, issues which have been hazy in the minds of students.

In so far as this has created antagonism, We have been unfortunate,
but whatever action it may lead to is indicative of the fact that it

has moved some.
We do not count ourselves among the chronic grumblers who

are the bane of existence to administrative bodies, but merely think
that it is best to face certain obvious facts. It is high time to realize

what our educational system is turning out. In such a time of crisis

as this, is it not significant that we have no real leadership"? Condi-
tions today are a startling refutation of the claim that the colleges

are turning out the leaders of the age. At least, it would not seem
to be true of the last generation. Prof. Brown of Princeton who
spoke recently in chapel said that in the last fifteen years at Prince-
ton, to his knowledge, there were few if any who might be justified

to the distinction of being called leaders. There were many who
were popular and many who danced well, but there were none who
wre prepared to take the responsibility of real leadership.

The democratic ideal of education seems to have gone awry, and
has become to a large extent a huge machine which stamps out in-

dividuals in the same mould. Recently a chapel speaker said, "If I
mistake not, the purpose of the educational .system in this country
is to develop individuality and personality." Undoubtedly, this is

the purpose, but we question whether or not it is being realized.
When students are willing to adopt convictions and to stick by them
we will begin to realize that ideal. While conformity is not in itself
harmful, we must remember that the world is still in process, that
the stage which we have now attained is not necessarily the final
word, and that the few, who seem to be out of step with the rest of
us, may after all be right.

Something Amiss

It would seem that Bates women, in general, have been stricken
with the malignant disease of stagnant complacency.

Although waiting on table at Rand Hall has* degenerated into
virtual slavery, so grossly underpaid is it; . . approximately 24 cents
per meal for serving 16 people and lugging back-breaking trays of
heavy dishes in atmosphere of hurry and breathless confusion
when the Dean of Women, in an endeavor to remedy the situation,
asked the waitresses for helpful suggestions, she met a "She won't
get anything out of me", attitude. Perforce, the Dean was obliged
to abandon her attempt to alleviate this condition.

The tradition of housing Seniors, some of whom have had
very poor rooms in their three previous years, on the fourth floor
of Rand Hall in sunless rooms with jutting out eaves, has met with
much disfavor. This dissatisfaction has been, so far, confined to talk
that has ended in no concerted action. The inane reason that, "It's
nice for all the girls to be together their last year", has been appa-
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Recipe For Sanity
By HENRY RUTHERFORD ELLIOT

Are you worsted in a fight !

Laugh it, off.

Are you cheated of your right ?

Laugh it off.

Don't make tragedy of trifles,

Doni't shoot butterflies with rifles

Laugh it off.

Does your work get into kinks ?

Laugh it off.

Are you near all sorts of brinks ?

Laugh it off.

If it's sanity you're after
There's no recipe like laughter

—

Laugh it off.

Sweltering heat hot hard-
baked tennis courts. . . sizzling. . . .

grinding students. . . wot a .life! . . .

Did you say balmy? . . .or was it ten
cents? . . . iperhaps you meant fra-

grant?... Well children, lets start

with chapel... Have you had your
hPnors today?.... cum, cum now.
we didn't mean it that way
honors and truly.... Saw a crack
in the Bowdoin Orient. . . . Sleepy
chaipel wakes up to listen to 'Prexy
talk on petting... Not the chapel.
pal, just the students I think
that I shall never see a poem as
lovely as a tree. . . what a campus
we have! ... Do you inhale! .. . you
know we do have a tradition about
not smoking on campus Who
plays the prelude to the prelude in
chapel. . . What cur threw that?. . .

Repeat several times, add slight
drawl, mix with a good sneer, and
who have you got... What's this
about our retiring reticent young
quarter-back spending ten conse-
cutive nights on the ibeach last sum-
mer ... . strange? .... rawther. . . .

Cheney girls have started their after
supper strolls. . . Now for the com-
mons. . . we suppose that it is hard
to plan. . . but, w.hy have hot cream-
ed beef. . . on a day like today. . .

and the Phys dept. still holds Classes
. . . and a few frigid souls plop tennis
balls on the courts. . . they should
all take a course Ira the appreciation
of heat. . . only I wonder who could
teach it. . . . This campus looks like
an advertisement for the Dandelion
Growers Association.... except fox-

the few violets. . . . and pansies. . .

this is a great pansy country. . . .

Just a bunch of the boys went to the
Auburn to see St. Pierre this week
... He trips the light fantastic with
oh, such naiad airs . . . and here's
another choice bit I wasn't
eavesdropping, honestly but
"Boo" to "Buttercup".... "You've
kissed nie twice tonite, Buttercup.
Now you must go home". Imagine
my embarrassement .... a hectic
Outing Club meeting the other night
. . . Emperor Burati holds sway once
more, .t this weekend was event-
ful... several foolish swains went
home and left their wiser halves to
wield their winning wiles o'er other
yokels.... "Jeem" Balano tried to
be a "swinger of birches" on the
canoe trip. . . he swung her all right
. . .into the river. . . Dayt and Frank
cooperate splendidly by checking up
on each other. . . . the tennis team
was successful in everything but
tennis .... Mashe's blind date was
a pip. . . iBates is doing her best to
help the situation out by turning out
its full quota of jobless this June. . .

full and overflowing. . . speaking of
overflowing. . . . Normie Gregg and
Balano did a beautiful "descent into
the maelstrom" .... Normie croon-
ed to the mosfquitoes with telling
effect. . . on hi® pais. . . and then he
swore off canoe trips ..... and the
Admiral made a mistake. . . sunk
the whole crew . . who nearly forced
him to walk the plank. * get this.. .

Look for things to admire rather
than things to criticise. . said by one
who did not . . . and now. . . columns
like this are .made by fools. . . like
me. but it takes ye editor to put
the skids under it If old Sam!
Pepys could see this he'd turn
over... in his grave... and so to
bed.

SAM PDPYiS, JR.

It is becoming more and more
plain that in the vast majority of
cases, the protection of society ulti-
mately depends upon success in the
reformation of the criminal." —Chief i

Justice Charles Evans Hughes

Q0<t<m«i»'33
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Here's the newest wrinkle in the
insurance racket. Students at St.

Thomas College, St. Paul, Minn,
may take out insurance policies
against being called on in class. Five
dollars in theirs if the prof, calls on
them.

With the issuance of new catalogs
very, very - different courses are
cropping out. At Middlebury a
course in love-making is being in-

stituted with seniors as demonstra-
tors. Faculty members as well as
(students are rushing to sign up for
the course. "Nut Culture" is a course
offered at Oklahoma A. and M. To
avoid any wise-alecking the catalog
adds "study of pecans, etc. not
maniacs." Columbia Univ. 'a catalog
adds to these a "Baseball for
Women" course that counts towards
an A. B. Degree.

4ft

Go ahead and explain this freak.
A cat was .brought into the zoology
department at Chattanooga. It had
two bodies, eight legs, two mouths
with hair growing on the inside, two
tongues, and one palate.

A valuable suggestion comes to
the Chemistry Department from the
A. and M. College at Mont iceHo,
Ark. Free movie tickets are given
by the Chemistry profs, to inspire
the students to higher efforts.
Suppose efforts reach the maximum
when La Garbo comes to town.

How would you like to join a
goldfish club? "All" you have to do
is to swallow one live goldfish and
you become a member. At iRoanoke
College such a club has been started
and there is already a waiting list
because of the acute shortage of the
aureate finny folk.

Prof. Perrin's—Boston Univ.

—

definition of a classroom as "a res-
taurant where brain food is served''
is certainly an apt one. for it may ex-
plain a. feeling of satiety, of weari-
ness, of relaxation, and indigestion.

There are ways and some more
ways of getting cuts. Here's a new
one: A Prof at LMinn. who always
locks his door immediately after the
ringing of the bell went to class two
minutes late to find the door .locked
from the inside. Inside, the students
stayed the required ten minutes, and
then left by the back entrance.

Wonder how emharassing this
test, that an Armour Tech junior
gave to faculty members, would be
to certain Bates profs. The quiz was
on the following ten words: batta-
lion, rarefly, supersede, kimono,
naptha, paraffin, tranquillity, pick-
nicking, sacrilegious, and liquor At
Ar.mour Tech, six was the greatest
number of words correctly spelled.

Strike up the band, for the mille-
nium has at .last been reached
at Pennsylvania. All final exams have
been abolished there, and the last
two weeks are to be used for lectures
and recesses.

Hal Plotkin, of the Univ. of Maine
says that, "If every boy in the U. S.
could read every girl's mind, the
gasoline consumption would drop
50%." He should know.

The Lafayette College says that
the college distress signal is $ 0 $
Are you telling me?

Go West, young man, and vote
At the Univ. of Chicago, votes for
the elections are being solicited at
the rate of a keg of beer for every
twenty Votes.

Since eight o'clock classes have
been abolished because students
sleep, and because students sleep in
all classes, therefore all classes
should be abolished. Logical, isn't
it?

Twenty-five dollars was the prize
offered by the senior class of Notre
Dame to find the ugliest man on the
campus.

By ABBOTT SMITH

Captain Sentry's finely-appointed

rooms were the scene of our peer-
ing together on Tuesday last. We
found before us a meal of great

simplicity, of greater quantity, ana

yet greater perfection. Having

lingered longer than usual at table,

the subsequent conversation con-

tinued until nearly dawn of Wednes-
1 vlav. The Squire was in one of his

! mcst unhappy moods, the only out-

l

ward evidence of which is a certain

'loquaciousness, in .which all of us

delight, and from which some bene-

fit is always to be gained.

From comments on the quality

of the repast of which we had par-

taken, our talk drifted, with some
little manipulation on my part, to

the subject of social gatherings, the

which I had promised to engender.

"It has been my observation,"

said the Inner Templar, whose con-

cerning interest in the drama en-

gages more of his time than his

law, "that the people who should be
mcst interested give little support to

the dramatic productions in which
members of their own society play

the parts. Fortunate it is that there

?q a sufficient number of visitors

to .London to support these ambi
tious endeavors. But this does not

pardon the disinterest of those
others; and it is not untrue that by
them much of value is to be learned
from drama."

"Indeed, my dear young fellow,"

broke in Sir Roger, "drama is not
the only field of endeavor which so

suffers at the hands of those who
should be its sponsors. Have you
never heard it said that "a prophet
is without honor in his own home?
And 'prophet' need not be limited
to white-robed Hebrew evangelists
Such lack of interest is indeed most
regrettable, and even, indeed, when
all the world bows down to the
'prophet', his own home will be the
last to admit his greatness—in part
because of jealousy, and partly be
cause of iblindness to the -possibility

of virtue in any of their own
number."

After this comment by Sir Roger,
the Templar's sincere grieving seem
ed doomed to continuance. Settled
confortably in one of the Captain's
most inviting chairs, the Squire con
tinned en a slightly different sub
ject, for which I had been maneuver
ing all evening.

"Whatsoever a man does, he is

sure to be censured. Such is the
case with an organization or inst-itu

tion or society. It is a simple matter
for the men at the head of any body
to say that all censure is the un
founded babbling of a few dis
contented radicals, who, truly
enough, would often be ready ob-
jectors to anything. But the gentle
men are in great wrong if they do
not a little heed these objectors,
for. in spite of apparent radicalism,
clothed in their blatant verbosity is

certainly much food for thought.
Why, 1 heard of late of one young
fellow of good bearing, who was
rejected as a. committeeman on a
certain situation 'by the head of an
organization because that gentleman
dare not face the truths with which
he. the young and so-called 'radical
youth, would, in most convincing
language, confront the committee.
I am therefore not quick to ibring
censure upon any body without
first making clear my incompetency
in judging, and my failure to be able
to appreciate all sides of a matter

Such modesty is not unemomon
in Sir Roger, and is most sincere.
The reader will appreciate, how
ever, that the remarkable gentleman
is hardly fair with himself—so great
is his knowledge and experience.
He continued:

"Nevertheless, I will venture a
commentary upon the dance, as it
is conducted in imy shire. The young
of the parish flock to it on Saturday
evening, and there disport them
selves mildly. .Maidens are scruti-
nized by youths, who, .having stared
directly at a lass for some time, and
having thereby attracted her eye,
turn to their fellows and comment
upon the physical appeal or lack
thereof of the subject under scruti
ny. The music having begun, a grand
melee ensues, in which the young
women of the parish suffer most. A
youth, having made successful ap-
proaches, struggles through the
crowd to the dance if.loor, drawing
after him the somewhat disheveled
young lady, who is then led through
a series of wild careenings. This
procedure is repeated throughout
the evening—under the close smrveil-
lance of older people, who, to
protect the fair name of the shire
stare ruthlessly at each couple tonote any moral discrepancies Onceduring the party an intermission oc-curs during which everyone rushes
to the cellar for refreshment Ateleven a most proprietous houragreed upon toy the women of theparish and by the loving (pari9hpriest, the children return to tShomes, and, after lengthy adieus /n

couches
J
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What do you see?

By M. HOWKLL LEWIS
Psychology Department
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Of two men, stimulated

is there to be seen, but in

greater measure on

Of two men, stimulated by
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the same environment, with identi

cal retinal images, one will see mere

things and matter he other a

rich and meaningful situation. One

man is simply exposed to tne

world. The other participates «
—he creates it, he organizes it. it a

.-ollege education doesn't equip a

man with a set of experiences that

stuff each new situation full ot sig-

nificance, it has failed miserably.

Whether or not you are to go

fhrough life looking at it througn

a knothole depends not so much on

the confining circumstances ot

business and professional life, but

on whether you have the interests

and background which makes each

new situation something more than

i repetition of old ones. There is

nothing particularly criminal in tak-

ing a worm's eye view of the world,

but one just doesn't expect this from

a man who has had a college chance

to fling open the doors of his soul.

Slovenlv observation accounts for a

large part of conscious inefficiency.

What do YOU see ?
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College Life

In Retrospect

By DOROTHY E. O'HARA

W. A. A. Notes

Play Day activities are to take place

Wednesday, May 25, on Rand Hall

field. All girls are to combine, play-

ing from 2:30 to 4:30. There are

about 200 girls taking part in the
program.
For the first hour, there will he

games with the girls divided into 7

groups, playing different games. At
the end of every 10 minutes, the
groups will Totate.

Following the games, there will

be a 20 minute rest period, during
which refreshments will be served.
Then, awards for the spring season
will be given by Fran Brackett.
The finals of the tennis tournament

will be played off. In the singles
"Deb" Thompson will play Ronny
Melcher, and Rosy 'Laimbertson will

face Toby Zahn.
Ruth Bowman and Verna Brackett

have charge of Play Day, with these
committees under them:— Games,
Pat Abbott; .Refreshments, Eileen
Soper; General Announcer, Mina
Critcheir
The captains for the games are

Barbara Lincoln, Charlotte Longley,
Gertrude Diggery, Becky Cousins,
Marjorie Boot'hby, Mary Hoag.

Questionnaires about W. A. A.
are to be sent to every girl before
the close of school. The questions
are to be very definite and must be
answered likewise. They will be in
the nature of whether or not the
girls approve of the persent system,
if there are criticisms of it, or any
improvements to be suggested. Nor-
ma Hinds '33 is in charge of this
questionnaire.

By VALERY BURATI

I feel
;

the disturbing and
i nsi

dious feeling sometimes that the

wave of Oxford Movement evan KPl

ism did not pass in storm throu gh
here without leaving its imprest
upon me. For in this coluimn there

has been, without equivocation,
ati

Augustinian list of se,lf-confession
K

And yet, even in the danger 0 f

disillusioning imy friends, you know

I cannot refrain from baring my

heart on the matter .of warnings-L

as- I have observed them from per-

sonal experience with them.

In my reading I always enjoy the

type of short story that swings

around an arc and finally returns

to the place from which it started.

It shows a consistency, I think, and

we have always been enjoined, ex-

cept by Emerson, to be consistent.

The lesson must have sunk deeply

into my mind, for I started my col-

lege career with a warning, and

merely for the sake of being coif,

distent, I rounded my college career

with another one.

Of course, to some of us, the

present system of academic grades,

positive and negative, with all their

attributes—their demands for con-

formity; their stifling of the mind's

free play, of creation, of inde-

pendence, of "spiritual" and reli-

gious growth—are cultural lags; are

Gilbert and Sullivan's Pooh-Bah

with false and hollow dignity. Some

day we shall hecome wiser, in the

way that the University of Chicago

has become wise.

But under such a system of acade-

mic ranking and classification of

students by their ability to memorize

and to swallow the cud that has been

chewed so many times, warnings

do have their place and their value.

To qualify this statement, though,

it is not so much the warnings that

have their place and value, as the

manner andl temper of heart in

whicn the warnings are given.

Ah, memories of defeat, humilia-

tion, freshman hopelessness and

tragedy; resolutions of Titanic

energy; and final vindication: With

what forlorn hope—humorous now—I adjusted myself in the end to

accept that D-warning in Greek when
the first warnings came out that

fall

!

And yet, that D-warning in Greek
was given with all the deep felt

sympathy of a kind heart; with the

assurance from an inspiring temper-
ament who told me I could do the

work; that my hesitancy at Greek
paradigms and declensions was mo-
mentary, .that I could do the work
after I hecame oriented. I have the

satisfaction to believe that I did;

and if I somewhat succeeded, it was
because of the kindly encouragement
given me by my professor; hecau-e
of the recognition he gave my
efforts, and his willingness to dis-

count somewhat my lack CTsfclraTcal

knowledge for those efforts I made
to be true to the faith he placed in

me. And thus was opened to ime at

least one bejewelled door of the
many-portalled mansion that is

Greek Literature.

Combined House Party
W. A. A. and Student Government

are to combine in a 'house party
this week end of May 21. It is to
be held at a hotel by Lake Miran-
nacook, Winthrop. Dean Hazel Clark
and Professor Lena Walmesley will
chaperone the 35 or 40 girls who
are planning to attend.

There are many facilities for a
good time open to the girls, includ-
ing tennis courts, bowling alleys,
boats, swimming.
The following girls have charge

of the arrangements:— Deb Thomp-
son and Grace Gearing, transpor-
tation; Mary Gardiner and "Diggs"
Augustinus, food.

Soccer
The soccer contest is to he played

off during the class games this week
There is class competition between
the Blacks and Garnets

Then, the final Black and Garnetgame will he played the following
week The players on these teams
will be selected from all the classesThe nominations for the captains
ot the teams are:

. Freshmen
i»ariiet

E. Rich
M. Curtis

at Sophomores
M. Wheeler
R. Bowman
t. Juniors

J*** • D. Thompson
R. Benham A. Purinton

Track
Instead of class Black and Garnet

track meets there will be a schoolwith all classes competing as Blacksand Garnets at the sarnie time This
will take place next week during
class periods. s

Strangely, from then on until my
senior year I escaped the stigma of
warnings. However in my first

semester of that year, in my major
subject, in which I started as a hope-
ful honors student, I outdid myself
valiantly. It came again; not a D-
warning, to be sure—it was an E-
warning; not only an E-warning;
but an E-Incomplete warning!

I have no doubt ibut that it was
deserved; it was. That i® not the
point; the point is that it caime to

me as a rebuff, a rebuke, not a
challenge, and although it released
a spurt of energy that college ennui
had made .me believe was not there.
I thereafter went about my studies
without any desire to vindicate my-
Relf. I worke/d listlessly with no
thirst for knowledge, and without
happiness.

Black
E. Oliver

B. Lincoln

M. Reid
M. Chick

A warning that kiLls the spirit is

the most pernicious weapon a pro-
fessor can wield; he ean use it for
evil or for good. It cannot be used
of itself alone; the temperament—
nervous, abnormal, vicious, sensitive,
or whatever it is—of the student
should be of paramount considera-
tion, no matter .how much the warn-
ing, judged by present academic
values, is deserved. If a student ie

tailing, there is some basic reason
for his failure, and it must be
fathomed, in the student himself, in
the professor, or in the relations
that exist between the two.

The pulpit is not the only placewhere human understanding is in-
dispensable

An effort is being made at Rutgers
to get 100 students not taking Pay-
cnology courses to stare at ink spots
tor 4 5 minutes and then record their
impressions. The material gatheredm to he used by a student in his the-
sis. Hope the records of these impres-
sions are censored!

TRY
0*

ROAK'S
CORSAGES

FOR

IVY HOP
THEY AKE MADE TO HARMONIZE WITH

HER COSTUME

Phone 980

w v

AUBURN THEATRE BUILDING

Va*W %r*4 \aJ
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College Club—Qroup of Men
United for Bates' Progress
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By HARRY W. ROWE 12.

Alumni Secretary

vvticle Prepared For The May
,A

issue Of The Alumnus)

Whatever may be said for or

,
'.'coeducation, and admittedly,

. are SooA arguments on both
' e

there is r.o one who would
sid?s

^]ip
desirability of both men

de
? women in » coeducational col-

having their separate organi-
leS? While many of the campus
za

!v ties can be carried on under

fS auspices* there are always

•il
services to be rendered that

^
best be done by the men work-

fan
h- themselves or by the women

iB

|iftg the responsibility in their

no
and

way
ilumni groups have heard the

iinnini
Secretary air a rather strong

Eviction of his that Bates has

Drobahly
gone too far in the direc-

"
, n f general activities and has

enough in the developement
undertakings by and fornot don-

f s ne<'inc

hp" men themselves. In this respect

ocial
fraternities provide one of

Jheir best features.

Club Founded in 1891

attention is u°w given to one of

oldest ar-d best established

men's activities for men—the Col-

]e<
re Club. When its founders, gra-

duates of the previous year, met on

the terrace in front of Hathorn Hall

the 1891 Commencement and

°°™d about ^em, they saw a
1

campus not of its present well-kept
2j8_' beautiful trees, convenient
walks and other modern accesso-
ries of the landscaper's art, butiney beheld a comparatively newand always needy college. Athletics
wanted assistance. There was
regular football competition,
but little track and of course, no
hockey, winter sports, Outing Club,
cross country, etc. The departments
of instruction were in dire need of
equipment. This group of earnest
young graduates, who had them-
selves been active in worthwhile
undertakings as undergraduates,
said to themselves: "If we could
only maintain something of the con-
tacts which so recently were ours
and at the same time do something
for the College, it would be a worth-
while thing." Out of this considera-
tion grew the College Club—"A
Service Group of Bates Men".
The objects of the Club as set

down by its founders are: "To taka
an active interest in current affairs
at Bates College; to encourage and
to stimulate work in literary and
athletic lines; and to promote in
any way that may seem desirable
the general welfare of the institu-
tion.."

Student-Alumn i Rclat ionship

Richard B. Stanley, '97, in his
brief write-up of the Club published
in 1915 said: "And then once again
couldn't a Club do something to

foster college spirit, loyalty and sises the fraternal character of the
tradition? Wouldn't it keep the I organization.
alumni in touch with the student I The Club was not intended to be
body and the students in touch with i a "mutual admiration society". To
the old grads? Couldn't the alumni I be sure it was to provide a form of
by thus keeping in touch, help the fellowship in a group of the men
students to be moderate and fair
and sportsmanlike, and couldn't the
students help those who had gone
not to be forgotten, and not to out

graduates, but it was also to do

something concrete and definite for

the College. The first members vot-

ed to contribute an amount each

Women to Compete

In Telegraphic

Archery Contest

Select Students To

Compete For Honors

grow the enthusiasm and youth of year to a common treasury. This
days on the campus? And above all custom has been continued so that

couldn't the Club by doing all now practically all the members pay
these things keep the interest of its annual dues of $3.00. Out of this

membership active and alert for the money has come no end of assist-

least as well as the greatest wel- ance to undergraduate activities and
fare of the College?" to the departments of instruction.

For over forty years the College The following are typical examples:
Club has existed not in name only, First medals for track work (1891).
but as a vital, potent, useful alumni two footballs (1892), vaulting pole

organization. For many years one of (1892), short story prize, books

—

its founders and firm supporters, physics laboratory, trophy cups,

William F. Garcelon. '90, was the song prize, debating prize, athletic-

Secretary. Richard B. Stanley, '97 field, commencement games, alumni
assisted him and later for many banquet, hurdles, talks to students,

years carried the full burden of the Stanton portrait, Cheney portrait,

secretaryship. The presidency has Carnegie Fund, library bulletin
been filled by some of the college's board, Bates Night, sweaters. Stan-
strongest and most outstanding ton bird cabinets, adding machine

—

graduates who have been glad to Bursar's Office, class organization
help an activity of so much merit. activities, college deficit, flag. Ox

Members Carefully Chosen
The membership has always been

a carefully selected one. For a time
five men were chosen from each suc-
cessive senior class. This number
was later increased to seven and
then to nine, the present quota.
In the beginning, groups were also — -

ci-mwino- what win be
picked from the classes already !

specialized n f°JfS What^be

graduated. From time to time th.v d
p

One by united action-jan the part

, • i- i v. j of a eroim with a common purpose,
membership list has been revised

;

^™U
£f club iu lWwnt Years

Dead wood has been cut out and
IJ°^M years outstanding

the resulting vacancies filled with: 111
„.. ffe C** iloon tinj , , , , ftmonET Hip ants liave oeen xue

graduates who have demonstrated £ . ?f , fin,

';*
1linor nf hipfinishing and furnishing ot tne

Trophy Room in the Alumni Gym-
and the campus flagpole.

THE GREEKS
Had a Word For Them I

XZESPIO (born with wings)

The 3rki annual contest of the

Women's Inter-Gollegiate Telegra-

phic Archery Tournament is taking

place during the week of May 15 to

May 22. All Women's Collegee and

Co-educational Colleges are eligible.

The results are to be reported by

telegraph or mail.

Each college may enter one or

more teams. Bates
team consisting of Al Chandler.

Beatrice Dumais, Connie Conant, M.

Swasey, Maxine Hopkinson, Frances
Webb, Eileen Scxper, Rebecca Carter.

,

" The teams must shoot 3 Columbia
Cheney portrait,

con6istrng of: l6t ra ,nge , 24

arrows, 50 yards.—'2nd range, 24

arrows, 40 yards.—3rd range, 24

arrows, 30 yards.

|
Last -year, the University of Wis-

rrPPk'consin had the highest score. Rates
lord debating trip, him—Greek

, fourth, .but was
Play. The foregoing are by no

!

*

means a complete list of the bene 1

>

Chapel

The following students have been

elected by the committee in charge

to conduct Honor study during the

year 193 2-3 3:

Miss Charlotte Cutts, English:

Miss Ruth T. Benham, English; Mi|s

Constance R. Conant, German: Sam-
uel Scolnik, Economics; Mfee Eda S.

Osano, Sociology; Miss Lu<eile C.

Jack, Government; Harry E. Kemp.
Bib. Lit.; Clive D. Kuowles. Bib.

Lit.; Gerald E. Stevens, Psychology;
Clinton -M. Osborne, Psychology;
Frank H. Byron, Mathematical Stan-

is entering one ley B. Jackson, Mathematics; Gs-
' raid Simard, Chemistry.

factions of the Club. They are but

tvpical of its constant aim to give

help, not necessarily in large

amounts, in key places where there

are current needs. In short, it has

4th place above the University of

New Hampshire However, the Uni-

versity of Maine placed higher than

Bates.

Mrs. Wiikins Holds Party

For Girls Born In May

work for theiutheir willingness to

" Thews' used in the choice of
I™f^nse of whicll was shared

with the Alumni Fund. Before the

erection of the Gymnasium was be-

EXHIBIT A. MERCURY EXHIBIT B. PEGASUS

In the best families (or any others for the matter) that doesn't happen nowadays.

Hence the United States Air Corps offers some) attractive inducements to you

je students for whom it has built a $10,000,000 institution at San Antonio,

Texas, where they teach you to fly and while yo^ are learning :

Pay you a salary of $75.00 «per month. Pay your living expenses.

Supply you (free, of course) with snappy, tailor-made, sky blue uniforms.

Grant you the social and. military privileges of potential officers.

Pay your traveling expenses from your home to the new field at San Antonio.

700 Men are taken in each year. The course requires a year to complete and

includes over 200 hours of solo, flying, those who stay the full year are commis-

sioned as Lieutenants in the Air Corps Reserve.

If you don't like the training you may resign at any time. For Example :

Should vou stay three months and then resign you will receive $225.00 cash,

your round trip expenses from your home to San Antonio, and about 50 hours of

solo flying. ' > . •.•.it

The service and. associations of the Air Corps gives its members a very real

distinction and a very noticeable breadth and poise.

If you have applied and are ready to go, we have compiled information and tips

giving vou inside angles and dopo that will be invaluable when you arrive at the

field, if vou haven't applied yet then by all menus get our information. We tell

vou the entrance procedure and eertatB twists that make your Igetting in easier

ami mn, knr. The information! written by men who have been thru the B4&90I

covers all points from beginning to end that you are interested in knowing. This

information cannot be obtained elsewhere ; it is complete. Nothing else to buy.

The price is $1.00 or sent C. O. D., if you desire.

National Aviation Service

742 S. HILL ST.. LOS ANGELES. CALIF.

the undergraduates is of interest.
As conceived by the founders, a

i

College Club membership was to be
a sort of Phi Beta Kappa of general
accomplishment. The Club was to

include good scholars, outstanding!
athletes, men who were interested
in music, debating, publications,
and other activities. For many
years the seniors were elected in

open meeting at Commencement,
j
More recently they have been chos-

I
en by a committee before the end
of the year and invited as guests to

the annual meeting. This year the
process was set forward even earlier

and the list was announced at

Honors Day. Of course mistakes
have been made. No committee of

selection is infallible. Sometimes the

election has not "taken" and the
student has basked in the glory of

hearing his name read among the

honors at Commencement and then

has paid no attention to it after.

Under the present club policy how-
ever, such inactive material is soon
eliminated.

Nature of Annual Meeting

For many years the annual meet-
ing was held on Commencement

1 morning in one of the rooms m
Hathorn Hall. With the natural

changes in the program and the

pressure upon many most interested

because of the affairs of graduation

morning, it was felt that the time
had come to give the College Club a

more conspiciuous place in the

thought of the graduates and the

seniors. A few years ago the annual

meeting took the form of a banquet

held on Saturday evening in one of

the rooms in Chase Hall. Club

business is transacted, a few talks

are given, and the incoming mem-
bers are presented to the Club, tho

Club is explained to them, and they

are formally^inducted into member-
ship This plan provides a dignified

and enjoyable evening, and empha

gun the College Club, under the

direction of Philip R. Webb, '17, its

present .secretary, began to collect

pictures and trophies so that when
the Gymnasium was ready, there

was at hand a very respectable col-

lection. The Club assisted in finish-

ing the gallery of the Gymnasium
and in framing and hanging the

pictures, and in building cases for

the collection. There is now in place

Mre. Percy D. Wilkine, assisted

by Ire, John S. Chikhs, entertained
at her home on College Street last

Saturday last Thursday evening,
those Bates girls fortunate enough
to have been born in the month of

May. Games were played in cotmpe-

Mrs. Bartlett Entertains

At July Birthday Party

A very pleasing July Birthday

Party for the girls of all classes was
held Thursday afternoon, May 12th.

at the home of tMrs. Paul Ba<rtl:-tt.

1 Forest St., with Mrs. George

Ramsdell and Mrs. Paul Whitbeck
as other hostesses. A hat-making
contest was won by Doris McAllis-

ter, and a silhouette-making contest

was won by Elizabeth Durrell, after

which refreshments were served and
Mrs. Clifton Daggett Gray and Ma-
dame Gray poured.
Mrs Gray informed the guests that

President Gray's birthday is also in

July—and on the 27th of the month,
the saime date as that of Elizabeth

DurreU. The following girls attended

the party: Bern ice Burnham. Mada-
iine Buimpus, Margaret Bumptt^,
Mina Critchell, Frances Cronin,

Stella Clements, Gladys Goddard,

Continued from Page One
chapel during the past year In his

personal opinion he said, the beha-

vior of some of the men was ungen-

tlemanlv and disgusting. Adams ha-

zarded the suggestion that in some
cases classroom animosity was

carried over into the chapel. The

president replied that while this was
no doubt true it was a poor excuse

and a cowardly way to take out

personal .spite. MSfe Jack ventured

t& hope that seating the women
among the men might discourage

this objectionable practice.

Mi'dred Moyer '33 stressed the

i.rr jortanoe of student participation

in chapel exercises and President

Gray replied that he had definite

plans in mind for that very thing.

Herbert Berry's objection to al-

lowing ballots to be filled out during

Jiapel was upheld 'by all present.

George Austin '3 3 suggested call-

ing in local ministers of different

faiths to speak occasionally. The
proposal was laid on the table for

future discussion.
Asked as to how the student com-

mittee for chapel regulation was to

be appointed. the President, after

some consideration, replied that the

presidents of the Student Council

and the Student Government plus

two or three more from each of the

classes would make a fairly repre-

sentative personnel for such a com-
mittee.

lotte McKenney, Mary Hoag, Doro-
thy Kimball. Gertrude Stevens, Ro-
samond Shattuck, and Bertha Wells.

a complete set of pictures of all the dred E. Vining, of the Senior class;

tition between two groups, the odds,
and the evens. The losing team was Elizabeth Durrell Sarah Hughes,

required to put on a stunt for the! Doris McAllister, Mary Rowe, »

amusement of the others. After the
singing of well-known Bates songs,
a .piece of birthday cake represent-

ing the date of her birthday, to-

gether with the other refreshments,
was enjoyed by each guest.
The guests were: Julia A. Briggs,

Dorothy G. Fuge, Margaret J. Mc-
Bride, Doris >Mooney, Annie V. Proc-
tor, Frances E. Stevens, and Mil-

Y HOLDS ANM AI; RETREAT

official football teams, many base

ball teams some of which date back

to 1S77, as well as track, cross

country, relay, tennis, and hockey
teams. During the present year the

pictures have been renting and all

carefully labelled. The expense of

this work has run well over $1000
which added to the $1000 contri-

buted to the Million Dollar-Gym-
nasium Fund in the beginning,

makes an outstanding contribution

from a comparatively small group of

graduates. One very important piece

of work not listed in the foregoing

table was the compilation of an

athletic history, the manuscript of

which is only waiting the editor-

ship of someone to present to the

graduates a very fine picture of

Bates athletics from the beginning.

STATE SERIES
STANDING

Constance R. Conant, Beatrice W.
Neilsen, and Evelyn Rolfe of the
Junior class; .Lucienne Blanchard,
Theresa Buck, 'Harriet A. Cook, Mar-
celeine B. Conley, Virginia Long-
fellow. Eileen Soper. and Jeannette
Wilson of the Sophomore class;
Frances: A. Eckhardt. Ruth Frye,
Rosie M. Gallinari, Margaret E. Per-
kins. iRuth E. Pride, Louise A. Wil-
liams, and Frances E. Ray of the
Freshman class. Mrs. Clifton D. Gray
was the guest of honor.

SENIORS !

"There is nothing more aristo-

cratic than a democrat with an op-
portunity." —Charles W. Fergusin.

With a clear knowledge of possi-

bilities and the inspiration of close
fellowship around the open fire at
Lake Cochenewagan lodge. last

week-end, next year's Y. M. C. A.
Cabinet shaped its plans for a dual
purpose: first, to be of benefit to

incoming Freshmen-, and, second, to
turn the Wednesday night meeting
into some benefit for the College. At
the camp's big recreation hall cam-
pus problems were ernestly dis-
cussed and every effort was made to

find their solution.

(Including Yesterday's Game)
\\ L

Colby 6 1

Maine 8 !i

liates 52 12

Bowdoin O 5
Games Last Week

Colby 9—Bowdoin 5

Bates 11—'Maine 5

Colby 8-—-Bowdoin 4

(Yesterday)

Ave.
.857
.500
.500
.000

Only a few more weeks now and
your college life at Bates will be
over; but are you going to forget
all about your Alma 3Iater as soon

as you return to your respective

homes? Next year you will find your

thoughts turning toward Bates, and
you will often wonder just what ir

happening- there. What better way
can you keep in contact with your
college than by reading its own
weekly paper?

All seniors who would like to

receive the Student for the coming
year should see the Business Mana-
ger or should leave their names and
addresses in the Publishing Office

as soon as possible.

LE

Messager
Publishing Co.

Job Printers

Publishers

"8?

225 Lisbon Street

DEWITT
Beauty Shop

CO-EDS :
—

Stop in and
let us add that finishing touch
of beautv. PERMANENT and
FfNGBR WAVES a specialty.

TELEPHONE 3677

f

SAY IT WITH ICE CREAM

George A. Ross
ELM STREET

Bates 1904

RUTH ETTING
Distinguished radio and

musical comedy star.

Every Wednesday and

Saturday at 1 0 p.m. E.D.T.

Boswell Sisters
Famous for the rhythm

and harmony of their vo-

calizing. Every Monday
and Thursday evening at

10:30 E. D.T.

Frocks for D O NAPPY
Sportswear

A Y T I M
(ance
INNER

COLLEGIATE GRIFFON CLOTHES FOR MEN
Charge Account Service

109-111 Lisbon St., CORTELL'S Lewiston, Mai

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Main Street

LEWISTON

SCHOOL PAPERS YEAR BOOKS

MERRILL & WEBBER CO.
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS

95-99 MAIN STREET, AUBURN, MAINE

PROGRAMS ANNOUNCEMENTS

Alex Gray
One of the outstanding
voices in radio. Every
Tuesday and Fridav
ning at 10:30 E. D.T.

4fe "«i

. . . all you could ask for
© 1932, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

GEO. V. TURGEON & CO.
Agents for the beautiful Gruen Watches

DIAMONDS - - WATCHES
80 LISBON STREET, LEWISTON MAINE.

I

GOOGIN
FUEL CO.

COAL, WOOD and COKE
1801 Phones 1800

114 Bates Street 67 Elm Street
LEWISTON AUBURN

Fogg's Leather Store

123 MAIN ST., LEWISTON, MAINE.

Harry L. Plummer
PORTRAIT—Commercial and

Finishing Photography

New Studio

At 135 Main St.,

Lewiston, - Maine.

GROUND FLOOR

TAXI
4040

UNION SQUARE TAXI CO,
171 MAIN STREET

——————————^

WHEELER
Clothing Co.

Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS.

For Good Clothes and
Furnishings
discount given to Bates Students

BILL
The Barber

For

Eds and Co-Eds
CHASE HALL

WE CATER TO

BATES STUDENTS

COLLEGE ST. SHOE HOSPITAL
67 COLLEGE STREET
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By VINCENT IJKLIjKAU

SPORTS WRITERS
PORSi ASSOCIATION
For the flivt time in history,

ottietbiiLg has been done in the way
oi organizing Maine college Bportt-;

writers in an association. Eight
Ki iitlf-nr n of the press met at the
D' Witt last Friday and decided to
get together on policies which are

mt'd for t h 3 common good of the
four colleges. This move, at the
same time, will enable us to ex-
change compliments and secure
better news for our readers. The
association idea, moreover, will put

Hi ge .--ports writing on a plane a
little nearer to the professional
ga me.

BOWDOIN WINS STATE MEET
BY BIG MARGIN-BATES THIRD

McLaughlin, Bowdoin Star Hurler, Takes Four
Firsts- Adams Breaks State Record in 440—

Pole Vault Record Falls

STATE MEET RESULTS
PLEASING TO DOPESTERS

I he State Meet had its usual share
.)!' upsete, chief a.mong which we see
McLaughlin's victory in the century.
Though the fast Bowdoin runner is

acknowledged a great hurdler, his
parti iiiation in the century was kept
quiet by Bowdoin. and he had not
been figured better than Adams in
th" furlong. The Bowdoin young
man who had predicted McLaughlin
victories in the Orient was quick
aft r th; meet to say "I told you
BO". The Student was the only paper
eon i b ring Clayt Hall capable of
pulling down a second place in the
quarter, Which ho did. There follow-
ed considerable head-swelling. Flo-
tifig's work mi the 220 hurdles was
very phasing to the Maine delega-
tion at the MCSWA meeting.

NEW ENGLAND MEET
IS NEXT ON SCHEDULE

Bates has but one first place
favorite among the men entering
the New England* at Providence
Saturday. Arm Adams is given a
©light advantage over <McCafferty.
Th; Holy Cross .star never got over
A lams' win last year, and will work
his hardest. If this weather conti
nmes, those who journey to the
Brown field this weekend are likely
to a* & some records go the way of
all records.

Coach Thompson thinks Whitten
can : ike DeMouplied over Saturday.
! in-;, the M. I. T. man, has done
9:28 in the two mile, better than
DeMouplied and Whitten ever could
do. and is slated to take the race,
but DeMouplied is generally Icon
ceded second place on past per-
formances. Last year, he heat Whit
ten. and looked fresh enough at the
finish. Again this spring, in the dual
meet between Bates and his college,
he beat Whitten. But Coach Thomp
son insists that his two-miler is
due to be in the best of condition
before the week is over, and that he
will reverse proceedings and come
in next to Kearns.

.Maine is in a peculiar position.
Although she is considered better
than Bates in track, all her star
men are entered in events in which
there are better performers from
other schools, so that Bates is pioked

ad of Maine in the New England
scoring. "We expect Bates to score
aibout 12 points, and Maine about
10.

NOW IS THE TIME
FOB THE -IF'S" TO COME

The State Meet might have turned
out Bowdoin first, Bates second,
instead of Maine, very easily. Knox
was a hare inch behind McLaughlin
in the centulry. Two points were thus
within reach in the 100. If Adams
had boat the Bowdoin man in the
220, and Jellison had brought in a
second place instead of a third in
the two mile, and if Sampson had
jumped about one eighth of an inch
farther north. Maine's margin would
have been eliminated

FOOTBALL TICKETS
SPORT DEPRESSION PRICES
King football has finally sue

ciwnbcd to the trend of the times,
and is now sporting a new set of
admission prices. Yale, Harvard,
and Princeton have taken the lead
and done away with five dollar foot
ball games. Athletics in general will
follow suit. With the Dempsey
S h;n ting fight this summer due tc
be a. financial flop, sports will learn
a lesion. Two dollars, by the way,
ia a lot. of money for a state serial
football game, especially when the
average football fan who isn't too
interested in the colleges playing can
listen to the radio and get Harvard
Yale on the same day for something
like two cents an hour.

OBSERVED IN PASSING:—Our
idea of what the State Meet financial
report ought to look like: Paid
a :ni"sions: 300; unpaid admissions:
500.. Thr> fence, we noticed, is very
well suited to the use that was made
"i it last Saturday Seriously
speaking, though, the high price of
a dollar and a half was largely the
cause of Tom. Dick, and Harrv
sneaking in on somebodv else's
ticket stub The ipress box was
highly suspicious of Ollie's move in
leading the Bates band away from
the field before the meet. But when
he returned with them bearing
chairs, the tension was relieved.
Bowdoin is entering the State Tennis
Meet the favorite, but Cliff Jacobs
ought to win the singles competition

Bob Lamb's Horse Show at the
Lev.-iston Fair Grounds is on deck
for entertainment Saturday.

— :o:— LI
College men belonging to a nation-

al fraternity who transfer to Univ
of South California and do not find
a chapter of their organization at
that college, have formed an organi-
zation calling themselves "The Stray
Greeks." They would have to call
themselvse "The Lost Greeks" here

By VINCENT BELLEAU

Stellar work by Ray McLaughlin,
Charley Stanwood, and others of
Jack Magee's track team gave Bow-
doin 57% points in the State Track
Meet last Saturday, 20 points more
than the next team, Maine. Bates
did well with 30 \2 , while Colby
broke into the scoring meager!y
with 10 points.

Bates Scon's Three Firsts

Arn Adams broke the State
record in the 4 40, setting the new
mark at 49 1-5. while his team mate
Clayt Hall came in second in the
same event with the best time he
has even done, 50 3-5. Adams also
put-:he.l McLaughlin in the 220, in
record time.

Jellison, winning the mile in
4:27 2-5, added five points to
Bates' score, as did Whitten in the
two mile. Jellison came in third in
this event. Billy Knox was second
in the century, as well as third in
the 220. Sampson got a second
place in the broad jump, doing 21
feet 9 % inches.

John Lary was a surprise in the
javelin, bringing in a third place
with his throw of 1(50 feet. Dill
tied with Crowell of Bowdoin for
third in the pole vault at 11 feet
6 inches for the other half point.

McLaughlin Stars

Ray McLaughlin, Bowdoin's all-
round star, who took the New Eng-
land crown in last year's competi-
tion in the low hurdles, not only
took that event Saturday, but also
surprised by entering and winning
the 100 yard dash. Magee had kept
McLaughlin's participation in this
event in the dark until the last
minute, so that dopesters had not;
figured the Polar Bear's best man
as a possibility against Knox,
Moulton, and Means.

In the 2^0. McLaughlin came
through again, leading Arn Adams
and Knox- in 21 4-5, equalling the
meet record. He had a harder time
of it in this day's last event, how-
ever, Floring of Maine pressing him
closely in the low hurdles. The
time in this event was 24 2-5, an-
other new record to McLaughlin's
credit.

W liH ten Takes Two Mile
Captain Norm Whitten of the

Bates track team fulfilled all pre-
dictions by taking the two mile
race. Jellison was running in second
place ,but was passed by Lavendar
of Bowdoin going into the seventh
lap and could not make up the
difference, finishing about twenty
five yards behind the Bowdoin man.
Whitten was about 15 yards ahead
of Lavendar. His time was 9:55 3-5.

Pole Vault Record Broke
Webb and Hathaway of Maine

finished at the head of a quickly
eliminated field of pole vaalters,
topping the bar at 12 feet two and
a half inches, a new record.

The summary:
100-Yard Dash—Won by Mc-

Laughlin, Bowdoin; Knox, Bates,
second; Floring, Maine, third. Time,
10s.

220-Yard Dash—Won by Mc-
Laughlin, Bowdoin; Adams, Bates,
second; Knox. Bates, third. Tiine^
21 4-5s (equals record).

440-Yard Run—Won by Adams.
Bates; Hall, Bates, second; Hickok,
Bowdoin, third. Time, 4 9 l-5s (new
record )

.

880-Yard Run—Won by Shaw.
Maine; Usher, Bowdoin. second:
Chrotie, Colby, third. Time 1m 5s
3-5s.

One-Mile Run—Won by Jellison.
Bates; Usher, Bowdoin, second;
Booth, Maine, third. Time, 4m 27
2 -5 s.

Two-Mile Run—Won by Whitten,
Bates; Lavender, Bowdoin. second-
Jellison, Bates, third. Time, 9m 55
3- 5s.

120-Yard High Hurdles—Won by
Stanwood, Bowdoin; Allen, Bow-
doin, second; Goddard, Maine, third
Time. 15 3-5s.

220-Yard Low Hurdles—Won bv
McLaughlin, Bowdoin; Fiorina
Maine, second; Stanwood. Bowdoin
third. Time. 24 2-5* (new record)

'

Running High Jump—Won by
|Stanwood, Bowdoin; Adams, Bow"-

doin, Robinson, Colby, and Webb
and Sleeper, .Maine, tied for second.
Height. 6ft.

Running Broad Jump—Won bv
McLaughlin, Bowdoin; Sampson.
Bates, second; Briggs, Bowdoin,
third. Distance. 21ft. 9 7-Sin.

NEW ENGLAND INTERCOLLEGIATE MEET DOPE SHEET

Here's the way the Student Sports Department figures the

New Englands will come out Saturday:

Wilcox
Wesleyan

Wilcox
Wesleyan

Adams
Bates

Jordan
B. C.

Moynahan
B. C.

Kearns
M. I. T.

MacDonnell
H. C.

McLaughlin
Bowdoin

Webb
Maine

Stanwood
Bowdoin

Pike
N. H.

Galbraith
Bowdoin

Gfflbane
Brown

Footrick
Springfield

Couhig
B. C

100 Yard Dash
Miller Bell

Williams M. I, T.

220 Yard Dash
McLaughlin Miller
Bowdoin Williams

440 Yard Dash
McCafferty Holland

Holy Cross ;H. C.

880 Yard Run
Daley Cuneo

B. C. H. C.

Mile
Jellison Noyes

Bates N. H.
Two Mile

DeMouplied Whitten
N. H. Bates

120 Yard High Hurdles
Stanwood Shaw

Bowdoin Springfield

220 Yard Low Hurdles
MacDonnell Floring
H. C. Maine

Pole Vault
Farmer Hathaway

Springfield Maine
High Jump

Smith Coon
Sprnigfield M. I. T.

Broad Jump
Fait Odell

North eastern Wesleya n

Hammer
Perkins Favor
Colby Maine

Shot Put
Milbrandt Rvmph
N. E. N. E.

Javelin
Knowlton Milbrandt

Springfield N E.

Discus
Ambrose Hanlev

H. C. N. H.

Knox
Bates

Bell
M. I. T.

k

Hanson
N. E.

Shaw
Maine

Usher
Bowdoin

Ward
B. C.

Whitehouse
N. H.

Whitehouse
N. H.

Mulherin
B. C.

Scott
N. E.

MeNally
H. C.

Dryer
R. I.

Couhig
B. C.

Stinchfield
Colby

Milbrandt
' N. E

"We are the world's (prize boob as

a lender." —Arthur M. Hyde, Se-

cretary of Agriculture.

Have you thought of making

DENTISTRY
YOUR LIFE WORK?

The Harvard University Dental

School offers an unsurpassed

course in this field of health

service, with emphasis on med-

ical correlations. A "Class A"
school. Write for catalog.

Leroy M. S. Miner, D.M.D., M.D., Dean,

Dept. 47 , 188 Longwood Ave., Boston, Mass.

1

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PEESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets

MARTINEAU'S
We Specialize In SODA FOUNT at»

LUNCHEONS
IT'S "THE" PLACE

R. E. MARTINEAU CO
DRUGGISTS

235 Main St.
Prescriptions Have Right Of

NOTICE
All Crow Members, Supervisors t
Captains and Student subscript ion

S ?
B

people who wish to avail themselves, m .

opportunity for free scholarships mad«
sible through the courtesy of the 1

"

m i>,, i.i -,, ..... ., ".. M!i
«ll|>jMagazine Publishers again this y<>ar

requested to apply to the national
If. Anthony Steele Jr., Bex 244.
Porto Rico, stating o^ualitications fully

M. Anthony Steele j.

Points: Bowdoin 22—Boston C. 21—Holy, Cross 19—Springfield 10

Pole Vault—Webh and Hathaway, Maine; Alley, Maine, second; Favor
both Maine, tied for first; Crowell,
Bowdoin .and Dill, nates, tied for
third. Height. 12ft 2V2 in (new
record )

.

Shotpnt—Won by Niblock, Bow-
doin; Alley. Maine, second; Larson,
Bowdoin, third. Distance, 45ft 11
1-Sin.

Discus Throw—Won by Fickett,

Maine, third. Distance, 180ft. 5-Sin.
Hammer Throw—Won by Gal-

braith, Bowdoin; Perkins. Colby,
second; Gonzales, Maine, third. Dis-
tance. It; 4 ft 11 in.

Javelin Throw—Won by Stinch-
field. Colby; Fickett, Maine, second;
Lary, Bates, third. Distance, lS6ft

BLUE BOOK

LENDING LIBRARY
1 Sabattus St.,

T.F.WTSTOX, MAINE

Telephone 8:C179 Hours. 1:30—0 P.M.

Berman's
BASS MOCCASINS AND SHOES

SUEDE JACKETS

57 Main Street, Lewiston.

serVall
LUNCH

44 Bates St. Geo E. SchmUt

The Blue Line
Lewiston—Rumford—Farmington

Lv Lewiston—
7 45 A.M., 12.35 P.M., 4.25 P.M.

Lv Rumfc.rd

—

7 35 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4.15 P.M.
Lv Karniington

—

7.30 A.M., 12.20 P.M., 4.10 P.M.
STANDARD TIME

Fred C. McKenney
04 Sabattus Street

CIT1L.S SERVICE GASOLINE
and LUBRICATING OILS
WASHING and GREASING

Nearest Gasoline Station to College

Compliments of

J. W. White Co.

We can show you a varied selection 0T

PRIZE CUPS

FOUNTAIN FENS
of all standard makes

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS

LADIES'

LEATHER HANDBAGS

LEATHER BILLFOLDS

BOOK ENDS

CLOCKS

of all kinds
*

BARNSTONE-OSG00D

COMPANY

Jewelers

50 LISBON STREET
Lewiston, Maine

LEWISTON MONUMENTAL
WORKS

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
James P. Murphy Co.

6 to 10 Bates St., LEWISTON.
Telephone 4634-R

THE COLLEGE STORE
|

ALWAYS WELCOME

Certainly
7 out of 10 smokers inhale

knowingly.•.the other

3 inhale unknowingly

DOyouinhale?Seven outoften smokers
know they do. The other three inhale

without realizing it. Every smoker breathes

in some part of the smoke he or she draws
out of a cigarette.

Think, then, how important it is to be
certain that your cigarette smoke is pure
and clean— to be sure you don't inhale
certain impurities!

Do you inhale? Lucky Strike has dared
to raise this much -avoided subject .

because certain impurities concealed in
even the finest, mildest tobacco leaves are
removed by Luckies' famous purifying
process. Luckies created that process. Only
Luckies have it!

Do you inhale? More than 20,000 physi-
cians, after Luckies had been furnished them
for tests, basing their opinions on their smok-
ing experience, stated that Luckies are less
irritating to the throat than other cigarettes

White Flannels, Sport Coat and Sweaters

FLANDERS
Bring Your Films To Us For Developing

and Finishing
24 HOUR SERVICE

m
"THE QUALITY SHOP "

3 Minutes from the Camp
Tel. 18X7 W

Registered Drug-gist
Pure D™gs and Medicines

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking- Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine

_WeJolicit the Bus^ToTl^^ Students

& & « X X M"w x xTww
"Queen of the Ivy Hop" Contest

Your Throat Protection—
toasted

LUCKYSTRlKE-6oJ^m1^Zfhthe u><mous Lucky S,r,Le Keu .

s ntry T T^Z '

STT*"? *«'/"and s<"urciay evening over N. B. C. networks.

X BALLOT 2

2 "bh^«S Association Office
|jf Phase Hall

K
M> Choicc

of tfce Hop":

X Xan,e
'

. . .

& (Signed)

K

V

(Write, do not print, this
,

name l>e kept secret)
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s

ĉ
,
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Nothing in art is the fruit of more patient labor than spontaneity—H. N. Brailsford

FOUNDED

IN 1873 fhe n brut.
LAST CHAPEL
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Our Goacresanm

Speaking of economy leads us to
'

int the following article taken

J

'

„ the Lewiston Sun recently. We
n bardly blame our state senators

!,'„ taking, a little legitimate graft,

Senator Frederick Hale of Maine

drew $227.20 from the Treasury for

traveling expenses from Portland to

Washington and return in connection

with the speciai session of the Senate

July 7. 1330. This amount was $172.-

32 in exeefis of the actual railroad
Pullman ifare.

Former Senator Gould drew $361.-

20 for a similar purpose. This was
$281.72 more than the actual faro

from Pre&qn-e Isle and return.

The Washington Post this week
makes these statements, compiled
from the report of the secretary of

the Senate, to criticise Senatorial ex-

travagance in the light of the present
economy talk. The allowance drawn
by the Maine Senators and others

SECOND ISSUE OF GARNET TO
APPEAR EARLY NEXT MONTH-
ONE OF OLDEST PUBLICATIONS

Valery Burati Editor of 1 1-. • n i .

Magazine Including JUlllOrS delect
Alumni Work

an:

were legai, each Senator being allow-

, | 20 cents a (mile under an old law,

no matter whether he stays in Wash-
ington or really makes the trip. The

ial session, of July 193 0 came
fouv days after adjournment of the
regular session and many Senators

. not leave Washington.

Radicals in Colleges

in.Recently we caed an article

ti'a eolnmn on the necessity
radicals in- college. To-day we quote
Governor Phillip lLa Follette of Wis-
consin who reiterates the claim of
political lassitude among students.
Thin statement to the Boston Uni-
versity News appeared under the
caption, "Collegians lack interest in
Current Polities."
"The students oif to-day have no

time for interest in public affairs be-
cause they are too busy taking facts
from their professors", he said in
describing these professors as "beef-
on-the-hoof".
"The great difference between

American and European students in

this matter of interest in their coun-
try it; due to the teaching policies of
our universities," continued the
Progressive leader
"European students are prepared in
th&Lr lurfvefreritfes for active partici-
pation in public life .This is what
our c elleges should do.
"But then, students should be

attentive to public affairs per se
and not just because they are stu-
dents, and supposed to be educated.
Everything is relative, anyway, and
all college people are not educated.
My father left school at the end of
the third grade, and I consider him
to have been as well informed a man
as many college graduates," be con-
cluded.

Senator Robert La Follette. Jr,

elder brother of the Governor, con-
lined his remarks to merely "A eol-

The second issue of Tbe Garnet
for the current year will appear
soon after June 1st. It will be edit-
ed by Valery Burati. assisted by
Charlotte Cutts, Abbott Smith, and
Robert LaBoyteaux.
The Garnet is one of the oldest

publications of the college, having
been started in 1S79 when it con-
sisted partly of news and partly af
literary contributions. However, it

was soon banned and was replaced
bv The Student. It was revived
about 1919 and appeared spasmo-
dically until 1930 when two issues
were put out by Valery Burati. Mr.
Burati deserves special praise for
his efforts to raise the standard of
the magazine and for putting it on
a distinctive literary basis.

Variety of Material
The current issue of The Garnet

will contain contributions by both
undergraduates and alumni, consist-
ing of both poetry and prose. The
undergraduate prose selections will
include the following: an. essay re-
cently delivered in the French Ora-
torical Contest entitled "Une Persee
Tns'iiree par Pascal" bv Charlotte
Cutts '33: "Bread and Beer" by
William Sutcliffe '35, a short story
.using the train of consciousness
idea and based largely upon modern
unemployment and racketeering;
"The Long Night" by Margaret
Hines '3 2 which includes two beau-
tifully written and subdued . death
scenes and which is noteworthy for
its atmospheric effects; ''Undevel-
oped Negatives" by Powers McLean
'35, a short essay on Paris and the
need for leisure to fully appreciate
its beauty; "The Price of Liberty in

Maine" by Valery Burati, a historic-

al treatise on The Portland Evening
News; and a critique of the Oxford
Movement as seen from a psycho-
logical standpoint by Lawrence
Parker '32 and Donald Ham '33.

The last two selections are an effort

to make The Garnet not simply a

literary magazine but one of opinion

also.
Among the undergraduate poetry

will appear two poems by Randolph
Weatherbee '32, "Monogamy", a

short satire on married life, and
"Wells Beach", a love poem. Abbot
Smith will be represented by

"Poem", a free verse lyric dealing

with effort and accomplishment.
Alumni Contributions

The alumni contributions will

consist of the following: a short

witty address delivered before the

Boston Bates Alumni Association

by Lewis T. McKenney '82; "Vis-

ion" by John Fuller '31, who has
written outstanding poems for the

magazine in recent years: "Print-

* MEMORIAL*

Mirror Board at

Meeting Monday
Dobravolsky and Austin

Editor, Manager
At a meeting of the Junior Glass

held Monday afternoon. John Do-
bravalsky and George Austin were
elected to the positions of Editor-in-
Chief and Business Manager, res-
pectively, of the Mirror for next
year.

Dobravalsky has been a prominent
member of the present Junior class,
having contributed to the Garnets
of the past few years, acted as chair-
man of the Ivy Hop Committee, as
well as» having made a name for
himself as a member of the Bates
eleven. Austin has done notable
work in dramatics, and has been a
member of the musical organiza-
tions of the college.

With the election of these men,
a new system has been inaugurated
by which it is hoped to eliminate
some of the evils which have beset
Mirror editors of the past. A com-
mittee composed of the outgoing
editor and business .manager of the
Mirror, together with .four mem-
bers elected from the cllass, nomi-
nates two persons for the positions
of editor-in-chief and businos
manager. Thus it is possible for the
incoming board to receive a wealth
of advice concerning methods and
technique from the proceeding board.

This will make it possible for
much better work to be done, since
in previous years each board has
l>een forced to go about its task
with little or no information as to
procedure. Work can be started with
the openiing of college in the fall,

acid arrangements made for pub-
lishing on schedule.

The Messages

ARN ADAMS AND JELLIS0N TO
REPRESENT BATES AT THE I. C.

4 A'S IN CALIFORNIA IN JULY

By .WILFRID WILSON GIBSON

"I cannot quite remember There were five

Dropl tiead beside me in the trench—and three

Whispered their dying messages to inc...."

Back from the trenches, more dead than alive,

Stone-deal and dazed, and with a broken knee,

lie hobbled slowly, muttered vacantly,

''I cannot quite remember There were five

Dropt dead beside me in the trench—and three
Whispered their dying messages to me.... ? '

Students Please

With Broadcast

On Station WCSH

"Their friends are waiting, wondering how they thrive-

Waiting a word in silence patiently....
lint what they said, or who their friends may be

''I cannot quite remember , There were five

Dropt dead beside me in the trench—and three

Whispered their dying messages to me...."

lege student should be interested and nag" hy Faith B. Emerson '29; "The
Troubadour . an elegy on Vachelshow his interest actively."

Tufts Senior ( lass Gift

For tbe annual gift which each
graduating class leaves to Tufts,

the present class is departing from
the usual type and is going to fur-

nish a room on the second floor of

the Amrad wing of the new Tufts
Physical Education Building. The
idea originated from the lack of

comfortable quarters for visiting

athletic teams. The gift room will

accommodate all such members of

teams who desire to use it and will

also be available for Tufts students.

B. V. Drops Tuition

Prof. Leo Drew O'Neil announces
a reduction in tuition charges, an
increase in the number of courses,

and a new arrangement whereby
students taking the first half of a

lull year course may continue the

second half in the summer. This

announcement concerns the Evening
School.

Lindsay, by Adelbert M. Jakeman
'27: two poems by Charles E. Pack-

ard '19, "The Lure" and "Chances";
"Portulant" and "Evocation" by
Alice L. Gould '17; and "The Lake-

let" by G. S. Ricker '67 which is

Radio Concert Directed
By Prof. Crafts

Randolph Weatherbee's voice,

above the strains of the Alma Ma-
ter, introduced the third and last

radio concert of the season, last

Sunday evening. Some of Bates'

finest talent took part in the well-

balanced program, directed by Pro-
fessor Seldon T. Crafts. The broad-
cast was arranged over Station

WCSH in Portland, by Valery Bu-
rati. former editor of the Student.

The Little Symphony was in tin-

best of form. Gil Clappertoo, con

Dr. Richard Buker

Qives Interesting

Talk In Chapel

Dr. Richard Buker, who stepped
around the cinder track of Garcelon
field twelve years ago to create a

j

mile record of 4:22, returned from
a five year stay in Burma, and
spoke in the Bates Chapel last Fri-
day morning. He recounted some
interesting experiences in that land,

and evaluated the years which he
had spent as a student at Bates. His
conclusion was that the fundament-
al basis for his thinking had been
laid in the years spent as a student
on the campus.

In his talk, which was well re-

ceived by his hearers, he told of

meeting sonic headhunters in the
hills one day. aim said that at that

time he felt his training on the
track had stood him in much better

stead than the hours spent in tb.3

classroom. On another occasion, be
was called upon tr> judge a case of
wife beating in which he felt that

the husband had been quite justifi-

ed. He felt that common sense had
helped him when the obstruse phi-

losophical doctrines which he had
been taught would have been of no
avail.

However, with all of the need for

common sense. Dr. Buker contended
that we must enlarge our horizons

so that we may be able to see
things in the light of infinity spirit

Students Choose

Alice Hellier as

Ivy Hop Queen

contributed by one who received his
tlu( . tin „. it in his last, concert in col-

degree from Bates three years afte

the founding of the college.

Rev. Frost Speaks On

India To "Y" Groups

Some vivid sketches of life in

India were presented at a joint

meeting of the Y. M. and Y. W. in

Chase Hall last Wednesday eve-
ning when the Rev. Harold Frost,

Sector of Foreign Religious Edu-
cation gave an illustrated talk, ex-

Plaining in detail some scenes and
"istoms of that country. Mr. Frost,
a graduate of Bates, has been a

missionary in India for several

years, carrying on extensive educa-
tional and religious work among the

Mohammedans His Indian home is

in Balasore, the oldest city in the

mission. The heat is so intense that
•solid walls at least eighteen inches
Ul ick are needed to keep the burn-
ln § rays of the sun from penetrat-
es within the home.

^idia is a very thickly populated
country, there being about three
thousand villages in twenty five

hundred square miles of territory,
the over-crowded nature of this

Population is one
|
great cause of

unfavorable living conditions, sick-
ness and poverty. Then too, not a
yea »" passes but terrible floods
weep over the lands destroying the
Homes and property of thousands of
People. These floods are one of the

Continued on Page 3 Collumn 5

State Clubwomen

Meet Here For

Annual Field Day

Harold T. Pulsifer, Ed-
itor of Outlook,, Main

Speaker

More than 200 Maine club women
attended the literary field day of

the Federation of Women's Clubs

held last Saturday on Campus.

The dav's activities began in the

Miss Alice E. Hellier, '32, popu-
lar senior co-ed has been chosen for

this honor, in the recent poll con
ducted by the Student. She will be
given due recognition at The Ivy
Hop tomorrow evening. Her select-

ion to this honor was a popular one

ual values, and on this basis deter- in which student interest was great-

mine what' we must do. i ly aroused.

Hop To-morrow

Night at Chase

Closes Ivy Day

Georgians Provide Mu-
sic, Dancing Until One

The Ivy Hop in Chase Hall to-

morrow night from eight-thirty un-
til one will terminate the Ivy Day
ceremonies. There, amid an ideal

surrounding created by elaborate
silver and green decorations, novel
air cooling devices and rhythmic
music by the Georgians, ninety cou-
ples will enjoy the last formal of

the year for the student body.
The novel favors are buff colored

calf-skin pocket-books trimmed with
stitching of darker leather with
smaller purses to match. The Bates
seal has been embossed on" the
leather. The programs are very
unique. Beneath the celluloid cover
is visible tbe green folder surmount-
ed by a dancing couple and a silver

Bates Seal. Inside is the dance
order, and the guests comprising:
President and Mrs. C. D. Gray; Mr.
and Mrs. Harry W. Rowe; Dean
Hazel M. Clark and Professor Gros-
venor M. Robinson; Prof, and Mrs.
R. R. X. Gould; Mr. and Mrs. Nor-
man Ross: Mr. and Mrs. Percy D.
Wilkins; Prof, and Mrs. George E.

Ramsdell.
The committee consisting of J. .L

Dobravolsky, chairman. Mary L.

O'Neill. Frank L. Flynn, Pearl Lit-

tlefield, Donald W. Fitz, Mary
Goodbout. and Donald B. Stafford,

|

wish to announce that no one will

be admitted without his program.
This ruling will prevent gate crash-
ing and congestion on the dance
floor.

Junior Exhibition

Finals To-Night

In Little Theater

Seven Contestants, All

Active On Campus

an organ prelude by
Mrs.

be-
an d

Chittenden,

Chapel with
Prof Crafts. Introduced by

William G. Schoppe, chairman of

the department of literature. Pres.

Gray gave an opening address or

welcome in which he pointed ou,

the benefit of these contacts

tween the Maine Clubwomen

the college. Mrs. A. E.

president of the Federation .replied

by emphasizing the interest which

the various clubs take in education

and the work of the Maine col-

Music in Goethe's Poefcty -

Prof. Harms spoke on the Ele-

ment of Music in Goethe's Poetry ,

and Svlvester Carter, '3 4 supple-

mented his talk with two German
songs. Prof. Harms did not agree

with the statement that Goethe is

not musical, and told of the fact

that Shubert set 100 of Goethe s

poems to music and that Beethoven

wrote the music for 18. This was
time to speak upon _

in commemoration X

lege, turned from the Alma Mater
to direct a rhythmic paraphrase of

Gounod's "Faust". This although it

bore few traces of its great original,

was an excellent jazz number, and
very skillfully done. Then the Sym-
phony played a charming waltz,

appropriately named "Lonely."
The Male Quartet made its radio

,
debut with Frederick Knight Lo-

j

gan's "Lift Thine Eyes." Although
the newest musical organization on
campus, this is one of the finest, and
deserves encouragement. They were
accompanied on the piano by Pro-
fessor Crafts. Their second number,
a spiritual informing us that "Eze-

kiel Saw The Wheel," was unac-

companied.
Norman DeMarco carried away

his Btetemetrs with the lovely inter-

mezzo from Mascagni's "Gavalleria

Rusticana," and later Weatherbee
announced that Norm is to lead the

Little Symphony next year. That is

equivalent to saying that that or-

chestra will remain in the high po-

sition to which Gil has brought it.

The next number. "Oh, Could I

But Express In Song," was sung by
Sylvester Carter. Clyde Holbrook's
violoncello was a responsive instru-

ment from which he produced the

gorgeous "Song to the Evening
Star" in such a fashion as to please

Wagner himself. He was accompa-
nied by George Austin.

Professor M. Howell Lewis prov-

ed that the faculty is not limited in

its abilities to teaching. In conjunc-

tion with the Male Quartet and Pro-

fessor Crafts, he sang Handel's
"Where'er You Walk".
The Little Symphony closed the

program by again playing the Alma
Mater.

KENNEBEC COUNTY ALUMNI

TO HOLD ANNUAL MEETING
Meet At Augusta Last Tuesday—Main Address

Given By President Gray
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an opportune
such a subject,

of the centenary of the poet s death.

Women's Glee Club Sings

The Bates Women's Glee Club

furnished the following selections:

"Song of the Soul" Briel

"In the Time of Roses"
Reichhardt

"Trees" David

Dr. Wright, next, dealt with the

X
X
X
X

LIBRARY HOURS

Continued on Page 4 Column 7

X
X

May 23-28

OPEN every day as usual.

CLOSED evenings after Wed-
nesday.

SATURDAY, reserves may be

taken at 11 A. M. to be re-

turned on Tuesday morn-

ing.

xxxxxxxxxx;xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

The Kennebec County Alumni
Club, which has convened only once
in the past five years, met last Tues-
day in Augusta to make plans for

an ar.nual meeting and to listen to

encouraging and informative speech-

es by Governor Gardiner, President
Gray. Mr. Rowe. and Seldon Crafts.

After an enjoyahle banquet iSeldon

Crafts let some group singing, and
the Bates Male Quartet entertained
with several selections.

Governor Gardiner, who is a

trustee of Bates, gave a stimulating
talk in which he expressed the wish
that both the college and the Kenne-

bec County Alumni would benefit

from an annual meeting. He em-
phasized the fact that the alumni
owe their college a deep sense of

loyalty which should be manifest in

a closer contact with college activ-

ities.

Mr. Rowe Speaks

Mr. Rowe spoke of the need for

Bates alumni to enlist the right type

of student, remembering that the

new sudent is to carry on the tra-

ditions of Baes. He read passages

from a letter written by a friend of

the college recommending a boy for

entrance. In a previous letter the

friend had stated that the boy was
six feet four inches tall, but had
now discovered that the boy was
only six feet one and was writing

to see if that would hinder his

entrance. Among the other out-

standing capacities of this boy was

his ability to shuffle cards as well

with one hand as can the average
with two, and to perform magic well

enough to earn twenty dollars a

night.

Seldon Crafts gave a brief out-

line of the prenomenal growth of

musical activities at Bates. He
spoke very highly of Gil Clapper-

ton who has so faithfully directed

the' band the Orphic and the Little

Symphony, and expressed his re-

Pros. Gray Gives Main Address
President' Gray gave the? main

address of the evening, and talked

of various phases of college life,

from the board of trustees to the

incoming freshman. "Bates College

does not know the meaning of the
word depression." he said. He went
on to say that there are more stu-

dents in attendance this year than
ever before in the history of the
college, and although no one can
predict conditions for next year,

the advanced registration presages

a large incoming group. He pointed

out also that in most American col-

leges, the President has to spend
too much of his time and energy in

soliciting and maintaining capital

without which a college cannot exist.

However, the President empha-
sized the fact that money is not the

most important part of college. He
spoke of the high type of men and
women on our faculty, and the im-

provement in our curriculum during

the last five years. "We watch with

interest the experimentation in

education being made by Rollins

and the University of Chicago, and
are ready adopt to those successful

feature which can be adapted to our

particular situation." He stated that

the standards of scholarship have

risen rapidly in recent years, and
admitted that he might not be able

to pass the present entrance exams

Student-Faculty Relationship

The salient point in the speech

came when in an earnest manner
he revealed that his chief desire as

President is to bring about closer

relations between the faculty and
students. "The greatest value o1

college education lies in the friend-

ship and intimacy between the stu

dents and professors." He told o

the pine grove back of Parker Hall
where President Chase used to pray
for the continued spiritual and
material growth of the college, and
confessed that if he could achieve a

gret that this was Gil's last college fine comradely relation between the

vear He recommended that better faculty and the students he would
be adding his bit to the noble workthan golf or ridin't for the tired

business man would be to coach and

conduct a girls' glee club.

already accomplished
decessors.

by his pre

Trials were held Wednesday af-

ternoon. May 11 for the Junior Ex-
hibition which will take place in

Little Theater to-night. This Exhi-
bition is carried on under super-
vision' of the Public Speaking de-

partment.
It is interesting to note that each

of the seven who read their papers
in the try-outs have been prominent
in either debating or dramatic cir-

cles on campus. The committee,
composed of Mrs. Yvonne Berkle-
man, Prof. George M. Chase, and
Dr. Amos A. Hovey, decided to

allow all of the contestants to par-

ticipate in the finals because of the

fact that such a small number en-
tered papers.

George A. Austin advocated in

his paper. "Trust or Failure", that
present world conditions could best

be remedied by the development of

individual trust and brotherhood
among the peoples of the earth.

Lionel A. Lemieux entered a plea

for "Education for Marriage", em-
phasizing supervised sex education
of our youth.
Eva E. Sonstroem in her paper,

' The Best Seller", presented many
interesting and informing fact con-
cerning the Bible.
Ruth T. Benham in "Emerson

and the Student" became philos-

ophical and showed that any mental
labor spent on Emerson was well
worth the while because of the in-

spiration and stimulation which no
affords the student who digests his

stuff.

Rebecca W .Carter chose for her
topic "All Our Yesterdays" and
pointed out the heritage that is

ours from the lives of the great
men of the past such as Michel An-
gelo and Leonardo DaVinci.
Dorothy E. Wills wrote on "Leap-

ing" with the imagination back
over the centuries to watch the de-

velopment of the drama through
the ages.
Henry L. LaVallee in his paper

"Physical Culture" entered a plea
for more care and attention to the
health of our body as it is the
foundation of our lives and the
temple of our soul.

There are two prizes; one of $45,
and a second of $35.

Fine Chance For Adams
Meeting- Country's
Best Track Men
By THOMAS MUSGRAVE

Arnold Adams and Russell JeLli-

son, both '33, are {Bates' entries in

the I. C. 4 A's. which will be held in

Berkeley, California on July 1 and 2.

Waldo Clapp, varsity track manager
and weight man, will accompany the
two runners, but wiill not compete.

Big Chance for Adams
This meet has the possibilities of

earning nation-wide recognition for

Adams' ability as one oif the best

quarter miters in the country. His
fast time of 4-8 2-5 seconds in the
New Englands a year ago was the
fourth fastest in the country, when
he defeated the Holy Cross ace,

Bernie MioCafferty 'by a step. (Last

winter he lost to the Purple runner
at the New York A. C Gaimes, but
redeemed himself last Saturday with
a 48 4-5 quarter to win the New
England title over the same oppo-
nent by ten yards. This time is re-

markable considering the poor track
conditions. Observers declare Adams'
would have hroken 48 seconds on a
good track.

JeLMson's running this past year
has been phenomnal. He carried off

second pf.aee in the New England
Cross-country championship behind
his captaini Norm Whit ten. Last
winter he ran a strong leg on the
t\vo-mi!e team, getting down to one
minute 5 6 seconds for a half in the

,
B. A. A.'s. In the dual .meet with
Maine he entered three events.

. Jellison Vei*satile
He started out this spring with a

i victory in a five mile road at Port-

;

land. A week later he ran on (I'd

Garnet mile team at the Peftfi

Relays. Necessity forced him to move
up in his distance, and he ran the
mile against Noyes of N. H. in a
dual meet. Last week-end at Prov-
idence he paced Whitten in the
two-anile and placed in the mile. In
the State Meet he won quite easily

in 4 minutes 26 seconds.
Adams Faces Eastman

The competition at Berkeley wiill

be of the stiffest sort. In his race
Adams will face among others Ben
Kastman, world record holder, and
Victor Williams, the defending
champion.

J eHison's opponents less dis-

tinguished will include HaWowell of
Harvard, and Coan of Pennsylvania.
Neaiily all the men have run around
4 minutes 12 seconds. The first five

men in each event qualify for the
Olympic trials to be held at Leland
Stamford, July 15 and 16.

It is no new thing for Bates to
place men well up in this outstand-
ing meet. The best known are Oesie
Chapman '31 and Ray Buker. Chap-
man in his junior year won the hailf

in time, 1:52 4-5, that approached
the record. Ray Buker was awarded
a. tie for first in the mile a few years
back, but. it will be remembered,
gave the pla^e to another who he
considered had beaten him.

Coach Thompson considers this

trip, a 3,000 mile trek, a vindication
of his policy of entering quite a few
men when the meet is near at hand,
and it enables the college to send
outstanding men a distance away
even in the face of great expense.
Each college is awarded as many en-
trants, all expenses' paid, as her
avea-age entry list the past four
yeans.

Large Circulation

Of Books Forces

LibraryChanges

Figures Reveal Increa-
sed Use of Reserve
And Stack Books

FALL FOOTBALL PRACTISE X

Football practise next fall

will begin Wednesday, Sep-
tember 7. This announcehient
was made by Coach Morey,
Monday, so that candidates in-

vited back for early training
sessions might make their
plan* for their return to col-

lege accordingly. Notices to
those candidates who will be
invited to return early will be
sent out sometimes during the
summer.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

With the largest reserve book cir-

culation in the state, Coram Library
has found it necessary to make a
number of modern improvements to

cope with the advance. When the
total reserve circulation for last

year reached 80,000, it was consid-
ered that a record had been made.
This year, however, from the tabu-
lations so far recorded it is believ-

ed by the heads of the library that
the figure will be approximately
100,000. In addition to this large
jump, there has also been a decid-
ed increase in the circulation of the
books in the stack room. At the
present time the figure for this
group is 6,000 ahead of last year:

* New Stacks Installed
In order to take care of the re-

serve books which were formerly
scattered around in four or five

different places, the room directly
in back of the desk has been mod-
ernized. New racks have been in-

stalled all around the walls and two
rows of metal stacks have been
placed in the center. The shelves in
this room are devoted to the extra
copies of the different books and to
all additional reference material.
The entire supply of reserve books
can now be handled in this one
room.
The Librarian whose office was

Continued on Page 5 Column 7
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some skill in these lines should not be contented to remain in the

background, but should give active support to these activities. Why
not try out for some intercollegiate sport next year?

MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS. Undoubtedly, Bates has as fine

a group of talented young musicians as has any college in the East.

They have performed nobly throughout the past year, and have

gained much favorable comment through their performances on
trijrs to many towns in the state, and for their fine work in the

broadcasts. It is sincerely hoped by all that this may continue. In
addition, such talent as this ought to be heard more frequently on
the Bates Campus. With the exception of the Pop concert when
dancing is the order of the evening, there has been no real attempt
made to present a complete musical program, by the musical
organizations. We are sure that there is a strong sentiment among
the students and friends of the college for more frequent appear-
ances of these groups in concerts and recitals.

A Few Observations

Tomorrow college classes will have ceased for another year,
Hathorn bell will have rung it's last call to classes for our friends
of the senior class, and after a few fleeting days of hasty preparation
for exams and fevrish scrawling in blue-covered notebooks, we will
depart on our several ways to spend the summer in many different
places.

Before we return in the fall, plans will have been laid by tie
administrators of the college for the coming year. Undoubtedly,

— Tt is at this point that we rush in

where angels fear to tread, when we suggest that the men who hold
in their hands the destiny of the college ought to know, more in-

timately, the situation on the campus as it now exists. To our
knowledge, we have seen very few of these gentlemen on the campus
when college was under way. We feel that it would be quite
illuminating for some of them if they could sit in on some of the
classes, or if they could attend chapel now and then, or perhaps if

they could hear what is said in some of the dormitory discussions.
After all, Bates is not a business corporation peddling out education
like a department store, but rather, it deals in that most precious
of all realities, personality, and it is quite necessary that those who
are at the helm should know where the ship is going. If directs eon-
tacts such as these are impossible, then it might be^well to keep in
touch with the student side of the college, through the student pub-
lications.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT. During the past year there has
been a great deal of discussion on the subject of ' student-faculty
cooperation, and on the value of student-government. If student
government is to mean anything at all it must be representative, or
else it will not be supported by the men and women of the college.
The (Student Council now enjoys a considerable amount of power in
enforcing certain rules regarding the conduct of the men. There have
been in the past many flagrant violations of well known rules which
safeguard the welfare of the college. It has been charged, with some
reason, that in the past men have been elected to the student council
who would be easy on the offenders. We realize that the most diffi-
cult position to which a student may be elected is that of member-
ship on the student council. However, if student government among
the men is to be what it claims to be; and if further self governing
powers are to be granted to that body, then it is asolutely imperative
that this group should assume the responsibility for student con-
duct, and see that it is maintained at a much higher level. We have
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By MILDRED HOLLYWOOD

Which way does your head nod at

this remark of Dr. Bernard I. Bell,

Warden of St. Stephen's College,

"We need rebels. . . to revolt

gainst the arid provincialism
twentieth century"'? He is convinc

ed that the average young person

Corruption
has

College Life

In Retrospect

in the lower courts of

our nation has in recent months

been the theme of many good and

bad dramas. The memory °* °»e °<
j gliblv up0n

these being fresh in the mind of
'

the

Inner Templar, he sought, .success

fully ,to enveigle Sir Roger into dfe-

By VALERY Bl IlATl
June—the month of depa

and farewell. It would not be e
in June to cull the memory

f

v

ideas that might be weighed i„ .,°
r

balance; that might bo turn
the tongue 0 f ^welcomed as true, or put away

false.

it. When this matter
In the month of June,

of the; been examined at some lengtn, *~
! darkling, weeping hours of

Squire adroitly turned the discoiu se
, or ^ the ^ awakening hour?

1

to another matter of legality. ine
quie(. daWn>

gentleman has
cu met i tut; rticiugc uu-io . „ - ~

too conservative, too much of a con-: trusting B^~.~~ -

formist, in that they do not form that there exists a s^stem,JXrS a
their own. but accept of which, when one is desned,

those forced upon
social pressure of the times.

matter of legacy. quiet dawn, there is a hos[M memories that come like the sPo

"

own, but accept of which, when one

them bv the criminal is created
of the case. Sir Roger is so

a
the

=en
S

to meet
needs of the case. Si.

bitter against the methods employed

in this process, that he is unwilling
_* J*„ iri/iUmo line

taneous blooming of many, m
flowers—and the flowers

are
°
}

many that the weeds, their ugljJ
0

and their bitter odor, are forgottg?

rs - o — ""7"" w — o •/ " w "v j

there will be changes which will have grown out of the experience
of the past year, through which it is hoped Bates will serve more no inclination to assume the role of crusader, but this seems to us
effectively those who enter her portals. In our last editorial of this

'

year we are indicating a number of things which deserve considera-
tion in; this regard.

Bates has been blessed with a long and honorable

1

to be a self evident proposition.
In our blue book, it is stated that the success of the student

government body among the women rests upon the honor system.
If this breaks down, then The Women's Student Government has
lost its fundamental reason for existing. During the past vear, therelu wivoowi »iui a iuii^ aim uutiui ftuje ,

.— — < Ai.nnig, i-'uung uie |msi year, mere
tradition of liberalism in its attitude toward religion, starting withlf®8 been expressed among many of the women the feeling that the
Ebenezer Knowlton and his avowal of the fact that the college which

j

llonor system has been considerably weakened, and is in danger of
was to be, should be catholic in scope, and not confined to any one; We believe that the reason that student government among
denomination. Ts it not probable that men of such breadth of vision

j

the women has become weaker is because it is not truly representa
in those days, would be so in this? That which was progressive
seventy years ago, is now outgrown, and we think that none would
be quicker to recognize this fact, than they.

As far back as the class of 1890, there was considerable student
sentiment against required chapel. Since that time there have been
various attempts to remedy the situation, but inevitably, after a
short period of seeming improvement, conditions become worse than
ever. We are entirely in sympathy with any sincere effort to better
conditions, yet Ave cannot help but feel that any attempt to pateh
up compulsory chapel is doomed to failure. However, such improve-
ments as increased cuts, changes in seating arrangement and ap-
pointment of a student committee on chapel are steps in the risjht
direction, and are worthy of consideration on the part of evervj
Bates student. The fact remains, nevertheless, that student indiffer-'
ence to religion will never be lifted to the level of keen interest'
through compulsory chapel. If the end of compulsory chapel is tie'
development of a unity of feeling among the students, why not do
that in a student assembly?

five of the students. Many of the rules in the blue book were
antiquated ten years ago. Comparisons with other colleges are futile
and inaccurate. If student government among the men and women
is to become a vital force on the Bates Campus, it must trulv repre-
sent the men and women by whom it is elected; it cannot afford to
serve two masters. Finally, it too must be willing to assume res-
ponsibility for those areas of student activity over which it exercises
control.

A senior at Ohio State who was in this process, mat ne is u»»^ The tilings that might be wrjtu

sntenced to spend Saturday and ti grant that any of its victims has
f are myriad—and mostly

inan.;

unday in jail for driving thru a even been a confirmed wrong-doer, I ulate; for the heart is envious]"
<*fl lisrht told the judge that if he "Though his character be of its deepest and mos^ secret

fef
-

!

were sentenced he would be unable
fan iti ess report, a man before this ings be gjvfn away

to study for his final exam. And so triDnna i is helpless.

possible for them to

derer of a saint, or a thief of one.er life. We sometimes hold the

whose only motive may have been

to save some property from true

thievery. While the formal purpose

, p ! of this court is to protect the shire,
oi uuck- .

ts Uue obiect ig t0 prevent any
citizen from attempting to change
the shire's static state. Complacence,

justified by a false boast of con-

versarism, is the court's true fault.

LUUJ IUI "JO 11 v ........ * . - ^

'.he big-hearted judge arranged a

room in the jail where he could
study over the week-end. Well,
that's some way of getting in trim
for the dragout.

• The bud is
Bl

It is not im-,as beautiful as -the flower, but itj

make a mur- ' younger, and gives promise of wj
a thief of one.er life. We sometimes hold the y

within our hearts for fear the fiot

er, once it has blown, will like a
unfolded flowers, finally decav.

French And History Majors
Head List In Senior Class

Dr. Homer F. Rainey
nell Univ. is amazed at the in-

genuity of profs in making up
schemes to get students to study
what they have no interest in study-
ing. So "we have a preponderance
of teaching on the faculty's part
and a minimizing of learning and
study on the part of students. . . ws
are burdened with all s-ort.3 of super-
ficialities—required class attend-
ance, grades, credit points, class
^oiignments and' leeson learning, a

textbook time concept which robs
education of its genuine value." But
how about changing for students
the word "amazed" to "have been
overcome", Doctor?

Univ. of Vermont dedicates the
following "To the Handshaker":

Cursed be that wolf in sheep's
clothing—that snake in the grass

—

the handshaker. All the days of his
life he existeth only for the pur-
pose of getting "A" grades, wheth-
eh by foul or fair means. In the
class he waveth his hand wildly to
attract the prof's attention, and he
reciteth in a soft, soothing, confi-

dential voice of lofty matters which
be known to him and the prof. only.
He imagineth that he liveth in a se-
lect world, in company with only
such learned profs, and far remote
from such swine as students who
receiveth "C's" and "D's".

The handshaker goeth up to the
roof, after class and complimenteth
him on the excellencies of his lec-
ture. He laugheth at the prof's ter-
rible jokes, calleth upon him in his
private office, proffereth him Cremo I

Possible for him to weather the at

cigars and even offereth to grade ! tack
-
and afterward to carry his

the papers. Lo, he carrieth manvi head at the usual angle. Or, if the
books to appear studious. He feel'-j ?erson he sufficiently unintelligent,

eth sure that the prof, is not wise
to his ways. Surely unpopularity
and revilement shall follow him all

the days of his life, but
dwell in the land of the A's forever,

My regret is that the flowers

not even more myriad.

And yet, it is a lesson that we ;

must learn, we of mechanized
g

ciety, of college life where there
The composition of the court Is ^ ^ about the ricneni

e

ouite as interesting as its methods.
| n e of leisure and no at ^

All of its members are men of some,
, fa Qn th ^

stuff and admirable'attainment One;
professor

'

with his long ]esson ^
particularly has r i s en t.> a ver.y

£ver nasis upon the one th
neatc of success, and theie rests,

teacl or of the student
looking down on a world so inte-\

f patchw
'

ork> his ecstatic stat
ror as hardly to deserve the com-

,

s p
little

'

Ulings to do .

tatte

nlete devotion with which he serves
,

- 1_
it. Another is a man of colossal in-! Jegug fOUnd leisure—and God-
tellect, of straight forwardness, and

in the desert—alone. Mohamm
of great diplomacy. He capably ma-
nipulates any and all matters of the
shire to its best advantage, and
never misses an opportunity to

benefit it by making some worthv
acquisition. He is widely esteemed:
the court's best judge. The most ac-

tice member of the group is a fellow
of strong tongue and sincere man-|
ner. He is averse to the methods of ! . ,

the judiciary, and considers them
analogous to those of the Spanish
Inquisition, of which he is a tho-
roughly ver?e'd student. The other
judges are men of great honor, and
hence of little importance. It

;
s

indeed difficult to associate the
character of its individual members
with the conduct of the court.

"Having caused to be brought
before them an accused culprit, the
group proceeds, without a supreme
commanding judge, to revile the
unhappy fellow. If the accused be
of sufficient indifference, it may be

found it in the quiet movement
of

the caravan, or in his tent by an

oasis at nighttime, resting after his

dealing and talking with the Jews.

Henry Thoreau found it in New

England, on the peaks of Katahdia,

in the woods of Massachusetts:

Conrad in the swell and turhuler,c»

of a sea; Wordsworth in the Quan-

lakes and hills; Napoleon

found it too late, on Elba's Isle and

the rock of St. Helena. John the

Baptist found it in the wildernes?.

and never lost it, not even when the

arm of Herod's executioner raised

the sword that was to fulfill Salo-

me's wish. Homer found it in blind-

ness ; Persia's Omar in the night.

We, too, must learn: you and I.

By WALTER NORTON
From last semester's archives and

registers in Miss Mabel Libbv's
office are disclosed facts, both in-
teresting and astounding, about

I.TTfRPAT PTTm Tl, n„n i „
course enrollment. Many a discussion

, . . ,

t/J-iUB. Ihere is a real need on the campus for a ha s arisen through speculation and
club m which those students who entertain liberal and radical ideas! conjecture about the results of
on economic, cultural and educational topics would be ffiven ani

sl
^
h an investisation. Now the fact-

opportunity to air their views on the subject; to which notable
1 iSaiS"

8

a™,?
3
" ^J^**£J£

speakers with views that differ from the majority mig&t be invited 1 Sses '

and dlscussl0ns about

as lecturers; and through which students might carry out projects! ° f the enrollment in department-
al^! m the white heat of experience and friendly conversation trv

al colu-ses for the past semester,
the mettle of their thought. Thus far such students have been forced nieSbek

18 ^ W
«
tl
\

525

LWW ?f\baS °?en bee" fricti°n h™™ ° f or"5
b
0

e

7ess
F
me°mTeTs if French

r k ! •

i

e seemed t0 be conflicts of loyalties. In such a|»ext six courses in order of impor-

t*
as this those who feel that the student ought to confine him-i tance

- based on numerical member-
self to the campus might be given a chance to explain their position
Our forerunners builded better than they knew when thev allowed
treedom of thought and action to become a part of the traditions
ot this democratic institution. We feel that this tradition should be
encouraged, and that the proposal of a liberal club or Forum group
should meet with the sanction of the administration

COLLEGE COMMONS. As persons who ought to receive at
least a modicum of cultural education, which includes the art of eat-
ing, we teel that somehow a tradition concerning the commons
should be established whereby students might eat as human beings
should eat. President Gray has suggested that if the men were to
at least wear a coat to the evening meal the right atmosphere would
to some degree be induced. Following this meal, those men who care
to should be allowed to linger over their coffee, without feelinjr thatthey are imposing on anyone.

h

An attempt should also be made to distribute the cost of food
at the commons more equitably. As it now stands, the person who
eats very few breakfasts, and Avho spends many weekends away ischarged just as much as the person who eats every meal there Some
system of rebates might be granted by which 'this end would be
achieve*!.

There have been many recommendations in the past cprfcernin"
coeducational eating. Why not have alternate Sundav dinners co^-i
educational? It would certainly make the meal more enjovable to all
concerned.

We are well aware of the difficulties involved in runnin« suclJ
a place as the Commons, yet it does seem as though better service

1

would be given if there was one waiter to each table. At present I

sixteen individuals are served by one waiter, who is often driven
to distraction by the incessant demands of his patrons. It is hardlv
necessary to state that this is not in the least conducive to a quieterand more decent manner of eating, on the part of students.

SPORTS. The intramural baseball games this spring resulted
in a very favorable turnolft of men who played for the love of thegame. !mic1i activities should be encouraged and carried over into
every sport. It is quite evident that this sort of thing needs closer
attention than has been given it in the past. We, therefore, suggest
the appointment of a manager of intra-mural sports whose duties'

InSese^t^it^ ^m™* ™* supervision is provided;

Sunday tennis is an issue which will be raised again in the fall I

There seem to be few, if any. logieal reasons why this should not be

'

allowed. Supervision of courts and care of equipment could as well
be intrusted to students on the seventh day, as it now seems to beon the other six days of the week. I

„ouJ-T
e iS

*M
r
f
al need at

,
Bates for Skater participation in inter-

coliegia e athletics on the part of the student bodv. This is
especially true of he weight events in track, and is also true in
baseball and football. Those students who feel that they may have

ship are Math with 34 8, Biologv
with 257, German with 256, Chem-
istry with 241, Psychology with
191. and History with 181. How-
ever, as many of these subjects are
required, it is fallacious to assume
that these ranking eight would still
be for

?I" ost in voluntary enroll-
ment. These results are of interest,
but of no concrete value as a basis
of judgement about units of our
curriculum.

The focus is now turned toward
the numerical importance of courses
as judged by the majors of the
1932 graduating class. In this sur-
vey, more surprising results were
noted and some of the impressions
conveyed by the first table of sta-
tistics are slightly jolted. Of the
departments with the most majors,
French, and History and Govern-
ment lead with 28 each. English is
only three behind. A large gap
stretches between the three lead-

I e»s and Chemistry and Physics
each with 14. The next three in
order are Biology, Latin, and Psy-

chology. Innovations and losses are
noticed in comparing the two tables
In a final check-up on majors, it is

found that A. B. Students are near-
ly double the B; S. in number.

In both tables the relative size
of the French department was out
standing, especially if one realizes
that in 1926 there were but two
French majors. The remarkable in
crease of this department seems at
this time worthy of some attention

Growth Has Been Rapid
The rapid growth began in 1927.

The whole department Was then re-
distance

|

organized to meet the needs of both
the student desiring a readin
knowledge for access to French
literature, hisfbry, and science, and
for the student who in addition to
a reading knowledge desires to
write and speak it. Composition
classes were established, a general
course which gave new speed meth
ods for reading and a scientific read
ing field was introduced, and a con-
versational branch was taken over
by a Parisian girl, Mile Hayes
Later' this conversational depart
ment was transferred to the Domi

with the rest of the rats.

A student at Western Reserve
Univ. will be reimbursed by the
school to the tune of $58. that he
had to turn over to bandits who
held up the business office just as
he was about to pay that amount
on his tuition. Even Al Capone
couldn't improve on that racket.

OPEN
FORUM

beNo letter, whatsoever, will
printed in this column unless signed

jg^by the name of the author.

To the Editor of the Student,

Dear Sir:

Just a word concerning the atti-
tude which the majority of readers
are displaying toward editorjals,
Open Forum letters, and any other
form of open criticism which ap-
pears in publication from time to
time.
From my observations I havemean Convent and taught, first, by gleaned a few basic facts Theone cloister nun, and now by two. writers of any form of criticism are

% of inevitably, at some time or other
all Bates graduates teach, a teach- greeted with sympathetic smiles anders course was given special em- feel the pressure of diabolical com-
phasis. A local chapter of the na- ments reeking of the terms radical-
tional honorary language club, Phi ism, sour-grapes, hot-headedness
bl?Pa :" ta

-
was formed. ignorance of the facts, envy i ea'The French Prize Speaking Con- lousy ,etc. The trouble lies in the

test held here, Monday, May 9, fact that the majority of readers inshows the progressiveness of this L the blindness of their conservatism
department, since Bates is the only I or smug complacency fail to attrismall college that has sponsored

j
bute qualities of those who dosuch competition. In view of the re- frankly and honestly give exm-P^inn

markable growth of this depart- to an opinion by way of the nW
ment, it seems deserving of a little

J
To be sure, some of Us may dis

I he may, by unwittingly demonstrat-

(

ing his inability to be guilty of the
|

offence with which he is charged,
he shall acquit himself. Or, again, if a man

be truly clever, he may exculpate
himself by administering to the
court in its own style, and so en-
tangle them that they will be at
ends with the matter. But if a fel-
low be of average capability, he is

lost. In any case, the court methods
are the same, and always revolting
to one educated in the laws of hu-
manity and decency.

"It is the court's habit to be
greatly wroth over, and to make
overmuch of trivialities. One of my
shire-folk was lately summoned to
confront the group. His case being
characteristically inconsequential,
the court, after considerable ha-
Tanguinig, foumd it expedient to let
the matter be.

"Under certain conditions and
with proper application, repetition
can become wondrously potent. In
a particular suit, the alleged crimi-
nal was asked the same question no
less than a dozen times, in varying
manner. Becoming hopelessly en-
meshed, the poor creature finally
gave the desired response, and the
victimization consummated. A mere
slip of the tongue, or an otherwise
unnoticeable inaccuracy, becomes a
decisive weapon in their prosecu-

There is a poem-play by Maurice

Maeterlinck where a shepherd leads

in a host of blind men, who keep

muttering, "Where are we going?

Where are we?" I studied once un-

der David Morton of Amherst, the

author of such technically faultless

lyrics as "Autumn" and "Old
Ships", and it was from him I learn-

ed about the play. Now, Morton wa3

_ friend of i

his one night, and when ufi fl\ay

was over his friend said to Mm,
"Why. certainly, I know where we

are. We're right here! And we're

going. .
.

"

We are all blind, even the most

assured of us. We are all groping in

a 'wilderness of many nights; a la-

byrinth of many temporal diver-

sions; shunning, because we cannot

see, the things which are eternal,

and which are known only in the

silence of one's own meditations,
and in the unheard but real medita-

tion of the universe.

tion.

"Before such a grilling has beenlong in process, the victim—and he
is truly that—begins to sense the
hopelessness of his situation Hav-ing fully realized this truth, the
uctim is, naturally enough, tempted
to desert his standards and accept
the consequences.
"The previously strong-tongued,

sincere member has at this pointoecome one of the most repulsive of
human characters.

If we would but pause once in a

while; if we were given leave from

acts we are compelled to do; I say,

if we would pause and seek deep

in the heart of a friend, seek deep
in the universe, seek deep in our

own hearts, and then cherish what

is found there, there would be the

blooming of flowers for everyone
in after years.

To me, as I stand with the door

open to take leave of college life, to

look at it henceforth truly in re-

trospect, I can only repeat, the

sweetest load I carry is the memo-
ries of those I have known, who
have trusted me, who have done

things for me, who have let me do

things for them. And I come to the

realization that what I treasure
above all is advertised as second-
ary, incidental to what I was imp-

posed to get from college—an edu-

cation from books. "Ah, the sorry

trade."

There are some I know, of whom
I cannot now write^—that must
wait for a later time—but who have

His knowledge
j

made the pastures of my mind »

SfaT^SL ,?L «i»K« - »

publicity.

Professor Hayes
Professor Hayes taught philosophy at Bates in' the earlv

history of the college. He was a man about whom there clusters
many Avmsome anecdotes which the passage of time only en-
hances. Prof. Chase describes him in an unforgetable fashion
as he used to come, down Mountain Avenue with the coat tails
ot his Prince Albert coat flying in the wind, books under his
arm. and as often as not, late for his class. He was in the habit
ot going to the dormitory and gathering his class together, if
he happened to arrive so late that the students had returned
to their rooms.

He was a philosopher whose mind, refused to be taken up
with the little duties of this world. Frequently after having
taken the roll in class, he would call upon a student to recite,
it the student who was called upon had not done his lesson itwas a common practice for him to slip out through a windowm the rear of the room. Some other student would immediately
volunteer the information that his colleague was absent. Prof
liayes would go on to some other student utterly oblivious to
the fact that he had not marked the student absent in his roll
call. Froi. Chase believes that sometimes he might have beenaware of this fact, but at least he never showed it Perhaps itmay be charged to the fact that he was quite near-sighted andthus failed to observe everything that was going on

1 like the policy of making suchIfarsh criticism and such cons-
cious remarks, because of a desire
to evade hard feelings and to keepthings silently to themselves Thepersonal element could well hpomitted, but there still remains animportant substance, an airinl ofindividual ideas wfth wSch th Pseasonal breezes of popular fane?

Paper's
W
wLPn ay ab° ttt Man"con£e

"insiniri- w», o l?rmed fiat" and
they It WSK* +?ecause never do
of

y
„ lSSj"tier than the restating

tactics has bettered him, and he is
tound employing the very worst
With feline avidity be pounces again

imparting their happiness ami their

sadness to me, and taking mine-
have led me to rest beside waters

^Vr^^^^^^or. j^'
-id heir charred remains beS

and again upon the helpless, hope- far stiller than

as.'sirsu W5™&! tWB,c in •etrospe
°°

prejudged, than in arriving at the
truth of the matter at hand The
other men, as I have said are also
found to conduct themselves incon-
gruously.

"That this court fulfills its pur-pose can hardly be denied. In fact
its success is remarkable. All thP
fine men who have threatened to

SI nf!i
r
!t ,

have comple
0

Outing Clubs Plan

Informal Meeting

Next September
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of these sparks of rebellion appear 1

Respectfullv

PU

The Intercollegiate Outing Clu»
Association, of which Bates is *

member, will hold an informal
gathering at Great Gulf,

>' e*

Hampshire, on the week of Sep-

tember 15. The purpose is to pro-

mote more brotherly relationship 9

between organizations, with an ex-

change of interest and ideas.
Iso restrictions are to be pla^ 1

on any person who attends. 0*e

that comes and goes as he wishes: ma^
for spending h

,

13

time on hikes; and doe« general
that which pleases him. Such in-

formality, it is hoped, will result i»

a pleasant atmosphere and *'iU

assure everyone of an unconstrain-
°r

°?.?.-?f tb-e most

DOROTHY STAPLE, blie be exp^ed^ have"^W *<1vised to ^7M^" Decatur
director of hikes ,or Paul Carta*

V
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TARS HARASS FINNY
TRIPE OFF PORTLAND COAST

By
WILLIAM H. DUNHAM

reveille — an
Ve'-thirty

Sunday

an
chri^—

fter the Saturday

forgetting to fish, they lay breath-!
lessly over the rail in earnest en-
deavor to best each other. Knowles
gained an early advantage by vir-
tue of his height and experience,
but Carter hung pluckity on and
before the day was over his stamina
and endurance gave him the lead.
Knowles. somewhat erratic, made

Bates Graduate

Has Art Exhibit

In Auburn Library

Mr. Frost Speaks

morninf

rise o* „
son

3ut l^te to and early to

us fish of tolerable size",

[

Burati, his eyes glistening

The Twin-Cities have beaten New
York and Paris in being the first to

get an entire exhibit of the photo-
graphs of the internationally famous

Continued from Page One

face of the bay and promised a
choppy sea out on the "grounds".

,

•istian
hour to get up on the

j

With both jibs flying, mainsail well '
several beautiful heaves but fouled

out, and sturdy auxiliary motor' mos t of his attempts, while Carter
throbbing steadily we threaded concentrated on form and became
through the beautiful bay islands at i

steadily consistent. Bets were laid
,12 knots and squared off for the ;

aml enthusiasm rose to fever pitch I Bictarfaiist George French
hance to heckle the lazy

1
open sea Enlivening incidents pro- when Val heroically risked his

| duiS of Bates in the class of '08 Ind!
yoked gales of laughter that made unch—and lost al on the first a former r€8Went of Lewiston.
the sails swell even bigger. Weath- brow Sprafke, cool ard collected., His exhibit, consisting of 51 prints,
erbee regaled the hatch gang with bided his time, and when the ether waa ,hown a the Auburn Public Li-

««nd of ^als imperious yodel tales of passionate moonlight scenes contestants, thoroughly exhausted, brarv (,„rir the week of Am-il 1°,- through the ether— 1 on Peak's Island, while Carter from were lying on the deck, leaped to i^U^^^lS^-^SaAbelow put us all in stitches bv the port gunwhale and favored by . Btate,j "Althou-h I have had invi-
reaching out through a porthole and a gust of wind made the farthest tactions from New York, Paris, and
caressing a leg he fondly imagined put of the day. In his enthusiasm, i

art mmiAnnM elsewhere, thfa is mv

to

tins Sandman.
friendly sun—ris-

'

dorroS"entv a
.

.

hastily in red confusion at the

UP
fl°
atm

i with pleasure

youths clambering down to

Portland pier at 7:30

to see 25
to

in the

""a frantic ten minute search for

afcfast
through water front

,
- and we were ready to board

a'
le

- ,' ,„„t cinnn "Breeze"

was of student proportions but however, he failed to report to the

corn-
Randall of

morning. A

•

40 foot sloop

Sanded by Caifciia

peak's
Island.

.

1

j, was a glorious
„i-; n <r breeze roughened the sur-

51)1111

n

which in reality belonged to Dr.
Sawyer.

Before we reached the grounds a

referee and so was disqualified.
Lunch interrupted the sport, and

verily it was a meal that would

art museums elsewhere, this is my
first one-man exhibit; so you will

realize what a pull the old Pine Tree
State has on me".

game of "salt water pitch" had rival the cuisine of an earl, for our
started between Knowles and Car- host, the captain, prepared fish

ter, both of Roger Bill. Indeed, so chowder from fish that ten minutes
completely were they absorbed' by i

earlier had been en route to Nova
the ups and downs of the game that' Scotia. Sandwiches, doughnuts, and
t

—

—— i coffee completed the nourishment!
and the galley was saved only by
the fact that many appetites be-
came suddenly temperamental.

Many Maine Prints

The outstanding feature of this
clir-,j>lay .besides the consummate
technical skill of the artist, is that, a

i majority of the prints were made in

Maine. At a recent exhibit of some
mountain pictures, the remark was
made that the pictures were very
beautiful but unobtainable in Maine

Just before leaving a ravening
j yet Mr French assures the patrons

fish bit so heartily for Weatherbee's
line that she swallowed even the

that territory depicted includes
scenes from Porter. Parsonsfield. Ac-

Had a Word For Them

!

XZESPIO (born with wings)

I lead and Rand, since the only other . )n Cornish Fryburg and Kezar
|

fish had been cleaned and eaten,
| Lpke He has vraVed that Maine is

held on to the prize money for the

EXHIBIT A. MERCURY EXHIBIT B. PEGASUS

In the best families (or any others for the matter) that doesn't happen nowadays.

Hence the I'nite.d States Air Corps offers some* attractive inducements to you

foliage students for whom it has built .1 $10,000,000 institution at San Antonio,

Texas, where they teach you to fly and while you are learning :

Pay you a salary of $75.00 *per month. Pay your living expenses.

Supply you (free, of course) with snappy, tailor-made, sky blue uniforms.

Grant you the social and military privileges of potential officers.

p,iv your traveling; expenses from your home to the new field at San Antonio.

:00 -Veil* are taken in each year. The cou,rse requires a year to complete and

includes over 200 hours of solo, flying, those who stay the full year aro commis-

sioned as Lieutenants in the Air Corps Reserve.

If you don't like the training you may resign at any time. For Example :

Should you stay three months and then resign you will receive $225.00 cash,

your round trip expenses from Jour home to San Antonio, and about 5fl hours of

sola flying.

The service and associations of the Air Corps gives its members a very real

distinction and a very noticeable breadth and poise.

If you have applied and are ready to go, we have compiled information and tips

giving vou inside angles and dope that will lie invaluable when you arrive at the

tield. if you haven't applied yet then by all means get our information. We tell

yon the entrance procedure and certain twists that make your getting in easier

iiud quicker. The informatioin written by men who have been thru the scjiool

nivers all points from beginning to end that you are interested in knowing. This

information cannot be obtained elsewhere ; it is complete. Nothing else to buy.

The price is $1.00 or sent C. O. D., if you desire.

National Aviation Service
742 S. HILL ST.. LOS ANGELES. CALIF.

rich in photographic material.
In the group are not only charm-

ins landiscapen, but also striking

i

character studies, genres, marines,
and portraits. It is perhaps in his

character studies that Mr. French ex-
cells.

World-Wide Recognition

One of his character sketches

biggest fish—which prize he had
collected beforehand on a strong
hunch.
On the sail back the hilarity of

the early morning had subsided
with the waves and all the jovial
tars basked in the mellow warmth
of jolly good fellowship. To cap it

all the old captain filled his briar

and loosened up with rare good made in Maine has been hung in mo-
yarn of how the Fort Williams, re than 50 salons throughout the
soldiers keep in practice by shoot- j world. This study, called "When
ing at the lobsterfishermen.

j

Life Becomes Serious", is of two New
A swift bus ride home—and we. England farmers sitting in the door-

had spent a most satisfying Sunday,
j

way of their home, discussing a se-

As one senior put it. thinking sad- j rious problem. Mr. French has vivid-

ly, perhaps, of the "few remaining ly and boiiLiy set forth every element
college larks. "It isn't the number of the s.'ene as he saw it. He has not

of fish that measures the success of softened nor subdued details but
a fishing trip, it's the congeniality

j

everything is clear cut and forceful,

of the fishermen." I Mr. French entered Rates College
-oi

j

in 1904. He was prominent in sports

WOMEN'S POLITICS CLUB j
w.hile here. He says that many of his

college expenses were met through

great annual calamities added

the extreme poverty of India.

Buildings Flimsy

The buildings of the natives, Mr.

Frost explained, are erected by the

aid of bamboo scaffolding and are

all tied together with rope. No nails

are used. A dummy is suspended in

the air from the top of this scaffold-

ing and no man will undertake to

work on the building unless that

dummy hangs there. Most of the

Indian huts are covered with a

heavy thatched roof, the thatching
material being obtained in August
when the rice is brought in from the

fields on bullocks and heaped on

the ground where it is trodden and
threshed.

In traveling from place to place

each Indian supports a bamboo
stick on his shoulder which has a

large bundle tied to one end balanc-

ed by the Indian's young son sus-

pended from the other end. The
women carry their babies on their

hips and support huge baskets on

their heads.
The Indian people love music.

They will sit for hours at a' time

playing their instruments and sing-

ing. Some times on special occasions

thev will sing and dance all night

and on those nights. Mr. Frost says,

it is useless to try to sleep.

Duties Varied
The duties of a missionary in

such a country as India where edu-
cation is so limited cannot be con-
fined within one line of work be-

cause one may be called upon at

any time to render service in meet-
ing some of the most urgent needs
of the people, such as the need for

pure drinking water. Missionaries
have shown them how to get good
water by drilling wells.

Male Quartet

Sings In Chapel

For First Tii

WILL YOU VOTE FOR ME?

The Women's Politics Club had working will] i.is camera.
For his work Mr. French has been

ma le a member of the American
Photographic Society and a fellow of

the Royal Photographic Society of

its last meeting of the year in the

form of a cabin party. The program
was in the hands of the new mem-
bers as part of their initiation. After

a most enjoyable meal, games were Great Britain, one of tbe most signal

played Then the business meeting bonors in tfife line of work. He has

began. Beside being the last meet- jwseive* medals from South Avert-

ing of the year. 'it was the first ur.-! ea n'nd Japan,

der the new administration .Those :o:

present were: Professor and Mrs. i An English prof, at Cornell Univ.

Hovey, Professor Gould, Francis

Senator Tydings of Maryland says
he hears that Republican headquar-
ters 13 looking for a stirring song
for campaign .mlarehing chubs and
has offered one se>t to the music of
Mayor Jfimmy Walker's "Will you
love me in December as you did in

May?" th? first stanza of which runs:
Willi you vote in this November
As you did in one fine day?
Willi you vote in the good old-

-fashioned way
When your assets are all gone
And the soup line's very long?
Will you vote in this November
As you did on yesterday?

:o :

CHRISTIAN SERVICE CABIN
PARTY

The Bates Male Quartet consist-

ing of Sylvester Carter '34, bari-

tone: John Pierce '35, first tenor;

Alden Gardiner '34, second tenor;

and Edward Prescott '33, bass sang

for the first time before the entire

student body in Chapel this morn-

ing. Their number, "Lift Thine

Eyes" by Logan was received with a

great deal of enthusiasm.

Since the quartet appeared before

the Macfarlane Club in March, it

has been very popular and has had
several important engagements. It

has sung before a meeting of the

Bates Alumni in Augusta, at the

Benefit Concert for the Unemployed
of Lewiston and Auburn, and in the

Bates broadcast over WCSH* in

Portland last Sunday evening.~'
^.

Alumni and Undergraduate

Drop in at

Fireside TeaRoom
17 DAVIS STREET

- for -

HOME COOKED FOOD

ALL MEALS
Also

SANDWICHES
7 4.11—7:30 P.M.

"Where the Faculty and

Students Eat"

Bates Physical Ed

Directors Engaged

The engagement of Leslie "Buck"
Spiwks and MfBB Kathleen Elizabeth

ddere has been announced by Miss

Sanders' parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde

Sanders of Georgetown. Mass.

Both are members of the faculty.

Sfpinhs came here three years ago
from Alabama with Dave Morey, and
since then has served as assistant

coach in football, and Physical

Education instructor for men. iMiss

Sander- is the Physical Education
instructor for women.

The wedding wIM take place in the

fail.

TELEPHONE :>>7<>.VR

Professor
Cronin, Julia Briggs, Al Howe,
Rosie Lambertson, Jerry Maloon,
Flo Ogden, Pearl Littlefield, Polly

Grover, Jerry Edwards. Norma
Hines, Virginia Lewis, Lucille Jack.

Carol Sylvester, Beatrice Nielson,

Alice Hellier, Elsie Seigel, and Mary! face to face

Hoag. ' defrts.

informed his class that he had dis-

covered an essay that had been The last meeting of the Christian

pied verbatim from the preface of Service Club was in the form of a

a text book not used for that class.

He ordered the offender to see him
after class. Imasyie n5s "what-
have-you'' when he found himself

with five of his stu-

cahill party held at Thornerag,
Thursday evening May 19. The chap-
ierones were Mrs. Hovey. Dr. Zerby,
and Mr. and Mrs. Mabee. Mildred
Mover, '33 was in charge of the re-

freshments.

]\lESSAGER
Publishing Co«

Job Printers

Publishers

225 LISBON STREET

This is not an

Expensive

Store.

It may Look it

and our Goods

may Look it.

SUITS
from

$22-50

to

$40.oo

Extra Pants
$5.00 if you
need them.

Cronin & Root
140 LISBON ST.

DEW1TT
Beauty Shop

CO-EDS :—.

Stop in and
let us add that finishing touch

of beauty. PERMANENT and
FINGER WAVES a specialty.

TELEPHONE 3677

=^1

SAY IT WITH ICE CREAM

George A. Ross
ELM STREET

Bates 1904

Frocks for 1a n c
N N

TIME QNAPPY
°
I a Sportswear

COLLEGIATE CHIFFON CLOTHES FOR MEN
Charge Account Service

109-111 Lisbon St., CORTELL'S Lewiston, Maine.

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

Main Street

SCHOOL PAPERS YEAR BOOKS

X.

MERRILL & WEBBER CO.
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS

95-99 MAIN STREET, AUBURN. MAINE

PROGRAMS ANNOUNCEMENTS X

QEO. V. TURQEON & CO.
Agents for the beautiful Gruen Watches

DIAMONDS - - WATCHES
80 LISBON STREET, LEWISTON MAINE.

GOOGIN
FUEL CO.

COAL, WOOD and COKE
1801 Phones 1800

114 Bates Street 67 Elm Street

LEWISTON AUBURN

MOST COMPLETE AND UP-TO-DATE

Luggage Store East of Boston

Fogg's Leather Store

123 MAIN ST., LEWISTON, MAINE.

TAXI
4 0 4 0

UNION SQUARE TAXI CO
171 MAIN STEEET

Harry L. Plummer
PORTRA I

T—Commercial and

Finishing Photography

New Studio

At 135' Main St.,

Lewiston, - Maine.

GROUND FLOOR

WHEELER
Clothing Co.

Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS

For Cood Clothes and
Furnishings

Special discount given to Bates Students

BILL
The Barber

For

Eds and Co-Eds
CHASE HALL

LEADERS
SMART MILLINERY
Attractive Hats for

the Craduate
73 LISBON ST. Lewiston.

© 1932, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co

i
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Pepys
Througji

The key-
Hole

You'd thiiik I didn't already have
enough distractions. . . no, indeedy,
no. . . here I've been gawking at
this sheet for at least fifteen min-
utes. . . without the faintest rustle
of an idea . . . and then the Roger
Billies want me to join in on their
new game... cutting paper dolls;
you know... or is it coupons...
Smart sailors they are over there. .

Carter and Knowles. . . "I under-
stand the Women's Club is coming
up"... Bob, glassy-eyed, "What,
that too"?. . . What do you say we
get into our middies and sweaters
and go roughing it... in Julius*
hair... not Ceasar. . . Last Chapel
goon... did I hear someone say,
"What do you mean last Chapel"?
. . . Oh yes, if anyone comes across
a head floating around size sixteen,
straight black hair, nice teeth...
pleases return same to 1st floor. . .

|

east Parker... upon request re-
turner of same will receive thanks:
from owner... and a kick in teeth
from interested students... How is!

this... from a local newspaper...
For Sale: Family Mare; sound and

j

kind; too slow for business!!! Saw
Mac and Lucille out for their eve-
ning roller skate... how droll...
and cute. . . There is an advantage
in writing this column... I've seen
several men grow green with envy
when they think of the smooth i

cracks they could get off if THEY

!

wrote this... so I suppose I ought;
to gloat over my good fortune. . .

but the gloat wears off after a while
and it gets my goat. too... Talk
about my goat. . . have you seen
Dot (alias Sadie Crum) pucker her
lips, lift her eyebrows, lower her
lids, and emit in a descending ar-
peggio a titillating "Hellooo! " . . .

and another thing. . . the worthy
head of the women's division of
this grand 'n* glorious institution is

positively ashamed when she looks i

out upon the tennis courts. . . she
has given up, and she says she
doesn't care if you wear your
bathing suits to Commencement,
girls. . . yet it doesn't pay to take
people seriously these days... ask
Bugbee... all because he took
Betty seriously. . . and Max, be-
cause someone took him seriously
...This impetigo epidemic... can't
go to dances or anything. . . but
there are consolations in staying in
and enjoying a convivial evening or
two... "Innocents Abroad" this
summer. . . the Berkelmans, tour-

ing Italy, Germany, and is it Af-

ghanistan or Gitchee-Gumee? . . .

Strange how things travel, isn't it?

...Those trips to Pownal resulted
in several embarassing situations
. . . Bob Carter was accused of ab-
ducting a lady's corsets by the ter-

magant herself. . . and an under-
standing inmate sent Lewis a long,
sympathetic letter. . . Ran and Vin
celebrated this weekend.. . . Ran's
genteel entertainment of the Au-
gusta girl with the pretty eyes was
indeed humble, tho subtle... Sid
Wakely is the new water-boy at the
dances. . . He "pressed" for at least

twenty people Sat. eve. . . Eddie
Wright gazed on the turbulent tur-

moil because he wore his old shoes
and couldn't participate. . . the lit-

tle rascal... These affectations on
campus. . . O'Connell's tropical lid,

and his flourishing manipulation of

it in the "Grand Style"... If you
hear a deep voice calling "Woof-
woof" in the middle of the nite,

don't be alarmed and think it's a

nitwit. . . it's only Bernie trying to

find the itty bitty gitten (apologies

to Pepys) with the bad, bad mari-

ners that he lost the other nite...

The horse-show was an event. . .

Abbott Pliny came in like thunder

I for a third . . . pretty good when
,
you consider that there were only

three entries . . . Can you bear the

i sad news?. . . Dana is going to join
• the aviation corps of the navy. . .

he wants to learn to fly. . . and Inge
! and Trudie are having a little spat
! about Gray. . . if it comes to more
j

than words it might be very inter-

!
esting. . . Everyone went swimming

I last week with all kinds of conse-

quences. . . lots of girls got special

leases... and Polly kicked a piece

of glass. . . and oh, what sunburns!
. . .Queer how things run in families
...Millicent falls asleep every-
where, even in bathtubs. . . The
Maestro's last appearances were
darn good. . . That rendition of

"When Day Is Done" deserves
eulogy... it was superb... now
that's was I call a good chapel ser-

vice Prexy... Audible and inspir-

ing... Lots of fun at house-parties
this next weekend. . . Bates will

enjoy a premature disertion. . . and
with Duke Ellington at the Pier and
at Bowdoin. . . boy oh boy. . . Well,
I suppose you are dying to find out
what else is in this paper, who is

Ivy Queen and all about the Seasick
Fishing Trip. . . so I shall proceed
to my sad farewell . . . ha, "parting
is such sweet sorrow"... yeh! . . .

and if any of you Seniors feel that
you have been slighted I wish to

apologize. . . and you underclass
student., I'll greet you next fall...

Here's wishing you a swellegant
summer. .

.

SAM PEPYS, Jr.

Bates Men Helped Establish

Present National Fraternity

Y. W. Sunset Service

On Mt. David To-Night

The Y. W. C. A. is holding a

Senior Sunset Service on Mt. David

this evening instead of the usual

service at Rand. This will be the

last meeting that the seniors will

be able to attend, so it has been set

aside as a special service for them.

After a short worship service, Dean
Clark will talk to the girls. There

will be a general singing of Bates

songs.

M. MANDELSTAM •

JEWELER
Latest Assortment in RINGS, WATCHES, ETC.

29 Lisbon Street
Telephono 339 LEWIS-TON, MAINE

REMEMBER
Three Coming Events

MEMORIAL DAY
QRADUATION IVY HOP

TELEPHONE 205-W

The Flower And Qift Shoppe
Corner Main & Middle Lewiston

GRANT and CCX
46 LISBON STREET. LEWISTON

Sleeveless Sweaters $1.45 and $1.95
White Flannels Special $3.73
Zipper Front Suede Vests . $3-95'

Clark Gable Skirts '

75c
Jantzens Bathing: Suits with Zipper

Fronts and Cut-out Backs

"WHERE PRICE AND QUALITY MEET"

By Nancy Crockett

Human nature in 1919" was just

the same as it is today: anything
which was forbidden had an added
enchantment then as now. So it was
that a group of students including
Prof. Karl Woodcock of the Physics
Department and his roommate, Dr
Cecil Holmes, then an underclass-
man at Bates, but now Professor of

Mathematics at Bowdoin, devised the
idea of a secret Greek letter frater-

nity to be known as the T. L. D. or
Tau Lambda Delta Society signify-
ing "The Little Devils" Such a so-
ciety attracted the attention of other
underclassmen, so that it was not
long before several asked admittance
to it. Among thase were Charles Ste-

vens, now teaching in a private

school in Massachusetts, and Win-
slow Anderson, present Dean of Rol-
lins College in Pensacola, Florida, a
rather bright chap,— but, he knew
it. One evening Holmes suggested
that they initiate these underclass-
men into the society, for such fun as
they could get out of it. Anderson
and Stevens and some others were
accordingly informed that the next
time there was one of the regular
monthly meetings (which were, by
the way, never held, as the T. iL. D.'s

met in impromptu gatherings) they
would be initiated. They were led to
believe that membership in the Tau

ceived. The worm had turned. G*od-

dard had waked up when a blast of

cold air struck him as he was "es-

corted" through Roger Bills door-
way.

But to return to the point of this

story. One cold wintry night about
eleven o'clock, some of the Little

Devils were gathered in Holmes'
room when he suddenly decided it

was a good night to initiate Ander-
son and the others. Holmes had re-

cently joined a secret fraternity so
he was filled with clever ideas about
initiations and was consequently
made master of ceremonies officiat-

ing in the attic of Chase Hall. On
the way to the -ceremonies the initia-

tes were led blindfolded, over a tor-

toise path through imiies of great
snowdrifts. A terrific gale was blow-
ing so that the snow piled high lea-
ving convenient bare spaces on ei-

ther side of the drift to accomodate
the leaders. Finally arriving at Chase
Hall, they were conducted to the at-

tic where weird candle-light threw
lurid beams up among the rafters.
Gaudily costumed T L. D.'s eagerly
showed them where -to bow low be-
fort the Supreme Potentate and dip
their faces into the pan of water. Ri-
tualistic formalities were observed
even to minute details: the initiates

placed their hands on the Sacred Re-
lics, which were, by the way, an

Plan for Later

Issue of it

The senior class, at a meeting in

the Little Theater Tuesday after-

noon, voted not to have a commence-

Musical Organizations

In ChapeUppearance

The Little Symphony orchestra,

ared a prSgram with the Men's

and Women's Glee Clubs, to make£ Saturday's Student Assembly
most interesting of the

and Women's
hast Satur<"

one of the

year. v

The Little Symphony
-Oriental Far^taisie". "Why Do

presented

'Ml i'cBue of the Student and not Love~You'\ rythmic transcription of

to ask each student to contrioute
, selcctions from "Faust" and as an

Instead, thetoward the ciliaee gift. Instead, tne
j
eilcore "When Day is Done

money which would have been used: Two selections, "When The Roses

for a issue of the Student will be; Bioom'' and "Song of the Soul ,

-aved to be spent for the gift, and! were then offered by the Women s

the individual students will also
| Glee cluD( ana were enthusiastic-

Lamba Delta Society was of great! ash-tray and a pack of cards, and
significance as dt was a chapter of a kneeling, swore eternal loyalty to
national organization.

.Meanwhile, the Little Devi's were
up to childish pranks. At that time,

the society; they rolled peanuts
with their noses and carried out the
other equally dignified procedures:
Woodcock, as shock/master, had rig-

v.ve their own 'money, although any
that so wish will bs allowed to con-

tribute towards whatever is selected

as the gift of the class.

It was announced that after all

bills are paid, probabfly $100 will be

available for the gift. Many sug-

gestions have been made in respect

of the choice of the gift, and a com-
mittee will make the final selection.

The senior class agreed, at the

suggestion of Howard Paige, to have
a communion service Sunday night

before graduation. This will be the
last time the class wil have an op-
portunity to meet 'as a group be-

fore receiving their diplomas..
„

President Randolph Weatherbee,
who presided at the meeting Tues-
day, was given the power to select

a nominating committee for alumni
officers.

tremendous aggressiveness, Ander-
son has made himself ont of its most
important officers. As such, just a
few years ago, he wrote to Holmes

allv received by the" student body.

The Men's Glee Club entertained

With "Old Man Noah", "My Johnny

was a Shoemaker", and Eight

Bells".
P + i

Robert Swett, President of the

Student Council, announced a

slight change from the usual pro-

cedure as regards Last Chapel. This

year the Seniors will march into

the Chapel while the Student body

stctiids
*

The program was concluded with

the singing of the "Alma Mater"
_ :o:

"Being rich is a job that requires

an apprenticeship if it. is to be dis-

charged with credit." —Edward S.

Martin.

Patronize our Advertisers

Continued from Pa*

subject, "Literary Blues-
it with a great deal 0 f j,' \
explained that modern

D
UlIl0r

.

shown a degenerate form
blues. The best excuse for
may be that the poet fee

e
\

moods sincerely, but th er6
s

,t|

possibility that these wri to M
creating muddy shallop s

1

than penetrating the dept^ ^
Luncheon was served

at
°''

the women of the Elm St ?.
00t

l

alist Church in the gymnast

3

cissus were used as table aJ*
tions. \

Mr. Pulsifer Main Speat
Mr. Harold T. Pulsifer 1

York, widely known poet and
of "The Outlook" was the

s

for the afternoon, hig suhiJ^

ing "The Enjoyment 0f $ f

Mr. Pulsifer quoted from g
poets, and pointed out the Si

of poetry and the approach
/

appreciation. He named "p
0e
J

Ordinary Rhythm" by Prof?
of Oxford as one of the finejt

pies of smoothness in poetry

Following this lecture [i

Players presented a one-act &
Eugene O'Neill's "Where the fi

is Made" directed by pr0f

-™

son, and the cast included, L
Briggs, '32, Henry LaVall^

1

Clyde Holbrook, '34, and J
Drew, '3 4.

there was in the Faculty Room of ged a device to give shocks through; and to Woodcock offering them th
Roger Bill, a large walnut bookcase

1 which happened to be empty. That is,

one night it was emlpty but by the
following morning it had miracu-
lously changed to a trophy cabinet
and had been filled with souvenirs
purported to be world-famous. For
instance, a ipiece of fish previously
taken from the Commons was desig-
nated as a sample from Jonah's
Whale; a slingshot was proudly ex-
hibited as that with which David
killed Goliath; a length of corroded
wire gave the theoretical proof (?)
that the inhabitants of ancient Tyre
were familiar with telegraphy, while
the absence of wire from Sidon's
ruins was equally valid proof that
the inhabitants of that fair city were
well acquainted with radio; the jaw-
bone of an ass marked as that which
Sampson slew three thousand Phi-
listines looked strangely like a pork-
chop.

Another instance of this same chil-
dishness is found in the plans of the
T. L. D.'s to change the sleeping
quarters of a certain sound sleeper
in their dorm. In fact, he was such
a very sound sleeper that his bed
could be lifted up and shaken even
as much as to bounce him onto the
floor and yet he would remain total-
ly unconscious of all that was going
on. So, arrangements were made with
one of the co-eds that she should un-
lock the front door of Rand Hall one
night when she would receive a cer-
tain signal. The victim, Harvey
Goddard, now a 'member of the me-
dical profession, was then to have
been carried, bed and all, into the
vestibule and left. His kidnappers
planned ta leave hiis ovencoat with
him, however, so that the dignified
Editor-in-chief of the Student would
not have had to shock the conversa-
tism of Bates by seemingly taking a
morning stroll attired only in his pa-
jamas. But, just pity the Rand Hall
inmate: she waited nearly all night
to unlock the door and might still

be waiting for adl the signals she re-

SAVE

on SPORT
NEEDS

Whatever you want in the
way of sport goods, we
have it . . . and at prices

that are much lower than
ever before. Our shelves

are complete. Real values
that must be seen to be
appreciated.

Tennis Rackets, Balls,

and Shoes

SPECIALS
Red and .White Pennsylva-
nia Tennis Balls in sealed

cans . 3 for
|£ J QQ

Tennis Rackets
$2«oo - $3.75 - $g.00

/ $g.00 and $g.50

Lewiston Rubber

Company,
213 LISBON ST.

City

a copper tube of two segments, des-
cribed as the Sacred Urn of the chap-
ter, upon which the initiates were
kindly permitted to place their hands
reverently. Stevens responded beau-
tifully and did a perfect flip-flop,
but when Anderson first tried it. he
made no response. A blood-curdling
yell literally snook the rafters when
Woodcock, in desperation, turned on
the whole force of the current.

Years passed as they seem to do
and the members of this most re-
vered society scattered. To one,
however, this initiation had meant

j

so 'much that he founded a chapter
of Tau Lamda Delta in a southern
college, and later amalgamated it

i

with a national fraternity that has
attained nation-wide proportions as
Theta Kappa Nu. By virtue of his

opportunity to join the fraternity
for the mere sum of ten dollars.
Since they were the original found-
ers, they were to be given the privi-
lege of enrolling as chanter members.
The fee of ten dollars was to hold
only a limited time as they planned
to increase it gradually until a maxi-
mum should he reached. Holmes
answered that he exipected a marble
buet of himself to be placed in every
college hall of our great country for
his noble work in helping found the
Thata Kappa Xu, but that the idea
of Spaying ten dollars grieved him
exceedingly. Prof. Woodcock felt

that he ought to do as much as he
possibly could for the society, and
that coult best be accomplished by
waiting for the fee to reach the
maximum. I believe he is still wait-
ing.

Bonenfant's Beauty or

Giving a f
feet service

fussy wom

All we askj

you is am
p 0 rtil

ty to p»

our superio

MAIN SI.

LEWISTOX

A frank discussion
at last on a subject that has

long been "taboo"
1ET sleeping dogs lie!" So said

1 the cigarette trade when first we
raised the subject of inhaling. But
dodging an important issue is not
Lucky Strike's policy!

Do you inhale? That question is
vital y important ... for every smoker
inhales-knowingly or unknowingly
Every smoker breathes in some panof the smoke he or she draws out ofa cigarette! And the delicate mem-
branes of your throat demand thatyour smoke be pure, clean -free ofcertain impurities!

No wonder Lucky Strike dares to

raise this vital question! For Luckies
bring you the protection you want
• • • because Luckies' famous purifying
process removes certain impurities
concealed in every tobacco leaf.

Luckies created that process. Only
Luckies have it!

So, whether you inhale knowingly
or unknowingly, safeguard those
delicate membranes!

!lft;sjtqasted 1

Cat,!., 1932. The
American Tobacco Co,

TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE—fn V
AME1UCA

,

features, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening overN. B. C. networks.

* vi\c yrv ON LU
famous Lucky Strike
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Non-Smokers Rank Higher
Non-smokers rank eight points

higher than smokers! That is the
ctartling conclusion reached, by Al-

bert Oliver '34 and Frank Murray
. . tiioiv vpc;pa.rph nn tl-iJ« — 1_their research on this sub-

conducted recently in connee-
•34 W
iect. c«-

,

jion
with the experimental psycho-

logy
department. Habitual smokers,

la
Bates College at least, average

r] o 9 in rank, while non-smokers
average 79.2. The survey covered
-11 the men's dormitories and the
off-campus men as well.

It was also found that the intel-

ligence of the average non-smoker

)s eieht per cent higher than that

0 f
the confirmed slave to Lady Ni-

cotine, figures being taken from the
University of Chicago psychological
examinations which every Bates
freshman is required to take.

A check up of the highest and
lowest ten men in rank for each-

class revealed the fact that only one
habitual smoker is numbered
among the forty leaders, while all

but six of the lowest forty are con-
firmed addicts. Murray and Oliver

found, too. that of these men who
scored high in intelligence but low
in rank, all but one were habitual
smokers.

The survey sought to narrow the
issue down to non-smokers and ha-
bitual smokers, eliminating those
Who smoked occasionally. A non-
smoker was defined as one who
smoked not oftener than once or
twice a month. An habitual smoker
0n the other hand meant one who
smoked two or three packages a
week.

By «ay of corroboration it is

interesting to note that none of the
phi Beta Kappa or honor students
this year are habitual tobacco users.

Oliver, who is writing his term
thesis on this question, points out
the impossibility of laying too much

Other similar investigation*

result a
Kansas

-
show similarlesults. Gregg found that non-smokers averaged about 79 and thesmokers ten per cent lower Thefact that smoking is not nearly so

EST*!.?
^e. West as it 5 i/the

result SfW in Part for thislesult At the University of Kansas

Tj ™Ut teil
,° r fifte«» Per centerthe men smoke at all while at

f^SL ?
er cent are habitualsmokers and nearly 75 per centsmoke, at least, occasionally.

:o :—
DEUTCHER VEREIX HOLDS

FAREWELL PARTY

Undergraduate member^ of Deut-
sche Verein gave a farewell party to
the Senior members of that club at
Thorncrag on the evening of Mav
23.

All members climbed to the top
of the hill after supper was served
and in the dusk games were played
until the motion was made to return
to the cabin. After having again
assembled in the cabin, short talks
were given, one of which was di-
rected to the graduating members
of the group. Donald Bond then
spoke words of appreciation as did
also Prof. Leonard. After these
talks, singing which marked both
the close of the party and the festiv-
ities for the year, was enjoyed.

Chaperones for this event were -

Prof, and Mrs. Leonard. Prof, and
Mrs. Harms and Prof. Labouvie.

C
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Have you thought of making

DENTISTRY
YOUR LIFE WORK?
The Harvard University Dental

School offers an . unsurpassed

course in this field of health

service, with emphasis on med-
ical correlations. A "Class A"
school. Write for catalog.

leroy M. S. Miner, D.M.D., M.D., Dean.

Dept. 17 , 188 Longwoed Ave., Boston. Mass.

BLUE BOOK

LENDING LIBRARY
1 Sabattus St.,

LEWISTON, MAINE

Telephone S3379 Hours, 1:30—6 P.M.

NOTICE
All Crew Members, Supervisors, Team
Captains and Student subscription sales-
people who wish to avail themselves, of th*
opportunity for free scholarships made pos-
sible through tho courtesy of the Leading
Magazine Publishers again this year are
requested to apply to the national organizer
M. Anthony Steele J*,, Box 244. San Juan,
Porto Rico, stating ojialifications fully.

M. Anthony Steele, Jr.

Berman's
BASS MOCCASINS AND SHOES

SUEDE JACKETS
57 Main Street, Lewiston.

44 Bates St. Geo E. Schmi.it

The Blue Line
Lewiston—Rumford—Farmington

Lv Lewiston—
7.45 A.M., 12.35 P.M., 4.25 P.M.

Lv Rumford

—

7 35 A.M., 12 25 P.M., 4.15 P.M.
Lv tfnrmington

—

7.30 A.M., 12 20 P.M., 4.10 P.M.

STANDARD TIME

Fred C* McKenney
64 Sabattus Street

CITIES SERVICE GASOLINE
and LI Jlilt ICAT1NG OILS
WASHING and GREASING

Nearest Gasoline Station to College

Compliments of

J. W. White Co.

We can show you a varied selection of

PRIZE GUPS

FOUNTAIN PENS

of all standard mafces

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS

LADIES'

LEATHER HANDBAGS

LEATHER BILLFOLDS

BOOK ENDS
v CLOCKS

of all kinds

BARNST0NE-0SG00D

COMPANY

Jewelers

50 LISBON STREET
Lewiston, Maine

LEWISTON MONUMENTAI
WORKS

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
James P. Murphy Co.

6 to 10 Bates St., LEWISTON
Telephone 4634-R

THE COLLEGE STORE
i i— i i ii h i iiiipiiiww— nrniwm -

ALWAYS WELCOME

White Flannels, Sport Coat and Sweaters

FLANDERS
62 COURT STREET, AUBURN, MAINE.

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing

and Finishing
24 HOTJB SERVICE

THE QUALITY SHOPii

3 Minutes from the Campus

yy

Tel. 1817 W

ommencement rrogram

Announced this Morning

Exercises Open June Tenth—Isabelle
Jones >28 and Parker Glee Club

Musical Features*

The program for the sixty-sixth Bates Commencement, pub-

SSib •

morain|g> iy featured by a message from L. 5*. Sanborn

p ;S?!*
ent of the Alumni Association, and by welcomes fromms. Uifton D. Gray and Randolph Weatherbee, senior class presi-

dent. The full details of the Class Day program, the Baccaulaureate
exercises, and the Commencement Concert are contained in its pages,
as well as a complete list of information and appointments for the
returning alumni.

Prominent among the many attractive features of this year's
program is the unusually fine selection of talent secured for the
commencement concert. Mr. Crafts has been fortunate to engage
the services of Miss Isabelle Jories '28, of Portland, who is known
throughout New England as a soprano of extraordinary abilitv.
Shortly after commencement she plans to continue her extensive
study and vocal training by a summer in Europe. Hardly less im-
portant is the announcement that the Parker Glee Club, Lewiston-
Auburn's popular male chorus directed bv Rupert Neilly of Port-
land, will also be on the program.

The return of the Alumni is an annual event of the greatest
interest, to the faculty, to the administration, and to the alumni
themselves. Old friendships will be renewed and new ones made
Friday and Saturday June 10 and 11, when the annual meeting of
the Alumni Council at 4.00 p. m. Friday, the annual meeting of the
Alumni Association at 8.00 p. a*, of the same dav, and the Alumni
Parade and class reunion at 9.00 a. m. Saturday, will all take place.
Interest always* runs high to see which class will boast the greatest
percentage of members present. The College Club Cup for classes
before 1900, and the Twentieth Century Cup for all since then are
to be awarded to the winners again this year.

The various programs are as follows:

Appointments for Alumni

Friday, June 10

Quarterly meeting of the Executive Committee of the
Alumni Council in Chase Hall.

Annual meeting and luncheon of the Alumni Council
in Chase Hall.

,

Annual meeting of the Alumni Association in Chase
Hall.

Alumni Night festivities in Chase Hall, Saturday,
June 11.

Alumni Parade with the reunion classes in costume.
Annual meeting and luncheon of the Alumnae Club in

Chase Hall Lounge.
Annual meeting and banquet of the College Club in

"Y" Room in Chase Hall. Reception of senior initi-

a tgs .

At Home for all alumni in Chase Hall.

CLASS DAY PROGRAM
June 11, 2.00 p. m. Hathorn Terrace

Prayer jHoward E. Paige, Lynn, Mass.
Oration William II. Dunham, Linekin
Class Poem . • Lucile Foulger, Ogden, Utah
Class History Marjorie Briggs, Mechanic Falls

Address to Fathers and Mothers Edith M. Lerrigo, Larchmont, N. Y.

Class Will Margaret E. Hines, Lewiston
Address to Halls and Campus . . Orimer E. Bugbee, Newport, N. II.

Presentation of Class Gift . . . Valery Burati. Springfield, Mass.

Pipe Oration Norman MacDonald, Fall River, Mass.

TOASTMASTER .... Randolph A. Weatherbee, Lincoln

MARSHALL . . . . . . . Gilbert Clapperton, Auburn
CHAIRMAN William H. Dunham, Linekin

COMMENCEMENT CONCERT

——

—

NEW MIRROR COMBINES BEST

IN PRINTING AND MANAGEMENT
By VALERY' Bl RATI

The 1932 Mirror, just off the
press, is a fine example of excellent
editing ,and also a fine example of
the printer's art. Breaking away
from the style of printing. Old Eng-
lish lettering and buff-colored pa-
per, that has characterized the

™f*?
r
«

f°r the
,

P*?.1 fouT
.

°r
- ?

v
t more beautiful type of

-ears, this years Mirror is printed
hea(Js and subheads th;

on white paper, so used in th

I it existed last year, but does not
exist this year, is pardonable, and
perhaps due as much to the organiz-
ation concerned, as to the editorial
board of the Mirror.

Mirror editors «of the future
might do well to follow Mr. Dus-
tin's lead in selecting an alto-
gether more modern, more op-.v:.

an Iras been
past.

Pepys Peeps Again
The write-ups of each organiza-

tions are done in a manner that
makes good reading. The humor
section includes a couple of splurge-;

by Sam Pepys, but Sam has evident-
ly lost some of his vitality, although
he does do a job or two on the fa-

culty.
^--o:

Outin? *mw>0

10.00 a. m.

4.00 p. m.

8.00 p. m.

9.00 a. m.
6.15 p. m.

T3 W7 C^l A Tt IrZ Registered Druggist
JLV* W V/l^lUvIV pure Drugs and M«d!ciu«i

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Gkmplefe Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
4 .

-

Lewiston, Maine

10.00 p. m.

June 12, 8.00 p. m., Chapel

Vision of Fuji-San .

In a Monastery Garden

Adoramus Te .

Parsing By .

Dusk ....
ORPHIC SOCIETY

Pi GLEE CLUB

ISABELLE JONES '28
With Verdure Clad

'Cello Solo
CLYDE A. IIOLBROOK '34

On Wings of Song .
'

Now Sleeps the Crimson Petal ....
Salamaleikum

PARKER GLEE CLUB
Ah Fors e Lui .

Inpvictus . „ .
;

Good Night . . .

Lift Thine Eyes ...*.. .

PARKER GLEE CLUB
Grand March from Tannhauser ....

ORPHIC SOCIETY

MISS JONES

. Ketelby
. Ketelby

. Palestrina

. Purcell
._Gretchaninoff

. . Hayden

. Selected

. Mendelssohn
. Andrews

. Cornelius

. Verdi

. Protheroe
German Folk Song

. Logan

. Wagner

BACCALAUREATE

June 12, 3.30 p. m. Chapel

Organ, Prayer from Rienzi Wagner
Processional, March . . Stewert

Invocation
Reading of Scripture

PROFESSOR FRED A. KNAPP
Anthem, The Sun Shone No More Woodward

PROFESSOR GEORGE E. RAMSDELL
Response • Stenson

Hymn
PAUL WHITBECK

Sermon ^i-J
PRESIDENT CLIFTON D. GRAY

Singing of Baccalaureate Hymn
Benediction
Recessional, March of the Priests . . . ... Mendelssohn

in Cheltenham
that the effect is one of openness,
attractiveness .and readibility.

To Elden H. Dustin, '32, editor-
in-chief of the Mirror, and to Robert
Manson, business manager, upon
whom the Senior class devolved the
responsibility of issuing its year
book, goes the lion's shar,e of the
glory in this journalistic achieve-
ment. Mr. Dustin. who in his work
on The Bates Student showed an
aptitude for dressing up the printed
page, again manifests the same
characteristic, since the format of
the new Mirror was his idea, car-
ried out by him and his assistants,
to whom commendation also is due.

Mirror Financial Success
It is no secret, furthermore, that

j

the printing of the Mirror is a fi-|

nancial success; that the circulation i

of the year-book is larger than
j Of the many activities sponsor i

ever—contrasted with the work two by the Bates Outing Club, the latest,
years ago when the management and perhaps the most novel, i

-

went almost $700 in debt—and for deep sea fishing trip Which is to
general efficiency of business man-

, take place Memorial Day.
agement Mr. Manson is to be ere-

: Interest has always been keen in
dited. The book is also out ottJ this sport, but until last year Doth-
scheduled time, perhaps somewhat

: ing resulted from it. Early last
ahead of schedule, and to do this

, spring, some 20 members made a

th.

lub

Sea Fishing Trip

Memorial Day

Lunch at this

Convenient Diner

Fast, Quick. Service—No Wait-

ing. Whether you have 10

nn mil es or an hour drop in and

1h> satisfied.

Pine State Diner

MAIN STREET

Lewiston

Next to Tavern Hotel

with the Mirror, with its mass of
detail, and its last minute items, is

no easy matter. The staff, therefore,
deserves special commendation. The
Mirror is a publication demanding
persistence and constant editing,
ai d if results are to be taken in
this case as criteria, then that per-
sistence was given. To those who
know the editor and business man-
ager, as well as the general staff
there is certainty that care was
taken in all things.

Beginning with the first page,
the format of the Mirror begins
with the motif of Maine wood
scenes, the dominant feature origin-
ated by Mr. Dustin to give continui-

trip that proved to be very enjoy-
able. Not only was the voyage pleas-
ant, but success in the "catch" was
reported. Two Sundays ago, some
thirty adventurous fishermen spent
the day off the coast of Portland.
Thei approval with which this sport
is being met is indicated by the
descriptions of the numerous
"hauls'' made at that time.

Futher proof of interest is found
iu the plans which the Club is mak-
ing for Memorial Day. Unfortunate-
ly ,only a few could be accom-
modated on the last expedition. Tho
trip to be held Memorial Day will

accommodate those who missed the
"ast voyage. It is advisable for those

ty to the book. With a lake scene I planning to participate to see Di

1
*

at the top of each page, photographs
of Maine rivers and lakes, aug-

!

mented by frontispieces to each ! .;*"*"*"***•

section drawn by Randolph Weath-
erbee and Elizabeth Lord, this
theme of Maine nature is carried
consistenly throughout the pages.

Senior Personals Original
The section devoted to Senior

personals this year is accompanied
by a short write-up for each Senior,
and the wonder of it is that most
of the write-ups escape the maw-
kish, overstrained sentimentalism
that has characterized such person-
als in years past. The care taken by
the personal editorial board to gel X
something original for each perso;: ->

is evident . £
As usual, the administrative offic-!^.

ers and faculty members are given]*?
precedence at the beginning of the *:*

book, no doubt as a mark of res- %
pect. Then follows the section de-,*|*

voted to the Seniors, with a picture:***
of each set against a background of
grey; a background with the sha-
dows of pine trees and cones against
the moon. A section, as usual, is

devoted to the interest of each
class; other sections are given to

\

societies, debating groups, student
|

government groups, athletics, and
so forth.

Few Krrors

But few errors are evident, and
in the mass of detail to be coped
with, they become immediately ex-

(

cusable. The printing under the
pictures on the specialty pages
could have been neater, and perhaps •

a little more care used in. choosing
:

good cuts and thereby good print-

ing. This is a hint that next year's
j

administration may take. The spec-

1

ialty pictures might have come out^
better if they had been printed T
somewhat larger, even at the ex- X
pictures with sufficient detail, eon-{*i*

trast of light and shadow, to assure *:*

pense of crowding them together. If.

An omission of a name or two, and •>

even the printing of the offices and %
"

organization of the Outing Club as .>$

rector Edwin Decatur immediately.

Library Changes
ContinueJ from Page One

formerly iu the room behind the
desk now has ah office in the re-
modeled cataloguing room. This
room has been refloored, and re-

painted, and a new file case, an
electric stylus, a new silent type-
writer, and an extension telephone
haye been added to simplify the
mechanics of the library.
The cataloguing room is now

situated on the second floor in what
was formerly the history seminar
room. Tin's room alsO has been
changed over and remodeled with
Che addition of a number of shelves

i care of the supply of cata-
loguing books.

The decided increase in circula-
tion seems to be due to the modern
methods of teaching that are con-
tinually being instituted at colleges.

Emphasis now is not being placed
upon one single text book but upon
a series of texts. Formerly the stu-
dent bought the text book for each
course, but now in many courses he
pays a library fee and the library in

offers him the use of a number
of texts.

BESIDES

t

GRADUATES •
Shoiv Your Appreciation

By Giving Them

- JEWELRY
CRYSTAL BEADS .

BAGS

PENDENTS

PENDENT AND RLXC SETS

ASSORTED PENS-
—STONE RINGS—

<

$1.50
Up

$2,50
Up

$2.00
Up

$2.50
Up

—WATCHES—

-

PLAN TO EXAMINE OP II

STOCK BEFORE
BUYING ELSEWHERE

252 Lisbon Street, Lewiston. *

9.9
wm

S
S

WOMEN'S GI.EE CLUB ENTER-
TAIN KrWANIS

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

The entire Women's Glee Club,

under the direction of Professor

Selden T. Crafts, presented a pro-

gram of entertainment at the an-

nual Kiwanis Club luncheon given

at the Auburn Y. M. C. A. building

this noon The program consisted of

three selections: "In the Time of

Roses" by Reichhardt. "Song of the

Sou? by Briel, and "Trees" by

David' Miss Arlene Bkillins gave a

solo dance 'She was accompanied by

Vliss Elizabeth Wilson at the piano.

SIX-WEEKS' INTENSIVE
COURSE

SPEED WRITING'
(ABC Shorthand)

and
TYPING

HICKOX SECRETARIAL
SCHOOL

12 Huntington Ave. Ken. 6040

(Special Classes for

College Students)

The
THAT

Gift
WILL

for

(graduation

W.9m
m

9.9 9.9 9.9

mm
mm
mm
Wm

IVY HOP
Geo. M. Roak Co

9.9
mm

9.9 9.9 9.9
-*« ft* ft'*



JACOBS WINS STATE "SINGLES^TITLE HERE YESTERDAY
TTTE BATES STT

T
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SPORTS COMMENTS"-« t
By VINCENT BKLLEAL

AMONG 1932-103.1
ATHLKTK S SOUVENIRS

Another college year fa about to he torn off the calendar. 1932-1933
will no doubt he long remembered for ite depression and the little dis-

comforts whic h came along, but of more 'local sports interest is the slump
in Batet-v championship--; which proved a source of ditsappointment to

optimistic supporters of the Garnet.
Failing to repeat in several instance-. th:.> year'.? teams had. to be

satisfied with runner-tap positions in football, cross country, hockey, and

winter cport^. The track team took third in the State Meet and the mile

reJay team come out second in the Penn Relays.
A defeat at the hands of Maine 9-6 on Garseilon field in the first

game of the state series meant the lorn of the football crown. Don Favor's

4 6 yard jaunt through the middle of the Bates line and the paralyzed

secondary put the kibosh on Bates' championships hopes at the outset of

the season. This was compensated 'somewhat by a 30-0 shellar-king which
was daubed on Bowdoin and the 7-6 victory over iCo'l'by. The game at

Waterville, by the way, was the occasion of something new to Bates

sports when Mike Ryan. Colby track mentor, assisted among others by Joe

Kelley of Bates, gave a Colby-hued play by play account of the encounter

over the radio. The Freshman football players, moreover, distinguished

themselves, making a better showing than any other first year squad in

recent years. Pricher, Gilman, Stone, Lenzi. Valicenti, Lindholm. and

Lynch are among the men expected to star for the Garnet in the next

few years.

Sets New Record For Brown Track—Jellison
Takes Third In Mile, And Whitten Fourth

In Two Mile Run

DROP GROSS-COUNTRY
AM) HOCKEY CHAMPIONSHIPS

The cross-country season saw Bates dropping the title to Maine. In

the meet October 23, Whitten and Jellison came in first and second but

six Maine men followed in a .pack to pile up points for the State university.

Then came winter, and a strong Colby hockey team beat Bates twice

to ;put the champion.ship on ice while the Garnet came out a close second.

At the same time, the winter sports team, handicapped by lack of

nlumbers and not too much snow, was powerless in competition with a big

Maine squad in the annual championship dual meet.
The winter track season saw Bates dropping the Maine meet mainly

through the lack of points winners in the weight events. Bates, however,
surprised by making a clean sweep of the hurdles, usually a forbidden
event to the Garnet aspirants.

Although handicapped by a wet
track, Arn Adams, Bates' favorite

entry in the quarter mile, won the
4 40 in the New England Track Meet
Saturday in 48 4.5 seconds, a new
record for the Brown track where
the meet was held, but 2.5 of a

seconds under Adams' own New
England record set in last year's

meet. He was eight yards ahead of

McCafferty of Holy Cross, his chief

rival, when he broke the tape.

Adams was the only Bates man
who broke into five point scoring,

Jellison taking a third to Moyna-
han of B. C. and Sweet of Amherst
in the Mile, and Whitten coming
in fourth after Reams of M. I. T.,

DeMoulplied of New Hampshire,
the defending champion, and Laven-
dar of Bowdoii the two mile run. the ninth inn ins

Bates Late Rally

Falls Short When

Wildcats Win 9-7

A belated rally in the last half of
the ninth inning that was put down
with the bases full and two out,

saw tha Bates nine bowing to a

strong outfit from the University of
New Hampshire by a score of 9-7

on Garcelon field yesterday after-

noon. Edge.rly, the third Wildcat
pitcher, after walking three men in

struck out pinch-

9
M
T
JU

r*vnei Captain Defeats Taylor Of Colby^.
Ga

41so Pairs Up With Teammate
*

Antine To Enter Doubles. Final
.

Defending Champion Drop
8

Four Games In

Two Sets

SPRING BRINGS OI T
ONLY AVERAGE SUCCESS

With the coming of spring, track was again in the limelight, and
Jellison got off to a good start by taking the Patriot's Day baby marathon
of five miles through the streets of Portland. Malloy, a freshman entry,

took third place. Adams. Jellison, Hall, and Lary journeyed to Phila-

delphia to take second place in tbe Penn Belays one mile class.

The first outdoor meet of the season with New Hampshire found
Bates losing to a superior Wildcat team. Again, a decided lack of entries

in the weights, as well as in the hardies and jumps was a factor In this

defeat. The same thing bead true the next week in the State iMeet,

although Bates managed to get three point in the broad jump when Samp-
son took second to Bowdoin's Mchaughlin, losing by a fraction of an inch.

Adams-, in this meet as well as in the last week's New England's, was the
one bright spot of Bates" work. He broke the Maine record in the State
Meet, and finished eight yards ahead of his brilliant rival McCafferty of
Holy Cross in the New Eng.lands to break the BrowHi track record, in

48 4-5 seconds.

GARNET PASTIMERS
MEET WITH REVERSES

The baseball team, after having opened the season by a win over
Bowdoin in the annual exhibition game, started om a series of irregular
success, ranging all the way from a 11-5 slaughter of U. of M. pitchers to
a 12-2 lo.-K to Bowdoin. Berry's hitting has been a powerful factor in

what (little success Bates had had so far on the diamond. To date it does
mot seem that Bates can finish in better than third .position in the State
Series.

li. C. Wins Meet
Boston College won the meet

with 21 points, Bowdoin coming in

second with 19. thus reversing the

results predicted by sports writers

prior to the meet. Bowdoin was
handicapped severely when
wood, star hurdler and defending
champion in the high jump, was in-

jured when he and MacDonnell of

Holy Cross tripped over hurdles in

the qualifying heats of the 120
highs and failed to place. Stanwood
was eliminated the next day in the

high jump. McLaughlin, Bowdoin's
best man, who was expected to do
great things after his State Meet I

performance of a week previous,

was only second to Floring of Maine
in his favorite event, the 220 low
hurdles, as well as second to White-
house of New Hamshire in the 120
hurdles.

Jordan and Moynahan were the

stars of B. C. on the flat, the form-

er taking the 8S0 in 1:57 1.5 al-

though running against such stars

as Noyes of New Hampshire, who
came in second, Dailey of B. C. and

\

Cunoo of Holy Cross, and Moynahan 1

taking the mile in 4:23, a new
record for the Brown track.

Batos Gets S Points
Brown, the host of the meet,

took third place with IS points, M.

L T. took fourth with 17, while

Maine and Holy Cross tied for fifth

with 12, Springfield and New Hamp-
shire each scored 11 and Bates and
Wesleyan got 8 each. Williams,

Northeastern and Colby came next

with 7, Amherst and Tufts scored

only three while Rhode Island trail-

ed with a solitary point.

hitter Joe Murphy to put a rather
spectacular finish to what was other-
wise a drab and colonless ball game
p'.ayed in football weather. New
Hampshire playing heads-up ball,

and taking advantage of the loose
Stan- playing of Bates bunched their hits,

and scored nine runs in two inning.
Bugbee, Bates starting pitcher, was
removed for Millet, who held New
Hampshire hitless for four innings.

Dean who relieved Flynn at short
played a strong game both afieild and
at bat. helping materially a two run
rally in the last inning.

12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R H E
N H. 0 0 5 0 4 0 0 0 0—9 S 1

Bates 0 0 014000 2— 7 9 3

Batteries, for New Hampshire:
Edgerly, Mann, Magraw and Mit-
chell; Bates: Bugbee. Millet and
Brown. White and DM km.

Eleven New Men

Warmly Welcomed

By Varsity Club

DOROTHY E. O'HARA

W. A. A. NOTES

Track
Instead of class teams .there was

one Garnet and Black team compos-
ed of all classes. The teams have
been running off the events the last

two weeks.
Results thus far:

Discus—Won by Garnets.
P. Abbott 53.9 ft.

Broad Jump—Won by Blacks
G. Goddard 13.3 ft.

Javelin—Won by Blacks
G. Gearing 52.9

High Jump—

W

Ton by Blacks
Goddard-Gearing

4 ft. 2 in.

The dashes are to be run off the

latter part of this week.
Soccer

Results of the class games in

Garnet and Black competition as

follows: SENIORS, won by Black;

JUNIORS, won by Black; Sopho-
mores, won by Bleck; Freshmen,
won by Garnet.
The Garnet and Black team, chos-

en from members of all classes as

the best players' is as follows:
The game was played Tues. at

4:00 P. M.
Garnets

C. R. Bewman
R.I. R. Benham
L.I. R. Frye
R.W. R. Lambertson
L.W. H. Shorey
R.H. D. Thompson
C.H. V. Brackett

Berry's Homer

Feature As Bates

Loses To Harvard

Receive 12-1 Trouncing
—Bowdoin Also De-

. feats Garnet 12-3

. Featuring an amazing number >i

ups and downs, the Garnet ball ag-

gregation is puzzling onlookers ex-

ceedingly. After giving Maine the

favorite of the State Series' field, a

sound 11-5 trimming a week ago

Bates journeyed to Cambridge to

get a nice trouncing by Harvaio

12-1 The next day, the Bobcats,
, awhil€> but at the end of two seta

Defending Ms title won last

Clifton Jacob* captured the singly

tennis championship of the Mahie
Colleges on Garcelon field courts

yesterday afternoon. He defeated
a

• stubborn opponent in Taylor of Col-

by. 8-6, 6-8, 6-2. 6-2.

A few minutes later, he teamed

up with Antine, his teammate,
to

defeat Smith and Tyson of Colby

6-4, 6-2 to enter the finals schedirlej

for this afternoon.

I

Jacobs .was in fine form, and took

charge of the situation early in hi 3

match with Mashe Lightman, Bat&3
player, in the 'morning. He allowed

but one game in 2 sets.

Taylor, however, in the afternoon,

was a worthier opponent whose un-

orthodox style troubled him f0r

L.H. M. Wheeler
R.F. A. Howe
L.F. M. York
G. D. August inns

Subs.
R. Cousins
N. Hinds
E. Rich
B. Worthley

Blacks
R. Melcher

If. Chick
G. LePage

A. Purinton
M. Harris

E. Finn
C Cutts

G. Goddard
T. Zahn

M. Curtiss
E. Oliver
Subs.

R. Johnson
F. Ogden

A. Redland
C. Thompson

Bits

There is a correction in the time
for Play Day on Wednesday after-

noon. It is from 3.30-5.50.

Everyone had a good time on the
house party at Lake Maranaeook

NEW KNGL.WDS DOPE
COMPARED WITH SUMMARY

Now that the results of the New England.-; are down in black and
white, our last week's dope sheet falls somewhat short of being a sum-
mary of events. However, Bowdoin, had she not lost Stanwood because
of injuries in the trials, could easily have garnered the 22 points we had
allotted her. Boston College was kind enough to score 21 points as we
forecasted. Brown, however, we had not considered as strong a factor
as the results show she was. The same with M. I. T. The Bowdoin
dynasty of McLaughlin-Stanwood has at last tumbled, Floring of Maine
being considerably involved in the process. The Brunswick wizard, Ma-
hatma. Ghee, in "Orient" terminology, is reported to have had his sweet
tempered disposition slightly ruffled by the results of the New Englands.

Jack, we understand, is taking considerable (pride in having prophe-
sied four years ago the outcome of this year's State .Meet. However, it

may be interesting to note that at the time he made the famous state-
ment, McLaughlin and Stanwood, the combination which alone accounted
for 31 points ki the meet, were not among those picked 'by Magee to
carry the cottons of Bowdoin lo victory. Or maybe that was some more
Magee strategy we hear so .much about.

Stanton Lodge At

Thorncrag a Favorite

Of Bates People

The peculiar sounds which you
may have heard issuing forth from
the Alumni Gymnasium last eve-
ning may be charged to the eleven
new members of the Varsity Club,

|

this last weekend. Boating, swnn-

who were initiated in due form. !

nring, bowling were the most popu-

lism v novel ideas in initiating were M** amusements. Nineteen girls

carried out and without a doubt, !
wen t chaperoned by Professor Wal-

the ceremonies were complete. ' mesley and Miss Kathleen Sanders.

meeting the cellar champions of the

series.
' Bowdoin. lost 12-3, with

Millett. supposedly the best hinder

on the squad, getting knocked out

of the box in a little over
.

three

innings.
Berry Star at Cambridge

The Harvard game had one bril-

liant feature in Berry's homer
which accounted for the Garnet s

cnlv tally of the day. Berry was also

cited for his wonderful work on the

initial sack that day, when he took

12 throws, most of which were not

too accurate, without missing one.

LaVallee pitched .and both Brown
and Ken White played behind the

bat. Dean took Flynn's place at

short. •

Again on Friday, Berry showed
again that he can handle the bat

exceedingly well. hitting out a

triple and a single. He tried to

stretch the three bagger into a

homer but the ball was returned to

Lewis, the Bowdoin backstop quick-

er than he expected, and he was put

out at the plate. Millett also re-

deemed his work in the box by get-

ting two hits while he was at bat.

Bates plays Bowdoin again this

Friday.

Jacobs' superior experience toll on

the Collby man. and the Bates mian

dropped but 4 'games in the last two

sets.
Taylor made a strong fight in the

second set, but his chopping style

tired him, and Jacobs who had

raved himself by playing back surged

forward to win.

:o:-

MAINE BEATS BOWDOIN

STATE SERIES

A DISSERTATION
ON THE BOAST CO-KJ)

Whatever may have happened during the past year to blemish this
history of Bates sports, one thing will always remain to 'mark 1932 as a
imillenivum in sports: the women's athletic authorities have permitted the
co-eds to wear short stockings. All objectors who may Bee in this move
a departure from time honored custom might do well to read in a recent
issue of Judge, R. D.'s article on the 193 2 model sportswoman. She
should be, according to this gentleman: "a pretty nifty article. The pre-
conceived notions pf big calved, galumping. BrunhiMs are as out of date
as Grandma's croquet costume and the bicycle built for two. Slim, svelte,
and nattily attired in whatever uniform the sport of the moment demands
the present day outdoors? gads cast ridicule at the critics who prophe-
sied some fifteen years ago that the eoreetless fads of golf and tennis
would spell ruin to the country's birthrate."

iHe goe
flannel shorts

on to ta.lk about the cute little white silk sox. and (little

etc.. which make athletics (more interesting to the woman

One of the most enjoyable kinds
of social gatherings at Bates Is a
Thorncrag cabin party, especially in

the winter, when the trip to this

spot, about a half-hour's walk, may l
den t Herbert

be made on snowshoes. Of course, >

this is an excellent spot in other
seasons of the year.

This cabin, as most people know,
is called Stanton Lodge, a name
which keeps fresh in our minds the

memory of "Uncle Johnny Stanton,
himself a great lover of outdoor life

|

Thorne Hill was one of Lewiston's
early points of settlement. On this

i

slope. Elder Benjamin Thorne cleared 1

a large tract and built a house. It can
be seen that this spo>t, cleared as it;

then was, from the top of the hill to '

Sabattus Street was an ideal .place, 1

affording a broad view of the city

and surrounding country side. I

Another thing which induced Elder
j

Thorne to build here was the won-
|

derful spring nearby, now known as
Highland Spring. The old cellar of i

the Thorne house may still be seen,
! Gj , ciapperton and his Bobcats

near .the spring house. The old house made their fifta, appearance Jt
was

;;

moved to a.point near the corner
, Bat Saturday night, when they

of Wood and Vale streets, where it
furnishecl the music for the iast

still stands. regular 'Y' dance. In spite of the
Thorncrag is well known as the

sanctuary of the Stanton Bird Club,

The new members of the Club
are: Valery Burati and Clarence
Sampson. '32; Vincent Belleau, Ly-
man Holman, Paul Carpenter, Rey-
nold Burch, and Clayton Hall, '33:

Jack Eaton. Sumner Raymond, and
Donald Smith, '34; Ken White, '35.

The committee in charge of initia-

tion was under the direction o£

Richard Secor, '35. and he was ably
assisted by Dobravolsky, Clemons.
Sprafke .and Scolnik.
The meeting was opened by Pres-

Berry, and Coach
Leslie Spinks, the guest of honor,
was welcomed to the last initiation

of the year. Practically all the mem-
bers of the Varsity Club were pre-
sent, and a three hour entertain-
ment was provided which was en-
joyed by all but eleven. Light re-

freshments were provided and the
meeting was adjourned at 11:00.

This evening a banquet will be
held in the '

Y' Room at Chase Hall
for the newly initiated members.
This meeting will mark the con-
clusion of activities for the present
year.

-o :

They left Saturday afternoon
returned late Sunday night.

and

FIVE LEADING BATTERS
G AR R 1!H AVO
7 2<i S 12 .4C$2

6 19 8 S .421

({ 24 4 10 .416
7 90 7 12 .400
7 SS 5 12 .:i«:J

i not available).

Maine defeated Bowdoin yes: -<rday

at Orono 10-9 in a freediitting game.

25 hits were made by both sides.

Hall, Maine relief pitcher, crash-

ed out a home run, in the last half

of the ninth for the winning run.

Hincks who stole home against

Bates a couple weeks ago repeated

twice yesterday, once in the fourth,

and again in the eighth.
Bowdoin 3121000 1 1— 9 11 4

Maine 00132300 1—10 14 6

Batteries for Bowdoin: Walker,

Means and ;Lewia; for Maims Ro-

mansky, Hall and Sperling.

Rickcr, Bow
Jekanoski, Hates
Berry, Bates
Smith, Maine
.McCains Maine

( Colby average

STANDING OF THE CLUB

Archery
Beatrice Dumais shot the best

score on the Bates Team in the
Inter-Collegiate Telegraphic Con-
test. Her score was 217. Connie Co-
nant and Mary Swasey also shot

very high scores.

W L AVG
Colby <; 2 .750
Maine 2 .714!
Bates 2 4
Bowdoin 1 5 .1«7

(la mes scheduled for next week

:

To-day, Maine at Colby
Friday, Bates at Bowdoin
Saturday, Maine at Bates

Clapperton's Bobcats

Play At Last "Y" Dance

Milliken House Girls

Hold Thorncrag Party

Several girls from Milliken House
held a cabin party at Thorncrag on
Friday, May 20. After the supper
was served the guests and chapo-
rones walked up to the plateau, and
the rest of the evening was spent
in playing games and dancing.
Chaperones for the evening were
Prof, and Mrs. McDonald and Prof,
and Mrs. Hovey.

The following were guests at the
party: Pauline Frew, Helen Ashe,
Lucile Jack, Marjorie Goodbout,
Nan Wells. Frances Eckhardt, Thel-
ma Kittredge, Betty Fosdick, Mavis
Curtiss, Helen Parker, Florence
James, Abbott Smith. Melvin
Welsch, Norman McDonald, Arthur
Frew. Robert Butler, Edward Em-
ery. Louis Griffin, Leo Barry, Paul
Hayden, Norman Ness, and Wr

alter

i

King.

Monday, Bowdoin at B

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets

spite

fact that for many students, it was
their last Chase Hall dance, every-

participant. and evidently, to the male spectator, (hips, hfcps, hooray), at! an organization which was founded body enjoved themselves.
the -same time permitting freer exercise of the (muscles and defense
against the heat. We were parked, along with some Eatst Parkerites, the
other day, opposite the soccer field watching the future oitizenesGes of
these United Status indulging in compulsory exercise clothed in the old
fashion gym costume and the day was the hottest of the ftpell which
handicapped the activities of the last week, and the concensus on our side
of the campus seemed to tend toward -pity for the roast co-ed. Another
year, we ho:pe, will see Bates taking another step toward modernizing the
gym bloomer.

LOOKING FORWARD
TO FUTURE VICTORIES

And so we take our leave for the time being. Next fall, we hope, we
shall be able to report more Bates victorias. Although the last year as a
whole has been barren of championships, it has not ibeen lacking in
potential 'material. Even if the graduation of such men as Ray McCluskey
and Ben White will leave wide gaps to fill in football and hockey, there
is a strong cluster of promising freshmen athletes which ought to patch
up the ho,les, left and restore Bates to its position of a year ago.

COLLEGE BALL PLAYERS
BEAT BIG LEAGUERS

The Boston Red Sox, the proud occupants since time immemorial of
laet place in the American League standing received a rude defeat yester-
day afternoon at the hands of Providence College 9-S.

The Friars with Quinton on the mound and later Al Blanche ham-
mered out five runs in the ninth when Webb. Sox fielder dropped a flv
with bases ful.

This kind of defeat occurs occasionally, but perhaps the most ft
memorable was in 1916 when the same Red Sox, league Headers and
World's Champions bowed to Harvard 1-0 in 15 innings.

MORE SPORTS:—Keith Brown, a Yale freshman, went over the'
bar in the pole vault 13 feet 7 inches in the Yale-Harvard meet last
Saturday. The 44 0 times, by the way, did not at all compare with Arn
Adams* feat on the Brown track There is talk of a boxing tourna-
ment sometime in the fall. With the talent we have here, it ought to be
a success. A wrestling tournament might be worthy of consideration, too,
while we talk innovations The- Maine Camipus editorially sponsors
a move for a golf course on the campus. . . good idea. . . a driving range
imight be manufactured in the vicinity of Lake Andrews. . . The argument
we hear against Sunday tennis purporting to put off granting of the re-
quest .for the sport until we have some way of providing for supervision
of the courts on Sunday reminds us of our suggestion of a svstem of
management of informal athletics, including Sunday tennis

to continue the study of feathered
folk, with whom "Uncle Johnny"
made so many people better acquaint-
ed. In 19 21 Dr. Alfred W. Anthony,
a member of the Bates Board of
Fellows, gave the Stanton Bird Club
forty five acres on Thorne Hill. It

was desired to perpetuate the Thorne
name, so the name Thorncrag was
given, after the numerous ledges or
crags which break out on the hill.

Subsequent gifts of land by L>r. An-

j

thony and his sister Miss Kate J. An-
thony have brought the total to
eighty-one acres of wooded regions. I

Through the courtesy of the Bird
j

Club, the right to build a cabin was :

granted the Outing Club. The great

;

outdoor fire place, given by Dr. An-
j

thony, is used for the All-college

Picnic.
Like the Sabattus region, Thorn- I

crag bears indications of an Indian
settlement Remains of what is

thought to be a campfire have been
found, and there is also a mound, I

evidently man-made, which is like
the burial mounds which archaeolo-

'

gists describe.

Gil directed his Bobcats in an es-
pecially fine manner, thus severing
his collections with music here as
an undergraduate director. He will

certainly be missed next year in the
various musical organizations.

The chaperones for this danc>
were Mr .and Mrs. Harms and Mr.
and Mrs. Hovey.

:o:

All Wellesley College students
must buy their cigarettes from the

college and the profits from such
sales go toward en endowment fund.
Just a suggestion, but Bates co-eds

do need a new dorm awfl'ly, awfl'ly

bad.
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No man should be educated to a point where he believes labor is undignified—Theodore Roosevelt
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Will Bates Iiose

The Basketball Tournament

Erwin Canham, '25

Washington Correspondent

XTHOMAS MUSGRAVE _
BASKETBALL

This section of Maine has for
years looked to Bates to conduct
the basketball tournament early in

.March to determine its inter-scho-

lastic champions. For years the col-

lege has done this, first in her own
gymnasium and later in the Lewiston
Armory. The winner plays the win-
ner of a similiar tournament held by
the University of Mane at Orono
for the state- championship. This
game alternates between here and
Orono.

.For exactly the same number of

years other agencies instigated, no
doubt, by merchants and others,

have tried to wrest the* privilege
from Bates and Lewiston. Nearly
every attempt has been made short-

ly after the close of the tournament
in the spring. Portland with its eye
on the large attendance and bulk of
business attracted by the annual
event would like to add .that to its

mounting list of headlined sporting
events.

Every one so far has faded. In the
meantime the organization of the
tournaiment has improyed.
This fall a new threat has appear-

ed that promises to 'be a harder one
to dispel.

This is true both because of the
organization proposing the change
and its terms. The Ralph D. Cald-

well Post of the American Legion
has named a committee to investi-

gate .the advisability of transferring

the tournament to Portland and
staging it in the large Exposition

Building.
The terms promise to be particu-

larly attractive to the high schools.

In the past expenses have been paid,

but the American Legion proposes

dividing either all or a good deal of

the profits with the teams particip-

ating.

Off-hand this proposal appears like

a formidable challenge to Bates' re-

taining the tournament. The plan to

divide the receipts is nearly irresisti-

ble.

The personnel of the American
Legion must be reckoned with. Be-

cause the finalists each year are

nearly always Portland teams, and
because among .the ILegionaires we
find a great many men who are im-

portant commercially and civilly,

the dollars and cents motive in the

hands of an aggressive group of men
is going to make itself felt.

GOV. GARDINER AND PRES. GRAY
OFFICIALLY OPEN COLLEGE YEAR
THIS MORNING IN BATES CHAPEL
Chief Executive Defends Public Officers Declar-

ing- Mistrust Of Them Proves Disastrous

—

College Brings Responsibility
By CLIVE KNOWLES

"There seems to be prevalent a
natural mistrust of government and
governmental officials, which, if it
becomes widespread will prove dis-
astrous. . .we are banded together
for the purpose of assuring to each
individual member of the state the
possibility of life, and life more
abundant. We are part of this co-
operative enterprise and unless we
are willing to assume our full share
of responsibility as individuals, we
cannot expect to succeed. The
amount of service which we can
render to the collective life of the
community will depend upon our
position and circumstance, but we
must be willing to assume our full

; Lewiston and Auburn who are inter-
share. In this lies .the formula for, ested, will be able to hear one of the
a better conduct of public affairs." most accomplished and widely-known

College Course Not Magic leaders in the field of modern litera-

Wm. Butler Yeats

Here October 2

In Chase Lecture

Irish Playwright Was
Nobel Prize Winner

In 1923
Sunday evening, October 2, Bates

students, and all those citizens of

CANHAM

Erwin Canham '2 5, who was re

cently named Washington
pondent of the Christian

Monitor represents one of the best

examples of achievement of Bates

men in recent years.

Since leaving college he has been

a Rhodes scholar at Oriel College,

Oxford, correspondent for the Moni-

tor at the League of Nations and

Correspondent of La Revue des Na-

tions, within four years after gra-

duation. The last three years he

has been on the editorial staff of

the Monitor with headquarters at

His undergraduate activities are

a testimony of his industry and abi-

lity He was editor-in-chief of the

Student, the Freshman Handbook

the Garnet, and the Mirror. He

claimed dramatics with a member-

ship in the 4A Players. As a varsit,

debater for three years he .

pai tici

pated in that famous English de

bate in the City Hall, an also a

Delta Sigma Rho for the same

time. For three years ^nha
.
m
J*J!

an active member of the Uterary

club, the Spofford. He found time

for the Presidency of the Outing

Club and the same office of his 3u

nior class. „„mm „
Besides this work while ogu

ting daily to Auburn, he left Bates

with a Phi Beta Kappaa key and

h0
H°i

r

s

S

' father is the agricultural

editor of the Lewiston Sun-Journal

and one of Bates' most popular

speakers.
__— 1— :o: —

Opening Y Dance

Of Year In Gym
Saturday Night

New Location Promises

More Success for this

Popular Function

The first of "twTyear'6 Saturday

night dances will be held October

first. These dances are one Of tne

oldest of Bates traditions, and al-

though they have been enthusiasti-

cally attended in past years, tney

promise to be even more successful

this year The new plans are unaei

the .management of Rob Swett and

Clive Knowles. The dance is to ne

held in the Alumni Gymnasium,

instead of in Chase Hall, as was

customary last year. The Bobcats,

with their promising, new director,

Tom Gormley, are to furnish tne

music. The managers promise every-

one the full value for his thirty-five

cents admission fee.

With these prefatory remarks
Governor William Tudor Gardiner
guest speaker at the opening chapel
this morning, went on to say that so
far as he had been able to observe,
college men were about as good as
the average politician. "There is

nothing magical in a college edu-
cation in mtaters of politics of any-
thing else." The Governor concluded
his remarks with the statement that
there seems to be an idea among
many citizens that the public
treasury has some mysterious source
of supply which never gives out.
This idea is false. The money in the
public treasury is contributed with
difficulty by the many citizens which
make up our nation, and should be
available only to make life richer
for the largest number of people.
Finally, he ventured the wish that
the training received at Rates would
enlarge the horizons of each student,

and make possible for each a richer
life, so that in turn each will except
his responsibility and help to make
possible for the greatest number
of citizens the fullest possible life.

Following the prelude, the faculty

marched in, clad in their academic
robes. Sylvester' Carter '34, well-

known Bates baritone was the

soloist for the occasion.
Colleges S*H1 Live

President Gray began his address

by pointing out that the very fact

of the presence of such a large group
of seekers after a higher education
was a sufficient indication of the

fact that the American colleges are

still members of a living institution.

Remarking on the controversy which
has centered about the colleges of

our country he said, " all this

discussion is ample proof that, de-

spite the melancholy contentions of

writers like Van Loon and H. G.
corres-

1 ^ella, we are not engaged in a post-
science

1 mortem examination of a defunct
institution". He continued by show-
ing that it is important that the in-

dividual student look ahead to the

real objective of a liberal arts edu-
cation. This objective is not that of

a school of law, medicine, theology
or business administration, which
prepare a person for activity in a

special field, but its objective is to

train the mind of the student to

think clearly, constructively and

ture. William Butler Yeats, the Irish
playwright and poet will speak on
subjects of literary interest.

The coming speaker excels in his
use of Irish folklore, not only in
poetry, but also in plays, tales, es-
says, and sketches. Mr. Yeats, to-
gether with Lady Gregory, Edward
Mortyn, and George Moore, founded
an Irish Literary Theatre, through
which many of his greatest poetic
gifts were brought to the public.
There was, in fact, no drama of
literary significance in modern Irish
literature before the establishment
of this theatre. Mr. Yeats's lyrical

dramatic ability is perhaps best
represented in his play, "The
Countess Cathleen." In recognition
of this ability, the playwright re-

ceived the Nobel Prize for literature

in 1923. He is, in fact, extremely
well fitted to fulfill the requirements
of a speaker brought to Bates by the
George Colby Chase Fund, which
are: "That speakers shall be select-

ed who have done something worthy
of special commendation, who have
a message, and who can deliver it in

such a manner as will be helpful to

College students."

First Chase Lecture of Year

The lecture is the first in this

year's series to be sponsored by the

George Colby Chase Lecture Fund.
This fund, which was established

June 28. 19 06 in honor of George
Colby Chase, former president of

Bates College, was endowed by the

late Honorable William Wallace

Stetson. Mr. Stetson, once Super-

intendent of the Public Schools of

(Maine, by the establishment of this

permanent lecture course fund, has

done a great deal toward the dis-

semination of knowledge on subjects

of national and international im-

portance, especially among Bates

students. The speakers have always

been selected with the utmost care,

being representatives of govern-

mental, scientific, educational, and

religious interests Shailor Matthews.

Dean of Divinity in Chicago Universi-

ty; Professor Philip Marshall Brown,

of ' Princeton Uniiversity ; Dr. John

George Buker, missionary to China;

Ernest Gruening, Editor of the Port-

land Evening News; and Stephen

Leacock, the humorist, are among

Student Will Give
Yale Score Here

A period by period score and
summary service for out-of-town
football games will be inaugei-
ated at approximately 3:00 P. M.
Saturday by the Student when the
returns of the Yale game will be
announced on the Chase Hall
bulletin board. Phone calls will

also be answered.
This servire, made i>ossible by

results telegraphed to the Stu-
dent, will be continued for other
games and may even be made
more complete if there is suff-

icient interest.

( all 4400 for results.

"I Am-You Are"

Party Held Last

Night In Gym
Members of the class of 1936

were introduced to upperclassmen,
and upperclassmen met student and
faculty friends again at the annual
"I am—you are" reception, last

evening in the Alumni Gymnasium.
The "I am

—

y m are" party was
sponsored by '-he Y. M. C. A. and
Y. W. C. A. and was attended by a

large number of the student body
and members of the faculty.

Greetings to the Freshmen class

were extended by Mildred A. Mover
'33, president of the Y. W. C. A.

and L. Donald Bond '33, president

of the Y. Mi C. A. in behalf of

those organisations. The program
included accorc ian selections by Al-

mus Thorpe '34, and selections on
the violin by Norman DeMarco '31.

Refreshments v'ere served.

Students we^ e aided in "getting

acquainted" by cards on which
fellow students and members of the

faculty wrote their names.

Student Gov't

Announces New

Program for Year

STUDENTS PLAN ROUSING

DOFF BATES ELEVEN

TACKLING YALE SATURDAY

Pres. Gray Greets

1936 To Open

Freshman Week

Points Out Beauties Of
Campus And State

Of Maine

Parade And Celebration To Begin In Front Ot

Alumni Gymnasium This Afternoon At 6:45—

Speeches To Be Given In Union Square

creatively. The emphasis in such an £&e who' come to Bates under

the George Colby Chase Fund.educational process must be on be-

ing rather than doing, and success

in the field depends on the student

Continued on Page 2 Col. «

USED BOOK SALE

The Y.M.C.A. Second Hand Book
Store at the Y office in Chase Hall

will be open .from 9:00 to 12:00

and from 1:00 to 4:00 on Thursday
and Friday. It will also be open

Saturday morning and each after-

noon next week. The upperclassmen

aire urged to make use of this agency

in selling their books and the Fresh-

men will very likely save money by

•buying their books there when they

can.

STUDENT MEETING

There will be a meeting of the

editorial staff of the Bates Student,

Fridav afternoon at 1:00 P. M. in

Room 1, Hathorn Hall. All fresh-

men and upperclass students inter-

ested in obtaining positions on the

Student should be present at this

mg g t ins
The present members of the staff

are urged to attend. Important mat-

ters will be discussed. In the ab-

sence of Clive Knowles, editor,

Thomas Musgrave will take charge.

HERE IS A MAN
Here is a man who was born in an obscure village, the

child of a peasant woman. He grew up in another obscure

viMao-e He worked in a carpenter shop until He was thirty,

IrSr fh«i for three Years He was an itinerant preacher. He

never wrote a book. He never held an office. He never owned

Thome He never had a family. He never went to college.

He never put his foot inside a big city. He never traveled two

hundred m lis from the place where He was born. He never
hundred mues

usually attribute to greatness.

Heh^ ^eXtiXbut Himself. He had »othi„S to do with

Gainst Him CS^V One'of them denied Him.
against turn.*

enemies. He went through the
He was t™^ver *°

was nai ied on a cross between two

^e^ H:w
e

a

a

s

r

deatHe~ *f£
down and .aid in a borrowed

grave throng* the
.

„itj
;
of .

and ?one f0 .cla, He is

Nineteen wide Cannes m
rf _ _ ss

the centerpiece of the human raceouii
arm i(.s

I am far within the mark when I saj that all the armies

that e^ marched, °™^S£
tvYnofaffected the life of man upon

reigneu, puu » , . q sohtary life,

this earth as powerfully as has nidi vj

Author Unknown.

The women of Bates will be in-

terested in this year's program of

the Student Government hoard, one

of the m-ost constructive set of p*e»s

ever undertaken by that body. The
program seeks to meet the needs

and increase the benefits of the co-

eds in social and recreational activ-

ities, and provides more convenien-

ces in the women's dormitories and
dining room.

Innovate Sunday Teas

The board has been clearsighted

in recognizing the needs of the

women in social activities and has

plar.ned to meet them in several

ways. Beginning Oct. 1, a series of

Sunday afternoon teas will be held

in Rand reception room to which

all co-eds are cordially invited.

Several faculty ladies will he pres-

ent every .Sunday, and short pro-

grams will be presented. Mary
O'Neil '33 is chairman of the com-

mittee.
Freshman stunt night will be held

in place of Freshmen school. Every
Freshman co-ed will take part in a

"stunt" planned by her dormitory

or group, and talks will be given by

upperclassmen on Bates traditions,

Student Government, and the facul-

ty. The meeting will be informal

and will provide a friendly setting

for the introduction of the Fresh-

men to the upperclassmen and fa-

culty.

A Hallowe en costume party and
dance for women only will be held

in Rand Hall, and each dormitory

will hold a party of the type wished

by the members of the house, plan-

ned by the house council under the

supervision of the Student Govern
ment board.

Parties in Locker Building

The women's locker building will

be used as a social room two eve

nings a week. The women may en

tertain there using the facilities of

the room for games or parties. Mary
Gardiner '34 is in charge of the ar-

rangements.
A plan for a social and recrea-

tional center for women is also un-

der consideration.
Magazines have been placed in

each dormitory reception room for

the benefit of the girls. The Satur-

day Evening Post and Reader's Di-

gest, selected last year by the co-

eds
'

will be available to the mem
bers of every dormitory. House se-

niors were on campus during Fresh-

men week to be of assistance to

Freshmen. Fiske dining hall condi-

tions are to be improved by a com
mittee under Ruth Benham '33.

Changes in Rules

The following changes in Student
Government rules have been made:

Entertaining hours begin at 2.30

P. M. Sunday. On Saturday nights

entertaining hours extend to 10.45

P M. Other Saturday night privi

leges extend to 11.00 P. M.
Upperclassmen may ride three

hours without permission.
Freshmen women obtaining an

average rank of 80% for the first

semester are entitled to sophomore
rules during the second semester.

The New England Association of

Women's Student Governments, of

which Lucile Jack '33 is president

and Rebecca Carter '33, secretary,

will hold its annual conference at

Bates this Spring.

About 200 Freshmen listened to

President Gray's words of welcome
last Monday night at the occasion

of the opening of Freshmen week
in Chase Hall. Harry W. Rowe, As-
sistant to the President, was chair-

man of the meeting, and other
speakers were Robert Swett '33, of

the Student Council, and Lucille

Jack '33, President of the Student
Government. Professor Crafts, as-

sisted by Fred Donald '33, and
George Austin '33, led the singing

of Bates songs.

President Gray, in welcoming the
Freshmen, pointed out the beauties

of the campus and the State of

Maine as a whole. His usual style

of light sarcasm was in evidence

and had the Freshmen in a jovial

mood. The President also discussed

the purpose of a college career, and
wished the entering class success in

their work and play.

Swett, adding his welcome on be-

half of the men of the student body,
said that he and others would be

ready to help at anytime with the

problems facing the Freshmen.

Lucille Jack spoke for the women
of the college, and said among other
things that the newcomers would
be judged by those already here not

for what they did or what they
were before coming to Bates, but
for wliat they would accomplish
during their stay at Bates.

Under the leadership of Prof.

Crafts, the Freshmen, and possibly

some of the upperclass-men present,

were instructed in the words and
j

tunes of the various popular Bates
I

songs. Identification badges were
j

distributed, with explanation by Mr
Rowe.

Arnold Adams in

Charge of Rally

In order to give the Bobcat grid

artists an appropriate send-off when
they leave for New Haven tonight,

a parade and celebration has been

arranged to start in front of the

gvm at six forty five. The student

body led by the College band, will

accompany the team bus down town
to Union Square ,in front of Peck's

store, where speeches will be made
by Coach Morey, the acting captain,

and others.
Arnold Adams '33 is cooperating

with Thomas Musgrave, Managing
Editor of the 'Student, in making
the arrangements. When Musgrave
asked the coach to speak, Morey
agreed saying that he felt demons-
trations like this were needed on
the campus to give to the team the

extra enthusiasm it needed.
"Rallies," the coach said, "make

for a more healthy school spirit,

and I have always found that such
things aid the morale of the team".
The proposed parade route in-

cludes a march from the gymnasium
to Parker Hall where it will take
College street to Sabattus, from
Sabattus to Main and Union Square.

Adams will introduce the speakers
and Cheer-leader Johnny Stevens
will lead the yells.

:o :

Social Life Not

Neglected At

Summer School

Student G. Head

Extends Greetings

We extend to you. .Members of the

lass of 1936. a most sincere and
hea.rtv greeting. We welcome you

j

pus. Every Friday night were socials

into our Student Body as a group !
which varied from dances with

ontaining great possibilities, a games, to minstrels and pop con

263 Teachers, Students
In Attendance

The Bates Summer School, under
the direction of Prof. Samuel F.
Harms, has concluded its six weeks
session with 263 students, teachers,

as compared with 320 in 1931 and
251 in 1930. The normal is con-
sidered 250.
The social director, Mary E.

Geary, provided many entertain-
ments? which made a somewhat in-

formal atmosphere about the cam-

certs.

Other social events were a banbe-
group in which our highest hopes
are placed, a group whose eagerness
will prove to be an additional tonic

j

<iue on Mt.

and asset to our college life

The Student Government Board is

exceedingly anxious that you recog-

nize that one of our prime functions
is to help you to orientate yourselves

to the many new experiences which
you will encounter here. We would
have you feel free in the knowledge
that we are your Board, to call upon
at any time for advice or aid.

At this -time your expectations and
anticipations are great. The Student

and a cabaret in Rand Hall.
Chapel attendance was voluntary.

The majority of the speeches were
I by the faculty though a few were
1 from the outside.

The "Campus Rumpus" in its six

issues added interest in college
affairs among the students. It was
entirely jocular. Its editor, Alden
Woodworth, enlivened it with many
caricatures of the faculty.

One of the most popular courses
was Mary T. Harvey's Dramatics.

Government Board is happy to hope
, Tne clat3g .presented an evening of

with you that they may be fulfilled plays which included Galsworthy's
•n your four years here at Bates.
And to the Student Body as a

whole we would remind you that it

is our desire to promote the best

interests of the Student body; that

it is only through your cooperation
that our <plans for constructive work
can be carried out.

LUCILLE JACK. Pres.,

Student Govt'.

"The Escape
The college attempts to have the

majority of the faculty outside the
regular Bates teaching staff. A few
regular Bates .professors, however,
taught this summer in order to give
the students a taste of what the
regular session of the college is like.

These were Professors Fisher, Gould,
Mabee, and Quimby.

ADAMS, BACK FROM OLYMPICS,

TELLS IMPRESSIONS Of GAMES
Calls Pole Vault Event Most Spectacular

—

Says Housing- Conditions Were Excell-

ent—Japs Good Athletes

By ARNOLD ADAMS
Member U. S. Olympic team

The Tenth Olympiad was a marvel-
ous success from every angle. Prac-
tically every record was broken in

the events as well as in attendance.
From my point of view /they were
successful in that the American
athletes made such a splendid show-
ing. Their performances were a tri-

bute to the American system of

athletics. It was the first opportunity
that American athletes ever had to

compete under conditions to which
thev were accustomed. At every

Morey Confident

Of Good Showing
"No question but what Bates

will give Yale a very busy after-

noon," said Coach Morey to the

Student this morning, when ques-

tioned about the prospects for the

game at New Haven. "Right now,

at this inexperienced stage, and
hampered by an epidemic of colds

that are running through the squad,
and besides, the loss of Brud King,
Olin McCarthy, Tubby Gorham, and
Dick Secor, who will not make the

trip, incapacitated by injuries re-

ceived in the Arnold game, the at-

tack has been slowed up," the

Coach said.

With a starting line-up including
four sophomores of the strong
freshman team of a year ago, how-
ever, and the advantage of the
weight of Clemons in the center of

the line, flanked by Oilman and
Soba in the guard positions, both
tipping the scales over 190, and
Berry and Stone at the tackles,

Bates may present a stalwart line

to the best that Yale has to offer.

The line-up announced by Morey
this morning is the same which
started the Arnold game with the

exception of Hill repacing McCleod
at right end, and Pricher and Wil-

mot at the half back positions:

Murphy, L. E.
Berry, L. T.

Oilman, L. G.
Clemons, C.

Soba, R. G.
Stone, R. T.
Hill. R. E.
McCluskey, Q. B.

Pricher, L. H. B.
Wilmot. R. H. B.
Knowles, F. B.
The abovf -line-up reveals that

the kicking will be handled by Bill

Pricher, and the passing by McClus-
key. The latter may also be used at

a half position if Pricher has to be
removed from the game, in which
case the signal barking duties will

be divided between Bernie Loomer,
Chick Valicenti, brother of last

year's star quarter-back, and Walt
Gay, who made a favorable im-
pression last week in the Arnold
game. Both Gay and Valicenti are
sophomores. Hill, who is starting at

end for the first time, is likewise a

graduate from last year's frosh

team.

Yale to Miss Booth

As for Yale, the prevailing state-

ment seems to be "Well, Booth is

gone." No doubt, the small triple

threat wonder will be missed by the

New Haven college. His ability to

punt the pig-skin when Yale was in

a tight pinch or to drop-kick between
the bars when three points meant
something to his alma mater, to say
nothing of his ability as a ipasser and
a ball carrier will make him conspi-

cuous by his absence more.
Not that the Yale backifield is

shabby. On the contrary, Coach Mai
Stevens is putting a lot of faith in

some of his cohorts. Bob Lassiter,

a tall and heavy Junior from Char-
lotte, N. C, is potentially a star, and
weighs thirty-five pounds more than
Albie Booth. His work in the Yale-

Princeton encounter last year when
he made distance practically every
time he put his units around the ball,

made Stevens look forward to this

coming season.
Then, there's Dud Parker doing

the signal barking, Levering as a
half back with more defensive
ability than the other teams like

to see, and Joe Crowley no second
rater at the full back job.

Line Not So Good
When Stevens looks at his line

problem, however, the big grin turns

into a shadow. As for the right side

of the line, there isn't any. The
dealing out of 1932 sheepkkins saw
the going of Eddie Rotan, Gap Hall,

Hertie Barres, the last one of the
country's highest rated ends last

year.
Due to this fact, Yale is likely to

experiment plenty in the game with
Bates, especially since its schedule

Japanese athlete, and Miller and
Jefferson of the United States werei
the vaulters. At 13'6" all the other starting the following Saturday sees

the Eli facing Chicago, Brown, the
Army. Dartmouth on succeeding
Saturdays as well as Princeton Nov.

competitors had dropped out with
the exception of those mentioned
and Bill Graber. Graber wasn't in the
same condition as when he set the 12 and Harvard Nov. 19.
world's record at Palo Alto.

At the lower heights Nayjama and
Jefferson were vaulting with the
least form while iMiller was having
quite a time in clearing the bar.

None of the other men were able

to clear 13'10" on their first two at-

tempts but Nyjama with a 'pretty

vault cleared the pole. With none of

.the Americans looking to be in con-
previous Olympic Game housing 1 dition, it seemed as if the Jap would
conditions or training conditions
were bad. To the citizens of Los
Angeles and the State of California
we owe many thanks for 'providing

adequate quarters this year.

Nautrally, every race was a won-
derful sight, but in my mind, one of
the field events, the pole vault, was
the most spectacular. Nayjama, a

win. The crow had not figured on;
Bill Miller of Stanford, however.!
With only a short take-off, he left,

the ground and cleared the bar by|
several inches. At the next height'

both he and the foreigner cleared
the bar on their first try, but at
14'1", Miller was the only one over

|

Continued on Page 3 Col. One

Football Schedule

October 1

October 8
October 11

Varsity

Yale at New Haven
•Tufts at Medford
•Rhode Island at
Kingston

October 22—Maine at Orono
October 29—Bowdoin HERE
November 11—Colby HERE

Freshmen
October 28—Bucksport Seminary

HERE
November 5 —Cobum Classical

HERE.
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seen who seemed to have developed the ability to think as individu-
1 als for themselves, who through contact with living personalities on

Tf|F IRATFS STI IDRMT the Bates faculfy had learned as much more again as all the books
jl jljijlj JUfASL jl JL*u» \J JL ^ i jl had tau„ht them? who knpw the value Gf qniet and serene consider-

ation of the things which they are doing and a calm and dispassion-

ate evaluation of these things in the light of the highest theat they

knew. It is thus that men grow and learn to live. It is the personal-

ities that are to be found here that will give us an understanding

of the world in which we live. It is the friendships which we make
here that will live after the last memorized formula has slipped from

our minds.

We ought to recognize this fact, and in our day in and day out

routine if college life is really to mean anything to us, we ought to

cultivate consciously deep friendships. We will have to learn that

the art of living is to be found through associations with personal-

ities who have themselves learned the art of living graciously. In
the common search for knowledge and the truth there will develop
that which will make our four years at Bates as much a venture in

living as a preparation for life.

Welcome to '36

We welcome the class of '36 to a place in the life of the college
in behalf of the publications of the college. The next four vears
will pass quickly; you will assume control, and in your turn, will
be displaced by those who will be coming in as freshmen in '35. We
urge on each member of this new class, the necessity for developing
within himself the ability to express himself clearly and concisely
upon those matters which effect the individual and the college. The
Garnet offers to those who are blessed with the gift of catching the
beauty of the sunset in a cup of golden words ^the opportunity to
share their talent with their fellows and to bring greater appreci-
ation of the beautiful. The columns of the Student are always open
to those who care to use them to express opinions or to advance any
suggestions which may help to improve our community.

The administration has in the past shown itself to* be liberal in
its policy toward the college publications. We have no reason to ex-
pect, otherwise in the future. The dictates of good taste and a com-
mon loyalty to the best interests of the college are the, criterion of
censorship. Under the administration of past editors the Bates
Student has developed into a college paper which is the equal of
any simiilar publication which has come to our attention.

It is your paper, and we ask your support
through the medium of the written work.
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Foot Ball

When the present senior class entered this college as Freshmen,

Bates was a non-entity in so far as football was concerned. Student

speculation was rife as to the new coach who was to begin his work
that fall. During the preceeding two years Bates had been blessed

with what has passed into the history of the college as the "scoreless

wonders". Needless to say, the enthusiasm of the undergraduate

body in so far as football was concerned was at a distinctly low

ebb. Then there followed an astonishing rise in the enthusiasm

spirit and morale of the student body as the doughty and somewhat

ragged team of that season crashed through to defeat Bowdoin,

Maine and Colby and win the State Championship. A huge bonfire

was built on top of Mount David, a long torchlight parade wound
down through the streets of LeAviston, at the head of which rode

the football team in an old wagon drawn by a group of willing frosh.

with Coach Dave and his wife sitting on the driver's seat. It had

been a long time. The picture is one that is not forgotten. It seem-

ed as though the long famine was over. After the lean yars, came

the fat years.

During the past two football seasons Bates football teams have

been outscored four times, but they have never been defeated or

beaten. Against Harvard and Dartmouth they played football which
won them the admiration of all who saw them fight through every

minute of play. Twice they have lost to teams in their own class,

and never has their been an alibi given forth by the coach or any
of the men who played, although in each case there might easily

have been. Surely such spirit as has been evinced by the teams which

have represented Bates College on the gridiron during the last three

seasons, is deserving of the whole hearted support of the student

body.
However, this has not been the case. With each succeeding

victory there has been a corresponding decline in the enthusiasm
and support of the student body. Remarkable achievments in track,
and hockey have been greeted with the bored yawns of those whom
these men have represented. It would seem that the fire had died
down and that even the coals had grown cool.

We are not one of those who believe that the "rah, rah" spirit
or the "I'd die for dear old Paduka" attitude make for the best inter-
ests of a college. We do think that a healthy enthusiastic support
of the teams which represent Bates college, by the student body,
has a wholesome and real influence in creating high moral both
among the men of the squad and in the college itself.

Most normal undergraduates who have had occasion to talk
With undergraduates of other colleges about sports, have swelled
with inward pride and satisfaction as somebody has mentioned the
spectacular running of "Ossie Chapman", or "Arnie" Adams and the
relay teams which have won for Bates in the Penn Relavs. When
football is mentioned, he smiles to think of the fellows he 'knew who
played on the teams that defeated our opponents in the State series
two years in a row, and won eight out of nine games in the series
in three years. Yet he often forgets that he has been negligent in
his support of those same teams. Let it not be thought that this
seeming indifference goes unnoticed by the players and coaches. They
feel it, and realizing it, lose something of the spark which makes
great teams great; or else they turn to their team mates and plav
harder for the sake of the fellow beside them, and the love of the
game.

Prospects for the Bates football team this season are ~ood
barring injury. Enthusiastic support on the part of the Student
body may be the spark that will help to make this one of the best
teams that has represented this college. To-night the squad leaves
tor New Haven, there to play in the Yale Bowl. There is not one
member of the squad that feels the slightest desire to cringe before
what the sons of Eli consider superior football ability or" superior
culture; there is not one member of the squad that is not Avillin°- to
give everything he has got for the fellow next to him; and there is
not "on man who will step on to the turf of the Yale Bowl with the
Bates uniform on his back, who will not come off of the field a victor,
regardless of the score, knowing that he has done his best, has play-
ed the game, and has laughed in the face of superior football pound-
age knowing that in fighting heart he has matched the best that Eli
has to offer.

Surely such a team is worthy of a rousing sendoff ! Thursdav
evening the squad leaves on the sleeper for New Haven. What could
be more fitting than that the student body should escort the team
to the tram. Such a demonstration on the part of the student body
need not savor of a jingoistic loyalty to an abstract Alma Mater biit
could be and would be a mark of the solidarity and unitv which
helps to make this college something more than a group of build-
ings located in Lewiston, Maine.

College in Life

It is a strange paradox of our educational system that the very
institution whose purpose it is to give perspective' and a "world-view"
to those who enter its portals, so frequently performs just the oppo-
site function, and becomes a microsome in which the inhabitants
seem to be utterly unconscious of other and greater worlds about
them. This is due in part to the fact that the credits, required
courses, lectures, and extra-curricula activities, paraphenalia of our
educational system, and the means toward the end of a liberal edu-
cation, become ends in themselves. It is for this reason that we so
often see portrayed the sallow graduate entering a world which is
utterly unlike his sheltered Alma Mater. This should not be the
case. College should not only teach men to live, but should teach
them to live while they are within its Avails.

We have had an opportunity to observe undergraduates for
three years \\ e have seen some attempt to wrest from college its
greatest values through a ceaselss round of club meetings, pettv
social affairs and endless grinding to assimilate facts as drv as the
sands of the Sahara, and we have seen them turn away with a wry
face at the barrenness of what they have accomplished Some we hav<

financially and

The Place of Women on the Bates Campus
The place of women on the Bates Campus, like the place of

women in the world itself, has been in a slow process of evolution
from the years when Bates co-eds played hockey in pompadours and
ankle length skirts to last year when they were allowed to use the
campus library in the evening. The place of Bates women has been
growing as their part in college activities has increased with new
opportunities to act as participants and leaders, though a number
of campus offices are automatically and traditionally filled by men
only. The social opportunities of the women have increased greatly
also through more liberal social privileges.

The present place of women on the Bates campus is ideal to
many; others accept their position with only vague thoughts con-
cerning it, but gladly accept new privileges; some are eager for a
more complete equality with the Bates men, but only in conversation
and class writing give their opinions on campus affairs and express
their desire for a women's recreation center, or a woman class presi-
dent, or whatever change in the women's campus life their natural
interests foster.

Whatever the individual opinion of the place of women at Bates
it is as an alert, thinking group that the co-eds will best fill that
place adequately and admirably. If they wish for increased liberality
they will give wholehearted support to student issues, and set a
definite, agreed goal to be won by their own honesty and open-minded-
Bess. Unity of purpose and effort need not to be limited to the mascu-
line student body. A feeling of loneliness and a spirit of fairness
among Bates women will not only uphold the high standards of the
co-eds in the past, but also will achieve what is to be desired for the
place of the women of the college in the future.

We hope that this year will witness both the continuation of all

that is praiseworthy in the women's scholastic, athletic, and social
standards and an increase their opportunities and unity in college
life.

E. W.

DEBATE WITH VERMONT OCT.

17 OPENS^CAMPUS^ FORENSICS
Men To Debate On SubjectOf Taxation—Wom-

en To Meet Middlebury Later On
Topic Of War Debts

TlI
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Debating activities at Bates begin
this year with a bang. The first inter-
collegiate debate on the campus,
with the University of Vermont, calls
the men into action October 17th,
and a few days later the women
take their first trip to Middlebury
College, Vermont. Then comes the
International Debate of the year,
this time with a Canadian team from
Mount Allison University on October
26th. During the ifall there will be
trips of the Junior Varsity to Maine
towns for exhibition debates. Inter-
collegiate debates will be resumed
early in December when Bates will
start a campaign to retain her
championship in the Eastern Inter-
collegiate Debating League.

So heavy a fall schedule, coupled
with the late opening of college,
makes it necessary to select the
Varsity Squad earlier than usual.
This year not only all the veteran
deibaters who include President
Frank .Murray '34 of the Debating
Council and Manager Lionel Le-
mieux '33, T. Seamon '34, * P. Mc-
Lean '35, W. Norton '35, B. Perry
'35, J. Pierce '35 ifor the men and
Manager Eva Sonstroem '33, B. Car-
ter '33, H. Hamlin '33, M. Perkins
'35 for the women, but all of the
members of the Varsity Squad from
last year including F. Wimmer '33,
A. Oliver '34, J. .Balano '34, C. Hol-
brook '3 4. W. May '34. C. Cubberly
'35. J. Dority '35, K. Jones '35, R.
Lawrence '35, H. Norman '35, R.
Stetson '35 for the men and Bean
'35, C. Longley '35 ifor the women
will be excused from the preliminary
tryouts and assigned directly to trial
debates.

Some of the women have been
assigned to prepare a trial debate on
War Debt Cancellation, the subject
of the .Middlebury debate; some of
the men have been asked to prepare
on Advertising, the .Mount Allison
subject; the remainder will 'prepare
on the subject of taxation which is
to be used in the Interscholastic
Debating (League this year, in the
Vermont debate, and in the Junior
Varsity debates. This subject ie
worded. Resolved, That at least one-
half of local and state revenue
should be deriTed from sources other
that tangible property. These trial
debates will be held as soon as possi

Any other candidates for the
Vairsity Squad, including Freshmen
will particiipate in a preliminary
tryout as usual. This consists in
giving a four minute speech on any
controversal subject at a time and
place to be indicated on the Bulletin
Board. Those successful in this try
out will be assigned to trial debates
on the taxation question for final
selection.

Last year saw Bates have the
greatest year in debating in her
history, and also saw the graduation
of a large numibeir of exceptionally
able and experienced debaters. The
places taken by MacDonald, Weather
bee, Dunham, Carroll, Parker and
Greenleaf and iMisses Cave and Ler
rigo will be difficult to fill.. Director
of Debates Brook Quimby is hoping,
however, that the men trained in the
Junior Varsity and Freshman de-
bates last year will be ready now to
paritcipate in intercollegiate con-
tests, and that the Freshmen will
furnish good material to take their
places. Several debaters with ex
perienee in the Interscholastic Lea-
gue are enrolled as Freshmen.

Material on the taxation question
has been placed on reser/ve at the
library. It includes an excellent
analysis of the subject by Prof. A. C.

Baird, formerly of the Bates faculty.
This material was prepared for the
high- school league handbook which
is used by more than thirty state
leagues. Another analysis of the
question, in the Reference Shelf,
which was prepared with the assist-
ance of Professor Quimby, will be
ready later.

:o:

Thorncrag and Sabattus Cabins
Forced Open This Summer

The College staff found that
Thorncrag Cabin had been entered
by breaking the panels of the door.
No harm was done to the inside.

Campbell, Dunfield. Milbury, and
Decatur went out to Sabattus Cabin
and found that the lock on the door
has been forced. The inside was in
confusion with 'bullet holes through
several of the cooking utensils. The
lantern and cross-cut saw were miss-
ing.
The quartet chopped wood, clean-

ed up the place and explored DevilsDie at times and places indicated in Cave. Two cords of wood' were order-
•

;

notices on the Bulletin Board.
| ed from the owner of the land.

Somewhat peevish at being driven

back to the city by the change of

seasons, we found Sir Roger not in

good humour when he entertained

us last evening. Dinner was served

with all the dignified simplicity

characteristic of our host, yet con-

versation seemed to lack the vivacity

which the old gentleman can usually

be depended upon to bring to it. We
were soon to learn that his unusually
sombre aspect had sorrier sources
than a mere change of climate.

Retiring to the library for our
coffee, we sipped silently, awaiting
the suggestion of some subject of

discussion by our peculiarly quiet
and uncommunicative host. He set-

tled himself comfortably in his chair
before the grate, staring contempla-
tively at the coals, and began to dis-

cuss the day. Not far along in his

discourse, it became obvious that his

chief concern at the moment—as
ever—was the future of the state
and its citizens. Being a justice of

the 'quorum, he is necessarily a care-
ful and thorough student of parlia-
mentary administration, and more
than that knows each new law and
can tell you who proposed it. This
summer a special session of the
Upper House manipulated some old
laws and added some new, quite
unbeknownst to the dear fellow. On
his return he had happened upon a
bevy of these new orders, had be-
come interested, then anxious, and
had finally dug out all.

"There has been a marked tenden-
cy," began the Squire, "to manacle
the citizens of our state with a maze
of trivial regulations. This tendency
is consummate in a law which I shall

discuss later. For now, let me put
before you a few of the less far-
reaching orders.

"It is of course right and reason-
able that individual citizens 'be re-

quired to conduct themselves with
consideration for others and for
their own benefit. But to deprive a
citizen, for instance, of the right to
maintain and operate a means of
conveyance, because he lacks the
years or position of other citizens,
is foppery without even the fop's
justification for existence. Then, too,

so few in our city are able to main-
tain carriages, particularly among
the youngest, that to deprive half of
these few of thei" cherished vehicles
seems not only unnecessary, but un-
fair.

"Then there is the matter of re-
quired worship. It is gratifying to
note that recent legislation has some-
what liberalized this situation, but
such a requirement daily makes one
blush for his state—that it should
hark back in its daily life to the
way of life of hundreds of years ago,
while other and leading states have
long since made the break from the
old and still seem able to lead in
our world."

The last law of this petty type
which Sir Roger discussed concerns
the use of musical instruments in
the home. "There has admittedly
been much abuse of the use of music
and of privacy and quiet by even
such good people as my own neigh-
bors. But to deliberately deprive
them of a thing from which not only
great pleasure may 'be derived, but
also stimulation and inspiration,
seems more than absurd."

Then Sir Roger attacked the most
serious of the new legislations:

"The new law which most sorely
grieves me, reads thus:
The State reserves the right to
withdraw its privileges from
any citizen at any time, if such
action is deemed advisable,
without assigning any specific
reason therefor; neither the
state nor any of its officers
shall be under any liability
whatsoever for such exclusion.

The object of the law is obvious, but
the possible effects which such a law
may have on the state must certain-
ly have been overlooked by those
who proposed and passed it. For
example, were I to promulgate some
plan which 1 might consider ad-
vantageous to the state, but which
might be contrary to the program of
His Majesty or of His adminis-
tration, with nothing further ado I

could be deprived of citizenship and
driven from town. Of course, to
think that the present Throne or its

administration would alienate and
ostracize one for such a triviality is

a preposterous bit of foolishness on
my part. For certainly this adminis-
tration's execution of office, as its

attitude, has been one of incompa-
rable broad-roindedness and liber-
ality in all things. One need have
little fear that such a law could have
been intended to sterilize brains and
and proscribe progress. Yet certainly
there seems to be in thi6 iprovision a
threat of further deprivation of
rights than even our present multi-
tude of petty rules of conduct have
taken from us."

Sir Roger continued his criticism
for long, becoming gradually more
irate at Parliament. He finally con-
cluded in his modest manner with
the observation that he is an igno-
rant man, and that of course men of
such stature as His Majesty, The
Prime 'Minister, and the men of the
Upper House could not 'be wrong in
anything which they might do for
the improvement of .their state.

Such modesty is but one of the
charms which are so manifold in
our good friend the Squire. Several
times in his discourse he remarked
almost prayerfully, that he hoped
the younger generation which comes
each year to the city would this
year receive kinder consideration at
the hands of their immediate elders
than previous groups have received.
He added that older people do well
to consider the importance of new
blood and to treat it in such manner
that its attitude toward the state
may be more wholesome.
Rather fatigued by the necessary

businesses of his first day in the city
Sir Roger bade us an early good-
night, and we departed for our res-
pective homes.

Chapel Speeches

fne'sludlnt not overlook the
the student s

straining to see

and accompHsh the ultimate ob-

jective ^or and minor reqiure-

F^Sai^ "iSTi?
ter5 H tn the conferee of a Bachel-

quired minors can * trulytooad edu_

cation .be acquired, and only by con

centration in someJf*™^*
thorough knowledge of a P^rticu ar

,=tnbiect be obtained. Such stuaies

wm7urnish the tools by which he

^tudent will learn to think and live

creatively. In spite of the appeal of

extra-curricula activities, itJa im

portant that they be subordinated to

the real task before us.

Concluding President Gray observ-

ed that only the will to succeed can

make a person successful in either

£e ultimate objective or the im-

mediate task; that the wiir to «-
ceed is of little worth without the

qualities of thoroughness and single-

ness of purpose, and the -realization

that only work, hard and unceasing,

can bring success

-:er:-
Don't take that love letter too

seriously for it may be a mime-
ograph copy of a model copy written
by a student at Bradley Tech.

Student Council

Now in Charge

Of Initiation

Bv ROBERT SWKTT, Pre*.,

Student Council

-:o:

ERCOUEGtATE

MEWS

By MILDRED HOLLYWOOD
Greetings to you .much-welcomed

Freshmen and to you, you uppity

classmen. With a summer of

pleasure, or may be it was laibor, be-

hind you, a year of orientation

awaits the Frosh and for the little

higher mortals—with the accent on

the little, puleeze—still another

chance to acquire that weary 'blase

air so characteristic of the College

Humor collegiate hero, or to realize

your own insignificant splash in the

big puddle.
They say—now she's going tabloid

—that at Illinois Univ. they—again

the indefinite—are accepting produce
and pigs in lieu of the customary $

as 'payment for tuition. Quite an
idea, eh not? Kind of tough, though,
on us city slickers.

Attention, Frosh! Before reading
the rest of this paper, be sure to
work out the moral of these two
stories. If you can .pass this stiff

test of your mental attainments, the
real key to success will be yours.

There was once a young iman at
the Naval Academy with a 'penchant
for things electrical. He controlled
every bit of electrical equipment at
the school from a home-made swith-
board under the 'mattress in his
room. One day, this same young man,
if you still follow me, stopped the
elevator containing the Superin-
tendent and kept it between floors
for a couple of hours. He, of course,
was "requested" to leave—fired to

A forward step regarding fre8h.
men initiation is being taken

thfe

year by the Student Council, and as

a result, a new policy is being
imu

tuted; a policy which comes as a
direct reaction by the student
body to the type of initiation which
has 'been in vogue here at Bates f0r

the last three or four years.

In accordance with the new policy

all forms of Freshman initiation by

force have been entirely abolished

and the orientation of incoming

freshmen has passed into the hand.;

of the Student Council, a body which

is elected by the students and acts

as a power to carry out the 'Policies

of the student body and the rules of

the college.

Advantages of Policy

The advantages of the new initi-

ation policy are quite o'bvious, and

the present sophomore class quickly

recognized these advantages, anil

passed a vote after consideration to

the effect that they as a class were

highly in favor of the new policy.

because of this action, the sopho-

mores signified that, not only were

they in favor of such a policy, but

that they would cooperate with the

Student Council in making the new

plan a success. •

Swett Offers Help

However, the incoming freshman

class must realize that a high degree

of cooperation on the part of both

lower classes is absolutely necessary

in a .project such as this. The sopho-

mores, in cooperating with the Stu-

dent Council are exercising no small

amount of tolerance on their part,

and the freshmen must realize this

and govern their attitude and actions

accordingly— in short, remember

that they are the lowest of the four

classes in the college and as such,

are accorded the least importance

and recognition. The Student Council

is prepared and will be able to handle

all casee of freshmen and sopho-

mores who show an obvious disre-

gard for the' new plan of initiation,

and will at all times remain in con-

trol of the sophomore-freshman
relations.

you—and then, Freshmen, he im-

mediately received offers of jobs

with salaries ranging up to $10,000

a year from electrical concerns.
If you have successfully puzzled

out the moral to that story, three

hurrahs are yours. Now heave a sigh,

and start in on this one:
Reed Harris, who didn't believe

in faculty immunity to criticism and
wasn't afraid to say so, was likewise

dismissed, has received excellent
offers of editorships on outstanding
American newspapers and magazines.

The lesson is over for the day,

children, with a gold star to every
one—I hope.

. . . tobaccos made for
cigarettes and pipes; granu-
lated tobaccos. But there
was plenty of room for a to-
bacco made solely for pipes.

If you look, you will find
that a great many tobacco
packages say wfor pipe and

ttes." But the Granger

GRANGER ROUGH CUT
Pipe Tobacco

Granger is made by Well-
man's Method and cut right
for pipes—rough cut. Bums
slowerand cooler. Justtry it!

YOU CAN DEPEND ON A LIGGETT & PRODUCT
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Olympic Games
Continued from Page One

on hi'3 first try. The Jap was almost
over on his second attempt >bu.t just
missed clearing it. When he started

on hfe third * trial there wasn't a
sound in the Coleisium. I know that
they wanted him to miss it, but I

felt that he deserved to clear it. He
went into the air and appeared to

be well over. A large group of Jap-
anese sailors let out a tremendous
cheer, hut a,t that moment Nyjama's
hand hit the bar and it toppled off.

Although he must have been bitterly
disappointed, one would never have
known it by his actions as he
cicrambled out of the pit and hurried
io congratulate the winner. I believe
that the Japanese in the next four
years will develop into the most

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED

Telephone 3G94

College and Sabattus Streets

formidable rivals of the United!
States for Olympic honors. As Will
•Rogers says of them, "It isn't
necessary ,to cut their armaments.
All they would need to do is equip
them with knives and 'put them in
the water headed for this country."
At least it may be said of them that
they proved themselves fine sports-
men with a keen desire for proving
their superiority in arduous competi-
tion.

Nnnmi, the grand old Finn, came
in for a lot of sympathy. My belief
is that it was a very good thing
Nurmi didn't run unless he was sat-
isfied in finishing anywhere but first.
Zabala, the youngster from the
Argentine, would have defeated Nur-
mi. To look at Zabala one would
think that he was a sprinter. He
has quick actions and that nervous
temperament which one usually asso-
ciates with sprinters. That it the way
he looks while running also . He
must lead all the way he claims
because when someone else sets the
pace he thinks they are traveling to
slowly.
An unfortunate incident marred

one of the greatest sprint-duels that
ever was run. Track fans will always
claim that Metcalfe would have won
the 200 'metres if he had not been

SAY IT WITH ICE CREAM

George A. Ross
ELM STREET

Bates 1904
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Fur Company

Lewiston,
Est. 1873

Maine

Here's a girl with a smart set of clothes,

Where they came from now everyone knows.
They're made of suede and such
And the cost is not much.
They're from Murphy's, the Home of good clothes.
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Luggage Store East of Boston

Fogg's Leather Store
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Finishing Photography

New Studio

At 135 Main St.,

Lewiston,

GROUND FLOOR
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UNION SQUARE TAXI CO.
171 MAIN STREET

WHEELER
Clothing Co.

Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS.
For Good Clothes and

Furnishings
Special discount given to Bates

BILL
The Barber
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Eds and Co-Eds
CHASE HALL

^1
Berman's

BASS MOCCASINS AXD SHOES
SUEDE JACKETS

57 Main Street, Lewiston.

penalized two feet by faulty measure-
ment of the track. After talking with
both of the men, I think that Tolan
would have been the winner under
any condition. Talking with him at
Palo Alto after the final tryouts, he
said that he would beat Metcalfe in
the. 200 metres and just about tie
him in the 100 metres. He was just
rounding* into shape after a year's
lay-off and hit his stride at just the
'proper time. Yoshioka, another Jap-
anese athlete was the real sprinting
marvel. At fifty yards he had a three
yard lead over Tolan in the finals of
the 100 metres but lacked the
stamina to finish up as he had start-
ed.

The hammer throw was another
interesting event. By three inches
Ville Porhola of Finland led
with a throw of 171*6 ^4". The title
holder, Dr. Patrick O'Callaghan, had
made two throws and still the mark
was untouched. The crow was with
the Irishman, who was never to be
seen without a broad smile, and
whose voice bore the tang of a wee
bit of blarney. Every person in the
stadium was watching the hammer
throw intently as Dr. Pat stepped in-
to the ring for his final throw. He
whirled three times and then out
sailed the hammer in a beautiful arc.
almost 'before it started one seemed
to act as a magnet, for the hammer
sailed in a direct line for that par-
ticular spot, but failed to drop until
it was well beyond. The actual
measurement was 176'11 The
Irish went wild or rather the whole
assembly, for it would have taken all
the Irishmen in Ireland to equal the
cheer that went up from the stadium.
The audiences were on the whole

!

wonderful. They cheered all the good
jperformances, and with only onei

exception refrained foreigners who
seemed to commit open fouls.

In all of our indoor races we
experienced a great deal of crowding
and jostling but out off doors such a
thing never occurs in America. In
all the foreign countries shoving
seems to be in style. The 1500
metres race turned out to he a con-
test in which the object was to see
who could mete out the most punish-
ment. By popular vote the prize un-
doubtedly went to the Finns. Larva,
the defending champion, hit Pen

AT BATES

FOR WOMEN MANY AND VARIED
"Opportunity knocks but once" is

an age worn phrase that is hardly
true at Bates. Even if you won't
answer the knock the first time, it

continues; but answer it a few
times and it will walk right in un-
announced. 'Music, dramatics, de-
bating, literature, athletics—take
your choice, watch your chance, then
make the best of it when it comes. ;

But don't be afraid to go out after
|

it. Bates gives you your chance but
she doesn't coax you, for what good
is talent without grit and ambition?

The notice, "Try-outs for the Girls
Glee Club will be held on such-and-

Hallowell of Harvard such a blow at
one time that the latter nearly fell

to his knees. Frank Crowley of Man-
hattan College had black and blue
marks on his arms for a week, and
no one could claim that Frank was
the type to take such punishment
laying down. He said that he was so

j

surprised at such tactics that he did
not know what to do at first, and
for the rest of the race he was so
mad he could not think about run-1
ning. We should not be too open in

j

our criticism of the foreigners (be-

1

cause their tactics in outdoor racing!
do not differ greatly from what we
find in the indoor season on the
American track. Our habits are just
as hard for them to become used to

as it would be if we tried to acquire
their habits.

A finer group of athletes and
sportsmen were never assembled
than that which called the Olympic
Village home for a period of a

month. The coaches were especially
good, and deserve the highest com-
mendation for their skill in bringing

|

the Ameriican athletes to the games
in fine competitive condition.

(Editors note: The author of
the above article will write a
series of three articles relating
to the Olympic Games last

summer in which he competed.)

such an evening" will be posted.
There's your opportunity if you
sing, or if you play some instrument,
watch the bulletin board for or-

chestra try-out. You may think you
haven't very 'much abliity. Usually
it is a case of not halving given that

ability practice and confidence, there-

for you should take advantage of

this opening. Similar notices are

posted concerning dramatics and de-

bating. One may miss out in Healers,

yet 6he still has her opportunity in

the Varsity Play. Likewise one may
fail in fall debating try-outs, yet she
still has a chance in her class de-

bate.

Clubs Offer Opportunity

Are you interested in literature.

German. French, English. Greek, or

Latin? Do you want to further that
interest? If so, Deutsche Verein, La
Petite Academie. Spofford, Phil
Hellenic, and Sodalitas Latina are
names symbolizing opportunity.
Ask any member of the W. A. A.

Board why the point system has
been changed to the Garnet and
Black system, why each sport has its

games within the class instead of

interclass, and she will answer, "So
that more girls will be given an op-
portunity to play." And that has
been accomplished most success-
fully.

Besides opening fields for one's
talents to be exercised and for one's

interests to be followed up, Bates
reaches out to its women as an aid

in preparation for life. Although she
is not a college for vocational train-
ing, other than the teaching pro-
fession or the 'ministry, Bates serves
as a guide to other professions.
There has been a special effort in

recent years to help the women in

selecting their vocation. During the
Sophomore Year each girl has a
private conference with Miss Jackson
who comes to Bates for the particu-

lar purpose of discussing life work
with the Bates women. But one's
vocation is only part of her life

ahead.

MANY CHANGES ON CAMPUS
GREET RETURNING STUD1

New Chain Link Fence Surrounds Garcelon

Field—Little Theater Re-Modeled
in the athletic plant is the com-
pletion of the Bates trophy room in

the Alumni Gymnasium. Lauris

Whitman '31 has been at work a

"What's new?" is the eager query
of most upper-classmen as they re-

turn this week, and although every-
thing is new to the Freshman, they
too evince considerable inter-
eat in whatever signs of pro-
gress are apparent around
college.

Several improvements of
major importance have taken
place on campus since Com-
mencement. The athletic field,

the dormitories, the Little

Theatre, the Commons, and
the trophy room have all un-
dergone changes for the
better during the summer.

Most prominent, perhaps,
to the casual observer, is the
extension, refinishing, and re-

fencing of the Garcelon
Athletic Field. Twelve thou-
sand sods were required to

GATEWAY TO ATHLETIC FIELD

cover the surface formerly used as! large part of the summer re-arrang-

a baseball diamond, providing a

vastly improved gridiron. The
smooth expanse of turf on w-hich

Bates defeated Arnold last Saturday
is now without doubt the finest foot-

ball field in the state.

Baseball has a territory all its

own out beyond the football score
board. The leveling and preliminary
surfacing is complete and next
.-pring. after the settling effect of a

winter's frosts, a final surface of

topsoil will be laid down. Around
this whole vast area devoted to out-
door athletics a new, modern steel

fence is in the last stages of erection,

replacing the ancient barrier of castj four times as much dressing room

ing the pictures, banners and
trophies of various kinds, and has
succeeded in securing the names of

practically everyone whose picture

appears there. Every Freshman id

advised to visit this shrine of shrines

if he would acquaint himself with
the most hallowed memories o£ his

Alma Mater.
The re-modelling of the Little

Theatre is one of the most striking
of the summer's changes. Carrying
out a plan conceived by George Aus-
tin '33 the waste space at either end
of the stage has been converted into

four triangular rooms, thus adding

IVER

Dloor

Who sings it better

than the Boswells?

Every Monday and Thursday . . . Connie,

Vet and Martha, in that bubbling Boswell

rhythm ... as irresistible as 01' Man
Rivuh himself!

And while you listen, light up a Chest-

erfield. Enjoy their fresh fragrance, their

mildness and better taste.

They're mild . . . and yet they Satisfy.

Chesterfield Radio Program—Mondays, Wednes-
days, Fridays— 10 p. m., Tuesdays, Thursdays,

Saturdays—-9 p.m., E. S. T., Columbia Network.

THE CIGARETTE THAT'S MILDER

. . . THAT TASTES BETTER

© 1932, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co,

iron which survived, in part, until a

few weeks ago. It is planned to ex-

tend the hedge of evergreens- which
at 'present partially encloses the field

un.til it reaches clear around. The
advantages of this kind of board
fence over the ordinary variety are
obvious.
A fitting touch of distinction is

added by the ornamental gateway
which graces the main entrance
facing Campus Avenue. A gift of the
class of 1910 and presented at last

Commencement, it is a considerable
improvement over the homely, if

serviceable, wire gate which has
been in use for the ipast few years.

Rounding out the list of changes

!„

WBT

TROPHY ROOM

space as was formerly available. The
diagonal partitions give the Little

Theatre a novel appearance, remote-
ly suggestive of the octagonal thea-
tres of other days.
The men's dormitories have re-

ceives considerable attention during
vacation. The walls and lighting in

most of West Parker have been
modernized, and the space in front
of Roger Williams has been at-
tractively landscaped. John Bertram
Hall, however, has received the most
attention. The whole building, which
had been slightly out of plunrb, was
righted on its foundation and the
foundation itself renewed. The walls
have all been refinished in the rooms

and in the Commons as well.
In fact this latter room is

scarcely to be recognized,
with its new steel ceiling, new
lighting and coat of paint.

Other changes of more or
less importance include the
entire refinishing of the room
in Hathorn Hall set aside for
the use of local girls, and the
addition of a few more gra-
nolithic walks.

It is rumored the Student
Government is to have a room
furnished and set aside for
its exclusive use for meetings
and reception purposes. No-
thing definite has been learn-
ed about the matter as yet,

however.

Auto Traffic "Dangerous in

Europe, Says "Psyche"
By Prof. HOWELL LEWIS

Special to the Student
Fircnze, Italy

Automobile traffic in many Eu-
ropean cities is so dangerous as to
scare even the most blase of Ameri-
can tourists. The manner of driving
is often so reckless as to give a New
York taxi driver a bad case of heart
failure. Although it has been said of
America that folks there are speed
mad, I am of the opinion that many
automobile drivers here are posi-
tively criminal in their driving. I

know that the Divine Providence
must be standing on each street
corner, or collisions would be much
more frequent. There is no other
explanation. I haven't seen an acci-
dent yet, except for a pedestrian
killed in Paris—you can expect that
at any time. The mathematical
chances of one car running into an-
other at the blind corners are at one
in .two, but never do they hit. They
have one protection though; ' when
an American approaches a corner he
puts on the brake; when an Eu-
ropean approaches a corner he blows
his horn—and he starts blowing in
the middle of the hlock and keeps
it up at intervals of one second until
he has crossed the Intersecting
streets, where he ceases blowing un-
til he reaches the middle of that
block, thereupon to resume oper-
ations as before. Fortunately there
are many, many less cars here than
in our country. As it is I am just
about frantic here in Firenze, as my
hotel is in the middle of the block,
right where they start blowing. The
raucousness of the Italian horn far
surpasses in intensity and timbre
anything that I have ever heard on
an American car.

Curbstone Complex

In Vienna I got what might be
termed a "curbstone complex". They
drive on the wrong side of the street—.that is, for us—and when about
to cross a street, after having care-
fully looked in both directions to see
if there is any traffic, as one steps
into the street, likely as not a motor-
cycle may round a corner at high
speed, bearing down on what seems
to be the wrong side of the road.
The bicycles are insidious too! In

Copenhagen there are 800,000 people
and 250,000 bicycles. These are even
less amenable to traffic observances,
and most of them add to the public
nuisance by ringing the bell on all-

justifiable and unjustifiable occa-
sions.

Venice is a ibeautiful town in
which to rest. There I gained back
a lot of the ground I had lost in
leaping around Vienna. However,
the hand of Providence was very
much in evidence here, too, in keep-
ing the gondollas and speed boats

other. I arrived here just as the
Crown Prince of Italy was getting

ready to sail down the Grand Canal
to receive the applause of the Vene-
tians. Boats were swarming about
much as they do at crew races in
our country, and this amid the
throng of shipping craft, regular
steamers, and fire boats that ply
their silent way through the canal.
In spite of .the lack of obvious
direction and the numerous gon-
dollas, everything seemed to be
running smoothly, and no one was
run into. It is a positive catastrophe
when a couple of old battered gon-
dollas or other craft happen to brush
each -gather. The respective gon-
doleers wait until they are far enough
apart so that they are certain that
they will not have to fight, and then
hurl out a jabber of invective and
vituperation upon each other that
surpasses in fervor and clamor any-
thing I have ever heard.

Languages and Languages
One encounters many difficult sit-

uations in a country where the
language is not familiar. While on
the train to Venice I happened to get
into the wrong compartment. Short-
ly after we had pulled out the con-
ductor came along and discovered
me in the wrong .place. He spoke
nothing but Italian. Not a soul in
sight spoke English. However, there
was one chap who spoke Italian and
French, and the chap with whom I
had been conversing spoke some
French, and German. So I explained
in my faltering German, the situa-
tion, and my German friend commu-
nicated it to the Frenchman who told
the conductor in Italian. I could
follow part of the French, but I

4pn't know what the story was when
it got to the conductor. At any rate,
he flew into a terrible rage, and so
we dispersed with the intermediaries,
and dealt directly by the use of
Italian, which I didn't understand,
and English, which he didn't under-
stand. Some Americans from the
other end of the car came on the
scene which added to the English,
but did not help to clear up the sit-

uation. It finally developed that I
was supposed to pay an extra fare
for getting into the wrong compart-
ment. This I did, rather than con-
tinue such a hot argument and thus

led.that affair was s

I would not give the impression
that traffic and arguments are all

that a trip through Europe leaves
with one. They are interesting in-
cidentals and side-lights to the
really fine things which one enjoys.
They furnish a sort of "human inter-
est" setting for the rich background
of medieval art which is to be found
everywhere one travels. The operas
in Dresden, Prague, Vienna; the
wonderful inspiration of the French
cathedrals; the glorious paintings

and steamers from piling into each and sculpture which are to be found
in Italy; and finally the general
appreciation of European Hfe.
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15y VINCENT BELLEAU

My firnt thought upon resuming
the typewriter is to cshout greetings
to the few of you who will manage
to steal a little time from the pre-
liminary activities of unpacking
meeting professors, etc., to cast a
look at this unworthy scribe's
written reflections. Welcome, es-
pecially, to those who are reading
this paper for the first time! Some
fine day. some of you may find this
column broadcasting your well-earn-
ed praises, but all can't be athletes
so I take this opportunity to greet
the whole lot.

THi: HTMBUE BEGINNINGS
CMP MOST FAMOUS LUMINARIES

True it is that out of the multitude
of youngsters who report to Coaches
Morey. Spink.-;, and Thompson this
week for the first time, some will
grow up to be Bates stars. Some of
those who are merely kicking last
year's spare footballs around now
wondering what its all about, will,

no doubt, go down in the Bates
annals as college heroes.

Back in my freshman days, I re-
member Herb Berry, very humbly
taking the psychological examination
all fro-h had to take, like you young-
sters difl Tuesday morning. Fireman
was playing rspeedball for P. T. cre-
dit. Dick Clrmons looked cute with
the big compulsory green tie. Now
look at them!

ARNOLD GAME SHOWS
POTENTIAL GARNET STRENGTH

Thr- scarlet-clad line that cracked
up the Arnold plays Saturday looks
to be the best Coach Morey has yet
put together, demons is as good as
ever at center, and Herb Berry was
in the middle of every pilenp. Gil-
man, Frank Saba, and Big Boy Stone
made the center of that line look like
a stone wall. The subs, Carlin,
Kelley, Gorhann, Lindholm and the
rest of them were better than the
usual line of second-stringers.

The backfield may lack experience,
but not efficiency. 'Lenzi looks to
me the man who pulled the slickest
run of the day, but that's saying
something because King, Pricher,
Knowlcs. Wilmot, McCarthy, etc.,

etc., all did their share. "With a line
like that, anybody could play in the
backfield and look good" a visiting
newspaper man in the rpress box
ventured to say. A lot of credit is

due Coach Morey. The material was
certainly not labled as of the "veter-
an" brand.

what this means. It takes a five

minute rest to bring a tired player
back to condition and makes all the
difference in the world to a squad
unahle to keep feeding the gridiron
with star substitutes. As long as the
team B men can hold out some ten
minutes or so, now. a reasonable
showing can be made by a college
boasting of a single first string line-
up.
The Arnold game Saturday il-

lustrated this point. The Bates line
looked fresh at all times. Arnold
plays were smeared with seemingly
little effort. The idea that a good
second string line was in there just
long enough to give the regulars a
rest.

There is a penalty against the use
of hands in slugging but it is merely
a little more emphasis placed on the
old rule to the same effect.

GARNET ELEVEN ROLLS UP
12-0 SCORE IN ARNOLD GAME

Touchdowns Made In Second Half—Three Teams
Used—Play Defensive Ball

ARE THERE ANY
GRAXTLAM) RICKS
Any man .woman, or child, who

can write sports, who has never
written sports, or who thinks can or
would like to try to write sports is

invited to get in touch with me at

once.

SPORTS SHOTS: Had the honor of
visiting the town of Ipswich, .Mass,

this summer and saw Edward J.

Scrapper Dolan pitching in a sandlot
ball game. . . Did you ever listen to

a radio broadcast of a tennis engage-
ment? Spent a useless Saturday
afternoon not so long ago trying ot

keep some attention riveted on the
Cochet-Vines melee. Blase entertain-
ment.. . . Try, if you can, to imagine
Mike Ryan announcing the next
-tate college tennis tourney at
Waterville Dick Secor, the ex-
soldier, was called an ex-sailor by
the mistaken young man who writes
for a local paper, and expects an
apology, he says. . . he has it.

BOWDOIN MAT
SURPRISE THE DOPESTERS

The press reports from Brunswick
seem to try to give the impression
that the Polar Bear is weak as usual
in the gridiron business. I hate to
disagree with the reportorial in-
tegrity of my friend Harry, but my
grapevine telegraph scouts tell me
that Bowdoin has enough candidates
for the backfield to put the Bruns-
wick National Guard Company out of
commission. As many as six men are
out for each guard position. They
may or may not be any good, but
those are the facts.

Speaking of our state rivals.
Maine looked pretty good beating
Rhode Island 12-0 Saturday, with
Romansky the big gun in the Black
Bears' victory. Don Favor is still

capahle of throwing passes and
George Cobb, who was a backfield
ace for Edward Little when he went
to high school, was a star in the line
at the center position.

MOREY PUBLISHES
Fi H VTBALL ARTICLES
Wading through the pro-Burleigh

Martin editorials, the Associated
Press stuff, and the ads in the Port-
land morning ipaper one day I came
upon an article by Coach Morey. Our
coach was giving them the real in-

side dope of the Maine football
situation and certainly knows how to
write. Said articles are on file in the
Student office if anybody wants to
read them.-
Had to laugh at the thumbnail

portrait the coach gave of himself
"chasing along the sideline and
winding up his handsome nose each
time one of the backs breaks loose."

FOOTBALL CHANGES
FINALLY MODIFIED
Now that Mr. E. K. Hall and his

football committee associates have
seen the light, gone to work and
rescinded some of their decrees
which astounded the sports public
last year at the time of the com-
mittee's 193 2 winter meeting, old
king football looms stronger than
ever.

Acting on the advice of a myriad
of journalists and coaches, the com-
imittee decided to drop the punt
kick-off inovation, the rule dis-

qualifying a player found using his
hands illegally on defensive line

play, and other details wrhich, it was
feared, would alter the game. They
saw fit. however, to keep in the
books the statute declaring the ball

dead whenever any part of the body
of the player carrying it, except
hands and feet, touch the ground.
This, more than anything, will terfd

to bring football still nearer to
basketball.
Some of the new rules look good

on paper, and may give the football
fans a little more for their hard
earned greenbacks. Such is the new
substitution rule, permitting a play-
er to leave the game and come back
at any time during5 the following
iperiod. It solves the coach's problem
of how to keep the first string men
in the lineup throughout the game.
The first team can play about half
of the first quarter, go out, and come
back again during the second quar-
ter, whereas in the the past this
would have meant a second team
lineup throughout the [remainder of
the half. Hockey fans will realize

Miss Fisher New

Hygiene Instructor

Miss .Mildred Fisher of Worcester.
Mass. will replace Mrs. Leslie Spinks
(Kathleen Sanders) as instructor in
hygiene and physical education fori
the women at Bates. Mrs. Spinks

;

resigned at the time of her marriage
in June.
Miss Fisher is a graduate of the

Rouve—Boston School of Physical
Education and has taught swimming, I

basketball, and hockey at the Boston
Latin School. She has been teaching
physical education for the past two
.summers at Camp Winnecunnet.

By THEODORE SEAMON
In a typical opening game last

Saturday afternoon on Garcelon
Field, the Morey coached football
squad turned from defensive tactics
long enough to score two touch
downs and defeat little Arnold
college by a score of 12-0.

Team Looks Good
The Bates squad, looking natty in

the new scarlet uniforms, appears
to be one of the most powerful
teams defensively, at least, since the
Morey regime came into effect. Al-
though play was ragged at times,
a usual thing in early season games,
yet the few students who anticipated
the opening of school in order to see
the first game, were agreeably sur-
prised by the strength of an im-
pregnable Bates line which far out-
classed the plucky Arnold frontier
both on the offence and the defence.

Although it is too early in the
season to make any valid presump-
tions, yet the Bowdoin team which
was much in evidence Saturday
must have taken due warning as
to any probable success of line play
against the Bates team.

There was no scoring in the first

period. Bates playing conservative
football, content with holding thej
visitors in their own territory, and
kicking often, at times on first down.

|

King, whose ipunting was spectacu-
lar, pulled a surprise kick from close
formation on first down that went
far over the startled Arnold safety
man's head only to roll over the
goal line.

Used Three Teams
Coach Morey took advantage of

the new rulings on substitutions to
put three full teams into the fray, a
noticeable feature of which is the
fact that last year's freshman squad
is contributing heavily to capable
reserves as well as the first string
line up.

In the second period, Bates start-
ed its march for the first touch-
down. King, Knowles and McCarthy
alternating in carrying the (ball ad-
vanced from midfield to the Arnold
three yard line, whence McCarthy
cut wide around end to score. A
promising feature of the Bates- play
during this advance was the excellent
interference and blocking of the
entire squad which was responsible
in large measure for the touchdown.

Gilman Blocks Kick

The second Bates touchdown
came shortly after the opening of the
second half when Gilman, sopho-
more playing his first game of var-

sity football plunged through to

block a punt and fall on the ball be-

hind the goal line. Stone's two at-

tempts to place kick the extra point
were unsuccessful.
The rest of the game was slow

defensive football, with Arnold
furnishing what little element of the
spectacular there was through the
medium of several passes, most of
which were unsuccessful or at best
failed to gain.

Garnet Strong Defensively

The results of this game show if

nothing else, that Bates has a strong
defensive team. The backfield is as
yet an unknown quantity.

With plenty of capable reserve
material, a strong, hard playing
powerful line, a light but fast back
field which has yet to be tested.
Bates may well look forward to a
fairly successful seaon.

Hibble, Bea-man and Crowe played
good game for Arnold, although
handicapped by a weak front line.

Summary:

BATES ARNOLD
McLeod (Italia. Hill, Swett), r.e.

1. e., Morey (Fahrenfcrug)
Stone (Carlin. Flynn). r.t.

l.t., McNulty (Kaplowiz)
Soba (Fuller. Taylor), r.g.

l.g.. McLaughlin (Schubert)
Clemons (Lindholm). c. c, Casey
Gilman (Anicetti, Kelly), l.g.

r.g., Havanich
Berry (Gorham, Jackson), l.t.

r.t., Kowitz
Murphy (Dobravolsky, Kramer,
Mendall), I.e. ir.e.. Kiernan (Morey)
McCluskey (iLoomer, Valicenti,
Gay) q.b. q.b., Crowe (Driend)
McCarthy (Wilmot. Fireman,
Roche), r.h.b.

l.h.b., Hibble (Marenna)
King (Pricher, Lenzi), l.h.b.

r.h.b., Berman (Jenunder)
Knowles (Moynihan, Dillon), f.b.

f.b., Mantelli
Score—Bates 12. Touchdowns

—

McCarthy, Oilman. Referee—Scan-
Ion. Boston College. Umpire—Goode,
Colby. Head linesman—Farrington,
Bowdoin. Time—15 and 12m.

Harriers Heading

For Good Season

Despite Big Losses

Graduation Leaves Big

Gap In Track Ranks
—Field Men Again

Absent
Cross country prospects for the

coming season are fairly bright. The
loss by graduation of Captain Writ-
ten, Furtwengler, Cole and Allison,

members of last year's varsity squad,

will be keenly felt.

Jellison Only Letteiman

Captain Russell Jellison, the only

Ietterman left on the squad, is an

experienced harrier. During the 1931
season. Jellison and Whitten were
undefeated by any college runner,

finishing either in a tie for first, or

first and second in every race.

The veteran captain should re-

ceive good support from his team-
mates Adams, Carpenter, Raymond
and Butler of the varsity ©quad, to-

gether with Olds, Malloy, Candee,
Winston. Chapman, and Pendleton
who are coming up from the fresh-

man team of last year.

Track Prospects Fair

It is quite early to be making any
predictions about the track team.
Again Whitten's name leads a list

of graduated lettermen including
Knox. Dill. Cole, Sampson and Doug-
las. The following lettermen are re-

turning: Captain Arn Adams, Russ
Jellison, Cla.pton Hall, Jack Lary,
Dick Gorham, Burch. Eaton, Ray-
mond, Smith, Kramer, Bangs, and
Malloy. The first ifour named com-
prise a veteran Penn Relay team. It

is significant to note that of these
eleven men, there is only one per-
former in the weight events.
Much of the success of the 1933

team depends upon the freshman
talent, which it at the present time
an unknown quantity. Coach Thomp-
son will be searching for sprinters,
pole-vaulters, and 'more than any-
thing else point-winners in the shot,

discus, and hammer, departments
in which the Garnet has been woe-
fully weak for the past few seasons.

Varsity Club

Greets Frosh at

Chase Gathering

The Varsity club was host to the

men of the incoming class at an in-

formal gathering held in Chase Hall

Tuesday evening. Greetings 'from the

athletes of the college were brought

by Herbert Berry '33 to those pre-

sent. Following him Mr. Rowe

spoke a few words on the place of

the athlete at Bates College. Arnold

Adams. "33, member of the U. b-

Olympic four hundred metre reiaj

tea>m, next addressed the group in

semi-humorous fashion on incidents

of the Olympic Games which did not

reach the press. He told of the fine

manner in which the athletes had

been treated in their stay at the

Olvmpic village. Several amusing in-

cidents regarding the
autograph books for beauties

of t >,

0f

Sunny clime. He told of -the k
1

neee of such men as Doug Fairbani
d'

Will Rogers and other famo-
who took the trouble to

signing

c

ie

it

tearn r"
names of each athlete there so a '

they might call them by their
fj

names. rst

Brooks Quimby followed with
interesting and humorous etorv ^
which he proved that Harry j> 0

111

ust have been a .three letter v7 em
while in college. He claimed nf*
Mr. Rowe must have been a i et

"^
man in at least three sports
ing. Billiards, and Football. The fiT"
he said was quite evidnet since 0 ni

a few years after graduation
10

the

VALERY BURATI
Valery Burati '3 2 former editor

of both the Garnet and the Student
is connected with the Springfield
Union.

The

Bishop
A PLEASANT HOTEL
OF IMMACULATE
CLEANLINESS.

EVERY ROOM WITH
BATH.

(Opposite Yale Art School)

SINGLE ROOM $3.00

DOUBLE ROOM $5.00

1074 CHAPEL ST.

New Haven, Ct.

had three little R
second was also very ea
Rowe

^ — . — j »nice it

was very evident that they had hi
him keep the ball; lastly his pro

'.

ress in football was evident since h
was a ball carrier, had remarkabi
ability as an interferer,

came to the line, he was there

when
j t

-Pre, and
these ought certainly to prove

that

he must have been a letter man.

SER VALL
LONG u

44 Bates St.

J 1

Geo E. Schmiat

The Blue Line
Lewiston—Rumford—Farmington

Lv Lewiston

—

7.45 A.M., 12.35 P.M., 4.25 P.M,
Lv K um ford

—

7 35 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4.15 P.M.
(>v Karmin^ton

—

7.30 A.M., 12.20 P.M., 4.10 P.M.

STANDARD TIME

Fred C. McKenney
64 Sabattus Street

CITIES SERVICE GASOLINE
and LUBRICATING OILS
WASHING and GREASING

Nearest Gasoline Station to College

Compliments of

J. W. White Co.

MARTINEAU'S
We Specialize In SODA FOUNTAIN

LUNCHEONS
IT'S "THE" PLACE

R. E. MARTINEAU CO.
DRUGGISTS

235 Main St.
Prescriptions Have Right Of Way

We can show you a varied selection of

PRIZE CUPS

FOUNTAIN PENS

of all standard makes

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS

LADIES'

LEATHER HANDBAGS

LEATHER BILLFOLDS

BOOK ENDS

CLOCKS

of all kinds

BARNSTONE-OSG00D

COMPANY

Jewelers

50 LISBON STREET
Lewiston, Maine

LEWISTON MONUMENTAL
WORKS

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
James P. Murphy Co.

6 to 10 Bates St., LEWISTON.
Telephone 4634-R

TTILA—"THE
SCOURGE OF GOD"

"Nature in the Raw"—as portrayed
by the great painter, Harvey Dunn
. • . inspired by the barbaric cruelty
of Asia's most dreaded plunderer...
the grass could not gro^v where his

horse had passed" ...433-453 A. D.

—and raw tobaccos
have no place in cigarettes

$5*

They are not present in Luckies

- . . the mildest cigarette

you ever smoked

WE buy the finest, the very
finest tobaccos in all the

world— but that does not
explain why folks every-
where regard Lucky Strike as

the mildest cigarette. The fact

is, we never overlook the
truth that "Nature in the
Raw is Seldom Mild"— so

these fine tobaccos, after

proper aging and mellowing,
are then given the benefit of
that Lucky Strike purifying
process, described by the
words—"It's toasted". That's
why folks in every city, town
and hamlet say that Luckies
are such mild cigarettes.

"Irs toasted"
Ihat package of mild Luckies

Copr.. 1932.

The American
Tobacco Co.

"Ifa man write a better book, preach a better sermon, or make a better mouse-trab than hh -~AJL- ,£ lkmldb*W« the u.ods, the world wUl make a beaten path to bis
Does not this explain the world-wide acceptance and approval of Lucky Strike?

Hotel Qarde NEWHAVEN
CONN.

MODERN IN EVERY WAY
250 Opposite

ROOMS Union Station

RATES: $2.00 up with Running Water
$3.00 up with Bath

SPECIAL RATES TO BATES VISITORS
Arrangements may be made for a reunion after the game

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME

White Flannels, Sport Coat and Sweaters

FLANDERS
62 COURT STREET,

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing

24 HOUR SERVICE
"THE QUALITY SHOP

"

3 Minutes from the Campus

R-W, ^LAKK Registered Druggist

pep^ptt,^ Pure Drugs and MedicinesPRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY

Tn^n. r> * '
AP0LL0 CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students



OK no, there is no lack of leaders. The trouble is, no one cares to follow.—Calvin Coolidge
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flic National

Economy League

Defiant Japan

"Beauty, Brains and
Honey" Say Freshmen

_____ THOMAS MUSGRAVE

Economy League

One of the most worth-while pro-

tects in the history of our country

has been started by a group of

patriotic men headed 'by Admiral
Richard Byrd. So convincing is its

•purpose that all the co-operation

that colleges can give will not be
misplaced. It is the National Eco-

nomy League

Its purpose is to develop and pro-

mo t8 economy and efficiency in

National and State governments. It

is
non-partisan, non-sectarian, and

non-political.

The organization in this state as

in every other, proposes a double
campaign: first, it plans to go before

the state legislature and demand a

cut in expenditures, and second, it

rill take its place in the nation-wide

agitation to curb the expenditures
approved by Washington that

threaten such devastating results in

the future.

Gov. William Tudor Gardiner, a

trustee of Bates, and Pres. Kenneth
C, M. Sills of Bowdoin College head
the active organization of the League
in this state. It is expected that the
former will be effective in the work
of slicing the expenses of govern-
ment. As governor he proposed the

Code Bill which in its first year has
justified itself as an efficient way of

reducing state costs.

That such an arbitrary stand by
an organization composed to a great

extent of laymen is worth-while is

emphasized by the startling increase

in expenditures. The costs of the

State of Maine, for example, have
leaped from $4,851,000 in 1914 to

over 31 million in 193 2.Locally.

thirty-five years ago, Lewiston spent
$175,000 and the present budget
calls for $1,400,000. Its state tax
has doubled. The increase in popula-
tion, of course, is an element to be
reckoned, but surely it has not
jumped proportionally.

Preposterous figures such as these
are not peculiar to our community
or state because we find the costs of

national government only three

billion in 1913 are now at 15 billion

only 20 years later. Billions are so

far removed from our conception as

to be ignored, but the average tax

rate brings home the appalling fiscal

burden each family is carrying. The
tax debt of each family, $13 6, in

1913 has run rampant until in 1932
sees it at $500, and perhaps not yet

stopped climbing.

Japan t

KNUTE ROCKNE ONCE OFFERED
COACHING JOB TO DAVE MOREY

. •

Led Great Jim Thorpe for Football Scoring-
Honors in 1912 While at Dartmouth—

With Athletics After College
As told (by

MRS. DAVID B. MOREY
to Vincent Belleau

When a man can look back on his ac-
complishments as a coach and feel that the
men he has helped "make", appreciate his
work, then he can easily fall in love with his
job. This is Coach Morey's situation just now.

The career means something of course,
but before any material consideration comes
the contacts, the feeling that one is attached,
really, to those with whom he works, and
that they are attached to him. The wires
Coaclh Morey received from his former
Middlebury pupils when he duplicated his
big-college upset last Saturday, for instance;
the letters he gets often from men he used to

coach and who now have gone on earning a
living in some way or other—these things
mean something to him, more than a job.

Coach 18 Years

If Coach Morey should stop coaching to-

day, he would feel lost. He has had oppor-
tunities .to go into other lines of work, but
after 18 years of coaching, he still feels the
vocation to which he turned in his youth has
a permanent hold on him.

Coach iMorey's football experience dates
back to the days he played for Maiden high;
he was then a helmet-less star backfield man.
He captained his Dartmouth freshman team
in 1909. He starred for the Hanover college

the next three years.

At the same time, Coach Morey played

baseball, and very well indeed. He captained

the Dartmouth outfit in 1913, and joined

Connie Mack's famous Athletics soon after,

remaining with that team half the summer
until a nervous breakdown obliged him to

leave.

Outseored Jim Thorpe

While in college, Mr. Morey was chair-

man of Palaeopitus, the student governing

society of Dartmouth

Johnny Stanton

Lives Again at

Freshman Ride

The Freshman Class was intro-

duced to the memory of Uncle John-
ny Stanton Saturday afternoon when
it took the car to Lakegrove. then

walked to the picnic grounds for an

afternoon of fun in commemoration
of Uncle Johnny.

As usual the Freshman picture

was taken, then hot-dogs were roast-

ed and lunch was served. The first

of the afternoon was spent in games,
then the Freshmen gathered under

the pines to hear all about Prof.

John Stanton from Prof. George M.
Chase. He said that the memory of

Uncle Johnny Stanton is held dear

to every Bates graduate, and told

them of Uncle Johnny's deep inter-

est in nature, of his good fellowship

and kindhe»rtedness, and of the

first Freshman ride which Uncle
Johnny started, paying for it out of

his own pocket, so that the Fresh-

man would be cheered when other-

wise they might have been lonesome.
Prof. Chase spoke of a few manner-
isms of Professor Stanton, his quick

wit. and sometimes rather gruff re-

torts.

Following this talk, the Freshmen
visited the fish hatcheries, then walk-

ed to the cider mill where they were
given cider.

No Co-Education

For '36 Women

Til Thanksgiving

Freshman Rules For
Women Announced

Last Thursday

Freshman rules for women were
announced September 29 by Lucile

Jack. President of Women's Student

Government. The women were called

together in 'Rand reception room af-

ter lunch and the following rules

were issued, these being additional

to the well known Blue Book regula-

tions and are to be observed until

Thanksgiving.
No co-education, which means no

entertaining, riding, walking, movies,

going to and from Jordan's, Ross's,

the Quality Shop, or church with a

Bates man is permitted. An escort

from the Chase Hall dance is allow-

ed. Co-education does not include

walking from one class to another,

nor talking.
Freshmen women must wear the

regulation hair ribbon at all times

until Thanksgiving.
Freshmen women must do door

and telephone duty in their dormi-

tory throughout the year. Courtesy

must be shown at all times to faculty

and upper classmen.

Slashing Garnet Eleven Outrushes and Outsmarts

Big Blue Team—Result Worries Tufts

Camp Preparing for Saturday

BAY STATERS FORMIDABLE

Fine Bates Play

At Yale Lessens

Tufts Jubilation

Machine Precision

Of Bates Team

Figures in Score

He scored more touch-

BLAZING BONFIRE ON MOUNT
DAVID IN HONOR OF GRIDMEN

Students Celebrate Team's Superb Playing In

Yale Game—Football To Remain Perm-

anently In Trophy Room

Tufts jubilation over the result of

its first skirmish in the football

wars of 1932. Tufts 9, Middlebury 0,

was summarily squelched today by

the knowledge of what transpired in

Yale's Bowl the while the Green
Mountaineers were being subdued on

the Medford Oval: Yale 0, Bates 0.

For Bates, once again a rarin' bob-

cat under the goading hand of Dave

Morey. stacks up against the Jumbo
at Medford on Saturday in their first

gridiron encounter since 1929—and

it goes without saying that a small

college eleven which can stalemate

Eli's vaunted legions in their own
backyard should raise havoc in its

own claes. That (is why Tufts' en-

thusiasm for the auspiciousness of

its '3 2 debut is tempered. Yale 0,

Bates 0. Laying aside all pretenses

and speaking with utter frankness,

the Jumbo is slightly worried!

And well he might be, for Bates,

traditionally possessed of an im-

pregnable defense, has served notice

on its friends and foes this early in

the new campaign that whatever its

k shortcomitngs in other recent

Last Saturday afternoon a scarlet-

jersied Bates team swept into the

Yale Bowl and before a crowd of

20,000 Eli rooters, it lived up to the

expectations of its supporters by

pushing a highly touted Yale team
back deep into its own territory, and

by threatening to score at least three

times during the game. In the last

quarter, the Yale coach in despera-

tion, sent into the fray his lightning-

fast pony hackfield which succeeded

in getting the hall to the Bates two

yard line through a series of

penalties and some brilliant rushing.

This thrust, the only one of the game
on the part of Yale, was hurled back

by the wearied Bates warriors so

fiercely that in the last three plays

of the game their opponents lost ten

yards.
Bates Threatens Often

The Bobcat team executed their

plays with all the pep and precision

of a Rockne eleven, and on the

defense the fast charging scarlet

forward wall was impenetrable. The
Secondary defense played a fine

game, and any Yale back who suc-

ceeded in getting to the line of&1 1a c

years it now boasts an attack which
, I"^" e was topped short by i

was potent enough Saturday to give
, f ™

_

the Yale defense a severe attack of

the jitters. Reports from New Haven
hail the arrival on the autumn scene

of Bates's new triple threat, 145

We of the team appreciate the

spirit and enthusiasm of our fellow

back in the country, counting in the great
.s t U(ients in giving us first a real

Jim Thorpe. He played both half hack positions and even had a try at ^ end-off Thursdaydowns in 1912 than any other

end
"

t„ *k_ f*n ***** his graduation Coach Morey returned to Dartmouth
j
Herb Berry. acting captain in

as coach or Fr^^^ootSS hT*^ there one year. After that, he
j
Yale Bowl Saturda y, » thankin

coached Somerville High School two years until he s

the Swift Company in the Middle
secured a position with

West. After his marriage, however,

16 years ago, he returned east and

coached Lowell Textile Institute and

Maiden High School two years each.

Tired of high school coaching, he

resigned.- The papers had :no sooner

announced his resignation than he

.began receiving offers from colleges,

Knute Rockne, not yet the famous

Notre Dame leader, but even at that

time a great coach, offered him a

position as assisant coach of football

at Notre Dame, and head baseball

coach.
Coach on Crutches

Mr Morey accepted, but was un-

able
'

to fulfill his contract. While
playing semi-pro baseball two weeks
before he was supposed to go to

South Bend, he broke his leg. While
in this condition he accepted a posi-

tion as assistant coach at Middle-

Chapel Assembly

Hears Talk by

Erwin Canham '25

bury.
Many internationally-interested He went to Middlebury on

people are watching with breathless 1 crutches. For a few weeks, he was

walking around the gridiron in thisinterest the League of Nations

crucial in the East. Her policy of

policy in the East. Her policy of

of aggrandisement last year and her

recognition of iManchuko, the former

Chinese province, Manchuria, has

been denounced by the iLytton in-

vestigation after an all-Summer re-

search. In addition, the Open Door

policy agreed upon at the turn of tne

century by the Great powers has

been upheld, and its inviolability

reiterated.

The actual League test does not

come until November, but public

opinion is forming, and Japan mean-

while prepares her defense.

The Lewiston Sun has a refresh-

ing 'tho pessimistic editorial attitude

toward the outcome. It says:

"Defiant Japan.
"She is just going to have her own

way in Manchuria.
"What are you going to tfo about

"Japan defies the public opiniom ot

the world. What world? The world

made up of a protesting United

States engaged in a Presidential

election; an England, with a Cabinet

broken by England's deal with Ca-

nada; a France upset by Germany s

demand for equality in armament;
an Italy, herself ambitious, like Jap-

an, (for more room outside; a

Europe, sister states making war

commercial war—on each other

with new high protective tariffs and
w'ith quotas. , ,

"The Western world, Paralyzed

with its own nearer troubles, gives

Japan her opportunity."

Freshmen Say

"Beauty, brains, and money" are

the three endowments in girls

ed most frequently by the « urre
"J

Princeton freshman class, the lar^
e61

'n the history of the school. STl

members of the class replied to the

questionaire circulated by the Daily

Princetonian.

They were more serious^minded,
however, when given their choice

between a varsity "P" and a Phi
B«ta Kappa key, since 3 20 chose the
latter and 140 the insignia.
Asked "Do you drink?" 2'5o

answered "no", and 213 said "yes";
Continued on Page 4 Col. 3

condition, but even then he soon be-

came acting head coach.

This was the first of Mr. Morey's

series of famous successes. In 1920,

his Middlebury team beat Williams

7-3 in the opposition's own back

"The experiences of an inter-

national correspondant are about as

varied as those of a reporter on the

Lewiston Sun." said Erwin Can-

ham '25, Washington correspondent

of the Christian Science Monitor, as

he addressed the Bates Student body

last Friday in chapel.

"I remember my first assigment 1

on the Sun was to cover a concert,

and mv second, a wrestling match.

International reporting has its many
sides. We have to report not only

debates and speeches." Then he told

an amusing incident that illustrated

this statement.

"The Japanese and the Chinese

were vying for headlines in all the

important papers, so each held a re-

ception for the reporters. Japan got

off to a bad start by having it on one
The

night and now
this celebration here to-night." said

the
g the

student body at the huge bon fire

atop Mount David Monday night.

Later in his short speech he present-

ed the football used in that now-

famous scoreless game to President

Grav and expressed the wish that it

be placed in the Trophy Room.
President Gray in accepting the

token praised the team, and added

that he felt it was one of Bates

greatest athletic representatives. He
spoke of Coach Morey, and added

that while Morey would give all the

credit to the men were he to speak,

the President preferred to remember

a conversation of a couple years ago

when "Dave" assured him the coach

was a vital cog.

The ceremonies started with the

firing of an aerial bomb, which soon

brought a large gathering of stu-

dents and Bates followers to the top

of Mt. David, despite the difficult

climb and darkness. The bon fire

lighted at half past seven.

Smiles of contentment-played on tho

faces of the on-lookers as others

watched the burning of railroad ties,

boxes, paper, crates, and what-not,

that found their tedious way up Mt.

David during late afternoon and
early evening by the brute strength

(

heartened today

of the freshmen.
The Bobcat and other songs were

then sung with enthusiasm and
hoarseness, after which, Arnold
"Arnie" Adams, track ace and

master of ceremonies, introduced

Herb" Berry, who spoke of the fine

nound Billy Pricher of Brooklyn.

N. Y., whose efforts were crowned by

flashing roundings of the Yale flanks

for gains of 16 and 38 yards.

But, although momentarily stun-

ned by the astonishing news from
Connecticut, Tufts was far from dls-

spirit shown by the players, and of
j
ann- the veterans Edward Batchelder

the fine moral spirit and leadership
j
an,^ Captain Donald Cochrane was

manifested by Head-Coach "Dave" especially consistent.

was

Morey. In his speech, President Gray
said that the ball would be soon

mounted in the trophy room to be
looked upon with awe, as one real-

izes the meaning of this victory over

Yale.
The students responded with rous-

ing cheers, under the leadership of

cheer-leader, Johnny Stevens, for

President Gray, Coaches Morey and
Spinks, acting Captain Berry, and

each member of the team.
The celebration ended with the

singing of the Alma Mater, accompa-
nied by the Band.

hard hitting back. The blocking and

running of the backs on the offense

was superb, and carried out with all

the dispatch and efficiency of a

highly geared football machine.
In the first quarter the Bates team

immediately took the offensive and

before the quarter had scarcely be-

gun had battled the Yale eleven

back into their own territory.

Through the fine running of Pri-

cher and the equally fine blocking of

Monyihan on the ends, a long thrust

ended on the Yale nineteen yard

line when Stone attempted a drop

kick. Again in the fourth period

Pricher got perilously close to the

Yale goal line in a 38 yard sprint,

the longest of the day. Had he not

been so exhausted by his previous

efforts it seems very likely that he

would not have been overtaken from
behind. Again at the beginning of

the second period, Monyihan surged

twice against the somewhat ragged

year of varsity football, was
j Eli ijne an a took the oval to the

Frederick Oliver of Maiden and

William Grinnell of Medford Mass.,

new sophomore ends, fulfilled the

most optimistic Tufts expectations.

There was no outstanding Tufts line-

man but the work of Roy Wood-
worth, 19 0-pound sophomore tackle;

Sam dayman, inaugurating his

• Vq fi Rnch of busy days for the reporters. Tin
etace 1916 such °V* and lectures lasted tartyyard, the first time - - -----

,

flI>p „ rhe
a thing had ever been ^eomplished^

J** ^ Qne repre6ent
'

tive of the Japanese legation,In 19 23, of course, he

national prominence when his team

tied Harvard 6-6. The next year, too,

he was more than successful. Middle-

bury lost to Harvard 16-6, but won

every other game of its schedule,

and succeeded in piling up a score

second only to Alabama the coun-

try's highest scorer m 1924

It was the year after this

Coach Morey went to

Polvtech or Auburn, as it is known

the s 0ll th Campus politics ne-

that
Alabama

Twenty-Eight New

Members Admitted

To Heeler's Club

in
change,cessitated a

Mr. (Morey came north again.

. i vpar as assistant at

Bates. The rest is popular

however, and
After

Fordham, he

came to

history. ttl m
Ther^a^ew^hTng;

111" Coach

MoTeyT Me that are not generally

known, but wMch make the coacn

ouite proud. For example he ongi

while at Maiden High a Bhif

system. One day. be told _Coach * at

Spears, then of Dartmouth a*o*t It

just at the time Spears was in a de

ected mood after an upseL Spears

used it that year and at Weetvir

ginia later, and later at Minnesota^

Since then, it has been known as the

famous Minnesota Shift.

Another accomplishment consisted

of introducing Pie Traynor to the

major leagues. Then t*%®f***
n

Conference, including William*,

Bowdoin and other colleges origi-

nated in Coach Morey's mind when

he called a conference at Middlebury

1 in 19 22 with the purpose in view oi

making some sort of a league-
among

these colleges. It did not go througn

at Che time, but a later attempt was

successful.
put Rates on Map

At Bates, Coach Morey arrived

the football outlook was
Nobody was interested

apparently. The coach
after material, as

a

relative of the Mikado, who stood

and smiled during the whole time

his secretary read his speech, de-

siring to show that he had no hard

feelings toward the Chinese, remark-

ed that he had almost married a

Chinese girl. When the newspapers

came out he realized that he had

said the wrong thing, that was the

only thing that was given any im-

portance!

"The Chinese, being more wise

to the ways of the Western world

entertained the newspaper men m
lavish style, passed the reports

around on printed sheets to be read

at leisure, and had the prettiest tea

house girls to serve refreshments

and entertain. No need to say who
got the headlines."

This is only one of the many ex-

periences of an International Corres-

pondent that he told.

Canham represents one of the

best examples of achievements of

Bates men in recent years.

His undergarduate activities are a

monument to his ability and efficien-

He was editor-in-chief of the
Freshman Handbook, the

He was a

Freshman "Stunt"

Night Oct 7 In

Rand Gymnasium

pa.

when
deplorable

in the sport, tTreTyears he has been at Geneva,

V*j""„^f en out after material, a»i 1111
' hav nt the Chris*

£U to "W* but reeved toja^^di^l *«4

cy
Student,
Garnet, and the Mirror

member of the 4A Players and for

three years he participated in de-

bates, literary organizations, and the

Outing Club.

He graduated with Phi Beta Kap-

an d other honors,

cjince graduation his achievements

have been as spectacular and out-

landing as were those of his under-

rate days He has been a Rhodes

?£o"la? af Oriel College, Oxford,

correspondent for the Christian

Science Monitor at the League of

va t i ons and correspondent to La
* a

eVu e des Nations. For the la*

^ has -

the Christian Science

Tryouts Held Monday
Night in Little

Theatre

Twenty-eight new members were

admitted to the Heeler's Club

following tryouts in Little Theatre

Monday evening. Five of the new-

members are upperclassmen, while

the others are freshmen.
George Austin, president of the

4-<Y Players, announced that the

following had been admitted to the

club- Frances Eckhardt '35, Eleanor

Morrison '36, Bernice Dean '36, Do-

rothy Hoyt '36, June Sawyer 35,

Olive Grav '36, Florence Wells 34,

Rosamund Shattuck '3 5, Mary

Abromson '3 6, Kathleen Tarsey 36,

Charlotte Stile '36, Edith Jordan

'3 6 Muriel Underwood '3 6, Eliza-

beth Wallbank '3 6, Bernice Winston
•36 Louise Geer '36, Ruth Coan '36.

Carlton Mabee '3 6, Charles Tay-

lor '36, Owen Dodson '36, Frank

Merrill '36, Alcide Dumais '36, Alon-

zo Conant '36, Edward Curtin '36,

Jack Parfltt '36, Beland Pierce '36,

Roger Flyrin '36, and Harold Goul-

ston '33.
:o:

Freshman "stunt" night will be

held for the first time, Friday, Oct.

7, in Rand gymnasium. Every wo-

man in the Freshman class will take

part in a stunt presented by her

dormitory group. The meeting will

be an informal one in which the

Freshman will be introduced to the

upperclass women, and it will take

the place of "Freshman school" and
hazing.

The program, arranged under the

direction of Deborah Thompson '33

will be the following:
Music
1. Stunt by Milliken house Fresh-

men
2. Stunt by Chase house Freshmen
3. "Traditions" . Helen Hamlin '33

4. Stunt by Frye St. house Fresh-

men
5. Stunt by town Freshmen
6 "Faculty" .. Charlotte Cutt's 33

1. Stunt by Whittier house Fresh-

men
8 Stunt by Hacket house Freshmen
9. "Sports" . . Frances Brackett '33

10 Stunt by town Freshmen
11 Stunt by Cheney house Freshmen
12. "Spirit of Bates"

Rebecca Carter '33

third .

his usual capable self, save for the

misdemeamor, once or twice, of jam-

ming his offense up against the side-

lines when ample elbow room was a

vital necessity. His carrying left

little to be desired, his two best

efforts being his 3 2-yard touchdown
jaunt, wherein he successfully

evaded an unfriendly sideline and
converging Middlebury tacklers, and
hffe twenty-yard runback of a fourth-

period punt, during which he change-

of-paced four Middlebury tacklers

into impotency, and directly after

which he was yanked showerward by

a delighted Manly.

John McMahon, substituted for

William Staffon in the middle of the

second period, was in there the re-

mainder of the afternoon, and ran

exceedingly well. Staffon showed to

advantage but is threatened with
brittleness. William Uanna, light-

weight veteran, seemed to be having

his difficulties, and was lessening his

effectiveness by not cutting at just

the right moment. Manly had hoped
to test under fire his two promising
sophomore carriers, Walter Froeh-
lich and Raymond McLean, but both
were hors de combat with ailing

knees.
Tufts' offense, as revealed against

Middlebury, is substantially the
same as last year, 'being Warner,
double wingback.

Yale six yard line where the Yale

defense held. The Elis were in the

last ditch and fought with glorious

Yale tradition to keep an unsoiled

slate.
Thwarts Late Yale Drive

The Yale threat came in the last

few minutes of the final stanza and
was started from its twenty-five yard

line where Roche punted out of

danger for Bates. Heim, the fastest

runner on the Yale squad, and Clem
Williamson, also clever at end cir-

cling, outran the tired Bates rush-

line until the 16 yard mark was
gained Here Bates suffered a fifteen

yard penalty for holding and Yale

seemed on the verge of a score, but

two end runs resulted in consecu-

tive losses amounting to ten yards.

:o:-

-:o:-

Faculty Women

To Meet Freshman

Girls in Homes

Bulldog Steak

The Bates team it was reported by
a New Haven paper were "greatly

awed and impressed by the beauty
and size of the new Yale gym." Just

some boys from the country gazing

up in admiration at the high New
(Haven buildings; nothing like that

in Machias!

Yale captain to Tubby Stone, "I'm
going to belt you on the next play."

Tubby Stone to Yale captain, "Ha!
Ha! Go ahead! ? can take it!"

YEATS LECTURE

Through an unfortunate error in

last week's Student, the date of the

lecture by William Butler Yeats was
announced as October 2, when ac-

tually the lecture will not take place

until November 3. The Student
acknowledges its error, and begs to

be excused for any inconvenience

which this error may have caused its

readers.
. :o:—

"That we might have time for

'success' and 'progress', we have

left our Government largely to pro-

fessional politicians and with dis-

astrous results."—Rev. Dr. Lewis

Seymour Mudge.

use tihe material he had.

Coach Morey 9

s

Statement

"The send-off given the squad
the night we left for the Yale
game was a pippin. Having played
a game (Arnold) without the stu-

dent body present, we realized
more than ever that the under-
graduate support is quite as vital

a part of our game as any end
run, forward pass, or zone de-
fense. And so we found the send-
off not only very thrilling, but
most reassuring."

The wives of the faculty members
will entertain the women of the
Freshman Class in groups of five at

their homes during the next two
weeks. These informal gatherings

are sponsered by the YWCA in order
that the girls and the wives of the
faculty may become acquainted.

On Suriday evening Mrs. Karl
Woodcock

s
entertained at supper.

After the meal those present

gathered around the fireplace and
toasted marshmallows.

The other faculty women who will

entertain the Freshmen women are
Mrs. Arthur Leonard, Mrs. Fred
Pomery, Mrs. H. H. Britan, Mrs.
George Chase, Mrs. Robert Mc-
Donald, Mrs. Walter Lawrence, Mrs.
Samuel Harms, Mrs. William Sawyer,
Mrs. Fred Mabee, Mrs. Paul Bart-
lett, Mrs. Amos Hovey, Mrs. Robert
Berkelman, Mrs. Rayborn Zerby,
Mrs Seldon Crafts, Mrs. Paul Whit-
beck, Mrs. Harry CRowe, and Mrs.
Norman Rose.

"A fifty-five cent admission fee to

see a team that wasn't worth five

cents..." said a New Haven sports

writer. When last seen he was blush-

ing furiously.

iMal Stevens, Yale coach, learned
that some pretty good tennis and
golf players at Bates had liked the
new football uniforms and had come
out for the game. They thought that

the turf was soft on the courts, and
that the grass was too long on the
green so they went into the Bowl
and played football instead.

The entire Bates squad nearly got
lost when their bus broke down and
they walked ahead to find a high
school football game Friday after-

noon. After wandering in the wilds
of West Haven for half an hour
they were finally picked up by a
frantic bus driver.

Joe Knowles sitting on the side-
lines counting off the plays on his
fingers and forgetting them as quick-
ly as he was told them.

The impartial crowd in the Bowl
soon sided with the intrepid class
cutters who found their way to New

Continued on Page 8 Col. 7.
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The Administration

And the New Rules

The new rules regarding the ownership

of motor vehicles, the operation of

radios in college dormitories, cuts for

freshmen and before holidays, and the

rule relative to the dropping of a student without assigning any

specific reason for such action have come in for considerable dis-

cussion since they were first announced. The general feeling seems

to be that this is another extension of the paternalistic attitude of

the college administration. The term "paternalistic" seems to carry

in the minds of many students a distasteful connotation reminding

them of childhood spankings, and nights when they went to bed

without, their supper for some infraction of a parental mandate. We
well remember an Open Forum letter in the Student a few years ago

by one of the older students defending what he was pleased to call

"benevolent paternalism." It would seem that these new rules were

proposed with the intention of insuring a most favorable environ-

ment in which every individual might have every possible chance

to develop, and in which every distraction might be removed.

Before entering into a discussion of these rules in these columns
it must be said in all fairness that the administration of a college

with all of the responsibility which it entails, is a problem which
would leave the average reader of these columns completely at sea.

There must be behind such action however, a philosophy of education,

and it is with the philosophy which lies behind these rules that we
take issue, and not with the spirit in which they have been drawn
up.

We had always supposed that college really was a place for

"higher education." In the lower grades and secondary school one
naturally expects that there will be a rather strict discipline and
that in those formative days of the child's life, certain principles

wiB be engrained which will make it possible for the child to

to realize its own individuality and know how to choose for itself

and choose well. Such rules as the ones under discussion are an
admission of the failure of our secondary schools to accomplish this

fend. In the opening chapel of this year President Gray said in re-

gard to extra-curricula activities: "The very distractions of which
college life is so full constitute a valuable discipline, making con-
scious choice inevitable and forcing the student to look within him-
self." That is as it should be. The student should be forced to look

Avithin himself in every area of conduct. It is not by education in a

rarefied intellectual "boarding-school" atmosphere (that we learn

to live. Rather it is by free conscious choice between the good, the
better, and the best that we grow and develop into educated men
and women.

The first impulse of many students is to dash into print with a
hasty eastigation of an administration which would promulgate such
rules as these, but on second thought there are other considerations
which must be dealt with. It is to be regretted that there are stu-
dents in the student body who do disregard the rights of others;
who do abuse the cut privilege; who do run radios full blast to the
discomfort of their neighbors; and who do drive cars at a break-
neck speed down the throughfares of this city. Yet we cannot
believe that any amount of strait-jacket legislation will keep these
same students from going to excesses in some other direction. It
would seem on the face of the thing that here we have an admission
of failure to inculcate principles of living on the part of the college,
but it is also a grave reflection on the students themselves, for it
indicates that many of the students at Bates must be handled like
high school students in order to insure a reasonable amount of safe-
ty and peace to the remaining. Again we repeat, that these rules are
useless without underlying principles which have been engrained in
the lives of Bates men and women. Perhaps the class room techniques
of the American College system is breeding a class of men and wo-
men who will never grow up. The prevalence of such rules as these
in many other colleges would indicate that this is at least highlv
probable.

Space forbids us to go into any of these rules in detail, except
the last one which has to do with the removal of students without
assigning specific reason for such action, and without incurring any
liability for it. Regardless of what proceedure may have been
adopted in other colleges, we think that this rule sets a dangerous
precedent, and is utterly out of keeping with the liberality and
ideals of the founders of Bates. We have been told that the purpose
of this rule is to remove students from the college who are not good
citizens, yet against whom nothing tangible in the way of evidence
can be produced. This would be enacted against cases of immoral
and disorderly conduct for the most part. Much as we can see and
appreciate the desire of the college to avoid unwelcome publicity on
such cases we are of the opinion that when a student is dismissed

from Bates College by those who have that function, the evidence

^|JJ|7 VARIETY OF
should prove beyond a shadow of a doubt the charges in the minds

of those who brought the dismissal about, and this evidence ought

to be strong enough to stand in any court in the country.

There is a narrowness and littleness of viewpoint in this last

rule that bodes no good for the future of Bates College men and

women. The other rules at least have for their purpose a sincere

desire to make a fuller and richer life passible for the greatest

number of men and women. If the administration is mistaken in the

manner in which this ideal is to be achieved, that at least is a matter

of opinion which only time will prove or disprove. In the case of the

IN COMMENCEMENT GARNET
By PROF. R. G. BERKEL3L4N

If variety is the spice of reading, I

the Commencement issue of thei

"Garnet" was indeed a well-seasoned
|

dish, for it offered variety of materi-

al and also of contributors. The
latter rule, we see something of a desire to act. without having to latter ranged from freshmen through

defend such action in the open. This rule is not worthy of an institu-

tion like Bates College.

The Spectator
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By ABBOTT SMITH

When a bit overdeep in his cups,
j

Will Honeycomb provides our gather-
ings together with much merriment.
On his appearance this evening it

was obvious that he had indulged
himself liberally. Stopping for no
greetings to anyone, he launched a
flowing attack on the loeal govern-
ment, sparing none of its administra-
tors. Will is a man of humours and
is given to sudden and violent out-

bursts of bombast—^particularly

when he has overmuch imbibed

—

which center themselves upon what-

1MC0UBM

By MILDRED HOLLYWOOD

When the people of Hanover, N.
Hi, the seat of Dartmouth College
(wonder why they say seat), tried
to make the town's cash register
tinkle some more, they (pronoun
stands for a noun, you know) ruled
that all students must vote so that

a poll tax might be collected on
them. But the Dartmouth men rose
up in righteous wrath (I sort of like

ever happens to be uppermost in his
that phrage)

*
and thought of what

mind at the moment. His turgid bhey could do abou(. the WQole git.
flow soon left its original and deserv

ing subject and descended to a ruth-
lers vilification of individuals.

The first victim of his defamation
was. a character of some station

whose chief delight is in a mongrel
pup with which he has apparently
had much intimate contact and
which same animal can be and is

used by the gentleman in 'question as

an example for any and all things

—

concrete or abstract. This gentleman
suffered much at the hands of our

cheashun
And they could do plenty. They

found they controlled a. majority of
the votes and so—to you like Ed
Wynn—they passed some ordinances—laws to you—decreeing that Han-
over should build a town hall one
foot square and one mile high. They
further decreed that a wall eight
miles high and one inch thick
should be built around the town.
All of which shows the power of

something or other—<I feel big-heart-
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good Sir Andrew iFreeport. The poor
man had had similar mongrels for

two decades at least. Sir Andrew re-

marked, and they had all been sub-
jected to the naturally empirical
nature of their master many, many
times indeed, and there seems to be

no just cause for depriving the man
now of his very source of inspiration.

Little daunted by this rebuttal.

Will swung again into a violent

arraignment, this time denouncing
a consummate student of the arts

and an aspiring critic of any and all

artistic endeavor. This fellow is one
of those individuals possesed of the

idea that the reaction of the human
race to anything artistic, to be a

right and perfect reaction, must of

necessity be precisely as his own.
Naturally, Will's increasing loquacity

revelled in the opportunity to

slander such a conceited coxcomb.
Many the epithet too graphic for

print that he justly or unjustly ap-
plied to this man. Sir Roger came
forth with the inevitable philosophy
of 'live and let live' just in time to

save Will from embarassment for

lack of more violent words.
Stopping for a breath, Will

damped his lips with the remainder
in a decanter carelessly left within
his reach by some thoughtless
servant. iMost of us were quite
speechless in the face of this barrage,
and we waited worried and inter-
ested for another deluge. The victim
of his next splurge being a well-
known man and banker to our host,
the overripe bacchant* spared him
many possible slanders, but did not
hesitate to attribute to him that in-
valuable asset to any man of like
position; namely, the ability to
avoid an issue by referring to person
confronting him with it to someone
in another position. But Sir Roger
observed that all the men in authori-
ty in our municipality are charac-
terized by facility in this method of
evasion, and it is hardly fair to sin-
gle out any one man for this fail-

ing.

The discussion of personalities is
ever an intriguing sport. But Will's
verbosity and accuracy in choice of
appellatives for his victims makes
the subject especially enjoyable. Be-
fore we separated to retire to out
apartments. Will had demolished
many hours and all our ac-
quaintances. In the next issue I shall
continue the record of his characteri-
zations, the which shall, I hope,
afford amusement to mv readers.

Needless to say (you would say, "It

would be redundant to add. . .") the
law was repealed.

A kiss, according to the V. P. I.

Skipper, is a peculiar proposition. Of
no use to one. yet absolute bliss to
two. The small boy gets it for no-
thing, the young man has to lie for
it. and the old man has to buy it.

The baby's right, the lover's privi-

lege, and the hypocrite's 'mask. To a
young girl, faith; to a married wo-
man, hope; and to an old maid,
charity.
And after so much cogitation on

so learned a thesis, I suppose the
writer went to bed to dream of the
Greta Garbo kind, or am I wrong
again (excuse, I mean still).

OPEN
FORUM

No letter, -whatsoever, will be
printed in this column unless signed

Jg£hy the name of the author.

The Man Who Thinks He Can
By WALTER D. WIXTLE

If you think you are beaten, you are;
If you think you dare not, you don't.
If you'd like to win, but think you £an't,
It's almost a cinch you won't
If you think you'll lose, you're lost,

For out in the world we find
Success begins with a fellow's will;
It's all in the state of mind.

If you think you're outclassed, you are;
You've got to think high to rise."

You've got to be sure of yourself before
You can ever win a prize.

Life's battles don't always go
To the stronger or faster man;
But soon or late the man who wins
Is the one who thinks he can.

To the Editor of the Student:

President William Mather Lewis
of Lafayette College is experiment-
ing with a unique educational plan
for the unemployed which might
well be adopted by other colleges.
The plan is certainly worthwhile,
and if at all feasible, merits serious
consideration. Indeed, perhaps Bates
could work out some similiar plan
for the unemployed of Lewiston and
Auburn.

At Lafayette, free courses are be-
ing given in law, engineering, eco-
nomics, history, drama, and geology.
Arrangements are being made so
that a man may enroll in more than
one course, and reports from Easton
indicate that the Lafavette "Unem-
ployment College" will be well at-
tended. To be eligible for enrollment
a man must be at least 30 years
old, unemployed, and shall have had
at least two years high school edu-
cation. All of the classes will -meet
in the afternoon.
Prom the standpoint of the un-

employed, the plan is ideal. Men who
are out of work are well able to give
the necessary time to the courses,
and in many cases it is their only
chance to continue their education.
Certainly President Lewis is trying
to do his share. Possibly others will
follow the lead of Lafayette. It
seems to me that it is a great idea!

Sincerely yours,

BOND M. PERRY '35.

The Washington Dirge and Web-
ster went in a huddle to define terms
connected with Musical Comedy for
the uninitiated—that doesn't mean
you or you. They—W. D. W. Inc.

—

decided on the following definitions:
Acts-—instrument for cutting wood
Ballet—slip of paper used in vot-

ing
Call-Boys—warn ships at sea by

ringing bells

Cast—made of plaster to support
broken arms

Chorus—A plot of land, as a golf-
chorus

Comedian—to ask someone to en
te.r

Dance—thick, stupid
Heroine—dangerous, habit-form-

ing drug
Ingenue—name of French empress

who wore dippy hats
Principal—borrowed money on

which you pay interest
Quadrangle—an argument on the

quad
Scenes—nets used to catch fish

Reprise—governor's ipardon.

Univ. of California has a new
system of grading. At the end of
four weeks, an objective exam is

gixen to all students taking the
course. Those making a percentile of
95% or better—do you believe in
miracles—and having an A average
in class work will be released from
the course and given a $5 refund on
the course. In other and fewer
words, it pays to study.

Harvard students have been asked
by Cambridge police to cease throw
ing cigarette butts from dormitory
windows. The police explained the
request came as the result of too
many fires, but I have a secret no
tion that the aim at bald heads of
dignified people must have been too
sure. I would, huh?

— :o:

Faculty Reception

At Pres. Gray's Home
Monday At 8 P. M.

New And Old Faculty
Members To Meet

A faeulty reception will be held at
President Gray's home, Monday eve-
ning, Oct. 10, at eight o'clock.

As there has 'been no special pro-
gram planned for the evening, it is

expected that impromptu entertain-
ment will be the order of the eve-
ning. The chief purpose of this
affair, which is an annual one, is to
introduce the new members of the
faculty to those of longer standing.

Miss Mildred Fisher and Miss
Ruth Hitchcock are the newest
additions to the Bates faculty this
fall. Miss Fisher is acting as in-
structor of hygiene and physical edu-
cation in iplace of Mrs. Spinfcs (Kath-
leen Sanders) who resigned last
June. Miss Hitchcock is the new
assistant at Coram Library.

The guests outside the immediate
faculty will be .Rev. and Mrs. Percy
L. Vernon, Mrs. W. H. Hartshorn,
and Dr. and Mrs. Herbert R. Purin-
ton

:o:—
Too many young men try <to work

their way through college, says
Albert B. Crawford of Yale, but
young men may have a more exalted
idea of the value of a college edu-
cation than some of the educators
who run our universities.

seniors to Mr. G. S. Ricker, who
graduated no less than sixty-five

.years ago. For the interesting plan

of this number, including the ex-

pression of both alumni and under-
graduates, the editors, Valery Bura-
ti. Charlotte Cutts, and Abbott
Smith, are certainly to be com-
mended.

Future Policy

In his preface Editor Burati ex-

pressed rather apologetically what
the succeeding editors might well
turn into their

(
policy: "In this issue

we have again attempted to intro-

duce some material that is more on
secular topics—opinion, criticism,

and treatise—and less on the fine

creations of the imagination . . . This
is an age of stress and change, and
in the midst of conflict pure artist-

ry has little place." Although it is

true that the "Garnet" has been al-

most purely literary in purpose,
possibly here is a tradition that

might be profitably changed. Why
should a magazine professing to

represent the whole undergraduate
body confine itself to belles lettres?
WThy shouldn't contributions be
evoked from students especially

interested, not in literature alone,
but in the sciences, philosophy,
economics, government, etc? A wide
variety of interests as in this latest

issue, ought to make a much wider
appeal. Writing that sets ou.t self-

consciously to be "purely literary"

—

isn't it true?—is in danger of be-
coming more artificial than artistic.

"Price of Liberty in Maine"
Such articles as Valery Burati's

"The Price of Liberty in Maine" and
"A Critique af the Oxford Move-
ment", by Lawrence Parker and
Donald Ham. ought to be welcomed
with open arms. The former, an ad-
mirably compact and spirited review
of the journalistic battle being
waged by the Portland "Evening
News", should be read by every
self-respecting citizen at Bates.
When every student shows as much
concern about public problems, this
running sore of corrupt government
will begin to heal. The other article
is an honest and directly vital, al-
though not always so clear at might
be. analysis of Buehmanism. which
some rascal recently characterized
as "Christianity selling out to
nudism".

Both these articles, then, are to
be praised not merely for being suc-
cesses in themselves but also for
their directing a searchlight on the
possibilities of studying and report-
ing upon other problems of loeal
and current interest. The "Garnet"
ought certainly to have space for
vignettes drawn with such poignant
simplicity as Margaret Hines' "The
Long Night", for (Charlotte Cutts'
sprightly philosophizing en fran-
gais, on noses and fate, for such able
stories of tragedy as "The Phoebe
Rock", by Eleanor Libbey, '33, and
"Bread and Beer", by Wililam Su.t-

cliffe, '35. But along with these may
we not continue to have searching
studies into the scientific, religious,
and political controversies that come
close, or should come close, to our
campus?

Alumni Contributions
On the seven contributions from

the alumni those by John Fuller,
'31, Alice Lawry Gould, '17, and
Adelbert Jakeman, '27, impressed
this reader the most. In his class
poem the first of these, with the ex-
ception of his padded eighth line and
stumbling eleventh, has achieved in
the difficult form of a sonnet a fine
analogy between the climbing of a
mountain and the experience of col-
lege life, the poem ending on a
muted note reminiscent of Keats'

—

"Silent, upon a peak in Darien".
Mrs. Gould's "Evocation" illustrates
the magic power of poetry in crystal-
izing fugitive ideas and moods. It is

considerably more original in con-
ception than her pleasing but rather
derivative "Postulant". The tribute
to Vachel Lindsay, "Troubador", is

by Mr. Jakeman, who edited a book-
let of Bates verse three years ago.
The poem, a sonnet with unorthodox
rime scheme. demonstrates the
chastening influence such a rigid
form can exert. It is far better,
despite the forced alliteration in the
fifth line, than any of his free verse
that we have seen. From the lazy
posing of this latter form, fortunate-
ly the "Garnet", coinciding with
literary trends at large, has been
gradually weaning itself.

Traveling a la Cook
What can be said of the. other

contributions without making this
review longer than the magazine it-
self? Powers McLean certainly de-
serves encouragement for hie lively
essay on the regrets of traveling a la
Cook and especially for his poem
"Night". The latter is sprinkled with
imperfections of riming, diction, and
even printing, but it reveals an in-
sistent rhythm, a gift for figurative
phrasing, and a keenness of observ-
ation rarely found in a freshman Of
Randolph Weatherbee's two

'

ex-
cursions into blank verse the lovepoem is infinitely the superior. In the
light of the author's bachelorhood,
however experienced, his Byronical
Monogamy" is almost amusing,

despite the vehement seriousness of
the exclamation points. His "Wells
Beach", on the other hand, comes
very close to that rare achievement—a stirring love lyric without either
the extreme of fiery lust or lacka-
daisical sighing. The last line—"Y? u, and Soes all beauty from

jVaried Vacations

For Women on

Bates Faculty

the night"

—

contains the essence of this much-
abused thing we call "true love".
Readers in agreement with this judg-
ment will <be generously rewarded by
looking up what Milton composed on
the very same theme. It is in "Para-
dise Lost", book four, line 639.

Yes, a "Garnet" like this one con-
vinces us that Bates students and
graduates can create as well as ab-
sorb.

Bv HELEN ASHE
At the close of a busy school year

the women of the Bates faculty

were ready for a vacation, and all

of them seem to have enjoyed the

long period of beautiful weather

which we had this summer.
Dean Clark accompanied py a

friend took an extended tour through

the west and the Canadian Rockies,

v'siting the Yellowstone National

Park Glacier National Park, and

Banff and Lake Louise in Canada.

Thev went to the western side of the

Rockies and crossed them several

times. Their trip lasted for a period

of six weeks in the middle of the

summer, and although they en-

countered several days of unbeliev-

ably hot weather in the prairies, the

weather for the most part was

womderful for travelling. The Prai-

ries, so different from our iEastern

lands were extremely interesting to

pass through. Dean Clark and her

friend found the Black Hills of

South Dakota and the Bad Lands at

the east of the Black Hills of espe-

cial interest.

Another place that appealed to

them because of its difference from
the East was a trip of 22 miles to

the top of the Continental Divide

in the Glacier Nat'l Park. The road

is cut out of the mountain and winds

around the side of 'the mountain in

a. perilous fashion to Easterners,

who are unused to the sight of vast

spaces below them as they ride

along. The trip throughout was a

typical automobile trip, but was cer-

tainly an enjoyable way to spend the
summer.

Miss Eaton to Southwest

Another trip through the West
was that made by (Miss Eaton and
her mother. This trip extended more
to the Southwest, into New Mexico,
and the Grand Canyon was visited
on the way. Miss Eaton stopped off

at Akron. Ohio, where she saw the
new Zeppelin, sistership to the
Akron, which is in the process of
construction. She also visited at
Santa Fe and Taos, where there is

the largest pueblo in the United
States. The trip extended over a
period of almost sax weeks, and
there was ample opportunity for
Miss Eaton and her mother to visit
their friends in the West.

Professor Gilbert motored for the
greater part of the summer, her trip
extending down the Atlantic coast
and through Florida she spent quite
a while "exploring", and she saw the
famous "Singing Tower of Bok"

sometimes called the modern Taj

Mahal. She stopped at Miami aiul

from there went across the Key*
t 0

Key West on the Flagler Railroad. a

wonderful feat of engineering. After

this delightful trip she took the boat

from Key West to Cuba, where she
found unbelievably cool weather.

There were many interesting things

to be seen there, and Professor Gil-

bert also enjoyed the delicious tro-

pical fruits which are used on the

island and which 'we do not get i n

the North. Those who have read

Pierre Loti's "Ramuntcho". 0r

taken a course in Spanish, will l)P

interested in the game of Ja.i A'

known in the Basque countries as

Pelota. It is played in several

countries under various names but

had it's origin in the north of Spain.

It seems to be a mixture of tennis-,

hand-ball, and lacrosse, and has the

reputation of being the world's fast-

est sport. Originally it was played

with the bare hand, but now a basket

with a gloved hand is used.

One of the peculiarities of thf>

island is the Boneyard, a place

where graves are rented. If the rent

is not paid the bones are exhumed

and placed in a -large pile. A rather

gruesome custom, but nevertheless,

true.

Mrs. Roberts at Library

The rest of the Faculty women,
although they did not take long

trips, had a pleasamt summer in this

region. Mrs. Roberts was Librarian

in the summer school but spent the

time before and after the summer
session with her son and his family,

Dr. Edwin F. Roberts,, '23 of Pearl

River, New York. Mrs. Mabee has

had a very busy summer entertain-

ing guests and taking short trips

with her family.
Professor Walmsley passed her

vacation at her camp in WT
ayne.

Maine, on the shore of the Andr s-

coggin Lake. She enjoyed the usual

things that .one does at a camp-
swimming, boating, and hiking—
and she also enjoyed the company of

several of the Bates Faculty as

visitors during July and iSeptembpr.

She spent the month of August with

her family at the camp.

iMiss Roberts was hostess at the

Rocky Hill Tea-room at Cape C'ot-

tgae, near South Portland, while

Miss Metcalfe and Mrs. Hartshorn
spent the summer in a cottage at

Ocean Park.

There are two new women on the

Faclty this year. Miss Mildred Fish-

er, who is to be assistant in Physical

Educatiom, comes to us from the

Boston Bouve' School of Physical
Education. Her home is in Worces-
ter, Mass., and she attended the

Worcester High School. She spent

the summer at a. camp in Bridgton.
Miss Ruth Hitchcock, assistant

in the Library for the coming year,

was graduated from Simmons school

of Library Science last June. Her
home >is in Belmont, Mass.

:o:

"I have found the women of this

country to be better than the men
have been in introducing methods to
bring us down to the proper social
economy."—.Charles M. Schwab.
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Where they came from now everyone knows.
They're made of suede and such
And the cost is not much.
They're from Murphy's, the Home of good clothes.
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bury squad to the Boston Stadium.'
where it capably and confidently
carved out a 6—6 tie with Harvard.

Personally, we have it in for
Money. Some weeks ago we wrote!
to ask what kind of a team he was
taking to the Bowl. The reply should
have been written on black-bordered
paper. Maine, he said, was the best
team in the state. Next in order
was Colby. Bates was less formidable)
than Colby, he said, because of
heavy losses in the backfield, the'
lack of a quarterback and a blighting!
weakness at the ends.
None of these appalling weakness-!

es seemed to crop out in the Bowl
It would seem that the acquisition
of Frank Pricher of Garden City,
L. I., who ran blithely over the Yale
ends and tackles, must have made
up in some small measure for those
heavy backfield losses.

BOSTON TRAVELER
The old football world will see

many seasons fade into oblivion be-
fore another such upset is record-
ed as the achievement of Bates
against Yale last Saturday down in
the bowl. Hats off to Dave Morey
and his Lewiston boys! Thev scaled
the football heights by holding
what had been stamped as a strong
Yale team to a scoreless tie. Foot-
ball fans throughout the East were
astounded by the result of the game
and well they might be for on paper
(where football games are never
played), Bates had as much chance
of beating or tying the Elis as your
correspondent has of swimming the
Pacific. But what would the football
season be without upsets?

the
the
not

BOSTON AMERICAN
The scoreless tie game between

Yale and Bates was without ques-
tion the most surprising of all the
events in football last Saturday.

BOSTON HERALD
To those who have followed

fortunes of Yale and Bates,
scoreless tie is surprising, yet
shocking. The Maine team," since
Dave Morey took over the coaching
reins has been doing itself quite
proud. Morey is good on defensive
tactics. His having ,the periods cut
from 15 minutes to 11 minutes help-
ed his strategy.

It was only a week before the
opening of practice that Herb Berry,
the Greater Boston boy who plays
tackle, was asked about the Yale

game. His reply was characteristic
of the confidence which Morey
instills in his teams. '-We have a
strong veteran line," was Berry's
answer. "We've played in the sta-
idum and we haven't been fright-
ened. We shouldn't be frightened in

the Yale bowl, even if it is much
bigger. We are strong on the line

and experienced. We know that Yale,
man for man. can't be any better.

They're only human.
"I don't think any of us are

frightened by the thought the op-
position will be representing. Those
players will be just other fellows in

uniform. If they can play better than
us, that's one thing. But they'll have
t3 prove it. If our new fellows don't
become stagestruck, we'll do all

right until tsomething folds up
physically. Then—well, I don't
know."
With his players feeling that way

and the line really being strong.
Morey merely had to devise the de-
fense to stop the Yale running at-
tack. The result was that the Yale
attack did not begin to function un-
til the final two minutes and then
it was too late. The athletes who
refused to scare also refused to be
beaten by ordinary "barnyard" foot-
ball.—Arthur Siegel.

distance unrelieved. They were the
aforementioned Italia, Stone, Cle-

mens and Pricher. Captain Wilbur of

Yale went the entire route for his

club, striving from his post at left

tackle to engineer a win, but Bates
wouldn't be abated.

It's about time some big college

put the glass on Dave Morey, who
coaches what's 'become a famous
sinall college team.—Bill Cunning-
ham.

BOSTON POST
Th's was the eye-opener of the

collegiate week-end, and the shock
was so profound because Yale is

credited with having the best ma-
terial in the East, Pittsburgh pos-
sibly expected. Yale was expected
and is still expected to have a pow-
erful year, but here, for the first

time within the memory of anybody
in the park, the Big Blue team failed
to win its opening game.

It seems that Bates had a Mr.
Tubby Stone who played right tackle
and a Mr. Frank Pricher, whose
portfolio was left halfback, a Mr.
Clemens at center and a Sig. Italia

at right end who proved themselves
to be extremely able. Of course, it

was
(

Yale's first game, and reports
also stress the fact that Yale was
playing without the services of Bob
Lassiiter, her best back who was
nursimg an ailing knee upon the
bench.

But even so, Yale has almost as
many football players as Bates has
students, and should 'be a 10 to 1

shot on anybody's book. At that the
game was more even numerically
than such affairs usually are. Yale
only used 24 players, if the printed
summaries of the game are correct,
while Bates used IS. Only four of
the Bates boys went the whole

BOSTON GLOBE
The day's outstanding surprise

was Bates's gallant stand off of Mai
Stevens's array of football players,

who in their final scheduled engage-
ment last Fall scored 51 points
against Princeton. iLater, however,
they did not look quite so good in

the endowment fund exhibition 20
minutes against Brown.
Many remember that Dave Morey

brought a group of Middlebury boys
to Boston to battle Harvard all the
way. On Yale field the Morey boys
from Lewiston, had no hero worship

! in their systems. Yale arrived to

"click" with about the best it had
but couldn't.

Those New Haven coaches must
have something to explain' to them-
selves as they regard Bates's 100
yards of rushing gain, tit's goal-line

stand after deliberately taking a

penalty for extra substitutions, an
even match in kicks and runbacks,
and four long periods of play in

which the little fellow gave as much
as he took, and semeed to have more
on tap.—Melville E. W^ebb.

Women Attend

First In Series

Of Sunday Teas

The first in a series of afternoon
teas which will take the place of
Sunday night supper was held in

Rand reception room Oct. 1, and
was attended by all the co-eds. The
faculty ladies present were Mrs. Gray
and Mrs. Leonard who poured from
4:00 to 5:00 and Prof. Walmsley
and Madame Gilbert who poured
from 5:00 to 6:00. Sandwiches,
brownies, olives, nuts, and mints
were also served by the Student
Government Board. As a part of the
ehcrt entertainment which followed
Amy Irish '33 and Virginia Moulton
'3 3 gave piano selections. Much cre-
dit for the success of this first tea is

due Mary O'Neil '33, chairman of
the committee.

© 1932, Liggett &. Myers

Tobacco Co.

...all you could

ask fori

THERE'S romance in a Chesterfield

—

the romance of fine tobaccos from all

over the world. The search begins in far-

off Turkey where Chesterfield buyers visit

every important tobacco-growing section . .

.

and continues throughout our own South-

land where buyers inspect every crop. Year
in and year out Chesterfield gives to its

smokers the "pick" of all these fields.

estertie

ADAMS IN EXCLUSIVE ARTICLE

SAYS OLYMPIC STEEPLECHASE

GRUELLING BUT COMICAL
Criticizes TheBlunders Of The Officials In Re-

quiring Men To Run Extra Laps Which
Damaged American's Chance For Second

By ARNOLD ADAMS
From the American spectators'

viewpoint the steeplechase race is

an interesting as well as comical
• pectacle. No other track event
affords the thrills and spills that a

steeplechase does. The combination
of hurdles and watery jump makes
it a very gruelling affair.

For the benefit of those who have
never seen such a race here is a
brief description of the arrangement.

|

There are five hurdles and one
watery jump on each lap. The
hurdles are three feet high, halfway
between the regular high and low
hurdles. The water jump consist of

a pit sloping gradually from the sur-

face of the ground to a depth of

three feet at the dee,pest end. At the

deepest end a broad beam is erected
two feet six inches from the ground.

A brush hedge surmounts the beam
to give it the appearance of greater

heighth. The pit is twenty feet or

more long and completely filled with

water Usually the bottom of the pit

is lined with boards although canvas
is sometimes used.

Most steeplechases are about two
miles in lnegth. The Olympic race is

300 0 metres, some one hundred
eighty yards short of two miles. A
runner must have great stamina as

well as a knowledge of hurdling to

compete in the race. The race had
been too much of a grind for most
American athletes until Joe McClus-
key of Fordham became interested

in it. He showed a marked proficien-

cy in it, and the manner in which he
was breaking the Olympic record
time placed him as one of the
favorites in the Games. Volmari Iso-

Hollo of Finland was also picked by
ffiany to win. The other American
boys were Glenn Dawson, University

of Oklahoma and Walter Pritchard,

Hamilton College.

This event was unfortunately
marred by one of the blunders of the
officials. Instead of running six laps

they were made to run seven or one
extra lap. At the start of the race
Evenson of England immediately
took the lead with Iso Hollo well up
in the front. McCluskey always will-

ing to let someone else lead hung
back With the race half run Iso-

Hollo took the lead and from then
on w;as never headed. The real battle

being between Evenson and McClus-
key. WThen the race should have end-
ed, McCluskey was ahead but Even-
son overhauled him on the extra laps

and was awarded second place. It

was unfortunate for Iso-Hollo that
the officials had erred for he was
far ahead of the existing Olympic
record on passing the actual finish.

There was talk of re-running the

race but the competitors were satis-

fied with the outcome. Whether Mc-
Cluskey or Evenson would have won
if they had run only the actual 3,000
metres, will never be settled. A week
later in the British Empire-United
States meet at San Francisco, Even-
son was a very poor third behind Mc-
Cluskey and Dawson.

During a steeplechase race every
spectator gets as near the water
jump as possible. They are very in-

frequently disappointed. When the
runners are tired, they lose their

balance many times on landing in

the pit. The slant of the footing
causes them to fall backward. so

many times they are completely im-
mersed. Once in a while a runner
attempts to hurdle the beam in

front of the jump. This means that

he lands in deeper water than if he
leaps from the beam. The more ex-

pert performers all use the take-off

beam in front of the pit. If you
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14 Richardson St, Auburn

have never seen a steeplechase, I

think you'll find such a race interest-

ing.

When one thinks of practice, you
usually associate a certain amount
of drudgery with it. Such was not
the case in practice prior to the

Games. The training schuedule called

for plenty of hard work but it was
more like running actual races than
training. Our training track was the
University of Southern California's
at Bovard Field. Some of you may
be acquainted with it as it is ufeed

in some moving pictures the most
notable being Joe Brown's, "Local
Boy Makes Good".

Passes were issued to favored ones
of which there were a large number.
We were fortunate to have several
screen staxs visit us at the field.

Dorothy Jordan attempted to teach
George Simpson in running a
straight line. Anita Page another day
thought she might reduce by throw-
ing the hammer and javelin. The
athletes, naturally, were disturbed
by such detractions. The fellows
wanted to hang around the field all

afternoon hoping that eome star

would show up.

Is it any wonder that the Ameri-
can athletes were in tip-top shape
with hard work accomplished under
conditions of pleasure rather than
of toil?

Under ordinary conditions we
would all have been stale but with
such conditions it was a great deal

of fun.

Alumni Gymnasium

Scene Of "Y" Dance

The first Y dance of the year drew
a large crowd of Bates students to
the Alumni Gymnasium last Satur-
day night. The Bobcats, under the
direction of Tom Gormley '33 suc-
cessor to Gil Clapperton. who gradu-
ated last June, furnished the music.

Dean Clarke. Professor Robinson,
Dr. and Mrs. Zerby, and Mr. and
Mrs. Rowe were the chaperones.
During the intermission ice cream
was served. The score of the Yale
game was announced, and yells were
led by the cheerlaeders for the team,
Coach Morey, and Captain Herb Ber-
ry.

The Saturday night dances are
sponsored by the Y. M. C A., and
are under the management of Bob
Swett '33 and Clive Knowles '33.

Bulldog Steak

Continued from Page One
Haven with its diversities and even
went as far as to offer these lucky
few axes to cut down the goal posts.

Then there was the back who
demanded. "Lets make them put in

their first team," at which the
mighty Crowley waxed wroth but to
no avail.

Coach Cutts was very eloquent in

his cheering and reached heights
hitherto unsurpassed.

Coach Dave was buried beneath an
avalanche of Scarlet jersies, too
happy for words, at the end of the
game.

"Brute" Monyihan sitting before
the juciest steak imaginable after
the game and refusing to eat it.

Two in a berth in a sleeper isn't

so good. Ask one of the boys who
tried it. The Bates special was
•shunted through every village ham-
let and town in New England it

seemed.

Chick Toomey commanded the
Yale managers in stentorian tones
that could be heard in the press box,
to "Bring on that Water!"

The red Bates feathers, before the
game patronized, afterwards were an
object of admiration and the desire
of the numerous small paper boys.

The way the scarlet football head-
gear went into the air after the game
would put hope into Coach Thomp-
son's heart who always has bewailed
a lack of discus and javelin throw-
ers.

When sophisticated Yale men, so-
styled, go as far as to congratulate
strange Bates men, something ex-

traordinary has happened and that
event was the Bates Battle.

Recommended by the English De-

partment of Bates College

Webster's
Collegiate
The Best Abridged Dictionary because it is
based upon WEBSTER'S NEW INTER-NA! IOXAL—The ' Supreme Authority."Here is a companion for your hours of
reading and study flint will prove its
real value every time you consult it for
the wealth of ready information that
is instantly yours.

1O6.O0O words and phrases with defi-
nitions, etymologies, pronuncia-

tions, and use in its 1,268 pages. 1,700
illustrations. Includes dictionaries of biographyana geography; rules of punctuation; use Of capitals, //.h^r^^f^i^ 1011^ of £or^a ™« other-/

SeV« f B°°tetore or Write for Informa

G.&C.MEREIAM CO.
Springfield,
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SPORTS COMMENTS
By VINCENT BELLEAU

"VICTORY" OVER YALE
BOOSTS BOBCAT GRID HOPES

And so the little Bobcat from the Maine woods went down into
Connecticut and scratched the bulldog's nose. Sad from a Yale point of
view, but a big occasion for joy in Bates territory.

The press everywhere sat up and took notice of the fact that the
powerful Elis had been "licked" 0-0 for the first time in history in its
first game of the season by a seemingly football-mad outfit which did
plenty credit to Coach iMorey's reputation.

The New Haven "massacre" in which "Puny little Bates" would be
murdered in a "fifty-cent game of football not worth a nickel to see" stood
the. Yale stands on end when a "woefully weak" scarlet-clad eleven bv a
narrow margin missed coming home with a chunk of bulldog steak. The
quotations are from the Yale Daily News and the New Haven Register,
thank you .... before the game. Now it's iMorey here, there, and every-
where. Bill Cunningham in the Post is eloquent in his praise; Arthur
Siegel in the Herald is likewise Morey-minded. They all are! The Yale
Daily News in our estiimation joins the ranks of the Maine Republican
newspapers.
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HOPE BATES REALIZES
AMIAT YALE UPSET MEANS

All this publicity is doing the college a lot of good. No longer will
you go home for the Christmas vacation and have to explain that its not
a Maine prep school in which you're matriculating. We hope the student
body and the faculty as well will follow the Boston Post's advice and
"take off its hats to one Dave Morey".

The coach, however, refuses to admit he's to blame. He points out
how wonderfully the line played defensively and offensively, to open up
the holes for Pricher, Knowles, and others. He says nice things about
every one of his backfield men, Moynahan, Pricher, etc.

The team is as quick in shifting the responsibility to the coach. The
players agree that Morey's psychology lessons on Yale, his technical
instruction in playts they would be likely to meet, his general leadership
all made for better football and Yale's downfall.

AM) NOW THE TUFTS
GAME AM) THE SERIKS

If we were making predictions, we'd say off-hand now that Bates will
cop the series, also that the rest of the season will see the Bobcats un-
defeated. However, we have to realize that the Tufts game is going to be
another story. Tufts is not entering this game with the over-confidence
of Yale. The Medford lads will be struggling all their might to beat the
boys who nearly beat Yale. Plus the fact that Yale game took a lot of
necessary strength from the Garnet. Every man on the squad, whether or
not he played in actual competition, was up on his toes every second of
play. Morey says that those on the bench were constantly 'begging for a
chance to take part in that great contest. The nervous strain must have
been terrific. It would be nothing but a natural reaction if the showing
against Tufts should turn out to be a bit disappointing. But the rest of
the season ought to see Bates living up ot the new-born expectations.

By DOROTHY E. O'HARA

Sportlaml Tour
In order to introduce the Fresh-

men girls to W. A. A., a Sportland
Tour will be held Oct. 6 from 2:45
to 5:00. It will be in the form of an
ocean trip. The journey will take the
girls to those places where "every
country is a sportland". At various
stops, the game will be played in
accordance with the name of the
port. Freshmen will see Hockey,
Soccer, Archery, Tennis, Basketball,
Volleyball and Baseball.

At the last stop there will be a
brief humorous skit which will in-
clude many other popular sports.
Miriam Wheeler '3 4 is in charge of
this skit. After this, refreshments
will be served. Grace Gearing '35 is

in charge.
Captains of the three different!

ships are Toby Zahn '34, Fran Brac-
ken '33 and Ruth Benham '33, Ron-
ny Melcher '3 3 is in general charge.

W. A. A.
W. A. A. season starts Monday,

Oct. 10, in all sports The schedule
is:

Monday 4:30—Juniors
Tuesday 4:30—Sophomores
Thursday 4:30—Freshmen

Senior classes in Physical Ed.
come Monday, Wednesday, and Fri-
day at 4:30. Prof. Walmesley has the
Wednesday and Friday classes.

Student Plans

Tournament For

Bates Wrestlers

Bruce Battison In Charge
Of Entrv List

Berniie Loomer
Johnny Stevens
Howard Norman
Ken Bates
Fred Donald
Paul Carpenter

150
150
145
140
130
130

The Student wishes to announce
that its sports department is to run
a wrestling tournament in the Bates
gymnasium sometime late in Novem-
ber. Bruce Pattison, well known
past-master of the mat game, will be
in full charge of the affair, and will
referee the matches as well.

By BRUCE PATTISON
Wrestling Tournament Editor
The prospects for a wrestling

tournament to liven up the long
winter months are bright. The wrest-
lers among the Freshman class are
as yet an unknown quantity but as
they become better known several
enthusiastic grapplers will undoubt-
edly be found. Already several upper-
class-men have signified their desire
to enter the tournament and. are
looking forward to the day when
they pound the mats in the gymnasi-
um for a champ crown.
The following men have already

been signed up:

These men are nearly all equal

in ability, and although there are

probablv no really experienced wrest-

lers on campus, the bouts should be

fast and decidedly close. There

seems to be a lack of materials in the

two lower weight classes, and the

heawweight division. There are

plenty of mats and anyone interested

in the sport should get some practice

in the gym.
The bouts will b$ shorter than the

usual amateur bouts in order that

inexperienced and untrained men
will be able to compete.

Pattison rooms in 10 West Parker
and is ready to sign up anyone
interested.

Stanton Bird Club

Meets At Thorncrag

The annual fireside meeting of the

Stanton Bird Club was he d at

Thorncrag cabin on the evening of

Oct. 3. f

The members of the club, which

was organized in 1919 and has an

enrollment of about 400, brought

their own suppers with the exception

of "weenies" which were provided

by the club and were roasted in the

fireplace Coffee was also provided.

After
'

the supper all present

assembled around the firepl ace
renew old acquaintances and to
count, for the enjoyment of th

re-

friends, their vacation experiences

"'Life was better in the simple d 9

'

of the '80s. Science and indu6 f

have gone forward, but our method
of conducting our daily affairs ha
not."—Dr. John Grier Hibben DrL

e

dent of Princeton Universitv.
'

is
Former President Coolidge

favor of a sales tax and fears a
"excessive taxation of the r joh

n

grave threat," but, like glory, the/
seems to be excessive taxat
enough to go around.

e

ion

People dicuss undergraduates as

they do guinea pigs.—if. Fred Loew-
enstein.

Giis Merrill
Julius Lombardi
Bob Anicetti
George Plotica

Weight
180
160
160
155

OTHER MAINE TEAMS
LOOK BETTER THAN EVER

_

Bowdoin looked to us the best of the other Maine collegian outfits
as it took Mass. State over 20-6. True, Maine out-pointed Bowdoin with
a 33-0 victory over Connecticut Aggies, but we rather expected a Maine
steam-roller score. With Richardson and Hubbard leading the Polar
Bear*, and the Bowdoin college spirit somewhat revived, it seems to be
publicly realized that Bowdoin is not as bad as had been maintained prior
to this gam.e We said something to this effect in last week's column

With Colby taking Trinity 19-7, it appears that state series competi-
tion is going to see four teams in action which aren't quite "dubs" as
far as grid ability goes. We're looking forward to those games from the
15th of October onwards.

CROSS-( OUXTRY PROSPECTS
A_Ql KSTIOX OF GUESS WORK

With Russ Jellison the one and only letter-man, it's a question
Avhether this year's cross country outfit will <be any good or not. Coach
Thompson said to the Student the other night that he would concentrate
on building for another year. Malloy, the best prospect, will probably
be ineligible. Carpenter, Raymond, Butler, Smith and Amrein are all
more or less experienced, and then there are Winston and Olds from the
Sophomore class.

Training starts Monday. October
10, at 7:40. Rules have been posted
in all the dormitories.

Hare and Hound Chase •

The Hare and Hound Chase for all
classes will take place Thursday,
Oct. 13, froim 4:30 to 7:00. The place
is to be kept secret, but is within a
15 minute walk of the campus.
There will be refreshments, and

entertainment. Grace Gearing is

general chairman.

VIKiE FROSH TO
TURN TO THE WEIGHTS

As usual, Coach Thompson is ooking around for candidates for theweight events Already a youngster from the northern part of the State,
vi here a lot of our athletes come from, is looked upon as a javelin throw-
ei worthy of developing; we refer to Clark of Presque Isle. Out of thehusky bunch making up the class of '3 6, there ought to be others who cando something with the hammer, the discus, or the shot. We want to addour exhortations to those of Coach Thompson and urge them to show upVhen the call comes. Bates surely needs them.

From the News
Continued from Page One

295 said they smoke; there are 193
t

who do not smoke, while 180 neither
drink nor smoke.
On the question of a career 253

have not decided, but 194 have de-
cided what they will do after gradua-
tion.

Football is the favorite sport to
watch according to 302. Hockey
comes second with 105 students, and
tennis third with only 26.

Tennis, however, took first place
as the favorite sport to play with
106 students. Football was second
with 73; basketball, third with 47,
and golf, fourth with 33.

WRESTLING WAVE
HITS BATES CAMPUS

Due to considerable demand on the part of the young men who hang
around the gym afternoons, the Student has enlisted the services of Bruce
Fattison and will endeavor to run a wrestling tournament in November.When tne ldea first dawned upon us last spring, we interviewed Mr.
Lutts, and secured his permission and were assured of cooperation. The
regular gym mats will be used with home-made renovations under Pat-
tison s expert supervision. An arena will be improvised in the gym to
accomodate everybody who wishes to attend. There will be no admission
tee due to the fact that the fund for disabled sports writers has reached
its limit.

Pattison claims there are plenty of wrestlers in the college who
could put up a good exhibition, even if very few Bates men have had
experience on the mat. The experiment will be well worth watching how-
ever, with future tournaments in view if this proves a success

"There are compensations for
political service, but they aren't
financial," says John Quillin Tilson.
for 22 years a Representative at
Washington from Connecticut. Mr.
Tilson was evidently in the wrong
branch of the service.

The Finance Minister of France
warns his country that drastic meas-
ures will have to 'be taken to balance
the French budget for 1933. By some
odd oversight he failed to suggest
cutting down on the annual bill of
$600,000,000 for military expenses.

failed to get their bonus,

PORTLAND WINKS AT
BATES BASKET TOURNAMENT

The American Legionaires of Portland
now they want our basketball tournament.
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REPRESENTATIVE
for wholesale jewelry and rrift house, to
present to fellow students the opportuni-
ty of purchasing their Christmas and
year-round gifts at 40 % discount from
standard list prices. No investment
required. Write Room 301, 12 West St
Boston, Mass.

SER VALL
LUNCH

44 Bates St. Geo E. Schmidt

The Blue Line
Lewiston—Eumford—Farmington

Lv Lewiston

—

7 45 AM, 12.35 P.M., 4.25 PM
Lv Rumford

—

7.35 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4.15 P.M.
Lv Farrniiifrton

—

7.30 A.M., 12.20 P.M., 4.10 P.M
STANDARD TIME

Fred C McKenney
64 Sabattus Street

CITIES oERVICE GASOLINE
and LUBRICATING OILS
WASHING and GREASING

Nearest Gasoline Station to College

Compliments of

J. W. White Co.

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED

Telephone 3694
College and Sabattus Streets

MARTINEAU'S
We Specialize In SODA FOUNTAIN

LUNCHEONS
IT'S '•THE" PLACE

R. E. MARTINEAU CO.
DRUGGISTS

235 Main St.
Prescriptions Have Right Of Way

* &

We can show you a varied selection of

PRIZE CUPS

FOUNTAIN PENS

of all standard mates

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS

LADIES'

LEATHER HANDBAGS

LEATHER BILLFOLDS

BOOK ENDS

THE COLLEGE STORE
iimiw— ip mm hi iiniMiMi-

ALWAYS WELCOME
—mi I. mi—

White Flannels, Sport Coat and Sweaters

FLANDERS
G2 COURT STREET, AUBURN, MAINE.

CLOCKS

of all kinds

BARNSTQNE-0SG00D

COMPANY

Jewelers

50 LISBON STREET
Lewiston, Maine

LEWISTON MONUMENTAI
WORKS

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
James P. Murphy Co.

6 to 10 Bates St., LEWISTON
Telephone 4634-R

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing

24 HOUR SERVICE
iiTHE QUALITY SHOP

3 Minutes from the Campus Tel. 1817 W

RW7 f^l A TJ Registered Druggist
VV v/lyXllVlV pure Drugs and Medicines

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company

Lewiston, Maine

We Solicit the business of Bates Students
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THE FALL OF
CONSTANTINOPLE

"Nature in the Raw"—as por-

trayed by Thomas Webb... in-

spired by the savage slaughter

of 5000 Christian defenders--
at the hands of the vengeful,
barbaric horde of 250,000
men under the ruthless

Mohammed 11-14531

M

m

—and raw tobaccos
have no place in cigarettes

km

NO

They are not present in Luckies

. . . the mildest cigarette

you ever smoked

WE buy the finest, the very
finest tobaccos in all the

world—but that does not
explain why folks every-
where regard Lucky Strike as
the mildest cigarette. The fact
is, we never overlook the
truth that "Nature in the

g Raw is Seldom Mild"— so

these fine tobaccos, after
proper aging and mellowing
are then given the benefit of
that Lucky Strike purifying
process, described by the
words-'Tt's toasted". That's
why folks in every city, town
and hamlet say that Luckies
are such mild cigarettes.

It's toasted
1

Itoeackage of mild Luckies

Copr., 19.12.

The Ameiii .u, V I

"Ifa man write a better book, preach a better j
tmtdbh bouse in the woods, the world wtll make ! Z' 7 ,

" mouse-traP **>*n his neighbor, tho he
Does not this explain the world-wide Zlt

hlS/00r-"-™** WALDO EMERSON.Wlde acceptance and approval of Lucky Strike'



As long as you're in this world you might as well do your part—Henrick Van Loon.
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NEWS
Olsen and Johnson
Partners since college

|
Boston University
Classroom on wheels

Economists plot

Way out of depression

$ THOMAS MUSGRAVE
OLSEN AND JOHNSON

0

FOOTBALL TEAM JOURNEYS
TO KINGSTON, SATURDAY, FOR
RHODEJSLAND STATE GAME

Maine And^Boston" University Victorious Over
Rams—Injuries Keep Bates

Regulars On Sidelines

LE" Olsen and Chic Johnson,
the inimitable clowns who
wormed their way into pop-

ularity as a Summer supplement
on the Fleishman Yeast radio pro-
gram while co-starring with Rudy
Yallee, began their partnership
while both were working their way
through the University of Chicago.

Entertained at College Dances
Olsen, like a great many other

college youths, was waiting on table
at his fraternity house and Johnson
was earning his way by playing the
piano at various college functions.
They became friends, discovered
that they had a gift for entertain-
ment and increased their earnings
by appearing together at college
dances and parties.

After college, Olsen became a
cartoonist on the Chicago Daily
News and Johnson continued with
hig music'. One night they dropped
into an exclusive Chicago night
club, and the proprietor, whom
they both knew, asked them to do a
stunt for the crowd. Johnson took
his seat at the piano, Olsen stood
by his side, and together they per-
formed one of the bits of tomfool-
ery that had entertained their col-

lege friends.

Their roisterous laughter was an
overwhelming success and the re-

sult was an offer of an eight weeks'
contract by the proprietor. They
accepted, the eight weeks were
stretched into 18, and Olsen and
Johnson gave up all thought of any
careers but the stage.

Vaudeville claimed them next and
in vaudeville they have remained
since that time.

CLASSROOM ON WHEELS
BOSTON University's first "class-

roam-on-wheels" this past Sum-
mer proved a success, accord-

ing to the report of Prof. Charles
W. French and Louis C. Lambert
of the College of Business Adminis-
tration.

Bates professors can usually be
found summering in Europe, and
we hear Of their trips occasionally
in the classroom, but the Boston
institution seems to have combined
the two experiences.

Received College Credit
The traveling classroom, the first

undertaken by a university, was
composed of 17 students from
schools in Connecticut, Rhode Is-

land and Pennsylvania. They travel-

ed 2800 miles on a six week's jour-

ney and received college credits for

the work completed.
The party sailed from New York

on June 30 and from the start of

the trip to the finish lived in French
environment, hearing, reading and
talking French continually. They
listened to lectures on shipboard
every morning and afternoon to

prepar* them to better understand
the history and civilization of

France and to apreciate the places

they visited.

Upon landing in France the stu-

dents went immediately to Paris,

where they visited the museums and

art galleries, making side trips to

Versailles and Fontainbleau.
After spending the national holi-

day of France, the 14th of July, in

Paris, the party left the next day

and motored through Normandy
and Brittany, and then visited the

historic castles along the River

Loire.
.

The cilass made the long jaunt to

the southwestern part of France,

visiting on the way the ancient bat-

tlefields of Poitiers and Bordeaux,

Arcachon and the famous Biarritz.

Mere Sightseeing

Five of the students left the main
group and were accompanied by

the two Boston University profes-

sors on an interesting journey to

the highest sand dune in the world.

The dune Mont Pyle is south of

Bordeaux. Because of the soft foot-

ing, it was a long and tedious climb.

Another highlight of the Summer
was the six-day trip through the

Pyrenees, stopping in Pau and
Lourdes, one of the most famous

shrines in the world. The Roman
ruins in Avignon, Aries and Nimes

were visited next, and then the stu-

dent adventurers reached the Medi-

terranean at Marseilles.

The main objective of the tour

was to combine study with travel,

and the two professors feel that

this was accomplished.

THE WAY OUT

WHEN the business world, af-

ter a long slump, has entered

a period of recovery, which

parts of the economic machine re-

cover first, and which improve later

.

In what regular order, if any, do

the different parts of the price

structure begin to move upward.
Some years ago one of the coun-
try's greatest statistical institutions

conducted an exhaustive inquiry re-

garding these questions. It found,
almost to its own surprise, that In

every period of the past when the
business world had been through a

depression and entered into a time
of recovery, the impetus of advance
became manifest, successively with-

Continued on Page 8 Column 7

Vvhen the Bates football squad
journeys down to Kingston this
coming Saturday to lock horns with
Tom Keady's Rhode Island State
Rams, discussion will be rife as to
the probable outcome of the game.
On the basis of that upset at Yale

which won national recognition for
the Bobcat, Bates would usually be
favored by a good three touchdowns.
However, the Tufts game showing
and the resulting injuries, plus the
fact that Keady. a former Bates man,
is ever ready to put the skids under
his old Alma Mater, changes the
situation. Witness that 3 to 0 Bates
victory at Lewiston last year. Of
course Ken Goff isn't in the Ram's
lineup this season, and Rhode Island
is reputed to be thoroughly weaken-
ed by graduatoin and ineligibility
Still, Ryan, Wright, Rabidoux
Hodgson are putting up fair substitu-
tion for Goff's all-round work in the
backfield.

Little can be forecast on the basis
of the Tufts game and the ensuing
defeat which spelled disaster for
the hopes of an undefeated season
at Bates. Even the most optimistic
of Garnet supporters were willing to
concede the inevitable let down
which followed the terrific strain of
the Yale battle; and to add to that,
Tufts, ever a strong opponent, was
playing on their home grounds where
they haven't been defeated since
1926.

Little Theatre

Scene of First

"Stunt Night"

Inter-Dormitory Skits
Give Freshmen Wo-
men Friendly

Welcome

McCluskey Lost For Season

(Bates will miss Ralph McCluskey,
plucky little field general, who broke
his leg in the Medford encounter.
Much of the future chances for, the
Garnet's Championship hopes de-

pends on how well Gay, Loonier and
Valicenti can fill the quarterback po-
sition.

The powerful Bates line again
showed its strength in the Tufts
game, and come what may, Rhode
Island will find it difficult to ac-

complish much on line play.

However, early week reports

reveal that Berry and Pricher are

very much out of condition and may
not play at all in the Rhode Island

game. Pricher, the star of the Yale
game, was so well guarded . in the

Medford oval exhibition that a good
third of the punishment came his

way, with the result that the star

halfback is pretty well banged-up.
Berry was ill before the Tufts game,
and did not stay in the action very

long.

Maine Defeated Rhode Island

Aside from these, Joe Murphy,
Frankie Soba, and Stone visited the

infirmary this week for treatment,
and it is doubtful if they start

against the Rhode Islanders.
Though Rhode Island lost to

Maine this season and was defeated
Saturday by Boston University, the
team continues to give fair warning
that they are no set-up. B. U., coach-
ed by Myles Lane, has a strong team
this year, but barely managed to

eke out a lone touchdown for a vic-

tory over a team that out-played
them in the first half. All in all,

the Rhode Island game will show
how much the iMaine teams have to

fear from the Bobcats, and for a

large part the outcome depends on a

return of the squad to the peak of

the Yale game.

Freshman "stunt night" was held
for the first time, Friday evening,

and
i

0ct - 7 < j 'n the Little Theater. Stunt
night was sponsored by the Women's
Student government board as a
substitute for "Freshman school" to
introduce the Freshmen women to
upperclassmen and faculty members
without hazing. The program which
included both stunts and speeches by
members of the senior class to in-

form Freshmen concerning various
phases of college lite was preceded
by piano selections by Dorothy
Staples '33.

Freshmen Freaks
The Milliken house Freshmen

presented a tragedy, "The Supreme
Sacrifice" featuring "Chief Dirty
Face of the Never Wash Tribe" and
Handsome Harry.
Freshmen in Chase house intro-

duced themselves in an original song.
Frye Sreet house presented some

"Freshmen Freaks".
Freshmen living in town were in

a revised edition of "Pyramus and
Thisbe" with their members repre-
senting the principal characters, the
lion and the wall with equal facility.

A firedrill revealed the identity

and homes of the Whittier house
Freshman when they were interview-
ed separately by a "reporter" from
the Bates Student.
Hacker house became an orphan

asylum, and all the Freshman were
orphans in their stunt.
The titles of current magazines

were acted in pantomime by the

Freshmen of Cheney house.

Do as the Romans Do
In a speech, "Traditions", Helen

Hamlin '3 3, urged the Freshmen to

do in Rome as the Romans do and
to respect the traditions of Bates

which will later be of greater mean-
ing to them, and will make- their

years here happy ones. The Stanton
"ride, burning of the football dum-
my, precedence of upperclassmen,

and other traditions were mentioned.
Charlotte Cutts '33 explained some

of the idiosyncrasies of the faculty,

and recommended hard work as a

road to success. Friendliness be-

tween the faculty and students was
urged

"Sports" were divided into two
necessary groups by Frances Brac-

kett '3 3^games, and girls with love

for a fair game. She also explained
the opportunities for Freshmen in

athletics.

"The Spirit of Bates" by Rebecca
Carter '3 3 concerned the friendly,

democratic spirit among Bates
women which is to be continued and
upheld by the new Freshman class.

Reception to '36

At Pres. Gray's

Home To-night

Other Reception Parties
October 14, 18

The first of the annual reception
parties to the freshman class by
Pres. Clifton Dagget Gray and his
wife will be held this evening at
their home at 256 College Street.

Part of the men from John Bert-
ram Hall, and the women from Frye
Street House and Cheney House are
invited as well as several of the
faculty members who will also assist

in the entertainment. These recep-
tions provide the freshmen not only
an opportuntiy to become acquainted
with Pres. Gray and his wife, but
also to meet socially the other mem-
bers of their class.

There will be two other receptions
which will be held October 14 and
IS. Those invited on the fourteenth
include men from John Bertram and
Roger Williams Halls, and women
from Milliken, Whittier, and Hacker
Houses; men and women from Lew-
iston and Auburn, and women from
Chase House will make up the party
on the eighteenth.
The affairs begin at 7:30 o'clock,

all three nights.

Freshman Girls

Will Be Guests

At Cabin Party

Second in Series for

First Year Women
The second in a series of model

cabin parties for Freshman girls

sponsored by the Outing Club will

be held in the Bates Cabin at Thorn-
crag, Monday, October 17.

The purpose of these parties is to

give the girls of the incoming class

a definite idea of the way to run a
cabin party. Each group will be
divided into four committees to

furnish entertainment, to prepare
food, to help with dishes, and to

help clean up around the cabin
proper.

Introduces Freshmen
This is a new idea which the Out-

ing Club is undertaking. It will

serve to introduce the Freshmen to

the cabin, and to give them a definite

place in its functioning.
Committees in charge, and dormi-

tory groups are as follows: October
17, Milliken freshmen and seven
town girls in the charge of Al Pu-
rington; October 20, Frye and Whit-
tier freshmen in the charge of Ron-
ny Melcher, Frac Brackett. Verna
Brackett, and Rosie Gallinari.

(- to

'TAXATION' TOPIC OF DEBATE
WITH VERMONT, MONDAY NIGHT

Jones, Pierce, And Norton, All Sophomores,
Compose Bates Team—To Use Oregon Style

Of Debating—Open Forum Afterwards
The debating season starts on its

way October seventeen when the men
from Bates meet the visiting team
from Vermont University. One of

the most interesting features of the
debate is that it will be carried on
in the Oregon style; that is, in imita-

tion of regular court procedure of
cross-examination and statement for

the defence. This style of debate has
been employed by Bates and Ver-
mont for several years, and has
always been met with approbation.

All Sophomores oni Team
Gordon Jones '35, John Pierce '35,

and Walter Nonon '3 5 compose the
Bates team. It is interesting to note
that all of these men are members
of the same class, something which
has happened rarely, if ever, in the
histroy of Bates debating. Jones is

the witness, or the victim of the

cross-examination from the opposing
team. Pierce has the duty of cross-

examining the witness from Ver-
mont, while Norton gives the final

rebuttal and summary of the case.

As the various speakers are so well

known from their participation in

other college activities, an interest-

ing evening may well be expected.
The question is concerned with

the problem of taxation. As this

same subject is to be the topic of

discussion in the coming high

school league debates, Prof. Quimby
anticipates a large representation
from the various schools partici-

pating. The subject is very pertinent

at the present time, besides being
well fitted to the Oregon style of
debate. For that matter, this style is

always welle received, whatever the
question. The heated argument, a
few years ago, between Orimer Bug-
bee and a certain Mr. Nelson of Ver-
mont will not be soon forgotten by
debating fans. It is just an example
of the interesting type of situation

that may arise in this style of formal
argument.

Open Forum After Debate
After the debate proper there will

be an open forum discussion in which
any member of the audience may
participate. Those interested may
possibly have a few of their many
questionings cleared up, at this

time, on the complicated system of
taxation.
On the twenty-fourth and twenty-

fifth of this month a team of women
plans to go to the University of
Vermont and .Middlebury College,
Vermont. Bates is sending Eva
Sonstroem '33, Margaret Perkins '35,

and Helen Hamlin '33, all experi-
enced debaters, who are expected to

make a good showing against the
Middlebury women.

TWO POLITICS CLUBS WILL

CONDUCT PRESIDENTIAL POLL

FOR STUDENTS AND FACULTY

Men And Women May Cast Ballots Monday
For Hoover, Roosevelt, Or Thomas

—

To Announce Results Wednesday

Co-eds And Party

Climb Tumbledown

—3000 Feet High

Group Of Faculty Mem-
bers And Girls As-
cend Steep Mt.

At Weld
•Last Sunday morning in front of

Rand Hall, the last minute details

for the trip to Mt. Tumbledown,
Weld, were quickly arranged. Then
the climbers were off: Dr. Wright,
Mr. Labouvie, Dr. 'and Mrs. Sawyer,
Connie and David Sawyer, Mr. and
Mrs. Boucher, Frances Hayden, Inge
Von Miiller. Alice Purington, Celia

Thompson, Hilda Jellerson, Margaret
Dick, Dagmar Augustinus, Margaret
Ranlett, Louise Burr, Phillis Pond,
and Rebecca Carter. Everyone was
ready in outfit and spirit for a sixty

mile drive, a sporty climb of more
than 3000 feet and a grand old time.

The drive was beautiful and roads
good until the last cross-cut leading
to the foot of the mountain which

.

made each one all the more willing
j

Whittier

to sustain his energy with a sand- 1

Hacker
wich or two in preparation for the
climb ahead.

A Hard Climb
The trail was very easy and the

ascent gradual at first, growing
steeper and more sporty toward the
top. Now and then a great boulder
stood out, boldly challenging the
most agile climber. At several spots
along the trail huge masses of rock
afforded natural platforms from
which one could get a clear per-

In an attempt to discover the

campus stand on the Roosevelt-

Hoover question, the two Politics

Clubs of Bates will conduct a presi-

dential poll Monday night. Not only

will every student be asked to

state bis presidential preference,

but he will also be given an oppor-

tunity to state his views on the re-

peal of the eighteenth amendment.
Election tellers have been ap-

pointed by the club officers for

each dormitory and will go around
Monday evening immediately after

dinner to collect the ballots from
those in their precinct. The ballots

are printed in this week's Student.

Faculty May Vote
The results of the poll will be

released a week from today.

Faculty men and women who
wish to do so can also vote as Prof.

Gould will serve as their teller.

The list of tellers was announced
this morning by the clubs:

MEN
Roger Williams Bertram Antine
East Parker Robert Fitterman
West Parker James Balano
John Bertram Julius Lombardi
Off Campus Theodore Seamon

WOMEN
Mildred MoyerRand Hall

Cheney
Frye
Chase
Milliken

Virginia Lewis
Florence Ogden
Arlene Edwards
Pearl Littlefield

Norma Hinds
Olive Grover
Lucille Jack

votes may be
time prior to

Off Campus
The off campus

passed in at any
Monday night.

Election Rules
The tellers for each dormitory

will have a list of those who have a
right to vote and will check the

names off the list as ballots are

turned in, thus assuring no "double
voting".

The ballots will be counted by the

officers of the two Politics Clubs,

FRESHMAN TRAVELS 6000

MILES TO ATTEND BATES

Ashmun Sailed oFSao ~Paulo, Brazil, Is Third

Generation Bates Man—Prefers Soccer

To Football—Parents Missionaries

By R. STOWELL, WARE
Bates has in the past claimed its

students from many distant locali-

ties This year one comes from

Brazil, having made a journey of

some 6000 miles to get here. He is

Ashmun Salley III, of the present

freshman class; his home is in Sao

Paulo, Brazil.

Salley is rather reticent about his

experiences, but he told enough to

interest us greatly. He has been a

student at Mackenzie College an

engineering school in Sao Paulo. He

is a third-generation Bates man, bis

grandfather having graduated in tne

class of 1875, and his father in

1906. His mother is also a nates

alumna of the class of 1908.

Sallev Speaks Fortuffuese

Sao Paulo is an interesting

city. It is almost directly on the

Tropic of Capricorn, about the same

distance below the Equator as Ha-

vana is above it. It is near the ocean,

its seaport being the great coffee

port of Santos. It is described as

being singularly beautiful and

healthful. Portuguese is the prevail-

ing language, and Salley seems

about equally as fluent in it as in

English.
(He indicates that intercollegiate

athletics in South America are on

much the same basis as in the United

States. The chief sport, however, is

not football but soccer. Salley play-

ed on his school team, winning his

<"M" during his last year. He also

possesses a medal of good individual

playing. At Bates, he is seeking a

position as quarterback on the fresh-

man football team. He says that he
much prefers soccer to football.

Salley's parents live in a story-

book country in the center of Brazil.

They are missionaries stationed far

up the Amazon, in torrid jungle
country. Salley has ,not visited them
at the mission for several years. He
has visited the United States twice,

in the past.
. :o:

President Gray

Host to Faculty

Monday Evening

The annual faculty reception was
held at President Gray's house on

Monday evening, Oct. 10.

President Gray and the faculty

members of longer standing wel-

comed the newest additions to their

circle. These were Miss Mildred

Fisher, assistant instructor in Physi-

cal Education, and iMiss Ruth Hitch-

cock the new assistant at Coram
Library. For the remainder of the

evening, the whole group enjoyed a

program of impromptu entertain-

ment.
The invited guests were Rev. and

Mrs. Percy L. Vernon, Mrs. W. H.

Hartshorn, and Dr. and Mrs. Herbert

K. Purintottt.

Juniors Select

Gene Ashton for

Cabaret Chairman
Junior Cabaret, first formal of

the school year, will be held Sat-

urday November 19, in Chase Hall.

The committee in charge: Gene
Ashton, Chairman; Jere Moynihan,
Mary Gardner, Decorations; Sumner
Raymond, Tickets; Patricia Abbott,
refreshments; Verna Brackett, cha-
perones, are attempting to econ-
omize in every possible way, in

compliance with the request of the
administration. Despite this, we may
be assured that this year's cabaret
will not fall short of those in the

past. The committee is unable at

this time to announce the price of

admission, but will make it as low

as possible to carry out the budget.

The committee is busy at work pick-

ing an orchestra and planning the

decorations. "Bubbles" are to be

the predominant feature of this

affair. Miss Gardner is the origina-

tor of this scheme which will be an
innovation at Bates.

Mr. Rowe Stresses

Economy Friday

In Chapel Talk
With a few well chosen words Mr.

Rowe drove home a very pertinent
and very practical lesson in his

chapel talk last Friday morning,
when he discussed the new outlook
on life that the depression has
brought to college students.
Economy, common sense retrench-

ment, curtailment of all unnecessary
luxuries from the budget will be per-

force the watchwords for most of us

during the coming year, he said.

For the sake of our fathers and
mothers, all of whom are undoubted-
ly affected by the present crisis, we
should exert every energy to keep
our outlay for social activities and
other "extras" within reasonable
bounds.

Mr. (Rowe pointed out the incon-

Continued on Page 3 Column 7

Freshmen Co-Eds

Club Guests at

Thorncrag Party
The Freshmen girls of Cheney

House attended the first model cabin
party at Thorncrag yesterday after-

noon. These parties, sponsored by
the Outing Club, are given to show
the Freshmen girls what cabin
parties are like.

Mrs. William H. Sawyer was a
guest. In charge of this outing was
Dagmar Augustinus with her assist-

ants, Charlotte Cutts, in charge of

the games and stunts, and Marjorie
Boothbay, head of the refreshment
committee. The Cheney House
women invited were: Caroline Blake,
Ruth Coan, Delia Davis, Bernice
Dean. Margaret Dick, Elizabeth
Doolittle, -Margaret Fuller, Louise
Geer, Ruth Goodwin, Wilma Hatch,
Priscilla Heath, Caroline Jerard,
Valeria Kimball, Christine Libbey,
Georgia McKenny, Eleanor Morri-
son, Lenore Murphy, Ha Page, Phyl-
lis Pond, Dorothy Staples, and Ber-
nice Winston.

Mis7Nichols^30

Now on Worcester

Evening Gazette

Miss Catherine Nichols of Port-
land, Bates '30, for the past two
years a member of the staff of the
Lewiston Evening Journal and (Lew-
iston Daily Sun, left last week to
accept a position in the women'6
department of the Worcester Eve-
ning Gazette, Worcester, Mass.

While in college Mies Nichol's
activities consisted of Woman's
Editor of the Student, Editor of the
Garnet, and Woman's Athletic
Editor of the Mirror. She was also
a member of Spofford, Ramsdell
Scientific, and Heelere.

Immediately after graduation she
became connected with the Maine
News Department of the Lewiston
papers, conducted a column featur-
ing athletics, and held her position
there most efficiently.

spective of the panorama which grew
j and th& following information will

more extensive as one climbed higher
be divulged: the number of men

and higher. At last what was sup-
posed to be the summit was reached,
only to discover that the highest
peak of the mountain was still

ahead. Before attempting to go fur-
ther, however, everyone stopped to

be refreshed at a spring near the
lake which lies on the back of the
connecting link between the two
peaks. An added curiosity here was
a beaver's home, made of mud and
sticks, large and solid enough to

bear the weight of several people to-

gether.
Stopped at the "Lemon Squeezer"

The next stop was at the "Devil's
Kitchen" and the so-called "Lemon
Squeezer". The approach to these
places of awe and terror was down
through a steep, rough, gorge on the
mountain side. As one stands at the
door of the devil's kitchen and looks
straight up, tons of over-hanging
rocks threaten to loose themselves
from their insignificant hold. The
"Devils Kitchen" and "Lemon
Squeezer" proved to be pasages
through rock .formations. No matter
how dark and strange the entrances
appeared or how precarious the foot-
ing, everyone was anxiuos to go
through. When 'finally all had climb-
ed out of the gorge it was time to

go back to the foot of the mountain.

and women voting; the percentage;

the presidential choice of each
dormitory; the prohibition stand of

each dormitory.

Men of Outing

Club Scale Mt.

Bigelow, Sunday
The Outing Club held its first

climbs of the fall season last Sunday,
the men scaling Mt. Bigelow near
Stratton and the women Mt. Tumble-
down in Weld.

Eight men including Dr. Bertocci,

hike manager Ed. Decatur '34, Han-
ley '34, Priest '34, Harwood '35,

Milbury '34, Haver '35, Malloy '35

and Carter '34 made the Bigelow
trip leaving campus at 8:00 Sunday
morning. The mountain, which is the
third highest in Maine, was climbed
in about 3 hours. After a light lunch
at the top the party descended and
returned to Lewiston early Sunday
evening with a feeling of having ac-

cmoplished something.

4-A PLAYERS PICK CAST FOR
SEASON'S FIRST PRODUCTION

Varied Program Of Humor And Tragedy Insures
Each Actor Suitable Role—Three

One-Act Plays

The casts have been selected for
the three one-act plays to be pre-

sented by 4-A players in Little

Theater on Nov. 10th and 11th.
Pieces of both comedy and tragedy
have been chosen so that different
types of actors .

may have the
opportunity to show their talent.

All Women in Cast

The first play, "World Without
Men", written by Phillip Johnson,
will be coached by Evelyn Rolfe '33.

The cast, made up entirely of

women, is:

Miss Wisper .... Thelma Poulin '35

Madame Pavel . . Charlotte Cutts '33

Mrs. Smith Dorothy Hoyt '36

Mrs. Robinson . . . June Sawyer '35

Mrs. Brown . . . Mary Abromson '36

The part of .Mrs. Jones, has not
been assigned yet.

The plot of the day centers around
an invention which enables women
to do away with all the men of the
world. Something happens, however,
when one man withstands the decree
of the little electric switch.

The second play, "Trifles" a more
serious drama by Susan Glaspell, has
the following within its cast:

Mrs. Peters . . Frances Eckhardt' 35
Mrs. Hale 'Florence Wells '34

George Henderson . . Wm. Haver '35

Henry Peters . . . Bruce Pattison '33

Lewis Hale .... Russell 'Milnes '34

It will be coached by John David
'34. The story is that a man has
been strangled to death and there is

very little evidence in the case.
Finally two women come upon the
tiny strangled form of

canary belonging to the murdered
man's wife. The interest comes in the

use they make of their find.

Curtis Directs Comedy
The third play, "If Men Played

Cards As Women Do", is a comedy.
It will be coached by John Curtis
'33. The cast is as follows:
John Charles Povey '34

Bob John Dority '35

George Edward Curtin '36

Marc Robert Kroepsch '33

As the title implies, the author is

concerned with the petty conver-
sation over clothes and the latest
scandal, in which women indulge
while playing cards.
With the exception of John Dority,

Charles Povey, Russell Milnes, Wil-
liam Haver, Charlotte Cutts, and Ro-
bert Kroepsch, the players have been
chosen from the new members of
Heeler's Club.

-:o:

Student Meeting

The iSudent staff meets for its

regular weekly meetings every
Wednesday at one o'clock in
Room one Hathorn Hall. At-
tendance at the meeting is con-
sidered advisable if proper recog-
nition is to be given for work.
Men and women of all classes

are invited both to attend and to
the pet; try for positions on the staff.
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Chapel Now that we have had mixed seating in chapel for two ]g£

weeks, it is evident that there has been some appreciable

Changes improvement in the behavior of those present. The fears

of those who thought that such a scheme would result

in even greater disturbances should be quelled. Another improvement
has been in the manner in which the classes make their exit. It is

now possible to empty the chapel with much less confusion, and with

greater dispatch.

These improvements, together with the rule regarding an in-

crease in chapel cuts which is in effect this yar, are the direct re-

sult of suggestions on the part of the students to the administration

through the Committee on Chapel which Avas called together by

President Gray -last spring. We believe that the improvement in the ](£

chapel situation ought to be an effective silencer for those who have

felt, that it was useless vfor students to agitate in favor of changes

campus situations which are bad, and ought to stimulate stu

First Editor of Smdent

Opposed to Co-education
By FRAN* SllTRRAY

Besides Feeling that College Would Hurt

Delicacv of Womanhood Criticized

Lack of Gymnasium Facilities

X

111

dents to greater interest and more active participation in such

tilings.

There are many other improvements which the Committee on

chapel might undertake to improve the situation, and although the

"What we desire is to open a field

and work for all willing hands, to

make the STUDENT a magazine that

.shall take rank with the best of col-

lege publications and reflect credit

on her alma mater."
In such a simple, forthright

I

manner was the first Bates Student
policy of the editorial column of the Student has not changed a presented to the world January 1,

particle in regard to'chapel, we think that any change must neces- 1873 by its editor, Frederick B.
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sarily be a step in the direction of increasing liberality in the policy

of the college toward chapel attendance. For some time there has

been a feeling among some of the students that it Might be more
conducive to worship, if the three chairs which now occupy the

center of the alter were removed, since they seem incongruous and
center the attention on some personality rather than on a religious

Stanford.
"To our sister colleges," he con-

tinues, "we acknowledge that BATES
is comparatively young in years, that

it does not bear antiquity's stamp,
nor boast of a long line of graduates,

but we do it with no feeling of shame
—nay, we even take pride in admit

object in the background. If it is necessary to have somebody Sitting
j ting our youth and in looking fgr-

in the center of the alter in order to hold the attention of the students'

either through fear, social compulsion or admiration, then it is very
evident that chapel is certainly far from what it ought to be. At
least this suggestion ought to be worthy of a trial.

Bates Inaugurates

Student Activities Fees

The Student Council and Student
Government in cooperation with the

administration have acted to insure the

financial support of the major extra-
curricula activities of the college through the assessment of a Stu-
dent Activity Fee on eaeh student, in place of the scattered volun-
tary support of these organizations. This action is in line with a
policy which has been evident for some time on the part of the ad-
ministration to recognize and actively support certain activities

which have come to be an integral part of our college life and which
perform a vital function. These organizations are the Student Coun-
cil and Student (Government, \V. A. A. and Men's Athletic Associa-
tion, Debating Council and The Hates Student. The Y.M.C.A. and
Y.W.C.A. as well as the Outing Club are also included in this fee,

although they are optional with the» student because of the possi-

bility of religious considerations entering in or because of physical
incapability of using the facilities provided by the Outing Club. The
first group, however, are required and each student must help to
support their program by paying the fee.

There will be many students who will feel that they are being
imposed upon through this new Student Activity Fee. This is not
the case because the enumerated organizations are performing a
function which is of value to the entire college and it only just and
proper that every student should cooperate in supporting them. In
the past these organizations have functioned on a voluntary basis,
and for that very reason their financial condition has often been a
precarious one.

In the case of the Bates Student and The Garnet, it will now be
possible to reduce the subscription rate and whatever increased
revenue may accrue because of this new rule is being passed along
to the student body as a whole in the form of lower rates.

It will do away with many of the impassioned appeals for the
support of various organizations which have too often marred
chapel or student assemblies, and will facilitate the process of keep-
ing the college accounts. It will be a tax on every student for
activities which all enjoy, rather than a tax on a few for the
privileges which all have enjoyed as in the past. It will stabilize the
future of the organizations mentioned and will allow them to plan
with a reasonable certainty that it will be possible to carry out the
ideas of those who are conducting the affairs of these groups.

Here again is an example of a suggestion which emanated
directly from the student body through their representatives. The
Student Council and Student Government and which has met with
the hearty approval and cooperation of the administration. It is

deserving of the approval of all clear thinking students, who will
see the real necessity for such a fee.

The Spectator
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Economy In

Social Functions

Mr. Rowe's recommendation in the chapel of
last Friday that we should endeavor to
practice every possible economy in the social
affairs of the coming college year should meet

with the approval of the entire student body. There seems to have
grown up among college men a peculiar notion that the size and
fame of .the orchestras which appear at a college for social functions
is an accurate criterion of the excellence and desirability of that
institution. Although Bates College has not been characterized bv
extravagance in the dances which have taken place in the past,
there has been a marked tendency on the part of elass committees
to go to the limit in planning for such occasions, knowing that in
case of a loss the deficiency would be made up by the class which thev
represent. Hence, we have had many social functions which have
not been a financial success and many which have resulted in losses.
When there is a loss, even those who have not attended the dance,
but who are members of the class, are forced to pay.

In addition, the cost of these social functions has been un-
necessarily high because of excessive expenditures for orchestras,
superfluous committee members who are allowed to have three
guests at their table, and sometimes, though rarely, extravagant
favors which make the cost of the social affair prohibitive to manv
students who are forced to forgo some of the pleasure which is just-
ly theirs because of financial difficulty.

There is a deeper underlying reason for curtailing the expendi-
tures in these matters, and that is the fact that in a year when many
students are forced to live at a bare subsistence level; when parents
are worrying and working hard to keep sons and daughtrs in col-
lege; and when the resources of the college are taxed to the limit
to lend help to needy students, any wasteful and unnecessary
pense of money is not only in poor taste but is positively injurious
to the morale of the college.

Am unforseen contingency prevents
the Spectator from continuing his
base wit of the last issue. The morn-
ing post brought several letters
taking objection to that paper. I am
greatly grieved to learn that Will's
inebriated insolence provoked any ill

feeling. The following is a complete
quotation of a letter from an exceed-
ingly irate woman who would seem
to be of decidedly neurotic incli-

nation and extremely devoted to her
husfoand

:

Mr. Spectator, Sir:
Your paper of Wednesday

la3t has just fallen into my
womanly hands. I rue that no
amount of cleansing lotion can
ever remove the stain which
your slanderous sheet has put
upon these hands, and upon my
virginal eyes.

It is indeed a fortunate thing
for that horrible Honeycomb
creature that he is protected by
a false name. For I should cer-
tainly iforce my husband to
avenge the impudent rascal for
his insolence. Had my husband
not said that you, Mr. Spectator,
were above reproach in the
matter, I should have urged him
to bring suit against you, too,
for .printing such scurrilous
matter.
My husband is >not a "cox-

comb," nor is he "conceited."
He is a serious and sincere stu-
dent of the fine arts, and I have
never known the man to at-
tempt to convert anyone to his
opinion, even myself, his dutiful
and obedient wife.

I trust that it is unnecessary
for me to warn you against fur-
ther quotation of that Honey-
comb person's opinions.

Yours most seriously,
Mrs. Constant Henpeckt

October the ninth.
To this letter, I have sent the

following reply:
'

Mrs. Alexis P. Henpeckt,
Dear Madam,

Your note by the morning
post comes to me very oppor-
tunely. I am indeed most grate-
ful to you for bringing to my
attention so vividly, and kind-
ly, the dangers incumbent upon
printing Will's blasphemous
babble. It so happens that I
was just taking my pen in hand
to put in writing for the next
Spectator paper another group
of Mr. Honeycomb's opprobrious
characterizations. Among the
first which I intended to write
was Mr. Honeycomb's particu-
larly violent diatribe upon
your husband, who apparently
crossed him in an affair of
business.

I have, therefore, two excell-
ent reasons to he thankful for
your letter. First, that you
should have taken last week's
mild description of a notable
citizen to be a representation of
your husband. Second, that you
have spared me the unhappiness
which I should surely have felt
had I printed Will's dissertation
upon worthy husband.

Trusting that you will be
happy to learn that the "cox-
comb" of the last paper was not
your husband, and that you and
other worthy wives will be
spared insult to their meriting
I remain, gratefully,

The Spectator.
Two

BE STRONQ
By MALTOIE D. BABCOCK

Be strong !

We are not here to play,—<to dtream, to drift.

We have hard work to do and loads to lift.

Shun not the struggle,—face it 'tis God's gift.

Be strong !

Say not the days are evil. Who's to blame ?

Amd fold the hands and acquiesce,—O shame !

Stand up, speak out, and bravely, in God's name.

Be strong !

It matters not how deep intrenched the wrong,
How hard the battle goes, the day how long

;

Faint not —fight on ! To-morrow comes the song.

>

By MILDRED HOLLYWOOD

In the Southern Calif. Daily Tro-
jan, Frank (movie director) Borza-
ge states that women reveal emotion
by the position of feet and legs.

Poise is suggested when weight is

on one foot, and the other at ease. .

Love—'She likes to be kissed who
rises on her toes.... Anger—look
for outbursts of temper from the
girl who keeps the ball of one foot
off the grond... Shyness—one foot
wound around the calf of the other
.... Confidence—crossing the legs
is a sure sign. . . Covetousness— dis-

closed by gold diggers who put the
toe of one 6lipper under the arch of
the other.... Defiance—stretching
one foot out when seated, with knees
nearly straight.
Now, girls, which way are you

guilty of standing and sitting?
Money to Lend

Every once in awhile, I think
(that's a dangerous admission, I
know) of the following notice which
recently appeared in the N. Y.
Times:
Gentleman Who Gets Paid On

Thursday And Who Is Usually Broke
By Saturday Will Exchange Small
Loans With Person Who Is Paid On
Saturday And Is Not Broke Until
Thursday. References Asked And
Given.

Are you saying, "such so and so
and thus and that," too?

Lamp of Learning
The Vermont Cynic in an effort to

make the bulb (you know, lamp of
learning) shine more bright in the
dim crannies of everyone else's mind,
had thi6 glossary prepared especially
for college Peebles.
Fees: Small object of a greenish

color; naturally round, hut some-
times squared to insure perfect
balance on a knife.

Course: Two or more places for
the game of tennis.

Tuition: Uncontrollable movement
of the muscles; a sudden tuition of
the nerves.

Dormitory: Specie of camel; also
a dessert fruit in cardboard boxes.

Roster: Fowl.
Bourse: Plural for certain specie

of snake-in-the-grass found in Africa.
Drive An Auto For High Grades
The automobile is a big help to

students, according to statistics from
Denison Univ. They proved that men
driving cars around campus la6t
year made grades 26 per cent higher
than the average of the students
who walked.

So see, that's why all youse guys
(the Fagan influence) aren't Phi
Betes. 'Course there was a reason.

Steak
That was a swelegant (she reads

Walter Winchell) definition of steak
in The Beacon, R. I. State College's
paper, doncha think? You know,
that about steak being "a piece of
leather running with blood that is
fondly called steak by the manage-
ment."

Columbia's Bad Boy
"King Football", a straightfor-

ward, and rather passionate indict-
ment of the American college .sys-
tem, has just been published. It is
written by Reed Harris, the former
editor of the Columbia Spectator
who was expelled last year for talk-
ing out of turn.

Harris terms alma maters "facto-
t-

of
mediocrity" (otherwise known as
graduates) ... the creed of material-
ism is nowhere more a part of life
than in the offices of these factories
. . .and the worship of gangster foot-
ball is the biggest ceremony in this
near religion.
Whew, them's harsh words,

brother!

ward to the promise of our maturity
"With these few plain words we

ask you to accept us into your socie-

ty for what we are, and not to stand
upon the order of our ancestors, our
aristocratic acquaintances, or our
rich connections."
"The conductors of the STUDENT

do not propose to confine its pages
to any particular clique of under-
graduates, but they cordially invite

all who may desire to contribute to

it, so that for each month nothing
but a first class selection may go to

press."

First Student Dignified

Under his skilfull direction this

end was certainly achieved, for the
first volume of the STUDENT is dig-

nified, literary, and surprisingly
interesting reading. iMr. Stanford,
whose death last year brought to
an end a brilliant journalistic
career, was a man of unusual ability,

it seems,' while yet in college.
The first issue, a modest little

magazine of 36 pages set a worthy
precedent for its successors in many
ways. Through its many vicissitudes,
as monthly magazine, as weekly
news-magazine (from 1913 to 1915),
and as newspaper from then until
the present time, the Student has
never reached the place where it

could afford to look down with con-
descension on this humble "first an-
cestor." To be sure it was a magazine
and not a newspaper, but its College
Items, Alumni Notes and Odds and
Ends look remarkably like the news-
paper it was eventually to become.

Editorial Criticism

The editorial column contains, be-
sides the introductory remarks, a
dissertation on vacation life, one on
improving spare time, and—sus-
piciously familiar—a good-natured
but searching criticism of the college
administration, for lack of needed
gymnasium equipment in this case
It would seem that modern student
critics are not acting without
sufficiently ancient precedent.

The humorous section appears
somewhat immature until we re-
member some choice bits that have
appeared in our own columns within
the last few years. For those who
are curious to know what amused
our forbears back in the seventies
we print the following gems:

"Difference between a regatta
prize and a smarter dog: one is a
pewter cup and the other a cuter
pup. (The author's family are in
mourning) ."

"A prudent man," says the witty
Frenchman, "is like a pin; his head
prevents him from going too far."

"Says one: A dandy is composed
of ninety-seven parts of iprid.e, two
parts of speech, and one part-your-
hair-in-the-middle."

Legend of King Midas
Of somewhat higher calibre, as

far as humor goes, and a rare hit of
exercise for students of Latin, is
this rendition of the legend of King
Midas printed, in part, in the ex-
change column.

"Vivit a rex in Persia land,
A potens rex was he;

Suum imperium did extend
O'er terra and o'er sea

"His filia rushed to meet her sire,
He osculavit kindly;—

She lente stiffened into gold
Vivit he'd acted blindly

-:o:-

Two of the remaining letters
which I received would, I fear, throw r5nV" Lw* "'r.T"' 9

their authors into a most uMavoT [£l oitVplw 5ft hi fJ*-

6 PU
able light, were I to print them But "

^S^nted lead soldiers <

the fourth letter served to make me
feel less miserable about my ap-
parent misdemeanor. I quote it
entirely.

Dear Mr. Spectator
I should be more than grate-

ful to you for writing as you did
in the Spectator paper of last
Wednesday. Your sheet is a
very great asset to the commu-
nity. My wife has always looked
upon me as a meek and over-
modest man. I appreciate your
classification of me both as a
"consummate student of the
arts," and as a "conceited cox-
comb." I am sure that your
column will do much to improve
my relations with my dear wife,
who has formerly treated me
quite -as if I were little more
than a servant or an ineapable
child.

Your most humble debtor,

^ . u ^
Alexis P. Henpeckt.

October the ninth.
That even bad deeds *nay have

some good issue is eurely well il-
i lustrated by this last letter. But I

Kxt'm?,
a?

t riak ,further Printing of

J
Will 6 delineations.

"Spectavit on her golden form
And in his brachia caught her,

'Heu me! sed tamen breakfast waits,
My daughter, oh! my daughter!'

"Venit ad suum dining hall,
Et coffeam gustavit.

Liquitam gold his fauces burned

—

Loud he vociferated.

"Haec fable docet, plain to see,
Quamquam the notion's old,

Hoc verum est, ut girls and grub
Much melior sunt than gold."

There is a strange touch of
modernity, one might say, about this
last verse.

We are now electing slivers on
one plank platforms, thousands of
them, to misrepresent us. The first
question is not have you character,
have you ability, have you integrity—things that stand for something
but no, the question is: Are you a
wet, are you a dry? Are you for a
big army or a little army, are you a
pacifist or what in blank are you."
Congressman Clark of Mississippi.

"Our economic system is suffering
from a kind of chronic indigestion
consequent upon something that may
be called 'industrial gluttony.* "

—

Arthur J. Penty.

"Among the impudent claims
made for democracy, perhaps the
most impudent is that it is a peace-
ful form of Government."—Hoffman
Nickerson.

Numerous Essays
By no means all of the STUDEiNT

of 1S73, however, was devoted to
such frivolous nonsense. The great
majority of the space was taken up
by essays on such subjects as
"Choosing a Profession," "The Value
of Examinations," (even then a sub-
ject of grave questionings), "Woman
In College," and so on. This last
topic, it seems, was the source of
considerable editorial comment by
Editor Stanford.

Editor Opposed Co-education
He was firmly of the opinion that

women had no place in Rates or any
other college therefore open only to
men. Co-education, he believed,
could have only the most dire re-
sults, in which he displayed, per-
haps, a prophetic strain. "Most
young women," he said, "cannot find
within our college walls to-day the
discipline and culture which they
most need. Some may covet and even
receive this training which was
never designed for them, hut there
is hardly one who will not have to
pay too dearly for it." Hie chief

objection, it develops, was his fear

for the harm that college would

wreak on "that delicacy and sensi-

tiveness of nature which, above all

merely intellectual culture, must

always constitute the chief charm
and glory of a perfect womanhood."

Perhaps he was right. Who is to

say?
In a later issue we find that he

was speaking from first hand ob-

servations, for 18 73 proved to be

the first graduating class which
numbered women among its mem-
bers. Such early comments as these

are interesting fn view of the fact

that the class of 1936 as now en-

rolled has the highest per centage
of women of any class in Bates
history.

Good Literary Style

The literary contributions, both
prose and poetry, compare very
favorably with those in the modern
GARNET. The authors seemed to

have a maturity of style and breadth
of diction that our modern writers
lack. Then, too, there is a comfort-
ing absence of the "wild" verse and
disconnected, fragmentary prose that
so many affect now-a-days under the
guise of "ultra-modernistic" or
"impressionistic" literature. Back in
1873 there seemed to be but one
aim: to put down one's thoughts as
plainly and fully as possible—and let

it go at that.

Twenty Students

Become Members

Of Spofford Club

Due to the unexpected
ference of another campus

•liter.

the special meeting of the Spoff!!!*'

Club called for last Friday
ni"f

d

was postponed until next Tuesds
Oct. 18. at seven P. If.

The meeting will be for th e Pu
pose of filling the vacancy

causpii
by the resignation of Rebecca Ca
ter '33, who was elected Preside,!.'

for the present year, and f0r tl

formal initiation of new member'
6

There are twenty of these new
comers who have been admitted
membership. Their names are a
follows: " 3

Frank Wood '33

Leo Barry '33

John Curtis '33

Vincent Belleau '3 3

Richard Tu thill '33

Robert Kroepsch '33

Stanley McLeod '33

Harold KarWcos '33

H. Robinson Johnston '34

Abbott Smith 2nd '34

Melvin Welch '34

Albert Oliver '34

Arthur Merrifield '34

Lloyd George '34

Gray Adams '34

John Dority '35

Carl Milliken '35

Robert Kramer '35

Powers McLean '35

Pauline Jones '35
:o :

1 .

Characterizing the St. Lawrence
waterways agreement between

the
United States and Canada as "

a Da.

tional crime," Premier L. A. Tatsehe-

reau of Quebec destroys the idea that
the plan is enthusiastically receive
in Canada.

call it

America's pipe >9i

—AND HERE'S WHY:
Granger is made of White
Burley Tobacco — the type

between the kind used for

chewing and the kind used
for cigarettes.

In other words, it's pipe
tobacco—and if you're smok-
ing a pipe, you want tobacco
made for pipes-—not tobacco
made for something else, it

matters not how good it is.

vj neavy foil. Keeps
tobacco better and
makes price lower.

toe
YOU CAW DEPEND ON A UGCETT & MYERS PRODUCT

Presidential

Hoover

Roosevelt

Thomas
] |

Repeal Prohibition?

Yes

No
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In Opening Trials

•{ Wit h Russ Jellison in the lead,

16 cross- country men. went out over
i .

i0Cal course Monday afternoon
'

satisfactory time. Coach Thomp-
"L a fter the first time-trial of the
s

'

0

'

n expressed satisfaction. Jelli-

;

E

on covered the distance in 22:13.
&

Butter came in second, and Bar-

neV Olds ,of last year's frosh out-

fit "crossed the line in third position,

-followed by Raymond, Carpenter,

Winston, and Semetauskis. Seme-
tauskis is showing promise for the

first time since he started running

tv\o years ago, Thompson said.

jeilison did not follow his usual

trick of bunching the Bates men as

tne race went along, but came in

well in the lead. There was plenty

0 f space separating the leaders.
_ :o :—

I suspect all business men of hav-

ing too easy a time of it.—'Robert

Lynd.
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At the meeting of the Y.W.C.A
Cabi.net, held October 6, plans were
made for holding discussion groups
over a period of six weeks, as in
previous years. Six groups have been
organized, of which four are for
women and two for mixed groups.
The discussions will be held to-night
for the first time. The groups are as
follows: "Sex and Youth", which
will be held in room 46, Rand Hall;
"'My Philosophy of iLife", in Rand
Hall Reception Room; "Freshman
Problems", at the home of Mrs.
Chase; "Vocations" in Rand Hall
"Y" Room; "World Fellowship" at
the home of Dr. Mabee; "Student
Life around the World", in Cheney!
House Reception Room. The last two
are mixed groups, the latter of which
will be led by two students. The dis-
cussion group in "Vocations'* is
limited to senior girls. A different
vocation will be discussed each week.
The group on "Freshmen Problems"
will be open to freshmen girls only.

Women's Politics Club
A meeting of the Women's Politics

Club was held Tuesday evening.
October eleventh. Plane are under
way now to take a straw vote among
the dormitories for the Presidential
Candidates.

NEW BATES' SONGS SUNG AT
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF YEAR

"Bates Co-ed" And "Song Of The Returning"

Introduced To Student Body—Latter
Unusually Fine Lyric

:o:-

"Great men seldom write great
memoirs. "—.Lewis Gannett.

EAT AT

Mrs. VAILLANCOURT'S
21 Meals—$6.50

193 Holland St. Lewiston

SAY IT WITH ICE CREAM

George A. Ross
ELM STREET

Bates 1904

By DOROTHY E. O'HARA
Hare and Hound Chase

Thursday night about quarter of

five a pack of hungry hounds will

meet in front of Rand Hall, ready
1

;

to trail the nimble hares. This event
is to be sensational in that the place
where sustenance will be found is

entirely unexpected. Only by follow-
ing the trail closely can it be found,
yet its discovery will show it to be
a huge success. The eats are too good
to be missed. After these are gone,
there will be games and .songs. In
fact, the event itself is one great
song from beginning to end. Also, it

closes early, and it won't take very
long to get back to the dorms. Every-
body come and make this Hare and
Hound Chase a hundred percenter.

Miss Fisher Welcomed
At the first Board meeting of the

W.A.A. last Wednesday evening,
Miss Mildred Fisher, the new in-

structor in the Women's Physical
Education Dept., was welcomed to

the board. She is taking the place of

the former Miss Sanders, who is now
Mrs. "Bucky" Spinks. Refreshments
were served after the business of the
evening had been discussed.

Spcrtland Tour Success in

J Spite of Rain
The Sportland Tour for the Fresh-

men was successfully handled in

spite of the rain. Field Hochey,
soccer, volleyball, baseball, basket-
ball, and tennis were demonstrated
by teams composed of girls from the
Junior, Sophomore and Freshmen
classes, in the Locker Building and
Rjund Gym. At the conclusion of

the tour, all the girls assembled at

the Locker Building, where a short
skit was put on and refreshments
were served.

Nominations for Junior
Representative of W.A.A.

Marjorie Reid and Theodate Proc-
tor have been nominated for the
office of Junior Representative on
the W. A. A. Board. This office was
left vacant this fall when Ruth
Bowman transferred to Sargent.
Elections for this office will be held
sometime this week.

RANDOLPH A. WEATHERBEE '32

RHODES SCHOLAR CANDIDATE

Was Versatile^ebater And Writer—Member
Of Phi Beta Kappa And College Club

T. J. Murphy
Fur Company

Est. 1873
Lewiston, Maine

Here's the finest of things you can wear.

They're the smartest you'll find anywhere.

They're in choicest of style,

And they'll last a good while.

They're from Murphy's — the home of fine wear.

Smart Sportswear
Suede & Leather

JACKETS
All Sizes, Many Styles and Colors

$5-95 $6-95

Fur Jackets, Scarfs
Easy Payment Plan—Out of your allowance

W.A.A. Practices Begin This Week
This week W.A.A. practice begin

for all classes. And don't forget

—

an attendance at 85% of these

practices is necessary for eligibility

to play in the Garnet and Black

games at the end of the season.

ALSO your interest in these practices

is one of the bases for the awards
given by W.A.A.

Invitations for Play Day
Invitations were sent out this

week to 14 neighboring high schols

to attend the High School Play Day
that W.A.A. is sponsoring here,

Saturdav, Oct. 22. The program is

being planned by Toby Zahn '34.

"Rough" Stuff"

To Be Barred in

Wrestling Bouts

By BRUCE PATTISOX
Judging by the questions with

which I have been assailed since the

last issue of the Student, not many
fellows understand what amateur

wrestling really is. In the first place,

you will only wrestle men of your

own weight. If you weigh 112

pounds for instance, and think you

haven't a chance in wrestling, just

look over the other men in your own

weight on campus and see what

vour chances are against them.

I may state there is very little

"rough stuff" in amateur wrestling.

All torture holds (hammer lock, full

nelson, strangle hold, toe hold kick-

ing, butting, and slugging,) will be

strictly barred.
Since the last issue of the stu-

dent, the following men have signed

L. Lemieux 125
Carlin Heavy
iMcLeod J60Amrien 135
Atherton j'j>

Perry 145

Recommended by the English De-

partment of Bates College

C5

. — — — — — ^

Collegiate
The Best Abridged Dirlienarv bec.lUfO it i<!

based upon WEBSTER'S NEW INTER-
NATIONAL—The '-Supreme Authority."
Here is a companion for your hours of
reading ami study that will prove its

real value every time you consult it for
the wealth of ready information that
is instantly yours.

10G.OOO words and phrases with tied- /

nitions. etymologies, pronuncia- '

tions, and use in its 1,26a papes. 1,700
p- illustrations. Includes dictionaries of biography
and geographv; rules Of punctuation; UBC of capitals,

abbreviations, etc.; U dicLioiiary Of foreign phrases; and Other
helpful special features.

See it at vour College Bookstore or Write for Informa-
tion to the Publishers. Free specimen pwjes if you
uaine this 2>upcr.

G.&C.MERRIAM CO.
Springfield, Mass,

The first student assembly of the

vear, held in the chapel last Thurs-

day morning and presided over by

Robert Swett '3 3, President of the

Student Council, was devoted to

singing familiar Bates songs and

learning new ones. The feature of

the program was "The Returning

a new song set to the Londonderry
Air, rendered by Sylvester Cater '34

as a baritone solo.

Prof. Selde.i Crafts led the entire

student body in singing "Bates Co-

ed", another recent addition, as well

as the familiar "Bobcat", "Bates

Field Song", and "Follow the Bob-

cat." In his preliminary remarks

Prof. Crafts commented on the ex-|

tent of musical talent displayed in

the Freshman class. He listed the ten

musical organizations on campus as

an evidence of the interest in that

type of activity which has grown up

in the student body. He promised

that the band, under its new leader

Fred Donald '33. will be as good if

not better than last year, despite the

loss sustained by the graduation of

Gil Clapperton '32, last year's leader.

Songs Result of Contest
The new songs, as Prof. Crafts ex-

plained, are the result of the second
Bates song contest, held during the

last school year, and, like the first,

•sponsored by the Alumni Council.

The "Bates Smoker", "Bates Field

Song" and "Follow the Bobcat" were
products of the first contest, while

the two new ones already mentioned
were called from the contributions

last spring.

The "Song of tlie Returning" by

Alice Lawry Gould '17. of Washing-
ton, D. C. is unusually fine from the

standpoint of poetry, and combined
with the pleasing meoldy of the Lon-j

donderry Air. produces a depth of

feeling and a grace of expression

that is extraordinary among college

songs. Mrs. Gould has written ex-

tensively for publication and recent-

ly published a volume of verse that

was accorded a gratifying reception.

The words of her contribution to

Bates follow.

When days were gold, and autumn
leaves were falling,

Within your walls, dear Bates, we
came to stay.

Four glad years passed; and life and
spring were calling.

And it was time for ue to go away.
But friendships firm, and clearer,

broader vision

—

These were your gifts which never
will depart;

Your spirit strengthens us for each
decision,

For oh, we bear your benediction in

our heart.
Upon your beauty once again we're

gazing,
Though far away throughout the

year we roam.
O fairest Mother, dear past all

appraising,
We are your children, and we have

come home.
Our little triumphs, short of your

deserving,
Our little dreams, that never quite

came true,
Our love that was, and shall be

still unswerving

—

Beloved Bates, our Bates, we bring
them all to you.

The application of Randolph A.

Weatherbee '32 for nomination as a

Rhodes Scholar indicates that Bates

students enter into nationwide

f-cholastic competition with as much
readiness as in athletics. Literary

and scholastic ability -and attain-

ments, qualities of manhood, ex-

hibition of moral force of character

and leadership, and physical vigor

are the basis of appointment.

Some activity of Weatherbee's

busy career fits each qualification.

His chief achievements as a literary

man included .four years membership
on the Student staff, art editor of

the Mirror, and a chief contributor

to the Garnet as poet and author.

Outstanding Debater

He was for four years one of

Bates' outstanding debaters, and for

two years a member of the national

forensic honorary society. Delta Sig-

ma Rho. Despite his extra-curricula

activities, he did honor work in

Government and was elected to Phi

Peta Kappa. The confidence of his

class and the whole college in elect-

ing him president of his class for

three years, secretary-treasurer of

the Student Council in his junior

vear, and finally in his senior year

as president of the Student Council

is testimony of his personal ability

and leadership.
Bates has graduated only three

Rhodes scholars. Erwin Canham '25,

who was a recent chapel speaker,

was a three year scholar from 19 26

to 1929. John H. Powers '19 was a

scholar for the years 1921 to 1923.

Wayne Jordan '06 was the third.

Last year Howard Thomas '31, a

versatile debater, applied.

A Rhodes scholarship grants to

the fortunate recipient an unrestrict-

ed choice of study for two years at

the University of Oxford, extended to

a third year in numerous instances.

The stipend of a Rhodes scholar is

fixed at $2000 a year.

Provisions of Scholarship

Eligibility rules for such a prize

are of a simple nature. The candidate

must first "be a male citizen of the

United States and unmarried;"
secondly, "be between the ages of

nineteen and twenty-five;" and last-

ly, "have completed at least his

sophomore year at college."

Sixteen students are chosen each 1

vear from the United States. In the

selection system, "the 48 states will

be divided into eight districts of six

states each: each state committee
may nominate two men to appear be-

fore the district committee: a dis-

trict committee will select from the

12 candidates appearing before it

the best four to represent their state

at Oxford: a state may thus receive

two scholarships or none, in accord-

ance with the merits of its candi-

dates. A candidate can apply either

in the state in which he resides or

in the one where he has received at

least two years of his college edu-
cation."

Northern Div. of

Chem. Teachers to

Meet at Bates

The Northern Division of the New
England Association of Chemistry

Teachers will meet at Bates Satur-

day, October 15. This will be the

first time that Bates has acted as

host for this organization. It is com-
posed of college and high school

teachers of Chemistry, although

most of its members are teachers in

secondary schools.
The Northern Division takes in all

of the state of Maine, all of New
Hampshire, and part of Massachu-
setts. The whole association reaches

all over New England, but for con-

venience in meeting is separated into

regional groups. iMr. J. Calcutt of

Dover, N. H. is secretary of the

Northern Division.

The program for the day starts at

10:30 o'clock when the group will

visit a few cf Lewiston's industrial

plants including the Lewiston
Bleacherv and Dye Works and some
of the mills. At 1:00 o'clock tho

session will adjourn for dinner at

the Wedgewood Cafe.

In the afternoon there will be

addresses by Professor Brantlich of

the University of Maine and Dr.

Lawrance of Bates. Following this

will be an oipen discussion on

methods of teaching chemistry in

high schols Finally after a visit to

the chemistry building, Hedge
Laboratory, the members will make
a tour of the other buildings on
campus.

At the present time about thirty

teachers have made arrangements to

come but the number will un-
doubterly be much larger.

-:o:-

-:o:-

"It is a late hour in the day to try
to keep women down, and you can't

do it anyway."—Rev. Dr. A. Z. Con-
rad.

"There is coming a period, not

unlike the period of the Middle
Ages, when a man gave up certain

rights to a lord for protection. We
are coming into a period of mutual
service and protection of the type

that characterized the medieval

days."—Dean Roscoe Pound of Har-
vard.

"An attitude of inquiry is intelli-

gent, but a predetermination to re-|

fuse truth is not intelligent."—Dr.

Aurelia Henry Reinhardt, President

of Mills College.

Compliments of
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From the News
Continued from Page One

in the different parts of the econom-
ic machine, in a fixed and unchang-
ing order. In every one of the re-

coveries studied, the series was the

same. Certain of its main elements
were

:

1.—Prices for basic commo-
dities— raw materials— were
the first to reveal a trend up-
ward.

2.—An advance in the bond
market and in listed stocks,

was the next phase.
3.—Increase of manufactu-

rers' prices for goods at whole-
sale came next in order.

4.—Higher retail prices then
followed.

Where I>«> We Stand?
Where do we stand just now in

this sequence? As to stage No. 1,

the firming of commodity prices has
stood of late beyond question. The
extent of the rise is not great, but
every student of any one of the

numerous tables and indexes of

commodity prices is struck by the

certainty of such advance as has
come ,and of the large number of

commodities which have shared in

the upward trend. Some of the

foodstuffs and other raw materials

began to move upward from their

lows as long ago as last April and
May.

-Stage No. 2, as everyone knows,
had its blessed' initial day just after

July 8. The Dow Jones average for

industrial stocks dropped, on the

eigth, to the four figure of 41.22.

At the close of business on Aug. 25

the comparable figure was 73.55

—

an advance measuring more than 78

per cent. During the same period
the rails rose from 13.23 to 3 6.3K,

nearly a three-fold increase. The
bond averages went up from 65.7S

on June 1 to S3. 26 on Aug. 23.

Textiles on up-grade
Evidences of activity in Stage No.

3 began a few weeks ago to become
very definite and clear. In the tex-

tiles, for example, the report of

better manufacturer's prices for

woolen goods, was quite general.
The Boston Transcript recently

said: "The volume of business is

still well below normal, but the re-

lationship of stocks and production
to demand is such that sellers now
are in a position to take a firm po-
sition on prices. It appears that the
members of the clothing trade who
cover well ahead today will seize a
good opportunity." As another and
very striking instance in the textile

field, Women's Wear yesterday made
an advance of ten cents a pound
for rayon yarn. This is the first

rise rayon has known for five

years.
Only Stage Four is left

When will Stage No. 4—the rise

of retail prices—set in? As the his-

torical studies always have shown,
there is a lag of a few weeks after

the manufacturers' wholesale prices
begin their advance, before the re-

tail field shows the results.

Urges Economy
Continued from Page One

gruity of trying to maintain tho
standards of other years when hiring
orchestras or purchasing dance
favors. He stressed the advantages
of getting everything possible from
the facilities at our disposal. "It is

a good time for us to catch up on our
reading", he said, "with the library
service that we have available."

The philosophy of Paul serves us
in good stead in times like these,
he concluded. It was Paul who onca
said, "I have learned in whatsoever
state I am therewith to be content."

Delegates assembled at the
Williamstown Institute of Politics
seemed to think that American,
capitalism needs a five-year profit

,
more than it does a five-year plan.
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JelKson, Butler

Lead Harriers

'

]n Opening Trials

'< With Russ Jellison in the lead,

16 cross- country men went out over
, loca l course Monday afternoon

\l satisfactory time. Coach Thomp-
after the first time-trial of the

Sison expressed satisfaction. Jelli-

! n' covered the distance in 22:13.
fc

Butler came in second, and Bar-

nev Olds ,of last year's frosh out-

fit crossed the line in third position,

followed by Raymond, Carpenter,

Winston, and Semetauskis. Seme-
'tauskts ifi showing promise for the

firs t time since he started running

fwo years ago, Thompson said.

jeilison did not follow his usual

trick of hunching the Bates men as

the race went along, but came in

we ll in the lead. There was plenty

of space separating the leaders.
. :o :

I suspect all business men of hav-

ing too easy a time of it.—'Robert

Lynd.

At the meeting of the Y.W.C.A.
Cabinet, held October 6, plans were
made for holding discussion groups
over a period of six weeks, as in
previous years. Six groups have been
organized, of which four are for
women and two for mixed groups.
The discussions will be held to-night
for the first time. The groups are as
follows: "Sex and Youth", which
will be held in room 46, Rand Hall;
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By DOROTHY E. O'HARA
Hare and Hound Chase

Thursday night about quarter of

five a pack of hungry hounds will

.77',, „ 'j meet in front of Rand Hall, ready

win
P
Ht

Pby p° f '

Llfe
\.J

n ^and
S to trail the nimble hares. This eventHall Reception Room; "Freshman -

NEW BATES' SONGS SUNG AT
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF YEAR

"Bates Co-ed" And "Song Of The Returning"

Introduced To Student Body—Latter
Unusually Fine Lyric

RANDOLPH A. WEATHERBEE '32

RHODES SCHOLAR CAND

W.A.A. Practices Begin This Week
This week W.A.A. practice begin

for all classes. And don't forget

—

an attendance at 85% of these
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Publishers
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Problems", at the home of Mrs.
Chase; "Vocations" in Rand Hall
"Y" Room; "World Fellowship" at
the home of Dr. Mabee; "Student
Life around the World", in Cheney!
House Reception Room. The last two'
are mixed groups, the latter of which
will be led by two students. The dis-
cussion group in "Vocations" is

limited to senior girls. A different
vocation will be discussed each week.
The group on "Freshmen Problems"
will be open to freshmen girls only.

Women's Politics Club
A meeting of the Women's Politics

Club was held Tuesday evening.
October eleventh. Plans are under
way now to take a straw vote among
the dormitories for the Presidential
Candidates.

:o:-

"Great men seldom write
memoirs."—.Lewie Gannett.

great
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is to be sensational in that the place
where sustenance will be found is

entirely unexpected. Only by follow-
ing the trail closely can it be found,
yet its discovery will show it to be
a huge success. The eats are too good
to be missed. After these are gone,
there will be games and .songs. In
fact, the event itself is one great
song from beginning to end. Also, it

closes early, and it won't take very
long to get back to the dorms. Every-
body come and make this Hare and
Hound Chase a hundred percenter.

Miss Fisher Welcomed
At the first Board meeting of the

W.A.A. last Wednesday evening,
Miss Mildred Fisher, the new in-

structor in the Women'6 Physical
Education Dept., was welcomed to

the board. She is taking the place of
the former Miss Sanders, who is now
Mrs. "Bucky" Spinks. Refreshments
were served after the business of the
evening had been discussed.

Sportland Tour Success in
I Spite of Rain

The Sportland Tour for the Fresh-
men was successfully handled in

spite of the rain. Field Hochey,
soccer, volleyball, baseball, basket-
ball, and tennis were demonstrated
by teams composed of girls from the
Junior, Sophomore and Freshmen
classes, in the Locker Building and
Round Gym. At the conclusion of

the tour, all the girls assembled at
the Locker Building, where a short
skit was put on and refreshments
were served.

Nominations for Junior
Representative of W.A.A.

iMarjorie Reid and Theodate Proc-
tor have been nominated for the
office of Junior Representative on
the W. A. A. Board. This office was
left vacant this fall when Ruth
Bowman transferred to Sargent.
Elections for this office will be held
sometime this week.

T. J. Murphy
Fur Company

Est. 1873
Lewiston, Maine

Here's the finest, of things you can wear.

They're the smartest you'll find anywhere.
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practices is necessary for eligibility

to play in the Garnet and Black

games at the end of the season.

ALSO your interest in these practices

is one of the bases for the awards
given by W.A.A.

Invitations for Play Day
Invitations were sent out this

week to 14 neighboring high schols

to attend the High School Play Day
that W.A.A. is sponsering here,

Saturdav, Oct. 22. The program is

being planned by Toby Zahn '34.

"RouglTStufT

To Be Barred in

Wrestling Bouts

By BRUCE PATTISOX
Judging by the questions with

which I have been assailed since the

last issue of the Student, not many
fellows understand what amateur
wrestling really is. In the first place,

you will only wrestle men of your

own weight. If you weigh 112

pounds for instance, and think you

haven't a chance in wrestling, just

look over the other men in your own
weight on campus and see what

vour chances are against them.

I may state there is very little

"rough stuff" in amateur wrestling.

All torture holds (hammer lock, full

nelson, strangle hold, toe hold kick-

ing, butting, and slugging.) will be

strictly barred.

Since the last issue of the Stu-

dent, the following men have signed

L. Lemieux 125

Carlin Heavy
McLeod 160

Amrien 1^
Atherton 1"5

Was Versatile Debater And Writer—Member
Of Phi Beta Kappa And College Club

The first student assembly of the

vear, held in the chapel last Thurs-

day morning and presided over by

Robert Swett '33, President of the

Student Council, was devoted to

singing familiar Bates songs and

learning new ones. The feature of

the program was "The Returning"

a new song set to the Londonderry
Air, rendered by Sylvester Cater '34

as a baritone solo.

Prof Selden Crafts led the entire

Bates Co-

The application of Randolph A.

Weatherbee '32 for nomination as a

Rhodes Scholar indicates that Bates

students enter into nationwide
scholastic competition with as much
readiness as in athletics. Literary

and scholastic ability and attain-

ments, qualities of manhood, ex-

hibition of moral force of character

and leadership, and physical vigor

are the basis of appointment.
Some activity of Weatherbee's

busv career fits each qualification.

Hi- chief achievements as a literary

man included four years membership
,

taff. art editor of

Northern Div. of

Chem. Teachers to

Meet at Bates

student body in singing ^„^o ~~ student
ed". another recent addition, as_well|

Mirror, and a chief contributor

to the Garnet as poet and author.

Perry 145

Recommended by the English De-

partment of Bates College

Websfer*s
Collegiate

hi

The Best Abridged Dlelienarv heo.lUf-O it is

baseil upon WEBSTER'S NEW INTER-
NATIONAL—The "Supreme Authority."
Here is a companion for your hours of
reading- and study that will prove its

real value every time yuu consult it for
the wealth of ready information that
is. instantly yours.

10G.OOO words and pliraseR with defi-

nitions, etymologies, pronuncia-
tions, and use in its 1,26a papes. 1,700

illustrations. Includes dictionaries of biography
and geopraphv; rules OI' punctuation; UEC of capitals,

abbreviations, etc.; a dictionary of foreign phrases; and other
helpful special features. /

See it at your College Bookstore or Write for Informa-
tion to the I'dWishers. Free specimen pages if you
name thie paper.

G. 6cCMERRIAM CO.

!
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as the familiar "Bobcat", "Bates

Field Song", and "Follow the Bob-

cat." In his preliminary remarks
Prof. Crafts commented on the ex-

tent of musical talent displayed in

the Freshman class. He listed the ten

musical organizations on campus as

an evidence of the interest in that

type of activity which has grown up

in the student body. He promised

that the band, under its new leader

Fred Donald '33, will be as good if

not better than last year, despite the

loss sustained by the graduation of

Gil flapperton '32, last year's leader.

Songs Result of Contest

The new songs, as Prof. Crafts ex-

plained, are the result of the second
Bates song contest, held during the

last school year, and, like the first,

•sponsored by the Alumni Council.

The "Bates Smoker", "Bates Field

Song" and "Follow the Bobcat" were
products of the first contest, while

the two new ones already mentioned
were called from the contributions

last spring.

The "Song of the Returning" by

Alice Lawry Gould '17. of Washing-
ton, D. C. is unusually line from the

standpoint of poetry, and combined
with the pleasing meoldy of the Lon-
donderry Air. produces a depth of

feeling and a grace of expression

that is extraordinary among college

songs. Mrs. Gould has written ex-

tensively for publication and recent-

ly published a volume of verse that

was accorded a gratifying reception.

The words of her contribution to

Bates follow.
When days were gold, and autumn

leaves were falling.

Within your walls, dear Bates, we
came to stay.

Four glad years passed; and life and
spring were calling.

And it was time for us to go away.
But friendships firm, and clearer,

broader vision

—

These were your gifts which never
will depart;

Your spirit strengthens us for each
decision.

For oh, we bear your benediction in

our heart.
Upon your beauty once again we're

gazing,
Though far away throughout the

year we roam.
O fairest Mother, dear past all

appraising,
We are your children, and we have

come home.
Our little triumphs, short of your

deserving,
Our little dreams, that never quite

came true,

Our love that was, and shall be
still unswerving

—

Beloved Bates, our Bates, we bring
them all to you.

Outstanding; Debater

He was for four years one of

Bates' outstanding debaters, and for

two years a member of the national

forensic honorary society. Delta Sig-

ma Rho. Despite his extra-curricula

activities, he did honor work in

Government and was elected to Phi

Beta Kappa. The confidence of his

class and the whole college in elect-

ing him president of his class for

three vears, secretary-treasurer of

the Student Council in his junior

vear, and finally in his senior year

as president of the Student Council

is testimony of his personal ability

and leadership.
Bates has graduated only three

Rhodes scholars. Erwin Canham '25,

who was a recent chapel speaker,

was a three year scholar from 19 26

to 1929. John H. Powers '19 was a

scholar for the years 1921 to 1923.

Wayne Jordan '06 was the third.

Last year Howard Thomas '31, a

versatile debater, applied.

A Rhodes scholarship grants to

the fortunate recipient an unrestrict-

ed choice of study for two years at

the University of Oxford, extended to

a third year in numerous instances.

The stipend of a Rhodes scholar is

fixed at $2000 a year.

Provisions of Scholarship

Eligibility rules for such a prize

are of a simple nature. The candidate
must first "be a male citizen of the

United States and unmarried;"
secondly, "be between the ages of

nineteen and twenty-five;" and last-

ly, "have completed at least his

sophomore year at college."

Sixteen students are chosen each|ic

vear from the United States. In the

selection system, "the 4S states will

be divided into eight districts of six

states each: each state committee
may nominate two men to appear be-

fore the district committee: a dis-

trict committee will select from the

12 candidates appearing before it

the best four to represent their state

at Oxford: a state may thus receive

two scholarships or none, in accord-

ance with the merits of its candi-

dates. A candidate can apply either

in the state in which he resides or

in the one where he has received at

least two years of his college edu-

cation."
— :o:

"There is coming a period, not

The Northern Division of the New
England Association of Chemistry

Teachers will meet at Bates Satur-

day, October 15. This will be the

Bates has acted as

host for this organization. It is com-
posed of college and high school

teachers of Chemistry, although

most of its members are teachers in

secondary schools.
The Northern Division takes in all

of the state of Maine, all of New
Hampshire, and part of Massachu-
setts. The whole association reaches

all over New England, but for con-

venience in meeting is separated into

regional groups. iMr. J. Calcutt of

Dover, N. H. is secretary of the

Northern Division.

The program for the day starts at

10:30 o'clock when the group will

visit a few cf 'Lewiston's industrial

plants including the Lewiston
Bleacherv and Dye Works and some
of the mills. At 1:00 o'clock tho

session will adjourn for dinner at

the Wedgewood Cafe.

In the afternoon there will be

addresses by Professor Brantlich of

the University of Maine and Dr.

Lawrance of Bates. Following this

will be an open discussion on
methods of teaching chemistry in

high schols. Finally after a visit to

the chemistry building, Hedge
Laboratory, the members will make
a tour of the other buildings on
campus.

At the present time about thirty

teachers have made arrangements to

come but the number will un-
doubterly be much larger.

From the News
Continued from Page One

"It is a late hour in the day to try

to keep women down, and you can't

do it anyway."—Rev. Dr. A. Z. Con-
rad.

unlike the period of the Middle
Ages, when a man gave up certain

rights to a lord for protection. We
are coming into a period of mutual
service and protection of the tyipe| numerous
that characterized the medieval
days."—Dean Roscoe Pound of Har-
vard.

"An attitude of inquiry is intelli-

gent, but a predetermination to re-

ifuse truth is not intelligent."—Dr.

! Aurelia Henry Reinhardt, President

I
of Mills College.
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in the different parts of the econom-
machine, in a fixed and unchang-

ing order. In every one of the re-

coveries studied, the series was the

same. Certain of its main elements
were:

1.—Prices for basic commo-
dities— raw materials— were
the first to reveal a trend up-

ward.
2.—An advance in the bond

market and in listed stocks,

was the next phase.
3.—Increase o£ manufactu-

rers' prices for goods at whole-
sale came next in order.

4.—Higher retail prices then
followed.

Where Do We Stand?
Where do we stand just now in

this sequence? As to stage No. 1,

the firming of commodity prices has
stood of late beyond question. Tho
extent of the rise is not great, but
every student of any one of the

tables and indexes of

commodity prices is struck by the

certainty of such advance as has
come ,and of the large number o£

commodities which have shared in

the upward trend. Some of the

foodstuffs and other raw materials

began to move upward from their

lows as long ago as last April and
May.

Stage No. 2
t
as everyone knows,

had its blessed initial day just after

July 8. The Dow Jones average for

industrial stocks dropped, on the

eigth, to the four figure of 41.22.

At the close of business on Aug. 25

the comparable figure was 73.55

—

an advance measuring more than 7S
per cent. During the same period
the rails rose from 13.23 to 3 6.36,

nearly a three-fold increase. The
bond averages went up from 65.78

on June 1 to S3. 26 on Aug. 23.
Textiles on op-grade

Evidences of activity in Stage No.
3 began a few weeks ago to become
very definite and clear. In the tex-

tiles, for example, the report of

better manufacturer's prices for
woolen goods, was quite general.
The Boston Transcript recently

said: "The volume of business is

still well below normal, but the re-
lationship of stocks and production
to demand is such that sellers now
are in a position to take a firm po-
sition on prices. It appears that the
members of the clothing trade who
cover well ahead today will seize a
good opportunity." As another and
very striking instance in the textile

field, Women's Wear yesterday made
an advance of ten cents a pound
for rayon yarn. This is the first

rise rayon has known for five

years.
Only Stage Four is left

When will Stage No. 4—the rise

of retail prices—set in? As the his-

torical studies always have shown,
there is a lag of a few weeks after
the manufacturers' wholesale prices
begin their advance, before the re-

tail field shows the results.

© 1932. Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

Urges Economy
Continued from Page One

gruity of trying to maintain tho
standards of other years when hiring
orchestras or purchasing danco
favors. He stressed the advantages
of getting everything possible from
the facilities at our disposal. "It is

a good time for us to catch up on our
reading", he said, "with the library
service that we have available."

The philosophy of Paul serves ua
in good stead in times like these,
he concluded. It was Paul who once
said, "I have learned in whatsoever
state I am therewith to be content."

— - Q ; .

Delegates assembled at the
Williamstown Institute of Politics
seemed to think that American,
capitalism needs a five-year profit
more than it does a five-year plan.
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SPORTS COMMENTS
By VINCENT BELLEAU

LUCKY JUMBO FROM MEDFORD
TRAMPLKS OVER BOBCATS 14-0

We sympathize with the Yale gentlemen who had to alibi the game
of a week and a half ago to their readers. Our turn .now. Tufts was
mentally prepared for Bates, and used the breaks to excellent advantage;
Bates was showing sigr.s of the Yale strain; therein lies the entire story
of October eighth.

Coach Morey could not in a short week rebuild what had been left
at New Haven. The reaction, as we 6aid last week, was expected. But we
had hoped for a narrow Bates victory, 6-0 or something like that. The
only thing to say now is that we look forward with interest to the Rhode
Island game, when the work of the Bates men will be examined with inter
est .especially since the game at Kingston will be the pre-series finale.

McCLUKKEY IN JURY
S.\I) RESULT OF TUFTS GAME

Ralph McCluskey, who has handled the bulk of the quarterback work
for Bates this season, is out for the rest of the season with a broken leg.

McCluskey received a great ovation as he was carried off the field Saturday
during the last half of the game. His work will be missed by the Garnet.
Not only is he the most experienced signal barker working under Morey,
but he was beginning to shape up as a good half back. He started the
Tufts game in that position and carried the ball well, while Gay ran the
team at quarter. Mac has our personal wishes for a speedy recovery.

MOREY TiTKEO SPIRIT
BATES FANS SHOWED AT GAME

The migration of the Bates student body to Medford* Saturday pleased
Coach Morey. Not very often does Bates boast a cheer-leader during an
out of state game: Den Green is to be thanked for his efforts. We wit-
nessed the young cheer-leader's efforts getting a ride to Boston, and also
his very creditable work at the Tufts oval.

Admission at a dollar and a half did not scare the crowd away from
what had been billed as a major encounter. The stands on each side of
the gridiron were crowded. Sports writers who were fooled the week
before by not paying any attention to what turned out to be a great foot-
ball outfit made up for it by attending the Medford classic. Even though
Bates lost and might have looked pretty ragged once in a while, they saw
the frame-work around which Morey i6 now rebuilding a team which we
predict will take the state series.

The old play Pricher pulled in the third quarter when he ran from
a fake kick formation was nothing but clear deception, and yet we hear
that two young men from some Maine college, scouting the game, took
voluminous notes on that particular piece of strategy. We suggest their
salary as scouts be given a boost.

McCLUSKEY BREAKS LEG IN

TUFTS GAME AS GARNET
LOSES TO JUMBO S 14-0

Bobcats Show Power And Aggressiveness In

First Period, But Unable To Sustain
Offensive Attack—Tufts Outrushed

KICKING BIG FACTOR
IX TUFTS GAME OUTCOME

Good kicking by Johnny. Grinnell, Tufts end, and lack of kicking
ability in the Bates lineup accounts to a large extent for the result of the
14-0 defeat. Tufts won on every exchange. It is true that Bill Pricher was
not in shape at all Saturday, but it reminds one that ever since Stan
Fisher left Bates in 1930. the kicking department has been a sad feature
of Rates' work. This is not a reflection on anybody's work; it is just that
Hates is minus a sufficient supply of natural booters. We shall look at
the Fresh material with expectations. Buck Spinks has been pushing the
punting department of the game along with the passing in his frosh
practice so far, and it is hoped he will find something.

By JACK RUGG
Coach Morey's Bobcats were the

victims of an inspired Tufts College

team last Saturday, a team that was

light and fast and which could be

classified as opportunists. The Bob-

cats outrushed the Tufts eleven to

the tune of three first downs to one

and just doubled this ground gained

in rushing but punted poorly and
failed to use the breaks. Roughly
speaking, the forward wall was on
even terms, but with the Jumbos
taking advantage of the breaks and
the Bates team failing to click in

the crucial points, the Tufts back-

field of Clayman McMahon and
Clark, with the help of Grinnell.
kicking end, had the edge in the
punting and the running attack with
the excepiton of Bill Pricher, Bates
halfback.
Ralph McCluskey, the vassity

quarter, who had started the game
at halfback and made a creditable
showing with his ball-carrying broke
his leg during the game and is lost

to the team for the remainder of
the year.

Aggressive in First Period
Bates showed power and aggressive-

ness in the first period with a march
from the thirty-five yard line to the
Tufts five yard line where a fumble
by Gay ended the attack. During this
march, Pricher did most of the
carrying with the line showing up

! well and clicking. From then on the
Bates attack faded with the ex-
ception of the long run of L/enzi in

the third quarter which ended on the
Tufts one yard line. Bates failed to

go over for a touchdow.n and the
drive did not materialize. Tufte
scores came in the second and fourth
periods respectively. A poor punt by
Pricher on the Bates twelve yard
line gave the ball to Tufts within
striking distance. The Bates line
stiffened but the Jumbos, with Clay-
man running advanced within four
yards and on the following play,
Clayman knifed thru for a touch-
down. The point was kicked by Clay-
man on the next play. Tufts again
scored when MacMahon intercepted
Valicenti's pass and galloped to the
Bate6 twenty yard line. Again the
Bates line failed to hold and a
combination of Staffon and Mac-
Mahon carried the ball over in two
plays.

Jinx Over Bates?
Early in the game, the Bates

team played Yale brand of football,

TUFTS DETAILS
SIDKLIOHTS, FANTASIES ETC,

The game left Bates fans speechless Most of them stayed away
from the Tufts Dance Saturday night and went away from Medford for
amusement. . . We wondered from our seat on the sidelines just what kind
of a headlines-man it was who took his marker away before the play was
definitely settled, with the result that nobody knew where to return the
ball at one instance during the game.... Bates lost three yards because
of the officials' guess work inside the ten yard line, if that means any-
thing. . . . That 'pass, Pricher to Valicenti, in the third quarter, after
Lenzi's great run down the field, looked over for a while, but the referee
decided the ball was dead two inches from the last marker. . . Again the
grapevine telegraph reports begs to differ with the authorities. It is
claimed that chalk marks on the receivers hands and chest show that he
was holding the ball at once a few inches from the right side of the line. . .

but we will not say such assertions are necessarily the truth; we are just
reporting certain rumors to that effect... as a rule, it is safe to assume
that the referee is right in his judgment. . . some of the time. . . anyway,
he is the saysoer in such events and what happens cannot be helped. . . .

Lenzi's 35 yard run which led to so near the Tufts goal in the third
quarter was the second such he has pulled this year. . . . we said after
the Arnold game that he was responsible for the best run of the day; he
repeated that feat in the Tufts game. . . the run looked to the spectators
like a nice piece of pedipulation by iLenzi, but it was partly due to good
blocking and hole manufacturing by others of the team.

MOREY ATTEMPTS
RADICAL LINEUP SHIFT

Coach Morey announced Monday night his latest effort at re-vamp-
ing the Bobcat: he is trying Bob Swett and Dick Secor in the backfield,
whereas these two gentlemen have usually been used as end and guard,
respectively. Secor ought to be a good ball carrier. If he can handle the
cleats like he can the skates, he'll give the opposing defense something
to worry about when he hits a broken field. The lack is halfbacks now
that McCluskey, Pricher, McCarthy. King, and Wilmot are out of con-
dition, necessitated this radical change Morey said. There certainly will
be a lot to watch in that Rhode Island game Saturday.
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but then aggreeeivene-se and power

petered out, due without doubt to

the costly Yale game of a week
before The Tufte eleven had a little

more on the ball than the Bobcate.

and it was not a Bates day. There

seems to be a jinx over Bates at the

Oval together with the inevitable let

dow.n after the stand at New Haven.

This, coupled with the Tufts team,

playing heads up ball was just

enough to earn them victory.

In speaking of statistics. Bates

outrushed and outpassed Tufts but

were on the red side when kicking

and materializing breaks were con-

cerned. Individual players who
deserved the crowd's plaudits were
Clayman and MacMahon. Tufts half-

backs whose all around playing was
noteworthy and the Tufts line, not
brilliant but effective and steady. For
Bates, Pricher was the back with

most yardage to his credit, yet his

punting was off par.

The summary:
TUFTS BATES
Oliver, le re, Hill
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Touchdowns—Clayman, Staffon.

Point after touchdown—Clayman,

McMahon. Substitutions—Tufte: O'-

Brien for Batchelder. Fox for Wood-
worth Spaulding for McGonagle.

Bates: McCarthy for Gay, Italia for

Hill Murphy for Kramer, Fuller for

Soba, Moynihan for Knowles. Lea*"
for Pricher, Valicent ifor McCluskev
Roche for McCluskey, Valicenti tor
Lenzi, Pricher for Knowles, LoomP r

for Valicenti. Referee, C. H. Maho.
ney; umpire, R. F. Guild; head lines'

man, H. R. Bankhart; field judge a"

F. Noble. Time—.Four 12m. period*'
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BUCK SPINKS SUGGESTS
TUMBLING EXHIBITION SOON

Our genial gentleman from the r,outh, Leslie W. Spinks. Buck to
you. its interested in the Student's wrestling tournament, and has sug-
gested an additional feature, consisting of what is commonly known ae
a tumbling show; in other words, an acrobatic exhibition, with Bates
talent performing. Len Green, who gets his cheer leading practice in the
gym, Lai Lemieux. debater who learned to wave hie hands so nonchalantly
on a gym mat, and countless others fall daily all over each other in at-
tempts to stage death terrifying and thrilling poses which they will reveal
to the public when our show goes before the public gaze. Bruce Pattison
is busy signing up more Avrestlers, by the way.

OCR CONTEMPORARIES
SURPRISE AGAIN ON GRIDIRON

Bowdoin, following our predictions and going against the general
trend of expectation, administered Williams a licking Saturday. Colby
came through this time with a win over a bunch of sailor boys, while
Maine lost to powerful iHoly Cross, so that it looks more than ever now
like a Bates-Bowdoin-Maine-Colby final outcome in the state series.

We give Bates the first place because of a team which is funda-
mentally beter than the Polar Bear outfit. Morey's bra^nd of coaching
inspires not a temporary outburst of energy but something that will work
in the long run, notwithstanding occasional reverses. We fear that the
•Bowdoin spirit i<s a thing of passing fancy, but still give Bowdoin the edge
over Maine. Colby, sad to say, we relegate to last place, no matter how
good Pete Mills may turn out to be. We don't care how the Bowdoin-
Tufts game Saturday turns out; as a matter of fact, its more than possible
that Bowdoin will take Tufts over, and boast plenty about the feat, after
which we will beat Bowdoin the 22nd.

MORE SPORTS:—Statistics are being compiled relating to the percentage
of Bates football adherents who visited the Old Howard Saturday night;
results will then be compared with the showing made last year when the
Bates tennis men played Harvard. At the time, the percentage was too
high for publication.... And so the Bates Boot and Saddle Club, alias
the riding club, has gone to its demise. At the risk of being accused of
using proverbial proverbialis.ni, we shall say that the powers that be again
proverbially intervened with the proverbial conservatism that marks these
sainted walls, and all the dreams of sore muscles, corn and marshmallow
roast*, and the hopes of incorporating the horse in the match making
business have gone .up in smoke and so, till after a sample of the
Rhode Island football weather, red noses and what not, so long.

REPRESENTATIVE
for wholesale jewelry and eift house, to
present to fellow students the opportuni-
ty of purchasing their Christmas and
year-round gifts at i0'/c discount from
standard list prices. No investment
required. Write Eoom 301, 12 West St.,
Boston, Mass.

SER VALL
LUNCH

44 Bates St. Geo E. SchmUt

The Blue Line
Lewiston—Rumford—Farmington

Lv Lewiston

—

7.45 A.M., 12.35 P.M., 4.25 P.M
Lv Rumford

—

7.35 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4.15 P.M
Lv Karmineton

—

7.30 A.M., 12.20 P.M., 4.10 P.M
STANDARD TIME

Fred C, McKenney
64 Sabattus Street

CITIES SERVICE GASOLINE
and LUBRICATING OILS
WASHING and GREASING

Nearest Gasoline Station to College

Compliments of

J. W. White Co.

Freshman Gridsters

Answer in Large

Numbers Tuesday

One of the largest Freshman
football squads ever to report for
practice, answered Coach "Buck"
Spink's call last Tuesday for the

initial practice of the year.
At the outset most of the can-

didates wanted to be ends or backs,
but necessity has made some of
them change their minds.

During the past week, no actual
scrimmage has been held. The
work consisted of the interpretation
of the new rules and the main
fundamentals of football. A few

plays were given at the last part
of the week.
The Bobkittens open their season

here on Friday, Oct. 28, against
Bucksport Seminary. Bucksport
boasts a strong team and will give
the Freshman plenty of trouble.
Coach Spinks, however, expects in a
reasonable time to have a real team
representing the Class of 1936.
The following have been reported

on the Freshman roster: Bargioli,
Benedettii, Bismark, Brewster,
Cann, Curtin, Chalmers, Clark, Co-
nant, Conrad, Cummings, Dambry,
Drobosky, Field, Fish. Foote, Frost,
Gallagher, Gaufier, Glaser, Gran-
nan, Gray, Grun, Leahy, Laffin,
MacBain, Merrill, O'Sullivan, Nich-
olson. Parfitt, Paulaskas, Peabody,
Pendleton, Perry, Pignone, Risley,
Salley, Saunders ,Sawin, Sherman.
Stevenson, Stoddard, Thomas, Tor-
ret, Vinecour. Wellman, Anthony,
Biernacki, Swift, Howe, Madden.

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED

Telephone 3694
College and Sabattus Streets

WE CATER TO

BATES STUDENTS
COLLEGE ST. SHOE HOSPITAL

67 COLLEGE STREET

THE
FORT DEARBORN

MASSACRE
"Nature in the Raw"—as
portrayed by the artist, N. C.
Wyeth . . . inspired by the

heartless treachery of a band
of vicious Miami Indians,

who massacred the settlers

with inhuman ferocity ...
August 15, 1812.

v.-.v:

raw tobaccos
have no place in cigarettes
They are not present in Luckies

• . . the mildest cigarette

you ever smoked

WE buy the finest, the very
finest tobaccos in all the

world— but that does not
explain why folks every-
where regard Lucky Strike as
the mildest cigarette. The fact
is, we never overlook the
truth that "Nature in the
Raw is Seldom Mild

these fine tobaccos, after
proper aging and mellowing,
are then given the benefit of
that Lucky Strike purifying
process, described by the
words—-It's toasted". That's
why folks in every city, town
and hamlet say that Luckies
are such mild cigarettes.

It's toasted'
Th»* package off mild Luckies

"Ifa man write a better book, breach a >

build bis house in the woods, the worldwimLl^u 7 '? better mouse-trap than his neighbor, tbo be
Does not this explainThewIS t 'A

beaten?ath t0

J ""W™ WALDO EMERSonP am tne world-wide acceptance and approval ofLucky Strike?

i
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South Carolina's
Cooperatives

The Composer of
"The Vagabond King"

Satiety Without Food

Depression is Over

THOMAS MUSGRAVE

LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1932 PRICE TEN CENTS

COOPERATIVE marketing asso-
ciations for single staple crops
have been doing a. varying

amount of business dn South Carolina
for some years, but the State's first
County Farmers Exchange, acting as
a clearing house and sales agency
for all fairm products, has freest
organized here as the initial stlep in

a ten-year plan to stabilize farming
in Sumter Country.

The experiment has 'attracted wide
attention all over the State. The ex-
change?, owned and directed hy a
group of the county's most influen-
tial farmers, will attempt to ascer-
tain each year what products the
market requires, induce farmers to
plant them and act as shipping and
selling agent. It will also try to build
up markets for certain products not
Mw grown in the county.

By paying or obtaining cash for
farm products the exchange hopes
t0 enable the farmer to obtain credit
on something other than cotton. It

J also intended to establish a trade
or barter system hy which the farm-
ers may exchange goods with one
another. Pools for the purchase of
large quantities, of fertilizer and
other supplies will be formed.
The organization was the first step

in the ten-year .plan sponsored hy
the Sumter Country Interservice
Clubs. A complete agricultural eco-
nomic survey of the county by the
South Carolina Agricultural Experi-
ment Station, has also been ordered,
and the development program will
be based largely on its results.

DOWN the gangplank, right out
of a story book, comes Rudolf
Friml. the great composer, who

arrived in New York last week from
Europe The setting ie that of the
tale of "Little Nello" which we
believe to be Bohemian.

Father, a good scout, who liked
music, worked in a bakery in the
Bohemian village. Mother, with an
eye to business and not all musical,
isaved up money to buy the winter's
wood. Father, on the way to buy the
wood, saw a beautiful little melodion
in a shop window, for sale cheap.
The price was just that of the wood
money. He brought the melodion and
trundled it home in his wheelbarrow
for little Rudolf, who was then 8

years old. Mother reached for the
ax, intending to chop it up, but was
dissuaded.

Without a lesson, Rudolf played
on it 'beautifully. The boes baker,
passing by, heard the music, rushed
in and 6ent the lad to the Prague
Conservatory of Music. He went on
tour with his classmate, Jan Kube-
lik, he playing the piano and Kube-
lik the violin. Daniel Frohman dis-

covered him in London and brought
him to the United States. In quick
succession he knocked out "The Fire-

fly," "You're in Love," "The 'Blue

Kitten," "Tumble Inn" and about a

dozen other operettas. His big smash
was "The Vagabond King," written

with Brian Hooker, the austere New
Englander. He wrote the Vagabond's
song in fifteen minutes at 3 o'clock

in the morning. Writing a fantastic

musical shorthand, he lives in a

blizzard of arpeggios and grace
notes. Thus the baker's boy arrives

in state on the gilded Conte 'Grande,

and father is squared for blowing in

the wood money.

PROFESSOR OHUKITSHEV of

Moscow has been making some
curious experiments that throw

considerable light on the natuife of

hunger. He injected the blood of an
animal that had eaten heartily into

one that was starving. All signs of

hunger in the slecond animal disap-

peared. Injections of secretin (pre-

pared from extracts of the muscular
.coating of the intestinal tract)

yielded similar .results.

Experiments made with nitroge-
nous compounds split off from the
blood and other organs show that the
blood receives something from the

stomach that must he like a har-

mone. For example, the blood deriva-

tives had no effect whatever in sell-

ings the pangs of hunger, but those

obtained from the stomach and the
intestinal tract were effective

It was not Professor Chukitshev's
object to discover a way of doing
Without food, but to throw light on
*hat may be called the chemistry of

starvation and on the processes that
cause an empty stomach to contract.

St)ill it is easy to predict that

height reduction may some day be
more pleasant (proceeding than it is

u°w. To have the sensation of a full

stomach and yet to forego food.

DEPRESSION IS OVER

—-Sheriffs are finding it possible
to cover their assignments without
a racing car.

. —"All right; sue me!" is still

being heard, but it ie no longer the
v'°tce of America.—'Cigarette grubbing has declined
,U02 in the last two months.
7-One of Amreica's hast known

°Ptimists took his savings from under
a rock last week, bought himself a
<_nange of underwear and ceased
^Ping a(t strange noises.

STUDENTS ELECT HOOVER IN
POLITICS CLUBS STRAW VOTE-
AGAINSTPROHIBITION REPEAI

So&alist Candidate Beeehres 40 Out Of 369Votes Cast—Off-Campus Goes Democratic-Men And Women Split On Prohibition
Bates undergraduate men andwomen selected Herbert Hoover forPresident and expressed dry senti-ment Monday in the straw vote con-

ducted by the Politics Club
Giving the Republican candidate

tor re-election a sizable lead of 169
votes over Roosevelt, the men and
the women of the college united in
displaying a concerted opinion on
personalities, even if they did dis-
agree on prohibition While the men
voted for repeal, 13 2-8 2. the women
expressed a dry tendency with only
4 9 votes for repeal and 103 for a
policy of retention of the eighteenth
amendment.

The Hoover total vote was 24 9;
Roosevelt had 80 votes, and Thomas
came in a poor third in the presi-
dential voting, getting 40 votes. The
total prohibition vote gave retention
a 4 vote lead oveT repeal, with a
total of 185 votes against 181.

Off-Campus Goes Democratic
The off-campus voters were the

only ones to go democratic as a
group, the men favoring Roosevelt
20-18, and the women by one vote,
8-7. The off-campus women were the
only women to vote for repeal, 9-5.
All the men's dormitories favored
repeal except John Bertram, prac-
tically entirely freshmen, where the
vote was a 26-26 tie on the subject.

Voting was rather heavy late
Monday night, especially among the
campus voters who were rallied by
some unknown telephone coaxing
source working in favor of the
Democratic nominee at the last
minute. The women's precincts re-
turns came in early, voting having
been completed by Monday noon.

(Roger Williams Hall was the only
dormitory with a record of a 100%
vote, and was the first men's dormi-
tory to show complete returns.
Thomas Strongest Among Freshmen

For Norman Thomas, the Presi-
dential candidate, John Bertram
freshmen cast more votes than any
other group and one-fifth of his

total.
While little faith can be placed in

Freshmen Class

Attends Reception

At Pres. Gray's
Pres. and Mrs. Clifton D. Gray re-

ceived members of the Freshman
class in their home last Friday and
Tuesday evenings. Games were en-
joyed and the groups sang some of
the favorite Bates sangs. The enter-
tainment by Prof. Robinson was
appreciated, and refreshments were
part of the evening's program.

Those attending last Friday were
the women from Whittier, Hacker,
and Milliken 'Houses, and men from
John Bertram and Rogers Williams
Halls. Last evening the students of
Lewiston and Auburn, and the
women from Chase were invited.

-:o:

itinued on Page 4 Col. 2

Dr. Van Dusen

Vesper Speaker

In Chapel Sunday
The first Vesper Service of the

year will be held in the Chapel on
Sunday, October 23, from 4:30 to
5:30 P. M. The speaker for the
service is to be Dr. Henry P. Van
Dusen, who is Dean of men at the
Union Thieologieaii seminary in con-
nection with Columbia University.
He is a very effective speaker, and
although the subject of his talk is

not known, it will undoubtedly be
of interest to the college and the
community.

Music will be furnished by the
choir. This service is the first of a
series planned for the school year,
and is in the charge of the Council
on Religion.

STUDENT CHAPEL SPEAKERS

APPROVED BY CHAPEL GROUP
Student-Faculty Committee Also Suggests More

Frequent Appearance Of Local Ministers

And Larger Musical Program
Students as chapel speakers within

the near future was one of the

suggestions discussed and approved

by the chapel conference group last

Thursday evening. The more fre-

quent appearance of local ministers

and a larger musical program were
two other recommendations which

the committee accepted, as they met

with Pres. Gray in the faculty room
at Roger Williams Hall for the

purpose of fujjtheY improving the

chapel situation.

The twenty students present were

among those chosen by the Student

Council and the Student Government
last spring to meet with the presi-

dent and discuss the chapel problem,

and they met again Thursday to re-

port on the success of this year's

innovations and to make suggestions

for the future.

Regulation Up To Students

"There is only one way of perma-
nent regulation, of course," Pres.

Grav remarked, "and that lies with

the "students themselves." Self-disci-

pline and the diffusion of a correct

attitude on the matter, he continued,

are up to the student body at large.

Asked to comment on the success

of the new co-educational seating

arrangement the students expressed

themselves for the most part well

pleased with it. Some were more

non-committal, but, like Rob. SweU,

agreed that the additional cuts more

than made up for the incon-

venience." The president ad^tted

that the women got "the best of the

deal," but reminded those whose

names are among the last in the

alphabet that the whole order will

be reversed the second semester.

Plans Suggested Last Year

Inviting in .more of the local

ministers and using more student

speakers are two suggestions that

grew out of last year's discussion

hut they came too late to be put into

practice then. Bob Swett '33 ana

Lucille Jack '33, presidents of the

Student Council and .Student Govern-

ment respectively, were appointed a

committee to recommend students

for chapel service. Very few have

acted in this capacity in the past

with the exception of student

assemblies.
Pres Gray announced that nego-

tiations with Prof. Crafts had proved

successful and that the choir would

render anthems twice a week Instead

of once as formerly.

Sophomores Will Be Added

The committee on chapel, which

ha* until now consisted of students

?rom the classes of 1933 and 1934

nniv will be enlarged in the near

f,Vtiire by additions from the sopho-

more class. It will meet from now on

with aW degree of frequency.

Alfred Anthony,

Trustee, Attacks

False Propaganda

Speaks In Chapel Mon-
day—Is a Former
Bates Professor

"If you're after smartness and not

truth, you'd better quit now," said

Alfred W. Anthony, '8 5, in his cha-

pel address last Monday morning.
"Ability to tell the truth consists of

two things," he continued, "know-
ledge of the facts and the right in-

tention."
Dr Anthony, who is a member of

the Board of Trustees and author of

a number of books on Bibical Litera-

ture, asserted that the foremost

question in the world today, whether

in business or in politics is: "Is it

true?"
Prof. Myhrman, he said, told him

that in Finland people regarded

things which appeared in print as

absolute fact. We of America, on the

contrary are apt to be more skepti-

cal. The wave of propaganda, begun
during the war, has not yet entirely

subsided, and we are inclined to take

what we read in newspapers and
magazines with a grain of salt

Advertising, and politics today large

ly consist of propaganda. The "man
from Missouri" attitude has become
part of the warp and woof of Ameri-

can character.
Formerly a Professor Here

Dr. Anthony, who was a professor

at Bates for three years and at Cobb
Divinity School for twenty years,

has an creditable record. He holds

six degrees, and is a Phi Beta Kappa.

He is the author of "Introduction to

Life of Jesus," "Method of Jesus,"

and "New Testament Criticism".

Besides holding a large number of

offices in various welfare organiza-

tions, he has been a Fellow of Bates

since 1919.
___ :o:

"We have a population so poorly

versed in politics and political

economics that when corruption and

mismanagement of a public office is

flaunted in their faces, they yawn

and deem such mismanagement and

waste a necessary evil."—William

MeAndrew, superintendent of schools,

"Every age has to rebuild its

ideals and today is no exception."—

Rev Charles Francis Potter.

DANCE NOTICES

FRIDAY NIGHT
The Y dance originally sched-

uled for this Saturday night has
been changed to Friday night at
Chase Hall. It will be a pre-
Maine game function, and the
music will be supplied by Tom
Gormley's Bobcats.

BOWDOIN GAME
There will be a dance the

night of the Bowdoin game, Oct.
2», and will be held either in
Chase Hall or the Gym. The ex-
act location will be announced
later. Gormley's augmented Bob-
cats will supply the music.

Outing Club Adds

Mt. Chocorua to

Its Many Conquets

Party Of Men Scale New
Hampshire Mountain

Sunday
By CARL MILLIKEN

Mt. Chocorua, 3,200 feet high,
and located between Chocorua and
North Conway, New Hampshire,
was the destination of the Bates
College Outing Club as twelve be-
sweatered members gathered in the
early morning frostiness outside
Parker Hall last Sunday, Oct. 16th.

So early was the hour that the
sleep of the honest and the jusi
still reigned over the College Com-
mons: The Buffet Luncheon, how-
ever, rose to the occasion and serv-

ed up hamburg and coffee to put
life and vitality into frozen forms
and make more endurable the pros-

pect of a seventy mile drive through
the wilds of western Maine and
eastern New Hampshire. In fact,

John Hanley'34, filled with the
energy and impatience of a hearty
breakfast, could not constrain him-
self to follow the sedate pace set by
Dr. Sawyer's Pontiac and attacked
the latter with a vicious set-to of

bumpers .His own fender was des-

troyed, and a sadder and wiser Ford
followed humbly ;n fhe rear during
the remainder of the trip.

.At the base of the mountain, sup-
plies were unequally divided and
the grind began, pack-laden mem-
bers dragging in the rear. After an
hour's travel a debate ensued be-

tween Dr. Sawyer and Ken Camp-
bell '34, director of the trip, as to

the distance to the Mountain Club
shelter scheduled as the dinner
stop. The company milk supply (two
cans in one of the packs) was stak-

ed on the question—"Twenty mi-
nutes vs. forty-five minutes to the
hut". The hut was reached in

twenty minutes and Dr. Sawyer
won the wager. However, the milk
didn't arrive until ten minutes la-

ter, and no settlement could be
reached.

Dr. Sawyer, married man of the
party, acted as chief cook and pro-

duced a delicious batch of Rand
Hall coffee (the coffee was cooked
in canned goods containers from
Fiske Dining HalL). Sandwiches,
cookies .doughnuts, oranges, apples,

and Hershey bars furnished hearty
support to the bitter black beverage
(the sugar gave out); and Clayton
Hall '33 .deep in his cups, rose to

true eminence as Teller of Tall

Stories. Seated on his figurative

'barrel of ink', he regaled the group
with tales of Paul Bunyan's exploits

as the greatest lumberman that

ever logged out of Michigan. Mil-

bury '34. inspired by accounts of

Seven League Boots and Seven Mile
Saws and pea soup 'a mile across',

rose and essayed to toss his orange
into the distant valley only to

spear a tree-top some fifty feet

away; nothing daunted he seized a
chunk of fire-wood, hit the orange,
and propelled stick, orange, and
tree-top into the abyss below.

The Bates party was not in sole

possession of the hut. A man and
his wife on a camping trip were al-

ready there when the campus gent-

lemen arrived .They were most cor-

dial, however .enjoying the coffee

and' fireside conversation, but kept,

none the less, a wary eye on their

various possessions, scattered about.

So it was that as the party, once

again set forth, ' this time for the

summit, the woman summarily ac-

cused Ken Bates '35 of having de
signs on her toothbrush.

In the meantime, a real thief

made his getaway unnoticed. Charlie
Paige '35 ,a saintly look on his face

as he sang "(Nearer My God to

Thee", had clambered half the in-

tervening distance to the summit
before a panting figure with thick-

lensed glasses reached the rear

members of the party and demanded,
"Where is my silverware?" Shame-
facedly. Paige delved into his knap
sack, like Benjamin of Bible fame,
and produced the missing forks and
spoons. He professed complete igno
ranee, however, of the whereabouts
of a 'bonehandled knife which the

camper still lacked, and since no
amount of inquiry could bring it to

light, the man with the knickers

was left clasping his prodigal silver-

ware and blinking behind thick

glasses as he reflected on the du-

plicity of American college boys.

Visibility was extremely poor
throughout the day, and a heavy

CRIPPLED BATES TEAM OFF
FOR 0R0N0 FRIDAY; RALLY IN

LITTLE THEATER THURS. NIGHT
King, Wilmot, Soba, McChiskey Definitely Out Of

Lineup—Stone And McCarthy May Play If In

Condition—Maine Handicapped

Second Big Rally Morey May Make

Of Fall Campaign
j

Late Line Shifts

Student Reporter

Heads Spofford

Club For '32-'33

Thelnm Kittredge '33 was elected
president of Spofford Club Tuesday
evening. Oct. 11, to fill the vacancy
left by Rebecca Carter '33, who re-
signed.

Initiation of the new members
followed the business meeting. (Five
minute sketches from well-known
plays or novels were given by Harold
Karkos, Powers McLean, Robert
Kramer, Melvin Welsch, Abbott
Smith, Gray Adams, Lloyd George,
H. Robinson Johnston, Frank Wood,
Vincent Belleau, Albert Oliver,
Arthur Merrifield, Leo Barry, Oarl
Milliken. John Dority, iRichard Tut-
hill, Robert Kroepsch, Stanley Mc-
Leod.

-:o:-

George Olds New
'35 Member of

Student Council

George "Barney" Olds '35 of New
York City is the sophomore class
representative on the Student Coun-
cil for 193 2-33 to succeed Edward
Tierney who has transferred to
Alabama. Olds was selected at a
meeting of the Student Council at a
meeting yesterday afternoon.
The new representative entered

Bates from Hebron Academy, and
has been a member of the Cross-
country 13'quad for two years, win-
ning his numerals last season as a
freshman, and his varsity letter last
Saturday against Northeastern. He
runs the half mile on Coach Thomp-
son's track squad.

A huge football rally, the first to

be held this year in the Little Thea-
tre is planned for Thursday evening
at 7:30 on the eve of the squad's
departure for Orono where it will

meet Maine Saturday in the open-
ing State Series game. Under the
direction of Arnold Adams or Henry
LaVallee of the Sutdent Council,

the rally will be featured by cheers
for each member of the squad and
short speeches.

It is hoped that Coaches "Dave"
Morey and Buck iSpinks will speak.
James H. Carroll '11, President of

the Athletic Council is already
scheduled.

The rally will take on the aspect
of a parade at first as the band un-
der the direction of Fred Donald
and the cheerleaders led by John
Stevens will meet at John Bertram
Hall at 7:30, and from that point
march by a roundabout route to
Hathorn collecting students along
the way.

The route includes from the
starting point Campus Avenue, up
College Street past Rand and Che-
ney Houses and the Chapel to East
Parker, and then, before that hall to
Hathorn.

The team will be on the platform
and the captain for the Maine game
may be announced so that he may
speak a few words.

This rally will be similiar to the
one held before the Yale game when
practically the entire student body
escorted the players' bus to Union
Square.

Just before going to press last

night Coach Morey, in an interview

with the Student, said that he is

still experimenting with his crippled

squad and may be forced to shift

Seoor back to the line.

MOUNT ALLISON TO DEBATE
HERE NEXT WEDNESDAY NIG1

Murray And Lemieux To Participate In Only
Bates' International Debate This Year

-—Canadians Experienced

Bowdoin-Tufts

Battle Saturday

To Scoreless Tie

Polar Bears Show Stub-
born Defence To

Jumbos' Attack

Continued on Page 3 Col. 7

Bowdoin served notice last Satur-
day afternoon that State Series op-
ponents should exjpect a more rug-
ged Polar Bear than has roamed
through Maine during the past few
years. Showing a stubborn defense,
the boys from Brunswick held a
favored Tufts team to a scoreless
tie. The forward lines of both teams
kept the opposing backfields from
doing much ground-gaining, Tufts
being in scoring position three times
and Bowdoin threatening once.

Although Tufts packed more
power than did Bowdoin and did
some impressive gaining at midfield
the Jumbo attack was always
smeared by the determined Bow-
doin defense when the ball reached
the danger zone. Bowdoin uncorked
a drive of her own. late in the final

period that gave all loyal Polar
Bear fans visions of entering the
State Series with three straight
wins. Richardson, a standout both
offensively and defensively all after-

noon, and Hubbard pounded their

way from midfield . to the Tufts
twelve yard marker where the Jum-
bo line braced. On the fourth down
an attempted placement by Burdell
failed and Bowdoin hopes went
glimmering. Tufts, in turn, started

a determined drive and as the game
ended was making long gains
through the fast-tiring Bowdoin
eleven.

The outstanding feature of the
game was' a fifty yard pass, Clayman
to Grinnell, which put Tufts on the
Bowdoin ten yard line. Here Bow-
doin stiffened and averted Tufts'
most dangerous threat. Milliken
and Low were strong points in the
Polar Bear frontier. For Tufts
Uanna did some fancy ball toting
while Grinnell and O'Brien flashed
in the Tufts' line.

:o:

Reports from Moscow indicate
that the tension between Japan and
Russia has relaxed somewhat May-
be the Japs remembered the troubles
they had at Shanghai with John
Chinaman and his old blunderbuss
when they observed that Ivan had a
modern machine ,gun.

The only international debate
this year on the Bates debating cal-
endar brings together Mount Allison
College and Bates College. This im-
portant debate is scheduled to take
place at 8 o'clock on the evening of
October 26 at the Bates Chapel. The
question to be discussed is: Resolv-
ed, That most advertising is detri-
mental to the best interests of the
general public. Bates will uphold
the Affirmative. Coming at a time
when everyone is learning such
things as nature in the raw is sel-
dom mild, the very subject of the
discussion, is enough to draw a
crowd to witness the debate between
representatives of the U. S. and of
Canada.

Every Year Since 1921
The idea of an international de-

bate was first put into practise in
1921. Every year since then, Bates
has engaged in at least one debate
with a group from outside the
United States. This has resulted in
the establishment of forensic rela-
tions with a large number of foreign
countries. Chief among these are
England, Germany, Canada, and
far-off Australia.

The coming debate with Mount
Allison is a direct outgrowth of
this scheme of international die-

bates. Last year the plan included
an extended trip into Canada. The
result was a very successful one
when measured both in the terms
of decisions gained and in the terms
of the very friendly relationships
which were established. The Bates
men who went on this trip with
Prof. Quimby were Randolph Wea-
therbee '32 and Frank Murry '34.

Their schedule took them through
the two provinces of New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia. They debated
Dalhousie, University of Halifax,
Nova Scotia, the University of King's
College, also at Ha Li fax, the Uni-
versity of New Brunswick at Fred-
ericton, New Brunswick, and Mount
Allison College of Sackville, New
Brunswick.

Canadians Championship Caliber

As a result of this trip, Bates
College invited Mount Allison to
come to Maine on a debating tour
this year. This Mount Allison decid-
ed to do, and, with the aid and sug-
gestions of the Bates Debating
Council, they are planning to spend
the week of October 23 in Maine.
Mount Allison is to debate Maine,
Colby, Bates, and Bowdoin. The
Canadian team is to make the trip
by water, and the people of Maine
can be assured that (the boat which
brings this team is bringing some of
the best representatives of Canadian

Continued on Page 4 Col. 6

it seems at the present writing that,

the Bates-Maine state series game
at Orono this coming Saturday de-
pends largely on the speed with
which each side's cripples will re-

cover between now and game-time.
Bates authorities stated Tues-

day morning that Brud King, Eddie
Wilmot, and Frank Soba are defini-

tely out of the lineup along with
McCluskey, of course; and whether
McCarthy, Joe Murphy, and Tubby
iStone play depends on their condi-
tion at the time.

Maine Handicapped

Maine, in the same mood, says
John Wight, veteran guard who has

I

been valuable to the Bricemen,
I broke an ankle in the New Hamp-
shire game and is out of the Bates
encounter, and also that quarter-
back Johnny Wilson, passer non-
pareil, and candidate for All-Maine

I

honors, may not play due to injuries

|
received in the same New Hampshire

i
fracas; Frank Craig, tackle, also

received injuries to the extent that

I

may or may 'not keep him out of

I the Bates game.
At that, Maine has the edge on

Bates; Means can also throw passes,

,

as well as Wilson, and Romansky
and Robertshaw are first rate ball

'carriers; Aldrich at end is an A-l
man, and Cobb at center also rates

as a star along with Calderwood,
another Maine lineman.

The Bades lineup will probably
be somewhat like the one which
which opened against Rhode Island,

with Kramer and Italia at the ends,
Gilman and Berry, or Gorham, or
Carlin, at the tackles; Fuller and
maybe Kelley at the guards; dem-
ons, center; Gay, Loomer, or Vali-

centi at quarter, Secor and Pricher

at the halves, and Knowles at full-

back.

Maine Stronger Running Game
If one considers the running

ability of the two teams, Maine
j
looms stronger than the Bobcat.
With King and McCarthy and Mc-
Cluskey in the lineup, Bates can
compete on an even footing or bet-

ter with anybody, but McCluskey.
who had just started displaying his

ball carrying ability, broke a leg

and is out for the season; King's
fracture has not yet healed enough
to allow him to participate in prac-

i
tice sessions, and McCarthy's condi-
tion is doubtful. Secor, drafted
from the line to fill the holes in the

backfield, is too inexperienced to

, be classed as a certainty; and

I

Swett, new to the backfield also,

j
has not had a change to show what
he can do.

1 Roche goes well at times, a3
does Lenzi ,so that Morey has only
Pricher, Knowles, and Moynahan
upon whom he can base confidence
in the ball carrying department
Saturday.
When it comes to passing, Means

of Maine, and Wilson, if he plays,

outclass the Bobcats by far; Mc-
Cluskey threw the Bates passes be-

fore his injury took him out of the

I

Tufts game. Loomer has been known
to throw some good ones, but not
enough so that it can be said he is

an able substitute for McCluskey.
Means and Wilson of Maine com-
pleted six out of 10 throws in the
first half of the New Hampshire
game, illustrating their power with
the arm.

Roche Will Kick
Bates' kicking ability rests with

Roche, a problematical punter, and
Johnny Roche, more than problem-
atical.

Both teams, however, have the
good fortune of being coached by
men who know their jobs, so that
a good exhibition of football is as-
sured the Bates fans who intend to
trek the 115 miles to Orono. Brice
has coached plenty of winning
teams at Maine and still knows a
trick or two; Dave Morey, needless
to say, has proved to the satisfac-
tion of Bates supporters and every-
body else that he is a master of
football strategy. No doubt each
team will be groomed to the ulti-

mate degree for Saturday's battle,

and whatever the outcome, the
game will be worth seeing.
The outcome of the Maine game

will oudoubtedly affect the series

[

standing more than any other game
1

during the course of the schedule.
Maine and Bates are admitted to be
the two leading contenders for the
state title, and whoever wins Satur-
day will no doubt be regarded as
the champion to come.
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National Politics

Through Undergraduate Eyes.

Governor Gardiner's state-

ment at the opening ehapel

that he thought college men
who entered politics were just

about as good as the average can easily be corroborated by anyone
who cares to examine whait is going on in the present political cam-

paign. Such a flood of oratory and political bombast as has been

loosed on the public through the medium of platform, press and
radio is without precedent in former presidential campaigns. The
greater part of it savors more strongly of the politician than the

statesman, whether it emanates from the 'Republican or Democratic

stronghold. Much of it comes from men who have been educated in

our colleges, yet if we are to judge on the basis of the acrimonious

ics which some have made, one would never know it.

The collegians of the country are being appealed to strongly,

probably because the leaders of the major parties realize that

yictory may depend on a very slim margin of votes and so are not

overlooking any possible source of votes. Albie Booth has been signed

up by the Republicans, possibly to counteract the effect which Gene
Tunney produced in securing Democratic votes. Lou Gehrig was
also reported to have been accepted as a stump speaker for the

Republican cause, but later reports have it that he prefers to stick

to something about which he knows a little, rather than to venture
into politics concerning which he admits he knowrs nothing. Perhaps
it would be better if the others had felt the same way. It might be
said that the Socialists were first to take advantage of the news
.value of athletes who espouse a political cause, for many will re-

member the fiery speeches of Red Long, Bates football captain for

two seasons, in behalf of the Socialist Party.

In addition to these tactics, partisan organizations are being
formed on many campuses throughout the country. Instructions

from the national headquarters of the major parties are full of such
subtle suggestions as to have the president, of the college come out
in favor of the party or of the candidate; to send to headquarters the

names of children of prominent opponents of the party, who have
been won over; and to enroll as many names as possible on the
roster of the campus organization.

AVhile these are favorable indications of the fact that under-
graduates are coming to be a factor in polities, a thing which was
not dreamed of thirty years ago, it is very obvious that if their in-

fluence is to,be for the best, their ideals must certainly be something
more than that of the "average politician". In other countries stu-

dents have long been a vital factor in national polities. In view of the
hopeless impasse into which our national leaders seem to have led
us, it would seem that it is very nearly time that this happened in

our country.

"Will the college youth accept the challenge and assert them-
selves through the ballot? That remains a matter of conjecture for
the present and depends on the intelligence they bring to bear in

their appraisal of what is going on in the political arena. What will

they think of major parties whose platforms are so much alike, that,

as someone has said "they are so much a piece you can't tell them
apart f" What will they think of a presidential candidate who re-

sorts to cry-baby tactics, or who spends his time praising the
glorious traditions and liberalism of the state in which he happens
to find himself ? What will they think when they examine a spectacle
such as a national convention of one of the major parties, resembling
a howling undergraduate body at a football game more than any-
thing else ? What will they think of the colossal mistakes that must
be recorded against the party now in power; of a giant finance
corporation organized to lend money to railroads and companies
that have not sufficient security to borrow that money through
legitimate business channels ; of a moratorium on foreign war debts
that has merely postponed and aggravated a problem rather than
relieved it ; of a Farm Board that with childlike simplicity bought up
millions of bushels of wheat in order to raise the price of that
commodity, and now holds it without any market ; of relief organ-
ized on a primitive community basis for unemploj'ment, a national
calamity, and this in the face of two years of failure at that plan;
and of a party who now says that the depression is the result, of
world wide conditions, yet who said four years ago that the pros-
perity which the country then enjoyed was the sole result of the
"wise and beneficial administration of the Republican Party."

What will they think of the other major party and its" record;
of its candidate who promises many liberal measures to relieve
present conditions, yet who did not support similar measures when

I

they were proposed to the state legislature, while he was governor,

of New York; who did nothing to blot out the graft and corruption

which was prevalent in the city of New York, until such action was

forced on him by Samuel Seabury; who has never alienated himself;

from the Tammany group, which has been a synonym for all that is

evil in politics; and who refuses to commit himself on major issues,

but contents himself with generalities and an ingratiating smile ?

Will thev revolt against such slovenliness in the realm of politics in

this country and attempt to build up the third party, or will they

try to plaster together the crumbling mechanism of these party

machines?
The Literary Digest Poll to date has revealed the interesting

fact that Norman Thomas is receiving a proportionately greater

amount of votes from the colleges and first voters than any other

candidate. This would indicate that, the youth of our country are

somewhat more radical than their elders. That must be expected

since such a widespread world affliction as the present depression

must certainly demand a radical cure. In view of the fact that the

doctors who are working over this sick country have failed to make
any sort of accurate diagnosis, and do not know what results in

terms of unemployment, poverty and disease have arisen because

of this illness, such a diagnosis and constructive platform as the
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By ABBOTT SMITH

him-
since

The death of a friend on Wednes-

day last had put Sir Roger in a most

unhappy mood. Though recovered

from the shock of grief, and having

largelv regained his usual per-

spective, the .squire was not in a

tolerant temper this evening, wn
customarily loath to concern

self with the superficial,

Wednesday he has found fault witn

manv a triviality.

This noon he exploded with par-

ticular vehemence when an innocent

waiter at Will's served him a

leathery omelette. Having verbally

reduced the omelette to waste

I
matter, Sir Roger then proceeded to

of the
faults

Socialist Party offers is at least worthy of consideration. The very
|
decry each and every meal

fact that a third party has come into national prominence of a sort,
j

week, finding few or ™any
d

is an indication that the American people have come to realize that w
;
'_
th each at3 h '6 M °n

they cannot expect parties whose financial support comes from an
autocratic tenth of this country's population which owns two
thirds of the wealth to represent truly the interests of the nine

tenths through whose votes they are elected.

Without presenting a brief for any party or candidate, and in

the hope that other undergraduates will survey the political scene,

and will formulate convictions regarding what they see, this

summary of the political arena has been presented as seen through
the eyes of one undergraduate in this Maine college. Will collegians

continue to live within the cloistered walls of their intellectual

haven, utter oblivious to the forces at work in the world just

beyond their walls, or wT
ill they through every force at their com-

mand attempt to understand and influence for the best the political

world ? We shall see.

The Student

And
The World

By JAMES BALAXO

IS IT GOING REPUBLICAN ?

The past week in the Presidential
campaign has been decidedly favor-
able to the Republican cause. Mr.
Henry T. Claus in his column in the
Boston Transcript quite aptly places
the trend before the public in say-
ing, "If the election were to be
held Tuesday the 12th instead of
three weeks from then the Demo-
cratic party would be in power, but
had the election taken place two
weeks ago the Democrats would have
been more comfortably the victors."
All of which would show that the

government seemed to be settled and
in some cases curtailed by the re-

cent advent of Manchukuo, the pup-
pet kingdom set up by Japan. In-

deed, few advancements of outside

interests seem possible now. How-
ever the thoughts of at last having
a stable and responsible government
have somewhat made up for other
losses, and the Powers are - quite
sure of maintaining the rights, con-
cessions and influences that now
exist. This spell of responsible gov-

imperialistic domains in the Far
East.

During all this time conditions in

Southern China have by no mean?
been peaceful but is seemed that

with the pressure of Manchuriar.
war lords withdrawn for a while,

the Southern Chinese under the
leadership of General Chaing Kai
Shek might speedily settle matters
and reunite their disrupted factions.

Last week, however, came the
word that bandits had renewed
their escapades and that the noto-

Democratic forces are losing ground, rious Manchurian war lord, former-

ernment is the first of its kind since

the Powers have established their
chowders* supplemented, .perhaps, by

him.
In the studied absence of a club

steward to whom he might address

this flow of invectives, the Squire

hurled them at the dumbfounded
waiter. Time and space limit the

amount of this harangue to be

recorded here, but I have chosen
some of the choicer bits for my
readers' pleasure.

"If o.ne comes here for dinner on
Sunday noon, he is served a
tolerable meal, of which there is

invariably an insufficiency of the

more enjoyable courses. Sunday eve-
ning he finds before him a meal of

which there is never an insufficiency,

but which is too often not enticing.

"Monday and Tuesday offer alter-

nating hashes, stews, and soii'ps,

each containing readily recognisable
ingredients. Having struggled
through to Wednesday noon, one is

filled with liquids intended to main-
tain him until, at night, the second
and last great gorge of the week is

served."
Here we pass over the detailed ac-

coun' 1 of subsequent metals, taking
up the dissertation again when
Friday's lunch is attacked.

"Then one is again fed filling but
flimsy liquid matter in the form of

Whether the trend will continue so
is, indeed, the major political ques-
tion of the day.

Governor Roosevelt assures his
associates that at the present point
in the campaign the Democrats are
sure of 2 67 electoral votes, or one
more than the number needed to

ly known as the "Christian" Gene-
rale had announced ambitions of
carving out for himself an indepen-
dent Manchuria, to include Man-
chukuo. More recent dispatches in-

dicate that the unrest has gathered
force while the traditional Chinese
("Generals" are arising from no-

elect. At the same time Mark Sulli- where and again forming theirs

Contentment
By ENGENE FIELD

Happy the man that, when his day is done,

Lies down to sleep with toothing of regret

—

The battle has he fought may not be won—

?

The fame he sought be just as fleeting yet
;

Folding at lasttfiis hands upon his 'breast,

Happy is he, if hoary and forespent,

He sinks into the last, eternal rest.

Breathing these oiuly words : "I am content."

But happier he, that, while his bloo'd is warm,
See's hopes and friendships dead about him lie -

Bares his brave breast to envy's better storm,
Nor shuns the poison barbs of calumny ;

Anid 'mid it all, stands sturdy anid elate,

Girt only in the armor God hath meant
For him who 'neath the buffetinigs of fate

Can say to God and man : "I am content."

van declares that the Republicans
are now sure of more than enough
to elect. This eminent columnist
states further that Mr. Roosevelt's
figures can hardly be relied upon
due to the effects of the present
forceful Republican campaign.

Hoover Gains Prestige

President Hoover's reclamation
of the middle west by means of his
Des Moines address, together with
Mr. Coolidge's well received defence
of the present administration given
at New York, constitute the main-
stays of the belated 'Republican cam-
paign .The Republicans, almost de-
void of eminent and willing cam-
paigners, see in Mr. Hoover's con-
templated western tour the timely
return of lost prestige.

Meanwhile the Democrats are
considering whether the help of Al-
fred E. Smith will be an asset to
their cause. The opposition he re-
ceived from the "Solid South" four
year ago causes doubt.

AMERICAN BUSINESS LOOKS VP

Reports of American business for
the month of September show an
encouraging trend. The reported
business failures for that month
are the lowest in number stace the
crash, there being only 429. At the
same time quotations from the New
York Stock Exchange state that
bond values have increased $5 9,-
163,945. during September Business
activity in the new and growing
airplane manufacturing industry has
also been stimulated by the recent
order from the Brazilian govern-
ment for the immediate delivery of
a large consignment of heavy ar-
mored planes.

THE SINO-JAPANESE QUESTION

bands
This area of conflicting interests

and general unrest will bear watch-
ing even as the Balkans would have
before 1914. In Japan's blunt refu-
sal to consider the committee report
of the League one might see a pa-
rallel to Austria-Hungary's historic
refusal to negotiate at length with
Serbia on the eve of the 1914 hos-
tilities. Likewise England is now
unofficially behind Japan in the oc-
cupation of Manchukuo just as
Germany behind Austria-Hungary.

KMCOLLECM
NEWS

That the Balkans were the sore
spot in international relations be-
fore the World War has come to be
a generally conceded fact. In present
day China as in the pre-war Balk-
ans the nations of the World are
economically and politically con-
cerned. Japan desires Manchuria as
a dwelling place for excess popula-
tion, as a country potential in raw
materials? and as a market for Jap-
anese made goods. The U. S. S. R.
has no scruples about the spreading
of communism in that fertile field,

nor does it deny the advantages of
outright control over the Southern
Manchurian branch of the Trans-
Siberian railway. The interests of
England are predominantly econom-
ical in that she desires a stable
and responsible government over
the hitherto bandit-ridden country.
Recently the interests of France
have come more into the limelight
due to the French government's
growing concern over the border
unrest near Indo-China. The United
States also has a finger in the pie
other than that of seeing justice
done through the urgent notes of
Secretary Stimson to Japan and to
the League. The economic intersts
of the United States in China are
outweighed only by those of Great
Britain.

Affair Seems Settled
All of these desires for advance-

ment of interests and for stable

>

By MILDRED HOLLYWOOD
PLEAS

(With Apologies to Joyce Kilmer)

I think that I shall never see
An insect like a Hebron flea.

A flea whose hungry mouth is prest
Against my nose or arm or chest;

A flea that jumps around all day
And makes me itch and want to slay;

A flea that may in my hair build
A nest where little fleas are drilled;

Whom I slay at when I see;
Who intimately lives with me.

Flea bites are scratched by fools like
me.

God only knows who made the flea.—The Hebronian

—

COLBY" SELECTS HOOVER
The Colby Echo is also conduct-

ing a straw vote for President. Re-
turns show that Hoover is Colby's
favorite with Roosevelt and Thomas
running a close race for second place.

BOWDOIX ORIENT COMPLEMENTS
STUDENT

It's your turn, Tom, to get the
bouquet and to take a bow, for the
Bowdoin Orient states that the head
line in the Bates Student—Yale
Holds Bates To 0-0 Tie—the best
line of all papers for that week, and
terms the headline "subtle".

BEWARE POLKA DOT PAJAMAS
A Purdue co-ed awoke one morn-

ing with all the symptoms of small-
pox. By the time the doctor arrived,
she was in state of collapse. The
"doc" took one look at her, and then
wiped off the spots with alcohol.
Before going to bed she had taken
a shower and while still dampish had
donned her red polka dot pajamas

Well, anyway, it makes a storv,
doesn't it?

BIGGEST, OLDEST, AND
COSTLIEST

One of the reporters on the Otta-
wa Campus had lots of time on his
hands (can nothing be done about

such an omelette as this which you
have put before me today."

Sir Roger's attack on the remain-
ing meals of the week need hardly
be included to impress the reader
with the good man's depth of feel-

ing in the matter. When he had dis-

missed the butt of his rant, be-

calmed by exhaustion, he addressed
thcise of us about him quite in his
customary manner.

"Gentlemen, you know as well as
I that there is little or no truth in

anything I have said to this fellow.
The table here is so far superior to
any other in the city as to make my
statements obvious babble. Will
buys only the very finest cuts of
meat at all times—I know this, for
I have seen many of them with my
own eyes before they reached the
fire. Will assured me again and again
that no other place is able to buy
such fine cuts. This is reasonable in
the light of the fact that club mem-
bers nowhere pay as much for three
meals as we do. It has long been
evident that we are to consider our
club unusually fortunate in having
such a fine steward. That we are,

perhaps, less fortunate than others
in the quality of our equipment is

certainly outweighed by the limitless
store of noble traditions and fine
members, past and present, which
our club may claim. My severity with
this fellow can be attributed to a
desire to avoid a falling off in the
standard of perfection which we have
a right to expect of our table. Such
an error as this omelette illustrates
can be used to (bring forcibly, and
not too unpleasantly, to the atten-
tion of those concerned the need of
untiring care."
None of us dared other than agree

with our esteemed friend, and were
only too glad and relieved when the
talk turned to lighter topics.

XXKXXXXXXXKXXKXXXXXXXXXXXX

I CLUB NEWS I

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Ramsdell Scientific society held

its first meeting Tuesday evening
in the "Y" room at Rand Hall. Rosa-
mond Melcher '33 gave a talk on a
geology trip taken this summer and
exhibited minerals gathered on the
trip.

A meeting of the Women's
Politics club will be held Tuesday
evening for the election of new
members. For the past week the club
has been working with the Men's
Politics Club on the presidential poll.

This year the club is planning to
sponsor closer relations with other
politics clubs in the Maine colleges.

The first meeting of the Outing
Club was called by its president,
Paul Carpenter '33, Tuesday evening,
October 11th. Plans were made for
future mountain trips and model
cabin parties for freshman girls. The
secretary, Leo Barry '33 distributed
the new Outing Club seals.
The Orphic Society has admitted

eleven new members. They are Vir-
ginia Scales, Doris Maxim, (Matilda
Berattiero. Elizabeth White, iLenora
Murphy, Ellen Bailey, Isabelle Mi-
nard, Anna Saunders, Janet Walker,
Dorothy Wheeler, and Paul Jean-
notte of the class of 1936.

~— —•—
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0 !1 etill Hke Ed Wynn),

j

list of] England, London
he compiled the following

some of the biggest, oldest, and cost-
liest things:
The largest library is the National

in Pane It contains three million
books.
The tallest monument is in Wash-

ington, D. C. It is 555 feet high.
The highest chimney is in Glas-

gow, Scotland, and is 574 feet high.
The oldest college is Univ. College,

£P
rd

-
Ifc Was established in 1050.

The deepest coal mine is near
Lambert, Belgium—3500 feet deep

loJ
h
feet

rg<36t mailolith is in Egypt—

The highest dock is at Cardiff,
Wales.
The strangest electric light is at

the Sydney Lighthouse, Australia.
The greatest bank is the Bank of

GRAND OLD MAN
PROF. JULIAN D

Dean Of American College Professors Dies

Of Heart Attack Last Thursday—Colby
Latin Dept. Named For Him

IProfeesor Julian D. Taylor of

Colby, dean of American Prof«sor«

rtip'l of heart failure Thursday

morning, October 13,_at ^^omejn
Winslow. His death ended a career

worTd-famous among educators and

a life, loved by

Dr. Gilkey Offers

Rules of Conduct

There are six rules to keep
stantly in mind whan dealing Jf,'
other people, said Rev. Dr. ja

' h

Gordon Gilkey at a discussion WIT
of the secretarial department

college recently
Theese rules, according tn n

Gilkey. who has constructed

and admired

thousands of Colby alumni

Students at Colby noticed the ab-

sence of "Judy" Taylor from his

Tuesdav and Wednesday classes. It

was assumed that some slight illness

had prevented Springfield
reality, it was a heart strain incurred

;

i

q[ ^
bv picking apples on his Winslow

farm Calling him at his usual rising

hour of 6:30, his housekeeper found

he had passed away during his

Outstanding Educator

The life of Professor Taylor wa

outstanding among
^

educators.

"2! in
+,^,-, Q ^ dn^i or because of jealousy

the fall of that year, he returned and

remained on the faculty until his

ripath Thus for 65 years, he served

hS.college and gained for himself
;

equal the popularity record of poop-

the title "The grand old man of
;

more favorably situated than y0llr

out of his many years experi&nce ,

the ministry, is to remember that?
is impossible to please everyone v
matter how hard you try, he stat^
there will be people who will not hi'

He pleased by anything you do either

Tn because of temperamental different
graduated from Colby tojt8«*.

or because of jealousy. ^
Dr Gilkey 's second rule of

social

conduct is that it is impos ""

»I6le
to

the title,

Colbv." On the 50th anniversary of

hv, class, the Colby trustees named
the department of Latin, "The Tay-

lor Professorship of the Latin

Language and Literature". For two
vears. during 1927 and 1928, he was
on the executive board of the college.

His devotion to the classics, won the

attention of Ambassador Martino of

Italy, who congratulated him for his
|

"service in the teaching of the

elegant spirit of Mediterranean
civilization."

The brilliant mind of Professor

Tyalor was quite as familiar with
modern business as with Horace and
Cicero. He was vice-president of the

People's Ticonic National Bank. By
frugality of living and shrewdness of

in vest-men, he amassed a fortune
large enough- to accomodate a $350,-
000 gift for Colby's new campus.
Indeed, he even urged the study of

Latin as a background for the stock-
market. "It helps one to make good
guesses", he said.

Part of Colby Traditions
Under the guidance of Professor

Taylor 18 college professors became
familiar with the power of Roman
eloquence and the charm of Virgil's
poetry. Out of the 4,500 living
alumni of Colby, only five were in
college when "Judy" was not on the
faculty. It is not strange that he

self. Going out into the world
advised the senators present parti*
laiiy. one will find other parson* fa&

ter off financially, socially or even b

their very personality than yourself

The best method us to frankly admi-
that fact, and do the best poeeibli

with what is available.

"Show that you are willing to take

advice as well as give it," said Mr
Gilkey in presenting his third point'

An enormous amount of misunder-
standing and unpopularity result

he &bM, from failure of people to

understand and apply thw truth

"As a fourth point Dr. Gilkey ad-

vised that one should look at a situa-

tion from the other person's point of

view as well as his own. Although
this often hard to achieve, it «
necessary. It requires the cultivation

he said, or a "sympathetic imagina-

tion."
Perhaps the most interesting rule

of the six wMch Dr. Gilkey named
was, when you begin to get angry

ask yourself if you are not taking

life too seriously. Dr. Gilkey cited

instances where the observance of

this rule saved much trouble. We all

get angry at times, he said, and we
are judged not by whether we do get

mad, but by what we do at the time

of our anger. CultiivatJing the habit of

laughing it off at the very start is an

will now become a part of the living invaluable aid to one's social con-

tradition of this college
The practical philosophy of the

man is revealed in the following
quotation, which epitomizes his aims
and ideals. "Knowledge is not power.
Judgement is power. A man can
stuff his brains with knowledge and
not have power. In translation, a

duct, he explained.
The final point of social conduct

he named as an attempt to show
good manners at all times. Number-
less occasion's arise, said Dr. Gilkey,

when a slight consideration of an-

other and simple courtesy will place

on? high in the estimation of ethers.

Unpopularity and faalure in one's
man must have the facts, but his
success depends upon his judgement

;
social" world" is the inevitable* reeul

in applying and interpreting them". ' of neglected or offensive manners.

k cut'

THE tobacco that is

cut best for pipes might
be termed "whittle cut" or
"rough cut," like Granger.
It requires a type oftobacco
different from the tobacco
used for chewing tobacco
or cigarettes. Then again,
Granger is made by Well-
man's Method.

Granger has a pleasing
aroma. It is slow burning
and cool. Just try it!

CAN DEPEND ON A LIGGETT & MYERS PRODUCT



JAPAN JUSTIFIED IN TAKING
MANCHURIA, SAYS PROF. GOULD

Claims United StateT^anW~CrMcise Because
Of Its Own Shady Policy In Caribbean—

Case Of Panama Cited
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Speaking in a terse and lightly

humorous strain, Prof. Gould point-

ed out in his chapel talks on Friday
and Saturday of last week the con-
flitting factors in the Manchurian
question. He touched upon a few
possibilities through which Ja.pan

might take care of her excess popula-
tion. His last talk on Saturday clear-

ly answered the questions—"It not
Japan's position justified?" and
"What right has the United States

to criticise?"

japan Has Four Alternatives

With a. population half as large

as that of the United States

and crowded into a territory as large

m California, Japan has four ways
••out"—the first three of which are
either impossible or impracticable:—

(1) Reduce the birthrate

Qirls In Prague Look Like

Qarbo To Bates Professor
By ROBERT G. BERKL.EMAN

LE

MESSAGER
Publishing Co.

Job Printers

Publishers

225 Lisbon Street

(2) Increase the deathrate
(3) Emmigration
(4) Industrialization by drawing

from the natural resources of Man-
churia

Prof. Gould in discussing this last
possibility feels that Japan is justi-
fied m her position of seizing Man-
churia. There fa no other course for
her to follow. Moreover, her advice
to other nations is "'Hands Off".
That is her Monroe Doctrine.

Can the United States criticise
Japan's a,ction and claim a pure
record for herself in regard to inter-
national affairs? President Roose-
velt's action in seizing Panama while
"Congress talked" was cited as an
example. The record of our nation
as well as those of other nations is
sadly blemished by actions of a
nature similar to what Japan is
facing at the present time.

On Cabbages and Kings
Prof. Gould closed with a "take-

off" on one of Lewis Carroll's poems
in "Alice in Wonderland."
"The time has come," the faculty

said,
"To talk of many things. .

Of shoes—and ships—and sealing
wax

Of cabbages—and kings

—

And why the sea is boiling hot

—

And whether pigs have wings."
"Hut wait a bit," Bates students

said,
"Before we have our chat

For some of us are out of breath
And all of as are fat!"

"No hurry," said the Carpenter.
They thanked him much for that.

Italy a Perennial Delight—Mingling of Romantic
Past With Vital Present Impressive

In Germany
fascination of Innsbruck,
morning dumb up the
berg .in Salzburg fa also

Whatever other benefits travel
may offer it changes places from
mere names on a map to vivid
pictures in the mind. In two months forgott'on; nor are
this summer Mrs. Berkelman and 1 1 waves of Wagner's
had the fun of collecting enough of
these images to enliven the .walls of
our mental home for years to come.
The joy of travel, you see, lasts
indefinitely, yet necessitates no up-
keep.

On long wintry evenings it will be
good to remember the marrow-warm-

in Tyrol. A
Kapuziner-
not easily

crashing
music in "Die

Walkure". heard in Munich, and the
several visits to the stupendous
scientific museum in the same city

of Gemutlichkeit That overcast day
at Melk. on the Danube, the tread
of Nibelung warriors sounded very
near. Vienna, with its vast gardens
and boulevards and great public

the swans glide about over the!

poplar-encircled reflecting pool, i

Likewise, Goslar, where Wordsworth
j

once sojourned, although it isj

celebrating its one-thousandth birth-!

day this year, has in its Niedersachis-

cher Hof one of the most beautiful

and ultra-modern of hotels. Nearby
Hildesheim is one of the most satis-

fying medieval towns in .Europe,

of special interest to me, for my
father lived there before setting out

for America over fifty years ago.

During all our wanderings we met
only three persons whom we already

knew—the Buscbmans in Munich,

where Mr. Busi hmau has been study-

ing this past year, and, on the

"Columbus" returning to America.
Art Saeger, who graduated from
Bates several years ago and threw
the javelin for United States at the

Olympics in Amsterdam.

LITTLE THEATER FILLED AT
OPENIN^DEBATEJOF YEAR

Large Audience Hears Bates And Vermont
Discuss Subject Of Taxation—Humor In-

jected Into Discussions

cor-

ing sunshine of Capri, an island in buildings, is one of the most

"Strangely the Democratic party
has a habit of backing away from
the White House door when it is

opened to it."—William Guggen-
heim.

— _
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the Bay of Naples, where the sirens,
so they say. waylaid Odysseus and
where that crafty one outwitted the
giant Polyphemus. Whenever we
read Keats hereafter, we shall smell
again the exquisite roses sold in the
Piazza di Spagna. under the window
of the room in which he died. The
fine sorrow-stricken face of Michel-
angelo's "Pieta" becomes as haunt-
ing as sad music. "Siena" stands for
the fragrance of blossoming lime
trees; "Pisa" for the queer misgiv-
ings in the pit of the stomach that
come while climbing the Leaning
Tower, an experience which makes
you swear that a whole world of
stone is about to clatter down upon
your head; "-Florence" for the
gorgeous jewelry shops on the Ponte
Vecchio and the mellow chimes at
sunset from Giotto's Tower, fair
"lily of Florence that in the night of
ages bloomed alone". "Venice"
brings up the dreamy gliding of a
gondola down twilit canals, a dead
rat floating (the fly in Romance's
ointmenit), and the piercing odor of
incense during high mass in St.
Mark's. North of the city of lagoons,
through the Dolomite Alps (near the
birthplace of Valery Burati) we had
the most beautiful motor trip we've
ever taken—precipitous crags spear-
ing at clouds, cozy villages each
dominated by a needle-slender
church steeple, tiny huts and grazing
cattle thousands of feet up the green
slopes', a< flaxen-braided Austrian
youngster selling alpine roses at the
top of the forlorn Passo di Giovo.
Yes, Italy is a perennial delight. One
understands a little more deeply now
the feeling of the great Victorian
poet

—

"Open my heart and you will see
Graved inaide of it, 'Italy* ".

Beautiful Vienna

After Venice most of our explora-
tions were entirely new to us, for we
had never been so close to the
geographical heart of Europe. Liv-
ing in Goethe's room at a six-

hundred-year-old inn added to the

im-
posingly beautiful cities we've ever
visited. Budapest, capital of Hunga-
ry, is filled with the clatter of a

consonantal language, barefooted
peasant women and dusty squalor
away from the river, and lining the
Danube an array of sumptuous hotels
on one side and on the other a range
of hills the buildings of which, by
the magic of electricity, are trans-
formed into glowing ramparts and
turrets against the black Hungarian
sky, with necklaces of incandescence
strung along the river and the
bridges. In Prague, despite the
strangeness of the Czecho-Slovakian
tongue and the age of the timbered
buildings that were no longer young
when Columbus was- a boy, all the
girls looked like either Greta Garbo
or Marlene Dietrich and wore their

blue berets at the very latest -angle.

To the traveler, if not to the inter-

national bankers, Central Europe is

a cornucopia.

Hitler's Rod Flags

In Germany one is impressed by
the mingling of a romantic, story-
book past with a vital present
nervously eager for a better future.

Dresden, for instance, not only offers
the original of Raphael's lovely
"Sistine Madonna" and a marvelous
collection of old diamond-encrusted
sword-hilts, but also it shops dis-

play some of the most exquisite
porcelain ware being made at
present, and over many of its build-
ings, this past summer, flew the
blood-red flags of Hitler's party.
Papers publishing the last-minute
news of international import (no
space and time wasted on accidents
and domestic bickerings) appear
every hour of the day and are read
with avidity. Weimar, at every turn,

reminds one of the days of Goethe
and Schiller, over a century ago; yet
the city also, in the fine German
custom, has its'up-to-date Stadthalle,
a community center at which the
citizens may chat with their neigh-
bors, sip beer, and listen to open-air
orchestral music (never jazz), as

Regional Sec. Y. W.

Urges Cabinet To

Greater Effort

Miss Katherine Duffield, regional

secretary of the Y. W. C. A., in a

talk to the cabinet members last

Monday night, urged that the Bates
Y leaders try to make the Y pur
pose real to the members of the

organization.
She first impressed it upon the

girls that as members of this Y. W.
organization they are members of a

world-wide Student Federation
which includes 2 6 student move-
ments, a federation which has as

its motto "that we may all be one ".

This federation has its international
headquarters in Geneva where
many enthusiastic conferences are
held by the workers. Here it was
that young people gathered to write
up the purpose which is the basis
of each individual organization.

.Makes a Personal Appeal
This purpose was her next point

for discussion which brought the
talk on to a more personal strain as
far as Bates is concerned. This pur-
pose is "We unite in a desire to live

a full and creative life through a
knowledge of God. We are deter-
mined to have a part in making this

life possible for all people. In this
task we seek to understand Jesus
and follow Him". Going over this

with them, idea by idea, she brought
out every time the need of each in-

dividual to have the courage to
stick to the pledge. She pointed out
that as cabinet members they must
stay with the idea and live it every
day if they wish to make the Y. W.
C. A. at -Bates an organization
which would be missed if suddenly
stopped.

Facts are not physical objects
which can be caught, labeled and put
in a glass case.—John Dewey.

"The underworld is now the over-
world."—Rev. Charles Francis Pot-
Chicago.

By POWERS McLEAX
Before an audience that over-

flowed the Little Theatre, in the
first debate of the year, a trio of

Bates sophomores met the Univer-

sity of Vermont at Little Theatre
and discused with them the question;

of Taxation. Bates upheld the nega-

tive of the proposition: • Resolved,
That at least one-half of all state

and local revenues should be deriv-

ed from sources other than tangible

property.
Professor J. Murray Carroll, the

chairman of the debate, welcomed
the Vermont debaters and expressed

his pleasure at the interest evinced

by the audience in such a subtle

economic subject. Mr. R. E. McCuin,
first affirmative speaker, occupied

his time in pointing out the neces-

sity for change and suggesting new
fieids for state taxes. He urged a

shift from tangible property taxes

to the following sources: general

sales, inheritance, personal income
and intangibles. Such a policy, he
contented would be more equitable.

Cross-examined by Mr. Pierce,

Mr. McCuin- admitted that sales and
income revenues would shrink dur-

ing times of depression. Thus the

farmer's poverty, so eloquently de-

picted, would not be relieved by
the Vermont plan. Mr. Beuler, tax

expert and coach of the visiting

team, was cited by the negative as

authority for the fact that the pro-

posed change was regressive and un-
fair. Surprised by this damaging
statement of his coach, the witness

could o ily conjecture that possibly

Mr. Beuler had since changed his

mind.
The first pleading lawyer of the

negative was Mr. Gordon Jones,
who proved himself a pleasing and
facile speaker. With the aid of dia-

grams, he illustrated the impossibi-
lity of transfering the burden of

taxation. Political chicanery and
the. impulse to bootleg taxed arti-

cles were further arguments againts
the proposal.

Kr. William Myers questioned
Mr. Jones on many points. The only
admission secured was that graft

might be restrained by discomoding
politicians with an unfamiliar sys-
tem.

Closing the negative case, Mr.
Walter Norton stated that the dis-

cussion was not on the size of the
revenue but on its source.
He established that all the sug-

gested sources were sterile or im-
practical. Constructively he advo-
cated as the best relief a tax revi-
sion—not a shift.

The final Vermont representative,

Mr. J. E. Bigelow .furnished a dash
—in fact, several dashes—of hu-

mor. Roaming at will over Missis-

sippi and even Europe, he gleaned
examples of successful tax shifts.

Attacking the alleged lack of proof

on the negative side, he requoted
the arguments of his colleagues in

a very interesting summary. In an
open forum, the proposition was
given to the audience for conside-

ration.

—
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Mt. Chocorua
Continued from Page One

cloud obscured the summit of Cho-
coruia, but it was an experience
worth remembering to stop beneath
the final dome of rock, known as

the "Matterhorn of the United
States", and look out beneath the

cloud above into the brief sketch
of valley visible. The colors of au-
tumn were all there but dullness
and mist had blended them into

shades and tints more beautiful than
would have been possible under the
bold reliefs and glaring colors of

broad sunlight.
Turning away into the fog about

the summit, the group made the
final tortuous ascent to the table-
like top. Once the summit had been
reached, new energies were released
and a war of orange peels and ap-
ples gave grey hairs to several who
found themselves at times too close
to thousand foot precipices. Then
four of the lighter spirits mounted
the two-foot square geological stand
riveted in the very peak and gave a
soul-stirring rendition of "For He's
a Jolly Good Fellow". While Dr.

Sawyer recuperated for the trip
down Clayt Hall again starred with
more impossible recitals.

The trip down, over the Weeta-
moo trail, proved more sport than
the Piper trail up which the ascent
was made. In spots it was necessary
to cross sheer rock faces, on some
of which flimsy 'hand rails had been
fastened as some slight protection.
A cabin, in which a group from
Bates ate dinner on the trip last

spring, was located in ruins "at the
foot of a slope from which it had
been blown by one of the high
winds which sweep the summit.
There was some explanation then
for the heavy chains which fasten
all the structures on the mountain
to bed rock.

Reluctant to leave the land of

thrills without a last fling at death,
the group scrambled up the smooth
surface of Weetamoo boulder which
looks out over the Chocorua valley.

Even Dr. Sawyer was stirred from
a tired calm as Ken Campbell
threatened to. follow the example of

an Indian in the legend who flung
himself to death from this spot after
his true love had been taken from
him. A few crevices and bulges in
the rock saved him, however,
(Campbell, not the Indian.) and the
rest of the descent was uneventful
except for a brief stop at the stream
in which Burati used to swim after
an arduous climb.

Paige ran most of the way down;
his legs were too tired to walk. But
as the end came in sight, he hesitat-
ed and stopped. Preparing his va-
rious possessions for transportation
to other camping grounds was the
man with the thick glasses. But be-
fore Paige could turn for a second
flight up the mountain, the man
spoke. "Oh say, about that knife. I

found it all right." So with a cheer-
ful "Goodbye" the man departed,
his wife in the driver's seat of the
family Ford.

Everything cleared up but the
weather. The Bates Outing Club
piled into three automobiles and
with Hanley in the rear made for
Lewiston under the lowering skies
of a rainy night.

:o .

Hunter College

Plans Program of

Mental Health
By means of a standard psycholog-

ical test emphasizing the processes of
reasoning in 'mathematical and scien-
tific studies and in language compre-
hension, professors at Hunter Col-
lege arrived at the conclusion that
the radical transformation from
high school to college methods of
instruction, the difficulty of pursuing
work outside school hours and
general physical defects are tho
primary causes contributing to
failures in college. Their survey
lasted for two years and included
some 4.000 freshman students.

Applying the principles which they
have arrived at, Hunter College
plans to inaugurate a "program of
mental health" in the department of
education. It is its purpose to further
the intellectual progress of the stu-
dents and to help them adjust them-
selves more fully to their social
groups.

:o: — _
"Depression is a noble word in-

vented to describe an ignoble state
of mind."—Kenneth Goode.

SAT IT WITH ICE CREAM
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By THEODORE SEAMON
WITH THE PRELIMINARIES of

the Maine football season now die.
posed of, coaches, teams, and the
accompanying regalia of this ipageant
of football, fane, bands, and general
hoorah are preparing for that last
grand finale of Maine athletics, the
State Series. The competition this
season looks to be about as close
and interesting an affair as has
taken place in recent years. Although
on the basis of the Yale game, Bates
Bhould be the favorite to cop, yet
Injuries and the resulting mental and
physical strain have taken severe
toll, with the result that seven
regulars failed to make the Rhode
Island trip, a fact which speaks for
itself.

WHILE THE GARXET was ad-
ministering a 6-0 defeat to Rhode
Island last Saturday, Bowdoin was
showing surprising strength in hold-
ind a powerful band of Tufts' grid-
sters to a scoreless tie at Brunswick.
At the same time Maine fought to a
7-7 deadlock with New Hampshire
Colby's game with Vermont was
called off out of respect to the
memory of Prof. Taylor.
On the basis of comparative scores,

Bowdoin should be considered two
touchdowns and Maine six ploimt6
better than the Garnet. However,
when we take into consideration the
facts: that Tufts .pointed for the
Bates game as a major objective,
that Bowdoin did the same for Tufts,
and that Bates went to both Med-
ford and Kingston in a more or less
weakened condition, we find that
comparative scores mean compara-
tively little... or nothing.... The
series must be considered as a tossup
between Bates, Bowdoin and Maine
with no school having any great ad-
vantage. Colby is in more or less of
a weakened condition this year, and
it is generally conceded that the
Waterville collegians staind little
show as far as the championship is

concerned. However it has been our
experience that Eddy Roundy and
his boys can never be counted out
of the running until the series are
definitely over. We pick ^Bowdoin
over Colby this Saturday, while the
game at Orono depends on just how
well the Garnet cripples and squad
can round into shape. . . . May the
best team win and may that team be
Bates.
SCHOOL SPIRIT, that intangible

element of every educational institu-
tion, has received a lot of misapplied
comment in the history of athletics
but it always makes for interesting
discussions. The Colby "Echo" points
to the lack of proper spirit among
the student body at Waterville as
the difference between a "good run-
ner-up team" and a team of champi-
onship calibre denouncing the lethar-
gy of the Colby supporters as the
cause of the "Mules' failure to
garner championships". They also
point to the excellent quality of
support iat Bates as a contributing
factor to the recent successes of the
Bobcat. But mightn't there be a case
of the cart before the horse here?
We remember a few years ago,
before the Morey regime when the
spirit of this school was dead among
the missing and a football game
was like a funeral. And it took a
winning football team to revive that
spirit, so that now we've one of the
most spirited hands of supporters in
the state.
We wonder would this fervor con-

tinue unabated with a losing team?
Which is the cause? Which, the
effect? Or just how are they inter-
related? Does the success cause the
spirit or is the spirit responsible for
the victory? Or isn't there any
correlation? this wouldn't make a
bad problem for one of the psy-
chology classes. Whatever the answer
is, the Bates spirit will be put to a
severe test this coming Saturday
down to Orono. The result may help
to solve the perplexity of the Colby
editor.

INTRAMURAL SPORTS at Bates
are decidedly not up to the standards
which we find in the average East-
ern small college. While we have
some provdsion for competition
•among the less gifted athletes at
Bates, these opportunities are too
far and few between, and the lack
of emphasis given borders on the
extreme. It may be that the absence
of frats is related to the dearth
of intramural competition on campus,
but it hardly seems the logical factor
to attribute this deficiency to it.

Basketball is encouarged to a
certain degree as is baseball but
neither to the extent to which they
should be encouraged. There aTe
some possibilities in the future of
intramural wrestling as suggested
by the interest arounsed by the
present wrestling contest under the
auspices of the "Student" Sports
department. Boxing might also be
encouraged along the same lines of
class or dormitary competition.
There are other sports on campus
which could profitably be put in the
class of intramural competition. For
the sake of those men who, haven't
the ability to engage in varsity
sports, but who would take an inter-
est in a milder form of athletics on
a competitive scale, we feel that a
broader form of competition BE
organized along intramural lines.
OBSERVED IN PASSING: Bill

Pricher received official notification
of the fact that he had been selected
as the country's third ranking half-
back for the day as recognition for
his work in the Yale game. (Ho-hum,
just another echo of the Yale fiasco.)
. . .Seen at the Brunswick game. .

.

125% loyal Bates men sprawled in
assorted attitudes around the fence
(on the outside) . . . Also seen at the
same game... 1252% loyal Bates
men being escorted outside by the
Brunswick police force (He's a pretty
good fellow)..".... The system of
amplifiers used at Brunswick is a
pretty god idea . . . We'd like to see
the other state colleges follow it out
. . ."Snapper" Dolan still looking for
a suitable opponent in the coming
wrestling tournament Speakipg
of wrestling, an Amalgamated Asso-

STUDENT PROPOSES REVISION

IN STATE SERIES SCHEDULE
By VINCENT BELLEAU

Sports Editor

In order to give the football fans
of Maine a game in each section of
the state each Saturday during the
time of the State series, and to boost
gate receipts at the same time, the
Student suggests a revision of the
1933 series schedule according to
the following arrangement:

i First Saturday
Maine at Bates
Bowdoin at Colby

Second iSaturday
Bates at Bowdoin
Colby at Maine

Third Saturday
Maine at Bowdoin

Armistice Day
Bates at Colby
If the present arrangement stands

next year, the first Saturday of
series play would see the Maine-
Bates in this section of the state

just as in the proposed schedule,
but the Colby-Bowdoin game at

Brunswick, thus giving this section

of Maine two games, and at the

same time depriving the northern
section of the state of college foot-

ball.

The following Saturday, no
change is suggested, as the present

arrangement of one game at Bow-
doin and the other at Maine seems
to satisfy everyone concerned, but
the game for the last Saturday of

series play is changed from Maine
to Bowdoin in order, again, to have
one of the last two games in this

vicinity every year. When Bowdoin
plays at Maine, the Bates-Colby

game will be in Lewiston.
This suggestion by the Student is

incited particularly by this coming
Saturday's situation, when fans in

this section of Maine, as well as
alumni of the colleges involved,
from all sections of New England,
have to travel either to Waterville

|

or Bangor to see a college football

game. If any action is taken ac-
cording to this proposed plan, at

least one game will be within reach
of that many more people.

:o:

Hoover Elected

Continued from Page One
the connection between candidate
and the wet-dry question, it is inter-
esting that 129 men voted for Hoo-
ver and only 82 dry. While only 58
indicated Roosevelt, 132 wished to
repeal the Eighteenth Amendment.
The women were more consistent
with the Hoover-dry feeling with
120 for the present incumbent and
103 dry.

Hoover's popularity gained him
more than twice as many votes as
both his rivals' combined totals.

POLL TABULATION
MEN

Dormitory Presidential Choice
Hoover Roosevelt Thomas

Only Two Games

For Buck Spinks'

Frosh Gridmen
Coach Spinks freshman edition

will, without a doubt, be as strong
as usual. The squad, a collection of
high school and preparatory school
men of experience should, in all

probability, make several valuable
additions to the varsity team next
year. The frosh team is scheduled to
play two home games this year.
Bucksport Seminary will meet the
Bobkittend October twenty-eight and
Coburn Classical comes to Bates
November sixth in the only games of
a reduced schedule.

It is a little early to predict out-
standing men, but Nicolson, a back

Bates Coasts to

Easy Win Sat. at

Rhode Island 6-0

Handicapped by Injuries

Uses Few Plays In

Second Victory
With an eye on the coming state

series, and the other on past ex-
perience, Coach Morey put the soft

pedal on offence and stressed team
work and defense, with the result

that Bates half tried but luckily de-
feated Rhode Island State 6-0 last

Saturday.
Punting exceedingly often, and ne-

glecting passes which might easily
have boosted the score, the Garnet
tried as much as .possible to give the
reserves some experience. Seven
regulars had been left at home: Mc-
Cluskey. who is out for the season;
King and McCarthy, out since the
Yale game; Wilmot, Sboa, Stone, and

Prof. Lewis Talks

On Confidence In

Chapel Wed tnisiilay

from Clark School has shown Joe Murphy.
promise in the .punting and ball- Dick Secor was given his first try

Roger Williams 30
East Parker 3 ft

West Parker 22
John Bertram 29
Off Campus 18
Total
Men's Vote: 129

WOMEN

7
12
4

15
20

68

5
6

3

8

6

Rand 30 2 4
Cheney 21 5 2
Milliken 19 2 0
Whittier 16 1 1
Frye 1

2

2 2
Chase 15 1 1
Hacker 16 2 2
Off Campus 7 8 1
Total
Women's Vote: 120 22 12
Total All-College
Tabulation: 249 80 40

REPEAL. OP PROHIBITION?
MEN

Yes No
Roger Williams 27 15
East Parker 35 12
West Parker 10 19
John Bertram 26 26
Off Campus 34 8

Total: 132 82
WOMEN

Rand 10 26
Cheney 10 18
Milliken 2 19
Whittier 4 14
Frye 6 10
Chase 6 11
Hacker 6 14
Off Campus 9 5

Total: 49 103
Total All-College
Tabulation: 181 185

carrying departments, along with
Piguone, stocky quarterback from
Huntington. Among the line men out
are Wellman from .Lewiston and
Gauthier from Auburn, hefty tackles
with experience. Biernachi, a husky
end from Connecticut, Fields from
Culver, Cummings and Drobosky are
wingmen. Wellman and Gauthier,
local boys, are tackle candidates
with Howe and Tappan at guard.
Some of the pivot candidates are
Grannan from Tilton School and
Sherman, both lacking experience
but willing. In the backfleld. Spinks
has Perry from Needham, Parfitt
from Manchester and Conrad. Some
of the likely quarterbacks besides
Piguone from Huntington, Curtin
and Dambine, a Portland boy. Galla-
gher from St. Johns Prep are among
the fullbacks out. These in a sense,
axe some of the candidates, and
under Coach Spinks able tutelage,
will without a doubt, turn out to
be a powerful yearling club.

LEISURE
WILLIAM HENRY DAVIES

What is this life, if full of care,
We have no time to stand and stare.

No time to stand beneath the<boughs
And stare as long as sheep or cows.

No time to see when woods we pass
Where squirrels hide their nuts in

grass.

No time to see in broad daylight.
Streams full of stars, like stars at

night.

No time to turn at BeautyVs glance,
And watch her feet, how they can

dance.

No time to wait 'til her mouth can
Enrich that smile her eyes began.

A poor life thte, 1st full of care,
We have no time to stand and stare.

out in the backfleld and shows
promise to make up at least in part
for the loss of so many half backs.
Secor, along with Knowles and Pri-
cher, accounted for Bates' tally. The
trio ran the ball down the field for
three first downs in a row, to the
seven yard line, from which place
Secor scored. He attempted the kick
for the extra 'point but failed.

SUMMARY:
BATES RHODE ISLAND
McLeod (Dobravolsky, Hill), le

re, N. Capalbo (Cox)
Gorham (Berry), It . . rt, Stickney
Gilman (Taylor, Kramer), lg

rg, Dolan (Hodgson, Fisher,
Dukste, Moss ,Tyler, S. Capalbo)

Clemens, c c, Collison
Fuller (Kelly), rg

lg, Prybla (Peitz, Collins)
Carlin, rt It, Prusaczky
Hill, (Italia), re le, Derita
Gay (Valicentl, Loomer), qb

qb, Ryan
Secor (Roche), lhb

rhb, Rabidoux (Castrovillari,

Fisher)
Pricher (LenzS), rhb

lhb, Hodgson, (Fisher)
Knowles, (Moynihan, Dillon), fb

fb, Wright
Score—Bates 6. Touchdown

—

Secor. Referee—Mahoney, Boston
College. Umpire—Calnnell, Tufts.
Field judge—Dornian, Columbia.
Head linesman—Waughtel, Mari-
etta. Time—Four 12m. periods.

* OPEN n

FORUM
A. &

This space is dedicated to that
student who was going to winite that
letter praising or criticizing his col-
lege but postponed it.

:o:-

Cabin Party for

Frye St. Freshmen

Women^Thursday
The freshmen women of Frye St.

and Whittier houses will be enter-
tained Thursday October 20, at a
model cabin party at Thorncrag. This
is the second of the cabin parties
given by the Outing Club to intro-
duce the Freshmen girls to the
cabins, and to give them an idea how
to conduct cabin parties of their own.

Ronnie Melcher '33 and Frances
Brackett '33 are in charge of the
outing, they will be assisted by Verna
Brackett and Rosie Gallinari. The
committee has planned a picnic
supper for the girls, and the evening
will be spent playing games and
singing songs.
The Freshmen who have been in-

vited are: Ellen Bailey, Matilda
Barratterio, Olive Bowdoin, Estelle
Dodson, Ruth Egard, Magaret Gar-
diner, Olive Gray, Beatrice Grover,
Pauline Hanson, Margell Hoffman,
Dorothy Martin, Doris Maxim, Alice
Miller, Isabelle Minard, Constance
Murray, Harriet Van Stone, Amelia
Venskus, Jean Warring, and Barba-
ra Young.

Prompted by the chance comment
of an Austrian on American ambi-
tion, Prof. Lewis spoke in Chapel
Wednesday on "What can be done."
The American, the foreigner had
said, is characterised by a desire to

be something other than he is. The
European is, on the other hand, to

be described as contented to do his

best in the field in which he finds

himself. Prof. Lewie went on to

demonstrate that anyone can over-

come the obstacles with which he is

confronted, of whatever nature they
may be. He used a6 an example the
very 6hort man who has overcome
his handicap iby a masterful person-
ality. Then he showed that one must
overcome obstacles to accomplish his

purpose, using the threatening
phrase, "Gad, you had better!"

Prof. Lewis stressed the im-
portance of accepting the existing
situation and doing one's 'best to im-
prove himself in it. In order to be a
fair critic of an institution, one must
make himself truly a part of it and
sympathetic with its ultimate ob
jective. Having done this, his criti

cism will not only be constructive,
but it will be appreciated. To illus

trate this point, he told of the in-

dividual who had asked a great
philosopher if he would advocate
accepting the universe. To this the
philosopher is said to have replied:
"Gad you had better."

:o:

Eleven Veterans

Win Places as

Varsity Debaters
Over thirty-five students of all

classes participated in the tryouts
for the debating squad held during
last week in the Little Theatre. Each
aspirant was assigned to a team
with which he debated taxation, this
year's Bates Interscholaetic Debating
League topic.

Eleven members of last year's
squad were placed by Brooks Qnim-
by, director of debate, upon the
varsity squad while the remaining
fifteen survivors of the tryouts are to
form the debating squad.

Those winning places on the
varsity squad are: The Misses Carter
'33, Hamlin '33, Sonstrom '33 and
Perkins '3 5, while the men were Le-
mieux '33, Murray '34, Seamon '34,
McLean '35, Norton '35, Perry '35,
and Pierce '3 5.

The following are to serve on the
squad: The Misses Bean '35, Foster
'35, Dean '36, Homan '36, Rowe '36,
Shapiro '36, Mabee '36, Muskie '36
The men are: Fitterman '34, May
'34, Jones '35, Stetson '35, Dodson
'3 6, Fredland '36 and Greenwood '36

Mt. Allison

Continued from Page One

debating ability Mount Allison is

the undisputed debating champion

of the Maritime Province. It has

been several years since this college

was bested by another Canadian

COl
^f

e
me€ t this Canadian champion

Prof Quimby has chosen two able

men to represent Bates. These Dates

speakers are Frank Murray '34 and

Lionel Lemieux '33.

Mr. Murray, who is president or

the Bates Debating Council, has

already proved himself a capable

and a valuable debater. This com-

ing debate will be his tenth college

debate and will be the fifth which

is of international character. Even
as student at Edward Little High
School in Auburn, he made his mark
on two championship debating

teams. Nor has his ability been
directed solely along forensic lines.

At the present time he is General

News Editor of the Bates Student.

He is also President of the present

Junior Class. In his Freshman year,

he found time for a little athletics

and won his numerals as a member
of the Freshman Football Squad.

Mr. Lemieux is also an accom-
plished speaker. During his fresh-

man and sophomore years he took
part in the Annual Prize Debates
On both occasions he was chosen
the best speaker. For fouir years he
has been a member of the Bates Var
sity Debating Squad and took part
in debates against Springfield Col-

lege and the University of Maine,
At the present time he is Manager
of the Men's Debates.

Milliken House

Freshmen Have

ThornCTag Party
The Outiing club sponsored a modftl

cabin party at Thorncrag, Monday
October 17 to which the Milii^.'
house freshmen women and several
town girls were invited. dl

Al Purington was in charge nf
this outing with Dot Staples.

Celia
Thompson, Marjorie Goodbout and
Ethel Oliver as her assistants 'p

ro
feasor Walmsley was present' as
guest. The evening was spent j!
games which were led by Dot Sta
pies and Celia Thompson.
The freshmen women invited

were: Amelia Breitmozen, Rj t^
Brown, Frances Fogelman, jw
Isaacson, Mary Oliver, Elizabeth
Wallbank, Kathleen Lonsey, M ar
Ham, Charlotte Stiles, Catherine
June 'Lovelace, Faith Atwood, Isabel,

le McCann, Anna Saunders, Eveiyn

"

Dodge, Isabelle Fleming, and Gladyg
Gillings.

.-or • _
"Intelligence is not so important

as character and will."—'Prof. Albert
Einstein.

-:o:-

I am beginning to know enough
to be certain that I don't know very
much.—Sir Arthur Keith.

The late Wilton Lackaye, speak-
ing of the Woman Suffrage Amend
ment to the Constitution:

serVall
LUNCH

44 Bates St. Geo. E. Sehrai.lt

•:o:-

"We have everything we need but!
we've lost our courage."—Gutzon

J

Borglum.

The Blue Line
Lewiston—Rumford—Farmlngton

lewiston

—

7.45 A.M., 12.35 P.M., 4.25 P.M.
U* Rumford

—

7.85 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4.15 P.M.
farmlngton

—

7.30 A.M., 12.20 P.M., 4.10 P.M.

STANDARD TIME

Fred C. McKenney
64 Sabattus Street

CITIES SERVICE GASOLINE
and LUBRICATING OILS

WASHING and GREASING
Nearest Gasoline Station to College

MARTINEAU'S
We Specialize In SODA FOUNTAIN

LUNCHEONS
IT'S "THE" PLACE

R. E. MARTINEAU CO.
DRUGGISTS

23d Main St.
Prescriptions Have Right Of Way

HOME COOKED MEALS
ALMOST ON CAMPUS
Phone 951-MK For Rates

A. F. BARRY
Corner Campus and Nichols

Big Things Happened In The

Yale Bowl, Oct, 1st

Compliments of

J. W. White Co.

*J 1 />, ft?
I't'f

>f.A

ciation of Gate Crasher® is in the
process of being formed for (mutual
protection at the Maine game
Union hours will be observed
Those interested report to Bob Fit-
terman SEE YOU IN ORONQ

.

Nice Things Are Going To
Happen In Chase Hall

Thursday, Oct. 20th

An Exhibit Of Benoit's

Hats - Furnishings - Shoe:

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED

Telephone 3694
College and Sabattus Streets

We can show yon a vanec selection of

PRIZE CUPS

FOUNTAIN PENS
of all standard makes

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS
LADIES'

LEATHER HANDBAGS

LEATHER BILLFOLDS

BOOK ENDS
CLOCKS

of all kinds

BARNST0NE-0SG00D

company

Jewelers

50 LISBON STREET
Lew«ston, Maine

LEWISTON MONUMENTAL
WORKS

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
James P. Murphy Oo.

6 to 10 Bates St., LEWISTON.
Telephone 4634-R

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME

Corner Lisbon & Ash StsM Lewiston

. Tfk. --

White Flannels, Sport Coat and Sweaters

FLANDERS
62 COURT STREET,

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing

p s
24 HOUR SERVICE

THE QUALITY SHOP **
3 Minutes from the Campus

Tel. 18X7 W

R. W. CLARK Registered Druggist
Pure Drugs and Medicine

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Medlcln*»

Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATESC°rDer 8nd **> ^reet TeWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust

Lewiston,

Company
Maine

_^_SoBdt the Bush^To^Bates Students
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THE

NEWS
O'Malley of the

Morning Sun

England Looks
,\t America

* BOWDOIN HERE SATURDAY FOR
SECONDJTATEJERIES GAME

Team Will B^TaFFiIIi^^ For First Time
bmce Opening Game With Arnold Except

For The LossOfRalph McCluskey
step

Einstein Available

To Pool" Students

Jf£ THOMAS MUSGRAVE

0'
the MorningMALLEY—of

Sun.
The name was an integral

part of a glamorous age of American
journalism.

Frank Ward O'Malley died today

in Tours, France—a voluntary exile

Horn the land that hailed him as a
brilliant newspaper reporter, play-
wright, and magazine write??

O'Malley was contemporary to a

Bates' next football
season is the Bowdoin encounter
this Saturday. The Polar Bear
fresh from a bad defeat at the
hands of Colby, 2 5-0, has lost some
of the pep which characterized
Bowser's men earlier this year, but
may put on all possible in order to
take what Bowdoin considers the
season's major objective.

Changes Indefinite
Coach Morey, speaking to the

Student, said he had not yet decid-
ed what the changes he had hinted
in the press this week would be.
He may start Knowles in the line,
to give Clemons a much deserved
rest. His injured men, he said,

this
|

McCleod, Mendall, Dobrovolsky.
Sheridan, Hill at the ends. Murphy,
who weighs only 151 pounds, is

considered the best of the lot, with
Italia, Kramer and McCleod disput-
ing the Second choice. The tackles
consist of Berry, .Stone, the head-
liners; Gorham, Taylor, and Jack-
son ,subs; Morey's guards are head-
ed by Soba, who has been out of the
lineup the past two games, Gilman

host of journalistic celebrities. Ar-

1

thur Brisbane called him "the best I

*e*e
,
comin£ around better than ex-

qi wspaper writer of his time"
Humorist and satirist, O'Malley

several years ago, wrote this bi-

ography of himself.:

"Got as far as first year in
Wilkes-Barre, Penn., high school.
Flopped.
•Entered old art students league

in
Washington, but loafed that

year in Senate gallery, flopped.
"Three years at Notre Dame Uni-

rersity .mostly managing football

team. Flopped.
"Four years an art student in

Philadelphia .devoting most of the
time to studies of aesthetic anat-
omy at Trocadero Burlesque thea-
tre.

"Commercial illustrator in New

pected.
Bowdoin is expected to open up a

bag of tricks for the Bates game.
Richardson, who was the whole
show in the Bowdoin-Tufts tie game,
may do anything at all with the
ball. Those spinner plays, however,
are not expected to mean much
when Gilman, Clemons, Herb Berry
and company tear into them.

The Bates lineup is expected to
be fairly complete for the first time
since the Arnold game, with the ex-
ception of McCluskey, who broke
his leg in the Tufts battle. King,
hurt since the first of the season,
may play in the Bowdoin game.

Morey's Big Squad
With his complete strength,

York for four years, drawing full Morey has Murphy, Italia, Kramer,
length portraits of vacuum cleaners

and canned soup.

"Reporter, New York Morning
Sun for fourteen years, thirteen of

which were spent in Jack's restau-
rant.

"Had two plays, "The Head of

The House" and a "Certain Party,"
produced on Broadway. Both were
terrible flops.

"Wrote two books, the 'War
Whirl in Washington' and 'The
Swiss Family O'Malley', the entire

first editions of which are still on
sale.

"Father of two children who for-

tunately take after their mother.
"Left the Morning Sun in 1919 to

do magazine writing, whereupon
the paper promptly blew up.

"Kindly, strikingly handsome,
hut, all things considered, an all-

around flop."
O'Malley was born in Pittston,

Penn., on Nov. 30, 1875. He grew
up expecting to be an architect or

an artist and studied for both ca-

reers. His first job approaching the

artistic was as a cartoonist in a

small Pennsylvania town.
He was 31 years old before he

became a reporter. In 1906 he talk-

ed himself into a job as cub re-

porter on the Morning Sun at $15

a week. After a year he asked to be

put on space rates, and the first

week he earned $72.58.

)

AN Englishman named Her-
bert N. Casson has made a

criticism of America. He is the

editor of Efficiency Magazine, Lon-

don ,and he looks at our present

predicament with a practical eye.

Here it is: v xm , _

"You are depressed. You think

vou are crippled. You are afraid of

"the future. You are full of tears.

"You have half the gold of the

world and half of the machinery and

most of the automobiles and all the

skyscrapers. You have the greatest

home market in the world and the

largest corporations that the world

has ever seen. You are ruled more

by ideas and less by tradition than

any other people in the world. \ou

have usually done what you thought

you could do.

"The prices that were forced too

high had to come down. Today all

the prices are too low. There are

i ow golden opportunities for every

man who has eyes to see them. Dol-

lars are now being sold for 30 cents.

Any security with a sound and rea-

sonable basis is a good buy today.

Pay, Take a Chance
"The way to create a fortune is to

buy in pessimistic times. Pay your

money and take the chance. Frick

started his career by buying coke

ovens in the slump of 1873; Car-

regie made $300,000,000 by buying

steel plants in slumps. Hundreds of

fortunes have been made by buying

in pessimistic times.

"In five years from now, most

American business men will belong

to the 'I-Wish-I-Had-Club'.

"When FEAR rules the will,

nothing can be done, but when a

man casts' FEAR out of his mind,

the world becomes his oyster, lo

lose a bit of money is nothing, but

to lose hope or lose nerve and am-
bition, that i's what makes men crip-

ples.

"This silly depression has gone on

long enough. Get rid of it. It ^ in"

side of you. RISE AND WALK .

Adams, Campbell

Invite Students

To Bates Night

Arnold Adams '33 and Elmer
Campbell '27 speaking before the
men in chapel this morning official-

ly welcomed the undergraduates to

the annual Back-to-Bates night Fri-

!

day in the Alumni Gymnasium.
Robert Swett '33, President of the]
Student Council presided at the
Student Assembly. )

The band under the direction of

Fred Donald made its first chapel;
appearance of the year. It played
both while the student body marched 1

BATES AND MT.

TO DISCUSS 'ADVERTISING'

IN DEBATE THIS EVENING
Annual Varsity

Club Dance on

Saturday Night
i

in and out. and also as a concert

«SJ An etV
Sopliomores. Kelley numljcr John Phillip SoWe "Wash- n , , « , , „,and Amcetti are also out for the ington Pc ,3t/ a new selection of the GoriTlley S BODCatS lO

band this season.
The women transferred to the

position.
Clemons and Lindholm are the Play—Gym Will Be

Decorated
centers. Knowles, as has been said

' Little Theatre where Mies Anna
before, may be transferred to this Hodgktins was the speaker. Her sub-,
position, which he played before he' ipot wafi the work of the Women's 1

was shifted to the backfield this |J£j ^Sl Mil Za !

,

The annual Saturday evening
year. Walms'ev pr~sH<Hl dance sponsored by the Varsity

Gay leads the quarterbacks on] Adams New England quarter

,

club wiH be neld this week in the
account of his performance in the

! mile champion for two years and a !

£?
umni gymnasium with music by

Maine game, his first state series en-
]
member of the United States Olym 1

the a^mented Bobcats, under the

counter. Valicenti and Loomer are
the other candidates for the position
Valicenti is a better passer than
Gay, but the latter is learning fast.
Pricher leads the halfbacks along
with King. Pricher received the ap-
probation of experts after the Yale
game, and was by far the State of
Maine's best halfback last Saturday.
Lerzi, Pricher s sub, is nearly as
good, except in the punting depart-
ment .His runs featured the Arnold
and Tufts games. Wilmot, Mc-
Carthy, Roche, Fireman, Secor,
Swett are the best of Morey's half-
backs. Knowles, 'Moyniihan, and!
Dillon are the fullbacks.

COACHES MOREY AND THOMPSON
URGE ADOPTION OF BASKETBALL
Former Believes Experiences Will Prove Profit-

able And Popular Sport While Latter Says
Student Body Wants It

Weil-Known Irish

Poet-Playwright

To Lecture Here

William Butler Yeats
To Appear In Chase

Lecture Nov. 3

When the faculty committee on
athletics meets next week, an organ-
ized program for placing basketball
on the college sport list will be pre-
sented to it. Out of the rumors which
have been prevailing on the campus
for the last few days regarding the
topic of basketball, the fact came
out this morning that Coach David
B. Morey, Director of Physical Edu-
cation for Men, is whole-heartedly in

favor of basketball.

Morey Says,Sport Profitable

In a statement to the Student,
Coach Morey said he believed he
could show from his past experience
that basketball is a paying sport; he
will present his views to the council

at the forthcoming meeting. Morey
pointed out that at Middlebury,
where he was in charge of athletics

at one time, basketball was the

favorite winter sport, and was con-
sidered better than a self-supporting topics of literary interest, Thursday,
activity. In the South, "they pack

: November 3.

pic team spoke as the chairman of
the undergraduate committee in

charge of arrangements Friday.
Campbell is a member of the Alum-
ni committee.

Y.W.BoardSeeks

Plan to Abolish

Dance Stag Line

Women Conclude Social

Director Might
Aid Situation

direction of Tom Gormley '33. The
gym will be decorated appropriately
for Back-to-Bates week-end with
numerals of the classes represented
by visiting alumni. The usual time
of the Saturday night dances will

be extended to 11:30 P. M.
The committee in charge of the

arrangements for the dance is com-
posed of the following members of

the Varsity club: Arnold Adams
'3 3. Donald Smith '34 .and Sumner
Raymond '34. President and Mrs.
Clifton D. Gray will be guests;
chaperones will be Mr. and Mrs.
Harry W. Rowe, Mr .and Mrs. Nor-
man E. Ross, Mr. and Mrs. Oliver F.
Cu'tits and Mr. and Mrs. Wilkins.

Bates Team, Composed Of Lemieux And Murray,

To Meet Canadians In Little Theater
This Evening At 8 P. M.

W.A.A. Sponsors

Tea After Game

In Chase Hall, 4:30

Annual Feature Of The
First Home Series

Game Week-end
This Saturday, Oct. 29, W. A. A.

is sponsoring a tea in Chase Hah
from 4:30 to 5:30 after the Bowdoin
game. This tea is one of the features

of the Back-to-Bates week-end.
Alumni, Faculty and Students are all

welcome.
The committee in charge consists

of Ruth Johnson '34. Chairman;
Rosamond Melcher '33 and Miriam
Wheeler '34. Refreshments; Dorothy
Penney '33 and Ruth Frye '35,

Decorations and Serving.
Professor Lena Walmsley is the

faculty advisor, and the pourers are

Evelyn iRolfe, Eva Sonstroem and
Thelma Kittredge

them in", Morey added. »

Coach Thompson, a former mem-
ber of the faculty committee on
athletics, interviewed by the Stu-

dent, said that he recognized the

Student body had been wanting
basketball for some time, and so in

accordance to the supposed policy of

athletics for everybody, he favored

a varsity team.
The Student has for the past year

from time to time made mention of
| irf^h history

the advisability of basketball on an
intercollegiate basis. The Student
has felt that it was expressing stu-

dent opinion in so doing. Bates has

had splendid basketball players in

the past few years, and many of the

men now in college can be depended
upon to form the nucleus of a strong

varsity team.

Good Players in College

Brud King, Clarence Pottle, Frank
Italia are already admitted to rank

among the best of college basketeers

Literary-minded people on the
Bates campus and elsewhere in

Lewiston and Auburn will hear
William Butler Yeats, the well-

known Irish playwright a'nd poet.
' special numbers that

Mr. Yeats is the first Chase lecturer

of the year and he will speak on
j
have; a S00ld

~time ft is evident that

j
the women are not in a position to

ask the men to dance, and if the men

'Members of the Bates Y. W. C. A.
cabinet are in search of a plan that

will end the stag line at the Saturday
night Chase Hall dances, and thereby
solve a situation that is worrying
some of the feminine representatives
of the student body.

At the last •meeting of the Y. W.
cabinet, the situation was discussed
from all angles. At that time the
suggestion was made that possibly a
social leader at the dances would
help solve the problem.
The cabinet members, who were

discussing the dances, believe that
the stag line can be eliminated to a
large degree. It was reported at the
meeting that many of the freshman
women have been disappointed at

the Saturday night affairs. It is noted
that there are just as many men on
the sidelines as there are women,
which seems to indicate to the
cabinet that there is a real need for

someone to pep things up.
It is concluded by the women that

if the men really want to dance, then
a social leader would prove a valu-

able addition to the dances. Th->

leader could introduce novelties and
would help

everyone to get acquainted and to

ANNUAL BACK-TO-BATES NIGHT

FRI. USHERS IN BOWDOIN GAME
Students, Parents, And Alumni Will Listen To
Speeches By Morey, President Gray And

Weatherbee—Band To Handle Music

to take the
Y. W. C. A.

cabinet members are of the opinion

that some such plan as the social

leader should be given a fair trial.

Mr. Yeats is recognized as one of
]
continue to refuse

the outstanding figures in the field
i initiative, then the

of modern literature. He represents
very ably the Irish literary renais-

sance of the late nineteenth and the
early twentieth centuries. This
movement which is characterized by
the use of the Celtic sources for

inspiration and material in the mo-
dern poetry and drama, has been
marked as a very important one in

Writer of Folk-lore

Yeats is well known both in

poetry and drama. The mystical

imagery of his poetry and the quaint

use of his half-forgotten Irish folk-

lore appeal to the imagination

strongly .This latter phase of his

work ,as brought out by the Re-
naissance in Ireland, marks a de-

cided contrast to the rather mediocre
output of the former Irish poets.

The play, "The Countess Cathleen",

is an especially good example of his

N EXT year a
mathematics

,new teacher of

will come tomatnemaucs wm
.official team in competition ia«

Princeton. His pupils will not
j r Mluch interest has been dis

°e Princeton undergraduates. wis, . „ _ M i« nniv
subject begins where undergraduates
and even most of their instructors
leave off, and it goes far beyond the

Power of the strongest telescope.
Once there were perhaps twelve men
who understood him; now the maim-
ber who believe they do has multi-

Continued on Page 3 Col. 7

in New England, and it is understood
j
ivrical dramatic ability for which he

that the lower classes include many
j

j;eceived the Nobel Prize in 1923
excellent players.

In order to ascertain the view-

point of the other Maine colleges,

the Student wired Ted Curtis faculty

Manager of Athletics at the Univer-

sity of Maine, this week. Mr. Cuitis

in a phone call to the Student, said

Maine was ever ready to play

basketball the minute any one or

more other Maine college put a

team in the field. The University of

Maine has been in readiness and nas

all the equipment necessary, Curtis

said. He expressed surprise but

gratification at the announcement

that Morey was in favor of the

sport.
Bowdoin. according to the Bow-

doin Orient sports department, is too

hockey-minded to consider immediate

basketball, but there is no doubt that

if the others take the step in this

direction, the Brunswick college will

follow.

Colby Had Team Last Year

Colby has been known to be a

basketball possibility for the past

year. Roundy's men had a semi-
competition last

played at Colby and it is only a

matter of time there until basketball

is a reality.

The case at present seems there-

fore to ne largely in the hands of the

hXtbalf'M^ne will i^te^j the United States, sounds very im-

Sllow suit, and Colby will not take pressive, but it figures out at only

lon,g to do the same.

His interest in drama has been very
keen, especially since the latter

nineteenth century, when he to-

gether with Lady Gregory and oth-

ers, established the Irish National

Theatre.
Mr. Yeats was born in Sandy-

mount near Dublin in Ireland on
June 13, 1865. His father was of

Anglo-Irish stock, but his mother's
people, the Pollexfens of Sligo, were
more purely Irish. Yeats was ed-

ucated in various Irish and English

schools. He studied art, but soon
abandoned this for literature. His

first book, 'Mosoda,' a dramatic

poem, appeared in 1886.

In 1917 he married Georgie Lees

of Picknill, Wrexham, and had two
children, a son and daughter. Yeats

continues to reside in Dublin, al-

though he has made several trips to

the United States for lecture tours.

This lecture in the Bates College

chapel will be the first of a series

of this year to be sponsored by the

George Colby Chase Lecture Fund.

The late Honorable William Wal-
lace Stetson, who was once superin-

tendent of the public schools in

Maine .endowed this fund in honor

of George Colby Chase, former

president of Bates College.
v :o:

A national income of $1,000,000,-

00 0 a week, such as is estimated for

I IJ J ^.tCitJt » w» «* — —

I about eight dollars for each of us.

Journal Writer

Notes Levity at

Campus 4-A Play
Skeptical students have listened

many times in the classroom and in

chapel to the statement that a col-

lege is known by its individual re-

presentatives and by each phase of

every college activity. This has be-

come one of the well known signals

to students that a "lecture" is to

follow—a lecture on conduct and
attitude that is known by heart and
never listened to beyond the open-

ing sentence, "We are judged by

our every word and act, and our
college is judged by us-.." But
here is a thought-provoking proof

of that statement which comes from
a source that makes it known to

many besides the Bates students to

which it pertains.

When Dean E. C. Marrimer of

Colby commented last week on the

Lakewood play, he wondered at the

"strange tendency on the part of the

audience" when "the dialogue ex-

pressed profoundly solemn and iron-

ical thoughts some of the audience
saw something funny, and burst in-

to laughter." In a current "Sunlit

Trails" column by Alice Frost Lord
in the Lewiston Journal, Dean Mar-
riner's comment is quoted and made
the subject of the column. The
author of "Sunlit Trails" recognizes

that tendency in audiences at movies

and legitimate performances to

"snicker and guffaw in tense scenes"
and wonders at the effect that this

must have on the players who are

putting all their efforts into a ten-

der or tragic moment. She writes,

"This sort of thing has been

heard at 4-A productions on the

Bates campus—when a note of real

sincerity and depth of feeling was
sounded ..."

The column ends with the ques-

tions "Do we lack intelligence? Are

we fools? Or are these ill-timed ex-

plosions of mirth simply a defence,

mechanism?"

Increased Chapel

Music Only Part

Of New Schedule

Prof. Crafts Plans Wid-
er Musical Schedule

For Winter

By STOWKLL WARE

Among the innovations introduc-

ed into our chapel system this year
is the increase in chapel music. It.

has been arranged for the choir to

sing two anthems each week instead

of the one of last year. This cannot
help but improve chapel for the
student body, although it means
more work for an already hard-
working choir. The consensus of

opinion in official circles seems to

be that the time between the Mon-
day choir/ rehearsal and the Friday
presentation 0$ the anthem is too

weeks during which the system has

been in operation, but time will

probably remedy that difficulty.

Increased Activity

Music at Bates this year will be
on a much higher plane than it

was last year. Professor Crafts, en-

couraged by good material in the
freshman class, is planning inter-

esting repertoires for the various
organizations on campus. The Orphic
Society, having this season an ex-

cellent string section, is to do,

among other things, Schubert's
Symphony in B-minor, the great
"Unfinished", and Bizet's first

"L'Arlesienne" suite. An amplified

Men's Glee Club will be the best in

years. The Band and the Women's
Glee Club are, much improved. These
organizations are destined to ex-

perience a most successful season.

Jazz at Metropolitan
A newspaper clipping recently

announced the opening at the Metro-
politan Opera in New York, of the
Musicians' Symphony Orchestra on
November first. The important part

was that Gershwin's jazz was to

occupy a major part of the program.
Gershwin himself is to play his

Piano Concerto in F, under the di-

rection of William Daly. Daly is

also to conduct Gershwin's sympho-
nic piece, "An American in Paris".

The concerto itself was Gershwin's
first venture into the symphonic
field. In 1924, after the success of

his "Rhapsody in Blue", he was
persuaded by Walter Damrosch to
produce a symphonic work in the
jazz idiom. The Piano Concerto was
the result. It was first performed
at Carnegie Hall in December, 1925,
by Gershwin and the New York
Symphony Orchestra under Dam-
rosch. It was received enthusiastic-

ally. The "American in Paris" tells

Ernest P. Weeks and Joseph A.

Berrlldge, seniors from Mount Alli-

son College in Canada, are schedul-

ed to arrive on the Bates campus

this morning to participate in a de-

bate against Bates. This debate will

be held in the Chapel at eight

o'clock this evening, and the sub-

ject for discussion is Resolved: That

most advertising is detrimental to

the best interests of the general

public. iSoon after their arrival,

these representatives from Canada

will be conducted by Prof. Pomeroy
to a Kiwanis Club luncheon where

they will be guests of honor. This

afternoon at four o'clock, these de-

baters and the members of the Bates

Debating Council are to be guests

at a tea given by President and Mrs.

Gray at the President's home.

Capable Representatives

Weeks and Berridge, who will

come here fresh from debates with
the University of Maine and Colby
College, are very capable represen-
tatives of Mount Allison. Weeks was
one of the opponents met by the

Bates team which journeyed into

Canada on a debating tour last year.

He made his first appearance on a
college debating team at Mount Al-

lison in 1930-31 when he was a
member of the team which defeated

Nova Scotia Agricultural College.

In company with W. Barry '32, he
debated against Bates College in

Sackville last year. He was leader
of the Intercollegiate team which
met and defeated Acadia University

last Spring. He also has represented
his class on several occasions in in-

ter-class debates. Added to this,

there are many other activities on
Weeks' college program, to say

nothing of his academic standing as

an honors student in Economics.
He holds the positions of Managing
Kditor of the "Argosy", President
of the International Relations Club,

and President of the Mount Allison

Little Theatre.
Berridge's debating talent first

came to light when he was elected

Premier of the Maritime Boy's Par-
liament. The forcefulness of his re-

buttals, and the earnestness which
he puts into his speeches, have
earned a place for him on the Mount
Allison Debating teams. He has re-

presented his college on two occa-

sions: first, on the intercollegiate

team which defeated Dalhousie Uni-

versity in 1930-31 (the debate which
completed Mount Allison's undefeat-

ed record of ten years without a

lost decision in an intercollegiate

debate) and second, as a member
of the team which was successful

against a picked team from the
western part of Canada. He, too,

The Bates College band, under the
j
has represented his class in inter-

direction of Fred Donald '33 will; clasg debates, and he is graduating
play during the evening and it wffl| this year with honors in Philosophy.

Mount Allison College itself is

New Bruns-
the guidance of Professor Crafts will, wick and is a college similar to
follow in order and the rafters of iBate ;. The tWQ institutions are of

"Yes, I remember back in '09. .
."

So may the talk of the alumni run at

the annual ' sBack to Bates Night"
which is to be held in the Alumni
Gymnasium at eight o'clock on the
eve of the Bates-Bowdoin game.
This is the time when the alumni
have a chance to hear spirited talks

by Coaches Morey and Spinks about
football, the Bates team, and in

general interesting sidelights about
America's greatest sport, football.

The women will also have a meeting
in Chase Hall. Students, their

parents, and returning alumni will

find themselves welcomed cordially

to these unique gatherings.
Special guests of the evening's

entertainment will include Allan J.

Keaney '16 of New York City, Presi-

dent of the Alumni Association;
Coach David B. Morey, his assistant,

Coach Leslie Spinks and Randolph
Weatherbee '32. These special guests
will all speak after Preisdent Gray
has officially welcomed the alumni
back to Bates. Harry W. iRowe will

act in the capacity of chairman of

the activities.

Band Will Play

be a fine chance to hear this newly
|

great for good results That this
activity. General singing under

j lo;a7ed"\n"sackville

'

may be true seems to be borne out, tl> \»# r>-~f,™„„ „,m I
localefl ln facKvuie,

by the performances of the two

the gym ought to ring as they did
at last year's Back-to-Bates Night.
Cheering, under head cheer leader
John Stevens '33 will have its place

about the same size, and both ara
co-educational. Mount Allison, like

Bates, has a splendid record in de-

bating. In fact, the first defeat
also during the evening. During the wMch "Mo«nt Allison has suffered in
evening the usual refreshments of

cider, and apples will be served. The
undergraduate body is (urged to be
on hand and so assure themselves
of a good evening. Certain talented
entertainers such as Sylvester Car-
ter '34, Almus Thorpe '34 and Ed
Small '34 are to make an appearance.

Women at Chase Hall

Chase Hall, devoted for the time
to the gentler side of the campus,
will be the scene of stunts by the
undergraduate women's classes.

ten years in debating was adminis-
tered last year by a Bates team
made up of Randolph Weatherbee
'32 and Frank Murray '34.

"Ballyhoo"

The very subject of the debate Is

enough to attract attention to any
debate—to say nothing of an inter-

national debate. Here is a chance
for people to learn which antiseptic

is best for the "hoof and mouth"
Although the names of thesa stunts

j

disease. Rumor has it that the
have net yet been made public, if; classes in Economics are to turn out
the past is any barometer of the,in a body to discover whether or
future they will be well-worth see-

j not Advertising pays. It has been
ing. Those in charge are: Ronnie reported, unofficially, that the Bate3
Melcher '33, Miriam Wheeler '34,

j
team ha's spent many hours of re-

and Grace Gearing '35. The fresh-; search trying to find out if "four
men are directed by Toby Zahn '3 4.

j out Q f every five, have it". The Bates
The speaker of the evening is to be
Gertrude Lombard McGinley, '23.

Lucienne Blanchard. '3 4, will lead

debaters report that .although you
can learn to play a piano in five

lessions and become either a person-
the gathering in Bates songs. And of

j

ality, a millionaire, a stenographer,
course, there will be plenty to eat. 0r an ocean-flyer over a week-end.
Like the men, the women will be! they have not yet unearthed the
furnished with quantities of cider,

j course Which will develop debating
apples, and doughnuts, but, for some genius over night
occult reason probably concerned! The debate will begin at eight
with figures, no peanuts! o'clock in the Bates Chapel, and

The graduate committee m charge .president Gray will preside. The
is composed of Dexter Kneeland 18, music preceding the debate is under
George Osgood 27 and Elmer Camp- the direction of Prof. Seldon Crafts,
bell '27, with an aiding undergra.du-| The speeches are each fifteen min-
ate committee of Arnold Adams '33,

John Lary '33 and Harold Millet '34.

The alumnae committee is made
up of Beatrice Burr Sawyer '18,

Blanche Whittum Roberts '99, and
Aurelia Griffin Fales '26.

_ :o :

There will be a meeting of the

utes long, and the first Affirmative
will use a part of his time for a re-
joinder. This task will fall to Frank
Murray '34, while Lionel Lemieux
'33 will be the second speaker for
Bates. After the debate proper,
there will be an Open Forum. There
wtill be no decision. The entire de-

the story of a young American, very
j

Men's Politics Club Thursday night, • bate ig under the management of
homesick, lost in the "wilds" of at seven o clock, at which time the Theodore Seamon '34
Paris. His day's experiences are well election of new members will be!

told in an amusing programme by

Continued on Page 3 Col. 7

taken up. The program for the com-
ing year will also be discussed at

the meeting, it was announced.

:o:
"Today the schools are full of

strange people."—Prof. Chauncey
Brewster Tinker of Yale University.
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liiianehil resources of Bates are restrictions which make it impossible
tor us to secure the services of all the speakers that we might like*

to see here. This, however, should not deter students from taking
advantage of those whom Ave are able to procure;

The Council on Religion two years ago did yeoman service in

.securing for our campus men like Sherwood Eddy. This year the
same fine work has been continued and the first of the vesper
services for this year was held last Sunday in the Chapel with Dr.

Pitt VanDpsen of New York as the speaker. Reinhold Xeibuhr who
has achieved enviable distinction in the field of religion is to come
to the campus later on. In addition, there will be other speakers
who are leaders in the field of religion. "Whether or not students are
interested in religion is a moot question. The value of contact with
such personalities as these men is immeasurable, regardless, of what
one may think of their point of view.

Next week William Butler Yeats, Irish playwright and poet of
world fame will be on the campus. Here again is an opportunity for
Hates men and women to acquaint themselves with a person that has

' been a prominent figure in the world of letters. Leaders in other
fields of human endeavor are to come here during the year. In

connection with this thought, the Student proffers the suggestion
that in this year of great political confusion and amid the turmoil
of another presidential election, it would be well for some campus
organization to conduct a round table at which speakers represent-
ing each of the parties might be present. In the absence of a Forum
group like that at Bowdoin, or of a Liberal Club similar to those

haries Whipple, '34 found in most colleges of our size, this would most properly be

ArtiTJrAmVel^ 'M-l carried on by the Politics Club. This idea is being tried out at many
colleges and universities and has 'met with marked success.

There is one further suggestion which it seems to us is worthy
of consideration and that is regarding speakers of other races and
cultures than our own. The Chase Lecture Fund might secure some
prominent negro or speaker of the Orient who might bring to us a

world foreign to our everyday experience.

.The Garnet fn the Garnet, Bates College has a publication of
distinctive literary merit that is entitled td the

' enthusiastic support of the student body. During the past few years
1

it has shown' marked improvement, and under the editorship of.

Valery Burati it blossomed forth to include works of literary value
by students in other fields than the purely cultural. Thus it has come

The Student

And
The World

By JAMES B.VLAXO

CROQUET POPULAR SPORT OF

BATES STUDENTS IN 1877

Eavly "Studei^Re^eals That Electric Lights

Were Rejected In 1884—Plow
Found In Chapel

By ELINOR WILLIAMS
Turning back the year.? of

baseball.
the! Chapel is voluntary at Dartnir

1870
Freshly

The National Campaign
In American town and city 111

college men and women ar

ly expected to be more
and mature on questions of national pu^lfcattoBfl then), 1 The Glee club is still a real o„rp6e
and international policy than the > - *

material entirely literary. 'No one need be afraid of its a p Pa ;

average individual. Of course there
th

° exception of some college j
rition. Let it retire.

are persons that endanger the repu-
, aYumni news. All "light

tafion. As a rule, however, college
. (there was very little)

-1 J. 9 11 11. n n4? 1 ifQ '1Q LCI-*** \

relegated to an inconspicuous column
called first "College Items", and,

later in the less dim past, "Locals".

This column contained the same
est of the magazine.

At Orono Bales followers who journeyed to ( )rono have little

reason to bemoan the showing of the athletes who
represented the college on the track and gridiron. There have been

\

u
\ be truly representative of the college community and serves to

no alibis forthcoming from the Bates coaches of track or football} stimulAte" and encourage the literary efforts of those who have any
on the showing of their protegees, and there is much to indicate that talents m this direction. In spite of the heterogeneity of subject
on the whole they were pleased. Although those members of the fair material, it has and will continue to maintain as its criterion for
sex. who applauded vigorously when it was anounced that Bates I

judgment the aptness, skill and artistry with which the writer has
had the larger score in the cross-country meet, were slightly deluded, expressed his thoughts.

graduates in all walks of life, as

professional people, educators, busi-

ness people, and homemakers are

listened to when opinions are ex-

pressed, be it in conversation or in

formal talk.

Inasmuch as such functions are

required of college people they

should take measures to retain this

prestige that can be used as a tool

to bring about intelligent policy and,
proper leadership in politics. Week-

j J
e

ly investigation of editorials and
more frequent perusing of the daily

paper will suitably keep one in

touch with present events and po-

tential trends.
In the present case of the presi

ma-
was

The dairymaid pensively milked
the goat

And pouting, she paused to mutter
"I wish, you brute, you would

'

turn to milk-
And the animal turned to butter
Candy pulling is popular at vWdignity of the

but it was nevertheless a composite
'

>:ar

of the more modern columns, "Inter- Croquet has become decidedly Un ,

collegiate News". "Club Notes",
J

popular
The girls of an Illinois seminary

amuse themselves by spitting at a

Pepys Thru the Keyhole", and even

"Humor". It is in this column that
et of the mauve mark.

decade and gay nineties—the college
. 1

1880
v. , , ,

life of those decorous ladies and! Anxious mothers should have no

whisk-red gentleman. our own hesitation in placing their sons under

grandfathers and grandmothers. I
the watchful care of our faculty. xot

COLLEGE ITEMS— long since, one of the boys about to

1#7;$ I a ni • the durties of a pedagogue

Half-hour prayer meetings have
j
was allowed to stop over one train

'

s

0l

litfle

U
di?ect| bee!1 held dailyV the' several rooms

the showing of Russ Jellison in breaking the course record was ''''e editor has announced that material for the issue which
excellent and served as a salve to wounded pride. appears just before the Christmas vacation must be submitted

What the football team did is a matter of record and needs no
,

before Nov. 2tf. In order that the high standard of literary
exposition fiere. That it played creditably and with all the heart that I

excellence which has been set in the past may continue, it is

any team could possibly show is beyond question. Xor #can it be
j

desirable that every student should feel free to submit material for
denied that this has also been true all season. When the season is

J

consideration. Only in this way will new talent be uncovered, and
over and sports followers attempt to evaluate this team with other j

will the Garnet be representative of the best that the campus can
Moi-ey-eoaehed clubs, great difficulty will be experienced since there
has not been a team in the past four years that has suffered so much
from injuries or has had such a constant run of bad breaks as the
team of this year.

There are two more games on the schedule, one with Bowdoin
next Saturday, and the other with Colby on Armistice day, both to
be played at Qarcelon field. One newspaper sports writer said that
to date the Bates team has done more traveling than the Notre Dame
Ramblers. It is true that this team has not played on the home field

since the opening of college. In their last two games of the year
it ought to have the whole-hearted support of the entire student
body. The Back-to-Bates festivities Friday night should serve to
stimulate student and alumni interest to a new high. That it will

mean much to a team that has had its high spots and its lowr spots
is certain. Hv meli>RED HOLLYWOOD
„

,
. It was a Jew who brought the

Cosmopolitan education It tS at this stage of the college yeai> gospel to Rome, a Roman who took
that resolutions made during the' :t (,E France, a Frenchman who took

summer to make the year one of study and high scholarship begin U t0 s t'-» ndinavia, a Scandinavian

to weaken and the round of extra-curricula activities begin to
detract the student "s attention from the primary object of college
education. Sports, debating, club activities, hikes, dances and dates
come to the fore, and other considerations recede rapidly into the
back ground as the year goes on.

While it has always been our opinion that college life must
consist of much more than the daily grind of classes and lectures if

we are to be truly educated, the fact also remains that we must in-
clude these iu any sane schedule of college work. The college senior
who said to his father on graduating, "Now I know how you felt
when the country club disbanded.", had an experience at college
which is not so very much different, from that of many whom we

produce. Therefore, the Student concurs heartily with the appeal
of the. Garnet editor. Miss Cutis, for material *an,d nraea »

Spread response on the part of both men and women.
urge's a wide

|

who took it to Scotland, a Scotch-
man who evangelized Ireland, and
an Irishman in turn made the mis-
sionary conquest of Scotland.—Ottawa Campus.

The president of Rollins wants
to elevate the standards of the
classroom to those of the gridiron.
Okay, by me, Mr. President. I
would suggest having a cheer now
and then to liven things (an indef-
inite word, I know, but you know
what I mean) up. and a timekeeper
could blow a whistle at the end of

nav met. This "country club" ideal of college is criminal in a vear! the period. And don't forget,

if any—in the raw, or a la Bates?
Hearken, or in other words, give a
look—see, to these rules of Salem
College, 1772:

1. Baths can he taken only by
special permission, and at times
indicated by the teachers.

2. During the day, the sleeping
quarters arc not to be visited by the
scholars. (Hay, hay, what's going,
what^ going on?)

3. The strictest order is to be ob-
served in the embroidery room.
(Mali deah. the pain of it all.)

4. When walking out, pupils are
never to go out of sight or hearing
of the-teaeher. (I suppose they were
all Ted Lewises with their "Are yuh
listening", huh?)

Then, there's the person who
claims there are three genders

—

masculine, feminine, and crooner.
Well, yes. and again, no. (Guy Kib-
bae sure was swelegatnt in "The Dark
Home", wasn't he?)<

"A place of respectable seclusion"
is the need of Maine men and their
co-ed dates, suggests a person of
vision at the state university.

Or as the geography professor
chirped while holding a map of

when the forces of world disaster have raised havoc with the lives of'
lha

.£
sub -stitutions

S11''
i France: "Is that Nice?"

will be an im-
; Utah Chronicle

millions and have plunged families into poverty and wrecked young ££2 T^^n%^ H
lives. It is imperative that every person who has the privilege of
attending an institution ol higher education should bend every
effort toward acquiring an understanding of the forces which are

That Yale

,

They say that heaven will protect

A .„ I

the working girl, but the Penn Col-game is still being lege Chronicle wants to know whotalked about ,and why not. sez you.

at play in this world. This understanding can only" be acquired t

°n the Maifte Camp,|,i "hats are* off

through long hard arduous mental effort, but only m this way Will(made by the Bates football eleven I WPV- eHh-rV tiV or a ^coaTat'a Xlncewe come to realize our corporate responsibility and work toward a i

in holding the mighty Yale to a hVld aSSSly off thef^Stv 0?S^
solution of the problems which threaten to wreck our civilization, r0**8*688 tie at New Havep. *

.
Each

j

campus. The wide open spaces huh'
if allowed to go unsolved.

I

and eVel -v nearer of the Garnet
j

the brilliant

' will protect the guy she is working

No male student was permitted to

deserves as much credit as could be
given. Nice work, Coach r>o,r„ 1

Morey!

"

Our native superiority has" again
Dave

t

besn recognized. Bates, it is claimed,
i has less trouble with course crabbing

tJ£ n <h; ,,if
iai

l,
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h^ ,han any othsr Ma5ne c-° llese. This
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that electrified illuminating bit of information was^^J^l^J^ by h0ldinS
;

f^-d at a meeting of the English
departments of the four Maine col-

Speakers We have been very fortunate at Bates in having many
speakers of prominence come to the campus during each

college year. These are brought to us through the agency of the
Chase Lecture Fund, the Council on Religion and clubs which have
interests that lie in specialized fields. Too often the student interest
in these lectures has been merely apathetic. When something of real
Value might have been obtained, many students have staved away.
In part this failure to avail themselves of these privileges is due to i

ment which appeared lately in the!ing"with the desire to recite r

llfLf
U,
;

tU'rSta,
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UCati
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-
Xo Person ^^^7^J^H^ I

}™> callow, and fidget
who has not come into contact with the vital personalities of lead-
ers who are engaged in moulding a world nearer to heart's desire,
can consider himself educated. Of course, the location and the

Yale to a scoreless tie

That article from
s recently held at the Univ. of
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Maine. One Colby prof told of ColbyEconomics Depart- UtidfcBta who sit in his classes burn-

Let Something Qood Be Said

By JA3IES WHITCOMB RILEY

(During the Civi 1 War an ill-considered letter writ-
ten by a I'mion <>eneral fell into the hands of the
Con

i ederates; (Jeneral Lee promptly wrote to
Jefferson Davis to advise that no publicity by
given th<* letter, as this would needlessly bring
reproach upon the author.)

When, over the fair fame of friend or foe
The shadow of disgrace shall fall, instead

Of worfcfe of blame, or proof of thus and so
Let something good be said.

Forget not that no fellow-being yet
1 May fail so low but love may lift hi> head :

Even the check of shame with tears is wet.
If something good be aafcl

No generous heart may vainly turn aside
In ways of sympathy

; no soul so dead
Bui may awaken strong and glorified.

If something good be said.

And so I charge ye, by the thorny crown.
And by the cross on which the Savior bled.

And by your owtej oul?s hope of fair renown

Prof. Taylor told why he favored
;

in their chairs, but remain sile.nthe candidacy of Norman Thomas Aftar class, he r^iveT^e^^
for president—causes some of us

1

caM from these studentsKhere at Bates to teel rather wistful
, that they feel that ttev mJS tSland envious I envy and admire
, the ideas that they had 'in chSs butAmherst lor the freedom of expres- 1 "*could not express them in class, be-
cause of being called course crabbers.
Suppose they figure they couldn't
live unless these bright ideas came
"from within outward".

Let something good be said !

sion and tolerance that must be en-
joyed there.

Who was it that said, "The great-
est of scholastic punishment is
study"? And boy, can you take it,

huh?

A design for a Thumb Station
was awarded first prize in the '

wee£ bemoaned the tragedy of stu-
Clemson College architectural con-

j

?ent and graduate "inactivity and
test, in case you didn't know—no, |

ni difference with respect to political
I didn't either—a thumb station is a affaires," and held education res-
place where students rest while a-

j

'Pcnsible for its cause and cure,
waiting rides. By the way, how. Spring the inefficiency and conrup-
many— if any—of those there ani-

,
? ln government and the moral

mals did you find you hitchhikers :

J^hargy of our suoposedly respecta
to Maine?

ADVICE TO COLLEGE STUDENTS

At least three college heads last

graduate probably has
interest. However to be versed in

the future requires some concen-
tration on events of the hour. In

recognition of this need some space

of this column is devoted to setting
forth the most discussed issues of

the present campaign.
Not only socialists but some cri-

tics would have us believe that there
is little difference between the
platforms of the two major parties.

Were we to look into the October
issue of Current History we would
see, however, that the platforms
differ, chiefly in the degree of ac-

tion proposed. The Democratic plat-

form advocates the traditional low-
er tariff and the age-old dogma of

states rights. Together with these
Governor Roosevelt blatantly advo-
cates economic independence for the
United States. The Republicans are

eager to claim reelection by the pro-
posal of retention of the present
prohibitive tariff calling it favorable
to industrial rehabilitation. Count-
ering the democratic stand on States
Rights the G. O. P. favors Federal
control over the anticipated return
of liquor.

Norman Thomas would have us
believe that the two platforms are
at most merely different shades of
the same color. Continuing in his
line of thought we see that the
two parties are backed more by sen-
timent and machines than by intelli-

gent voting. The Socialist candidate
for the presidency claims that con-
ditions of the present will stimulate
intelligent voting and thus swell
the Socialist poll to unprecented
figures.

It is fair to say that the Socialist
party advocates clear cut, and needy
reforms. It's platform states that the
other parties are quibbling over
artificial means of bringing back
prosperity. Going on it sets forth
the following fundamental essen-
tials to social and economic stabili-
ty; unemployment insurance, gov-
ernment control of production dis-
tribution, and public utilities, .short-
er hours for labor, highly graduated
income taxes and other social re-
forms. '

In these proposals one may see a
definite refusal to squabble over so
called 'artificial' means of strength-
ening the economic and social life
of the nation by such schemes as
the farm board, the high tariff, land
banks and the Reconstruction Fi-
nance Corporation.
The contrast between the mud-

slinging of the major parties and
the serious minded proposals of the
serious minded proposals of the
Socialists is aptly summed up in the
Words of J. Frederick Essey writing
in The New Outlook for this month.
He says, "the Socialist campaign Is

a play upon principals rather than
upon personalities."

Recovery Depends on Germany
"If Germany does not recover

economically, Europe will not re-
cover for Germany is the center of
industrial and financial activity on
the continent", so spoke chancellor
and dictator Von Papen upon being
notified that France would not meet
in a conference to consider arma-
mants and the Versailles treaty.
France upon receiving the invitation
referred the German government to
the League of Nations, French
thought, as portrayed in the French
press., regards Germany as too
grasping. The French evidently think
that Germany is not appreciative of
the recent Lausanne agreement
wherein reparations were ruled out

of Parker Hall this term
Blessings on that gym pump

Who stove in the panels?
Th^ Juniors are aggrieved, tfca

Example of total depravity—that have been restricted in the
of

senior who advised his prof, to stick! firewood" in '.he recitation room,

to his hat rim. j
Where is the Reading coal-hod?

Another lady is expected to enter! It ccst $6 to kick in three door

the freshman class next term. panels, and $12 to grease a black-

1874
I

beard.
Smith was walking out with the

|

The profs are kept well supplied

idol of his heart the other evening; with candy, cornballs and other like

and they chose the favorite resort of
j

refreshments,
lovers—the goat pasture near the

,

1883
dam. While admiring the falls she| It has been quite sickly about

burst out rapturously, "Isn't that; Parker Hall.

dam splendid?" She nearly fainted
j

Parker Hall has been undergoing
away when Smith answered that he
wasn't used to hearing ladies swear;
and another engagement is broken
off.

Communication is soon to be re-
opened between the two divisions of
Parker Hall. Iron doors have been
ordered for that purpose.

The freshman class numbers 25.
We understand that the Sopho-

mores are delighted with their
lectures on ornithology.

1875
The Freshman class will number

25 this year.
College news is scarce just now.

Several trunks arrived last Saturday.
A coal man was recently heard

inquiring where Parker Hall lived.
Columbia college has revived the

custom of wearing caps and gowns.
1876

We omitted to mention in our last
j
the campus

number the present to the baseball!

the annual housecleaning.
The Juniors are preparing to

analyse flowers.
The boys have all taken to drink-

ing Auburn mineral spring water It

seems to have a hilarious effect.

Eighteen ladies in college—eight

in the freshman class.

Mineral spring water and peanuts
are very popular among the boys.
The Seniors were out at 3 o'clock

a few mornings since to view the
planets through a telescope.

Several boys have been employed
as conductors on horse-cars during
the state fair.

Cows off the campus!
1884

Wouldn't one of the electric lights

look well on the campus? (One!)
The students have voted down the

motion to have an electric light on

nine of a beautiful bouquet. Coming
as it did after a hard fought battle
this token of interest was appre-
ciated by the boys

1801
Who lighted the electricity with a

match?
The group picture of the Sopho-

more baseball team is a work of
Winter is coming on and is bring-

|
beauty and a joy forever. (Modest!)
Work on the baths in the gvm

being pushed and Bates will soon bp
equipped with first class bathing

ing with it long evenings. Judging
from past observations we hardly
think they will be spent altogether
in study; and suggest, as" we have

|
apparatus,

before, that a college chess club be 1898
formed. it makes us tired:

1877 ' To see so many freshmen with
Bates has the honor of having the whiskers

first lady valedictorian, Miss J. R. To stand twentv-five minute^ in
North. chapel
Two of the Student Editors are To see the freshmen walk down

SIck
-

j

street with the co-eds.
Prayer meetings are held in Prof.

; An umbrella, a plug hat—a senior.
Angell s recitation room every Wed- The report that the campus was
nesday.

j
to be devoted to agriculture thi«A students prayer meeting has reason is not true

been lately instituted and will be 1898
held

.

regularly on Saturday evenings.
; A man of Charles Sumner's stand-

\\ho put the plow in chapel? ing ought to know better than to
Croquet is nearly a s popular as color his mustache.

Library Dedication Featured

of Stanton Portrait
are outstanding in the minds of the

greater

have these two dates any significan-'
j
1902; the laying of the corner etone

^v. . I are outstanding in the mindf
November 21, 1900 and October 18, present generation, yet of

i.iu to very few people, if any,
:
importance are the years of 1!

ce, yet it is the former date which
marks the actual establishment of

of Coram Library and the presenta-
tion of the "Uncle Johnny" portrait.

the foundations of 'learning at Bates: One nepresensj the beginning of th
h° .f?

e
* r

!L
even months previous growth of an excellent library and

the other keeps always present the
to this year, President Chase direc-
ted most of his efforts toward rais-
ing $40,000, the estimated cost of a

face and form of one, who is not on-
ly particularly dear to all of Bate-.

on the condition the Germany nav
$725,000,000. in bonds in 1935
Another clause in the treaty stipu-
lates that this will occur if theUnited States cancels war debts and
«L

German
>;

^covers economically.
Small wonder, indeed that Germany
Hv°p

U
m UOt extremely apprecia-

I, ' ^Vf, thls goes to press mil-
ions of dollars in gold are en route

FiUI
1

^ ni
l
ed
^
States Treasury fromEngland and France.

tiJf
h
t GerSan government claimsthat were France to relent and ac-

New Chain Link

We and educated classes, Dean Gil- duction \
armament Pro"

|

dersleeve of Barnard College ques- !! ,
'

'», '! .

reatl6s with Austria,

18 really are
1 tioned whether "there has not been <££ ^^"fAS**?* out of the fam "Well, i guess college^

marriage factories, for, according "to
,;°me dn e deficiency in the education

the Institute of Familv Relations pTov
.

lded
'dui'ing the last twenty or

the college campus is a popular tni
f
t >" >'9a -*s in our secondary schools

mating-ground. And besides, only '
a!

"'J
«*"eges."

one in 75 manages sown on the' *^J«©JW Park of Bryn Mawr atEryn Mawr, Pa., and President Wil-Wvs of Oberlin College, at Oberlin
!
Ohio, called upon college men and

compiling a list of grammatical er-
W
f
0 "ie

,

n
t .

to oreate a new profession
rors made by the profs in a cam- ! ? on a higher level of intel-
paign for "better usage by facultv ;

llgen?e a*Ml iutsgrity.

members". And maybe some profs':
taces won't be red!

college campus smashes.

Students of Columbia Univ. are

sSi^y s
+

uilt ciause ° f tne ver-
&a lies treaty, that the world would
behold a new Germany. Germany,
it s spokesman says, would imme-
diately show new industrial impetusand more important than that would
tie freed from the prevalent moral
octracism that is so linked with
German despondency.

It is thus easily concluded that
Fiance controls the key position to
European

library worthy of being placed along but who probably did 'more for thewith the other college buildings. '
actual advancement of the JsibrarvHardly more than a year later, the than any other person.

ground was broken for the library.'
It was with difficulty that the re-
monstrances of M. Coram, the do-
nor of $20,000 were overruled, and
the building was christened Coram
Library.

On the second date, less than two
years later, dedication exercises for
the completed library were held in
Hathorn Hall. An outstanding fea-
ture of the program was the unveil-
ing of a portrait of Prof. Stanton.
For thirty years "Uncle Johnny"
was custodian of the books. As in
all things which he ever undertook,
every bit of his conscientiousness
and earnestness was expended u,n-
stintingly on his work. Every book
became known to him, its name, au-
thor, age and "previous condition
of servitude", for many of the books
were gifts. From 2,500 volumes the
number of books were increased in
1895 to 12,000. In this same year
Prof. Stanton resigned His task ofaccomplishing much out of a little An~ little du-ring this period has been aptly term-ed a Herculean piece of work Notalone for what he did for the artvan cement and betterment of the tThrary was Prof. Stanto,n's portraitchosen for the unveiling at SJ*

s

Field

Ground Near Russell
Street Leveled To
Form Diamond

Returning upperclassmen andnewly arrived Freshmen have found
much of interest in the recent addi-
tions and innovations completed on
Garcelon Field.

Four months ago the expanse be-
tween Russell Street and the old
link fence, which until a week ago
formed the field's North bou.ndaa-y.
was a waste of swamp and rocks.
It was considered by most student
and other "authorities" to be be-
yond reclamation. In the middle of
the Spring. a local French concern
^vas given the contract for the level-

s back n„!n
g f the field

-
By the llliddle of

. S££ ' ,
he Summe r the work was well un-

titular time. One of the leading edu- ing oT~th
the Sumn

Excepting my fathe^'t^J^^^: I ?er Tdy '
and what" was Tormerlv

recovery in "keeping
When this world is perfected, what 1

Germany m her Place".

• la

Ho, hum The greatest of scho-
1 SSo^,J ^^nstornS Le

Fre '5hman

ink WftS? d0acha
:

a Sl0ri°" s va-tion perfoTS^ifch
! SI

— :o:-

'B" cross country

catort, of a few generation,
early graduate of Bates har
"Excepting my father 't

11 "

Johnny more than any «tS« JS??l^ST maSS of rocks aild P its

have ever met". And this fe^in^ wnl ^d S°°n prove to b* a valuable
among a n ^l-Xl1?8 Wae add ition to our athletic facilities. Itprevalent among all who everI^nt^With ^ unusual

came
person-

think, or' do you—study, of course.
by the New up 'as affecTion a Jl°

And do you know, some people work that he has "aneSt d w h ^ i fday
' Saunders, of B £

themselves to death trying to earn a work, may teyl^ i^b^^ the *** *

0-35, on Wed-
1
versa til

ates was the

unselfish, keen,and broad-minded.

SF' ^
h 6ure

;., i
to" and go fishing, with all "h fa thiifetiHow do you like your discipline—

.! paid three yearn in advance. 1 -- -
time was

-ome in were of New Sharon.

I seconds.

ton'Dagietf^i926^ whe« the Ollf-

completed"
wa6

17 minutes, 5 the football H ' ^hen Bates won
I MnL7,?

11 championship for first
I
time in more than a score of years.

athletic facilities,
is to contain a new baseball dia-
mond, the old one having been sod-
aea m to form a better football
gridiron free from mud and dust.

in a desperate attempt to exclude
the Lewiston "Juveniles" from the
athletic contests, the administra-
tion h as surrounded the entire field
with a new page Link fence, topped
with barbed wire.



DOCTOR WRIGHT DISCUSSES
LOYALTY IN CHAPEL ADDRESS

THE BATES STUDENT, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1932
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i ovalty was the theme of Dr.

JZrta M Wright's chapel speeches

Wednesday and Thursday of last
011

k Wednesday he discussed loy-

rtv to concrete objects as our col-
1

fpEP Thursday, loyalty to ideals.

The topic was suggested to Dr.

Wright hv his visits this summer to

any American educational institu-

aaas oi the wealthier class. At

t'mes he was envious because of the

flateraity -houses, new theatres, li-

LjLfeg and Princeton's memorial

lapel' Dr. Wright said. "It seemed

that I could be more loyal to these

institutions."
However, his loyalty

Bates never failed, because of

the beauty of the college and the

atmosphere it carries. He quoted

from Daniel Webster's speech in de-

Lase of Dartmouth, "It is only a

small Xew England college, but

gome of us love it."

Forms of Loyalty

Loyalty will be shown this com-
j„o November 8 and has been shown

in times past to king, baron, com-

]VfESSAGER
Publishing Co

Job Printers

Publishers

225 LISBON STREET

mon people, and church. Loyalty
shown on election days is to party,
principle, the man, and to the ward
boss.

Loyalty on the campus is another
item to be considered. Dr. Wright
wondered if the Bates' loyalty was
as strong during the years of the
"Scoreless Wonders" as it is at pre-
sent, and if the Alma Mater verse
"Bates men were never known to
yield" was as popular then as now.
He closed his talk with the quota-
tion ,"Sell your hammer and buy a
horn; don't always knock, some-
times boost."

Thurday Dr. Wright dealt with
loyalty to family, country, God, and
honor. He asked the question,
"Which is the highest loyalty, to
God, to family, or to country?" His
answer was that loyalty to God was
the highest form of it.

Loyalty to Ideals
"Will you make a slight conces-

sion to dishonor in the classroom?"
was a pointed question that drew
special attention to the student's
loyalty to ideals. The ideal of Bates
is set forth in the college motto
"Amore Ac Studio".

The ideals of our country are
very intangible. A few years ago
they were "A war to end war" and
"A war to make the World safe for
Democracy". Dr. Wright pointed
out that unemployment is dangerous
to ideals in that family after family
has to give up their ideals of

social betterment.
-:o:-

An ounce of courtesy is worth a
pound of apology.—Joseph G. John-
son.

Ken Bus
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Co-eds at U. or M. Exhibition
Miss Anne Hodgkine. National

•ieeretary of the Women's Division
of the National Amateur Athletic
Federation, spoke to the girls at an
assembly on Wednesday morning.
She was accompanied by Mas.
Howard, Staite Secretary of the same
organization. She is on her way to
the Teacher's Conference at the
University of Maine where five Bates
girls are to demonstrate track work.
They are: Pat Abbott. Constance
Fulleir, Grace Gearing. Jean Murray
and Marjorie Reid. The exhibition
will include dashes, running broad
jump, basketball throw, javelin, run-
ning high jump, hurl ball, discus,
running-hop-step and jump. Mise
Fisher is in charge of the girls on
Friday morning. They will be enter-
tained on campus.

Colby is to demonstrate speed-
ball, and Maine, hockey and basket-
ball.

Hockey Most Popular Sport
Hockey was chosen this year by a

large number of girls for their fall

activity. It leads with 104 girls: 33
Freshmen, 26 Sophomores, 27
Juniors, 20 Seniors.

Tennis is next with 84 girls. There
are 36 Freshmen, 31 Sophomres, 14
Juniors, 3 Seniors.

Hiking: 11 Freshmen, 8 Sopho-
mores, 5 Juniors. 2 -Seniors.

Archery: 5 Freshmen. 6 Sopho-
mores, 5 Juniors, 1 Senior.

Riding: 7 people take this event
twice a week with instruction. They
are Madeline Bean. Ruth Carter.
Gr-ace Gearing. Georgette LePage,
Barbara Littlefield, Marceila Shapiro,

and Miriam Wheeler.
Swimming: One girl, Anne Hamil-

ton, has been given special per-

mission to take this.

Training Schedule: 5 girls are on
this special schedule.

New Plan for AV. A. A. Hiking
W. A. A. is considering a new plan

for hiking. Previously, to secure

points, an extra hike each week was
necessary. Now, a trip either over-

night or for the day to the Sabattus
cabin is planned. Or there will be
substitute arrangement such as a
series of hikes, the length of which
hasn't been decided.

Tennis Tournament List Posted
The list for the Tennis Tourna-

ment for beginners, intermediates,
and advanced players is posted in

Rand gym. The name of the person
to play and scheduled dates are on
it. Play off as soon as possible as the

frost will make the courts impossible

to play on.
Apply to Jo Barn-en '3 3 for all in-

formation and to meet opponents.
Present Season Through Nov. 1

1

The fall season will last through
Nov. 11. The last week will be

devoted to the Garnet and Black
Karnes, which are a feature of each
sport season. Each class is divided

half and half and the two teams
piav each other. Then, the nal big

play each Other. Then, the final big

and best Blacks from all classes.

The tennis players do not parti-

cipate in the games, but play off the
tournament. Winners contribute
points to their side.

Archery :

s counted on average
scores and these contribute to Gar-
net and Black points.

Hikers don't contribute points.

Explanation of Activity for AY. A. A.

Taking an activity for W. A. A.

means taking an extra hour each
week. By doing this, one i6 eligible

for awards and for playing on Garnet
and Black teams. Awards are given

on the basis of sportsmanship,
scholarship. athletic ability, and
interest. Some girls may not be out-

standing athletes, but still have a

chance on that basis. There is great

interest this year in the whole
activity, from Seniors to Freshmen.

Play Day Last Saturday

JELLISON BREAKS RECORD BUT

BATES LOSES TO MAINE 27-30

Bates Harrier Leader Cracks Long-Standing

Time Made Bv Lindsay And Richardson

—

Butler And Olds, Third And Fifth

-:o:-

T. J. Murphy
Fur Company

Est. 1873

Lewiston, Maine

Here in all the fine clothes you may find.

In the suits and rich furs of all kinds,

The price is quite ri^ht

And these words aren't mere trite

For MURPHY'S the blest of its kind.

Plan To See Our

EXHIBIT
At Rand, Friday

Nov. 4th

Jackets F™m $5.95
SEE OUR CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE ABOUT

AN EASY PAYMENT PLAN

larjorie Reid

Elected Member

Of W.A.A. Board

Marjorie Reid '34 was elected

Junior Representative of th

Women's Athletic Board laist week
to succeed Ruth Bowman ex-'34 who
has transferred to Sargent School in

Boston.
The new Board member was elect-

ed at the houtse meetings conducted

by the house seniors. She is a mem-
ber of the Spofford Club.

Captain Rnss Jellison broke the

course record, and his two team-

mates Butler and Olds came in be-

hind him third and fifth, respectively,

but Bfctes dropped last Saturday S|

cross-country meet to Maine 27-3 0

at Orcno. The crO'.-:s-country run

started during the second quarter

of the Bates-Maine football game,

and ended just as the third quarter

was starting.
The Maine win. rather expected

here, was due to the fact that Bates

was nosed out in the final scoring

when Olds was followed by four

Maine men in a row.

Teams Bunched at First

The rival Harriers stayed closely

bunched until the four mile mark
was reached, at which point Bwtafl

Jellison. opened up his lead and
finished easily over 100 yards

ahead. The time of 27 minutes. 4S

seconds, turned in by the Garnet
captain is a new record for the Oro-

no course.
The previous record was made by

Lindsay and Richardson who were
Intercollegiate champions for Maine
a few years back.
Ken Black, the University's sopho-

more ace was the next runner in,

finishing a strong second. Butler was
the next to score, ojutsprinting Earle

of Maine to land third position. Bar-

ney Olds, galloped home in fifth

place to complete the group of

leaders.
Up to this point the visitors led in

the scaring but then came event that

spelled defeat. Four blue jersied

runners finished in a bunch to sew
up the contest fer Maine. It is inter-

esting to note that second in this

group and seventh in the race was
Harry Booth, who, for the two pre

vious years had been the Pale Blue
threat.

Olhcis (o Finish

Raymond was in tenth and Seme
tauskis completed the Garnet scor

ing with a twelve. Not far behind
Drake and Carpenter finished thir-

teenth and fourteenth. Although a

Maine runner sbmewhat complicated
matters by finishing twelveth in the

race, he was an extra man and did

not count in the official scoring.

Coach Thompson was well pleased

with the Garnet showing, stating

that although Jellison, Butler and
Olds were sure to place among the

first the team as a whole was
hampered by inexperience.
The summary:
MAINE: 2-Black. 4-Earle. 6-Shaw.

7-Rooth. 8-Marsh. 9-Jackson, ll-Cor-

bett. (12-Fuller)*
BATES: 1-Jellison. 3-Butler, 5-

Olds. 10-Raymond. 12-Semetauskis,

13-Drake, 14-Carpenter.

*( Eighth man not eligible to score)

height will be advantageous m re-

viving passes. Parfitt has proved

himself a consistent plugger in the

back field. Merrill is showing up

well in the line. Nicholson from

Clark School is one of the bast punt-

ing prospects that has come to Bates

in 'Several years. Laffam and Gau-

thier also are doing well in the lin-.>

while Curtin and Pig-none are waging

a fierce battle for the quarterback

position.
When interviewed Monday night.

I Coach Spinks said Dhat he expected

I
that the freshmen would rely to a

I great degree on Nicholson's punting

Fridav afternoon and woud wait for

! the breaks. Probably most of the

, fortv candidates will see some action,
1 end, though it will undoubtedly be

a closely contested game, the fresh-

men are expected to give a good ac-

count of themselves.
— :o:—-— •

the News

lates Freshmen

Meet Bucksport

In Season Opener

The Bates freshman football team
meets Bucksport Seminary Friday

afternoon at 3:00 P. M. on Garcelon

Field. This is the first game for the

Bobkittens and it promises to be one

of interest.
Bucksport has played several

games already and has won a fair

share of them, whereas the freshmen
team is as yet an unknown and an
untested quantity. However, in look-

ing over the freshmen it appears

that they will be well fortified in

several departments of the game,

punting in particular; even though
they may lack experience.

!>«<•!• Games This Year
Coach Buck Spinks has put in a

graax deal of time this fall drilling

hit-; men on fundamentals in ac-

cordance with the new plan insti-

tuted at Bates this year whereby
fewer games are played and special

emphasis is laid on preparing the

freshmen for next year's varsity.

A number of promising men have
been uncovered: Clark, from Presque
Fie. has been transferred from half-

back to an end position where his

are you up

Continued from Page One
plied like the passenger list of the

Mavflower.
Recently, Dr. Abraham Flexner

announced the appointment of Dr.

Albert Einstein as head of the

School of Mathematics of the new
Institute for Advanced Study. Dr.

Einstein may be able to revise our

beliefs in the cosmos.
The author of the theory of rela-

tivity, the propounder of the new
field theory, is popularly regarded

as a great scientist, but it is for-

gotten that he has been a teacher

for more than thirty years. Last

Winter he was at the California

Institute of Technology, participat-

ing in what Was probably the most
formidable seminar ever gathered

together. There Einstein scrawled

equations on a blackboard for the

benefit of a class which inefftded

Jeans, Millikan, dn Sitter, Hubble,

Shapley and Russell. Thirty years

before, spurned as an instructor by
the Zurich Polytechnic, he was a

miserable, half-fed tutor in the little

town of Schaffhausen. His range of

pupils therefore has been universal

—from dolts to wizards; his sub-

jects from the multiplication table

to the fifth dimension and mathe-
matical formulae combining gravi-

tation with light.

But best of all pictures of Ein-

stein, the teacher, shows him in a

scene in the bedroom of his Berlin

home a few years ago. Dr. Einstein

had been through a long illness.

Visitors were denied him. Three

Polish students, so poor that they

had walked all the way through

hostile, friendless country from
Warsaw to Berlin, were at the front

door. The sick man heard of their

disappointment, and sent for them
to come to his room. They brought

him problems to solve, which were
worked out in figures and formulae
with a thick black pencil on one of

Fran Einstein's clean white bed-

sheets.

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

Main Street

'TENDING things out, smarty! I thought Yd ex-

-T amine the tobacco in a cigarette.

"Lookherc. .. this isChefiterficIdtobacco.Nclirc its

lighter color... you don't see any dark heavy types,

do you? I guess that's why Chc^erfieids are milder.

"I'm told that uniformly lighter color is due to

cross-blending. It sort of welds all the tobaccos

into one.

"And here's something else. Notice that drese long

shreds are all cut the same width. It stands to rea-

son they burn smoother and cooler.

"I don't pretend to be an expert but it looks to

me as if they make Chesterfields right.

"Here, light one. That's the best test after all.

IfX YEAR BOOKS
SCHOOL PAPERS

MERRILL & WEBBER
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS

95.99 MAIN STREET. AUBURN, MAINE

ANNOUNCEMENTS
PROGRAMS

GOOGIN
FUEL CO.

COAL, WOOD and COKE
1801 Phones l*g*

114 Bates Street attbtjrN
LEWISTON AUB

-

MOST COMPLETE AND TJP-TO-DATB

Luggage Store East of Boston

Fog^s Leather Store

123 MAIN ST., IJBWISTON, MAINE.

TAXI
4 0 4 0

UNION SQUARE TAXI CO,
171 MAIN STBEET

Harry L. Plummi

PORTRAIT—Commercial and

Finishing Photography

New Studio

At 135 Main St.,

Lewiston, - Maine.

GROUND FLOOR
*1

WHEELER rp
Clothing Co. ?~

Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS. \*
For Good Clothes and

Furnishings ^ „
Special discount given to Bates Students

BILL
The Barber

For

Eds and Co-Eds

CHASE HALL

Berman's
BASS MOCCASINS AND SHOES

SUEDE JACKETS *

„ , Lewiston.
57 Main Street,

Increased Music

Continued from Page One
Deems Taylor, the composer of "The
King's Henchman" and -'Peter

Ibbetson".
Both of these pieces takes a fe-

verish delight in rhythm ,and brim-;

to overflowing with ideas, som 1

good and some poor. They display

ireshness, sweeping vitality, and
rather audacious originality. Wheth-
er or not one considers these works,
the fact remains that this young
American .having something to say,

says it, and in doing so creates a

new vehicle of expression.
New Music at Fiske Hall

The Music Committee of the Y.

W. C. A., under Jerry Edwards, is

seeking new music for the Wednes-
day dinner hour at Fiske Dining

Hall. A new trio performed there

recently, and was well received. Its

personnel is as follows: Polly Miller,

piano; Isabelle Minard, cello; and
Ellen Bailey, violin. They are all

members of the freshman class.

Ail Seats Reserved

For 4-A Plays in Nov.

All tickets for the 4A Plays to be
held November 10 and 11 are res-

erved according to an announcement
made yesterday by the management.
The price is 35 cents and tickets may
be obtained at the College Store.

: o:

"In the United States it is almost
inconceivable what rubbish a public:

man has to utt.-r today <if he is to

keep respectable."—John Maynard
Keynes.

AUBURN

TYPEWRITER

EXCHANGE
TEL. 852

for

REPAIRING
OVERHAULING

SUPPLIES
USED MACHINES

1 Underwood 5 (45

1 L. C. Smith 8-10 silent 83o
1 L. C. Smith 8-10 silent $45

14 Ricliardson St. Auburn

© 1932,

Liggett St Myers Tobacco Co.

SAY IT WITH ICE CEEAM

George A. Ross
Kates 1U04
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By VINCENT BELLEAU

STUDENT IN FAVOR
OF BASKETBALL MOVEMENT

Whole-heartedly in favor of
basketball as an intercollegiate sport

in Maine, the Student sports depart-
ment hastens to give three cheers
for the rumor which makes basket-
ball a probability. If the faculty
committee on athletics realizes what
the students want is basketball,
there is no doubt that official

recognition of basketball will be an-

nounced within a few days. Colby
has been known for some time to be
slightly penchant toward the court
game, and Maine is ready, according 1

to Director Curtis, to jump into
com]W'tition at any time, so that aj

fast basketball league in Maine is no
j

longer a dream. With New Hamp-
shin- nearby to add to the list of;

competitors, its well as some of the:
Boston teams. Maine sports-follow-

ers will have plenty of thrills in

store for them this winter.

Bridgton Harrier

Betters Record

Against Freshmen

Thurber of Bridgton Academy
broke the freehman course record
with hifi fact time Monday running
against the freshmen cross-country
team.

The Freshmen team "A" defeated
the Bridgton Academy harriers by a
.small margin, 26-30.

Though Thurber of Bridgton took
first place. Bates t tinners took

the next three places. The time was
15 minutes, 29 seconds.
The Bates men came finished in the

following order: Tubbs 2, Stetson 3.

Saunders 4, Hutchinson 6, Hill 11.

Small 12.

MAINE NOSES OUT BOBCATS

TO WIN 6-0 IN SERIES GAME

Only Completed FowardPass, Favor To Roman-
Sky, Clinches Game For Orono Boys—Pn-

cher, McCarthy, Gay Star For Bates

MAINE GAME LEAVES
BATES CROWD HEARTBROKEN"

The mere knowledge that a superi-
or Bates eleven was not getting the
hreaks at X>rono was enough to bring
one's heart one anatonomical story
above one's tonsils, last Saturday.
The entire personnel of the Student
Spodrts department, congregating
after the game, contributed sad
words to the 6ong of requiem.
Throughout the last quarter, we
were on edge, and forgot the chart
we were keeping... wrote the play
by play in more than the usual
illegible "shorthand". Before that,

at the end of the first half, we would
have liked a chance at that official's,

stop watch which put an end to one
of the season's most spectacular
dashes down the field. Ditto, second
half. . . all in all. 'twas a good game.
Pricher starred, looming way above
any back we have ever seen. Joe
Knowles showed he could smear
plays. The old Bates line did tricks

j

to Favor's ex-All-Americanism, so
j

called.

DON'T SEE WHY
ROMANSKY SO MIRACULOUS

That much discussed Favor-Ro-
mansky pass which meant the victory

for the home team . . . the resulting
emphasis on the "Foxy" nickname
somebody once tacked on Fred
Brice. . . the assertion, especially, to

the effect that Romansky. never hav-
ing been picked as a pass receiver,

fooled the Bates team by acting as
such. . . all make U6 disgusted. The
same paes was attempted before in

that game; Bates had been drilled
aprainst that particular play; whether
Romansky or Wilson or anybody
else was the receiver, the play was
the 6ame, and it was just one of

those things which fooled the de-
fense at that particular time.

Robertshaw got the ball, and
started for the line from a Z for-

mation, (the same one Maine used
last year when Favor broke thru a
suddenly stationary Bates secondary
for the series title) . . . Favor, who
was to the spectator an interfering
back, grabbed the ball from Robert-
shaw, and while the Bates defensive
man who thought he was to cover
Robertshaw saw the light and start-

ed back. Favor's pass traveled fifteen

yards to Romansky, unguarded. So,

Ned Lehan's song "Isn't it Roman-
sky?", however appropriate, was not
necessarily the defeat's theme song.

Morse Wins

Morse High of Bates defeated the

freshman B cross-country team yes-

terday afternon over the two and
one-half mile course by a perfect

score 15-4 5 Snowdon of Morse was
the individual winner and Small was
the first Bates man to cross the line.

Deeiing Too

The Frosh hill-and-dale. Squad A.

men, bowed to a fast Deering team
in Thursday's race, with the score

standing 23-34.

Although the visitors took the

first two places. Stetson of Bates,

who finished third was just six

seconds behind the winner.

MORE SPORTS:—How many of the

old grads. watching the football boys
in their last practice before the Bow-
doin game, will say "Now, when I

was in school...."? ...How many
of the old grads. reading this

column, will comment on the inade-

quacy of modern journalism?. . Who
was the co-ed who swiped the picture

of Ben White from Dora Clark
Tash's ad on the Chase Hall bulletin

board? Not that it will do her any
good! eh Ben?. . . While the W. A.

A. deserves tea after the Bowdoin
game, what else will be served else-

where? .... Ran Weatherbee's ven-
tures in the fight game as a promoter
are taking more gigantic proportions;

it is about time one Bates Alumnus
classifies himself as boxing promoter
in Harry W. Rowe's lists; we wish
him luck, by the way and 60,

before the typewriter feels any
sillier, we'll say so long, till after

the "well-earned breather".

Bates Maine
10 4
0 1

1 0
196 111
18 30
4 9
0 1
1 2

50 45
39 25

366 489
26 33
27 22
35 25

By YINCENT BELLEAU

First Downs by rushing
First Downs by passing
First Downs by penalty
Yards Gained rushing
Yards lost rushing
Passes Attempted
Passes Completed
Passes Intercepted by
Kickoffs, distances (av.)

Eun back kickoffs
Punting yardage
Average yardage per punt
Eun back punts
Penalties

Although exhibiting a brand of

gridiron play superior to Maine's.

Coach Moray's Garnet representatives

dropped last Saturday "s series opener
6-0 at Orono. A last period pass.

Favor to Romansky opened the way
to the latter's twenty yard jaunt to

the goal line for the afternoon's
only score.

Bates was easily the master of the

situation the rest of the time in the
last period, and also flashed es-

pecially at the end of the second
quarter, when runs by Pricher, Mc-
Carthy, and Knowles brought the

ball from the thirty-eight yard line

to Maine's thirteen, when the whistle
blew.

Pricher and Gay Great
Neither team could do anything

through the other's line, and Pri-

cher's off tackle and around the end
runs were the day '6 features of-

fensively. The Sophomore halfback
who distinguished himself especially
in the Yale game came through again
in the series starter as the day's most
spectacular back to win the admira-
tion of everybody who saw the game.

Gay. playing his first series game
at quarter, played a great game for
the inexperienced man that he is,

and although the failure to nail Ro-
mansky aftefr the latter caught Fa-
vor's all-important heave may be at-

tributed in a way to Gay's safety
work, Morey's latest quarterback
star is recognized as a possible suc-
cessor to Pete Valicenti without a
doubt.

Knowles' defensive play also re-

ceived favorable mention even by the
Maine players after the game.

Pricher Kicks Off

Bill Pricher began activities by
kicking off with the wind to Maine's
40 yard line where Romansky got

the ball and advanced six yards,

whereupon Maine started a short-

lived offense when Means, after one

unsuccessful attempt at the line,

went off tackle for a long gain. The

next two plays netted losses, how-

ever, and Favor kicked from his

own 4 3 y.ird line, to give Bates the

ball.

Gay got off a spinner for a first

down on the second play by Bates.

Knowles made two thru center, but

lost a yard on the next play. Prich-

er kicked, a long, beautiful kick

from his own 30 yard line to

Maine's 20 where Means picked it

up and ran five yards before the

Bates' ends got him.

There followed the same routine

for the rest of the quarter: a fair

gain, a loss, and a boot. Pricher did

Bates' punting .and Favor Maine's.

The quarter ended with the ball in

Maine's possession on its own IS

yard line.

Second Quarter Maine's

The resuming of play gave Favor
the advantage of a strong wind, and

he put it to immediate use, kicking

on the first play way down the field

to Bates' 13 yard line where the

ball went off side. With that ad-

vantage. Maine kept the ball down
far from its goal line for most of

the rest of the half. During this

quarter, Maine tried a Favor to

;

Romansky of the variety which
later spelled defeat for the Bobcats.

But this time the Bates defense was
wise, and Romansky waited in vain

on the spot w-here Favor w-as to

throw the ball. Some Bates men had
broken thru and hurried the throw
with the result that the pass was:
incomplete.

There followed more see-saw

football until Bates got the ball on 1

the 20 yard line after Favor's near-

ly well placed kick barely went over

the goal line into the end zone be-:

fore crossing the off-side line. Gay
got off for five yards through Sam
Calderwood, seemingly five times,

the ball carrier's size; three other
attempts by the Bates backs failed

and Pricher kicked another one of;

his occasional high punts, this time
for the distance of twelve horizontal

yards.

Speaking of the Maine game

last Saturday, Coach Morey told

the Student that he was more

than proud of the showing the

Bates men, especially the Sopho-

moi-es. made in the game,

couldn't have been any more

proud," the Coach said, if trie

score had been 40-0 our favor.

Romansky lost three yards on

Maine's first play; Favor on a ten-

tative line buck lost control of Him-

self and the ball, and Gilman fell

on it, but the play was called back

and Bates given a five yard off side

penalty. Means made 12 yards

around right end. then Favor tried

another pass, right into Dick dem-
ons' arms on Bates' own 20 yard

line.

Bates Starts March

Another attempt failed and Roche,

this time, kicked. Maine fared no

better, and another Favor pass

went for no good and Bates started

its march, two minutes and a half

before the end of the half. Pricher

made 2 and 3 yard gains in order
Moynihan made it a first down with

6 yards.
Moynihan. Pricher. and Wilmot

then carried the ball in turn for

sizable gains each time but the

whistle blew with the ball on

Maine's 13 yard line. The march had
started on Bates' own 38 yard mark-
er.

Punting tells the story of the

third quarter. Favor, again with the

wind in his favor .had the best cf

it, with Bill Pricher doing as well

as could be expected. Pricher and
Gay and sometimes McCarthy, got

off the gains which counted for

Bates' first down total, but Maine
held when necessary, and Pricher
had to kick.

The Last Period

The fourth quarter, however, is a
different story to relate. The ball

was in Maine's possession on Bates'

40 yard line when the period open-
ed. Robertshaw- carried it through
center on the first play for a first

down. The ball went to him again
on the next play. He started for the
line, but gave the ball to Favor, who
dropped back to pass while Roman-
sky circled the end from his wing
back formation. Favor passed and
Romansky got it. on Bates* 20 yard
line. He escaped Gay's clutches, and
raced unmolested for a score.

Means' try for the extra poiat miss-
ed its mark.

Bates opened up after getting the
ball on the kickoff. Gay dropped
back and threwT a pass to Hill, who.
if the photographers are to be be-

lieved, should have been there to

get it, but wasn't; the pass w-as in-

SOPIIOMORE TEAM
LOOKS PROMISING FOR FUTURE
Comments near and far are flow-

ing in following the Maine game
from people who noticed the makeup
of the Bates team. Gay. Pricher,
Lenzi, Hill, Gilman. Taylor. Fuller,
Stone, eight Sophomores who were
in the lineup during the game, all

playing their first state series game,
yet all contributing their valuable
share to the playing Coach Morey
says he is proud of. Gay and
Pricher played most of the game in

important positions; the former
played as good a quarter game as
any beginner Bates has ever had, and
we look for big things from him;
Pricher is already a star. Fuller
played the entire game at right
guard. The absence of Soba made it

necessary for him to go in there,
notwithstanding the injuries he
suffered in the Rhode Island game.
His work was noticed by everybody.
Gilman was also in there most of the
game. If anybody has any kick
coming regarding the result of the
game, he had better not say so when
we are around.

BOWDOIN GAME PUZZLER
FOR DOPE STRATEGISTS

Having given up because of sad
pa*t experience the idea of doping
out football games, we looked about
for a substitute dopester and found
him in the person of a Bates alum-
nue, now coach of track and cross
country at his alma mater, as well as
a past coach of freshmen football
and developer of good football
material in the days when the head
coach of football here was ex-officio

professor of psychology. Ray says
Bates will beat Bowdoin. that Maine
will beat Colby, that .Maine will beat
Bowdoin, and then that Bates will

beat Colby, resulting in a triple tie

state series. Good stuff, Coach!
Regarding the Bowdoin-Maine game,
Ray is very definite. Bowdoin will

make three first downs, two of
which will come in the first quarter;
the other will be the result of a long
pass by Richardson in the last few-

minutes. Now Harry Paul, bright
young scribe who somehow land-
ed a job on the Boston Transcript,
speaking of the next game, the Bates-
Bowdoin game, called it a "well
earned breather" for Bates, which
you may or may not take for so
much linotype, but the game ought
to be interesting, to say the least.

Bates always likes to play with those

Bowdoin boys.

and raw tobaccos

have no place in cigarettes

They are not present in Luckies

. . . the mildest cigarette

you ever smoked

WE buy the finest, the very

finest tobaccos in all the

world—but that does not
explain why folks every-

where regard Lucky Strike as

the mildest cigarette. The fact

is, we never overlook the

truth that "Nature in the

Raw is Seldom Mild"— so

these fine tobaccos, after
proper aging and mellowing,
are then given the benefit of
that Lucky Strike purifying
process, described by the
words—"It's toasted". That's
why folks in every city, town
and hamlet say that Luckies
are such mild cigarettes.

"It's toasted"
That package of mild Luckies

"Ifa man write a better book, preach a better sermon, or make a better mouse-trap than his neighbor, tho he
build his house in the woods, the world will make a beatenpath to his door.

"

—RALPH WALDO EMERSON.
Does not this explain the world-wide acceptance and approval of Lucky Strike?

i Vnlicenti was sent in to

h fouarte position. He carried
take the quanei v .

the ball 12 yards on DJH nrst m
for a first down.

McCarthy Fumbles

Bill P'rieher, so far inactive as

far as main roles were ^ards
dnrine this period, made 22 }ard.=>

around the end, placing Bates once

more I* * position to score but^ Mc-

Carthy fumbled on the next P a ,

and Reese recovered for Maim.

The ball was on Maine s 26 >aro

line. Followed another exchange of

punts, short gains, mixed in with

some attempted passing by Valt

centi who for some reason could not

eet hi* passes off quickly enough,

with the result that Bates did not

gain any considerable amount of

Sr
°Le

n
nzi replaced Pricher and things

happened. Twice, the sub left halt-

back went through the left side of

Maine's line for 8 and 9 yards res-

pectively. The Bates stands were in

hopes, and literally prayed, but the

whistle blew, calling the end to the

game.

W.ATHasHigh
School Play Day

Last Saturday—
Last Saturday, Oct. 22. W. A. A.

board sponsored a Play Day for the

high schools around the district. The
following schools had representa-

tives: Norway. Bridgton, Winthrop.

South Portland. Monmouth. Bryant's

Pond. Lewiston High and Pennell

Institute. The purpose of Play Day
is to do away with competitive

activities which demand specialized

plavers and introduce instead a spirit

of plaving with, rather than com-
peting'against, groups. It gives every

girl an opportunity to play with

gurls from other schools without un-

necessary strain or the intensive

training of a selected gTOup. It

makes every girl a player and no one
a spectator.

IerValL
LUNCH

44 Bates St. Geo E g

The Blue Line
Lewiston—fiumford—Paradngtoi

Lv Lewiston

—

7 45 A M , 12.35 P.M
, 4 25 p.j,

Lv Kumford

—

7 35 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4 15 p M
l.v t';irrnin£ton

—

7 30 A.M., 12.20 P.M.. 4.10 f \t

STANDARD TIME

This is not an

Expensh

Store.

It may Look it

and our G ,

may Look it.

SUITS
from

$22-50

to

s40-oo

Extra Pants

$5.00 if you

need them.

Cronin & Root
•140 LISBON ST.

MARTINEAU'S
We Specialize In SODA FOUNTAIN

LUNCHEONS
IT'S "THE" PLACE

R. E. MARTINEAU CO.
DRUGGISTS

235 Main St.
Prescriptions Have Eight Of Way

Compliments of

J. W. White Co.

EAT AT

Mrs. BARRY'S
Dinner With Dessert 35c

Supper 3<>(

Corner Campus and Nichols

=3

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets

Fred C McKenney
64 Sabattus Street

CITIES SERVICE GASOLINE

and LHBRICATING OILS

WASHING and GREASING
Nearest Gasoline Station to College

We can show yon a vane; selection of

PRIZE CUPS

FOUNTAIN PENS

of all standard mats*

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS

LADIES'

LEATHER HANDBAGS

LEATHER BILLFOLDS

BOOK ENDS

CLOCKS

o! all kinds

BARNSTONE-OSGOOD

COMPANY

Jewelers

50 LISBON STREET
Lewrston. Maine

LEWISTON MONUMENTAL
WORKS

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
James P. Murphy Co.

6 to 10 Bates St., LEWISTON
Telephone 4634-R

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME

White Flannels, Sport Coat and Sweaters

FLANDERS
62 COURT STREET, AUBURN, MAINE.

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing

2 4 HOUR SERVICE
THE QUALITY SHOP"

(i

Mir
Tel. 18X7 W

R* W* CLARK ^stered Druggist
"^^•-^ Pure Drugs and Medicines

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

•



ice is the rent we give for the space we occupy in this world—are you even with the landlord—J. Stanley Durkee '97

FOUNDED

IN 1873
FRESHMEN GAME

HERE SATURDAY

LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1932 PRICE TEN CENTS

FROM
THENEWS

Democrats and G.O.P.
Revise Their Geography

Americans Defend
Our Money Worship

ft.

Reporters Present
League With Dice

_ THOMAS MUSGRAVE

SCORELESS TIE WITH BOWDOIN
MEANS BATES HAS NO CHANCE
TO SHAREJN SERIES HONORS

Drab PuntingDuel Is Disappointment To Fans-
Rival Lines Divide Honors On Even

Terms In Close Contest

STONE OUTSTANDING

After Democrats Won

MAINE. The greatest State in the
country! The greatest State in
any country! The greatest

State in the world! Gloriously
i-iniated in the northeast portion of
out glorious nation. Bonnded on the
north by Canada; on the east by,
Happiness; on the south by oceans

j

of joy, and on the west by the!
delighted cheers of the Democrats. I

The climate is most salubrious,
healthy, inspiring and sopping wet.
Population, 118,958 souls and some
Republicans. It is a most fertile
State, everything growing to im-
mense size, especially Democratic
flection majorities. State flower, the
Forge t-Me^Not. State motto, "Re-
member the Maine vote." State slo-
gan, "Do with Might and Maine."

Ah, little children, nothing re-
Maines to be said. And now that
likker is coming back, let us pipe
all hands on deck and splice the
Maine brace.

Republicans Take Doss Hard
Maine. A bleak, cold country in the

northeast corner of the United States
of America, somewhere near Labra-
dor. Discovered by 'Leif Ericson, who
was so disgusted with Maine after
living there a couple of weeks that
he decided to go back to Norway and
forget about discovering America.
Inhabited by woodticks, Indians,
small mouth black bass, porcupines,
wolves, lumberjacks, rock scorpions,
devilfish and Democrats. State
flower, the poison ivy. State motto,
"Thi^eo Issa Helluva Placeo."
Principal occupations, sitting in front
of the village store, clam digging
and manufacture oif antique hooked
rug.;, and squirrel whisky. Climate,
formerly bone dry, now soaking wet.
The State originally belonged to the
Indians, from whom it was bought
by the first white settlers for a dollar

an! seventy-five cents in cash and
nine strings of glass beads. The first

•ttlers wereu cheated. The name
"Maine" is from the Indian word
"Meijeine" meaning a pain in the
neck.

A parasitical aristocracy of Eu-
rope, slightly decayed but still

disinclined to go to work, likes

to sneer at what it calls our worship
of the dollar—of money success. It

completely misses the point. Bruce
Barton's firm, an advertising one. to

>be sure called Batten, Barton, Dur-
stine and Osborn in its book "The
Wedge" explains.

"The underlying reason for the
tremendous commercial and industri-

al activity in this country is that we
have conceived and are working
towards an. ideal of decent, pleasant
living, not for a decadent few, but
for all. We are nearing the goal of

twenty-five million homes with bath-
rooms, good ibeds, substantial furni-

ture, electricity and gas, radio,

labor-saving automatic refrigerators

and heateds. well-stocked pantries,

good cars, flower 'beds, and lawns.

We have ribboned the country with
magnificent roads. Billions have gone
into splendid schools and colleges.

We have more hospitals than palaces.

Europe worships an inglorious past

and we are creating a glorious

future. Because this titanic churning

of a great people to live in comfort

and happiness throws off a scum of

gamblers, racketeers, bootleggers,

hijackers and peanut politicians, it

does not mean that business is venal

or crooked.
Business is just another name for

civilization."

NEWSPAPER reporters covering

the doings of the league of

Nations at .Geneva presented

the league with a pair of dice with

which to settle international ques-

tions. Sir Eric Drummond, secretary-

general of the league, accepted the

gift, according to the Boston

Travelar.
The public knows little of the

real newspaper reporter. He is not

the man of the movies or of fiction.

He does not swagger. He is not

usually a wise-cracker. But is he

smart! He interviews the great and

tibe near great and is able to com-

pare one with the other. His personal

view of the truly great would

astonish some notables who think

they are great. The reporter sees

through the glamour that surrounds

world leaders and considers only the

facts.

"So it is with international con-

ferences of delegates, chancellors,

premiers and prime ministers. The

reporters at Geneva have seen the

hair-splitting and side-stepping of

the nations' representatives, iney

have listened to the arguments.

The Travelar continues, Ana

graphically these wise newsmen show

the way out. Shoot dice to see whicn

Gide is right! The presentation is not
j

merely an impish gesture. It »*
spectacular arrow shot at the exaci;

truth. It shows that differences hi.

points of view are, at bottom, _*°,nie"|

times trivial and could be adjusted i

quickly by a timely use of galloping I

dominoes. Wars have been fought

and millions of persons slain over

.

questions that might well have heen

,

settled by a flip of a coin* or the.

toss of spotted cubes." 1

Long Run by Hubbard
Is Feature Of

Contest

By VINCENT BELLEAU
STATISTICS OF THE GAME

Yds. gained rushing
Yds. lost rushing

By rushing . . .

By pass ....
By penalty . . .

Passes attempted
Passes completed
Yds. gained passe
Incompleted . .

Intercepted . . .

Punts—yardage .

Bates Bowdoin
119 124
28 49
3 5
2 3
1 1
0 1
4 S
1 1

10 14
2 1
1 1

469 553
31 33
40 25
4 1
0 1

Fumbles
Held for downs by . .

"

While the Bates football players
played defensive football and wait-
ed for the breaks the Fates thought
things over and developed a grudge
against Morey and his men, with the
result that said breaks did not
come, and Bowdoin went hack home
with a scoreless tie to its credit. As
a result, the Garnet now has no
chance to share state series honors.

Going against all pre-game pre- 1

dictions which had picked Bates as!
the winner, the game wa6 a drab]
exhibition pf punting by Pricher and
the Bowdoin kickers, Richardson and
Huhbard. The latter pulled the day's
feature by escaping the clutches of
the Bates tacklers in the third
period and gaining forty yards on an
end run from his own twenty yard
line. He was finally brought down by
Valicenti, Bates safety man, who
saved the day for the Bobcat.

Time and time again, both Bates
and Bowdoin, after two or possibly
three jabs at the opposing line,

interspersed with an occasional pass,
resorted to punting out of danger.
Pricher's hoots averaged 31 yards,
though some of them covered nearly
twice that distance.

,

In the third 'quarter, he placed one
within an inch of the Bowdoin goal
line, out of bounds, forcing iBowdoin
to play form behind its own goal
line, from which place Richardson
kicked to midfield.

Stone Outstanding

The line for which the Bates team
has become famous since its second
game, against Yale, had to divide
the honors on even terms with the
men from Brunswick, Stone of Bates
showing above anybody else's play.

Oilman, star Bates guard, was in

the infirmary before the game with
an attack of acute indigestion, and
Taylor, another Sophomore, started
in his place. Brud King, injured
since the .Arnold 'game, was back in

the battle Saturday, and did fairly
well considering the loss of so many
weeks' practice.

Novelty Pass
A novelty pass, King to Valicenti,

surprised everybody. Valicenti,
scarcely moving from his position
'behind the center, waited for the
pass unsuspected; taking the ball, an
eight yard forward, he spinnered
through between the center and the
guard for a gain of ten yards.

Richardson, Bowdoin star, was
stopped very effectively by Bates,
being thrown for losses more than
once. Picked hy many to rival Pri-
cher for ground gaining honors for

the day, the Bowdoin man found the
Bates line inpenetrable.

Continued on Page 3 Col. 3

Wilmot, Hanley

New Members of

Geologic Society

First Time Bates Men
So Honored By A

State Society

Edward Wilmot '33 and John
Hanley '34, student assistants in
the Geology Department at Bates
were elected members of the Maine
Mineralogic Society at its meeeting
at Colby last Friday evening.

Dr. Perkins gave an interesting
talk on crystallography and illus-
trated his talk with models of
crystals and with minerals having
a specific crystal habit. His talk was
very interesting although his ap-
proach to the subject differed from
that used by Dr. Fisher here.

This was the first indoor meeting
of the year and was very well at-

tended. Among those who were
present were the acting state geolo-
gist, Professor Clark of Maine, Mr.
Keith of Auburn, some Colby stu-
dents, and many members from
Portland.

A luncheon was served by Mrs.
Perkins and some of the Colby co-
eds. It was very appetizing and was
enjoyed by all those present. This
is the first time Bates men have
been honored by such an election
into a state society.

Smoking Rule

Announced for

Junior Cabaret

Reservations for Junior Cabaret,
which will be held at Chase Hail,

Saturday, November 19, went on
sale yesterday. They may be ob-

tained from Sumner Raymond at 22
West Parker Hall between 2 and 3

in the afternoon, and after 9 o'clock

at night. The attendance will be
limited to eighty couples this year,
to cut down the congestion of form-
er years. The demand for tables is

i

so great, the committee suggests
that reservations be made early.

A new ruling forbids smoking on
the first floor .the dance floor, at

Chase Hall. The committee is co-
operating with the administration
and has announced there is to be
no smoking at the Junior Cabaret,
because of the danger with inflam-
mable decorations, out of fairness to

co-eds who are permanently res-

tricted from smoking, and in order
to comply with the Chase Hall rule.

Eugene Ashton of Lewiston,
chairman of the Cabaret and his
committee, Patricia Abbott, Colum-
bia; Verna Brackett, Canton, Mass.;
Jere Moynihan, Portland; and Sum-
ner Raymond, Ipswich, Mass., have
nearly completed their plans to

make this affair one of the best in

Bates history. The next Student will

contain details of the decorations,
orchestra, chaperones, and the en-
tertainment.

DAVE MOREY RENEWS CONTRACT
TO COACH THREE MORE YEARS
Announcement Made By Pres. Gray Before 400

At Back-to-Bates Night Friday—Keany,
Alumni President,, Weatherbee Speaks

Coach Dave Morey, the "miracle

man" of New England football

circles for four successive seasons

has agreed to cast his lot with Bates

for another three years, according to

the announcement made by Pres.

Gray in the Back-to-Bates Night

program last Friday night. The large

gathering of more than 400 students

alumni and friends came to its reec

as a man in a tremendous ovation

responding to the announcement

which came as a climax to an eve-

ning, replete with fun, ©nter
v
tain"

ment and thrills. When the cheers

and applause had finally subsided, a

similar tribute was paid to Coacn

Buck Spinks, as the good news con-

tinued with the statement that he too

would continue his duties as Morey s

right hand man.
Coach iMorey said in response 'to

the announcement, that he was

happy at the renewal of his contract;

that his associations at 'Bates with

the faculty, undergraduates and his

teams lhad been a rich and happy

three years; and that he looked

forward, with pleasure to three

Other prominent features of the

evening were speeches by various

alumni and faculty members. Allan"

J. Keaney '16 of New York, presi-
dent of the Alumni Association, and
Stanley C. Lary '99. vice-president,
both sjpoke as representatives of the
less recent, though none the less
enthusiastic graduates. The faculty
was well represented by Pres. Gray,
Harry W. Rowe, '12 Brooks Quimby,
'18 and Coaches Morey and Spinks,
while Rand Weatherbee '32 capably
rebutted introductory remarks and
insisted that he was present as a
representative of the forgotten men.

Dr. Gray, in his concluding speech,
capped the climax of the occasion,
with the announcement that Coach
Morey had renewed his contract for

three more years and that he hoped
it would lengthen to thirty years,
making Dave Morey a second Old
Man Stagg. President Gray also said

that Bates had received more
splendid publicity through the re-

nown of her Morey coached teams
than from any other source. The
scope of the publicity received from
the Yale game alone, as Dr. Gray
pointed out, included not only all of

the leading newspapers in the coun-

try, hut also the Paris Edition of the

Chicago Tribune.

Continued on Page 3 Col. 7

Large Attendance

At Varsity Dance

Saturday Night

Back-To-Bates Week
End Closes With

Dance

The Back-to-Bates week-end was
appropriately ended last Saturday
evening with the annual Varsity
club dance, held in the Alumni
Gymnasium. A capacity crowd, in-
cluding many alumni, attended. The
Bobcats supplied the music.
The committee in charge of ar-

rangements for the dance included
the following members of the Var-
sity club: Arnold Adams '33, Don-
ald Smith '34, and Sumner Ray-
mond '3 4. Credit is due them for
their management of the affair.

The guests of the evening were
President and Mrs. Clifton D. Gray,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Rowe, Mr.
and Mrs. Norman Ross, Mr. and
Mrs. Oliver Cutts, and Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Wilkins were chaperones.

(Something new in decorations
was the array of American flags ofi
varying shapes and sizes .along the'
walls of the balcony. Bates banners
and a trellis of leaves and flowers
were also u*ed.

It was estimated that approxi-
mately 575 people attended the
function of Whom about 150 were
alumni. Bowdfbin men were present
clso. Many of the football men
were present.
The success, of the dance was

due, in a lange extent, to the or-
chestra, which consisted of twelve
pieces, under the direction of Tom
Gormley '33.

STUDENT'S DOUBLE ISSUE NEXT
WEEK WILL SET PRECEDENT
FOR COLLEGE PUBLICATIONS

Honorary Debate

Society Honors

Four of Varsity

Selections Based On
Merit Of Varsity
Debating* Work

Following the business meeting
of Delta Sigma Rho, Saturday eve-
ning, Oct. 29, the following were
elected to membership: Helen E.
Hamlin, Sanford, Rebecca W. Car-
ter, Bethel, Lionel A. Lemieux,
Augusta and Eva E. Sonstroem,
Bristol, Conn. All four students,
seniors, have been exceptionally
active for the past three years.
Members of this national honorary
forensic society are admitted on
merit of work done on the varsity
debating team.
The meeting was opened * by

Charles Lord of Bridgton Academy.
Elections were made following the
business meeting. This chapter of
Delta Sigma Rho, here at Bates, is

the only one in Maine. Of even more
significance, however, is the fact
that Prof. Quimby is the National
Vice-President.

Special Election Edition Carrying* Latest Local
Returns In Addition To Regular Paper

Same Day Never Attempted

BATES, MT. ALLISON DEBATE
MODERN ADVERTISING SYSTEM

Chapel Audience Of 500 People Hear Spirited
Arguments Of Both Sides In Only

International Debate Of Year
"Nothing in the whole gamut of

human emotions is too noble or too
base to be dragged out and convert-
ed into cold dollars for fhe ~aovor-
tiser," declared Frank Murray '34,

first affirmative speaker in the in-

ternational debate Wednesday eve-
ning on the proposition, "Resolved—That Most Advertising Tends to
be Detrimental to the Best Interests
jf the General Public". This debate
marked the second occasion on
which Bates had debated Mt. Alli-

son University of New Brunswick,
the recognized leader in the field

of debating among the Canadian
colleges and universities.

Bates Has Affirmative
In one of the most interesting

ind alert discussions which inter-
national debate circles have witness-
?d in the last few years, the Bates
affirmative team, composed of Lion-
si Lemieux '3 3 and Prank Murray
'3 4, attacked present-day advertis-
ing as for the most part false, mis-
leading, emotional in its appeal, and
confined largely to non-essentials;
Mt. Allison, whose speakers were
Ernest Weeks and Joseph Berridge,
;n behalf of the negative, returned
as vigorous a defense of the princi-
ple of adversitsing and pointed out
that advertising is integral in our
economic structure. It leads to, and
tends to lower the cost of produc-
tion, forces the maintainance of
quality, has a regulating control on
business, and finally, is considered
not detrimental but beneficial in
effect by eminent authorities.

The Affirmative, in its condemna-
tion of the advertising system,
charged overproduction to the false
expectations aroused by compre-
hensive balyhoo. The market crash
in 1929 was likened to a balloon
stuffed to the bursting point with
the hot air of propaganda for the
inflation of true values. Next,
pseudo-scientific advertising was put
'on the spot', and glaring examples
of the distortion of scientific data
for the purposes of duping the
public cited. The widespread barter
and 6ale of personal testimonials for

advertising use was decried as crim-
inally deceptive. Finally attention
was called to the contention that
the cost of advertising mounts in

direct ratio to the ever-increasing
sales-resistance of the now suspi-

cious public.
Benefits of Advertising

The Negative cited both the
Newspaper and the Radio as positive

evidence of the value of advertis-
ing. To newspaper advertising, on
which advertising depends for exis-

tence, can be attributed indirectly

the value and benefits of the news-
paper in modern society. So, too,

the radio advertising .despite its

far-flung condemnation by 'prophet,
priest, and king—and debaters',

can be largely accredited with the

social benefits of radio. Final stress

was laid upon the educational bene-

fits of advertising. It has been one
of the outstanding factors in break-
ing through the natural inertia of

people and making room for new
inventions and ideas.

In refutation the Negative called

the Affirmative to task for consider-

ation of advertising as apparent
solely in America. The 'printer's ink
law and statute' was advanced as a
restrictive factor preventing undue
misrepresentation. The standard of

living, contended the Negative in

further rebuttal, makes human
needs of all goods desired by man-
kind, even those that advertising
makes them desire.

Economic Laws and Advertising

The Affirmative, in meeting the
Negative stand, pointed out that
economic laws and generalities are
not always workable. Advertised
soap costs twice as much as the
same product not advertised. Fur-
thermore legal restrictions mean
little since recognised mistatements
cannot be proven for the satisfac-
tion of legal hearings. In regard to
the support of newspapers by adver-
tising ,the affirmative pointed out
that in selling its advertising space
the newspaper often sells its free-
dom of speech. Government control
of radio in England itself was
flaunted before the Canadians as

i

evidence of the existence of radio
I without the support of advertising.

Both teams united in derision of
I the catch-phrase,, advertisements
common to modern mouth washes,

j

cigarettes, and toilet soaps. Life-
buoy's' B. O., Lydia Pinkham's
cure-all, and all fifty-seven varieties
of toothpaste came in for their
share of ridicule. Frank Murray,

I

mourning over the lost innocence of

|
the American landscape, spoke elo-

j

quently of that "love-sick bovine
;

who found 'her hero' in Bull Dur-
|

ham's bull". Hair-restorer alone es-
caped the piquant darts of sarcasm,
to the outspoken relief of the chair-
man of the debate, Pres. C. D„ Gray.

Speakers All Experienced
Frank Murray, whose speaking

ability is well known, is the most
experienced debater now on campus.
Although this was Lemieux's first

major debate, he has been prom-
inent in debating circles for the
past three years. Both of the Mt.
Allison representatives are expe-
rienced speakers and are outstand-
ing leaders on their own campus, in
the fields of journalism, dramatics,
and philosophy as well as that of
debating.

Attendance at the debate was
about five hundred, the second in-
dication this year of unusual inter-
est in debating, both amongst those
of the college group, and those of
Lewiston and sun-rounding vicinity.

Theodore I. Seamon '34 was man-
ager of the debate.

College Course

In Month Says

Chapel Speaker

"Ma Black was out in the world
but one month", said Miss Ruth
Seabury in chapel last Monday, "but
in that month she acquired a college
education." She was just a little old
lady, Miss Seabury went on to ex-
plain, and she only kept a camel inn
in the wilds of northern China, but
in that short month of contact with
the friendly surroundings of a
small Chinese hospital, Ma Black
learned how to serve humanity.

Miss Seabury, who is Educational
Secretary of the American Board of

Dr. Lloyd Fisher

Repeats Lecture

Given at Bates

Dr. W. L. Fisher addressed the
Portland Society of Natural Histo-

ry on the subject of "The Geologic
Processes of Maine" last Tuesday
night. His address was delivered to

the society at its rooms at 22
Elm Street in Portland.
A very large audience attended

and were interested with the dis-

cussion from start to finish. The
talk compared the scenery of Maine
with that of the West. Comparisons
were made between the natural
scenery of Maine and that of such
national beauty spots as the Yellow-
stone and the Grand Canyon of the
Colorado.

Dr. Fisher interested his audience
by his disclosures concerning the
effects of the period of glaciation
that occured in Maine during the
Pleistocene period. This period is

responsible for the mountains, lakes
and rolling scenery of Maine.

The lecture was illustrated by a
remarkable slide collection showing
photographically the beauty of
Maine and also that of the West.
This collection has been gathered
by Dr. Fisher alone and is very
complete.

It may be remembered on the
campus that this was the same lec-

ture given by the courtesy of Dr.
Fisher before the Jordan Scientific

Society last spring. So interesting is

the delivery of this somewhat scien-
tific address .that it held the atten-
tion of both the scientific group and
the layman audience at Portland.

:o :

Third Party For

Freshmen Women
Held Yesterday

The freshmen women of Chase
house and those who live in town
were entertained Tuesday November
1, at a model cabin party at Thorn-
crag. This was the third cabin party
given by the Outing Club to intro-
duce the freshmen girls to the cab-
ins, and to give them ideas how to
conduct cabin parties of their own.

Deborah Thompson '33 was in
charge of the outing. She was as-
sisted by Lucille Jack '33 and Nor-
ma Hinds '3 3 who were in charge
of the refreshments. Ruth Benham
'33 led the games and entertain-
ment. After the picnic supper the
girls spent the evening playing
games and singing songs.

The Chase House women who
were: Isaphene Dolloff, Ruth Drake,
Marjorie Fairbanks, Dorothy Hoyte,
Marguerite Hulbert, Dorothy Shieds,
Muriel Underwood, Janet Walker,
Ruth Webber, Elinor Weiler, Doro-
thy Wheeler, Anna Wiggin, and
Ruth White. The town girls who
attended were: Edith Jordon, Fran-
cis Linnehan, Barbara Moody, and
Lucy Moyes.

EXTRA ON CAMPUS
AT SEVEN O'CLOCK

National and State Returns
Available Copies

Limited

Duplicating the special service of

two local newspapers for their read-

ers the day after election, next week,

the Bates Student will offer the

campus an extra issue Wednesday
morning containing the election re-

turns approximately eleven hours

after the polls close. The extra will

be circulated on campus shortly

after seven o'clock and before the
first cla^s. The regular Wednesday
edition will be out early that after-

noon.

An extra such as this proposed by
the college publication is unique with
undergraduate weeklies. So far as
records are available and investiga-
tions of other papers have discovered
an extra and the regular edition on
the same day have never been at-
tempted ibefore this time.
The college's morning paper will

contain the most complete newspaper
returns available locally until noon,
since the Student goes to press a
few hours afte.r the English and
French morning extras, but early
enough for the campus undergradu-
ates. The Student will contain the
national returns by statas for
Hoover, Roosevelt, and Thomas. The
service will include, also, state re-

turns of those states which are
represented on campus as far as this

is possible. The New England states,

New York, and New Jersey, will be
included. These figures are made
poceible by the co-operation otf De
Mefl»?tag€wi»— -Lewi-st©!**; Fi»e>n«h

paper which has the only 'Morse
telegraph line to the Twin Cities.

The copies of this issue will be
limited and circumstances permit
regular circulation only on campus.
This issue will be free and outside
the regular subscription rate. AH
the men and women's dormitories
will be included, but the Student's
resources do not permit more than
one free copy to a college room.
Copies at five cents each, however,
can be obtained by those of the
faculty who are interested in the
latest returns before the first class
on campus and those students who
wish to keep a copy of this unique
issue for a scrapbook.

Special copies will be delivered to

those faculty members and students
who make arrangements with A. J.
Latham Jr. the Business Manager, at
4490 or 83364, to the former at their
classrooms and to the latter at their
dormitory rooms. Off-campus men
and women can obtain copies in the
same way at the Publishing Office
at Chase Hall after 7:15. The
special issue will be mailed to
Alumni free on application.

Rutledge '34 Sings Thurs.

Robert Rutledge '3 4, a baritone
will be the soloist at the annual
Gentleman's Night banquet of the
Women's Literary Union at Pine
Street Congregational Ghurch Thurs-
day. Immediately after dinner the
guests will leave to attend the Yeats
lecture in the chapel.

YEATS SPEAKS TO-MORROW
IN FIRST CHASE LECTURE

Outstanding Irish Poet And Dramatist To
Speak On "The Irish Literary Renaiss-

ance"—Is Nobel Prize Winner

Continued on Page 3 Col. 2

An unusual opportunity will be
presented to the students of Bates
colege and local people of literary
interests when William Butler Yeats,
Irish poet and dramatist lectures in
Bates chapel, Thursday evening,
Nov. 3. The subject chosen by the
writer is "The Irish Literary Re-
naissance", a movement in which he
has been a prominent figure. This
lecture will be presented under the
combined auspices of the Women's
Literary Union of Lewiston and
Auburn and the Bates college
George Colby Chase lecture fund.

William Butler Yeats is outstand-
ing in the field of modern literature,

representing the renaissance move-
ment in recent Irish poetry and
drama. He was instrumental in the
founding of the Irish National
Theater in the last part of the nine-
teenth century, and received the
Nobel Prize in 1923 for his play,
"The Countess* Cathleen". His poetry
is recognized as outstanding in the
new school of Irish literature, using
native folklore in mystical fashion.
He has made several lecture tours
in this country.

The lecture will begin at 8
o'clock.

Faculty Members

At Ass'n Meeting

Hear Rabby Wise
Thirteen members of the Bate3

faculty attended the Annual meet-
ing of the Maine's teachers' associa-
tion at Bangor, Oct. 26, 27, 28, to
hear the marvelous voice of Roland
Hayes, the thoughtful eloquence of
Rabbi Wise, and to take part in de-
partmental sessions for the discus-
sion of educational problems.

Charles E. Lord, a Bates gradu-
ate ,was president of the 1932 asso-
ciation, which indicates that Bates
was well represented at the conven-
tion in every way.
The members of the faculty who

attended were: President Clifton D
Gray, Harry W. Rowe, Dean Hazei
Clark, Professors Grosvenor Robin-
son, Fred Knapp, Robert A. F. Don-
aid, Samuel Harms, Blanche Gilbert,

Continued on Page 3 Col. 6
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Dances

Our Political When the next issue of the Student comes from
the press the presidential campaign will be over

Responsibility and either Hoover or Roosevelt will be elected.

In the interim, millions of people will go to the

polls, there to cast their ballot for the "peoples choice." There will be

many factors which will influence the voting of every individual.

Raneotis amplifiers mounted on motor trucks have extolled the

virtues of the .party and its candidate to him ; he has heard speeches

galore over the radio, accompanied by thunderous ovations of long
duration; he has read news and editorial comment in the paper
which consciously or unconsciously ,has effected his feelings on the

matter; and perhaps he has even seen and heard the party nominee
speak from the platform. All of the paraphenalia for spreading bally-

hoo will be brought to bear on the "forgotten man" in an attempt to

influence his vote in one direction or another, and following this he
will sink back to become the forgotten man for another four years.

College men and women are usually given credit for having
some modicum of intelligence. Jf they are entitled to it, then it

behooves each and every one to carefully and objectively inspect the

evidence which is being presented for his consideration. It will be-

come obvious at once that the press, that great American institution

for the purveying of the news to the people of the country, in its

news columns is very subtly but deliberately influencing public

opinion pro or con, a function which properly belongs to the editori-

al columns. It will soon be discovered that the prolonged cheering
at the appearance of one candidate or another lias been stimulated
by a system as perfect as any college cheering section could duplicate.
What effect such tactics will have on the .morale of the younger
voters in their attitude toward government and those in power re-

mains to be seen. Certainly it will not be for the t>est;.

We feel inclined at first to agree with the much talked of

article in the Yale Review which urged that since politics were so
dirty, the college man ought to shun this field. Nevertheless, this

attitude must not prevail among college m'en and women. If it does,
there can be little hope for the political future of the country. The
forces which are at work in politics, unless curbed, have withih them
the germs which will destroy the American dream of a democratic
social life in which every person is to have an equal opportunity
to realize the possibilities which are inherently his. It is our duty
and our responsibility as the heirs to this golden dream of equality
of men and women to examine critically what is going on in the
political arena and to act vigorously so that we may do our part to
insure the growth of a cleaner and more ideal government "of the
people, by the people, and for the people."

Basketball Bates College with its exceptional facilities and equip-
ment, its equally fine and unused basketball coaches,

For Bates and its wealth of promising and proved players is in
a position to support basket-ball as an intercollegiate

sport. There has been much favorable sentiment expressed by the
student group as a Avhole in favor of the adoption of this spOrt by
the college authorities and the question is receiving serious consider-
ation.

The University of Maine, and Colby are willing and ready to
t the sport as soon the other Maine colleges evince a similar
St. Bowdoin has not shown much interest in this move officially,
gh the large number of teams which are supported there are

..ence pf the fact that considerable sentiment would soon develop
in that institution for the adoption of the spOrt were the other three
colleges of Maine to do so. If Maine, Colby and Bates Were to adopt
the sport this year the success of basketball as an intercollegiate
sport would be assured.

It has been argued that intercollegiate basketball would not be
self-supporting ; that it would take men from track, winter sports
and, hockey ; that it would hit the men who are football players
hard, since the football season usually leaves them behind in their
stqdies; that the erection of bleachers in the Gym would hurt the
floor; and that the sport is not a healthy one. There is little to make
one .believe that basketball would not be self-supporting. It is a sport

1 — — •
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which draws well in Maine, and the college teams would soon

develop a following because of the fine brand of play which would

be exhibited and the thrilling nature of the sport. As for taking men

from other sports, there are nearly two hundred men who participate

in the sport during the winter months on cla*« or dorm teams, and

atlhough a few would be taken from other sports, the number would

be negligible. There is no logical reason why a college the size ot

Bates can not support basketball, as well as track, winter sports

and hockey. The sport is carried on by hundreds of colleges similar

to Bates, ,and those football men who participate in the sport seem

to have no more difficulty in carrying on. their study than they

would if thev were playing hockey. The erection of bleachers on

the Gym .floor has been accomplished before when the High School

Tournament was held there, and it might well be done again in

such a way that there would be little or no injury to the floor. The

argument that the sport is not a healthy one is without foundation,

when it is properly coached. Excesses in any sport are bound to

have an effect on the athlete's body, and it is the duty of the wise

coach ,to supervise and direct the player so that his .activity will

benefit and not injure him. There can be no doubt that the coaching

would take care of this danger. Certainly it is less dangerous than

football, hockey, skiing or baseball.

If it were adopted it would serve to develop a .real interest in

the sport among the student body as a whole; would round out the

set-up of intercollegiate sports at this college; and would allow

many students to take part in intercollegiate sports who now do not,

Therefore, the Student, in behalf of a large group of interested

students wishes to suggest the adoption of basketball as an inter-

collegiate sport.

The dances which are held nearly every Saturday
evening either in the,Gym or Chase Hall have certain^

regrettable features against which erstwhile reform-

ers have inveighed ever since their inception. It

seems that here at Bates the greater part of the .college group, men
and women, hie themselves of a Saturday evening to the weekly
dance, sans escort. In small groups of fours and sixes the women
come from their dormitories, and after a bit of waiting about the

affair begins. It is at this point that the .notorious stag line starts,

for following the conclusion of the first dance the .women withdraw
to a huddle like a herd of sheep in one corner, and the men gather
into a similar group in the opposite corner, there to await the first

strains of the next number. When the .orchestra starts up there is

a mad scramble by the men in an effort to win the .more desirable

of the dancers. If perchance a youth happens to tread on the dainty
shoes of some fair damsel, it is a thing of little consequence, and with

a cursory apology he ^usually brushes by those whom he does not
know or whom he considers less desirable in the struggle for his

choice. Meanwhile, there are shattered hopes and faded dreams of

what college life was to mean among the group who remain behind.
A considerable number of young men and young women remain
segregated throughout every dance, the young women looking a bit

forlorn, and the young men assuming a pose of nonchalance that is

quite evidently a pose.

There is no need to continue a description of an affair which
is admittedly unfortunate and obviously unfair to the members of the

fair sex who through custom are subjected to the tender mercies
of the stag line. .There is also every reason to believe that any move
to eliminate the stag line at these social affairs will have the support
of the men ancl women. Already a group of twenty four representa-

tives of the student body have gathered together to discuss this

matter, and after much deliberation it Jias been decided to make an
organized attempt to abolish it,

At the Chase Hall dance this Saturday evening, therefore, the
committee is going to request that all present seat themselves
between numbers. In order to facilitate the cooperation of recal-

citrant persons, the orchestra leader has been instructed to refrain

from starting any particular dance until everyone is .seated. This

should not be construed as an attempt to overrule the sentiment of

the group as a whole, ^mt rather as an honest effort to better a
deplorable situation. The cooperation of every person is necessary
in order that this plan may succeed. If the women of the campus are
really interested in seeing an improvement, they can assure it by
refusing to remain standing in the lobby between the numbers. The
men it is hoped will readily recognize the .essential unfairness of a
group habit that forces many freshmen and upperclassmen into an
awkward situation.

Let us get together on this thing!

To a friend whose work

has come to nothing
By WILLIAM BI'TLER pTEA,TS

jXow all the truth is out.

Be secret and take defeat

From any brazen throat,

For how can yqu compete,

Being honour breld, with one

Who, were it proved he lies,

Were neither as^named in hte own

Nor in his neighbor's eyes ?

Bred to a harder tiling

Than Triumph, turn away

And like a laughing string

Whereon mad fingers play

Amidt a plaice of stonie,

Be secret and exult,

Because of all things known

That is most difficult.

8-

The Student

And
The World

.8
By JAMES BALANO

Student polls in the majority of
American colleges have been strong-
ly Republican. As Bates went, so
went Stanford. Dartmouth, Pennsyl-
vania, "tale, Bowdoin and others. In
the collegiate opinion Roosevelt is a
poor second having heen beaten by
Thomas in more than one college.
Bowdoin .gave Thomas a large vote
while the Roosevelt vote was de-
cidedly in the minority.

Whether this conservative trend
of etudent opinion can be linked with
seclusion from the active world is

-

a question. Robert Ohoate writing
in the Boston Herald for last Sun*-
>day says, "Had the student ipoll been
taken before the school year start-
ed the vote probably would have
been for Roosevelt". This writer
gives as reason the family influence
upon the college (person. It is very
easy to disagree with this argument
in view of the facts that the average
college ,person either tries to dictate
the political possibilities and beliefs
to the family o,r he is uninterested.

The trend of the student -poll could
he said to have arisen from numer-
ous sources, such as the conservatism
of the American middle class, the col-
legiate sympathy and understanding
for Hoover's wishing to vindicate
himself, and fear of economic mis-
management by inexperienced Demo-
crats.

Election One Week Off
One week (from yesterday will

mark the culmination of the bitterly
fought presidential campaign. Both
sides are predicting victory and
taking last minute cracks at each
other. Hoover sentiment is steadily
rising althouigh it is a great question
whether the rise will ibe fast enough.
Mark Sullivan claims that the
Hoover forces are now strong enough
to win, while Democratic chairman
Farley claims all states except Ver-
mont, Connecticut, and Maine. Grow-
ing anxiety in the Democratic ranks
would show that the feeling of
victory i6 not so complete as it is
said to be. After some of the fore-
most industrial houses of the coun-
try had advocated the reelection of
President Hoover in manifestoes
sent to their nationwide .branches,
the Democratic National Committee
was' not slow in exhorting the nations
workers not to Ibe coerced into voting
the opinions of the employers. Public
reprimands to leaders of such con-
cerns as Ford Motor Company Penn-
sylvania !R. R., Acme Cash Stores,
Goodrich, Goodyear and Firestone
Tire Companies, were made by

Governor Roosevelt at Indianapolis.
The Democratic candidate called this
'organized and ruthless 'propaganda
of eleventh hour desperation which
dangles the old ghost of panic before
our eyes'.

Business at the Corner
These -developmen ts in the basis

factors of economic recovery are set
forth in "Time" for October 31,
1932; 1) return from abroad of
$300,000,000. in gold; 2) return of
$2.50,000,000. in currency from
domestic hoarding; 3) 20% increase
in bond values; 4) 10% increase, in
manufacturing production; 5) in-

creased tbuiiding con-tracts; 6) a
jump in weekly car loading from
490,000 to 650,000; 7) 22% in-

crease in foreign trade? 8) improved
agricultural prices; 9)'ibank failures
have reduced considerably; 10) in-
creased employment in manufactur-
ing business.
As has (been told falsely Tiredicted

for three years business is at last
rounding the .proverbial 'corner.' The
trend is definitely np, and in sipite of
the coming election Wall street
'believes that the market will gra-
dually gather speed. Indeed, eminent
authority seems to discount the grasp
of politics upon financial conditions.
The financial editor of the New
York Evening Poet believes, "that a
continuation of the current good
showing made .by business is not de-
pendent upon the outcome of the
election".

BOOK REVIEW
GREAT SHORT BIOGRAPHIES OP

ANCIENT TIMES

The Middle Ages and the Renais-

sance. A Collection of Short Bio-

graphies, Literary Portraits and
(Memoirs Chosen from the Literatures
of the Ancient World. By Barrett H.

Clark. 613 pp. New York; Alfred
and Charles Boni. $1.00

GREAT SHORT BIOGRAPHIES OF
MODERN TIMES

The Seventeenth, Eighteenth and
Nineteenth Centuries. By Barrett H.
Clark. 1404 pp. New York: Alfred
and Charles Boni. $1.00.

Not only has Mr. Clark gathered
together great short biographies
from an artistic and literary point of

view, but he has gathered bio-

graphies of great men. In the first

volume of this series, Great Short
Biographies of Ancient Times, are
portraits by such men as Plutarch,
Boccaccio, Stevenson, Vasari, and
von Ranke, of such .figures in history

and art as Alexander the Great,
Dante, Villon, Da Vintci and Pope
Sixtus V. There are twenty-one of

these brief studies in this volume,
all (pleasurable ineading land valu-
able alike to the student of history,

literature, or the fine arts.

.Reading the table of contents of
the second volume of this series, one
is almost ajpt to stop for a moment
to ask himself who has been left out
of this roll of honor. Philoso/pher,

SIGMUND SPAETH DEFINES A
PICCOLO

Sigmund Spaeth, the well-known
poet, scientist, king—they are all critic, has a genius for apt .parodies

here. From Moliere to Thoreau, from
Louis XIV to Otto Von Bismarck,
Spinoza to Shelley: the greatest men
of the past three centuries are repre-
sented, and Carlyle, Maeaulay, and
Stendanl are only a few of the
authors from whose works Mr. ClaTk
has so admirably chosen.

These two books are not only
valuable source books for history or
literary student, but are also inter-
esting to students in other fields.

The (biographies are grouped accord-
ing to the historical period in wShieh
the subject fits. To read any one of
these groups is to acquaint oneself
with many of the outstanding think-
ers of the period as well as with its

ideas, problems, creations, successes
and failures.

How often has one wished that
Bo-swell had immortalized his great
idol in half the Sipace! How often one
feels nothing less than utter exasper-
ation at the multiplicity of insipid
details which clutter up the majority
of biographies of great men!

In the preface, which is common
to both volumes, Mr. Clark defines
what, he considers to be an ideal
biography.

The ideal .biography is a well
written story of a person's life,

com,plete, true, and made by
someone who knew him inti-

mately. It contains everything
that serves to throw light upon
his character, his mind, his
mind, his person, his work. It

is written with jpassion, affec-
tion, imagination, understand-
ing, yet without bias or person-
al prejudice ...

The obvious impossibility of find-
ing anything perfect led Mr. Clark to
choose the more readable and finely
written studies rather than the latest
and most exact record. He asks: "Far
better perpetuate the inexactitudes
of Brantome and Janin, Gozlan and
Boccaccio than the less readable
exactitudes of contemporary savants,
since they will a'U he rejected in a
few years?" And when we have read
the books which he has compiled for
us, we are sure to agree.

In many cases the biographies
used are reprinted for the .first time
since their appearance, or, as in other
eases, for the first time translated
into English. Mr. Clark's many com
pilations, of which another will be
reviewed in this column next week
have gained much by the addition of
this work.

P. R.
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I MUSIC I

By R. STOWELL WARE

THE AUTHOR OF THE "SMOKER"
"Oft time* at night I light my

pipe..." Stanton Howe Woodman,
'20 the author and composer of this

most popular of Bates songs, is a

Bates man to the highest degree He,

is the grand-nephew of Uncle Johnny!

.Stanton—in fact he is named after

that quasi-legendary professor. His

father and his elder brother are both

Bates alumni, one of the Class of 8U

and the other of the Class of 13.

While an undergraduate. Woodman
was active in several fields. The
"Mirror" of his year calls him

"the literary prodigy of the

Class of 1920." He was the

.president of the Spofford Club dur-

ing his senior year, and the head of

the Men's Mandolin Club for the

same period He was described as a

"musican,
' athlete, diplomatist,

humorist, and originator." As an

athlete, he was a member of the

track squad, and a distinguished

member of the tennis team.

Since his graduation from Bates,

Woodman has been active in journal-

ism. He has been associated with

several -periodicals, and is one of the

founders and first proprietors of the

magazine "Sun-Up."
,Mr. Woodman's two songs, the

"Smoker" and the "Bates Co-ed"

were winners of prizes in the .Bates

song contests of 1931 and 1932.

LIBRARY"

15 Minutes aDay
JVSAGAZINES.

WH IT NORMAN THOMAS READS

A letter by himself in the Saturday
Review

of familiar lines. For im-tance, hi*

definition of a piccolo: "It's an ill

wood-wind that nobody blows good!"

FOR BETTER ORCHESTRATIONS
On comparing the (performances of

the Bates band and the Bowdoin
band, one feels that the comparison
is somewhat invidious to the Garnet
organization. The reason is not in

the slight disparity in size, but in

the superor orchestration of * the
Bowdoin group. They are fortunate
in possessing several mellophones;
the addition of these instruments to

the Bates hand would make it a good
band indeed. This applies with even
greater force to the orchestral field.

The most serious trouble in or-
chestral and band music here is the
total lack of many important instru-
ments, and the great handicap there-
by iplaced on the shoulders of the
directors. Enterprising students
could benefit both themselves and
their college by taking up the study
of such instruments as the oboe,
hassoon, (French horn or mellophone,
viola, and so on. The oboe and
bassoon are difficult, as is the horn,
but the mellophone is easily picked
up in a year: one could "graduate"
from the ^mellophone to the horn
with little trouble.

—— :o:

Someone should investigate to dis-
cover how it is numerically possible
for more than one party to be
"Third."

He rejoices that Stuart Chase and
o>!hers have set a new style in in-

telligible and even delightful English

in the discussion of current political,

economic and social problems.

"However, when I read for pleasure",

he adds, "I find myself hopelessly

old fashioned."
Thomas describes his boyhood

reading as queerly assorted and
"added to this stock," he continues,

"far less in college than I should

where I illustrated how easy it is

to stand high without getting a real

education."

PAUL PRY AND PRIVACY
By Mitchell Dawson, Atlantic

Monthly, October 1932.

This writer protests the exploita-

tion of personal tragedy, partly by

p w papers, for the purposes of

circulation and suggests as a solu-

tion to the problem a reasonable res-

traint voluntarily imposed.

SPECULATION

—

WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT

By William Z. Ripley, Scribners,

October 1932.
"Insiders," the officers and di-

rectors of companies who take ad-

vantage of private positions to play

the market—these constitute a real

scamdal of Wall Street. Ripley makes

a proposal to minimize evils.

TAMMANY HALL
By Henry F. Pringlc, Atlantic

.Monthly, October 1032.
An elucidation and startling ex-

posure of the avarice of Tammany
Hall, which is still doing "moderately

well" despite vanishing dream of the

New Economic Era.

NORMAN THOMAS,
SOCLYL CRUSADER

By Claude Moore Fuess, Current
History, October 1932.

Ak the outstanding spokesman for

the only significant third party in

t.hs country, the Socialist candidate

for President has become a national

figure. Mr. Fusss discusses his life,

philosophy, and participation in

American radical movement.
T. W . M.

Ottawa Univ. has heen hit hy the
Turtle-neck craze. The sweater is

described thusly—"the garment....
that a.ts as a cover for wafer marks,
whethor they be high or low. With-
out too close an examination they
look 1 i k o a five-gallon jug having no
bottom, but a neck Which looks as
though it had been struck and caused
to partly fold up in the manner of an
accordion. No douht that is where
they get their name, from the fact
that the neck looks like a turtle's

which had the neck removed just as
th > turtle started to close stoop for
the night".

IMOLlECMTf
NEWS

By MILDRED HOLLYWOOD

jj
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RAMSDELL SCIENTIFIC

Arline Edwards has ibeen elected
Vice President of Ramsdell Scien-
tific Society to the the place of Mar
garet Stebb ins who transferred to
Jackson this fall.

A meeting was held Tuesday eve
ning in Rand Hall under the di-
rection of Marjorie Booth'by '33 and
Dorothy Diggery '33.

WOMEN'S GLEE CLUB
Several new members have been

admitted to the 'Glee club. The ipro-i

grams, this year are 'being made uf
of high grade songs, and member
are taking am active interest in th
work. Phyllis Gilman is the ne1

pianist.

SODALITAS LATINA
At the last meeting of the Sodali4

tas Latina the program pointed out]
eight points valuable for clasaro
procedure- to help a young (Lati
teacher. Florence Ogden '33 led
meeting.

The memhers this year are: Flo-
rence Ogden, Pres.; Alice Puring-j
ton, '33 V\ce Pres.; Phyllis GilmanJ the eye. Two of the smaller

'33 SeoTreas.; Alice Chandler, '33,' will be run on a cooperative ba^isEva Sonstroem, '33, iBetty McGrath,! with the girls doing all of the work
'33, Mildred Carrier, '33, Marguerite except the cooking and in turn re-Morong Vincent Kerby, '33, and ceiving a reduction of $200 from
Francrs Flynn, '33. j| their tuition and board.

There's the senior co-ed who be
came plenty burned up at a Boston
College prom when an insignificant
freshman "cut in" while she was
dancing with one of the campus big
shots. After she told the yonng-un
what she thought of him, he hung
his head in the mythical frosh
fashion, and replied, "I'm sorry,
lady, but you see I'm working my
way through college and your part
ner was waving a five-dollar bill at
me. And bo was her face real Bates
foot)ball-ish!!!

At John Fletcher College, the
juniors have hecome so hungry that
they have taken to digging up the
campus beauty spots in an effort to
uncover the "untouched cake" buried
last year by the senior class.

Hart Lyman Stebbins, a Yale
junior, voices a new criticism of that
university in his recent article, "Yale
a la Thomas Cook and Sun." In this
criticism he claims that Yale is "not
an institution fo higher learning- it
is an advertisement on a large scale.
He deprecates, too, the "tea tables"
education a student receives there
and declares "the best thing that
Yales does is to "describe" learning,
"afford models" of eminent men who
have used the product, and "distri-
bute samples."

Mount Holyoke has devised a new
way to sock Old Man Depression in

IF EVER I SAW
a picture of content, it's you when
you're puffing on a pipeful of
Granger. And I admit I like the
fragrant aroma myself,"

It is surprising how much better
a pipe tastes when it is filled with
tobacco that's made especially for
pipes. And the Granger package
is just right, too.

c Mveks
Tobacco Go.

£5

immm

that's
The tobacco
it's right —

and the pack-
age that's right

IS AMERICA'S PIPE TOBACCO



0 OF CAMPUS MEN VOTING

Only 4 Of 145 Men Interviewed Bq Student
Reporters Are Opposed To Move-

Faculty Decision Tomorrow

THE BATES STUDENT, 2, 1932 PAGE THBEE

T i e four men's dormitories, can-
a by unannounced Student re-

vass Monday evening on the

"ketball question, reported 97.3%
»ovnr of the immediate adoption

jn

ba

iD
13

rsity"or freshman basketball

°! Bates 141 of 145 men in the

t rmitories during the evening sign-
d

J

r™ petition to that effect.
6

only Four Refuse Tq Sign

Of the four men who refused to
• n the petition, one is a hockeyt who sees in the adoption of

Kketball the downfall of his

norf the other three reported they

5S not care for the sport. The pe-

f.yL will be presented by the Stu-

fnt to the Faculty Committee on
ics when it meets to discuss

etball proposition.

man who refused to sign the peti-tion^ four other, regulars on last
year s ice sextet placed their names
on the paper.

Committee Decision Tomorrow
The faculty committee on athle-

tics will have reached a decision on
basketball by tomorrow. If they ap-
prove the adoption of the sport, it
is then up to the Athletic Council to
decide how much money is to be
appropriated.

-:o:

Athleti

the

In
opposition to the one hpckey

LE

JyjESSAGER
Publishing Co

Job Printers

Publishers

225 Lisbon Street

Chapel Speaker

Continued from Page One
Congregational Churches, spoke also
of a Chinese youth, whom she knew,
to whom the responsibility of edu-
cation was a great and solemn duty.
These two examples went to show,
she explained, just how seriously
the Chinese take the boon of educa-
tion. She spoke of group meetings
of Chinese students which she had
attended, where she had observed
how impressive had been their grav-
tiy in assuming the privilege of
furthering the progress of society.

Ma Black, who had learned to
see the world as a place of service
due to the kindness shown her by a
friendly doctor; and the youth,
Who, together With his fellow-stu-
dents, co-operated in "lowering
down the standard of living" for the
scholar, in order that more might
achieve education, were cases in
point, she concluded, to impress up-
on the American college student the
inestimable privilege and weighty
responsibility that his education
should bestow upon him.

CALL FOR83364
CHRISTMAS Greeting Cards

Personal and Assorted

GORDON JONES
6 WEST PARKER

T* J, Murphy
•I Est. 1873

Lewiston, Maine

Here in all the fine clothes you may find,

In the suits and rich furs of all kinds,

The price is quite right

And these words aren't mere trite

For MURPHY'S the ibest of its kind.

To See Our

EXHIBIT

V.

JACKETS from $6-75
i...

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

SCHOOL PAPERS

MERRILL &
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS

95-99 MAIN STREET,

PROGRAMS

YEAR BOOKS

CO.
BOOKBINDERS

„, MAINE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

*

5C

FUEL CO.

COAL, WOOD and COKE
1801 Phones 1800

U4 Bates Street 67 Bto Stareet

LEWISTON AUBURN

Most AND HP-IO-PATB

of

Fogg's Leather Store
l23 MAIN ST, laWISTOH, MAINE.

Harry L. Plummer

Finishing Photography

New Studio

At 136 Main St.,

Lewiston, - Maine.

GROUND FLOOR

TAXI
40 4 0
SQUARE TAXI

171 MAIN STREET
3==?:

WHEELER
Clothing Co.

c". MAIN and MIDDLE STS.
*or Good Clothes and

Furnishings »y ^
Special discount given to Bates Students^ 'J

Barber
For

Eds and Co-Eds

CHASE HALL

% ip..u'i -1 m - -
j 11

-
1

.

1

German's
MOCCASINS AND SHOES

SUEDE JACKETS

57 Main Street, Lewiston.

Bates-Bowdoin
Continued from Page One

First Quarter
'Bowdoin won the toss, and chose

to .receive. Stone's kick-off went to
Burdell six yards from the Bowdoin
goal line, where the Bowdoin
quarter started on a jaunt which
landed him on hie 22 yard line. Two
tries at the line, and Richardson
punted to Gay on Bates' 38. Gay
took the hall 9 yards before being
downed. Prieher gained tour off-
tackle, and then nine through the
same place, <but Bates fumbled on
the next play and Bowdoin had the
ball in midifield. There followed an

quarter
86

°
f ^ ° f tbe

Second Period
The second quarter opened with

the ball in Bowdoin's possession in
Bates territory. .Richardson attempt-
ed a 'pass which "Knowles intercepted
on his own 28 yard line and ran
back six yards. Prieher gained five
on a line ibuck, but failed to repeat.
Another try .and Bates resumed the
punting game. Bowdoin could do no
better except that Hubbard did
manage to get a first down with a
13 yard run around the end. Knowles
spoiled the next play hy crashing
thro'ugh with defensive skill that
netted BoWdoin a loss, and punting
had to be the salvation of the Polar
Bear again.

After a second exchange of punts,
Bates had the ball on .the Bowdoin
35 yard line when King executed
that short forward to Valicenti for
a first down. Knowles and Wilmot
made slight gains and King tried
another pass, to 'Dobrovolsky, who
dropped the ball, spoiling what
ought to have been a scoring threat.
Bowdoin took the iball on its own 20
but could do nothing. Richardson
punted after two tries at ground
gaining, and^King tried a third pass.

'After the intermission between the
halves, Stone kicked off again, to
Burdell within the shadow of the
Polar Bear's goal, and Burdell ran
it back 18 yards. Richardson punted
after two tries at the line. Taylor's
off-side spoiled a 15 yard gain hy
Prieher; Prieher, undaunted, re-
peated and made -up the ground lost
by the penalty but punted on the
play after that. Followed a few
thrills including Pricher's feat of,

BATES OFF FOft ^E\Y EN^ANDS
Gapt. Jellison heads the men who

qualified in the time' trials Monday
afternoon for the New Englanfd
cross-country championship to be
held Monday in Boston.

Other men making the trip it was
announced this morning are Butler.
01d6, Raymond, Winston, Carpenter,
and iSemetauskis. Manager HoJman
will also make' the trip.

-- -.

IXTER-CLASS MEET FRIDAY

class cross-country meet Friday. The
senior team will consist of Adams,
Olympic runner, Jellispii, sport cap-
tain, Lary, and Hall. The other mem-
bers of the varsity siqu>ad will also
be on their class teams.

SENIOR GIRLS GIVE FASHION

SHOW AT WOMEN'S NIGHT
Over 250 Women, Including Alumnae And Guests

Attend Festivities In Chase Hall

crashing through the Bowdoin line
to nail Hubbard on his own five
yard line for a five yard loss.

Hubbard startled the Bates stands
by clearing his end shortly after-
wards and gaining 40 yards, the
day's feature run. The Bowdoin
interference functioned iperfectly
and took out Bates man after Bates
man, except Valicenti, who refused
to be put out of the way and tackled
Hubbard. Prieher helped out by
catching up from behind as Hub-
bard reached Valicenti, and helping
pushing him down.
Hubbard featured again during

this period hy throwing a nice 15
yard pass to Davis, hut the rest of
the period and the entire duration
of the fourth quarter was nothing
but a punting duel.
The summary:

BATES BOWDOIN
Hill, Swett, Dobravolsky re

le Davis
Stone, Gorham rt It Low
Fuller rg " Ig Ackerman Nason
demons c c Milliken
Taylor Ig rg Taylor
Berry It rt McKenney
Murphy, Kramer, Mendall le

re Kent
Gay, Valicenti qb q.b Burdell
McCarthy, King rhh

lhb Backanowsky
Prieher, Wilmot lhb thb Hubbard
Knowles, Mbyniihan fb

fb Richardson
Referee, Swaffield, Brown. Umpire,

Sherlock, Harvard. Linesman, Dor-
man, Columbia. Field Judge Rogers,
Wesleyan. Time of periods 15 min.

Over 250 women, more than half

of whom were visiting alumnae and
guests, attended the annual Wo-
men's Back-to-Bates Night festivi-

ties held at Chase Hall, Friday even-
ing at 8 o'clock.

Mrs. Sawyer, a member of the
alumnae committee, gave the wel-
coming speech .and introduced Lu-
cienne Blanehard '3 4 who led the
gathering in singing Bates song.-.

Mrs. Ross was the accompanist.

Fashions Old And Now
The first stunt of the evening, a

fashion show of old and new styles,

was given by the Seniors with Ron-
nie Melcher in charge. Those tak-

ing part were: Virginia Moulton,
Helen Ashe, Thelma Kittredge, Lu-
cille Jack, Norma Hinds. Deborah
Thompson, Dagmar Augustinus,
Martha Harris, Lee Lord, Fran
Brackett, Mavis Curtis, .Marguerite
Morong, Marjorie Goodbout, Ruth
Benham, Marjorie Boothby, Char-
lotte Cutts, Dorothy Penny, Pear!
Littlefield, Beatrice Neilsen, Flor-
ence James, Betty McGrath, Bar-
bara Stuart.
The Sophmores, under the direc-

tion of Jo Springer and Grace Gear-
ing, sang popular songs and Bates
songs, including one written by Mrs.
Crafts and Mrs. Rowe. Irma Ray-
mond played and the following girls,

sang: Charlotte Harmon. Frances
Bckhardt, Rosamond Shattuck, Ruth
Frye, Betty Durell, Jo Springer,
Eleanor Goodwin, and Rena Cantlin.

Freshmen Skit Clever
Toby Zahn's freshmen put on a

very clever skit entitled "The
Eclipse" in which the following took
part: Jerry Wison, Dot Staple^,
Lenore Murphy, Eleanor Weiler,

:Flora McLean, Constance Redstone,
Dot Preston, Eleanor Glover, Ruth
Coan. Margel Hoffman, Ruth Drake,
Ruth Webber, Katherine Torsqy,
Peg Hulbert, Louise Geer, Barbara
Van Zandt, Harriet Van Stone, Alice
Wiggins ,Mary Abramson, Ruth
Rowe. Iris Provost, Eleanor Doolit-

tle and Margaret Fuller. 1

The last stunt was given by the
Juniors .directed by Miriam Wheel-
er. This was called a "Shakesperian
Hash". Those taking part were:
Arlene Skillius, Nan Wells, Dorothy
Barton, Ruth Rounds, Dorothy Mc-
Allister, and Bette Saunders.

Mrs. Sawyer then introduced the
speaker of the evening, Gertrude
Lombard McGinley '23. To conclude
the evening's entertainment re-

freshments, including cider, apples
and doughnuts were served.

Morey Renews
Continued from Page One

Coach Morey, in his speech, which
was the feature of the program, ex-

pressed his sincere pleasure at the

prospect of adding three more years
of happy associations with the Bates
faculty, undergraduates and teams
to the three years just ended, which
he had so thoroughly enjoyed. Tho
Coach talked for a short time, on
those issues, which he knew to be of

Faculty Hear

Continued from Page One

Fred C. Mabee ,Robert Berkelman,
Lena Walmsley, Rayborn Zerby, and
Erich LaBouvie.

Three of the faculty members,
Dean Clark and Professors Berkel-

man and Knapp, were chairmen of

departmental groups, and responsi

ble for speakers and discussions.

The outstanding address of the
convention was given by Rabbi
Stephen S. Wise, on "The Task of

the Teacher in an American Demo-
cracy". His address centered around
the idea that the teacher should de-

velop the ability to think clearly in

his students.

Rabbi Wise also mentioned the

teacher's opportunity to help the
foreigner. He said that the teacher
should be very considerate of the
foreign students' customs, problems,
and background.

The Bates alumni banquet was
held in the Methodist church
Thursday evening. There were over
125 in attendance, the largest num-
ber of alumni ever to meet for this

event in Bangor. Pres. Gray and
Dean Clark were the principal
speakers.
The convention will meet next

year in Lewiston.

Randolph A. Weathorbce '32

might explain it t/us wc

prime interest to his audience.
Pausing, now and then, to tell some
witty anecdote including a good one
on Buck Spinks. Morey challenged
the critics of his plan of playing
large colleges, adding that he had
less injuries in the Dartmouth game
in 193 0, the Harvard game last year
and the Yale game this season than
in most small college engagements.
The Coach said that although ho

Allan J. Kcany '10

& • &

tfLet's say you're painting clouds.

You've got your primary colors here

on the palette. But you haven't the

clouds until you blend certain colors

into. th,e special tone you want.

"This is very much what happens

in making a good cigarette. And I

gather that what Chesterfield means

by Cross-Blending is what an artist

docs with colors. Their Domestic

and Turkish tobaccos—many varie-

ties of each—are the primary colors.

They blend and cross-blend these

tobaccos until they get the special

tone they want—in other words, the

Chesterfield flavor.

"And just as each color you use

acts* on the others to change and

enrich them, so each Chesterfield to-

bacco partakes of the fine qualities

of every other.

"You Veld' different kinds to get

a better kind. That's Cross-Blend-

ingl

Cross£lene/eJ.

© 1932, Liggett & Myeks Tobacco Co.

t/iats w/pif tfieure MILDER

t/wfs w/mj t/iey TASTE BETTER

' .-4-

spent ten months of every year in
anticipation of the two short months
of football in the fall, this season
had seemed a long one to him, be-
cause of the fact that the Yale game
had brought the schedule to an
early climax. Morey went on to say
that, in spite of this fact, he still

considered the meeting of big
teams was most profitable and
stimulating experience to the boys,
and that much more was to be gain-
ed from this experience than was
possible in playing the so called set-
ups, which invariably resulted in

more injuries that did the big games.
In reference to the Maine game, the
Coach said that it was satisfaction
enough for him, when an ardent
alumnus, 'who had witnessed the
game congratulated him upon the
line, clean type of football exhibited
by the Bates team.

Buck Spinks Kpoke a few words
about freshman football, saying that
the Freshman team of this year was
the varsity material of the next three
seasons and, judging from the spirit,

which the Frosh have shown thus
far, the vacancies will be well taken
care of.

Prof. Brooks Quimby entertained
the audience in his inimitable style,
reading accounts which appeared in
the Student, of the first official foot-
including Coach Cutts were on the
platform, while others unable to at-
tend telegraphed their regrets and
encouraged the team to give their
best in Saturday's game.

Rand Weatherbee '32, represent-
ing the very recent graduates gave
an entertaining talk which did its

bit to pep up the program.
Harry W. Rowe, acting as master

of -ceremonies, kept things moving in
lively fashion. General singing led by
Prof. Grafts; a xylophone solo by Ed
Small '34; and cheers led by head
cheer leader John Stevens '33 added
zest to the entertainment, while the
band under the direction of Fred
Donald '33 was an indispensable part
of the program.
The graduate committee in charge

was composed of Oexter Kneeland
'IS, George Osgood '27 and Elmer
Campbell '27, with an, aiding under-
graduate committee of Arnold Adams
'33, John Lary '33 and Harold
Millet '34.

Wilmot, Gerke Speak At

Heelers' Club Meeting

At the meeting of the Heeler's
Club last Monday evening, Edward
Wilmot '33 spoke about the busi-
ness manager's work in play produc-
tion and of his specific duties as
manager of the 4A Players. Walter
Gerke, who is the 4A stage manager,
outlined his position. He described
some of the problem of a stage
manager, showing different phases
of the work.

SAY IT WITH ICE CREAM

George A. Ross
ELM STREET

Bates 1904
J
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BASKETBALL MOVEMENT
MEETS AVITH VARIED COMMENT

Shortly after this news sheet leaves the press and goes into circula-

tion, five Bates professors, members of the faculty committee on athletics

—

Professors Cutts, Ramsdell, Pomeroy, Gould, and Mr. Ross—will meet and
decide for the present what the fate of basketball at Bates is to be.

It is expected that the Student Sports department, as sponsor of this

movement will be aided in the (presentation of the case for basketball by
Coaches Morey and Spinks, and some representative students who favor
the sport's adoption.

Whether or not these gentlemen on the committee decide for or
against basketball, we are unable to predict at present. One of them we
know is decidedly opposed for reasons he will not state, for publication.

Another is in favor of a limited schedule. The others will no doubt make
up their minds on the matter this afternoon.

SPINKS SUGGESTS
FRESHMAN TEAM THIS YEAR

Though the Student favors immediate participation in intercollegiate

basketball, it recognizes the advisability of Buck Spinks opinion as out-

lined two days ago. Spinks favors a freshman basketball schedule this

year to develop the men slowly, sound out the success of the sport

financially, and work toward varsity basketball next winter.

Not only would the adoption of this plan, being less radical, be apt

to make a better hit with the committee, but it sounds right to go into

this carefully, and make sure of the sport's ultimate success by analyzing
every step with care.

Bates has an excellent basketball coach in Buck Spinks. He has made
a hit with his Physical Education basketball pupils; he knows the game
and how to teach it. So does Coach Morey. The Students want a winter
sport which will be to them what football is in the fall. Basketball is the
thing.

By DOROTHY E. O'HARA

COURT GAME WOULD NOT
INTERFERE WITH HOCKEY ACTIVITY

Contrary to reports which we hear around the campus, which we are
told originates with members of the class usually referred to as "the
powers that be", the adoption of basketball will not mean the end of
hockey. •

Basket-ball. Coach Morey tells us, paid at Middlebury, where he
coached the sport. It was a money making proposition. The high schools
of Maine have basketball and their athletic associations are not exactly
bankrupt as yet. With a league consisting of three or four Maine colleges,
and the University of New Hampshire, fasit (ball could be secured with-
out incurring the expense of long trips south. Maine and Colby will start
basketball if Bates does, and Bowdoin we suspect would not be Jong in
taking the same step. New Hampshire has ft. Would the sport budget be
diminished in favor of basketball?

ADVERTISING VALUES
,

OF SPORT SO FAR UNNOTICED
J j

The committee on atheltics should realize that basketball is, as foot-
ball, an attraction to prospective students. Everybody does not come to
college, sad to say, perhaps, for the benefits derived from dissecting
Virgil's Aeneid, whether or not the modern purposes of the American
college are as they should be, we shall not undertake to say. Books have
]>< > n written on the subject for the benefit of those who are interested in
the subject, but we know the facts, and believe the administration of the
college as well as the athletic authorities realize that sports attract de-
sirable students to the institution.

In Maine, high school basketball is a recognized thing. The college
sees that to the extent that it supports a well-advertised scholastic tourney
every winter. Buck Spinks. who refereed last year's games, was ballyhooed
as the "Bates basketball coach". . . . who coached required physical train-
ing classes and had no varsity team.

We believe thoroughly that the adoption of basketball would help
put the college across in the state of Maine and outside. Hockey attracts
some students here.

There is no doubt as to football's drawing power. Baseball, possibly a
defunct sport as far as the collegiate brand does, still has its adherents
among the alumni and is responsible for some people picking Bates as
their future alma mater. But neither hockey nor baseball can ever hope
to attain the popularity in Maine high schools that basketball possesses.
Why not realize this and try the sport a few years. There is nothing to
prevent dropping the idea later if it should prove financial upset, contrary
ot our belief. The publicity which th,e Student's move has secured in the
daily press of the state has already put the college's name before the sport
youth, with favorable comment. We hope the committee sees the argu-
ment and decides in favor of the sport.

ROAVDOTN SPILLS PREDICTIONS
AM) HOLDS BATES TO SCORELESS TIE

Upsetting our predictions, (and those of the famous C. R. Thomp-
son, football expert of the Bates Student) Bowdoin came to Lewiston with
a line and held so well that the Morey men could not score. Result: so
long, state series hopes!

The Polar Bear, not at all the same animal that allowed itself to be
kicked all over Waterville the week before by the un-press-agented Colby
White Mule, could do .nothing offensively except for one beautiful pass,
and one elegant run by Hubbard, but Bates waited too long for the
breaks, and there weren't any.

Pricher, consistent ground gainer for the Garnet, continued his
activities, and it seemed good to see, Brud King, though not in condition,
playing again for the Bobcats. Chick Valdcenti can be thanked for hold-
ing Bowdoin to no score when he tackled Hubbard after that gentleman
had traveled 40 yards from his own 20 yard marker to Bates' 40. We
still think the quarterback problem, much talked about this year because
of Pete Valicenti's graduation, and then McCluskey's injury, will be one
of the least anxious features of next year's Garnet eleven. Gay and Vali-
centi are doing well for two sophomores, ,

SOPHOMORES AGAIN
CONSTITUTE BATES LINE-UP

Speaking of sophomores, the Bates line-up Saturday consisted of
plenty of them. Kramer and Hill were at the ends at one time; Stone at
tackle; Taylor and Fuller were guards at the same time; Valicenti played
quarter, and Pricher one of the halves.

In uniform at the same time were Lenzi, Lindholm, Dillon, Anicetti
all of whom may be depended upon to see action next year. Gilman,
another sophomre already with the title of star in his pocket, was in the
infirmary at the time.

Gilman, by the way, was reported to be out with what might have
been appendicitis. It turned out to be indigestion, instead. A correspondent
said it was an attack of "two much peanuts, or else the Bates Commons".

EXPERT DENIES HE '

IS GUILTY OF LOGIC ERROR
<C. Ray Thompson, officially recognized by the Student's sports

writers as the paper's football expert, denies emphatically he is the man
who was guilty oif predicting the two contradicting football outcomes:
tihat Maine would beat Colby; that the state series would end in a tie.
If Colby had beaten Maine, a tie would have been possible, but not other-
wise. The expert has t'he apology, already, of the scribe who got things
mixed up. What the coach meant was that had Colby defeated Maine
a thing which he knew could not happen on the Maine field, the series
would have ended in a tie.

Coach Thompson's prediction still stands for the Maine-Bowdoin
game. Bowdoin will get three first downs, two in the first period and one
in the final few minutes. Watch for it.

MORE SPORTS:—Ray Buker, famous Bates track star, now missionary
in the East, was in the stands when Bates played Bowdoin SaturdayA controversy has arisen within the department regarding tlhe advisability
of using five dots or four dots between sentences in this section of the
weekly sports column The telegraph people in the press box Saturday
could not read the Boston Transcript reporter's hand writing, with the
result that a messenger boy was dispatched to the Student's office for the
old dependable Royal rebuilt Which spectators reporter later they could
hear all over the field better than Ollie Cutts' latest innovation: the
amplifier system. ... A gentleman of the press reports he will bring his
birth certificate the next time he tries to get a pres pass into Garcelon
field Portraits of famous football players: he entered the Student's
office with his broken white gold-rimmed glasses in his hands, his hair
uncombed, a worried look Jn his eyes; he denied he was married; he also
denied he had bathed in Ma Roberts tomato bisque at the commons-
he admitted, however, he is a socialist and never knows from one week
to the other whether or not he will play fullback or center, when he reads
the newspaper accounts of Bates' football doings; he wonders whether
football players can write editorials a girl who saw the Bates^Bowdoin
game says the trouible with the Bates hoys is they don't have a sense of
humor ....

Conference at Bangor
It poured at the conference in

Bangor so that the Bates delegates
couldn't demonstrate track. Instead,
games were substituted—badminton,
deck tennis, sidewalk tennis, and
tetherball. These were demonstra
ted before a group of teachers that
were interested in Athletics for
Girls.

Univ. of Maine demonstated the
new rules in basketball.

Dorothy Small, gave a report at a

meeting on the Play Day she is giv-

ing for grammar school girls, in

winter sports. She is also consider-
ing a Play Day for high school girls

Her first experience with a Play Day
was at Bates, for she had charge of
the first Play Day, here. She is now
teaching at Bridgton Academy.

Play Off Tennis Tuornament!
All girls playing in the Tennis

Tournament are urged to play off as
soon as possible. The tournament is

progressing very slowly, the first

round being way behind time. If the
tournament isn't finished on time, it

will be a failure.

The courts are free every day ex-
cept
Monday—2:30-5:15
Tuesday—3:30-5:15
Wednesday—2:30-4:30
Thursday—3 : 3 0-5 : 1

5

Every other hour is available.
Garnet and Black jGames This Week

The Garnet and Black games start-
ed this week. Two gaimes out of
three must be won by a team from
each class. The games, of course, are
in Hockey. The first game is played
this week in the W. A. A. period
while the other games are played
during the regular Physical Ed.
period. Those not eligible to play
may either hike or watch games.

Following the play off, there will
be the big Garnet and Black game,
Nov. 11, Friday Morning.

In the Tennis Tournament, the
winner will contribute to the Garnet
and Black points.
Freshman Garnet and Black List

Posted
The Freshman Garnet and Black

list is posted on the bulletin boards.
This only a temporary assignment
until the Gym meet in the Spring.

Only girls taking an activity for
W.A.A. may play in the Garnet and
Black games.

Ne.vt Season ^Starts Nov. 14
The next season starts on Nov. 14.

Basehall, Volleyball, and games aTe
the activities to be selected. Games
include paddle tennis, badminton,
ping-pong, quoits, batball, dodge
ball, etc.

Girls should be ready to make a
choice at the end of this week.
Co-E<ls Favor Varsity BasketbaH
Altho no canvas has been taken

of the co-eds' opinion on basketball,
general gossip here and ther tell us
that they favor Varsity Basketball
for men.

"The world is passing through
deep waters." Rev. Dr. Minot Simons.

MARTINEAU'S
We Specialize In SODA FOUNTAIN

LUNCHEONS
IT'S "THE" PEACE

R. E. MARTINEAU CO.
DRUGGISTS

235 Main St.
Prescriptions Have Eight Of Way

8 &
Compliments of

J. W. White Co.

We can show you a variea selection of

PRIZE CUPS

FOUNTAIN PENS
of all standard makes

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS
LADIES'

LEATHER HANDBAGS

LEATHER BILLFOLDS

BOOK ENDS

CLOCKS

of all kinds

BARNST0NE-0SG00D

COMPANY
j

Jewelers

50 LISBON STREET
Lewiston, Maine

LEWISTON MONUMENTAL
WORKS

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
James P. Murphy Co.

6 to 10 Bates St., LEWISTON
Telephone 4634-R

BUCKSP0RT SEMINARY HANDS

6-0 DEFEAT TO BATES FROSH

Score Comes In Second Period—Game Other-

wise Close And Indecisive—Spinks

Pleased With Work Of Team
An inspired Bucksport Seminary

eleven -battled on even terms with
the Bates College Freshmen last

Friday, and when its one opportunity
materialized .pressed its advantage
to o'btain a touchdown which spelled
victory for the prep-school lads.

The score came as a direct result

of one dazzling play in the second
period. Curtin, Bates half-back, at-

tempted to pass on the Seminary 25-
yard line, but his effort was frustra-
ted by Bliss, an opposing tackle, who
blocked the throw. Nor did the action
cease here, for Haxe. a teammate,
gathered the ball in his arms before
it touched the ground, and raced for
the Bates goal line. Conrad, after a
hard sprint to overcome a large lead,

.

brought down the fast traveling,
guard with a beautiful tackle on the 1

three-yard line. From this point the
BnckspoTt huskies pushed the leather
across to earn the winning six-point
margin. Stagliano missed the point
after touchdown by inches.

But for this one occasion, in which
the breaks played a major role, the
game was close and indecisive. The
yearlings, greatly handicaped by lack
of preparation and a limited choice
of plays, did very well according to
their mentor, Coach Spinks. He was

especially pleased with the showing

of Conrad, flashy halfback, Nichol-

son, fullback, Merrill, tackle, and

Wellman also a tackle. Pignone did

well at quarter.

BUCKSPORT FRESHMEN
Frigard, le re, Clark, Pendleton

Aldrich, Fencer, It

rt, 'Merrill, Gauthier
Hare lg rg, iDaffin, Brewster
Celeste, c c, Grannan, Stoddard
Sparkes, Soper, rg

lg, Sherman, Howe
Bliss, Crosby, rt

It, Wellman, Swift

Cassidy, Bryan, re
le, Bianarcki, Drobosky

Tobey. Insani, qb qb, Pignone
Howard, Lazzaro, Ihb

rhb, Conrad, Anthony, Caznn
Capoli, Johnson, rhb

lhb, Curtin, Par fit

Stagliano, .fb

fb, Nicholscn, Gallagher

EAT AT

Mrs. BARRY'S
Dinner With Dessert 35c

Supper 30c

Corner Campus and Nichols

Fred C, McKenney
64 Sabattus Street

CITIES SERVICE GASOLINE

and LUBRICATING OILS

WASHING and GREASING
Nearest Gasoline Station to College

SERVAlX
LUNCH

44 Bates St. Geo E. SehaJ

The Blue LineT^
Lewiston—Rumford—Farmingt0n

Lv Lewiston

—

7.45 A.M., 12.35 P.M 4 „.

Lv Rumford— *" a P.*.

7 35 A.M., 12 25 P M .

Lv fc'arniington— " 13
P.St

7.30 A.M., 12.20 P.m. 4 „. ,

STANDARD TIME 1

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME

COLLEGE
P SS &k Pdl Hf

Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PKESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED f

Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets

This is not an

Expensive

Store.

It may Look it

and our Goods

may Look it.

SUITS
from

$22-50

to

$40-oo

Extra Pants

$5.00 if you

need them.

Cronin & Root
140 LISBON ST.

White Flannels, Sport Coat and Sweaters

FLANDERS
62 COURT STREET, AUBURN,

jQnj,

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing

24 HOUE SEEVIOE

THE QUALITY SHOP"
Tel.

1817-W3 Minutes from the Campus

R\T7 pT AT?TT Registered Druggist
VV V^JL/XTjLJLVJLV pure Drugs and Medicines

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Comopan;
Lewiston, Maine

We Solicit the Husiness of Bates Students

THE INDIAN RAID
"Nature in the Raw"— as por- p
trayed by the celebrated artist, Fred
Madan . . . inspired by that wild,
bloody scramble of covered wagons
in the Colorado Gold Rush ( 1853),
as described in the National Gco-
graphic Magazine. "Nature in the
Raw is Seldom Mild"-and raw to-

baccos have no place in cigarettes.

^v.v.^v:o:->:.:.v^v:.:>.:.:.;. :.;;:
:
:
:
:
:
:
::

:
:
:
::. :/

No raw tobaccos in Luckies
—that's why they're so mild

Copr.. 1932.

The American
Tobacco Co.

TVTE buy the finest, the

*y very finest tobaccos

in all the world—but that

does not explainwhy folks

everywhere regard Lucky
Strike as the mildest ciga-

rette. The fact is, we never
overlook the truth that
"Nature in the Raw is

Seldom Mild"— so these

fine tobaccos, after proper

aging and mellowing, are

then given the benefit of

that Lucky Strike purify-

ing process, described by
the words—"It's toasted".

That's why folks in every

city, town and hamlet say

that Luckies are such mild

cigarettes.

"It's toasted"
That package of mild Luckies



This Country cannot exist half boom and hal/ broken—Preselect Franklin D, Roosevelt,
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Presidential Phrases

End Sentence With Preposition

( 'onservative Collegians

Costs of Education

Xobel Prize

Et Cetera

THOMAS MUSGRAVE )§£

R
EGENT President's have made
certain phrases famous. Mc-
Kinley started with "the full

dinner ipai.1." Teddy Roosevelt
uiblicized "the siquare deal" as Gov.
.Franklin D. is popularizing "a new
deal

1

' to-day. The "big stick" and
"molycoddile" and "'malefactors of
great wealth" were also Rooseveil-
tian talgs. Wilson created "pitiless
.ini'blicity", "watchful waiting" and
"too proud to fight". Harding's (main
contribution was "normalcy," a
word he coined. Perhaps Calvin
Coolidge's most 'famous phrase was
"I do not choose to run" and Hoover
has "noble experiment" and "rugged
hulividuailisim" as hie leading offer-
ings to date.

THE overworked "to whom" and
"of which" 'may go into well
earned retirement. The con-

demned statesman who is supposed
to have asked "where is my hat at"
lias a champion now in Dr. Walter
Barnes, profeesor of English at New
York University. He says that a

preposition is sometimes a good
t hi nig to end a sentence with.
One colorful example, however,

makes us wonder just how far we
dare tfollow this dictum. It is hard
to forget the maid who, after read-
ing aloud to heT mistress from a
particularly dry volume remarked
that slhe "could not .understand why
(Mistress chose such a book to be
read to out of for."

THE polls which have been taken
of students in American col-

leges for the purpose of deter-
mining their preferences in the
election held yesterday show re-

sults at once interesting and per-
plexing. The total's of these ex-

pressions were considerably in sup-
port of Hoover. This result has a

significance beyond any bearing on
the election.

What is the significance as, indic-

ative of the changing sentiment of

youth toward public questions? The
Christian Science Monitor says "For
well over a decade we have looked
upon youth as radical, even re-

bellious. We have moralized over

their new political and sociail stand-
ards. We have had opportunity to

.contemplate, youth cheering for

JJolsihevism, and making heroes out

of rebels to the accepted order. And
yet in this campaign, in which, more
than any other that I can recall

since 1896 the Republican candidate

has stood for conservatism, we find

college 'boys an»d 'girls giving him
support.

"It is a campaign in which the
.Socialist nominee is a genMeman,
socially and intellectually, yet our
young radicals turn from Norman
Thomas; turn away also from the

tepid radicalism of Governor Roose-
velt.

"This would seem to indicate that

the pendulum which swung so far

toward extreme radicalism in

politics, in social observances, and
particularly in morals among young
people after the war, has swung
hack to the other extreme."

It ie reassuring to know that the

rising generation, soon to handle the

Government, will not put the social

order in jeopardy.
(MUSIC

It costs the nation $300 a year to

keep a man in prison and leisa than

$100 a year to keep a child in school,

according to a study of crime in its

relation to education, just completed

by the National Education Associa-

tion. It is even more expensive to

care for juvenile delinquents than

for adult criminals. The offending

minors in special schools and re-

formatories average about $400 a

year.

With the winner of this year's

Nobel Prize in (Literature to be de>-

cided to-morrow, John Galsworthy,

the (English novelist, is now the

favorite for the award.

Oothers prominently mentioned

are Dmitri' Merezhkovsky. the

Russian writer, who is living in

poverty in Paris, and Edouard Es-

tounie and Paul Valery of the

Fren'ch Academy.

THE WEEK BEFORE
ELECTION IN EPIGRAM
The only people who throw away

their votes are those who vote for

what they don't want and get it.

Norman Thomas.
You cannot eat your loaf of com-

pound interest before the dough has

had time to rise.—Herbert Hoover.

The people who try to scare you

most are the people who are most

afraid.—'Newton D. Baker.

It is by unified efforts that we
will find ourselves, and not by

crooning about the forgotten man.
Louis Guenther.

The public wants to know what
a candidate stands for. Candidates
are surprised at what the pulblic

stands for.—Laurens Hamilton.
We do not need a change in ad-

ministration. We need a change in

attitude.—Harvey S. Firestone.

BATES AND COLBY BATTLE FOR
SECOND PLACE IN LAST GAME
OF SERIES FRIDAY AFTERNOON

Tie Will Give Mule Runner-Up Position To
Maine While Garnet vNeeds Win—Both

Teams Evenly Matched

Colby Favored

Twelve Seniors To Make
Final Good Appeanance

for Garnet
BATES
Muirphy le,

Berry It,

Fuller !g,

Clemons c,

Gi'iman rg,
Stone rt,

Kramer re,

Gay qb,
Pricher lh,

Wilimot rh.
Know.les fb,

COLBY
re, Davidson

rt, Brodie
rg, Wettereau

e, ILary
•lg, Putnam

It, Dexter
le, R. Peabody

qb, Violette
rh, J. Peabody

lh, Locke
fb, Alden

Bates and Colby meet and end
their 193 2 football seasons on Garce-
lon Field Armistice Day, Friday.
With the university of iMaine in un-
disputed first place, both the >Mule
and Bobcat will struggle for second
place honors. A win or a tie for Col-
by will give the Mule second choice
in the series1 and a win for Bates
will place the Bobcat as runner up
to Maine.

Bates starts the game with a tie

with Bowdoin and a defeat from
Maine, while Colby has the saime

j

defeat given at the hands 1 of Maine
and a deciisve victory over Bowdoin.
On the strength of this the Colby;
team is slightly favored in some,
localities, but iMorey coached Bobcat I

in European countries even theaters

is potentially capable of a victory. I
are supported by public funds and

Bates riddled with injuries during

Myrhman Gives

Talk at Meeting

Of Rotary Club

Contrasts Methods In
American And Europe-

an Welfare Work
Prof. Anders M. iMyrhman was a

speaker at Community 'Chest day at
the Lewiston-Auburn Rotary club,
last Friday. As chairman off the
newly organized Council of Social
Agencies of the Lewiston-Auburn
Community Chest. Prof. Myrhman
outlined briefly how social welfare
work is conducted In Europe, and
contracted these methods with those
used in America.. In Europe, social
work is supported by pulblic funds
Cities try to put the unemployed to

work to support them. In this

country, contrasted to Europe by
Prof. Myrhman, we pay lower taxes
without the same program of public
relief, and we are called upon to
show our willingness to support by
voluntary gifts.

Theaters Publicly Supported

Prof. Myrhman pointed out that

ROOSEVELT AND GARNER WIN

IN A DEMOCRATIC WAVE THAT
CAPTURES SENATE AND HOUSE

New York Governor Leads Hoover With Largest

Plurality In History—Wins 465 Undisputed
Votes Of 531 Total

HOOVER CERTAIN OF
BUT FIVE STATES

In Flanders Fields
By JOHN* McCRAE

the first state series games, but can
now boast all her strength; except
for Modus-key, the strength that
tied the Eli and which may beat the
Mule. In the last three years Morey's
teams have beaten Colby 7-6, 7-6

and 14-0 and there seems to be' no
reason for not .making it four in a
row.
On the other hand, Colby is

anxious to avenge the defeats and
the game bids fair be tight and
interesting. This final game will find

the Bates casualties fo King, Soba,
Wilimot, McCf: 'thy and Stone gone
and the team will be nearly as

ftromg for the final game as it was
for the opening one. Colby has had
wins over St. 'Michaels College of

Vermont, the Coast Guard. Bowdoin.
Trinity College and Connecticut
Aggies, with the Solitary defeat by
the University of 'Ma.ine.

On the other hand, Bates has been
defeated by Tufts and Maine, tying
Yale and Bowdoin with victories

over Rhode Island State and Arnold
College. There can be little com-
parison here as it is obvious that the

Colby schedule is somewhat easier.

This game on Armistice Day will

mark the final appearance of Fire-

man, Jackson, King. Roche. Berry,
Wilimot. McCarthy, Murphy, iMcLeod,
Knowles, Swett, Kelly and Dobra-
volsky. These men can be relied on
to finish their intercollegiate foot-

ball in style an dwith a decisive

victory over Colby.
The Mules are reputed to have

attach to offer in the line of a fast

air-minded backfield with a pair of

offective ends, yet Bates maintains

a line of ability and ruggedness

coupled with a smart aggressive

backfield. capable of going places.

The desire to win, the knowledge
absorbed from Coach iMorey and the

effect of the last game ought to

make the Bates team victorious

even though Colby has won Bowdoin
with ease.

are considered important public
functions. Various types of social

insurance intended to take care of

the needy in case of distress also

result in higher taxes than those
paid in the United States.
The Community Chest was des-

cribed by Prof. Myrhman as "double-
barrelled", with a financial part

which provides for the raising of

funds and their distribution among
the agencies, and also a part which
serves as a planning committee to

carry on the character-building,
relief and health programs of the
community. The purpose is to plan
a program of social work of every
type necessary, and a constant study
of the whole relief problem.

Under Prof. Myrhman committees
are studying different aspects of lo-

cal social relief, among which are

methods of caring for transients and
the problem of faimi.ly case work.
These committees and others have
been organized recently under the
direction of Prof. Myrhman and will!

result in economy and increased ef-

fectiveness for the money spent.— :o:

Tad Jones, Former

Yale Coach Loses

Tad Jones, erstwhile coal dealer,

football coach at Yale and Congress-
man-hopeful found it harder to talk

the electorate of Connecticut into

sending him to Washington than
drviing a squad of Yales athletes to

an almost annual victory over fail-

Harvard. Yes, Tad was defeated by
his democratic opponent F. J. Mal-
oney. Governor Cross, a Yale profess-

or was leading former Gov. Trum-
bull at last reports. Trumbull is the
father-in-law of John Coolidge, the
son of former President Coolidge.

Some of these campaign plans
would have to be altered pretty

drastically if the public were only
educated in the general economic
rule that the business cycle doesn't

have much of anything to do with
polities.

1;; Plan Bers fields the poppies blow

Between the crones, row on row.

That mark our place ; arid in the sky

The Larks, still bravely singing, fly

Scare heard amid the puns helow.

'e are the Dead. Short days a<ro

We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,

Loved and were loved, and now we lie

In Flanders field's.

Take up our quarrel with the foe :

To you from failing hands we throw

The torch
;
be yours to hold it high,

- If ye break faith with us who die

We shall not sleep, though poppies grow

In Flanders fields.

Moses and Watson Lose In
Ind. and N. H.—Mass.

Returns Gov. Elv

4 -A PLAYERS TO PRESENT
COMEDY AND SERIOUS DRAMA

Three One-Act Plays On Program—Casts
Include Several New Members

Of Heelers Club
The three one-act plays, which

are to be presented by the 4-A Play-
ers on Nov. 10 and 11 at 8:00 P. M.
in the Little Theatre, promise an
evening of both comedy and serious

drama. The first to be presented will

be "A World Without Men" by
PhilYip Johnson, which is a clever
comedy. Next in order is a serious
drama "Trifles"', and the last on
the program is a lively, short play.

"If Men Played Cards as< Women
Do".

New Members Tn Cast

The play. "A World Withou-t
iMen". has for its cast several new
members of the Heelers Club as
well as some older members. Louise
Geer of Manchester, N. H. takes the
part of the "gusihy" Mrs. Jones, and
she premises to be excellent in the
character part. She has had consider-
able experience in dramatic work in

high school productions as also has
Ruth Coan of Manchester, who takes
the part of the imaid, Millet, and
makes mulch of it. 'Mary Abromson
of Lewiston, who has taken part in

many high o.-hool plays, here acts
the part of the over-sensible business
weman, Mrs. Smith, and succeeds
cleverly in putting into plate talk-

ative hysterical Mrs. Robinson, play-
ed 'by June Sawyer of Greene. Char-
lotte Gutts, as the unfaltering
scientist, is remembered as having
played 'in last year's productions.
Both Margaret Perkins and Thelma
Poulin haive appeared before

—

Margaret Perkins doing excellent
work as Lady Windermere in "Lady
Windermere's Fan". "World With-

out Men" is being coached by Evelyn
Rclfe "33.

In "Trifles", also, there are
several new mambers of the Heel-
ers club. Frances Eckhardt of Man-
chester, N. H., and Florence Wells
al Andover, N. H. are two members
who are doing well in the difficult

roles of Mrs. Hale and Mrs. Peters.
The mien in the 'cast have all appear-
ed here before—iRussell Milnee, who
plays the serious part af Lewis Hale,
took the part of Gruwiio in the
"Taming of 'the Shrew". William
Haver, also, has a more serious part
than his last one which was Rud-
dock in "Griumpy". Bruce Pattison
did not appear in any plays last

year, but was in several during his
freshman and sophomore years. Jaick

David '34 is coaching "Trifles".

Players Well Known
The final play of the evening—"If

Men Played Cards as Women Do",
coached by Jack Curtis '33, has a
cast of all well-known players with
the exception of Edward Ourtin '36,

who gives promise of becoming a
valuable member oif the clulb. The
amusing, lively action is well done
by all the characters. Charles Povey.
as the host, gives us as amusing a
portrayal as he did in the role of

Cecil Graham in "Lady Winder-
mere's Fan". Robert Kroepsch, who
also played in "Lady Windermere's

Earl Hanson And

Band to Provide

Music at Cabaret

All ReservJtions Must
Be Paid By Next
Monday_Nig"ht

Plans for Junior Caibaret, which
takes place November 19, have been

completed. The doors of Chase Hall

will be open at 7:45 o'clock. Earl

Hanson and his "Merrymakers", an
eleven piece orchestra, will furnish

the music, which will start at 8

o'dlock; the first dance on the pro-

gram is at S:15. There will be

twelve dances and two extras. The
third. ninth, eleventh, and first

extra wiill be waltzes. There will be

only a short intermission.
The guests of honor are President

and Mrs. Clifton D. Gray, Dean Ha-
zel M. Clark, Prof. Grovesnor Robin-
son and Mr. and Mrs. Harry W.
Rowe. The chaperones are Prof, and
Mrs. Robert Berkelman, Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Spinks, Mies Mildred
Fisher and Prof. Howell Lewis.
The hall will be decorated in

pastel shades. Ballloons of all colors,

shapes and sizes will add to the

effect. The programs are buff colored

leather with a tooled reproduction of

the large door at Chase Hall as the
cover.

Refreshments will be served at aill

times during the evening, free of

charge.
A new rule forbids smoking on

the first floor of Chase Hall. The
men, are allowed to smoke down-
stairs.

The .popular demand for reserva-
tions ha.s exhausted the supply of

tiickets. All reservations must be
paid for by midnight of Monday,
November 14. Any reservations not

paid for by then wiill automatically
be cancelled and the talbles given to

those on the waiting list. It is im-
portant that no one will be admitted State.

without their tickets and only one! Reports indicated that the Social-
couple to a ticket. The facilities at

j,;t nominee for President, Norman
Chase Hall make it impossible to I Thomas, had polled an exceptionally
accommodate more than 45 tabflee

j

iarge count. No effort was made
w ith two couples at a table.

Jack David '34 is head-waiter

When President Henbert Hoover
at 12:15 this morning in a telegram
to Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt
conceded a Democratic victory and
congratulated New York's State ex-

ecutive, he closed the 193 2 pres-

idential campaign that left the

whole country in amazement.

iRoose'velt's complete domination
of the voting of the United States'

47 million voters can be appreciated
when the Hoover forces can claim

but five States.

At 2:45, Roosevelt's 465 votes
assured, and Kentucky not report-

ing, and one state doubtful, it ap-

pears that Hoover has received the
worst defeat in history. Alfred E.

Smith, who in 1928 lost by a record
vote polled 80 electoral votes but
Hoover, even including Rhode Is-

land which released conflicting re-

ports, has but 55 electoral votes.

The President can claim only Dela-
ware, Maine, New Hampshire, Penn-
sylvania, Rhode Island, and Ver-
mont.

The complete reverse has given

the Democrats wide majorities in

both House and Senate.

"I congratulate you on the

opportunity that has come to you
, to be of service to the country,"
read Hoover's telegram shortly after

midnight.

j
iRoosevelt's power drive carried

many Democrats to victory as

several veteran 'Republicans fell by
1 the wayside. Senator James E. Wat-
i
son, cf Indiana was one of these

1

and Senator George Moses, a strong
G.O.P. figure was another.

The Democrats, on the other hand,
' are proud of Gov. Ely's reelection

in Massachusetts, Senator Wagner's
reelection in New York and Leh-
man's crushing victory over Col.

! Donovan for governor of the Empire

and chief-usher. A group of co-eds
are serving as waitresses and ushers.

:o: ,

Lamda Alpha to

Hold Tea Dance

In Chase Dec. 9

however, to tabulate his vote.

Roosevelt has the following
states: Alabama, Arizona, Arkan-
sas, California, Colorado, Connecti-
cut, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois.

Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri,
Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New
Jersey, New Mexico, New York,
North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina,
South Dakota. Tennessee, Texas,
Utah, Washington, West Virginia,

Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
In the gubernatorial contests, 14

Democrats either had been conceded
victory or were leading in the States
electing, with the others unreported.
The posts are now held' by 18 (Repub-
licans 16 Democrats and one Farmer-
.Laborite.

Paul V. McNutt, Democrat and
former head of the American

A tea dance sponsored by the
members oif Lamda Alpha will be
held in Chase Hall. Dec. 9. Dancing
will be from 3:45 to 6:00, with
music by the Bobcats under the
direction of Tom Gormley. Prof, and
Mrs. Fred E. iPomeroy, and Prof,

and Mrs. George E. Ramsdell will

be guests.
The committee in charge of the

arrangements is Dorothy O'Hara, I

'Legion, took the jump on Raymond
ehainman, Dorothy Sweeney, or- S. Springer in Indiana.

iMiriam A. Ferguson, * sMa" to her
Texas friends, was carried by the
Democrats to a sustanied advantage

chestra; iMarcella Shapiro, decora-
tions; Beatrice Dumai-s, publicity;
Mary O'Neil, tickets. Reservations

Fan", and Bernard Dnew, who took are limited, and should be secured over Orville Bullington
part in "The Taming of the Shrew
complete the cast.
The stage work for all the plays

as soon as possible,
This is the second tea dance to

be held under the sponsorship of
_

j

Lamda Alpha. The first one, heild

Continued on Page 4 Column 2 | last year.

VARSITY FOOTBALL SQUAD

Bates-Colby

Geologic Trip

Friday Morning

Friday morning, November 11, a

joint field trip between Bates and

Colby geology students will be held

at the Keith quaiTy in Auburn,.

This quarry Is a continuation of

the iMt. Apatite pegmatite excava-

tion and is operated for gem miner-

als It is operated 'by Mr. Keith who

was the owner of the Keith mineral

store in Auburn a few ^ars ago He

is one of the few interested geolo-

gists in the state and is a member

of the Maine Mineralogic Society.

Dr. Fisher of Bates will lead tWfl

trip and will probably take the

geology majors as well as the stu-

dent assistants (in geology along as

the IBates delegation. Dr. Perkins of

Col'by is bringing his assistants as

well as some af his major students.

These intercolllegiate field: tripe

were started by Dr. Fisher after hr.s

arrival here and are now carried on

between Bates, Colby, and Maine
Next spring, Bates geologists win

probably go to Colfby and to Orono

for field trips.
—, — :o:

Henry P. Fletcher, former Ameri-

can diplomat, urges the American

Government to consider an "adjust-

ment" of European debts to us, but

a
oward

Ur
d°isarnmme^rt why should^we front row, left to right : ^v. k. ivi t

BACK ROW, left to right :

shoulder the bills for the old war so

that they may prepare for a new-

one?

R. .1. Anidetti, '35, Lisbon Falls : G. £ . Mcndall, '33, Augusta ;
R. B. Musgrave, '35, West Medford. Mass. : M. U Lindholm. '35, Waltham. Mass • R W

Becor, '35, Belmont, Mass. : D. B. Hill, '35, Winchester, Mass. ; D. A . Taylor, '35, East Milton, Mass : A Carlin. '35. Boston, Mass. ; W M (}av 'as
Rockland : R. .1. Kramer, '95, Crawford, N. .1. \V. ff. Stone, '35, Marblehead. JMass. ' J

'
'

MIDDLE ROW, left to right : Head Ooaoh David B. Morey :
W. L. King, '33. Meriden, Conn.

;
W. S. Pricher, '35, Garden City, N. Y ; A Gilman. '35, |Roxburv, Mass : S T Fuller

'35. North Conway, N. H. ;
T. Roche, '33, Eewiston ; ,1. G. Moynihan, '33, Portland ; B. M. Loonier, '34, Belmont, Mass. ; .1. H. Dillon, '34 West Box-

ton : U F. Tjenzi. '35. N. Plymouth, Mass. : F. H. Roberts. '34, Wilmington, Mass. ; V. Valicenti, '35, E Weymouth Mass. ; Assistant Ooach Leslie Suinks
n ; O. .1. McCarthy, *33, Hoult m : I. E. Fireman, '33, Dorchester. Mass : S. E. McLeod, '33, Quin«y, Mass C d'

33, Roxbury, M>i<f. :
^.B. Jackson, '33, Madison, N. H. ; H. O. Berry, '33, Watertown, Mass. ; .1. J. Dobravolsky. '33, Medford, Mass '•

J*
A. Kelly. '33, Be\erly

;
Mass. ; A. R. Gorh,-,m, *33, Bristol, R. I. ; F. lt tlia, '33, Norfolk, Conn. ; .1. F. Murphy, "33, Watertown, Ma-ss. : R. B Swett' ''33'

Newton. Center, Mass.
Varsity Squad members not present : F. b. Soba, '34, HydeParl:, Mass. ; R. H. McCluskey, '33, Houlton ; J. R. demons, '33, MachUs.

In Ohio, the Democratic in-

cumbent—George "White—was keep-
ing a hold on the Governor's chair
by" a lead over David S. Ingalls, the
Republican candidate.

Wagner Reelected

The Democrats reelected Wagner
of New York to the Senate. Bulkley,
Ohio, led his opponent. In Iowa
the Republican, Hen^y Field, who
trounced Sen. Smith Wildiman
Brookhart for the nomination, was
behind Louis tft. Murphy, Democrat.
In California, a scattering of early

returns put William Gibbs McAdoo

—

Secretary of the Treasury under
Wilson—ahead of his Republican
foe, Tallant Tubbs, in their Senate
race.
A former Senator, a leader in

Washington in a past era, James
Wadsworth of New York, returns
to the capital. He was elected a
Republican Representative from
New York State. New York's only
woman member of the House, Ruth
Pratt, was defeated for reelection.

Led by Alabama on the alphabet-
ical list and ending with Wyoming,
States, north, east, south, and west
followed in the train of the popular
but liberal governor of the Empire
State who won his highest office in
1930 by the record plurality of 750,-
000 votes.
New Jersey, a doubtful State be-

fore the election due to the luke-
warm support of Mayor Hague of
Jersey City, was reported' by the
Newark News at midnight as return-
ing a democratic plurality by at
least 100,000 votes. The juibilant
paper declared that Senator-elect
Stewart and several Congressmen
would accompany the Happy "War-
rior's nominee in the Houston Con-
vention of 1924 to Washington.
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Mr. Baxter" I* arast have been gratifying to the cohorts

of conservation to see with what fidelity

the college youth of America mirrored the "Hold on to 'Erbie"

attitude of their middle class elders, and with Avhat astounding

docility they subscribed to the continuance of an administration

which had little to commend it to the public other than an appeal

to the conservative element of our nation, based on the fears which

property owners have of a charge during hard times. It could not

have been so gratifying to them to see that in the straw vote con-

ducted by college publications throughout the country there was a

surprising student, trend toward the support of the Socialist position

which in many colleges was sufficiently strong to edge out the

Democratic nominee in the struggle for second place.

That it was distinctly alarming to the bourgeoise group has

been shown through editorial and news comment in the press of the

country, most of which has been written in a Babbit-like attempt to

minimize or rationalize this radical element in our colleges. Although

it is certainly not a policy of this paper to devote editorial space to

reprints, we* have found in the following editorial and reply from

the October 22 and October 25 issues of the Springfield Union,

brought to our attention through the Massachusetts Collegian, a

moving example o£ drab middle-aged cynicism contrasted with the

freshness of a clear thinking youth that commends itself to us by its

vigor, clear thinking and fine expression.
* * * *

"NOT SO, EXCEPT IX THEORY
"The faict that straw votes in sjoime of our New England colleges

show a liarger sentiment for Thcwias than 'for Roosevelt is mot sur-

prising in view of the eoiciialietiic propaganda that has 'been going an
in some af the colleges under the guise of instruction in economics.

"As a theory socialism has always been attractive and when it

comes in economics instructors and students are inevitably dealing in

theories without first hand knowledge of the hard facts of economic
experience. To instructors a.nd especially t'he younger ones enthu-
siasm, for the socialistic theory is a self comforting evidence of in-

tellectual superiority.
"The fortiunate thing about this tendency in economic de-

partments Of icolleges is that the instruction doesn't stick well. In a

recent article one college professor bemoaned the fact that while stu-

dents ibeicoime thoroughly imbued with the virtue© of socialisim in col-

lege, they Ibackslid terribly after getting out into the business of life.

"The reason is quite obvious. Theories come easily before en-
countering the realities of life. Students that go out into the world to

make a name and a plaice for themselves discover that some things
that were taught in college were simply not so;—except in theory."

* # * *

COLI/EGE SOCIALISM
Editoi-ial Criticism of Trend is Discussed by "Collegiate."

"To the Editor of The Union
Sir: Although I have 'been a sympathetic reader of the Union

r—

The Forgotten Man
By EDWIN MARKHAM

Not on our golden fortunes 'luiilde;! high

—

Not on our boasts that soar into the sky—

>

Not upon these is resting in this hour
The fate of the future ; but upon the power
Of him who is forgotten—yes, on him
Rest all our hopes reaching from rim to rim.
In him we see all of earth's toiling banlcls.

With crooked backs, scarred faces, shattereed hands.

He seeks no office and he asks nio praise

For all the patient labor of his day*.
He is the one supporting the huge weight :

He is the one guarding the country's gate.

He bears the burdens on these earthly ways :

We pile the debts, he is the one who pays.
He is the one who holds the solid ipower
To steady Nations in their trembling hour.
Behold him as he silently goes by.
For it is at his word that Nations die.

Shattered with loss and lack.

He is the man who holds upon his back
The continent and all its mighty loads—
The toiler who makes possible the roads
On which the gilded thousands travel free—
Makes possible our feast*, our roaring bords.
Our pomps, our easy days, our golden hoards.
He gives stabiity to Nations : he
Makes possible our feasts, our roaring boards.
He gives stabity to Nations : he

t

Make possible our Legislative halls-
Makes possible our churches soaring high
With spires, the fingers pointing to the sky.

Shall them this mam go hungry, here in land's
Blessed by his honor, builded by his hands ?

Do something for him ; let him never be
Forgotten : let him have his daily bread :

He who has fed us, let him now be fed.

Let us remember all his tragic lot—

i

Remember, or else be ourselves forgot !

All honor to the one that in this hour
Cries to the world as from a. lighted tower

—

Cries for the Man Forgotten. Honor the one
Who asks for him a glad place in the <*un.

He is a voice for the voiceless. Now, indeed,
We have a tongue that cries the mortal meed.'

Copyright, 1932, Edwin Markham

editorial page through the years I have been in high school and col-

lege, I find an editorial, "Not So,, Except in-Theory." which is an un-

sound attempt to explaon away the recent student trend to Socialism,

as evidenced in matey re.-ent college straw polls. Your argument is

that Socialism is being propagated under the guise of instruction in

economics and that when the stud< nt graduates into "the realities of

life" he will realize that what he has learned is tine only in theory.

As one who has actually had several yeans' instruction in economies

and who has graduated into the realities of 1932, I criticize your

editorial as a miserably weak rationalization, trying to persuade

yourself and others that the opinions of pink college students are not

important, in respect to .Socialism at .least.

In the first place, you falsely assume that, because these student

polls "show a larger sentiment for Thoimas than for Roosevelt." some-

thing must be wrong with our educational system. And, of course,

with" an unproved premies, you reach an imaginative conclusion,

namely, that instruction in economic must be mere socialistic pro-

paganda. . .

Your first assumption is false, because it is just as likely that tne

swing to Thomas is not indicative Of educational weaknesses but

rather shows that college students have the intelligence to recognize

political ballyhoo and mush when they see them. And your conclusion

is weak naturally. H propaganda, is a one sidedi statement of the truth,

it may be just as well that we have socialistic propaganda creep into

our colleges. Before 1929, it was all capitalistic propaganda. 'Since

then we have found that the capitalistic bubble had burst and now,

even with all the emphasis on the side of capitalism, it is still a feeble

side. In this matter of capitalistic propaganda, I refer you to Robin-
eon's criticism of the Lusk Report (New York State Senate) in his

book, "The Mind in the Making." »
Insight into Collegiate Viewpoint

I am surprised further. Mr. Editor, with the trite phraseology
and soggy argumentation you advance in the next paragraph. Had
you any real insight into the eoLlegiate viewpoint, you would hardly
say that the students "are without firsthand knowledge of the hard
facts of economic experience." It is evident that you have no concep-
tion of the competition on many college campu&ES for a dish washing
job at $6 a week. Your knowledge Oif hard facts is incomplete until

you sit with a fraternity house committee whose duty it is to expel
members who cannot meet their bills because their parents are job-

less. You should listen to the stories of fellows who have tramped the
country rather than be a burden on unemployed fathers.

Your flimsy rationalizing reaches its height with. "The fortunate
thing is that this instruction doesn't stick." I can see that you haven't
talked with any 1931 or 1932 graduates who were fonunate enough
to receive any Socialistic instruction. Your viewpoint would be con-
siderably broadened if you listened to some of the students who re-

cently visited the West Virginia coal mines. Colleges graduates these
(lays are not leaking at the world through rose colored glasses. They
know the truth in the jest thai "a diploma is good for a cup of coffee—if you have a nickel." Disillusionment is coming to those who were
filled with fanciful ideas of the grandeur of reveling in the battle
under the profit motive. Those who studied Socialism at all are real-
izing the elements at truth in Socialistic doctrine as they tramp the
streets in a fruitless search for a jcb which might net them as much
as $12 a week.

So .ranch for specific criticism of your misleading, unthoughtful
editorial. The fundamental principle in the problem as a whole is that
you older folks hate to admit that capitalistic motives threw us all

Into the present depression and that capitalistic principle cannot get
us out of it (as Montague Norman, Governor of Hie Hank of Kngland,
lias recently admitted). Furthermore, you wince when young students
recognize your fellies (such as seeking a pot of gold at the end of a
ticker tape), and start off on a new trail. That, Mr. Editor, as I see
it, is precisely why you write the editorial in question—a half-heart-
ed attempt to explain what no one except the students involved can
explain.

Urged to Disregard Socialism
The same purpose might also account for a hook such as Faster

and Catching's. "Profits," a book in which the authors state that they
have no remedy for cynical depressions, yet they exhort the student
to disregard Socialism and to stand by capitalism. A thinking student
has a difficult time to swallow that as he looks forward to graduating
in these times. He is more inclined to agree with 'Lawrence Dennis
who suggests in his recent book, "Is Capitalism Doomed?" that
classical economists set up a capitalistic economy by which business-
men could rationalize and could eventually be recognized as respect-
able people when they sought admission to the pearly gates of heaven.

There has been mutiny among the hordes of capitalists. A few of
their generals, who are always miles behind the front lines, remain
well fed with their unproductive incomes; shout "Buy More," "Pros-
perity is around the corner" (whet a corner!)*; and continue to cut
wages'. A handful of Marxian followers, who have lieen ineffectually
attacking the capitalists for a century, stand victorious because their
foes have slit their own tbroats. Your editorial is a fine example of
how unpleasant it is to admit defeat.

My suggestion, Mr. Editor, is that instead of trying to explain
away the student trend to Thomas, you might better help to clean up
some of the rot of capitalism, so that when the student investigates
the system he will find a clean 'back-yard. Just so long $k you fail to
do this, just so long as you spend all your energies trying to elucidate
upon some" iota of wisdom that you 'may have fine-combed out of the
endless political dribblings. just so long will young students become
disgusted with your vain promises of a renewed prosperity; just so
long will there be "a larger sentiment for Thomas."

The baccalaureate challenge used to be to go forth and battle with
the hard facts of economic experience. Now, there is a challenge to
men like you, Mr. Editor, to clean up capitalistic politics. Either do
that or take it and like it when young men go to college, learn
socialistic theory, graduate into capitalistic ruin, and begin to prac-
tice the socialistic principles they have learned."

COLLEGIATE."

! n
The Student

And
The World

i

™
By JAMES BALANO

The following excerpt from the

New York Times of October 28 «
reprinted to compare the trend or

the collegiate vote with the nation s.

President Hoover led Governor

Roosevelt 29.29S to 18,812 in tne

poll conducted by forty-seven col-

leges- in thirty-one states. This poll

was the result of a nationwide re-

quest made by the Daily Prince-

ton ian to the American colleges and

universities.

'Mr. Hoover s strength was notable

in the institutions of the East,

Middle West and Far West while the

Democratic candidate polled a sub-

stantial majority among the South-

ern colleges, Quite remarkable and

significant is the fact that the Social-

ist candidate received a majority in

five colleges including New York
University and Columbia. Hoover
carried thirty-one colleges and

Roosevelt eleven.
Partial results of the polls follow:

YEATS TERMS SHAW, WILDE
'SWASHBUCKLERS' IN LECTURE

Outstanding- Irish Poet-Playwright Fascinates
Audience With Brilliant Discussion Of

Irish Literature And Drama
By ELINOR WILLIAMS

The literary renaissance in Ire-
land, a movement Avhich aimed to
"add dignity to Ireland", was des-
cribed by William -Butler Yeats in

a lecture on that subject. Thursday,
Nov. 3, in the. Bates chapel. The Irish
poet was himself an important figure
in the literary movement directed
by such writers as Lady Gregory.
John Synge. and James Stevens.

Mr. Yeats gave a view of the
Irish renaissance in literature from
its historical development and
through the writers to which it owes
;
its beginning.

Pour Tragic* Periods

"The history behind the move-
ment is divided into four tragic
periods." explained by the poet as
extending in order through the six-
teenth century which saw the des-
truction of feudalism, the seven-
teenth century which established
Protestantism in Ireland and
brought about a modern, material-
istic philosophy, the eighteenth
century in which the Irish peasants
reacted to the influence of the
.French revolution in a democratic
movement, and the modern epoch
,which began forty years ago upon
the death of Charles Parnell, which
was instrumental in {bringing about
a transformation in political Ireland.
At this time the foundations of the
Irish theater and the new school of
writing were formed.,

i
Lady Gregory, whom the poet

commended for her fine character,
.couraige. and rule, "You must always
give your best", was the first to use
native dialect for other purposes
than humor in literature She also
wrote a play in Gaelic, and trans-
lated many world works into that
language which had been developing
structure for many centuries in
(Ireland. She had a deep . sense of
'Style, as did her successors.

John L. Synge
John L. Synge was discovered in

Paris by William Butler Yeats, and
;it was after his advice to "express
a life which has never been ex-
pressed" that Synge wrote "Riders
to the Sea" and "Playboy". Yeats
•characterized Synge as unconven-
tional and moody; his characters

are "the opposite of his own mor-
bidity and unfortunate life." Synge,
also achieved a dignity of Glyle.
The "passion for reality" of the

.fourth epoch described (by Yeats is

found in the work of James Joyce,
now called a world figure by Europe.
He, too, is a great stylist, with
emphasis on recurring phrases which
to him are representative of actual
thought processes and a means of
attaining realism. He has invented
the "silent monologue" which he
finds another means of realism.

Dramatists of the renaissance
movement, were described by Mr.
Yeats as absorbed in situation rather
than style, presenting "a grim art,
(full of harshness and the humor of
the slums". Novelists which were
mentioned by the poet were Peter
O'Dounell, Frank O'Connor, and
Frances1 Stuart, who present the
[grinanesa and reaility of Irish life

and the philosophy that life itself

is the real enemy of man anld may
hscome tolerable only when it is

lived as conscious sacrifice. The
influence of Jonathan Swift is

evident in the present day work of
the Irish novelists.

Style of Simplicity

The Irish poets were described by
Yeats, the foremost of them, as
occupied with a style which, with the
utmost simplicity, expresses some
one passioni. Mr. Yeats read one of
the translations from the Gaelic of
James Stevens and Frank O'Connor.

Bartley, . Swift, Burke, Oscar
Wilde. George Moore, and George
Bernard Shaw were earlier writers
•vho. according to iMr. Yeats, had a
great influence an the following
literature of the country.

"Oscar Wilde and George Bernard
Shaw became individualist© and
,-wasbbucklers in the third epoch of
the historical background of the
Ivl-h literary renaissance", said -Mr.

Yeats.
President Gray, in introducing the

writer to the ilarge audience, re-
versed customary procedure by in-
troducing the attentive audience to
the poet, already known through
his writings. William Butler Yeats's
talk and personality were alike in
simplicity, quietness, and latck of

College

Yale
Wesleynn . . .

Maine Univ. . .

Harvard . . . .

WeJlesley . . .

Amherst . . . .

Smith
Williams . . . .

M. I. T
X. Hamp. Univ.
Dartmouth . . .

Princeton . . .

N. Y. U
Columbia . . .

Cornell . . . .

Syracuse . . .

Vassar . . . .

Carnegie T . . ,

Brown . . . .

Vermont Univ. .

Hoover
EASTERN

. . 1.41">

. . 372
. . 656
. . 1,211
. . 376
. . 338
. . 843
. . 411
. . 1,131
. . 310
. . 1,120
. . 1,392
. . 668
. . 307
. . 1,468

. . . 782
. . 563
. . 808

. . 750
. . 179

Roose-
velt.

370
54

200
395
48
71
146
77

250
1 70
255
425
768
221
493
271
135
421
255
77

Tho-
mas.

347
119
129
386
83
85

269
75

274
283
800
421
334
272
208
326
73

155

Totals 15,075
Tolal regional vote. 25.801.

SOUTHERN

5,102 4,973

Ark. Univ.
Ela. C. for Worn.
Kentucky Univ. .

Tulane
X. Carolina Univ. .

Oklahoma Univ. .

s. Carolina Univ. .

Tons. Univ. . . .

Vanderhilt . . . .

:. < tmv. . . .

Yirginia Mil. Inst.

78
802
145
93
82

358
77

334
45
236
115

522
968
204
243
240
576

1.040
727
186

1,863
436

15
23
58
91
179
194

9
45
29

187
27

Totals 1,865
Total regional vote, 10,389.

MIDDLE AVEST
. . . 981
.... 988

. . . 718

... 17
, . 416

280
2,440

7,605 857

Chicago Univ,
Northwestern .

Minn. Univ. .

St. Louis U. .

Xch. Univ. . .

N. Dak. Univ
Ohio State U.
S. Dak. Univ.
Wise. Univ. .

159
1,481

412
298
279

O

248
286

1,025
134

1,003

80
277
362
52

142
64

1,005
13
99

Totals 7,580
Total regional vote, 14,900.

FAR WEST
Arizona Univ. . . . 467
Stanford 828
Southern Cal. . . . 52 6
California 410
Colorado Univ. . . . r_>6
Col. School Mines . 105
Washington Univ. . 1.198

3,678 3,408

300
251
337
180
89
77
533

224
210
104
162
164
117
246

1,827 1,233

Total 4,769 1,827 1,233

Totals 4.769
Total regional vote, 7,920.
Grand totals . . . 29,289 18,212 10,470

Although the depression has been
developed as the paramount issue of
the late campaign, the question of
prohibition is .undoubtedly one of
the first issues that will receive
attention. The platforms of both
major parties stand for immediate
settlement of the situation. Thus the
Tiembers of both parties, in the
administration and in Congress are
partial to a referendum in the near
future. No matter what the outcome,
whether it be repeal, modification or
retention, there are evils attendant.

Finland has gone through the
change from prohibition to repeal
under government supervision, and
suffers more, not less, from the
bootlegger. According to Current
History for October, the illegal
liquor traffic is undoubtedly des-
tructive. Formerly bootlegging
merely required special government
agents for its suppression while at
the present time after a year of
repeal the bootlegger is underselling
the government controlled liquor
houses. In Canada evils attend the
government control of liquors.
Smuggling of bootleg from the
United States and domestic distilla-
tion are causing the provincial liquor
commissions infinite worry.
With the illegal liquor traffic so

highly organized in the United
States it is nearly certain that the
same evils will accompany the pro-
posed return to legitimate liquor.
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The hand ie busy practicing for

the Colby game. Between the halves
they will form the letters B and C
In order to make the best appear-
ance on the field at the game, they
are having their sweaters dry clean-

The Little Symphony met for the
first time this year last Friday nightTry-outs are still being held for theadmittance of new members a

yeirthaTftT
6 ^ b&6n ""^'tUta

?mL \ I Previous years- TheLittle Symphony ie planning to ac-company the Glee Clubs again tnte

ssst spssst *M the

Z?nZ7 ; +?
Ut his readers havefollowed it through thrp^ R t Q p-0 - «f

development; hif earlv wort wascolored greatly by the mystic In-fluence of Irish folklore, while hecame .under the influence of theFrench symbolists, later Hfa most
recent writing shows a close touchwith humanity and a greater direct-
ness and simplicity.

This was t)he first George ColbyChase lecture of the college year,
and was presented with the com-
bined sponsorship of the Andros-
coggin County Women's Literary

GOES WHERE THE
DOLLARS ARE

Advertismeiits today must contact buy-

ino- dollars - - not merely buying: desires.

they must milifffc with purchasers r»th-

er than just people. They must meet

orders not hoarders or circulation

Space buyers mii'4 peek into purses.

700 Bates college men and women subs-

cribers have thousands of potential dol-

lars at their disposal each year.

At Bates, the STUDENT goes where the

dollars are It sells when selling is

difficult.

ates Student
AN AGGRESSIVE COLLEGE PAPER IN ITS

FIFTY-NINTH YEAR OF CIRCULATION

NEGRO
piu TITBFE IIS III 1%vvlil W IIU TO BE TOPIC

OF MEETING IN CHASE HALL

Sue ,culey Thurman And Sylvester Carter

Will Present Program Thursday
j3ai

Sue Bailey Thurman, negro read-

er, will address the joint meeting
of the Y.W.C.A. and Y.M.C.A.
Thursday evening at Chase Halll in

an attempt to interpret negro cul-

ture through imusic A sponsor of

the world fellowship idea, she will

thus, approach the race proibleon

through cultural channels and not by
an analysis of prejudices.

Mrs. Thiunman, a native of Arkan-
sas, was* graduated from Oberlin
College in 1926. Her interests sin'ce

then have been in teaching music,
serving as Y.W. national sebretary
in the Southern diivisuon, and in

following up her two desires: a home
and a career.

"

Her home is in Washington, D. C,
where her husiband. Howard Thur-
man. Is a professor at Howard Uni-
versity. He was formerly the
Y.'M.CA. secretary. and is well
known in the middle west. At
present, Mrs. Thurman is {Collabo-
rating with her husiband in writing
a ibook, which will be published
early in the winter, interpreting
negro culture through imusic and
poetry. Meanwhile she is touring

New Enigland colleges addressing

student; /bodies on racial questions.

Last wei?k she appeared at the Uni-

versity of New Hampshire, and this

week will speak at (Maine, Colby, and

Bates.
The program, in wihich Sylvester

Carter will also appear, will extena

from 6:45 to 7:45, and a® there are

no iclasses the next day, a large per-

centage of students are expected to

attend. Florence Ogden and Robert
Johnston, representing the Y.W.C.A.
and Y.'M.CA. respectively, are co-

chaiirmen of the meeting, which is

one of the first cooperative gather-

ings of the two organizations.

There wiLl he a meeting of the

Athletic Association on Monday.
November 14. The budget for the

new school year will be discussed.
The association plans to award
letters to the football men at the
December meeting.

The Phil-Hellenic Society met
Tuesday night in the Alumni gym
at seven o'clock. About twenty-five
new members were initiated. Vin-
cent Kirby '33 led the meeting.

I believe you love
that old pipe better

than you do me!"

ranger is made
solely for pipes.

Granger is not a
cigarette tobacco.

Granger ismade of
White Bnrley tobacco
-the best tobacco for
pipes. Just try it J

Load it pinch bypinch;
pack it tight; strike a
match—Grangersmokes
cool and lasts longer.

10c

YOU CAN DEPEND ON A LIGGETT & MYERS PRODUCT
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T. J9

Fun Company
Est. 1873

Lewiston,
Maine

1 on can see with the greatest of easeThat, the store that's most likely to i>kisoIs where quality's high
Tn whatever you buy
And you'll find that's most true at MURPHY'S.

Woolen
Jackets

From $3-75 Up

Also Suede and Leather

Jackets from $6.75
—
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FRESHMEN GAME WITH COBURN
ENDS INSCORELESS DEADLOCK

Yearling TeanTsh^^Marked Improvement—
Passes And Good Kicking Are Features

Of Close Contest

smooth your hips

with SKIPS . . .

.

the new

Nemo-flex

Sensation

for

Dancing

Gym or

Sports

Bates Freshmen and~~C^bu7ii
Classical Institute fought to a 0-0
tie Saturday afternoon in a closely
contested struggle that was fraught
with thrills all the way through.The game was featured by fine ball
carrying, good kicking and many
passes. *

The freshmen showed- a imarked

ZTr°JZ
men

\ & a11 dW*ments
over their playing of the previous
week. Their offense worked -muchmore smoothly and conekstenUv and
their passing was a constant threat
intensively they were strong except
tor occasional lapses, and .in t
pinches the line was impregnable.

Freshmen Show Promise
'Clark played a wonderful game at

right end, smashing play after plav
on his. side of the line. WelBman.
captain for the day, .proved himselfworthy of the honor by breaking
through time after time to spill theCoburn ball carries for losses. Laf-tam at guard was a. fpotent factor
in stopping the Coburn offense In
the baickfield Nicholson shone with
his usual brilliance in the kickingand ball toting department as well

as in backing up the line. Conrad
and Curtin turned in some good
running and also did great jobs in
taking care of the defensive half-
back positions. Pignone plaved a
good game at quarterback, indeed,
it appears that the Freshmen of this
year will furnish some good varsity
material for next year.
The first period opened with the

freshmen kicking off. Coburn re-
turned the ball to its 30 yard line.
After three .plays which failed to
produce a first down. Coburn punted
to Pignone who was downed on his
fifteen. One play did not gain, and
Nicholson punted.

Seward of Coiburn gave the Bates
fans a scare shortly afterward when
he skirted his own right end for a
15 yard gain, but the Bates line
stiffened, held for downs, and took
the ball. The punting of Nicholson
and Clark did much during this
first period to keep the Coburn in-
vaders at a distance.

Bates Drive Fails
The early part of the second

period was marked by an exchange
of punts, and here again Nicholson

Whether it be on the links or in the iballroom, you'll
be perfectly at ease in "Skips". Here's a little garment
that is virtually nothing in •size a<nd weight, and
EVERYTHING in freedom and comfort. It's just a
tiny thing—bait quite enough to cover your figure
needs.

In the back, *iSuippie-Spun (that's the remarkaMe
fabric with the two-way stretch, you know), gives
smooth roundness and trim hips. In the front,
ventilated mesh slims down the tummy line and keeps
you cool and comfortable.

SKIPS has no garters—and the beauty of the crotch
piece is in that it is also made of Supple-Spun so that
it has plenty of give.

NO BONES—XO FASTENING. SMOOTH. YOUR
HIPS WITH

SKIPS — $3.50

Paris
Says It

ITair is shorter, waves are wider, and etirfs arc
plentiful, though very flat—Let us give you this
attention, so you may wear your hair a brand-
new way for a brand-new season!

Special for the Co-eds!!

Finger Waves—50c

JJewitt Beauty Shop
LEWISTON,

MAINE

and Clark divided the honors, each
getting off spirals of over 50 yards.
After Curtin had received a punt ami
taken it offside on his own 40 yard
line, the freshmen launched an
offensive that bid fair to score. Cur-
tin threw a pass to Clark for a 20
yard gain. A 15 yard .penalty ad-
vanced the ball to the Coburn 25
yard Line, and a lateral pass gained
7 yards more.. But here a penalty
against Bates set the ball back 15
yards. A pass failed, another was
intercepted, and the threat was end-
ed.

Violet of Coburn broke loose but
was brought down by Conrad after
a 30 yard gain. Gallagher inter-
cepted a pass and a few seconds
later the half ended.

Coburn Makes Throat
The third period was a hard one

for the frosh. After being driven
back to their own 20 yard line, they
finally held on downs, but Nichol-
son 'e punt was blocked. However,
Nicholson recovered on the Bate6
two yard line, and Clark punted out
of immediate danger. Both teams
exchanged punts and then Coburn
began an offensive that brought the
ball to the Bates five yard line. But
here Conrad nailed a. Coburn runner
for a five yard loss as the quarter
came to a close.
With th? start of the final period,

the Bates team with that character-
istic "fight'" held for downs and
punted out of danger. With only a
few minutes left to play, Nicholson
intercepted a Coburn .pass and the
frosh started a last desperate drive.
Conrad ripped off tackle for a first
down. A pass was successful and
then Nicholson broke into the open
and started on what looked to be a
touchdown run, but he stumbled
and fell, and was smothered by Co-
burn players.
A series of last minute passes

followed, both teams intercepting
one, and the game ended with a 0-0
score.

The summary:
COBURX
Casey le,

Landry It,

Lee lg.

Reardon c,

Harold rg,
St. Amand rt,

BATES FRESHMEN
re, Clark

rt. Gauthier, Merrill
rg. Laffin, Brewster

c, Stoddard, Grannon
lg, Sherman

It, We 11m an, Howe
Garland, Violette re

It, Biernacki. Droboski
Seward, Silvia, Stag-man qb,

qb, Pignone, Cann
Lemieux lhb, rhb, Curtain, Dambrie
Cloutier rhb,

lhb, Conrad Anthony, Parfit
Lynch fb, fb, Nicholson, Gallagher

Referee, Toomey. Umpire. O'Brien
(Maine). Head linesman, Masciadri
(Maine). Tim© of periods, four 15
minutes.

Jellison Winner

In N. E. Harrier

Meet at Boston

Leads FielcTOf 80 In
5 Mile Race—Time
28 Min., 19 Sec.

Ru'.^ell Jellison, captain of the
Bates cross country team, won the
New England Intercollegiate Ath-
letic Association hill and dale race
of five miles at Boston Monday,
leading a field of SO harriers to the
tape in the time of 28 minutes, 19
seconds. The Garnet, as a team,
placed seventh.

Coach Ray Thompson was well
.pleased with the showing made by
Jellison, who ran an excellent race
and was 40 yards in front of the
pack at the finish. Henry Raduazo of
New Hampshire placed second.
New Hampshire, with a total of

31 points, captured the team title.

Bowdoin was second with 9 2 points,
and Maine was third with 94. Eleven
colleges were represented in the
meet.

Butler was the second Bates man
to finish. He was 19th, while Olds,
third representative of the Garnet
to cross the finish line, was 3 2nd.
The other Bobcat harriers finished

in the following positions:
Semetauskis, 51; Raymond, 55;

Winston, 57; and Carpenter, 59.
Kenneth Black of -Maine finished

third in the race. He and JeJlison
were the only representatives of
Maine colleges to place among the
first ten.

TERM BILLS

The Student would like to call to
the attention of the student body
the penalties subsequent on the
neglect to pay term bills promptly.
There is a fine of one dollar a day
for each day that the bill is over-
due.
Delays in obtaining aid from out-

a*de sources are not accepted as ex-
cuses.

Complete rules covering' bills are
given in the college rule book and
each student assumes full responsib-
ility for them.
Payment must be made on or

before the following days:
Class of '36 Saturday, Nov. 12
Class of '3 5 Monday, Nov. 14
Class of '34 Tuesday, Nov. 15
Class of '33 Wednesday, Nov. 16
The Bursar's office closes Saturday

at 12, noon, and is closed all day
Friday.

Thorn Are

'arents

A play should consist of at least
one hundred thousand words—twenty
thousand on paper and eighty thou-
sand in the waste basket.—Owen
Davis.

Born Wednesday
iMr. and Mrs. G. Ray Thompson

are the parents of a baby girl born
Wednesday, Nov. 2nd. at the Cen-
tral Maine General Hospital. The
baby has been named Karen Eliza
beth.

Mr. Thompson '13 is the Bates
vansiity track, cross-country, and
winter sports coach.

Mrs. Thompson, formerlv Dagmar
Carlson, graduated in. 1928.

OFF-l\\MPUS STUDEXTS

Influenced by a number of re-
quests of off-campus students, the
Student is going to leave the regular
editions of its paper in the Library
on Wednesdays in the future.

It will not be necessary for campus
men and women to wait until
Thursday for mail delivery.
The papers will be on the book-

case just behind the reserve book
desk, and it is hoped that campus
residents will co-operate with the
Student by not taking any of these
copies limited in number. Dormitory
girls and faculty members will re-
ceive their copies as in the past.
Tho^e not receiving copies may com-
municate with Thomas Musgrave in
Roger Williams, telephone S4121.

In reading political speeches it is
easy to forget that all -parties are
supposed to have no desire but to
promote the best interests of all
citizens.

* An Exclusive Nemo-flex Product

Moriarty's CORSET
SHOP

162 LISBON STREET

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

Main Street

lit

SCHOOL PAPERS YEAR BOOKS

MERRILL & WEBBER CO.
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS

95-99 MAIN STREET, AUBURN, MAINE

PROGRAMS ANNOUNCEMENTS

GOOGIN
FUEL CO.

COAL, WOOD and COKE
1801 Phones 1800

ill Bates Street 67 Elm Street

LEWISTON AUBURN

M°ST COMPLETE AND UP-TO-DATE

Luggage Store East of Boston

Fogg's Leather Store
123 MAIN ST., LEWISTON, MAINE.

*r !pE i

4040
"NION SQUARE TAXI 00.
-
, ^ *^ ^ i^^Ml^ S .t^ ijt

1

WHEELER
0

Clothing Co.
MAIN and MIDDLE STS,

*or Good Clothes and
. Furnishings
Special discount given to

Harry L. Pin lllll

PORTRAIT—Commercial and

Finishing Photography-

New Studio

At 135 Main St.,

Lewiston, - Maine.

GROUND FLOOR

BILL
The Barber

Eds and Co-Eds
CHASE HALL

^1
ii i

Berman's
BASS MOCCASINS AND SHOES

SUEDE JACKETS

57 Main Street, Lewiston.

in.

Win Over Bowdoin

Crowns Maine As

State Champion
One Point Margin Gives

Black Bear Title
By FRANK BYBON

Outplayed during most of the
same the Univeristy of Maine flash-
ed a strong second period offensive
that carried the boys from Orono to
a one ipoiint victory over Bowdoin,
last Saturday, and gave them the
Maine State title for the second
successive year. Bowdoin sieored in
the third 'period but failed to tie
the score when the try for the point
failed. In the fourth period the
Polar Bears were constantly knock-
ing at the touchdown door, but the
one real scoring try slipped away
when. BurdeM's attempt at a field
goal from the 20 yard line fell short
by less than the thickness of a 1932
model pocketbook.

Favor Scores
Right from the start the Polar

Bear showed that he was not the
somewhat tame animal of other
years. Running from the wing-hack
formation, Bowdoin barged right
down the field, but Maine held on
its 15 yard stripe. The period ended
with the ball in Maine's possession.
In the first part of the second period
Wilson shot a long pass to Parsons,
Maine end, who galloped to the Bow-
doin 15 yard line. Rohertshaw then
rammed his way through the Bow-
doin line and was stopped just short
of a touchdown. Here due to a
penalty the Maine threat was averted
for the moment, hut after a Bow-
doin kick the boys from Orono came
right back again and this time their
journey did not end until Favor
trotted over the last line for six
points. Wilson added another with
a successful placement..
As the Quarter ended Huhbard

showed that Bowdoin was still a
threat as he swung loose for a 23
yard run. Bowdoin followed this up
in the third period as every man in
the Polar Bear baekfteld began to
rip the Maine tackles asunder and
the Bowsermen drove their way to
a touchdown that set the Bowdoin
stands into a frenzy. However Maine
stayed out in front as Burdell's try
for the point failed.

Place Kick Fails
After the following kick-off Maine

came back on the offensive but this
time was stopped by the aroused
Bowdoin team. In the last period the
Bowdoin backs led toy Hubhard
started places one more and it seem-
ed as tho this time they were not
to be denied. When the Polar Bears
reached the Maine 15 yard line,
their attack bogged down and as a
last resort Burdell tried a placement
from the 20 yard line. Bowdoin
hopes went glimmering as this try
fell short and the rest of the game
was played around mid-field as no
more scoring threats were made by
either side.
For Maine. Romansky, Rohertshaw

and Wilson starred in the backfield
while Parsons and Craig were stand-
outs in the line. Offensively Hubbard
was the star of the game

You know liow it is. If a cigarette is mild—that is, not
harsh or bitter, but smokes cool and smooth—then you like
it and don't worry about how many or how often you smoke.
And if it tastes right—that is, not oversweet, not flat-

then you enjoy it all the more.

The right kind of ripe, sweet Domestic and Turkish to-

bacco ... the right ageing and blending . . . make Chesterfields
milder, better-tasting . . .They Satisfy!

CALL FOR83364
CHRISTMAS Greeting Cards

Personal and Assorted

GORDON JONES
6 WEST PARKER

SAY IT WITH ICE CRE.-JM

George A. Ross
ELM STREET

Bates 1904
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SPORTS
ITOTTSy

By VINCENT BELLEAU
fJKII) SEASON CLOSES HERE
FRIDAY WITH COLBY GAME

Anmitsti'ce day may be an occasion
for "peace celebration in moet places,
but not in Lewiston. Colby comes to
town the day after tomorrow with
evil intentions on the state series
standing, and particularly on the
second place in that standing. Maine
has the top place, and its possession
of the crown is not disputed. Colby
has won one and lost one; Bates
has tied one and lost one. A win or
a tie Friday will {rive Colby the
advantage and the second pla«e and
relegate Bates to a cellar-tie with
Bowdoin. The opposite result would
leave Bates in second place, Goliby in
third, and Bowdoin in last place.
The annual November 11 classic is

therefore a battle of importance.
Colby's recent history discloses that
the White Mule is (potentially able
to do business with grid opponents.
The Co'.by-Bowdoin game of two
weeks ago was very much .Colby's.

Colby, it is said, also outplayed
Maine, though losing to the BTice
lucky boys. Saturday. Ronndy's
squad entertained St.Michaeis and
treated them to passes to win 13-0
without half trying. What they will

do Friday may not be enough to
produce a win. if the Garnet men
play right, but it wiiLl be good foot-
ball.

BASKETBALL
OUTLOOK

The faculty committee on
athletics has not yet rendered its

decision on the adoption of either
varsity or freshman basketball
this winter.

At a meeting last Wednesday,
the committee heard a Student
delegation, headed by Clive
Knowlcs, Editor of the Student,
and Brud King, basketball star.

The committee adjourned, how-
ever, before going into executive
session on the matter and will
re-open the discussion at its next
meeting, which may be held this
afternoon.

The Student's opinion of the
outlook for this year, based on
interviews with individual mem-
bers of the committee, and on the
recent meeting, is that there is a
strong possibility of recognition
of the sport for Freshmen this

year.
It is understood that Bowdoin

will go in for basketball if the

other colleges do, thus leaving

the possibility of a four college

league in the near future.

KATES' SHOWING DEPENDS
ON MATERIAL'S CONDITION

One of the funniest football show-
ings for a season is Bates' record a6
the Bobcat goes into its' last game
with Colby. A strong team played
circles around Arnold, outplayed
Yale, and Rhode Islland, but lost to

Tufts, Maine, and practically to
Bowdoin. Three to three, so far.
therefore; the Colby Game will
decide the season's statue.
We say that with the line that

faced Arnold, Bates could have
turned the Maine and Bowdoin
games into victories. This line's
condition Friday will have a lot to
do with the result. If Oilman is in

condition, and if Soba could some-
how manage to get in shape, and if

Joe Mamphy and Kramer can bear
the burden iplaced upon the end
jolw, Bates1 will be on even terms
with the invaders from Waterville,

According to the so-called metro-
politan, papers down-town, Bates'
frequent ibackfield shift's are res-

POn&ibLe for the slump in which the
Bobcat has retired since the Tufts
game. But how, may we ask, can any
backfield work when important
line-men are out of commission, and
there are no substitutes? Old Dave
Morey's hair will be gray in no time
if his brand at football continues to
be misinterpreted. The Maine dailies
are raving day by day on the sub-
ject of the lack of offence in Bates
footbaM. Morey has an offence, just
as any coach who has been in. the
business for any length of time
knows a play or two. The reason he
doesn't use them is that his men
aren't fit for their assignments.
When Bates played Yale, McCluskey
mixed his plays in so good order
that Bates nearly trimmed the Eli.

Hie successors, however, didn't have
the experience. The line-men weren't
the regulars around whom Morey
had based his best plays. Result: a
mediocre showing. Morey has had to
rebuild his team after every game.

At. that, the Garnet mentor has
had considerable success. Maine was
outplayed, notwithstanding the re-
sult. The Garnet footballers have
given Lewiston a brand of football
that doesn't even claim relation to
the pre-Morey-days ball games.

week, the Student was given to

understand that freshman basket-

ball at least would be considered

seriously. A statement by Prof.

Cutts regarding the sport, said that

Bates' action would depend on what
the other colleges were going to do.

This is encouraiging.

Action will be taken either this

week or next. A freshman team with
the present lot of material would
bring the ©ports' supporters to the
campus. Gautier or Leahy at center,

Clark at one of the forwards, Galla-

gher, Wellman. Dobrocky, guards,

sounds like a powerful bunch. Clark
was all-Maine at Presique Isle. Bud
Gallagher was one of Portland

j

High's best a couple of years ago.

I
Leahy was the star of Providence
College's frosh team last year.

The argument that basketbadl for

freshmen would hurt the yearling's

olass work we regard as practically

unworthy of comment.
Every one of those men who

would make the team would spend
the afternoon in the gym, whether
he was out for competitive basket-
ball or not. The inter-donm and
inter-class games would take nearly
as much of his time as a schedule
with outside teams.

-:o:-

4-A Players

Continued from Page One
is in the hands of Walter Gerke;
the costuming is in the charge of
Thelma Kittredge. Edward Wilmot is

business manager with Warren
Crockwell as assistant.
The tickets for these plays are all

one price, thirty-five cents, and all

of the seats will be reserved.
List of characters for "World

Without Men".
Thelma Poulin '35

Charlotte Cutts '33

Mary Abromson '36

Louise Geer '3 6

June Sawyer '35

Margaret Perkins '35

M.iss Wisper
Mad amie Pavel
lire. Smith
Mrs. Jones
Mrs. Robinson
Mrs. Brown

"Trifles"
lire. Peters Florence Wells '3 4

Mrs. Hale Frances Bckhardt '34

George Henderson Wm. Haver '34

Henry Peters Bruce Pattison '33

Lewis Hale Russell Milnes '3 4

"If Men Played Cards as Women Do"
John Charles Povey '34

Bob Bernard Drew '34

George Edward Curtin '3 6

Man- Robert Kroepsich '33

BASK ETBALJj AGITATION
MEETS WITH FAIR SUPPORT

The faculty committee on ath-
letics, alias the "powers' that be",
met and talked basketball! It came
out of the meeting that the. sport is

no longer an impossibility. Though
no definite action was taken last

(5=

COLLEGE
P SIAR MiACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED

Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets

| LE

.\1essager
Publishing Co.

Job Printers

Publishers

225 Lisbon Street

GET YOUR

CHRISTMAS CARDS
At the

VICTOR NEWS CO.

College Loose Leaf Note Books
50c up

Fountain Pens
$1.00 up

A Complete Line of "Dollar Books" Including
"Complete Works of Shakespeare"

"Standard Book of British and American Verse"

Now ! The Collejriate Dictionary for $3.50—was $5.00

BERRY PAPER CO.
49 LISBON ST. —TEL. 100- LEWISTON

STEIN S CLOTHES
ALL WOOL SUITS AND OVERCOATS

$9.50 and $12.50
Free Alterations

sid saxders, mgr. 33 LISBON ST. Lewiston

Movies Show Bates

Defeated Bowdoin
Bates 2 Bowdoin 0 it might have

read had the officials at that game
.seen all that Coach Morey'e moving
pictures showed.

Morey has movies made of each
game and yesterday they showed
Bowdoin committing a safety, as

Richardson one of its backs was
forced to kick outside the end zone
making a safety automatic.
Many will recall that once Pri-

cher punted out almost on the goal.

It was then that the alleged in-

fringement occurred.
Bates will not make a claim on

the game.

Politics Club

Selects Seven

New Members
Seven new members were elected

to the Men's Politics Club at the
regular meeting last Wednesday
evening, and at the same time the
association selected Theodore Sea-
mon '34 to attend the International
Relations Club Conference held at
Wesleyan Friday and Saturday.
Two seniors, Frank H. Byron and

Donald Stafford, were among the
new members. The others to be
elected to the club were all juniors:
Bernard Drew, Gault Brown, Nath-
an Milbury. Robert Fitterman, and
Charles Whipple.

Seamon, while at the conference,
was entertained by the Wesleyan
International Relations Club. The
Bates delegate arrived at Middle-
town Friday afternoon, and met
with representatives from Amherst,
Yale, Springfield, Pembroke, Uni-
versity of New Hampshire, Clark,
Smith, Mt. Holyoke, Wellesley, Pine
Manor, and Connecticut Agriculture
College.
The delegates were Avelcomed

Friday evening by the president of
Wesleyan club, who also introduced
Colonel Ernest A. Yarrow, former
chairman of the Near East Foun-
dation. Yarrow spoke on the Rus-
sian situation.

Prof. Kristine Bonnevie, a former
member o fthe Norwegian delegation
to the League of Nations Assembly
and of the League committee on
International Co-operation, was also
one of the principal speakers at the
conference. She lectured upon the
accomplishments of the latter com-
mittee, and also discussed the work
of the league.
The conference will be held at

the University of New Hampshire
next year.

We can no longer solve the prob-
lems of the twentieth century by re-
citing the maxims of the eighteenth.—Nicholas Murray Butler.

MARTINEAU'S
We Specialize In SODA FOUNTAIN

LUNCHEONS
IT'S "THE" PLACE

R. E. MARTINEAU CO.
DRUGGISTS

235 Main St.
Prescriptions Have Right Of Way

Compliments of

J. W. White Co.

We can show you a varied selection of

PRIZE CUPS

FOUNTAIN PENS
of all standard makes

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS
LADIES'

LEATHER HANDBAGS

LEATHER BILLFOLDS

BOOK ENDS
CLOCKS

of all kinds

BARNST0NE-0SG00D

COMPANY

Jewelers

50 LISBON STREET
Lewiston. Maine

LEWISTON MONUMENTAL
WORKS

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
James P. Murphy Co.

6 to 10 Bates St., LEWISTON
Telephone 4634-R

WE CATER TO

BATES STUDENTS
COLLEGE ST. SHOE HOSPITAL

67 COLLEGE STREET

SUITS WITH TWO TROUSERS $19.50 up

OVERCOATS $16.50 up

SPORT JACKETS $4.50 up

LEATHER JACKETS $5.00 up

FLANDERS
62 COURT ST. AUBURN

180 Lisbon Street
f-)00j jj^p

Maviiard Moulton "22 Mgr.

EAT AT

Mrs. BARRY'S
Dinner With Dessert 35c

Supper 30c

Corner Campus and Nichols

Fred C. McKenney
64 Sabattus Street

CITIES SERVICE GASOLINE

and* LUBRICATING OILS

WASHING and GREASING
Nearest Gasoline Station to College

SERVMX
LUNCH

44 Bates St. Geo E. Schjaju

The BlueTjneT^
Lewiston—Rumford—Farmington

Lv Lewiston—
7j45 A.M. 12.35 P.M., 4.05 Pu
7 35 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4 15 p

7.30 A.M., 12.20 P.M , .

STANDARD TIME

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME

FALL and WINTER

1,000 SUITS

AND TOPCOATS

MANUFACTURER TO YOU
ALL WOOL

ALL SHADES

ALL SIZES

ALL STYLES

Every Garment Guaranteed
ALL ONE PRICE •

$15-00 9 9 9 9

39 LISBON STREET, LEWISTON

* ———

"

CORTELL'S
Now celebrating its 19th Anniversary;

Collegiate clothes for men and women.
CHARGE ACCOUNT SERVICE

.19 LISBON STREET, LEWISTON.

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing

24 HOUR SERVICE

"THE QUALITY SHOP"
3 Minutes from thn Campus Tel. 1817 3

RW7 f^T AT?Tf Registered Druggist
« VV V^JLvirJLAVJLV. Pure Drugs and Medicines

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Compan
Lewiston, Maine

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

*
:
m '

iff II

No raw tobaccos in Luckies
—that's why they're so mild

WE buy the finest, the

very finest tobaccos

in all the world—but that

doesnot explainwhy folks

everywhere regard Lucky
Strike as the mildest ciga-

rette. The fact is, we never

overlook the truth that

aging and mellowing, are

then given the benefit of
that Lucky Strike purify-

ing process, described by
the words—"It's toasted".

That's why folks in every

city, town and hamlet say

that Luckies are such mild

Copr., 1932.
The American
Tob*cco Co.

0.
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This Country cannot exist half boom and half broken—Pres.-Elect Franldin D. Roosevelt.

VOL. LX. No. /
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A Statement to the "Student"

By Governor-Elect L* J. Brann

"I rejoice m the victory", said Governor-elect Brannm an exclusive interview with the Bates Student early
this morning when Roosevelt's success was evident. "It
means much to the common American citizen", he added.

"The people of America have voted for a change.

"The Democratic victory seems decisive and conclusive.
Governor Roosevelt has received the endorsement of a
great majority of the electors. He is fully equipped by
education, experience and temperament to discharge the
responsibility of the Presidency.

"May I thank the voters of Lewiston for their loyal
support of Governor Roosevelt".

LOUIS J. BRANN.

Governor-Elect of Maine.

Senator G. Moses Election Results

Defeated in N. H. Announced Early

In one of the biggest upsets of

the due-to-ibe-famous Nov, 8. 193 2

wa3 the deifeat of Senator George
Higgins Moses of New Hampshire
at the hands of Fred H. Brown,
eDmocrat. Brown's (plurality was
only 130 0, but enough to force the
United States Senate to elect a new
president ipro-teim, a position Moses
has held for several years.

Gov. Winant was re-elected over
his French-Canadian challenger
Henry T. Ledoux. Winant's vote
was 90,776 while Ledoux polled
76,0S6.
New Hampshire justified the pre-

election contentions of the Republi-
can National Commiittee and return-
ed a 5,000 'plurality for President
Hoover.
The final votes for the Granite

States were:
Hoover—9 4 19 8; Roosevelt—S9051
Gov. Winant—90776;

iLedoux—76086
Sen. Moses—81356; Brown—82656

HARTFORD, CONN.
Complete retains:
Hoover Roosevelt
23,23?) 32,125

U. S. SENATOR
Bingham, Rep. 21,797
Iionergan, Dem. 33,203
Allen, Soc. 1,527

Thomas
1,723

N. Y. Times announces the elec-

tion of Roosevelt.—At midnight.
The Worcester (Mass) Gazette,

Rep., in its latest bulletins concedes
Roosevelt's election by landslide.
Newton D. Baker, see'y of War in

President Wilson's Cabinet says
victory brings responsibilities, gives
Roosevelt tremendous majority, as-
sures him a sympathetic Congress
and the Country will expeet of them
united and effective action.

Atlanta Constitution issued extra;
Roosevelt wins. Demos sweep to
biggest vote in recent years. G. O.
I*, is routed.—They say majority in New York
will reach between 600,000 and
l,0OO,0O0. Hoover leading in only
six States, Roosevelt in 26 and his
electoral vote is 320 to 92 in States
so far reported, and Missouri shows
leads for Governor. Popular vote
two to one. Above taken from their

headquarters.

MKRIDEN, CONN.
Hoover Roosevelt
7,108 8,122

IT. S. SENATOR
Bingham, 6,876
Lonergan, Dem. 8,105

CONGRESSMAN
Tones, Rep. 6,636
Maloney, Dem. 8,692

Thomas
943

THE PRESIDENTIAL VOTE
IN THE YEARS PAST

President

Abraham Lincoln
Geo. B. McClellan

Ulysses S. Grant
Horatio Seymour

Ulysses S. Grant
•Horace Greeley

Vice-President

1864
Andrew Johnson
Geo. H. Pendleton

1868
Schuyler Colfax
Francis P. Blair

1872
Henry Wilson
B. Gratz Brown

Greeley died Nov. 29, IS 72.

Rutherford Hayes
Samuel J. Tilden

N. B. The .poipula

Democratic count

Jae. A. Garfield
Winfield S. Hancock

Grover Cleveland
James G. Blaine

Benjamin Harrison
Grover Cleveland

G rover Cleveland
Benjamin Harrison

Wm. McKinley
Wm. J. Bryan

William McKinley
W. J. Bryan

Theo. Roosevelt
Alton B. Parker

Wm. H. Taft
Wm. J. Bryan

Woodrow Wilson
Theo. Roosevelt
Wililiam H. Taft

Woodrow Wilson
Chas. E. Hughes

Warren G. Harding
James M. Cox

His electoral

1876
Wm. A. Wheeler
Thos. A. Hendricks

r vote given here is* the

gave Hayes 4,036,298
1880

Chester A. Arthur
William H, English

1884
Thos. A. Hendricks
John A. Logan

1888
Levi P. Morton
Allan G. Thurman

1892
Adlai E. Stevenson
Whitelaw Reid

1896
Garrett A. Hobart
Arthur Sewall

19(H)

Theo. Roosevelt
Adlai E. Stevenson

1904
Charles W. Fairbanks
Henry G. Davis

1908
Jae. S. Sherman
John K. Kern

1912
Thos. R. Marshall

Hiram W. Johnson

N. M. Butler
1916

Thos>. R. Marshall

Chae. W. Fairbanks

1920
CaJlvin Coolidge

'

Franklin D. Roosevelt
1924

Charles G. Dawes
Charles W. Bryan

Party

Repn.
Dem.

Repn.
Dam.'

Repn.
Dem. and
Liberal

Popular Elec.
Vote Vote

2,330,552 212
1,835,985 21

3.012,833 214
2,703,249 80

3,597,132 286

2,834,125 47
rote was distributed.

Repn. 4,033,768 185
Dem. 4,285,992 184
Republican count. The
and Tilden 4,300,590.

Calvin Coolidge
John W. Davis

R. M. La Follette Burton K. Wheeler
Herbert Hoover Charles H. Curtis
Alifreid E. Smith J. T. Robinson

Repn.
Dem.

Dem.
Repn.

Repn.
Dem.

Dem.
Repn.

Repn.
Dem.

Repn.
Dem.

Repn.
Deta.

Rep II.

Dem.

Dem.
Prog.
Repn.

Dem.
Repn.

Repn.
Dem.

Repn.
Dem.

Prog.
Repn.
Dem.

PRESIDENT-ELECT NEW YORK GOVERNOR LEADS
HOOVER IN A DEMOCRATIC WAVE
THAT SWEEPS WHOLE NATION
Returns of Maine

Towns Scattered

Hoover Roosevelt
Hartford

Thomas

'jg® >?.4ij iff

FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT

Roosevelt Margin

Mounts Steadily

4,454,416 214
4.444.952 155

4,874,986 219
4.851.981 182

5.439.953 233
5,540,329 168

5,556,543 277
5,175,582 145

7,111,607 271

6,509,052 176

7,219,525 292
6,358,727 155

7,628,785 336
5,084,442 140

7,677,788 321
6.407.982 162

6,293,019 435
4,119,507 88

3,484,956 8

9,128,937 277
8,536,380 254

16,152,200 404
9,147,353 127

15,749,030 382
8,760,557 136

4,667,312 13
21,392,190 444
15,016,443 87

Enlarging on the already huge
total, five states reporting at 2:50

this morning each added large to-

tals up to 300,000 votes.

These states: Kansas, Idaho, Col-

orado, and Illinois made a combined
plurality gain of more than half a

imillion votes.
Illinois led with a lead of 300,-

000 votes, Roosevelt S33.1S3, and
Hoover 573,73 6.

Kansas, the home state of Rep-
ublican Vice-Presidential candidate
Charles Curtis was on the Dem-
ocratic bandwagon by 10,000 votes.

Idaho, the state that waited in

vain for its favorite son. Senator
Borah, to declare himself in the

camiipaiign. returned 83,000 less for

Hoover than for Roosevelt.

Colorado gave the latter a lead

of 7000.
:o: —

Landslide In

Massachusetts

Chairman Joseiph A. Maynard of

the Democratic State Committee
made the following statement at

10:55 ip. 'in. "The hourly pluralities

reach a higher figure. We have no

idea of the scope of the victory. It

appears to me at the .present time

like a Democratic sweep all along
the line:

President, Governor. Swift, the
two Hurleys and the two Buckleys,

a Democratic House with over 130
members and a Democratic State
Senate, two additional members of

the Governor's Council and five addi-

tional Democratic Congressmen from
Massachusetts.

_ — ;o: —

Tad Jones, Former

Yale Coach Loses

Tad Jones, erstwhile coal dealer,

football coach at Yale and Congress-
man-hopeful found it harder to talk

the electorate of Connecticut into

sending him to Washington than
drviing a sq>uad of Yales athletes to

an almost annual victory over fair

HarvardL Yes, Tad was defeated by

his democratic opponent F. J. Mal-

oney. Governor Cross, a yale profess-

or was leading former Gov. Trum-
fbu.ll at last reports. Trumbull is the

ifather-in-law of John Coolidge, the

eon of former President Coolidge.

NEWPORT, R. I.

1st ward: Hoover 936
Roosevelt 961

THE VOTE IN BOSTON

At 12.30 A. M. this morning, the

rote in the City of Huston was: :$45

precincts oat of 362: Hoover 73,0*22;

Roosevelt 171.827. Governor Ely

173,845; Young-man, Rep., 70,782.

All indications were tlu-.t Missou-

ri, South Dakota, New Jersey, Ohio,

Indiana, Iowa, Texas, Wyoming,
would give tremendous majorities

to Roosevelt.

ElectoralVote

88 105 1

Lisbon—Ward 2
437 395 16

Lisbon—Ward 1

202 304 3
Norway

745 638 32
Litehfield

290 1 SB 5
Livermore

616 509 3
Turner

361 186 O
OtisHeld

147 70 0
Mechanic Falls

418 454 4
Minot

133 125 0
New Gloucester

274 205 4
Oxford

248 220 4
Buckiield

212 240 O
Poland i

307 188 3
Raymond

150 88 1

Greene
170 110 2

Helxron
140 (to O

Wales
88 79 3

Webster
277 217 1

Leeds
170 81 1

Canton
193 109 0

Monmouth
376 14« 4

Landslide In Mass., R. I., And Conn. For New Pres-

ident-Million Plurality In N. Y.

Electoral Vote About
451 For Roosevelt
—80 For Hoover

When President Herbert Hoover
at 12:15 this 'morning in a telegram

to Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt
conceded a Democratic victory and
congratulated .New York's State ex-

ecutive, he closed

Roosevelt In Polities

Since 1910—National
Ticket 1920

A Message
' From Pinchot

Hoover Roosevelt

Alabama 11

Arizona 3

Arkansas Doubtful ( 9)

California 22

Colorado 6

Connecticut 8

Delaware
,

3
Florida 7

Georgia 12

Idaho 4
Illinois 29
Indiana 14

Iowa 11

Kansas 9

Kentucky Doubtful (ID
Louisiana 10

Maine 5
Maryland 8
Massachusetts 17

Michigan 19

Minnesota Doubtful (ID
Mississippi 9
Missouri 15
Montana 4

Nebraska 7
Nevada Doubtful ( 3)

New Hampshire 4
New Jersey 16
New .Mexico 3
New York 47
North Carolina 13
North Dakota 4

Ohio 26
Oklahoma 11

Oregon Doubtful ( 5)

Pennsylvania 36
Rhode Island 4

South Carolina 8
South Dakota 4
Tennessee 11

Texas 23

Utah 4
Vermont 3
Virginia Doubtful (ID
Washington Doubtful ( 8)

West Virginia 8
Wisconsin 12
Wyoming 3

Total: 51 422

Following is a statement from
Gifford Pinichot, Gov. of Pennsyl-
vania :

".Republican leaders asked for
defeat and> they got it. They were
warned that Hoover's renomination
meant disaster but Wall Street and
the Power interests insisted and
the leaders listened to their mas-
ter's voices. To-night they are read-
ing exactly what they hotped. The
overturn in Republican rank and file

against blind and selfish .leadership
which betrayed the peo'ple to serve
concentrated wealth. It is a mandate
from the people to the Republican
party to discard its false guides,
reorganize itself and return to the
principles of Abraham Lincoln and
the other Roosevelt".

VermonTG^r
Wins by 32,000

Wilson, Republican, led Leamy
Democrat, in Vermont fo rthe Gu-
bernatorial electiom by 82021 to 50-

239.
Dale, another Republican led his

rival for United States Senator,
Martin by 20,000 votes.

Hoover was returned electoral

college winner over Roosevelt by
21,000 votes, 91,691—70060 to

complete a Republican year in Ver-
mont.

idential campaign
whole country in amazement.

iRoo^evelt's complete domination
of the voting of the United States'

47 million voters can be appreciated
when the Hoover forCes can claim

but five States.

At 2:45, Roosevelt's 465 votes

assured, and Kentucky not report-

ing, and one state doubtful, it ap-
pears that Hoover has received the
worst defeat in history. Alfred E.

Smith, who in 1928 lost by a record
vote polled 80 electoral votes but
Hoover, even including Rhode Is-

land which released conflicting re-

ports, has but 55 electoral votes.

The President can claim only Dela-
ware, Maine, New Hampshire, Penn-
sylvania, Rhode Island, and Ver-
mont.

Roosevelt has the following
states: Alabama, Arizona, Arkan-
sas, California, Colorado, Connecti-
cut, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois,

Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana,
.Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan,
Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri,
Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New
Jersey, New Mexico, New York,
North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina,
South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas,
Utah, Washington, West Virginia,
Wisconsin, and Wyoming.

Led by Alahama on the alphabet-
ical list and ending with Wyoming,
States, north, east, south, and west
followed in the tra.in of the popular
but liberal governor of the Empire
State who won his highest office in

1930 by the record plurality of 750,-
000 votes.
New Jersey, a doubtful State be-

fore the election due to the luke-

Franklin Delano Roosevelt, born
January 3 0, 188 2, at Hyde Park,
New York. He graduated from Har-
vard in 1904 with an A.B. degree.

In 1905 he married Anna Eleanor
the 193 2 pres-| Roosevelt. Their children are James,
that left the

|
Ellinott, Franklin D., and John A.
Mr. Roosevelt graduated from the
Coiii'mbia Law School in 1907 and
was admitted to the New York Bar
the same year. He practised law
with Carter, Ledyard. & Mlllburn
from 1907 until 1910' and became a
memiber of the firm of Roosevelt &
O'Connor in 1924.

He was elected to the New York
Senate in 1910 and resigned in 1913
when he was appointed to the posi-

tion of Assistant Secretary of the
Navy under Woodrow Wilson; he
served in this capacity until 19 20.

In 1918 he was engaged in the ins-

pection of the United States Naval
forcera in European waters. In 1919
he was in charge of the work of
demobilization in Europe.

In 19 20 he was nominated for the
vice-presidency on the Democratic
ticket. In 1928 he put Allfred E.
Smith in nomination for the presi-
dency. In the same year he was
elected governor of New York State.

Nominated for the .presidency at
the Democratic National Convention
at Chicago in 1932, he broke esta-
blished precedents by taking an air-

iplanef.light from Albany to the Con-
vention, where he delivered his ac-
ceptance speech in person.

warm support of Mayor Hague of
Jersey City, was reported' by the
Newark News at midnight as return-
ing a democratic plurality by at
least 100,000 votes. The julbilant
paper declared that Senator-elect
Stewart and several Congressmen
would accompany the Happy War-
rior's nominee in the Houston Con-
vention of 1924 to Washington.

HOW THEY VOTED IN

1916 AND 1928

The following table shows how the States voted in 1916 when
Woodrow Wilson was elected President in the last Democratic
victory, and in 1028 when Herbert Hover, Republican, defeated
Alfred E. Smith, Democrat:

191G 1928

Elect.
Vote Popular Vote

Elect.
Vote Popular Vote

Doubtful—58

Norman Thomas

43,000-Baltimore
Norman Thomas, the Socialist

candidate in 1928 and again this
year, who waged such a whirlwind
speaking campaign from coast-to-
coast received results at least in
some quarters. At press time his ex-
act total was impossible to deter-
mine, but a few returns during the
early morning are interesting.

Baltimore, below the Mason-
Dixon line and into the Solid South
returned the prize when Thomas
polled 43,830 in partial figures as
against Hoover running second place
with 50,553.

c ; o :

BRISTOL, CONN.
Hoover Roosevelt Thomas

I 4,325 3,750
Gov. Trumbull, Rep.

1 Cross, Dem. 4023

STATES Dm Rn Dems. Repns. Dm Rn Dems. Depns.
Alabama 12 99,409 22,809 12 127,797 120,752
Arizona 3 33,170 20,524 3 38,537 52,533
Arkansas 9 112,148 47,148 9 119,196 77,751
California 13 466,200 462,394 13 614,365 1,162,323
Colorado 6 178,816 102,308 6 133,131 253,872
Connecticut 7 99,786 106,514 7 252,040 2-96,614
Delaware 3 24,753 26,011 3 36,643 68,860
Florida 6 5 5.984 14,611 6 101,764 144,168
Georgia 14 125,845 11,225 14 129,602 63,490
Idaho 4 70,054 55,368 4 53,074 99,848
Illinois 29 960,229 1,125,549 29 1,313,817 1,769,141
Indiana 15 334,063 341,005 15 562,691 848,290
Iowa 13 221,699 280,349 13 378,936 023,818
Kansas 10 312,588 277,658 10 183,003 513,672
Kentucky 13 269,990 241,854 13 381,070 558,064
Louisiana 10 79,875 6,466 10 164,655 51,161
Maine 6 69,478 79,572 6 81,179 179,923
Maryland 8 138,359 117,347 8 223,626 301,479
Mass. 18 234,238 267,177. 18l 792,758 775,566
M.ichigan 12 285,151 339,097 12 396,762 965,396
Minnesota 12 179,152 179,544 12 396,451 560,977
Mississippi 10 80,422 4,253 10 124,539 27,153
Missouri 18 398,025 396,333 18 662,562 834,080
Montana 4 101,063 66,750 4 78,578 113,300
Nebraska 8 158,827 117,257 8 197,959 345,745
Nevada 3 17,776 12,127 3 14,090 18,327
N. Hampshire 4 43,781 43,725 4 80,715 115,404

j
New Jersey 14 211,645 269,352 14 616,517 926,050
New Mexico 3 33,693 31,163 3 48,211 69,645
New York 45 759,426 869,115 18 2. 0.89,963 2,193,344
No. Carolina 12 168,383 120,890 12 287,078 348,992
No. Dakota 5 55,206 53,471 5 10.6,648 131,441
Ohio 24 604,161 514,753 24 864,210 1,627,546
Oklahoma 10 148,113 110,474 10 219474 394,046
Oregon 5 120,087 126,813 5 109,i223 205,341
Pennsylvania 38 521,784 703,823 38 1,067,586 2,055,382
Rhode Islan d 5 40,394 44,858 5 118,973 117,522
So. Carolina 9 61,486 1,500 9 62,700 3,188
So. Dakota

12
5 59,191 64.217 5 102,660 157,603

Tennessee 153,282 116,223 12 167,343 195,338
Texas 20 286,514 64,919 20 341,032 367,036
Utah 4 84,025 54,137 4 80,985 94,618
Vermont 4 22.739 40,295' 4 44,440 90,404
Virginia 12 102,824 49,356 12 140,146 164,609
Washington 7 183,338 167,244 7 156,772 335,844
W. Virginia 1 7 140,40>3 143,123 8 263,784 275,551
Wisconsin

|
Wyoming

13 193,042 221,323 13 450,259 544,205
3 28,316 21,698 3 29,299 52,748
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has a difficult time to swallow that as he looks .forward to graduating

in these times. He te more inclined to agree with Lawrence Dennis

who suggests in his recent bock, "I* Capitalism Doomed?" that

classical economists set up a capitalistic economy by which (business-

men could rationalize and could eventually be recognized as respect-

able ipeaple when they sought admission to the pearly gates of heaven

There has been mutiny among the hordes of capitalists. A few ot

their generals, who are always miles behind the front lines, remain

well fed with their unproductive incomes; shout "Buy More," "Pros-

perity is around the comer" (what a corner!); and continue to cut

wages. A handful of Marxian followers, who have been ineffectually

attacking the capitalists for a century, stand victorious because their

foes have slit their own throats. Your editorial is a fine example of

haw unpleasant it is to admit defeat.

ffify suggestion, :Mr. Editor, is that instead! of trying to explain

away the student trend to Thomas, you might better help to -clean up

some of the rot of capita 11 am, so that when the student investigates

the system he will find a clean hack-yard. Just so long as you fail to

do this, just so long as you spend all your. energies trying to elucidate

upon some iota of wisdom that you may naive fine-combed out of the

endless .political dribbling*, just so lorag wiLl you nig students become
disgusted with your vain promises of a renewed (prosperity; just so

long will there be "a larger sentiment for Thomas."
The baccalaureate challenge used to be to go forth and battle with

the hard facts of economic expe*te*e<e. Now, there is a challenge to

men like you, Mr. Editor, to clean up capitalistic politics. Either do

that or take it and like it when young men go to college, learn

socialistic theory, graduate into capitalistic ruin, and begin to prac-

tice the socialistic principles they have learned."
COLLEGIATE."

Printed by Le Messager Publishing Company, Lewiston, Maine.

YEATS TERMS SHAW, WILDE
'SWASHBUCKLERS' IN LECTURE

Outstanding- Irish Poet-Playwright Fascinates

Audience With Brilliant Discussion Of
Irish Literature And Drama

"Page Mr. Baxter" It must have been gratifying to the cohorts

of conservation to see with what fidelity

the college youth of America mirrored the "Hold on to 'Erbie"

attitude of their middle class elders, and with what astounding

docility they subscribed to the continuance of an administration

which had little to commend it to the public other than an appeal

to the -conservative element of our nation, based on the fears which

property owners have of a charge during hard times. It could not

have been so gratifying to them to see that in the straw vote e©n-|

ducted by college publications throughout the country there was a

surprising student trend toward the support of the Socialist position

which in many colleges was sufficiently strong to edge out the

Democratic nominee in the struggle for second place.

That it was distinctly alarming to the bourgeoise group has

been shown through editorial and news comment in the press of the

country, most of which has been written in a Babbit-like attempt to

minimize or rationalize this radical element in our colleges. Although

it is certainly not a policy of this paper to devote editorial space to

reprints, we have forfcid'in the following editorial and reply from
the October 22 and October 25 issues of the Springfield Union,

brought to our attention through the Massachusetts Collegian, a

moving example of drab middle-aged cynicism contrasted with the

freshness of a clear thinking youth that commends itself to us by its

vigor, clear thinking and fine expression.
* * * *

"NOT SO, EXCEPT IN THEORY
"The faict that straw 'votes in. name of our New England colleges

show a larger sentiment for Thomas than for Roosevelt is not sur-

prising in view of the socialistic 'propaganda that has 'been going on
in some oif the colleges under the guise cif instruction in economics.

"As a theory socialism has always 'been attractive and when it

'comes in economies instructors and students are inevitably dealing in

theories without first hand knowli&dige of the hard facts of economic
experience. To instructors and especially the younger ones enthu-
siasm, for the socialistic theory is a seif comforting evidence of in-

tellectual superiority.
"The* fortunate thing about this tendency in economic de-

partments Of colleges is that the instruction doesn't stick well. In a

recent article one college 'professor bemoaned the fact that while stu-
dents ibeccme thoroughly imbued with the virtues of socialisim in col-

lege, they ibackslid terribly after geittinlg out into the business of life.

"The reasoni is quite obvious. Theories come easily before en-
countering the realities o:f life. Students thiat go out into the world to

make a name and a plaice for themselves discover that some things
that were taught in college were simiply not so—except in theory."

* * * *

COLLEGE SOCIALISM
i

Editorial Criticism of Trend is Discussed by "Collegiate."
"To the Editor of The Union

Sir: Although I have 'been a sympathetic reader of the Union
editorial page through the years I have been in high school and col-
lage, I find an editorial, "Not So. Exceipt in Theory." which is an un-
sound atteim'pt to explain away the recent student trend to Socialism,
as evidenced in many recent colLege straw .polls. Your argument is

that .Socialism is being propagated under the guise of instruction in
economics and that when the student graduates into "the realities of
life" he will l-ealize that what he has learned is true only in theory.
As one who has actually had several years' instruction in economics
and who has graduated into the realities of 193 2, I criticize your
editorial as a miserably weak rationalization, trying to persuade
yourself and others that the opinions of pink college students are not
imiportant, in .respect to Socialism at .least.

In the first 'place, you falsely assume that, because these student
ipolls "show a larger sentiment for Thomas thian for Roosevelt," some-
thing must be wrong with our educational system. And, of course,
with an unproved premise, you reach an imaginative conclusion,
naimely, that instruction in economics must be mere socialistic pro-
paganda.

Your first assumption is false, because it is just as likely that the
swing to Thomas is not indicative oif educational weaknesses but
rather shows that college students have the intelligence to recognize
political iba.llyhoo and mush when they see them. And your conclusion
is weak naturally. If propaganda is a one sided statement of the truth,
it may be just as well that we have sccialis'tic propaganda creep into
quit colleges. Before 1929, it was all capitalistic propaganda. .Since
then we have found that the capitalistic bubble had burst and now,
even with all the emphasis on the side of capitalism!, it is still a feefble
side. In this matter of capitalistic propaganda, I refer.you to Robin-
son's criticieim of the Lusk Report (New York State Senate) in his
book, "The Mind in the Making."

' Insight into Collegiate Viewpoint
1 aim sunprised further, Mr. Editor, with the trite phraseology

and soggy argumentation you advance in the next paragraph. Had
you any real insight into the collegiate viewpoint, you would hardly
say that the students "are without firsthand knowledge of the hard
<facts of economic experience." It is evident that you have no concep-
tion of -the competition on many college campuses for a dish washing
job at $6 a week. Your knowledige of hard facts is incomplete until
you sit with a fraternity house committee whose duty it is to expel
members who cannot meet their bills hecause their parents are job-
less. You should listen to the stories of fellows who have tramped the
country rather than be a burden on unemployed fathers.

Your flimsy rationalizing reaches its height with, "The fortunate
thing is that this instruction doesn't stick." I can see that you haven't
talked with any 1931 or 1932 graduates who were fonunate enough
to..receive any Socialistic instruction. Your viewpoint would be con-
siderably broadened if you listened to some of the students who re-
cently visited the West Virginia coal mines. Colleges graduates these
days are not looking at the world through rose colored glasses. They
know the truth in the jest that "a diploma is good for a cup of coffee—if you have a nickel." Disillusionment is coming to those who were
filled with fanciful ideas of the grandeur of revelinlg in the battle
mnder the profit motive. Those who studied Socialism at all are real-
«i»g the elements of truth in Socialistic doctrine as they tramp the
streets in a fruitless search for a job which might net them as much
as $12 a week.

'So much for specific criticism of your misleading, unthoughtf u'l

editorial. The fundamental principle in the problem as a whole is that
you older folks hate to admit that capitalistic motives threw us all
iato the present depression and that capitalistic principle cannot get
us out of it (as Montague Norman, Governor of the Bank of England,
has recently admitted). Furthermore, you wince when young students
recognize your follies (such as seeking a pot of gold at the end of a
ticker tape), and start off on a new trail. That, Mr. Editor, as I see
it, is precisely why you wrote the editorial in question—a half-heart-
ed attempt to explain what no one except the students involved can
explain.

Urged to Disregard Socialism
The same purpose might also account for a hook such as Faster

and Catching's. "•Profits." a book in which the authors state that they
have no remedy for cynical depressions, yet they exhort the etudent
to -disregard Socialism and to stand by capitalism. A thinking student

By ELINOR WILLIAMS
The literary renaissance in Ire-

land, a movement which aimed to

"aid dignity to Ireland", was des-

cribed by William Butler Yeats in

a lecture on that subject, Thursday.
Nov. 3, in the Bates- chapel. The Irish

.poet was himself an important figure

in the literary movement directed

by such writers as Lady Gregory.
John Synge, and James Stevens.

Mr. Yeats gave a view of the
Ir.'sh renaissance in literature from
it;- historical development and
through the writers to which it owes
its 'beginning.

Four Tragic Periods
"The history 'behind the move-

ment is divided into four tragic-

periods." explained by the poet as
extending in order through the six-

teenth century which saw the des-
truction of feudalism, the seven-
teenth century which established
Protestantism in Ireland and
brought about a modern, material-
istic philosophy, the eighteenth
century in which the Irish peasants
reacted to the influence of the
French revolution in a democratic
movement, and the modern epoch
.which began forty years ago upon
the death of Charles Parnell, which
[WE 13 instrumental in ibringing about
a transformation in political Ireland.
At this time the foundations of the
Irish theater and the new school of

.writing were formed..
,

Lady Gregory, whom the poet
commended for her fine character,
courage, and rule, "You must always
give your best", was the first to use
.native dialect for other purposes
than humor in literature. She also
wrote a play in Gaelic, and trans-
lated many world works into that
language which had been developing
structure for many centuries in

Ireland. She had a deep sense of
style, as did her successors.

John L. Synge
John L. Synge was discovered in

Paris by William Butler Yeats, and
,it was after his advice to "express
a life which has never been ex-
pressed" that Synge wrote "Riders
to the Sea" and "Playboy". Yeats
characterized Synge as unconven-
tional and moody; his characters
are "the opposite of his own mor-
bidity and unfortunate life." Synge,
also achieved a dignity of style.
The "passion for reality" of the

ifourth epoch described hy Yeats is

found far the work of James Joyce,
now called a world figure by Europe.
He, too. is a great stylist, with
emphasis on .recurring phrases which
t.o him are representative of actual
thought processes and a means of
attaining realism. He has invented
the "silent monologue" which he
finds, another means of realism.

Dramatists of the renaissance
movement were described by iMr.
Yeats as absorbed in situation rather
than s'tyle, presenting "a grim art,
(full of harshness and the humor of
the slums". Novelists which were
mentioned by the poet were Peter
O'Donnell. Frank O'Connor, and
Frances Stuart, who present the
IgrimneSs and reality of Irish life
and the philosophy that life itself
is the real enemy of man and may
become tolerable only when it is

lived as conscious sacrifice. The
influence of Jonathan Swift is

evident in the present day work of
the Irish novelists.

Style of Simplicity
The Irish poets were described by

Yeats, the foremost of them, as
occupied with a style which, with the
utmost simplicity, expresses some
one passioni. Mr. Yeats read one' of
the translations from the Gaelic of
James Stevens and Frank O'Connor.

Bartley, Swift, Burke, Oscar
Wilde. George Moore, and George
Bernard Shaw were earlier writers
who. according to iMr. Yeats, had a
great influence on the following
literature of the country.

"Oscar Wilde and George Bernard
Shaw became individualists and
swashbucklers in the third epoch of
the historical background of the
Irish literary renaissance", said 'Mr.
Yeats.

President Gray, in introducing the
writer to the large audience, re-
veivrd cuivtomary procedure by in-
troducing the attentive audience to
the poet, already known through
hi? writings. William Butler Yeats's
talk and personality were alike in
simplicity, quietness, and lack of
artficiality. His .English was a 'lesson
for the American audience; his tall
figure and earnest manner held the
interest of his listeners.

'Mr. Yeats did not sneak of his
own work, 'hut his readers have
followed it through three stages of
development; his early work was
colored greatly by the mystic in-
fluence of Irish folklore, while he
came under the influence of the
French symbolists, later. His most
recent writing shews a close touch
with humanity, arte a greater direct-

Plan of Student

Chapel Speakers

Started Friday

Frank Murray '34 In

Service Discusses
Scientific Attitude

"One of the many modern trends

in modern education is the emphasis
on what is known as the Scientific

attitude. This emphasis upon broad-
mllndedness and tolerance has be-

come so strong that it has siuibju-

gated something which I consider of

equal importance—strength of char-

acter." Frank Murray '34, began
his chapel address with this state-

ment, last Friday morning.
On? cf the many innovations that

are 'being attempted this year in

chapel was introduced last Friday;
namely, haying student speakers in

the daily worship services. This

suggestion was made and approved
by the studeiitnfaeulty committee
for the improvement of the chapel
situation.

"(Educated people are afraid to

represent themselves as the pos-
sessor of any positive knowledge."
He illustrated tdle point by telling of

a very vivid impression made on
him, as a freshman, by a member of

the faculty who said in class, "I
don't know anything for sure."

Sinbe then, however, 'Murray added,
althomgh this incident was deeply
imbedded in his .memory, he has
found' out that this professor does
know some things of which he is

absolutely sure. Yet those words of

hrs cleanly epitomize the whole
trend of our age, he said.

"The American people need some
good prejudices", continued Murray.
"In this time oif disintegration of

our social, economic and political

structures we need something on
which to lay a foundation. There has
been too much pretend inig to be
broadiminded, seeing questions on
both sides, but never really seeing

even one side".
To him, Christianity is the thing

of which he can be sure, the thing

on which he Can base his whole
life. JeeiuS Christ was sure of what
He taught, and Hie apostles, Peter
and Paul, were sure also. Murray
summed! up his thoughts in this

challenge to the student body "Let's

go after the enduring values of

Spirituality."
Murray is prominent in stu-

dent activities fbeing president of his

class, general" news editor or the
Student, president cf the Debating
Counicil and member of the Spofford
Club and La Petite ACademie.

Myrhman Gives

Talk at Meeting

Of Rotary Club

Contrasts Methods In

American And Europe-
an Welfare Work

Prof. Anders M. iMyrhman was a

opeaker at Community Chest day at

the Lewiston-Au'burn Rotary club,

last Friday. As chairman otf the

newly organized Council of Social

Agencies of the Lewiston-Auburn
Community Chest, Prof. iMyrhman
outlined briefly how social welfare

work is conducted fin Europe, and

contrasted these methods with those

used in America. In Europe, social

work is supported by public funds

Cities try to put the unemployed to

work to support them. In this

country, contrasted to Europe by

Prof. Myrhman. we pay lower taxes

without the same program of public

relief, and we are called upon to

show our willingness to support by
voluntary gifts.

Theaters Publicly Supported

Prof. Myrhman pointed out that

in European countries even theaters

are supported by public funds and
are considered important public

functions. Various types of social

insurance intended to take care of

the needy in case of distress also

result in higher taxes than those

paid in the United States.

The iCommunity Chest was des-

cribed by Prof. .Myrhman as "double-

barrelled", with a financial part

which provides for the raising of

funds and their distribution among
the agencies, and also a part which
serves as a planning committee to

carry on the character-building,

relief and health programs of the

community. The purpose is to plan

a program of social work of every

type necessary, and a constant study

cif the whole relief problem.
Under Prof. iMyrhman committees

are studying different aspects of lo-

cal social relief, among which are
methods of carinlg for 'transients and
the problem of family case work.
These committees and others have
been organized recently under the

direction, of Prof. iMyrhman and will

result in economy and increased ef-

fectiveness for the money spent.
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Junior Varsity

Gives Exhibition

Debate at Belfast

The first Junior Varsity debate on
this year's schedule took place last

Friday. November 4th, at Belfast.

The two teams, composed of Wen-
dell May '34, Ray Stetson '35,

Carleton 'Mabee '3 6, and William
Greenwood '36, gave an exhibition

debate for the benefit of the high
school which is preparing a team to
participate in the Bates League deb-
ater later in the year. The Belfast
team is being coached by Grace
Hatch who graduated from Bates in
1930.
The sulbject of the discussion was

that of taxation, which is the League
question this year.

GOES WHERE THE
DOLLARS ARE

Advertismer.ts today must contact buy-

ing dollars - - not merely buying desires.

Thev must min.ale with purchasers rath-

er than just people. They must meet

orders not hoarders or circulation

Spaice buyers m*$t peek into purses.

700 Bates college men and women subs-

cribers have thousands of potential dol-

lars at their disposal each year.

At Bates, the STUDENT uoes where the

dollars ;

difficult.

ire It sells when setting is

Bates Student
AN AGGRESSIVE COLLEGE PAPER IN ITS

FIFTY-NINTH YEAR OF CIRCULATION

Mine Students

Initiated Into

Jordan Society

Jordan Scientific Society initiated

nine new members the evening of

Tuesday, November 4, in Carnegie
Science Hall. Walter 'Merrill '3 3,

chairman of the initiation committee,
called all of the clulb members into

service in order to make things

interesting for the newcomers. The
program lasted from seven to nine

o'clock and it is reported that the

neophytes discovered things about
science hitherto undreamed of.

New Members
The nine additional memlbers to

the cluib, which is one of the most
active on campus, will aid materially

in the successful presentation of the

scientific exposition which the
Jordan Scientific Club and the Law-
rance Chemical Society co-operate

in presenting year by year. The
new men are all 'New Englanders,
representing four of the six States.

They are: Amos R. Gorham '33, of
Bristol, R. I.; Thomas J. Gormley
'33, of iMeriden, Conn.; Robert A.
Johnson '33, of Cambridge, Mass.;
Walter 'L. King '33, of Meriden,
Conn.; Sylvester J. Carter '34, of

Maiden, 'Mass..; Burton W. Dun-
field '34, of Berlin, Mass.; Howard
W. Bates '34, exf Watertown, (Mass.;

Russell P. Hager '34, of Providence,
R. I.; and John B. Hanley '34, of
Lewiston.

NEGRO CULTURE TO BE TOPIC

OF MEETING IN CHASE HALL

Sue Bailey Thurman And Sylvester Carter

Will Present Prog-ram Thursday
Sue Bailey Thurman, negro read-

er, will address the joint meeting
cif the Y.W.C.A. and Y.M.C.A.
Thursday evening at Chase Hall in

an attempt to interpret negro cul-

ture through music. A sponsor of

the world fellowship idea, she will

thus approadh the race problem
through cultural channels and not by
an analysis of prejudices.

Mrs. Thiuriman, a native of Arkan-
sas, wals graduated frcm Oberlin
College in 1926. Her interests since
them have been in teaching music,
serving as Y.W. national secretary
in the Southern division, and in
following up her two desires: a home
and a career.

Her home is in Washington, D. C,
where her husfband, Howard Thur-
man, is a professor at Howard Uni-
versity. He was formerly the
Y.'M.C.A. secretary, and is well
known in the middle west. At I

present. Mrs. Thurman is collabo-,
rating with her husband in writing

j

a. hook, which will be published
early in the winter, interp ratinig

negro culture through music and
poetry. Metanwhile she is touring

New Enigland colleges addressing
•ytudent bodies on racial questione.
Last weiek she appeared at the Uni-
versity of New Hampshire, and this

wee* will speak at Maine, Colby, and
Bates.

The program, in which Sylvester
Carter will also appear, will extend
from 6:45 to 7:45, and as there are
no classes the next day, a large per-

eentage of students are expected to

attend. Florence Oigden and Robert
Jahnoton, representing the Y.W.C.A.
and Y.M.C.A. renpectitvely, are co-

chairmen of the meeting, which is

one of the first cooperative gather-
ings of the two organizations.

:o:

There will he a meeting of the
Athletic Association on Monday,
November 14. The budget for the

new school year will be discussed.
The association plans to award
letters to the football men at the
December meeting.

Tho Phil -.Hellenic Society met
Tuesday night in the Alumni gym
at f-even o'clock. About bwenty-dve
new members were initiated. Yin-
cent Kirby '33 led the meeting.

:o:-
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Senior Women Enjoy

Party At Thorncrag

Thirty-'five women of the senior
claa* held a party at Thorncrag,
Nov. 4. After supper was served

; there was dancing, and games were
played under the direction of Bar-
bara Stuart, chairman of the com-
mittee in charge of the party. Her
committed was composed of the

1 following members of the senior
cla^s: Rebecca Carter. Thelma Kit-

[
tredge, and Marjorie Boothby.

i
;

— —

-

ners and simplicity.
This was the first George Colby

Chase lecture of the college year,
and was presented with the com-
bined sponsorship of the Andros-
coggin County Women's Literary
Union.

Politics Club

Selects Seven

New Members
Seven new members were elected

to the Men's Politics Club at the
regular meeting last Wednesday
evening, and at the same time the
association selected Theodore Sea-
mon '34 to attend the International
Relations Club Conference held at
Wesleyan Friday and Saturday.
Two seniors, Frank H. Byron and

Donald Stafford, were among the
new members. The others to be
elected to the club were all juniors:
Bernard Drew, Gault Brown, Nath-
an Milbury, Robert Fitterman, and
Charles Whipple.

Seamon, while at the conference,
was entertained by the Wesleyan
International Relations Club. The
Bates delegate arrived at Middle-
town Friday afternoon, and met
with representatives from Amherst,
Yale, Springfield, Pembroke, Uni-
versity of New Hampshire, Clark,
Smith, Mt. Holyoke, Wellesley Pine
Manor, and Connecticut Agriculture
College.
The delegates were welcomed

Friday evening by the president of
Wesleyan club, who also introduced
Colonel Ernest A. Yarrow, former
chairman of the Near East Foun-
dation. Yarrow spoke on the Rus-
sian situation.

Prof. Kristine Bonnevie, a former
member o fthe Norwegian delegation
to the League of Nations Assembly
and of the League committee on
International Co-operation, was also
one of the principal speakers at the
conference. She lectured upon the
accomplishments of the latter com-
mittee, and also discussed the work
of the league.
The conference will be held at

the University of New Hampshire
next year.

I believe you love

that old pipe better

than you do me!'

franger is made
solely for pipes.

Granger is not a
cigarette tobacco.

Granger ismade of
White Burley tobacco
-the best tobacco for
pipes. Just try it]

Load it pinch bypinch;
pack it tight; strike a
match—Grangersmokes
cool and lasts longer.

10c
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You can see with the greatest of ease,
That the store that's most likely to please
Is where quality's high 1

In whatever you buy
And you'll find that's most true at MURPHY'S.

Woolen
Jackets

From $3-75 Up

Also Suede and Leather

Jackets from $6.75

smooth your hips

with SKIPS

the new

Nemo-flex

Sensation

for

Dancing

Gym or

Sports

Whether it be on t/he links or in the iballroom, you'll

he 'perfectly at ease in "Skips". Here's a little garment
that is virtually nothing in size and weight, and
EVERYTHING in freedom and comfort. It's just a
tiny thing—tout quite enough to cover your figure

needs.

In the hack, *iSuipple->Spun (that's the remarkaMe
fabric with the two-way stretch, you know), gives

simooth roundness and trim hips. In the front,

ventilated mesh slims down the tummy line and keeps

you cool and comfortable.

SKIPS has no garters—and the beauty of the crotch

ipiece is> in that it is also made of Supple-Spun so that

it has plenty of give.

NO BONES—NO FASTENING. SMOOTH YOUR

HIPS WITH

SKIPS — $3.50

An Exclusive Nemo-flex Product

Moriarty's
CORSET
SHOP

162 LISBON STREET

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

Main Street

FRESHMEN GAME WITH COBURN
ENDS IN SCORELESS DEADLOCK

Yearling Team Shows Marked Improvement—
And Good Kicking Are Features

Of Close Contest
Bates Freshmen and Coburn

Classical Institute fought to a 0-0
tie Saturday afternoon in a closely
contested struggle that was fraught
with thrills all the way through.
The game was featured by fine ball
carrying, good kicking and many
passes.
The freshmen showed a imarked

improvement in all departments
over their playing of the previous
week. Their offense worked much
more smoothly and •consistently, and
their passing was- a constant threat.
Defensively they were strong except
for occasional lapses, and dn the
pinches -the line was imipregnable.

Freshmen Show Promise
Clark played a, wonderful game at

right end, smashing play after play
on his .side of the line. Wellsman,
captain for the day, (proved himself
worthy of the honor by breaking
through time after time to spill the
Coburn ball carries for losses. Laf-
faim iat guard was a /potent factor
in stopping the Coburn offense. In
the balckfiekl Nicholson shone with
his usual brilliance in the kicking
and ball toting department as well

as in backing nip the line. Conrad
and Curtin turned in some good
running and also did great jolbs in

taking care of the defensive half-

back positions. Pignone played a

good game at quarterback. Indeed,

it appears that the Freshmen of this

year will furnish some good varsity

material for next year.

The first period otpened with the
freshmen kicking off. Coburn re-

turned the ball to its 30 yard line.

After three iplays which failed to

produce a first down, Coburn punted
to Pignone who was downed on his

fifteen. One play did not gain, and
Nicholson punted.

Seward of Coburn gave the Bates
fans a scare shortly afterward when
he skirted his own right end for a.

15 yard gain, but the Bates line

stiffened, held for downs, and took

the ball. The punting of Nicholson

and Clark did much during this

first period to keep the Coburn in-

vaders at a distance.

Bates Drive Fails
The early part of the second

period was marked by an exchange
at punts, and here again Nicholson

X'

X
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MERRILL & WEBBER CO.
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS

95-99 MAIN STREET, AUBURN, MAINE

PROGRAMS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

GOOGIN
FUEL CO.

COAL, WOOD and COKE
180i Phones 1800

114 Bates Street 67Jg**g»*LEWISTON AU

MOST COMPLETE AND UP-TO-DATE

Luggage Store East of Boston

Fogg's Leather Store

123 MAIN ST., LEWISTON, MAINE.

Harry L. Plummer
PORTRAIT—Commercial and

Finishing Photography

New Studio

At 135 Main St.,

Lewiston,

GROUND FLOOR

TAXI
4040

UNION SQUARE TAXI CO
171 MAIN STREET

WHEELER
Clothing Co.

Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS.

For Good Clothes and ^rCZ
Furnishings LT^f

Special discount given to Bates Students i

ft

BILL
1

The Barber
F-or

Eds and Co-Eds

CHASE HALL
^1

u Paris
Says It

Hair is shorter, waves are wider, and curls are

plentiful, though very flat—Let us give you this

attention, so you may wear your hair a brand-

new way for a brand-new season!

Special for the Co-eds!!

Finger Waves—50c

Y)ewitt J^eauty Shop
40 PINE STREET,

TEL. 3644

LEWISTON,

MAINE

and Clark divided the honors, each

setting off spirals of over 50 yards.

After Curtin had received a punt ami
taken it offside on his own 40 yard

line, the freshmen launched an
offensive that hid fair to score. Cur-

tin threw a pass to Clark for a 20

vard gain. A 15 yard penalty ad-

vanced the ball to the Coburn 25

yard Line, and a lateral paiSB gained

7 yards more. But here a penalty

against Bates set the ball back 15

yards. A pass failed, another was
intercepted, and the threat was end-

ed.
Violet of Coburn broke loose but

was brought down by Conrad after

a 30 yard gain. Gallagher inter-

cepted a pass- and a few seconds
later the half ended.

Coburn Makes Threat
The third period was a hard one

for the frosh. After being driven

back to their own 20 yard line, they ! ^onds. The
finally held on down-, but NSdw^-] placed seventh
son's punt was blocked. However,
Nicholson recovered on the Bates

two yard line, and Clark punted out

of Immediate danger. Both teams
exchanged punts and then Coburn
began an offensive that brought the

ball to the Bates five yard line. But
here Conrad nailed a Coburn runner
for a five yard loss as the quarter
came to a close.

With the start of the final period,

the Bates team with that character-
istic "fight" held for downs and
punted out of danger. With only a
few minutes left to play, Nicholson
intercepted a Coburn 'pass and the

frosh .started a last desperate drive.

Conrad ripped off tackle for a first

down. A pass was successful and
then Nicholson broke into the open
and started on- what looked to be a
touchdown run, but he stumbled
and fell, and was smothered by Co-
burn players.
A series of last minute passes

followed, both teams intercepting

one, and the game ended with a 0-0

score.
The summary

Jellison Winner

In N. E. Harrier

Meet at Boston

Leads FiekTOf 80 In

5 Mile Race—Time
28 Min., 19 Sec.

Russell Jellison. cajptain of the

Bates cross country team, won the

New England Intercollegiate Ath-

letic Association hill and dale race

of five miles at Boston Monday,
leading a field of 80 harriers to the

tape in the time of 2S minutes, 19
Garnet, as a team,

Coach Ray Thompson was well

pleased with the showing made by

Jellison, who ran an excellent race

and was 40 yards in front of the

perk at the finish. Henry Raduazo of

New Hampshire placed second.

New Hampshire, with a total of

31 points, captured the team title.

Bowdoin was second with 9 2 points,

nd Maine was third with 94. Eleven

colleges were represented in the

meet.
Butler was the second Bates man

to finish. He was 19th, while Olds,

third representative of the Garnet
to cross the finish line, was 3 2nd.

The other Bobcat harriers finished

in the following positions:
Semetauskis, 51; Raymond, 55;

Winston, 57; and Carpenter, 59.

Kenneth Black of Maine finished

third in the race. He and Jellison

were the only representatives of

Maine colleges to place among the

first ten.
:o:

Campus Ifew*
TERM BILLS

COBURN
Casey le.

Landry It,

Lee lg.

Reardon c,

Harold rig,

St. Amand rt.

BATES FRESHMEN
re. Clark

rt. Gauthier, Merrill
ng, Laffin. Brewster

c. Stoddard. Grannon
lg, Sherman

It, Wellman, Howe
Garland, Violetfe re,

It. Biernacki. Droboski
Seward, Silvia, Stagman qb,

qb, Pignone, Cann
Lemieux lhb, rhb, Curtain, Dambrie
Cloutier rhb,

lhb, Conrad Anthony. Parfit

Lynch fb. fb, Nicholson, Gallagher
Referee, Toomey. Umpire. O'Brien

(Maine). Head linesman. Masciadri
(Maine)! Time of periods, four 15
minutes.

:o :

A play should consist of at least

one hundred thousand words—twenty
thousand on paper and eighty thou-

sand in the waste basket.—Owen
Davis.

The Student would like to call to

the attention of the student body
the penalties subsequent on the

neglect to pay term bills promptly.

There is a fine of one dollar a day
for each day that the bill is over-

due.
Delays in obtaining aid from out-

side sources are not accepted as ex-

cuses.
Complete rules covering bills are

given in the college rule book and

each student assumes full responsib-

ility for them.
Payment must ' be made on or

before the following days:
Class of '36 Saturday, Nov. 12

Class otf '3 5 Monday, Nov. 14

Class of '34 Tuesday, Nov. 15

Class of '33 Wednesday, Nov. 16

The Bursar's office closes Saturday

at 12, noon, and is closed all day
Friday.

OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS

Influenced by a Number of re-

quests of off-campus students, the

Student is going to leave the regular

editions of its paper in the Library
on Wednesdays in the future.

It will not be necessary for campus
men and women to wait until

Thursday for mail delivery.

The papers will be on the book-
case just behind the reserve book
desk, and it is hoped that campus
residents will co-operate with the
Student by not takimg any of these

copies limited in numher. Dormitory
girls and faculty members will re-

ceive their copies as in the past.

Those not receiving copies may com-
municate with Thomas Musgrave in

Roger Williams, telephone 81121.

Thompsons Are

Parents of Girl

Born Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. C. Ray Thompson

are the parents of a baby girl born
Wednesday. Nov. 2nd, at the Cen-
tral Maine .General Hospital. The
baby has been named Karen Eliza-

beth.
Mr. Thompson '13 is the Bates

varetity track, cross-country, and
winter sports coach.

Mrs. Thompson, formerly Dagmar
Carlson, graduated in 192S.

o : - —

Iii reading political speeches it is

easy to forgot that all parties are
supposed to have no desire but to

promote the best interests of all

citizens.
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Berman's
BASS MOCCASINS AND SHOES

SUEDE JACKETS

Streat,

Win OverBowdoin

Crowns Maine As

State Champion

One Point Margin Gives
Black Bear Title

By FRANK BYRON
Outplayed during most of the

game the Univeristy of Maine flash-

ed a strong second period offensive
that carried the boys from Orono to

a one point victory over Bowdoin,
last Saturday, and gave them the
Maine State title for the second
successive year. Bowdoin scored in

the third period but failed to tie

the score when the try for the point
failed. In the fourth period the
Polar Bears were constantly knock-
ing at the toaichdown door, but the
one real scoring try slipped away
when BurdeH's attempt at a field

goal from the 20 yard line fell short

by less than the thickness of a 1932
model pockefabook.

Favor Scores

Right from the start the Polar
Bear showed that he was not the
somewhat tame animal of other
years. Running from the wing-^back
formation, Bowdoin barged right
down the field, but Maine held on
its 15 yard stripe. The period ended
with the ball in Maine's possession.
In the first part of the second period
Wilson shot a long pass to Parsons,
Maine end, who galloped to the Bow-
doin 15 yard line. Robertshaw then
rammed his way through the Bow-
doin line and was stopped just short
of a touchdown. Here due to a
penalty the Maine threat was averted
for the moment, but after a Bow-
doin kick the boys from Orono came
right back again and this time their
journey did not end until Favor
trotted over the last line for six

points. Wilson added another with
a successful placement.
As the Quarter ended Hubbard

showed that Bowdoin was still a
threat as he swung loose for a 23
yard run. Bowdoin followed this up
in the third period as every man in
the Polar Bear backfield began to
rip the Maine tackles asunder and
the Bowsermen drove their way to
a touchdown that set the Bowdoin
stands into a frenzy. However Maine
stayed out in front as BurdeH's try
for the point failed.

IfpM Kick Fails
After the following kitek-off Maine

came back on the offensive but this
time was stopped by the aroused
Bowdoin teaim. In the last period the
Bowdoin backs led by Hubbard
started places one more and it seem-
ed as tho this time they were not
to be denied. When the Polar Bears
reached the Maine 15 yard line,

their attack bogged down and as a
last resort Burd-ell tried a placement
from the 20 yard line. Bowdoin
hopes went glimmering as this try
fell short and the rest of the game
was played around mid-field as no
more scoring threats were made by
either side.
For Maine. Romansky, Robertshaw

and Wilson starred in the backfield
while Parsons and Craig were stand-
outs in the line. Offensively Hubbard
was the star of the game.

Better

You know how it is. If a cigarette is mild—that is, not

harsh or bitter, but smokes cool and smooth—then you like

it and don't worry about how many or how often you smoke.

And if it tastes right—that is, not oversweet, not flat

—

then you enjoy it all the more.

The right kind oi ripe, sweet Domestic and Turkish to-

bacco . . . the right ageing and blending . . . make Chesterfields

milder, better-tasting . . .They Satisfy!

CALL FOR83364
CHEISTMAS Greeting Cards

Personal and Assorted

GORDON JONES
6 WEST PARKER,

s —— — ^\

© 1932, Liggett &
Myers Tobacco Co

•mar

SAY IT WITH ICE CRE--J4

George A. Ross
ELM STREET

Bates 1904
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The Student

And
The World

The following excerpt from the
New York Times of October 28 is

reprinted to compare the trend of

the collegiate vote with the nation's.

Pr< Mi nt Hoover led Governor
StoOSesrett 29.298 to 18,812 in the
poll conducted by forty-seven col-

in thirty-one states. This, poll

the result of a nation/wide re-

quest made by the Daily Prinice-

tonian to the American coillegee and
universities.

Mr. Hoover's .strength was notable

in the institutions of the East,

Middle West and Far West while the

Democratic candidate polled a sub-

Brtanitial majority among the South-

ern colleges.. Quite remarkable and
significant is the fact that the Social-

ist candidate received a majority in

five colleges indluding New York
University and Columbia. Hoover
carried thirty-one colleges and
Roosevelt eleven.

Partial resmlts of the ipolls follow:

College
EASTI

Ynlo . . . .

Wesleyan .

Maine Univ.
Harvard . .

Wellesley .

Amherst . .

Smith . . .

Williams . .

}!. t. T.
N. Hamp. Univ.
Dartmouth . . •

Princeton .

N. Y. U
Columbia . . .

Cornell . . . .

Syracuse . . . ,

Vnssar . . . .

Carnegie T . . .

Brown . . . .

Vermont Univ. .

Hoover
;rx
1,415
372
656

1.211
376
35S
843
411

1 , 1 3

1

310
1,120
1,392
C68
307

1,4G8
782
563
808
7.10
179

Roose-
velt.

370
54

200
395
48
71
146
77

250
170
255
425
70S
221
493
271
135
421
255
77

Tho-
mas.

347
119
129
386
83
85

269
75

27H
55

274
283
800
421
334
272
208
326
73

155

Totals 15,075
Total regional vote, 25,801.

SOUTHERN

5,102 4,973

Ark. Univ. .

Flu. C. for Worn.
Kentucky Univ. .

Tulane
N. Carolina Univ. .

Oklahoma Univ. .

S. Carolina Univ. .

Term. Univ. . . .

Yanderbtlt . . . .

Texas Univ. . . .

Virginia Mil. Inst.

78
302
145
93
82

358
77

334
45
236
115

522
968
204
243
240
576

1,640
727
186

1,863
436

15
23
58
91
179
194

9
45
29

187
27

BASKETBALL
OUTLOOK

The faculty committee on
athletics has not yet rendered its

decision on the adoption of either

varsity or freshman basketball
this winter.

At a meeting last Wednesday,
the committee heard a Student
delegation, headed by Clive
Knowles, Editor of the Student,
and Brud King, basketball star.

The committee adjourned, how-
ever, before going into executive

session on the matter and will

re-open the discussion at its next

meeting, which may be held this

afternoon.
The Student's opinion of the

outlook for this year, based on
interviews with individual mem-
bers of the committee, and on the

recent meeting, is that there is a

strong possibility of recognition

of the sport for Freshmen this

year.
It is understood that Bowdoin

will go in for basketball if the

other colleges do, thus leaving

the possibility of a four college

league in the near future.

Totals 1,865 7,605 857
Total regional vote, 10,389.

MIDDLE WEST
Chicago Univ.
Northwestern .

Minn. Univ. .

St. Ixniis U. .

Nob. Univ. . .

N. Dak. Univ.
Ohio State U.
S. Dak. Univ.
Wise. Univ. .

981
988
718
17
416
280

2,440
159

1,481

412
298
279

2
248
286

1,025
134

1,003

80
277
362
52

142
64

1,005
18
99

Totals 7,580
Total regional vote, 14,906.

FAR WEST
Arizona Univ. . . . 467
Stanford 828
Southern Cal. . . . 526
California 410
Colorado Univ. . . . 126
Col. School Mines . 105
Washington Univ. . 1,198

3,678 3,408

360
251
337
180
89
77

533

224
216
104
162
164
117
24G

Total 4,769 1,827 1,233

Totals 4,769 1,827 1,233
Total regional vote, 7,920.
Grand totals . . . 29,289 18,212 10,470

Although the depression has been
developed as the (paramount issue of
the late campaign, the question of
prohibition is .undoubtedly one of
the first issues that will receive
attention. The (platforms of both
major parties stand for immediate
settlement of the situation. Thus the
members' of both parties, in the
adiministration. and in Congress are
partial to a referendum in the near
future. iNo matter what the outcome,
whether it be repeal, 'modification or
retention, there are evils attendant.

iFin&and has gone through the
chanige from prohibition to retpeal
under government supervision, and
suffers more, not less, from the
bootlegger. According to Current
History for October, the illegal
liquor traffic is undoubtedly des-
tructive. Formerly bootlegging
merely required special government
agents for its' suppression while at
the present time after a year of
reipeal the bootlegger is underselling
the government controlled liquor
houses. In Canada evils attend the
government control of liquors.
Smuggling of bootleg from the
United States and domestic distilla-

tion are causing the provincial liquor
commissions infinite worry.
With the illegal liquor traffic so

highly organized in the United
States it is nearly certain that the
same evils will accompany the pro
posed return to legitimate liquor.

Phi Sigma Iota, the honorary
French society, is starting the year
with all new members. Plans have
been made to discuss the vaflue of
wealth in French society as evolved
through the ages. The organization
plans also to do research work and
make reports on French plays show-
ing this theme.
New members will be initiated at

the next meeting by Professor Ber-
tocci and Professor Seward.
The officers who have been

elected are: Professor Bertocei,
president; Professor Seward, vice-
presidenit; Dorothy Diggery, Secre-
tary; • and John Dobrovolsky,
Treasurer.

Earl Hanson And

Band to Provide

Music at Cabaret

All Reservations Must
Be Paid By Next
Monday Night

Plans for Juntior Cabaret, which
takes place November 19, have been
completed. The doom of Chase Hall

will be open at 7:45 o'clock. Earl

Hanson and his "Merrymakers", an
eleven piece orchestra, will furnish

the 'music, which will start at 8

o'clock; the first dance on the pro-

gram Ais at 8:15. There will be

twelve dances and two extras. The
third, ninth, eleventh, and first

extra wiill be waltzes. There wiLl be

only a short intermission.

The guests of honor are President
and Mrs. Clifton D. Gray, Dean Ha-
zel fM. Clark, Prof. Grovesnor Robin-
son and Mr. and Mrs. Harry W.
Rowe. The chaperones are Pirotf. and
Mrs. Roibert Berkelman, ,Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Spinks, Miss Mildred
Finher and Protf. Howell Lewis.
The hall will be decorated tin

pastel shades. Balloons of all coIots,

shapes and sizes will add to the

effect. The programs are buff colored
leather with a tooled repTod motion of

the large door at Chase Hall as the

cover.
Refreshments will be served at all

times during the evening, free of

charge.
A new rule forbids smoking on

the first floor of Chase Hall. The
men, are allowed to smoke down-
stairs.

The popular demand for reserva-

tions 'has exhausted the supply of

tlickets. All reservations must be
paid for iby midnight of Monday,
November 14. Any reservations not

paid for by then will automatically
be cancelled and the talbles given to

those on the waiting list. It is im-
portant that no one will be admitted
without their tickets and only one
couple to a ticket. The facilities at

Chase Hall make it impossible to

accommodate more than 45 tables

with two couples at a table.

Jack David '34 is head-waiter

and chief-usher. A group of co-eds

are serving as waitresses and ushers.
:o:

The second meeting of the Mc-
Farlane Club will be held on
Monday, November 14. The pro-

gram will be presented, by the in-

coming members. The clulb is plan-

ning to hold three meetings soon
that will be open to those who are

not members of the association.

Christian Groups

Greet Freshmen

Arriving in Fall

Sponsor Information
Tent, I Am U R, And

Stanton Ride

The influence of the Y. II. C. A.

and the Y. W. C. A. in regard to in-

coming freshmen has already been

felt by the time the new student
enters on registration day. Early in

the summer a group of members in

each organization are given the

names of a number of members of

the entering class for the purpose
of acquainting the student with

Bates, to answer what questions and
solve what problems for him that

are within their powers. The hand-
book, which is a major task of the
Y. M. C. A., is sent to each member
of the class to further aid him in

the new life which he is entering.
When registration day arrives the

representatives of the two organi-

zations are on the campus to meet
trains, inter-urbans, and buses. The
familiar "Y" tent is erected and an
information booth is maintained
throughout freshman week.

Sponsor Annual I Am U R
When the upper classmen return

the Y desires to have the freshmen
become at least slightly acquainted
with them as soon as possible, and
the I am U iR Party is the result.

In the spacious gym the four
classes gather in the common bonds
of friendship and loyalty.

Finally ,to perpetuate a well be-
loved tradition the "Y's" again co-

operate and sponsor the Stanton
ride. The freshmen hear from Pro-
fessor Chase the story of Uncle
Johnny Stanton and spend an enjoy-
able afternoon becoming better ac-
quainted by joining in games and
singing. Then to the cider mill.

It is the aim of the Y. W.and Y.
W. C. A. to assist the Freshmen In

their endeavors to become oriented
to college life and the activities of
Freshman Week are direct ways of

accomplishing this purpose.
:o:

The Little Symphony met for the
first time this year last Friday night.
Try-outs are still being held for the
admittance of new members; a

larger response has been made this

year than in previous years. The
Little Symphony is planning to ac-

company the Glee Clubs again this

year.

The Rams dell Scientific Society
had as its last meeting a Hallowe'en
get-to-gether. The room was lit by
candle and Jack-O'Lantern light.

Margaret Bootbby read Poe's tale

of hypnotism, "The Strange Case of
/Mr. Valdemar". This was followed by
a talk on modern trends of hypno-
tism, by Dorothy Diggery.

The Heelers club is presenting
"Boy Comes Home" before the next

Bnglis'h 4-A players meeting. It is

to be given by two different casts,

each under a different director, to

show the different ways of inter-

preting the various characters.

MARTINEAU'S
We Specialize In SODA FOUNTAIN

LUNCHEONS
IT'S "THE" PLACE

R. E. MARTINEAU CO.
DRUGGISTS

235 Main St.
Prescriptions Have Bight Of Way

Compliments of

J. W. White Co.

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets

College Loose Leaf Note Books
50c up

Fountain Pens
$1.00 up

A Complete Line of "Dollar Books" Including

"Complete Works of Shakespeare"

"Standard Book of British and American Verse"

Now ! The Collegiate Dictionary for $3.50—was $5.00

BERRY PAPER CO.
49 LISBON ST. —TEL. 100— LEWISTON

STEIN'S CLOTHES
ALL WOOL SUITS AND OVERCOATS

$9.50 and $12.50

Free Alterations
sid banders, mgr. 33 LISBON ST. Lewiston

We can show yon a vanea selection of

PRIZE CUPS

FOUNTAIN PENS
of all standard makes

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS
LADIES'

LEATHER HANDBAGS

LEATHER BILLFOLDS

BOOK ENDS

CLOCKS

of all kinds

BARNST0NE-0SG00D

COMPANY

Jewelers

50 LISBON STREET
Lewiston, Maine

LEWISTON MONUMENTAL
WORKS

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
James P. Murphy Co.

6 to 10 Bates St., LEWISTON
Telephone 4634-R

WE CATER TO

BATES STUDENTS

COLLEGE ST. SHOE HOSPITAL
67 COLLEGE STREET

SUITS WITH TWO TROUSERS $19.50 up

OVERCOATS $16.50 up

SPORT JACKETS $4.50 up

LEATHER JACKETS $5.00 up

FLANDERS
62 COURT ST.

AUBURN

180 Lisbon Street

Mavnard Moulton '22 Mgr.

COOl IfO]

FALL and WINTER

1,000 SUITS

AND TOPCOATS

MANUFACTURER TO YOU

ALL WOOL
ALL SHADES

ALL SIZES

ALL STYLES

EAT AT

Mrs. BARRY'S
Dinner With Dessert 35c

Supper 30c

Comer Campus and Nichols

Fred C. McKenney
64 Sabattus Street

CITIES SERVICE GASOLINE

and LUBRICATING OILS

WASHING and GREASING
Nearest Gasoline Station to College

serValL
LUNCH

44 Bates St. Geo E. ScWu

The Blue Line
Lewiston— Rumford—Farmington

[„v Lewiston—
IAS AM. 12.35 P.M

. 4 25 f M
,\ k um ford

—

7 35 A.M., 12 .25 P.M., 4 l5 p

7 30 A M ., 12.311 H.M
•M.

r M
- 4.11) p..

STANDARD TIM E
X

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME

Every Garment Guaranteed
ALL ONE PRICE

0 9 9 9

Richard's Clothes
39 LISBON STREET, LEWISTON

CORTELL'S
Now celebrating its 19th Anniversary

;

Collegiate clothes for men and women.
° CHARGE ACCOUNT SERVICE

101-119
LEWISTO

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing

and Finishing
24 HOUR SERVICE

"THE QUALITY SHOP

"

3 Minutes from the Campus Tol. 1817 W

R. W. CLARK Registered Druggist
Pure Drugs and Medicines

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

ewiston Trust Company

Lewiston, Maine

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

No raw tobaccos in Luckies
—that's why they're so mild

Con.. 1932.
The American
Tobacco Co.

WE buy the finest, the

very finest tobaccos

in all the world—but that

doesnot explainwhy folks

everywhere regard Lucky

Strike as the mildest ciga-

rette.The fact is, we never

overlook the truth that

"Nature in the Raw is

Seldom Mild"—so these

fine tobaccos, after proper

aging and mellowing, are

then given the benefit of

that Lucky Strike purify-

ing process, described by
the words—"It's toasted".

That's why folks in every

city, town and hamlet say

that Luckies are such mild

cigarettes.

It s toasted'*
rhat package of mild Luckies^BHB^M"^•aMn _ _„_ a—-a—

—
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War is not glorious. War is silly. Nobody can win—Bruce Barton.

IN 1873

FOUNDED

VOL. LX. No. ^ I k

tnhmt.
'Students* For Off-

Campus In Library

LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1932 PRICE TEN CENTS

FROM
THE

NEWS
pop Warner
Defends Football

Skyscrapers
Defy War Gas

Colleges Fail To
Provide Leaders

Hoover Proposes

%_ THOMAS MUSGRAVE

GLENN S. Warner, coach at Le-
land Stanford, Carlisle Indian
School, and Pittsburgh for

several decades defends football in
a recent article in the New York
Time^. He says:

"The first fallacy is that modern
players are not so good as they
were in "the good old days." I don't
know exactly when the good old
days were, but I have been playing
with, or coaching, football teams
almost since the American game was
invented and my idea is that 'football

ENGLISH 4-A PLAYERS STAGE
BATTLE ROYAL OF THE SEXES
IN FIRST SHOWING OF YEAR

Goodsized, "Appreciative Audience > Witness
Conflicts Between The Eternal Feminine

And No-lessrdurable Masculine

FLORENCE WELLS
OUTSTANDING

Varsity Play Will Be
Presented December

15 and 16

By PROF. R. G. BERKLEMAN
The English 4^A Players staged

a battle royal of the sexes last
Thursday and Friday evenings, in
the Little Theater, before good-
sized, appreciative audiences. By
chance, each of the one-act 'plays
turned upon the jolly rivalry that

players, like other athletes, are exists between the eternal feminine
better than they ever were before. I

would go so far as to say that
mediocre teams of today could de-
feat the champions of twenty or
thirty years ago.
"The reasons for my belief are

many. In the first place, much more
attention is given to athletics and
.physical training nowadays, not only
in all schools and universities, but
ateo at municipal playgrounds, ath-
letic clubs and even in big industrial
organizations. Boys—and girl6, too
—are today not only healthier but
are larger than their parents or
grandparents were. They are getting
bigger in every generation.

"I do not mean to imply that foot-
ball is a gaime for big, beefy boys
alone, as it was in the much-talked-
of "good old days," when it was a
game of ipower, push and pull, and
the heaviest team usually won.
"On the contrary, speed and

brains are now the principal factors
in a winning team. A player has to

be smart to keep up with the plays,
for the whole trend has been toward
the fast, scientific, open game that

can be 'played well only by quick-
thinking men. Of course, it is still

true that a fast, smart, ibig man is

better than a fast, smart, small one,

but in present-day football there is

no iplace for a clumsy behemoth who
has nothing but size and strength".

CIVILIAN 'populations will be
safe from poison gases in the
next war, it is said in the cur-

rent issue of The 'Chemist, publica-

tion of the American Institute of

Chemists, by Dr. J. Mitchell Fain.
None of the war gases, including

Lewisite, Dr. Fain asserts, is suf-

ficiently powerful to be used against
'modern cities with their high build-

ings and ventilation systems and
there is little likelihood of the dis-

covery of more deadly gases.

The country having the largest air

force could not .put down a con-
centration of poison gas over an area
greater than a square imile, while

the area of New York is about 300
square miles. Moreover,, the con-
centration would extend only 20 or

30 feet from the ground, so that a

room on the upper 'floor of a tall

'building would serve as a gas refuge.
The air conditioning systems could
be used to clear out the gases

and no-lees-durable masculine. The
conflicts were kept within bounds,
however, <by the able direction of
lEvelyn (Rolfe '33, John David '34,

and John Curtis '33—all under the
informal helpfulness of Prof. Robin-
son.

Women Demand Recount
"World Without Men", by Philip

Johnson, began with the contention
that such a condition would be
paradise regained, proceeded to
wound defenseless Man with verbal
thrusts, wiped out all but one man
with a scientific miracle, but ended
(after several women had demanded
a recount) with the marriage of the
supposedly man-despising Mme Pa-
vel. 'Louise Geer, '3 6, as the daffy-
downdilly Mrs. Jones, was most con-

Henry Houle '36 Passes Away
Last Thursday After Operation

T

vincing in her characterization, not
only while sipeaking her lines but
also in her revealing responses to
the other players. The performance
of Mary Abromson '36, as the curt
Mrs. 'Smith, was also full of promise.
Others, playing their parts with
commendable competence, were June
Sawyer, the nerve-racked lover of a

terrier (toy-shop breed); Margaret
Perkins, first to spy the Last Man;
Charlotte Cutts, woman of science;
Thelma Poulin, the dreaming re-

porter; and Ruth Coan, the maid.
If this play was inferior to the
other two, it was so by reason of its

inferior authorship. Not a few of
the lines lacked life and character.

"Trifles" Well Written
Susan Glaspell's well-known

"Trifles", loyal to the sex of its

creator, revealed the obtuseness of

the sheriff and attorney and the
acuteness and sympathy of the

housewives. The latter, found much
more among the kitchen "trifles"

than did the men of the law. The
play, originally the short story "A
Jury of Her Peers", is superbly
written, every line subtly eloquent
either of character or of symbolism
and suggested action. With the
possible exclusion of a few passages
rendered unconvincingly melodra-
matic by over-emphasis, the whole
presentation was remarkably com-
mendable.

Most of the acting fell upon the
two women, the sheriff's wife and
the neighbor of the murderess. As
Mrs. Hale, Florence Wells '34—in

the unpretentious judgment of the
reviewer—gave one of the very best
performances of the evening. Her.HE universities of the world,

while making progress in the
j .face" and voice used always with

sphere of learning, have failed

to provide public leadership and
gave little assistance in meeting
para/mount political and economic
problems during the depression,

Howard Lee McBain, Dean of the

faculties of political science, philoso-

phy and pure science at Columbia
University, declared in his annual

report to Dr. Nicholas Murray But-

ler, made public recently.

"In the field of national and inter-

national economies and affairs the

vear has been one Oif turbulence and

tragic uncertainty," Dean McBain
asserts. "In many spots of the world

almost anything might have hap-

pened at any moment. A deal of

things did happen. The mystery is

that they were not of larger catas-

trophic consequences than they were,

though the end is not yet.

"In contrast, in the realm of uni-

versity scholarship and learning the

year was one of unusual quietness

and persistent 'pushing of the fron-

tiers of knowledge and interperta-

tion. It is manifestly cause for regret

and perhaps for introspective inquiry

that in the world's present emergen-

cies so little of light and learning

has come out of the world's uni-

versities. Not that it would neces-

sarily 0r even probably have been

accepted and acted upon -by the be-

wildered and harassed statesmen ot

the hour, but whether from timid-

ity or perplexity the fact is that very

slight assistance appears to have

been iproffered by the men of uni-

versities.

Finds Study More Serious

"Although such a matter is dim-
cult to assess, I have a feeling that

the national and world crisis of trie

year induced on the part of students,

instructors and research workers in-

creased seriousness and continuity or

Purpose, while in many quarters i

nave had reports of a general rise in

the intellectual quality of the stu-

dent body."

PRESIDENT Hoover's appeal for

"unity of national action" was
warmly applauded in Wall

Street. His admonition that it is the

fine restraint, expressed rather

poignantly most of the emotional
intensity of the drama, without
which the play might have been
only mildly interesting and undis-

turbing. Praiseworthy al60 was the
work of all the others in "Trifles"

—

of Frances Eckhardt '35, as the

sheriff's wife; Russell Milnee '34. as

the slow-witted farmer who appeared
first after the murder; William
Haver '35, and Bruce Pattison '33,

as arms of the law.

This second play left only one

thing to be desired, and that from

the audience, rather than from the

actors: quite unfortunately, especial-

ly in a drama of such seriousness, a

few ill-timed titters at the familiar

friends in strange costume weakened

perceptibly the whole illusion crea-

ted by the good action.

Men Have Last Word
Tables were turned, on this occa

Bates Places Four,

Maine Three on

Student All-Team
Berry, Gilman, Clemons,
And Pricher Garnet

Men Honored
After a day's jig-saw shifting of

clippings and memories of the most
recent state series accomplishments,
the Student sports writers arrived
at the following guess as its contri-
bution to the number of All-Maine
elevens for 1932:
FIRST TEAM SECOND TEAM

left end
Parsons ('Maine) Kent (Bowdoin)

left tackle
Bewy (Bates) Craig (Maine)

left guard
Oilman (Bates) Reese ((Maine)

center
Clemons (Bates) Cobb (Maine)

right guard
Calderwood (iMaine) Mills (Colby)

right tackle
Low (Bowdoin) Stone (Bates)

right end
R. Peabody (Colby)

Davis (Bowdoin)
quarter-back

Davan (Colby) Wilson (Maine)
left half-<back

Pricher (Bates) Roniansky (Maine)
right half-iback

Hubbard (Bowdoin) Favor (Maine)
full-back

Robertshaw (Maine)
A. Peabody (Colby)

An explanation of the process by
which the fore-going masterpiece
was engendered may be in order:

the following facts were taken into

consideration: Maine won the title;

Colby outplayed every team it faced;

a lot of good players were handi-

capped by injury, and could not take
part in enough play to warrant
their selection as All-Maine.
To go into details, the ends gave

practically no trouble. Anybody who
saw the Bates-Colby game will know
why Ralph Peabody is picked for

one of the end 'positions. He's been
as good in the other games Colby
has played. Parsons, a big thorn in

the side of the Bates secondary in

the Bates-Maine game, perfonmed
admirably, especially against Bow-
doin. Maine had a iplay which worked
nearly every time when Parsons's end
was involved: Parsons would circle

from his end in back of quarterback
Means, take the ball from the latter

who was going through a delayed

spinner, and circle around the other

end for consistent gains.

The two Bowdoin ends, Davis, and
Kent, get the choice for the second
team because of their superiority,

in our opinion, over Aldrich of

.Maine, Hersey of Colby, and Bob
Kramer of Bates, the three whom
we should say get honorable men-
tion. Joe iMurphy is as good as any
of them, hut he has been handi-
capped by injuries, and didn't show
what he could have showed if in

condition.
Picking the tackles was a harder

job. Herb Berry, Stan Low of Bow-
doin. Tubby Stone, and Craig of

U. of M. all looked good to us. Low
looked very good against Maine and
good enough in the Bates-Bowdoin
'Struggle to get the advantage over

Stone, so we picked him. and left

Tubby to share second team honors

with Craig.
Came the guards and plenty of

guessing. Sam Calderwood of (Maine

seemed to us to be the only out-

standing performer in this position.

We'll admit that the other three

selections are just guesses, and
yours are as good as ours.

Gilman, we believe, is good
enough for a first team berth. He's

at least as good as Reese, and better

than Dow, Putnam and Mills of

The announcement of the death of
Henry George Houle '36 came as a
distinct shock to the college audience
assembled for chapel last Thursday
morning. Houle died early Thursday
morning at the C. M. G. Hospital
where he had been convalescing
following an operation Nov. 4 for
appendicitis. The first indications of
any serious illness came on Wednes-
day Nov. 2 when he underwent
severe pain during the night. Thurs-
day morning he had felt much
relieved and reported at the college
infirmary at nine o'clock, but decided
that he would not stay and said
that he would be back at eleven to
see Dr. Goodwin on his daily visit

to the campus. However, for some
reason he did not appear at that
time, but came back at 12:45 and
inquired for the nurse, who was at
the Rand Hall Dining Room. Upon
'being informed of her whereabouts,
he left the infirmary without further
conversation. That evening after his

return from dinner at the college
commons, he felt so very ill that he
got in touch with Dr. Goodwin
through his roommate about six
o'clock. Dr. Goodwin, having learned
that he was able to walk over to

the infirmary, urged him to report
there at once. Miss Scott, the college
nurse who lives at the infirmary,
at once took steps to diagnose his

case and reported to Dr. Goodwin
over the phone. After treatment at

the infirmary, Houle, who had no
localized pain at all. reported that

infirmary to see Houle and at once
judged that something was serious-

ly wrong. Upon taking a blood count
it was discovered that Houle had a
count of 27.000, which is abnormally
high. He was at once removed to the
C. M. G., and after a consultation of

physicians there, was operated on
for appendicitis. It was disclosed by
the surgeon who operated that the
a.ppendix wa6 ruptured and in such
a condition that it must have been
ruptured for at least twelve or
fifteen hours, if not more. Following
the operation, Houle failed to recu-
perate as rapidly as was expected
and after a turn for the worse, he
died shortly after six Thursday
morning.

Henry or "Hunker" as he was
known to his friends, was character-
ized by a quiet determination in

everything that he undertook, and
his friendly grin made him one of
the most popular freshmen in the
college. As a member of the sports
department of the Student he show-
ed a great desire to be of service,

and was active in dramatics.

He came to Bates from Dean
Academy in Franklin, Mass., where
his family resides. While there he was
a 'prominent member of a football

team which won the New England
Prep School Championship. Handi-
caped by injuries received during
prep school clays he had refrained
from participating in the sport dur-
ing his freshman year at Bates, but

he felt much better. Later in the eve- I he gave promise of being a member
ning, Dr. Goodwin came to the I of the varsity next year.

ALDEN LEADS COLBY TO 7-0

VICTORY OVER BATES ELEVEN

IN FINAL GAME OF SEASON
Garnet Team Is Consistently Outplayed By

Powerful Line And Shifty Backneld
Of Rejuvenated Waterville Team

Junior Cabaret

Color Scheme is

Vivid, Original

Gay Decorations To
Hang In Chase At
Year's First Formal

GARCELON FIELD
SEA OF MUD

IS

The committee in charge of the
Junior Cabaret has completed all

j

the necessary^arrangements, and^the
0flhe~BobSt, stiC it Remained for

Alden, speedy Waterville halfback,

Kin<> and Moynihan are

Major Wall Carries

of Bates Offense

By TED SEAMON

With Colby doing a better job of

slipping and slithering through the

sea of mud that was once Garcelon
field, Bates lost last Friday after-

noon, Armistice day, by one touch-
down and a point to nothing.

Although the Colby line consis-

tenly outplayed the forward ranks

ANNOUNCE RHODES CANDIDATES
AND NOMINATING COMMITTEE
Two Of State's

Committee Are On

Bowdoin Faculty

November 10, 1932
To the Editor of the Bates
Undergraduate Paper
The following communication has

been received today by the different

members of the Maine State Com-
mittee of Rhodes Scholarship selec-

tion :

"I am happy to inform you that

the members of the Maine State
Committee of Selection for the
Rhodes Scholarships this year are
as follows:
Chairman: Guy P. Gannett, Esq.
Secretary:

Professor Thomas Means
(Connecticut and Merton, '11)

Bowdoin College
Brunswick, Maine

Members

:

Professor S. A. Ashby
(Texas and Merton, '04)

University of Maine
Orono, Maine
Dean Paul Nixon
(Connecticut and Balliol, '04)

Bowdoin College
Brunswick, Maine

and
Professor C. J. Webber
(Maryland and Queen's, '14)

Colby College
Waterville. Maine
The committee meets to make its

selections on Thursday, December
8th; the Secretary will notify the

committee of the exact time and
place. I am sending a copy of this

letter to each member."
Yours sincerely,

FRANK AYDELOTTE
Verv truly yours,

THOMAS MEANS
SECRETARY, Committee

of Selection.

Murray '34 Only

Bates Nominee

Among Aspirants

Brunswick, Maine
November S, 19 32

To the Editor of the Bates
Undergraduate Paper
Dear Sir:

Thinking that it might be of in-

terest to some of your student body
to learn the Names, Colleges and
Addresses of the candidates from
the State of Maine for the Rhodes
Scholarships from New England, 1

am submitting herewith the list in

alphabetical order.

The personnel of the Committee
has not as yet been officially re-

leased.

Booth, George Russell—Bowdoin
Cincinnati, Ohio

Brown. Arthur Albert—Maine
Bangor, Maine

Davis, Albert Samual, Jr.—Bowdoin
Bound Brook, New Jersey

Helie, Leonard—Colby
Waterville, Maine

Hill, Robert Cassell—Bowdoin
Springvale, Maine

Leland, Hollis Littlefield—Maine
Bangor, Maine

Murray, Frank Suther—Bates
Auburn, Maine

Sanger, Richard Newhall—Bowdoin
Arlington, Massachusetts

Sewall, George Tingey—Bowdoin
Old Town, Maine

Spingarn, Edward Dana Woodberry
Bowdoin

Troutbeck, Amenia, New York
Webb, John Allan—Colby

Brockton, Massachusetts
Respectfully yours,

THOMAS MEANS
Secretary. Committe of Selection

State of Maine

first formal of the year will be held

at Chase Hall Saturday, Nov. 19,

from 7:45 to 11:45 o'clock. Earl
Hanson and his "(Merrymakers", an
eleven piece orchestra will furnish

the music which will start at 8 P. M.
There will be twelve dances and
two extras; four of the dances will

be waltzes.
The decorations will be in pastel

shades, with multi-colored balloons
of all shapes and sizes. The pro-

grams are buff colored with a tooled
reproduction of the large door at

Chase Hall as the cover.
Refreshments may be purchased

at all times during the evening. Jack
David is head-waiter and chief-usher,

and a group of co-eds is serving as
waitresses and ushers.

Guests
The guests are President and Mrs.

Clifton D. Gray, Dean Hazel M.
Clark, Prof. Grosvenor Robinson,
and Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Rowe.
The chaperones are Prof, and Mrs.
Robert Berkleman, Mr. and Mrs.
iLeslie Spinks, Mies Mildred Fisher,
and Prof. Howell Lewis.
A new rule forbids smoking on

the first floor of Chase Hall; the
men are allowed to smoke only
downstairs.

As the attendance this year was
limited to 80 couples, all reserva-
tions were taken early; and every-

sion and the final word was enjoyed
j
Colby. The other guard on the

hv 'the men George Kaufman's second team is a matter for the dice

sparkling farce "If Men Played

•Cards as Women Do"

Continued on Page 3 Col 6

went far to

. i matters with the more deadly

of the species. One would have a

difficult task choosing a ^wite
among Charles Povey '34, Edward

Curtin '36, Robert Kroepsch '33, and

Bernard Drew '34, who temporarily

took upon themselves the exquisite

irrelevance of women who never

progress beyond shuffling the cards

and cutting the reputations of their

absent friends.
Recognition ought also be gnm

the costume mistresses, Thelma

Kittredge and Florence James, the

business manager, Edward Wilmot,

the stage manager, Walter Gerke,

and his valiant assistants who must

have wrestled furiously with kit-

chen stove, fireplace, 'pictures, chairs,

and Prof. Robinson's wall hanging,

which has also swaddled many a

Greek king at commencement time.

For the fine music between plays

the audience has Clyde Holbrook,

Norman DdMarco, and Almus Thorpe

to thank.
George Austin, '33. president of

the Players, announced that the

Varsity Play would be (presented

December 15 and 16.

to decide. We pick Pete Mills, Sports

Editor of the Colby Echo.
Clemons and Cobb look like two

good centers. Somebody may find

fault in our picking Cobb over Milli-

ken, but the Bowdoin-Maine game is

our basis for the selection. Cobb
somehow managed to get through
between Milliken and Ackerman
every time, and tackled many a

Bowdoin runner from behind.

Backneld Selections

There seems to be a lot of back-

field men. Some of them ought to

have been out for guard jobs, or

ends, and mayibe they could have

rated All-Maine there; as it is, it

was very hard to get down to two

men for each position. Paddy Davan
of Colby. Johnny Wilson of Maine,

Violette .also of Colby, lead the

signal-barkers, we believe., Burdell,

of Bowdoin. both Gay and Valicenti

of Bates, and Means of Maine are

nearly up to the first three we
named. .

It seemed hardly fair to pick

Davan and Wilson oveT Violette,

but the two first named pleased us

-more than the Colby captain in the

Continued on Page 3 Col 6

Phi Sigma Iota

To Initiate New

Members Thurs.

The first regular meeting of the

Bates chapter of Phi Sigma Iota will

be held Thursday, Nov. 17. The
society is starting with all new mem-
bers this year and at the next meet-
ing all the members will be initiated.

The members are: Mildred Carrier

'33, Evelyn Crawford '34, Charlotte

Cutts '33, Angela D'Erico '34, Do-

rothy Diggery '33, John Dobrovolsky
•33, Helen Hamlin '33, Elizabeth

Lord '33, Louise Mallinson '34, Do-

rothy McAllister '34, Maxine Mc-
Cormack '3 4, Arthur Merrifield '34,

Doris Neilson '34, Theodore Proc-

tor '34. Helen Shorey '34, Eileen

Soper '34, Barbara Stuart '33, Elinor
Williams '33. Mary York '34.

The officers for this year are

.president, Prof. Angelo Bertocci;

vice-president. Prof. Robert D. Sew-
ard; treasurer, John Dobravolsky
'33; secretary, Dorothy Diggery '33.

thing gives promise of an enjoyable

!

ar^ defense to bring a Colby

to decide the outcome with an
eighty-two yard run through the
entire Bates team, late in the second
period.

Alden Runs 82 Yards
Violette's accurate toe place-

kicked the extra point to add furth-

er dismay to the already stunned
Bates rooters. The break for Colby
came after a long low partially-

blocked punt from the foot of King
had skipped and skidded its way to

the Colby 18 yard line, which feat

everyone thought had put the Bates
goal out of any immediate danger.
Not so, however! Alden figured

otherwise, and proceeded on the first

play to show his intentions by
crashing through after a delayed
buck of the style Rockne popular-
ized, and running all of 82 yards
for a touchdown. King tried to

catch up with him and stop him,
but it was no good; Alden was too
fast.

Although the mud and uncertain
footing of the playing field handi-
capped both teams to a certain ex-

tent, Bates seemed to be bothered by
the playing conditions a good deal
more than the supporters of the
Mule. The Garnet tackling was con-
sistently sloppy, it taking two and
sometimes three men in the second-

ball-

NEW CHOIR MEMBERS

The college Choir has received

nine new recruits this year, coming
from all four classes. They are Amy
Irish '33, Marcelleine Conley '34,

Helen Goodwin '34, Elizabeth Wil-

son '34, Glenna Hobbs '35, Ruth
Coan '36, Louise Geer '36, Beatrice

Grover '36, and Nils Lennartson '36.

-:o :-

Prosperity has always returned

and will again.—John D. Rockefel-

ler.

Burning Dummy
Feature of Last

Football Practice

Members of the football squad, a
few faithful fans, and Coach and
Mrs. David B. Morey assembled in

the rain on Garcelon Field Thursday
afternoon for the "burning of the
dummy", traditional feature of the
last practice session of all Morey-
coached teams.

Herbert Berry, as captain, applied
the torch to the dummy, and as the
remnants burned, Bates' head coach
sipoke breifly Concerning the past
season, and concerning the ties that
bind together football players the
world over. Coach Morey mentioned
especially the senior members of the
squad.

Jere .Moynihan, in the absence of
a regular cheer leader, officiated in

this capacity. He lead cheers for
Morey and Spinks, and for the
seniors.

._ :o:

MEN OF '33 AND '34

evening. No one will be admitted
without his ticket, and only one
couiple to a ticket will be allowed
to enter.
The committee for the Junior

Cabaret is as follows: iEugene Ash-
ton, chairman, Patricia Abbott, Ver-
na Brackett. Jere Moynihan, and
Sumner Raymond.

:o:

Two Bates Men

Contributors to

'New Viewpoint'

Articles By Burati '32

And Smith '34 Appear
In New Magazine

Contibutions by two Bates men
are to be found in the <pages of The
New Viewpoint, the first issue of

which appeared this month. An
article by Valery 'Burati on "Maine
Economics vs Tradition," has been
used by this new paper, as well as

a poem from the Garnet of last

year entitled "Beginning" and
written by Abbott Smith, '34.

Characterizing itself as "A Juornal
for Critical Youth," The New View-
point launches its first issue with a
statement of its purpose, to crystal-
ize liberal thought in the modern
conflict of ideas. All the articles are
of an introductory nature, dis-

cussing such subjects as "Looking
Forward with Youth," "Liberalism
in the Modern Conflict," "Liberty
in the Colleges," and "Justice

—

What about It." Poems have been
used, such as "Begining" by Smith,
and "Freedom" by James Russell
Lowell. There is also an article on
"New Forces in American, Litera-
ture," by Harry Hansen, and a short
story based on a Degression incident
and called "Individual Initiative,"
contributed by John W. Fellows. As
stated on page two, The New View-
point is published "by and for youth"
and purposes "to stimulate original
and independent thinking." It is

hoped that other Bates men will
aiptpear in the columns of this new
venture.—,— :o:

OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS >

Congestion in the library has
forced Mrs. Roberts, the librarian,
to make a few changes in the ac-
comodations for the junior and
senior men.

In the future the men of these
classes may enjoy the added use of
the two outside tables in the
reference room for reserve book
reading. The two center tables in the
reference room are for students do-
ing reference work only.

carrier down.
Bates Outplayed

For the first time this season,

the Bates line was clearly outplay-

ed in what was heralded as the
"battle of the lines". Perhaps, the
main feature of the Colby offense
was the excellent calibre of their in-

terference and blocking, which,
coupled with careless defense work
on the part of the Bates squad, led

to gain after gain by Colby, and
finally culminated in Alden's eighty-
two yard touchdown run. The Colby
line played good football on the de-
fense, as well, stopping several
Bates plays before they had started,

and smearing most of the attempts
of King, Pricher et al to circle the
wings. However, as the score might
indicate, the game was not all one-
sided, for the Bates line did put up
a stubborn albeit ragged defense
with Gilman, Berry, Stone and Cle-

mons showing their usual form at

times. Moynihan, at full back prov-

ed a thorn in the Mules thistle (if

mules eat thistles) by his hard
changing support of the line.

Gay and Peabody Injured
Gay was taken from the field oa

a stretcher due to a blow in the
head in the second period after in-

tercepting a Colby pass, but he was
not seriously hurt. It is believed
that Peabody, who played a scintil-

lating game for the Mule, was
rather severely injured when he was
taken from the field in the later

stages of the game.
A belated Bates offense was start-

ed by a spectacular catch, on the
part of Kramer of one of Valicenti's
passes, but this was doomed to fail-

ure when a pass from the hands of
Roche was intercepted. King kicked
well in the latter part of the game
after several near blocked punts.

COLBY ECHOES

By Jack Rugg

In
noon

Influenced by a number of re-

quests of off-campus students, the
Student is going to leave the regular
editions of its paper in the Library
on Wednesdays in the future.'

It will not be necessary for campus
men and women to wait until
Thursday for mail delivery.

The papers will be on the book-
case just behind the reserve book
desk, and it is hoped that campus
residents will co-operate with the
Student by not taking any of these
copies limited in number. Dormitory
girls and faculty members will re-
ceive their copies as in the past.
Those not receiving copies may com-
municate with Thomas MusgTave in
Roger Williams, telephone 84121.

looking back over the after-
certain high points somehow

stick above the general sight of
muddy men slipping in a soggy
field: Kramer's beautiful catch in
baseball fashion of Valicenti's pass
in the third period—King's light-
ning like support of the left side of
the Bates line—John Alden's eighty-
two yard touchdown jaunt with
King la pursuit—Valicenti's catch-
ing of punts and his speed in get-
ting up from under a pile of Colby
men—the distance Colby hiked
every time they went into a huddle—the Bates band slipping and slid-
ing about Garcelon Field during the
half—the fact that National Guards-
men do make officious ushers—Ed-
ward Little and Lewiston High en-
tering en masse but not together,
evidently a throw back from the
morning's riot fiasco—the rapid dis-
integration of the Colby band and
its charming leader—Colby's dis-
approval of the referees and finally,
the clear day ,the muddy field and
the hard fought game.

Generally speaking the conditions
were best for a team of "mudders"
playing simple hard football and

Continued on Page 3 Col 5
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Is There A Doctor

In The Crowd?

A brilliant half-back catches a punt and
starts up the field, skillfully eluding driv-

ing tacklers who miss him by inches, until

he is brought down with a resounding

thud by an opposing back. He does not get up. Immediately a train-

er rushes onto the field and begins to work over the unconscious

player. At last he stirs slightly, and then moans, "Oh ! My back."

The trainer, with the help of a teammate, succeeds in raising the

dazed man to his feet, but the injured man's legs buckle under him

and he has no control of his body. Finally, a streteh'er is procured

and the man is carried off. In this case it happened to be a Colby

player.

It is evident that the customary attention that is given to foot-

ball men injured on the playing field is for the most part distinctly

amateurish and entirely inadequate. In the case that has been men-

tioned above, the man might have had a displaced vertebrae, in

which ease any careless movement of his body might have been

fatal. Nevertheless, the scene has been repeated on countless occa-

sions. Student trainers have little, if any, knowledge of the nature

of the injuries a player, may suffer, and yet they are allowed to

manipulate and handle men in such a way that permanent injury

may result. Let it be understood that this is not in any way a re-

flection on the work of the trainer of the Bates team during the

past season. There are many invaluable services which a student

trainer can render to a team in giving rub downs, taping and in

sponging off men who come out of the came.

At least for home games, however, a trained physician or doctor

should go onto the field and examine every man who has been in-

jured sufficiently to be unconscious. In case of leg injuries, he should

perform whatever diagnosis may be necessary in order to determine

the nature and extent of the injury. In this way much of the un-

certainty as to the condition of a player would be removed, and the

players Avould have more confidence in the attention which they

received when injured.

As Maine "As Maine goes, so goes the nation."

The old saying proved true again this year for

Goes, So Goes Maine came through by going Democratic in

the state elections in September and Republican
in the presidential election of this month. Perhaps the voters of this

staid old Republican state were ashamed of their impulsiveness in

electing a Democratic governor and so swung back into the column
of Republican states.

.

The reasons for the Democratic victory in the state elections

are so evident that even "he who runs may read." The Portland
Evening News held that the factors Avhich led to the downfall of the
Republicans were internal dissension within the grand old party it-

self, revelations last winter that many prominent Republicans had
accepted money from Insull, the militancy of the Democratic party,

the desire for a change in the 18th Amendment and the depression.

Valery Burati '32 writing for a new magazine of liberal thought,
the New Viewpoint, mentions one other factor which undoubtedly
influenced the vote of many of the working class. He writes, "Even
the brutal, spirit-killing tactics of Lewiston's Republican-controlled
Board of Registration, which disenfranchised 350 eligible voters

who, thru no fault of their own, were on the poor lists of the city,

could not shoulder off defeat." Penetratingly clear in his insight he
adds, "Though Maine's citizens are habitually gulled by propaganda
in their schools and press, their politics is motivated by reason, when
personal distress is sharp enough to penetrate the hide of tradition
What Maine and the rest of the nation need is not politics and
propaganda, but economic action and bread.

"

It is much more difficult to attempt to explain why Maine voted
as it did in the presidential elections. Perhaps the forces of
traditionalism were strong enough to recoup their forces between
September and November; perhaps the people of Maine rued their
action in repudiating the Republican party, and so came back
strongly in favor of Hoover.

It is just possible that what has happen el in Maine may be
indicative of a predicament that the whole country will face four
years from now, if some drastic legislation, modifying greatly what
we now have, is not passed. The people of Maine blamed the
Republicans for all of their woes and misfortunes of the past four
years and at the first, opportunity, they registered a protest in no
uncertain manner, thus indicating that even a Maine farmer is

susceptible to change once every sixteen years. However, upon a
closer examination of what they had got by a change in their state
government, they decided that perhaps after all they would be
better off as they were before, and so capitulated.

When, as guest speaker at an Armistice Day
chapel service, we have a man who is promi-

nent in the public life of the state, we are

constrained by the dictates of good taste "from

what is said. Moreover, when that man
happens to be the governor-elect of the State of Maine, to many
there may seem to be something of lese-majesty in an undergradu-

ate's evaluation of that speaker.

A respectful chapel audience, somewhat hushed by the thought

that this was indeed a serious occasion on which it was to pay its

respects to its ennobled brothers of yesterday, listened expectantly

for what this man, who holds the highest office the people of the

State can confer, had to say. No doubt, it expected to hear the

speaker commemorate with stirring words the men who had gone

cn, or perhaps it anticipated a quiet effective speech calling the

youth of today to rise to the heights that their older brethren had
achieved.

What those present did hear was an adroit politician, who
cleverly or otherwise, cloaked an appeal for the support of 'his party
and the president elect in the guise of an analogy between the good
citizenship of the Bates men who had served their country, and that

which was demanded of their successors in order to make the in-

coming administration a success. They heard a hybrid speech that

attempted to combine the elements that go to make a good political

speech with elements that would be attractive to a college audience,

and that failed to do either.

They were told about the football game on the morrow, and that

undoubtedly, the governor-elect avouIc! be there cheering for Bates,

if it were possible; that they belonged to a country whose armies
had never participated in a losing cause; that Hoover had done all

that any human being could possibly have done to remedy the situa-

tion; that the speaker in his recent gubernatorial campaign had
said nothing to the detriment of Hoover; and that Roosevelt should
command the loyalty of all, since he will enter the presidential office

with as great a desire to render service as any of his predecessors.
What type of speech could have been better adapted to influencing
an audience which was predominantly Republican, than this speech
was ?

"Where there is no vision, the people perish."

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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By MlbDRKI) HOLLYWOOD
Vermont Cynic igiives a new twist

to the Eddie Cantor idea of college
bred by defining it as bread which
requires a feainful amount of dough,
is seldom self-raising, and usually
proves* to be nothing more or less
than a (four-year loaf. Ho, Hum.

God made women, Carson-New-
man College believes, beautiful and
foolish—(beautiful, so that men
might love them and foolish, so that
they might love men. This college
also claims that slang is just "sport-
model language stripped down to get
more speed with less horsepower." Is

that what you call being really nice?

The Student

And
The World
By JAMES BAJLANO

The Bates Student is termed a
"ragullar hard-boiled newspaper" in

the St. John High School paper. No
wonder we're touigh, says you. just

sample the steak we chew. Such hard
work must brin\g some kind of re-
sults, huh?

B. U. has a rather unique organ-
ization in the "Fa" clulb. It is an
exclusive club for men only. The
meimibersi are all lovers of good
music, food, and liquor "in modera-
tion", and must 'be able to sing "Fa"
in any key. You big meanies, you
would have to stick in that last

requirement when you know I can't
protect my voice unless I go walk-
ing.

Ambition's Trail
By ELLA YV3 h¥M WILCOX

If all the end of this continuous striving
Were simply to attaim,

How poor would seem the planning and contriving
The endless surging and the hurried driving

Of body, heart and brain !

But ever in the wake of true achieving,
There shines this glowing trail

—

Some other soul will be spurred on, contriving
New strength and hope, in its own power believing,

Because thou didst not fail.

Not thine alone the glory, nor the sorrow,
If thou dost miss the goal.

Undreamed of lives in many a far to-morrow
From thee their weakness or their foree shall

borrowr—
on ambitions soul.

_

The Pathfinder analyzes man
thusly:
Symbol: Bo. An important member

of sez-i-it-y.

Occurence: Can be found wherever
ladies live.

Physical Properties: Collorless,

various shapes, and sizes. Appears
small but usually appears big. Dull
but brightens when polished. Surface
of face seldom unprotected by cover-
ing of bristles. Shrinksi when near
a better "bo" and inflates when
filled with pride. Remarkably
pliable, and can be easily molded,
with a little experience, by feminine
hands.
Chemical Properties: Exceedingly
active. Has a marked affinity for
greenbacks, requiring woman's
famed ingenuity in the process of
separating them. Absorbs quantities
of food, Chesterfields, and Lucky
Strikes. Sours easily when neglected
but is restorabtle, with proper treat-

ment to original state. Subject to

spontaneous combustion, and 'bursts

into flame, forming hot air.

The average expenditure for a

date with a co-ed at Denison Univ.
is just ten cents, an investigation iby

the (campus newspaper disclosed.
Wonder if they have there a dating
ibureau like at Arkansas Poly, a slid-

ing scale of prices according to the
desirability of the date secured.
First choice costs a quarter. If the
second is the one procured, the
charge is twenty five cents. Some
very fine bargains can be picked up
for the good old dime.

Holy Cross received recently a two
foot boa-eonstricter in a shipment of
bananas. And of course some bright
young thing seized the opportunity
to remark that "nature in the
bananas is seldom mild." Ho, hum.

The Text claims that the human
brain is a wonderful organ. Oh sure,
U .starts working as soon as we
awaken in the morning and never
stops till we get to class.

This week's gardenia goes to Mr.
John Edgar Park for this hitting-

the-nail-on-the-head statement in his
"New Horizons". He says, "The
greatest distance in the world lies

between 'I am going to do it' and 'I

have done it'. The road is always
torn up between these two points,
so that, although it seems to be a
short distance, it is almost impass-
able".

The Hollywood week-end cheer
was Skidaten, skidoten, doom.
Skldee-weedie-wa-wa, doom, skidoon.
Sure, it's inane but via the telephone
and earnestly murmured before a
harassed waiter, it produces sur-
prising (I prefer mild words) not
to say, unexpected results. Try it

and then run.

Walter Lippman has unearthed
the fact that President Wilson, were
he defeated in the 1916 presidential
election, contemplated appointing
the Republican nominee, Hughes,
Secretary of State and bringing about
the resignation of himself and the
vice-president. This action would
have automatically made the win-
ning candidate president four
months before the usual inaugural
day. Wilson's reasons were that the
country faced a crisis and that the
in-coming administration should
immediately assume responsibilities.
Such an action on the part of Presi-
dent Hoover is advised and urged
by many.
The results of the election clearly

show that the present administra-
tion does not enjoy nation-wide con-
fidence. 'Coinciding with this argu-
ment is the obsolescence of the lame
duck session of Congress and the
four month interval between elec-
tion and inauguration of the chief
executive. It would seem that in
order to keep the country from
'marking time' that the newly
elected administration should ibe

immediately installed.
From all appearances, President

Hoover intends to retire on March 4.

It is rumored however, that he will
confer with the President-elect on
important issues such as the cur-
rent debt question.

Although large sums of gold were
sent last month from England and
France to the United States
Treasury these European countries
are seeking postponement of further
payments pending conferences on
the debt situation. So interrelated
are the debts of these countries and
German reparations that the present
disability of Germany to pay renders
these countries disable to settle up".

At least that is the line of thought
that those countries bring forth to
sack-holding Uncle Sam. In reality
the European countries including
Germany decided at Lausanne that
Germany would need pay no more
reparations if the United States
would cancel the debts. Immediately
following this there was a concen-
trated appeal from all countries to
the United States to cancel the debts.
England and France appealed in the
name of economic recovery while
'Mussolini «aid that the debts would
never be collected anyway and that
the best course for American pride
was cancellation.

There are many arguments for
both sides. Many prominent Ameri-
cans favor immediate cancellation.
The in-coming administration, how-
ever expressly stated in it's platform

j

that debts would not be cancelled.
More than this the Democratic party
has always ibeen known as an in-
tensely 'national' party and one of
it's spokesmen, Hearst devotes great
space in his papers to the effect that
the debts shall not be cancelled. One
could see in this present strong
appeal from Europe, recognition of
the fact that the present administra-
tion is more susceptible to debt
cancellation.

The unpreeented Socialist vote
shows many things. Taking into
consideration the belief that most
'protest' votes went to the Demo-
crats the election vote obtained by
the socialist party demonsrates that
the liberal trend is nationwide and
that the voting public is 'being
aroused (by thoughts of social re-
forms. Perhaps the most note-
worthy is that two of our larger
industrial cities and two of our
largest colleges showed strong
Socialist tendencies. Milwaukee and
Baltimore cast large Socialist votes
while Columbia and New York
University were overwhelmingly for
Thomas. Realization that the present
economic and social system is far
from that which is possible in this
country has occured to many. The
descriptive phrase 'full granaries
and breadlines' has come to mean
more to millions of people. It covers
the facts that, the country is rich
in natural resources that are ex-

KING FOOTBALL,. By Reed Harris

254 pp. New York: The
Press. ^2.00

Mr. Harris's book is a stirring

revelation of the inside story off

what he has called a "royal mess

and "the sore thumb of out edu-
cational system." Not only has he

told the ins-ide story of football as

it exists in most colleges today, but

he has gone to the 'bottom of what

he believe© to be a "rather rotten

lemon, American higher education.

Despite the frequent manifestation

of raibid prejudice, his work is

always interesting and consistently

invigorating. His portraits of foot-

ball men, coaches, alumni secre-

taries, and- college presidents not

only make one chuckle because of

theOr accuracy, Put also give one a

clearer insight into the difficulties

of all these positions. With the

author, one feels sorry for "puppet
administrations" which, without the

influence (brought to bear on them by

the Alumni, (the capital "A" ;being

Mr. Harris's denotation of the gradu-

ate who supports football—and the

college.) might 'have some high

ideals in* mind for their charges.

With him, too, one is 'also sorry for

the "very average . 'average man' "

being manufactured under the

American system.
"In college few students real-

ize what is happening to them

—

just how they are being ham-
mered and bent and moulded
into tin-soldier similarity. But
for those who do realize, or
even half realize, we may be
thankful. From them come the
alumni (small "a")—the people
who have ibecome intellectually

alert, the men and women who
ha<ve managed to squeeze some-
thing real from this rather rot-

ten lemon. American higher
education."
The extent to which a reader in

college will 'be convinced iby (Sir.

Harris's arguments and attacks
against foot/ball primarily and the

college itself secondarily, will vary
with prejudices. But there are some
assertions and facts which even the

motit loyal Alumnus or undergradu-
ate or college official cannot deny.

The "tin-god" position of footiball

coaches varies in different institu-

tions, as does, consequently, the ex-

tent to whi.?h his salary might im-
prove the facuilty. D isleussi nig this

matter and the influence of the
Alumni,' Mr. Harris writes:

"Alumni (capital! "A") pub-
lications are constructive—they
will urge more building and
bigger football fields while the
faculty needs a hundred compe-
tent additiono. They will call

for better teams and urge the
appointment of overpaid coaches
while academic standards drop
into the mire. They aid pro-
gress, but the progress is down-
nill and rapid."
A chapter devoted to student pub-

lications treats the anchor's own ex
pulsion from Columbia University
for an editorial attack in the
Columbia Spectator on the college
commons. He also discusses the ex-
pulsion or forced resignation of
seme twenty other student editors.

He writes in part:
"In the treatment meted out

to college editors, we have a
key to the immaturity of Ameri-
can students. They are kept that
way by the men who watch
their every move. As soon as an
undergraduate editor begins to

wake up and speak in criticism
of things a® they are, he is

bound, gagged and, if conve-
nient, tossed into the world out-
side the university, perhaps for
fear lest he demoralize the more
timid students by whom hils

writing is to be read . . . Seldom
is hei malicious or publicity-
seeking."
/Mr. Harris is not purely des-

tructive, but offers a very definite

program of improvement. His chief
recommendation is that H.R.H. King
Football be exiled "to the land of
open and honest professionalism."
Hiding under characteristically loud
guffa.ws and cries of "Youth!" and
"Inexperience!", educators will only
laugh at much off King Football. But
perhaps another Carnegie report
similar to the one of 1929, asisted
by continued "murders," and a few
years development in student atti-
tude against H.R.H. will combine to
dethrone hrim, and to show the truth
wherewith Mr. Harris has spoken so
well. Let him whom the shoe fits. . .

A. S.

Student Govt. Tea Held

In Rand Last Sunday
The second in a series of after-

noon teas was held in Rand recep-
tion room November 13 and was
attended by a large number of the
college women. Mrs. Chase, Mrs.
McDonald, Mm. Rowe. and Mrs.
Ramsdell poured and members of
the student government board serv-
ed.

During the tea, Ellen Bailey '36
gave a

>

violin solo, with Caroline
Blake '36 at the piano. Marjorie
Fairbanks '3 6 entertained with piano
selections in the last hour of the
tea.

Mary O'Neil is chairman of the
committee in charge of these Sun-
day afternoon teas and is assisted by
Catherine Condon '35. The teas are
sponsored by the student govern-
ment board.

of native ability. Socialism promises
reforms that will gradually do away
with such injustices, and to the
party advocating such reforms the
worker naturally turns. Not only
does this liberal platform attract
the worker. The student, in spite of
his idealistic point of view, turns
to the Socialist party 'because that
party promises that the educated
man, the leader, the organizer, the
educator, the professional man will
occupy an important station in a
socialistic state.
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GOES WHERE THE
DOLLARS ARE

Advertisnienis today must contact buy-

ing dollars - - not merely baying desires.

Thev must mingle With purchasers rath-

er than just people. They must meet

orders not hoarders or circulation

Spa;ce buyers peek into purses.

700 Bates college men and women subs-

cribers have thousands of potential dol-

lars at their disposal each year.

At Bates, the STFDEXT goes where the

dollars are It sells when selling is

difficult.

Bates Student
AN AGGRESSIVE COLLEGE PAPER IN ITS

FIFTY-NINTH YEAR OF CIRCULATION

Ruth Seabury Says Qhandi

Is Qreatest Living Person
"Ghandi is the greatest living

person in the world today," is the
interesting statement made iby Miss
Ruth Seabury, Educational Secreta-

ry of the American Board of Con-
gregational Churches who spoke in

chapel October 31. In her world
travels, she once had the privilege

of stayinig at the home of this

empire-disturbing figure. Ghandi's
greatness, she believes, lies not in

the political and economic views he
holds and with which Miss Seabury
does not whole-heartedly agree, nut
lies rather, in his fine idealism, his

breadth of view, and the powerful
hypnotic influence he exerts over
his fellow countrymen.

Not only has Miss Seabury met
Ghandi in her world-wide travels,
but she has also 'been fortunate
emougn to meet other personalities
equally forceful and impressive. She
includes in her cosmopolitan ac-
quaintances Chinese men and
women; "Ma" Black, the mountain
doctor, nurse, and comforter about
whom she eipoke so feelingly Monday
morning, and scores of students
with whom she has come in contact
both here and abroad.

Her work with yonng people
takes her to all sorts of strange and
out-of-the-way places. Her stay at
a camel inn is not an unusuail oc-

curence in her varied and rich

experiences, but rather, a typical

incident of what she encounters in

her work of promoting world friend-

ships. Next summer it is taking her

to England where she is to be the

leader at the British Conference of

Students.

While in Lewiston, Miss Seabury
addressed the young people of Lew-
iston-Au burn at the High Street

Congregational Church, and also

spoke at the first meeting of the

World (Friendship Institute.

-:o
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The Friendly Book

Educative, certainly, .if not sweet,
are the uses of adversity: the last

few years have gone far to make lis

a bookish nation, according to fig-

ures recently compiled by the Amer-
ican Library Association. Out on the
Pacific Coast, where even per-

centages grow biggest and best—in

Seattle, Portland and Los Angeles

—

the average citizen borrowed nine or

ten books a year from his public
library in 1931 instead of his pre-

vious seven or eight in the piping
times of 1929. In Dayton, Akron and
Cleveland. Ohio, the Increase was a.s

great or greater.

About 1864,
farmers began to growWhite
BurleyTobacco. A few casks

were taken to the St. Louis

Fair in 1867 and sold for

58c a pound.
White Burley Tobacco is

used to make Granger. It

is the best pipe tobacco that

You will notice the dif-

ference as soon as you light

up your pipe of Granger- It

burns slower, smokes cooler
and never gums a pipe.

YOU CAN DEPEND ON A LIGGETT & MYERS PRODUCT
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The Best College Souvenir

A Bates Year Book
— As lasting as recollection —

SUBSCRIBE TO

u

The 1933

MIRROR"
(The charge is five dollars. The entire amount mav

be placed on the second semester term bill, or two dollars
may be paid before January 15 and the remainder on
receiving the book.)

T* J* Mmrphy
Fur Company

Est. 1873

Lewiston, Maine

There is a young lady in college
Who of furs has very keen knowledge.
So see where she goes
To buy her sport clothes
Its to MURPHY'S the store for the college.

Woolen
Jackets

From

Suede, Leather Jackets from $6.75

Display At Rand, Friday, Nov. 18

Paris
Says It

Hair is shorter, waves are wider, and curls are

plentiful, though very flat—Let us give you this

attention, so you may wear your hair a brand-

new way for a brand-new season

!

Special for the Co-eds!!

er Waves—50c

Y)ewitt Beauty Shop

40 PINE STREET,

TEL. 3644

LEWISTON,

MAINE

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Main Street

SCHOOL PAPERS
YEAR BOOKS

MERRILL & WEBBER CO.
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS

X.
PROGRAMS

95-99 MAW STREET. AUBURN. 1WA1NE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

GOOGIN
FUEL CO.

COAL, WOOD and COKE
1801 Phones MOO

114 Bates Street WV5Sr25r
LEWISTON AUBUms

€0VERN0R-ELECT BRANN PAYS
TRIBUTE TO HERBERT HOOVER

A*

1 to 1.

1, Murray.

I K11 1

1

'33 Second

Student Chapel

;er of YearSpeak*

Speaks On Require-
ments For Success
After Graduation

George Austin 'S3 was the Chapel
speaker Wednesday, Not. 9. He pro-
posed that each student, especially
members of the senior class, ask
himself the question, "Can I prove
myself in the world? Have I some-
thing to offer?" He described the
differences between the requirement?
for success in the world after gradu-
ation and as members of the college,
and expressed the conviction that
the following qualities are necessary
for success in work after college:
responsibility and the ability to do
a thorough job regardless of the tvpe
of work required, a "mature eathu-

J

confronted mm.
siasm" which lasts until the end of
the task is reached; the power to
think as an individual and to solve
ipersonal problems withour aid.
These qualities are as important to
the student as to the graduate. In
closing, Austin recalled the words
of a preceding cha>pel talk and added
his own suggestion to them.
"Come on, let's go; let's prove

ourselves".
Austin is the second student

speaker in Chapel, this year.. He is

an active member of the senior
class anfl is prominen£ in several
phases of college life. He is president
of the 4A Players, a member of the
choir, glee club, and the McFarlane
club. Me is 'business manager of the
Mirror.

Armistice Day Speaker
Believes President

Did His Best

"America is going on to better

and finer conditions than she has
known in years." This was the
in -sage which Governor-elect ILouis

J. Brann, speaking on the subjet of

Armistice Day, brought to Bates
etudents in chapel last Thursday. Mr.

Brann stated that the people of

America were becoming better

citizens, being more interested in

government, as indicated by the re-

cent presidential election.

The Governor-elect spoke of his

high regard for Bates College, and
expressed his deep respect for those

Bates men who sacrificed their lives

in the Great War. Looking up at the

service flag over his head, he de-

clared that Bates "had given full

service" in that war.
He paid tribute to President Hoo-

ver, saying "President Hoover, who
was defeated, has made every at-

tempt that a human being could
make to better the conditions which

Judge 'Brann also

said of the President-elect, Franklin
i

D. Roosesveist, that he did not
believe that any man will ever enter

j

upon the presidency with any more
desire to serve than Mr. Roosevelt.

Judge Brann's address followed
Sylvester Carter's singing of Kip-
ling's "Recessional", to de Koven's
music.

Wilder, Oliver.

Second game—Score
Goarls for Garnet:
Blacks: 1. Oliyer.

Freshmen: First game : Score Gar-
nets 4 to 1. Goals for Garnet: 4,

Webber, Blacks: 1, Ham.
Garnet and Blacks Final Game:
Score Blacks—3 to 0.

Tennis Tournament Completed.
The Tennis Tournament finished

last week, and the Freshmen were
winners in all groups.

Results:—
Advanced—Carolyn Blake '36

Intermediate—Connie Redstone '36

Beginners—Barbara Young '3 6

Riding.
The riders have fallen back in

their ten lessons because of weath-
er. However .they will have till

Thanksgiving to make up the les-

sons.

Co%^WinsT7-0

Mrs. Thurman Interprets

Artistic Spirit of Negros

Also Discusses Attitude Of Foreign Students

In Her Evening: Lecture At Chase Hall

—Sylvester Cartel Vocal Soloist

Continued from Page

rarely taking to the air

One
Colby's

powerful offense was stopped by the

rugged Bates lir-e, but one play was take" the Czechoskovakian
perfect and the Mules scored. The
two clubs were relatively even in

the kicking department with Alden
and Brud King getting off long

punts.

Colby made four different drives,

i passing up all four opportunities to

|

finally score on one perfect play
|

i while Bates launched two drives r

which failed.

call 33334 FOR

CHRISTMAS Greeting Cards
Personal and Assorted

GORDON JONES
6 WEST PARKER

SAY IT WITH ICE CRE.--M

George A. Ross
ELM STREET

Bates 1904

Speaking of line power there was
little choice between the two for-

ward walls, but the more powerful
and aggressive Colby ball carrier

over-balanced this.

By DOROTHY E. O'HARA

Garnet and Black Games.

The Garnet and Black Games
were played off last week with the
following results:

Seniors: First game—Score 4 to 4.

Goals for Garnet: 1, Peg Ranlett,

Mil Hollywood. 2, Deb Thompson.
For Black: 1, Pal Littlefield, 3,

Ronnie Melcher.

Second game—Score Blacks 5 to

h Goals for Garnet: 1, Holly-
wood. Black: 1, Lord, 2, Melcher,
Littlefield.

Juniors: First game—Score 1 to 1.

Goals for Garnet: 1, Connie Full-

er. Black: 1, Martha Chick.
Second game—Score Blacks 4 to

1. Goals for Garnet: 1, Shorey.
Blacks: 2, Chick, Reid.

Sophomores: First game—Score
Garnets 3 to 2. Goals for Garnet:

1. Frye, 2 Murray. Blacks: 1,

The Summary:
BATES COLBY
Murphy, (Dobrovolsky, Kramer) le

re Wilson, (R. Peabody)
Berry, It rt Brodie
Oilman, (Taylor) lg rg Dow
demons, c c Lary
Soba, (Gorham) rg

lg Putnam, (Mills)
Stone, rt It Dexter
Swett, (Mendall, Hill) re

le Hersey (Davidson.)

Gay, (Valicenti) qb
qb Violette (Davan, Hucke)

Pricher (King, Roche.) lbb
(

rhb Alden, (Dyer)
Wihnot. (McCarthy) rhb lbh Locke
Knowles, (Moynihan) fb

fb A. Peabody, (Violette)

Score

:

Colby: O 7 0 0—

7

Toucbdown, Alden. Point after

touchdown, Violette (place kick).

Referee, S. H. Mahoney, (B. C.) ;

Pmpirc, W. S. Cannell, (Tufts);
Linesman. P. C. Rogers, (Wesley-
art.) ; Field Judge, G. H. Vinall,

(Springfield). Time of periods: fif-

teen minutes.

All-Maine

Continued from Page One

games we saw. Davan is by rights

only a second-string quarterback on
the ^olby eleven, but what a ball-

carrier! His work in the Bates game
was good. Johnny Wilson as a for-

ward passer and all-around general
is a wonder; so is Violette. We con-

sider it a triple tie for the position,

and only with misgivings present

the above arrangement.
There were enough half-backs to

supply all the New England colleges

with material for a generation to

come. Pricher and Heinie Hubbard
lollypop

as first prize, however, as the best

individual stars of the series. Pri-

cher is our number one choice, and
Hubbard's work in the Bates and
Maine games with Bowdoin was
nearly as good. We select the Maine
offerings: Favor and Romansky, for

a second team combination, and do
not believe anybody will differ unless

j

to offer Alden of Colby as an
alternate. Favor has had a very, very

lucky season with a couple of

victories due to his passing. Roman-
sky as an all around .backfield ball

carrier is more than suitable. Alden,

and Locke, of Colby get honorable
mention. Brud King wasn't in the

running quite long enough to merit
recognition.

Robertshaw, the Maine fullback,

and Arnold "Jim" Peabody, Colby
star who was injured during the

Bates-Colby game, can toss-Uip for

the first string assignment on this

paper's All-Maine. There were a lot

of good backfield men who, though
not coming up to the standard these

two stars set this year, can be said

to be good. Knowles and Moynahan,
of Bates, and Richardson of Bow-
doin lea dthe ipack. Moynahan's work
in the Colby game was especially

good.

DeMARCe PLAYS
Norman DeMarco, leader of the

Little .Symphony, whose violin solos

entertained chapel services last year,

will again appear at the regular

service to-morrow morning.

From the News

Continued from Page One

duty of the Republican party "after
the fourth of March to cooperate
with our opponents in every sound
measure for the restoration of ipros-

perity" was regarded as a graceful
gesture which will do much to soften
the animosities created in a bitter

campaign. Wall Street, it was again
indicated, is convinced that har-
monious action by Congress to

hasten the economic recovery may be
expected, beginning in December.

i6 it true that American students

are excited only by football?

Such a question, said Sue Bailey
Thurman last Thursday evening at
Chase Hall, is typical of those asked
by students abroad. In company with
another colored girl, an American
Indian, and several white students,

Mrs. Thurman represented American
students in a recent trip abroad.

The above question was asked by a

group of Italian students, though
.similar ideas prevail among students
of other countries. Though she
defended her countrymen by show-
ing that American students really

do take an interest in politics and
national affairs. Mrs. Thurman was
deeply impressed while in Mexico
later by the difference which really

exists. College students in the latter

country have shouldered with an
almost middle-aged air the problems
of government and religion which
exist there. The contrast with our
own attitude is quite obvious.

Negro Culture

Following this introductory dis-

cussion, the speaker showed the
contributions of negro culture by
its reflection in music. She chose to

illustrate this by teaching the

assembled group two negro spiritu-

als which she regards as best repre-

sentatives of the religious and ar-

tistic spirit of her -people. These
were "Climbin' Jacob's Ladder",
and "We'll Come to Anchor Soon".
She was joined by Sylsvester Carter
'34 in leading the singing.

Mr. Carter followed this with two
short selections typical of negro
music, pleasing his listeners with
the beauty of his baritone voice. He
has studied under some of America's
best teachers, and expects to con-
tinue soon in Europe. Last summer
he made a very successful tour of

the United States and Canada.

The program was concluded by an
interpretation of the mood and
thoughts of an old colored woman,
•put into music by a contemporary
composer, played by Mrs. Thurman.
It was regretted that lack of time
did not permit her to sing.

A graduate of Oberlin, Sue Bailey
Thurman lives at present in Wash-
ington, D. C. where her husband is

a professor at Howard University.

Her -present tour ha6 taken her
through most of the New England
colleges. At various times she has
appeared at almost one hundred
American colleges, speaking chiefy
on a racial questions in their rela-

tions to music, and the attitude of
the American student.

The lecture was sponsored by the
Y. W. and Y. M. C. A., and was one
of the first joint meetings of the two
organizations.

*
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MOST COMPLETE AND UP-TO-DATE

Of

Fogg's Leather Store

123 MAIN ST., LEWISTON, MAINE.

TAXI
40 40

UNION SQUARE TAXI CO.
171 MAIN STREET

WHEELER f*5
Clothing Co.

Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STB
For Good Clothes and

Furnishings
Special discount gr»em to

lumm<

PORTRAIT—Commercial and

Finishing Photography

New Studio

At 135 Main St.,

Lewiston,

GROUND FLOOR

BILL
]

The Barber
For

Eds and Co-Eds

CHASE HALL
^1

© 1932. Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

-4

Berman's
BASS MOCCASINS AND SHOES

SUEDE JACKETS

57 Main Street,

THE young man is saying the

reason he smokes Chesterfields

is because they satisfy.

The young lady agrees with him

She says: "They click with me, too.

I'm not what you'd call a heavy

smoker. But even I can tell that

they're mrlder. Besides, I always

have a kind of feeling that Chest-

erfields taste better."

She's right. Chesterfields are

just as pure and wholesome as

Nature and Science can make them.

And we have upwards of 90 mil-

lions of dollars invested to ensure

their mildness and better taste.

THE CIGARETTE THAT'S MILDER • • • THE CIGARETTE THAT TASTES

EY'RE CLICKING

TH MILLIONS
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By VINCENT BEliLEAU

The Sports Department of the
Student wishes to eonvey sincere

sympathy to the relatives of
Henry George Houle, who died
recently while a freshman at
Bates, and a member of this
department. His passing is an
occasion for sorrow for all of us.

BROWN-COLUMBIA
BROADCAST THRILLING
We hope that when these people

who want to ban radio broadcast-
ing of big football games argue the
imatter out again, as they will no
doubt do when another grid season
rolls around, they realize that there
are a lot of people, too poor to travel

distances to wherever the games are
being played, who get a lot of en-
joyment from the radio reports. We
listened to Brown edge Columbia
7-6 the day following Armistice, and
what a game!

That last quarter, probably a
classic of football history, saw so
many drives all the way down the
field that Graham McNamee couldn't
shoot the plays over the air waves
fast enough for dizzy grid fans who
had assembled around our radio.

RADIO LISTENERS AS
EXCITED AS SPECTATORS

Believe it or not, people who were
sprawled around arm chairs with
nothing but a Tadio linking them
with Cliff Montgomery's perform-
ances got as big a kick out of the
game as if they'd been there watch-
ing him.

It occured to us that the radio
has done much to popularize the
grid siport in the last few years.
Instead of keeping people away
ticm the big games, as some would
maintain, it seems to us that the
radio is attracting more cash cus-
tomers to the big stadiums. For
example, we feel we know more
about that team from Brown, and
have more of an urge to go to
Providence on Thanksgiving Day to

see Brown meet Colgate, than we
would have had we not had the
chance to listen to the Brown-Colum-
bia broadcast. Radio or no radio,
people who want to travel to see
the game do so; the broadcasts
satisfy the demands of those who
can't afford the trips, and as such
ought to be maintained.

Gov.-Elect Brann

To Be Speaker

At Politics Club

To Address Club Dec. 5
In Chase On New
Administration

Governor-Elect Louis J. Brann, of
Lewiston, has been secured by the
Men's Politics Club as speaker for
a special meeting of the club to be
held Monday, December 5, in Chase
Hall.

The Governor will speak on his

coming administration, and the
policies which are likely to be fore-

most among those to be taken up by
the state government. The meeting
will not be the usual type of open
meeting, but admission may be se-

cured by advance application to the

club officers. Members of the

women's Politics Club have already

been invited to attend.
The meeting is scheduled for 7:45.

15 men leaves the Bates football

ranks .presumably pretty well de-

preciated.
The abundance of veterans, how-

ever, and a good supply of frosh

replacements, will make up for the

loss, it is hoped. Of the men who
are leaving, Berry has probably seen

more service than any other one
player. Herb .played a regular tackle

his sophomore year. He has been
rated as All-Maine since that year.

PREDICT PRO FOOTBALL
WILL BE IN VOGUE HERE

Pro football, very popular in the
Mid -west, just came into New Eng-
land this year with a good team
performing in Boston. There's been
some pretty good football put on in

the Bean city, and it is our guess
that the sport is going to take not
only in Boston but in the rest of
New England in another year.

This city had its first taste of it

last Saturday when a Lewiston team
.met Rumford. The whole show was
rather extemporized, with little or
no previous training of the players.
Somebody will take it over, however,
and do something with the sport.
The sports writers in Boston have

been backing up the professional
s<port more than the ipromoters ex-
pected, and the result is what any-
body can imagine under the circum-
stances: the public is turning out
to the games. We repeat, watch for
pro football in Maine in 1933.

MANY SENIORS LEAVING
BATES FOOTBALL THIS YEAR

Dick Clemons, Herb Berry, Joe
Murphy, Frank Italia, Stan McLeod,
Joe Kelley, Tubby Gorham number
the seven Seniors who have played
their last football for Bates. They
are accompanied by Ralph McClus-
key, Brud King, Joe Knowles, Eddie
Wilmot, Olin McCarthy, Johnny
Roche, Bob Swett, and Irving Fire-
tman, backfield aspirants, who will
also graduate in June. This total of

COLLEGE
PHARB4ACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets

MORE SPORTS:—Al Buck, Sports

Editor of the Portland Evening
News, waxes political in his column
just now, advocating such cabinet

nominations as Jack Sharkey for

Secretary of the depreciated Treasur-

y, etc Al must have been
plenty sore, by the way, when he was
refused admission to the press box
between the halves of the Bates-

Colby game. . . . Paramount News'
shots of the late Yale-Army game
were more than interesting; Vidal

and Buckler might have known
cameras were right over them; they
certainly performed in a spectacular
manner for the news-reels.... The
Student was trying two weeks ago
this morning to locate Ray Thomp-
son a confirm a track rumor just

before the paper went to press. He
wasn't to be found however; the
reporter was told the Coach had
disappeared mysteriously in the
morning; it so turned out that the
coach was at that moment pacing up
and down hospital corridors; Mrs.
Thompson gave birth that morning
to another future athlete. . . . Fred
iLieb in the New York Evening Post
tells of baseball the way the Mexi-
cans play it, punctuated with young
riots whenever a player disagrees
with the araned umpire; another
thing, L,ieb says that the Mexicans
expect to have a good team, but
also expect that the visiting Ameri-
can players will toe better than their

own home boys and lick them; bush
league visitors have fared just fifty-

fifty in Mexico this fall. . . Bowdoin
hockey men have started limbering
up exercises already; if we have
weather like last winter's, that's

about all they'll do all year... Un-
explainable incidents: One frosh
football center, one frosh basketball
center, .and one sports writer /per-

form the boy-scout trick and get up
at ,St. Joe's last Sunday to give

their places to a freshman co-ed and
two guests of hers.

LE

Messager
PeMisfaiiig Co

Job Printers

Publishers

225 LISBON STREET

GET YOUR

CHRISTMAS CARDS
At the

VICTOR NEWS CO.
46 ASH STREET, LEWISTON, ME.

College Loose Leaf Note Books
50c up

Fountain Pens
$1.00 up

A Complete Line of "Dollar Books" Including

"Complete Works of Shakespeare"

"Standard Book of British and American Verse"

Now ! The Collegiate Dictionary for $3.50—was $5.00

BERRY PAPER CO.
49 LISBON ST. —TEL. 100— LEWISTON

STEIN'S CLOTHES
ALL WOOL SUITS AND OVERCOATS

$9.50 and $12.50
Free Alterations

sid sanders, mgr. 33 LISBON ST. Lewiston

Twenty-Seven

Receive Varsity

Football Awards

Ten Grid Letter Men
Are Sophomores—18

Seniors Get Letters

Twenty-eeven football Varsity

letters, and three cross-country
"B" 's were awarded by the Athletic
Council Monday afternoon, alon

with twenty frosh football numerals
and eight harrier numerals. Eighteen
of the letter-men are seniors.

Ten of the grid letter-men are
sophomores, a fact which will

brighten up the prospects for future
grid success.

The list of awards follows:
'Varsity football letter awards:

William S. Pricher, '35, Garden. City,

X. Y.; Arthur Gil.man, '35, Rox-
bury, Mass.; Samuel T. Fuller, '35,

North Conway, N. H.; Edward J.

Wilmot. '33, Whitman. Mass.; Olin

J. McCarthy, '33, Houlton; Clive D.

Knowles, '33, Roxbury, Mass.; Her-
bert O. Berry, '33, Watertown,
Mass.; Joseiph F. Murphy Jr., '33,

Watertown, Mass.; James R. Cle-
mons, '33, Machias; William Stone,
'35, Marblehead, Mass.; Jere Moyni-
han, '34, Portland; Virgil Valicenti,
'35, East Weymouth, Mass.; Walter
M. Gay, '35, Rockland; Robert J.

Kramer, '35, Cranford, N. J.; Amos
R. Gorham. '33, Bristol, R. I.; Dor-
land N. Taylor, '35, New Haven,
•Conn.; Dwight B. Hill, Jr., '35,

Winchester, Mass.; John J. Dobra-
volsky, '33, Medford, Mass.; Walter
,Li. King, '33, Meriden, Conn.; John
T. Roche, '33, Lewiston; Irving E.

Fireman, '33, Dorchester, Mass.;
Stanley B. Jackson, '33, Madison,
N. 1H.; Joseph A. Kelly, '33, Bever-
ly, Mass.; Roibert <B. Swett, '33,

Newton Center, Mass.; Ralph Mc-
Cluskey, '33, Houlton; Frank Italia,

'33, Norfolk, Conn.; Stanley E. Mc-
iLeod, '33, Quincy, Mass.

'Varsity cross country letter

awards: Russell E. Jellison, '33,

Everett, Mass.; Robert M. Butler,
'34, 'Livermore Falls; George A.
Olds, '35, New York City.

Freshman Football

Robert E. Grannon, Arlington,
Mass.; Wesley W. Stoddard, Whit-
man, Mass.; Philip C. Daffin, West-
brook; Stanton A. Sherman, Wis-
cas-set; Edward F. Wellman, Jr.,

Lewiston; Donald C. Gauthier, Au-
burn; Frank C. Merrill, Pine Or-
chard, Conn.; Leland V. Clarke,
Presque Isle; Joseph Biernacke,
Naugatuck, Conn.; Joseph Pignone,
Medford, Mass.; Edward Curtin,
Medford, Mass.; Nelson Nicholson,
Medford, Mass.; Walter C. Conrad,
Everett, Mass.; John F. Gallagher,
Portland; ' Arthur E. Howe, Jr.,

Philadelphia Pa.; John W. Parfitt

Jr., Manchester, N. H.; Charles L.
Pendleton, Jr.. Bristol, R. I.; Harry
A. Brewster, Rockland, Mass.; Har-
rison C. Cann, Jr., Manchester,
Mass.; Morris Drobosky, Lewiston.

Freshman Cross Country

Paul B. Tubbs, New London,
Conn.; Damon M. Stetson, Hanover
Center, Mass.; Lester N. Hutchin-

MARTINEAU'S
We Specialize In SODA FOUNTAIN

LUNCHEONS
IT'S "THE" PLACE

R. E. MARTINEAU CO.
DRUGGISTS

235 Main St.
Prescriptions Have Right Of Way

& &
Compliments of

J. W. White Co.

We can show you a vanea selection of

PRIZE CUPS

FOUNTAIN PENS
of all standard makes

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS

LEATHER HANDBAGS

LEATHER BILLFOLDS

BOOK ENDS

CLOCKS

of all kinds

BARNST0NE-0SG00D

COMPANY

Jewelers

50 LISBON STREET
Lewiston, Maine

LEWISTON MONUMENTAL
WORKS

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
James P. Murphy Co

6 to 10 Bates St., LEWISTON
Telephone 463-i-R

son, Lynn, Mass.; Nils A. Lennart-
son, -Concord, N. H.; Robert A. Saun-
ders, Farmington, Conn.; Donald D.

Hill, Darien, Conn.; Jack C. Croc-
kett, Lewiston; William L. Small,
New Gloucester.

OUTING CLUB ELECTS

The Outing Club has elected three
new members to the Junior Board of
Directors; they are: Bernard Drew
'34, John Curtis '33, an June
Sawyer '35.

The club plans to get its program
of winter s-ports under way as soon
after Thanksgiving as possible.

AUBURN

TYPEWRITER

EXCHANGE
TEL. 852

for

REPAIRING
OVERHAULING

SUPPLIES
USED 3IACHINES

1 Underwood 5 $45

1 L. C. Smith 8-10 silent $35

1 L. C. Smith 8-10 silent $45

14 Richardson St. Auburn

LA PETITE ACADEMTE

lLa Petite Acad6m ie met Tuesday,

November 15. Charlotte Cutts

was in charge of the meeting. A
special feature on the .program was

a lecture by Prof. Robert G. Berkle-

man on French Art.

You will be
surprised at

our prices this

fall. We have

a wonderful
line of Suits

$18.00
$30.00

$25.00

New, warm
Fleece Over-
coats
$19.50

$22.50
$24.50

And do they
look goodi?
Better than
ever.

Bates m e n

have always
looked upon
this store as a
good place to

trade.

Cronin & Root
140 LISBON ST.

EAT AT

Mrs. BARRY'S
Dinner With Dessert 35c

Supper 30c

Corner Campus and Nichols

Fred C. McKenney
64 Sabattus Street

CITIES cERVICE GASOLINE

and LUBRICATING OILS

WASHING and GREASING
Nearest Gasoline Station to College

serVaTE
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44 Bates St. Geo. E.

The Blue Line
Lewiston—Rumford—Farmington
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—
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*.

7 35 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4 15
Lv t'lirmington— eM.

7.30 A.M., 12.20 P.M., 4 in d
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THE COLLEGE STORE
111 III
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ALWAYS WELCOME

SUITS WITH TWO TROUSERS $19.50 up
OVERCOATS $16.50 up

SPORT JACKETS $4.50 up
LEATHER JACKETS $5.00 up

FLANDERS
62 COURT ST. AUBURN

CORTELLS
Now celebrating its 19tli Anniversary;

Collegiate clothes for men and women.
CHARGE ACCOUNT SERVICE

101-119 LISBON STREET, LEWISTO.V.

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing

and Finishing
24 HOUR SERVICE

THE QUALITY SHOP"
3 Minutes from the Campus Tel. 1817*

180 Lisbon Street \x}q\ $J>
Maynard Moulton '22 Mgr.

R\\7 PT AT?T^ Registered Druggist
VV V-xJL/XTlJLVX.X. pure Drugs and Mftdiclnes

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company

Lewiston, Maine

We Solicit the business of Bates Students

|| THE SEA WOLF
"Nature in the Raw"— as por-
trayed by the noted artist, N. C.
WyetK . . . inspired by the infamous
Captain Kidd's fierce raids on the

gold-laden Spanish galleons
(1696), which made him the
scourge of the Spanish Main.
"Nature in the Raw is Seldom
Mild" — and raw tobaccos have

no place in cigarettes.

No raw tobaccos in Luckies
—that's why they're so mild
"^^TE buy the finest, the

very finest tobaccos

in all the world—but that

does not explainwhy folks

everywhere regard Lucky

Strike as the mildest ciga-

rette. The fact is,we never
overlook the truth that

"Nature in the Raw is

Seldom Mild"—so these

fine tobaccos, after proper

aging and mellowing, are
then given the benefit of
that Lucky Strike purify-
ing process, described by
thewords—"It's toasted".

That's why folks in every
city, town and hamlet say

that Luckies are such mild
cigarettes.

"Irs toasted"
That package off mild Luckies



During the hour of perusal, the soul of the reader is at the writer's control—Egar Allan Poe
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Rutgers' Ciiinpus bank

Portland's Musical
Opportunities

Romance in Big Business

BATES TO MEET PRINCETON
HERE DECEMBER 9 IN FIRST
OF EASTERNJJiAGUE DEBATES

Lemieux And McLean To Open League Forensics
On Campus—Seamon And Murray Meet
Wesleyan On Next Night At Middletown

We influence the world

$ THOMAS MUSGRAVE &
The formation of a campus bank,

described as a "pedagogical ex-
pedient" for students of the

economics class in money and bank-
ing at Rutgers University, was an-
nounced the.re recently. The bank,
which will be operated as a lesson
in the theory and reality of bank-
ing, also will function as an agency'
for the granting of loans to students.

Capital stock in the amount of
$200 was issued for the venture and
already has been subscribed, it was
said. Students in .the class act as
tellers and comprise the boards of
directors of the institution, which
offers all banking services except the
maintenance of checking accounts.
Shareholders, it was pointed out,

would be entitled to dividends re-
sulting from the operation of the
bank. Loans to students will be
granted for short periods at a uomi-
na'l rate of interest.
A series of fraternity house rob-

beries during the early pant of last
term resulted in an increase of de-
positors for the new bank. Although
no interest is paid on the deposits,
,the officials of the bank guaranteed
the safe-keeping of fraternity funds.

Dr. Eugene E. Agger, head of the
Economics Department of the uni-
versity, made the following comment
on the new institution:
"The bank is a pedagogical expedi-

ent which makes the course on 'mo-
ney and banking realistic and aids
the students to grasp the theory
more readily."

Amonthly succession of world-re-
nowned artists in concerts at
Portland City Hall this winter

brings this phase of culture close at
hand for Bates students. Each year
the Portland Music Commission, lone
of America's most responsible com-
munity organizations, offers this at-

traction flor Maine people at reason-
able prices.

iLucrezia Bori, Metropolitan Opera
star, opened the concert series last

night. The Metropolitan's leading
soprano, and a singer of exceptional
beauty and charm, Miss Bori has
pleased international audiences. She
was assisted 'by Dr. Will 'C. MoFar-
lane, formerly active in Bates music,
one of America's best known organ-
ists, and the author of "America the
Beautiful".

Other concert artists appearing
this season under the auspices of the
Portland Music Commission are:
.Harold Bauer, master pianist; Nath-
an Mflstein, brilliant young violin-
ist; Paul Robeson, sensational bari-

tone; and Tito Schipa, premier tenor
of the Metropolitan Opera Company.
Robeson was one of the features of

Ziegfeld's Show Boat.

Neither Get-nich-<quick Walling-
ford and other fictional sharps,

nor even the elder Morgan,
grinding rival financiers in directors'

meetings, or Andrew Carnegie, who
captured the Steel Industry years ago
in a depression with an industrial

coup d'etat have a monopoly of the

romance in our Big Business. It is

seldom that the man on the street

has an opportunity to see some of

this romance, but it was available

last week.
E. L. Cord, who astounded Wall

Street a few years ago, when before

his thirtieth birthday he took over
the defunct Auou.rn Auto and built

it up to one of America's three or

four leaders, is the modern Captain
Blood.

Among his other achievements he
had wormed his way into Aviation
Corporation, one of the three trans-

continental airlines. As the largest

individual stockholder, last week he
opposed the merger of the Corpora-
tion with another transport line

claiming that the transfer price of

the stock was excessive. .He attacked
the management of the Corporation,

also, especially its 18 'million dollar

loss last year.
But the romance is in his drama-

tic aggressiveness. No sooner had he

heard of the proposed merger that

he ran a half page statement in

newspapers all over the country.

Rash, too, when one considers he had
but three directors of 29. To add to

the drama, piloting his own plane,

he took off from (Los Angeles Air-

port and flew to the East and burst

in on the supposedly surprised di-

rectors.

Briefly, he won his fight. More-
over, he convinced at least 14 direc-

tors to resign, and demanded one
third of the revamped board.
A man in his thirties.

More than 500 educational insti-

tutions in the United States

registered students from for-

eign countries last year. That fact
will be taken into accounting by phi-

losophers and historians in account-
ing for certain trends in world
thought which are characteristic of
our time.
One need not advence any theory

that the people of the United States
pose as world teachers to trace the
significance of such a fact. But at

Continued on Page 3 Col 4

Tilt with U. of M.
Opening Round May
Determine Ultimate <

League Rating

The Eastern Intercoilegiate De-
bating League has announced tariff,

democracy, and advertising as its

debating topics for the coming year,
and will open officially with the first

round of debates December tenth,
according to word received from the
league headquarters in Amherst
last Thursday by Lionel Lemieux
'33, Manager of Men's Debating. .

Bates is to meet Wesleyan at Mid-
dletown and Princeton here in the
first triangle, discussing the propo-
sition that the United States should
enter into bi-lateral agreements with
the other nations of the world for
the horizontal reduction of tariffs.

Theodore Seamon and Frank
Murray, both juniors, are to meet
Wesleyan two weeks from next Sat-
urday night, while Lemieux and
Powers McLean '35 will face Prince-
ton in the Little Theatre two weeks
from Friday.

Prof. Quimby, debating coach,
stated last week that he considered
Wesleyan and Princeton the hardest
opponents on a hard schedule. The
result of the opening round may well
determine Bates' status in the
league this year.
The other two propositions which

will be discussed in the second and
third triangles, respectively are:
that democracy is an outworn form
of government; and, that modern
advertising is detrimental to the
best interests of the American pub-
lic.

:o:

Varsity Debaters

Oppose U. of M.

On Advertising

The University of Maine and
Bates will meet at Houlton. Maine
for a debate on advertising, on Nor.
29 under the auspices of Milton B.

iLambert, Bates Ml, now Principal
of Houlton High School. Bates, up-
holding the affirmative, will be
represented by Bond Perry and John
Pierce. Both of these men, who are
of the class of '35. saw extensive
varsity and junior varsity work last

year.
An interesting sidelight on this

debate is that both Maine and Bates
debated the Canadians from Mt.
Allison on this .same topic. It would
be indeed interesting to compare
the debates with the ones put up by
the genial men from Mt. Allison.

This question on advertising is one
of our real modern problems, and
later in the season will be used in

the debates of the Eastern Inter-

collegiate league.

Novel Theme for

Junior Cabaret

Last Saturday

Hundreds Of Balloons
—Earl Hanson Pro-

vides Music
Junior Cabaret, the first formal

dance of the year, was held in Chase
Hall on Saturday evening from
7:45 to 11:45. Earl Hanson and his
"Merrymakers" furnished the music.
There were twelve dances and two
waltzes.

iMany pastel colored balloons and
streamers decorated the room. The
programs, for the first time given
out at a Junior Cabaret, were buff
colored with the Icover design of
the large door at Chase Hall. The
menus were also of pastel shades
and balloon design.

Sandwiches, drinks, and ice cream
were served under the supervision of

John David, head waiter and chief

usher.

The guests were President and
Mrs. Clifton D. Gray, Dean Hazel
M. Clark, Prof. Grosvenor Robinson,
and M. and Mrs. Harry Rowe. The
chaperones were Prof, and Mrs. Ro-
bert Berkleman, Mr. and Mrs. Les-
lie Spinks, Miss Mildred Fisher, and
Mr. H. Howell Lewis. There were
eighty couples present.

The Junior Cabaret committee in-

cluded /Eugene Ashton, chairman;
Patricia Abbott, Verna Brackett,
Jere Moynihan, and Sumner Ray-
mond.
The waitresses, co-eds from the

class of '36, were: Betty Winston,
Charlotte Stiles, Margaret Hulbert,
Anne Wiggin, Bertha Davis, Barbara
Zandt, Frances Linehan, Lucy Noyes,
and Eleanor Wilson.

-:o:-

Pajama Clad Men

At Midnight Help

Stricken Motorist

Roger Williams Fresh-

men Hurry To Scene
Of Accident

-:o:-

Freshman Harrier

Leads Olds '35,

Breaks Record

Paul Tubb '36 Smashes
Old Mark As Sophs
Win Annual Meet

In the annual Freshman-Sopho-

more, chase, diminutive Paul Tubbs,

freshman runner, led "Barney Olds,

varsity sophomore harrier to the

tape Monday afternoon, in a thrill-

ing finish to break the two mile

course record in the time ot it>

minutes and 28 seconds. The sopho-

mores 'placed Olds, Winston and

Malloy in second, third and fourtn

places respectively to eke out a

29 win over the first year men.

This race comes as the official

wind-up of the hill and dale season.

The upperclass runners have been

enjoying a lay-off since the New
Englands in preparation for indoor

track which began .preliminary

'practice yesterday.
The field was well bunched

throughout the race with Tubbs in

the lead and Olds at his heels.

During the last hundred yards these

two staged a spectacular dash for

the tape, Olds little by little managed

to close up the intervening gap but

the freshman succeeded in warding

him off and crossed the finish a foot

in the lead.

Following is the order of the

finishers:

1 Tubbs, Freshman
2. Olds, Sophomore
3 Winston, Sophomore
4 iMalloy, Sophomore
5 Saunders, Freshman
6 Stetson, Freshman
7' Hutchinson, Freshman

8 Drake, Sophomore
9 Vernon, Sophomore

10. Kingston, Freshman.

The Bates freshmen proved their

willingness to lend a helping hand
last Wednesday, when several of the

occupants of Roger Williams Hall

aided in the righting of an automo-
bile which had overturned on Col-

lege Street.

A John Bertramite, while walk-
ing up College Street about 11:30
P. M. saw the accident and ran

gallantly to the rescue, dragging
three ladies and a baby from - the

back seat of the car. The unfortu-

nates were taken to Rand Hall, in

front of which the mishap had
occurred.

Police, a wrecker, an ambulance,
and a considerable crowd were soon

present. Owing to the position of

the car, several persons were re-

quired to help to put it back on

its wheels, but through the medium
of the a'fore-mentioned Freshman,
the students were appealed to. They
responded with their customary
alacrity, and a large number of

men from Roger Williams went
at once to the scene of action,

attired in whatever apparel they had
on when they learned of the

occurrence.
Co-eds looking from the windows

of the nearby women's dormitories

at first thought that they were seeing

a crowd of men clad in white
flannels. Closer examination, how-
ever, proved that the conspicuous
garments were parts of pajama
suits.

Assisted by the students, the own-
ers had no difficulty in righting

their vehicle. The wrecker towed the

car, steered by the uninjured driver,

to a garage, while the women and
the children were taken away in the

ambulance.
:o:

Other Colleges In Music

At Lafayette, the college choir

gives outside concerts in imuch the

same way that the glee clubs do at

Bates. Concerts have been given at

churches in New York City, and in

various iplaces in New York and
Pennsylvania.

At Bowdoin, concerts are given on

the campus by outside artists. Their

first concert of the season will be

by the Boston Orchestral Society, a

string quintet made up of members
of the Boston Symphony, and Miss

Gladys Cook, a talented soprano of

Portland. They also have lecturers,

on the subject of music, whose dis-

cussions are largely attended.

By EDGAR Gl EST

Dear Lord, accept our humble prayer
Of thanks for all Thy watchful care.

For yield of field and vine and tree
Our hearts <rive gratitude to Thee ;

Now lies the frost upon the vine,
We see another year .decline.

Hut through the pain and strife and woe
Thy blessings manifestly show.

Dear Lord, for laughter and for song
Which have been ours : for righted wrong,
For steps of progress we have made,
For all the works of art and trade.
For science which has conquered pain
And given hope where hope seemed vain :

For all that helps mankind to live,

This day to Thee our thanks wo give.

l)< ar Lord, despite its pain and strife

We thank Thee for our richer life
;

This is a better world for man
Than when this closing year began ;

We who have suffered still can find

Proof of Thy love and mercy kind
;

In fell our works Thy hand we sec

And !bo\v in gratitude to Thee.

SPECIAL EFFORT BEING MADE
TO GET INTEREST IN TRACK

Extensive Schedule To Include Special Series
Of Intia-mural Competitions As Well As

Varsity And Freshman Meets

COACH MOREY URGES
TURN-OUT FOR TRACK

Expressing the opinion that
track would he beneficial to foot-

ball men, Coach Dave Morey
gave the following- statement to
the Student yesterday:

"I'm hoping that many of

our football men will report
for track, especially for the
weight events. This will not
only be helpful to track, but
also indirectly to football.

"Under Coach Ray Thomp-
son's splendid handling, those
men cannot help but benefit
through improved coordi-
nation and general physical
development. In this manner,
both track and football will

benefit."

An exceptionally fine schedule and
a goodly number of aspiring track

and field athletes promise one of the

most interesting track seasons that

Bates has ever had. Several of last

year's lettermen headed by Captain
Airnold Adams form a nucleus about
which Coach Ray Thompson hopes
to build a well balanced team.

The freshmen too have a heavier
schedule than usual. This, and the
varsity schedule, as we'll as an ex-
tensive series of intra-mural com-
petitions, go to show that genuine
efforts are being made to build up
interest in track, even though the
budget for this sport has been cut.

K. of C. Meet
On January 28 the K. of C. invi-

tation meet will be held in Boston.
Adams, the winner in the 600 last

year, will again represent Bates.

Jellison will probably be invited to

compete in the 1000.
The B. A. A. Relays are on

February 11th. The prospects for a

formidable two mile team are
rather good since three of last

year's veterans, Adams, Lary, and
Jellison, are still available. There is

also a ipossibility of a Varsity mile
team going, Pricher and Pendleton
ibeing two probable choices; and if

some good 440 men can be developed
from the freshmen class, the frosh

will be represented by a one mile
relay team.

The University Club of Boston
holds its annual New England indoor
track and field championships on
February IS, and in this meet Bates
will be well represented.
On February 25 Northeastern will

send a team to Bates. Other meets
are the I. C. 4. A's in New York on
March 4. and the Maine dual meet
at Orono, date as yet unsettled.

Runners Predominate
Among the men working out at

present, the runners seem to pre-
dominate. Jensen, Gardiner, and
Pricher have done creditable work
in the dashes, and the freshman
Harry Keller, former iMedford High
Star, is another bright prospect. The
440 seems well taken care of also,

with such men on deck as Captain
Adams, one of the best men at this

distance in the country and a mem-
ber of the Olympic team and Hall,
a lettenman and also a consistently
good performer. iLary, Smith, and
Drew compose a trio of worthy half

milers. Cross-Country men such as

Jellison, Butler, Raymond, and Olds
top the prospects for the mile, while
Tubbs, a freshman, shows promise
at this distance. Winston, Vernon,
Mailoy, and Semetauskis make up
the two-milers.

In the field events the prospects
are better than usual, but more men
are needed. ICoach Thompson has
voiced a plea for weight men in

particular. At present Gorham, Ani-
cetti, Taylor, Carlin, Paul, and Pat-
tison are leading considers in the
shot and hammer events. John Lary,
and Clark of Presciue Isle, a fresh-
man, throw the javelin. Kramer and
Bangs, two sophomore lettermen,
are the best of the high jumpers;
Kramer is also a discus-thrower.
Bates is the only seasoned pole-
vau'lter.

Intramural Competition
There are many others who are

practicing faithfully each afternoon,
and probably some of them will win
places on the team before the season
is over. Coach Thompson plans to

remove the drudgery from practice

this winter by novelty events and
frequent races. The extensive iplan

of intramural competition will also

do .much to make this a particularly

interesting winter for the track men.

Junior Varsity

Debating Teams

End Fall Season

The junior varsity debating squad
using the high school topic on taxa-
tion has concluded its fall schedule
of exhibitions after a series of four
debates. On November 4 an affirma-
tive team of Carlton Mabee and
Wendel .May won from William
Greenwood and Ray Stetson before
an audince of high school people at

Belfast. Wendel May was voted the
best speaker. At Bridgeton on the
tenth, a negative team, Roger Fred-
land '36, Joyce Foster '35, and Ro-
bert Fitterman, defeated an all

'freshman combination of iRuth Rowe,

Continued on Page 3 Col 4

Four Faculty

Members Attend

Orono Conference

Four members of the Bates fa-
culty attended the annual confer-
ence at Orono, of the Maine Social
Science Asscoiation on Nov. 18 and
19. They were Professor J. M. Car-
roll, Dr. A. A. Hovey, Professor P.
B. Bartlett, and Professor A. M.
Myhrman.
The Maine Social Science Associa-

tion is! made up of the instructors of
history, government, economics, and
sociology in the Maine colleges and
universities. The conference, which
took place this year at the Univer-
sity of Maine, is held to discuss

4-A PLAYERS TO PRESENT THREE

ACT MYSTERY DRAMA BY MILNE
AS VARSITY PLAY, DEC. 15, 16

Cast For "The Perfect Alibi" Chosen Monday
Night—Two Freshmen Have Parts In Play
—Humor Lightens Tenseness Of Story

Bates Students

Co-operate With

Community Chest

West Parker Hall Leads
—Four Dormitories

Donate 100%
East and West Parker Halls, and

Cheney, Whittier and Hacker Houses
led the way in the Community Chest
drive on campus last week, when the

students of the college contributed I

$43.47 to the local fund. Total re-j

ceipts from the men came to $24.89.'

the women were responsible fori

$17.88, while the balance came from'
off-campus students, both men and

-

women, most of whose parents have
already contributed in the twin-city
drive.

The dormitories named were all

100 par cent perfect with the ex-
ception of West Parker, which,
according to Herb Berry, the teller,

was only 99 and 44-100 per cent
pure.

West Parker, however, led the
way in total amount donated, with
$10.00 as against $7.31 from the
other side of the dormitory. Cheney
House led among the women's
residences, while John Bertram Hall
and Chase House brought up the
rear for the men and women res-

pectively.

Those in charge of the Community
Chest drive locally expressed them-
selves as very wel'l pleased with the
co-ope.ration displayed by the stu-
dents, since no quota was set nor
any particular amount expected from
the college. The desire to help was
so manifest, according to officials,

that several students sought out the
committee headquarters inquiring
whether they would still be allowed
to make contributions.

Continued on Page 3 Col 4

Mildred Moyer

Attends Mission

Conf. inNew York
Was One Of Few Under-

Graduates Present
To Hear Report

Mildred Moyer, President of the
Y. W. >C. A., was one of the few un-
dergraduate representatives at a
conference last Friday and Saturday,
in New York City, at which a report
was given by the Committee of Ap-
praisal of the •'Laymen's Foreign
Missions Inquiry. This committee is

part of a board consisting of thirty-
five representatives from the seven
participating boards, for whom th?
report was made. This board was
instigated by a group of men from
the New York University Club who
had noticed that the old fervor in

foreign missions was being succeed-
ed in many quarters by questionning
and indifference.

Study of Situation

The whole study of the situation
was first placed in the hands of the
Institute of Social and Religious Re-
search who sent a corps of workers
to Burma, India. China and Japan.
Their findings which made up the re-
port of the conference may be con-
densed into the seven following
facts. First, there is a great -demand
and call from .these countries for
missions. Second, at present the mo-
ney of the boards is being used in-

effectually.
Third, this inquiry disclosed that

the present day mission work is not
training enough native workers to i

carry on. The fourth point criticized
the boards and the churches which
demand itoo many reports and statis-

tics from their missionaries and
which stress numbers of converts.

Fifth, in the past and even today
to some extent the boards have been
sending out a truly inferior class of
people. This, of course, does not give
the leadership which is most neces-
sary in such work.

Another point that the investiga-
tion brought out is that the adher-
ence to definite dogmas and creeds
has prevented many specialists from
going out there. The last fact laid
before the conference was that the
topic of denominations is one of the
biggest hindrances to actual mission
work.

Senior Class To Meet

After Holiday Recess

The senior class meeting, sche-
duled for Friday, November 18, was
not held due to the fact that a quo-
rum was not present.

The meeting was postponed until
after the Thanksgiving Recess.

Scene In England

( i eorge Austin '33, Pres.

Of 4 A (J roup To
Coach Play

The English 4A Players will pre-
sent "The Perfect Alibi" by A. A.
Milne as the varsity play this year,

in the Little Theater. The try-outs
were held Monday night and the
following cast has been chosen:

Jimmy Ludgrove
Edward Curtin '3d

Susan Cunningham
, . Ruth Benham '33

Edward Laverick . John Curtis '33

Carter .... Clyde Holbrook '34

Major John David '34

Jane West Ha Paige '36

Mrs. Fullerton-Fane
Eleanor Libby '33

Arthur Ludgrove
William Haver '35

Adams .... Thomas Vernon '35

P. C. Mallet . . . Russell Milnes '3 4

Sergeant Mallet . Charles Povey '34

Three Act Mystery Drama
The play is a three act mystery

drama, staged in England. The plot
centers around the solving of the
murder of Arthur Ludgrove. Mr.
Ludgrove is the uncle of the young
hero Jimmy Ludgrove, and Susan
Cunningham, the heroine, is his
ward.

Laverick and Carter provide the
sinister element, while the part of
Major, Jane West ,and Mrs. Fuller-
ton-Fane serve to lighten the tense-
ness produced by the crime and
subsequent attempts to solve it, by
introducing humor into the play. P.
C. Mallet and his son, Sergeant Mal-
let are the police officers, and these
parts call for; more or less character-
ization. The elder Mallet is the ty-
pical country detective, while his
son. Sergeant Mallet is a know-it-
all-youth who goes from the country
to the city and, resting on his year's
experience at Scotland Yard, aspires
to the heights of criminology and
attempts to solve the whole situa-
tion. Adams is the inevitable butler
of English plays.

Two Freshmen In Cast
With the exception of a few, the

members of the cast are all expe-
rienced players having performed in
former plays, given by the 4A Play-
ers. Edward Curtin '3 6 who is play-
ing the young hero, Jimmy Lud-
grove, is comparatively new, having
appeared once before in the one act
play "If Men Played Cards as Wo-
men Do" earlier this fall. Ila Paige
'3 6 who is playing the languid young
girl Jane West, and Eleanor Libby
'33 who is portraying Mrs. Fuller-
ton-Fane, the middle-aged woman
who strives desperately to keep her
youth and beauty, are both mew to
4A productions. Thomas Vernon '35,
playing the butler, Adams, is also
new.

George Austin '33, President of
the 4A Players is coaching the play.
Rehearsals will start immediately.

:o :

New Members

Admitted Into

Phi Sigma Iota

Ideals Of Organization
Read And Explained
—Officers Speak

A meeting of Phi Sigma Iota was
held Thursday evening, Nov. 17, in
Hathorn Hall. The new members
were formally admitted into the
society by the president, Prof. Ber-
tocci, after the ideals and principles
of the organization were read and
explained by Prof. Gilbert.

"Money and its Connection with
French Society as it has evolved
through the Ages" is the theme
under consideration in the meetings
this year. The discussion of this
topic was outlined and begun by the
speakers of the evening.

Mr. Seward spoke on the "Atti-
tude toward Money and its Acquisi-
tion in the Middle Ages".
An evolution of the means of

gaining wealth affecting the ideals
and conceptions of life was the sub-
ject of a talk by Mr. Bertocci. The
rise in capitalism due to the Re-
naisance was apparent in the six-
teenth century, and the develop-
ments of the bourgeoisie and capital-
ist was traced through to the present
(Lime.

The members initiated include:
.Mildred Carrier '33, Evelyn Craw-
ford '34, Charlotte Cutts '33, Ange-
la D'Errieo '34, Dorothy Diggery
'33, John Dobrovolsky '33, Helen
Hamlen '33, Elizabeth Lord '33,
Louise M'allinson '34. Doris McAllis-
ter '34, Maxine McCormack '34, Ar-
thur Merrifield '34, Doris Nielson
'34, Theodore Proctor '34, Earl Ri-
chards '34, Helen Shorey '34, Eileen
Soper '34, Barbara Stuart '33, Elinor
Williams '33, Mary York '34.
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head a man who is generally thought of as being a leader in liberal

thought, should indulge in such tactics as have been in evidence at

Columbia during the past year.

Beginning with the dismissal of Reed Harris for his publication

of material which the authorities did not like and his subsequent re-

instatement and followed by the expressive measures which have

been exerted on the Social Relations Club of that institution, there

has been a series of measures instigated by the administration which

are reactionary, to say the least. It is hardly a mark of the excellence

of litis educational system of ours which glorifies individual free-

dom, rugged individualism to find it exerting pressure in such a way

as to stifle the tendency of students to think and speak for them-

selves.
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Thanksgiving ?

There will be many conflicting interests which will claim the

attention of collegians as they rush homeward for the Thanksgiving
holidays. It is probably safe to conjecture that the great majority

will give little thought to the significance of this day, and even those

who do will have some difficulty in ascertaining just what there is

to be thankful about.
The first Thanksgiving came spontaneously from the hearts of

the very religious Pilgrims who felt that Providence had helped them
To survive the arduous New England winter. Today students do not

believe so firmly in the sort of deity that their forebears knew, nor

do they fell the pinch of want. Their lives have been surrounded
since childhood with all of the comforts that modern civilization haf-

brought into their homes, and in such an environment people come
to feel quite self-sufficient.

There are families In this land of which we are so proud, and
they are to be numbered not by the hundreds or thousand, but by
the millions, in which there is lack of food and adequate clothing.

For them the prospect of a long winter without any employment is

hardly likely to call forth any great sentiments of Thanksgiving
for the protection of God. If anything, it will be more likely to drive

these people away from traditional and institutionalized religion.

Nevertheless, out of the present depression there have come
some things for which we ought to be thankful. We may well be
thankful for the increasingly large group of intelligent folk of all

classes who have come to realize that there is something radically

wrong with a system which allows millions to suffer want in the

midst of plenty, and who are resolved to do something about it. Wc
ought to give thanks for the opportunity which has come to those
of us who have benefited by this system to be of service to those on
whose weary shoulders the whole capitalistic economy has weighed
so heavily.

Criticism of Student Editorials

On a number of occasions we have been informed that certain of

our alumni friends were displeased with material appearing in the
editorial colums of this paper. This information, however, very rare-
ly is conveyed directly to our ears, but comes through devious chan-
nels in which it gains weight and momentum so that it usually has
reached ominous proportions by the time we hear of it. This custom,
for it seems to be universal in colleges an'd universities, has the ad-
vantage of being more effective than any written protest, in that it

has a greater influence with those who have the power to do some-
thing about it.

The most peculiar feature of these protests is that they are not
directed against the truth of what has been said, but rather argue
the expediency of a college publication giving utterance to what the
student thinks concerning matters which create some friction. It is

indeed unfortunate that to the lay mind, any utterance of a college
publication is assumed to be the official opinion of the college group.
That intelligent alumni of the college should make the same error is

an even more deplorable misfortune. Whatever material appears in
the editorial columns of this paper is only the observation of one
person and does not pretend to represent so-called student opinion.
It usually contains material that is intended to enlighten student
opinion, or that pertains to campus problems. It is responsible pri-

marily to the representatives of the student body who are the mem-
bers of the Publishing Association, and secondarily to the college
administration.

It is our sincere hope that in the future such expressions of
dissent will be sent directly to this paper Avhere they will be accord-
ed every consideration. The college paper is not the instrument of
any group of students, but is really desirous of being the means by
which every interest of the college may express itself. If these inter-
ests conflict, then there are better ways of ironing them out than hav-
ing recourse to a method which is grossly paternal in its method.

How Do We Eat?

The college Commons, long a sore spot in the life of this campus,
lias undergone tremendous improvements within the memory of the
present senior class. Especially in the eating habits of the group din-
ing at the commons has this been noticeable. However, that there is

still room for improvement can not be doubted by anyone who
chances to visit the dining hall. The men of the college have become
accustomed to eating rather hurriedly and such a group habit can
not be wished away.

It is safe to say that much of the complaint regarding the com-
mons is due to the general atmosphere of hurry and bustle which
characterizes the average meal. Although the food has been the sub-
ject of much discussion, there can be little doubt in the mind of any-
one who has fully investigated the facts that the college administra-
tion is sincerely attempting to remedy whatever faults there may be
in this part of our college life. It remains for the students to show
their sincerity by cooperating fully and attempting to make the at-
mosphere one of fellowship and gentility. Those men who have had
occasion to criticise the commons have had good reason for doing so,

and when that criticism has been open and frank, it has met with
an equally open and frank response from the administration.

If they will bend their efforts toward leading a movement to
better the eating habits of the men at the commons through their ex-
ample and by enlisting the support of others who are desirous of
seeing an improvement, they will be rendering a real service to them-
selves and to their fellow students.

Nicholas Murray Butler

In the
r

minds of the American people, Dr. Butler may stand for
liberalism and the repeal of the 18th. Amendment, but on the score of
his liberalism he must stand trial before the bar of collegiate opinion,
and there seems to be some indication that here he has been found
wanting. Some think it strange that a university which has at its

The Student

And
The World

INTERCOM
MEW5

By JAMES BALANO

In regard to world events the

student of yesterday used to sar-

donically remark, "What the hell,"

whereas the college man of to-day
ejaculates, "What the devil?" These
;nap phrases are used by F. Vinton
Lindely, Yale senior, writing for the
New Outlook. By these expressions
he aptly presents his idea that the
student of to-day .is more inclined

to wonder while the undergraduate
of a few years ago merely took
things tor granted. And for him
things for granted meant that the
world was in the last stages of

chaos. Continuing in this line of

thought he states that undergradu-
ate interest in politics, administra-
tion, and foreign relations is so

otimulated that an unusual number
of students are seriously contem-
plating entering those lines of

service. Not only are students con-
templating public service but an un-
usual large number are active during
undergraduate days. Students realize

that the men in power are not the
leading men of the nation and that

the policies are not for the good of

the whole nation. Unprecedented in

the life of American colleges are the
appeals and movements led by stu-
dent 'radicals' and organizers.

Favor Cancellation of Debts
(Norman Thomas, Walter Lipp-

man, Senator Borah and many other
versed in weighty world affairs have
came out in the past few months
>5trongly in favor of cancellation of
war debts. These men really know
that world wide economic rehabilita-
tion depends on the abolition of the
very uneven financial conditions of

the debtor nations. And inasmuch
as every major European country is

a debtor to the United States it re-

mains, according to many eminent
authorities, for this country to start
universal recovery. There are argu-
ments on both sides that bear great
weight. Some think that debts
should be paid, and the European
countries kept from diverting money
to channels of increase in armaments.
On the other hand were Europe to

recover financially the United States
would have a better market for it's

surplus of goods. Also, to be more
idealistic, a move of cancellation
would probably greatly stimulate in-

ternational goodwill and cooper-
ation. So interrelated are the coun-
tries that one nation cannot afford
to be the cause of the other coun-
tries' economic lagging. Such
nationalists as Garner, Hearst, and
lesser politicians advise non-can-
cellation, and the maintenance of
the economic status quo, with the
United States not only unable to
collect the vast debts but also devoid
of a market that can offer anything
but wajmpum, or (buttons, in ex-
change for commodities from the
United States.

Surely the United States govern-
ment does not want to lose this
revenue, for by losing its taxes must
be increased, in order to pay the
bond-holders. However statisticians
have shown that the loss per capita
by this taxation would be small in

comparison to the added income to

be gained through the revival of
trade, industry and general economic
recovery.
Germany Repudiates Von Papen
The nationalistic regieme in Ger-

many has been defeated at the re-
cent elections, although Chancellor
Von Papen's government never had
the backing of the national legisla-
ture, it carried out the national
protest of the German people against
the Versailles treaty. This govern-
ment, being quite conservative, was
one of the last steps toward extreme
German nationalism that has been
increasing, since the socialist ridden
government of immediate post-war
days.

During the past few days Presi-
dent von Hindenburg has conferred
at length with Hitler, the national
socialist leader. From all outward
appearances Hitler is to be the leader
in' a coalition cabinet, composed of
all political followings. Under the
surface however, one may rest as-
sured that Hitler will hardly be
satisfied with the limited powers of

being Chancellor responsible to the
Reichstag and will try to usurp,
legitimately or otherwise the powers
of enforcing the preeminent plat-

forms of the powerful national
socialist party. These are:

1. Repression of the growing com-
munist party in Germany.

2. Revision of the Versailles
Treaty.

3. Creation of an economically and
nationalistically strong Germany.

— :o:

Lambda Alpha elected two new
officers at a special election last

Wednesday. Gwen Speare was elect-

ed vice-president, and Madeline Mc-
Hroy, secretary, >to fill the offices af
former (memhers who have moved on
caimipus.

Reserservations for the (Lambda
Alpha tea dance may be made any
day at noon in. the Town Room, or :

of eacn other,

by calling Mary O'Neil at 12Q4-M

By MILDRED HOLLYWOOD

The battle of the century (yep,

another one), Battle of Rand Hall,

is told thusly in the Colby Echo:
" 'Larrupin Lou' Conant and his

merry men sauntered along filling

the late afternoon air with strains

of "On to Victory" while the ancient
banner of old Colby waved over
their head6. An undertone of resent-

ment swept through the ranks of

disgruntled Bates undergraduates
gathering on every hand. Rand Hall
was reached and the banner held
aloft at the main entrance to th3

edifice while the band blared forth.

A wild cry might be heard as the
bobkittens rushed forward to seize

the emblem of Colby. Instruments
were piled high as man after man
rushed into the fray, many an eye
closed to peep through a ring of
black and many's the nose that lest

shape (whom are you thinking of?)

and color before the onslaught could
be repulsed and 'Larrupin Lou' could
again call for another strain of

Colby's victory anthem." Kinda
graphic, eh wot?

Wonder why the Colby Echo per-

sisted in calling Bob Swett "Sweet"?

Vassar Miscellany has worked out
these practical uses for your caps
and gowns, Seniors (yes, I'm knock-
ing on wood, too).
CAP:

1. May he used as fishbowl with
stationary bottom.

2. With proper motion of the head,
tassel makes a handy fly-swisher.

3. May be used as an ash-tray or
waste-basket.

4. Excellent for balancing books
on the head.

5. To make dumb girls look in-

telligent (if this doesn't work,
change the face underneath).
GOWN:

1. May be used as a pen-wiper.
2. For a raincoat; with a detach-

able fur scarf, as an evening wrap.
3. As a disguise.
4. To conceal excess poundaga

(if this doesn't work, reduce).

\
There are two things to worry

about, according to the Colgate
Journal. Either you have to go to

school, or you don't (well, that's
bright, huh?). If you don't, you
have nothing to worry about (do

HIGH COURAGE. Owen D. Young.

Being an Address Delivered at

the Commencement Exercises at

the University of Notre Dame,
June 5, 1932. New York: E. P.

Button & Co. $1.

"Mr. President and Gentlemen of i

Notre Dame: " Seldom does a,

commencement address achieve thei

distinction of being printed in book'

form, however great the speaker. In

fact, few speeches of any sort are

so printed, and hence, when we re-

ceive a book of this kind, we are

entitled to expect something of real

value. And readers of Mr. Young's
thirty minute talk will not be dis-

appointed. He has sounded the note

of true progress and has made a

fair and clear explanation of the

present state of things. Or perhaps
we would be fairer to say that he
has made a fair and clear 'analysis'

of the economic situation. At any
rate the little pocket-sized volume
will soon reveal that tomes of

knowledge and worlds of practical

experience lie behind the mind which
organized, wrote, and delivered this

commencement address to the Class

of 1932 at Notre Dame.
Denying that the world of today

presents a poor prospect for 'com-
mencing' youth, Mr. Young states

that "As a matter of fact, if you
can survive the initial shock you will

have before you the most favoring
circumstances for service presented
to young men of any time." There
is also a timely warning against

"slogans, catch phrases, and general-
ities" which lead so many of us
awry. As a guide to commencing
youth, Mr. Young offers a 'borrow-
ed' formula, acknowledging as its

creator a Dr. Jacks. Not only is this

formula to be a guide, but also a

judge of a day or generation.
"To meet all requirements every

effort must be, he said:

1. Idealistic in purpose.
2. Executed by business

methods.
3. In the. spirit of sportsman-

ship."
Using this formula as a judge of

his own generation, he says:
"I suspect that we shall receive

credit for the first; be criticized as

careless and unwise in the second;
and be considered as untrained and
unappreciative of the great power
of the third."

In his concluding paragraph may
be found Mr. Young's tribute to

that greatest of coaches, Knute
Rockne, when in referring to and
discussing sportsmanship Mr. Young
says: "I speak of it here in these
halls with confidence and with pride.

Here th^> spirit of sportsmanship was
personified. Here even death cannot
destroy it."

This little pocket book with its

fifty-six finely-printed pages will be
found ever a source of inspiration
and encouragement to youth.

you have to tell me?), if you do, j t

you have only two things to worry
about. Either you are going to study,
or aren't going to study. If you
study, you won't need to worry, and
if you don't study, there are only
two things to worry about. 'Either
you will fail, or you will pass. If

you pass, you need not worry, and
if you fail, you will be so busy
shaking the hands of similar friends
that you won't have any time to
worry. And eo on into the night. . .

To T: ;Hoxie: not so ho, hum-ish
this week, huh?

There are seven reasons, claims
the Vermont Cynic, why students
don't study—Yes, yes, sez you in
that pain-of-it-all tone—and they
(subbing for reasons) are Sunday,
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
nights. But whatcha gona do about
hut? Note—otherwise called pay at-
tention—the constructively critical
attitude. So sorry, Dot, but pillow
throwing is an art.

Here's a cherry note, eh wot?
Some women who think they are
howlegged are really not bowlegged
at all, opines Dr. Amenuel Demeur
of the Illinois Association of Chird-
pidi6ts. "High heels", he says, "have
caused the shins of many young
women to turn outward, rotating the
knees. This condition gives the
incorrect impression that they have
bowlegs." Well, yes, and again, no.
Doctor.

Three men and their wives buy
pigs. The names of the husbands are
Amos, Hiram, and Jones, and the
names of the wives are Sarah, Gret-
chen, and Marie. If Amos huys 2-3

more pigs than Sarah and Hiram 11
more pigs than Gretchen, each hus-
band pays $63 more for his pigs
than his wife pays for hers, and each
person pays as .many dollars per pig
as he or she buys pigs. Find the
wife of each husband.

Arizona State Teachers College's
paper conducted a survey of
feminine fans at a football game. It
(pronoun in place of the noun,
paper) unearthed the following
strictly feminine definitions:

Line smash: When the players
bump into each other.

Quarterback: The player who
does all the running.

Place kick: When the ball i6

is kicked eo it will land in a cer-
tain place.

•Huddle: When players fall on top

LARRY: THOUGHTS OF YOUTH.
The Diary and Letters of a
Modem College Student. New
York: The John Day Company.
$1.50.

This highly praised and widely
advertised book comes to ue in .its

seventh printing in less than two
years and in its sixty-fifth thousand.

is compiled from the diary,

themes, and letters of one Larimore
Foster, a student at Lafayette Col-
lege in 19 23, 4 and 5. (Larry in the
sort of fellow, we decide after read-
ing this his life, whom most fellows
would like to be like but would hate
to admit it. His high ideals, as ex-
pressed not only in his philosophy,
but in every word of his we have,
are rather too high perhaps for you
and me. He wrote in a simple,
straightforward style which is ever
interesting and unusually refresh-
ing. He was truly expressing him-
self without thought that anyone,
certainly not the whole world, would
become first his critic and then in
some measure, perhaps, his disciples.

And, after all, is not the true poet
the poet of the soul, thoughtless of
its myriad critics? Some will con-
sider Larry rather of a sentimental-
ist, others will hold up to them his
tribute to his father or other
examples of sincerity in devotion

—

and will need no other argument.
Perhaps the high calibre of the man
in the boy can be exemplified in no
better way than to quote the last

sentence of a birthday telegram to

his Dad: "But no matter how many
things people say of me, good or
bad, the thing that makes me swell
most with pride is to he called
'Tom Foster's Son.'

"

P. R.

La Petite Academie has decided
to meet every third Tuesday in the
month instead of more often ae in
previous years so that it may
have a lecture by speakers of note
every meeting.

:o:

This country has got where it is
in epite of politics, not by the aid
of it.—'Will RoSgore.

Punt: A term used in golf.

End sweep: End man makes a big
circle.

Off tackle play: When a player
missed the man he is trying to
tackle.

Quarterback sneak: When no one

'LIBRARY
-

15 Minutes aDay
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By ELINOR WILLIAMS

Presidential Candidates — Walter
Millis, Yale Review, Autumn 1932.

Walter Millis sees political life
restored to its basic tradition in the
restoration of the influence of the
South and West, the farmer and the
small business man, with the over-
throw of the eastern urban coalition.
President Hoover is the conservative,
standing for safety; Roosevelt, a
disciple of Wilson's "New Freedom"
and "New Nationalism", is the
adroit politician with a gift for the
dramatic, but no program. The
"deeper significance of the election"
is discussed by Mr. Millis

Ventriloquists of
Rufus
1932.

Dart II,

Washington —

»

Scribners, Nov.,

A revelation of who writes those
'Tp23ch3s. Re-zeals that the employ-
ment of "ghosts" is common and
fixed in the capital, where an in-
visible crew of ghost writers build
the political reputations and careers
of most of the political leaders of
the country in the "dumb^show"
long accepted in Washington, but

is looking, the quarterback sneaks little known outside. Many ghosts
up on the ball. And the headline
writer added a caustic "We Had
Suspicion, Here Is The Proof" (Oh,
ain't it awfell, Maybelle!).

men of advanced education and in-
sight, write magazine articles and
books as well campaign speeches,
an example of which is "The Iron

Do You Want To Increase

Your Sales 38% or More

THE General Electric lias discovered

that on the stimulus of su^estive

advertising sales observed increased

38%.
, ,

The human being is the world s champ-

ion forgetter. He forgets to buy dozens

of articles he needs. He puts off buy-

ing because he is too busy. This is where

advertising helps him out.

It is possible in our columns. A
Lewiston girls' outfitter this fall

decided tor the fir-it time to test

Bates' buying power.
In ^ three weeks gross returns were
1,000% more than the cost of the

advertising space.

He had everything
nothing to lose.

to gain and

ates Student
AN AGGRESSIVE COLLEGE PAPER IN ITS

FIFTY-NINTH YEAR OF CIRCULATION

Puddler
- uippc sed to have been

written by James J. Davis, Secretary

of Labor. The article includes the

names o'f the ghests of past presi-

dents and present senators.
.

Why Did Mahatma Gandhi Fast

—

Richard B. Gregg, Asia, Deo., 1932

The author, who has lived in the

ashram of Gandhi six months and is

a student of his ideas, tells that
Gandhi was protesting against the
portion of the Indian communal
decision of the British government
which provided separate electorates
to the "Untouchables". This will

ensure them, Gandhi believes,

"bondage in perpetuity", and will

force the Untouchables to remain
"Untouchables" forever, and will

result in political confusion.

OPEN
FORUM

Jt

The Literary Coast of France;—Allan

Ross Macdougall, Bookman, Oct.,

1932.

The Cote d'Azur, 100 miles of
shoreline from Toulon to Nice in

the South of France is the home
of more internationally famous au-
thors than any other 100 miles in
the world. Among the writers who
have lived or who are living on the
Cots d'Azur described by the author
are H. G. Wells, Edith Wharton,
Edna St. Vincent Millay. Katherine
Mansfield, Aldous Huxley, Wm. B.
Seabrook, Andre Maurois, Richard
Aldington, George Seldes, Edouard
Bourdet, .Madame Colette, and many
others.

To the Editor of The Student:—
For the past week, ont of the

"local experts" on the staff of the

Lewiston Journal has been running
a series of articles relative to the

past Bates football season. He has
not spared in the least his frank
opinion of several members of the

Bates squad even going so far as to

ridicule the slender legs of our
quarterback. Perhaps he, with his

two hundred and fifty pounds of

"brawn and muscle" could perforin

as well as Gay. He attempts to

diagnose the faults of each player
and asks point blank where we have
been hiding our offence.

It seems to me that he has resort-

ed to pretty personal material to

fill his column. He wonders why
certain fellows have been on the

bench this fall. Must he be reminded
that Coach Morey is in charge of

the team?
I should 'like to suggest that he

reserve his type of criticism for

politics. Possibly, in his share of the
conversation with the street corner
coaches, he could adequately express
himself without "panning" the Bates
pla,yers publicly.

Signed:

I). B. HILL, Jr.

GRANGER IS AMERICA'S PIPE TOBACCO
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ALBANIA A'

Is
president Of Agricultural School Of Albania
-Country Had Few Roads, Schools, And

"

Hospitals Until Recent Years
At the Y.M.C.A. meeting last

u-ednesday night, 'Dr. €. Telford
rvicktson. president of the Agri-

fultral School of
.
Albania, gave an

interesting and straightforward talk

ln conditions in Albania to-day and
,i e steps being taken for the im-
provement of the country.

In Strategic Position

Situated in the most strategic

noeition in the Balkans, Albania,

stated Dr. Erickson, holds the power
of

advancing conditions greatly in

tb06e
counrties. However, until

twelve vears ago, it was one o<f the

m0 st backward of countries. „Only

since the war, he said, has it turned

its back on the east and faced west-

ern civilization. After a sleep of

2000 years it has wakened like a
pip Van Winkle and found the
world and civilization advanced far

beyond it.

No Roads, No Schools
It had no roads, n0 schools, and

few hospitals. The first objective of
the new government was to educate
the people. First a normal school
to tram teachers who could speak
the Albanian language was found-
ed, then the Agricultural School
was established. As the salvation of
the country rests largely on success-
ful farming the latter was of primary
importance. Two splendid buildings
were erected from funds raised by
Dr. Erickson in America, funds
which came in large part out of his
own pocket. One of the buildings is
for boys and the other for girls.
The boys are trained chiefly in the
'fields and workshops where they get
first hand and .practical information.
The girls' training is no lees thorough

T. I
Fur Company

Est. 1873

Lewiston, Maine

There is a young lady in college

Who of furs has very keen knowledge.
So see where she goes
To buy her sport clothes

Its to MURPHY'S the store for the college.

Woolen
Jackets

From $3-75 Up

Suede, Leather Jackets from $6.75

Display At Rand, Friday, Nov. 18

U Paris
Says It

Hair is shorter, waves are wider, an'd curls are

plentiful, though very flat—Let us give you this

attention, so you may wear your hair a brand-

new way for a brand-new season

!

Fing

Special for the Co-eds !

!

er Waves—50c

J)ewitt Beauty Shop

40 PINE STREET,

Compliments of

First national bank
Main Street

LEWISTON

SCHOOL PAPERS YEAR BOOKS

MERRILL &WEBBER CO.
PRINTERS

PROGRAMS

PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS

MAIN STREET, AUBURN, MAINE

ANNOUNCEMENTS X
6=

GOOGIN
FUEL CO.

COAL, WOOD and COKE
1801 Phonos 1800

U4 Bates Street 67 Elm Street

LEWISTON AUBURN

most complete and up-to-date

Fogg's Leather Store

123 MAM ST.,

T Sp I

4040
UNION SQUARE TAXI CO.
.

P71 MAIN EXBEET

WHEELER
G

Clothing Co. If
**'

°or. MAIN and MIDDLE STS. &
*or Good Clothes and

-burmshings I7W
[[Special discount given to Bates Students

Harry L. Plummer
PORTRAIT—Commercial and

Finishing Photography

New Studio

At 135 Main St.,

Lewiston, - Maine.

GROUND FLOOR

BILL
The Barber

For

Eds and Co-Eds

CHASE HALL

CALL
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and useful, for they are efficiently
instructed in all phases of house-
keeping.

\ Case Of Afradita
As a specific example showing the

benefits of the schools, Dr. Erickson

Si?
the story of Af'radita

>
a typical

Albanian girl. Before coming to the
school, Afradita was confined in a
small dark mud hut. She sat there
by the fireplace in the middle of the
floor and knitted ©ocks continually.
Although she was only a child she
was to be married soon to a man ofwhom she knew nothing. She seldom
saw anyone, seated there in her
ragged clothes by the fire; there was
no outside world—nothing beyond
those mud walls but fear. But then
she was taken to the school where
she saw a world she never knew
existed. It was a civilized world
where there were comradeship, and
knowledge, and beautiful things of
which her existence had hitherto
been devoid.

Escapes Intended Lot
•One of the happiest experiences

of his life, said Dr. Erickson, was
her graduation last year. She had
thrown off the prejudices of her
race; she had broken through it all

•

the drudgery, the servility, the filth
of her intended lot. She was going
out into her country, where her
people would look up to her and
have faith in her for what she repre-
sented—civilization and its human-
ity. In her success Dr. Erickson saw
the success of those following her
footsteps.

In closing Dr. Erickson expressed
great appreciation for the financial
support of American students in so
great a work.

Rev. Helsley Asks

Aid of Students

In Chest Drive

Speaker At Assembly
Urges Bates To

Help City
The Student Assembly of Thurs-

day, Nov. 17, was opened with the
playing of two papular violin lie-

lections by Norman De 'Marco, se-
lections to which the audience res-
ponded very warmly.

Robert B. Swett, President of the
Student Council, then introduced
the Rev. Charles W. Helsley who
©poke in behalf of the Auburn-Lew-
iston Comnnunity Chest drive. He
called this an "acute year" and said
that he hoped for a hundred per
cent donation list from the Bates
student body.

Dobravolsky Spea^?
John Dobravolsky, editor-in-chief

of this year's Mirror, as the next
speaker gave a very entertaining
and enlightening discussion on

Continued from Page One
Edwin Muskie and Selma Shapiro. A
junior, Robert Fitterman, was
accorded best speaker.

The Little Theater was the scene
of the next debate for the junior
varsity, and the students of Edward
Little and Lewiston High Schools
were the guests of the Bates deb-
ating council. An affirmative decision
was granted to Margaret Hoffman
and Owen Dodson over Bernice Dean
and Lillian Bean. Owen Dodson was
the best speaker. The next evening
the series was brought to a close at

Wilton when Carlton Mabse and
Wendel May again met William
Greenwood and Ray Stetson. As
before the May, Mabee combination
won, although the be^t speaker was
William Greenwood.

All of these debates were won on
audience decisions. The experience
this group of junior varsity debaters
gained will be of inestimable value
in fitting them for future varsity
work. Mr. Quimby is well -pleased
with his squad and looks forward
optimistically to their opportunity
for varsity work.

:o :—

Sixty Colleges

To Take Part in

Anti-War Rally

Norman Thomas Will

Address Convention
Meeting-

the
and

Four Faculty

Continued from Page One
problems connected both with
teaching of the social sciences,
with these sciences in general. Top- i

ics considered at the first meeting
were "Comprehensive Examinations
for Major Students" and "The Un-
holy Alliance between Gangsterism
and Bootlegging — Will Repeal
Break it Up?" At the second meet-
ing the delegates separated into

three groups. Professor Myhrman of
Bates led the group on sociology,
and Professor Bartlett ,that on
economics.
At a general business session, it

was voted to accept the invitation

of Colby College that the conven-
tion be held there in 1933.

, ;o: .

From the News
Continued from Page One

least world affairs have reached a
stage at which the desires, wishes,
attitude and trend of thought of the
American people exert large influ-
ence and the presence of 10,000 stu-
ednts in our colleges and universi-
ties, who came from 100 different
countries, can myan nothing else
than the extension of an American
slant of opinion and mode of think-
ing hardly attainable otherwise.

interest of the freshmen, to whom
many of the activities and ac-
complishments of the Outing Club
are not so we'll known. The numer-
ous advantages of membership in

the this large organization were also
features of the coming issue. This

Outing (Tub
Paul Carpenter, President of the

Outing Club, was the concluding! this year's
speaker. He spoke primarily in the! ever.

enumerated. President Carpenter, in
concluding, asked the. cooperation
of the whole student body in making

organization the

Student delegations from sixty

colleges are expected to gather in

New York City during the Thanks-
giving holidays to map plans for

mass student opposition to war
preparations. Steps toward ousting
the R. O. T. C. from all colleges

will be in the forefront of the
problems to be tackled by the con-

vention.

Backed by a score of national
student organizations, the United
Youth Conference Against War is

expected to be the largest anti-

military assemblage ever arranged
by students. Registration officials

are preparing accomodations for

1.000 delegates.

Recent suspensions of students at

the University of Maryland and the
University of Missouri because of

their refusal to enroll in compulsory
military training courses was the
leading factor in the decision to

hold the nal ion-wide conference, ex-

plained Paul Porter. Conference
executive secretary, at the League
for Industrial Democracy head-
quarters, 112 East 19th Street, New
York City. The League, in coopera-
tion with the Committee on Milita-
rism in Education and the Fellow-
ship of Reconciliation, issued the
original conference call. The appa-
rent failure of the World Disarma-
ment Conference, which a year ago
was hopefully greeted by many stu-

dents, the continued crisis in the
Far East, and talk by responsible
statesman of war as a possible way
out of economic depression, were
further factors in hastening united
student action.

Xorman Thomas, Socialist Candi-
date for President, will be one of
the headline speakers. The keynote
address will be delivered on Friday
evening, November 25, by Fenner
Brockway, chairman of the Inde-
pendent Labor Party of Great
Britain, and chairman of the War
Resisters International. Leader, with
James Maxton of the "left wing" in

the late Labour Government of
England, Brockway is one of the
best known labor and peace advo-
( ates in Europe. During the last war
he was imprisoned for twenty-eight
months as a conscientious objector.

Youth organizations backing the
conference, besides the aforemention-
ed, include the student Y.M.C.A.,
the student Y.W.C.A., the War
Resisters League, the Green Inter-
national, and the Young Peoples
Socialist League. The League for
Industrial Democracy ha6 chapters

besti or affiliated dubs on approximately
! 200 campuses

PROF. QUIMBY SCORES POPULAR
FALLACIES IN CHAPEL SPEECH

Says That Square Jaw Is Not a Sign Of Will
Power—Calls Harvard Man Of To-day More

Masculine Than His Grandfather

U. of Maine Dean

Speaks at Second

Vesper Service

Dr. Muilenburg' Attacks
Confusing Phrases

In The Bible

Dr Muilenburg, recently appoint-

ed Dean of The College of Arts and
Sciences at the University of Maine
and formerly a member of the Dept.

of Religion at Mount Holyoke Col-

lege, was guest speaker at the

Thanksgiving Vesper Service, last

Sunday. Dr. R. L. Zerby opened the

service with a few introductory

words.
In his talk. Dean Muilenburg

opened with the idea of the desira-

bility of simple language to be used

in the classroom, in all teaching,

and in religion. The Bible has come
to have many confusing phrases,

and roundabout ways of expressing

thoughts which would be much
more effective and more direct.

As a story teller, he said, Jesus

was a master .Into his parables he

put concreteness and simplicity.

However, he continued, the mean-
ing of "Kingdom", so often used by

Jesus has never been explained.
Words a Stone Wall

Words, instead of linking us to-

gether, have served to form a stone
wall between us, began Dr. Muilen-
burg. The professional man uses a
technical jargon of words which
does not arouse any enthusiasm
whatsoever but merely makes a
good impression. This is equally true
in the field of religion. C hristianity

has strained its vocabulary to the

utmost to express just what Jesus
Christ is and what he can be defined

as being. It is doubtful if the terms
"Lord" or "Savior" which have re-

placed the old synonyms of "Mes-
siah" or "Jehovah" were applied to

Jesus in his life, for we know that
his friends called him "Rabbi" or
"Teacher" and he called his follow-
ers "pupils" or "disciples". Jesus
was a great artist, & master who
could tell parables excellently. It

was that quality that made him so
unrivalled in the telling of stories,

the quality of concreteness, an essen-
tial part of the vocabulary of reli-

gion.

"We ©an justify anything in the

I

name of progress."—H. M. Tomlin
j son.

FOR
1364
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package.
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and curing make them milder still. And Chesterfields
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"Is a square jaw a sign of will

power? Are geese silly and owls
wise? If you believe these things
you know things that are not so."
With these words Prof. Quimby
opened his chapel talk Friday morn-
ing. He continued by saying, "You
are not alone in this situation. Many
common notions are not so when
seen in the light of facts."

Statistics gathered at Harvard and
Vassar show that the Oipinion held
by older people of the younger
generation is likely to be very
wrong. At Vassar it was found that
the present college girl is superior
in many respects and averages 5'4"

tal'l. The Harvard man is 5'10" tall

and is more masculine than his

grandfather. Prof. Quimby intro-

duced a humorous note by saying
that the mustache and beard are
not signs of knowing anything: New-
ton at the time of his statement of
the law of gravitation was 24;
Patrick Henry, when he gave his

famous speech was 27; Hutchins was
30 when he became President of
Chicago University.

Function of Education
In the course of his talks, Prof.

Quimby made two remarks that
were very significant. "The function
of education is not what to think,

but how to think. Education is not
to end in doubt, but education ends
when doubting ends. Test what you
believe by evidence; if it is worth
holding on to, do so. The world is

envisaged by reading. Many notions
thus gathered are broken up by
the facts."
Th case of Richard the Lion

Hearted was shown by Professor
Quimby from his own viewpoint.
Even though his ideal was broken
he said that he gained by view of

the facts and nothing was lost.

This address was closed by a con-
cise question. "Do you want to go
through life believing something
that is not true?"

Alibis
Saturday morning Professor Quim-

by talked on alibis and asked the
student body the following question,
"Are you an alibi artist?" He ment-
ioned the blame which is .put on
the alarm clock, the notebook, the
train, and the missing dictionary.
An alibi arises from a situation that
faces one, one fails to overcome it

and to clear one's self a plausible
alibi is offered. If sufficiently repeat-
ed the person ends by believing it

himself.
Professor Quimby said, "I am

here to warn you about going too

far along this road." He mentioned
some boys who went to a school at
which he taught in a .Massachusetts
Academy. They were three Spanish
brothers who when they came here
could not speak English. They
managed to succeed as well as the
other boys and offered no alibis even
though they had trouble understand-
ing the language.

Prof. Quimby then read a poem
entitled "Winds of Destiny," by Ella
Wheeler Wilcox . Some blame the
winds of destiny but others set the
sails for a goal. Professor Quimby
offered two examples of the latter,

taking men who attended Bates
within the last two years. One was
his student assistant and the other
was a sta<r athlete and a proctor in

one of he men's dormitory.
He closed with the quotation,

"Difficulty is a bugbear to small
children and fools, but a stimulus
to men and women."

FRKSH3IEN WOMEX
The freshman women of Hacker

House and those from town were
entertained Friday evening, Nov.
18, at Thorncrag at a model cabin
party conducting by the Outing
Club. This was the fourth in the
series, with the purpose of acquaint-
ing the Freshman girls with the
cabins.

"What is (prosperity but a con-
sensus of opinion?"

LE
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5PORTS

By VIXCENT BELLEAU

SEE TRACK REVIVAL
POSSIBLE COMING SEASON
With the usual good turnout of

runners, iplus a nice showing of
material for other events, Coach Ray
Thompson, the ever-e-miling master
of the Garnet destinies in track and
field, ought to have a good season
ahead of him. He's got Arn Adams
and Jellirion as his two outstanding
stare, Lary, Hall, Smith, Pricher,
Pendleton, and any number of other
runners; Kramer in the discus
event, Lary again, and a newcomer,
Clark, in the javelin, and a lot of

potential material in the rest of the
weight events. Here's luck, Ray.

MOREY URGES TRACK
FOR HIS FOOTBALL MEN

For the first time in a long, long
time the head football coach at this

institution of ours comes out in the
press this week in favor of his grid
men turning out for another sport:
track. Anybody, according to Dave
Morey, cannot help but 'benefit

through improved coordination and
that sort of thing one is supposed to

get from throwing a sixteen pound
hammer around an hour or so every
day.

Having watched a hammer throw-
er in the process of warming up
before he hurls the heavy looking!
iron ball out in the air, we can say|
it sure does take coordination.
Besides, it ought to keep the men in

shape a little better than steady
attendance at the Beacon or similar
exercise

SMALL BUT PEPPY
HOCKEY OUTFIT EXPECTED

Meanwhile, hockey is being dis-

cussed, and it looks as if the turn-

out is going to be iquite small. Joe
Murphy and Bob Swett seem to be
the outstanding center candidates,
with Secor playing one of the wings
along with Ralph 'McCluskey, who
expec ts to be- in shape by the time
the ice is ready at the St. Dom's
Arena. Herb Berry is practically

sure of holding down a defense
berth, and his fellow-defender will

either he Frankie Soba. Art Oilman,
or Ken White, who, ,it is said, prefers
•playing near the goal to handling
a wing. Ken will be in there, though,
no matter what position he goes
after. As for the goal, Carl Heldman
is the only man we can see who
will be after the position. He shared
the work with Flynn last year. Flynn
will probably no* go out for hockey
this year.
The freshmen have some goalie

material, including Curtin and Mer-
rill. Red Simpson, a center from He-
bron, where they make hockey play-

ers, is one of the frosh's outstanding
prospects.
When the mid-year exams have

been hurdled, it's likely that Chick
Toomey, Ollie Yeaton, and Russ
Lynch will be added to the list of

stick handlers.

lOiiit GRID CARD
A DIFFERENT STORY

The 1933 football schedule, just
released, presents a different story
in that the season will consist of

two parts. Part 1, opening with the
conditioning game with Arnold
Sept. 3 0. takes in a game with Har-
vard, and another with Dartmouth,
on succeeding Saturdays. Then comes
a respite. Instead of holding the
Maine game on the next Saturday,
as has been the custom, there will

be a free Saturday separating the
state series from the rest of the
schedule. Part 2 will see the three
state series games on successive
Saturdays. Armistice falling on a
Saturday next year, there will be
no vacation between the Bowdoin
and the Colby games. We think the
rest is more needed before the Maine
game than before the Colby game,
hence are pleased with the change.

Frosh Prepare

For Ice Season

As soon as the call for freshman
hockey is issued, some twenty can-
didates are expected to respond.
The wealth of material from the
freshman class gives indications of

a fast and good sextet this season.
Pre-season indications show that

there is plenty of experience, any-
way, and the following men are al-

it-ady rumored to be Ln. line for po-

sitions: four men or more are going

to be fighting for the goalie job,

Manning, Merrill, Stephenson, and
Butler. Manning played for Thayer
Academy two years ago but didn't

play last year because of injuries.

It i s expected that he will be in good
shape this year and be a serious con-

tender for the coveted position. Mer-
rill played for Wilbraham Academy
and Butler saw action in Lafayette
Prep, in New York State. Stephen-
son was the star goalie for Lexing-

ton, Mass., High School last year.

The lack of varsity material in

that position makes the post all the

more important. It means that the

best frosh goalie will undoubtedly

get a chance to see inter-collegiate

action the second semester, when
frosh are eligible for the varsity.

Tilton Men On Defense

Defense jobs will be taken care of

by Bob Grannon, and Torrey, two
defense men from last year's Tilton

Academy team, Bud Gallagher, ex-

Bridgton defense, and Benedetti,

from Maiden high.

In the forward line ,Red Simpson
seems to have the edge on the cen-

ter job. This former Cambridge
Latin -star played for the Hebron
jayvee.s last year, and plays an ag-
gressive game. He is a fast skater.

McLaughlin, St. John's Prep, Parfit,

former Manchester High wing, Con-
rad, from Everett, and Fields, Culver
Academy luminary, are other for-

ward line candidates.
There will be several other men

wha have not yet stated their inten-

tion to play hockey, but who will

turn out when the call is issued.

buted "the death of young Basketball
Hopes to premature presentation,
combined with the lack of efficient

mother's care. It seems, that more-
over, the grave financial depression
prevented the finding of sufficient
room for the baby to play in,

occasioning a predicament which
even the doctors could not remedy.

It is highly feared by the S.F.T.
P.O.S..F. that the alibi will spread
to other clinics where such cases are
still under observation. The doctors
from Maine, where one of these
cases is known to be under investiga-
tion right now, reported late last
night they were still progressing
very nicely with their case, but Bow-
doin news bulletins are very pro-
voking, and Colhy heard of the
Bates alibis.

The death of young Basketball
Hopes reminds one of the similar
case of Student Golf's demise, last

spring, which was likewise attribu-

ted to financial complications and
the failure of the doctors to get
together for a decent consultation,
as well as inefficiency of the female
nurses who got mixed up with the
case.

OBITUARY
X. Basketball Hope6, month old

infant of unknown 'parentage, died
last Wednesday afternoon when
efforts of the doctors of the faculty
committee on athletics failed to rise

up to the financial complications
which had developed after the
Doctor Chairman's operation on the
child three weeks previous.

The Society For The Protection
Of Sport Foundlings, with a mem-
bership including various basketball
players and newspaper men, display-

ed an interest in the child from the
day of its birth to the very last
minute, and expressed chagrin at
the failure to recussitate the found-
ling.

The S.F.T.P.O.S.F. maintains that
the doctors had no alibi, offered no
alibi, in fact have no alibi to offer.

In short, the S.F.T.P.O.S.F. is down-
right sore.

Doctor Chairman, queried 'by

representatives of the Society, attri-

MORE SPORTS:—Yale came into

its own last Saturday, it seems.
What a season for Marvin Stevens
to look back upon! . . . The sounds
coming from behind Parker right

now result from the impact of ham-
mer on nail, or hammer on board, as
Burt Dunfield and his helpers are
constructing the annual never-used
hockey rink there. . . Pete Mills in

the Colby Echo takes us for a nice
ride on our pre-season grid pre-
dictions; it's all right, Pete, we
were just enjoying the same kind
of guess-work the Echo tried for
three years previous to 193 2. . .Who
said basketball was not a coming
sport? The local American Legion
is going to conduct a league for as
many local boys who want to form
teams this winter, along the 'lines of
the Legion baseball league which
met with such success. . .We wonder
how many Bates boxers will enter
the K. C. tournament which is

coming off the second week in De-
cember?... so long, till after the
good old turkey.

1!>:J3 iFOOTBAI-J; SCH*3»ULSB

Sept 30—Arnold HERE
Oct. 7—Harvard at Cnmbrulftf
Oct. II—Dartmouth at Hanover
Oct 21—No game
Oct! 2S—Maine HERE
Nov.- 1—Bowdoin at Brunswick
Ncv. 11—Colby at Waterrille.

State Growers

Hold Display

In The Armory

Exhibits Both Beautiful

And Interesting.

—

Prizes Given

Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thurs-
day p>f 'last week, an event of great

interest, not only to people in this

vicinity, but to the whole state, was
held in the Lewiston Armory: the

exposition given by the Maine State

Pomological Society, this year in

conjunction with the State Florists'

Association, and the Dairymens'
Association.

The displays, attractively arranged
in the large hall, were made color-

ful by the many varieties of apples,

jellies, and preserves, fall flowers,

shrubbery, and plants. The apples

were of primary importance, and
were an interesting sight, especially

to the person uninitiated in the
great field of apple growing, or to

the expert who could appreciate the
many fine specimens. Very few
people realize that there is such a

great variety of this one fruit, until

they read such delicious-sounding
names as Maiden's Blush, Tolman
Sweets, Black Oxfords, Red Delicious,

and Black Gilliflowers. It was apples
of these and various other varieties

that made up the exhibits from the
several counties in Maine, Andros-
coggin being well represented. It is

interesting to note that some of the

prize Mclntoshes were grown in

iLewiston, in the orchards of Ernest
Saunders, while some of the Red
Delicious variety came from the
farm of John G. Wallingford, in

Auburn. There was also a display

from the Western iMaine Sanitorium,
besides many from private orchards.

4-H Clubs Represented
The jellies and preserves were

all of the first quality, and were
arranged in the most attractive

manner. One of the most interesting

displays in this class was that of the

4-H Clubs from the University of

Maine Agricultural College. Ar-
ranged on five shelves, which ex-

tended the entire length of the
stage, were 50 0 pints of canned food
including vegetables, fruits, berries,

meat, and fish. Added to this were
several attractive quilts made by the

girls, and some fine specimens of

corn, potatoes, and beans grown by
the boys.

Flow-el's beautiful
Perhaps the most beautiful part

of the whole exposition was the
section devoted to the flowers,

shrubs, and plants grown in green-
houses from all over the State. The
largest display was that of Ernest
Saunders, of Lewiston. On a four-
sided, terrace-like structure in the
center of the hall, gorgeous bouquets
of all sorts of fall flowers were
banked. Most noticeable among them
were the yellow and white chrysan-
themums, varicolored carnations and
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roses. The whole display was fringed
with attractive, potted begonias.
The model dining room, decorated

with flowers from Roak's green-
houses, attracted much attention.

The color-ischemc- of buffet center-

piece, table bouquet, corsages and
boutonnieres for the guests, waa
:h-ng3a each day. lavender, pink,

and yellow bsing the colors chosen.
The latter was used for a Thanks-
giving bouquet, and the novel idea

of using a pumpkin shell as a vase
made it exceptionally attractive. The
dining room accessories were
donated by Lewiston merchants.

Varied Interesting Displays
Among other attractive features

were the beautiful basket of orchid
asters and calla lillies from Dow's
Greenhouse at Westbrook ; the
poinsettiae and ivy grown -by S.

Peterson, Sca,rboro; the lavender
shaded chrysanthemums 'from Rum-
ford; the tiny cactus, and quaintly

HERMAN'S

BASS MOCCASINS AND SHOES
SUEDE JACKETS

57 Main Street, Lewiston.

Dotted oriental plants, eh0WI
\ ^

Lester Sloan, specialist ni miniatui.

rock-gardens, cacti and allied desert

plants, from Brighton. Maes., and

the Talisman roses grown b> Elmer

D. Smith. Adrian. Mich. The two

rock-gardens attracted crowd ot

spectators. The Goodwill Gardens of

Woodford*. Maine arranged a min-

iature, terraced garden. in uni-^
nothing was lacking, even to th~

deer, rabbits, and foxes. Tne other

display, a section of a full-eized

rock-garden was the vrork ot

Alexander Ski'.lin & San, Falmouth
For aside, Maine.

In conjunction with the fruit

exhibits was a sample of the research

work that is being done at HigH-

moor Farm, Maine Experiment bta-

Fred C. McRenney
Corner College and Sabattus Streets

WASHING AND GREASING

Hon \ro 1. In tiki was shown the

Sous types of insect which destroy

fruit and vegetable*, and some ot

{he actual work done by them. There

was also an example of the breeding

new apple,, where thirty-seven

new varieties were produced bj

wooing the Mcintosh and Northern

Spy.
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No raw tobaccos in Luclties

—that's why they're so mild
TVTE buy the finest, the

very finest tobaccos

in all the world—but that

does not explainwhy folks

everywhere regard Lucky
Strike as the mildest ciga-

rette. The fact is, we never
overlook the truth that

"Nature in the Raw is

Seldom Mild"—so these

fine tobaccos, after proper

aging and mellowing, are

then given the benefit of
that Lucky Strike purify-

ing process, described by
the words—"Its toasted".

That's why folks in every
city, town and hamlet say

that Luckies are such mild
cigarettes.

Irs toasted
That Package off mild Luckies



Man does not live by bread alone, but on fairy tales—Hendrik Van Loon
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S< humann-Heink

Making a Living

Irving Berlin

Describes Modem Music

$ THOMAS MUSGRAVE

THE election of a new rector for
Trinity Parish in New York
city is am. event of national

interest. No church structure in the
United States is better known than
the famous building at the head of
Wall street, none has played a
larger part mi the history of a great
city. Trinity includes the parent
church and eight chapels, of which
old St. Paul's on Broadway fas the
best known. Most of these are im-
portant enterprises, with their own
staffs of clergy and other workers.
The chaipel of St. Cornelius the
Centurion on Governor's island is
maintained for the benefit of an
army poet. The parish has some
fifteen other buildings.
When Trinity is alluded to, most

persona think also of ithe wealth of
the parish. The real estate rentals
for 1929 amounted to $1,343,000.
For its own church and chapels the
corporation expended $505,000.
Large amounts are given, each year
for other churches, schools, charities,
hospitals and colleges. The book
value- of the real estate holdings
reached almost $15,00>0,000 in 1929.
Visitors to New York like to look

inside the handsome building sur-
rounded by the towering structures
of the financial district. Ever since
1696 Trinity has stood opposite
Wall street on, Broadway. Now for
many years this church in down-
town Manhattan has conducted what
essentially is missionary work. The
neighborhood contains immigrants
from all over the world, although
the number of persons living in the
district steadily decreases. The Sun-
day congregations contain persons
from many states and countries.

Visitors have not "done" New
York until they have seen Trinity.

Trinity's wealth is derived mainly
from land holdings. The great grant
was made by Queen Anne in 1705.

This "down-town cathedral" will
always keep its prestige and no
doubt "old Trinity" will stay where
it is, a little oasis of quiet amidst the
hurry and hubhub of a vast business
centre. In 235 years only eleven
rectors have served the 'parish. The
twelfth in the line, Dr. Frederic S.
Fleming, is summoned to one of the
most important posts in. the religious
world. He has behind him a good
record and he made his start in life

at Calais, in Maine.

EIRNDSTINiE .Schumann - Heink,
acclaimed for a generation as
the greatest contralto in the

opera world, today is doing "four-a-
day" vaudeville, singing her best and
"making no apologies and asking no
sympathy."

The shining light of Wagnerian
opera of other years, "Mother" Schu-
mann-Heink, is emphatic, vigorous,
and unequivocal in her statement
that she is "glad to be able to work."
She is 71 years old, and still has a
sparkiling eye and ruddy cheeks.
"Some women in New York," she

says, "say, 'This is terrible!' Or else
behind my back they say, 'What a
comedown! From grand opera to

vaudeville.'
"I said, 'You! You have rich hus-

bands. And your husbands are jump-
ing .out of 10-story windows these

days. That is a comedown, hah?' "

Bluntly, Mme Schumann-Heink
says she works because she .needs the

money.
"I make my living," she said.

"And it isn't just because I am Schu-
mann-Heink. I sing my best. You get

closer to people on the vaudeville

Mage. They are warmer. And you
'can't imagine how much that means
to a sentimental old lady like my-
self."

44 r\NCE in a while people flatter

I 1 me and call me a composer;
they come to me and show

me the reasons why I am contri-

buting to modern music. But I don't
pay any attention. I consider myself
a song writer, pure and simple,"
• ays Irving Berlin, who has had the
United. States humming his tunes
for over 20 years now—.ever since

"Alexander's ORag Time Band" took
form' under his fingers at the piano.

"A song writer after ail, doesn't

work primarily with the materials of

music," said Berlin recently. "He
works with emotions. The song
writer lays hands on the great body
°f common emotional experience,

and tears off a little piece.

"My father was a (rabbi, and I

was brought up on Jewish music. I

cry over my tunes at the piano, as a

cantor cries his prayers. There is no
doubt that most of the popular music
written for America today » written

°y Jews. That is probably because
they still cry aloud in sorrow and
from such emotional outbursts and
releases is truly popular music
made."
"The life of a song is very short

nowadays. It's too bad. By means of
the radio we can overdose the

Public. The record of a popular song
used to read like a slow fever chart.
Now they irush up like the fever
chart of malaria or blood poisoning.
And the patient dies.

"As to the work of song writing,
»g a job like anything else. Yon
have to be at it every day, and
SeneraMy you hate working."

DR. H0VEY TO OPEN SERIES
OF FACULTY RADIO TALKS IN

ADDRESST0
:
DAYFR0M WCSH

To Speak Thi^Jt^io^At 4:15
_

On Subject,
History And The Home"—Talks To Be Given
i^ach Wednesday For Next Three Months

Musical Clubs To Qive

Concert In Local Church

Unity In Series

Each Speaker To Relate
His Discussion To
Theme of "Home"

Dr. Amos A. Hovey, speaking
fro WCSH at 4:15 this afternoon is
to be the first speaker in a series of
radio talks by members of the Bates
faculty scheduled for each Wednes-
day afternoon during the next three
months or more. This series of pro-
grams has been arranged in co-opera-
tion with the authorities of station
WCSH and will constitute an
arrangement similar to that inaugu-
rated last year when members of
the Bates faculty group gave a num-
ber of radio talks on a variety of
topics.

Th:'s year a unity has been given
to the series by the adoption of a
central theme to which each speaker
will relate his discussion, drawing
from the experience of his own
particular field. These talks will
centre about the Home in an
endeavor to indicate the practical
importance of college fields of study
in an everyday home environment.
Thus Professor Woodcock will speak
on "The Physicist in the Home", Mr.
Bertocci on "If your home were
French", and Professor Berkleman
on "Apollo and the Hearth". One of
the commendable by-products of the
depression, has been a wholesome
turning of public attention toward
the home and the family Institution.
This series of talks will be put part
of an already widespread tendency
of magazines, moving pictures, and
other opinion-forming agencies to
focus the eyes of the 'depressor' on
constructive opportunities for sta-
balizing the foundations of our
social structure.

Dr. Hovey, in. the initial address
of the series this afternoon, will
speak on "History and the Home".
It is his plan to point out the value
of a working knowledge of past
events and happenings in history to
each individual as he or she must
make use of personal experience or
the experience of others to make
even the simple adjustments of
home existence.

The complete program is under
the management of Mr. Howell
Lewis, and includes the following
tentative schedule:

Dec. 7—Professor Hovey "History
and the Home"

iDec. 14 — Professor Woodcock
"The Physicist in the Home"

Dec. 21—Prof. Myhrman "The
Old and the New"

Dec. 28—.Dr. Britain "Our Com-
mon Interests"

Jan. 4—'Prof. Berkleman "Apollo
and the Hearth"

Jan. 11—Prof. Walmsley "When
Does Physical Education Begin?"

Jan. 18—Prof. Crafts "The Home
of Music"

Jan. 25—Professor Mabee "The
Chemist in the Home"

Feb. 1—Mr. Bertocci "If your
home were French"

,FeD g—.Prof. Leonard "If your
home were German"

Feb. 15—Prof. Zerby "What Need
for Piety?"

Mar. 1—Dr. Wright "Life and
Letters"

Mar 8—Mr. Bowe "College for

Jack?"

Rollins College

Varsity Debaters

To Meet Bates

"War Debts77"Subject Of
Discussion With
Florida Team

Walter Norton '3 5 and Robert
Fitterman '34 have been announced
by Prof. Brooks Quimby as the mem-
bers of the team who will debate
Rollins College of Winter Park,
Florida. This debate is to be held in
the Little Theater, Dec. 19. The
question under discussion is, Re-
solved :that the United States gov-
ernment should cancel war debts
owed to it by the European nations.

This debate will mark the initial
appearance of Robert Fitterman as
a member of the Varsity Debating,
Squad, although he has shown pre-
vious speaking ability. In his fresh-
man year he won the prize for men
in the second division of contest for
excellence in public speaking. Last
year, he was a member of the team
winning a prize in the Sophomore
Prize Debates. This fall, as- a mem-
ber of the Junior Varsity Debating
Team, he debated at Bridgton and
was chosen the best speaker. Walter
Norton, likewise, is a speaker of ex-
perience. He has debated for the
Vasity three times, against Maine,
Vermont and Springfield.

-:o:-

Chapel Speaker

Stresses Need of

Good Leadership

Rev. Albert I. Oliver
Lists Qualities Of
Great Leaders

Rev. Albert I. Oliver of Lewiston,
in a chapel talk, Nov. 28, stre?sed
the importance of leadership as a
remedy for the present economic
condition. .Leadership is also the
means of improving all phases of

educational, religious, political, and
moral life.

The qualities which are most
important in a leader were found by
Rev. Oliver in an article on the sub-
ject by General Pershing, entitled,

"What We Need Today". The
qualities necessary for leadership,
according to General Pershing, are

character, knowledge, honor, re-

spectability, nnselfishnesri, decision,

initiative, and courage. The success-

ful leader is also close to the sym-
pathies of the people whom he repre-

sents.
Great American leaders who have

been distinguished in other crises

of the country were named by Rev.
Oliver as inspiring examples for the

youth of today: George Washington,
Robert E. Lee, Abraham Lincoln,

and Theodore Roosevelt.

BATES' LITERARY MAGAZINE

SIXTY YEARS OLD IN 1933

Garnet Organized On Formal Basis During

Editorship Of Valery Burati—
Three Issues Each Year

Next year will be the sixtieth an-

niversary of the Uterary magazine

nf Rates College. Established in

1&73 The Bates Student Magazine

was published monthly until 1913

and was solely a magazine toi lite-

rary endeavor. In 1913, however,

Senates Student Magazine became

a weekly newspaper, the Bates Stu-

dent, and has been Published ever

since under the familiar title Even

from 1873 to date, a paper exclu-

sively devoted to creative
}
lte
™\l

endeavor has been published eveiy

year, though without consistent re-

gularity, since the conversion or tne

Bates Student Magazine into a news-

paper.

The original name of the literary

magazine was retained nntil 1921,

when the name the Garnet was

substituted, and since that year,

The Garnet has been published very

irregularly. Since 1913 it has been

published as a supplement to the

Student and has been financed by

the Student.

Under the editorship of Valery

Burati the Garnet was organized on

a more formal basis, having a cons-

titution and a definite allowance

from the Student, The constitution

Provides that there shall be three

issues of the paper each year at

dates to be determined by the Pub-

fishing Association and the Editor.

However, last year there were only

.i n . '- '——

»

two issues because of the low funds

of the parent paper.

Burati made several innovations

in selection of material to be pub-

lished. In the Commencement Num-
ber were to be found contributions

from the Alumni as well as critical

papers. It is not known whether this

policy will be followed by this year's

editor.
Charlotte Cutts is the Editor-in-

Chief of the Garnet this year and is

assisted by Powers Mac-Lean '35 and
Abbott Smith '34.

The Garnet is to appear before the

Christmas vacation, and there will

be another issue between the holi-

davs and the Spring vacation. An-
other editor will then take over the

paper and will publish the final

Garnet for the year at Commence-
ment. This editor and those to fol-

low will publish the last issue of the

year and the first two of the follow-

ing year.
Like any student publication, The

Garnot is dependent upon contribu-

tions from the undergraduates for

its material. The Editors of this pa-

per receive material at any time be-

tween publications, although the

final date is usually set at two or

three weeks before the publication

date.
:o: 1—
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"I believe in ipolitical parties-

—

sometimes."—-Senator William E.

Borah.

The combined musical organiza-
tions of Bates College under the
auspices of the United Baptist
Church's Young Peoples Christian
Association will give their first con-
cert of the year next Friday eve-
ning, December ninth at eight
o'clock in the vestry of the United
Baptist Church. Under the able
leadership of Professor Seldon T.
Crafts director of music at Bates,
the musical organizations of the
college have been practising since
school opened for the earliest con-
cert they have ever given.

Y. P. C. A. a College Group

The Young Peoples Christian As-
sociation of the United Baptist
Church which is sponsoring the con-
cert ,is largely made up of college
men and women. Each Sunday dur-
ing the academic year this group of
college ard local young people meet
in the vestry of the church for an
evening of fellowship, devotion, and
group discussions of current young
people's problems. The popularity
of these student managed meetings
has increased from year to year. As
part of their social calendar for
the year this group is bringing to
the people of Lewiston an addition-
al program of music by Bates orga-
nizations.
The musical organizations of

Bates are continuing the notable
progress of the past two years. Mem-
bership in all groups has increased
and faithful attendance by the par-
ticipants gives ample proof of their
great interest. The class of '36 has
furnlslsed much valuable material.
With all the organizations larger
and better than ever before, Profes-
sor Crafts looks forward to the best
of all the seven years he has direct-
ed the music department at Bates.

DeMarco Will Play

While only tentatively arranged at

the present time, the program gives
promise of a very enjoyable evening.

;

The Orphic Society will open with a

'group of three selections: the March
from Tanr.hauser by Wagner, Pre-
lude and Adagietto from L'Arlesien-
ne Suite by Bizet, and the First
.Movement from the Unfinished Sym-
phony by Schubert. The Girls Glee
Club then follows with "Last Night
th6 Nightingale Woke Me"—Kje-
rulf, "Thank God for a Garden"

—

Del Riego and "Passage Bird's Fare-
well"—Hildach. Edward Small
plays a Xylophone solo—Harry Hor-
lich's famous "Two Guitars". A
group of numbers are to be sung by
the Bates Quartet composed of John
Pierce, Alden Gardiner, Sylvester
Carter and Edwin Prescott. The
"Singing Violin" of Norman De-
Marco is to be heard playing "Lover
Come Back to Me" from the musical
comedy "New Moon", and then De-
Marco .popularly known on campus
as "Maestro", will lead the Little

|

Symphony in "Play Gypsies—Dance !

Gypsies" from the Countess Marit-
za by Kalman; "Lovely Melody"
and a rythmic arrangement of "Per-
sian Market" conclude the group.
From Wagner's Meistersinger, John

!

David selects the "Prize Song" for I

his flute solo. The Garnet Trio, Nor-
man DeMarco, Clyde Holbrook, and
Almus Thorpe, follow next with a
short group, and the Men's Glee
Club closes the evening with "In-
victus" by Huhn, "Pale Moon" by
Logan, Jeffrey O'Hara's "There is

no Death" and finally our own
"Alma Mater". The accompanists for
the evening will be Almus Thorpe,
Phyllis Gilman and George Austin.

The admission is to be thirty-five
cents and the profits are to go both
to the .Musical Organizations and the
Young People's Society.

LEMIEUX AND McLEAN TO MEET
PRINCETON HERE IN SEASON'S

FIRST LEAGUE DEBATE FRIDAY
Teams To Debate In LittkTTheater On Question

Of Tariff Reduction—Topic A Vital One
—Bates Upholds Affirmative

Debate At 8 P. M.

Bates Graduate

Designs Plan For

LighlingLibrary

John M. Ness Chooses
Practical Problem
For Thesis Topic

John M. Ness, Bates '29, work-
ing for his master"s degree in

elertrical engineering at Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, has
chosen for his thesis subject the
practical problem of working out a
nrw lighting plan for the Tech.
library.

As described in the Boston Herald
of November 2 7, the building is an
imposing structure, consisting of a

great dome which tops the adminis-
tration building and covers the
library of the institution. When it

wats built about twenty years ago,

a lighting system of the best for

that time was installed. Modern
improvements, however, have placed

it out of date. The present system
provides an indirect glow cast on the
dome from a balcony. Since this is

insufficient for reading, table lamps
are provided. These give off light

which is too powerful to be reflected

to the eyes at so short a distance.
Builds Model Dome '

Mr. Neee built a model of the
dome with every minute detail an
exact replica in miniature of the
original building. Then he took com-
plete measurements of the present

|

light in the library, and worked out 1

theoretically what it should be un-
der the most advantageous condi-
tions, lie installed in the model
building the system which he had
worked out, scaled down in pro-

portion to the size of the miniature.

Part of this new plan was an arti-

ficial skylight which tends to create

a flood effect from twenty lights

below. By measuring the light pro-

duced by his improved system, Mr.

Ness proved his plan a success.

Faculty Approve Plan
It was found that the architectural

beauty of the building would be

emphasized, and a cheer would be

imparted to the room, which would
be of psychological value from the

point of intellectual efficiency of the

students.
Some members of the faculty have

already expressed their satisfaction

with the plan, and ;Mr. Ness' thesis

when completed may be put to

practical application at M. I. T.

John Nees is the son of Dr. and
Mrs. John A. Nees of Turner Street,

Auburn At Bates he was Chemistry
assistant, Rhodes candidate, member
of the Jordon Scientific Society, and
Phi Beta Kappa student.

Bruce Pattison

Announces Plans

For Mat Tourney

Instruction Will Put
Wrestlers In Shape

For Event
Bruce Pattison, handling the

wrestling tournament business for
the Student, after a conference with
Professor Cutts and Coach Spinks
last week, said he was ready to an-
nounce definitely the plans for the
tournament.
From now till the end of the

second week in January, Pattison
will be in the gym every other af-
ternoon, Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday from four to five, to give
whoever wishes instruction in the
mat game all the necessary pointers.
He will continue to list wrestlers in
whatever class they belong during
this period.

Immediately after the Christmas
holidays, a match will be staged be-
tween the periods of each intra-
mural basketball game, Until the
third week in January, when the
all-college tournament will be held.

'So far, Pattison has arranged
matches in every weight class ex-
cept the heavyweight. He is scout-
ing the material for at least three
men to compete with the one already
signed up.

Women To Hold

Unique Social

Gathering in Gym
Pingpong, Paddle Ten-
nis, Cards To Be Play-

ed—No Dancing
•

Bates students will have an oppor-
tunity Thursday evening to enjoy a

social gathering that is unique in

the annals of the college, and which,
if successful, will be a weekly fea-

ture on the campus. Members of the
Student Government, Young Wo-
men's Christian Association, and
Social Functions Committee are co-
operating in arranging the affair.

According to present plans, the
gathering will be held in the Wo-
men's Locker Building. Each of the
women who care to attend will have
the privilege of inviting a man, and
a varied program is being arranged.
There will be no dancing.
The gathering is planned to re-

lieve the present situation in the
reception rooms of the women's
dormitories. The physical education
department is lending much of its

equipment ,and every effort is being
made to provide entertainment for
all who care to attend the affair.

A variety of games, pingpong,
paddle tennis, shuffle board, or
cards, will be available. It will be
possible to toast marshmallows over
a fire in the fireplace, or to use the
kitchenette for making fudge.

If there is enough popular de-
mand, it will be possible to have
such a gathering twice a week. Mrs.
Percy Wilkins will be the chap-
eron.

Princeton Always One Of
Bates' Strongest

Opponents

The debate with Princeton Uni-

versity is the first in the series of

debates of the Eastern Intercolle-

giate Debating League of the cur-

rent season at Bates. Friday, Dec.

9, at eight o'clock in the Little

Theatre, teams representing Bates

and Princeton will discuss the ques-

tion, Resolved: that the United

States should enter into bilateral

agreements with the other nations

of the world for the horizontal re-

duction of tariff. The Bates team o£
Powers McLean '35 and Lionel Le-
mieux *33 will uphold the Affirma-
tive against William J. Montgomery,
Jr. '33 and Edward Gullion '35 of
Princeton. Princeton has always
been one of Bates' strongest oppon-
ents and indications are that this
discussion of a very vital topic will

be a lively one.
Robert Fitterman '34 who is man-

aging this debate has announced
that Prof. Paul Whitbeck will act as
chairman. The judges are to be
Judge Arthur Chapman of Portland,
Principal C. H. Taylor of Edward
Little High School and Donald C.
Webber of Auburn.

:o :-
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"Economy has become a fetish in
national life to such an extent that
is threatens to defeat its own
purpose."—(Henry D. Doherty.

Air To

Pervade Lambda

Alpha Tea Dance

Lambda. Alpha will hold its

annual tea dance Friday afternoon,
December 9, from 3:45 to 6:00
o'clock in Chase Hall. Burning logs
in the fireplace, and soft candlelight,
deepening the pastels of the sea
table flowers, will furnish light and
give a festive air to the occasion.
Music for the twelve dances will be
supplied by the Bobcat orchestra.
Mrs. Leslie Spinks and Mies Mildred
Fisher will pour.

President and Mrs. Clifton D.
Gray, Mt. and Mrs. Harry. W. Rowe,
Dean Hazel ,M. Clark, and Professor
Grovesnor M. Robinson will be
guests.

Chaperons are to be Dr. and Mrs.
Fred E. Pomeroy and Professor and
Mrs. George E. Ramsdell.
The committee in charge of the

tea dance consists of: Dorothy
OlHara '33, chairman, Mary O'Neil
'33, MarceMa Shapiro '33, Virginia
Moulton '.33, Dorothy Sweeney '34,

and Myra Briggs '3 5. The caterers
are to be Simpson and Currier.

ADAMS BREAKS RECORD IN

TRACK TIME TRIALS FRIDAY
Betters Mark For One Lap Run Set By Billv
Knox '32—Class Relay Teams To Be Picked

Soon—Class Meet Week Of Dec. 12

:o:-

Announce Engagement

Of Geraldine Wilson

To James Saunders

Th» engagement of Geraldine E.

Wilson '3 2, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William Wilson of Lawrence,
Mass., to James P. Saunders of

Salem, Mass., has been announced.
Miss Wilson was a member of - La
Petite Academie, Deutscher Verein
and of the Macfarlane club while she
was at Bates. Mr. Saunders, a gradu-
ate of the iMat-sachusetts Institute of

Technology and of Boston University,

is an instructor in Whitinsville,

'Mass. No date has been set for the
wedding.

Coach Ray Thompson's array of
track hopefuls had their first of a
series of time trials last Friday
afternoon in the Gymnasium. The
class relay teams will be composed
of the men who showed results
Friday, and those who do the best
time in another trial next Friday.
The class meet will be held the
week of Dec. 12, with three events
each day.

Breaks Record
Captain Arnold Adams, star of

the Bates tracksters, was clocked
for 18 1-5 seconds in the one lap
trials, breaking Billy Knox's record
of 18 3-5 seconds. Jack Lary, who
was right behind Adams, equaled
the former Bates flash's record.
These times are not sure to be

j
accepted because of the doubtful
accuracy of Coach Thompson's stop-
watch. Noticing the exceptionally
fast time being turned in by the
first few runners, he used another
watch which makles it doubtful as
to the acceptance of the record.

Next to these two was Harry
Keller, frosh 40 yard <prospect, who
was clocked in 19 seconds flat.

Keller, who runs the 40 and 100
yard events, and who also broad-
jumps, is expected to pick up quite
a few points for the freshman class.
Without a doubt Keller will be a
member of the fro6h one lap relay
team.

Other men who ran one lap under

20 seconds were Pricher and Jensen.
19 1-5; Hall and Fireman, 19 2-5;
Jellison and Semali, 19 3-5 and
Jennotte, 19 4-5.

In the two lap trials Adams and
Lary were clocked in 38 4-5 and
40 1-5 seconds respectively. Jelli-
son and Pendleton followed with 42
seconds, and Hall and Jennotie
were third best with 42 2-5.
Saunders and Hutchinson also show-
ed speed in this event.

Adams, Lary, Jellison, Hall, and
Jensen are the probable senior
relay makeup. Keller, Jennotte, and
Saunders seem to be the frosh 's best
bet. Pricher and Pendleton are the
soph's only sure choice, while the
juniors are not at all sure of their
team.

Prospects in Weight Events
In the weight events, always the

weak 'point of Bates, Coach Thomp-
son is giving the candidates plenty
of help, and a few good prospects
have been uncovered. Some of the
men who have promise are Clark,
Taylor, Carl in, .Scolnik, aaid Gau-
tier. Kramer is the best man in the
weight events, and will be among
the point winners next spring. Clark,
a freshman who throws the javelin]
is the best prospect for the fresh-
men in the weight events. The
others may develop into point
gatherers, and if they do. Bates
will be winning meets next eprin^

Fifty Men Report

To Ray Thompson

For Winter Sports

Carpenter Leads Squad
In Quest Of Title

—Material Good
Hopes that Bates will have a suc-

cessful Winter Sports' team soared
when almost fifty men reported to
Captain Paul Carpenter and Coach
Ray Thompson, for the first practice

session.

The main objective of the team
this year is to restore the winter
sports diadem to Bates, as Maine
has won the title the last two win-
ters. Last year Bates almost suc-
ceeded due to excellent work of

Paul Carpenter, who took thirteen

points single handed. This year with
more men to support Carpenter the
team should accomplish its object-

ive. Besides the State meet, there is

a meet pending with Williams. Then
also there is the inter-mural meet
being arranged.

Freshmen Meets Planned
The freshmen will have a sep-

arate schedule, this year. There is a
meet listed with Hebron Academy
after the Christmas recess. Meets
with other preparatory schools are
arranged.

Captain Paul Carpenter will be,

without doubt, the mainstay of the
team. He will compete in the ski

cross country race, the ski salome
and the down hill race. In the cross
countrv race he will be aided by
Brad Hill, Carl Drake, Charley
Paige, John Hanley and several
others. Last year Hill won the inter
mural race at the winter carnival.
Hanley and Paige were members of
last year's squad.

Whitten Missed
The team will be greatly weaken-

ed by the loss of Norm Whitten
through graduation. Norm won the
two mile championship of America
and several times won the state

title. To fill the gap left by his gra-
duation, the coaches will depend
upon Carl Drake and Sammy Fuller.
Drake was a member of this year's
varsity cross country team. There is

a bare possibility that Russ Jellison
may be available. However, running
snowshoes would probably interfere
with his track work.

In the ski .fump Jack Curtis is the
only veteran available. Last year
Jack took second in the state meet.
It is thought that with last year's
experience that he will go places
this winter. Other candidates for
jumping include Forrest, a fresh-
man, Oliver and Djmlich.

In the snowshoe dash, we see Al
Gardiner, Bob Johnson, Herb Jensen,
Leno Lenzi, Budd Gallagher and
Walt Gay. Johnson took a third
place in this event in last year's
state meet. Jensen, Gardiner and
Lenzi have won their numerals in
freshman track. Until he was hurt
Gardiner was one of the greatest
sprint prospects in school. After a
lay off due to injuries, he is attempt-
ing a come-back through winter
sports.
The most exciting and picturesque

event of the winter sports program
is the ski salome. In this event the
skiiers twist and wind their way
around the trees of Mt. David, while
going at top speed. Paul Carpenter
and John Hanley are the only ex-
perienced performers in school at
the present time.

f
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"Bread; Not Beer!"

Speaker Garner, who not lon<-- ago said that he was the second

most important political figure in the country, opened the "lame

duck" short session of Congress Monday. His attempt to push a re-

peal vote through met a vote which was only eight short of being

the necessary two-thirds to carry the motion. While the interesting-

spectacle of a Congress rushing with unseeming haste into such an

important piece of legislation was taking place in one section of the

city, on the other side a group of self-styled "hunger marchers"

found themselves effectively prevented from doing anything by a

squadron of heavily armed police and state troopers.

It is a question whether the right of peaceable assembly to peti-

tion Congress has been denied by this action of these police. Regard-

less of the status of the people who compose the "hunger marchers",

the fact remains that here we seem to have a denial of the right of

the propertyless class .to lobby in the only way open to them. Cer-

tainly, in a country wdiere government by lobby has become a com-

monplace, and wdiere it would seem that the g-roup with the greatest

wealth behind them can most strongly influence legislation in their

favor, the right of the "forgotten man" to ask for a chance to work
and to live ought to be considered before questions of beer.

How can people buy beer, when millions do not have enough to

buy bread?
Naturally enough, the brewers are moving heaven and earth to

secure their ends, but in the final analysis congress must face ques

tions far more vital to the welfare of our government. Not only must
it face them, but it must solve them. After three years of depression,

with the emphasis in industry still being placed on a reduction in the

wage bill, the parody on a familiar slogan, "Prosperity is just around
the corner," has ceased to be a joke, and has become a grim reality

A Campus Innovation

An innovation in entertaining, which has been worked out after

intensive study by the Student Government Board in an attempt to

alleviate some of the handicaps of the reception room, is to be giv-

en a trial Thursday evening when the Women's Locker Building is

to be thrown open to women and their guests. Facilities for various

games have been provided and the whole atmosphere is to be one of

informality. Girls may use the kitchen for candymaking, and an

open fireplace with flaming logs will provide a warm welcome for

those who would like to indulge in a game of bridge,

those who could like to' indulge in a game of bridge.

The students of the college are urged to make every possible

use of the facilities and their co-operation will mean the improve-

ment of conditions which have been deplorable. This is sure to meet
a long felt desire on the part of many students for a place in which
they might gather informally by couples without the danger of an-

tagonizing some loving pair who were deeply engrossed in the mys-
teries of a Greek book, or of being embarrassed by the attention

which some gallant swain was bestowing upon a receptive maiden.

Was It Funny?
Whatever their motive, whether to cause a little excitement, or

to play what they considered to be a joke, the students who remov-
ed the hymn books from chapel certainly deserve the censure of the

student body for their appropriation of the property of other stu-

dents. We are not prone to condemn student pranks of one kind or

another as long as they do no harm to anybody and provide an es-

cape for excess energy. However, when this desire for fun is warp
ed so that it fails to consider the right of others, it ought to be check-

ed severely.

It is to be hoped that, this exhibition will prove to be the last

episode of such a nature to occur on the campus. In addition to the

utter childishness of such action on the part of college men, it is a
reflection on the good taste and common sense of the student body.
Those who think that such action tends to build up spirit on the

campus are gravely mistaken. Rather it tends to produce an irres-

ponsibility which is dangerous to the best interests of this or any
college community.

ft
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Albert Einstein;

A prominent women's patriotic organization recently receiv

some pubiicitv bv their protest to the Department of Immigration

that Prof. Albert' Einstein "belonged to more communistic organiza-

tions than Stalin" and therefore should not be admitted to tn

country. Einstein has received considerable attention as a
[

sc *e
f

ls*

in his development of the theory of relativity but he has been ^ery

actively engaged in spreading his beliefs about pacifism. He is a eon-

firmed' pacifist and has advocated most vigorously that if but two

percent of the people would refuse to bear arms m any ™ un?"
any circumstances, the jails would be so lull that war would be im-

possible. It is more than likely that the clubwomen who entered tin

protest consider such ideas subversive to the government of this

country, regardless of the intelligence of the man who promulgated

them
There can be no doubt that they are sincere in their misgivings

regarding the import of these ideas and the effect wbieh they are

likely to have on a strongly nationalistic state. Nevertheless, it is

hi-h'tirne that those who will be most directly concerned, the young

men and women of this generation, should throw their influence m
the direction which the best minds of our time indicate in order that

thev may live useful lives and in order that they will not, like their

elder brothers, have to throw their lives away on the glorious battle-

field, only to be forgotten a decade later. We cannot allow our des-

tiny to be settled by people who have not the remotest conception

of the factors which'cause wars, and who act blindly on the stimulus

of a colorful word, Communist.
If war was declared tomorrow, within a week there would be

large gaps in the pews now filled with students. We would be ex-

horted to do our duty, and dutifully we would allow ourselves to be-

come cannon fodder for opposing young men who in their turn

would also be destroyed. We would be told that we were men!

Instead of that we are considered to be boys and girls sheltered

in a collegiate atmosphere during four years in whieh we are urged

to study but not to meddle with the affairs of the external world.

We are asked to wait until we are shoved out into the current be-

fore we test out swimming ability The truth of the matter is that we
are men and women now with our heritage before us, waiting for

us to claim, it. The quicker we do this the better for all concerned.

Too long has it been held in trust for us by a generation that has

become stupified by the comfort and luxury which has been theirs.

Let us choose to live for our nation rather than to die for it ; let us

work to create an equitable and just society in which war and the

causes of war will be a forgotten memory.

|
Meeting Our Social Responsibility

Although the women of the college have in past years had

Golden Rule Dinners which were never held in place of the regular

Sunday dinner, the men of the college have not availed themselves

of this method of making a real contribution to the needy. By this

method the surplus which represents the difference between the

lsual elaborate Sunday dinner, and the plain meal which is served

in its stead is used to relieve especially needy *ases.

It would be a gracious and noble move on the part of the men
if they should see fit to forgo three Sunday dinners during the win-

ter so that they might make a real contribution to welfare work in

Lewiston and Auburn.
Of course, the women will respond in their usual manner to this

move, and do their bit also to make warm place for Bates men and

women in the hearts of the poor and needy of Lewiston.

The Student proffers the suggestion that the money which is

secured should be administered directly by these students who are

doing field work in the department, of Sociology, in corroboration

with the welfare departments of the Twin cities. This would not only

assure to the entire student group the knowledge that their gift was
indeed being used to the greatest advantage, but would give the

students involved in this work invaluable experience.

The attention cf members of

the Class of 1983 is called to the

meeting ef candidates for mm
Phi Beta Kappa Reading Prize

which will be awarded in May
of 1984 to the successful entrant

from this year's Sophomore
Class. The award will be $35.

Reading will rover a selected

list of works taken from the

more outstanding masterpieces

of the Ancient Languages, Eng-
lish, and the Modern Foreign

Languages. Each contestant will

be guided and supervised by

means of oral reports and a
final written report made to the

members of the Phi Beta Kappa
reading Prize Committee, Pro-

fessor Chase, Professor Berkle-

man, and Mr BertoccL
It is felt that the competition

affords a unique opportunity to

qualified students for laying the

foundation of a broad and solid

literary culture. All Sophomores
with an. interest in literature

are strongly urged to come for

further explanation to the meet-

ing to be held at Room 6 Libby
Forum on Thursday, December
8, at 1 P. M.
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By MILDRED HOLLYWOOD

not allowed to spit on has own work;
a bank guard is a man who stands
in the front of a hank becasuse
there is money in it.

That's all, children, for us Web-
sters kin da grow a-weary, yuh know
how 'tie.

Thanks, Tuft's Weekly, for making
special mention in your columns of

the Bates Student's election day
extra.

Now here's a little puzzle to work
out ali by yo'self—such big-hearted-
nees, tsck, tsck! MoGill Univ. Agri-
cultural students, in connection with
their class work, were taken to the
largest brewery in America to learn
how to make beer. Tell me alto-

gether now, one, two, three, how
many cut class that day?

Returns from the Edward Little

High bl.uebooks:
Am antidote is a funny story that

you have heard before.
Henry VIII had an. absess on his

knee which made walking difficult.

Edward III would have been king
cf England if his mother had been
a mian.

Degrees of comparison of bad:
bad, very sick, and dead.

The feminine of bachelor is lady-
in waiting.

The plural of ox is oxygen.

"Well, Well, and Well" (some
parts of that chune are okay by me,
too), so you've had your Shredded
Wheat this morning. I know you
didn't say so, but words are words,
in case you didn't know what filled

a yawning space. So work off that
Wheatish feeling by solving this

puzzle from Manchester High School
Central.

An Alabama fresh must have had
the same disease. He defined drown-
ing in a military science exam as
"the art of taking enough H20 into
the lungs to keep from living. Well,
it's live and let live, even tho they
still build schools.

OPEN
FORUM

To-morrow
By SAMUEL JOHNSON

To-morrow's action ! can that hoary wisdom,

Borne down with years, still doat upon to-morrow !

The fatal mistress of the young, the lazy,

The coward and the fool, condemned to lose

An useless life in waiting for to-morrow,

To gaze with longing eyes upon to-morrow,

Till interpo'-dng death destroys the prospect.

Strange that this general fraud from day to day

Should fill the world with wretehes, undetected! !

The soldier, lab'riutg through a winter's 'march,

Still sees to-morrow drest in robes of triutoiph
;

Still to the loverls long-expecting arms

To-morrow brings the visionary bride.

But thou, too old to bear anpther cheat,

that the pi esent hour alone

Bottle, Licker, Glass, Stein,
Pepper, Bass, and Ales, are not items
on the shopping list of a night club
hostess, but are the names of stu-
dents who registered last semester
at Long Island Univ. What a. strain
to bear up under when the roll is

called!

Prof. Albert J. Dow, assistant
prof, of science and math at B. U., is

trying out a new wrinkle in his
classes. His slogan is, "Gain ten
pounds before Jan. 1, and add ten
per cent to your final mark in Bio-
logy or Physiology."

The perennial battle for "freedom
of press" ia still being fought-at
other colleges, of course. The staff

on the City College of N. Y.'s pub-
lication refused to accept any
faculty censorship, and so (Ed
Wynn's getting tiresome, doncha
think?), no censorship, no paper

of the Student

A recent survey at a western
college proves that the student body
is more intelligent than the faculty,
that they stay at home more, and
that they devote more time to their
work. Nothing like confirming per-
sonal opinions, eh wot?

-yes, yes,In case yuh didn't know
I know that you know e
but the thing of it is, I know" that I
don't know everything (honest, I
figured it all out, too)—a porter is
a pirate who deserves no quarter; a
milkman is an early bird that picks,
up coins with his bill—-blame this on
N. E. U. Ambidextrous means not
letting your right hand know who is
holding your left; grass is green
stuff that you agree to let your
neighbors cut in the summer while
yon are away with the understand-
ing that you will cut theirs in the
winter when you are home; a barber
is the only type of sculptor who is

To the
Sir:

Chase Hail and the .library are
well stocked with newspapers and
pamphlets—and there is a great
variety of reading material contain-
ed in them. The metropolitan papers
as well as the smaller local papers
are found.. But one type of news-
paper, of essential interest, is lack-
ing—college weeklies.

I do not 'believe that Bates stu^
dents, as a whole, are narrow mind-
ed. They enjoy and profit from the
reading of other college papeirls. But
the means of obtaining these stu-

dent publications appears to be
very tmeager. 'Most students here
do not feeil financially able to suto-

ccrflbe to a college publication, with
the exception of their own.

I admit that a '.great deal of the
news of other colleges may be found
in the daily newspapers. But stu-

dent© like to obtain their news first

hand. Besides the mere news of

campus activities, they like to read
the editorial comment, articles, by
the professors, and, in brief, get as
much as possible of the whole atmos-
phere of a particular college.

Of course, in, the publication room
of our "Bates Student" one may be
able to find a, copy . of a newspaper of
another college. "Student" probably
would not relish the idea of students
coming into the publication room at

all hours and creating a disturbance
by searching for and reading the
pa/pera. If a paper were Carried out
of the room to be road, there is a
possibility of its not beipg returned.
And "The Bates Student" would be
the. loteer.

The men of this college (Pay a
certain sum of money for a Chase
Hall fee- I feel sure that many of

the men students will agree with me
when I say that some of this money
could be put to a good use if it

were used to buy a few college news-
papers.

Sincerely yours,
MACY S. POPE '85.

Suggestions on Debts
A review of merely a list of the

past week's weighty economic and
political trends would more than
fill this short apace. To sort out the
most relevant topics, however, would
include the paramount issue of

international debts. Opinion, public,

editorial and expert, is varied and at

edds. Suggestions range from com-
plete cancellation to immediate pay-
ment-inrfull on December 15. Speak-

1

ing at the Boston Clover Club
former Secretary of State Bainbridge
Colby advocated a bond issue to

take the place of debts and repara-

tions. To float this bond issue all

debtor nations and the United States

would contribute in proportion to

the 19.3 2 expenditures for arma-
ments. The League of Nations would
hold the jurisdiction over the bonds.

Mr. Colby expressed the belief that

this plan or one similar would not
only remedy the question of im-
mediate payments but wooild as

well have a great effect upon the re-

maining twor international grievance*

of the day, namely, armament reduc-
tion and economic rehabilitation..

Again, the Foreign Policy Asso-
ciation advances a theory which con-
tends that economic rehabilitation

can be gained only by cancellation.

This conclusion is arrived at by
considering the following facts. Were
England to pay the settlement due
December 15, her pound sterling

would decrease, her industries could
produce cheaplyy, her purchasing
power would decrease, American ex-

ports to England would suffer and
this would effect American industry.

Furthermore the gold shipment to

the United States would merely add
to the inactive surplus of the
treasury. Were cancellation to occur
industry' in, the United States would
be stimulated by increased British

buying power.
Both views are a wee bit leaky

however. Colby's plan hinges on the

League's administration and' on
theory. The world has seen in the
Dawes and Young Plans just how
theory goes. As for the latter scheme
tariffs must be reduced.

Be all things as they may, the

United States government announces
it's insistence that debts be paid in

full at the agreed upon time.
Congress in liame-duek Session
Congress has three major issues

to deal with during the present short
session. Heretofore only minor finan-

cial measures for the carrying on of

government have been considered.
Now the Democrats insist upon
prohibition legislation, the farm
problem demands immediate atten-
tion and the debt situation cannot
be ignored. Congressional slowness
is notorioius and the Republicans in

the present 72nd Congress will hard-
ly acquiesce to the Democratic
strategy of rushing all of these bills

through so at not to allow the re-

convening in short session of the
same Congress.

Russian Recognition
Headlines greeted a few days ago

to the effect that Presid
iRoosevelt favors Soviet
The reasons given are that "Russia
has been recognized by every major
power, that propaganda is not forth-
coming due to Stalin's policy of iais-

sez-faire in regard to other coun-
tries and to the benefits of trade
with Russia.

These reasons are all quite true
However one versed as Norman
Thomas, Mark Sullivan or Frank
Simonds can easily see, as these
eminent men do, that trade is the
real cause. Russia does not need
American goods so much as she
does need American credits. The
Soviet republic appealed to the
United States four years ago in
words of recognition backed by trade
contracts with American capitalists,
The contracts went to Russia but
not recognition. ^Russia realized that
credits were forthcoming only after
recognition and so in the .past two
years has virtually curtailed her
United States trade. American in-
dustries have felt the blow and
have brought to bear the proper
pressure. American recognition that
was with-held by Hughes because
"we will not sell our democracy for
trade" has been brought by Ameri
can capital iste.

The Dominion of Canada has un
earthed a treaty dated 1754 that
substantiates Canadian claims, to

The Mirror board,
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This year the board is concen-

trating its attention upon making
the 1933 Mirror a novel year bock
in as many ways as possible. For the

first time in the history of the col-

lege, each of the three lower classes

is represented, on the board. Thfe

not only makes the Mirror interest-

ing to the whole college but it also

acquaints representative members
of the lower classes with the order

of procedure in putting out a college

year book.
Instead of the many cut and

dried campus scenes found in former

Mirrors, this year's staff has decided

to eliminate eerveral pictures and re-

tain a few of the best. These are to

constitute a section containing views

of the campus in natural color. In

addition to this novel feature, the

book will contain new photographs

of several memlbers of the faculty,

larger individual cuts of the Seniors,

several pages off intimate snapshots,

and an unusually clever humor
section.

,

Knowing that the Seniors will

need no urging to buy the year book,

the board entreats each and every

member of the undergraduate body

to sign up now for a 1933 Mirror.

Bobcat Named Bates Totem

Instead of Beaver or Stork

How did the Bobcat come to be

the Bates totem? We can draw con-

clusions from the way in which our

teams perform, and it is interesting

to note that similar conclusions led

to the adoption of this symbol.

It seems that up until compara-
tively recent times Bates had no
totem which would symbolize her
atheletic teams, they being known
as the Garnets. Many of the other

colleges were known by their res-

pective animals, such as Maine's
Black Bear and Colby's Mule.

Jack Williams '10, captain of

track, suggested that it was about
time for Bates to adopt some ap-

propriate symbol worthy of the
fighting spirit of her teams. At that
time the bobcat was mentioned as
most appropriate but lack of en-

thusiasm prevented any further ac-

tion. Again at the time of the
Million Dollar Drive in 1922, an un-
successful attempt to adopt a sym-
bol was made.

Harry Rowe Wanted Beaver
Finally ,in 1924, Clarence Archi-

bald '25, president of the Varsity
Club and otherwise versatile stu-

dent, brought to the attention of
that body, the now old totem issue.
He again suggested our present sym-
bol, which met with the unanimous
approval of those present. Immedi-
ate action was taken: a student as-
sembly was held, and popular stu-

dent speakers argued their cases in
an attempt to arouse college pride
in the adoption of a totem. It was
plain to see that the bobcat was
favored. As a possibly alternate, the

beaver, now identified with M. 1. T.,

was suggested by Harry Rowe, but

it was decided that the ambition of

all college students did not come up

to the examples set by that worthy

animal. Of course, the beaver is

more suited to an engineering

school.
President Gray gave his whole-

hearted approval of the project and

a student vote was taken which

brought 490 votes for the bobcat.

Among other creatures polling votes

were the panther, Japanese Chow,

leopard, moose, and stork.

Bobcat Adopted

The bobcat was adopted as our

totem. It is most appropriate, being

a Maine animal, and the fighting

spirit of our teams in spite of their

small size is typical of the scrappy

little animal ,with his "never say

die" spirit.

The Student of this time said,

"The 'Bobcat's' color, a reddish-

brown would suggest the Bates Gar-

net. The spirit of the 'Bobcat' is the

spirit which all our athletes should
look up to when they enter compe-
tition."

Very soon afterwards, plans were
started for a bronze Bobcat to bo
mounted upon a rough boulder in

front of Hathorn Hall. Though a
worthwhile project, it was found
inadvisable at the time because of

the need of available funds for oth-

er purposes. The college has, how-
ever, some mounted specimens and
a few years ago a live Bobcat was
in attendance at the football games.

NO FINANCIAL DEPRESSION
IN NEW ENGLAND COLLEGES

Survey By Association Of American Colleges
Shows Financial Conditions Never Better

—

Present Situation Of Bates Secure
By MILDRED HOLLYWOOD
A college seems to be the only

large enterprise in a city that is

continuing on a full-time schedule,
without a reduction in its wages, or
in the size of its staff. Never more
clearly than now is demonstrated
the value of the college to the
community in dollars and cents.
A study was made a year ago by

the Association of American Col-
leges on the financial condition of
the colleges in New England, in the
Middle Atalntic States, the South,
the Middle Western States, and the
far West.

No Salary Guts in N. E.
The world depression is apparently

not in the' vocabularies of the N. E.
colleges, for not a single college in
this section of the country reported
a reduction in the salaries of the
faculty. The substance of the situa^-
rton in N. E. is found in this one
reply out of 13 replies received from
N. E. colleges: "The financial condi-
tion of the college has never been
better."

Raising the tuition $50 which
took effect in September, 1931 is one
of the principal reasons why the
present position of Bates is reason-
ably secure. But along with the tui-
tion 'increase came a corresponding
increase in student loans. These
loans have increased by about one-
third, according to the report of the
President. Too much credit cannot
be given to the careful planming and
conservatism of the finance com-
mittee during the last year, for not
a cent of dividends or interest was
l^
6t

; J1* canno't °e hoped, however,
that ttate rosy picture- will be repeat-
ed at the end of this fiscal year
(closing in June), because of the

E£L2*tJS!££S Editions havebecome increasingly unfavorable

^
Football Cuts E

This general policy of retrench-
ment is in force, too, in- the South,
the Middle Western States, and the
far West. Expenses are being reduced
bf cutting the cost of operation and
maintenance, by postponing library
purchases, and by saving in allow-
ances foe office expenses. Almost
every college is reducing its appro-
priations for publicity.

The Alumnus' Dollar
In view of this strict economy plan

that is being carried on at every
college, the following remark from a
college president seems quite justi-
fied: "The joy in Heaven over a sin-
ner that repenteth cannot equal the
joy of the president over the gift of
a one dollar bill from an alumnus."

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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the 27 replies received
colleges in the Middle

Northwestern iMaiae. It is said that I States, expenditures were reportewere the Saint. Lawrence waterway to be reduced by the discoJf™ a^S
project to become a reality, Canada of intercollegiate in^u ^

from
Atlantic

wo-uld force the issue of annexation
of the above territory. Joist how
would the United States feel about
that question? How would residents
of that section feel? The answer to
Abos**. questiom must be considered
when one. listen's to tho idea that
debtor nations pay the United States
by means of territory

of
itercollegiate football, the fillingvacancies ka maintenance and
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reductions

Of all the well-known people who
have been associated with Bates
College, in greater or less degrees,
one of the best known and most
interesting is Dr. Will C Macfarlane.Now an internationally famous com-
poser and concert organist, he has
had an unusual career. He was born
,in London, but removed with his
parents to America when he was
four years old. He made his concert
debut in Chickering Hall when he
was only sixteen years of age. That
was in 1886. Since then he has given
many concerts throughout the na-
tion. In 1912, he was engaged by
the city of Portland, Maine, as
municipal organist. This was the
first time in the history of the
•United .States that am organist had
ever been directly engaged by a

municipality. He is a Fellow of the

American College of iM-usicians, and
a founder of the American .-Guild of

Organists. He has received many
significant awards.

Dr. Macfarlane was the organist
at the dedicatory concert given at

the opening of the present codlege
chapel, and at a mumber of other
Among Dr. .MaoFarlame's compo-

sitions are many well known titles.

His music to the hymn "America
the Beautifrul" is quite popular.

Dr. MacFarlano broadcasts every
Sunday evening at eevetn o'clock

over station WCSH in Portland.
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Take 9000 Mile Motor
States—Visit Sites

izations In Texas
By WTLbARD HIGGDfS

4 9000 mile motor trip through

fae
Western States comprised a most
eeting vacation for Dr. and Mrs.

? \ Hovey during the greater part
t the past three months.

0

Tne Hoveys started their trip on
inly l7 -

witn n0 deflnite schedule in

mind
planning to travel at their

teisure.
They took with them a eom-

camiping outfit with misgiving*,

Lt on their westward journey spent
"

only two nights under a permanent
roof-

The trip was concentrated on the
^est more or less because Mr. and
jjrs

Hovey are better acquainted

with this part of the country, and
wished to enjoy the contrast which
e afforded west of the Mississippi.

View Ancient Civilization

They traveled southwest, passing
trough the South Central States
an(j on into Texas and New Mexico,
because of the rich historic hack-
groim d in the remains of the ancient
Indian and Spanish civilizations, Mr.
Hovey took an especial interest here.

In Santa Fe is the old Governor's
Hon- ' a piece of Spanish architec-
utre which dates from 1598. It was-
used as a state building until the
United States took over this territo-

ry, but is now used as a museum of
SpSnien relics. In the same city is

located the oldest church in the
United States.

As almost everyone knows, the
greater part of southwestern United
States is bare of all verdure except
tie cactus, save in irrigated places.
This absence of plant growth causes
erosion of the soil during the very
rainy winter months, presenting
grotesque formations.
The colors prevailing in Such

jlaces as the Painted Desert and the
petrified are more magnificent than
any of Nature's art in the East, with
•he possible exception of (New Eng-
land autumn.
The Grand Canyon and the Cliff

Dwellers" homes rich in relics were
given special attention.

Desert Driving Safe
Driving in the desert, said Mr.

Hovey, does not present the hazards
which it did to the old settlers.

Trip Through Western
Of Ancient Civil-

' New Mexico
There is a good beaten road, andwhile ,t is advisable to have plenty

m&SSFlSP** th*re

th^ w.l
m
}
ms 6tatione all along

See rSanr^g ******* of one oftnese institutions noticing the Maine

SS*S J»5 ^id that his secret?

tw t Jh
t

had with Maine was
FrtenJt f

hueband once lived inKreeport for a short time.
After a few days spent at aCalifornia beach, the Hoveys went toLos Angeles and the Olympics. They

obtained an excellent photograph ofthe main gateway, a modernistic^UC
iUre,' .

above which burn *<l the
perpetual torch. Mr. and Mts. Hoveywere interested in the. rowing events
As a sideline, each country com-
peting was invited to send an exhibit
for the museum. From Prance therewas an interesting display of Napo-
leonic relics.

Swimming in Saft Lake
A few days were spent among the

big trees in Redwood Park, then
they to San Francisco, and into
Nevada along the old beat of the
Forty-niners. For about 125 miles
through Utah one travels over a salt
plain left by a great sea of which the
Great Salt Lake is a vestige. A
sample gathered up resembles
ordinary rock salt. When asked
about swimming in Salt Lake, Mr.
Hovey stated that the only satis-
faction seemingly obtained is the
novelty. At any rate, diving into a
lake which is 22^% salt is anything
but pleasant. The only apparent liv-
ing thing in Salt Lake is an insect
known as the salt crab.

In order to enter Yellowstone
Park, one must pay a fee of three
dollars after which he may stay as
long as he wishes. This financial
drawback was not present in the
Petrified Forest park.

Nature provides free heat in
Yellowstone, as was discovered while
the travelers were waiting one cool
night for a geyser to erupt. Steam
escaping from a crack in the ground
kept them comfortable. Near Old
Faithful, which erupts regularly

T. J9
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Jmirked where President -Arthur and
General Sherman once camped.

Encounter Snowstorm ,

While crossing the Continental
Divide at a height of about 9000
f«et, the Hoveys encountered aheavy snowstorm and the season was
temporarily set ahead.

After the Platte River is crossedm Nebraska, a sharp difference is
noted in the appearance of the land-
scope as wasteland gives way to
grassland. Cattle are seen grazing
and it is here that they are raised
prior to being sent to the Iowa corn
belt where they are fattened for the
Chicago stockyard. Horses run on
the plains until they are brought
in to be broken.
The cowboys are true to the

pictures we see of them. In factsome of them actually work for
Paramount and other companies at
times. At a fair, rodeo events were
witnessed and snapped by the!
Hoveys. An interesting bit of local
color was observed in one small
town. In the evening, the young
people gathered, and the boys helped
the girls mount their horses, then
let them go. The object was to seewho could stay on her horse the
longest.

At Chicago, preparations are being
made for the World's Fair next
year. This "Century of Progress"
exhibition promises to be one of
rapid progress.

Prices High
In regard to business conditions.

Mr. Hovey said that prices on food
and other supplies except gasoline
are high. This is all right for people
who amass their wealth elsewhere
and come to California to retire, but
not for the farmers and other pro-
ducers. Optimism, however, is a big
factor, especially in California. Hitch
hikers of all ages were very numer-
ous.

There is another lack of money in
Arizona and New Mexico. Paper
money is not in wide circulation
here. Silver coins are made into
buttons by the application of a little
solder, and worn on the clothes.
Embarrassing situations must re-
sults from heavy spending.

iMany will agree with Mr. and Mrs.
Hovey that this must be the ideal
way to travel, avoiding monotony in
all its forms and visiting interesting
sports. The Hoveys had no un-
pleasant experiences, not even insect
pests, although bear's teeth dented
some of their canned goods.

.I
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Tap Danee Class For Seniors
A class of senior girls is having

tap dar.cing lessons every Tuesday
afternoon at 4:30 in the Locker-
Building. Mi.^s Fisher has charge of

this class. The period is only three
quarters of an hour. Any senior girl

is eligible, but there must be at

least 10 girls everytime.
The practice period comes Friday

night at 6:30 in Rand gym.

By DOROTHY E. O'HARA

New Season Activities
The three activities were equally

popular, but since so many girl3
j

couldn't be accomodated in Games
j

some were transferred to volleyball
and baseball. At present there are:
69 girls in volleyball, 7 6 girls in
baseball, 50 girls in games.

Seniors are still taking an interest
in athletics, even tho the more popu-
lar sports, such as hockey, have
gone by.

There are: 12 girls in baseball, 6
in volleyball, one in games.
A ten inch baseball is being used

instead of the usual 12 inch, the
former being much easier to handle.

All Activities in Locker Building
This season all activities are in.

the Locker Building. Baseball is be-
ing played in the indoor cage, while
Volleyball is played upstairs in the
gym.

In games, however, all available
•space is used, at the same time. In
the long corridor near the irtdoor
track is played—sidewalk tennis,
and king tennis. Quoits are tossed
in the short corridor near the dress-
ing room, while in the long corridor
near the office, bowling with base-
balls is going on.

The pingpong table has been re-
moved to the back room directly oft
the dressing room.

Upstairs in the building are pad-
dle tennis, hand ball, and tether-
ball.

Volleyball (James
The groups in volleyball are di-

vided into two teams according to

which house will balance up in a
different team each week. Each one
keeps its own score so that indivi-

dual scores may be added up at the
end.
The Town team was too strong

as one team, so it has been scatter-
ed around. So far, this team has won
every game.

FIRST GARNET OF YEAR TO
FEATURE NEW COVER DESIGN

First Issue To Be Ready Before Christmas Recess
—New Contributors To Be Represented

At the last meeting of the
Women's Politics club, Nov. 22,
Theodore Seamon '34 gave a report
on a model convention he attended.
Lucille Jack '33 gave a talk on the
life of Roosevelt and the recent
pros iden t ia.i campaign.

:o:

"Never have the poor been more
ad luring than this year."—Rev. Ar-
thur Kinsolving.

Garnet and Black Games During
Class Hour

These games will be played dur-
ing the class hours, rather than at
night as *n< previous years, in sep-
arate class games. The advantage of
this play during class hour is that
the lighting is better than at night.
The game is somewhat spoiled when
played under electric lights.

The big Garnet and Black game
will be played at night however.

Volleyball will be played in the
regular class system.

Apparatus Work For Demonstration
The apparatus for the annual de-

monstration- will not be done by the
Sophomores this year. The Depart-
ment of Physical Education would
like to have the Seniors volunteer
for this work. Girls experienced in
apparatus are wanted. There must
be a squad of thirteen.

Games Running Tournament
The group in games is running a

tournament. However, it is being
held outside of class hours. This is

th eGarnet and Black competition.
So, winners contribute to the Gar-
net and Black totals. This is being
played with much enthusiasm, and
the girls are proceeding very nicely.

Rosamund Melcher Speaks
The W. A. A. of Bates has been

requested to send a representative
to the Bridgewater State Teacher's
college to speak on Voluntary Train-
ing to all the Women of the A. A.
there. Bates College was selected
from a number of colleges after
study had been made of the difficult

systems of training. It was felt that
Bates had an excellent system. The
college was impressed by the num-
ber of girls taking it.

Rosamund Melcher was selected
as the representative, and she is

taking the number of girls taking
Voluntary Training and also samples
of the awards. They are:

Small "B" for 1 yr.

Circle around "13" for 2 yrs.
Old mag. "B" for 3 yrs.
Felt Seal—for 4 yrs.

Mrs. Schroeder

Gives Talk At

Women^Banquet

Speaks On "Nice Oddit-
ies Of Chance"—Miss
Jack Toastmistress

EPIGRAMS
"Scholars, professional men and

artists, instead of cloistering them-
selves in their specialization, should
approach more and more the sources
of energy, the grand realities of sea
and mountains, to obtain force,
health and optimism for their hard
work."—Premier Mussolini.

"No machinery of peace will suc-
ceed unless there is a will of peace."
Viscount Cecil.

"No society or nation which does
not recognize the priceless value of
each and every citizen can claim to
be civilized."—Rev. Dr. Charles B.
Ackley.

"When your alarm clock rings do
you respond quickly?" asked Mrs.
John Schroeder of Portland, wife of
the pa.-tor of the State Street Con-
gregational Church, at the annual
Student Government banquet Thurs-
day evening in Rand Hall. Mrs.
Schroeder chose for her subject
"Nice Oddities of Chance", in which
she cited examples of those who
have climbed the ladder of success
by the chances and opportunities
which came their way.

Value of a Chance
Mrs. Schroeder further stated that

an important factor is the ability to

see the value of a chance as it comes
along. College should cultivate our
ability to make choices and turn
those chances to advantages. Within
every individual there is an alarm
clock which calls him to the routine
of the day. When it rings at oppor-
tunity time, it is his duty to arise

and answer the call.

The trio composed of Almus Thorp
'34. Clyde Holbrook '34, and Norman
DeMarco '34 furnished music during
dinner." Amy Irish '33 sang two
>;pbvtions, "Who is Sylvia?" by
Schubert and "In a Luxemburg
Ciirden". Lucille Jack. acting as

Toastmistress, introduced the speak-
er.

Guo?ts were: Presidcr.i and Mrs.
Clifton D. Gray, Mrs. Scott Wilson of
Portland. Mrs. E. C. Pierce, of the
rol'.pge trustees, Dean Hazel M.
Clark. Prof. Lena Walmsley, Prof.
Blanche T. Gilbert. Mrs. Fred C.
Mfefeee, Mrs. Blanche W. Roberts.
IfeiSS Mabel Eaton. Miss Ruth Hitch-
cock, Wea Mildred Fisher. Miss Met-
calfe, Mrs. Haskell, Mi?--, Gertrude
Cox, and Miss Jean Sco t.

The committee in charge was
Mary Gardner '34, chairman, Patri-
cia Abbott '34, and Rebecca Carter
'33

Editor Charlotte Cutts has an-
nounced that the first issue of the
Garnet for this year is ready for
publication and will be issued before
the Christmas holidays. Powers Mc-
Lean and Abbott Smith are the asj-

sistant editors.
Several freshmen as well as a

number of upper-classmen will haVe
work in the first issue of Bates'
literary publication. This issue of
the Garnet is the first to be publish-
ed under the constitution provided
by the Publishing Association last
year, and will be one of three to be
published during the year.
The cover will be one of the out-

standing features of the first issue.
A r.ew design has been made and is

proposed as a standard for future
editions.

John Dobravolsky and others who
contributed to the Garnet last year
will probably be represented in the
coming issue. The contents will in-
titule one of two essays, short
stories, and several poems.— :o:

Rev. Ray Gibbons

Is Guest Speaker

At Y Initiation

"Living masterfully" was the
theme of the talk given by Rev. Ray
Gibbons of Westbrook to the fresh-
men at the Y. W. C. A. initiation
last Wednesday evening. This in-
itiation service which was held in
the chapel in the evening was open-
ed by a vocal trio composed of
Beatrice Grover, Marcelene Con ley,
and Louise Geer.

After this. Mildred Moyer, presi-
dent of the Y. W. C. A., introduced
the speaker of the evening,
ning.

Mr. Gibbon's first point was that
in this age of science in which we
live, our life must be one of control
in which we handle our problems
from an enrineer's point of view,
and learn in that way to control our
environment by using every energy
and every ability that we have to
order to make the greatest and full-
est use of them.

Must Know vSelf

He continued by saying, first,

that, if we are truly to live master-
fully, we must know and understand
ourselves; then, that we must be
able to forget ourselves.

In closing Mr. Gibbons cited re-
ligion as the best tool and greatest
resource for both finding and losing
self. Religion, he said, always keeps
a cause beyond a cause, and, an eter-
nal demanding for a greater good.
Through a complete achievement of
this tool of religion, one can over-
come the fears of life and thus con-
trol his life and the environment in
which he lives.

:o:-

Y.MLC.A. Bazaar

To Feature Tales

Of Mother Goose
Mother Goose is coming to Chase

I Hall December 13 for the bazaar
'put on for the benefit of the Y. W.
C. A. Every year some new theme is
presented; this year's is to be drawn
from tales of Mother Goose. One
special attraction which shows a bit
of the unique quality of the whole
affair is to be Mary, Mary Quite
Contrary's garden where tea will be
served during the afternoon.

Another innovation which should
draw all those with a bit of the
spirit of adventure in their make-
up is the lottery. The tickets for it
will be on sale at the bazaar. The
prize is to be a large Bates pillow
which any Bates student would use
for his room.

83364 r0B

CHRISTMAS Greeting Cards
Personal and Assorted

GORDON JONES
6 WEST PABKBB
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EVERYWHERE I go, I have to listen to the

same thing. 'Try Chesterfields. Honestly,

they are milder, and you simply must try them!'

"Me . . . try Chesterfields! Why, I haven't

smoked anything else. That's how important

mildness and better taste are to me!

"No wonder Chesterfield smokers are so en-

thusiastic."

CHESTERFIELD RADIO PROGRAM
Every night except Sunday, Columbia

Coast-to-Coast Network.

THEY'RE MILDER

THEY TASTE BETTER

i
© 1932, Liggett* Mybrs Tobacco Ca«-
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Messager
Publishing Co.

Job Printers

Publishers

225 Lisbon Street

SAY IT WITH ICE CBE.iM

George A. Ross
STREET

Bates 19C4
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By VINCENT BELLEAU

SPORTS SHOTS—Ed Winston, the
^tther of the All-iMaine croee-coun-
try team idea, in the Sunday Tele-
gram, should be reprimanded for not
giving himself even honorable men-
tion on hi* first selection; I think Ed
i<s as good as at least half of the
men h& picked... Harry "yow&ah"
Shulman, who writes the "Bowdoin"
column in Portland's Sunday news-
paper, is not, strange to say, a Bow-
doin student; Harry used to be a
local newspaper man, and once had
intentions of joining our alma
mater's roster of so-called students
... .1 know five men who ought to
take the November issue of the
Athletic Journal, turn to page 32,
and read Bish Hughes' article on
intercollegiate athletics plenty
of versatile athletes among the
frosh: Clark, who goes big for foot-
ball, basketball, and the weights in

track; Don Gau»tier plays football,
basketball, and baseball, and is out
for track right now; Bud Gallagher
includes the grid sport, hockey,
basketball, and winter sports, and,
for all I know, baseball in his list;

Bed Conrad can do things in a
couple of lines, too.... they don't
come like Herb Berry very often,
though; Herb, you know, has been
a star player in football, hockey, and
baseball ever since he came to
Bates; I don't believe his record has
been equalled, as far as quality of
performance goes, except perhaps
by Ray McCluskey, who graduated
last year The college hockey
season starts today with Yale play-
ing the Olympic Club of Boston;
Dud Parker, the crasher who handles
•the line bucks in Yale's football
encounters, is picked to start a6 a
defense; pity the skaters who land
into him Hockey is taboo this

year among many of the high
schools: all the Boston schools have
dropped the sport, and to speak of
more local ex-hockey schools, Lewis-
ton and Water vi lie, and Hebron
Academy, are curtailing the ice
pastime; this is notable, as the sport
was the favorite at all three places.
More students go out for hockey at
Lewiston, High than basketball and
even football. This is a bad thing
for the college game. Material just
won't be coming up any longer. . . .

( l\RNKT RUNNERS
BETTER THAN EVER

I saw Jack Lary trail Arn Adams
in a couple of laps around the in-
door track last Friday, and he sure
was running top speed. Adams was
running in 18 1-5 a lap, two fifths of
a second faster than the previous
Bates record, and Lary was but the
same margin, two fifths of a second,
slower than Adams. What with
Lary's surprising performance in the
javelin last spring, and this latest
buret of speed, he ought to garner a
few points in track meets this winter
and next spring. Lary was tickled
pink; so was Ray Thompson; so
Was everybody.

Not only Adams and Lary, but
Jellison, Herb Jensen, Hall, and
other veterans, seem to be improved
this year, and some of the freshmen,
Harry Keller and Jennotte among
others, look good. Jensen, especially,
did splendid work in last Friday's
time trials. Hall is ineligible right
now, due to Englsh warnings, but is

a good student, so ought to be
eligible when his work will really
count, the second semester. Jensen
and Smith will be after his place on
the relay team. Smith will probably
get the call, because he is a better
half-miler than the other.

TWO BATES MEN
ENTER K. OF

(

C. TOURNEY
Howie Bates, a junior, and Riues

Carroll '32 are the men connected
with the college who will participate
in the annual Knights of Columbus
boxing tournament Friday night.
Carroll knocked out his man in. last
year's affair, but did not enter the
semi-finals because of an injury to
his hand. Bates is slaying all oppo-
nents in his work in the gym, so
ought to iput on a creditable show
down town Friday night.

Jack Finn, who used to coach the
Bates frosh gridsters five years ago,
and who is on the Lewiston High
coaching staff now, is handling the
tourney for the K. of C.
BOWDOFN AND COLBY
HO< KEYISTS ON THE ICE
When we had a spell of cold

weather a week ago, Lin Wells and
Bill Millett called out their re-
spective hockey organizations and
started them agoing. They had ice
'for a couple of days. Bates, as
usual, delays the hockey call till

after Christmas. There isn't much
use in these early sessions. Whatever
ice there is doesn't last, and the
work is only conditioning, anyway;
the Bates men who feel so inclined
can get the same amount of benefit
by hiking across the river to Petten-
gill Park, or up the road to Barker-
vine and skating around getting
their ankles used to the blades.
Hockey doesn't demand the same
amount of advance preparation in
strategy and instruction as do foot-
ball, baseball, etc. The week or so
of practice before the first game is
plenty long.
HUNTIXGTON-FROSH
TRACK MEET GOOD IDEA
Though the track schedule for the

year isn't quite complete, and hasn't
been announced, it is known that
the freshmen will meet Huntington
Academy for the first time, this
winter. Huntington, you know, is the
school which sent Herb Berry, Joe
Murphy, Sid Farrell, and others, to
Bates. Huntington usually has a
crackerjack track team, and always
gives everybody a run for his money
in the Bowdoin inter-scholastic
meet. The inclusion of this meet
ought to mean better contact with
that many more desirable athletes,
and thus bring some of them to
Bates ,all of which brings to mind a
tad story.

Huntington two years ago had a
crackerjack imaji who was running
the 1000. All kinds of predictions
were made concerning the young

Yale Miscalculated Bates

Both in Football, Debating

Stanley Oldham

To Head School

In St. Johnsbury

Former Bates Instructor
To Be Principal
Of Academy

By POWERS McLEAN
It may be that New Haven people

take their Yale very seriously. Per-
haps they are simply unfortunate in

editorial expression. At any rate, the
careless phrase "not worth a nickel"
won for its author sufficient ridicule
to suggest more careful diction. In
a game so characterized, Bates out-
fought and outplayed Yale, chased it

around the Bowl, and gave to the
citizens of New Haven at least a
dollar's worth of scares. The same
pride mow held for her athletic
prowess was exhibited as far back
as 1922,'but on a somewhat different
subject.
Change at Brunswick for Lewiston
Quoting from a paper of that date,

we have: "It seems strange that our
boys should go way up to Maine to

debate with farmers. They will have
to change cars at Brunswick. We
wonder if Gorham Towle is still

driving the hack to the hotel. . . but
do, they must have at least Fords

j

in Lewiston by this time."
Such a reminiscent outburst did

not of course come from Yale col-

lege. It was written by Amos Wilder,
father of the now famous Thornton
Wilder. Mr. Wilder, advising his

readers that Bates men were not
wholesale grocers, continued: "There
is no fitness in letting 470 men hold
down a violet crown, when Yale has
three times that number." "But,"
he continues, taking a sly dig at

Dartmouth. "Daniel Webster's col-

lege fell before a few points from a

lad from Aroostook, who thought
them out on the potato field."

Tale Plans on Bates Co-Education
Plunging into the pantry for his

next illustration, he emerges with a
mince pie Just as a man would be
ashamed to die after eating too
much mince pastry, so would Yale
be mortified by a Bates victory.

Through the entire editorial, his

phrasing is masterful and sprightly,

but it is in the conclusion that he
becomes markedly lyric. Conscious
of co-education at Bates, he says,

"Let the last speaker be a handsome,
glowing fellow; let him take his
listeners up on the Andes. Let him
lead his audience along the palm-
lined curve of a tropical shore."

The debate was held at City Hall.
A majority of the judges agreed
with Bates that Haiti should mot
have a protectorate. Elated by the
triumph of the "farmers", one
rather too spirited person jumped
to his feet and suggested a demon-
stration. Being jerked so rudely
from "palmed-lined shores" back to
sparsely settled Lewiston was natu-
rally mortifying to the audience. At
this point, however, Robert Hut-
chins, o.ne of the Yale debaters
came forward on the platform. Ex-
plaining that he came from the Ken-
tucky mountain district, he express-
ed his friendliness for Maine people.
Very tactfully and earnestly, he
presented the real feeling of Yale
for Bates, and congratulated his
opponents on their deserved victory.
He mentioned that the article res-
ponsible for the outbreak was not a
college editorial and that he and his
colleagues felt the highest respect
for Bates and her teams. The dem-
onstration did not occur, and the
visitors went back to their hotel

—

possibly with Gorham Towle.
There is only one further fact in

this story: the Robert Hutchins,
who so graciously apologized for
another's blunder is now president
of Chicago University.

fellow. He thought of coming to
Bates for a while, but finally, after
being entertained royally during a
meet in another Maine city, picked
a. rival college as his alma mater.
It developed that in his freshman
year, he came up to expectations,
but this year, he has developed an
attitude towards track which makes
him of no value to his team. I'm
•not saying that if the man had come
to Bates, he would have risen to
world-record-breaking heights, but
it's an idea. I would like to see him
a Bates man, with the same stuff
he had at the beginning of his col-
lege career. I'm not casting reflec-
tions on anybody connected with his
college's athletics; the track coach
there is an expert whose efficiency
is far from being questioned, but it

may he that the fraternity system,
the environment which has caused a
baseball captain taking a day off
because of a house party the night
before, and missing a game, might
have been injurious to this young
fellow.

SER VALL
LUNCH

44 Bates St. Geo. E. Schmidt

Lv

The Blue Line
.Lewiston—Kumford—Farmington

Lewiston

—

7.45 A.M.. 12.35 P.M., 4.25 P.M.
Lv Rumford

—

7.35 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4.15 P.M.
Lv Farmington

—

7.30 A.M., 12.20 P.M., 4.10 P.M
STANDARD TIME

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets

A former instructor at Bates,
Stanley iR. Oldham, has recently
been elected princi-pal of St. Johns-
bury Academy, St. Johnsbury, Ver-
mont. Mr. Oldham was an instructor

l in the English department here

!
between the years 1910 and 1913.

I
He has recently been secretary of

the Massachusetts Teachers' Federa-
tion and editor of the official organ
of that association, "Common
Ground". He is now Associate
Director at Camp "Wyanoke, in New
Hampshire.

fflir. Oldham was born at Toledo,
Iowa, in 1887. Ho received his A.B.
from Lebanon Valley College in

1908 and his A. M. from Wisconsin
in 1919. He has also studied at the
Harvard Graduate School of Edu-
cation.

At Bates he taught English and
Debating. He has been principal of
several secondary schools, including
Maine Central Institute at Pittsfield;

Norwood High School in Norwood,
Massachusetts; and West Chester
High School of West Chester, Penn-
sylvainia.

Mr. Oldham is well known for his
contributions to educational period-
icals. He is also the author of a
textbook, "A Laboratory Manual of
English Composition."

St. Johnsbury Academy is a coedu-
cational secondary school having an
enrollment of over four hundred
students. It is heavily endowed. The
campus has recently been enlarged
through the erection of two new
buildings. The institution was found-
ed ninety years ago, and has more
than 3000 living alumni.

Mr. Oldham intends to begin his
active work at St. Johnsbury the
first of the year.

.-o:

Bates Debaters

Meet U. of Maine

Team at Houlton

John Pierce '35 and Bond Perry
'35, members of the Junior Varsity
Debating Team, debated a team
from the University of Maine at
Houlton. November 29, before a
large audience. The non-decision
debate was a discussion, of modern
advertising.

MILL TOWN

By William Allen Ward

Crouched on the hill

like a monster, the mill
broods. . .emitting smoke from its

concrete nostrils.

Streets of the mill town are
narrow, .there are street walkers.,
bootleggers. . .

A thousand miles away church
deaco,ns and society men, sitting at
the directors' table, cut salaries...

So, in the mill town, there are street
walkers., footpads., bootleggers.

GET YOUR

CHRISTMAS CARDS
At the

VICTOR NEWS CO.
46 ASH STREET, LEWISTON, ME.

Fred C. McKenney
Corner College and Sabattus Streets

WASHING AND GREASING

We can show yon a variea selection of

PRIZE CUPS

FOUNTAIN PENS
of all standard makes

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS

LEATHER HANDBAGS

LEATHER BILLFOLDS

BOOK ENDS

CLOCKS

of all kinds

BARNST0NE-0SG00D

COMPANY

Jewelers

50 LISBON STREET

Judge Brann Speaks

To Politics Club

Speaking to an 'audience of the
Men's Politics club and their 50 or
i?o guests, Governor-Elect Louis J.

Brann, of Lewiston. t° lcI those
present at the club's first open meet-
ing .Monday night that the time they
spent in studying politics and
government was far from wasted.
The local democratic leader point-

ed out that the young people of to-

day will find themselves obliged to

solve the 'nation's problems of to-

morrow. He impressed them espe-
cially with a problem he left with
them. The perplexing state of affairs
in this country today is that there is

"pJanty of everything for everybody,
and yet there are plenty of people
who lack the very necessities of
life."

"If I could solve that problem,"
the Governor said, "I should rise to
a place of prominence in my fie/ld of
>p-o,litics equal to that of the world's
most irenowned heroes." Mr. Brann
admitted, however, that the solution
was beyond his power. He hoped
that among those present, someone
would live to see a better state of
affairs.

The Christian Service club held a

meeting at Rev. Vernon's home. Nov.
22. There was a discussion on "What
Christianity Means to Us", following

which a brief service of worship was
held. The club hopes to be able to

help two families at Christmas, and

a committee was elected to take

charge of the plans.

The club is also planning
opportunities for social life. Thes-
pian to have a room at the Y. M. C.

A. where the boys can have recrea-
tion and iearn worthwhile things.

The Women's glee club has been
rehearsing for the concert which
will be presented by the combined
musical clubs of the college at the
Baptist church, Dec. 9. Songs for the
Pop Concert which will be given in

January are also being prepared.

WE CATER TO

BATES STUDENTS

COLLEGE ST. SHOE HOSPITAL
67 COLLEGE STREET

You will be

surprised at

our prices this

fall. We have
a wonderful
line of Suits

.$18.00
$30.00

$25.00

New, warm
Fleece Over-
coats
1)519.50

$22.50
$24.50

And do they
look goodi?
Better than
ever.

Bates men
have always
looked upon
this store as a
good place to

trade.

Cronin & Root
140 LISBON ST.

Buy Your Christmas Gifts

For Your Men Folks

—at-—

FLANDERS
62 COURT ST. AUBURN

I.

THE COLLEGE STORE
jL .„„HlW |L _UjiL—I WW"''TW—¥11"—— -

ALWAYS WELCOME

CORTELL'S
DRESSES AND COATS FOR THE COLLEGIATE 3IISS

GRIFFON CLOTHES FOR MEN.
CHARGE ACCOUNT SERVICE

109-111 LISBON STREET, LEWISTON.

180 Lisbon Street

Maynaitl Moulton '22 Mgr.

SID

STEIN'S CLOTHES
ALL WOOL SUITS AND OVERCOATS

$9.50 and $12.50
Free Alterations

Sanders, MGR. 33 LISBON ST. Lewiston

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing

24 HOUR SERVICE

"THE QUALITY SHOP"
3 Minutes from the Campus Tel. 1817 W

R. W. CLARK Registered
Pure

Druggist
and MedicinesDrugs

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company

Lewiston, Maine

We Solicit ihe Business of Bates Students

WBSBl. „

and raw tobaccOS
have 110 place in cigarettes

Cow., 19SS,
The American
Tcbacco Co.

—

—

A

They are not present in Luckies

. . . the mildest cigarette

you ever smoked
ip

TVTE buy the finest, the very
VV finest tobaccos in all the

world—but that does not
explain why folks every-
where regard Lucky Strike as

the mildest cigarette. The fact

is, we never overlook the
truth that "Nature in the
Raw is Seldom Mild"—so

these fine tobaccos, after
proper aging and mellowing,
are then given the benefit of
that Lucky Strike purifying
process, described by the
words—"It's toasted". That's
why folks in every city, town
and hamlet say that Luckies
are such mild cigarettes.

"It's toasted"
That package of mild Luckies

Ifa man write a better book brearU * U***^ l » *lul l .1 j
preac" a tetter sermon, or make a better mouse-trap than his nehhhnr tU U.buildhis house tn the woods, the world tail! ml- l , ^ .l . l j 7,

neighbor, tbo he

Does not thisa^^^S^*"^"tf^ *MP*SQN.expIain the world-wide acceptance and approval ofLucky Strike?



conomic disarmament and military disarmament are patently the two most vital factors in business recovery^Senator Hull

FOUNDED
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prance Refuses To Pay

jfore Men in College

Than in 1927

Someone Believes

Man Will Beat Depression

Why Co-eds Go. To College

\ College in Receivership

THOMAS MUSGRAVE

THE Chamber of Deputies re-
fused this morning to author-
ize the $19,2i61,432.50 war

j

.-,

,

: interest payment due the United
J. •.

s tomorrow, defeating Premier
Herriot'e plans to .pay with reser-
vation. The cabinet was overthrown
aK J th? government's resignation
wflS

expected momentarily.

Time registering fete opposition to
De< ember payment, the chamber

jgjt ihe situation for the present in

•he wf. with ;n,o government with a
»..: late to take any action when the
payment is due tomorrow. •

Th3 Chamber voted against pay-
ment of the war debt to the United
Stat - unless that country agreed
beforehand to a war debts con-
ference.

The BeVgiam cabinet yesterday
I not to. make the Dec. 15 pay-

ment and promptly submitted its

resignation,

France ties up her payment with
:• ;m rat ions, while the United States
has repeatedly refused to do so.
Because the debts were incurred for
gool-, why not accept goods in re-
turn the Fremch insist.

They add, but if the United States
accepts goods directly from Germany
with the understanding that we are
to credit France,, and France is to
credit Germany, it becomes more
feasible for both to meet their
obligations.

Developments will be interesting.
France may contemplate complete
repudiation. The United States will,

in that case, be faced with huge
obligations to its people and no
revenue. She, in turn', may be forced
to repudiate, utterly improbable, or
increase taxes.

Repudiation may even extend to
private loans and hit our credit
structure a damaging blow.

COLLEGE boys are more numer-
ous today than they were in
19 27—despite the depression

—

and what is more, they are showing
more interest in liberal education
thaau in specialized training, says Dr.
Raymond Walters of the Univ. of
Cincinnati.

The grand total enrollment, he
•said, was 7 per cent under that of

1931, but, he added:
"The numbers this year neve'r-

bhelesB total higher for these same
instituticrs than in 1927.

Dr. Walters' tabulations indicated
that more and more students are
turning away from specialized train-

ing. Liberal arts sections dominate
American colleges more than ever.
Of the professional courses, his fig-

ures for the larger schools fjhowed
teaching still preferred, engineering
next, then commerce, law and
medicine in order.

WES have heard a lot from the

economists concerning what
it is all about, what is the

matter and what we should do about

it. Now let us listen for a moment to

a. shepherd of souls and see what
comment he has to offer.

Cardinal O'Connell on his

birthday anniversary said:

"People have shown that they

cam live without luxuries and be

happy. The changed conditions

brought out the finest traits in

people. I do not believe that such a

spirit could exist in any other coun-
try in the world.

"Life is a place of trial," conti-

nued the cardinal, "I am sure that

i-oon the sun will be shining again."

Faith! There is the most im-
portant ingredient. Faith in God,
faith in our fellow man, faith in our
nation, this is the everlasting remedy
for our worries, a remedy as old as

man and the ingredient by which
man rose to his present level and by

which he can rise ever so much
higher. But it is a remedy to which
too many of us wilfully blind our-

selves.

It was not simply a sectarian utter-

ance the cardinal made. It was am
ancient and irrefutable truth.

IN
an effort to discover why co-

eds go to college, the New York
University Daily News conducted

a confidential survey—and only half

those interviewed said they had
°ome in quest of education!.

Many answered they were seeking
a good time.
Three coeds said their parents

thought every girl should have a
higher education as a social asset.

The majority of the freshmen and
sophomores at the School of Com-
merce, said it was more fun to go to

college than to work.

THE University of .Miami was
placed in receivership last

week by a Federal judge in

-Miami, Florida.
The appointmen i of a receiver for

a university sets a legal precedent,
tourt officials believe. The university
wati founded in 19-25 at the height
of the "boom" and had an enroll-
ment last year of 566 students and'

faculty members, headed by B.
•
Ashe, president.

BATES DEFEATS PRINCETON
BUT LOSES TO WESLEYAN IN

FIRST OF LEAGUE DEBATES
McLean^nd-iT^^^d American Policy

Ui Tariff Protection—Earn Decision
Before Large Audience

VOTE~UNANIMOUS
Returns Show Negative

To Be Winners In
Every Case

By GORDON JONES

Bates debaters lead their triangle
in the first round of the Eastern
Intercollegiate League as the tally
shows Bates to have four points,
Wesleya.n three, and Princeton two.
Discussing question, Resolved; that
the United State.-; should enter into
bi-late.ral agreements with the other
nations of the world for the horizon-
tal reductions of tariffs; Bates up-
held the .negative before a large
home audience and defeated Prince-
ton three to nothing. The affirmative
lest to Wesleyan two to one, while
the Princeton negative beat Weslley-
an two to one.

Debate Close
Dsn Friday evening, December

n'nth. Powers McLean '35 and Lionel
Lrmieux '33 met William J. Mont-
gomery Jr. and Edward Gull ion of
Princeton in a very close debate.
Princeton, making the affirmative
plea, showed how tariffs were at the

I

present time strangling the export
ti de of the world. They showed

j

how tariff barriers kept mounting i

and mounting until! the nations of
the world were virtually im a tariff
war. Many of the evils of the present
depression they blamed on these
increasingly high tariff wails.
Foreign retaliation was claimed to be
the resullt of the American tariff
policy, and to remedy the evils the
Princeton men suggested horizontal
reduction through bi-lateral agree-
ments.

McLean, first Bates speaker,
defended the traditional American
policy of tariff protection, maintain-
ing that American labor and industry
deserves protection and that we
should maintain a state of economic
self-sufficiency. Showing the evils
that would result from any change
he asked for a miaintainenee of our
present policy of protection. Lemieux
showed the un desirability and im-
practicability of the proposed me-
thods of change, contending that
even if a change were desirable,
these would not be the best methods
to adopt. He cleverly compared the
question to a proposition to commit
suicide by drinking car boll ie acid in
the middle of Union Square. First
'of all he objected to suicide, next
he disliked the painful method of
using carbolic acid, and finally he did
not think Union Square the place to
do it. Summing up the case, Mr. .Le-
mieux showed that the affirmative
had failed to establish the need for
a lower tariff policy, he showed that
reduction would be disasterous to
American economic conditions, and
that the plans for reduction would
lead to many evils, some even great-

er than the supposed evils of our
present tariff.

Decision Unanimous
The judges for the debate, Judge

Arthur Chapman, Principle C. Her-
bert Taylor, and Mr. Donald Web-
ber, gave a unanimous decision. The
debate, however, was far closer than
the three to inone decision indicates.
Each judge in marking his ballot

gave Bates just a slight margin. The
debate met in every way the stand-
ards expected from members of the
Eastern Inter-Collegiate League.
Tlhe clash between the two teams
was evident throughout the en-

counter. The cases were clear, and
the presentation of both teams left

little to choose between them.

Toward the close of the debate the

negative appeared to gain a slight

advantage in the exchange of facts

and the quotation of authorities.

The usual open forum followed the

debate and several interesting points

were brought to the attention of the

audience Mr. Paul Whitbeck pre-

sided and Robert Fitterman was the

manager. .

On Saturday, December 10, Frank

S (Murray '34 and Theodore I. Sea-

mon '34 upheld the affirmative of

this same question at Wealeyan

University, meeting Ralph C. Wood
'34 and Ralph C. Dixon '33. As at

Bates the negative of the proposi-

tion won the decision, this time two

to one. Both debates were well

attended.
Bates Seeks Title

As far as returns are. available for

the rest of the teams in the league

every negative team has won its

debate. This fact leaves in our minds

two main thoughts; first, that the

wording of this question and the

interpretation of it handed down
from Amherst was such that the

negative was naturally the stronger

case, and secondly, that the difficulty

in choosing judges makes it almost

impossible to get men who can be

entirely impartial. This fact tends

to be borne out more fully when one

realizes that in this first every home
team as far as our information at

present extends, has won its debate.

However, as most teams have broken

nearly even the real championship

qcrans lie in the future. Bates, lead-

ing its triangle, looks forward to a

repetition of last year's champion-

ship.

Bates Professor

Addresses Club

On Debt Problem

Rotarians Learn That
Collection Is Very

Improbable
Prof. Anders M. Myhrman spoke

to the Lewiston-Auburn Rotary Club
last Friday noon on "To pay, or not
to pay—that is the question", an
address on the present foreign debt
situation.

Prof. Myhrman asserted that it is
not practical for the .foreign nations
to pay in gold; only France could
possibly do this. He stated, more-
over, that our high tariff walls made
it very difficult for the debtor
countries to pay in goods or ser-
vices. It was in goods that the
debts were contracted, and that is

the logical manner of payment.
We are dealing with realities,

not with rights or sentiments. Al-
though the United States has the
legal privilege of collection, such an
act would tend to retard the return
of prosperity, rather than aid it.

The Young plan failed because it

involved the eventual raising of
$25,000,000,000 in Germany—

a

country which had no possible
means of producing such a large
sum. It seems very improbable that
any plan can be produced which can
extract from. Europe the billions
owed America.

-:o:-

Dr. Rayborn Zerby

Bates Professor a

Director of YMCA
Announcement was made Monday

night of the appointment of Dr. Ray-
born Zerby, Instructor in Biblical

literature and religion at Bates Col-
lege, to the Board of Directors of

the Auburn Y. M. C. A. He attended
his first board meeting, Monday
night at the Y. M. C. A.

Other recent elections to the board
include those of Warren S. Anthony,
79 Orchard Street, and Rev. Percival
L. Vernon, pastor of the United Bap-
tist Church, Lewiston.

-:o:

Fitterman And

Norton To Meet

Debate

To Discuss War Debts
In Little Theater

Monday Night
Cancellation of war debts is the

subject of the debate scheduled for
next iMonday night in the Little

Theater between the Bates team of
Robert Fitterman '34 and Walter
Norton '3 5 and Rollins College of
Winter Park, Florida.

Fitterman will be making his

initial appearance as a varsity de-
bater. In his freshman year he won
one of the prizes for excellence An:

public, speaking, and last year as a
sophomore he was a member of the
winning class debate team. This year
he was chosen as the best speaker at

Bridgeton in a junior varsity debate.
.Norton- has appeared with the

Varsity three times against .Maine,

Vermont, and Springfield.
-:o:-

Ray Buker Now
Assistant Coach

B. U. Trackmen
Ray Buker, '2.2 former National

mile champion and a member of the

Continued on Page 4 Col 3

Ray McCluskey '32

Succeeds Gelly As

Hockey Coach

Morey, 111, Selects Last
Year's Captain And
Three Sport Star

FACES BIG JOB

injuries, Ineligibility, Stiff

Opposition Trouble
Mentor

With Coach Morey reported ill,

Ray McCluskey's appointment as as-

sistant hockey coach may develop
into something more. It looks as if

McCluskey will be in full charge of

the ice-men this winter.
Ray McCluskey, last year's Gar-

net hockey captain, was announced
last week as Morey's choice for the
job formerly held by Charlie Gelly,

who is now coaching the Lewiston
Cyclones. McCluskey, while in col-

lege, not only played football and
baseball as well as hockey, but
found time to garner a Phi Beta
Kappa key on the side.
The Houlton athlete, known in

Maine sports circles as one of the
peppiest and hardest-fighting play-
ers in whatever sport he happened
to be playing, has had no coaching
experience. This, plus the fact that
the hockey squad seems to be rath-

er devoid of a great deal of ability,

makes McCluskey's task all the
harder.
He will have only five days after

the Christmas vacation ends in

which to shape a winning combina-
tion together to meet Colby, Jan-
uary 9. If present plans go thru, the
Bobcats will meet the local Cy-
clones January sixth in a practice
game.

Three hockey men are on the in-

jured list and three others are in-

eligible as the season starts. Ralph
McCluskey, Frank Soba, and Jack
Rugg will not be able to play, at

least during the first part of the
season ,and Chick Toomey, Russ
Lynch .and Ollie Yeaton are ineligi-

ble, till mid-years.
Ralph McCluskey's leg, broken in

the Bates-Tufts game during the
football .season, has not healed
enough to allow his skating, and
Soba's knee has not responded to

treatment. Rugg has been bothered
with appendicitis.

Aside from, the Bates' lack of
prospects, it is evident that Colby,
with Violette in the cage, Mai Wil-
son and Ross, forwards, Pomerleau,
and others, has a good outfit in the
running. Bowdoin, moreover, has
Billings, last year's freshman star,
Richardson, McKinney, and so forth,
all good men. This points toward
difficulties ahead.

MURDER MYSTERY DRAMA TO
BE GIVEN AS VARSITY PLAY
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY NIGHTS

English 4A Players To Present "The Perfect

Alibi" By Milne, In Little Theater—Miss
Benham '33 And Curtin

'

36 In Leads

Athletic Council

Votes To Abolish

Service Letters

Rev. C. W. Helsley

Conducts Vesper

Service Sunday

Prof. S. T.~Crafts Plans

Special Program Of
Christmas Music

Rev. Charles W. Helsiey, pastor of
the High Street Congregational
Church in Auburn, will conduct the
next vesper service in the chapel
Sunday afternoon at four-thirty.
Special Christmas music is being
arranged for the service.

A short Christmas meditation is to

be the theme of the service. Dr. R.
L. Zerby, chairman of the Bates
Council on Religion, is directly in

charge of the arrangements, and has
announced that all of details will be
in keeping with the Christmas
spirit.

Prof. S. T. Crafts is planning the
musk al program which will be more
extended than usual in honor of the
he K lay season. The program will
include several selections by the
choir.
Tha speaker is well known to a

large number of Bates students, and
his presence at the service is sure
to be the outstanding feature of the
meeting. The Auburn pastor was re-

cently elected to a position of honor
among the ministers of Lewiston and
Auburn.
The musical program will be as

follows:
Organ prelude "Sanctus" by Gou-

nod.
Selections by the choir: "Sing We

Noel", a French carol of the six-

teenth century arranged by Gaul.
"March of Three Kings", an old

provincial, arranged by Smith.
"There Dwelt in Odd Judea" by

Griggs.
"In Excelsior Gloria" by Warren.

Letters, However, For
Injured Players Rec-
ommended By Coach
The service letter is a thing of the

past. The Athletic Council in ac-

cordance with the recommendation
of the Varsity Club voted to do away
with the awarding of service letters

in all sports, at its regular meeting
la> t Tuesday evening.

It has been the custom of

Bates to award upon the recom-
mendation of coach and captain

letters in varsity sports to those men
Who have been consistent candidates

for major sports for four years, but
who have failed to play in the
designated amount of periods.

PLAY HAS COMEDY

:o:-

Paradis Panned

As Greeks Knock

City Government
"Fifty-thousand Greeks cannot be

wrong!" cried James Balano '34,

before Phil-dlellenio last evening in

which he sought to establish the
values of Periclean democracy in

Athens over Paradis' democratic
regime in Lewiston. In a fiery forty-
minute debate the dirty sloughs of
politics, both ancient and modern,
were deeply plumbed a« Balamo '3 4

and McLean '35, affirmative, and
Stetson '35 and Jones '35, negative,

Continued on Page 3 Col 5

Lambda Alpha

Tea Dance Is

Complete Success

The annual La niba Alpha Tea
Dance held last Friday at Chase
Hall was a complete success. Burn-
ing logs in the fire place and soft
candle light deepened the pastels of
tlhe tea table flowers. The color
scheme was red and green, carried
out in the flowers, candles and re-
freshments.

The Bobcats played for the
dancing. .Mrs. Leslie Spinks and Miss
Mildred Fisher poured, assisted by
Margaret Johnson '33 and Frances
Linehan '3 6. Prof, and Mrs. George
E. Ramsdell were chaperones, and
[Mir. and Mts. (Harry W. Rowe, Dean
Hazel M. Clark, and Prof. Grosvenor
M. Robinson were guests.

The committee in charge of the
affair consisted of: Dorothy O'Hara,
chairman, Virginia Moulton, Beatrice
Dumais, Mary O'iNei.1, Marcella Sha-
piro, all of '33, Dorothy Sweeney '34,

and Mara Briggs '3 5.

Cast Promises Audience
( hills and Thrills

Before Solution

By DOROTHY KIMBALL

The annual varsity play, "The
Perfect Alibi", by A. A. Milne, is to
be presented by the English 4A
Players on Dec. 15 and 16 in the
Little Theatre. Milne's three act
mystery drama promises an enter-
tainment somewhat different from
former varsity plays, as one of this

type has not been presented before
by this group of players. The plot
centers around a murder mystery
aid subsequent attempts to solve it,

both by the young hero and heroine
and then by official representatives
of the law.

Miss Itenham Heroine
Ruth Benham '33, who is well

known to the Bates dramatic pro-
ductions, as she has taken part in
several plays during her three years
at college, will play the part of the

The Varsity Club, at its last meet- ' young heroine, Susan Cunningham,

ing decided that this tended to de- -he will play opposite Edward Our-

fenact from the value of varsity sport ! tin '3 6 who is taking the leading

letters and accordingly passed a part of the likeable young hero,

recommendation! which was present- ,
Jimmy Ludgrove. Curtin, although

The Qolden Carol
We saw the light shine out a-far

On Christmas in the morning
And straight we knew Christ's Star it was.

Bright beaming in the morning.
Then did we fall on bended knee,

On Christmas in the morning,
And praised the Lord, who'd let us see

His glory at its dawning.

Oh! every thought be of His Name,
On Christmas in the morning,

Who bore for us both grief and shame,
Afflictions sharpest scorning.

And may we die (when death shall come)
On Christmas in the the morning,

And see in heav'n, our glorious home,
The Star of Christmas morning.

—Old Carol

ed before and passed by the athletic

council. This motion provides that
no iservice letters shall be awarded,
save to injured players, and then
only on recommendation of coach
and captain..

Thus, to gain a letter in football

a player must have played in eight
periods, four games. The Varsity
Club and Athletic Council beilieve

that this new ruling will add to the
worth of letters and insignia earn-
ed in all varsity sports.

At the same meeting of the Athle-

tic Council, Albert I. Oliver Jr..

junior maanger of footbail, was
commended for his report and was
voted his "letter as manager in ac-

cordance with the ruling passed last

year.
Bond Perry, *35 of Portland was

elected junior manager of football

for next year.
The motion for abolition of service

letters will have to be passed on by
the entire athletic association at an
open meeting of the student body
some time after Christmas.

:o :

Music Clubs Hold

First Concert in

Baptist Church

Young- Peoples Group
Sponsors Prog-ram
Of Varied Music

The musical clubs of Bates gave
their first concert of the season, last

Friday evening, at the Lewiston
United Baptist Church. The program,
which was under the auspices of the
Young People' s Christian Associa-
tion of the church, was under the
direction of Professor Seldon T.
Crafts. 'It was enthusiastically re-

ceived.
Although it has often been predict-

ed that this season would see the
college's musical groups at the best
they have been for many a year, m'o

one was expecting so creditable a
performance as that of Friday eve-
ning. The "menu" ran from sympho-
ny to popular operetta, and from
thunderous choruses to charming
love songs; any part of it would have
been worthy of professional mu-
sicians.

Orphic Society First
The Orphic Society gave its group

j
first. The march from Wagner's
"Tannhauser" was their first contri-
bution. They then played the "Pre-
lude" and the "Adagietto" from
Bizet's first "L'Arlesienne" suite.

Most indicative of the heights to

which Bates music has risen! was the
Orphic's presentation of the "Alle-
gro moderato" of Schubert's un-
finished Symphony in B-minor.

The Girls' Glee Club sang three
fine numbers—"Last Night the
Nightingale Woke Me", Del Riego's
"Thank God for a Garden", and Hil-
dac's "Passage Birds Farewell".
They were followed by Sylvester
Carter whose beautiful baritone
voice seemed even finer than usual
in his rendition of Del Riego's
"Homing". As an encore he sang
one of his well-known spirituals.

Quartet Sings
The Male Quarter sang the old

English love song "Passing By",
with which Will Shakespeare was
doubtless familiar. The Quartet is

composed of John Pierce '35, Alden
Gardiner '34, Sylvester Carter '34,

and Edward Prescott '33.

Edward Small and his xylophone
proved Friday night that they have
dost none of their charm in their

Continued on Page 3 Col 7

only a freshman, is not unknown, as
he has already acquitted himself
well in the one act play "If Men
Played Cards as Women Do". In
spite of his comparative newness,
his work shows promise, and he is

expected to carry his part in a very
creditable manner.

John Curtis '33 and Clyde Hol-
brook '3 4; both experienced play-
ers, Curtis having played Lord Win-
demere in "Lady Windemere's Fan",
and Holbrook, Petruchio in "The
Taming of the Shrew", are the
villairs of the play. They are Lave-
rick and Carter, respectively.

Comedy in Play
The humorous characters. Major,

Jane West and Mrs. Fullerton Fane,
promise spots of good comedy to
lighten the tenseness of the much-
involved mystery. John David '34

who is playing Major is a familiar
member of the 4A players, having
taken part in both "Grumpy" and
"The Taming of the Shrew". The
other two of these parts are both
being played by women new to 4A
productions. Ila Page '36 portrays
the character of Jane West, a mo-
dern young girl with a languid air
and a slow drawl. Miss Page has had
considerable experienced in high-
school dramatics. Mrs. Fullerton-
Fane, a middle-aged woman who
strives desperately to keep her
youthful beauty, is being portrayed
by Eleanor Libbey '33, who has had
no experience in college plays, but
who has appeared in local drama-
tics.

Arthur Ludgrove who is murder-
ed in the beginning of the play and
who is the uncle of Jimmy Lud-
grove and the guardian of Susan
Cunningham, is portrayed by Wil-
liam Haver '35. Haver was Ruddock
in "Grumpy" last year and also
took part in the "Taming of the
Shrew" and in "Trifles" one of the
plays given this fall.

Milnes In Sleuth Role
P. C. Mallet and his son Sergeant

Mallet, the representatives of the
law, are being played by Russell
Milnes '3 4 and Charles Povey, '34.

The elder Mallet is the typical,
blundering country detective, while
his son, the Sergeant, is a youth
with a small amount of experience
at 'Scotland Yard, and who, conse-
quently, attempts to command the
solution of the whole puzzling situa-
tion. Milnes is well-known for his
clever comedy, as shown by his
part, Grumio ,in "The Taming of
the Shrew"; while Povey has also
given amusing portrayals, both as
Cecil Graham in "Lady Windemere's
Fan" and as John in "If Men Played
Cards as Women Do'. Adams, the
butler is being played by Thomas
Vernon '35, another member of the
cast new to college dramatics.

George Austin '33. president of
the English 4A Players, and an ex-
perienced actor himself, is coaching
the varsity play, this year. Walter
Gerke '34 has charge of the stage
work, while the costuming is in tha
hands of Thelma Kittredge '33. Ed-
ward Wilmot '33 is the business
manager.

Special notice should be made of
the fact that the doors will close
promptly at 8 P. M. All are request-
ed to co-operate by being on time.

Cast
Jimmy Ludgrove Edward Curtin '36.

Susan Cunningham
Ruth Benham '33

Edward Laverick . John Curtis '33
Carter .... Clyde Holbrook '34
Major John David '34
Jane West na Page '36
Mrs. Fullerton-Fane

Eleanor Libbey '33
Arthur Lpdgrove

William Haver '3;1

Adams .... Thomas Vernon '35
P. C. Mallet . . Russell Milnes '34
Sergeant Mallet . . Charles Povey '34^
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Buried In Books?

Dazzling stretches of snow that cover the barrenness of meadow-
and fields with a beauty rivaling the greenness of summer are wait-

ing patiently for the ski enthusiast and the snow-shoer to come.

Maine, in spite of what the Republicans may think of it, is in truth

a winter as well as a summer "Playground of America." The Bates

Outing Club has facilities for winter sports which are available to

every member of the student body. In the past these have been used

by an increasingly large group. The ski jump, skating rink, toboggan
slide, and cross-country trail are there to be enjoyed by, all.

"Winter has two effects on students. For many it is simply a dis-

gusting period of slush and cold. The thing to do they say is to bury
oneself in the books and only to come forth for nourishment and to

attend classes and places of amusement. To others it means that at

last the Opportunity to break out the skates, skiis, snowshoes and
toboggans has conic Hours spent in stuffy classrooms and dormitories

are balanced by invigorating exercise in the sharp air with clear blue

skies above and clean white snow underfoot. Tt means vistas of pine-

clad hills with patches of snow scattered here and there, of the snow-

topped "White Mountains standing out distinctly in the winter air. It

means an exhilarating joy in life different from anything that the

warmth of summer can equal.

Stuart Chase in one of his essays points out that today people

are playing by proxy. "We ride, attend movies, listen to the radio,

read newspapers and talk in our leisure time, but there are relatively

few who spend that time in healthy bodily exercise that was one of

the features of Greek civilization. "We members of what we consider

the aristocracy of our civilization seem to have lost the spontaneity.

Tthc zest, and the rhythm that go to make up the art of playing. Our
revolt) against the attitude of our Puritan forebears has carried us
far afield in the opposite direction.

Here is an opportunity to learn to play that cannot be surpassed.

Have we a right to consider ourselves educated if the final result

of the process is a jaded, pale individual who knows only books, but
not the zest of living ?

Red Russia In 1950

A prominent economist points out that in 1775 when thirteen

obstreperous colonies scattered along the Atlantic seaboard decided
that people ought to have the right to govern themselves and there-

fore severed their connections with England, the Empress Catherine
of Russia refused to recognize this upstart nation and said that cer-

tainly such a preposterous and impractical type of government could

not long exist. She waited confidently for the end of this young
nation on the other side of the Atlantic, but in vain, and when she

died it was thriving more vigorously than ever. Her successor,

Emperor Alexander, in 180!) finaEy decided that it was no use, and
officially recognized the United States of America. Thirty-three years
after the signing of the Declaration on Independence passed, there-

fore, before Russia decided to recognize a government which had
been growing strongly during that time.

The Union of Soviet. States of Russia has been knocking at our
doors for more than a decade now. During this time it has become
more firmly established than ever, and doubtless is no worse or no
better In many ways than any other nation. Yet the United States,

which under Roosevelt established an all-time outdoor record for

the recognition of a new nation in the case of the Republic of

Panama, has consistently refused to recognize Russia, and the old

stock arguments that the Empress Catherine used are repeated with
even greater gusto by modern statesmen, if they may be called that.

In 1950 we may safely assume that in all probability this coun-
try will recognize a nation which does not exist officially, but with
which we are conducting an increasing volume of trade, and to which
we have sent many of our best technicians. Thus we will prove that
the United States of 1932 is not to be outdone even by the Russia of

1776, and that we can keep Russia waiting for thirty-three years
just as easily as she kept us waiting.

ensation

By THEODORE GARRISON

.Because I craved a gift too great
For any prayer of mine to bring,

To-day with empty hands I go
;

Yet must my heart rejoice to know
I did1 not ask a lesser thing.

Because the goal I sought lay far
In cloud-hid heights, to-day my soul

Goes unaccompanied of its own ;

Yet this *hall comfort me alone,
I did not seek a nearer goal.

0 gift ungained, O goal unwon !

Still am 1 glad, remembering this,

For all I go unsatisfied,

I have kopt faith with jov denied,
Nor cheated life with ehear

1
•

• ate

A Symposium On Marriage

Down at "Wesleyan last week a symposium on Marriage was

held in which many of the New England Colleges participated. The

lectures were followed by discussions which all joined freely. Prof.

Erdman Harris of Princeton, writer of several books on this subject,

opened the conference with a speech on the problems relating to this

field. Representing the view-point of the church, a Catholic clergy-

man gave an excellent talk which evoked a great deal of discussion.

The last day of the conference. Margaret Sanger, noted authority

in this subject discussed her views on Birth Control. According to

reports emanating from We<leyan through our debaters, the affair

was a complete success.

Last year the Editor of the Student strongly advocated classes

in sex education and even went so far as to attempt a little through

the columns of the Student. Any student in the field of sociology

is aware of the great amount of damage that has been done to human
personality because of the lack of information on this subject.

Divorces, juvenile delinquencies, and sex crimes of all descriptions

are in part due to factors which might well have been controlled

had there been sufficient understanding as to what was involved on

the part of those concerned. Nevertheless, there is a considerable

opposition to this type of education and as yet it has failed to make
its appearance in the catalogues of colleges and universities.

It is the purpose of this editorial to suggest that a similar

symposium should be conducted in the Maine colleges. It is in such
situations as this that a Social Problems Club or a Liberal Club might
most properly function. However, in their absence the Y groups

would render a real service in doing this, and because of their eon-

tacts with the national organization to which they have been a

constant contributors they might be able to secure prominent speak-

ers.

milECIE
NEW5
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By MILDRED HOLLYWOOD
Dr. Donald A. Laird of Colgate

Univ. in the American Weekly ex-
plains "Why We Are So Dumb." He
claim's,

"The more we study, the mere we
know,

The more we know, the more wie

forget,
The more we forget, the less we

know,
The less we know, the lees we

forget,
The less we forget, the more we

know,
•So, why study?"
Which is just what you've been

wanting to know for yam and yam.

The Student

And
The World

Not that you care at all, or give

a hoot-any, sech reekles© language!!—but 'tits a fact, all the same, that
stUidiemte cutting 'Classes at the Univ.
of Maryland are slapped with a $3
fine per class. Oh yes, and' 2000 wads
of gum were removed from the
Texas Univ. library in a recent
campus cleaning campaign*.

These informative bits are sup-
posed to add to your store of some-
thing or other, but to find that
•3. or o. i>s your job, puzzle, etc. and
net mine. . . You're welcome

The freshman said:
"I'd love to kiss those lip? of

yours,"
And walked away

iScowling.
The Senior said:
"I'd like to kiss those lips of

yours,"
And walked away
Whistling.
All of which R. I. State would

cover with $be neat word,
"EXPERIENCE."

"Going to college," according to
Northeastern News, is like roms
to some churches. Yon have to pay,

the seats are assigned, and he la the
pulpit preaches his own doctrine
and if you don't like it, you may go
to sleep." Not bad, not bad.

Strike up the band. Call out the
fire department etc. and etc. The
acme of one thing or another has
been reached, ray, ray. Women at
the Florida State College may now
eguber drug stares and cafes on Sun-
day. Suppose that's what called run-
ning wild a.nd loose!?!

At Univ. of California, tho, the
co-eds are allowed to stay out every
night until 2:15 except "Big Game"
night when there are no rules. Lew-
iston is how far away from Califor-
nia ?

Around Boston, the college girls

are beginning to abandon iCigarrettes

in favor of pipes. Not only do they
demand tobacco that is plenty strong,
but many of those there girls also
buy seegars regularly.

A fine of 6 pence is imposed on
Univ. of Edinburgh students' when
they cut classes. The revenue from
this is used to buy the president's
Christmas present. Last year's pre-
sent was a cigar, or did I need to
go on?

Ma Roberts Treats

At Commons

<

Bates men eating at the Commons
were afforded an innovation last

Tuesday night in the form of a
banquet. Credit for this enjoyable
meal is given to Ma Roberts, who
arranged all the details for this new
success.

Instead of serving two dinners as
usual, only one meal was served,
and this was for the whole group.
The Commons was well decorated
with Christmas su-earners, and
music kept up the spirits of the
crowd. Everybody joined in a cheer
for Miss Roberts and no one left

the least bit hungry.
.Replying to the insistent de-

mands and cheers, Cosmo Borgioli
•36 sang "Please" and "Auf Wic-
der^chsn " and brought to an end
th: first successful banquet- that has
been held in the Commons in recent
years:

Montagu Norman of the Bank of
Be.gland has been home a month or
so and nothing has happened yet.
which leads one to suppose that pos-
sibly he was telling the truth when
he said he came over here just for
the ride.

By JAMES BALANO

Sad and trite as it may seem
prohibition and war debts have
again cornered the weeks news

I
market. Unile-s some country soon
i tarts war or has a nice peppy civil

aff.iir this column will follow Sam
Pepys into oblivion.

(Let's worry about prohibition first.

It looked a few weeks ago as though
we might have our beer. Now it

seems as though we won't have the
awful evil back. And why? Because
the Anti-saloon league and other
equaiily patent organizations are
•bitterly combating the return of

intoxicating beverages. And (accord-
ing to them) rightly they should,
for how could liquor return without
the accompaniment of the saloon?
This question is answered somewhat
definitely by the setting u>p of the
Canadian example. In Canada liquor
is government control Led a.nd ra-
tioned out. Liquor is not drunk at
the government stores, but must be
consumed at hotels or homes.
On the other hand the United

St a to 3 during the reign of prohibi-
tion has been ridden by lawlessness

j

in the liquor trade. This utter over-

I

running of all laws has brought
about the gangs and rackets with
which every American is too fa-
miliar. There is no reason to believe
that these racketeers and gangsters
would not increase and flourish once
a culture such as legitimate liquor
with lenient access to our borders,
was established.

Canada is not so gang cursed as
in the United States. It follows that
more evils wou'd continue under
repeal. Likewise the' revenue under
repeal would not be all velvet. Thus
the> Anti-saloon* League argues.

Congress is greatly influenced by
uch 'lobbyists. It thus seems rather
dismal for repeal. What will the man
in the street say?
A man walked into a New York

restaurant the morning following
election amd asked for a glass of
beer. The poor so.nl had been to/Id

by the ward boss that beer would
be forthcoming once this person had
voted Democratic. What will these
people think?

It is quite safe to assume that
were beer to be forthcoming it would
be well considered as a measure by
lobbyists, Congress, the administra-
tion, amid the nation. Taking into
account the fact that a,M of these
factors are ruled in the long run by
intelligence it is quite certain that
liquor will not return and that
.strict enforcement will soont advance.

"War debts again
France and Emgtland have decided

to send the December 15 payment or
an advance of it to the United
States. The remaining European
countries are almost certain to
follow. Were these countries not to
pay the United States would be due
to show a further treasury defeeit
of $123,000,000.

.However were- the United States
to relent and recognize the fact
that European countries faced by un-
favorable trade balances cannot as-
semble enough gold to pay the debts
without serionsily endangering their
internal conditions, the United
States would soon realize ini universal
markets and stimulated domestic
production its wisdom.

Be things as they may there is

no .doubt that the world in general
would climb towards recovery once
debts were wiped off the slate. And
why shouldn't they be? There are
many answers on both sides. It re-
mains, however, that the nations of
the world are interdependent, funda-
mentally. Modern methods have
made them that way. Being inter-
related, one is handicapped by
'mother's weakness. Practically.
English -markets make United
States production. American work-
men benefit by production and
American employment is the baro-
meter cf the fortune of the countrv.

And the Tariff
Ycur scribe may seem trite but

the restiM is a tariff. And it is a high-
ly protective tariff. Not onlv is it

hghly protective but it is blamed as
-be causa of American industrial ari
sxporting stagnation. The wise ones
£ay that had the American tariff no;
taken, unprecented jump in. 1925-
1^29, the prohibitive tariff of Europe
would not have arisen. There is!
multitudes of truth therein. Like-
wise is there truth in the fact that
America Industry did not need tihe

!

tariff at the time but urged it for
the future—to protect America'
agaimet European industrial adoleE-

Money" Theme

Of Phi Sigma

Iota Meeting

Members Discuss French
Literature Dealing

With Subject

"Money" and "financiers" will

never losa popularity as favorite

topics for discussion. At the regular

meeting of Phi Sigma Iota, held last

Mondav evening under the direction

cf the Junior members of that club,

the whe'le program was under the

influence of those two words.

Everv great play writer has an

individual conception of the eharac-

tics which a financier must

passers in order to be successful in

even a small degree. Four of the

out-'tanding writers of French plays,

were chosen and their id ens of a

financier summarized by the speak-

ers of the evening. It might be said

at this point that the several talks

-bowed careful study and an earnest

desire to present the true charac-

teristics as conceived by the writers

of the several works.
Stories With This Theme

Louise Mai lison gave a summary
of Mi.clh.ea Baron's play "La Coquette

a La Saucse Prude" which is rich in

the: 3 elements pertaining to money.
She stressed empha.tica'P.iy the charac-

ter of the financier who appears in

the play pointing out the several

factors which controlled his abilities.]

She illustrated these factors by
direct quotations from the play.

Another type of financier is por-
trayed in Dan Court's "L'ete des Co-
quettes" and "Les Agioteurs". Theo-
clate Proctor illustrated the require-
ments of this type by calling to

mind several pointed statements
which are made concerning the
chief character of the play by the
leessr members of the cast as well
as a few Which are of his own utter-

ance.
Other Characteristics

Evelyn. Crawford chose some of

the mere fruitful passages of that
intriguing piece of writing "Les Vi-
ces du Jour et Les Vertuss d'Autre-
fois" as a means of ealiling to mind
the characteristics pesessed by still

a different type of financier.

The list of different characteristics
of financiers will apparently never
be exhausted. Regnard, second only
to Moliere iss an exponent of French
comedy finds still other qualities
which he deems necessary to the
financier who would be successful.
EMen Soper brought these to mind
n the i'5-uni3 of "Le Legataire Uni-
veioel" and "La Critique du Lega-
taire."

LAND OF THE MIDNIGHT SUN

INTRIGUES PROF. ROBINSON

Spends TwcTWeeks Touring- Finland With Prof

Myrman, Then Proceeds To Bath, Eng.

For Further Drama Studies

:o

:

Volunteer Group

Trains Members

For Missionaries

'I

Movement Is Student In
Spirit And Adminis-

tration

The first international Christian
student conference was held on the
banks of the Connecticut at Mt.
Hernon. in the summer of 18S6.
There were .present at this con-
ference representatives of eighty-
nine Canadian and Americam col-
leges and universities to the number
of 2>51. It lasted not a hasty week-
end but fonr weeks during which
t'me future plans were thoroughly
discussed. There were no special lead-
ers—each one contributed his bit in
the formation of the group. Members
of missionary councils however lec-
tured to the group and so aided in
formulating suggestions.

"Student Missionary"
Expressed in these words the

Student Volunteer movement is
characterized by two words "stu-
dent" and "missionary". In spirit
and in administration it is definitely
etndeirJt; in purpose and program it

is distinctively missionary. Its
activities center in the colleges and
u.r.iiversties throughout the United
States and Canada Where it inter-
prets Christian missions and enlists
students for m'ssionary service
abroad. It is interdenominational,
a.nd relates well-qualified candidates
to the various agencies.
Purpose of Volunteer Movement
Members-hip .in the Student Volun-

teer movement is based on the sign-
ing of a simple declaration of the
missionary purpose which is: "It is
my purpose, if- God permit, to be-
come a Christian missionary.'' How-
ever, this is not in any sense a vow,
a pledge, or an- irrevocable promise.'
It

_

"s the declaration of a purpose
formed under the guidance of God,
and designed to give motivation and
direction to one's life only so long
as it is not in conflict with sub-
sequent light and guidance.

The movement has the minimum
of organization and equipment. The
keyword of the movement is the
sharing of a missionary purpose by
those who have it witlh those who do
not have it. Week-end retreats and
conferences are held in which stu-
dents are gathered together in a
selected state to consider the work
of the church abroad and the
opportunities it offers men and
women interested in -missionary
work. Through pamphlets and
through "Far Horizon" (the move-
ments magazine) students are reach-
ed and informed of facts concerni-n^
missions.

Bates Group
Th-g movemen t started at Bates

!

'Met year when eight of the student,
bedy attended the convention a.
Buffalo. With the return of this
Indy came the foundation of the
group. Each year a project is select-
ed which is carried out by personal
sacrifice of the members. .Last year
the group gave a sum of money to
a.n Arabian doctor with which he
carried out work in the interior of
the country. At present the follow-
ing students are interested in the
wjDrk Of the .movem^n't ahd especially

The land of the 'midnight sun',

savs Prof. Grosvenor M. Robinson,

is "one of the most interesting and

thrilling places he has ever visited.

Following his usual custom of go-

ing abroad for his summer vacation,

Prof. Robinson this year journeyed

into the Scandinavian countries,

particularly Finland, the homeland

of Prof. Anders M. Myhrman. For

five weeks, he and Professor Robin-

son toured parts of Finland, Prof.

Myhrman then going on to the

library at Helsingfors and Prof.

Robinson to England and the "Sum-
mer School of Stage Production" at

"Citizen's House", Bath, England.

On June 16 Prof. Robinson sailed

from New York on the S. S. Berlin,

having as shipmates, by coincidence,

Professor and Mrs. Bailey from
Orono. Professor Bailey is head of

the Public Speaking department

and the Little Theatre at the Uni-

versity of Maine. Naturally the two

had much in common.
Goes to Hamburg

When the S. S. Berlin landed at

Bremerhaven, Germany, Prof. Rob-
inson lost no time in going to Ham-
burg, thence to Stockholm, Sweden,

and from there .after a short trip

across the Baltic Sea, to Abo, Fin-

land. At Helsingfors he was met by
Professor Myhrman, his host and
guide during his stay in Finland.
Helsingfors is an impressive, beau-
tiful ,and thoroughly modern city.

The large and beautiful Parlimen-
tary building is one of the finest to

be seen in Europe. Its beautiful

new railway station; its large de-

partment stores equipped with es-

calators, and its street railway sys-

tems are among the outstanding
things that destroy any impression
of provincialism or backwardness
that people might entertain.

45,000 Lakes in Finland

From Helsingfors a two week
tour of Finland included the inter-

esting National Cattle Show at Wi-
borg, an impressive, well-preserved
castle at Savonlinna, and Lake La-
doga, which forms part of the
boundary between Finland and
Russia. There are over forty-five

thousand such lakes in Finland,
most of which are connected by
waterways. At Lake Valoma is a
beautiful cathedral and monastery,
which Prof. Robinson described as
one of the finest in existence. Had
Finland remained a part of the
Soviet Union this old Mecca of the
North might have been destroyed
by the Soviet regime.

After a gorgeous trip through this
region of rivers and lakes and ver-
dant country ,he shot the rapids of
the Oulu River, then went by land
into Rovaniemi, the so-called capi-
tala of Lapland .From there it was
only five hundred kilometers of fine

post road to the Arctic coast and
the 'land of the midnight sun'. In
this region of continuous daylight,
Prof. Robinson obtained unusual
pictures of the phenomenon. From
here he ventured his first sail in
Arctic waters, sailing along the
rugged coast, with deep fiords,
down to Kirkness. By motorboat
and bus it was a short trip to Rur-
mo, the home of Prof. Myhrman.

Prof. Robinson Pitches Hay
The latter relates many inter-

esting sketches of the stay at his, old

home. Bates people would
marvelled at the sight hat*

.
0£

Prot"Rob" pitching hay, his fa
"

*

with exertion and his clothes
sti t

'

ing to him, drenched in perJ-
tion. For ten days the two labor^*
harvesting the early crop. ^ f

"

sidelights on the native farm -

methods are interesting. m 0
^I

machinery is in use everyw^
Because the weather is so un

f?

tain, hay must be placed
Un

°

d

er
'}

cover immediately; this is best I

complished by the use of a nuaf"
of small barns, right on the

field

rather than a central storas e stru
ture. The hay is gathered

hv

"

unique machine—a sort of
a

scoop which rakes the hay di re(
T'|

from the ground and serves
as

hayrack for transporting it to

barn. Despite hard work and lo^

the

hours, it was with real rel Ucta
'>

that Prof. Robinson left this sim
life, typical of the modem Scar̂
navian farm. 1

Combining the utilitarian
pUr.

of speed with variety, he trar^
from Helsingfors by plane to

Abo
iand Stockholm. Using the airpj

where possible ,he went to CoJ
hagen, Amsterdam, Rotterdam,^,
finally to London. The entire

tril

from Helsingfors to London
took

less than twenty-six hours
At Bath, Prof. "Rob" attend!

the "Summer School of Stage PrJ
duction", where he met

twentrl

American students, one of whoJ
was Professor Harold Sipprell,

for.

mer instructor of English at Bate;
j

Plays Disap|M>iiiting

The plays at London this

were disappointing to Prof. Rofo
son; most of them were rather

or-

1

dinary. One or two, however,
mentions as worthy of comment,

musical comedy "Even Song" v^l

good; "The Dewberry" was brillianJ

ly costumed; and "Cavalcade" wail

impressive. An unusual and strik-T

ing perfomance was "Tv
|

Night", done in black and white]

costuming.
In, summarizing his tmpressiousl

of economic conditions in England

Professor Robinson made son-

striking comentaries. He said tha

conditions this summer were tin

worst thata he has witnessed in tae|

nine years he has been making
annual visits. The depression seem-l

ed to have its effect upon the mo

rals of the country. A wave o

crime and vice was rampant
\

London. The streets thronged wit]

thieves and pickpockets. Specia

warnings were issued to the citizeraj

to guard their property. Two thoji-l

and pounds were taken from a mail

in broad daylight in a business d»|

trict of London. No road could bel

considered safe at night. Thoas
of people had been forced byHj
depi'ession into desperate ffimnrrf

making a living. Never before^
Professor Robinson seen so trail

drunkenness; even his customaryf

hotel had degenerated from a high-

ly respectable stopping place into

l

hangout for drunken brawlers.

After the clean wholesomeness ol

Finland, this sight of London fallei

upon bad times was truly depres?

ing. It was a welcome pleasure a

rejoin old friends .Professors Mjtj

man, Labouvie ,and Lewis on the|

S. S. Buropa and return once
to the United States.

Y" GROUPS ASK AID FOR
COAL MINERS AND FAMILIES!

Federal Council Bulletin^States~Much Sufferui?|

Still Exists In Mining Fields—Donations
Of Clothing, Money, Asked

Professor Says

Students Right

In Criti

The right of student newspapers
to criticize college administrations
was an issue reJcently at the con-
vention of the National Scholastic
Prest? Association.

A belieif that students lack iproper
background to gather facts and
present opinions contrary to ad-
ministrative ipoliciels was exipressed
by Professor D. W. Miller, head of
the journalism department of Ohio
Wesleyan University.

Replying "there's soimething wrong
with any institution which can not
be criticized.," Dr. George Starr
Lasher, head of Ohio University's
journalism department, called for
lesis paternalism on the ipart of col-
lege faculties. Student editors he
said, should he -placed on their 'own
responsibility.

While advocating a "liberal pa-
ternalism" toward School publi-
cations, Professor Miller said ad-
verse criticisim of administrative
policy was to he objected to because
it would necessarily come from im-mature minds unfamiliar with all
phases of 'problems. He said he did
not believe the school papers should
ignore' such challenges
of athletes.

i ^_

In the Federal Council Bu!W
for December comes this repoS'-j

"Chaos s'VM reigns in the bituminoMj

coal mining industry. Mines continual

to close a>nd many are operating 0
-;;j

one, two, or three days per viil \

The best meaning operators axe

able to pay their worker- a •
;v;r'l

wage. Terrible suffering still ^
among the famiilies of the mftieKj!

the isolated camps. Relief mu'it cof

tinue from outside unless woB»

and children are to be left to tw

suffering and disease which fo-°

malnutrition: from lack of food.

:

"Clothes wm be .needed in la*

quantities to keep men. women i

children deeentlv clad and «*J
Everything in the way of cloth™

can be used. Clothes r>ot S<**\

enough to wear are cut up f°r

quilts and rugs. Nothing rs
ffae!

in these communities."

Contribution Last Year

Last year Bates sent a contJ^

tion of clothing to these people

West Virginia, and Kentucky. I
year the Would Frienddiip ^
mittees of the Y. if. C. A. and V

{

C. A. are planning to send aj^

contribution. Any old or fl'

clothes of any kind would
great help. As the shipment .

not be made until after the C»
be ablemas recess studevnts may

te of the -Bates group:
Mildred Moyer '33
Olive Orover '34
Theresa Buck '34
Bernard Drew '34
Alden •Gardiner '34
Willard Rand '34
Russell 'Milne-s '34
II obi n son Johnston
Kenneth Frost '3 6
Robert Frost '35
Carleton iMabee
Angela D'Errico
Ruth Rounds '34

'34

'36
'34

find something at home
eouOd be contributed. As h«« ^
stated above anything in the

clothing will be used: for tos**51

discarded' silk stocking-- "^u
otherwi.-e might be use 1.^

t
j,e

|

fo'.'owi.ng representatives ^
n ,vi

Commrtte-; will receive the co&\

ttofiw Ih the various dorniitori^

Chase House—^Connie Fuller

Cheney House—liary G.irdri'v

Fryc St. House—Jairy Ed*a**
Hanker Hcnre—Fran Ha;"i~c

I.iilllken House—Barbara Wr3

Whit tier House—Mary Yo>
Rand Hall—Flo Ogd^n
Town GiriR—Helen O'Brien ^
John Bertram — Philip

Rocm 18 uJl
Roger Williams—Nils Lennart=

Room 3 6 ...0 :,

.East Parker—George
Room 23

3,

West Parker—Johnston, R°oDl



4-A PLAYERS PRESENT PUY
AT Y. W. BAZAAR, YESTERDAY
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An intereeting feature of theY W. C. A Bazaar, held Tuesday
afte.rac.on at Chase Hall, was the
entertainment, in the form of a one
act play, 'WMmutf* by Harold
Brighouse, given by the 4-A Play-
ers. The. cast was as follows-
iLuoinda Berenice Dean '36
Susan ...... Charlotte Stiles '36
Helen . . (Rosamund Shattuck '35
The Colonel .... Roger Flym.n '35
This play marked -the initial ap-

pearance of all the members of the
cast, as they were all new to Heelers
this year. Florence Wells '34, who
wil

.S
e
.";
em

;

embered fo 'r her fine work
in Trifles'

, was ithe coach.
Story of Play

The plot concerned an old lady
Luanda., who in her youth fell in
love, hut rejected the man's offer of
marriage, although she really wished
to marry him. Twenty-five years
passed and her god-daughter Helen
came to visit her, saying that she is
married. During these years, no man
had been allowed in Lucinda's home

All tihe servants hod promised tohave no "followers". While Helenwas asking Ducinda's permit?ohave her husband visit her, Lucin-

return^
ie,r^Uit0r

'
n0W a

returned. Once again she refusedhu, offer of .marriage. Meanwhile,
bubjan, the maid, had secretly had afollower". After informing her
mistress of the tact, Lucinda con-
sented to let her have her friend•come to the house; and also allowed
'Helen to have her husband come, as
she said she did not wish the lives
'of the young people to be as un-happy as hers.

-:o:

State's Attorney Swanson of Chi-
cago has sent telegrams asking
various members of the Insull family
to return to .this country "for
questioning," and if the Insulls ap-
pear reluctant to comply with the
request it is probably because they
have an idea there is probably a
great similarity hetweem a stock-
holder gypped and a woman scorned

KINDNESS HIGHEST LEVEL OF
LIFE, SAYS PROF. MYHRMAN

Sociology Professor In Chapel Speech Raps War,
Economic Exploitation As Examples Of

Self-preservation

The Best College Souvenir

A Bates Year Book
— As lasting as recollection —
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Kindness, grace, and mercy
comprise the highest level of life,
said Prof. Anders Myhrman of the
sociology Dept. in a chapel talk last
Wednesday morning to an interest-
ed student audience. He explained
further that these are found most
commonly in the home, in friend-
ship ,and even in college relation-
ships, which he said could not be
organized only on an ethical basis.
The speaker was careful to point
out that, in addition, it is essential
in all human relationships to attain
at least a degree of the level of
kindness and friendly feeling.

Prof. Myhrman in his first chapel
appearance of the year spoke on the
three levels on which life may be
lived. The reputation as a commu-
nity lecturer he is gaining in the
Twin-Cities may be given as the
reason why the chapel speaker was
accorded so marked attention at the
hands of the student body.

The first level of life that he men-
tioned was Instinct in its psycholo-
gical sense, namely self-preserva-
tion. He cited evidences of this such
as war, slavery, economic exploita-
tion, and the tendency to use others
for one's own purposes. These are
in part or in whole a part of each
individual's life, he added.
The second level is that of Rights

and Obligations, he continued. It is
upon this stage that our society is
organized to a large degree. These
rights may be of various natures:
life, liberty, and the pursuit of hap-
piness

; the right to an education;
or the right to work. With all of
these rights, however, he emphasiz-
ed there are corresponding obliga-
tions. Because of the scarcity of
work at present a job $3 a privilege
and implies an obligation to - those
who are fortunate .With these pur-
poses in mind public-minded citizens
organized the Community Chest.

Kindness, grace, and mercy, the
highest level, was his third and
closing point.

Majority Of

Auburn Teachers

Bates Graduates

Ten Alumni In Auburn
Junior And Senior

Schools

:o:-

Christian Service

Club Has Cabin Party

The Christian Service Club held a
Christmas party at the Thorncrag
cabin last night, Dec. 13. Each
member of the club invited one
guest to attend. Dr. and Mrs. Zerby,
chaperones, and more than thirty-
five students were present to enjoy
the program in the charge of Wil-
lard Rand and Russell Milnes.

After supper the group took part
in games and sang Chsistmas carols.
Margaret Johnson, Bernard Drews,
Russell Milnes, and Willard Rand
presented a play, "Blessed Va-
grants", after which a Christmas
tree and a Santa Claus were enjoy-
ed.

— :o:

"The virtues of the soil are usually
hymned by somebody who knows the
soil only from playing golf on it."

—

Elmer Davis.

LE

Our neighboring city, Auburn, se-
lects for members of its efficient
teaching staff more graduates of
Bates than of any other similar ins-
titution.

An article in the Lewiston Jour-
nal Magazine of November 26 states
that there are ten Bates alumni
now employed in the Auburn Junior
and Senior Schools. Other colleges
add their quota as follows: Maine,
five; Colby ,four; University of Ver-
mont, two; Simmons, two; M. I. T.
one; Springfield, one.

Dr. L. Edward Moulton, Bates
'93, was principal of Edward Little
High 'School for twenty-one years
previous to his death in the fall of
1930. Dr. Moulton proved himself
a very capable supervisor of young
people, and through his untiring
work, Edward Little gained a high
reputation among other schools of
its size.

Other graduates of Bates now in
the Auburn schools, who have been
successful in the leadership of youth
and in supervision of their courses
which include English, Latin, ma-
thematics, history, and the various
sciences,' are: .

Arthur C. Yeaton '93, Catherine
Murphy ex-'02. Flora Long '02, Ed-
na Cornforth '03, Jessie Alley *12,

Margaret Jordan '19, Wesley Small
'20. Dorothy Wellman *2 6, Libby
Goldman '29, Norma MacDonald '31.

Student And

Instructor In

C.M.G. Hospital
Mr. Lewis, Rutledge '34,

Recovering- From Ap-
pendicitis Operations
Mr F. H. Lewis, psychology ins-

tructor, is in the Central Maine
General Hospital recovering from an
operation for appendicitis sustained
a week ago last Sunday. Mrs. Lewis,
mother of Mr. Lewis, arrived in

Lewiston from New York City to be
with her son during his convales-
cence. His condition is reported fa-

vorable.

Pepys

The Key
Hole

w

Publishing Co.

Job Printers

Publishers

225 LISBON STREET

Robert E. Rutledge '34 of Mere-
dith, X. H.. i; recovering from an
operation for appendicitis. He was
taken suddenly ill Tuesday, Decem-
ber (J. and underwent an operation
imm.cdiately at the Central Maine thes"e"c
General Hospital. He is resting com-
fortably according to latest reports.

AUBURN

TYPEWRITER
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for

REPAIRING
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Bates 1904

Mi s. Ramsdell

Guest Speaker

At Y. W. Meeting

Gives Report Of Nation-
al Y. W. Convention

Last April
Mrs. Ramsdell was guest speaker

at the regular Y. W. C. A. meeting
in Rand Hall last Wednesday eve-
ning. Her ta.ik which she called' "A
Group Picture" was a report of the
national Y. W. C. A. convention
which ehe attended at Minneapolis
last April.

Claiming that in looking at a
group picture one looks for him-
self first, she proceeded to .represent
the whole national association as
the group picture and helped us to
find ourselves among the multitude
there.

Survey of Organization
This search brought forth an inter-

esting survey of this big organization
of which Rates Y. W. C. A. is a part.
The general convention which Mrs.
Ramsdell attended is the legislative
body of .the Y and elects a national
board of representatives from all

parts of the country whose duty it

is to drary through the things voted
upon by the association. This board
in turn thires the national staff who
have charge of the various divisions
of the association under which head
the Student Assembly comes. This
showed us our place and gave us
that personal interest of which she
had spoken previously.

This student assembly has its

own convention at wlhich they make
decisions that must be voted upon
by the general national convention;
thus making the Bates Y. W. C. A.
a ;part of the complete whole.
Mrs. Ramsdell continued by asking

•the niembere if, as they see them-
selves in the group, they don'. f ask
what our attitude is toward the
whole situation and what we ic-an do
to cooperate. She asked if we would
no: help in trying to eoIts the
problems which are c'o'nfranting this

organization and the whole wo.rld

today, and said that in, doing this we
must come to admit the being of a
Supreme Power over all. She ended
by saying that God is now seeking
to obliterate all suffering and can
do it only through us; that He is

now enlisting our help and the

power which can* come only £ro-m
us.

>

"Hello, bigboy," said the cute
little freshman, whereupon Big Boy
stopped and said "How do you do."
"How do you like your courses?"
"So, so, I have a special arrange-
ment with the office; in fact I have
my ow.m classes," he continued.
"That's nice. You might as well
walk over to the dorm with me."
He consented and as they walked,
she talked, until they arrived at the
dorm. "By the way what's your
name?" she asked. "Oh! Call me
Bert, I'm doh:g work in French
here ....

Now for the social news. John
Alden Curtis '33 of Pittsfield Mass.
was the first man to make an apj>oar-
ance at the Y.W.C.A. Bazaar and
was rewai-ded for his efforts by beinft
personally escorted to the various
booths. There is a puzzle which
threatens to stump the puerile minds
of the college, namely; How can a
two-timer two-time another two-
timer. Let your conscience be your
guide. The proof of the pudding is

the goose that laid the golden egg,
and any who care to confirm this
can do so by paying a visit to Oren
Chesby Boothy House. Well, to get
on, second item of social news. Jere
(cute isn't it) Graffam Moynihan,
sterling fullback, gave a birthday
party for himself Friday evening at
his residence on Frye Street. Among
those present were Ralph Herschel
McCluskey, sterling quarterback, and
Olin John McCarthy (for correct
spelling see Snapper) also sterling
half-back, berth of Houlton, Maine.

One enterprising Cheney Inmate,
has developed a real taste for poetry
-vlm.ee taking u.p with out college poet
to the extent that she memorizes one
on occasions when she is to see him.

Slang has come to have a promi-
nent part in the conversation of to-

day. For instance next time Helen
Ashe smiles sweetly at you across the
library desk, ask her what the mean-
ing of the word "Cozy" is.

"SkLppy" and her pals greeted
"Mother" Metcalf with a cheery
"Good Mornnning" as Bhe came
charging into the reception room on
a tour of inspection the other day.
So sweet amd girlish; sounded like a
Ziegfeld chorus, and your included
too, A. Pliny.

We don't know just what to say
about Mr. Yudkins. So much has been
said, and albeit, so well said, that
there remains practically nothing
more to be said. He is still holding
out for an offer to speak in chapel,
but good sport that he is, he has
promised to notify his public through

olumns so that all may cut.

CURE FOR NEARSIGHTEDNESS

LIES IN HISTORY—DR. HOVEY
Opens Series Of Faculty Radio Talks From

WCSH Last Wednesday—Calls History

An Appreciation Of The Past

Smart sayings of the week:
Jack Rugg, "A man can't have a
stomach ache nowadays, without
them taking out his appendix.

Kay Long, "Oh Professor O'Neil, I

didn't do very well in that Psych
written the other day."

Prof. Gould, "Mr. Flymm, your at-
tempt to answer that question
would bring tears to my eyes, if

I wasn't so tough!"

Seniors Smash

Two Records in

Two Days Events

The Bates track season officially

opened this week with the inter-class

relay 'and weight carnivals. There
will be five relay races; a four lap

race, an eight lap race, a twelve lap

race and a sixteen lap race. The
climax will be reached in the medly
race. In this race the first man rums

two laps, the second man one lap,

the third man three laps amd the

anchor man runs four laps. To en-

lighten our readers it may be said

that one lap .is roughly one hundred

and seventy eight yards. The weight

and field events will consist of the

45 yard low hudles, the high and

broard jumps, pole vault, putting the

sixteen pound shot, throwing the 35
pound weight and throwing the dis-

cus.

Coach Thompson has arranged
that there will only be three or four
events each afternoon, in order that
students may find time to watch the
events. One may get a glimpse of
Bates' track prospects and at the
same time witness exciting races and
weight events.

The seniors with Adams, Jellison,

Hall, amd Lary took the two lap
relays in 2 minutes 41 seconds
breaking another record yesterday
afternoon. The old record set last

year by the freshmen a yeaT ago was
2 minutes 42 2-5 seconds.
Adams ran his leg in 41 seconds

amd Malloy '3 5 in 41 2-5 .seconds for
the second best time of the after-
noon.
The freshmen, sophomores, and

juniors followed in that order.
In the 45 ward low hurdles Pen-

dleton '35 took first place in 6

seconds flat. Burch '33 ^second. Ea-
ton '34, Jettison '33 and Jcannotte
'36 tied for fourth.

At the end of the second days
events the seniors lead the scoring
with 17% •points. The freshmen,
sophomores, and juniors trail.

In the opening day's activities,

Monday, the seniors broke the one
lap relay record set last year by the
class of 1935. Adams, Jensen. Kary.
a.nd Hall chopped one and three
fifths of a second off the old record.
The sophomores came in second, and
the freshmen third.

Fireman, of the seniors, won the
40 yard dash event held the same
day, and Harry Keller, Jeannotte,
and Jensen came in behind Fireman
in that order. The time was five flat.

Seniors Relay Champs
In the, relay carnival the defend-

ing champions are the Seniors. Once
more the seniors will be favored to
win the meet. Headed by Ca.p't
"Arn" Adams the seniors have
.several world beating teams.

Seniors Again Favored
The Seniors once more are

favored to cop the twelve lap race.
Their team of Jell isou, Adams, Hall
and Lary seems almost unbeatable.
The Juniors will also have a strong

j

a!s," and in the course of his lecture
team in this event. Led by "Bob" i which proved of absorbing interest
Butler and Sumner Raymond they

j

to the large audience, he found it

"History cures nearsightedness",
said Dr. Amos A. Hovey, speaking
from WCSH last Wednesday after-

noon, in the first of the faculty ra-

dio talks to be broadcast weekly
from that station. The lecture waa
entitled' "Home and History" and
brought out the practical importance
of history in the everyday home en-
vironment.

Dr. Hovey began by saying that

in order that youth may move into

the world with cjear vision and un-
derstanding, they must grasp the
situation in which they find them-
selves. To quote him, "It is here
that history makes its contribution.

It helps Jack to probe behind the
scenes to discover what makes the
present age move as it does". He
added, "To know history is to have
gained an appreciation of the past.

It is to possess the experience of

age without its infirmities."

Cures .Nearsightedness
"History cures nearsightedness,

expands our view, pushes back our
horizon, engenders patience with
which to meet the vicissitudes of the
world .... Rome fell, but she was
two hundred years in the descent,
and not every year was a bad year.
They were three hundred years in

discovering America, and some of it

is yet in the dark."
In bringing out the immediate

connection of history to the home,
Dr. Hovey said that it is not true
that the past is dead and gone, but
that the present life of any home
is "the sum total of its whole accu-
mulated experience brought forward
and reconditioned from day to day."
The presence of monuments and
shrines throughout the world proves
our instinctive love for history, our
pride in the past. "Let the youth
read from tablet and stone the story
of the past and see that he shares in
their welfare and that the paths
that lead to their happiness are the
surest and shortest to his own,"
concluded the speaker.

This talk, though prepared at the
last moment due to the illness of
President Gray and Professor Lewis,
who were to precede him in the
group, received most favorable com-
ment from all who heard it, and
was am excellent introduction to the
radio series.

DrX¥.Fisher

Gives Lecture at

Chemical Society

Presents Illustrated
Talk On Subject
Of Minerals

"They don't speak our language"
was the theme of Dr. L. W. Fisher
and the Lawrance Chemical Society,
the evening of Tuesday, December 6,
0B pleuchrosim, birefringemice, iso-
tropic, anisotropic a.nd other such
ilhiminartng terms were lightly
bandied about.

Dr. Fisher addressed the society
on "Optical Identification of Miner-

-:o:-

Varsity Club

Aspirants Face

Test To-night

Another Varsity Club initiation is

on top for this evening. For years
and years, this honorable ceremony
which one has to go through before
becoming an official wearer of a
Varsity "B", has been one of the
year's high-lights. This year's pro-
gram promises to be no different.
The whelps, screams, shouts, and
other variety of noises which you
may hear emanating from the gym-
nasium this evening will belong to
the 2 9 aspirants to Varsity Club
membership.

Thursday night, the Varsity Club
holds its welcome banquet for the
new members. This affair is very
unlike the other part of the pro-
gram, it is said. President Herb
Berry of the club will speak.

-:o:

Paradis

Continued from Page One
sought the merits of the proposition,
"Resolved—that Athems, under
Pericles, was better governed than
Lewiston under Paradis".
High points sparkled in the debate

as the true facts concerning Athens'
sources of revenue were revealed, as
Athens was shown less barbaric than
Sparta where newborn babes were
abandoned on mountain sides; and
as the Lewiston Masonic temple, dis-
cribed as ^thimbles on a cracker 'box',
was compared to the Greek Parche-
ltt»fc The Negative lauded the ef-
ficiency of the Lewiston garbage
collection, while the Affirmative
flaunted aloft the 'Lewiston public
debt. Snow seemed likely to rest um-
shoveled om the streets of Athems
until Balano once again hailed forth
his fifty thousand Greeks—'from
their restaurants and fruit stand*';
nobody stopped to question the fre-
quency of anbw in

'

will threaten the Seniors. Butler and
.Raymond will be supported by "Don"
Smith and "Steve" Semetaukis. The
sophomore team will be made up of
Pendleton, Hammond, Vernon and
Malloy. Tubbs and Saunders are the
freshmam/s best bets in this race.

The same men that rum in the
twelve lap race will probably run
in the sixteen lap race, although
Jeam.no.tte of the Freshmen and Wins-
ton of the sophomores may land
places on their respective teams. In
the medley the combine of Hall,
Jensen, Jellison and Adams will put
the seniors further dm the lead.

Olds Injured
It is regretted that George "Bar-

ney" Olds of the sophomores will
be unable to rum. Olds aggravated am
old leg injury in practice and it

seems now that he will be out the
entire season. The loss of Olds will
greatly hurt the sophomore class as
he was considered their best distance
man.
Among the runners, whom the

spectator should watch are: Captain
Adams, Russ Jellison, Johnny Lary
amd Herbie Jensen of the senior
class, Bob Butler, Sumie Raymond
and Don Smith of the juniors, Frank
Pendleton, Regie Hammond, and
Don Malloy of the sophoimore class
and Paulie Tubbs, Bob Saunders,
Ike Semeli and Harry Keller of the
freshman class.
The sophomore class seems to be

the class in the weight events. Led
by "Crash" Kramer, t'hey seemed
destined to sweep the field. In the
thirty-tive pound weight event they
have "Abe" Carl in, Bob Anicetti and
"Crash" Kramer, himself. In the
smot put they have Taylor, Lindholm,
Kramer, Anicetti and Carlin. The
discus will be taken care of by
Kramer amd Case, a transfer from
Yale. In the high jump one sees Kra-
mer, Case, Bangs and several fresh'
man. The sophomores claim the best
pole vaulter im school in the person
of Ken Bates. Ken has comae along
rapidly under the excellent instruc-
tion of Coach Thompson. He will be
expected to pick up points in varsity
meats. In the .broad jump, Eaton of
the juniors, Keller of the freshman.
Penilaton, Leazi and Sheridan of
the sophomores and Jensan of th?.
seniors in the low hurdles, there ar
Eaton of the juniors, Burch of the
seniors, Purington of the juniors
-and . Pendleton of the sophomores.

- - -—:

—

i :o:— _

Lost, strayed, or stolen, the great-
est Secretary of the Treasury since
Alexander Hamilton. If fhe 'homest„
finder returns the treasury, he cam
keep the jgeerefcary amd ao queations
asked,
i

meoessary to explain and make use
of a few nouns and adjectives just
outside common parlance.

Uses Slides
Illustrating his talk by the use

of slides and with a projection
microscope which he himself had
developed, Dr. Fisher began by ex-
plaining different uses of the ordi-
nary microscope. He pointed out the
more specialized use of the pet.ro-
graphic microscope as employed by
geologists in identification of various
rocks and other minerals, and in so
doing employed numerous highly
technical terms which, after suffi-
cient explanation, added considerably
to the interest of his talk.—;

i :o : —

-

Music Clubs
Continued from Page One

absence from Bates. Mr. Small play-
ed Horlich's "Two Guitars" with
such consummate skill as to win the
audience to him completely. His
nuances of tempo were remarkably
fine. His encore was a four-mammer
arrangement of Ketelby's "In a
(Monastery Garden!."

Lucienme Blamchard exhibited a
delightful sopra.no voice in a (most
pleasing song. Norman DeMarco, the
"Maestro" of the Little Symphony

—

"Rubin off," as he is otherwise
known,—played Sigmumd Romberg's
' Lover Come Back to Me" from
"The New Mom", llfs control over
tone is excellent.

David Plays The Flute
Skilful tone control was also

shown by John David, in two flute
solos. They were "Walthers Preis-
&BA" from Wagner's "Die Meister-
singers", and Fritz Krelsler's ar-
rangement of the well-named "Fair
Rosemary". The Garnet Trio made
its debut of the season, playing
"Salut d'Amour," by Sir Edward
Elgar. The members of the Trio are
Almus Thorpe, piano, Norman De-
Marco, -violin, and Clyde Hcdbrcok,
'cello.

Profe-isor Crafts showed himself
as good a psychologist as he is a
m-::i:ian in saving his Men's Glee
Club for the last. This organization,
although :t attempted rather ambi-
tious and difficult .music, succeeded
i ompletely in each number of its
-cup. They sang first- Brumo Huhn's
a.rramgement of the famous poem
"Lnivictus," foliwing it with Logan's
half-.melancho.ly "Pa.le Moon". Them
they proceeded to thrill their audi-
ence with O 'Hani's "There Is No
Death". TheMr- 3a<rt number was the
Bates Alma Mater
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By VINCENT BELLKAU

SPORTS SALAD:

—

Pdu GaaunJon,
ex-'33, a good Goout if thsrs gvct
wars one, has jus-t been appoii,t. i

Sports Editor of the Gleiu; Fa.l!.;

(N. Y. ) , Post-Star. Congratulations,
Don aid. I knew him when the both
of us played tit-tat-toe on the back
of corrected English themes tab the

non-grid performers? That means
'that those men need the rest period

between football and hockey. The
grid season consisted of a strenuous

eebedsHe, including plenty of week-
end trips. It is about time the men
were given a chance to make up
what they .lost in t'he line of Greek
rr i3 mathomr.tl:?. They come to col-

lege far that, after ail), as much as

they lo for football ard hockey. Tho
;:m: in true abc'Jt the freshman all-

arourl athletes. They need a respite

between seasons to get thc-ir work
ap to (*tar. iard. Otherwise, they'd be
among Che missing by the time mid-
v.;ar exams roiled around.
BEN WHITE W ITH
BOSTON HOCKEY CLUB

Bes White, star defenso man on
last year's hockey team, is Liu the

Boston Hockey Club li:ne-up these

now Arcadian Fritz Sipprell's days,. Ben isn't a regular as yet,

courses Ray Thompson's tea-
dancers went thru a time-tria3 per-
formance Saturday while the rest of
the squad ran per schedule, Friday;
softies, huh. Ray? It might
interest some East-Parkerites (West,
too, as far as that goes.) to know
Hi at Ernie Smith, All-American
tucklc\ bae a. brother and a. niece in

Auburn; the niece has already inter-
ested a. lot of Parker telephone aid-

di,-ts... After reading the articles

oral the meiric evil-; in Triick, the
dlever .little magazine dealing with
the running business, I've deckled
the A. A. U. imen aren't getting
across as well as they expected
with their innovation 1

. There's plenty
of kicking being done. Says one
gentleman: "Track has few enough
friends as it is without going to the
Conlish extent of making it com-

ated for the crowd.". . . Southern
filifornia's Trojans used 'the quick
kick to set Notre Dame back last
Saturday, according to the news
stories on the game. If Notre Dame
was f unction nig- anywhere near
the way she did against the Army,
Southern Cal has a great team. Bill
Cunningham, the head of my pro-
fession, accuses the California col-
lege of playing politics in its Rose.
Howl opponent choice, by the way.
Rill says they picked the team that
they knew wouild give them a clear-
er claim to a national title in case of
victory. Well, it's their own tourney
. . . Warner's coming east again wiH
mean .his activities at Temple will

no doubt become front pa.ge new in

this district; I suggest it will mea.n
a further development of the Warner
system's popularly in the east
East but not least, Johnny Mairphyi would have to be re-learned. A three-

but he sees action in some of the

club's contests. White's powerful
frame means something to a defense,

and he always could lift a puck with
enough steam to make the other
side's wouM-be' defenders get out of

the way of it. Besides all that, White
is a good box office attraction ; the

women like the goldy locks of our

ex-best looker.
The Hockey Club will be here, if

plans materialize, to play the Eewis-

ton. Cyclones, in January.
TRACK AUTHORITIES
OF I . S. GO METRIC

(Having come across the multitude

of arg theses dealing with the metric-

system, I suppose, the A. A. U.,

powers in track, decided they should

install it in their games this winter,

and will do so. Consequently, the

new-fang'.ed meters will take the

place of the yards after the first of

the year; and your girl friend will

no longer ask you what a furlong is;

now she'll want to know how many
meters in a yard, in a mile, or what
not; it's up to you to borrow a

sophomore's arg papers and read up

on the metric system before the

next track meet, or else take a course

from Carl Woodcock.
The change doesn't go in Maine.

The M. I. T. F. A. considers itself

independent of the A. A. U. and the

I. C. A. A. A. A. and will maintain
the English system of measurements
in this winter's meets. It is likely

tha.t sometime in the future, the

.Maine meets will conform with the
A. A. U.'s decision, however.

Suppose for a minute the metric

system should be adopted in all

sports. The good old football sport

Ray Buker
Continued from Page One

1924 U. S. Olympic team, last week
was appointed assistant track coach
at Boston University, where he is

i

1
1 r—

breaks into my column. Johnny is

the faculty 'manager of athletics at
Portland High; he is also the owner
of the Portland Exposition Building,
where Portland schools would stage
tbeaar proposed independent basket-
ball tournament. Portland High, alias
Johnny Murphy, is therefore in
favor of breaking away from the
Bates games. That's a very, very deep
problem is reasoning. . . .

SECOR'S WORK IN
E. OF C.(TOURNEY PRAISED

The local fighting popullace, wit-
nessing Dick Secor oavtbox his two
opponents in the down-town Knights
of Columbus amateurs last Friday
night, agreed in decreeing that the
Bates athlete had the goods. Secor,
with some instruction and a certain
amount of training, would be a good
heavy. As it was, Dick fought with
very little preparation, and easily
took over two locall amateurs, the
first of whom was supposed to be
fairly good.

In case the college publicity agents
didn't notice it, the work of Secor
and Howie Bates in the tournament
was the occasion for good publicity
for the college. Secor and Bates
were branded as "of Bates College"
by the announcer, before a crowd
which filled City Hall. And then,
when Secor came thru with a
championship in his class, and a
Bate.; yell came out of the balcony,
the crowd sure knew that there was
such as institution as Bates.

Howie Bates looked good in his
first battle, but when he faced Sau-
cier, who later got the championship,
he could not keep his guard in
function for a minute, and the local
boy flattened him.

It seems to me that it wouldn't be
much trouble for somebody to organ-
ize college boxing to a certain extent
and make future entries in amateur
bouts looks as if they had been train-
ed.
Buck Spinks was a timer, and

judged one of the bouts. The Bates
cheering section 1

, consisting of some
two dozen (loyal supporters, out-
yelled the local crowd in the Bates-
Saucier bout; that's credit to our
public speaking courses. Prof. Rob.
AMATEUR BOXING SHOWS
GOOD ENTERTAINMENT

Contrary to what most people
believe, amateur shows are worth
attending. The K. of C. show last
Friday was five hours' worth of
fighting, one bout following another
in quick order. Only three bouts
went the whole limit of three
rounds: Secor's two fights, and the
first fight of the evening. All the
others ended in K. O.'s except those
which the referee stopped because
of the evident superiority of one
man over the other. Some of the
fighters, particularly Galarneau of
Waterville, and Milson, of Auburn,
but formerly of Dorchester, looked
like experts in the mit game. There
is as much enthusiasm, and maybe
as much earnestness in amateur
fighting and wrestling as there is in
the professional racket.
Which brings up the matter of the

Student's coming wrestling tourney,
in January: the twenty or so wrest-
lers who will enter will all be in
shape by that time to put up a stiff

battle for the championship of the
college. Pattison is doing a good job
giving his three-times-a-week in-
struction and reports that he'll have
a good show. If anybody does not
believe it. he has only to go to the
inter-class basketball games after
the holidays, and see the matches
Pattison will stage between periods.
LATE HOCKEY START
BENEFICIAL TO ICE MEN

I am told that some of this
coilumn's readers objected to what I

said last week about the good idea
of delaying the hockey call till after
Christmas. I believe the fault-finders

were not hockey candidates. How-
ever, it might be well to carry on
the argument further. Have the
gentlemen who disagree stopped to

realize that the hoekey squad will

Pattison Grooms

Wrestlers Signed

For January Show
For the first time in the history

of Bates College the "grunt" and
"sroan" game is to be tried here.

The Bates Student's first annual
tournament under the direction of

Coach Bruce Pattison is to be held

in the near future. Right now,
Coach Pattison urges everyone to

try out, in his own respective

weights. Of the experienced wrest-

lers, Gus Merrill, Frangedakis, Co-

nant, Anicetti, Loomer, and Lom-

RAY BUKER '22

bardi are out every day perfecting games, «

their holds for the coming event. ^Jf^J*
Tuthill would give plenty of trouble,

to anyone in the lower weights, if

he entered. Just now he is working
up a tumbling team and has not
definitely decided as to entering

the tournament. Several promising
freshmen have announced their in-

tention of wrestling but as yet have
not come over to the gym. The
scarcity of material in the heavy-
weight class is driving Coach Patti-

son to issue the call especially for

heavies. So far Carlin is the only

entrant in the heavyweight class.

Coach Pattison wishes to announce
that he will be at the gym every
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
from 4-5 to give individual instruc-

tion. By the way, at this time, a

few words of praise must be given

to Bruce Pattison, who is devotnig
his time and working hard to make
this tournament a success.

Hockey Schedule

Includes Contest

With IUJ. Sextet

L & A Cyclones May Ap-
pear Against Bates

January 6

The addition of Boston University

to the varsity schedule, and three

games with both Bowdoin and Col-

by, are the notable features of the

1933 hockey schedule. The freshman
season wil consist of the usual two

with Hebron taking Bridg-

Jace on the freshmen's

schedule.
The opening gun will probably be

fired here in Lewiston, with the

Lewistcn & Auburn Cyclones, on
Jan. 6. This game is pending, but it

will probably be played. Formal
hockey practice will begin on the day
that the candidates return from the

holidays. The schedule:

meter gain through right tackle

doesn't sound very specific, does it?

The reporting element of jsnort, in

track as well as ini the supposed case

of football, is the one to suffer the
most. Newspaper men, for the most
part, have neglected their metric
education.
MORE SALAD:—Dave Morey, as

this paper goes to .press, is reported
ill. in the Baker Memorial Hospital
in Boston; a. newspaper iman from
Boston, in town yesterday, cast

gloomy predictions on the coach's

health. .. . Ray Buker, former Bates
two mile star, is assistant track

coach at B. U Pat French,
coach of the new deceased Lewiston
High hockey team, told me Hast week
that it was not because of funds that
the local school dropped hockey; Pat
says the trouble is they have no
opposition; would it be out of place

to suggest a series of Eewiston High-
Bates freshman games? The frosh
would no doubt benefit by sneh a

move; Lewiston always has a good
sextet on the ice. . . This is the last

Student before you and I go home to

await Santa's visit, so Merry Xmas.

taking graduate work in theology
after spending six years as a mis-
sionary in China and Burma.
He won his first athletic fame as

a two-miler for Bates and in 1924,
when he transferred to the Univer-
sity of Chicago, he was changed into
a miler, with such success than he
won the National title that year and

|

in 1924. He was the first American
to finish in the 1924 Olympic 1500-

'

metre event at Paris.
:o :

"The tourist in his automobile
talks more about hard times than
did the old ipioneer in his covered
wagon."—Rev. Dr. Ralph W. Sock-
man.

Jan. 6—L.

Jan.
Jan.

Jan.

Jan.
Jan-.

Feb.

List of Entries

List of entrants: 125—Lemieux,
Welsh, Huston.
135—Amrien, Carpenter Enago-

nis.
145—H. Norman, Frangedakis.

Zaremba.
155—Aniacetti, Lomer, H. Perry,

Yakulino, Sawin.
165—Lombardi, McLeod.
175—Gus 'Merrill, Atherton.
ISO—Carlin.

:o:-

Sports Editor's Note: Pattison
has left a copy of the A. A. U.

wrestling rules in the gymnasium
as well as a book containing some committee composed of the follow-

hints on the subject. Anybody who ing members of the Women's Stu-

has not yet signed up for the tour- dent Government board: Marjorie
nament, and who wishes to do so Goodbout '33, Mary O'Neil '33, and
should see Pattison this week. Patricia Abbott '34.

A. Cyclones (pending)
Lewiston

9—Colby Waterville
11—University of New Hamp-

shire Durham
13—Boston University (pend-

ing) Boston
1 7—Bowdo i n Bru nsw ick
2 0—Colby Lewiston
S—'Bowdoin Lewiston

pe b. 10—Colby Waterville
Feb. 14—Brown Providence
Feb. 16—Bowdoin Lewiston

Freshman Schedule
21—Kents Hill Lewiston
15—'Hebron Lewiston

:o :

Student Gov't Plans

Tea Dance Feb. 17

A co-ed tea dance will be given in

Chase Hall, Feb. 17. The dance will

be sponsored by the Women's Stu-

dent Government, and will resemble
the last successful dance of that

sort for the co-eds and their guests.
The dance will begin at four o'clock.

Further plans will be arranged by
Barbara Stuart '33, chairman, and a

Jan.
Feb.

Trio of Boxers

Represent Bates

In Amateur Bouts

Secor Earns Decision To
Win Title In Its

Pound Class

Last Friday night at the City Hall,

three of the fifty odd entries in the
amateur bouts sponsered by the
Knights of Columbus were Bates
representatives. Russell Carroll '3 2,

son of Professor Carroll, entered the
137 pound Glass. Howie Bates '34

fought in the 160 pound class; and
Dick Secor '35, hockey and football

player, was in the 175 pouftd
division. All three made a creditable
showing in the simon-pures and
easily rated the enthusiasm the
supporting students showed. Carroll,
who appeared in several amateur
bouts, was somewhat bothered by
the effects, of some strenuous fights

just previous in the amateur bouts
at Rumford. Carroll ably took care
of his first opponent, registering a
knockout through a series of left

punches. In his second bout, trapped
in a corner, he stopped a vicious
right and lost by a technical knock-
out.

Bates, showing clever ability and
form, won his first bout by the
knockout rout, scoring with straight
left jabs, but in the second fight was
the victim of a haymaking right and
took the long count.

Secor Clever Boxer (

Secor, in the light heavy weight
division earned the 175 pound title,

winning two decisions. Carefully
playing a waiting game but scoring
with lefts to his oponents head, he
went the whole three rounds. In the
final bout of the 175 pound class,
he again showed ring craft in box-
ing rather than* slugging toe to toe
and won the decision. This bout also
went the limit with Secor having
the advantage continually.
The Bates boxers were ably

seconded and managed by Jim Bala
no, Joe Murphy, Arthur Archibald,
and Joe Kelly. Coach Spinks was
also present in the role of official
timer. Although Bates has no inter-
collegiate boxing team, she has ably
shown that there is plenty of
material and that interest is high.

The Governor General of Ireland,
appointed by the Crown, claims that
President de Valera has snubbed
him. And President de "Valera, it is
believed, thinks that representativse
of the Crown have been snubbing

consist of more football men than him for years.

Before the Exodus

It would be a pretty good Idea to drop

into Benoit's—and get that gift for Dad

—Brother—the Boy Friend—or Room-

mate. Or if. you want to pick up a tie or

two—shirts—shoes—a suit or an over-

coat—for yourself—you'll find a wond-

rous variety of everything that's smart in

Men's wear—at the most reasonable

prices you've ever heard tell about.

CORNER OF LISBON AXD ASH STS., LEWISTON

HERMAN'S

BASS X.10CCASINS AND SHCES
SUEDE JACKETS

57 Main Street, Lewiston.

GET YOUR

CHRISTMAS CARDS
At the

VICTOR NEWS CO.
H STKEET, 'lEWISTOX, ME.46

We can show you a varlea selection of

PRIZE CUPS

FOUNTAIN PENS

of all standard makes

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS

LADIES'

LEATHER HANDBAGS

LEATHER BILLFOLDS

BOOK ENDS

CLOCKS

of all kinds

BARNST0NE-0SG00D

COMPANY

Jewelers

50 LISBON STREET

Lewiston, Maine

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets

Fred C. McRenney
Corner College and Sabattus Streets

WASHING AND GREASING

J. W. WHITE CO.

BUILDING MATERIALS

47 Lincoln St., Lewiston.

JerVall
LUNCH

44 Bates St. Geo. E. Schmidt

The Blue Line
Lewiston— fiumford—Farmington

Lv Lewiston—
7 45 A.M , 12.35 P.M., 4.25 P.M.

Lv Rumford

—

7 35 A.M.. 12.25 P.M., 4.15 P.M.
Lv K.-irrniniiton

—

7.30 AM.. 12.20 P.M., 4.10 P.M.

STANDARD TIME

WE CATER TO

BATES STUDENTS

COLLEGE ST. SHOE HOSPITAL
67 COLLEGE STREET

djd:s

i

180 Lisbon Street

Maynard Moulton '22 Mgr.

STEIN'S CLOTHES
ALL WOOL SUITS AND OVERCOATS

$9.50 and $12.50
Free Alterations

sid sanders, mgr. 33 LISBON ST. Lewiston

Buy Your Christmas Gifts

For Your Men Folks

FLANDERS
62 COURT ST. AUBURN

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME

CORTELL'S
DRESSES AND COATS FOR THE COLLEGIATE \IISS.

GRIFFON CLOTHES FOR MEN.
CHARGE ACCOUNT SERVICE

109-111 LISBON* STREET, LEWISTON.

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing

24 HOUE SEEVIOE
THE QUALITY SHOP"

3 Minutes from the Campus
TeL 1817 W

R* W* CLARK" Re^ered Druggist
_~ Pure Drugs and Medicines

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine

_

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students
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We need more of the office desk and less of the show window in politics—Calvin Coolidge.

FOUNDED

IN 1873

VOL. LX. No. 4£ A'3

Miss Walmsley, 4:00

To-day, WCSH

FROM
THENEWS

Watch l-icwiston

LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY II, 1933 PRICE TEN CENTS

Dave Morey
Lauds Bates

Our Foreign
Competition

College Men in

Shift" Sing Prison

THOMAS MUSGRAVE

CHAPEL SPEAKERS, SUBJECTS
OF SPEECHES DISCUSSED BY
CHAPELCOMMITTEE THURSDAY

Proposed To Use Recent Graduates, And More
btudents As Speakers—Current Topics, Like

Technocracy, To Be Emphasized
MORE STUDENT MUSIC

Musical Clubs Make Plans For

Annual Pop Concert And Dance

fry ATOH Lewiston. Mayor Para-
Vy dis in the midst of a campaign
TV to hold hie present office has
proposed a plan to put at least one
phase of P.oca.l government on a
socialistic basis.

He plans .to set the city up in the
r business supplying electricity

and i- team for heat and power local-

ly at 1-8 the present cost. It has been
very seldom to our knowledge.

The rates or particulars of the
plan have not been made public but
from sources believed to be reiliable

it is said the cost of producing
pcwer ds $.0045 per kilowatt hour

$.0065 to transport it. The city
might r3.i1 at on the basis of a little

mare than cost. Electricity at the
nt time in Lewiston costs eight

cents per kilowatt hour. The new
system would set a top price of three

- for the first year, two, the
second and slightily over one cent
p< r kilowatt hour afterward. At the
end of the first year, or certainly the
second, the pliant would be paid for
The city will have to exercise the

right of e>minent domain to get a
power site along the river for the
river rights were sold several years
ago.

A local editor claims that Mayor
Pa radis' proposal that mills all oveT
Maine and New /England will come
here attracted by power at 1-8 the
present costs will strike a snag. The
former says that the Puiblic Utilities

Comm iskm has power over rates and
will not permit unfair competition.
From legal sources in the two cities

we learn that the Commission has
power over private companies, but
none 'over municipal distribution of
its own resources.

DAVE MOREY, admired and re-

spected by all Bates people who
have known him in his four

years coaching tenure at Bates spent
the Christmas holidays in a Beaton
hospital where he is confined witb
a throat ailment.

Unintentionally he sent the sea-
son's greetings to everyone at Bates
in an interview granted to Austen
Lake of the Boston Transcript.

"I feel that I am established at

Bates" he said. "They've given me
every facility. The salary is adequate.
I am under none of the pressure that

so often falls on a football coach
where the alumni have an over-

developed sense of athletic values.

My contacts with the boys are in-

timate, and they frequently come to

me with their personal problems.
The atmosphere is ideally that of a
small college where the personal

1

touch is possible".
Answering the rumors that he may

suje-eed Jackson Cannell at Dart-
mouth he added, "I would not

change it for the grief and uncertain-
ties that go with coaching a large

college, like Dartmouth ".

iir.

NOT entirely .i&li&li tariff propa-
ganda butyarefil common sense

is the coji»|bution of the Presi-

dent of the Hood Rubber Co. quoted

in the Sar.entt (Mass.) News. One
cause of economic depression is the

displacement of American labor

through foreign competition. He
brought this fact out when he

related that the Japanese are ship-

ping sneakers into this country for

nine and a half cents a pair, which

cost an. American manufacturer
twenty nine cents to make.
The U. S. Department of Labor

figures the average American manu-
facturing wage at 60 cents an hour

while the average wage in France is

only 12 cents, in Italy nine cents,

and in Japan seven cents an hour.

Yet we hear talk of reducing tariffs.

Japan is using money, adds the

departments report, that has depre-

ciated 50 per cent while England's

iiKmey has depreciated 30 per cent.

Our wages are still on a high scale.

"Buy American" is a commendable
idea and not original. England has

improved its financial standing by

such a national campaign and the

French, Germans and others have

followed.

A LL the best known colleges are

represented in Sing Sing Prison,

but the majority of crimes for

which college men are jailed are

different from those in the case of

non-college .men, declares Anthony
X Petersen, Protestant chaplain of

th? prison. College prisoners commit

larceny three times as frequently as

others; forgery is their most popular

crime, and very rare is the prisoner

who has worked his way through

college, declares Chaplain Peterson

in an analysis in Redbook tor

February.
Sing Sing Culture

"The intellectual atmosphere 01

Sing Sing is far more cultured than

meet people suppose. Among the in-

mates are experts in history, liter-

ature, journalism, philosophy, com-
parative philology, science and relig-

ion. One of these highly educated
men said to me: ''Chaplain, you don't

class me with the rest of the prison-

Continued on page 4 col. 4

Investigation Shows
Amplifiers Are
Impractical

Speakers in chapel and their sub-
jects occupied the most of the dis-
cussion of the student chapel com-
mittee meeting with President Gray
last Thursday evening in the facul-
:y room in Roger Williams Hall.
Adding Technocracy and other

current topics to the list of subjects
uid recent graduates as speakers
was decided upon.
The plan to include sophomore

men and women at the start of the
second semester on the committee
was agreed to by the committee al-
so. President Gray announced that
the chapel seating would be revers-

ed next semester according to the
action last spring of the commiltee.

President Gray at the start of the
meeting spoke of the policy started
this fall of using the local clergy-
men and asked the judgement of
the group. Although personally in
favor of continuing, he mentioned
the possibility of these speakers not

being able to reach students. After
the committee had approved the
policy, the President said he had
several new men in view and would
attempt to bring them to campus.

Pres. Gray said "not ait all" to the

question by a member if the appear-
ance of Jewish clergymen and others
violated a code of the trustees.

The committee agreed with Dr.

Gray that student speakers, an in-

novation this year, are one of the

best features of the daily exercises.
Feeling that there must be 18 or 20

suitable speakers in the student
body he is working with Prof. Quim-
by on a list of more speakers.

"Students on the platform have
the advantage of being a novelty",

added the President, "and constant

repetition would destroy the good
attention accorded them."

Current topics are fruitful chapel

topics the committee agreed and
added that Techroeracy would be

suitable over the two day period

used by some faculty speakers.

The investigation tentative to ad-

ding amplifiers to the chapel equip-

ment revealed that certain difficul-

ties arise, such as the artificial

sound, and the distortion of the

voice. It is believed that the idea is

not practical.

To the suggestion that student
music is well received, President

Gray said that steps would be taken
along that line, probably with the

quartet appearing soon.
:o : —-
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Bates To Select

Representative

For State Contest

Local Try-Outs Open
To All Students-
Many Entered

Bates students who wish to com-

pete in the state oratorical contest

on Peace will compete for that pri-

vilege in the Little Theater, Thurs-

day, Jan. 17.

Each contestant is to present an

original oration, 15 minutes long,

related to the problem of interna-

tional peace. The speeches will be

judged on the thought expressed as

well as the ability of the speaker.

William Dunham '32 won the

Bates contest a year ago. and was

selected to enter the finals at Wa-
terville He competed at Waterville

against* representatives from Maine

and Colby, and placed first winning

S60 Two years ago Howard Thomas
'31 'won first prize in the state con-

test, and in 1930 Rivera Ingle 32

placed second in the fina-is.

seniWgu€shoLd"
first dance of year

The first college dance of the

hew year was held by the women of

the senior class in Chase hall, Jan.

6 Fortv couples danced to the mu-

sic of the Bobcats under the direc-

tion of Tom Gormley '33. Dance
programs and decorations, of whicn

the baby 1933 was an important

part and surveyed the dancers from

NO PLANS TO
CLOSE SCHOOL

"There has been no conside-
ration whatever on the part of
the administration relative to
the closing of college on ac-
count of the prevalent epide-
mic", said Mr. Harry W. Rowe,
Assistant to the President late
yesterday answering the query
of the Student.

With only three women and
IS or Hi men ill, and all with
colds of two or three days du-
ration Mr. Kowp felt that the
circumstances do not, even pro-
voke consideration.
He spoke confidently of the

cleansing effect of Monday's
snowfall and reiterated Presi-
dent Gray's suggestions in the
first chapel after the holidays.
Br. Gray recommended co-
<»l>eration and care while in
public and urged the advisabi-
lity of rejMH'ting symptoms of
a cold at the infirmary.

The third annual Pop Concert and
dance, to be given by the musical
clubs Friday, Jan. 20, will be, ac-

cording to Prof. Crafts, different

At the close of the program danc-
ing will be resumed. Prof. Crafts
points out that the emphasis this

year will be rather more on the

from anything before attempted in dancing than on the concert itself,

this line. The entertainment will be
for the most part on the main floor,

somewhat after cabaret style, instead

of on the stage as in previous years.
The Orphic Society will open the

program, playing from 8:00 to 8:30.

Dancing to music by Tom Gormley 's

Bobcats will then follow for an
hour and a half. At ten o'clock the
Bates Gypsies assisted by the' com-
bined musical clubs will present the
entertainment program. The songs,

dances, and other features, all em-
phasizing Italian and Spanish music,
will be given by the Gypsies on the
floor. The entertainment will be

concluded with several numbers
rendered from the stage by the

entire ensemble.

Interest ordinarily runs high over
the annual Pop Concert because it

is 'the only formal at which towns-
people and students can meet to-

gether. It has become one of the
high lights of the year.

The committee in charge consists

of: Mi.-s Mabel Eaton, Mrs. Dexter
Kneeland, Prof. Grosvenor Robin-
eon, Mrs. William Sawyer, Prof. Sel-

don T. Crafts, Amy Irish, Evelyn
Rolfe, Lueienne Blanchard, George
Austin. Edward Prescott, and Henry
LaVallee.

Tickets may be procured at the

college book store and library, or

from Edward Prescott and Walter
Gerke.

COACH RAY McCLUSKEY LEADS

GARNET HOCKEY TEAM TO N. H.

TO-DAY FOR WILDCAT CLASH
Bates Mentor Considers Chances At Durham

Fairly Good—Granite State Stars Lost

By Graduation—Men In Good Shape

RADIO DEBATE BERRY IN LINE-UP
MONDAY NIGHT

-:o :-

Good Turnout For

Freshman Hockey

Squad Yesterday

Education Com.,

Bates '00, Raps

School Budgets

Calls On Thoughtful
Citizens To Fight Un-

fair Reductions

Bertram E. Packard, State Com-
missioner of Education, in a recent
Associated Press dispatch from Au-
gusta, is quoted as making rather

startling statements regarding the

reduction of state appropriation for

education. He makes an urgent plea

I to the citizens of Maine to see to it

that educational standards are not

I
lowered.

Coach Ray McCluskey issued a| "The average of the municipal

call for freshman hockey candidates \
rates for all purposes was reduced

to report at the St. Dom's rink, $2.69 per thousand dollars of valua-

yesterday for their first practice tion during the year, and of that

session of the season. This rink ,
sum ,the public schools lost the

will serve as practice ice for both 1 most, $1.62 compared with $1.07

A Bates junior varsity team
composed of Wendell May '34

and Carleton Mabee '86 will

meet two University of Maine
debaters in a radio contest
over WLBZ, Bangor, next

Monday evening at 7:30 on
the subject of taxation, it was
learned last night. The debate
is planned for the benefit of

the 60 schools already en-

rolled in the Bates interseho-

lastic debating league which
is using the same subject this

year.
Tliis large enrollment of

high schools also includes for

the. first time this year several
New Hampshire schools. Last
year Portland High was the
winner with Buckfield High as

the runner-up.
The topic to be used in the

radio debate. Resolved: that

at least oO% of the state and
local revenue should come
from a source other than tan-
gible property, is used by
more than 8000 high schools
over the country this year.

the varsity and the frosh.
A hotly contested battle is ex-

pected for the goalie position!. Mer-
rill, former Wilbraham goalie, But-
ler, who has seen action at La-
fayette Prep, Stevenson, ex-Lexing-
ton High player, and Farrington of
Marblehead High are the leading
candidates. Undoubtedly the one ' thoughtful citizens
who makes the best showing in the

from all the other municipal activi-

ties^'

Redact ions 1 >i>ast roils

freshman contests will see varsity

competition after mid-years, as the
Bates team is sorely ini need of a
goalie to sub for Heldman.
Some of the other men expected

to report are Torrey and Bob Gran-
nort, former Tillton defen.se men.
"Red" Simpson, ex-Cambridge Latin

and Hebron Academy man. and
Fields. Benedetti, and Jack Parfitt,

wingme: 1. Others will be out for

practice, and no player will be sure
of a position until the opening
game with Kents Hill, on Jan. 24.

There is also a possibility of some
of these frosh playing Varsity hoc-
key after mid-years, on the second
line.

:o :—

Bates Debaters

Meet TuftsTeam

At Bath Jan. 17

"In some instances," says Com-
missioner Packard, "the tax reduc-

tions have beet responsible for

disastrous results. It is time for
to insist that

the reductions cease until those

responsible for appropriations for

other municipal activities at

least cooperate towards effective re-

ductions in tax rates."

•'This Ls a serious question", Dr.

Packard continued," and affects the
future of all the boys and girls in

Many Changes

In Chase Hall

During Holidays

Expect Eating In Base-
ment To Avoid Dam-
age To New Floor

Chase Hall has undergone radical
changes during the Christmas holi-

days.
Phonograph, radio, newspapers,

and magazines are all to be relegat-

ed to the basement. The main ball-

room is to be given if possible, much
the same respect accorded to the
old-fashioned parlor, and the two
rooms formerly used for general
reading are to be kept as dignified
study and reading rooms.
The college authorities have gone

to much trouble and expense in pro-
viding a new floor. The work has
entailed extensive repairs to the
whole of Chase Hall, and it is hoped
that the students will help in

preventing further expenditures.
The floor is built in two layers,

the material used being oak. An ex-

pert from Boston has been employ-
ed to finish and polish the floor by
a new system now being used in all

the most modern ballrooms. Over
$1000 was expei ded in rebuilding
the floor. The money was furnished
by the Chase Hall committee work-
ink in co-operation with the college. ~{ ê "friends" " were" "present. After

Men In New Positions-
Came Here Friday
Wiih Mass. State

With leca than a week's worth of

conditioning, the Bobcat skaters left

at nine o'clock this morning for Dur-
ham, X. H. where they will play the

University of New Hampshire sextet

this afternoon in their first college

ice encounter of the year. The
scheduled game with Colby last

Monday night was postponed when
snow covered the outdoor Water-
ville rink a few hours before the
game.

MicChwkey considered his chances
at New Hampshire fairly good, con-
sidering the time he has had to

devote to practice. The Granite State

IKK KEY COACH

Dustin-Nichols

Wed in Portland

New Year's Day

Bates Graduates '32

Have Simple Wedding-
In Friend's Church

Miss Rosamond D. Nichols '32

was married to Mr. Elden Dustin
'32, Sunday, Jan. 1, at noon, at a 1

-jexieit Host good imen by graduation
very simple wedding in the Friends' i a a year, and the New Hampshire
Church, Portland, Maine. There reach F" have not had much time to

were no attendants, and the single
j de velop a decent 1933 team as yet.

ring service was used. Only mem-
j

Bates, on the other hand, did well
bers of the immediate families and t against the Lewiston Cyclones after

BAY McCLUSKEY '32

Because the expense has been
handled by the students through a

universal College function, the Y

the ceremony, the couple left for
Alstead, New Hampshire, where Mr.
Dustin has a position as a teacher.

dance, it is hoped that quick lunches
j
Botn Mr and Mrs Dustill graduated

will be eaten in the basement there-

a pedestal of his own. were in blue College will

tnd white. "Hello '33", ' Father

Time Drag", arid "Farewell Z<*

were among the labels of the dances.

The chaperones were Mr. and

Mrs Leslie Spinks, and Dr. and

Mrs! William H. Sawyer. The com-

mittee in charge of the dance was

! Pearl Littlefield, chairman, Helen
1 O'Brien Thelma Kittredge, Mary

Swasey,' Dagmar Augustinus, and

Elizabeth Lord.
:o:-

The Rockefeller fortune, it is now
eniessed has shrunk to something

fike a mere $150,000,000, but prob-

that will be enough to keep

First Contest After Rol-

lins Here Dec. 19

On Debts

Tufts College will meet Bates at

Bath, Maine, January 17 in a non-

decision debate on the question:
Resolved, that modern advertising

is detrimental to the best interests

of the American public. The debate

is to be followed by an open forum.

The Bates team, upholding the affir-

mative, is composed of Bond Perry
"35, J. Pierce '35, and Wendell! May
'34. B. Perry and J. Pierce have both

done extensive varsity and junior

varsity work and recently took part

in a debate with the University of

Maine at Houlton. Wendell May, who
has been active in junior varsity

work, will make his first appearance

with the Varsity Squad.
An interesting non-decision de-

bate with Rollins College of Winter
Park, Florida, was held in the Lit-

tle Theatre, Monday evening, De-

cember IS). The question under dis-

cussion was, Resolved, That the

United States government should
cancel war debts owed to it by the

European nations. Bates was well

represented by Walter Norton '35

and Robert Fittermian '34.

A non-decision debate with the

Marquette Debating Society of Bos-
be held Friday,

January 2 7, at Boston. William
Gree-..wood of Pittsfield and Ed-
mund Muskie of Rumford will be

the speakers on the Bates team,

taking the negative of the advertis-

ing question. Both of these men,

members of the class of '36, are

representing Bates in an intercol-

legiate debate for the first time.

our public schools."

"Approximately 30% of the tax ( is that necessitated the floor

payer's dollar goes to the support of

the public schools. In this less than
a third of a tax dollar, a reduction
cf 1 2 % % was made. In the re-

maining 70% cut or more than two
thirds of a tax dollar a reduction of

2 % % was made".

last year from Bates where they

DEPENDABILITY OF COOLIDGE

AN OUTSTANDING QUALITY
Received One Vote At Amherst For Title, "Most

Likely To Succeed"—Spoke Only When
He Had Something To Say

by avoiding a repetition of the fact-
: took part in varied activities. Mr.
Dustin was managing editor of the
Student, editor-in-chief of the Mir-
ror, president of Delta Phi Alpha,
member of the College Club, and
Phi Beta Kappa. Mrs. Dustin was
secretary of Ramsdell Scientific,

member of Phi 'Sigma Iota, La Pe-
tite Academie, and an assistant in
the Frerch department.

The old floor, in its thirteen-

year struggle for existence, received
much maltreatment. Recently its

condition grew so bad that a drive

was instituted to replace it, and the
new floor marks the successful ter-

mination of the drive.

By JAMES BALAXO

Ex-president Calvin Coolidge was
laid to rest Saturday afternoon at

4:15 in the small graveyard in Ply-

mouth, Vermont. Sixty years ago he
had been born in Plymouth, John

in addition he had that gift of silence

for which he was the brunt of so
much attention. E. E. Whitney, his

close friend and biographer, says that

Coolidge's greatest quality was that

he sipoke only when he had some-
thing to say. Not a great quality

Caf.vin Coolidge, son of a typically .some might say but in politics some
conservative New England family, men have met defeat through little

Two ruling factors of his life and more than a mere premature corn-

career may be gathered from his
j

ment upon some inadvertent ques-

ancestry and burial among the hills.
|

tion. We should not however be left

He was quietly brilliant and, con-, with the idea that Mr. Coolidge was
trary to outward appearances, emo- a man of few words because he

tional.

Sophomore Prize

Debate Trials

Set For Tuesday

Winners Of Contest
From 3:30 To 5 Meet

In Final Later

STUDENT MEETING TO-DAY

a.bly

There will be a meeting

Student staff in Room 1

Hall. All these interested

members of the family from jumping ^ be presenfc

off tall buildings.

of the

Hathorn

in this

The nation mourns the death of

Calvin Coolidge a great deal. To com-
pare the intensity of this mourning
with that of similar cases in the past

would be as ill-placed as would be a

comparison of the man with others.

He was definitely different. Indeed

this very difference is illustrated by

a declaration of the late Clarence

W. Barron who said that Coolidge

and. Mussolini were the two greatest

economic -minds on the planet. Who
in the whole nation ever would have

thought that iMr. Coolidge was so

inclined? And yet his whole life was
filled with just such points.

At Amherst he received only one

vote in the class election of super-

latives. The man that got the title

"most likely to succeed" was Dwight
W. Barron, who said that Coolidge

Mr. .Coolidge had .very little of the

politician in his make-up. He was
never found in smoke-filled rooms
talking on topics of the day. No man
has the distinction of having slapped

Mr. Coolidge on the back and calling

him "iCal". I" nne
>
n© was not a

good mixer and yet he was extremely

successful in politics. One may well

ask why.

He was extremely dependable. In

politics that is a quality of such

scarceness that a man greatly im-

bued with it and conditioning it with

reserve in speech is fairly well fixed

to go "somewheres." Mr. Coolidge

had not only this dependability, and

this geniue that Barron talks of but

thought little. Rather one might call

him a man of action.

Trials for the annual sophomore
prize debate will be held in the
Little Theater next Tuesday after-

noon from three-thirty to five

o'clock. Both men and women . may
enter the trials.

Each contestant is to give a four
minute speech on some controver-
sial subject. Those selected to enter
the finals will meet to select a topic
for the prize debate.

Varsity debaters are not allowed to
compete.

CLARK AND SAWN"
HEAD FIRST YEAR

ELECTIVE OFFICES

iHe was conservative, true enough, !
A prize of ten dollars is awarded

but when a conservative idea in-;
annually to the best speaker in the

compatible to his personal make-up
j

debate, and five dollars is given to

was at stake he fought it in no un- each member of the winning team,

certain terms. Thus we saw him ad-
vocating woman suffrage. Likewise
Samuel Oompers signified that he
was the desired arbitrator between
street car owners and workers in a
Connecticut labor dispute which
happened while Coolidge was govern-
or. When the bonus bill was starting

to gather momentum he came out in

one statement against it and re-

mained so. Later he was cheered at

an American Legion convention. A
conservative working for progressive

legislation. An enemy of the bonus
cheered by Legionnaires. Such was
Calvin Coolidge.

The nne administration was be-

clouded by one rejected appointment-
Warren to the suipreme court. Mr.
Coolidge seemed to many to be
shrouded in mystery. Some took this

to be a strange connection with
vested interests. Certainly it cannot
be denied that he was strongly con-
servative in matters of finance. Again
the recent depression has been more
or less attributed to his lack of fore-
sight in cutting down taxes and
federal revenues. Some of this may
have weight and indeed in time to
come other fallacies may be un-
earthed. The fact remains however

Continued on page 3 col. 7

Verdelle Clark of Presque Isle
was chosen President and Henry
Sawin of Oxford, Mass., was elected
to the Student Council in a meeting
of the freshmen class held shortly
before the Christmas holidays. Saw-
in is on the staff of the Student
while Clark is one of the most
prominent of freshman athletes
winning his numerals at end last

fall.

The other officers elected were:
Lenore Murphy, Vice-President

;

Bernice Winston, Secretary; and
Arnold Anderson, Treasurer.

The elections were held in the
Little Theatre with Student Coun-
cilors Robert Swett and James Ba-
lano in charge.

There seems to be a lot of trouble
in 'South America over one thing or
another, and it only goes to show
how alike people are all over the
world.

a single practice day on the ice, and
has developed since then, notwith-
standing a few injuries too many.

Mendall In Infirmary

As it is, George Mendall, who ap-
peared to be a frurong newcomer in

the opening game against the Cy-
dlones, is in the infirmary and conse-
quently did not make the trip. Howie
Norman has been added to the list

of regulars to replace Mendall, and
Herb Berry, recovered suf ficdently

from an attack of the griptpe, is also

making the trip. Ken White, who re-

ceived a shoulder injury in last

Friday night's game, is also in good
shape and went allong with the team.
M 01 uskey expected to start Joe

Murphy at center, Swett and Ken
White on the wings, Berry and Soba
at defense, and Heldman in the goail.

He has Secor and Oilman as sipare

defense men, and Roberts, Moyni-
hiam, and Norman as a second for-

ward line.

Players In New Positions

The chief trouble which is bother-
ing McCluskey right now is to get
the men lined to new .positions. Mur-
phy, Swett, and Secor all claim to

be centers, and Ken White used to

be a defense .man; McCluskey has to
use Swett as a wing, and Secor be-
hind the blue lines on account of his
weight. White seems to be needed at
the other wing.

Once these men are used to their
new positions, they ought to doom as
good contenders for victories over •

Colby and Bowdoin. As it is, MeClus-
key refuses tx) flail in line with the
peLsimvjts who claim the contrary.
He and the players regretted the
pa tponement of the 'Colby game last

Monday. They were ready to leave,
and confident of victory, when a
phone call from Waterville cancellled
plans for the trip. McCluskey has
been in the coaching business for
only a week, but he already has the
entire confidence of his squad of
skaters, and the backing of the col-
lege.

Mass. State Friday

The team will make its first home
appearance against a college team
Friday night, when a game with
Massachusetts State is due to start
at the A. S. D. Arena at eight o'clock.
The same mentioned in the dis-
cussion of. the New Hampshire game
will no doubt see action, and Mendall
will probably recover in time to iplay
that night. Cutts expects a good
crowd to see the game.

Next Tuesday, the team goes to
Brunswick to open the three game
series with Bowdoin, and Colby
come, here a week from Friday, the
twentieth, to open relations between
the two old ttofekey rivals. The post-
poned game with Colby wil/l probably
be played during the week following
the first two state series games. No
game has as yet. been scheduled for
that week, and authorities believe it
will be possible to take care of the
postponed date at that time. Another
game may be signed for that week,

j
with the Lewiston Cyclones.
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more strongly than ever that this type of education is not "inherently

possessed of any civil, moral or any other kind of virtue or value."

This latter quotation is from a recent statement by Dean Georgre

Arps of the Ohio State University College of Education in which he

vigorously criticised what he terms "College Parrots." He points out

that many students receive their sheepskins who have not done a

single piece of -original thinking during their four years in the

institution.

lie does not blame the student, however, since the necessity for

covering prescribed courses and memorizing subject matter in order

to get a good grade1 obstructs them, to a large extent, from original

remling and thinking. He concluded by saying that whatever values

are to be acquired must be derived through the process of hard

thinking and not memory work.
The keynote to his whole article confirms what thousands of

iilnnmi have found to be true. "The teacher who guides students in

their interpretation of subject matter is of more importance than a

whole curriculum of courses."

Of course it must be granted that before there can be any real

thinking there must be a thorough .understanding of the facts in-

volved, but the mere recitation of facts which have been carefully

memorized since the preceeding class cannot constitute education,

in the traditions of Bates are to be found the personalities of many
teachers who have been something more than fact salesmen; Uncle
Johnny Stanton, Prof. Hayes and Doc Tubbs to name a few. Today
we ;!!•( fortunate in having a few such men in every department of

the college. Regardless of what their subject matter may be, their

whole altitude toward life is such that it shines through the bare
Pacts a nd gives them meaning. Whether one agrees or not, one is

stimulated by the contact with such men.
In choosing courses for the coming semester, it is well to consid-

er tiie professor mfcler whom one is to sit three times a week for

! everal months, and to ask whether his influence will bring an en-
larged vision or not. We, who are students, are fortunate in that we
can choose our teachers. They are less fortunate in that they must
Irk.' us as we come. By carefully choosing our professors, within the
limits prescribed by our majors and minors, we may to a certain
extent circumvent a system which seems to forever hound us with
facts that are forgotten soon after they are memorized because for
lis they have no meaning.

The Wagon And The Star

The road which one has to travel in order to produce a eolle i

newspaper or literary magazine is long and bumpy, and the journal-

istic wagon is likely to suffer many a jolt and upset, especially if it

is hitched to a star. We are glad that people do not judge the Bates

Student by the same standard thai people judge the New York
Times, and we do not assume that the Garnet should be judged

according to Hie .seal.- that we us< •stimate the worth of Harpers.

There has been, however, a great deal of criticism of the latest

number of the Garnet. We feel that it is uncharitable, to say the

least, to single out with scathing criticism the work of individuals

who have made an honest attempt to produce something of literary

value. Nor do we feel that we are in a position to judge whether the

best material was printed or not. After all. that is the function of

the editors, and their judgement is final. Perhaps a greater number
of contributions to THE GARNET would . make the task easier and
the results more satisfactory.

We would like to point out in a friendly way, certain things

concerning the aims of this magazine, ii' the '"stimulation of literary

endeavor, and the encouragement of mi case in expression" are fee

ideals toward which the editors are striving, we consider them to be
highly laudable. Although We do not expect that these ideals are to

he attained or even closely approximated, nevertheless they ought to

be at least evident in the material printed.

It is our opinion that in this case the subject matter is far below
the standards which past issues of the Garnet have set. A delightful

fantasy, a dripping bit of self-pitying emotionalism, a bone dry state-

ment of abstractm ss, a. poem which lifts its head to express some-
thing and falls back inarticulate, a compilation of well-worn witt-

icisms, another as trite and lifeless as its name, a pseudo-modern
attempt at an eulogy, a few parched seeds that have form but not
content, and a catalogue of over thirty-live writers in a few hundred
words, along with several other creations as a table of contents
hardly live up to What we had expected from a perusal of the editors

preface. This is neither the fault of the editors or of the writers, but
we assume was due to a lack of material.

If the star to which one has hitched' his wagon is too distant,

it cannot He seen. We have the feeling that perhaps it would be
better if the editors of the Garnet, realized that there are other
values than perfect ness of form, which are equally worthwhile, and
much closer to us. After all the subject matter of the Garnet ought
not to be A themes or perfect copies of the form of a masters poem,
with the substitution of some commonplace for a theme. Perhaps the
editors of another college literary magazine have hit the mark when
they write: "To our mir.-d the unskilful utterance of a deep truth is

of more value and importance than a sonnet that scans and rhymes,
that is full of timeworn images, and whose purport is, "How unhappy
I am." A smooth poem which is saying something easy and trivial

deserves publication less than a poem which is not so well written
but which is trying to encompass something large. There is a time
when an halting inarticulateness is of greater value than a facile
word flow.

This is not to be construed as a conscious flouting of form. We
are neither indifferent to smooth writing, nor do we undervalue a
skilful technique. Naturally this deep truth expressed well would
make a better piece of literature than the same truth expressed
poorly. But undergraduate writers can more easily achieve polish
and ease with experience, than they can achieve souls !"

College Parrots

With midyears exams looming large on the horizon, we become
increasingly conscious of the necessity for mastering facts, facts and
more facts, in order that, as one student has said, "when the com-
mand is given Ave may fire them off obediently at a flock of clay
pigeon markers 60, 65, 70, 7.1. 80 etc." Educators'are coming to realize

Calvin Coolidge
By ERNEST BENSHIMOL

O New England,
Fling from your mountain heights the veil

Of snow :

8

From every frozen woodland trail.

From every seething granite shore
There comes a challenge from the foe,

Girt in the cold, resilient mail
Of terror. With a Mvord of woe
He strikes and silences evermore.

Rise in

O New England,
your might
Bright spun

this afternoon

Of gold and blue ;
the misty moon

Lies yet aslumber in the sky
;

Cry oul before the day is done
Your answer to the base poltroon
Whom men call Death : "This noble son
Is only vanished ; he shall never die !"

(Boston Transcript)
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TECHNOCRACY FOR EDUCATION

THEN DEFINITE PROPOSALS
Much Discussed Theory Aims, It Is Said, At a

Harmonious Functioning Of Techniques Of

Exchange And Production For Society

The Student

And
The World

NMCOUEdrf

By JAMES BALANO

By MILDRED HOLLYWOOD
Student Socialist Convention

Th'3 annual convention of the
Intercollegiate Student Council of
•tli 2 League for Industrial Democracy
was held during the recent holiday
vacation at Barnard College, New
York City. During the three day.
conference various leadens in col-
lrgic.te and in Socialist circles ex-
tolled the fine points of a. Socialist
ft ate and exhorted all sympathizers
to work with increased effort at this
time in order that the people of the
United States might realize that a
Socialist state would remedy the
evils with which the world and the
individual is now confronted.
Norman Thomas spoke Friday

morning and severely criticized the
'parilor socialism' of many students.
He stated that rigid belief in social-
ism and strict adherence to prin-
ciples was essential to the leadership
that the present college student
would in a few years assume in his
community or associations.

Technocracy was also one of the
themes of Mr. Thomas's talk. He said,
"It has just one set of plans and
we, as yet don't know just what they
are". But he believed that techno-!
cracy was performing a 'mission in

|

helping awaken the American public
to the groat need of reform in social
ar.l economic systems.

The conference had pictured for
it a socialist state. In this state called
• S ) ialtopia" by Paul Blanshard,
secretary for the City Affairs Com-
mittee, there would be an inter-
national government with military,
nr. val, and postal powers. Also he
stated that present political lines
su-h as international boundaries
would disappear. A central board of
administration would be substituted
for the various political organ-
ization holding sway within the
nations.
The conference resolved to try

for larger membership within both
ccf.legiate and workers circles. Like-
wise a (general anti-militarism resolu-
tion wa« set forth by which the stu-
dent socialists hope to do away with
many forms of militarism within the
schools and colleges of the United
States.

Beer and Congress
The Senators and Representatives

are faced by quite a dilemma at this

time in regard to their constitu-
tients feelings on the beer question.
They haive until recently voted dry
believing their constitutients to favor
prohibition. Following the recent
presidential election the Congression-
al swing was towards repeal of pro-l
hibition. This was based partly upon
the belief that the presidential poll

warn a vote on the liquor question as
w©H upon the merits of the two
parties. Following recent wet de-
cisions in Congress many Congress-
men have been deluged with letters,

petitions, and vehement queries
from drys and dry leaders. One may
infer from this that the presidential
vote was not so much a test of pro-
hibition as some would have the
nation believe. On the other hand a
shouting minority can make the
si nation seem much more even than
it really is. What some wet leaders
would say is that the drys are now
taking a last determined stand
while the wets are so confident of
victory that no agitation is needed
at present.

Debt Settlement
Herriot, recent premier of France,

has stood. all along for debt settle-
ment. He was not in favor of pay-
ment in full but he did favor
France's making an initial payment
after the fashion of England and
Iltjy. His eloquence failed to per-
suade the Chamber of Deputies how-
ever. On this side of the Atlantic
the government is faced with a
Himilar problem. President Hoover
and President-elect Roosevelt both
favor readjustment of the debt situa-
tion while Congress is definitely set
against anything but immediate pay-
ment in full. Thus settlement and
negotiations are hampered by two
bodies of national legislatures of the
most conservative sort.

Seven Wellesley College girls, who
whiled away a dull Sunday after-
noon by snowballing passing auto-
mobiles, are in a tough jam.

Trouble started just when they
were about ready to call quits to

the afternoon's work. Their last
seven hard packed snowballs smack-
ed into a passing machine.

Then things began to happen. The
machine stopped, and the seven saw
"Police-'' printed on the side of the
car.

So with a "give a. go" war cry,
the seven made for their dorm
chased by Wellesley's Chief of Police.
Names, addresses, etc. were all

duly taken, and now the Chief is

going to seek court action. Or, in
other words, the Wellesley seven
were good shots.

CarsoiinNewman College has doped
rut how to read character by the
different hand-shakes.
A firm handshake with even

pressure, even temperature of hands,
it claims, means honesty.
A spontaneous ishake that is jerky

means frankness.
A firm, warm pressure, with a

Hook straight in the eye denotes
sincerity.

A iNorthwestern prof. advises
young men to marry a girl if she can
run a hundred yards in 13 seconds.
It would be a lot of work to keep
Cip with a girl like that, wouldn't it,

Prof., or do you like 'em plenty
fast? Tsck. Tsck.

Rutgers sure played a dirty game
against Lafayette. For two days
before the contest, all the Rutgers
players were forbidden to wash or
ohower. The idea of the practice was
that this made the men stronger.

I'll 'let you make the obvious
observation. . . Oh, your welcome,

And now for 1932's football story.
Creighton Univ.—way out in the

Middle West—was playing a night
game. The fullback faded back,
sometime in the middle of the first
quarter, and tossed a long pass in
the direction of the goal line. The
opposing wingback shot under it,

but as it came into his hands, every
ilfeht in the stadium was ex-
tinguished.

The stands were in a turmoil for
a. few moments, but finally the lights
flashed on again, as suddenly as they
had gone off. There stood the wing-
back, over the goal line, with the
ball in his hands. But that's not all.

The Creighton goalposts had disap-
peared and the hunt for them is still

on.

The Holy Cross Tomahawk main-
tair ; that colleges should adopt a
course in masonry. The why of that
is ail because the New York union
of bricklayers rejected a flat rate of
$13.20 a day pending arbitration on
a new scale.

Not a bad idea that, eh wot?

Gary Coooper—you know, the
cinemactor—tried three times to get
into the dramatic club at Grinnel
Univ. and failed when he was a stu-
dent in that place. And now the
club has made him an honorary
member.

Well, that's just another instance
of the scmething-or-other of fate,
fame, cr what have you (did I need
to tell you?)

It wasn't told to us, we only heard
that ail but eight Senior co-eds in-

dulge in the filthy weed .... Shade
of Cleopatra . . . Perish the thought !

Several of our more prominent co-

eds have complained .about feeling

DOWN in the mouth . . . perhaps duo
to the late epidemic of sprouting

mustaches . . . Quick Jarvis, the cur-

ly-comb.
Having observed the 1933 edition

of the Bates Hockey team, we
wondered what team Capt. Jcs was
playing for-what a back-hand shot

. . . . and can Swett miss them—did

the late pugilistic venture of the ex-

marine have any effect in his play-

ing.

Co-eds beware . . . what with grip-

pe, flu, et al". .\. pick your partners
with care. What seems to be the
story on the>o Cheney House friend-

ships . . . rumor has it that some are
on the border of the /platonic . » . .

—truly a matter for conjecture. *

Who was the Rand Hall inmate
who said that coeducation was once
a race for supremacy between the
sexes, but now its neck and neck . . .

not so good . . . the great miogue
might censor that one.

Every one seemed to enjoy the

Sat. night racket . . . looked like a
faculty meeting for a while though
. . . 14 present. Tom and his Feline
Ttouik* went good . . . got a good
hand too and that Jielps, John Oltn
performed creditably—how do you
si * li it, Snapper? . . . Good old Sid
Wakely christened the floor . . . . .

this makes his third. One his soph
year back in '07, another during his

junior year in '21, and this the
crowning achievement of his college
course in *SK8.

"Yumpin" Yensen itaken for a ride

by a prominent Freshman woman,
eekher. A la Pond they say, at any
rate an hour's ride in a taxi, at

1.25 per indicates something.
Those hats; talk about your pink

elephants; and on such prominent
people too. The tall Apollo from Mil-
ton . i, . in such demand . . . how
al out a date, Dayt?

The pause that refreshes ....
Lost: one voice. Finder please re-

turn to M. Gardner. Suspects to date;
the >ii»gue.

Cave man Soba crashes this

column by virtue of the fact that he
pulled a fast one on Cheney House.
Steps into telephone both in entry to
aforesaid house, calrls up the Only
One who resides there and after get-

ting her on the phone five feet away
proceeds to talk her ear off, per as
D ual.

Prize cracks for the week!
Jensen: Is it true love or Hero wor-

ship, Phyllis.
MrCkotl: Quick, Fireman, a match
Adams: Even the best of friends
, must park.

If our desk is not flooded with fan
mail we might indulge in another of
this illk next week-come, Roscoe,
, r.uff the candle.

UNCLE SAM.

"library-

IS Minutes aDay
.MAGAZINES.

By KLIXOR WILLIAMS

"Better Omens in the Near East"

—

Arnold J. Toynbee, Asia, Jan.,

The author describes how the
Middle and Near East are emerging
from a long epidemic of nationalism,
csf.led a "Western malady". Better
omens began with the peace between
Turkey and Greece, in 1930, and
the organization of an annual Balkan
Conference where Bulgarians, Turks,
Greeks, and Serbs meet to settle
disputes by mediation, and by the
recognition of the new post-war
kingdom, Iraq, by Persia in 1929.
Treaties by Turkey, Persia, Afgan-
istan, and the Soviet Union add to

the present spirit of reconciliation
in the East while in the West
"national consciousness continues".

Cooper Union's total score for this
year's football season was: Oppo-
nent, 322; Cooper Union, O. There
wa> no band, no cheerleader, and no
trainer. But they did have strict
eligibility rules. At the biggest game
of the season, there was a total gate
receipt of $12.
Now who said that football is

overemphasized ?

The slogan for this year's team is

to be "Score in 1933". .Whatta
team'

'
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"Age of the Automobile"—Social
Trend* in the United States, 1900-
1982, Mary Ross. Graphic Survev,
Jan., 1938.
Information in this article is

based on the report of President
Hoover's committee on social trends,
and it deals especially with the
phases of American life which have
been effected by the automobile.
Two of the four great social institu-
tions have been growing—industry
and government. The other two, the
church and family, have declined in
social significance. Growth and
change characterize the last thirty
years, and an increasing tempo in
life is in evidence everywhere.
Equilibrium has not yet been reach-
ed. The auto has changed nearly all
phases of life except political institu-
tions. It is the symbol of growth,
speed, production. There is a re-
verse current from the cities of the
farms. Some sickness, child-labor,
and illiteracy have been left behind.
The future promises more travel,
books, education, shorter work-day,
and more aggregate wealth. The
complexity, confusion, and inter-
dependence of American life is

described, and the change and needs
of the future are foretold by the

a post-war product. Charles P. Stein-

metz, "the Wizard of Schenectady",

and Thorstein Veblen formed the

nucleus of the .movement in 1920.

Alfred E. Smith, now editor of

Outlook, first turned the spotlight

on the. group in the November issue.

Must Junk Banking Control

To win their Utopia, it seems, we
have got to junk banking control of

industry, political control of govern-

ment, and crown the technician to

make the technical forces work for

ns, not against.

"If we accept these changes Tech-

nocracy assures us alii the comforts

of $20,000 a year income with only

16 hours work a week and no need

By THOMAS MUSGRAVE

Are you a technocrat? What is

this new phrase—catch-word, or

sensation? At this psychological

hour in acute American and world

affairs something was needed to jar

us out of the doldrums. Psycholo-

gists say there must be a new craze

each decade. Now its technocracy.

It does not make the mistake of

proposing immediate steps without

thorough education. It plans to see

its ends met by papular opinion that

will mature in over a period and be

readv for definite proposals.

Its true meaning is more easily

understood when taken in relation
(

to the sponsors' statement that we to work after 45, says l^ouis M
h ive reached the end of an era, that Lyons in the Boston Globe,

the fundamental cause of the depres- Pres. Butler of Columbia where

sion is not political, but technolo-i Technocracy has its labratory defines

gical, and, therefore the technicians
;
the new thought in bis annual re-

can iead us out of chaos. Techno-
1

port:

cracv is the agent. "The essential point of the study

What Technocracy Is ! is that the two parts of our econo-

Organically it is a combination of mic mechanism, the techniques of

eeoromics and sociology. It has many
j

production and exchange do not

function in harmony for the service

of society. This is a fundamental
problem which will not be solved by

the parsing of a depression."

Technocracy builds its stand on

the paradox of "poverty in the midst

of plenty."
More Unemployment?

Technocracy says the economic
machine has broken down perma-
nently and that in two years present
unemployment will have doubled,

and debts will have doubled. Its fig-

ures have aroused wide controversy.

It argues that up to a century ago
man was the only engine—.good for

1-10 horsepower a day. Machines
have replaced him, and have in-

creased his output nine million times—largely in the last 30 years.

While production was at its peak
in 19 29', employment has fallen

since 1918.
Flour mill workers dropped from

32.000 in 1899 to 26,000 in 1929
while production jumped nearly 100
million bushels. A ton of steel in

1900 required 70 man hours but
oi y 13 in 1929. 1291 man hours
were needed for an auto in 1907

—

j

only 313 in 1929. Mechanization is

i
progressing as harassed induetrial-

|

ists add countless improvements to

keep going and pay interest on debts.

Howard Scott points out that one
! man turned out 500 cigarettes a
minute in 1931, but 3,000 a minute

definitions: A challenge to civiliza-

tion to abandon the price system;
an admixture of science and social

economy based on increased pro-

duction, shorter working hours, and
fewer days of work by men, with
money in its present form displaced
by ilabor as a measure.
-"Technocracy means", says Charles
W. Duke, "government by the tech-

nicians, experts, and technologists,
the men who know about machine
production—in brief, the science of
machinery."

It has gained impetus because a
belief has arisen that our political

system has been made obsolete by
our mechanical advances. That is the
germ of the idea! The feeling was
first spread abroad 15 years ago
when William Henry Smyth in a
series said we were "getting ahead
of ourselvs-3." Several community
projects were started over 100 years
ago but failed Technocracy is really

Bates Campus is

A Steady Target

For Cupid's Darts

Recent Survey Shows in 193 2

638 Home-makers
Among- Alumnae

The proveiDial Dan Cupid's dex-
terity as a marksman has been well
exemplified on the Bates campus.
Each class adds its contributions of
marriages to the college archives.

In recent statistics, compiled in

the "Bates Alumnus" of July 1,

1632, concerning the occupations of
1207 duates of Bate

author. This article is *followed by
others which tell in detail the effect
of the last thirty years on specific
Phases of life.

it is

found that the majority enter the
field of Education, with a total of
139>3 individuals or 39.4%. How-
ever, next on the chart appears the
career of 'Home-making" which
boasts 63S individuals or 19.3%
who enter the category of "home-
makers".
The following is a list of the more

recent Bates graduates and ex-stu-
dents who help to make up that clas-
sification: ,

Flavins Hubbard, '30 and Gertru-
de Malenfant

Lydia Pratt, '3 0 and Stanley Fish-
er, '30

Beatrice Libby, '28 and Van M.
Weston, '30

Ruth Rogers, '30 and Russell
Woods

Mildred Tourtillott, '30 and Ha-
rold Richardson, '30

Constance Chesley, ex-'31 and Earl
Kimball

Mildred Carter and Benjamin
Chick, '31

Evelyn Hooper, '30 and Willis
Furtewengler, '3 2

Paul Chesley, '29 and Dorothy
Haskell. '30

iLawrence Flynn, ex-' 2 9 and
Katherine Mcllroy

Louise Oilman, '29 and Royce
Stuart

Ruth Yeadon ex-'29 and Ezekill
Jewell x

Natalie Shepherd and Gordon
Small '29

Viola Zahn, '29 and Stanley Snell,
'29

Jean Herindeen and Harris Howe,)
'30

Natalie Hutchins, '30 and H. L.
Heywood

Reid Appleby, ex-'30 and Gladys
Ammann

Louise Bossett, '30 and W. H.
Blackburn
Lloyd Heldman, '30 and Blanche

Pomeroy
Irene Nutter, '31 and Bert Atwell
Audrey Waterman, '31 and Lester

Hayes
Fred Dingley, '30 and Margaret

Lancaster, '30

Belmont Adams, '31 and iMarion
Way.

Several victims to Cupid's shaft
were claimed from the class of '33.
The marriage of iMary Glidden and
Albion Wright took place in 1930.
Mr. Edwin Irving Butler and Mrs!
Butler (Doris Sharp) are residing in
New York. Helen Crowley and Henry
Oaks took the matrimonial vow~= i'n

1931. Idabelle Worcester and Ralph
Long, '3 2 were married in the fall
of 1931. The wedding of Eda Osano
and Donald Smith was an event of
this summer. Mrs. Smith is studying
at Boston University this year The
engagement of Marion Hayes' and
-lunsan White of iDeering was an-
nounced in July.
The statement has at various

times been issued that a coeduca-
tional college is a veritable matri-
monial bureau. Whether this be a
liability or an asset may be de-
termined by the statistics and ac-
counts of romances contracted on
the college campus. They show a
much greater

'

Man Tied To Price System

Then let the machine do it. But
man is tied to the price system that
requires man power, because it re-

quires consumers, whose purchasers
are the basis of profits. .

".Debt is the controller under this

y tern", adds Howard Scott. He
argues that our debts have been in-

creasing for years faster than pro-
duction, and both faster than the
rate of production. One railroad in

debts 310 millions must pay 3

millions in 194S. another in 1968,
aad 106 millions in 1997.

"Is it clear", asks Scott, "that
these bonds are to pay for locomo-
tives and equipment that will have
rotted? Even the railroad may not
exist at the maturity of the bonds."

It has been argued that interest
and dividends return to circulation,
but this does not happen. Our small
investing cannot possibly spend it

all; the result is reinvestment. The
three owners of the Ford company
received 14 millions in 1930 says
Scott. Common sense dictates how
much was reinvested. /

Dollar Obsolete

' has :
Technocracy has not revealed the

rules of the ne*: society we are to
attain it. Its apostles explain that
the fluctuating dollar would be re-
placed by a unit of energy, which
would be stable :tr ! definite in value.

For the rest they offer, no magic
I pet to carry us to Utopia. But

they point to its far outline:
"With what is knoAvn of technolo-

gy today in this country, it is now
necessary for the adult papulation,
ages 25 to 45. to work but 660 hours
a year per individual to produce a
standard of living for the entire
population 10 times above the
average income of 1929."

-:o:-

Florence Ogden

Engaged—News
Told At Party

John Manter '31 To Wed
Assistant In Latin

Department
The engagement of Florence Og-

den '33 and John Manter '31 was
announced at a party in Rand hall,
Jan. 4, to which all the women of
the senior class received invitations.
The announcement was made in the
course of a puzzle game in which
each guest had a number and a let-
ter. When the puzzle was completed
the announcement could be read.
Miss Ogdcn is the daughter of Mrs.
Robin Ogden cf Waterbury, Conn.,
and is active in college organiza-
tions. She is presidant of the Latin
club, a member of the Women's
Politics club, Ramsdell Scientific
clutu.'Y. W. C. A. board, chairman
of the World Fellowship committee
of the Y. W. C. A., and is active in
athletics. She is assistant in the
Latin department.

Mr. Manter who was active in
science organizations and an assis-
tant in biology while at Bates is do-
ing work in Zoology at Columbia
University, and to a student instruc-
tor in biology at the Scthlow junior

the wedding.
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&loats a bit before consummating his

ALIBI"— - 7 M>

presentation Of Milne's Murder Mystery Plav
Little Theater Good To The Last^Drop

*

GeorgeAustin Director
By RANGXAR LIND
Former 4-A Player

Not an alibi was needed by those
a troupers responsible for pres-

tation of the Annual Varsity Play,

fT Milne's "The Perfect Alibi" at
Theater last December 15

^ffoeir
ta6k was not easy. The

^[p phrase "Varsity Play" on the
Vram brought on them the same

t
0 f responsibility borne by

inufacturers of aill widely adver-

ted products "Good? They've got

o be good." say .Mr. and Mrs. First-

iijhter
upon seeing the label on the

-over"- True to .tradition, the cast,

waded by Clyde Holbrook, Ruth
ienham.

and Edward €urtin, by
adroit

handling of dialogue, and
studied,

astute definement of person-

des, carried through a 'perform-
that stayed "good to the last
of the curtain.

Mystery Drama
At a time when the air is literally

{ull of crime-club .dramas, Fu Man-
fhu

mysteries and the like, "The
perfect Alibi" may be considered a
WP>' choice for the public palate,
jt tells of an English Magistrate,

ance

drop

Ludgrove,
- whose past

h£
*TOm South Africrtobte retired country seat in SussexEngland. .His >ast " con ŝt6

vengeful criminate who had vowed
iL^fW '' When

'

h* «entenTedthem to prison years before

from
13

tiff S<iThktk>* W* Sath"from the English-afternoon con-
versation between James LudgroveJudge budgrove's nephew, and Su-ean, his fiancee. Susan, voicing herwomanly intuition, makes us shareher distrust of a week-end guest, -Ed-ward Laverick, whom James had
casually met and invited for the
week-end, in the hospitable but in-
discreet English way. James re
taliates by pretending to distrust
•Edward Carter, another guest into
whose background none seems to
have inquired.

Plot Thickens
While the rest of the household

and guests are out at tennis and
picnicking, Carter unbosoms to
Judge Ludgrove his suspicions of
Laverick, and helps to lay a trap for
him. Laverick comes in by appoint-
ment, shows his hand immediately
(it contains an Army .45), and

The Best College Souvenir

A Bates Year Book
— As lasting as recollection —

SUBSCRIBE TO

The 1933

"MIRROR
(The charge is five dollars. The en-tire amount may

be placed on the second semester term bill, or two dollars

may be paid before January 15 and the remainder on
receiving the book.)

•revenge-.g.ioats just long enough to
•be tricked off guard by Carter frombehmd. Judge Ludgrove disarmsmm. and telephones the villa -e

1

constable. In doing this he gives thegun to Carter who starves the
audience by shooting the Judge
forthwith. The two criminals present

!

a contrast before they take cover—
Laverick, the frightened, nervous
hunted man; Carter, the cool, con-
temptuous, egoistic criminal ' plan-
ning the perfect crime. He leaves a
letter to establish motive for
suicide.

Constable Mallet is convinced that
h'its a clear case of suicide, h'all

right." His son, Sergeant Mallet
Scotland Yard rookie, is less easily
convinced but, after filling a note-
book with the alibis of household
and guests, is prevailed on by his
father to let the dead rest for fear
of digging up scandal.

Midnight Meeting
But Susan, summoning her faith-

ful James to a midnight' tryst in
the parlor, proceeds to prove that
little girls who read detective stories
do not waste their time. She has
blotting paper on her mind, a clue
which her "man Watson" pooh
pooh's at first. He soon catches the
spirit, however, takes up the scent
"full cry" and tears apart the
murderers' perfect alibis like a Philo
Vance. A creaking door disturbs
everyone's blood-pressure for a mo-
ment but the scene ends without
bloodshed.

The action is saved from a too
rapid denouement by Susan's beard-
ing the beardless Mr. Carter alone
in the living-room, after his bearded
accomplice, Laverick, has apparently
escaped. She leads Carter info a
confession and then shows him in
what respect he falls short of being
the perfect criminal. He had neglect-
ed to take his gun with him to the
morning bath—result, unloaded re-
volvers. The villain's sleek com-
posure gives way finally in a burst
of temper and as he bursts out of
the door (to be captured backstage)
the demure detective collapses on
the comfortable

. shoulder of her
dependable James.

Excellent Performance
If top honors were to be conferred,

in this admirably cast production,
they should go to the slender, suave
international crook—Clyde Hol-
brook. By slight gestures of slender
hands and subtle changes of voice
he imparted just enough of the
sinister to a character .that was often
elusive even to those watching him
through the "fourth wall" of that
English living-room in Sussex.

Ruth Benham, as Susan, who
showed up the men folks by "play-
ing" her womanly "hunch", and then
had the grace not to say "I told you
so," was our idea of what the sport-
ing English-girl should be. She was

demure, bantering, timid, serene, or
boM-spoken,—each in their proper
place. That she was attractive goes
without saying, else could she never
have so convincingfly wrapped her
fiance (Edward Curtin) around her
finger. Mr. Curtin made James a
very natural and pleasing hero, and
did not at all look the stupidity he
showed in inviting two murderers
for a peaceful week-end in the coun-
try.

David Foppish Major,
John David did a "jolly good job"

as the foppish major with his weak-
ness for widow hostesses at after-
noon teas. He coaxed the full meas-
ure of comedy out of his traditional
monocle by having the conventional
number of accidents with it. Quite
normal also was his English joke-
interpretation-reaction-time when
tested by the purring sarcasm of the
feline Miss West (Ila Page) of the
velvet voice and cushioned claws. We
vote her an extra portion of cream
for her performance.

Mr. Haver, as the kindly judge
who had retired from Active life to
enjoy shirtsleeves and suspenders,
played his role with fine repressed
emotion. We were sorry to see him
shot, especially since Mr. Laverick
(John Curtis) was let live. The
tested by the purring sarcasm of the
made the better half of the audience

President Gray

Says That Bates

Is Not In "Red

Losses On Investments
During Year To Be

About $12,000

"There will be no 'red' la our
current operations this year," said

President Clifton Daggett Gray
answering the query last week of a

Boston evening paper investigating
financial conditions of New England
Colleges.

Bates cannot economize except in

minor particulars said the President
"for limited funds have long ago
taught the authorities to econo-
mize." The losses on investments
during the fiscal year ending June

30, 1933 will be around $12,000,

more than twice that of the prece-

ding year. Nevertheless salaries

have not been reduced he added.
Scholarships were increased by orie-

third a year ago, but this year even

regret that Mr. Gillette ever became! 3 larger increase is contemplated

TWO BATES STUDENTS COME
FROM ORISSAJNDIM PROVINCE

Robert And~Kenneth Frost Tell Of Customs
Peculiar To Worship Rites Among- Indians

—Both Can Speak Native Languages

an inventor, and. although this beard
didn't hide the blackguard in him
from the sleuthful Susan, it must
have offered a tempting nesting-
place to the objects of his solitary
bird-walks.

Constable Mallet, whose complex-
ion matched his tomatoes, was
recognized under his chin-frieze of

"spinach" as Russell Milnes '34. He
carried the age and dialect very
realistically and captured the heart
of his audience by his

honesty and kindliness
Mallet (Charles Povey)
of his father", and, we dare say, of

his mother too, if his greater keen-
ness were to be accounted for. He
made a very snappy sargent, whose
brisk manner, crisp diction,

Frederic March features

"The student body of 700," the

letter concluded, "while slightly less

than that of the preceding year is

larger by 60 persons than the

average of 1929-31."

FRESHMEN GIRLS PLAN

PARTY AT TH0RNCRAG

A cabin party will
homely Thorncrag, Thursday,

"Sargent
was a "son

carry him far in Scotland Yard, or
elsewhere.

Russell Milnes as the butler, and
Eleanor Libfbey as tihe pink, fluffy

matron whose behavior toward the
major betrayed her to be at "the
dangerous age", both impressed the
audience as much as their parts
allowed.
We must compliment Stage Mana-

ger Wailter Gerke and his assistants,

Charles Povey, Harold Gouhston,
Roger Flynn, and electrician Julius

Lombardi, for an extremely tasteful

set. An amateur stage-set so pleasing

as to attract the eye without suffer-

ing from the scrutiny, is quite rare.

Thelma Kittredge and Florence

be held at

Jan. 12, ar-

ranged by Mary Ham '36 and Kay
Long '36. The program will include
games and dancing. The guests are:

George Driscoll, Arnold Jenks, Jack
Parfit ,Rohert Fish, Robert Darling.
Louis Griffin. Melvin Welsch, and

and Fred Fields; Faith Atwood, Char-
should

i0tte Stiles, Nan Wells, June Love-
lace, Betty Wallbank, Kay Long,

Rosamond Shattuck, and Mary Ham.
Miss Mildred Fisher and Prof. How-
ell Lewis will be chaperones.

of the costumes. Business Managers
Edward Wilmot, Warren Orockweill.

Walter Oonrad, and Robert Darling,

and ushers Joseph Kelley, Edwin
Prescott, Paul Carpenter. Theodore
Seamon, and Bradford Hill eaw to it

that all comers were ticketed and
programmed.

The 193 2 Varsity Play was a

grand evening's entertainment. With
this new feather in his cap the hard-
working Director—-George Austin-

James must have been justly proud should look like a Sioux chieftain.

By R. STOWELL WARE
If distance from home determines

the degree of homesickness, there
are now at Bates two brothers who
should be very, very ill with nostal-

gia. They are Robert Frost '35, and
his brother Kenneth, of the fresh-

man class, who are separated from
home by several thousands of miles

of solid earth—straight down! Their
home is in India, on the other side

of the earth.

They live in the province of

Orissa, in its capital city of Bala-

sore. Balasore is about the size of

Auburn. It is placed in a Kiplins-

esque setting, seven miles from the

Bay of Bengal on one side, and ten

miies from a charming jungle on the

ether
Interesting Customs

Most of the natives who have not

yet been converted to Christianity

are devout Vaishnavas, who worship

Jagannath ,or Juggernaut. In fact,

Balasore is only a few miles north

of Puri, where the great car of

Juggerrnarut is annually drawn in

procession. The languages are

Oriya and Hindustani. Both of the

Frost brothers are fluent in both

languages. Oriya is itself a very

archaic language, and sounds like

nothing else on earth.

Bob has been in America for two
years and Ken, one. On his trip

west. Bob followed a most interest-

ing itinerary. He crossed the Persian
Gulf from Bombay, and traveled

overland to Bagdad, across the

Syrian Desert to Damascus, then to

Jericho. From Jericho he went to

Cairo and Alexandria, then to

Greece. Italy was next; during his

stay there he "did" the country in

the approved tourist style. He then
visited Paris, before coming on to

New York. This is the brothers'

third visit to America. Once, when
the European war was disrupting
transatlantic service, they came by
way of the Pacific route, touching
Japan and Hawaii on the trip.

Parents are Missionaries

Their parents are missionaries.

They have just completed a sabbat-
ical year, spent in Lewiston, and re-

turned to India. It will be seven

years before they can again visit

America. Bob, at least, may not see

them again before that period has

elapsed, as he is studying medicine
and will have no time to travel to

India.

Conditions of weather, of course,

are much different here than in

tropical India. The Frost brothers

are very much aware of that fact.

Asked for a comment on the New
England climate, Ken said "Oh!
TOO cold for me!"

PARTIES IN GYM
TO BE CONTINUED

An evening of parties and games
will be held Thursday, January 12,

ir the Women's Locker Building
with Mrs. Percy D. Wilkins as cha-

peror.e. All girls and their friends

are urged to come. A large crowd is

desired, in order that these evenings

may be continued for the benefit of

the co-eds and their guests.

BATES JUNIOR AND
DENTAL STUDENT

PLAN TO WED
The engagement of Lucienne

Blanchard '3 4, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. C .D. Eames of Madison and
Alva S. Appleby ex-'34 was announc-
ed during the Christmas recess. Miss
Blanchard is prominent in the mu-
sical organizations of the college.

Mr. Appleby, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Tyler Appleby of Skowhegan,
is enrolled at Tufts Dental School.

No date has been set for the wed-
ding.

-:o:-

Calvin Coolicke

Continued from Page One

that comparatively the Coolidge ad-
ministration was quite devoid of

public scandal, indoJence and igno-

rance of government.
He was called the emotionless

orator and indeed went through life

rather emotionless. One may wonder,
however, if this silent goodly man
was so emotionless other than in

words. He had been taught to use
words to convey concrete thoughts
rather than flowery expressions and
he must have possessed the ordinary
sentiments and emotions.

T* J. Murphy
Fur Company

Lewiston,
Est. 1873

Main c

There is a young lady in college

Who of furs has very keen knowledge.

So see where she goes

To buy her sport clothes

Its to MURPHY'S the store for the college.

Ski-Suits

From $

SEPARATE TROUSERS

$4.95

-

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

Main Street

SCHOOL PAPERS
YEAR BOOKS

MERRILL & WEBBER CO.
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS

95-99 »AIN STREET, AUBURN, MAINE

PROGRAMS
ANNOUNCEMENTS X

GOOGIN
FUEL CO.

COAL, WOOD and COKE
„, 1801 Phones 1800
!l * Bates street 67 Elm Street

LEWISTON AUBURN

MosT COMPLETE AND UP-TO-DATE

Luggage Store .East of Boston

Fogg's Leather Store

133 MAIN ST.

TAXI
4 O 4 O

^NION SQUARE TAXI CO.
171 MAIN STEEET

>J—: r

lummei

PORTRAIT—Commercial and

Finishing Photography

New Studio

At 135 Main St.,

Lewiston,

X

—

BILL
The Barber

lids and Co-Eds

CHASE HALL

THEY'RE MILDER—

THEY TASTE BETTER

—and I like CHESTERFIELD Cigarettes.

To me, they are mild—that is, they

don'i seem to be strong; and there is

certainly no bite, so far as I can tell.

To me, they taste better and they

have a pleasing aroma.

Every CHESTERFIELD that I get is

well-filled, and I feel like I am getting

my money's worth—that there is no

short measure about it.

I like CHESTERFIELDS. They sat,

isrv inc.

MR I

i -

I
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By VINCENT BELLEAU
SPORTS MELEE:—Teams are being handicapped right now by various
factors such as a large number of infirmary cases, the coming Sophomore
Hop, exams, etc.... The college invested in a new set of hockey hoods
last week and the players don't think much of them; they seem to be too

'Ions. Aside from that, the reason for picking blue hoods remains a mystery
to me. . . . The Maine College Sports Writers Association is going to hold
a meeting in Waterville in the spring, even though Colby persists in being
the onJy college not represented in the organization. It is understood
officers of the association are writing Hal Plotkin, the bright young Colby
Echoi-st, to suggest he take time off from writing his batch of columns to

attend the convention .... See Mil Hollywood's column for more sports
notes.
toi rm:y TALK
NOT WORRYING CUTTS

Although our Portland friends in-

sist they'll blossom out with a

basketball tournament which will be
played at the same time as the an-
nual Bates school games, prospects
of anything like that are far from
being included , in the worries of

OWie -Cutts. Bates is going to stage
its tourney the same as usual, and
as usual, eight schools will be picked
lor the preliminaries from the list

of schools who signify their intention

of entering the tournament. If Deer-
ing, Portland, and Cheverus want to

play together in their own back
yard, instead of coming to Lewiston,
that's their business; but they're not
moving the Bates Tournament to

Portland, by starting one of their
own.
DOUBT SUCCESS
OE PORTLAND GAMES

Personally, I doubt the success of
a Portland tournament. Not only
does it seem necessary to me for the
tournament to be a success for the
sponsors to secure either iLewiston or
Edward Little and South Portland to

make the thing at all worth consider-
ing, but the winner of the Bates! Basketball has started again,
Tournament, and the winner of no with Varsity and Junior Varsity

teams in action in a .pretty full

schedule. I stilil think it's too bad
we haven't inter-collegiate basket-

would be worth while. He claimed
that most of the Portland people
Who came to Lewiston to the Bates
Tournament did so not merely to see
basketball games, but to make a
merry week-end out of it. A lot of

them would not support a tourna-
ment to decide the championship of

greater Portland. It is true, however,
that many Portland youngsters
would go to a tournament staged in

their city who cannot afford to come
to Lewiston to see the games.
SUGGEST MEETING
OF THOSE INTERESTED

There is no reason for the rift

which mars relations between Port-
Jand school officials and Bates. As
was suggested in this column before,

there ought to be a conference of

those interested. Difficulties ought
to be settled before everybody con-
cerned has suffered from the conse-

quences of lack of action.

MORE MELEE:—The combination
wrestling-boxing bout staged in

Portland Monday night was some
show; the wrestler won in the fourth
round. Pattison ought to try some-
thing like that in hi6 next exhibition

other tournament, will meet the Me.
winner for the state title this winter.
The Maine (principals association
still favor .putting their official! O. K. I ball The hockey men are now
on £he Bates affair. It is likely that

the three Portland schools, with one
or two others, may hold a tourna-
ment of their own to satisfy their

financial ambitions, however.
A Portland newspaper man, dis-

cussing the (problem of the problem-
atical financial succees of a Port-
land tournament, said he doubted it i rinks.

using- the so-called "Cyclones" rink
on Franklin Street, a stone's throw
from the Campus Avenue door of
Chase Hall; it's a good idea. The
team ought to have a good outdoor
rink on which to .practice before its

o.ut of town games, most of which
have to be played on uncovered

CLASS TEAMS TO COMPETE

IN TRACK MEET THIS WEEK
Two Mile Relay Team To Enter B. A. A. Games

For First Competition

PROMISING POINT WINNERS
ON FRESHMAN TRACK SQUAD

Team Preparing For Meet With Bridgton Men
Jan. 21—Group Of Thirty Includes

Balanced List Of Competitor

With several potential point win-
ners uncovered by the interclass

meet before the Christmas Recess,

the prospects for a good freshman
track team have jumped a notch.

At present a squad of about thirty

men is working out daily in prepa-

ration for the meet with Bridgton
Academy on January 21.

Among the sprinters Keller, the

former Medford High star, appears
to be the most promising. He is a
particularly fast starter and runs

the 40 yd. and 300 yd. dashes. He
is also an excellent broadjumper,
having done over 21 ft. in the inter-

chips meet. Curtin and Semeli are
two other sprinters from whom
good performances are expected.

The best of the middle-distance
men are Saunders. Jeanotte, Flynn,

Hutchinson, and Poskus. Both Jea-

notte and Hutchinson did excep-
tionally well in their first real test,

the interclass relays. Other men
who, it is hoped, will develop, are
Atherton, Carnell, Bailey, and Pen-
dleton.

Paul Tubbs ,the freshman cross
country flash, seems to dominate
the distance aspirants. Borgioli.

McCain, Mabee. Salley, Crocket, and
Small complete the group of dis-

tance men.
In the field events the high jump

appears to be well taken care of by
Muskie who jumped 5 feet 5 inches
in the interclass meet. With more
training he should be able to add
several inches to this height. Clark
throws the javelin and discus and
puts the shot; his specialty being
the javelin, but he can do a fine

job at the other two. Swift also has
been steadily improving in the dis-

eus and shot events. Other weight-
men are Gautier, Peabody, Gray,

and Sawin.

Winslow Durgin

New Coach For

Winter Sports

Dartmouth Graduate To
Assist Thompson
With Squad

-:o :-

Epidemic Forces

Use Of Chase As

Hospital Ward

Both the faculty and the student
body have been affected by the cur-

rent epidemic of grippe, or influen-
za, which has made itself manifest
on the Bates campus as much as
anywhere else.

It was stated Monday that, be-

cause of the crowded condition of

the Infirmary, the rooms on the
upper floor of Chase Hall would
have to be used to house those stu-

dents who are too ill to stay in

their rooms. Last week President
Gray in Chapel admonished all stu-

dents to give immediate attention

and care to the first symptoms of a
cold. Neglect of this, along with the

unusual weather for this time of

year, might result in a critical si-

tuation, even the necessity of clos-

ing college.
Members of the Faculty who have

been ill during vacation or since

school started .some being absent

from their classes for a time, in-

clude: Messrs. Cutts, Hovey. Whit-
bock. Bartlett, Gould, Mabee, Mrs.

Mabee, and Mrs. Gilbert.

Winslow Durgin of Lewiston has
been appointed assistant coach for
Winter sports as announced by the
Department of Physical Education
last Thursday. He graduated from
Dartmouth in 1930, having been a
member of the winter sports, track,
and football squads. Durgin's coming
to Bates at this time brings to the
college the advantages of training
under Coach Otto Schneibs, who is

regarded as the outstanding winter
sports mani in the United States.

With good coaching the Bates win-
ter sports team, which made a good
showing at the State meet last year,

should go far toward winning a vic-

tory over Maine this winter.
The number reporting to Coach

Durgin is large and the material is

promising. From last year's squad
are Captain Carpenter, Jellison, Cur-
tis, Johnson, Paige, Hager, Turner,
Dunfield, Fuller. Oliver, and Han-
ley. In addition many new men have
evidenced interest in winter sports
competition. They are Tuthill, Milli-

ken, Lennartson. Anderson, Hill,

Huston, Buker, Frost,Brown, For-
rest, Povey. Gallagher, Gay, Jones,
Drake. Dimlick, Freeman, Schneller,
Edwards, Jensen, and Gardiner.

Carnival Planned
Vigorous training has occupied

the time of the squad before the
coming of snow. Running twice up
and down Mt. David, limbering up
exercises in the gym ,and four or
five laps on the track have served
to put the men in excellent physical
condition. Now that snow has fallen,

daily practice is on the particular

event each man has chosen, and soon
the coach will have a squad ready
for active competition.

The climax of winter sports work
at Bates is reached in the all-college

Carnival which this year comes the
ninth, tenth and eleventh of Feb-
ruary. Three consecutive days of fun
are planned for everyone in this

mid-year recreation] peiod. Skiing,

snowshoeing, and skating for both
men and women* and in the evenings
there are to be indoor entertain-

ments for both sides of the campus.
The whole culminates in the Carni-
val Hop, which is perhaps the out-

standing dance of the college year.

The Outing Club, to which all

Bates men and women belong, is

also maintaining a skating rink on
the tennis courts behind Roger
Williams Halil. The rink is open
every week day, and until 9:30 each
evening. On Sunday afternoons it is

open from 2:00 P. M. until 5:00.

Finland reports less drunkenness
in the land since it ended prohibition.
The truth of the report depends en-
tirely upon your viewnoint.

By DOROTHY E. O'HARA

Rosamond Melcher at Bridgewater
Normal Seliool

W.A.A. was represented at Bridge-
water Normal School by Rosamond
Melcher, on December 21. She sipoke

on Voluntary Training as worked out
here at Bates.
Some of the interesting features

she noticed were:
That their W.A.A. is a club and

that girls must earn so many points
before they are eligible for member-
ship. Those who have not earned the
required number of points are re-

quired to attend club meeting, but
may not vote.

That their A.A. board is composed
of an executive board of five mem-
bers, and this board is rea.lly in

control. Another board of about
twenty members w*ho act as heads
of different sports.

That their new Voluntary health
rules are modelled on our Voluntary
training ruiles, and were unanimously
accepted.

That the question of whether an
orange constituted a well-balanced
meal was brought up. It was decided
that it did not.

That they have two sets of rules,

one .labelled "Minimum Require-
ments" which must be kept for A.A.
points; another set is labelled "Ideal
Requirements" which are set as a
goal in an endeavor to raise health
standards.
That they are still on the point

system, so that points rather than
awards are given for Voluntary
Training.

That they are not required to

take training a whole semester to

get credit, but may be taken for a
week, a month, or a term. Points
are accumulative. Cuts are not
allowed if training is taken for a
week, but three cuts a week are
allowed if it is taken for a semester.

That they use the check system
rather than the honor system. Can
we keep up our system or will we
have to change?

That exercise is iprovided for in

the training rules since W. A. A.
doesn't provide for it.

That they have a dandy bunch of
girls who were very enthusiastic and
interested in A.A. work.

Statistics on Bates voluntary
training show that 60% Of the school
take training.

Freshmen 82%
So»phomores 4 2 %
J.uniors 56%
Seniors 32%

By Dormitories
Ohase 78%
Cheney 70%
Frye 60%
Hacker 80%
iMillliken 71%
Rand 36%
Whittier 34%

New Season's Activities
The new winter is on for Physical

Ed. with the following sports: Win-
ter Sports, Basketball, Tap Dancing,
Folk Dancing, Stunts and Tumbling,
Apparatus.
Tan dancing has been changed from

4:30 to 2:30 on Tuesday. Stunts and
Tumbling come at 2:30 on Friday.

News From .Other Colleges
A Sports Cruise From Ohio Wesleyan

The W.A.A. of the Ohio Wesleyan
gave its annual party for the Fresh-
men women at the ilatter"s dormitory.
It was similar to our own Sportland
Tour in that it was an ocean trip

visiting at various countries where
the sports were presented.
The dance hall of the dormitory

was decorated like the deck of a
boat. The guests who were the Fresh-
men women left their wraps at the
"Purser's Office", and were given
W.A.A. handbooks as passports.
Some of the sports given in the

countries visited: baseba.1.1 in Ameri-
ca, hockey in Scotland, tennis in

France, bowling in the Swiss Alps,
volleyballl in Switzerland, and swim-
ming and basketball (presented in

America after the ship docked.
Minnesota Play Day

Here, too, was program similar
to ours. High school girls from
Minneapolis and St. Paul were in-

vited. They were put on 6quads mix-
ing them thoroughly so that they
would meet new girls from different

schools. This idea was used by the
Bates W.A.A. for its Playday.
Many sports were played including

hockey, swimming, baseball, deck
tennis and volleyball. W.A.A. mem-
bers were put in charge of the sports
and of each ©quad, so that there were
plenty of hostesses.

:o:

A successful indoor season is look-

ed forward to as Coach Thompson's
track squad of '35, led by Captain

Arnold Adams, returns to hard
work after a short recess. The inter-

clafs meet taking place on Friday

and Saturday of this week will serve

to give Coach Thompson a final line

on his material. Strength in the run-

ning events and especially fine pros-

pects in the relays is responsible for

the note of optimism displayed by

the coach, although the squad lacks

balance due to the lack of material
in some of the field events.

The squad opens its intercollegiate

competition with the B.A.A. Relays
in Boston in which a two mile team
is entered. The next week in Boston
at the University Club Meet, men are
entered in alii the events including
the one mile relay. Then follow the
Northeastern meet at home, the

I.CA.A.A.A. meet in New York in

which a relay team will compete, and
finally the Maine meet in Orono.
Besides these meets there are the
invitation meets for Adams and
possibly Jellison in New York and
Boston.
The strong two mile squad con-

sists of Adams, Jellison, Lary, Hall,
Smith, Butler, Raymond, Hammond,
and Drew. Bates won this event at
the B.A.A. games last year, defeat-

ing among others the strong BoGton
College team, Harvard, and Dart-
mouth. From last year's quartet
Adams, Jellison, and Lary are on
hand.

A strong mile team is also expect-

ed as aside from the veterans Adams,
Lary, and Hall, there are Pendleton

and Pricher, stars of last years

freshman team. - who have a fine

chance to be representatives on this

team.

In the dashes Coach Thompson has

Jensen, a. veteran who is showing
much improvement; Sheridan, Fire-

man, and Keller, a promising fresh-

man. Adams, New England quarter

mile champion and U. S. Olympic
representative, leads the list of "300"

men, closely followed by Hall, Pen-
dleton, Jensen, and Sheridan. The
"600" is well taken care of by Adams
and Hall, while in the "1000", Jelli-

son, cross country captain and strong
distance runner, together with Lary,

veteran half miler, Smith, Raymond,
Butler, Drew, Hammond, and Mal-
loy present a strong field. The two
mile s-quad consists of Jellison, Wins-
ton, Semetauskis, Amrein, and Ver-
non.

Leading the hurdlers is Puring-
ton, letter winner in his freshman
year but ineligible since, together
with Burch, Eaton, and Pendleton.

Bangs and Kramer are the only
experienced high jumpers out. In the
weights are Anicetti, Carlin, Taylor,
and a promising freshman candidate,
Clark. In the pole vault and in the
broad jump a scarcity of promising
material presents a giloomy picture

although Keller, freshman dash man,
may surprise.

Canadian Football Not So

Rough As Ours—Few Injuries
"Our (fellows don't dress up like

Santa Clause—they wear shorts. Yes,
they are padded, that is, what there
is of them."

Joseph Berridge and Ernest
Weeks, the two outstanding deb-
aters from Mt. Allison University,
who debated here, at the men-
tion of footba.ll burst out with

j

that remark, Furthermore, it was no
J

"tooth-pulling contest" to get these
'

two Canadian chaps to talk glibly

on any subject mentioned.
Football Called Rugby

Football, at Mt. Allison, has the
dignified name of English rugby
and, in reality, is not the rough
game so frequently witnessed by
American fans. One of the most
striking differences is found in

tackling. Only the one who carries

the ball may be tackled, the remain-
ing members of the team indulge in a
"pus>h and heel" process, developing
with a little practice into quite' an
art. Differences in terminology and
scoring is another outstanding item.
A touchdown, known to the Cana-
dians as a touch, is worth only three
points, whereas the value of a con-
vert, equivalent to the field goal is

worth two. The players of their

front line, spoken of as front line

scrum, are the onily memlbers of the
team to wear helmets. Real casual-
ties are seldom known; a cold
knock-out being considered quite
serious.

Flirting Girls' Major Sport
The other major sports of the

Canadian University are very simi-
lar to those in the majority of the

American colleges. English rugby
heads the list, followed closely by
.basket-'ball, hockey and track; .baee-

.bail is listed among the minor
sports. As for the sporting activities

on the co-ed side of the campus, Mr.
Weeks vouchsafed this remark,
"Basket-ball and flirting are the
girls' major sport©. The latter game
is by far the more expensive,"

This college, consisting of approxi-
mately 500 university students in

addition to those attending the
Academy and Ladies College, holds
at the present time the Maritime
Championship in hockey, debating
and in both men and women's
basketball.

O. K. Miss America
In answer to the proverbial

'question concerning impressions,
"Exceedingly favorable. The scenery,
we find particularly beautiful. But
the billboards—O. K. Miss America!
decidedily unfavorable, with a
tendency to lower the moral stand-
ards," As for the Qatter remark, it

will be remembered that these deb-
aters were opposing the question of

advertising, and in an amusing way,
did not miss an opportunity to

make the fact known.
In regard to the debate at the

University of iMaine, "We won on
their own ice; we then had one
down and three to go." This inter-

view Wednesday afternoon was
certainly a s'hartp contrast to the
seriousness and thought of the
chapel talk Thursday morning, but
in its substance was equally inter-

esting and appealing.

Bates Graduates

Announce Engagement

On Christmas Night

The engagement of Elizabeth Tay-

lor to Herbert Hoyt was announced

on the night of Dec. 2d by Mrs

Henry Woods, Miss Taylor s aunt at

Rumford.
Miss Taylor was graduated irom

Bates last year and while here she

was active in the Latin club, Cosmos

Club Phil .Hellenic Society, and was

also 'assistant in Latin. She spent

the summer of 1931 abroad

Greece studying at the

of Athens.
Mr. Hoyt was graduated

Bates in '31 and has since

been principal in the high
Sherburne, Mass. He wa
football squad at Bates and was also

the member of several clubs. No
date has been set for the wedding.

in

University

from
then

school of

He was on the
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School of Nursing

of Yale University

A Profession for the College
Woman

The thirty months' course, pro.
viding an intensive and varied
experience through the case study
method, leads to the degree of

Bachelor of Nursing

Two or more years of approv-
ed college work required tor ad-

mission. Beginning ini 1931 a
Bachelor's degree will be requir-

ed. A few scholarships ava

for students with advanced qua.

lifications.
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Yale School of Nursing
New Haven, Connecticut
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W.A.A. Banquet to

Be Held in Fiske

Hall, January 17th

Verna Brackett Chair-
man—Decorations In

Blue And White
The annuail W. A. A. banquet

will be held Jan. 17 in Fiske Dining
Hall. The committee which has
completed the plans for the pro-

gram consists of: Verna Brackets
'34, chairman and general charge
of the banquet; Dagmar Augustinus
'33, menu; Marjorie Reid '34, deco-
rations; Norma Hinds '33, hospita-

lity.

The guests of the evening will be
Pres. and Mm Clifton D. Gray,
Dean Hazel M. Clark, Prof. Lena
Walmsloy and Miss Mildred Fisher.

Frances Brackett '33 is to serve
as Toastmistress and the toasts will

be given as follows:
To Guests, Marjorie Bennett '34;

To Sports, Jean Murray '35; To
Coaches, Ruth Rowe '36; To Garnet
and Black, Charlotte Cutts '33.

The decorations for the banquet
will be blue and white.

Seniors Trounce

Juniors 49-19

Wrestling Matches
Sponsored By Student

Between Halves
A senior basketball team led by

Clarence Pottle and Paul Hayden
overhelmed a junior team last night
49-19 in the Alumni gym in the first

intra-Hmuiial basketball game of the
season. The game was featured by
wrestling matches between the
halves and during the intermission
afiter the third quarter sponsored by
the Student sports department.

•In the wrestlling matches Julius
S. Liombardi '34 was the only win-
ner by a referee's decision over Ho-
race iPerry '36 after six minutes. The
other ana'tcb ended in a draw
between Al Carliin '3 5 and Howard
Swtifit '3 6. Bruce Pattison '33, the
referree in the other matches, and
iLeorn Frangedakis '35 put on an
unscheduled exhibition after the
third quiarter.

The senior quintet with three
veterans with three years' experience
absent, Brud King, Frank Italia, and
Tubfby Gorham, included in their

lineup besides Pottle and Hayden,
Johnny Stevens, Joihn Roche, and
Mike Karkos. The junior team was
made up of Harold 'Millet, Bob But-
ler, Arthur Amrein, John Dillon, and
Roy Sindliair.

The intraHmural series will be con-
tinued every Tuesday and Thursday
evening throughout the winter. The
sophomore and 'junior teams will

clash Thursday.
Wrestling bouts will also be a

mainstay between the halves of the
games until the exam period
when an all-college tournament is

scheduled.
< — :o:-

From the News

jobs, and in the second place, these
men are used to Hiving better and
more expensively than laborers or
mechanics, and so, when the crisis

comes, they are lees able and willing
to adapt themselves to a lower
scale of living."

Not Murder
'As compared with the present in-

mates of Sing Sing who have only
attended high school, the prisoners
who have attended college have, in
proportion to their total number,
committed only one-eighth as many
robberies (robbery being a crime
that involves ipersonal violence or
the threat of violence), but they
have committed three times as many
larcenies. The typical college man's
crime is taking money that does not
belong to him, while the owner is

not watching, and doing this in what
seems the easiest and safest way."

Jewelers

50 LISBON STREET

Lewiston,

LE

JVfESSAGER
Publishing Co.

Job Printers

Publishers

225 Lisbon street

WHEELER
Clothing Co.

Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS
For Good Clothes and

Furnishings
Special discount given to Bates Students

SVfeb • -.V.-VP!*«

SAY IT WITH ICE CEE>JVT

(jeorge A. Ross
ELM STREET

Bates 1904
3

serVall
LUNCH

14 Bates St. Geo E. Schmi.lt

The Blue Line"
Lv

Lv

Lv

Lewiston—Rumford—Farmington
Lewiston

—

7.45 A M , 12.35 P.M., 4.23 P.M.

Rumford

—

7 35 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4.15 P.M.

Kariuinjiton

—

7.30 A M., 12.20 P.M., 4.10 P.M.

STANDARD TIME

More persons would read Editor

Smith's magazine, except that it costs

25 cents.

Continued from Page One

ers here, do you?' 'No,' I answered,
'I place you far h/low them. They
did not have your training, your
opportunities, your general back-
ground.'
The chaiplain says that in periods

of financial depression the (proportion
of highly educated men who are in
prison should be' expected to in-

crease, because, in the first place, a
j

depression hits earliest and hardest
j

those who are holding white-collar

Sport coats, cor-

duroy slacks, to-

ques, short hose

—wool, all colors,

turtle neck swea-

ters, bath robes,

suits and over-

coats. When we

buy~our mdse. we

always have

Bates College

boys in mind. Ask

THE COLLEGE STORE
wrwra—imm

i n mm n i—u »

ALWAYS WELCOME

the man next

room ; he knows

aU about us.

WE
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3 Minutes from the Campus
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—
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.

"A Complete Banking- Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
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yale Coddles Her
Students Says The News

The Medical Profession

-Turns To Socialism

The Youthful But
Color! ul Cliinese General

gberwood Eddy Predicts
japan's Bankruptcy

Om- Credit System
Injures Chinese Schols

_ THOMAS MUSGRAVE

A

Rand Weatherbee

Chosen Clerk In

Maine Legislature

Graduate Of" '32 Wins
Clerkship Of Two

Committees

FATHER A SENATOR

JE2RT0GNC} that Yale nurses and
addles its students and usee
radically every known psy-

chological imfluence to keep them
little boys, the Yale CNews last week

k( i the school's educational

policy-

-S. sdless to say," the News con-
ges, "the system is successful

Ijecauee of the fortunate 'provision in

1]$ natural order of things that some
males must reach maturity."
"To - ome at Yale,"' the News

"it is four years of groping for
bjeetim To some it is a tantal-

izing
opportunity which can never

be reached because the system has
worked out to fool the stu-

(jert who knows Where he is going
aud wants to get ahead of the
crowd."

Students accept less responsibility

than any known species. They live

by the grace of God under the
benevolent protection of the faculty."

\MBRICAN medical men alarmed
at the complaints of inequali-
ties of medical service distribu-

tion, five years ago, started to watch
with the utmost interest a com-
mittee's study into the subject.

Investigator probed every health

activity they could learn of. Among
statistics they discovered

;lS.2 7o of the population are getting

no medical care whatsoever, a

doctor's average annual income is

$5,300, and 47,000 doctors earn $50
weekly.

The .majority of the Committee
decided that if U. S.' annual sick bill

were equitably spent, every inhabit-

ant of the nation would get adequate
medical attention, and everyone con-

d with the profession would
an adequate living. A complete

t-!,. ialization of the profession is

necessary.
The American Medical Associa-

tion's Journal sensing an attack on
the organization exhorted the mem-
b s last month in this way: The
alinement is clear—on one hand
social theory—even Socialism as op-

posed to t'he organized ' profession

urging an orderly evolution guided
by principles found to be sound thru

the centuries."

Tokio Paper Says

Japan Correct In

Manchurian Acts
Claims League Failed
To Interpret Chi-
nese Conditions

CHINA WAR TOWN
Student To Print Exclusive

Articles By Japanese
Correspondent

As an introduction to ainew de-
partment of the Student, in which a
series of articles dealing; with Japan
will appear, the following article is
presented. This is a review of an ar-
ticle appearing in J the Tokyo news-
paper, Michi-Michi.
A series of articles which will ap-

pear soon in this column in the fu-
ture are to be contributed by Yoshi-
to Tezuka, a sophomore yit Keio, the
famous Japanese educational institu-
tion.

T. YY. M.
Michi-Michi, revealing the Lytton

Report itself finds China far from
developed, maintains that Japan is

correct in its opposition to the cur-
rent views of the average outsider
on its- iManchurian activities.

The Lytton Report, in its opening
i

secretary-treasurer of that organi-
paragraphs, writes that "The domi- zation. During freshman, junior and

POINTS TO REMEMBER
1. No students will be admitted

after 30 minutes nor leave be-
fore an hour except in one
hour courses.

2. A coat loom will be provided.
S. Xo books or paper will be

permitted except for courses
where the instructor design-
ates.

4. Exams will begin and close
promptly.

5. AH seats designated.

EXAMINATIONS TO BE HELD
IN ALUMNI GYM—STUDENT
PRINTS TENTATIVE SCHEDULE

Weatherbee Prominent In
College — Was Phi
Beta Kappa Man

Some people seem so consistently
successful that we are quite apt to
attribute their good fortune to mere
luck. But in the case of Randolph
A. Weatherbee, who was recently
chosen clerk of two 'legislative com-
mittees in Augusta, we have only to
look back on his past record as a
student at Bates, from which he
was graduated in '32, to see that
other factors played a part.
Rand Weatherbee, who is the son

|

of Senator Artemus Weatherbee of
|

Penobscot county, comes from Lin-
|

coin, Maine. While at Bates he was
!

one of the most outstanding etu-
i
dents, being active, and, successful
in many lines of endeavor. He was
president of the Student Council as

a senior, previously serving as

nating factor in China is the moder-
nization of the nation itself, which
is slowly taking place. China today
is a nation in evolution, showing
evidence of transition in all aspects
of its national life."

Not so, cries the Michi-Michi ar-

ticle. The paper claims that this is a
gross misrepresentation of facts in

view of the everlasting civil distur-

bances in China and the chaotic con-
ditions prevailing in the country at

all times.

Licague Commission Failed

"The League Commission of En-

senior years he was president of his

class, certainly good evidence of his
popularity around the campus. All
four years he served on the Student
staff, and in addition to that w'as

Art Editor of the Mirror. And
though we are surprised that one
60 busy should have time to study,
Rard was elected to Phi Beta Kap-
pa in due time, as well as to Delta
Sigma Rho, honorary forensic society.

Four years on the Debating Council
and as Varsity Debater gained him
admittance to the latter organiza-
tion. In addition to these societies
he was a member of the Spofiord

Tentative Schedule of Examinations
STUDENTS ARE REQUESTED TO REPORT ANY CONFLICTS TO THE REGISTRAR BEFORE

SATURDAY, JAN. 21, AT NOON

Group J—Wed. 1:30, Feb. 1 j Group I—Sat. 8:00, Feb. 4Group S—Sat. 3:30, Jan. 28

Pub.
Hvg.

Sp. 101
101 Men

Group K—Mon. 8:00, Jan. 30

quiry," the article says, "was en-
j Club. Phil-Hellenic, and the Politics

trusted with the mission of investi-

gating the prevailing conditions in

China. It utterly failed in it, accord-
ing to the contention of the War
Office which enumerates the follow-

ing facts to show how it is mistaken
to call China a modernized country:

"In Shantung a civil war is being
waged between General Han Fu-
chui and General Liu Chen-nien's

forces." Other similar instances are

pointed out.
According to the latest reports re-

ceived from Japan, General Han Fu-
chu, referred to in the above quota-

tion, advanced his headquarters to

Shahc, and fighting is now going on
around Yuehhsien. The greater part

of Sikang Province is now occupied

by the Tibetan forces. The Nanking

Continued on Page 2 Col 4

Club.
Such a college record could not

but lead to some later recognition,

and although this present position

is not one of political importance,

it is a stepping stone to greater

things. In such a position important
contacts are made, and knowledge
of governmental procedure and po-

litics may be acquired which will be

of the greatest assistance in train-

ing one for a political career.

The two committees to which
Weatherbee will act as clerk are

Public Utilities and Indian Affairs.

Senator Weatherbee is chairman of

the first committee and Senator

Fernandez, also of Penobscot coun-

ty is chairman of the second. Ran-

dolph Weatherbee was named as

clerk on a third committee, Claims,

but was defeated.

German 401
Kng. lOl
Genuan 201

Group B—Mon. 1:30, Jan. 30

Bib. Lit. :tll

Eng. 211 M »
Eng. 231 M 0
Eng. 321
Educ. 351 M 9 (2 div.)

Fren. 207 M »
Geol. 421
Govt. 201 M 0
Greek 211
Latin 111 MO
Music 201
Phil. 308
IMiys. Ed. 303 Men

Group 1j—Tuo-. 8:<>0, Jan. 31

( hem. 401
Eng. 2S1 T 11
Eng. 24 L
French 251
French 4(>7
Geology 321
History 315
Latin 203
Math. 311 T 11
Soc. Sc. 101 T 11

Group P—Thurs. 8:00, Feb. 2

Preach 241 T 1 :30, 2:30
(Tiem. 101
Chem. Ill
( hem. 452

Group C.—Tm-s. 1:30, Jan. 31

U BRIGHT particular thorn inA the side of the Japanese in

China for years has been the

young Marshal Chang Hsueh-Liang,
j

whose troops are now fighting at the
j

Great Wall," says the N. Y. Times.

FROSH READY FOR ICE TILT

WITH KENT'S HILL SATURDAY
The son ot * fam„„ s 'Marian

Bobkittens Receive Valuable Practice In Scrim-
war lord and a graduate of a military

training school with years of cam-
paigning in the northern hills be-

hind him, he is now, at 34. still

carrying on the family 'business of

warfare and dominion.
When Chang Tso-lin, his father,

was killed by a bomb in 19 28, young

Chang inherited an army of some

400,000 men, as well as the power

that goes wit'h such a tremendous

force. The Times says, "The question

was what would 'he do with it

mages Against Varsity—Three Cornered
Fight For Goalie Position

Bib. Lit. lOl M 10
Biol. 411
Chem. 321
Educ. 351 M 10
Eng. 341
Fren. 103 M 10
*Geol. 313
Govt. 201 M 10
Greek 1 1 1 > 10
Latin lOJ) (V div.)
Phil. SOT
Physics 401
Span. 201

Group X—Wed. 8:00, Feb. 1

Psych. 201
Hygiene 101 Women
Psych. 333

Spinks Criticizes

Dobie's Attack

Biology 421
( hem. 421
Math. 113
Math. 415

Group H—Thurs. 1:30, Feb. 2

Biology 111 T 0
Biology 221
Ikon. 305
Educ. 443 T 0
Eng. 221 T 0
Fug. 401
French 207 T 9
German 301
Greek 111 T »
History 213 T 9
Latin 111 T 9
Phil. 305
Physics 231

Group A—Fri. 8:00, Feb. 3

Biology 211
Econ. 217
Educ. 443 M 7:40
Geol. 201 M J7:40
Greek 315
Latin 111 M 7:40
Physics 351
Sociol. 211 M 7:40

Group It—Fri« 1:30, Feb. 3

Ghent. 201
Eng. 251
French 103 T 10
French 331
Greek 221
Govt. 327
Latin 307
Physics 371 T 10
Psych. 353
Soc. 211 T 10

Group G—Sat. 1:30, Feb. 4

Biology 111 T 7:40
English 211 T 7:40
*Fine Arts 201
*Geology 213
Math. 311 T 7:40
Physics 271 T 7:40
Soc. 341
Span. 301
History 111 T 7:40

Group F—Mon. 8:00, Feb. «

German lOl
German 31

1

German 351

*Examination will be held in

Carnegie Science Hall.

Econ. 339
French 401
History 227
French 111
Biology 311

Group E—Mon. 1:30, Feb. 6

t'hem. 221
Econ. 321
French 101
French 241 M 1:30
History 213 M 1:30
Soc. Sc. 101 M. 1:30

Group M—Tues. 8:00, Feb. 7

Econ. 211
German 401
Physics 361

Group I)—Tues. 1:30, Feb. 7

Bib. Lit. 101 M 11
t hem. 301
French 307
Eng. 221 M 11
Geol. 201 Mil
Geratan 431
Greek 345
History 111 M 11
Math. 211 M 11
Math. 411

CAMPUS HOOP GAME THRIVES

DESPITE VARSITY SPORT BAN
Oil King Football More Than 200 Men Playing On Class And Gym

Teams—Two Games Already Played In Class

Series—Seniors And Sophomores Win

Dr. Lawrence Chairman
Of Faculty Arrang-

ing Details

EXAMS IN GROUPS

The freshman hockey squad has

been working out daily at St. Dom's

arena for the past week. Good ice

toward the latter part of last week

and frequent scrimmages against the

varsity have contributed much to-

ward the iprogress and improvement
AHof candidates. The freshmen open

customed to leadership as his

fathers active aide, he showed no

inclination to carry out the pessi-

mistic -future his detractors were

AGod enough to see .for him, as just

another weak son of a strong father.

SHERWOOD Eddy, just returned

from a world tour, that included

Russia and Japan, scores the
' 'iti-reliEcious policy of the Soviets.

He predicts bankruptcy for Japan in

• than five years; with a Russo-Jap

war immediately following.

FOR the past few years it has

been the academic fashion to

scoff at the college credit system.

The time-honored method of winning
a diploma by attending so many
(lasses and accumulating so many
course credits has been derided as

heing a stupid anachorism.

Now it is criticized in a new .quar-j Torrey
: . The N. Y. Times explains that, I for the right wing
' The League of Nations Educational

Mi ion to China has found the

credit system one of America's most

unfortunate gifts to education
that country and one of the

reasons why it would do better to

fellow European methods."
"It is also doubtful," Dr. Duggan

says, "whether the mission's sub-

stitute proposal of granting degrees
°n the basis of final examinations
alone would be an improvement."

"Young Chinese human nature,"
ne argues, "is probably about the

their two game schedule on Saturday

afternoon, January 21, when they

meet Kent's Hill.

The fact that the freshmen have

been competing against the varsity-

makes it appear that they will' not be

awed bv Kent's Hill, no matter what

kind of a team they find themselves

up against. Moreover, they ,
have

done rather well against the varsity,

and so it is expected that they will

turn in creditable performances on

Saturday.
Xo Infinite Choices

Although €oach Ray McCluskey

has yet made no definite choices,

'Red Simpson seems to be slated for

the center position in the first line
|

movement

Raymond Currier

Speaker at "Y"

Meeting To-Night

Is Educational Secre-

tary Of Volunteer

Movement

The Y. M. C. A. and the Y. W. C.

A. will hold an open meeting Wed-

Disagrees With Cornell

Coach Game Takes
Too Much Time

BY BUCK SPINKS

As Told To V incent Belleau

Gilmour Dobie .speaking to the
American Football iCoaohes' Asso-

ciation recently ,said that football

seems "to have outgrown the capa-
city of the boys to keep pace with
it," and that the game is now so
"vast, so unwieldy, it is almost im-
possible for an organization of col-

lege boys to handle it and do jus-

tice to their scholastic studies." He
suggested taking immediate step® to
remedy what he thinks is wrong
with the game.
With all due justice to Dobie and

the part he has played in making
football history, I think that he is

backward step which

m
chief

same as young European. As the
Mission insists that Chinese students
aiready devote too much time and
e ffort to cramming, it would seem
advisable for 'Chinese educators
^jefwllv to study the problem before
'discarding the credit system for that
01 final examinations. In all prob-
ability the best system will result

Stoth"
Uni°n ° f elements taken from

a New World."

WOMEN ATTEND WAA
BANQUET LAST NIGHT

He too is a fast skater and is al*o

a deadly shot. Curtin, Nicholson, and

Stetson are other left wing aspirants

Pond and :Mann are battling

position. Fields

and Grannon, two big fellows, are

expected to hold down left and right

defense respectively while Stevenson

is ready to be put in there. The The ann ual W.A.A. banquet was

goalies are Merrill, Farrington, and (held last night in Fiske Dining Hall

Butler and they are having a real Pres _ an .d Mrs. Clifton D. Gray. Dean

battle Each of them has at definite
; Hazel M. Clark, Prof. Lena Walms-

t
;,mes shown marked capabilities in

j
ley> ana Miss Mildred Fisher were

defending the cage, but, on the other
|
the guests of tihe evening,

nesday evening, January 18, in the advocating a

Y room at Chase Hall from 7 uintil would put am end to the progress of

8 o'clock The speaker will be Ray-
j
the game.

mond P. Currier, the editor of "Far i Football Played By Big Men
Horizons'* and the educational se-

1 When football was young, it was
cretary of the Student Volunteer played by big men, all of whom

Far Horizons" is one of were immune to injury. The football

ttles between two
small fellows

?elf seen service in the foreign
!

COuld not and did not play the
fields. His subject is "A Pattern for

, game .
Eventually, however, younger

RpVfs al last skater and good stick
i the foremost magazines in the field games were batth

handler Jack Parfitt appears to be of missions. Mr. Currier has him-, towns; young and

the best of the left wing candidates

hand, each has had his off days.

Consequently their work this week

will decide the issue. However, it is

quite likely that all three will see

action.

HEELERS TO MEET JAN. 23

There was 'no meeting of the

Heeler's Club on Mon., but the

regular .meeting will be held on the

Jan. 23. A play, "The Theatre", will

be read by members of the Heelers

Club before the 4-nA players. The

larsre cast of this iplay has been

coached by Nan Wells '34.

Frances Brackett '33 served as

toastmistress and the toasts were

given as follows:

To Guests, Marjorie Bennett '34

To Sports, Jean Murray '35

To Coaches, Ruth Rowe '3 6

To Garnet and Black, ChaTlotte

Cutte '33

The committee responsible for the

nlans for the entire program con-

sisted of- Verna Brackett '34, chair-

man and general charge of the

Dagmar Augustinus 66,

CReid '34, deco-
banquet;
menU:

NormaHinds '33, hospital

coaches experimented with changes,

ard the game went through a pe-

riod of progress until it became
what it is today.

The evolution can be compared to

that of the automobile. The few
parts which made up the original

automobiles were sufficient to make
it run, but model after model came
out with improvement after im-

i provement, until we think that the

I
present models are good enough,

I

and that nothing more can be done

j to improve them. The next year
will see something more, never
thought of before, in the new cars.

Football is in a like situation. It

may have details in it now that

were never imagined by the first

players, but these add to the effec-

tiveness of the game. Customers
come to see the game because they

like it in its present form, and are

always looking for and acclaiming

innovations.

Personally, there is nothing more

I enjoy as a spectator than to see a

surprise play, a pass on the fourth

rations;

ity.
Continued on Page 3 Col 4

Round Table

Members Hear

Talk By Quimby

Discusses Subject Of
Propaganda In
Chase Hall

"Propaganda teaches what to

think; education how to think", de-
clared Prof. Brooks Quimby the

speaker at a Faculty Round-Table
Conference held at Chase Hall Fri-

day right.

Prof. Quimby spoke for some
length on the subject of "Propagan-
da", pointing out the present un-
pleasant connotation of the word
which has grown out it's unjust re-

presentation and rumors and fla-

grant appeals to prejudices and
passions so prevelant since the
War. He went on to tell of the dan-

gers of the abundant political-com-

mercial propaganda in our educa-

tion, giving vivid illustrations of

such methods as employed by power
companies. He added that most of

our patriotic propaganda is of

practically no influence. Mr. Quim-
by combined his characteristic style

with blackboard and poster illus-

trations to make a most interesting

and profitable speech.

The meeting was presided over by

Prof. W. H. Sawyer with Mrs.. Saw-

yer as chairman of the entertain-

mert committee which included

Prof, and Mrs. Karl Woodcock, Mrs.

Blanche Roberts and Prof. G. M.

Robinson.
— :o :

The English 4-A Players met on
Mon., Jan. 9. The club is considering

broadcasting a play by radio. The
committee appointed to take charge
of the broadcasting is made up of:

Walter Gerge '33, Jack David '34,

and Ruth Benham '33.

Prof. 'Robinson announced at the

meeting that "A Winter's Tale" had
been ohosen for this year's Shake-
spearian play. George Austin will as-

sist with the coachinig.

By DAMON STETSON
Intramural basketball is thriving

on the Bates campus despite the
failure of all the efforts made to ob-

tain the game as a regular varsity

sport. At present it is estimated that

nearly two hundred men are playing
this game at least three times a

week either on a gym team or on a

class team. The very fact that so
many have manifested an interest

goes to show what a really popular
sport basketball is here at iBates.

In order to create a competitive
atmosphere and to satisfy the desires

of the players for actual competition,
an interclass schedule of games has
been arranged which includes two
Varsity class team games each weak
as wel-1 as two second team games.
The second team games are played
on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons
and the Varsity games are played at

7:30 P. M. on these same days. Two
games have been played already and
from the brand of basketball shown
it appears tkat there will certainly

be some torrid, thrill-filled basket-
ball this winter for all those who
wish to witness it.

Sophomores Won Thursday

A week ago last night the seniors
gave the juniors a decisive beating
by the score of 49-19. Last Thursday

System a. Radical Change,
But Many Colleges

Use Like Plan

In order to simplify the task of

the professors who have two or

more divisions of the same course,

because many of the classrooms are
overcrowded and their ventilation

poor, and in order to prevent fre-

quent last-minute shifting of exams,
the administration has drawn up an
elaborate scheme of exams whereby
the exams will be held in groups in

the Alumni Gymnasium. While ru-

mored for some time on campus
official notification has been with-
held until this time.
The official schedule released in

the Student is a tentative one made
go because the committee in charge
in facing such a tremendous job for

the first time realises that some
courses may have been overlooked.
Although the system has been check-
ed and rechecked, the committee ur-

ges any students finding conflicts to

report them up to noon Saturday at

the Registrar's office. After that

time the schedule will .become defi-

nite.

All courses will have their exams
in the Gym except those in the Fine
Arts, which uses slides in a darken-
ed room, and Geology, whose high-

ly specialized equipment makes a

transfer from Carnegie impractical.

There is one innovation that has
been found necessary this year—ex-

ams in freshman Hygiene and the

one hour public speaking courses

will be held on the afternoon of the
day clauses close for the semester-
Saturday at 3:30. The courses have
been lettered from A to S and an at-

tempt has been made to have the
groups evenly divided numerically.
The committee has found it neces-
sary to outline several requirements
in regard to using the gym. These
are found at the top of this page.

The plan, at best, Is an experi-

ment said Dr. Lawrence, chairman
of the committee, in an interview
yesterday, but is an attempt on the
part of the administration to make
available at Pates a system that is

used at many other colleges; Bow-
doin, for instance, has used the same
principle for some time.

The plan came into being when
the administration requested the
Registration Committee to draw up a
schedule for more uniform exams.
The Committee turned the actual
job over to a sub-committee consist-

ing of Dr. Lawrence, chairman; the
Registrar, Miss Libby; Mr. Wilkins,
and Mr. Stewart.

:o :

Bates Teams To

Give Exhibition

Debate^ WCSH
Two Teams Will Oppose
Each Other On Live

Topic Jan. 21

The junior varsity radio debate,
intended for Monday evening, was
postponed due to the Illness of the
University of Maine debaters. This
will take place sometime in Feb-
ruary. However, on Saturday eve-
ning, January 21st, at 8 o'clock, over
WCSH Portland, two Bates teams
will give an exhibition debate on
the national high school debate sub-
ject; resolved: That at least 50% of
the state and local revenues should
come from a source other than tan-
gile property. This topic is used by
more than 6000 high schools over
the country. The discussion of such
a subject is especially pertinent be-
cause the Maine Legislature is at
present discussing proposals for

night the sophomores and freshmen sales
.

tax, income tax, and tax on
battled through four exciting

quarters until Gay and Coleman
dropped through twin counters with
less than a minute to play and gave
the sophomores a 23-21 victory. This
game furnished a fine exhibition of

fast, clever basketball. It only takes

a game like this to make us con-
jecture in regard to the kind of team
that Bates could put on the floor

were it to be represented intercol-

legiately.

On looking over the individual

players on each class team, we find

each lineup sprinkled with stars and
consistently good performers. The
freshman class offers a particularly

imposing list of former prep and
high school stars. Ernie Clark,
former All-Maine guard, is playing
center for the freshmen. He is big

|
T.

and naturally a fine player. Conrad
of Everett High and Jeff Enagonio
of Plymouth High compose a fast,

clever pair of forwards, while Cur-

tangible property. The debate will
undoubtedly benefit the 60 schools
which are debating the topic under
the direction of the Bates Debating
Council. The affirmative team will
consist of Carleton Mabee '36 and
Wendall May '34. The negative
team is made up of William Green-
wood '3 6 and Edmund Muskie '36.

:o

:

PHIL-HELLENIC CLUB
TO ENTERTAIN LOCAL
GREEK TOWNSPEOPLE

Continued on Page 3 Col 6

The Phil-Hellenic club will hold
a reception for the local Greek resi-
dents in Chase Hall, Jan. 24, at

M. All students and persons
interested an the Greek language
and culture are invited to attend.
The students committee in charge
consists of Abbott P. Smith '35 and
Elizabeth D. McGrath '3 3 kit co-
operation with Vincent J. Kirby '34.
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is a question which comes iu a plaintive treble from soim? of our

elders who feel the walls of their institutions crumbling about them,

but who do not want to see what is going on. The scientific attitude

has been drilled ,so thoroughly into the mind of the student today

that he does not see anything, except as a subject to be weighed,

appraised and evaluated. Perhaps this accounts to a certain extent

for the questioning of mores and institutions which is going oni to

an unprecedented extent.

In this scramble to measure everything, something valuable has

been lost It is a quality which is to be found in men of real learning

everywhere, and we have reference to that childlike sense of wonder

which is to be found rarely in the student today. For four yeafcs of

a college course one learns to tear things apart and see what makes

them go, but like the little child with the alarm clack, it becomes

quite impossible to put things together agaisn so that life becomes

the unity that it was. The complexities of life that have been reveal-

ed to us in the search to find out "what makes, the world go" do nor

ma Ice sense and have no meaning for us.

The trouble lies in1 the fact that we have not learned to appre-

ciate as well as to criticise. It may be said that to understand is to

appreciate, yet the child who takes the clock apart finds that the

thing "that makes it go" eludes his searching hands. So Too. we come
to think that the world about us is nothing more than the sum of its

pairts. and fail to see the essential unity of life.

A student of remarkable literary ability during his first two
years at this college, remarked after his graduation that the whole
p'rocess had so curbed the play of whatever creative ability he had

felt his earth-bounded-
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The Student

And
The World

* MR ROWE, IN ALUMNUS, SAYS

NOTHING WRONG WITH STUDENT

By JAMES BALAXO

The bill for Phillipine inde-

pendence has passed by a majority

Praises Makeup And News Material—Opposed

To Censorship Of Editorials—Dobravolsky

Athletic Editor Of Book

"What is wrong
Student?" is a query which stnkes

'the eye of the reader who chance*
'

to glance at a particular page
.

in the

vote of the House and Senate strong *
nt lssue of the Bates Alumnus,

enough to override the presidential
j
«HarriroWe; His Page" is the fea-

veto. Jture which deals with the above

One hardly knows how to account
; ^ an in <eresting and keen

for this sudden show of idealism and
nner Mr Rowe in every fair ap-

Ca
pfc°iU*

M
pKl: aij.so that like the bird with clipped wings he

Itobert^ulders,' '36 !

ness - ^ smattering of knowledge about the varied fields of human
endeavor does not broaden horizons, but only serves to heighten
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GOVERNOR BRANN

The Maine Republicans, who consoled themselves with the fact

that their party controlled both houses of the state legislature. ii;:v

c

found to their surprise that Governor Brann is going to have enough

Democratic support to uphold bis veto, and therefore is in a position

to bargain with them on even terms. The governor, however, in his

inaugural address placed heavy emphasis upon the necessity for

united action in this crisis in the life of the sftate, and deplored any
action which would tend to split the houses onj purely party lines.

Since his election Governor Brann has evinced a strong determi-

nation to exercise every power at his command to better a situation

which baffles the mind of the capitalist world. In spite of our recent

criticism, which the governor upheld as justifiable in a subsequent

appearance on the campus, we feel that he is making a sincere and
honest attempt to solve the problems of the state. His proposal to

tax the gross incomes of power companies indicates that he does not

kow-tow to the Insull interests. Taxes am higher incomes, together

with legislation to do away with the black lists, to prevent future

fclisenfranehisement of persons on the relief department of the city

and his offer to reduce voluntarily his own salary indicate that

Governor Brann is interested in serving the interests of the people,

rather than the interests of a privileged few.

ARE CRIBBERS THE CRABBERS?

The news that all examinations are to be held in the men's gym
under the careful surveillance of the professors has met with con-

siderable trepidation in some quarters. The idea that the "©jabbers'

'

are doing most of the "crabbing" is more or less true, but there are

also some real students who feel that the change of environment will

tend to upset the workings of their delicately adjusted minds.

Mental pictures of instructors handcuffed to students taking
exams; of instructors slung from the rafters overhead to watch; of

proctors inarching 'round and 'round the room ; and of a tall beacon
located in the middle of the room from which the eagle eye of the

prof may find out the crib written on the thumb-nail, or on the cuff,

or rolled on the match have filled the nights of those who are un-
prepared and desperate with wild nightmares.

There can be- no question th.it this new plaij will have certain

benefits. It will allow all divisions in a course to take the same exam;
will standardize the proceedure of exams thus insuring a more
equitable marking system; will curb cribbing; and will give a well-

lighted and weil-ventilated environment iu place of the stuffy and
ill-lighted classroom iu which some exams are given.

Then too, if "necessity is the mother of invention'' we may ex-

pect to see even more ingenious and amazing methods of "conveviug
facts from book to examination paper without having
through either the mind of student or instructor."

If Ave must have exams we might just as well have them
standardized, and conducted uinder a fool-proof system as unuler a

haphazard ii|lividualistic system. We are of the opinion, however,
that exams are of little or no value as an index of what a student
is getting out of a course. As the President said the other day the
'exams rwe have here are the least important of those we have to
take, yet in the minds of a majority of students they loom' as all-

important. Eventually educators will come to see that there is no
value to be derived from having students cram for a week, rush in

to an oSam and write the memorized material on the paper, and
then tear out to forget it promptly. It must be admitted that this is

Avhat happens in countless cases. If a professor cannot tell what
grade a student deserves after having had him for a semester, then
he ought to admit that the studeint is the better man and givfe him
a good mark on general principles.

WHY ARE STUDENTS CRITICAL ?
0

It is a paradox of our educational system that students are
usually condemned for the .exercise of a faculty which every course
they take tepHs to develop in them. "Why are students so critical

.'"

today, to its component parts and to the efforts of men of the past

to find the truth, that, we can understand the long upward climb

which has led men to find an increasing- meaning in Ufe.

If we have never marvelled at the soft whitnrss of the falling

snow, or have failed to appreciate the struggles of sobbing humanity
through the^enturies in the quest for the "what makes life go,''

our lives are barren. If we are not stirred to a feeling of gratefulness
as we learn of the sacrifices of great souls in all ages, we are not

worthy of our inheritance. Finally, if our college curriculum is so

organized that it does not bring students to see the meaning of it all.

and leaves them after four years of intensive study sitting on the
floor with the parts ofthe universe scattered about them, bewildered
and unappreciative, then it needs revision.

NTOCQLLECIE
NEW3

By MILDRED HOLLYWOOD

them go

Another Day Will Come
CELIA THAXTER (1835-1804)

T'ptyin the sadness of the sea
The sunset broods regretfully

;

From the far, lonely spajces,

Withdraws the wistful afterglow.

So out of life the splendor dies
;

So darken all the happy skies
;

So gathers twilight, could and stern •

But overhead the planets burn.
•

And' up the east another day
Shall chase the bitter dark away

;

What though our eyes with tears be wet ?

The sunrise never failed us yet.

The blush of dawn may yet restore

Our light and hope and joy once more.
Sad soul, take comfort, nor forget

That sunrise never failed us yet !

(Boston Globe)

At last the troubles of those B. U.
women whose mid-Victorian gowns
fit rather too closely about the hips,

are over. A painless, in fact, an en-
joyable method guaranteed to de-

crease the size of feminie hire at the
rate of one inch in two weeks, has
been introduced by Miss Dobbins,
supervisor of physical activities of

B. U. women.
A game called "pushball" is re-

sponsible for this method of develop-
ing "snake hips". It is played with a

ball by members of two teams lying
flat on their backs, with their hands
on the floor and their legs in the air.

The ball cannot be touched with the
hands, and the first team that sends
it beyond the reach of the legs of the
opposing team wins one point.

Not a bad idee, that, d'yuh think?

Nude figures composing the
fountains on the 'McGill Univ. cam-
pus have so aroused the pity of the
undergrade on these cold—that's

putting it mildly—days that some
kindly undergrad sneaked up in the
dark and painted some blue under-
garments on them. Feeling that this

wasn't enuf, a suit of warm red
flannels was tenderly panned on by
another group of studes in that
theah place.

Stylus contributes this

with a Moral":
'Poem

It is a solemn Sophomore
And his eyes lit up with glee.

—

"By thy grass-green cap, and long
handbag,

Thou art a Frosh," quoth he.

"The period bells ring wildly out,
And I must get to class

—

"

"The time is met, the scene is wet" . .

"I prithee, let me pass!"

He holds him with his glittering
eye

—

The Freshman stands in awe,
And listens like a three year's child:

The Soph lays down the law.

"Now croon the Alma Mater you**

—

"I cannot, sir, I fear"

—

"Well go ahead; I'm much worse
off,

—

You know I've got to 'hear."

The Frosh hath gained the opening
bars,

Red as a rose is he,
For at his sound a crowd comes

'round
To hark the melody.

Alone, alone, all, all alone,
Alone on a quaking C,

And never a Soph took pity on
This songster's agony.

He best is liked Who doth his best,
All things both great and small,

That any Sophomore request,
From now till end of fall.

And this the moral of my tale: ,

When vengeance full you yearn.
Remember that the year will come
When you'll all have your turn.

SOLIDAS° LATINA

Continued from Page One
Government, bewildered by what has
been going on, ordered General Liu
Wen-chi's forces to Kangting for the
purpose of defending the border of
the Szechuan Province. •

The disturbances in China, e%n
further be illustrated by pointing out
on account of General .Liu's a-bsence
from his base of operations, General
Liu Hsiang started military opera
tiors at Chungking to extend the
•phere of his personal influence, and
the two forces clashed on September
2

Much Disorder
The Szechuan Province conse-

quently came to know great disorder.
General Chiang Kai-shek, still reeo
gnized by some as the power in the
state of China, sent the following
telegrams to both of the warring
generals in Szechuan at the ibegin
ning of the month of October:

"The outbreak of a civil war in

Szechuan is most regrettable, es-

pecially at the present moment when
the Tibetan forces are now invading
Szechuan. This slate of affairs will
give- a*bad impression to the League
of Nations, revealing the lack of uni-
ty and discipline in China."

Still another keen strife exists,

this one among various factions in

Fukien Province regarding the
choice of the provincial governor.
The outbreak of civil war between
the troops of the 19th Route Army
and the provincial troops of Fukien
is threatened. The 19th Route Army
has been in Fukien since the settle-

ment of the Shanghai affair, and it

is reported that it will take military
action to install Chiang Kuanting
as governor.

Communist Bandits
Another press notice in Michi-

Michi reports that both Fukien and
another province, Hupei, are over-
ridden with communist bandits.

"General Chiang Kai-shek's forces
are engaged in the subjugation of

the communist bandits in Hupei
Province," the article says, "but the
communists in Fukien are still dis-

playing great activity, having occu-
pied Pocheng, Tsungan, Fengpo.
Kienyang and Lungyuan."

The Chinese authorities are un-
able to maintain order even in the
nsighborhood of Shanghai, according
to this article. A freight train, which
left Shanghai on September 29, and
another train which left Chanju sta-
tion on the same day, were attacked
and pillaged by bandits at a point
at about five miles west of Shanghai.
The constant lack of unity among

the leaders of Nanking, the friction
between the Nanking and the Can-
ton factions, and the instability of
the Nanking Government are too
well known to be mentioned, the ar-
ticle claims. It says that Nanking is

literally a deserted capital with prac-
tically all the leading officials stay-
ing away from the city.

I AGAINTO SPONSOR

SALE OF USED BOOKS

magnaminity on the part of our

national legislatures.
Surely it is unusual. It is known

{a

that the islands are controlled by

publica-
ma-
praisal of undergraduate

tic: s says that on the whole there

is nothing wrong. He contrasts it

with Students of the past and corn-

American capitalists, and that an ments on the growth and develop-

impcrtant strategic position could be; m0nt cf this publication into a first

set up there in time of war. Also the
claag college weekly. The "Election

Extra" drew forth favorable atten-national press has been playing up

the fideal chances of war were the

Phillipines to be freed and made a

pawn on the chessboard of inter-

national affairs. In spite of all these

facts, facts that naive in the past

made our legislature act along the

most conservative lines the Congress-
men seem to have recently taken a

more idealistic .motive. Can it be

that they realize that the Phillipines

are suited for independence or that

Japan could better govern a race

related to them than the natives of

rtie islands are to the present rulers

or can Congress think that by
relinquishing this far eastern pos-

tion as did the general makeup of

the paper a:r.d the news material.

With regard to the editorial pohcy

cf the Student, Mr. Rowe makes

the observation that if students are

to develop and exercise their mtel-

with the Bates 1 Bird Sanctuary to the Stanton Bird

Club. The design of the bookplate
which was made by George Whar-
ton Edwards, artist and illustrator,

is built around an outdoor motif
showing a typical Maine woods
scene.

Review of Summer Session \

A review of the activities of th e
19 32 summer session at Bates

j s

given in a compact manner, includ-

ing a list of the Bates graduates

wiio attended, making a number of

eightv present out of a total enroll-

men of 263. An account of the so-

cial affairs of the session under the

direction of Mary E. Geary '27 was

given.
A review of the various events at

the college this fall is presented

under the title of "Under the Sha-

dow of Mount David". Some of

these are the work of the 4A Play-

ligence in the solution of social and
: erg th€ Winiam Butler Yeats le*c

economic problems, it must be done
^ and Freshmajn: Stunt Night,

in an atmosphere of freedom, it at
Rec gnt innovations such as co-edit

times the student shows symptoms
of "intellectual growing pains ,

that is no more than can be expect-

ed, and indicates that there is at

least life there which may grow in-

to something worthwhile. He is

against repression and censorship

susion that the United States may[ and pleads for more tolerance on
'

the part of the alumni group.
Opening Pages

The first few pages of the issue

are devoted to the reprinting of the

Constitution and By-Laws of the

Alumni Association of Bates College.

Here the rules concerning the orga-

nization and membership of the so-

ciety, especially that of the Alumr.i

Council, the administrative body,

are reviewed.
Under the heading "Many Alum-

ni Return for Bates Night", a series

of short paragraphs tells of the

several features of the Back to

Bates week-end this fall. These are

the festivities of Bates Night both

of the women at Chase Hall and the

men at the Alumni Gym; the talk

by Oren C .Boothby '96 in chapel

Saturday morning; and the Varsity

::iub dance Saturday night. There is

also in the article a list of all th?

alumni who registered in Chase
Hall. •

illustrated by a reproduction of

bookplate given by Dr. A. W. Antho-
ny Cobb '85 to the college library

for use in the Anthony collection of

bocks which are being purhased
from a fund established in memory
d£ his sister, Miss Kate Jackson, an
article tells about her various con-
nections with Bates.

,

iMiss Anthony who died in

Solidas Latina met Tues., Jan. 10,
in Libby Forum. Florence Ogden '33

was in charge of the meeting. Alice
Purington '33 read a paper on
making the study of Latin inter-
esting to first year "high school stu-
dents. Eva Sonstroem '33 talked on
new Latin subjects for second and
third year students. The subject of
Florence Ogden's talk was the
Changing Latin curriculum.

Phyllis Gillman '33 has been
assigned to talk on the biography of
President Cheney of Bates who
wrote the Bates motto, Amore ac
Studio, at the next meeting.

Arrangements are now being made
for the second hand bookstore for
the second semester to be sponsored
by the Y..M.IC.A. Attention is called
to the methods of running this
agency. The student brings his books
to the Y office and sets his own
rrice on the books. He is given a
slip recording the books and the set
price. The agency is then opened
and the purchasers buy the books at
t'ae price set by the owners. At the
end of the sales period the student
upon presentation of his slip will
receive his money, if the book has
been sold, or his book, the Y..M.C.A.
receives no profit by the transactions
acting merely as an easier way of
helping students to sell their second
hand books. Watch t<he bulletin
board for the times in which to bring
your books to the Y office and for
tihe opening of the store.

GLEE CLUBS
The Women's and Men's Glee

Clubs have been rehearsing jointly
for the last few weeks, for their part
in the program of the Pop Concert.

be less immune to becoming em-
broiled in far eastern disputes?

These are all very worthy and
idealistic reasons why the Phillipines

ihould be freed and perhaps Con-
gress has taken them into account.
In view of Congressional history
one would well believe that such
reasons were not at least paramount.
Instead it is easier to think that
Congress was more materialistic and
^vepeses to get rid of the Phillipine
merely for the sake of getting rid of

hem because they are not an asset.

Phillipines are hard hit financially

because of the depression. They are
Sjf only slight value as a naval base
tor under the nine power treaty

they cannot be fortified. They are an
,
idministrative burden. The cost of
tationing a naval fleet within the
ncinity of the islands is great. For
ihese reasons and various others of
iUCb materialistic caliber one may
believe that the House of repre-
sentatives over the (veto.

In case a condemnation of un-
justiee heaped upon the attitude it

s only fair to say that public opinion
"iay have stimulated Congress into
believing that liberation was ethi-

cally right. Supplementing this was
a most persuading plea by a native
Filipino, iMr. Osias, made before the
House for^the purpose of overriding
the veto.

The attitude of President Hoover
is equally as hard to comprehend.
Whether he is acting the part of
minion to vested property owners or
whether he sincerely believes that
liberation of the Islands will result
in international complications be-
tween the United States and Japan
is hard to say. He has upheld the
latter stand -verbally and surely it

is plausible, especially in this time
of ill feeling between the two
countries. There can be no doubt
that Japan would readily grab the
islands given the slightest provoca-
tion for land and expansion are the
very keynotes to Japanese policy. We
have indeed seen that lately and
realize that not only is the need
there but the stimulus as well. The
military party controls the Japanese
government and it's militant pro-
posals are much akin to those of the
ex-Kaiser's and Mussolini's.

Rise of Von Schliecher

To the college student and especial-
ly to one interested in affairs of
government and personalities the
rise and rule of the world's leaders
is a subject for study. That Coolidge
arcse through qualities of depend-
ability and silence is generally taken
as a fact. The phenomenal growth
of Mussolini's power can be attri-
buted to circumstances skillfully
handled. Indeed in most cases of
rapid and powerful rise to power,
this condition prevails. It is merely
a matter of how well the circum-
stances are handled.

A more recent case is very inter-
esting. That is the rise of General
Kurt vvon Schliech'er to the chancel-
lorship of the German Republic;
Since he has .become chancellor his
name has appeared in international

cational seating, new cut rulings,

abolition of Freshman initiation;

and new changes around the cam-

pus ,such as the chain link fence

around Garcelon Field and the uii-

der ground wiring system are des-

cribed.
Article By Morey

There are two divisions to the

athletic section of the magazine.

The first article is written by Coach

Dave Morey om the 1932 football

season and in this expresses his

opinon" of the games of the fall. In

the second porton, the undergrad-

uate body of Bates is represented

by John J. Dobravolsky '33 who

writes a review of the athletics of

this year. He treats the football

games and teams, the cross country

meets and speaks of the prospects

of the coming track season. Dobra-

volsky was a member of the varsity

football team, is the editor-in-chief

of the 1933 Mirror, treasurer of Phi

Sigma Iota, and a member of La

Petite Academie and of Spofford

Club.
The remainder of the magazine is

of particular interest to the alumni

as it includes notes from the various

alumni associations. In these the

the various alumni associations and

notes from th egraduate classes. In

marriages and deaths that have oc-

curred recently are noted.

The Editorial Board of "The
Bates Alumnus" is as follows:

John L. Reade '83, Ethel Pierce

'94, Alice Lord '99, Elizabeth Dex-

ter *0S, Charles Packard '19, Prof.

A. N. Leonard, Harry Rowe '12,

Managing Editor, Helen WhitehouseNew York City Jan. 18, 1930 had a
life-long interest in nature. She and

j

'10, Assistant Editor, and John Do-

her brother gave the Thorncrag
I
bravolsky '33, Athletic Writer.

MR. 1£WIS DESCRIBES VENICE

IN TALK AT Y. W^MEETLVG
Gives Vivid Description Of Venetian Traffic

Problem And Its Solution—European
Breakfasts "Mere Formalities

Prof. Howell Lewis spoke to a i of both places and described them
large crowd at the regular Y. W.

\

in detail, also telling how it took

meeting in Rand reception room last
|
him about two hours and a half to

Wedne iday night. After a brief
j

reach the square even though it mas
worship service conducted by Jerry I only a quarter of a mile from his

Edwards '34, Mr. Lewis gave a talk
on his travels in Europe.

As he had only a few minutes to
talk he had decided to choose the
name cf one special city; for having
been in eleven different countries it

was quite impossible to give even the
highlights of each. So, finally, with
the help of the radio and the theme
song, "Ven-ice Sleepy Time Down
South", he decided on Venice.

Memories Of English Girls

This day in Venice came directly
after a beautiful trip from Vienna
in a typical German car on a very
hot day. This trip recalled a variety
of memories to him, memories of
English girls, of his knowledge of
Italian, as well as both the value and

j

difficulties of travelling third class.
He showed a map of Venice, which

|

proved to be the theme of his whole
talk; for with every new topic it

I

was shown so that a graphic idea of
the place might be given.
He told of his experience when he

headlines almost daily, yet it is said
J

stayed up until the wee hours in
that even before the world had heard order to see the Crown Prince "come

that he was the
the throne" in

power
German

of him
behind
politics

A man destined to the military by
ancestry, lie was more naturally
endowed for the career of a diplomat
or lawyer. iHe served in the World
War as an important cog in the
administration corps of the Imperial
army. Although he saw some field
service the major part of his time
was spent at headquarters where he
made valuable connections and
acquantances that to this day are of
inestimable value to him in the
dangerous political role that he
pursues. Upon the advent of the
Republic he retired from public
service as did a great part of the
eld administrative and ruling class.
This was but temporary though, for
after a few years of socialism the
^erman nation seemed to yearn,
electorally, for more conservative
and reactionary leaders.

In this yearning for conventional
leaders von Sehliecher saw his
chance. With this stimulus and the
!ded help 0f his former "connec-

tearing down the Grand Canal. " He
told of the traffic problems and the
methods of solving them in waterway
traffic. St. Mark's Square and St.

Mark's Cathedral became quite
familiar after he had shown pictures

hotel.
, The one thing that he criticized

was European breakfasts, saying

that they are "mere formalities, with

hollow rolls and butter rolled up

into shells as thin as tissue paper."

Iron Justice
Another place of interest which he

described was the palace of the

Dukes, mentioning especially the
statue of justice which consisted of

a man holding a >big iron ball, Mr.
Lewis explaining that in the olden
days if a man were being tried, he
walked under that statue and if the
iron ball fell and hit him on the head
he was proclaimed innocent.

-o :

Predict Bigger,

Better Carnival

For Next Month

the army. So when the reactionaries
came into power this gentleman of
fortune found not only people that
wanted his influence, but he found
that the party policy of von Papen's
conservative government was more
suited to the old German policies
that von Schleicher espoused.

Made .Minister of Defence in the
conservative ministry he waged un-
ceasing war upon political armies
in Germany and even went so far
eq to crdtr complete disarming of
the large Fascist organization head-
ed by Hitler. To the Communists he
was also especially punitive.

Although von Papen was chancel-
lor there was little doubt expressed
that this glamourous personality
von Sehliecher, was reallv the guid-
ing genius of the policy as well
as the foundation upon which theemerged from his desks

j

government hAsed it's power. Thus
of the Reichswer and i

it was not a great surprise that heby telephone diplomacy' rose to be *was asked by President von Hindenan important figure in a very short! burg to form the new cabinet He
« , I

nas continued to carry out the 'exactAs one ot the leaders of the Reich- policies of the former ministry inwer or German republican army he ' which he was thehad aided in making it one of the the throne'
most perfectly drilled and equipped
armies in Europe. From this point of

tions" he
and offices

vantage he was" a valuable man to
have behind any government for he
very nearly controlled the policy of ' for the future.

power behind
and according to all late

reports as well as eminent authority
General Kurt von Sehliecher with his
telephone diplomacy' continues to
old great sway and promise well

Plans for the annual Winter Car-
nival, as sponsored by the Outing
Club, give every indication that this

year's affair will be a huge success.
Long before the Christmas vaca-

tion, committees for the various
events were chosen and since then
have been exerting Herculean efforts
in the hope of making this Carnival
the best that has been seen here.
The dates have already been given
out as Feb. 9-10-11. Bv that time,
it is hoped that the smoke will all

be cleared away from the battle-
field of examinations and its place
taken by a thick blanket of good
old New England snow.

It is expected that many of the
alumni will be on campus during
that week as year by year, interest

has increased in the Carnival until

today a great many of the former
graduates look forward to the affair

of the Winter Season with as much
interest as any of the numerous ra-

bid Carnival enthusiasts on campus
at the present time.

Such popular features as the

Faculty-Student baseball game on

snowshoes, the WT
inter Sports team

meet with some opponent not yet

announced, the inter-dorm meets,
the all college skate, and the Car-

nival Hop will be on a bigger scale

than ever this year. A Carnival
Queen will again be chosen and pre-

sented at the Hop, on the conclud-
ing evening of the carnival.

It is hoped that every student
will co-operate, by participating »"°

some event if possible, to help make
the Carnival a hundred per cent

I success.

I



BATES TO MEET COLBY HERE
FRIDAY IN SERIES—FIRST ICE
CLASH, IF WEATHER PERMITS,

Game S^edu^Y^tCTd^ATBowdoin Postponed Until After Exams-HelEn 111
10 Be Replaced By Flynn
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COLBY IN TOWN
Tilt With Cycloids Onlv
Game Played By Team

This Season
Hockey weather toeing as far from

Lewiston as it is from Key West it

fe difficult to say Bates will open' its
state series schedule 'Friday after-
noon entertaining Colby in the Bart-
lett Street frigidaire. Reports have
come out now and then stating that
Bates would open its collegiate
hockey season at one time or an-
other, but the elements have been
against such action, and to date, the
only hockey that has been played by
the Bates players has 'been the soli-
tary game against the Cyclones on
January 6. The game scheduled to
be played yesterday at Brunswick
has been postponed until after ex-
aminations are completed.
However, if weather permits, and

nothing else presents itself as a con-
flict. Bates wil play Colby at the
Arena Friday afternoon; the game
will begin shortly after three thirty.

One Game This Semester
The Colby game promises to be the

only one which will be played by the
squad toefore mid-years. The game at
New Hampshire, which had been
postponed till the twenty-eighth of
this month, imay have to toe cancell-
ed on account of the revised examin-
ation schedule which has the exam-
ination period beginning on that day.
It is a matter of policy here at Bates
not to permit any athletic contest
during the examination period, even
though none of the players on the
team have any examinations of their
own on that day.

It is argued by some of the men
interested in hockey that the athletic
office ought to arrange to transfer
some of these out-of-town dates to
the (Lewiston rink, on account of bet-
ter ice made possible by the covered
arena features here. This is impossi-
ble, however, with the condition of
the athletic budget as it is at pre-
sent. Iff a game is played here, a
guarantee has to be ipaid by Bates
to the visiting team, and the revenue
derived from hockey contests is far
from enough to equal the amount
of the guarantee. The authorities feel

it is impossible to take money from

rence
6°UrCes to make U"P tn« <*iffe-

As has been said before, McClus-key has been handicapped in hiswork by the illness of several of hismen. At present, however, Heldman
is the only man who is not in condi-
tion to report for practice. If Held-man was not such an important cog
In the Bates machine, prospects
could be said to be encouraging for
the Colby game Friday. Mendall re-
turned from a stay in the infirmary
yesterday, and will be out on skates
as soon as he has rested enough.

No Line-Up Change
Murphy is still the chief center

candidate, and he is still being flank-
ed toy iBoto Swett and Ken White,
both of whom are good shooters and
anxious for a little action. Berry,
Soba, and Secor make up the rest of
the first stringers, with Loomer,
Moynihan, Roberts acting as a sec-
ond forward line, and Gllman com-
pleting the quartet of defense men.
Brad [Hill, Norman, Greig, MacBride
and Knowles are also out for posi-
tions.

Colby, having lost iPomerleau, and
having been bothered with illness as
much as Bates, puts forward no
claims of a pennant winning outfit as
many claim for her. Wilson, Ross,
and Violette are three men on the
Waterville sextet whose ability is
well known or too well known to
Bates hockey men. Roes is a sopho-
more who burned up the ice and
made it melt when he joined the
Varsity last year. Violette is a man
who performed splendid service on
the gridiron last fall and who has
the first claim on any allnMaine
goalie selection that might be made.
With those three, and the rest of the
Colby skaters who always present a
reliable outfit, Bates' chances are
nothing more than something fifty-
fifty.

There is some dissatisfaction in
hockey circles with the lack of trans-
portation facilities between the
down-town rink and the college. The
hockey men understood that they
had been promised sudh transporta-
tion last year, and that the promise
was renewed at the beginning of
this year, one player told the Stu-
dent. There are no shower facilities

at the St. Dom's rink-side, and the
men ifeel that they are not treated

I properly when they are made to
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TALIAN AND SPANISH MUSIC
TO FEATURE POP CONCERT FRI.

Most Of Enterr^rnent Of PopularWinter Func-
tion In Third Year Here Will Take Form Of

a Floor Show—DeMarco To Play Solo
Plans for the third annual Pop

Concert, given by the combined
musical organizations of Bates, to
be given next Friday night Jan 20 in
the gymnasium, have been com-
pleted. This year's concert promises
to be even more interesting than the
preceding ones, due to several in-
novations in the way of presentation
and in content. The greater part of
the entertainment will be given on
the main floor, rather than on the
stage as before.

Orphic Society To Open Pi-ogram
The Orphic society will open the

program, playing from 8:00 to 8:30,
following which will be six dances,
with music by Gormley's Bobcats.
At ten o'clock the Bates Gypsies,
assisted by the combined musical
clubs, will present their entertain-
ment. Their floor show, consisting of
songs, dances, and other features,
will appropriately emphasize Italian
and Spanish music. The ensemble
numbers given by the combined
groups from the stage will follow
the same theme, and will complete
their program. Dancing will then be
resumed.

Partial plans for the musical pro-
gram have been made. They include
"O Sole iMio" by Sylvester Carter's
quartet made up af Carter '34, Alden
Gardner '34, Edward Prescott '33,
and John Pierce '35. Lucienne Blan-
chard '34 will sing "Dark Eyes" as
a solo. Almus Thorpe '34 with his
accordion next will offer "La Palo-
ma", while Norman De Marco, the
leader of the Little Symphony will
offer as his violin solo an Italian
number "Torna A Sorrento."

The Grand Finale will be featured
by Alene Skillins '3 4 dancing accom-
panied by the Little Symphony The
selections for this will be "iLa Ca-
chuca" and "Merrily Merrily."

Tickets In Great Demand
This social event is the only formal

dance of the year open to towns-

people, and it affords a pleasant
opportunity for introduction. Much
interest has been shown both on the
campus and about town, as evidenced
by the rapid sale of tickets. The few
tables left are going rapidly. Ticket.?

may be purchased at the college book
store and library, and from Edward
Prescott '33, Walter Gerke '33, or
George Austin '33.

The committee in charge consists
of: Miss Mabel Eaton, Mrs. Dexter
Kneeland, Prof. Grosvernor Robin-
son, Mrs. William Sawyer, Professor
Seldon T. Crafts, Amy Irish '33,

Evelyn Rolfe '33. Lucienne Blan-
chard '34, George Austin '33, Ed-
ward Prescott "33, and Henry La-
Vallee '33.

:o:-

walk the distance from Bartlett
Street to the campus after a stre-
nous work-out after which they have
no chance to change to street clothes.
A member of the committee on

athletics, queried by the Student on
the matter, said he would take it up
at the next meeting of the commit-
tee. He agreed with the hockey men
who are registering the complaint,
he said, and would see what he could
do about it.

Attacks Dobie
Continued from Page One

down from behind the goal line, a
quick kick or something like that.
No, it is not the right way to help
the sport to reduce to nothing the
experimental efforts of all those
who have helped to build football.

Two Hours Enough
As for football taking too much

time, I disagree with Dobie again.
An average of two hours a day is all

that the majority of coaches report
as necessary for football practice
and play. Other sports take much
more time ,and I believe are more
complicated. Once a man has learn-
ed the fundamentals, and most of
them learn these before they come
to college, it takes little time for
them to master to changes in their
style of play which they must learn
to conform with their new coach.

The rules are not changed so
considerably from year to year that
the players cannot learn the new

I rules with a little effort. As to the

j

general rules, the average American
j

youth knows practically ail about
I them before he thinks of coming to
college. Dobie's statement was that
it was almost a full seasons work
for players to learn the rules well.

If we put a stop to the definite

j

strides forward, like Dobie would

I

have us do, we would be taking the
life out of the game.

:o:

The art of the cinema strikes a
new low every time a film is such
that its beholders can only enjoy
themselves by applauding the villain.

Student Wrestling

Tourney Promises

To Be Popular
Event Jan. 25 Before
Exams Climax To Se-

ries Of Matches
Now that wrestling has been in-

troduced to the Bates sports public,
and seems to be drawing enough
attention. Bruce Pattison is all en-
thusiastic about the all college tour-
ney which the Student is to run a
week from Wednesday. Jan. 25. Pat-
tison has two teams working out as

regularly as the grippe business will

permit, and intends to have them
use all they have in the fight for the
titles in the various classes.

If the Student is able to secure a
willing college heavyweight, a box-
ing encounter will be placed on the
program, said heavy meeting Max
Berg. Ran Weatherbee's Maine
heavyweight chainpion. The bout
would be an exhibition three round
affair, it is expected.

GRi \ ... fRESSESPRESIDENT
TRAINING FOR EXAMS OF LIFE

Pres. Gray States Necessities For Success ; De-

pendability, Natty Appearance, Loyalty,

Trustworthiness Among Requisites

Dr. Gray Returns

From Meeting Of

Amer. Colleges

Bates Head Says West-
ern Schools Hard Hit

By Depression

During the past week Pres. Clif-

ton D. Gray has attended at the an-
nual meeting of the American As-
sociation of Colleges, held in At-
lantic City. This is an organization
which represents about four hun-
dred American colleges and univer-
sities. The attendance was smaller
than usual, due to the depression,
but was larger than expected. As a
result of this, it is evident that col-

leges in the Middle West have been
more severely affected by the busi-
ness situation than colleges in the
East. Student bodies have been re-
duced in many cases and it has been
difficult to collect student fees. In
many instances college salaries have
been reduced.

Pres. Gray has returned from
this meeting, feeling that on the
whole the colleges in New England
are most fortunately situated in

these times of economic difficulty.

Basketball

Continued from Page One
tin. Pignone, and Benedetti are
capable reserves. Among the fresh-
man guards Drobosky and Wellman.
who played together on the Lewiston
High team last year, and Sherman
seem to be the most outstanding.
These three are hard to beat.

Lonzi Strong Forward
For the sophomores Leno Lenzi

is outstanding. He is one of the
fastest forwards in the college; he
pivots, passes, dribbles, and shoots,
all with equal prowess. Red Kimball
is not far behind him and the pair
make a flashy forward line. At
center towers big Brad Hill; Brad
is a great defensive player. Valicenti
and Coleman are the guards, and
though not very big make up for

their size, Valicenti with his
shiftiness and Coleman with his

deadly eye for the basket. Walt Gay
is an efficient substitute.

The juniors though they lost their

first game are expected to show im-
provement in some of the later

games. Harold Millett, a cagey floor

man, shines for the juniors. Other
members of the junior team are
Butler, Amrien, Dillon, and Sinclair.

Seniors Look Strong
The senior team certainly started

off at a swift pace, and if they keep
it up they are sure to be a hard
team to beat. Paul Hayden at center

is a constant scoring threat as is

Dave Pottle. Johnny Stevens and
Mike Karkos are a pair of quick
posing, sure shooting forwards.
Although King, Italia, and Gorham,
three proven veterans were not in

the lineup for the first game it is

expected that they will be in there
and playing their usual caliber of

basketball. Hoche is another man
who promises to do good work for

the seniors.
With four 6uch aggregations as

these playing competitive basketball
this winter, it is obvious that there
will be some exciting games in store
for the fans during the next few
weeks. It is too early yet to attempt
to pick the winner of this series.

However, from the general brand of
basketball displayed by the senior,
> ophomore. and freshman quintets
so far. perhaps it would not be out
of place to predict a close contest.

"Far more important than the

joining mid-years," said President

Gray, Monday, in his Chapel address,

"are those examinations which we
must face later in life." The first

great examination after the student

leaves college is given him when he

reeks employment.
There are four very important

qualities which are considered by
employers, as shown in letters re-

reived by the college asking for

•eferepoee, and in talks with Bates

alumni who have made names for

themselves in the world.

The first of these four qualities is

personal appearance. Preparation for

the examination in this subject

begins, said President Gray, while,

and even before, the boy or girl is in

college.

Next comes dependability, which
as everyone knows, is of great

importance. Many things which col-

lege students start are never finished,

and such habits will be of no benefit

in later life.

In order for a person to be success-

ful at any task, he must not let

other unnecessary things stand in

his way. Loyalty is then, a most
essential characteristic with respect

to one's work as well as to other
things.

Last, but not least, is a quality
which it is difficult to name. It is

the way one gets along with other
people. Since man is generally a
member of human society during
his span, of life, he will not reach
high attainments, if he does not
trust, or is not trusted, by his fellow-
men. •

As contrasting examples, President
Cray spoke of two men who gradu-
ated from Bates not very long ago,
and whom he has met recently. One
of these men had made a high mark
for himself at college and in life,

while the other was more or less of
a failure. The successful man was
highly respected by his college
mate-, was a good student, and was
prominent in campus activities,

While the other was disliked and dis-

trusted by the student body. He had
been unsuccessful in preparation, and
had failed at the' time of the exam-
ination in- those four qualities of
the successful man.

:o:-

"Character is rea'lly the basis of
credit."—Rev. Dr. J. Whitcomb
Brougher.
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more, I usually work harder—and that's

why I want a cigarette that's milder."

We use in Chesterfield Cigarettes

mild, ripe Domestic and Turkish tobac-

cos which have been aged and re-aged.

These good tobaccos in Chesterfield

are used in the right proportions—that's

a very important matter.

These good tobaccos in Chesterfield

are blended and cross-blended—welded

together; that, too, helps to make a

milder cigarette with better taste.

THEY
© 1933. Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
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PROF. GOULD UP
FOR COUNCIL

By VINCENT BELLEAU
SPORTS SHORTS:—The hockey team had a restless week; all kinds of
conditions from too much snow to too warm weather combined to cancel
the week's three hockey games, and the squad was- restless The
freshman-sophomore basketball game of last Thursday was a thriller- the
sophs looked as if they needed Red Kimball, but they won just the same;
Lenzi was good; Coleman can sink them; Clark's one hand passing doesn't
work here as well as it did in Presque Isle, where every man on the team
they say, could palm a basketball Good idea to have students a3
referees, by the way; it teaches them the business; Stevens and Karkos
did a good job of that frosh-soph game Pattison as a wrestling^
teacher seems to be working up enough enthusiasm; if the men hadn't
been bothered with the grippe, last week, he would have had ten matches
or so, between the basketball game periods; more wrestling promised for
Tuesday.
AYEATHERBEE WA N TS
TO BRING MAX BERG HERE

Speaking of wrestling. Ran Wea-
therbee, who manages Max Berg as,

well as a conple of legislative com-
mittees in Augusta, read about our
coming tournament, and wrote to me
offering to bring down his big fight-

er, the heavyweight champion of

Maine, to fight any college heavy in

an exhibition to add another at-

traction to the evening's entertain-
ment. The problem is now to find
somebody in the college who wants
an opportunity to face the Maine
champ; anybody interested, please
communicate with me immediately.
The tournament's proposed date is

Wednesday of next week.

COLBY'S ACTION FORCES
DROPPING MASS STATE GAME

Mass State was supposed to visit
Lewiston last Friday to play us a
hockey game. Thursday morning, a
phone call from Amherst revealed

Prof. R. R. N. Gould, who
holds the Knowlton chair of
government, announced ,hLs can-
didacy for alderman in Ward
One, Eewiston, Monday night at
a meeting of Republican city
leaders. Prof. Gould will run on
the slate in the election the
first Monday in March.
Ward One has been generally

a Republican Ward being one of
the two strongholds of that
party in this city. However in
the Presidential election in No-
yetnber the Democrats polled
the largest number of votes.

— :o:

Gene Ashton '34

Is Engaged To

Lewiston Girl

Freshmen Smother

Juniors 46-16

—'Cornell decided to keep the court
game on their program, while doing
away with all the others. All of
which goes to prove something or

Jother, just like all this talking which The engagement of Eugene Ash-
is being done on the subject of high| t0n '34, son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
r,cnool basketball tournaments, semi- Ashton of Lewiston, to Hildred
pro basketball league expansion, pec k, daughter of Mr and Mrs.
youngster's circuits, etc., ought to go

j Sumner Peck of Lewiston, was an-
to show that this state is basketball-

1 nounced during the Christmas va-
minded.
While on the subject, it might be

well to note that in a Brunswick
city league, there is a team com-
peting which seems to be represent-
ing Bowdoin. I am sorry to disagree
with a lot of people who believe the
basketball question is defunct for the
moment.
MORE SPORTS SHORTS:—The re-
mainder of the week will see the
opening of the freshman hockey
schedule, frosh entertaining Kent's
'Hill Saturday afternoon in the Arena

The Cyclones cleared about five

cation. Mr. Ashton is a prominent
member of the Junior class, being a
former reporter on the Student
staff and was general chairman of
the recently held Junior Cabaret.
.Miss Peck graduated from Lewiston
High School and is now a student
at Bradford Academy, Andover,

The freshman quintet evened its

last week's loss to the sophomores
when it smothered the juniors 46-16
last night in the gym with Clark '3 6

starring.
Between the halves of the game

two wrestling matches were held by
the Student, and two after the g?me.

The first year' team was made up
of Curtin, Conrad, Enagonio. Dro-
bosky, Wellman, Bernadetti, and
Sherman besides Clark.

Robert Fish '36 threw Julius
Lombardi '3 4 in three minutes in

the first match wrestling match.
In the second watch, a nine

minute affair, Frangedakis '35 drew
with Plotica '33.

After the game Perry "36 won a
judges' decision over Atherton also
'36, while in the final match Swift,
a freshman, threw Frank Merrill of
the same class in two minutes.

S
9>

9
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that Colby had advised Mass State
j
dollars on the Cyclones-Bates gam<

they would be unable to entertain
them in Waterville Saturday. On
t hat account, the Massachusetts State
College felt they could not afford to
come to Maine for one game, and
asked to drop the Friday night date.
Director Cutts had no alternative;
the game was cancelled, and Bates
hockey players don't think much of
Colby's action.

CORNELL KEMPS ON E
WINTER SPORT: BASKETBALL

Stating that basketball was a pay-
ing sport—as a matter of fact, the
only payii

that's what I call profitable. . . Colby
is supposed to play here Friday
P. M., but you never can tell about
these games with Colby and Bow-
doin; this one may or may not be
played, depending upon any number
of conditions which may arise be-
tween now and Friday, three P. M....
Heard as the horn blew the end of
the half of the frosh-soph basketball
game: Time-keeper Soule: "Half";
Buck Spinks: "Heff, boys"; Referee
Stevens: "Hawlf"; it's all a matter
of the locality in which one received

and sipring sport one's preliminary language study. . .

B. C. wants to play a hockey game
with Bates One reading the
sports pages of the local morning
paper would gather that Hayes's
Diner is to the Sun as the Bates
Commons is to the Student.

Joe Bing in the last night's Port-
land Evening News says that Damon
Runyon, New York sports writer, al-
ways sits three rows back with the
spectators at a wrestling match be-
cause he doesn't want wrestlers in
his lap. "I always admired Runyon",
says Bing, "and now I know that he
has more brains than .the rest of us."
Bing goes on to prove Runyon's sa-
gacity.

Al Buck in the same paper slams
the Boston Watch and Ward Society
for its Anti-Old Howard activity
What's this sports writing game com-
ing to?

Party In Rand

Follows News
Of Engagement

Florence C Ogden, '33, and Lu-
cienne Blanchard, '34. entertained
at an engagement party Saturday
afternoom, Jan. 14, in the reception
room of Rand Hall. Both have re-
cently announced their engagements,
Miss Ogden's to John T. Mounter,
Bates '31, and Miss Blanchard 's to
Alva S. Appleby, ex-'34, now a stu-
dent at Tufts Dental School.
The following guests were pre-

sent: Thelma Kittredge '33, Flo-
rence James '33, Dorothy O'Hara
'33, Marcella Shapiro '33, Beatrice
Nielsen '33, Barbara Stuart '33.
Jeannette Wilson '33, Ruth Benham
'33, Evelyn Rolfe '33, Coinstance
Conant '33, Norma Hinds '33, Helen
Hamlin '.33, Pearl Litlefield '33,

Virginia Moulton '33. Helen Parker
'33. Helen Goodwin '34, Ruth Car-
ter '34, Dorothy Sweeney '34, Do-
rothy Barton '34, Verna Geddes '34,
Constance Fuller '34, Crescemtia
Zahn '34.

By DOROTHY O'HARA

W. A. A. News From Other Colleges
Minnesota W. A. A. is very busy

planning for their annual balloon
sale at Homecoming. The motto is,

"Not one left!"
Omaha has introduced a new idea

in the way of business meetings.
They are, in the future, to be com-
bined with a roller skating or bowl-
ing party, If the meetings should
become dull or boring, this ought to
enliven them.

Hiking at St. Olaf College has
been very popular since they have
introduced outdoor cookery, along
with sightseeing hikes to various
local points of interest.

Bates might do well to try this
method of gaining interest in hik-
ing. The experiment tried this fall

of a trip to the Sabattus Cabin was
one plan which started interest in
this activity.

Co-eds at South Dakota State
College are required to hike ten
miles before they are eligible to
join W. A. A.

There has been formed at Ober-
lin College an Archery club, called
the "300" Club for those girls who
are successful in shooting a score of
300 or more. This score must be at-
tained twice in practice or oince in
a tournament. There are at present
three members of the club in col-
lege.

AY. A. A. Health Program At
Washington State

This program is sponsored by the
W. A. A. and the Association of Wo
men Students at the first of every
Health Week. The president talked
to the girls on the value of athletics
to college girls. A humorous skit
was put on as a take-off showing
effects of bad posture, lack of sleep,
poor food, and lack of sunshine, on
health.

Digestion was shown by a com-
plete film of digestive system, the
position action while food is being
digested.

Posture drive was the second pro
ject of the program.

W, A. A. News
Those girls taking Golf and who

want W. A. A. credit may take one
more period of activity in the A. A.

period of their class.

A. A. periods in Winter Sports

will not be held during inclement

weather. Notices will be posted in

the dorms on these days.

Watch the Physical Education
notices for the activity in Winter
Sports. The A. A. activity will be

the same.

Good Skating Qn Roger Bill Rink

The skating on the Roger Bill

rink is apparently very good, since

the Winter Sports class is holding

all its activities there. Lack of snow
is holding up the skiing ani snow-
shoeing.

— :o:-

WOMENS POLITICS CLUB

The Women's Politics club met on
Tuesday, Jan. 10. Pearl Littlefield

led the meeting, and read a paper
on the subject of the Carribean
area. Prof. R. N R. Gould was
a guest at the meeting.

J. W. WHITE CO.

BUILDING MATERIALS

47 Lincoln St., Lewiston.

ZIPPER JACKETS $3.95

MOCASSINS $2.65

—at

—

FLANDERS
62 COUET ST. AUBURN

PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets

=2/

VICTORNEWS
c o.

46 ASH STREET, LEWISTON, ME.

We can show you a varied selection of

PRIZE CUPS

FOUNTAIN PENS
Of all standard makes

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS
LADIES'

LEATHER HANDBAGS

LEATHER BILLFOLDS

BOOK ENDS

CLOCKS

of all kinds

BARNST0NE-0SG00D

COMPANY

Jewelers

50 LISBON STREET

Lewiston. Maine

LE

^Vfessager
Publishing Co

Job Printers

Publishers

*8

225 Lisbon Street

WHEELER
Clothing Co. p

Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS.
For Good Clothes and

Furnishings
Special discount given to Bates sTudents

SAY IT WITH ICE CEEjoM

George A. Ross
ELM STREET

Bates 1904

SER VALL
LUNCH

44 Bates St. Geo E. Schmidt

The Blue Line
Lewiston—Rumford—Farmington

Lv Lewiston

—

7 45 A.M., 12.35 P.M., 4.25 P.M.
Lv Kumford

—

7 35 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4.15 P.M.
I.v tarrninj;ton

—

7 30 A.M., 12.20 P.M., 4.10 P.M.
STANDARD TIME

One of Houdini's most spectacular escape feats
was performed with a huge milk can filled with
water. He invited persons of the audience to bring
padlocks and lock him into the can. He got into the
can, the lid was put on and fastened with several
padlocks. A screen was placed in front of the can.
Assistants stood by with stop watches and fire axes
to save him from drowning after a certain time.
About a minute later, the screen was removed,
Houdini was seen panting and dripping ... the
padlocks remaining intact!

EXPLANATION:

The usual method of escaping from a milk can is
as follows: The lid of the can is apparently secure-
ly padlocked to the lower portion, but actually the
metal band to which the staples are attached is the
top of a short inner lining. The performer, after
being locked into the can, pushes the lid upward
with his head and the short inner lining is forced
out of place, permitting his escape. The screen is
then removed.

It's finv to jbe J?ooz£&

...IT'S MORE TU2V TO

STEM'S CLOTHED
ALL WOOL SUITS AND OVERCOATS

$9.50 and $12.50
Free Alterations

Sanders, mgr. 33 LiSBON ST. Lewiston

-—-„.

What exciting magic there is in cigarette
advertising!

Let's look at one of its greatest illusions
...that cigarettes can be mysteriously given
superior "flavor."

the explanation : Just three factors con
trol the flavor of a cigarette.The addition of
artificial flavoring...the blending of various
tobaccos...and the quality of the tobaccos
themselves. Quality is the most impor-
tant. Artificial flavoring can never wholly
disguise the poor flavor ofcheap tobaccos.

The blending of several cheap, raw to-
baccos cannot improve the flavor of any
of them. A fine cigarette is a cigarette
blended from costly, ripe tobaccos.

^JF*" It is a fact, well known by leaf to-
bacco experts, that Camels are

made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
tobaccos than any other popular brand.

This is why the Camel flavor has never
been rivaled . . . why Camels have given
more pleasure to more people than any
other cigarette ever made.

In more costly tobaccos lies the secret of
Camels' delicate "bouquet"...of their rich,
cool flavor—of their non-irritating mildness.

It's the tobacco that counts.
All the natural goodness of Camel's to-

bacco is kept fresh and rich for you by the
air-tight, welded Humidor Pack. Don't re-
move it. Its moisture-proofcellophane also
protects your Camels from dust and
Put a pack in your pocket today.

t t

JVO TRICKS
JVST COSTLIER
TOBACCOS

IN A MATCHLESS BLEND

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME 1

i

CORTELL'S
MID-WINTER CLEARANCE OF LADIES DRESSFS

COATS, MEN'S SUITS, OVERCOATS NOW OX.CHARGE ACCOUNT SERVICE
.109-111 LISBON STREET,

LEWISTON.

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing

24 HOUR SERVICE
aTHE QUALITY SHOP"

3 Minutes from the Campus
Tel. 1817 W

R* W* CLARK Re§ istered Dmggist
Pure Drugs and Medicines

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street LEWISTON, MAINE

A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students



Nature s chosen people are those who are ready to face hardships and make sacrifices—Sir Arthur Keith.
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Student's Wrestling

Tourney To-Night

LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 25, 1933 PRICE TEN CENTS

FROM
THENEWS

l >0 the PhHliptaes
Want Independence?

15.

In

U. Otters Course
Internationalism

Will Rogers
()u Lame Docks

15. U. Cuts Price

On Junior Prom

Music Flashed

0„ ;i Beam of Light

Colby Student

I„ Legislature

Prof. Gould Has
Declared Himself

21st Year of
perpetual Life

1". of Iowa Supplies
Cots and Ranges

NEW HAMPSHIRE SCHOOLS TO
ENTER AN ENLARGED BATES
SCHOLASTIC DEBATING LEAGUE

Eleven Schools To^o^McFContest To Decide
JN. xi. Champion—Preliminaries March 17

—Prof. Quimby To Be Director

WAR MINISTER
CLAIMS LYTTON

jl THOMAS MUSGRAVE JK

An enlargement of the Bates In-
terscholastic Debating League to in-
clude a division of New Hampshire
secondary schools-has just beam an-
nounced by Prof. Brooks Quimby
who is director of the Bates League
and who will also act as director of
the New Hampshire division. This
new section already has enrolled
eleven schools, and they are pre-
paring to carry on a debating con-
test among themselves to decide the
debating championship of the state
of New Hampshire.

Organized Last Year
Last year these New Hampshire

schools were first organized. They
had a meeting and chose officers.
The President is Mr. William Maho-

„XT„,„™„ . _ ^ ' ney of Laconia High School, and
CONGRESS surprised the world Miss Mary Cxeary '27 of Portsmouth

last week by overriding Presi- High School is the Secretary. The
dent Hoovers veto of the schools will follow the same rules

Pbillipine independence measure, and regulations that the present
granting complete freedom to the Bates League has adopted. More-
Pacific islands in ten years. Anxious

j

over, they debate this year on the
to determine if the American offer is question that is being used by the
popular, a Phillipine newspaper

j

Maine schools and about 5000 other
polled the members of the insular

| schools throughout the United
legislature. This is the result: (States. This question is Resolved:
Fifteen of the twenty-two Senators

, That at least one half of all state
rejected the plan while two said they

j

a i; a local revenue should be deriv-
would vote to accept freedom. Five ed from sources other than tangible
were non-committal or absent.

|
property.

In the lower house, of the ninety- j Preliminaries March 17
six members sixty voted negatively) The eleven New Hampshire
while only two were in favor of schools will meet in preliminary de-
goveming themselves. Nineteen were bates on March 17. Each school en-
non-committal, nine wished to con- ters a negative and an affirmative

sider, while six were absent. team, and those schools which have
both a winning negative and a win-

.OSTON University realizes the ning affirmative team in this first

mportance of developing better encounter will be eligible to enter
inter-racial and international tho s « ate championship round which

understanding in early childhood. So w ;.ii Ue \ie\£
-m April,

that is the purpose of a new cor . s -phe preliminary grouping has al-

which will be offered in the School of rfa dy been made. In each case, the

BATES TO HELP
BLISS COLLEGE

Calls Report An Att-
empt To Create
New Balkans

TERMS FINDINGS
A TRAVELOGUE

Education next semester.

iiT 1 BRE is ncw tft -'3 two-h-aad-sd

[—1 President thing works out,"
* says Will Rogers, editorial

humorist contributing to a chain of

papers that includes the New Ycrk
Times.
"We have a President that's in, Raymond High at Laconia

but has no authority; a President Group C. Nashua High at Kingston;

Affirmative team will debate at

home. The groupings are as .follows:

Group A. Stratford High at Whdte-
field; Whitefield High at Gorham;
Gorham High at Grovetom<: Grove-

ton High at North Stratford.

Group B. Laconia High at New
Bcsfoj*; Ner Boston at Raymond;

that's out, but has no author: y; a

Senate that's in, but has no leader;

a House that's in, but has been voted
cut; a budget that both sides are
afraid to balance; deots that are

owed us that will never be paid, and
debts that we owe which we keep
adding to."

JUNIORS at Boston University

have decided to run a "depression £o"the extent
prom" slicing the tickets to $5

from $8.50 last year. The admUcion
was $10 in 1931.

MUSLC was successfully flashed
high in the air over New York
Thursday night on a beam of

light linking a temporary studio' atop

the 1,00 0 foot Chrysler Building

with the sixteenth floor of the Co-

lumbia Broadcasting Company's
building a half mile away. The test

was the first use of a light ray by

WABC for a scheduled broadcast by
j

remote control.

The lamp, which made possible a

pickup with unlimited •possibilities

j

because it employs no wires,

mercury induction bulb a

diameter and five inches long. When
j

high frequency electric curren

Sanborn Seminary at Newmarket;
Newmarket High at Portsmouth;
Portsmouth High at Nashua.

liates League In 2<>th Year
The Bates League, which has ex-

panded to take in this New Hamp-
shire d'vision, is now ira its twen-

tieth year of functioning. It has en-

couraged formal debating activity

mong the Maine secondary schools
now more than

sixty schools are enrolled. The
Maine schools hold their semi-final

and fi al debates at Bates College
every spring, and prizes are award-
ed to winning teams and to the best

speaker. This year, at least, the

Maine and New Hampshire divisions

will function separately, but will be

regulated by the same general head.

Endeavoring to cooperate in
any way possible with Bliss Col-
lege whose school rooms in the
M<-<Jilli< uddy Building were
completely destroyed when tlnit
block was rased by fine early
Sunday morning, Bates has
offered to loan Mr. O. I). Bliss,
the owner of the business scho) I,

any excess equipment it may
have available.

This announcement was made
late yesterday afternoon by Mr.
Harry W. Rowe, Assistant to the
President.

Bliss opened Monday morning
for a brief period, hut will not
resume classes until next Mon-
day in temporary quarters.

-o:

Howling Garnet

Sextet Wallops

Colby Squad, 4-1

Ken White With Three
Goals Gives Bates

Lead In Series

Garnet vrsa the prevailing color;

on the South 'End rink in Water*]
ville last night as Ray Mc ?l- -key's

j

rejuvenated Bates sextet eased a 4-1
j

victory over Colby giving the Law' -
i

ton school the lead in the State

Series.

Colby mimi- Captain W" on and
Pomerleau could 'not match i s fa < I

opponent and except for a seeffnd]

period score by Hucke wro nowar-
j

lees.

Elusive Ken White scored th~ee of:

the- goals, two on assists from Swett,
\

while Soba drove in the other, fib -

was again the Mults f ar, but could

not get go : ng.

BATES COLBY
White, Ncrman, lv

Iw, Hiekey. Ac-kl iy

Murphy, Loomer, e

Swett. Moynihan,

ADAMS FACING STERN TEST

AT K. OF C. TRACK
IN BOSTON SAT!

GAMES
AY NIGHT

Seror, rd
Soba, Id

Bsrry. g
S;-ore

—

First Period
White. a cs' -ted by Swett. Soba.

Second Period
White, Hucke, unassisted.

Third Period
White, assisted by Swett.

FIRST MATCHES OF STUDENT

MAT TOURNEY BEGIN TO-NIGHT

a

n Inch injPattison Groomed Grapplers To Show Wares It

Alumni Gymnasium—Skilled Matrnen
In Every Class

but with very little

venerated by a vacuum tuba and

circuit excites the mercury inside,^

slows brilliantly

heat, thus it is called "cold light.

The microphone used by

entertainers caused the light, cradled

in a Sperrv searchlight projector, to

Japan Trying To Stabilize

Conditions In Orient,
He Says

This is the second article in

a special series on .Japan. It is

a Periew on an article from
Mainuhi, the Tokyo daily Eng-
lish paper. The series is sent to
the Student bv Yoskilo Tezuka,
a sophomore at Keio University.
Claiming that "there is no necessi-

ty for the League of Nations to

meddle in Oriental Affairs", that
"Japan recognized Manchuko as the
only way for the stabilization of
the- Orient," and that "even if inter-

preted in the best sense, to realise
the conclusion ol the Lytton report
is nothing but to convert Manchuria
into another Balkans," declared War
Minister Lieut.-General Sadao Ara-
ki in attacking the Lytton report, in

an unofficial statement to the press.
He -:aid: "We sincerely appreciate

the efforts made by the League Com-
mission- of Enquiry during its six

months' investigation, but cannot
help stating that we cannot give any
credit to the contents upon perusal.
My Impressions of the report are!

chiefly as follows*
1. "Wi:h referei.-e to the duty and!

mission of the Lyi:ton Commission, it,

should have beer. Ita primary ir.i k to

investigate tha fundamental cause
j

which has brought about th? Man-
chu"ian Emergency.
"For that purpose, the Commission

r li< nl<l have enquired into the

natoal d&pbsition' and t hai-act orb ti< -

of Japan and Cbina, history, the
t cial ivhuria-J.'JManese re-

?at :c!!s, t'i.- reality of t'.i<» Kwmin
(jovenunent j;t Nanking and of the

!an< an« <> rv.>ve?uent. Thereby,
I the Comniteisrto'n slionld have obtain
led fair ami just comprehension
;

Iie'p establish n fundamental policy

I
for the ; -V ' ' •'». h of pca -e in the

i (>r!(-ir.

j
'-He waver, all that fclie Oommfeeion]

I
gives in ths report from Chapter on.-!

i to Chapter 10 u a statement of
j

|
facts, -'

i i> row. Of the development
j
of ths Man:.-hu; lap .!:n. -rgeney. Thai

j
is th? reason why 1 called it a

travelogue.
"Yet, from the report of the deve-

lopments, the Com mi- -.ion jumps in
c, Hucke, Fuller

|
0]ii, 3tsp fco jt . ?orclni i on _ The
method of triaimcnt is really i-rra-

tional £-r.d deeply dinappointing.
What i- th.3 use of inve titrating th(

September IS event in detail-, if th

Ccmm.Vsion dcesn t trace the

rouble up to its origin? Regardles
>f whether it occurred on Septembe
S or or. September 19, that wh'cl.

ad ber,:i inevinble took place.

2. "The Lytton report was com
ile:ed prior to cur recognition c

Mane-hulruo. Witfl Japan's reeogni

tion of Mar.chukuo, the Manehuriar
Emergency is i-ettlecl.

"Jap ;n recogBiaod Mlanchukuo as

he only way for the Stabilization of

he Orient. The League of Nation^
- hould rather support this Japanese
policy. Jt is tantamount to disturb-

ing peace in the Orient again to

impose upon Japan fantastic settle-

ment proposals that run counter to

?he Japanese policy. Does this not

oppose the pacific spirit of the

League of Nations?

MOREY DENIES RUMOR
THAT HE W1LLJRESIQN

Contradicting the article which appe&fcxl in a local

paper Monday evening that he would resign or ask for a

leave at absence, Coach David P». Money, who is ill in Boston,

said in answer to the Student's telegraphed query. '*] do not

Contemplate any sm-h action. The agreement which I have

with the Athletic Committee of the faculty concerning

hockey is perfectly satisfactory to me."

The agreement to which the mentor of the Dates foo!-

hall. hockey, and baseball teams for the last foar years re-

ferred is one which he ifas forced to make with the Com-
mittee a few weeks ago when he turned the hockey coaching

duties over to Kay McCluskey '32 on account of illness.

He has ao basis for believing- that, the coach contem-

plates resigning said President Gray last night to the Stu-

dent. Morey's speech at the annual Pack-to-Pates night in

the gymnasium October 31 ou the eve of the Powdoin panic

when he announced that he had agreed to coach Bates for

three more years likewise seems to remove this possibility

onJy two months later.

Garnet Captain Defends
Beautiful Trophy In

Prout "600"

JELUSON^ENTERS
CHEVERUS '1000'

East's Fastest Men Seek
Victories in Annual
Invitation Meet

U. of Maine Will

Accept Budget

Cut of $180,000

T •:ans Suspension Of
Building Program,
Lower Salaries

Tbe University of Maine, which is

to - upporicd by a one mill State tax.

will operate the next two years on a

bn&set reduced $1C<>.000 annually,

ivnflsr tin aerrccm'-riit made by trustees

I : a IroUtution, Bertram B; Pac-k-

,rd, State Commi^-iuner of Edu-
wV-o;. announced UHondsy through
he /• .o. iated Prece.

Th o reduction, he 6aid. will be

Frank Murray

To Represent

Bates at Orono

Prominent Junior To
Enter State Orator-

ical Contest

Faring one of the sternest tests

of his career at Bates. Arnold Adams
'33, captain of varsity track, will

.oe the mark Saturday night in the

nif ual Kn ghts of Columbus Prout

vlemorial "600" in Boston Garden

igainst most of the East's fastest

middle distance men. Among them
will be Karl Warner of Yale; Ber-

uie McCafferty, former Holy Cross

runner; Don Fleet of Boston Col-

lege; Eddie Roll of the Newark A.

C; and Eddie Blake of the B. A. A.

formerly of Dartmouth.
Adams Defending Trophy

Adams woa the event last year,
an invitation affair and one of in-

door track's choicest plums, in one
minute, 15 seconds. Saturday he
will ddfend the beautiful Prout
trophy.

'the Garnet runner will be at a
disadvantage, however, for a stom-
acn ailment has kept him in the im-

nrmary s ine Sunday.
ftaua&idi Jellison '33, captain of

cross country, lias been invited to

eater the Bishop Cheverue "1000".
\\ ntther he w.ll enter, according to

j
Lo^ch Thompson yesterday, depends

, on ills condition Saturday, for the

Frank S. Murray '34 of Auburn versatile t.ackster, o. e of Bates re

was '.selected Thursday afternoon to PiC

w
rw. Revs, Conant

|

r:l. Resell. Taylor
Id, Ranc-urt

g. Violette

Batr-i 4, Colby 1.

the

the

go out a.3,a beam toward the WABC
building and carry the muajsal

vibration-?. At the receiving end a

photoelectric cell placed at the focal

point of a convex lens, gathered the

vavs from the air, and converted the

light back into electricity for nearly

fifty istatior.s.

RECENT Cclby and Bates men it

seems, will meet at the Legis-

lature. When Randolph A.

Weatherbee '32 looks about the

House committee-3 of which he was

recently appointed secretary, he will

probably meet Warren E. Belanger

of Waterville, Colby '34, who harii

left college to enter upon h:.s lltst

term in the House. He is a Democrat pouncl
and its youngest member.

PROF Gould has declared himself!

It is a distinct relief to his stu-

dents to know that he is neither

a Socialist nor a Democrat as he has

flippantly intimated in e^ss _
ai
Jf:

w Bione. His entrance into the ngnt

for alderman as a .Republican in

ward one, the part of the city across

Main Street to downtown Lewiston,
offers the voters in that district the

well-informed student politics should

welcome.
If he is elected Bates will have

two of its faculty in local elective

Positions for Prof. Percy Wilkins W
entering the second year of a term
°n the School Committee.

College professors in politics re-

calls the story of Prof. Curtis H.
page whose literary work made him
Prominent before he was elected to

New Hampshire State Legisla-
l«re from Gilmanton.

His French translations of Molie-
re s plays and "Songs and Sonnets of

There is plenty of interest among
the students in the wrestling tourna-

ment, the first matches of which

will be held tonight in the Alumni experience.

Gym. Coach Pattison's

been working out daily, and report

to be in the pink of condition. The

wrestlers have been staging exhi-

bitions between the periods of the

intramural basketball games, and

are now ready for the all-college

competition. There are several very

likely matrnen in every class, ana

the bouts should prove to be close

and very interesting. The tournament

to be held under the auspices of

Bates Student, and

yet officially entered. Among the

light-heavies, C.us Merrill '33 seems

to lead the field because of previous

but he hrs a willing

bovs have opponent in Atherton '3 6. Among th(

bi

under

direcnuicrvision of Bruce Pattison

'3 3.

Classes By Pounds

Some of the outstanding

our "pachyden-ms" are:

clacs,

n the 125

Melvin Welch, '34, a

John Hue-

boys, critics say that Al Cariii

'35 big 207 pound football tackle i

the favorite. John Swift '36. a husk>

freshman will meet Carlin. as wil

Frank Merrill another member r

the class of '36. An exhibition match

's being arranged between Bruce

Pattison of Bates, and Olaf Peter-

son of Providence, R. I.

Due to the diligent and persistent

work of Coach Pattison, thi.i

the excellent card has been arranged,

and a large crowd of inte>rested

spectators is expected at ths tourna-

ment, which is the first of its kind

ever to be held at Bates.

.——, :o:

represent Bates at the
Oratorical Contest to

Orono in February. Lact year Wil-
liam Dunham, Jr. Bates '32 was the
winner of ;he St ste contest.
Wednesday afternoon eight i^peak-

ena pretsented original orations on the

subject of Peace before the board
of judges, who were Prof. Grcsvenor

offset by such economies as the ad-* Robinson. Prof. Robert Berkleman
ministration may find necessary, and

it will practically mean a sus-
pension for two years in building
construction, although such con-

struction is very much needed, far-

ther curtailment in university activ-

ttirs, and a readjustment of salary
schedules/*

state Valuation Greatly Lessened

Because the State valuation, which
s the basis for the application of

the university one mill tax, is to be
.•educed approximately $60,000,000.
the university's appropriations will

be automatically cut $60,000 a year.

and Mr Paul Whitbeek, all num-
bers of the Bates faculty. The parti- ~f

me
cipauts were:- Eugene Asaton '34 i

meet
Power.; iMcLean '3 5, Gordon
'35, Frank Murray '34. Bond Perry
'•35, Ray Stetson '35, Theodore Sea-
men '34, and Hrrold Yudkin '33.

Prof. Brooks Quimby was in the
charge of the contest.

•Murray ks one of the most out-

standing men in college, being presi-

dent of his class, president of the
Debating 'Council, News Editor cf

the Student, member of Spofford and
La Petite Academie. He also won
his numerals in freshman football.

lor

STUDENT GOV'T TEA

SUNDAY IN RAND

Continued on Page 3 Col 6

light but rugged junior,

ton '3 6 is the "dark horse man in

this division, as he has not yet been

in any exhibitions. In the 135 pound

class Arthur Amrien '34, Paul Car- A tea for co_eds will be sponsor

penter '3 3, and Jeff Enagonio 3 6 &d by the Womeim's Student Govern,

will have to compete with Frank
: ment boai-d. Sunday, Jan. 29, in

Wood '33, the fast and popular Rand hall from 4 to 6 o'clock. The

musical matman. Pea-haps the best

known among the 14 5 pounders is

Frankie Frangedakis '3 5, the wily.

Greek who. they say, knows the

game thoroughly. Those who are,

well-informed say that even he will.

tudent government board will be

assisted by Mrs. John M. Carroll,

Mrs. R. R. N. Gould, Mrs. Blanche

W Roberts, and Mrs. Amos A. Ho-
The Bates trio

Continued on Page 2 Col 5

COLBY OFFERS
FREE TUITION

TO GRADUATES
New Arrangement To

Become Effective

February 6

Colby College will take an unpre-

cedented step in helping the unem-
ployed alumni. Free tuition will be

granted any of the Colby graduates

who have not yet found work and
who desire to do further study of

any kind. President Franklin W.
Johnson announced last week that

this new arrangement will become
effective Feb. 6.

In explaining this tentative plan

Dr Johnson said that one of the

saddest effects of long continued un-

emplovment is the sapping of the

ambition and self-respect of well

educated persons who are unwill-

ingly compelled to spend their time

in unproductive "loafing".

Colby College is endeavoring to

provide its unfortunate graduates

with an opportunity

BATES-COLBY HOCKEY DUEL

OPENS MAINE STATE SERIES

Game At St. Dom's Arena Friday Afternoon
Ends In Deadlock—Garnet Comes From

Behind To Tie Score

^

CITY CHALLENGES

COLLEGE, CLAIMS

REV. P. L. VERNON

By JACK RUGG
The Bates ho :l:cy team came

'rem behind, scored .twice in rapM
succession in the third period and
:ied Colby in the first of the iMaine
State hockey series at St. Doit-
arena Friday afternoon. The gam?
went into a ten minute overtime
period but neither team could break
ths deadlock. In the third period
White and Swett, Bates* wings bbth
tallied and evened up the score.

White, -fast -skating wing, and Ross,
the outstanding Colby forward, warj

j

high men with two goals and an as-

sist apieee to their credit.

Colby brought down a fast hard
shooting wing in Ross, a clever

center in Hucke, and a very capable

goal tender in Violette. Bates offer-

ed an efficient line of Swett. Murphy
and White, a scoring threat in

Secor and Berry, the latter especially

a rugged man at the points.

In the second period Hucke laid out

a pass to .Ross who scored. The
.second period ended with Bates try-

ed Baptist Church on the question

"What does our Community need?"
Mentioning Bates Mr. Vernon

said, however, that he did not
know what the College was going to

do.
Some of their suggestions were:

Lessening the cleavage between
Americans and French, Catholics

natives at tne i-~4As in Cal-

annaal State ifornia, has also been incapacitated

be belli ai with the grippe that caused a two
v.\...:k lay orf. Th« coach feels that a
race :tt this tim;* may endanger his

chances later in the season, so for

this reason, his participation is

doubtful.
McCaJferty Ragged Opponent
Adams will have his work cut out

for him, for in McCafferty he has an
oiponc t who defeated him at the

distance in the New York A.
Last winter in the fastest

600 ya. d ? the Bates man has ever
run, 1 minute 12 3-5 seconds. He is

not already dot" ated, nevertheless,

tor he has led the ex-Seton Hall and
Holy Cross man in the last two
quarter mile races at the New Eng-
I :ds. a e in 4S 2-5 seconds, the
la test ever run in New England.

Mc.afferty ,who, while in college

ran a relay leg and his regular race
at nearly every meet, now for the
N wark A. C. is confining himself to

n single race. Two weeks ago in the
K. C. "500" in New York he led the
field almost the wliole distance arly
to lose in a blanket finish.

Winner An Olympic Man
Karl Warner of Yale has ser.

t

his entry.
He defeated Adams at the East-

ern Olympic try-outs at Cam-
bridge last spring, '•but Adams won
the anchor position on the 1600
meter relay on the coast, and later
on his return in the fall defeated
Warner at the Sturbridge Fair.
Warner and Don Fleet, who has

trailed Adams before, may be forc-

ed to forgo this race for a relay
race. Their coaches frown on any of

their men dividing their energy
between a private race and a relay.

The two Eddies, Blake and Roll,
were both in the field a year ago.
They are veterans, but have a good
dral of experience that will enable
th~m to be continual factors.

If Jellison runs he wMll face
among ethers in the 1000 yard:
Phil Edwards, who made a real
come'tack last summer and annexed
two third places and ran on a win-

Olympics; and
-a student at

Harvard Business School and the
East's best man at a 1000 yards.
Bullwinkle is a former intercolleg-

Local Preacher Feels
School Can Aid The
Leisure Problem

"The situation affords a challenge
to any educational institution,"

1 r : ng relay at the

said Rev. P. L. Vernon at one point George

in a discussion he and Mr. F. S.

Hoy conducted la.st week at the Unit-

to use their

have far from a cinch, for he will be

pitted against the quiet but powerful

Porky Stevens '33 as well as George

Plotica '3<3 and Howie Norman '35.

In the 15.5 pound class, w'e have

some close competition between Bob

Anicetti '35 and Bernie Loomer '34,

two football men who will be worried

to no little extent by Horace Perry

'3 6 and Yakulis '3 6. Julius Lombardi

•34 and Stan MoLeod '33, weighing

165 pounds will have to settle

weight class with

possible contenders who
several

this

other

composed
''

of Virginia' Scales^ '36,

Gladys Gillings '36, and Anna Saun-

ders '36 will provide music during

tilt? tG £t

The committee in charge of the

arrangements consists of the

lowing members of the board:

O'Neill '33 and Catherine

'35 The women are requested to at-

tend during the hour assigned to

their respective dormitories.

"Art in America is managed, di-

rected and run by old women"

fol-

Mary
Condon

have not! Childe Hassam, painter and etcher.

vantageously. In this way Dr. Jonn

son thinks that the morale of the

graduates will be preserved and

that they will at the same time he

making themselves better fitted for

the positions, that they wish and

hope to fill, when they do once find

ami opportunity.

It is said that Simmons College

is planning to adopt this same ar-

rangement and if it proves success-

ful in both of these colleges other

colleges in New England and else-

where may follow suit.

ing to even up the count and with
, an(j protestants which may be an

Colby playing defensive hockey. The
]

underlying cause of matr.y of the

third period started with 'Ross in the

penalty box and with Secor playing

in the forward line as center. This

new combination worked well and the

first play White took and converted

Secor's pass for a score.

The overtime period started with

both teams playing fast aggressive

hockey in attempts to score. Hucke
(

misi-ed a chance and with Rancourt i

iate champion. He won this event a
year ago.
Adams will represent Bates at the

Millrose games in New York Feb. 4

running the 600 yard event. His op-
ponents have not been announced.
The following week he will be a

member of the Garnet two mile
team at the B.A.A. games. He has
been invited to run a special race as
an added feature of the meet, but

ganization for city elections, reor- probably will save his strength to

ganization of the Protestant church-! appear in the relay,

two divisions,

city's ills, non-partisan political or-

in the box for an illegal check Bates

was forcing the play but could not

seem to take and materialize their

opportunity.
Bates again was forcing to play

with Secor and Murphy carrying well

but unable to sink the winning goal.

Hickey and Ross again threatened

but failed to score. The period end-
ed with a hard scrimmage but with
both teams still unable to score and
win.

es into two divisions, conservative

and liberal, and the abolition of

elections to the school board.

Mr. Vernon also attacked the pro-

blem of leisure. He advocated open-
ing the libraries on Sundays.

He pointed out Bates College as

an institution that could aid persons
readily in using their leisure time.

He also advocated night schools
where working people could improve
their English and general know-

He predicted that consolidation
of churches would come soon.

Claiming that the city's greatest
financial problem is in the welfare

Continued on Page 3 Col 5

RUTH ROWE AND
OWEN DODS0N, '36

PRIZE_SPEARERS
Ruth Rowe of Lewiston and Owen

Dodson of Brooklyn, New York were
the winners of the first semester
Prize Speaking Contest for the Fresh-
man which was held in the Little
Theater last Saturday. Each winner
was the recipient of ten dollars in
gold.

The judges for the contest were
Mrs. MacDonald, Mrs. R. G. Berkle-
man, and Mrs. R. L. Zerby.
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Most noteworthy among these is the student-planned and-exe-

cuted abolition of initiation. The present senior class is 'the last to

know and experience the bitterness and the irresponsibility of f resh-

man initiation. There has been a rapid evolution of student opinion

in regard to this outworn mode of conduct toward incoming classes,

which was crystallized last spring in the ruling by the Student Coun-

cil that in the future there should be nominitiation of any kind.

Although the Commons has been a perennial subject of dis-

satisfaction among the students, there has been a vast improvement

in the conduct of the dining hall during the past four years. In

place of a door-breaking rushing mob, there is a quiet and gentle-

manly attitude, which is something that was not known before. The

quality and quantity of the food is much better than it was four

years ago. as it should be. Although there is still much to be desired

in the improvement of the Commons situation, it must be admitted

that There have been remarkable changes which had their origin

in student dissatisfaction with the status quo.

The chapel services have long been a sore spot in the life of the

campus, and, to a certain extent, still are, but they have fait the

effect of a strong student sentiment. The number of cuts have been

doubled; student speakers and outside speakers added to the list:

poor speakers have been weeded out; special music has been in-

troduced more frequently; and seating changed. Vesper services

have been held in a noteworthy attempt to make religion real and

vital to the student, and these, too, are changes that would nof have

occurred unless the student body had not been sufficiently aroused.

The system of elections was completely changed; Sunday
skating inaugurated with a possibility of Sunday tennis to follow

scon ; and a reorganization of club schedules so as to stop the "elub-

bing-to death" of student life are other evidence* of the fact that

indefatigable effort and student interest in campus affairs does have

an effect on things.

During the coming semester there will be a number of proposals

through the columns of the Student for changes in which a definite

student backing will be necessary. This must be intelligent arxl well-

organized sentiment, reinforced by the conviction that it is possible

to really accomplish something through student, action. We have

n&t tried to give the impression that what has been done, has

happened without considerable struggle to overcome the inertia of

the institution, but to show that much has been accomplished and
much ttan be accomplished in the future through united student

sentiment.

Pepys
Through

The Key -

Hole

REGISTRATION
DATES FEB. 4, 6

thatFinal registration in-

cludes paymewt ot advance pig -

ment at the Bursar's office and

the completion of a few details

at the Registrars office must he

completed for the classes t93S

and 1936 on or before Saturday,

Feb. 4, and for 1983 and 1934

on or before Monday, Feb. 6.

The balance of the bills is due

on or before March 12. Full

details concerning- payment is

found in the College Rule Book
on pages 30, 31, and 32. The
student assumes responsibility

for these points.

Printed by Le Messager Publishing Company, Lewiston. Maine.

DAME RUMOR
X

Dame Rumor reigns supreme on the Bates Campus, and none is

too high or too low to feel the consequences of her presence. She

does not confine her activities to the women's side of the campus,

but is to be found stalking in the halls on the other side of the

campus with even greater vigor. There have been a number of

stories, utterly without foundation, regarding various students and

faculty which' have been circulated through the dorms this year.

Juicy 'additions from time to time increase their news value. There

have been distortions and twisthjes of insignificant incidents which

give them a meaning that was never intended, and oftentimes almost

irreparable injury has been worked on some person.

A few vi a: , ago a prominent Bates athlete was up for President

of the Student Council. Those who were opposed to his election to

this office circulated through devious and ingenious channels the

rumor that he was a "stool ie". As a result, this man who was of the

highest character, was defeated, and brande-d with this rather dis-

tasteful cognomen. The same type of slander is being circulated

about the campus today.

Rumors regarding certain members of the faculty have been

passed along from class to class as juicy bits of gossip. Those who
have taken the pains to investigate the truth of these statements

have found them to be without basis in fact. Nevertheless, the mind

of the average student seems to enjoy gossiping quite as much as

the proverbial Ladies Sewing Circle, and the tongues wag in the

Parkers with just as much facility as ever they did on Main Street.

It is about time that a definite sentiment; was developed to

stop the spread of such stories, and that some consideration for the

rights and feelings of the persons involved should lead anyone who
feels that there is anything in the rumors which he hears to ascertain

what the facts are.

THE POPS

The enjoyable concert held in the Gym last Friday evening,

and the especially fine talent which was shown in the presentation

of the Gypsies ought to merit the highest praise of the college, and

should create a demand for more of this type of entertainment.

Although our social calendar has an ample number of formal dances

which are more expensive, they do not begin to measure up to the

standard which was set in the annual Pops.

There has been a strong sentiment on campus for some time to

have the musical organizations heard more frequetly. Although a

fine piece of work is being done in taking these groups into commu-
nities throughout the state, it might be well to have them present

their talent on the campus at least twice during the year.

Another Pop Concert in the spring would be sure to meet with

a hearty reception from the college ami, the community. There are no
real obstacles to the carrying out of this propo.-al, and the musical

organizations of the college would be rendering a real service to the

campus.

INITIATIONS, CHAPEL, AND COMMONS

The student who says that it is no use to attempt anything on

the campus because the faculty will interfere, and uses that as an ex-

cuse for a general apathy toward college affairs, will find that the

facts of the case do not support his contention.

Student sentiment has been responsible for numerous changes

on the campus during the four years of which the present senior

class has direct knowledge. Strange to say a great deal of what has

been accomplished has been due to the efforts of a few students, who
have subsequently won a sufficient amount of student support to

bz-ing the matter before the administration. Of course there is much
room for improvement, and there have been compromises. Never-

theless, there are some very real and tangible evidences of the effect

which student action can have upon campus questions.

On The Firing Line
By JOAQUIN MILLER

"It is courage," says Cervantes,
"that vanquishes in war, and not good weapons."

For glory ! For good ? For fortune, or for fame ?

Why, ho. for the front where the battle is on !

Leave the rear to the dolt, the lazy, the lame ;

Go forward as ever the valiant, have gone.

Whether city or field, whether mounttain or mine,

Go forward, right on for the firing line !

Whether newsboy or plowboy or cowboy or clerk,

Fight forward ; be ready, be steady, be first
;

Be fairest, be bravest, he best at your work
;

Exult and be glad ;
dare to hunger, to thirst.

As David, as Alfred - - let dlogs skulk arid-whine - -

There is room but for men on the firing line.

Aye, the one place to fight and the one place to fall - -

As fall we must all, in God's good time - -

It. is where the manliest man is the wall.

Where boys are as men in their pride and prime.

Where glory gleams brightest, where brightest eyes shine'- -

Far out on the roaring red firing line.

The Student

And
The World

mm
By JAMES BALANO

Japanese Advances

Despite efforts of the .League and
apparent conciliatory advances of

the de-jure Chinese Government, Jap-
an is still waging war in Manchuria.
The province of Jehol is under oc-

cupation and Japanese military
authorities are striving for occupa-
tion of a portion of the Great Wall.
If Japanese intervention is conceded
as- 'being ethical under the argument
for protection of nationals and vest-

ed interests then one must find sym-
pathy with the plans of the Japanese.
The plans as set forth by the
Japanese general staff are that Man-
churia was occupied for the safety

of the Japanese railways and inter-

ests there, that Jehol was occupied
for the safety of; Manchuria and now
the Great Wall is being occupied in

order to protect Jehol. Granted that

the premises are true one can find

no fault with this military logic. In-

deed it mcst clearly follows that
Jehol and the Great Wall will not be
safe unless China is occupied by
Japanese troops. Of course this is

quite unlikely to occur but never-
theless were we to grant Japan that
her logic is correct we would certain-
ly have to concede the last.

However the western world can
not but see the naivete of the whole
Japanese explanation. Granted that
there are bandit groups and even
armies in the northern part of China.
Does the great world power Japan
need to attack the weak enemy in

order to defend itself. Japan could
easily stay within the confines of it's

puppet iManchukuo and defend it*s

interests. Especially could Japan
cease from furthur incursions into
soverign Chinese territory now that
negotiations are forthcoming from
the League and from. China.
There is hardly any doubt how-

ever of the powers refraining from
anti-Japanese action, for every
power concerned has in the past com-
mitted depredations of the same
calibure. Furthermore each great
power would rather see the power-
ful Japan intrenched there than a
weak bandit government that could
not suppress hindrances to trade,
commerce and investments.

Communist Strategy

Stalin in his latest speech or Ma-
nifesto promised that the new five

year plan would deal almost exclu-
sively with production of consumers,
goods for domestic use. This is a
welcome statement to Russian ears,
at least, and probably to radical
ears in the United States. For the
past five years the Rucsians have
been 'willingly' sacrificing all of the
luxuries of life and a great many of
the necessities of life. All available
produced commodities have been
cold to the outside world for the
gold with which the Soviet Republic
built up it's enormous industrial
plants. Now that the metomorphasis
is well in hand the authorities
believe that a policy of benevolency
towards the Russians should be per-
sued. Two very convenient outcomes
of this policy are evident to the So-
viet authorities. The first is that the
domestic population will be better
satisfied and more prepared to up-

By MILDRED HOLLYWOOD

According to a B. U. scribe who
would be different from some of the
rest of youse guys-courtesy of Fagan
copyright owners—that have pick-

ed the (ten mcst beautiful words in

the English language, these are tin

ten ugliest words in the vocabulary
of the average undergrad:

WrittennQuizz
Final Exam
Written-Quizz
Final Exam
Written-Quizz

Oh the pain of it all! !

!

Tlu> Christian Science Monitor has
some advice for thee and'.

1 me which
should be hearkened to and heeded
(but won't be) before the approach-
ing hurdles are yumped with the

necessary phews and sighs. "Worry",
this paper maintains, "is interest

paid on trouble before it is due, and
the worst of it is, it doesn't reduce
the principal."

So why not have "What to do
about it? Let's put out the light a.nd

go to sleep" for Xam week's theme
song? Oke by you?

When I consider how each eve i

spent.
When Morpheus says 'tis time to go

to bed.

And half my lessons are as yet un-
read

And seem so useless, tho my mind
to bent.

To satisfy my teacher and present
A perfect lesson, lest she scold in-

stead

—

Does she expect no rest for my poor
head?

I grimly ask; But Wisdom to prevent
That murmur, soon replies, "-No

bluff, oh boys,

By pose or word or act: who best

Can answer questions get by best.

Her poise

Is queenly. All at her speaking
plunge

Into books and bend o"er pages with
out rest.

Alas, They also learn who only sit

and 'sponge.
Wonder if the above was this

Farmington Normal School stude's

Christmas vacation answer to the
prof.'s invitation to the students to

find out if Shakespeare could still

take it.

There must be a moral to this.

A student, after flunking an Eng-
lish course at Butler Univ.. wrote an
adventure book for boys which has
already earned more than twice the
yearly salary of the English prof,

who flunked him.
All of which agains goes to prove

the something-or-other of sech eit-

chuaschuns—as if you didn't know.

"Co-education", claims Clara L.
Thompson ex'33, "was once a race

for supremacy between the sexes,

but now, it's neck and neck."
Ooooo, is that true, you co-eds of

Loostun.and of this heah college?

A Wisconsin prof, defends this

much maligned practice of "cram-
ming". He claims that matter learn-

hold the communistic principles,-' for ed rapidly is retained better than
even in the fanatical throes of com- that gained after hours of applica-
munism people must eat and have tion. According to his story, all
clothes. The second important re- powerslof concentration are at a low
suit of this contemplated action is ebb after a half hour
that outside capitalistic nations will
no longer find the charges valid that
the Soviet is maltreating and starv-
ing the people. This may lead, the
leaders think, to a more friendly
attitude towards communism on the
part of radicals and liberals within
the capitalistic nations.

Someone has opened a tomb in
Greece and discovered there that the
women of the year 400 B. C. used
white face powder identical with that
used by the women of today. Thus,
thousands of years ago a woman died
without knowing than an anonymous
fame would be hero by providing a
footnote to a civilization.

Therefore, yer columnist wouldst
advise thee to scram and cram for

the big flunkety unk unk week in

the gym, or maybe it's James to

you, yuh big Purist.
—_—_ . o: . —

On April 1, 1930, the United
States was credited, according to a
Federal census, with 3.964 centenari-
ans, most of whom undoubtedly
reported that their 'longevity was due
either to tobacco, liquor, late hours,

or vice versa.

"Yo*u couldn't induce a New
Englander to participate in a
racket."—Police Cant John M. An-
derson.

Never in our short history has

there been such a blemish to the

surroundings of the Bates campus, no

not even our sprouting moustachios.

as that tall but not stately conglo-

merate composition of tin, canvas

and adhesive tape resting idly on

four noble wheels midway between
Prexy's and the famed Penthouse. . .

will somebody please remove that

stain... We noticed our sterling

defense man "browsing around at

the brawl" on Saturday nite with a

far-away look in his eye—no more
jars running to Auburn, Herb?....
Anyone interested in the missing
link, get a load of what'* in Plum-
mer's window across from the Em-
pire... From all reports and ob-

servations at iRand and Chase, those

confined to the sanctuary with the

grippe are all back in grips at their

respective hunting grounds. . . we're

so glad the indoor sport pros are

again in good condition. . . ISome of

the "greats" and "near greats" men-
tioned in our last column seem to be
perturbed by the undue publicity. . .

don't hold us responsible for this

one, but we heard they"4ove it. . . or

mayhap it's just a guilty conscience
. . . The Gypsy Whirl. . . glamorous
gazes at (not from) our skip
skipping gay and godless, mesdames
. . .Pierce of the solid pate skipping
too. . . and 'bumping. . . 'Brad pout-

ing and rebellious half of a

charming couple Priscilla,

extremely nice and looked Well! . . .

(esley) .... said to Mel. . . . "Why,
C'hatss hall is more like a country
club". . . sure, on tournament day. .

and Arne's co-hort-on. . . prepped at

Bates Academia as the crabbers are

now doing. . . Napkin an implement
tor people sans sense of direction. . .

Like Knowles skiing. . . Dayt and Ba-
lano to Thome's Corner, we hear,

there to trip the light fantastic. . . .

ladies of the lake. . . to this erotic,

exotic, neurotic brawl via a flourish-

ing quarter cab... Our Ollie sports

i cane . . . Prexy comes through with
a fast one on himself in cha'pel. . . .

we're glad to see "Ding" Fitterman
has a fraiilein. . what we're wonder-
ing is, does he croon to her. . . this

new exam system—tsk tsk— Lhere'll

he just one little surprise after an-
ther.... what with nightmares,

double-barrelled shot guns

Phil-Hellenes

Give Reception

To Local Greeks

Club Members Present

Tableaux Depicting
Grecian Scenes

The Phil-Hellenic Club entertain-

ed the local Greek people at Chase
Hall in the Y room, last night, from
7.45 to 11. Vincent Kirby '33, pres-

ident of the club, gave the address

of welcome to which Leon Frange-

dakis '35 made a response. Several

ba~s solos, in English and Greek,

were rendered by Robert Rutledgo
'34. The local guests then did a

Greek dance. Prof. Chase said a few
words about Greek language and
culture. Two tableaux depicting

Grecian scenes were portrayed with

Elizabeth McGrath '33 reading.

These were "Hector's Farewell to

Andromache" with the following

For Debate With

Univ. of Maine

Non-Decision Debate
To Be Held At

Orono Feb. 3

iream'
and hawk-eyed profs, we're sorely

in need of some moral support
these new ski suits the co-eds have
...no doubt they're smooth... too

smooth . . . we still prefer whatever
they wore before . . . A dark horse
comes to light, a new Olympic lu-

minary. . . at least Hoxie (not Tom),
was seen wearing an Olympic jacket

. . . such are the powers of a woman
o'er a mere man. . . . And then the
library. . . it not only has walls with
ears but also chairs that speak. . . .

did I say squeak ... a place to study
in quiet. . . Oh yeah, providing you
sit anywhere but in the chairs. . . if

they could only use these chairs for

the exams in the gym. . . then things
would be 100% chisel proof... but
they say this new system is to sim-
plify the task. . . hah hah. . . of the
professors. . did someone say "What
task?"... Of the week's dizzy ru-
mors, this tops them all tis

>:aid that Balano, accompanied by
our famed band master and their
stall mate plan to traverse the ocean
blue next summer in nothing less

than a mere skiff... be seein' ya
boys. . . at Revere Beach. . Oh well,

as someone meant to say but didn't,

"Life is jut a bowl of BONERS". . .

if you'll pardon such indelicate

choice cf phraseology. . . And so we
close, hardly hoping to see you after
mid-years Ready for the river

and Alabama bound! What ho!

SAM.

Bates will meet the University of
Maine in a non-decision debate at
Orono on the last of February. A
team composed of Helen Hamlin
and Rebecca Carter will represent
Bates on the question, Resolved,
that the material culture of the
Western civilization cannot survive
unless it absorbs the spiritual cul-
ture of the Orient. Both of the Bates
women are members of the senior
class, and have had much expe-
rience in varsity debating.
A debate between Bakes and the

University of New Hampshire is

scheduled for March 3 to be held in
Lewiston. The affirmative of the
cancellation of war debts proposi-
tion will be upheld by Helen Ham-
lin '33, Joyce Foster '35, and
Lillian Bean '35. This debate will
mark the initial appearance of Miss
Foster and Miss Bean on: the Varsity
team. Miss Hamln participated in
the Middlebury and the University
of Vermont debates this fall.

-:o:

Japan

From the News
Continued from Page One

Pierre Rosnard" evoked the praise
of the late Ambassador Jueserand,
and his "'British Poets of the 19th
Century" gained the friendship of
Christopher Morley, besides work in
Japanese poetry. His "The Learned
Ladies" translated from Moliere ran
for many weeks in New York and
Chicago and has been produced at
several colleges.

D R. Alexis Carrel of the Rocke-
feller Institute is doing his best
fcr "perpetual life." Twenty-

one years ago he cut a fragment
from the head of a chicken embryo
and has kept it alive ever since, con-
tinually nourishing and draining it
artificially. Its increasing size is
restricted by cutting its tissues.

Dr. Carrel feels that it'may attain
perpetual life for it has all the
properties necessary. Human beings
would have them too, he explains, if
it were not for the brain and nervous
system, the only cells that cannot be
renewed.

Continued from Page One
3. "According to the report, peace

and order in Manchuria is to be
maintained by a contingent of gen-
darmes, tit only leads (Manchuria to
the present conditions in Shanghai.
If peace and order can be preserved
by gendarmes, the European and
American nations might as well
abolish their police organizations
and let the vigilance body replace
them."

After expressing an opinion that
the Commission's suggestion, if fol-
lowed, will lead Manchuria into sec-
ond Balkan, the War Minister con-
cluded his impressions by stating:

4. "It is not a bit exaggerated to
state that the League itself is trying
to overthrow peace. 'If interpreted in
a bad sense, the Lytton report is a
harbinger of European and American
interference in the Oriental
questions which is, of course,
intolerable.

'There is no necessity for the

O NLY 3 7 out of 94 privately-
owned colleges have not cut
the salaries of their faculties,

according to Dr. PI. J. Savage of
Carnegie Institute in an interview
with Walter Trumbull last week.
Bates is one of these institutions.
Salaries range from $7500 to $1170
with the average cut 10%.
The depression has been even

more severe on the student. Some
schools have started self help plans.
The University of Iowa is one. Dean
Jessup at that institution set up 100
cots and supplied ranges for cook-
ing purposes in the field house. The
charge of one dollar a week is ap-
preciably less than the minimum of
five in town. Some students are re-
ceiving food from home and cooking

This led to a community organ-
ization. Money and supplies on hand
are placed in a general account
Supplies are credited at the market
price. Others are credited for work

League of Nations, which is unable! Th
,

us ro°m and board is made avail
to solve even the European problems
between Fiance and Germany, and
Italy and France, to meddle in
Oriental questions. Japan will ab

able with .no semblance of charity.
:o:-

RAMSDELL SCIENTIFIC
iRamsdell Scientific SoriPtv hoi/*

solutely reject any pLm which en- its meeting Monday evening toable, the Powers whose interests are| 20, at ,Rand Hall. An informal talkcomplexly interdependent, one with! on the Marine Biological Laboratoryanother, to intervene in the Oriental in Woods Hole, .Ma,5 was given dvquestion, on the basis of the Lytton, Pauline Frew '33 In the short bus?report." «**a meeting plans were made for aThe War Minister then ended his tea to be held Anrtm»
statement by again deprecating the suggestions^iS^^S^SiS?.value of the Lytton report, now that, billions by members of the club" to

chSkuo
7 reCOgnlZed

J^bition
'ge '

6 annUal acien 'tlfic ex-

Joint Meeting

Of T Hear

Talk By Currier

Discusses Methods Of
Building New Type
Of World Culture

At a joint meeting of the Y. M.

and Y. W. C. A., last Wednesday
evening, iRaymond Currier, the Sec-

retary of the Student Volunteer

Movement of America, was guest

speaker. This meeting was directed

by Mildred Mover '33, the president

of the Y. W. C. A.

Mr Currier opened his discussion

on "A Pattern for a New World" by

saying that as he looks- at the world

he sees a dissolution! of the way of

living of men caused by this indus-

trial revolution in which man has

set out to dominate all the world

Dy machine, cited an illustration of

Walter Lippman's, comparing the

world to a rug on which the acid of

modernity has been spilled and is

eating out the pattern:® woven there.

A Xew Pattern

With this illustration in mind, he

asked that we consider how a new-

rug be woven out of the chaos and

presented his plan for a good way

of life-
, , , ,

In this new pattern, he had four

elements. First, he compared our

modern life to a tiger jungle under-

shot with the fierce spirit of com-

petition, but said that today we live

in too close relationships to have

this world a jungle; so he suggested

that it be changed to an ant-hill.

And by adopting an ant-hill psycho-

logy of cooperation, our problems

would begin to be untangled amd at

least one pattern of our rug would

be rewoven.
However, for his second point he

modified his first statement by say-

ing that a thorough-going ant-psy-

chology is ruthless to individuality;

so that the plan better be made for

a type of personality half-way be-

tween the tiger jungle aind the ant-

hill.

Third, in this plan for reweaving

the rug of culture, would be a way

to make possible for individuals a

belief in God and a concept of a

meaningful life.

Changing Human Nature
Fourth would be a recognition of

a need for a technique of chan-

ging human nature so as to better

fit into the world. He said that even

young Russians say that they must
change human nature, starting with

their own.
: o :

—

Rover Scout Crew

New Organization

On Bates Campus

The newest organization on cam-
pus is a Rover Scout Crew which
has been formed recently through
the efforts of Dr. William H. Saw-
yer, professor of Botany and Zoo-
logy, and John B. Hanley '34. The
gronp is made up of about eight

male members of the Outing Club
which has given this new club its

sanction. The movement has also

secured the approval of the local

Scout executives. The following men
have been approached and they ex-

press an interest in the plan: John
Hanlev '34, Russell Hager '34. Mar-
tin Stevens '34, Albert Oliver '34,

Edwin Decatur '34, Burton Dun-
field '34, Raymord Harwood '35,

and Clarence Hebert '3 5.

SNOWBALL FIGHT

DISRUPTS PEACE

AT CABIN PARTY

A party was held at Thorncraer.
last Saturday afternoon when a

group of members of the Outing
Club board ventured forth for a
good time on skiis.

Seven of these people weif
sprawled ont on the porch of Thorn-
crag about thirty minutes after

leaving Rand Hall. Soon afterwards,
Charles Paige '3 5 harnessed to a

toboggan full of jackets and various
other packages, came puffing up the
hill. The next relay of people provid-
ed amusement for those who had
arrived safely; for Toby Zahn, while
proclaiming her skill in not 'fallin?

once, started sliding backwards,
bumped into Prof. Sawyer and
landed them both in a heap amid
the shout® of their sympathetic
companions.

Snowball Fight
Then ensued a lively snowball

fight before the group gained their
second -wind for the ski up to the
plateau. Climbing Thorncrag is

quite a stunt for a novice on skiu-.

and many a tumble was taken be-
fore the real skiing started. Led by
Paul Carpenter and Charles Paige,
tracks were made down from the
plateau and everyone took their
turn, or rather spill. Probably the
most spectacular event was Paige's
double somersault, although other
less experienced skiers added their
share to the show. While all this
was taking place on the hilltop,

others were getting their thrills out
of the toboggan im the slide from
the cabin to the spring-house and
many remarks were heard about
"that left turn."
After dinner, while Kenneth Camp-

bell was steaming over stacks of

dishes and hot water, the others
amused themselves with all kinds of

stunts ranging from cat's cradle to

the art of lighting a candle while
balanced on a bottle.— :o: . ,

COUTURE SPEAKS ON TABLOIDS

Mr. Faust Couture, manager of
Le Messager, the largest French
newspaper in New England, and
formerly on the staff of the New-
York Mirror, Winchell's paper, will
speak at the Student Meeting in
Room One, (Hathorn, at one o'clock
to-day.



STUDENT FACULTY SNOWSHOE
BASEBALL GAME OPENS ANNUAL
OUTING CLUB CARNIVAL, FEB. 9

mtramural wSt^Sp^rtTc^mpetition All-College Skate And Carnival Hop A SureCure For Mid-Year Blues

* ...
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By DAMON STETSOX
Weather permitting, the thirteenth

Annual Bates- Outing Club Winter
Car„ival

will begin, Thursday after-
noon February 9ith with a snowshoe

il game between the facultyba
the Outing Club Directors. This

to

n

.
which promises thrills and

Spills for the participants and fun
aB<j

excitement for the spectators, is

to be the first cheerful dose of car-
,,ival tonic, prescribed for post mid-
year blues and destined to bring
,,aCl5 joy to many a saddened heart',

gfciing events, winter sports compe-
tition, hilarity, and fun for all will
,,e

culminated Saturday night by the
Carnival Hop, during which the
nUeen of the canr.ival will be crown-
ed. And who will be THE QUEEN
oF THE CARNIVAL ? It's a secret
and no one but the taciturn Outing
dub Directors will know until the
coronation ceremony on Saturday

Snowshoe Baseball
Those who witnessed last year's

mowshoe baseball game do not need
be told to come and see this

wear's game. But for those who were
Bot

present, we wholeheartedly re-
commend that you come and see
Back Spinkg of the sunny south at-
tempt to play an outfield position
snowshoes; Mr. Bertocci, Mr.

Stewart, and others try their luck
at this sport. Here's your chance to
have a laugh at the faculty's e±-
DGHS6. ' '

Thursday evening there will be
some interesting moving pictures of
skiing on Mooslauki and on Mount
Washington, Some pictures of Otto
Schneibs, famous Dartmouth Winter
Sports coach, giving instruction in
ski g and also some pictures of
Dartmouth ski hikes will be shown.
Paul Carpenter, president of the
Outing Club, has seen these pictures
and he says they're "good".

Winter Sports
Friday afternoon the intramural

Winter Sports competition will take
plate. This will include ski, snow-
shoe .and skating races. The mem-
bers of the Winter Sports team will
rot be allowed to compete in these

;
. but. they will give an exhibi-

tion of skijoring, in which men on
skis are pulled by horses. A banner
will be awarded to the dormitory
scoring the highest number of points
in this intramural competition. The
Off-Campus men won last year, beat-

t'nfnf
10^ Bertram ^eshmen by one

win
h
£ T0mi day of the carnival

YH r.
b

f,
brouSht to a climax by theAll-College Skate in which everyone

tSZSSZ Bonfires
' lights

- SfJi!tul costume®, music, and a haDnv

ZZl ° f Skat€ 'rs™ all combS?K
cieate a^ gay evening. We are also

filnr
me

t +
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' Pr°mised that therewould be a varied and interesting

program. It is quite likely that there
will be some slaloming and ski-
jumping am this dav.

Carnival Hop
And then on Saturday night the

feature of the three day program,The Carnival Hop, will be held inthe Alumni Gym. Individual anddormitory prizes will be awarded to
the winners of the Friday afternoon
competition.— — :o:—

Freshman Track

Squad To Meet

South Portland
Fresh from a narrow-margin de-

feat at the hands of one secondary
school, the Bates freshmen will be
fighting for their reputation to-
night. This time, the frosh face
South Portland High School, an ag-
gregation which seems to have in
its lists an uncomfortable number
of point winners with a special ha-
bit of defeating college competitors.

South Portland has already given
Bowdoiim and Maine freshmen a few
worries so far this season, and to-
day is looking for another college
scalp or two to bring back to Casco
Bav.

However, Harry Keller, Tubbs,
Hutchinson, Clark, and Saunders
will have something to say about
the outcome, if they perform as
they did against Bridgton. Keller
equalled two meet records in the
dash and the broad jumps, and Tubbs
equalled the mile record.

T. J. Murphy
Fur Company

Est. 1873
Lewiston. Maine

There is a young lady in college ,

Who of furs has very keen knowledge.
So see where she goes
To buy her sport clothes
Its to MURPHY'S the store for the college.

SkiUSuits

From $E?.95 Up

4>I il

SEPARATE TROUSERS

$4*95

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Main Street

SCHOOL PAPERS YEAR BOOKS

MERRILL & WEBBER CO.
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS

95-99 MAIN STREET, AUBURN, MAINE

PROGRAMS ANNOUNCEMENTS
H_

GOOGIN
FUEL CO.

COAL, WOOD and COKE
1801 Phones 1800

Hi Bates Street 67 Elm Street

LEWISTON AUBURN
if

M0sT COMPLETE AND UP-TO-DATE

Luggage Store East of

Fogg's Leather Store

123 MAIN ST., LEWISTON. MAINE.

Harry L. Plummer
PORTRAIT—Commercial and

Finishing Photography

New Studio

At 135 Main St.,

Lewiston, - Maine.

GROUND FLOOR

TAXI
4 0 4®

°NI0N SQUARE TAXI CO.
171 MAIN STREET

5\ BILL
The Barber

For

Eds and Co-Eds

OHASE HALL

Prof. Berkelmen

Writes Letter To
HisTheme Reader

Has Article In Recent
Issue Of "English

Journal"
"We are 'paid primarily to help the

students, not to condemn them "
save Brcf. R. G. Berkleman of the
English department in the currentnumber of "The English Journal"

fw «.*
* vit

,
is 6afer

• •
• to assume

tnat the majority are doing their

IT'* -

In „"A Letter to M >- The™Reader beginning "My dear MissBenham', Mr. Berkleman outlines
une duties, privilege*, and hardships
of an English assistant.

^,^f
ind HtruguliiiK To Find Itself

There is nothing in all teaching
quite so exhilarating." h riays "as
the privilege of watching growing
youngsters wrestle with their minds
in the white arena, of Harvard 14
•comp' paper." He remarks that
although some themes will give one
the Impression that "the writer ha*
no more personality than a chopping
block", -there are others that "make
the teacher's life worth living." This
last type is "the kind of paper that
shyly but intimately reveals a young
mind struggling to find itself."

.Most students are really doing
their best when they write themes
Mr. Berkleman believes, and if not,
"....some lazybones, possibly, will
profit by a flick from the whip of
sarcasm. although most stu-
dents, he adds, are "far too tender
for that dangerous weapon."

Technique Of Correction
A number of specific recommenda-

tions' as to the technique of correc-
tion follow, emphasizing the positive
attitude and the necessity for main-
taining proper perspective in select-
ing the errors that are really serious.
"A minute correction", he observes,
"on a theme filled with more griev-
ous errors does more harm than
good." Avoid vague compliments or
vague condemnations, he urges, and
"always aim to blend praise and
censure."

Mr. Berkleman lays particular
stress on the avoidance of per-

functoriness in theme reading. "Re-
solve never to give the students. . . .

ihe suspicion that you are washing
your hands of the job as painlessly
as you can." He recalls "out of the
dimness of my Freshman days" a
student who deliberately trapped a
professor by misspelled words and.
wrong constructions that passed un-j
noticed and uncorrected. He advises
the Theme Reader to "be human",!
to "sketch smiling pumpkin faces
opposite the humorous sallies," so

the students will discover that "you
\

are something besides a pencil-wield-
ing censor eager to pounce on his
prey."

Mechanical details as to the
method of grading bring to a close
this most stimulating set of sug-
gestions.

Not All Masterpieces
Not all the themes will be master-

pieces, Prof. Berkleman concludes,
"They will stunibl
the best of them, but some will be
warm with a fine ambition and
bright with an awakening..." Last
of all. "Try to recapture your
outlook as a Freshman, for you
must remember that good theme—
reading, like good writing, must
first and always consider the reader."

SOPHOMORE PRIZE

DEBATE TRIALS

HELD LAST WEEK

Successful Candidates
To Debate Lewiston
Lighting- Project

cision over the
the score being
outcome of the
until the very
Keene of Bridgton barely beat
Clark, the frosh weight star, to get
the inecessary margin.

Records meant little to the fresh-
men, however, and this may be cre-
dited to their favor, even if they
did lose the meet. Tubbs took two
seconds off the mile meat record, and ;

Harry Keller not only took two first

places but sliced the records in both
the dash and the broad jump. His
broad jump was 20 feet, 7. Keller
can do better than that, by the way,
according to some who have been
Watching him perform in practice

]

sessions.
Clark was another first place

winner Saturday.

Prize debate trials for the Sopho-
more Class took place Tuesday af-
ternoon, January 17, in the Little
Theatre at 3:30. Seven contestants
gave three minute talks each on
some controversial topic. Theodore
Seamen '3 4 presided over the meet-
ing.

William Haver argued in behalf
of the direct primaries, stressing in

. particular the evils of the conven-
.

a" ^°'P
?:,,?

V
!
n

:
tion system. Norman Greig and
George Orestes took opposing sides
in a discussion:! on Socialism vs Cap-
italism. Ralph Musgrave, using the
example of affairs in Massachusetts,
showed that it would be inadvisable
to adopt a system of compulsory
automobile insurance in Maine. A
plea for the quick settlement of the
war debt situation was made by
Charlotte Longley.- while Caroline
Hamilton defended prohibition in
this country. Total disarmament,
except for an international police
force, was advocated by Ray Stet-

by son.
From these contestants two teams

e on the ques-

BRIDGTON ACADEMY

WINSJOVER FROSH
Bridgton Academy, coached

Clarence Sampson, of last year's
Bates varsity track squad, won a de- were picked to debat

freshmen Saturday,
52-47. The definite
meet was doubtful
last event, when

The bolter who threatens to bolt
is seldom the bolter who bolts.

—

Charles Willis Thompson.

tion now before the voters of Lewis
ton concerning the adoption of a
plan to extend the lighting service
Of ; he city for domestic consump-
tion. George Orestes, Ray Stetson
and Thomas Vernon will uphold the
plan, while Charlotte Longley,
Ralph Musgrave and William Haver
take issue with them.

1 :o : '

City Challenges

Continued from Page One
department, Mr. Hoy said that the
affairs of the city would be in fair
shape but for its ruinous expenses.
He condemned the present elec-

tion of the school committee and
urged a committee on education of
five members, two Republicans and
two Democrats appointed by the
Mayor who would be a member ex-
officio. A member would be appoint-
ed each year.

Carter's Singing High Light

Of Unusually Fine Pop Concert
By KLIZABKTH SAUNDERS
A delightful occasion and a social

•success was the Pop Concert and
dance given by Bates Musical Clubs.
Friday evening, at which the Orphic-
society provided a real musical treat
and the Bates Gypsies added color
and gaiety and the atmosphere of old
Italy and Spain.
The Pop Concert, which has be-

come an annual affair at Bates, is

the only formal dance at the college
open to the townspeople and one of
the few in which all the students
may participate at one time, being
held in the Alumni Gym. Nearly 350
dancers wera on the floor, including
town guests, in addition to onlook-
ers at the tables and in the balcony.
Kighty-nve tables were taken.

Fine Orchestral Program
Seldon T. Crafts, director of the

music department and general chair-
man of the event, had prepared a
fine orchestral program in the spirit

of Southern 'Europe, the keynote of
the evening's entertainment. This
preliminary concert by the Orph it-

Society opened at S:00 p. m. Skill-

1

fully directed by Mr. Crafts they
played "The Two Guitars" by Hor-
lick; Moszkowski's "Bolero"; a
march from Bizet s opera, "Carmen";

,

and selections from the popular "Rio,
Rita" with zest and unexpected'
finish.

Gormley's Bobcats, augmented.:
then replaced the Orphic on Hie
stage, to play for an hour and a half
of dancing. Lovaly gowns, in colors
as delicate or as bright as the Hew-
ers which adorned them, reflected

;

the bright lights, or caught the spot-

light during the waltzes. Occasional-
ly accordion music and singing join-
ed with the orchestra, all combining
to lend a carnival spirit to the scene,

j

The troop was led by Sylvester
j

Carter, a Spanish grandee in his
gorgeous velvet clothes, to the center
.of the floor, where they gave their
seemingly impromptu entertainment.;
Norman DeMarco, a bold Gypsy with
great gold earhoops, played "Estrel-
lita" first, and responded to enthu-
siastic applause with "Mari, Mari'.
an Italian street song.
Aimus Thorpe, another picturesque

street musician, played "La Golon-
rtiuna" on his accordion. Lucienne,
Blanchard. the attractive Gypsy!

singer, sang "Dark Eyes", accompa-
nied by Frank Wood on the guitar.

Gaiter Sings "La Paloina"

The high spot of the program was
reached when Sylvester Carter sang
"La Paloma" with such beauty and
feeling that applause was continued
until he repeated the number. The
chorus, the instruments, and the
impromptu dancing of Arline Skil-
l's. Mary Gardner and Delia Davis
added to the vivacity of the scene.

Then five men, Howell Lewis, Al-
den Gardiner, Sylvester Carter, Geor-
ge Austin, and Edwin Prescott,
casually grouped 'themselves and
sang "iMarionetta", accompanied at
the piano by Almus Thorpe. All the
Gypsies then joined the combined
glee clubs and the Little Symphony
orchestra on the stage singing "Fu-
niculi. Funicula". George Austin
singing the solo parts. Concluding
the Gypsy entertainment. Miss Arline
SklHIns danced the "Cachucha." from
Gilbert and Sullivan's operetta "The
Two Gondoliers". The grace and
agility with which she executed this
vivacious dance called forth hearty
applause.

Refreshments, which had taken on
appropriate Gypsy names, were serv-
ed at this point. Waitresses, who
were also ushers, were: Wilma
Hatch, Anna Wiggin. Estelle Daw-
sen, Elizabeth Doolittle, Flora Mc-
Bean, Constance Redstone, Eleanor
Morrison. Iris Provost, Amelia Vens-
kus, Bertha Davis, Helen Cameron,
Bernice Winston, Valeria Kimball,
Ruth Goodwin, Ruth Rowe, Marjo-
rie Fairbanks and Eleanor Glover.
Miss Betty Fosdick was in charge.
Simpson and Currier catered.

;Mr Crafts, chairman of the com-
mittee, and his aids received many
congratulations on the success of the
Pop Concert. The committee includ-
ed: Miss Mabel Eaton. Mrs. Dexter
Kneeland, Prof. Grosvenor Robin-
son. Mrs. William Sawyer and Prof.
Crafts from the faculty and towns-
people, and from the students: Amy
Irish '33, Evelyn Rolfe '33, Lucien-
ne Blanchard '34. George Austin '33

and ISdward Prescott '33 co-mana-
gers, and Henry LaVallee '33.

"Most idealists are looking for a
materialist to back them."—William
Feather. i *

Jj

ILLUSION:
This very old illusion was invented by Indian
fakirs. The secret was unearthed in 1849 by the
great magician, Robert-Houdin. At that time, ether

had just been discovered/ and little was known
about it. Houdin claimed that he had discovered
that this new anesthetic could make people light as
air. To prove it, he caused the subject to rise into

the air and float apparently suspended. He passed
a hoop around the body to show there were no
wires or supports.

EXPLANATION:
There are many, many explanations for this old

trick. One is that the girl wears a concealed harness,

which ends in a socket between her shoulder blades.

This is attached to a piston below the stage. The
piston is pushed up from below, causing her to

rise in the air. The piston is invisible, because it

is covered with mirrors which reflect surrounding

draperies, similar to the background. The magi-
cian can pass the hoop over her body because it

is cut in one place. It can be pulled apart for a

second when it passes the piston.

It's f to b

• • • s more
show" is cigarette adver-

e fooled

fun to

Source: "Modern Magic" by Professor

George Routledge & Sons.

Another "

rising.

One of its greatest tricks is the illusion

that cigarettes can be made miraculously
"MILD" through manufacturing methods.

the explanation: All popular cigarettes

today are made in modern sanitary factories

witn up-to-date machinery. All are heat

treated—some more intensively than others,

because raw, inferior tobaccos require

more intensive treatment than choice, ripe
tobaccos.

The real difference comes in the tobaccos
that are used. The better the tobacco, the
milder it is.

^(MT* '* is a fart' well known by
leaf tobacco experts, that

Camels are made from finer, MORE
tobaccos than any other

ir

"

This iswhy Camels are so mild. This is why
Camels have gi\ n more pleasure to more
people than any other cigarette ever made.

It's the secret of Camels' rich "bouquet"
...their cool flavor ... their non-irritating

mildness.

All the natural, ripe goodness of Camel's
tobacco is kept fresh for you by the famous
air-tight, welded Humidor Pack. Don't

it.

JUST COSTLIER
TOBACCOS

|_N A MATCHLESS B L~E N D
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By VINCENT BELLEA

U

thing left for ite tourney. The Orono EXTRA FEATURE
games have always been a bit in-

THOMPSON'S WORK
PRAISED BY MAGEE

Professional courtesy or not, I
think Jack Magee hit the right key
when he said in a speech he
delivered in Portland last week that
he believes Osie Chapman would
have developed into a world record-
beater had he stayed at Bates under
Ray Thompson's tutelage another
year.

Chapman, probably the most
famous Bates runner in recent years,
undoubtedly has in his make-up the
stuff it takes to burn up track dust
in record-breaking time, but is was
while he was in training under
Thompson's observation that he
progressed from good to nearly-per-
fect. The minute he left college, he
neglected the practice and dropped
his s'peed. Ray can take a lot of
credit for what he did for 'Chapman.
I guess Magee realizes there are
other good coaches besides Magee in
the state of Maine.
SOMETHING NEW IN
COURT TOURNEY TALK

With Bates and iMaine and usurper
Portland all planning to run basket-
ball tournaments the second week-
end in March, time is ripe for dis-
cussion regarding which team will
enter which tournament. Providing
three Portland schools prefer stay-
ing home and playing in their own
back yard, there arises the problem
of alotting the rest of the state to
the two approved tournaments. South
Portland, Lewiston, Auburn, Rum-
ford and Mexico if they are ever
good enough, Bath, Rockland and a
small school belong to the Bates
games, and now somebody dropped
us the suggestion to rope in Cony
High of Augusta, Waterville, and
Bill Mansfield's usually good Wins-
low High outfit.

The idea is that these schools
could send supporters to Lewiston
with more ease than they can send
them to Orono, and that the three
Kennebec schools have signified their
preference for this adjustment.

Maine, however, has to have some-

ferior in quality, although some
team usually comes out on top which
is better than most or any of those
who compete here. Presque Isle,

Houlton, the Bangor schools, are
first class basket ball schools, but
there the list i usually stops.

However, it does seem logical to
have the Kennebec schools join the
Bates tourney, their proximity to
Bates being the strongest argument.

Gardiner in another city which is
so near Lewiston that it seems ridi-
culous to have it play its whole
schedule against teams which are
entered in the Maine tourney.

This is merely a suggestion which
we pa?s on as given to us, to thej
'Maine Principals' Association, the
organization which has the say-so in

this matter.

PATTISON'S GOOD WORK
RESULTS IN TONIGHT'S SHOW

This department of the Student
wishes to go on record as being very
much inclined toward giving Bruce
Pattison a pat on the back for his
idea and his work on the wrestling
tournament which will be going on
in the gymnasium tonight.

If it hadn't been for Pattison,
wrestling would probably still be a
tucked-away sport discussed in bull-
sessions and in some dark corners of
the gym. Pat got a lot of the boys
interested in wrestling, gave them
some instruction, free of charge, and
arranged the tournament to which
the student body is invited tonight.
If the matches are anything like
some of those staged between basket-
ball games during the past few
weeks, action will not be missing.

The Max Berg exhibitions which
the Student was able to secure
through the kind services of Ran
Weatherbee, is staged for the pur-
pose of showing you an up and
coming professional in action. Those
who have met Berg during his visits

on campus know he's a great scout.
SPORTS SHORTS:—Bowdoin. hav-
ing a swimming team as well as
hockey team, is thinking of com-
bining the two and save expense
from now on; the Polar Bear outfit
hasn't played any state series game
as yet. This week, it's the reading
period which Bowdoin affects be-
fore its exams which puts the ban
on the sports schedule If you
want an insight on Portland's poli-
tical problems, take a look at Joe
Bing's column in the Portland Eve-
ning News sports pages.... If you
want to get an insight on Lewiston's

FOR TOURNAMENT

As an a<l<le<l attraction in
connection with the Student's
wrestling tournament to be held
in the gymnasium at. seven to-

night, Randolph AVeatherbee,
'32, will present his heavy-
weight fighter, Max Berg, in
two exhibition bouts of two
rounds each, agafhst Howie
Bates and Art Archibald, both
'34.

The bouts will not be regu-
lation in any way as the fight-
ers will wear head-guards and
use 16 ounce gloves. The pur-
]>ose of bringing Berg here is

to show those interested a lit-

tle of the technique involved in
professional boxing.
Max Berg who has been un-

der Weatherbce's management
since the latter's graduation
from Bates hist June, has
been said by some of the lead-
ing boxing writers of the coun-
try to be one of the most prom-
ising young heavyweights in
the business. Weatherbee is

matching him against the best
of the state right now, and will
take him into bigger company
in a short time.

The young German heavy-
weight, who has been a frequent
visitor on the Bates campus, is
said to be one of the cleanest
fighters in the state.
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CHESS CLUB IS

PROPOSED HERE

By DOROTHY O'HARA

SKIIS

FRESHMAN DEBATERS
AT BOSTON COLLEGE

The Marquette Society of Boston
College will entertain Freshman de-
baters from Bates on Friday eve-
ning of this week. This Society at
Boston College is made up of Fresh-
men and Sophomores who are in-
terested in debating. William Green-
wood and Edmund Muskie who have
taken part in numerous exhibition
debates before high school " au-
diences, will defend modern adver-
tising. This is the first appearance of
this team in inter-collegiate de-
bate.

unemployment problem. read the
Sun's comments on Hayes Diner. . . .

and the Bates Student's comments
on the Sun, as far as that goes.

liv Bert Harwell
I think that I shall never see
A stick so tricky as a ski.
Steer the darn thing as I will •

It always rides me to a spill.

It lies all quiet till I'm on;
Then without notice we are gone.
Down, down, we run, I'm filled with

glee.
My God, I'm sunk! Here comes a

! tree.
It's got me tslemarked—I'm back

for more,
Those are my waxed ones by the

door.
Only God can make a tree,
But who in h. . . . finst made a ski?

Cabin Parties During Mid-years

It is still not too late to sign up
for the Thorncrag cabin parties
which W. A. A. is sponsoring again
this year during mid-years. Why not
for hours of fun—skiing or snow-
shoeing or hiking cross country to
Thorncrag—cooking and eating a
iscious supper together—games and
singing—and then back to the dorm&
by 8 o'clock. This will give yon
plenty of time to study for your
?xam.; to come. Sign up on the slip

'hat is postad on the bulletin board
in your dorm right away. Soon it

will be too late. There is a small
charge of ten cents to help pay for
expenses. This can be given to one
of the members of the committee
my time before or on the night of
the party. Ruth Frye is general
•hairman of the parties and she and
her committee are planning a good
time for everyone.

The Freshmen were divided into
their permanent division of Garnet
and Black this weak. Watch the
board to see which side you are to

be on, Freshmen.

The Three organizations, W.A.A.,
Y.W., and Stu G are serving th-3

traditional midyear teas thi-3 year
every afternoon from 4 to 5 p. m. i:i

Feeling that the campus would
welcome the introduction of an
intellectual game, some mem-
bers of the college community
are anxious to take steps toward
promoting a chess club. The
club, it is planned, will be an
informal affair taking the form
of fi-equent meetings to discuss

the fundamentals of the game
and the study of the more ad-
vanced phases of an activity

that is recognizee! widely as a

worth-wh i te diversion.

The nucleus of the proposed
club will be made up necessarily

of students and faculty who
have had some experience with

the game. However, the real

value of the movement will be
measured by the number of new
people who take up the sport,

and all who have any interest

whatever are urged to make
known their Interest.

An all-college tournament is

already discussed by those who
were approached with the propo-

sition yesterday.
There will be no clash with

any existing organizations.

President Gray, an admirer of

the sport, has offered several

books for study on the subject,

but definite steps will be post-

poned until after mid-years
if sufficient interest is de-

monstrated.
Tt is hoped that all interested

will get in touch with Thomas
Musgiave, 17 Roger Williams
Hall, or, phone 84121 so that

details may be perfected.

Rand Reception Room. Come over
and get together after your exams.
Misery loves company and you'll

find plenty of sympathetic sufferers.

A cup of hot chocolate will help you
to dispel the cares of the afternoon.
Dot Penny is W.A.A.'s member of

the committee. Thelma Kittredge is

the representative from Y. W. and
Jean Murngy is Stu G's member.

Those who are taking golf this
seatson report a great game in the
future.

Everyone will do well to keep on
the lookout for the coming gym
meet. One big feature will be the ad-
vanced apparatus class whose mem-
bers are specially picked from the
four classes. This is the only appa-
ratus cla.-s this year but in all ways
it is a huge success.

SOPHS TAKE TITLE

;

BEAT JUM0RS, 26-16

nnints Red Kimball
Scoring ten points « ei ...

d
led the Sophomores to then tMra

consecutive triumph and the in

class championship m the Gym last

night over the Juniors, 2o-it>.

Valicenti and .Lenzi teamed up

with Kimball in clever pasemg that

aided them in the victory.

Thursday night the Seniors have

a chance to break their tie for second

place when they face the freshmen.

Each team has won two games.

STANDING OF INTER-Ci i«
LEAGUE

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
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FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets
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"America holds that
which gives her the power 0 f
timateJy affecting the condition-
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ZIPPER JACKETS $3.95

Sport coats, ^
duroy slacks,

to.

««ea, short
hose

—wool, all colors,

turtle neck swea .

ters, bath
robes,

suits and
over-

coats. When »j

buy our mdse. »e

a 1 w a y s have

Bates
College

boys in mind. Ask

the man
next

room
; he knows

|

all about us.

WE
SELL
GOOD

CLOTHES

Cronin & Root
140 LISBON ST.

MOCASSINS $2.65

—at—

FLANDERS
62 COURT ST. AUBURN

VICTORNEWS
c o.

4G ASH STREET, LEWISTON',

We can show yon a varied selection of

PRIZE CUPS

FOUNTAIN PENS

ol all standard ma.ts.ea

LADIES' SILK 0MBHELLAS
LADILS'

LEATHER HANDBAGS

LF/TTr P EJ1 ;.FOLDS

P ' * PNPS

CLOCKS

LE

and we'd like

to talk with you

about it

All races ofpeople since the beginning

of time, so far as we have been able

to read, have had some kind of a pipe

and have smoked something—whether

they called it tobacco or what not.

AND since smoking a pipe is so different

-TB- from smoking a cigar or cigarette,

we made a most painstaking, scientific

study in an effort to make, if we could,

a tobacco which was suited to pipes.

We found out, first, that there was a

kind of tobacco that grew in the Blue

Grass section of Kentucky called White

Burley, and that there was a certain kind

of this tobacco which was between the

tobacco used for cigarettes and the to-

bacco used for chewing tobacco. It is

this tobacco which is best for pipes.

We foimd out that Mr. J. N. Wellman,

many years ago, made a pipe tobacco

which was very popular. But it was

never advertised and after he passed

away nothing more was heard about it.

We acquired this Wellman Method and

that is what we use in making Granger.

MESSAGER
Publishing Co,

! "
. 1

Job Printers

Publishers

225 Lisbon Street

WHEELER
Clothing Co.

Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS.

For Good Clothes and
Furnishings

Special discount given to Bates Students

serVall
44 Bates St. Co E Schmi.lt

Bates 19C4

The Blue Line
Lewiston— f?u::iford—Farmington

Lv Lewiston

—

7 45 A M , 12.3S P.M., 4.25 P.M.
Lv Ruinford

—

7 35 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4 15 P.M.
Lv Knrrnin^lon—

7 30 AM, 12.20 P.M.. 4.10 P.M.

STANDAIM) TIME

THE COLLEGE STORE
i—— —w—« —«« m

ALWAYS WELCOME

©1933
LIGGETT & MYERS

TOBACCO CO.

Next was the cut. We knew that fine

tobacco burnt hot because it burnt so

fast. You could hardly hold your pipe in

your hand, it got so hot at times. So

remembering how folks used to "whittle"

their tobacco we cut GRANGER just like

"whittle" tobacco—"Rough Cut." It

smokes cooler, lasts longer and never

gums the pipe.

So far, so good. Now we wanted to

sell this tobacco for 10c. Good tobacco

— right process— cut right. So we put
Granger in a sensible soft foil pouch
instead of an expensive package, knowing
that a man can't smoke the package.

GRANGER has not been on sale very
long, but it has become a popular smoke.
And we have yet to know of a man who
started to smoke it, who didn't keep on.

Folks seem to like it.

CORTELL'S
MID-WINTER CLEARANCE OF LAD IE;* DRESSES

COATS, MEN'S SUITS, OVERCOATS NOW ON
'

CHARGE ACCOUNT SERVICE
109-111 LISBON STREET,

LEWISTON.

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing

24 HOUR SERVICE
"THE QUALITY SHOP

"

3 Minutes from the Campus

R* W# CLARK Re§ istered Drug
Pure Drugs aud Medicines

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students



STUDENT FACULTY SNOWSHOE
BASEBALL GAME OPENS ANNUAL
OUTING CLUB CARNIVAL, FEB 9

Cure For Mid-Year Blues
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By DAMON STETSON
ather permitting, the thirteenth

Annual Bates" Outing Club Winter
iva l will begin, Thursday after-
February Dth with a snowshoe

game between the faculty
3
Outing Club Directors. This

Carn

n

bast

ant

Pm ,? .
which promises thrills and

spills for the participants and fun
and

excitement for. the spectators, is

the first cheerful dose of car-
; v ic, prescribed for post mid-

tes and destined to iftffrs
to many a saddened heart.

. vents, winter sports compe-
;y and fun for all will

ted Saturday night by the
[
..rival Hop. during which the

of the can-.ival will be crown-
,\ d who will be THE QUEEN

Qf THE CARNIVAL ? It's a secret

and no one but the taciturn Outing
Club Directors will know until the
coronation ceremony
tent

on si

Rtewr

Snowshoe Baseball
who \vitnessed last year's

gnowslu iiaseba'll game do not need
t0 be told to come and see this
year's game. But for those who were
BOt

present, we wholeheartedly re-

commend that you come and see
Bui-k Spinka of the sunny south at-

to play an outfield position
hoes; Mr. Bertocci, Mr.

t, and others try their luck
this sport. Here's your chance to

have a laugh at the faculty's ex-
pense.

rsday evening there will be
interesting moving pictures of

g on Mooslauki and on Mount
agton. Some pictures of Otto

.
famous Dartmouth Winter

j

Sports c oach, giving instruction in I

and also some pictures of
Dartmouth ski hikes will be shown. 1

Paul Carpenter, president of the
Club, has seen these pictures

and he says they're "good".
Winter Sports

' lay afternoon the intramural
Winter Spouts competition will take
place. This will include ski, snow-
shoe .and skating races. The mem-

if the Winter Sports team will
Eot be allowed to compete in these

:
• -. bur they will give an exhibi-

-kijoring, in which men on
re pulled by horses. A banner

will be awarded to the dormitory
ing the highest number of points

in this intramural competition. The
Off- ampus men Avon last year, beat-

on?,/
0^ Bertram 'freshmen by one

win
h
H

S
r° lld day of carnival

ll Cof,
br°^ht t0 a climax *yAll-College Skate in which everyone

m ^ostS™;
Bonfires

'
lights

>
=!

( lnwH
t
r
m^ music

'
and a happyc owd ot skate,rs will all combine to

Zfnlt^ S?/ evenin &- we are also

fiLnrl t t

that a demonstration offigure skating: is in store for this
-manual College Skate

ha^ Pla*s f«r 'Saturday afternoonnave not been completed as yet, but^aul Carpnteer when interviewed on^ night
' Promised that therewould be a varied and interesting

program. It is quite likely that there
will be some slaloming and ski-
jumping om this day.

Carnival Hop
- — .

Alld then on Saturday night theon .Saturday
|
feature of the three day program,The Carnival Hop, will be held in
the Alumni Gym. Individual and
dormitory prizes will be awarded to
the winners of the Friday afternoon
competition.— -:o: —

Freshman Track

Squad To Meet

South Portlan
Fresh from a narrow-margin de-

feat at the hands of one secondary
school, the Bates freshmen will be
fighting for their reputation to-
night. This time, the frosh face
South Portland High School, an ag-
gregation which seems to have in
its lists an uncomfortable number
of point winners with a special ha-
bit of defeating college competitors.

South Portland has already given
Bowdoiirr and Maine freshmen a few
worries so far this season, and to-
day is looking for another college
scalp or two to bring back to Casco
Bav.

However, Harry Keller, Tubbs,
Hutchinson, Clark, and Saunders
will have something to say about
the outcome, if they perform as
they did against Bridgton. Keller
equalled two meet records in the
dash and the broad jumps, and Tubbs
equalled the mile record.

J_L 9

Fur Company
Est, 1873

Lewiston, Maine

There is a young lady in college .

Who of furs has very keen knowledge.
So see where she goes
To buy her sport clothes

Its to MURPHY'S the store for the college.

Ski-Suits

From $E_.95 Up

SEPARATE TROUSERS

$4.95

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

Main Street

SCHOOL PAPERS *EAR B00KS

MERRILL & WEBBER CO.
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS

95-99 MAIN STREET, AUBURN, MAINE

ANNOUNCEMENTS
PROGRAMS

OOOGIN
FUEL CO.

COAL. WOOD and COKE
1801 Phones 1800

114 Bates Street 67 Elm Street

LEWISTON AUBURN

Most COMPLETE AND UP-TO-DATE

Luggage Store East of Boston

*Vg's Leather Store

3 Main st_ lewiston, matne.

Harry L. Plummer
PORTRAIT—Commercial and

Finishing Photography

New Studio

At 135 Main St.,

Lewiston, - Maine.

GROUND FLOOR

TAXI
4 0 4®

NI0N SQUARE TAXI CO.
MAIN STREET

BILL
The Barber

For

Eds and Co-Eds

ohase hall

Prof. Berkelmen

Writes Letter To
HisTheme Reader

Has Article In Recent
Issue Of "English

Journal

PAGE THREE

"We are <paid primarily to help the
students, not to condemn them "
eaye Rrof. R. G. Berkleman of the
English department in the currentnumber of "The English Journal"

?£ ;!i-- lt is eafer ---to assume
tnat the majority are doing their
best " In

. "A Letter to My Theme
Reader, beginning "My dear Miss
Benham", Mr. Berkleman outline*
the duties, privilege*, and hardships
of an English assistant.

"V-Jl"
1*1 HtruK£linS To Find Itself

There is nothing in all teaching
•quite eo exhilarating/' he says, "as
the privilege of watching growing
youngsters wrestle with their minds
in the white arena, of Harvard 14
comp' paper." He remarks that
although some themes will give one
the impression that "the writer haa
no more personality than a chopping
block", -there are others that "make
the teacher's life worth living." This
last type is "the kind of paper that
shyly but intimately reveals a young
mind struggling to find itself."

Most students are really doing
their best when they write" themes
Mr. Berkleman believes, and if not,
"....some lazybones, ipossibly, will
profit by a flick from the whip of
sarcasm. . . . . .," although most stu-
dents, he adds, are "far too tender
for that dangerous weapon."

Technique Of Correction
A number of specific recommenda-

tions' as to the technique of correc-
tion follow, emphasizing the positive
attitude and the necessity for main-
taining proper perspective in select-
ing the errors that are really serious.
"A minute correction", he observes,
"on a theme filled with more griev-
ous errors does more harm than
good." Avoid vague compliments or
vague condemnations, he urges, and
"always aim to blend praise and
censure."

Mr. Berkleman lays particular-
stress on the avoidance of per-

functoriness in theme reading. "Re- CJADUAMADl? DDI7P
solve never to give the students oUi nUiTlUIlJ- I l\lL£j
the suspicion that you are washing T.17D A TI7 WDY iin
your hands of the job as painlessly 1JI_DAIiL IjUlALIS
a* you can." He recalls "out of the _____ _ _ .

dimness of my FVeshman days" a HELD LAST WEEK
.student who deliberately trapped a

ULiUU Lil\>3l TV L/IjIV

professor by misspelled words andi
wrong constructions that passed un-
noticed and uncorrected. He advises
the Theme Reader to "be human",
to "sketch smiling pumpkin faces
opposite the humorous sallies," so
the students will discover that "you
are something besides a pencil-wield-
ing censor eager to pounce on his
prey."

Mechanical details as to the
method of grading bring to a close
this most stimulating set of sug-
gestions.

Not All Masterpieces
Not all the themes will be master-

pieces, Prof. Berkleman concludes,
"They will stumble and grope, even
the best of them, but some will be
warm with a fine ambition and
bright with an awakening..." Last
of all. "Try to recapture your
outlook as a Freshman, for you
must remember that good theme—
reading, like good writing, must
first and always consider the reader."

BRIDGTON ACADEMY
WINS OVER FROSH

Bridgton Academy, coached by
Clarence Sampson, of last year's
Bates varsity track squad, won a de-
cision over the freshmen Saturday,
the score being 52-47. The definite
outcome of the meet was doubtful
until the very last event, when
Keene of Bridgton barely beat
Clark, the frosh weight star, to get
the inecessary margin.

Records meant little to the fresh-
men, however, and this may be cre-
dited to their favor, even if they
did lose the meet. Tubbs took two
seconds off the mile meet record, and
Harry Keller not only took two first

places but sliced the records in both
the dash and the broad jump. His
broad jump was 20 feet, 7. Keller
can do better than that, by the way.
according to some who have been
watching him perform in practice
sessions.

Clark was another first place
winner Saturday.

The bolter who threatens to holt
is seldom the bolter who bolts.

—

Charlek Willis Thompson.

Successful Candidates
To Debate Lewiston
Lighting Project

Prize debate trials for the Sopho-
more Class took place Tuesday af-
ternoon, January 17, in the Little
Theatre at 3:30. Seven contestants
gave three minute talks each on
some controversial topic. Theodore

i
Seamen '3 i presided over the nieet-

!

ing.

William Haver argued in behalf

j

of the direct primaries, stressing in

I

particular the evils of the conven-
tion system. Norman Greig and
George Orestes took opposing sides
in a discussions on Socialism vs Cap-
italism. Ralph Musgrave, using the
example of affairs in Massachusetts,
showed that it would be inadvisable
to adopt a system of compulsory
automobile insurance in Maine. A
plea for the quick settlement of the
war debt situation was made by
Charlotte Longley,- while Caroline
Hamilton defended prohibition in
this' country. Total disarmament,
except for an international police
force, Was advocated by Ray Stet-
son.
From these contestants two teams

were picked to debate on the ques-
tion now before the voters of Lewis-
ton concerning the adoption of a
plan to extend the lighting service
of the city for domestic consump-
tion. George Orestes. Ray Stetson
and Thomas Vernon will uphold the
plan. while Charlotte Longley,
Ralph Musgrave and William Haver
take issue with them.

City Challenges

Continued from Page One
department, Mr. Hoy said that the
affairs of the city would be in fair
shape but for its ruinous expenses.
He condemned the present elec-

tion of the school committee and
urged a committee on education of
five members, two Republicans and
two Democrats appointed by the
Mayor who would be a member ex-
officio. A member would be appoint-
ed each year.

Carter's Singing High Light

Of Unusually Fine Pop Concert
By ELIZABETH SAUNDERS
A delightful occasion and a social'

•success was the Pop Concert and:
dance given by Bates Musical Clubs,
Friday evening, at which the Orphic
society provided a real musical treat
and the Bates Gypsies added color;
and gaiety and the atmosphere of old
Italy and Spain. 1

The Pop Concert, which has be-i
come an annual affair at Bates, te

the only formal dance at the college

:

open to the townspeople and one of
the few in which all the students-
may participate at one time, being
held in the Alumni Gym. Nearly 350
dancers were on the floor, including
town guests, in addition to onlook-
ers at the tables and in the balcony.
Eighty-five tables were taken.

Fine Orchestral Program
Seldon T. Crafts, director of the

music department and general chair-
man of the event, had prepared a I

fine orchestral program in the spirit
|

of Southern Europe, the keynote of;

the evening's entertainment. This'
preliminary concert by the Orphic!
Society opened at S:00 p. m. Skill-

fully directed by Mr. Crafts they
played "The Two Guitars" by Hor-
lick: 'Moszkowski's "Bolero"; a
march from Bizet's opera, "Carmen"; I

and selections from the popular "Rio
Rita" with zest and unexpected
finish.

Gormley's Bobcats, augmented,
then replaced the Orphic on the

|

stage, to play for an hour and a half
of dancing. Lovely gowns, in colors
as delicate or as bright as the flow-

!

ers which adorned them, reflected!
the bright lights, or caught the spot-
light during the waltzes. Occasional-
ly accordion music and singing join-

ed with the orchestra, all combining
to lend a carnival spirit to the scene.
The troop was led by Sylvester

Carter, a Spanish grandee in his;

gorgeous velvet clothes, to the center I

of the floor, where they gave their

seemingly impromptu entertainment,
j

Norman DeMarco, a bold Gypsy with
great gold earhoops, played "Estrel-
lita" first, and responded to enthu-
siastic applause with "M:i;i, Mari",
an Italian street song.
Aim us Thorpe, another picturesque

street musi'-ian, played "La Golon-
rlrina" on his accordion. Lucienne
Blanehard, the attractive Gypsy

singer, sang "Dark Eyes", accompa-
nied by Frank Wood on the guitar.

Carter Sings "La Palonia"

The high spot of the program was
reached when Sylvester Carter sang
"La Paloma" with such beauty and
feeling that applause was continued
until he repeated the number. The
chorus, the instruments, and the
impromptu dancing of Arline Skil-
Ifne, Mary Gardner and Delia Davis
added to the vivacity of the scene.

Then five men. Howell Lewis, Al-
den Gardiner, Sylvester Carter, Geor-
ge Austin, and Edwin Prescott,
casually grouped 'themselves and
sang "iMarionetta". accompanied at
the piano by Almus Thorpe. All the
Gypsies then joined the combined
glee clubs and the Little Symphony
orchestra on the stage singing "Fu-
niculi. Funicula". George Austin
singing the ieolo parts. Concluding
the Gypsy entertainment. Miss Arline
Skillins danced the "Cachucha" from
Gilbert and Sullivan's operetta "The
Two Gondoliers". The grace and
agility with which she executed this
vivacious dance called forth hearty
applause.

Refreshments, which had taken on
appropriate Gypsy names, were serv-
ed at this point. Waitresses, who
were also ashers, were: Wilma.
Hatch, Anna Wiggin. Estelle Daw-
sen, Elizabeth Doolittle, Flora Mc-
Bean, Constance Bedstone, Eleanor
Morrison, Iris Provost, Amelia Vens-
kus, Bertha Davis, Helen Cameron,
Bernice Winston. Valeria Kimball,
Ruth Goodwin, Ruth Rowe, Marjo-
rie Fairbanks and Eleanor Glover.
Miss Betty Fosdick was in charge.
Simpson and Currier catered.

iMr. Crafts, chairman of the com-
mittee, and his aids received many
congratulation- on the success of the
Pop ('oncer:. The committee includ-
ed: Miss Maliel Eaton. Mrs. Dexter
Kneeland, Prof. Grosvenor Robin-
son. Mrs. William Sawyer and Prof.
Grafts from the faculty and towns-
people, and From the students: Amy
Irish '33, Evelyn Rolfe '33, Lucien-
ne Blanehard '34, George Austin '33

and Edward Prescott '33 co-mana-
gers, and Henry LaVallee '33.

"Most idealists are looking for a
materialist to back them."—•William
Feather. • \ t_<#

This very old illusion was invented by Indian
fakirs. The secret was unearthed in 1849 by the
great magician, Robert-Houdin. At that time, ether

had just been discovered, and little was known
about it. Houdin claimed that he had discovered
that this new anesthetic could make people light as

air. To prove it, he caused the subject to rise into

the air and float apparently suspended. He passed

a hoop around the body to show there were no
wires or supports.

EXPLANATION:
There are many, many explanations for this old

trick. One is that the girl wears a concealed harness,

which ends in a socket between her shoulder blades.

This is attached to a piston below the stage. The
piston is pushed up from below, causing her to

rise in the air. The piston is invisible, because it

is covered with mirrors which reflect surrounding

draperies, similar to the background. The magi-

cian can pass the hoop over her body because it

is cut in one place. It can be pulled apart for a

second when it passes the piston.

Source: "Modern Magic" by Professor Hoffmann.

George Routledge & Sons.

It's fun to b

KEPT FRESH

IN THE WELDED

...it's more
Another "magic show" is cigarette adver-
tising.

One of its greatest tricks is the illusion

that cigarettes can be made miraculously

"MILD" through manufacturing methods.

the explanation All popular cigarettes

today are made in modern sanitary factories

with up-to-date machinery. All are heat

treated—some more intensively than others,

because raw, inferior tobaccos require

e fooled

fun to KNOW
more intensive treatment than choice, ripe

tobaccos.

The real difference comes in the tobaccos

that are used. The better the tobacco, the

milder it is.

HjgP* It is a fact, well known by
leaf tobacco experts, that

Camels are made from finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE tobaccos than any other

Copyright. 1933. B. J. Beynolds Tobacco Company

NO TRICKS
.JUST COSTLIER

TOBACCOS
IN A MATCH LESS BLEND

This is why Camels are so mild. This is why
Camels have given more pleasure to more
people than any other cigarette ever made.

It's the secret of Camels' rich "bouquet"
...their cool flavor. ..their non-irritating

mildness.

All the natural, ripe goodness of Camel's
tobacco is kept fresh for you by the famous
air-tight, welded Humidor Pack. Don't
remove it.
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EXTRA FEATURE
FOR TOURNAMENT

By VINCENT BELLEAU

THOMPSON'S WORK
PRAISED BY MAGEE

Professional courtesy or not, I

think Jack Magee hit the right key
when he said in a speech he
delivered in Portland last week that
he believes Osie Chapman would
have developed into a world record-
beater had he stayed at Bates under
Ray Thompson's tutelage another
> ear.

Chapman, probably the most
famous Bates runner in recent years,
undoubtedly has in his make-up the
stuff it takes to burn up track dust
in record-breaking time, but is was
while he was in training under
Thompson's observation that he
progressed from good to nearly-per-
fect. The minute he left college, he
neglected the practice and dropped
his epeed. Ray can take a lot of
credit for what he did for Chapman.
I guess Magee realizes there are
other good coaches besides Magee in
the state of Maine.

SOMETHING NEW IX
COURT TOURNEY TALK
With Bates and iMaine and usurper

Portland all planning to run basket-
ball tournaments the second week-
end in March, time is ripe for dis-
cussion regarding which team will
enter which tournament. Providing
three Portland schools prefer stay-
ing home and playing in their own
back yard, there arises the problem
of alotting the rest of the state to
the two approved tournaments. South
Portland, Lewiston, Auburn, Rum-
ford and Mexico if they are ever
good enough, Bath, Rockland and a
small school belong to the Bates
games, and now somebody dropped
us the suggestion to rope in Cony
High of Augusta, Waterville, and
Bill Mansfield's usually good Wins-
low High outfit.

The idea is that these schools
could send supporters to Lewiston
with more ease than they can send
them to Orono, and that the three
Kennebec schools have signified their
preference for this adjustment.

Maine, however, has to have some-

thing left for its tourney. The Orono
games have always been a bit in-

ferior in quality, although some
team usually comes out on top which
is better than most or any of those
who compete here. Presque Isle,

Honlton, the Bangor schools, are
first class basket ball schools, but
there the list i usually stops.

However, it does seem logical to
have the Kennebec schools join the
Bates tourney, their proximity to
Bates being .the strongest argument.

Gardiner in another city which is

so near Lewiston that it seems ridi-
culous to have it play its whole
schedule against teams which are
entered in the Maine tourney.

This is merely a suggestion which
we pass on as given to us, to the
'Maine Principals' Association, the
organization which has the say-so in

this matter.

I PATTISOX'S GOOD WORK
RESULTS IN TONIGHT'S SHOW

This department of the Student
wishes to go on record as being very
much inclined toward giving Bruce
Pattison a pat on the back for his
idea and his work on the wrestling-
tournament which will be going on
in the gymnasium tonight.

If it hadn't been for Pattison,
wrestling would probably still be a
tucked-away sport discussed in bull-
sessions and in some dark corners of
the gym. Pat got a lot of the boys
interested in wrestling, gave them
some instruction, free of charge, and
arranged the tournament to which
the student body is invited tonight.
If the matches are anything like
some of those staged between basket-
ball games during the past few
weeks, action will not be missing.

The Max Berg exhibitions which
the Student was able to secure
through the kind services of Ran
Weatherbee. is staged for the pur-
pose of showing you an up and
coming professional in action. Those
who have met Berg during his visits
on campus know he's a great scout.
SPORTS SHORTS:—Bowdoin, hav-
ing a swimming team as well as
hockey team, is thinking of com-
bining the two and save expense
from now on; the Polar Bear outfit
hasn't played any state series gamv
as yet. This week, it's the reading
period which Bowdoin affects be-
fore its exams which puts the ban
on the sports schedule If you
want an insight on Portland's poli-
tical problems, take a look at Joe ; unemployment problem, read
Bing's column in the Portland Eve- Sun's comments on Hayes Diner.

As an atldt'<l attraction in

connection with the Student's
wrestling- tournament to be held
in the gymnasium at seven to-

night, Randolph AVeatherbee,
'32, will present his heavy-
weight fighter, Max Berg, in
two exhibition bouts of two
rounds each, agafhst Howie
Bates and Ait Archibald, both
'34,

The bouts will not be regu-
lation in any way as the fight-
ers will wear head-guards and
use 16 ounce gloves. The pur-
pose of bringing Berg here is
to show those interested a lit-

tle of the technique involved in
professional boxing.
Max Berg who has been un-

der Weatherbee's management
since the latter's graduation
from Bates last June, has
been said by some of the lead-
ing boxing writers of the coun-
try to be one of the most prom-
ising young heavyweights in
the business. Weatherbee is

matching him against the best
of the state right now, and will
take him into bigger company
in a short time.

The young German heavy-
weight, who has been a frequent
\isitor on the Bates campus, is

said to be one of the cleanest
fighters in the state.

S

By DOROTHY O'HARA

CHESS CLUB IS

PROPOSED HERE

SKI IS

FRESHMAN DEBATERS
AT BOSTON COLLEGE

The Marquette Society of Boston
College will entertain Freshman de-
baters from Bates on Friday eve-
ning of this week. This Society at
Boston College is made up of Fresh-
men and Sophomores who are in-
terested in debating. William Green-
wood and Edmund Muskie who have
takem part in numerous exhibition
debates before high school " au-
diences, will defend modern adver-
tising. This is the first appearance of
this team in inter-collegiate de-
bate.

ning News sports pages.... If you
want to get an insight on Lewiston 's

and the Bates Student's comments
on the Sun, as far as that goes.

By Bert Harwell
I think that I shall never see
A stick so tricky as a ski.
Strer the darn thing as I will

It always rides me to a spill.

It lies all quiet till I'm on;
Then without notice we are gone.
Down, down, we run, I'm filled with

glee.
My God, I'm sunk! Here comes a

I tree.

It's got me telemarked—I'm back
for more,

Those are my waxed ones by the
door.

Only God can make a tree,
But who in h. . . . firet made a ski?

Cabin Parties During Mid-years

It is still not too late to sign up
for the Thorncrag cabin parties
which W. A. A. is sponsoring again
this year during mid-years. Why not
Tor hours of fun—iskiing or snow-
hoeing or hiking cross country to

Thorncrag—cooking and eating a
isciotis supper together—games and
ringing—and then hack to the dorms
by 8 o'clock. ThLs will give yon
plenty of time to study for your
="xains to come. Sign up on the slip

'hat is postad on the bulletin board
in your dorm right away. Soon it

will be too late. There is a small
charge of ten cents to help pay for
expenses. This can be given to one
of the members of the committee
my time before or on the night of

the party. Ruth Frye is general
•hairman of the parties and she and
her committee are planning a good
time for everyone.

The Freshmen were divided into
their permanent division of Garnet
and Black this week. Watch the
board to see which side you are to
he on, Freshmen.

The Three organizations, W.A.A.,
Y.W., and Stu G are serving the
traditional midyear teas this year
every afternoon from 4 to 5 p. m. i:>

Feeling that the campus would
welcome the introduction of an

intellectual game, some mem-
bers of the college community
are anxfous to take steps toward
promoting a chess club. The
club, it is planned, will lie an
informal affair taking the form
of fi*equent meetings to discuss

the fundamentals of the game
and the study of the more ad-
vanced phases of an activity

that is recognized widely as a
worth-while diversion.

The nucleus of the proposed
club will be made up necessarily

of students and faculty who
have had some experience with
the game. However, the real

value of the movement will be
measured by the number of now
people who take up the sport,

and all who have any interest

whatever are urged to make
known their interest.

An all-college tournament is

already discussed by those who
were approached w ith the propo-
sition yesterday.

There will be no clash with
any existing organizations.

President Gray, an admirer of

the sport, has ottered several

bocks for study on the subject,

but definite steps will be post-

poned until after mid-years
if sufficient interest is de-

monstrated.
It is hoped that all interested

will get in touch with Thomas
Musgravo, 17 Roger Williams
Hall, or, phone 84121 so that
details may be perfected.

SOPHS TAKE TITLE

;

BEAT JUNIORS, 26-16

Scoring ten point* Red
I

Kimball

led the Sophomores to their hud

consecutive triumph and the inter

class championship in the Gym Itot

night over the Juniors, 26-lb.

Valicenti and .Lenzi teamed up

with Kimball in clever paseing that

aided them in the victory.

Thursday night the Seniors have

a chance to break their tie for second

place when they face the freshmen.

Each team has won two games.
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COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PKESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets

Class
SOPHOMORES
SENIORS
FRESHMEN
JUNIORS
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I

0

L
0
1
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Rand Reception Room. Come over
and get together after your exams.
Misery loves company and you'll
find plenty of sympathetic sufferers.
A cup of hot chocolate will help you
to dispel the cares of the afternoon.
Dot Penny is W.A.A.'s member of

the committee. Thelma Kittredge is

the representative from Y. W. and
Jean Murngy is Stu G's member.

Those who are taking golf this

season report a great game in the
future.

Everyone will do well to keep on
the lookout for the coming gym
meet. One big feature will be the ad-
vanced apparatus class whose mem-
bers are specially picked from the
four classes. This is the only appa-
ratus class this year but in all ways
it is a huge success.

—

—

ZIPPER JACKETS $3.95

• olll,

••->()(,

•'MM,

"America holds that
Posi ,

t
.

which gives her the power of
timateily affecting the con-Jitim,

Ul*

civilization."—Lord Cecil.
m

°I

Sport coats,
Cor .

duroy slacks,
to.

Quen, short
hose

—wool, all colors,

turtle neck swea.

ters, bath
robes,

shits and
over-

coats. When *e

buy our mdse. We

a 1 w a y » have

Bates
College

bovs in mind. Ask

the man DeJ
room

; he know
s

all about us.

WE
SELL
GOOD

CLOTHES

&. RootCronin
140 LISBON ST.

MOCASSINS

—at-

$2.65

and we'd like

to talk with you

about it

FLANDERS
62 COURT ST. AUBURN

We can show yon a vartea selection of

PRIZE CUPS

FOUNTAIN PENS
ot all standard >nalte*

LADfEJ? 8U2 OMB&ELIAS
LADILS'

LEA THEE HAN bBAGS

LFATHTK BILLFOLDS

P ' * B'lWS

CLOCKS

of all kinds

BARNSTONE-OSfiOOD

C O M t A N V

Jewelers

50 LISBON .STREET

VICTORNEWS
c o

.

46 ASH STREET, LEWISTON, HE.

LE

~\1ESSAGER

All races ofpeople since the beginning

of time, so far as we have been able

to read, have had some kind of a pipe

and have smoked something—whethei

they called it tobacco or what not.

AND since smoking a pipe is so different

from smoking a cigar or cigarette,

we made a most painstaking, scientific

study in an effort to make, if we could,

a tobacco which was suited to pipes.

We found out, first, that there was a

kind of tobacco that grew in the Blue

Grass section of Kentucky called White
Burley, and that there was a certain kind

of this tobacco which was between the

tobacco used for cigarettes and the to-

bacco used for chewing tobacco. It is

this tobacco which is best for pipes.

We found out that Mr. J. N. Wellman,
many years ago, made a pipe tobacco

which was very popular. But it was

never advertised and after he passed

away nothing more was heard about it.

We acquired this Wellman Method and

that is what we use in making Granger.

s

Publishing Co.

!

job Printers

Publishers

225 Lisbon Street

i u

I

I

II

WHEELER m.
Clothing Co.

Cor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS.
For Good Clothes and

Furnishings
Special discount given to Bates Students

George A. Ross
Bates 19C4

serVall
LUNCH

44 Bates St. Oo E Schrai.lt

The Blue Line
Lewiston— fiumford—Farmington

Lv Lewiston—
7 45 A M , 13.85 P.M., 4.25 P.M.

I.v Rum ford

—

7 35 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4 15 P.M.
Lv Kjirrninf:t«n

—

7 30 A M . 12.20 P.M.. 4 io V U
STANDARD TIME

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME

+

CORTELL'S
CHARGE ACCOUNT SERVICE

©1933
IIGGETT & MYER3

TOBACCO CO.

Next was the cut. We knew that fine

tobacco burnt hot because it burnt so

fast. You could hardly hold your pipe in

your hand, it got so hot at times. So

remembering how folks used to "whittle"

their tobacco we cut GRANGER just like

"whittle" tobacco—"Rough Cut." It

smokes cooler, lasts longer and never

gums the pipe.

So far, so good. Now we wanted to

sell this tobacco for 10c. Good tobacco

— right process— cut right. So we put

Granger in a sensible soft foil pouch
instead of an expensive package, knowing
that a man can't smoke the package.

GRANGER has not been on sale very

long, but it has become a popular smoke.
And we have yet to know of a man who
started to smoke it, who didn't keep on.

Folks seem to like it.

109-111 LISBOX
LEWISTON.

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
„

and Finishing
24 HOUR SEEvScE

12™ QUALITY SHOP "

Tel. 1817 -W
J

om the Campus

R. W.CLAttfcr Registered Druggist
Pure Drugs and Medicines

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY

r
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

corner Bates and Main Street LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine

-We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

v
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CARNIVAL OPENS TO-DAY
ADAMS WINS MILLROSE 600 YD RUN
gates Captain In

Near Record Run

Defeats McCafferty In

1 . 12.5, Only Second

prom World's Record

Coming from 'behind to make up
«yards in tlhe last 160 of the

fhn
" War. nmaker Jr. 600 yard in-

•tation
run, Arnold Adams, varsity

*^ captain and a member of 193 2

(WBPir :eam '
snatched a last

!-retcti
vi tory lfrom Bernie McCaffer-

« last
Saturday night, at the 26th

jnual Millrose games in the New
Madison Square Garden before

17000
persons. The time, one minute

•15 seconds was lees than a second

iei'iid
the world's record of.one

-Mte ll- 6 seconds made by Alan

u-jrU af Pennsylvania in 1925.

Adams, by his sensational victory

C-k e
co-feature of the evening, won

At fest leg on the 'beautiful trophy

.jfjedby the New York merchant.
McCafferty Takes Lead

fCafferby, the former Holy Cross

jpjer who has lost twice and won
„rice running against Adams, was
determined to repeat his victory of

He previous week when he nosed

jut the Bates man by inches at the

Boston Knights o^ Columbus "600".

it the crack of the gun he went out

ia front and opened up a steady

lead. An exceptionally fast first

quarter in 51 2-5 seconds gave him
a five yard margin over Adorns who
was ahead of Warner of Yale, and
Sandler of N. Y. U. and now at Mu-
nich University in Germany.
Adams was equally determined to

avenge the virtual tie that existed

between the men the week before,

but the flying McCafferty was so

fast that Adams, says," I was lucky

to keep him in sight."
Adams Wins By Yard

Realizing that he had only 160

yards '.eft as they passed the quarter
mile mark. Adams set out to cut

down the lead and catch McCafferty
rio appeared a sure winner. The re-

ord crowd came to its feet as the

Wnet maf'g apparently indefatiga-

ble stride carried closer and closer to

McCafferty. As they entered th<

stretch Adams called forth reserve

brought him up to his oppo-
nent's shoulder and « a kick that

carried him over the tine, victor by
a yard.

Cuts Three Seconds Off Time
The time was very fast, and nearly

three seconds under the 1:15 3-5 in

Boston a week earlier. Coach Thomp
son was particularly pleased with

Adams' performance and said yesteT-

day that ilf the Bates man could
specialize in the 600 yard run, he
felt certain tihat Adams could lower
ne worlds record. "In two successive
week ends he cut his time by three
seconds, " reminded the coach, "and
: it was not necessary to shift to
the half for this Saturday and
possible to run two more 600 yard
ices, the record would be smashed."
The Wanamaker trophy must be

retired in three years either to the
winner of at least two races or if

that is not possible to the man who
makes the best time in one of the

three races.
The victory was well-received in

New York and many of his friends

heard Adams speak over the facilities

of station WOR immediately after

he had finished the race.

Chapel Seating
To Be Reversed
Pii-st semester chapel seating

will be continued until the first
of next week when the new
arrangements will be announced.
The new arrangements will re-
verse the present ones for the
second semester.

Seats will be apportioned
from the front of the chapel as
at present, but instead of start-
ing with the letter A, the new
list starts with names whose
first letter is at the end of the
alphabet.

This is the result of a sug-
gestion of the student chapel
committee last spring with the
purpose that whatever ad-
vantage there may be in sitting
near the platform should be
afforded to everyone.— :o: .

Relay Team Ready

For B. A. A. Games

Team Will Attempt To
Retain 2 Mile Title

For 4th Year
With Adams, Iby virtue of the

nationwide publicity he has received
from his< victory over McCafferty
last Saturday, holding a good deal
of the interest, the Bates two mile
relay team will leave Friday for the
B. A. A. games the next night where
it will meet perhaps the stiffest relay
field in the East in an attempt to win
the race for the fourth straight year.

Included in the list are Boston Col-

lege, national champions, Harvard,
Dartmouth, M. I. T., Holy Cross,
New Hampshire and probably Yale.

Three members af the team,
Adams, iRussell Jellison, and John
Lary, all seniors have already been
selected. The choice for the fourth

man will be made from Bob Butler,
'34, Donald Smith '34, or Reggie
Hammond '35, with Butler almost
certain of getting the call depend-
ing on his work this week. One of

the other two men wild be taken
along as an alternate and will run
the N. EL A. A. U. 1000-yard run
Saturday afternoon. Harry Keller, a

freshman Who has shown promise as

a daah man, will start in the N. E.

A. A. U. 40 yard dash in the after-

noon and the dash events in the

evening.
The 1931 team, Coach Thompson

has been informed, has been credited

with the record for the distance, 7

minutes 55 seconds.

This year's team, however, must
be near record time, says the coach

to defeat such a strong field.

Boston College, the leading oppon-

ent the Bates relay team will face,

has already in the K. of Columbus

meet run its two miles in 8 minutes

SNOW SCIUPTURING

COOTESTON FRIDAY
If the weather permits, one of the

features of the second day of the
^rr.ival, Friday, will be the compe-
tition in snow sculpture in which the
Women's dormitories take part. Mrs.
Seldon T. Crafts, Mr' William H.
Sa*7er, and Miss Mildred Fisher

judge the sculpture of the re-

active dormitories at three o'clock
Friday afternoon to select the prize-
inning specimen.
The cup won last year is now in

lhe 'Possession of Frye St. house and
ill be awarded to the ne# winners,

f
ho will also keep it in their dormi-

l0r
y a year.

Continued on Page Four

FACULTY-STUDENT

BALL GAME TO-DAY

As the opening gun in Carnival

activities, the annual faculty—stu-

dent baseball game this afternoon at

3:3 0 on Rand Hall field offers

promise of the usual exhibition of

skill and proficiency on the part of

our erstwhile examiners in fields far

removed from French, Chemistry or

rock study. If past history offers any

basis) for judgement, the student

team, composed of Directors and

Junior Body members of the Outing

Club, will be hard put to down the

doughty defenders of faculty prest-

ige-

Those who can remember these

games in former years will be sure

to be on hand for the spectacle is

sure to prove quite as enjoyable for

the spectators as for those partici-

pating—and quite as dangerous. The

following constitute a tentative

basis for the faculty iball-club: Stew-

art, Bertocci, Seward,, Ross, Lewis,

Spinks, Thompson, Durgin, and

Wright.

Pres. Gray To

Crown Carnival

Queen At Hop
Royal Commanders Will

Furnish Music For
Annual Dance

The climax and final feature of
the Carnival will he the carnival hop
which will !be held in the Alumni
gymnasium Saturday evening, Feb.
11, beginning at eight o'clock. The
hop will be the occasion of the
crowning of the carnival queen who
has been elected by the board of
directors of the Outing club. The 1

identity of the queen will not be 1

known until the royal procession
appears during the hop to escort her
to her throne in the center of the
gymnasium floor. President Gray
will officiate at the coronation.

The Gym will be decorated to
represent a winter scene. Blue and
white will be used with a background
of pine trees to create the atmo-
sphere of snowy out-doors, while
icicles will hang from all parts of the
gym.

The musoc for the dance will be
by Cecil Hutchinson's Royal Com-
manders. Although the carnival hop
is an annual social affair, this

orchestra is new to campus, and is

expected to .be an added attraction
to those who have already attended
this dance in the past. •

Rosamond Meleher '33 and Fred
Donald '33, prominent memibers of

Che Outing cluh, acting as co-chair-
men of the entire carnival plans, are
tlhe general chairmen of the com-
mittee for the hop. The committee
is composed of the following mem-
bers of the Outinig club: 'Deo Barry
'33, William Thornton '35, Robert
Kramer '35, Verna Brackett '34,

Charlotte Cutte '33, and Dorothy
Penney '33.

President and Mrs. Clifton D.

Gray, Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Rowe,
Mr. and fflfm Oliver F. Cutts, Dean
Hazel M. Clark, and Prof. Grosvenor
M. Robinson will be the guests. The
chaperones will he the following
faculty memibers: Dr. and Mrs.
William iH. Sawyer, Prof. Lena
Walmsley, and Prof. Anders M.
Myrhiman.

, :o:

Bowdoin Loss

Last Night Hurts

Bates at Colby

Game At Waterville

Friday Last Of Season
For Two Teams

Bates state series title aspirations

had a serious jolt last night when
it lost a 512 decision to Bowdoin
at St. Dom's arena on ice that was
slushy soon after the game started

making the action slow. Bowdoin's

victory was a surprise, and the Bates

team was not blocking the sextet it

had perhaps underrated.
The Garnet will meet Colby at

Waterville Friday in the last meeting
of the two rivals this season. At the

present time the two teams are

leading the state series with a win

and a tie each, so that a victory for

either one will no doubt, mean
championship honors.

Colby and Bates battled to a 3-3

deadlock here early in January, but

Bates in a return engagement at

Waterville was 'Victor, 4-1. This was
Berry's first game in fne net. Bates

so overwhelmed Colby on that

occasion that it appeared to be the

strongest combination in the series.

The Bowdoin game last night has

put Bates once more in a doubtful

position, for Colby defeated Bow-
doin a few days ago.

The first period of last nights

game started slowly with each team

Politics Club to

Hold Conference
Currency Problems, War

Debts, Tariffs, and the Gold-
silver situation will be the sub-
jects of the discussion of the
Economic Conference which the
Politics Club is sponsoring
February 32 in the Main Room
in Chase Hall from 7:30-9:30.
Disarmament and reparations
are barred from the discussion.

Vincent Belleau, President of
the Club, will be chairman, and
Theodore Scamon will be the
keynote speaker. The public is
invited to attend.
The countries whose points of

view will be represented by stu-
dent speakers are the British
Empire, United States, France,
Germany, Spain, Italy, the Bal-
kans, Czeeho-Slavakia, Russia,
and Poland.

:o:

Intramural Races

Carnival Feature
~*

—

Skiing, Snowshoeing,
Skating, For Men
And Women

Intramural skiing, snowshoeing,
and skating for tooth men and women
will be the feature of Friday after-
noon's program in the Thirteenth
Annual Bates Outing Club Winter
Carnival. Competition will begin at

three o'clock.

Rand Field, Garcelon Field, and
the Outing Club skating rink behind
Alumni gymnasium will provide the
setting for the activities. Seventeen
events are scheduled. Edwin Decatur
will be in charge of the competition
among the men, and Grace Gearing
will direct the women's activities.

Members of the college faculty will

serve as judges.
The Off-Campus men, and Rand

Hall, winners in the intramural
competition a year ago, will be the

defending champions. Both groups
will again be represented by strong
teams.

iBrad Hill, highpoint man in the
193 2 carnival, will be a member of

the Off-Campus aggregation. As a

representative of John Bertram Hall,

he placed first in the mile ski race
and skate dash last year. Russell

Jellison, competing as a member of

the Off-Campus team, was second to

Hill in respect to individual honors.
Rosemary Lambertson, Elizabeth

Lord, and Marjorie Boothby were
the outstanding competitors in the

women's events a year ago. As the

first named has graduated, it will

probably be a battle between the

other two for special mention.
A large number of entries are

scheduled to compete in all of the

events. The list of events in the

order they will be run-off is as

follows:

Continued on Page Four

Continued on Page Two

ALL-COLLEGE SKATE

TO-MORROW NIGHT

The All College Skate, one of the

main events of the Carnival and

best remembered from last year

because of its great success,

will take place this Friday evening

from 7:30 until 9:30 on the new
skating rink.

Bernard Drew '34 and Brad Hill

'35 are the committeemen in charge.

They announce that the evening's

skate will be quite the same as was

last year's and that more ideal con-

ditions are expected. The same light-

ing effect of colored lights strung

liberally across and around the

whole rink will be used this year.

Better effect of the music in planned

in that only slow waltzes will be

used to skate (by. This music as at

last year's Carnival will come to the

skaters from the gymnasium by

means of amplifiers.

In addition to the music and the

colored lights the usual bonfires will

be built around the rink.

Activities For

Every Student

Carnival Hop Saturday
Night Brings Affair

To A Close
Weather permitting, the Thirteenth

Annual Bates Outing Club Winter
Carnival will begin today. The open-
ing event is to be a baseball game on
snowshoes between a team composed
of students and another representing
the faculty. The festivities will
come to a close Saturday evening
when President Clifton D. Gray
crowns a feminine representative of
the college Queen of the Carnival.

Committee members in charge of
the program have arranged a list of
activities that provide an opportunity
for every student in the college to
enjoy and participate in the carnivai.
Special features have been arranged
for both the afternoon and evening
of each of the three days.

Baseball Holds Interest

The baseball game on snowshoes,
which was won by the faculty last
year by a one point margin, is one
of the most interesting events on the
carnival program. The game is sure
to include plenty of the humor
element, and is being arranged by
Arnold Adams, Carl Milliken, and
Samuel Fuller.

Thursday evening the fun will con-
tinue, a feature movie program being
scheduled for Chase Hall. The pic-
tures to be shown will feature winter
sports activities at Dortmouth Col-
lege—an institution whose annual
winter carnival is generally consider-
ed as the outstanding college social
event of the season in the East.

Snow Sculpturing

Snow sculpture, an activity recent-
ly introduced as a feature of the
carnival, is now an annual part of
the festivities. Each of the women's
dormitories is allowed to enter an
example of snow sculpture in the
contest, and the entries are judged
by a committee of faculty wives. The
judging of the sculpture is to open
the Friday afternoon program.

Intramural competition for both
men and women on skiis, snowshoes,
and skates is also scheduled for Fri-
day afternoon. A large number of
participants as well as spectators is

expected to make this part of the
Carnival program of special interest
to all concerned, while on Friday
evening the All-College Skate is to
bring to a close the second day of
festivities.

Ski Exhibition

Paul Carpenter, captain of the
Bates varsity winter sports team, is

to be director of the carnival pro-
gram on Saturday afternoon. Exhi-
bitions on skiis are to be the at-
traction at this time, and it is almost
certain that this will be the most
spectacular part of the affair.

Finally, on Saturday evening, the
Carnival Hop with the crowning of
the Queen will bring the three days
of fun to a close. President Gray will
officiate at the coronation, and the
name of the one who has been select-
ed for this honor will be announced
for the first time. A special com-
mittee has selected the queen, but
campus opinion indicates that the
one to have the honor will be Char-
lotte Cutts, Rosamond Meleher, or
Dorothy Penney.

WINTER SPORTS

MOVES TO-NIGHT

Movies of the winter sports at
Dartmouth College will be shown in

the Little Theater this evening at
7.3 0i These films, loaned by the
Dartmouth Outing Club, picture a
winter carnival held at Dartmouth
with ski racing, jumping, and a
hockey game with Harvard. Pictures
of snow sculpture will be shown and
another film presents pictorially a

ski trip up Mt. Washington. This
latter film was taken by one of the
skiers who held the camera while
descending at top speed. The even-

Iing'e entertainment is under the
direction of Paul Carpenter.
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King Carnival

Youth exuberant and joyous,

playing and laughing, having its

fling! Carefree and happy, feeling

deeply pure animal zest in this thing

called life and experiencing the rich-

ness of fellowship with kindred
spirits. Carnival is King!
We envy the prof with his limit-

lees store of knowedge, as we sit in

examinations looking blankly at the

ceiling, while inwardly we pursue an
elusive fact here and there through
the labyrinth of our gray matter in

a vain attempt to corner dt, forgetful

perhaps that we are the possessors

of that for which any prof would
gladly exchange the mental accre-

tions which the years have deposited,

layer on layer within his skull. With
Gray's description of the school-

master we are in hearty accord, for

'still the wonder grew, how one small

head could carry all he knew." Yet
our envy is as nothing to his. We
squander recklessly that which he
hoards jealously; we are the pos-

sessors of youth. For us the lid is

off! Last week hours of grinding
and cramming filled our waking
hours1

; we tried frantically to jam
a few more facts into already aching
and bulging eraniums, that we might
6icrawl in neat little blue books for

his edification. Now we are free
from the ponderous weight of the
academic machine for a few days of

rollicking fun!
Over the week end, if weather

conditions permit, the Outing Club
will sponsor its annual all-college

Winter Carnival. This year the
Carnival program has been 60 ar-
ranged that it invites the participa-

tion of every student. Whole hearted
participation in the various events
on the part of the student body will

insure the success of this annual
event. The committee in charge has
not been unmindful of the financial

difficulties under which many stu-

dents are laboring, and has reduced
the price of the Carnival Hop to a

point which makes it possible for

all to attend, but at the risk of

having to face a deficit. Only a large
attendance will prevent this possi-

bility from becoming a fact.

Have you experienced the thrill

that comes from watching a slalome
race down Mt. David, or watched
Alabama's Own on a pair of snow-
shoes, or seen a skiier come zooming
out of the air over the ski jump to

make a perfect three .point landing,

or have you tried any of these your-
self? Your are missing a lot more
than you can afford' to, if you
haven't.

-:o:-

RECENT GRADUATE
GIVES TRAVELOGUE

Miss Mary Isabelle Jones, Bates
'28, well known Portland lyric so-
prano, will give a musical travelogue
at the annual luncheon of the Wo-
man's Literary Union of Andros-
coggin County, at the DeWitt Hotel
on Thursday, February 16.

Mies Jones has spent a greater
j

part of the last few summer eeaeons
|

etudying voice and the French 1

language in Paris. She has traveled
j

a great deal in that section of i

southern Europe and has studied
French history extensively, also the
life and customs of the present
time. Her observations, impressions
and experiences in France will there-
fore be reflected in this travelogue

Champions In Six

Classes Crowned

At Mat Tourney

Max Berg, Me. Heavy-
weight Champ, In

Exhibition Bouts

Before an enthusiastic crowd of

200 undergraduates, both men and
women, the first Bates Student
wrestling tournament crowned
champions in six classes Wednesday
night before examinations. As an
added feature of the tournament Max
Beng, the heavyweight champion of
Maine, who is being managed by
Randolph A. Weatherbee '3 2, ran
through two short exhibition bouts
with Arthur Archibald and Howard
Bates.

The wrestling lasted an hour and a
half.

The ibouts were from fifteen

seconds to 12 iminutes; the regula-
tion time was scheduled at nine
minutes but the wrestlers evidently
thought differently.

The Frangedakis-Fish ibout for the
145 pound title was one of the even-
ing's exciting events. Fish is a tall

slim lad who does not show his
weight, but who has a pair of legs
under him which are as strong as
they make them. The local .Greek,
however, is a strong lad, and won.

Anicetti and Lomibardi, finalists

in the 160 pound class, gave the
crowd nine minutes of fast work,
and added an attraction by includ-
ing a hit of comedy in their act.

Boxing
Little damage was done when Berg

faced the two undergraduates. As 16
ounce gloves were used, and the
fighters did not enter with the pur-
pose of committing anything like
knock-out battery, the bouts were
tame enough, but the audience liked
them and had a good opportunity to
see the professional heavy in action.

The new champions are:
135 pound class, Franklin Wood

'33, West Newton, Mass.
145 pound class, Pandeleon Em-

manuel Frangedakis '35, Lewiston.
155 pound class, Horace J. Perry

'36, Needham, Mass.
160 pound class, Robert J. Anicet-

ti '35, Lisbon Falls.
175 pound class, Howard E. Swift

•36, Wilton.
Open class, Abraham Carlin '3 5,

Boston.

•:o:-

"LIBRARY"
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By ELINOR WILLIAMS
i

"Books—and the strong tide of

internationalism"—Henry S. Can-

by, Forum, Jan., 1983.

In epite of the post-war national-

istic spirit, books reveal that the

world is nearer a cultural unity

than formerly. Two thirds of the

new books contain foreign prove-

nance and themes, and the recent

nationalism has not effected the

sales of widely read English authors.

The number of books which deal

specifically with problems of inter-

nationalism is steadily increasing,

and the reading public shows an
interest in world economics, politics,

philosophy, and also translations of

Canadian, Greek, Jewish, Hindu,
French, and Russian books. Lists of

the best of the new books of this

type are included in the article, with
special mention of "The Good Earth"
and "The Fountain".

"The Government's Key To Economic
Recovery"—David Friday, Atlantic
Monthly, Jan., 1933.

The battle against the business
depression will be waged in the field

of public finance in 1933. The deciline

in prices, wages, dividends, and
business activity of the last year
must be swiftly remedied if business
revival is to be continued. Public
finances, especially of state and local

governments, have been thrown in

serious disorder, and new taxes are
yielding less than was expected. Tax
delinquencies increase. If half of the
hoarded money were used for the
purchase of federal, state, and
municipal bonds, rising prices in the
bond market would be stimulated. A
sound budget for the future must
be formulated, with a revision of
taxes, expenditures, and cuts in ap-
propriations and salaries. General
economic readjustments must be
made, such as a downward revision
of prices, wages, and overhead ex-
penses. The article includes a state-
ment of the amount of money in the
treasury, in circulation, and hoarded.

Bates Catalogues Indicate

Cosmopolitan Student Body

"Straws in the Wind—significant
notes in world affairs today".

"The College Girl"—Eunice Fuller
Barnard.

A new picture of the college girl

emerges from a recent survey at six
eastern women's colleges. She is a
young woman who is ready to forego
pleasures and proms to work her
way. She is interested in education
and in the present economic order.
She is partly the product of the de-
pression, with higher academic
marks and new avidity, and she is

being given more recognition, re-
spect, and scope. 89% of them all

plan to be self-supporting after col-
lege, and the girl who earns in col-
lege is the majority type. The future
looks blank and alarming to her
because of the depression and over-
flow in all fields, making it necessary
for youth to seek new fields. She is

seeking vocational training in col-
lege increasingly. Economics is of
special interest.

In Our Stars—The World Fifty
Years From Now—Irwin Edman
Forum, Nov. 1932.
The author describes the world

we will live in fifty years from now
by an attempt to read the present.
He draws his picture from three
major trends of today: socialization
in industry, education, and personal
relations; dominance of the machine
technique and scientific method;
breakdown of traditional capitalistic
economy. These modern tendencies
and their results of the future are
developed in detail in the article.

U. of M. Reduces

Board, Room Rates

New Schedule Offers

Board And Room For
$8 Per Week

With the intention of meeting the

reduced budgets of its students'

parents, the University of Maine

through President H. S. -Boardman,

has announced that ooard and room
rates will he sliced.

The present rates are $6.50 a week
for board and $2.50 a week for

rooms in the various dormitories.

The reduced rates will offer board

and room to-gether for $8.00 per

These rates will go into effect for

the second semester.
This new schedule follows on the

steps of the recent rates announced
by the University of New Hampshire
which has offered meals on an

average of $-15 per meal.
-:o:

BATES PROFESSORS

FAVOR CANCELLATION
Profs. Garroll and Quimby pre-

sented the problem of whether war
debts should be paid or cancelled at
the fifth and last Witanagemote at

the Auburn Y. M. C. A., Monday
night. After the professors had
agreed that desbts should be can-
celled a vote of those present showed
26 favoring cancellation and 15
opposed.

Following Prof. 'Quitmlby's open-
ing remarks in which he discussed
the <moral obligation for payment
and the ability to pay, Prof. Carroll
spoke instructively to point out the
problem arising in tranefering the
debts once collected, and in the effect
collection would have upon the
United States.
Payment /by European countries

in paper money would he of little

use, he pointed out. The United
States might, however, reinvest in
Europe what is paid. A reduction in
trade, and the unstable conditions of
Europe are the prices the United
States must pay for not cancelling
the debt, it wae asserted. Can-
cellation of the war debts, in order
that Europe pay its private debts was
suggested. This, the speakers point-
ed out, would enhance trade, build
markets.

s By MACY POPE
(Every county in Maine was

at
sented in the registration

at
re,pr<

for the first semester 1939.^^
total registration of stu<W Tl1

701. The .men number 4n *a

women 274. ' afid

Androscoggin county,
quit6

Auburn together have^a™
1

^1011 ®

•ly, leads the registration frorlVat

the total being 153 or 21 9

^

{

total number enrolled. Lewfet ? ^
Auburn together have a. H
tion of 134 students, teavW*JH
the rest of the county.
Cumberland county, with a

..ation of 47 students,
fo

place, as far as the enrol;rn^^
students is concerned.

cock, 3; Kennebec, 22-' k'
1

Lincoln-, 5; Oxford, 30-' ptrM

las u. ul eiuaents *
each of the other counties f

1

Aroostook, 17; Franklin 1 S

-:o:-

CUTTS SAYS NOT TO
GIVE UP BASEBALL

"Baseball will he continued this
year as far as i know," said Faculty
director of athletics Oliver Cutts this
morning when he was asked to com-
ment on the rumor that baseball
would be discontinued this year due

j

to lack of a field.

The new field will not be com-

'

pleted, the old diamond has been
made a permanent gridiron, and the
Lewiston High diamond will be
used by the high school, .but Mr.
Cutts said that the games will be
played "somewhere". 1

Intramural

Continued from Page One
1. Sixty yard eki dash for women—Rand Field.

2. Sixty yard ski dash for men

—

Rand Field.
3. Cross country ski race for

men.
4. Snowehoe dash for men—Rand

Field.

5. Potato race on snowshoes for
women—Rand Field.

6. Obstacle relay on snowshoes
for women (four members on each 1

team)—'Rand Field.
7. Cross country snowshoe race

'

for men.
8. Snowshoes dash for women

—

Rand Field.

9. Combination race, skiis and
snowshoes, for men—Rand Field.

10. Combination race, skiis and
snowshoes, for women—Rand Field.

11. Skating race, two laps, for
men—'Outing Club rink.

12. Skating race, two laps, for
women—Outing Club rink.

13. Ski-joring—Garcelon Field.
14. Skating race, seven laps for

men—Outing Club rink.
15. Ski-joring—'Garcelon Field.
16. Skating race, one lap, foT

women—Outing Club rink.
17. Skating relay for men—Out-

ing Club rink.
The judges wil/1 be: Prof. Lena

Walmsley, Miss Mildred Fisher, Les-
lie Spinke, Dr. "William Sawyer, and
Frank Butoher.

SENIOR GIRLS GIVE

CABINPARTY M0N.
A post-examination cabin party

was given by a group of senior girls
Mon. evening at the Thorncrag cabin.
A 'party went out early to prepare
the supper, and the rest snowshoed
or skiied out late in the afternoon.
Supper, games and dancing provided
the entertainment through the even-
ing. Mr. and Mrs. Ray Thompson and
Mr. and Mrs. .Leslie Spinks chaper-
oned the igroup. Those present were:
Marjorie Goodbout, Barbara Stuart,
Ruth Benham, Florence James, Mary
Ann Swasey, Norma Hinds, Eva
Soenstrom, Pearl Littlefield, Helen
Ashe, Mavis Curtiss, Deborah Thomp-
son, Walter Stuart, Lewis Burr, Dick
Secor '33, Robert Kroepsch '33, Bur-
ton Dunfield '34, Edward Wiimot
'33, Franklin Wood '33, Tim Gam-
mon '36, Sid Wakeley '33; Walter
King '33, and Melvin Welch '34.

— :o:-

Bates Professors

To Be Officers Of

Maine Association

Three members of the Bates
faculty are department officers of
the Maine Teachers association ac-
cording to an announcement by the
executive of that organization.

President Clifton D. Gray, Mada-
me Blanche Townsend Gilibert, and
Prof. S. F. Harms are the Bates
faculty members to be named as
officers. The last two named are
members of the committee on
Modern Languages, Madame Gilbert
being chairman of this group, while
President Gray has been selected as
chairman of the college faculty mem-
bers. The other college faculty mem-
bers are Olin S. Lutes of the Uni-
versity of Maine and Edward J. Col-
gan of Colby.

The next convention of the Maine
Teachers association is to he held in
Lewiston, and local committees are
already at work arranging for the
session. At the time of the con-
vention other members of the Bates
faculty will join in the work of the
aesociation.

:o: ___
Judging from the number of his

speeches reported from Europe
Nicholas Murray Butler spends his
Summers telling Europe and his
Winters telling the
party.

6; Piscataquis, 6; Saga^W^
Somerset, 5; Waldo, 1; 4)

4; York, 36. ' ^ttoi
357 Students Prom MainThe total enrollment for \t

e

3 5 7, or 51.2% of the entire
6

tration. Massachusetts
the 2

state in the total number
of

8*001

dents registered, .having 192
6t

Connecticut barely n 0 -es 0ut MHampshire, the former haviL
registration of 49, and Ne» u
shire 48. ^

Rhode Island follows win 12Vermont contributes 1 fctad6nt
94.3% From New Engw

The registration for New En»i ,

is 659—94.3% of the grand3The men enrolled number 395
the women 264.
New York leads the states not \\

eluded in the New England grouJ
with a registration of 1 7. Tag, othJ
states have a registration a6 follow!!
New Jersey, 14; Pennsylvania,

2IOhio, Illinois and Oregon each ll
There ie one student from the Can
Zone and one from Porto Rico

Foreign 1 Countries
Germany, Brazil, anu India ard

the foreign countries ^cntributin]
students—Germany, 1: Brazil 1]

India, 2. '
1

In/ Maine, Portland follows Lewi
ton and Auburn in the number
students registered, Portland sent
twenty-five students; South PorJJ
land, seven/.

In Aroostook county, Houlton and
Presque Isile vie for honors; M
Houlton registers six students ami

Presque Isle five.

In the rather highly populata

Penobscot county, Bangor sends »«

two students. There is a very obviot

reason for this small attend
from Bangor, however. The Unil

versify of Maine, in Orono, serves 1

the higher institution of learning foj

a large number of Bangor and Job

Bapst High graduates. Carme
Charleston, Newport, and Patten, I

dirst three towns being very ne

Bangor, each send one student OnJ

student comes from Waldo county!

and Belfast is the city represents
In Washington county, the foil

students come from the central wk
and are from rather smaJJ itovm,

]The town of Santford, in 5>rl

county, deserves much credit, hav^
as its representatives nine student!

Manchester Ahead in N. H.
If a prize should be given to tb

town or city in New Hampshire send

ing the 'most students to Bates,

would go to Manchester. This city i

credited with eighteen students. N|

small part of the honors should
to Headmaster William Y. Mor
of Central High School, a Bate

graduate in the class of 1911, who

influence in shaping the etudeai

decisions in favor of Bates musthaT|

been great.
From Portsmouth come two (tj

dents; four come from Frant
Newport, North Conway, and
Chester each send three.

In Massachusetts, Boston, incla

ing its municipalities and section

contributes 1 2 students. A few oiM

localities represented are CambridS
with 5 ; Dorchester, 4 ;

Lynm. *|

Marblehead, 5; Medford, 6; Bod]

land, 5; Taunton, 4; Watertowi. 1

Worcester, 9.

Providence leads the registratfol

from Rhode Island, with three tff

dents.
Hartford Sends Four

Hartford, Connecticut, is S^®

credit for 4 students. Wate;-bury a~

Bristol are represented by three.

New York City leads the list fly*

the Empire State, with a
of four men students.
Each locality in New 3^]

represented sends one student.
To those who delight in Sene

,

logical records, At will indeed be 1

pleasure to ileam that sixteen ®m
bers of the Freshman class

parents, either one or .both of then

graduating from or attending j***.

The names of these students 0' tD
1

class of '36 are M. Francis
Doris R. Maxim, Isabelle McCa

JL,

Edith ,L. iMiiEiken, Isabel J *J

th 1
nard, Ruth M. Stowe, Borp
Wheeler, Anne E Wiggin. Ru:

Wight, Charles S. Anthony. K»3
A. Frost, George E. Haskell. SufflJJ

A. Libbey, Aehmnn G. Saliey, v>P3t

M. Stetson, Edward F. Wellm**-

J

Miss Milliken's grandparents
also Bates alumnd.

-:o:

"War may be quashed by tb« '

cost of veterans.—H. B. iLewie.
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JORDAN AND LAWRENCE CLUBS- ""r
ANNUAL EXHIBITION

•
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, Plotica '33 And
Kid Ham '33 Are

jn Charge
Of Details

Scientific and Lawrence

deal Societies
JOr

,cal Societies will hold their
^ a/ exhibition February 16 and

^SJttreen the hours of 7.30 and
17

, 0
exhibiting all phases of Chem-

10
v .Biology. Physics, Geology and

0r!
'

. Free synthetic punch will
B0ia

erved. George Plotica '33 will
*

die the details for (Lawrence

ilfteaJ Society and Donald Ham
C
STov Jordan Scientific.
3

The chemistry exhibits will in-

to those on research, industrial,

hvsiea
1

.
organic, which includes the

poaration of medicine such as

oirin
camphor, adrenaline, and

Stotogica1
chemistry. Movies will he

\0v;n
and a humorous chemical

?1

Geolog>
T exhibits include those on

fYvstography and Fossils.

Telegraphy and Surveying are to

M exhibited under the Physics

laoaruneat. Photography, Electrici-

ty
and Radio will also feature Phy-

?L and also a short wave set.

Embriological and vertebrate ex-

hibits

CAPERTRACKSTERS

margin enabled it to win over the

even^
n
h ,

trackme» Wednesdayevening before exams, 57-42, on the

I^°n
r

,
traCk

-
Six re^^ wereequalled or tied.

J5 S
fi

aund6r9> Clark, and Mus-kie took first places for the first

?£5^ ?eller equall*d re-cord of 4 4-5 seconds in the 40 yarddash and won the -broad jump. Saun-
ders equalled another in the 1,000yard event with two minutes 32 2-5
seconds. Clark's new meet and fresh-man record of 44 feet four inches in
the shottput added five more (points
The fourth man who has won two
consecutive firsts in the two fresh-
men meets was Edmund Muskie who
established a new meet record of
five feet five inches.

For the first time in several years,
Bates won all three places in the
shotiput with Clark, Swift, and Gau-
tier in that order.

will be shown by the Biology

students,
while Botany will offer

(lowers and plants.

Thofe participating are:

Chemistry: G. Simard, O. McCar-

thy
G. Pk)tica, P. Carpenter, H

O'Connc R. demons, F. Petke, A.
A. Walker, .M^rrgaret Ran-

lett,
W. Harrington, K. Campbell,

R
Cronkhite, B. Reynolds, C. Mar-

tel, c. Latham, H. Sprince, S. Seme-
tauekis. W. Wade, H. Foster, R. Ana-

cetti, T. Hoxie, and G. Ashton.
Geology: G. Simard, J. Hanley,

R. Dean, I. Fireman, M. Boothby, W.
Merrill, and R. iMelcher.

Physics: L. iHolman, P. Hayden,
R. Eggleton, S. Jackson, E. Prescott,
M. Schiffer, H. Bates, C. Latham, V.
Belleau, and L. Lemieux.

Biology: W. Tiffany, T. Gormley,
A. Gorham, R. Hagar, C. Martel, P.
Starbird, Clinton, ,S. Carter, R. John-
son, F. Berkover, and R. Crafts.

Bates Trustees

Consider Jordan

Forest Problem

Finances Of The College
Show That Salary
Scale To Be Kept

At the annual mid-winter meeting
of the Trustees of Bates College
two major topics among others were
given special interest. These were the
questions of salaries and of the
future of the Jordan forest given
to the college by Benjamin C Jordan
about fifteen years ago for the pur-
pose of studying such fields as forest-
ry and surveying.

Concerning debts both the reports
of President Gray and the chairman
of the finance committee, W. B
Skelton, showed that the college's
finances and outlook for the future
were such as to allow continuation
of the present salary scale inasmuch
as the total numbers of enrolled stu-
dents is 68*9 and in that during the
past months bequests have totalled
$28,000, the authorities see very
little cause for drastic measures or
unrest as to the future.

In resolving that the Jordan forest
situation should he remedied the col-
lege trustees took the -view that
relief from the (problem hy getting
rid of the territory in one form or
another wooild he more beneficial.
Especially is this true in the light of
past years. At the time of the be-
quest it was deemed to he a great
asset in spite of the usual slight
restrictions duly imposed upon be-
queathed real estate.

4A PLAYERS TO PRESENT "A
WINTER'S TALE" MARCH

STOEADANM
CHASEHALL FEB. 17

Another of the tea dances which
have proved so successful on the
campus will he sponsored by the
women's student government board,
Feb. 17, from 3:45 to 6:15 in Chase
hall. This dance, because of the
popularity of tfhis type of social
affair, will he given for the co-eds of
the college and their guests. Reser-
vations have been completed already,
and there is a waiting list.

The decorations will be in a
Valentine motif in red and white.
Flowers and candles in the color
scheme and a glowing fire in the
fireplace will complete the setting
for this winter dance. Music will be
provided for the dancers by. the
Georgians, a local orchestra which
has become popular at campus
dances.

Prof. B. T. Gilbert and Miss Mabel
Eaton will pour. The guests will be
President and Mrs. Clifton D. Gray,
Mr. and iMrs. Harry W. Rowe, Dean
Hazel .M. Clark, and Prof. Grosvenor
M. Robinson. The chaperones will be
Mr. and IMrs. C. Ray Thomipson and
Mr. and Mrs. Norman E. Ross.

The dance has heen arranged by a
committee of members of the
women's student 'government board
of which Barbara L. Stuart, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Stuart of
Melrose Highlands, Mass., is the
chairman. (Marjorie Good'bout '3 3,
Mary O'Neil '33, and Patricia Abbott
'34 are assisting with the arrange-
ments.

Clyde Holbrook, Mary
Abromson Have
Leads In Play .

Prof. Robinson haa announced the
cast of "A Winter's Tale," the annual
Shakespearian .play which will be
presented this year March 9 and 10
in the Little Theater Ihy the 4A Play-
ers. Rehearsals are already in pro-
gress altho not much was done he-
fore the exams and little during
that period.

Students in the cast are: Clyde
Holbrook '34, Daivid Sawyer, Henry
LaVallee '33, Bernard Drew '34,

Walter Gerke '33, Alcide Dumais
'36, Roland Pierce '35, Robert
Kroepsh '33, Norman DeMarco '34,

John David '34, Lloyd George '34,

William Haver '35, Russell Miines
'34, Jack Rarfitt '36, George Austin
'33, Carleton Mabee '36, iMary
Abromson '36, Ruth Benham '33,

Ruth Coan '36, Evelyn Rolfe '33,

Charlotte Cutts '33, Margaret Per-
kins '35, Louise Geer '36, Muriel
Underwood '36, George Orestis '35,

and Eleanor Dibbey '33.

Assisting Prof. Robinson in the
coaching will be George Austin '33,

president of the club. Other persons
in charge will he: Walter Gerke '33,

Stage Manager, Julius Lombardi '34,
lighting, Thelma Kittredge '33 and
Florence James '33, costumes, Ed-
ward Wilmot '33, Business Manager,
Warren Crockwell '35, assistant
business manager, Willard Higgins,
property manager, and Ruth Ben-
ham, publicity agent.

"The radicals are the people
of office."—Senator Huey Long.

leo now it

THEY'RE MILDER

-

THEY TASTE BETTER

© 1933. Liggett ft Myers TobaccoO

Chesterfields are

Milder
WHEN you ask a Chesterfield

smokerwhy that's his brand— he

generally conies right out flat-footed and

says . . ."It's because They're Milder!"

So we're going to keep on doing

everything we know how to keep them
that way.

That's why we look for and buy the

mildest and ripest tobaccos we can get.

That's why we age them in our ware-

houses till they're mellow and sweet.

We believe that even the shredding

of the tobacco . . . and the quality of the

paper it's rolled in, have a lot to do

with the even-drawing, mild smoke that

people enjoy in Chesterfields.

You can bank on this . . .every method

known to science is used to make Chest-

erfield a milder, better-tasting cigarette

that satisfies.

Chesterfield Radio Program—Every night ex-

f, Columbia coast-to-coast Network.

estenie
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CARNIVAL HIGHLIGHTS
Thursday

x
x
X
X
X

3.00 P. M.

:

7.30 P. M.

:

3.00 P. M.

7.30 P. M.

2.30 P. M.
7.30 P. M.

Faculty-Student Baseball Game on Snowshoes
Rand Field

Moving Pictures on Dartmouth

by Mr. Frank Butcher

Friday

Inter-dormitory competition

Snow sculpturing
Ski-joring

All-college skate

Saturday

Exhibition jumping and slalome

Carnival Hop

B
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

Gareelon Field x
Garcelon Field $

Mt. David
Alumni Gym

Winter Sports

Chase Hall

Rand Field

x
X
X

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxs
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By VINCENT BELLEAU

EXAM HANGOVER:—As this is

being written, a couple of economics

texts are in dire need of attention,

and two exams are on tomorrow's

program. When you read this, there

may be a new sports editor running

the column .... The chief e<vent of

the week was the discovery of ink

spots on the exam-contaminated
gymnasium .floor; Professor Chase

announced it took Jim tLawton ten

hours to remove same after one

session ....

WHAT WILL. LARY
DO IN SPRING RUNNING?

If Adams is so good, and there

doesn't seem to he much doubt about

it, and L,ary is consistently on Adams'
shoes in whatever running these two

have done together this winter, why
can't we expect to see another Bates

quarter-uniler reach prominence this

spring? I'm looking for iLary to give

them some good running in the

state meet and the New Englands

When the warm weather track season

begins.

FROSH BOLSTER
VARSITY RANKS

Effective today, fresibmen are

eligible for varsity competition; this

means that Ray McCluskey will have

two freshmen goalies, at least, added
to his disposal. Of the other fresh-

men hockey ©layers, .Simpson may
find a iplace on the varsity line-up.

In track, there is no doubt that Ver-

delle Clark will be more than wel-

come. For a long time, Bates has

been looking for material in the

weight events, and here it is in the

person of the tall Presque Isle boy.

Saunders, Harry Keller, and a few
others will he a help.

MAX BERG
DOES JOB ON DIXON

Those who saw Max Berg (perform

in the gym here at the occasion of

the Student's wrestling tournament
will be interested to know that Ran
Weatherbee's heavyweight is getting

along in the world. In a main bout in

an Augusta ©how last week, Berg
knocked out Tiger Tom Dixon of

Dover, N. H. in the sixth round., a
scheduled twin five round bout.
Dixon has met plenty of good fight-

ers, and the only man who has ever
licked him besides Berg was Jim
Maloney of Boston. Berg slapped
Dixon down to the mat four times
before the knock out punch.

SUN SECONDS
STUDENT'S IDEA
The iLewiston Sun, when it finds

a little room left after devoting a lot

of space to the bowling career of

Jock Kenney, sometimes, includes

something of interest. . . sometimes.
Wednesday morning's column by
Mister Gove includes a .quartet of

paragraphs in which everything we
said in the last issue of the Student
regarding nabbing Waterville, Cony
etc. for the Bates games is seconded;
However Cliff Gove says that

teams "in the Portland section

aren't so hot this year anyway out-

side the Capers. Deering and Cheve-
rus (possible exceptions." That means,
evidently, that Portland isn't so hot.

Am I riglht? Cheverus only beat

Morse twice, and Morse only beat

both Lewiston and Edward Little. I

still think matters ought to he ad-

justed sp as to iput the brake on the

present rebellion and future imi-

tations

WINTER SPORTS MEN
IN SPECIAL EVENTS

The scheduled winter sports <meet

that was to take iplace between Bates
skiiers and snowshoers and German
exchange students attending Har-
vard and (M, I. T. has been cancelled

due to misunderstandings on the

part of the foreign sportsters as to

the exact date. In its place there will

be, weather permitting, an exhibition

by Bates men and Coach Durgin of

the winter sports team,.

This exhibition of winter sports
events is somewhat tentative in that

the snow and weather conditions are
threatening a rather snowle6s Carni-
val. However, the plan of the direct-

ors of the Carnival and Chairman
Carpenter is to stage an exhibition
slalome and a series of exhibition
ski-jumps. Although it is quite
certain that the Mount David slalome
course will be more suitable for an
aquatic carnival the Bates snow-
birds and their coach intend to dis-

play some of the finepoints of dodg-
ing trees while the skiis are in sun-
dry (positions. As for the ski-jump-
ing, there should be a fast jumip and
a faster landing in case the
temperature goes down at alL This
event is the more certain of the two
to be run off.

Those in the slalome will probably
be: Jack Curtis, Paul Carpenter,
Charles Paige, Russell Hager, and
Edwin Decatur. Exhibiting the fine

points of ekii-jumping there will be
Jack Curtis, Burton Dunfield, Ri-
chard Forrest and Paul Carpenter.

:o:

John iManter, Bates '31, who is

now studying at Columbia Uni-
versity, was a visitor on campus
over the week-end. Parker Dexter of

Worcester, Bates '32 was the guest
of Henry Lavallee, over the week-
end.

T. J, Merphy
Fur Company

Est. 1873
Lewiston, Maine

There is a young lady in college

Who of furs has very keen knowledge.
So see where she goes
To buy her sport clothes

Its to MURPHY'S the store for the college.

Ski-Suits

From $g.95 Up

SEPARATE TROUSERS

$4.95

Bowdoin Loss

Continued"fr^m
_
Pa€© One

testing the other's defense with an

occasional long shot. When the Bate,

second line came on in cn«

period Chick Toomey was

Ms first game since he became

eligible. Kimball scored for Bowdoin

just before the close of the period

The second lines started tne

second period, and the result «
fast, rough play. Murphy and Billings

were sent to the penalty hox, hut the

latter returned to score for Bow-

doin. A minute later Swett on an

assist from Murphy drove » a goai

into the Bowdoin net.

Bates started the third period be-

hind 2^1 and fought hard, hut Hay-

den turned its shots aside. Mills

scored Bowdoin's third tally after

eight minutes and Richardson added

a fourth five minutes later and again

in 18 minutes White scored an unas-

sisted goal between the Bowdoin
man's tallies.

Bates lacked the form and speed

that they have showed in the pre-

vious games of the season, White,

Murphy, and Berry played well for

the losers. While .Richardson, Bil-

lings, and Hayden were largely re-

sponsible for the White Bears' vic-

tory. The slow ice hampered both

teams considerably and the crowd
would have been treated to a faster

game had conditions been better.

BOWDOIN BATES
Billings, Godfrey lw

rw White, Mendall
Richardson, (Mills c

c Murphy, Moynihan
Hildreth, Burch rw

lw Swett, Toomey, Norman
McKenney Id rd Soba
Kimlball rd Id Secor, Toomey
Hayden ig g Berry

Score: Bowdoin 5, Bates 2.

First Period
Kimball (unassisted) 19 min.
Penalties, Godfrey (tripping) So-

ba (tripping) Hildreth (tripping).
Second Period

Richardson (pass Billings) 11.50
Swett (pass Murphy) 12.50.
Penalties, Murphy, Billings (fight-

ing); Swett (board check) Toomey
(tripping) McKenney (roughing).

Third Period
Mills (unassisted) 8.25.
(Richardson (unassisted) 13.15.
White (scrimmage) 15.10.
Richardson (unassisted) 18 min.
Penalties, Richardson (blocking)

Billings (tripping) Secor, Hildreth
(.fighting).

Stops, Berry 22; Hayden 24.

Referee, Jeremiah (Dartmouth).
Time of periods—20 minutes. Timers,
Walker, Rugg. Goal Judges, Apple-
ton, Stevenson.

:o:

"As world conditions improve we
shall see less and less jingoism."

—

Charles M Schwab.

STARS AT B. A. A. GAMES SATURDAY
WYKOfP BONE OF THOto'Mn*
MT TUB MARK" BOYS Vtf*T
SHMX.D BEATHOMEonJ

tpRANK^YKOFF
F0RKSR ONIv.SO. CALIFORNIA

STftS-W'aO-'a- 32 INTER-

COLLEGIATE CHAMP* AND 32

OLYMPIC REIAV ANCHOR MAM
IS ONE OF THE MANY FAMOUS
?KACVSTAKSITOJKrflljN

IT'S AN 0L6 NEW HAVEAl

CUSTOM — FOR. YALE
TO WIN THE POLE-

VAULT-

Joe£&c<2luskey
FOROHAM'S DISTANCE ACE'
JNTFRC01LE6IATE IN000R km
OUTDOOR TWO-MHE CHftMP-
ANOTHER STAR OF ft ft i Cam*.

AT THE <M£££A/.

«rr5>

,3 ^
,MMeT TftPWNO OF tOYOLA NATIONAL INDOOR "SPRINT KING. WILL
ESS PLENTY OF SPEED W THE MAJOR BRMS SO YARD DAS/f

- tcppwo wws'em while the other mu«KS nx emus 3mm -

To Form Chess

Club Next Week
Plans for the Bates College Chess

Club that were announced in part

before the examination period have

been postponed until next week due

to examinations. So vigorous has

been the response to the call of

students who have signified their

desire to participate in the sport,

that there seems to be little doubt
that definite organisation will be

started next week.
Due to the efforts of a Bates stu-

dent who has several contacts
through his affiliation with a local

club, there are steps being taken to

take up chess relations with a .local

University of Maine student.
The next Student will carry full

details of the Chess Club.
:o:

"There should be two Presidents
here; one representing the Eastern,
the other the Western point of view."—'Mrs. Fritz Kreisler.

Relay Team

Continued from Page One

3 seconds with Daley, a veteran ar

his team's most reliable man. out 0(|

shape. With Daley ready to start the

|

Boston school will be a favorite

Bates, on the other hand, will not be

at the peak that its - importers ex-

pect, for Jellison, who wae a 1:55

half-imiler .last year, already under-)

weight, lost seven pounds during j|

recent illness, and his work wil

suffer. The new fourth man's inei

perience will handicaip the team I

furthermore. iLary's running ig a.[
pected to be a strong feature, A||

present he is fully as fast at tl

ha If-anile as Adams. Adam's be

time Hast year for a half-mile la

one lap on the Bates track was 1:3:

corresponding to a 1:56 half-miii

but Lary last Tuesday ran the samel

distance in 1:33 and jogged ab

the track for another lap apparei

untired.

Norman Brokenshire Tunes Up Chesterfield

Radio Stars for the New Year

r

|g||
inir,

or-
'

^

^

^^^
^
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Reading from left to right, Tom Howard, George Shelton, Ruth Etting, Bing Crosby, Ncrman
Brokenshire and Lennie Hayton.

Six nights a week—every day ex-
cept Sunday—at 9:00 P. M. Eastern
Standard Time, stars of comedy,
music and song will come through
the Columbia Broadcasting System
over the largest coast-to-coast hook-
up in radio.
Tom Howard and his partner

George Shelton are new to the ether
waves. An exclusive Chesterfield
find, they are reported to have turn-
ed down some attractive stage offers
including one with "Of Thee I Sing'\
for an opportunity to present a new
comedy-team idea on the radio.
Theatre goers all over the world are
familiar with Howard's famous
comedy sketch "The Spy", intro-
duced in the "Greenwich Village
Follies" of 1928. It subsequently
won the N. Y. Critics award as the
best comedy sketch of the year and
was translated into many languages
Howard is a real "scoop" for
Chesterfield. In the past ten years
the famous comedian's time has been
filled to capacity with stage and

in special

Chicago's
rose via

movie productions, and he was
finally persuaded to carry (his in-
imitable drolleries into the Tealm of
radio. The team of Howard and
Shelton will be on every Tuesday
and Friday. An added feature on
those two nights will be Elizabeth
Barthell, movelty singer,
vocal numbers.

Ruth Etting, who as
"Sweetheart of the Air"
Ziegfeld's Follies and other stage
successes to be America's "Queen of
the Air", continues singing those
heart-throb ballads for Chesterfield
fans on Mondays and Thursdays. It
was her voice, listeners will recall,
that made "Ten Cents a Dance" a
nation-wide hit over night.

Bimg Crosby, who seems to con-
quer all fields of popular entertain-
ment, takes over the Chesterfield
microphone on Wednesdays and
Saturdays. The romantic baritone's
latest triumphs were in Hollywood
when he starred in the "Big Broad-
cast" and other pictures. Crosby's

Brunswick recording of t^e
.^

!

'

"Please" from that niovie outso»'

other Brunswick records «i

"

r in
=_„

j

month of October, and for the

nine months Crosby's recordiw

have been the best sellers

individual vocalists.
A nightly feature of Chesterne

]

stellar series is "Lennie Ha} to

Orchestra. Hayton is a
o°Lli

Chesterfield discovery—cue of Broj

way's younger successes.
Li

Ha?to
lChesterfield's sponsorship ,

make his first appearances afi a J
Conductor, well qualified W 1
experience as former asfctet ant

Whiteman
1

ductor for Paul
musical arranger and a^co

for various radio and stage

liners —

-

Che*1Norman Brokenshire.
erfield's popular Master of Cer

nies, promises the year's outow,

ind fifteen-minute above i0

Like Ohe»
thousands of followers,
erfield," says Brokenshirre, 'thus

line-up is sure going to satiety-

and Medicines



Modernism can he as short-sighted as medievalism—Dr. Ralph W. Sockman
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European Schoolboys

Unique Group

AV iii ins Points Out
Career After College

\VouI«l Change
Teaching of History

>lis. Herbert Hoover
Offers a Philosophy

.THOMAS MUSGRAVE

WAR DEBTS TOPIC OF DEBATES
AGAINST WILLIAMS SAT. NIGHT
AND BROWN HERE TUESDAY

Debate Begins Second Series Of Eastern League
—Brown Here Tuesday To Discuss

Same Question

BATES AND BOSTON COLLEQE
TO MEET IN RADIO DEBATE

Two Bates debating teams will
open this week the second series of
the Eastern Intercollegiate Debating
League. One group will journey to
Williams to argue Saturday evening
that the war debts should be can-

Hb Singing Boys of Vienna now celled . Another team will entertain
filling an engagement in Bos- Brown University on the Bates

1 ton make one of the worlds cam Tuesday evening and uphold
BS t

unique
J
senile groups. It has the negative issue of the same

juted Haydn, Schubert, and Mo- question.
ft m its membership. Status Undetermined
In 1498. just six years after

| Thit3 wiU 0.pen the second series
of the Eastern League debates, anColumbus had sailed westward to

America, Maximilian von Hamburg,
Duke of Austria, Emperor of Ger-

many and King of the Romans, com-
manded that a boy's choir be trained

j0r
service with the orchestra of hi6

jjnperial chapel. The creation of

^ vocal adjunct to the chapel was
^beginning of the Singing 'Boys of

Vienna. For 4 20 years this training

school for youthful choristers was
Detained under the Hapsburgs. In

0, with the overthrow of the

I aarchy, State support of the

school ended. One Fr J. Schnitt, a

priest, .stepped into the breach, how-
ever, and reorganized the school in

1924. Twenty-two boys of the pre-

ent membership have come to the

United States on a concert tour this

season. These boys range range in

age from 9 to 11.
The residence of the Singing Boys

waa in H&psburg days, and is now,

the Hofburg Palace in Vienna. The
boys were taught not only music but
the usual subjects of elementary
school as well.

organization similar to the Bates
' nterscholastic league, to which be-
long twelve of the leading colleges
of the East including Amherst,
Smith, Vassar, Princeton, University
of Pennsylvania and Lafayette. Last
year Bates lead the league and took
all honors with both the men's and
women's teams going through the
eason without a single defeat.

During the first series of this year
which was completed before the
mid-year examinations, Bates lost a

two to one decision to Weslyan and
won a three to nothing decision from
Princeton. Since as yet no official

notice has been received,

leads the
Or

Charlotte Cults

Queen of Bates

Winter Carnival

Pres. Gray Coronates
Queen At Annual

Carnival Hop

bating squad is thus far uninformed
as to the results of the first series.

Case For Cancellation
Theodore Seamon '3 4 and Powers

McLean '35 will make the trip to

Carnival Hop, the final feature of

the three day snow festival which
Bates has annually held for thir-

teen years, took place last Saturday
night, and was voted a social success
by all who attended, and ruled by a
beautiful and gracious Queen, Mies
Charlotte 'Cutts. '33.

Decorating the Gym were fra-

grant, icicle-touched evergreens,
which were' scattered around the
edges thicker near the farther end
of the hall, where they formed a

.
sylvan setting for the beautiful blue

the de- and yellow throne. This chair of

FRED Waring, who
popular Pennsylvanians
chestra, takes exception to the

statement that "the modern Ameri-

can youth learns only two things in

collage—how to wear a raccoon coat

and how to toot a saxophone."

With particular reference to the

saxophone tooting indictment Fret,

points out that a musician can start

with a "name" band at a salary

easily topping $100 weekly while the

average college graduate earns less

than one-third of that.
(

In support of his contention, and

as evidence of the remunerative

pi nihilities for horn tooters, Fred

offers these outstanding examples:

Rudv Vallee, who got hie start at

Yale; Horace Heidt from the Uni-

versity of California; Hal Kemp and

K. Kavser of the University of North

Carolina; George Olsen of Michigan;

Ben Befnie of College of the City of

New York and Ted Weems of Penn-

sylvania.

HV. Kaltenborn, the K*ws com-
mentator, proposes a brand

• new way of teaching history to

make it interesting. H. V. says that

history should he taught backwards,

starting with contemporary events,

retracing the trends that lead up to

these events and endeavoring to

locate their historical origins. This

method, Kaltenborn contends, would

capture the student's imagination,

and he would see history as a pulsing

flow of life instead of regarding it

as something dead as a dodo.

EVERYONE supposedly has a

philosophy. Mrs. Hoover last

week told her two- old philo-

sophy of accomplishment to l,w
Washington women gathered to sa>

farewell.
"Earnestness and a sense ot nu

mor", was her theory for

along in the world, "and

the sense of humor just as rnucn^as

you meed the earnestness,

ed.

chesYplayers to

meet monday night

Chess activities on the Bates

campus will open next Monday night

in the game room at Chase Hall, at

8-
i when an informal group will

gather to play a few rounds of chess

preliminary to the actual

zation of a regular club. It is hoped

that President Gray and

Howell .Lewis will be on hand, also

to aid in starting the group^

Both have Played the game and

admire it very much. They are inter

ested in starting an active Chea

Club here that will take ite plac

beside other clubs already form^
Arrangements will be

""^J
1

to take up relations with other col

leges.

MUSOEATURE OF

ALL-COLLEGE SKATE

Despite the cold weather, an en-

thusiastic crowd of skaters throngea

the Outing Club Rink Friday
fr«m 7:30 to 9:30 to enjoy the an

nual All College Skate. Colore a

^hts strung above the rink, bontires

°n the edges of the rink, and mubu,

hroadcast through amplifiers addea
to the Carnival effect.

"Ma"ny (DoukhoborsT will not

even kin mosquitoes. They hare

}feir shoulders to them to enow
lhat small winged creatures are
0I% little brothers."—S. F. Reiben,
secretary to the leader of the cult.

Williams and will there present the
j

tra, new
case for cancellation. Both are

qualified speakers and experienced
members of the varsity d eating

squad. Seamon has been a varsity

member for three years and has

participated in several intercollegiate

debates. Staring his freshman year

he won the .freshman prize speaking

contest in which the whole class

participated. This year he is serving

as an assistant in the Interscholastic

League. McLean, who is a .member

of the sophomore class has been a

member of the squad since his fresh-

man year and is one of the most

promising of the newer men. He has

this year participated in debates with

Princeton and Springfield.

Second Debate
The second debate of the series

Gordon

state, to which six or eight steps

led, was the center of attraction,

and its colors and the silver of the

icicles caught the circling spotlight
throughout the eveJr.ing. The orches-

to this campus, was Cecil

Hutchinson's Royal Commanders,
and it furnished excellent dance
music.
The coronation ceremony took

place just before intermission. About
twenty coiuples formed into a royal

procession and moved up the center

of the hall carrying skiis and snow-

shoes. Reaching the throne they

stopped and. turning, formed an

archway of skiis for the royal per-

sonage .yet unknown, to walk
through. Miss Cutts who had former-

ly been seen dancing in informal

attire now appeared formally dress-

ed, and moved amid bhmSc amd ap-

plause to her throne. She was beau-

tifullv clad in a white lace gown ac-

cented in gold, and proceeded with

all the composure and poise of one

"to the manner born". Her atten-
will ibe held at Lewiston, uui-uuu

dant ;yowei.ed their skia and 1

ed, most

getting

'and you need
much as

she add-

Jones "35 and Frank Murray '

meet a team from Brown University

in the Little Theatre, next Tuesday

evening at eight o'clock. The Bates

debaters will maintain that the

United States should not cancel the

debts owed by foreign nations and

incurred by the World War.
The chairman of this deate will be

Dr. A N. Leonard, head of the Bates

German department, who is incident-

ally a graduate of Brown. Judges

who have been asked to make the

decision are Professor Breaker of

the University of Maine, Judge

Conally of Portland and Judge Croc-

kett of Lewiston. These are all men

who are acquainted and informed

upon the question of contention.

Mr. Jones, sophomore class presi-

dent is participating in his second

intercollegiate debate. Murray is a

debater of wide experience having

been on the varsity squad thiee

vears. a member of last years tin-

defeated team and a member of the

team which made the tour of Canada.

He is president of the junior class

and this fall was a candidate for- the

Rhodes scholarship. Murray is a

member of the choir and during his

freshman year won his numerals in

football.

Walter Norton "35 and Bond Per- 1
Saturday

ry '35 will represent Bates in a ra-

dio debate with Boston College over
station WNAC at tour o'clock Satur-
day afternoon. Mbdextai advertising,

a question that is being debated a

reat deal in intercollegiate foren-

sic circles, will be the subject of

discussion.

Second Debate With B. C.
This is the second time this year

.hat debating teams representing
the two colleges have clashed. Re-
mit ly two Bates freshmen met a

Boston College junior varsity team;
nd the same proposition, Resolved,

That modenm advertising is detri-

mental to the best interests of the
\merican public, >vas discussed.

Radio debates are weekly fea-

tures. Two weeks ago Yale and Bos-
ton University debated the divorce

question over the air through the

facilities of station WNAiC, and last

week WEAF broadcasted an inter-

national debate between Yale and
Cambridge.

Perry and Norton in the debate

will uphold the negative

of the proposition, and thus will de-

fend the modern practice of adver-

tising. This same advertising ques-

tion will be used in the third trian-

gle of the Eastern Intercollegiate

Debating League.
Experienced Men

Both of Bates' representatives in

the debate with Boston College are

experienced varsity debaters. Last

fall Norton was a member of the

team which met a Vermont repre-

sentation in the only Oregon style

debate held on the campus this

year, and he also debated recently

against Rollins College. Perry has
never taken part in a varsity debate

in Lewiston. but he has been a

member of teams which have com-
peted away from home.

The radio debate will be 45 min-
utes in duration. Each of the four

speakers will be allowed ten minute*

for his presentation, and the other

five minutes will be used for an-

nouncements and introductions.

There will be no decision.

NEW COUNCIL RULE WOULD
LIMIT CANDIDATES FOR PRES.

Changes To Be Proposed In Assembly Soon In-

clude Also One That Allows Meetings To Be

Colled At Discretion Of President

SCIENTIFIC EXHIBIT OPENS

TO-MORROW NIGHT AT 7.30

IN CARNEGIE AND HEDGE LAB

Students, Townspeople Invited To Attend-
To Show Movie Comedy Dealing

With Chemistry

:o:-

Women's Student

Gov't Valentine

Dance on Friday

Georgians^usic For

Ninety Couples At

Chase Hall
for the Valen-

of them disappearing

among the trees by the throne.

President Gray then officially crown

«d Miss Cutts Queen of the Carm
val, and she took her position on

the royal seat.

Charlotte Cutts, who was chosen

by the directors of the Outing Club

is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs

Oliver F. Cutts. and is one of the

most popular and versatile co-eds at

Bates. She is editor of the Garnet

prominent in 4 -A, an d active in all

college lines of endeavor.

During intermission the Queen

announced the winners Of sports

and awarded prizes. In the inter-

dorm itory contests West Parker was

found to have achieved the greatest

niumber of points by a wide margin,

winning the coveted banner. Rand
Hall scored highest of the women's

houses. ;

Much credit is due to the man-

agers of the Carnival, Rosamond
Melcher '33. and Fred Donald 34.

A vote of thanks should also be ex-

tended to Professor Robinson for

lvs helpful direction in the corona-

tion ceremouv. The committee id

charge of the Hop was composed of

the following members of the Out-

ing Club: Leo Barry '3 3 Dorothy

Petefmv '33, Charlotte Cutts 33,

Verna Brackett '34, Robert Kramer

'35 and William Thornton 35.

President and Mrs. Clifton D.

Grav, Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Rowe.

Mr "

and Mrs. Oliver P. Cuts, Dean

Hazel M Clark, and Professor Gros-

venor M. Robinson were guests.

Chaperones were these members of

the faculty: Dr. and Mrs. William

H Sawyer Professor Lena Walms-

ley .and Profesors Lena Walmsley.

and Anders M. Myrhman.
Simpson and Currier catered.

Parker Winner,

Off-Campus 2nd,

In Intramurals

Gay '35 Hig'nPoint Man
With Two First

Places

All question as to superiority in

the Parkers was settled Friday after-

noon as East Parker was officially

dubbed the 'annex' when West

captured the irterdorm Winter

Ipo'rts honors with a score of 40

points, Off Campus placing second

with a tally of 18.

Walter Gay "35 quarterback ot tne

Varsity during the past grid season,

won individual honor.-, taking nrnt

nlace in both the snow-shoe dash and

the snow-shoe cross country.

The following is a summary of

events with their winners and a

classification of dormitory standings:

Men: Ski dash—First. Donald, sec-

ond. Paige, third. Hill. Snowshoe

5a? h—First, Gay. second. Fuller,

third. Drew. X-country ski—First.

Hill, second, Paige, third. Turner.

X-country snowshoe—.First, Gay.

•econd. Winston, third

With the passing of freshman in-

itiation and with the gradual mo-
dification of college elections in

general, the constitution of the Stu-

lent Council and Assembly has come
t o include some antiquated laws

and some provisions that have need

of amendment. As developments
have occurred within the past three

vears the Student Council has pro-

posed the necessary changes. Re-

cently under the supervision of

President Swett and the Student

Council the necessary and proposed

changes and amendments have been

drawn up and placed on file, a copy

in detail having beeint put on the

main bulletin board.

A meeting of the Assembly in

the near fuutre has been announced

by President Swett at which the

proposal a will be voted on. Dealing

with college elections the proposals

are that the student Council Presi

dent be elected from the members
of the preceding year's Jutraor re

presentative s, whereas heretofore
President could be elected With-

First,

Hill. Skate (7 laip*

second, (Hill, third.

( r e 1 av )—P i ts t . Off-c am p us

,

out any previous service on the

Council. This proposal is suggested

for the purpose of securing expe-

rienced guidance to Student Coun-

cil policy and activities.

The meetings of the Student
Council according to the constitu-

tion are supposed to be bi-weekly.

Inasmuch as the activities of the

Council are subject to emergencies

rather than routine one of the new
Dunfield. 1 proposals states that meetings shall

Obstacle—First. West Parker, sec- be called at the discretion of the

ond East Parker. Skate (21 laps) President, or at the request of three

Yeaton. second. Paige, third, members.
I First Loomer. Concerning the more or leas ob-

Pricher Skate sclete dormitories committees there

--cond is an attempt to reinstate them and

Wps, Parker third Roger Williams! make them more responsible and
West Paikei tm. " l * satisfactory by having the Student
^kijoniig—Fn-, Lamb and unrus,

nominate the committees
second, Jenks and MiUlKen, tniru, i

Italia and Hager.
Women:—Ski dash—won by C.

|

Thompson, 2nd. Oliver. 3rd. Harris.

Snowshoe dash—1st. Venskus. 2nd.

Chick. 3rd. Randolph. Potato race—,

1st M Fuller, 2nd. Webber, 3rd.

Venskus. Skate (2 lap) 1st. Gearing,
j

2nd. Thompson. 3rd. Cutts. Skating

( 1 lap) 1st. Gearing. 2nd. Cutts.

Final score—Men West Parker 40.

Off-campus 18, East Parker 12, Ro-

ger Williams 1.

Final score women—Rand 12.

Whittier 10. Frye 9, Chase S, Miili-

ken 4, Town girls 1.

judges—Miss Walmsley. Mm
Fisher, Buck Spinks, Mr. Durgin,

and Mr. Boucher.

All Trackmen

To Take Part In

Univ. Club Meet

Majority Of Team Has
Not Yet Seen Any

Competition

The Bates track team makes its.

first appearance as a unit, Saturday

evening, at the University Club

track meet in Boston. Although the

two mile relay team and several in-

dividuals have already seen compe-

tition, the majority of the team has

not seen any. The University Club

games are opeir.' to all colleges in the

East. However, they are divided in-

to class A or class B, depending up-

on the number of male students in

Attendance at the college. All the

Maine colleges are in class B. In

previous years, there has been a

team prize in each class, but this

policy has been abandoned this year.

Coach Ray Thompson is planming

to use this "meet as a test for the

Northeastern dual meet the follow-

ing week. In this meet many men
will see varsity competition for the

first time.

Mile Relay Team
Bates has entered a mile relay

team in this meet. The mile team
will probably be composed of Cap-

tain Arn Adams, Johnny Lary,

Clavt Hall or Frank Pendleton or

Bill Pricher. They should form a

fast team and will have a very good

chance of winir.ing. All the men ex-

cept Pendleton and Pricher have

seen varsitv action on many relay

teams. Last year Pricher and Pen-

dleton ran on the freshman mile re-

lay team. There is a possibility that

the two mile team may again see

action in this meet.

Dashes
In the dashes, Bates has entered

Herbie Jensen, Harry Keller and

Red Sheridan. There is some doubt

as to whether Jensen will compete

due to illness in his family. Keller,

i s a freshman and has shown up

well in the few freshmen meets this

on the fresh-

The annual exhibition of the

Jordan Scientific and Lawrence
Chemical Societies will open to-

aorrow evening at 7:30 o'clock and
vill continue until Friday evening at

10:30 o'clock. This exhibit which

Till bo hell in both Hedge Labora-
v- and Carnegie Science Hall, is

aa of the enics of the school year

along scientific lines and in the past

has proved both entertaining and
instructive to all visitors, both stu-

dents and local townspeople.

Aside from the regular exhibit

this year a special lighter touch is

to be added in having the (presenta-

tion o"f a movie comedy dealing with

chemistry. As usual, punch will be

•served as refreshment.
These in charge of the arrange-

ments for the whole exhibit are

George Plotica '33 for Lawrence
Chemical Society and Donald Ham
'33 for Jordan Scientific.

The chemistry exhibit will include

displays of research. industrial,

physical, organic, preparation of

medicine such as camphor, adre-

nalin, and biological chemistry.

Geology exhibits will include those

on Cryetogra'phy and Fossils.

In the department of physics

there is a most interesting display

to 'be given bv Vincent Belleau '3 3

and Lionel Lemieux '33. They will

exhibit the methods of sending and

receiving messages by telegraph. In

this same department is to be ex-

hibited Surveying. Electricity, Radio

and Photography.
Specimens of Embryology and

iVertebrate will be offered by the

Biologv department while flowers

and plants will be shown by the

Botany students.

Winter Carnival

Proves Success

Despite Weather

Dartmouth Club Movies
Special Feature Of

Occasion

-:o:

Final arrangements

t6a d
stSnt°Govern

V
ment next

beenWomen's corn-
Friday afternoon have

itiag
pleted. Most of those on »ew*
Ust have been accommodated and

90 couples will be present

H
The red and -hlte of the decora- Educational Tech"

in the eott light from the ^ ^

Students Invited

To Attend French

Talking Picture

Sokolsky, Far
I

East Authority

To Lecture Here

"America's State In Far
East," Subject

OfJTalk
of the

and provide for the election of the

committee by the men within the

dormitory.
Proposals dealing with the by-

law- suggest the constitutional le-

galization of the recently inovated

All College General Elections. This

is one example of the way in which

the recent trend of campus reform

has gotten ahead of the mechanics

cf amendment.
Freshman initiation was carefully

cared for by the constitution and

the new proposals deal with the

lack of use for such rules now.

Thus the cap law is proposed to be

omitted as are the hat tipping and

freshman-sophomore baseball games
rules. _— :o:

Murphy Fractures

Leg, Bates Loses

2-1 To Brown U.

White Scores L6ne Bates

Tally In Second
Period On Solo

tions
will make the set-

The local orchestra, the Gem

-

gians. will Play for the danc n|,

which will Detrom
J;

it

sixth, and ninth

with intermission

dies, aJr.d the fire

At Empire

Clifton D.

The third, sixtr

will 'be waltzes,

between the fifth and 6ixth

President and Mrs. Cli

~ ' Mr and iMrs Harry W. Rowe,

S'tn Haz'el M Clark, and Prof. Groe-
D

Zr M RoWiwon will he gueste.

S^nefwlllhe Mr • and «re C.

g«J,
h
°and%'lesSah

t

e,

B
Ea.e„ will

P°ur - ^ «tnart '33 is general
Barb

fn of thi* dance. Marjorie
chairman * ™ narge of mUsic

Goodbout
and
Mary

prof. Gilbert has announced the

introduction of an innovation ijj

educational technique at Bates with

Te
presentation of "II est char-

French talking picture, at
mant , a
rt""Vm n jTP Theatre irext Monday

at 4:30. This Paramount

JrPtta is to be shown without

charge to students and members ot

the faculty.
Talking pictures -

la-i&iuB * „ have received
lZ£3 c S notalle edocator,
approval w ^ SmlUl haV6^ 2. will assist in serving.»^^2^^-

thOS^l '33 ^arranged Jhw £^Jom Of^-^J^ dis .

George E. Sokolsky, one

world's foremost authorities on the

Far East and noted- author and

lecturer, will tne B»te*

College Chapel Friday evening Feb

24. His subject wil be ''Americas

State in the Far East" and .promises

to be one of timely interest

This will he the second of a series

nf lectures sponsored by the George

1Colb;
t

Chase
P
Le

5
ture Fund. The late

Honorable William Wallace Stieteon,

whn was once superintendent of the
who waa one

endowed this

Cd in honor of George Chase,

ormer president of Bates College.
t0r™ 6

cLvnUkv is a contributor to

wli ter Sheridan ran

men team last year. He has been

running better than ever this year.

There will probably be no Bates

middle distance entries unless

Adams and Lary double up.

Half Mile

In the half mile. Bates will have

Bob Butler, Con Smith, and Reg
Hammond. Hammond ran in a spe-

cial 1000 in the B. A. A. carnival,

but was trampled down at the first

corner Butler has been turning in

good times at this distance and last
j

Saturday at the BAA games, he ran

the fastest half mile of his life. He
should be among the leaders in this

race.

Mile Run
In the mile run Russ Jellisor.,

Don Malloy and Steve Semetaukis

will wear the Garnet of Bates. Jelh
;

son is the state mile champ, and

has an excellent chance of winning

this race. Malloy was the leading

freshmen distance runner last year,

but has been ineligible since last

sprin?. However. Don is once more
eligible. Last 'Saturday he ran a

mile time trial in fairly fast time

without exerting himself. Semetau-

kis is the unknown quality, and if

he is feeling well, he will be among
the leaders As there will be. no two

mile race, Saturday, it is expected

that Burr, Amrein and Winston will

try out for the mile event.

High Jump
Bob Kramer will be Bates' only

representative in the high jump.

East year Kramer was jumping

around 5 feet ,2 inches, and if he

can do this Saturday, he will have a

good chance of placing.

Al Carlin will be the lone Bates

man in the 35 pound weight throw.

This event is for the New England

AAU title and will be held in the

Harvard cage.

method of
" the

O'Neil
while Patricia Abbott
Willie ... „V. n T-tTo nf

^4
aP
wit°hM

:

i66
^uart is in charge ofj ^n^ed on page 2 col 7

refreshments.

Mr Sokolsky

the New York Times on the subject

of China He has spent more ban

thirteen vears in the East, reaching

S L 191S by way of Russia.
C

,

1

tad .been sent for the New
where toe hart ^ ^ had

the ^Ru*i« Da»y News", .a

British and American war .paper f«|

Pelrograd.

Brown University's hockey team

triumphed over Bates College last

night 2 to 1 in a hard fought game.

Cha.-e scored for Brown in the

opening period when Bates had two

men off the ice because of penalties.

He also scored Brown's second goal

in the second iperiod. White tallied

for Bates in the second period.

Joe Murphy of Watertown, Mass.,

captain of the Bates team, fractured

his left leg when he crashed against

the boards after two minutes of the

game had been played.

BROWN (2) BATES (1)

Chase, lw rw, Swett

Hale, c c > Munphy
Hunt, rw lw, WTiite

Clement, Id rd, Soba
Tracy, rd ld > Berry

Howard, g S, Heldman
Spares: Brown — Stockbridge,

Chapin, Johnson, Hargrove.
Bates spares—Toomey, Mendall,

Furbush, Secor.

DR. ZERBY TO SPEAR

TO-DAY OVER WCSH

"Why Piety" will be the theme of

a radio talk to he given by Doctor

Raybcrn L. Zerby over station

WCSH, Portland, from 4:15 P. M.

until 4-30 P. M. this afternoon. The

general theme of the broadcast will

deal with the means by which the

homeliness and old fashioned atti-

tudes towards religion may be found

in the more modern conception of

worship.
. _ .

This will be the ninth broadcast

With the crowning of Miss Char-

lotte Cutts '33 as Queen of the 1933

Winter Carnival a most successful

carnival season was drawn to a

climax. Marching down to President

Grav and the regal throne at the end

cf an archway of skiis and snow-

Si-oes held for her by the Outing

Club directors, the Carnival Queen
was gallantly handed to her throne

from which she bestowed the medals

upon the winners and runners up in

the intra-mural competition.

A change in the weather during

the last few days of the carnival

was perhaps the saving feature

for only a day prior to the carni-

val and durins its' first two days
conditions prevailing were exceeding-

ly unfavorable to outdoor winter

sports
Despite weather conditions Thurs-

dav afternoon the Student-faculty

baseball game on snowshoes which

opened the carnival was held.

Indeed so bad was the snow
that the faculty claimed that

their 6-0 defeat was the re-

sult of improper conditions. Mr.

Seward who iplayed for the faculty

and starred for the students deeply

regretted the scarceness of snow

—

in which to fall. In the evening of

th :e first day of the carnival a most
interesting movie exhibition of Dart-

mouth Outing Club's skiing trip

down Mount Washington was shown.
Equally as enlightening was the

other movie which displayed in lucid

imagery the relative seamanship
qualities of the Bates men on the

last spring's deep sea fishing triip.

The weather man was even more
harsh to the Friday's intra-mural

competition although such events as

the skating races and ski joring went
eff well. The high ipoint score for

meti was garnered by Walter Gay
'3 5 while West Parker romped home
with the Pennant for dormitories. In
the women's division Rand Hall was
high point winner.
The All-€ollege skate was well

favored by good ice and a beautiful
moon which added greatly to the gay
light and waltz music to form the
Carnival Spirit. The skate was well
attended and much credit is due
chairman Brad Hill '35 for the
smooth conduction of the affair.

:o: j

EDITORS SOLICIT

GARNET MATERIAL
Charlotte Cutts, editor in chief,

and Abbott Smith and Powers Mc-

in this year's series given by mem- Clean, associate editors of the Garnet

bers of the Bates faculty. Doctor announced yesterday that material

Zerby is instructor of biblical litera-iw solicited for the next issue of the

ture and religion and is deeply inter- campus literary magazine which
ested in the work of the college

I will be published just before the

Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.CjA. Doctor Zer-
j

Spring holidays.

by* besides being interested in col-j As in the past, this material may
legiate activities is quite active in

, be on any subject, political, social,

the religious life of Lewiston and etc. The regular requirements in re-

Auburn, frequently appearing as
j

gard to manuscripts must be
speaker in local churches. | followed.
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GREAT ARMY OF THE DISEMPLOYED

The easy optimism of the college youth, who feels that the

present depression Avill have dissolved by the time that he receives

his sheepskin, is due to be replaced by a gloomy pessimism as he

finds that his wish has not come true. The crisis cannot be wished

away, although some of our leaders seem to have relapsed to their

childhood in proposing that very thing.

An understanding of the l'u:tdamental readjustments which are

now taking place in the economic structure of society must of ne-

cessity lead to a realization that this is a depression that differs from

all that have gone before, and that it is one that will not dissolve

until a radical change has been made, either through a slow gradual

process, or a swift cataclysmic overturn of the status quo. We
learn from reliable sources that in Illinois over two-fifths of the

number normally unemployed, are now disemployed. Relief standards

in that state provide for life on a minimum existence level and have

breid poverty, disease and crime with a resulting demoralization of

character. En Ohio a population of between four and five hundred
thousand is being supported on grants rariging from ten to twelve

dollars per month; in Pennsylvania every sixth family needs relief

as a resnlt of unemployment, while relief agencies can at the most
only provide $l.o0 a week to each, family; New York's disemployed
has increased by 30% in the past year, and relief funds are pitifully

inadequate.
The most recent industrial disturbance to receive public at-

tention took place at the Briggs Company plant in Detroit where
bodies for Ford ears are manufactured. Norman Thomas, after hav-
ing investigated the situation personally says:

It is literally true that women were averaging 4 and 5

cents an hour and men 11 cents an hour for the time they
put in at the factory. The highest wage I heard of was 8
dollars a week. . . . Ford himself was largely responsible for
the condition at the Briggs Company because he demanded
from the Briggs Company deliveries of bodies at an impos-
sibly low figure. All his boasted talk of a minimum wage
scale means nothing because he sees to it that when it isr

ineonvenient to pay those wages some nominally inde-
pendent company does the producing, not Ford, and there
the minimum wage scales do not apply.

This is a sample of the plight of the working classes, in this
year of grace.

In so far as the present crisis is the result of the late war. we
may expect a gradual lessening in pressure with the adjustment of
the economic machine at points of friction created by war debts. It

is possible that the effect of the exhaustion of world markets by a
greedy and avaricious capitalism may be compensated for by the
development of a national economy in this country. The vital spot of
the depression will not have been reached through the solution of
these two aspects of the problem, however, both of which are unique
in this situation and distinguish it from all that have gone before.

Fundamentally there is a more important cause of it all.

The terrific impact of the machine upon civilization has shaken
mankind loose from his moorings and left him adrift upon a sea of
uncertainty. It has resulted in a dislocation of every aspect of his

O Captain! My Captain!
By WALT WHITMAN

! my captain! our fearful trip is done
has weathered every rack, the prize we

0 Capta
The sMu

sought is won;
The port is near, the bells I hear, the people all

exulting

While follow eyes the steady keel, the vessel grim
and daring,

But O heart! heart! heart!

0 the bleeding drops of red.

Where on the deck my Captain lies,

Fallen cold and dead.

0 Captain! my captain! rise up and hear the bells
Rise up—for the flag is flung—for you the bugle

trills

;

For you bouquets 'and ribboned wreaths—for you
the shores a-crowding;

For you they call, the swaging mass, their eager
faces turning

;

Here captain ! dear father!
This arm beneath your head;

It is some dream that on deck,
You've fallen cold and dead.

My Captain does not answer, his lips are cold and
Still;

My father does not feel my arm, he has no pulse
nor will

;

The ship is anchored safe and sound, its voyage
closed and done;

From fearful trip, the victor ship, comes in with
object won.

Exult. O shores and ring, 0 bells!

But 1. with mournful tread,
Walt the deck my Captain lies.

Fallen cold and dead.

life, material, and nlon-material. The spirit of capitalism working
with the techniques and tools of modern technology in the richest

country of the globe, from the point, of view of natural resources,

and with the energies of the newly liberated peoples of Europe at its

command has, according to Harry Ward, in the short space of 150

years resulted in the bankruptcy of the fundamental occupations of

agriculture, textiles and coal mining and has created an ever in-

creasing number of permanently unemployed. This chaotic condi-

tion is the direct result of selfishness on such a colossal scale that

Main Street Morality, preoccupied, with its nose to the ground and
hot on the scent of this or that trivial misdemeanor, has failed to

see it, or if it has, turned its head away. If individual morality were
in such a state of anarchy as social morality, our society would have
gone to smash long ago.

If the present crisis does not result in a determination on the
part of youth to substitute a service motive for a profit motive in
the economic world, then it will only be a matter of time before the
hands of the clock will have marked the fall of our civilization be-
cause it was built on the shifting sands of selfishness.

PRESIDENT GRAY OX CHAPEL IN HIS ANNUAL REPORT

There has been not a little discussion this year among
the students concerning the compulsory feature of chapel
as well as concerning its conduct. One of the factors contri-
buting to this situation has no doubt been the fact in many
colleges of our type the compulsory basis has been
abandoned.

The founding fathers of this college made it indubitably
clear that this was to be an institution devoted to Christian
education. They were exceedingly broadmindetl. In the
middle sixties they devised a charter entirely free from
sectarian bias—a remarkable achievement for those days.
They began with certain definite policies. One, for example,
was that Bates should be a libn-fraternity college. Occasion-
ally, although not for several years, agitation has emerged
among the men for the establishment of fraternities, but
there has been no desire on the part of the board of trustees
to depart from this particular policy. Similarly, college
chapel has always been considered an integral part of the
task to which the fathers set themselves and which their suc-
cessors have continued. The outward and visible sign of this
policy is the existence on this campus of one of the finest
examples of college architecture in the present chapel. Any
discussion of the chapel situation must take into consider-
ation this background.

A chapel service is not exclusively a service of worship,
although it ought always to provide features which offer the
opportunity of worship to those who are in the mood for
such an experience. But college chapel presents an edu-
cational as well as a religious opportunity. In the classroom
knowledge is necessarily departmentalized. That is. it is set
forth from the point of view of the particular field of the
instructor. Chapel, on the other hand, furnishes an oppor-
tunity to synthesize the ever-broadening fields of human
knowledge, particularly in their practical application to the
life of the individual student. Another opportunity of the
chapel service is the orientation of the student body in re-
gard to significant events of the day which affect our social,
economic, political and religious outlook. College chapel also
gives the only opportunity for the discussion before the
entire student body of those patterns of social conduct com-
mon to most college communities, which, in many instances,
differ from similar patterns in adult life. Lastlv. there is
obvious advantage in the feeling of institutional solidarity
which comes from the presence of the faculty and student
body meeting together in a building which symbolizes in
its beauty and mystery the common goal of education and
religion—the education of the whole man.

No one is more ready to admit than your president the
possibility of improving the character of these services. A
few weeks ago I called together a group of some twenty-
four men and women from the present Junior and Sopho-
more classes to study with me the problem of the conduct of
chapel during the next academic year. Already some very
practical and worthwhile suggestions have bean made, and I

am hopeful that these services may become more attractive.
Editor's note: the administrational point of view appears in these
columns as a preliminary to a discussion on the subject.

Pep^s
Through

The key-
Hole

By MILDRED HOLLYWOOD

to

All our brains have gone to seed
All assignments left to read
What's to do about it?

Let's put out the lights and go
sleep.

No more cigarettes to smoke
No one left to tell a joke
What'., to do about it?

Let's say nighty night and go to
sleep.

You're waiting now lor me to say
You've studied more and more, dear,
You're looking older every day
You never loked so pale before,

dear.

All our finals are so rank
All our profs we'd love to spank
What's to do about it?

Let's put out the lights and go to
sleep. —Mills College

—

Clive—oh, ipahdon me—Mr. Editor-
in-chief, I mean, your vray fine edi-
torial, "Why Are Students Critical"
was reprinted verbatim in the Maine
Campus, so take a low bow.

in the closet is losing weight, and
B. U. dittoes by saying that last
year's popular song was, "I've Got
$5", but that this year's is, "Brother,
Can You Spare A Dime?"
Are you telling us?

The Student

And
The World

Me no likee those beard-growing
contests going on at Maine and Col-
by, but what's that to you, huh? May-
be midyrs did funny things to you,
too.

Gov. John G. Polland has become
a pseudo lexicographer and in the
Carnegie Tartan turns out these
swelegant definitions:

Alimony—.fine levied on a man
guilty of matrimony (An older and
better definition is "Taxation with-
out representation", tho).

Banking — lending out other
people's money and keeping the
interest for yourself.

Criticism—a thing that may be
avoided toy saying nothing, doing
nothing, and being nothing.

Diplomat—a man who remembers
a woman's birthday and forgets her
age.

Depression—a period of time in
which we have to do without what
our parents never had.

Gentleman—one who can disagree
without being disagreeable.

Prohibition—a thing that will

Defer be successful until it has been
tried.

Good old Daniel Webster's re-mark
still holds true. I mean that one he
made about New England. He
claimed that "In N. E. we do not
have climate, we have weather". Or,
did I need to remind you?

Holy Cross moans that times are

|

so hard that even the family skeleton

What think ye of the following
ten commandments for a grad inter-
viewing a prospective wage-payer
(due permission for copying being
given by you, Mr. Joe French, oif the
C. B. A. vocational department at
B. U.—I hope):

1. Chew onions before the inter-
view. It will impart an intimate tone
to your conversation, and add
strength to your questions (and how,
brother! ! ! !

)

2. Wear garters and, at least, a
belt.

3. On entering the office remove
your fur coat, if you own or can bor-
row one; and your shoes. Throw the
junk nonchalantly on the victim's
desk or place it roguishly in the lap
of his stenographer.

4. Don't forget to say, "Excuse the
glove."

5. Don't wait for the tired business
man to request you to remove your
collar and tie. Put him at ease at
once. Be always the gentleman.

6. If at first you do not obtain the
undivided attention of your adviser,
kick him in the shins.

7. Don't address the tired business
j
man by his first name until you have
told him a story or two, and have
him laughing heartily at your wit-
ticisms. Offer helpful suggestions for
improving the grammatical con-
struction of any outgoing letters you
see on the desk upon which you are
seated.

S. Avoid all appearances of
nervousness. Chew gum or a tooth-
pick, rather than the 'business .man's
desk blotter.

9. If there is a lull in the con-
versation, suggest to your vis-a-vis
that the chances are more than even
that some day you will be a college
president, and that the next time
that you call on him you will be
seeking money to endow your Uni-
versity.

10. When you land on the back of
your neck out in the corridor, arise
nonchalantly, and light a cigarette
to comfort yourself (you'll need it).

:o . —

Up betimes awakened for ye

seven-fortv class by ye 7:40 bell

and did "glimpse and wonder at

Carolyn's five rolls four last

week.... notches in the old gun
Carolyn? Groping the way to

Libby your uncle surmised that

overmuch activity surrounded the

post box. . . to males? . . . heavens no

.... to the parents .... Thence did

sleep undisturbed by Bud
and did dream of our queen... so

regal . . . practice makes perfect . . .

Carnival highpoints.. and prexy's

bashfulness. . . afraid of falling at

ye queen's feet... And wasn't win-

ner Yeaton modest.... and such a

long distance too. . .

Did bid Godspeed to Bates delega-

tion to other colleges we'll

probably hear from them soon . . .

as we did Charlie Horton . . . class

prexy at Columbia. . . and one Ro-
bert Violette. . . goalie... deluxe..
And then Dean Clark there's the one
about the Scotchman... Oh you've
heard it... soddy veddy soddy
.... And how was the carnival at

Hanover Jack. . . Yeah. . . I thought
it was lousy too . . .

Latest dispatches report that Bates
co-eds enjoy sleigh riding, we've
known it all along Watch out
Dayt. . . the Maine state government
is powerful. . . but didn't, they make
a charming couple. . .

Our bursar pulls a fast one
for him... has the boys who 'left'

sign at commons. ... to tell how
many chislers there are ... Of course
they all sign, Norm Heard in

Greek; "Mr. White, why did Paul
kneel at the temple". . . "Well er. . .

er. . . ah... I think he was gonna
pray"... "Quite right Mr. White"
. . . "And now Mr. White why did
he get up...." "Well probably he
was through praying" "Very
good Mr. White". . . No one laughed
when I sat down to play so I figured
I flunked the whole correspondence
course. . . Congratulations president
O'Connell. . .And Miss Webber want-
ed to know if Wheeling Michigan
was a hard job. . . No replied Chub
. . . but I'm pretty sure that Lansing
Michigan is most painful

Whilst perusing the pates of the
trailers ce soir did percieve. . . Almus
is using hair tonic. . . that Pa Gould
gives long assignments that
Snapper has housemaids knee
that the Ronnie war is over
that the Stone-wall is smitten
that Kirby swapped all of three
dances... Our Kay would like to
know if pigeontoed people skii cross-
legged . . .

But dusk deepens ... as does the
dirt... the candles shed this eve a
most lurid light and me thinks
it will profit me to shut up now and
hie me to ye den of dirt at Chase so
as to let ye sailor-editor put the
screws to your uncle Samuel's mean-
derings . . .

Then au revoir ones enfants
consider me thine e'en till ye profs
assimilate the intricacies of yon
light fantistie ....

Votre cher oncle. . . .

:o :

Faculty Meets

Ignoble Defeat

In Baseball Game
Examination animosity found its

release Thursday afternoon as the
student baseball team whitewashed
the faculty 'ball club with a score of
6-0 in the carnival's opening sensa-
tion—the annual student-faculty
baseball game on snowshoes.

Highlights of the game appeared
as Drew '3 4 flagged three long flies
to fin:'sh the faculty's chance for a
score in the first inning, as Lewis
caught Paige '3 5 on third in the sec-
ond inning with the old hidden ball
stall, and as Dr. McDonald found
two runners disputing possession of
second base in the third.

The game was umpired by Presi-
dent Gray, in spite of whose
vigilance the faculty succeeded in
. coring not a single run. The 6-0
defeat destroyed fond faculty hopes
of retaining a championship of two
years' duration. Vows have been
sworn however and next year will
see a determined endeaver to re-
capture the title.

:o:
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By JA3FES BALAXO

St liiimturr Waterway

Friday morning the Senate Foreign

4ffa rs committee reported favorably

upon the Canadian.American treaty

n regard to the St. Lawrence water-

ways project and power development

.Plan The committee was held up in

ft, session by the insistent demands

of the Senators and lobbyists of the

sta 's of New York and Illinois. The

representatives of these two states

hold that under no conditions of in-

^ased prosperity will New York

City be able to do anything but

decline in importance and wealth

even though the inland sections of

the country may develop in weal h

These men also argue that the city

of Chicago will be hard hit 101

.power if this project goes through

for the plan contemplates stemming

up the present Chicago power supply

water channels.
Of course these arguments

some weight and there are many
.more against the development ot

this long thought of development

Indeed the very modern trends of

transportation are away from water

traffic and more towards truck, train,

airplane and lately snail. However,

there can be little fault found with

the common sense knowledge that

water transportation is cheaper than

any other and that cheap transpor-

tation is the chief need of the Ameri-

can farmer and manufacturer.
Nor is the transportation side of

the plan the most important. Equally

so is the supplementary power pro-

ject which would so harness the

.great waters of the St. Lawrence as

to provide power for the industries

of the United States and Canada
both.

The Harry Case
In the actions of the Senate in dis-

missing Seargent-at-arms Barry
there is a great deal to be cleared

up. Was the Senate really justified

or were the Senators so hurt by the
essence of the truth that they were
unnecessarily angry? Either wTay wre

interpret it there seems to 'be a slip.

The culprit was asked to write a

.feature article as our modern syn-
dicates often ask men in like posi-

tions. He, whether he wanted to

flatter the Senators or whether he
really meant it, defended our solons
from public opinion by stating that
"not many of the Senators accept
money for their votes". For this bit

of defense of men that are under
deeper suspicions than the sentence
meant to allay he was dishonorably
discharged from his position.

Herr Hitler and Germany
Hitler, although rather restrained

from action, in accord with his
.policies and those of his party, by
the two provisions that were put
upon him seems to be at least ex-
pressing his policy in no uncertain
words. Some international observers
would have us believe that Herr Hit-
ler is gradually forsaking his social-

ist factions and turning more and
more to the conservative side as the
ins generally do. It is certain that
with the two big restrictions im-
posed upon him that it would be
very hard for him not to watch his
step and appear conservative. These
restrictions are first, that he be sur-
rounded with the conservative
cabinet that President von Himden-
burg designated, second, rhat Hitler
shall not use the emergency -clause
of the Germain constitution.

In spite of these attempts at
restraint Chancellor Hitler holds
steadfast to the policies of national-
istic Germans which are primarily:
(1) revision of the Versailles treatv,
(2) abolition of the famed "guilt
clause", (3) growth of the German
army. (4) reclamation of the Polish
corridor.

Bates Third As

Boston College

Wins Relay Race

Garnet Lose Race For
First Time In
Four Years

The Bates two-mile relay team was
led to the tape last Saturday evening
by Boston College and Harvard Uni-
versity as the ' garnet quartet met at
the annual B.A.A. games one of the
finest relay fields that the East has

Dr. Leonard Gives

Talk on German

HomeFrom WCSH
Traces Change In Atti-

tude Of Children
For Elders

Dr. Arthur N. Leonard of the Ger-
man department at Bates presented

a talk over WOSH in Portland, Feb
8th., on "If your Home Wer,
German". Having spent much tim ;

.

in German homes during hia x ±\{.

in the past forty years, Dr. Leonard

is .quite fitted to talk on such
a

theme. He chose, in particular,
the

phase of German home life which
concerns the attitude of obedient

of reverence and respect which
the'

children in the home show to their

elders, and he also traced th? change

in this attitude.

Three Periods Of Obedience

As a summary of the subject Dr

Leonard said that there were three

periods evident in regard to obedi-

ence in the German home. The- fim
when there was estimable obedience

on the part of the children: the sec-

ond, when there was a period 0 f

doubt and hesitation; and the third,

when there was open revolt
and

disavowal of constituted authori;?

following the war. He does not mH
to imply that the German youth are

all disobedient and disregardful
ot

their parents, but that there has I

been a definite change in past years.
J

Of course there are many other

phases of German home life that

might have been considered if nion

time were allowed, but this .spirit of

change is one of the important fac-

tors in Germany today.
:0 : —

Bates Jr. Varsity

Tops Hebron On

inter Sports

Walter Gay Wins Two

First Places In Win-

ter Sports Meet

Wally Gay scored 10 points as

Bates Junior Varsity Winter Sports

team downed Hebron 45% -19^2 on

Mt. David yesterday afternoon.

Charlie Paige took second honors

with 'nine points winning a first, tie

for second and fourth places.

Ehvin Towne, former Bates man

coached the visitors and brought a

well balanced team. The Hebron

men arrived late and this necessi-

tated cutting short the program and

Thibodeau of Hebron was the indi-

vidual star for the Green while

Twaddle was the next highest scor-

er.

This meet will give Odach Durgi.

a good idea of the reserve material

ota hand and with this in mind

Bates should make a good showing

in the coming State meet-
Summary—Down hill ski race-

Won by Thibodeau (H), second, tie

between Twaddle (H), and Paige

(B); fourth. Forrest (B). Time 16

1-5 seconds.
Slalome—Won by Paige (B); sec-

ond, Hager (B>; third, Thibodeau

(H). Time 12 seconds.
Snowshoe dash—Won by Gay

(B); second, Marshall (H); third.

Dunfield (B); fourth, Twaddle (H).

Time 15 3-5 seconds.
Ski X-country race—Won by For-

rest (B); second, Hill (B); third,

Campbell (B); fourth, Turner (B).

Snowshoe X-cotintry—Won by

Gay (B); second, Marshall (B);

third Winston (B); fourth, Drake
(H).'
Ski-jump—Won by Dunfield (Bl;

second. Twaddle (H); third, Oliver

(B); fourth, Paige (B). Distan e

48 feet.

Score: Bates 45%; Hebron 13%.
Timer, Bob Johnson.
Scorer, Leo Barry.

THE CITY
At night
Tfce city is a monster
With fiery eyes that crouches
By the river and broods as it

Emits hoarse noises from sinokino
So ,U ils.

William Allen Ward

PROF. ROBINSON

SPEAKS ON FINLAND
Prof. Grosvenor M. Robinson, of

Bates College was the speaker at
the me-ting of the Cosmos Guild of
the Lewiston United Baptist church,
held in the parlor of the church
Monday evening. He gave a most en-
grossing account of his trip to Fin-
land last summer, telling of the
beauty of the country, of the many
fine qualities o.f the Finnish people,
of his surprise a.t finding very mo-
dern apartment houses, and of his
highly enjoyable visit with Prof.
Anders Myhrman's parents, from
whom he parted with real regret.
Prof. Robinson's talk was keenly
enjoyed by the Guild members.————— :or

"The only disadvantage of old
age is that there is too little of it."—Sir James Crichton Browne.

SENIORS TO MAKE
GIFT THIS YEAR

At a Senior Class Meeting Mon-
day noon in the Little Theatre, it

was voted to hold a Senior Formal,
sometime in April when the social

calendar was less full than at the
time of last year's event. Roger
Crafts, son of Prof, and Mrs. Beldon
T. Crafts was elected by ballot as

chairman. He will select his otfn

committee.
After this, President Sweti

troduced the matter of a class gift,

and the appropriations of funds tot

it. The class voted unanimously t0

give a gift this year, and the
lowing committee was elected to

investigate the various possibilities
and their respective prices: John
Stevens, Elizabeth Lord, and Mary
O'Neill.

1 ;o:

French Talki

to offer. Boston College, the winner
and national two-mile champions,
covered the distance in eight and a'

quarter minute.; bettering their own
previous

" time of eight minuter; and
three second's which they set at the
K. of C. games earlier in the season
Disappointment was all the more
acute as this is the first time in
four years that Bate.-; has failed to
retain her two-mile title.

Jellison Load Oft* Mail
Jellison, the lead off man forBate- who has not as yet been able

to get back in shape from his rec-nt
illness, ran a good steady race anrthanded the baton to Bob Butle" Ath
The work°^^href yard handicap,ine wot* of this strong and power-
•pLv'v^

1
' ° was ru nning his first

gIven this Production t

He usPd
en

^
irely encouraging. cePtion ™ an artistic

5SJ t f
T " e J ud«ement and was

mft of riSf"
UP and to lead th s fieid

££<£Lt J!?*
'Lary

-
lank^ ^enior

'astwofJ
and relay veteran, who

liinV hi t

S

^?rised fol^vers by run-ning the half mile less one lap on

a\
e

ai
S
r
y
race;

iUm
*" ^ ^«

Quarre?
8

; °^ °* the ****** finest

M 111T ?
ll61'S and winner of the

;V1 1S to °«trace Jordan of

r,n'v^
nd

.

While of Harvard. This isno inflection upon his ability but he
Plainly showed the wearing effects of
his races of the past two weeks.

Continued from Page One
ousision method now in vogue, is

still im> its inifancy, but gives prom-
ise of developing into an important
part of the educational system.

Theatre-goers in New York have

i hearty re-

rtistic creation oi

real excellence and merit.
Tickets may be procured without

charge from Profs. Gilbert, Seward
or Bertocci as well as from the fo 1

'

lowing students: Arthur MerrifieKh
Dorothy i;v.-^eney, Frank Murray.
HSfcfy LaVallee, William Thornton.
Guy LadoucePr, Helen Hamlin or
Elizabeth Lord.

Students who have not taken
French are invited to attend, as
well as those who have had some
training in the language. Admission

not open to the public at large.— :o: —
"A real scientist hasn't anv hair-'—Congressman Thomas L. Blanton
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SEAMON TO DELIVER KEYNOTE
SPEECH^ MODEL CONFERENCE

Student Ifel^tosT^SSt^BoiHfc Prob-lems Of Leading World Nations-
Belleau '33 To Preside
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.yodelled so far as pce.3i>bl& along

tl,e
lines of the forthcoming World

Economic Conference to be held
either in London or in Washington,
th „ Bates .Men's and Women's
politics Clubs have completed
arrangements for the Model Econo-
mic Conference to be held Wednes-
day evening, February 22, from 7:30
antil 9:30 in Chase Hall. Chairman
lames W. Balano '34 and the com-
mittee composed of Donald Stafford
•3;;, Sumner Raymond '34, Bertram
Antine '33 and Vincent Belleau '33

announced that an invitation is ex-
tended to the general public and that
a considerable attendance is expect-
ed from both local citizens and stu-
dents.

Last year the Politics Clubs'
ajffortis took the form of a model
disarmament conference. This year
however an economic conference is

expected to 'be of greater general
interest, owing to the unrest of
economic conditions throughout the
world and to the unsettled state of
international debts.

All of the major and minor
countries of Europe, the United
States, China, India and Japan are
to be represented by delegations
composed of students interested in
economics, history and government
and headed by .members of the
Politics Clubs.

The presiding officer at the model
conference will be Vincent Belleau
'33. president of the Mens Politics
Club, while Theodore Seamon '34

Charge d'Affaires of the United
States delegation will deliver the
keynote sipeech.

Meets Men But

No Arguments

SaysMr.Quimby

FRESHMEN TO MEET
HEBRON TO-NIGHT

The freshman hoekev team willmeet Hebron to-night at St. Doms
Arena. The game will start at 7-30
It will .be the second and last
scheduled game for the yearlings
and they will ,be fighting hard to
balance the loss they sustained a
couple weeks ago from Rents Hill.

The following men will see action
tonight: Simpson and Curtin
centers; Torrey and Mann, right
v.'ings; Stetson, Parfait, and Dumais,
left wings; Grannan, right defense;'
Stevenson, left defense; and Fields',
Merrill, and Butler, goalies. Coach
McCluskey will be back from the
Brown game' and will be in charge
of the yearlings.

The Freshmen-Hebron game has
always been a stiff fight and Hebron
will be out to get revenge for the
defeat last year.

Having traveled through the
schedule with an undefeated record,
Hebron is driving hard to wind up
the season with a win.

SCIENTIFIC CLUB TEA
A tea for the members of the

Scientific club was held in Rand hall
under the direction of Helen Parker
'33 at the regular meeting before
mid-year examinations. The members
will combine with the members of
the men's scientific organizations in
preparations for the annual scienti-
fic exhibition.

T. J. Mer
Fur Company

Est, 1873
Lewiston, Maine

The latest styles and quality

In spoi*t wear, you can hope to use

Are now at prices all so low
That all ean b<> well-dressed, we know
At Murphy's, the clothiers of quality.

General Reduction

Now In Effect On All

"

Suede, Leather and Woolen

Sportswear
and

buits

Attends Dry "Wet
Hearing At
Augusta

Speaking at the United Baptist
Church, Sunday evening, Pro?
Brooks Quimby summed up the ar-
guments that he had heard for re-
peal of the prohibition amendment
at the recent hearing at Augusta
saying that while at the hearing he
met only men and no arguments
Prof. Quimby said that he had never
attended a drier 'wet' meeting, there
being in the whole crowd only two
outspoken 'wets*, one a hotel keeper
and the other an American Legion-
air e.

In presenting his" experience at
Augusta he. said that the support
given prohibition by churches and
civic organizations was very strong.
Only a few arguments for repeal or
substitution of the 18th amend-
ment were brought forward. Prof.
Quimby took particular delight in
scoring ore proposal that he saul
put the cart before the horse. It
was to the effect that after prohi-
bition had been done away with
that the federal government be com-
missioned to appoint an investigat-
ing committee for the purpose of
looking into the best means for
solving the problem. He pointed out
that the pro'blem of the 'wets' is to
find a satisfactory measure of
control other than prohibition.

In the open forum that followed
the talk Prof. Quimby said that he
believed that the press would state
the facts of the case of prohibition
if asked. He denied that prohibition
was having an increasingly bad ef-

fect upon youth stating that only-
nine out of 213 college presidents
find situations worse than' before
prohibition. Answering other ques-
tions he pointed out the argument
for 'Repeal and Prosperity' was a
fallacy and minimized it by callting

upon statistics to back his position.
, • o :

"The essence of all institutions of
higher learning should be. self-edu-

cation utaider guidance."—Dr A.
Lawrence Lowell.
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By DOROTHY O HARA

Basketball Games, Feb. 20 to 23.
The schedule for the basketball

games is being arranged for the
week of Feb. 20, and the captains
will be elected this week. The Se-
niors are being given the opportu-
nity to show their versatility by
filling in the depleted ranks of the
under classes where there seems to

be a lack of enthusiasm for W. A. A.
classes.

Johnston Only

Maine Delegate

At Boston Conf.

Christian Association

Members Discuss
Greater Unity

FRANCE'S FEAR OF GERMANY
GROUNDLESS—MR. LAB0UVIE

Invitation From U. of X. H.
For Play Day
An invtiation was received recent-

ly from the University of New
Hampshire, Durham, to send six
delegates to a College Play Day
which they axe sponsoring on Feb.
25. Invitations were also sent to
Colby alnld Maine. These Play Days
are held annually. Last year Colby
entertained; the coming year it is

to be the privilege of Bates to hold
it. At these meetings discussions are
held in which the various features
of the different W. A. A. organiza-
tions are compared. Each college
receives1 some helpful suggestions

i for improving its program. Sports,
tournaments, and a banquet provide
entertainmelr)t for the day. Bates
delegates will include the President,
Vice-president, one senior, three Ju-
niors, and one Sophomore from the
Executive Board, and these will be
chosen at the meeting this evening.

Colby took the lead in the State

hockey league when the Bates sextet

was defeated 3-1 at the South End
Rink in Waterville. Friday night.

tar, and

Bates represented by Robinsom
Johnston '3 4 was the only Maine
ccllege to attend the 'Student Chris-
tian Association of Greater Boston
area meeting held last Monday at

the Twentieth Centurv Club in Bos-
ton. Delegates from all of the col- Ross, Paganucci. ire*

leges and universities in and around
Boston were well represented. The
main purpose of the conference was
to discuss means of attaining unity
among the Christian Associations of

this area in specific and in a larger
area more generally.

Johnston reported that the num-
ber of delegates was very large and

Speaks Before Literary Union In Auburn

—

Gives Contrast Of Germany Before
The War And To-day

BATES LOSES 31
AT COLBY FRIDAY

The contrast between pre-war

Germany and the Germany of to-day

was effectively brought out in a talk

given by Erich Labouvie. instructor

in German at Bates, at the Literary 4

Union Club house in Auburn, last

Thursday afternoon.
He said it was impossible to give

a comprehensive idea of German
affairs in the time available for a

I. Raneourt showed up well, the lecture, but he conveyed the idea

latter scoring three times. Good ice that affairs are more or less chaotic,

made the game fast and both teams He referred to the youth movement
showed a fine brand of hockev. in Germany before the war. when the

In the first period neither team young men were seeking for

scored, but in the second Raneourt
scored unassisted followed by Mur-
phy on White's pass and Raneourt
again, taking a pass from his brother.

that speakers from many points of
: In the last period Raneourt sank his

the world were heard. The chair-
man, Visser T. Hooft is editor of

the magazine. Student World, which
is edited at Geneva. He spoke upon
the desirability of closer unity
among Christian youth organiza-1
tions.

BATES (1)
White, Toomey 1. w.

Murphy, Secor c.

Interest Taken In Winter Sports
The W. A. A. board is pleased to

see the interest that is being shown
in winter sports outside of the
classes. This interest is evidenced
by the constant use of the equip-
ment in Rand basement, which is in
better condition than ever before.

Will you all do your share to

keep it that way by reporting any
damage to either Dagamar Augus-
tinus or Toby Zahn? Don't forget
to sign out slips before taking the
equipment and after is it returned.

outdoors, now. For three or four
weeks they have been obliged to
learn and practice their skiing and
snowshoeing- in the Women's Lock-
er Building. But with the present
supply of snow they are quickly and
eagerly putting into practice their
intensive theoretical study. The con-
ditions for skating this season haver !

So'ba, 1. d.

been much more favorable, with the
, Berry, r. d.

result that quite a few girls have
J

Heldman, g
become adept figure skaters. The
week of Feb. 20-25 will be the time
for the class winter sports meet for
W. A. A.

third goal shooting it from scrim-
mage. The Mules, bolstered up by
several freshmen, had too many
guns for Bates.

Heldman who played a brilliant

game as goalie with over thirty stops
to his credit, Secor and White along
with Murphy played their usual

effective game.

COLBY' (3)

1. w. I Raneourt

individualis.ni. It was not uncommon
for a group of young .people to

engage in a discussion, lasting far

into the night, each searching for

the method to express his own
personality.

Then came the war, and individ-

ualism gave place to co-oiperation,

with the older men as leaders, and
personalities were merged in one
cause.

Following the war was such eco-

nomic stress, that it has given Ger-
man young peoiple of the present day
their only background. They know
little but suffering, which has led to

(bewilderment, and many political

parties, in an effort to lead the
country back into the old peaceful

Paganucci, Pomerleau I

life

Swett. Mendall r. w.

Ray! Winter Sports Classes
Outdoors, Now.

Joy reigns supreme in the winter
sports classes for they cam be held, year, winning many first and second

Carnival Queen Real Outdoor Girl
Charlotte Cutts, the Carnival

Queen for this year, is a real out-
door girl as one may readily observe
from her. excellent skating, skiing,
and snowshoeing. The selection of
her for this honor was a wise choice
in-as-much as she has been active
on the Outing Club Board for three
years, and has entered the events
of each carnival since her Freshma.n

r. w. Ross
1. d. Hucke

r. d R. Raneourt
g. Violette

1st Period—No score.

2nd Period—Colby: I. Raneourt
(unassisted) 1.55; Bates: Murphy
( White) 4.20; Colby: I. Raneourt
(,H. Raneourt) 15.05.

3rd Period—'Colby: I. Raneourt
(scrimmage) 11.19.

Penalties: Secor, 2m. tripping.

Secor. 2>m. illegal check, Soba, 2m.
handling puck, Monyhan 2m. check.

Referee—Ed. Brooks (Waterville)
Time—Three 17 minute periods.

Mr. Labouvie said that what
Germany wants today is not more
arms for herself, but fewer for the
countrie.-: about her. She is surround-
ed by nations maintaining much
larger standing armies than her
own. -and believes that France's fear
of Germany is entirely without
fou ndation.

The speaker touched on many
other phases of German national life,

w.hieh his audience found very inter-
esting.

-:o:

"We are what we are this minute
becaiiir" those predecessors of the
Medes and Persiair.is, about whom

I hope that the world wants
j

we know almost nothing, were what
peace as much as it wants pros-

1
they were 4000 years ago."—Dr.

perity."—Lady Astor. James H. Brested.

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

Main Street

ST SCHOOL PAPERS YEAR BOOKS ^1

MERRILL & WEBBER CO,
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS

95-99 MAIN STREET, AUBURN, MAINE

PROGRAMS ANNOUNCEMENTS

aeco

Jo Smoke teg/it

has to be a different kind of
tobacco from that used in

cigarettes . . . and it has to be

by an entirely different

GOOGIN
FUEL CO.

COAL, WOOD and COKE
1801 Phones 1800

114 Bates Street 67 Elm Street

LEWISTON AUBURN
'J

MOST COMPLETE AND UP-TO-DATE

Luggage Store East of Boston

Leather StoreFogg's

123 MAIN ST., LEWISTON, MAINE.

TAXI
404©

UNION SQUARE TAXI
171 MAIN STREET_

CO.

DISTlNCTlYi:

Lewiston Monumental

Works
^ J

B^e
E
s

S^URPHy

Telephone 4031-B

Harry L. Plummer
POI1TRA1T—Commercial and

Finishing Photography

New Studio

At 135 Main St.,

Lewiston, - Maine.

GROUND FLOOR

BILL
The Barber

For

Eds and Co-Eds

CHASE HALL

BERNAICS

TtASS KCCCASINS AND SHOESBA SUEDE JACKETS
' „- Lewiston.

57 Main

^TSTwho writes straight is

the architect of history. -Passes.

OUT in Kentucky, where they have

pretty women, fast horses, and

blue grass, there grows a tobacco called

White Burley. It doesn't grow anywhere

else in the world.

There is a type of this White Burley

that is best suited for pipe smoking. It

is neither too thick nor too thin. It is

not light and chaffy; at the same time,

it is not rank or strong. "U. S. Type

31" is the government classification

for White Burley.

Since no other pipe tobacco has yet

been found which seems to equal White

Burley, this is what we use in making

Granger Rough Cut.

Next, we use the Wellman Method,

a famous 1870 method of making pipe

tobacco, to give Granger its fine flavor

and fragrance. Then, too, Granger is

"Rough Cut"— just like they used to

"whittle" their tobacco off a plug with

a jack-knife. It smokes cool, lasts longer

and never gums a pipe.

And finally, we want to sell Granger

for 10 cents. Good tobacco—right pro-

cess—cut right. So we put Granger in

a sensible soft foil pouch instead of an

expensive package, knowing that a man

can't smoke the package.

Granger has not been on sale very

long, but it has grown to be a popular

smoke. Folks seem to like it.

pouchheeps

TEN CENTS
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SPORTS
COTOITS
By VINCENT BELLEAU

, SPORTS SHORTS:—The snowstorm
came in time to give the ski-jump-
ere a chance to end the carnival with
a little hoipping. Nice spills some of

them took; it's a gift to be aible to

land on one's skis after sliding down
the side of our mountain and taking
a (flight around the €heney house
second floor windows Bates'

hockey defeat at the hands of Colby
is nothing to ibe ashamed of. Colby's

new hockey players, Rancourt and
Pagganuci, are as good as any in the

state; in fact, better. Both of them
are freshmen, and both are known
to spend more time on skates than
anywhere else. Rancourt, who scored
three of the goals that constituted

the entire Colby score, has a harder
shot than anybody on the local Cy-
clones team, even. With Ross, these
two combine to make a formidable
forward line. Heldman went great in

the cage, but it was only by trying

his hardest that he stopped the Col-

by stars at a three-point total.

DISAPPOINTED IN
B. A. A. MEET SHOWING

One can't always win games or
races, but the Bates relay team's
showing Saturday night in the B.A.A.
meet was a bit more disappointing
than the usual defeat. There seems
to be no explanation; Adams was
iprobaJbly suffering a natural slump
after great work for two successive
weeks against McCafferty, and the
others were not up to par. It isn't

very often that Bates doesn't win
something in the Boston classic.

The next thing to hope for, now, is

a good showing in the University
Club meet. Adams hasn't worked too
hard for the past week, and with a

little comeback conditioning work
this week, ought to be back in his

usual shape.

EXPECT MOREY
BACK WITHIN MONTH

Buck Spinks says that he expects

Coach Dave Morey will leave Boston
sometime within a - month and come
back to Lewiston to (prepare for the

start of baseball practice sometime

in March. Contrary to published

rumors to the effect that his health

was worse, Morey is steadily im-
proving, according to tho«?e who have
seen him, and he will be back to

handle baseball.

XO PL.ACK TO
PLAY BASEBALL!

Speaking about baseball, I noticed
somebody capitalized another rumor,
and that last week's Student had a

story denying there would be no
baseball. Then a local paper suggest-
ed the use of Lewiston's Athletic-

Park for games, but I doubt if

arrangements can be made for this

proposition. I understand athletic

relations between Bates and the lo-

cal politicians are not too gocd. If

not, something ought to be done
about it, as it does seem that the
Campus Avenue park is the only

place on which Bates can play its

game this spring.

DROPPING OF BASEBALL
NOT AN IMPOSSIBILITY

It doesn't seem entirely impossible,
however, that baseball will be
dropped from the intercollegiate

program at Bates. It is a costly sport,

and brings in no revenue at all.

Last year's experiment showed that

students liked the intramural sport

better than the varsity games, al-

though Bates' attendance at variety

games contests was by far better

than attendance at other colleges in

thi.3 section of the country. I

wouldn't be surprised at all if Bates

followed the example of other col-

leges who have dropped baseball and

confined the old national game to an
intramural basis this year.

GOLF TEAM IDEA
AGAIN BEING DISCUSSED
And while I'm on the subject of

the sports program. I might as well

begin my second annual golf howl.

I was talking to Tom Lamey, the

Martindale golf pro, the other night,

and Tom repeated his offer to coach

a Bates team without charging any-

thing for his services. It seems that

all there is to do is for the golfers

in school to organize, and that's up
to them entirely.

MORE SHORTS:—The Bates tourna-

ment prodigals have returned to the

fold. George Vinall, Deering High
athletic head, said as much in a

Sunday interview. It's best for every-

body, and everything seems to have
turned out as this column hoped and
claimed it would. The latest war-
whoop, however, claims that Bates
should not have given in. and staged
its tourney with or without the

Adams Receives

Mention In Track

HonorRoll, 1932

Called Fine Competitor
And With Essential

Spirit To Win
Because of the stellar work of

Arnold G. Adams '33 in the 440
yard rum, Bates College is included
in the list of 70 colleges represent-

1

ed in the recently issued National
|

Collegiate Athletic Association Hon-
or Roll for 1932. Colleges in all

parts of the country are represented.
Other Maine colleges mentioned are
Bowdoin and Colby.

In commenting upon the selec-

tions made by the Association, the
Athletic Journal for February, 193 3,

Bo an article by John L. Griffith,

says of Adams:
"Arnold G. Adams, Bates College

runner, has a splendid build for a
440 yard man. He is 5 feet 10 V*

inches tall and weighs 138 pounds.
A few more pounds might be of

benefit to him. is the belief of his

coach. Ray Thompson. Adam's style

is a reaching stride rather than the
sprinting type. A slight shoulder
swing helps this, especially when he
is pulling at the finish.

"Indoors, Adams runs the 300-
yard distance for speed and the 60 0

for endurance. He is versatile, for

lie does bis leg of the two-mile re-

lay in 1 minute 57 seconds or better

and can sprint the 220 in 21.8
seconds. He trains carefully all

year, is a great competitor and has
plenty of that essential will to win
spirit.

"Adams holds the Maine State
record of 49.2 for the 440 and the
New Hr.feland record of 48.4. He
made the Olympic 1600-meter relay

team, but a -lame ankle prevented
hie running. He is captain this year
of the Bates College track and re-

lay teams."

sanction of the schools involved in

the revolt. . . . The old side-line play
of football has been declared
eliminated from the rule book; this

is the best and most practical change
made in years, I think.

Bates Will Split

Profits Of Net

Tourney in March

Plans For This Year
May Change Means
Of Team Selection

Bates College will pick the high
school teams to compete in its

schoolboy basketball tourney this

year and will half the proceeds, if

any, among the teams oini the basis

of win or lose.

Prorating of the cash in prize

money appears as an answer to the

Portland threat not to compete un-
less teams got in on the gate re-

ceipts. Bates has always used the

profits of the tourney to conduct a

schoolboy track meet in the spring.

While the responsibility for se-

lecting the teams to compete has

rested iim the hands of the Bates

coaches they have taken the judg-

ment of Western Maine sports ed-

itors The college Committee on

Athletics will make the decisions

this year.

The letter addressed to schools by

Prof. Oliver P. Cutts, chairman of

the Committe on Athletics was:

"Supplementary to the letter sent

out Jan. IS, the Committee on Ath-

letics of Bates College makes the

following announcement concerning

the basketball tournament to be
held in the Lewiston Armory,
March 10-11.

"It should be understood that

while the obligation of the college

is limited to the expenses of eight

players, coach and manager, any
school may bring, at their own ex-

pense, as many players as they

choose, any of whom will be eligi-

PARAMOUNT DANCE STUDIO
186 LISBON' ST.. LEWISTON

Special "400" Class Night

Every Thursday Evening

Commencing Feb., 1,6th.

INSTRUCTIONS, 8—0 PRACTICE DANCING, 9—1)
ALL FOR 50*?

PARAMOUNT TRAINED INSTRUCTORS
from Bqston

Exhibition on "400" by

GEORGE HARRISON and MISS HELEN SMITH
of Boston

180 Lisbon Street tool sL
Maynard Moulton '22 Mgr.

ble to compete in the tournament^

"To allow more time for rest dim

recuperation before the final game

at 8.30 Saturday night, the semi-

final matches will be played at
,

2

and 3 p. m. instead of 2.30 and 3.o

"This year the net proceeds „
H

any ,of the tournament will be div-

ided equally. Bates College will re-

tain one-half of the net, and tne

teams playing will receive the oilier

half^to be divided among the com-

peting teams as follows: 25 To to

the winner. 20% to the runner-up,

15% to each of the teams losing m
the second round, and 6 % 7o io

each of the team* losing in the nr*i

round.

"Teams competing this year win

be chosen by the Bates College

Committee on Athletics assisted by

the Bates coaches."

"The continued attempt to trans-

fer these great sums (war debts)

from one coutntry to another with-

out any corresponding return of

goods or services is as. fatal to the

creditor as it is to the debtor."

—

Neville Chamberlain.

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets

J. W. WHITE CO.

BUILDING MATERIALS

47 Lincoln St., Lew LSI 01)

Right before your very eyes the man of magic draws

rabbits, vegetables, flowers, fruits—even babies—all

from an empty tub ! What an astonishing fellow he is!

EXPLANATION:

The assorted rabbits, babies, carrots, cabbages, rib-

bons and other magical "props" are not created by

magic. The tub has a false bottom that is conveniently

displaced, and numberless wonderful things spring to

life in the magician's nimble fingers. They do liter-

ally "spring" because they are made to compress into

the bottom of the tub, taking their natural shape as

the magician lifts them out.

Source: "Tricks and Illusions" by Will Goldston.

E. P. Duttott & Co.

It's JFtm to meJFooztd
. . .IT'S MORE TlfiVTO
Tricks are legitimate on the stage but not

in business. Here's one that has been used

in cigarette advertising... the illusion that

blending is everything in a cigarette.

explanation: Blending is important...but

it makes a lot of difference what is blended.

Inferior tobaccos can be blended to cover

up their humble origin. But your taste soon

detects the trick.

The proper use of blending is to bring

Copyright, 1933, B. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

MWWiVm

out the full "round" flavor of mild, high-

grade tobaccos. It's the costliness of the

tobaccos, aswell as the blending, thatcounts.

fr^P* 1* «s a fact, well known by
leaf tobacco experts, that

Camels are made from finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE tobaccos than any other

popular brand.

Hundreds of thousands of dollars have

been spent by others in the attempt to

discover just how Camels are blended.

The blend is important.

But all the while Camel spends millions

more for choice tobaccos ... to insure your
enjoyment.

Light up a Camel. Relax, while the deli-

cate blue smoke floats about you. Enjoy
to the full the pleasure that comes from
costlier tobaccos. .

Keep Camels always handy...in the air-

tight, welded Humidor Pack.

NO TRICKS
..JUST COSTLIER

TOBACCOS
-£&H IN A MATCHLESS BLEND

ZIPPER JACKETS $3.95

MOCASSINS $2.65

—at

—

FLANDERS
62 COURT ST. AUBURN

Wa can yon a varied selection of

PRIZE CUPS

FOUNTAIN PENS

of all standard makes

LADIES* SILK UMBRELLAS

LADIES'

LEATHER HANDBAGS

LEATHER BILLFOLDS

BOOK ENDS

CLOCKS

of all kinds

BARNSTONE-OSfiOOD

COMPANY

Jewelers

50 LISBON STREET

Lewiston, Maine

Sport coats, cor-

duroy slacks, to-

ques, short hose

—wool, all colors,

turtle neck swea-

ters, hath robes,

suits and over-

coats. When we

huy our mdse. we

always have

Bates College

boys in mind. Ask

the man nest

room ; he knows

all about us.

WE
SELL
GOOD

CLOTHES

Cronin & Root
140 LISBON ST.

LE

Messager
I Publishing Co.

Job Printers

Publishers

> %

225 Lisbon Street

SAY IT WITH ICE CEEaM

George A. Ross
Bates 1904

serVall
LUNCH

44 Hates St. Geo E. Schmi.lt

The Blue Line
Lewiston—Kumford—Farmington

Lv Lewiston—
7 45 A.M., 12.35 P.M., 4.25 P.M.

Lv Kumfnrd

—

7 35 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4.15 P.M.
Lv farmington

—

7.30 A M., 12.20 P.M., 4.10 P.M.

STANDARD TIME

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME

CORTELL'S
Advance New Spring Dresses, Suits and Coats Beiiv
Received Daily. GRIFFON CLOTHES FOM MEN.

"

CHARGE ACCOUNT SERVICE \109-111 LISBON STREET, LEWISTON.

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing

24 HOUR SERVICE
THE QUALITY SHOP"

Tel. 1817 W3 Minutes from the Campus

R \V CT.ATJTC Registered Druggist
m^jx. pure Drugs and Medicines

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking* Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students



Democracy is in danger of becoming a cult of incompetence—Dr. Robert Ulich, Saxon educator

FOUNDED

IN 1873

y()L. LX. No. 25

tu brut.
SOKOLSKY LECTURE

FRIDAY IN CHAPEL

LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1933 PRICE TEN CENTS

FROM
THENEWS

Sokolsky Will Clear

l p Some Eastern Problems

Reconstruction

Corp- Is Doomed

youth Wars
For Hitler

Wellesley Holds
Religious Forum

GEORGE E. SOKOLSKY, NOTED
FAR EAST AUTHORITY, GIVES
CHASE LECTURE FRIDAY NIGHT

Contributor To New York Times On Chinese
Question To Speak On "America's

State In The Far East"

Is Our Dollar Worth
80 Cents More Than In 1926?

$ THOMAS MUSGRAVE H
JAPAN led by her war party open-

ly flaunts the League of Nations,
and in the U. S. Wisconsin farm-

ers betray savage impatience with

lie government's ability to provide

tleai with a fair market for dairy
products by deliberately destroying
(ilk in an attempt to force up prices,

:o make two of the 'problems facing

the sick world of our undergraduate
days. Even other crises, complete
banking stagnation in Michigan, at

tempts to localize the dollar, and the
top-heavy burden of mal-adjusted
veterans' compensation are scarcely

more important than the presence of

organized crime whose blatant af-

filiation with politics and big busi-

nees is being exposed in one of the

popular weekly magazines.
But the first, the iFar-East situa

tion, is far more important and vita

than the ordinary man believes

President Gray said last week. Wa
?6 not an impossibility he claims
Japan needs more territory and plans

this week, dispatches reveal, to at

tack Jehol, an open conflict. George
Sokolsky, who has a. full page of

Oriental political observations in

nearly every New York Sunday
Times, comes as a Chase lecturer

Friday night as the best Far-Eastern

critic at its most crucial time.

13 YEARS IN EAST Speaks Sunday at

Chapel Vespers

Second Debating

Win in Week Gives

Bates First Place

Murray, Jones Defeat
Brown Last Night On
War Debt Payment

AT LITTLE THEATRE

Tmm Reconstruction Finance
Corporation, that gigantic

governmental enterprise to help

private business, for the most part

banks, seems to be undergoing a

vicious attack which promises to ex-

terminate it early in the 'Democratic

administration. This onslaught comes
from legislators and bankers alike.

Most prominent among the bank-

ers £s President Reynolds of the

greatest bank in the world, the First

National of New York. In the New
York Times of February 15, he said

that continued borrowing in the form
of bond issues for a purpose such as

that of the R. F. C. would inevitably

curtail the country's credit. While

he admitted he favored the bill a

short time ago, he is unequivocably °t "

against it at the present time. |*»«».

Senator Couzens, for a long time a

legislative opponent of Big Business

since he retired from the Ford Com-
pany with many millions, also at-

tacks the R. F. C. "I would rather

have our capitalistic system collapse

than see the .public money spent this

way." says the gentleman from
Michigan, the State whose banking
structure is facing a crisis. Un-
doubtedly millions agree with the

well-known clergyman, who, last

Sunday afternoon over a nation-wide

radio chain, accused the R. F. C. of

the responsibility for the complete

economic paralysis in Senator Cou-

zens' State.

Edited "Russian Daily
News," War Paper,

In Petrograd

George E. Sokolsky, one of the
world's foremost authorities on the
Far East and noted author and
lecturer, will speak in the Bates
College Chapel Friday evening Feb.
34. iHis subject will he "America's
State in the Far East", and promises
to be one of timely interest.

This will be the second of a series

of lectures sponsored by the George
Colby Chase Lecture Fund. The late

Honorable William Wallace Stetson,

who was once superintendent of the

public schools of Maine, endowed this

fund in honor of George Chase,

former president of Bates College.

Mr. Sokolsky is a contributor to

the New York Times on the subject

of China. He has spent more than

thirteen years in the East, reaching

China in 1918 by way of Russia,

where he had been sent for the New
Republic News Service and had
edited the "Russian Daily News", a

British and American war paper in

Petrograd.
He was engaged in newspaper

work in China, serving at various

times as Assistant Editor of the

North China Star in Tientsin, re- I

porter on the Shanghai Gazette, cor-
| infjr AIiniFNPF AT

respondent for the North China Daily
\

LiUlUEi fUJUllMlljEi ill

News and for the Philadelphia Pub-
lic Ledger, New York World, Don- i

don Daily Express, and the Japan
Advertiser of Tokyo.

Wrote "Tinder Box of Asia"

In addition to 'his news-paper work
Mr. Sokolsky found time to write

the .political and economic chapters

of the "China Year Book", a Chinese

text book, and "The Story of the

Chinese Railway". Mr. Sokolsky has

had unusual opportunities for study-

ing the compexities of Chinese

politics, and during the last few

years he has undertaken several

missions of a personal nature for

the Chinese Minister of Finance. He
is also the author of "The Tinder

Box of Asia", a cultural analysis of

the Manchurian, Japanese and

Chinese situation in the Far East. He
is lecturing under the management

Colston Deigh of New York

Seamon and McLean Won
(Same Decision Saturday

At Williams

COUNCIL ON RELIGION TO
HOLD RELIGIOUS INSTITUTE

ON CAMPUS FOR THREE DAYS
Discusses Science

And his Religion

Pres. Herrick Of Andover-Newton Theological

Seminary Guest Speaker—Dr. Mather
Of Harvard To Speak Tuesday

DR. E. C. HERRICK
Noted President of Andover-Newton

Theological Seminary.

FRENCH OPERETTA

More than 500 students attend-

ed the exhibition of French talkies

givem under the auspices of the

French department at the Empire
Theater Monday afternoon. The pic-

tures were donated by a friend of

Prof. Gilbert. They were a presen-

tation in operatic form of student

life preparing for a legal career.

Prof. Gilbert relies on the talkie

system of teaching French on the

assumption that one "learns a lan-

guage unconsciously not conscious-

ly " "They fill the wide gap," she

added "between the eye and ear in

the mastery of French. Ad operetta

is the best type for student educa-

tion Its matter is light, music fills

in as relief, and there is constant

repetition of phrases.

f£x r oUTH wars for Hitler" says
V/ Associated Press in de-Y the

scribing
ofGermany's state

incipienrcivil war
Austrian assumed the leading posi-

tion in the Fatherland's government

a few years ago.
future

•Hitlerism is staking its future

on its youth movement and the

correspondent adds that if "K*e

voung people could vote there would

he no doubt of the Reichstag and

Prussian Diet elections March 5.

The Naders of 5,000,000 of Ger-

many's organized youth at an

aggressive youth with adult deter

mination and resourcefulness.

WEDDESLEY College's Christ-

ian Association is conducting a

religious forum th s week

similar to the one Bates will enter

tU
Af^noon'and evening meeting,

as we!! as informal di—ns^
he held on the *xt of The deepest

faiths and fears " Activities

with the annual ^id-winter

munion in the chapel Sunday.

PROF. Irving Fisher says the

1Q2R dollar is now worth $1.80.

Th?sa
d
pPiinnS -t which means

a dinner for five at *

1

;

8
0

s6Ven

vflar« a en can now be ipurchasea iui

more startling when

COUNCIL TO WITHDRAW RULE

REQUIRING EXPERIENCED PRES.

Campus Body Through Pres. Robert Swett Feels

That Although Amendment Is Desirable, it

Is Unfair To Some Likely Candidates

Bates Trackmen

To Race Huskies

Here on Saturday

Garnet Stars Adams,
Jellison, Lary, Smith

Give Team Edge

By defeating Brown University

last night by a unanimous decision

in the second triangle of the East-

ern Intercollegiate League at the

Little Theater, Bates debaters moved
into undisputed possession of first

place in the league standing. Last

night's decision made by the team
made up of Frank Murray '34 and
Gordon Jones '35 duplicated the

feat of Theodore Seamon '34 and
Powers McLean '35 who defeated

Williams last week by a 3-0 vote of

the judges. The subject for both

debates was "That the war debts

owed the United States by European
nations should be cancelled." Bates

last night had the negative and

against Williams the affirmative. Dr.

Arthur N Leonard, a Brown gradu-

ate, presided. Harry J. Chernock and

Edward H. Quillan were the Brown
team.

Chernock of Brown opened the

discussion. Pointing out that war
debts were entirely different in

nature from private obligations, he

urged that the political character of

the loan was in itself a reason for

cancellation. Jones of Bates present-

ed an alternate plan of transferring

the debt burden. Commenting on the

profits which the Allies made from

these loans, he suggested it was the

duty of the European, not the Ame-
rican taxpayers to stand their burden

at the present time. Their ability to

pay was recognized by Quillan of

Brown. However, as an economics

major, he doubted the wisdom of

forcing such a policy. In view of the

most far-sighted solution. Murray of

Bates presented the last constructive

speech of the eve .ing. Mentioning

that the ability mi oblivion of these

nations to pay was established, he

refuted the only remaining affirm-

ative contention of weight: that

collection was a barrier to recovery.

In his rejoinder. Chernock, said that

the policy of revision advanced by

the negative was a disguised ad-

mission of the wisdom of the affirm-

ative proposal. After a brief open

forum. Dr. Leonard announced the

decision, which was unanimous in

favor of the Bates representatives.

The judges were. Prof. Herschel

Bricker, Mr. Edward Anthoine, and

Judge Ralph Crockett.

— :o: —

DR. RIRTLEY MATHER
Professor of Geology at Harvard,

and famous lecturer.

MURRAY SELECTS

BLAZER COMMITTEE

Despite subtle and conflicting ru-

mors, the Juniors are to have the

customary blazers, and the Sopho-
mores are not to have theirs until

next year.

At a class meeting last month
this continuance of blazers was de-

termined, and at the same meeting

the Sophomore rumor was brought

to light. Gordor. Jones '3 5, Presid-

ent, at that time declared that wnat-

eve'r movement was on foot for blaz-

ers in the 'Sophomore class was
sponsored by a minority and no such

action had been taken by the class

as a whole.
A committee consisting of Jere

Moynihan, chairman, Lucienne Blan-
chard, and Julius Lombardi was se-

lected by the Junior president,

Frank Murray, last Friday.

In an attempt to set forth the

facts dealing with the current dis- •;

cushions concerning the proposed

amendments to the constitution of

the student assembly which will be

voted on this week the Student re-

quested President Robert Swett *

opinion and that of the Student

Council's. Following a meeting ol

the Student Council, Swett gave out

the following resolutions and opi-

nions relative to the P^posed
amendment concerning the method

of electing future Student Council

presidents.

"The amendment in q."?6110. 11
'''

said Swett, "was proposed by last

year's Student Council and its de-

sirability and benefits agreed upon

by thi
^

y
wa?p

C

u
0
t

U
into Z "rm'of

^raSendm"' it's undesirable qua-

m ot were not realized and the pro-

SI ™ Emitted .to the assem-

blv for its approval.

^Conlrning Swett's view

rLia
he^rmro%inWi

C

s

e
a de-

sirable kmendment." He added how-

One Mile Relay

Team Winner At

University Meet

Bates Takes 3rd Place

In Its Group,
Class B

1500 Spectators I

View Marvels At

Science Exhibit

Visitors Consume 72

Liters Of Synthet-
ic Punch

Approximately 1500 spectators

pushed and crowded their way into

the Carnegie Science Building and

Hedge Laboratory last Thursday and
Friday evenings to view the bi-

annual exhibit of the science work
of the college as presented by the

Lawrance Chemical Society, the Jor-

dan Scientific Society, and the Rams-
dell Scientific Society.

Exhibit Successful Affair

Nearly 100 students, acting as

instructors, guides, or demonstrators,
co-operated with members of the

faculty in helping the spectators to

enjoy and understand the various

exhibits. Many favorable comments
were heard on all sides, and the

general impression seemed to be that

the whole exhibit was one of the

most successful affairs ever con-

ducted at Bates.

It was apparent that the majority

of the spectators came to the exhibit

to learn as well as to be entertained;

it was equally apparent that few if

any went home either dissastified or

displeased.

Synthetic Punch
The show was entirely free from

beginning to end—even the synthetic

punch; and it was reported that 72

litres of the punch was consumed by

those at the exhibit. The amount of

punch used enabled 'Chairman Geor-

ge Plotica to estimate the number
of people who visited Hedge Labora-

tory. He estimated that each person

probably drank on an average 50

cubic centimetres of the beverage.

VESPERS SUNDAY

Continued on Page 2 Col 5
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but out-of-town
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team of star runners sucha Adams
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come out of the event ahead of the

visiting outfit.

The running events will see many

new names added to the list of vet-
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Coach Thompson will

Herb Jen
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enter Harry Keller and

sen who can do something like 4.4
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The Bates one-mile varsity relay

made its initial debut of the year

last Saturday evening at the annual

meet of the University Club, where

it outran teams representing Am-
herst and Northeastern to set a new

class B one mile relay record in the

time of three minutes, twenty-seven

and seven-tenth seconds. Bates not

onlv won the relay race, but placed

men in the various individual events

to collect an unofficial twenty points

towards a total meet score, and took

an unofficial third place in the class

B scoring. _
Sets Meet Record

\mherst gained the lead during

the first leg of the relay with Bates

running in second place and North-

eastern third. Jack Lary, the second

Bates man to carry the baton ran a

beautiful race to hand the baton to

Red Sheridan in the initial position.

Lary who also ran on the two-mile

team' last week, ran more in his

usual form this week-end. Sheridan,

a good dash-man, whom many

thought would never be able to last

a quarter-mile, ran a fine race to

hand the baton to Captain Arn

Adams with but a five yard handicap

which he quickly made up. Adams,

running this week true to old form

waged a great fight with Grieve of

Northeastern which had the gallery

upon its feet. Amherst, was out of

the race when Sweet, their anchor

man fell on the second curve leaving

'Adams and Grieve of Northeastern

to fight it out.

The Northeastern runner put up a

2-reat fi'srht but Adams had too much

and came in a victor by an easy

fifteen yards to set a new meet record

for this event. It was a thrilling race

throuKhout. No team completely out-

dated the other, and until the last

lan it was anyone's race.

l>orc Smith AVins 880

Tn the running events, Don Smith

came through after a steady and

hard fouglU race to take the_ initial

^n^D^ued on Page 4 Col 4

MODEL WORLD CONFERENCE

TO DISCUSS ECONOMIC ILLS

Tariffs And War Debts Will Be Main Topics

Open For Consideration At Parley-

In Chase Hall This Evening

Bates' Claim To

Ice Championship

Challenged Today

Bowdoin, Colby Clash-

ing At Brunswick To-

day In Last Game

HOCKEY SERIES STANDING
Won Ijost Tied Points

Bates 3 2 17
Colby 2 2 15
Bowdoin 2 3 0 4

Until Colby and Bowdoin settle

their difficulties, and they will pro-

bably do so this afternoon, Bates

remains in sole possession of the

state's hockey title. By virtue of

two victories over Bowdoin last

Thursday and Friday, Bates moved

up to a tie with Colby at the top

position.

It is hard to predict the outcome

of the Bowdoiu-Colby battle; both

teams have won one game in the

series between the two, but Colby

appears to have succeeded in its

games against Bates better than

Bowdoin If Colby defeats Bowdoin

this afternoon, the «hafP^^P and diplomacy,
will stand a tie with Bates ana ka>i

countries Represented
dividing the honors. If Bowdoin

Tariffs and war debts will be the

main topics open for debate and con-

sideration at the 'Model World Eco-
nomic Conference to be held this

evening from 7:30 until 9:30 at

Chase Hall under the auspices of the

Politics Clubs. Although war debts

and tariffs are the chief topics to be
settled they so overlap with other

international economic problems of

the day that the discussion is certain

to touch upon such factors as Great

Britain's return to the gold standard,

Germany's economic distress, and the

high tariff policy of the United

States.
Charge d'Affaires Seamon

The United States represented by
Theodore Seamon is proposing to

take the lead in stimulating trade

rehabilitation through .proposing

reduction of tariffs. Charge d'Affai-

res Seamon, United States, will

deliver the important keynote speech

in which he is certain to set forth

some of the proposals of the United

States. In as much as the policies of

the other countries will depend

greatly upon the United States' atti-

tude on debts and tariffs this key-

note speech is one of the deciding

factors of the whole conference.

At the close of the keynote speech

the other delegations will designate

their desire to present their beliefs,

proposals and concessions. Although

it is quite generally known as to just

what each major country would

like, their concessions and proposals

are apt to be colored by nationalism.

wins "or the* game ends in a tie,

Bate's will remain sole owner of the

crown.
The two games Bates won from

Bowdoin were gratifying. The team

forgot the three set-backs which

preceeded the Bowdoin series, and
proceeded to win in grand style.

Thursday's 3-2 Win
After an overnight rest from the

trip to Brown, Bates proceeded to

body-check galore and administer a

3-2 defeat to Bowdoin. Everybody
plaved well for Bates, but Jere Moy-
nalian probably did more than the

rest while he was in the line-up,

and Frankie Soba played a great

game. White, Swett, and Berry
scored the goals.

Continued on Page 3 Col 7

There will 'be eighteen countries

represented, all of which are intense-

ly interested in economic recovery

and have especial proposals to make.

Not the least of these will be Russia

represented by Comrades Donald

Smith '34, and Frances Brackett '33.

This delegation will undoubtedly set

forth a proposal for a world

economic league akin to that which

Stalin and Mussolini have of late

proposed.
England being desirous of ridding

herself of the war debts and of re-

gaining her international trade will

send to the conference James Balano
•34 Lucille Jack '33, Beatrice Niel-

sen '33, Carl Milliken '35 and Tho-

mas Musgrave '34.

Continued on Page 2 Col 7

Several Other Workers
Interested In Student

Work To Take Part

Opening its services this Sunday
afternoon and extending three days

into the week of February 26, an
Institute of Religion, sponsored by

the Council on Religion will be held

upon the Bates campus. It is the aim
of this Institute to encourage, by

means of informal discussion and

directed thought, the application of

straight thinking to matters of

religion as they apply to, and are

concerned with individual and

campus problems.
Clyde Holbrook "34 will be in

charge of music and has secured the

services of the Garnet Quartet, the-

Bates Trio. Sylvester Carter and

Norman DeMarco who will furnish

music for these meetings.

Miss Katherine Duffield, Miss

Edith Wilson, Harry Taylor and

Newton Fetter, all of whom are now

actively engaged in work with young

people and are deeply interested and

sympathetic towards the problems of

college students have been choosen

by the committee in charge and have

been invited to come to the Bales

campus during this period to aid m
the leadership of these meetings.

Miss Katherine Duffield

Miss Katherine Duffield, who re-

sides in New York City, is the

national field secretary of the

Y W C.A She is not a stranger how-

ever to many of the students as she

has visited here before and spoken

to several of the womens organi-

zations. She will be remembered as

a very effective speaker and a woman
of fascinating .personality. Miss Edith

Wilson is now serving as the Y.W.

C A secretary at the University of

Maine where she is very popular and

is doing a successful piece of work

upon that campus.
Mr Fetter is the student minister

of the Greater Boston area, where he

is closely associated with the stu-

dent life of the colleges of this

d :strict. At his home in Harvard

Square he maintains a continual open

house to all students and is the host

to great numbers of college men.

Harry Taylor, the fourth leader who

h~s been selected, is the youngest of

those who will visit our campus and

is now the regional secretary of the

Y M C.A. He is especially popular

among college men of the two under

classes as he is young enough to be

able to understand and appreciate

the problems of youth. He is a man

of winning personality and one who

is very easy to meet.

Y'esper Service

The Institute will open with a

vesper service Sunday afternoon, at

four thirty o'clock in the Bates

chapel. President E. C. Herrick of

Andover-Newton Theological iSemi-

nary will be the guest speaker and

will speak on a subject, which corres-

ponds with the theme of the Insti-

tute. "Thinking Straight in Reli-

gion". Dr. Herrick is a man of great

personal charm who has deep under-

standing of people and of student

life and its problems.
Immediately after the vesper

service, a buffet supper will be

served in the Woman's Locker Build-

ing All student are invited to at-

tend but must make reservations

ahead of time with representatives

who have been appointed in each

dormitory- During the supper music

will be furnished by the Garnet Trio.

Following this the visiting leaders

will be introduced and the whole

group will join in an informal dis-

cussion which will be directed by

these guests.

At eight this meeting will adjourn.

At nine o'clock every evening there

will be informal discussion groups

in dormitories on both sides of the

campus.
Fireside Forum

During the day these leaders will

be available for interviews and will

be glad to talk things over with any

student who cares to meet them.

Appointments should be made
through the following student secre-

taries for Miss Duffield, "Billy" Moy-

er, for Miss Wilson, "Toby" Zahn, for

Mr. Fetter, Clyde Holbrook, for Mr.

Taylor, Julius iLombardi.

At seven o'clock Monday evening,

the men will gather in Chase Hall

for a "fireside forum" and the

women will meet around the fireplace

in the Womans' Locker Building,

where for an hour and a half with

their leaders they will hold an in-

formal discussion which will be

centered around the theme "Religion

and its place in one's personal ad-

justment." At nine o'clock of that

evening the regular dormitory "bull-

sessions" will be held.
Dr. Kirtley Mather

Tuesday, the Institute will bring

to the campus Dr Kirtley 'Mather.

Continued on Page 2 Col 6
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Bates At The Commons

There have boon many criticisms of Student
trenchant of which lias been the charge that they

editorials, most

do not represent

In regard to the

those who have

By JAMES BALANO

The New York Times would have
us believe that Congress is stepping
aside in favor of the President and
"realizing it's own inability to cope
with problems of great import". In
the proposed bill of Congress deal-
ing with giving the President much
greater powers than he has hereto-
fore had, the editorial sees Congress'
own recognition of it's impotence as

a legislative body.

Whether or not this is a sound
attitude in the part of one of our
greatest papers is questionable. Per-
ha:ps the .men in Congress realize

that getting out of the depression is

not a matter of laws ibut a matter of

administration. Whereas Congress
has great lawmaking powers its

administrative and 'bureaucratic
efficiency is not only restrained by
the constitution but by the over-
lapping of the executive powers as
well. Thus although Congress may
make a law, Congress has very little

to say about the carrying out of the
law. Likewise, in turning over great-
er powers to the President Congress
is .merely giving the executive un-
hampered leave to use Congress'
laws in relation to the immediate
••situation. For example the power of

the President in the past four yean-:

in regards to the sliding scala of
tariffs has been something along the
same lines. By this law which
Congress legislated the President is

empowered to so adjust and vary the
tariffs as to meet the tariffs and
importations of other countries....
This is supposedly in the favor of

American industry.

Of course all of this may be said
to be a weakness of Congress in that
it can not cope with varying situa-
tions. H taken thusly such arguments
merely substantiate the Time's
opinion. However Congress' funda-
mental raison d'etre is not to deal
with economic emergencies but to

formulate such laws as will widely
cover needs of the people over a

period of time. It is for the ad-
ministration to so use these laws
that the best conditions will prevail.

So if we can call realization of the
stupidness of doing unnecessary
things a weakness then one might
agree that Congress is becoming
weak.

The League and Soutli America
The League of Nations which has

already worked over time trying to
handle the Manchurian affair is now
asked to attempt a settlement of the
Bolivia-Paraguay affair over the
Gran Chaco. The two countries each
lay claim to this fertile region of
central South America and are send-
ing armies into the region. Indeed
hostilities have been centered there
during the past years although open
attempts at conquest and counter
attack have developed only within
the year. A strange feature of the
war is that two generals of foreign
origin are in command of the war-

that elusive thing which we call student opinion,

matter which we are to consider in this editorial,

objected on this basis must ;it least hold their peace.

Campus criticisms of the food at the Commons has

practicallv subsided, but only that it might return to the attack on

another flank, and by this latter we intend no pun. There are certain

facts regarding the "financing of the Commons which may be stated

without any fear of dispute.' One of these facts is that the financing

of the Commons has been put on a sound basis, after a number of

years. Miss Roberts took the Commons over at a time when there was

a considerable deficit, and has finally succeeded in clearing it up.

It must be remembered that those who have eaten at the Commons
during this period have been the means of making up this deficit,

with a consequent loss to themselves in either the quantity or the

quality of the food. Stated simply, it means that if those who have
eaten at the commons during the time that it has been under the

present management, had eaten elsewhere, a considerable amount
of money which has gone to make up a deficit of what we might call

the Commons Co. would have gone instead into food. Now that the

Communis is taking care of itself, it is quite natural that the ad-

ministration should desire to keep it out of the red. When this care
is exercised at the expense of those who eat there, it becomes dis-

tinctly objectionable.

During the boom years when prices and wages weTe both high

there were few objections to the price of food at Commons. Since the

fall of '29. with the consequent sharp decline in wages and in the

prices of food, many students have looked for some adjustment.

Those who are required to eat at the Commons find' that their money ring" foroes.*" One^^foughT for "th
is worth much less there than at other eating places. The University

of Maine, an institution in this state that is subject to nearly the

same conditions as Bates, has seen its way clear to reduce its rates

for board to $5.50 a week. There appears to us to be no reason why.
under careful management, the same 'adjustment might not be made
here.

If the Commons Co. was able to clear up a heavy deficit during

years of prosperity by charging a seven dollar rate to each person,

then, with that deficit cleared up, with the iseven dollar rate still

prevailing, and with the price of food at pre-war levels, the Com-
mons Co. is at the present time realizing a healthy surplus. This

statement must be qualified by adding that it may be that improve-
ments in plant and food in the last few years have taken up the

surplus which has resulted since the deficit has been made up. The
extent of such improvements at the Commons has not been so great

as to justify this as an excuse, however, a fact which is also de-
monstrated by the apparent willingness of the administration to

allow a reduction in rates, at the cost of some reduction in the

quality or quantity of the food. This condition we do not believe is

necessary to a reduction in rates.

If it is necessary under the present management, then we believe

that management is operating inefficiently, and should be

changed. Unless there is a substantial reduction in the rates of food

at the Commons, students are justified in harboring the suspicion

that they are paying more than they ought to. There is an ethical

obligation which the administration owes to the student on this

specific question, namely, to offer to the student, food at as 1owt a

price as is! consistent with sound management, because underclass-

men are obliged in their turn to eat at the Commons. Otherwise, we
may assume that Ave are members of a business and not an edu-
cational, institution.

Pepvs
Through

Ihe Key-
Hole

French at Verdun while the other,
the leader of the Bolivian force**

served on the staff of Field Marshall
Paul von Hindenburg during the
Great War.

If it so happens that the League
can settle this dispute much credit
is due it for two reasons. First both
countries have at various time?
owned the territory and the claims
are many on either side. Second, due
to 'public opinion gathered over the
Manchurian affair the League is

decidedly held to <be rather impotent.
If by any chance a League settlement
of this dispute is forthcoming the
League's par value will go up con-
siderably.

From The Bates Garnet, May 1930

Creation
By R. W. C. '33

I'm sure that God's hand strayed when he made me,

Over jagged mountains sagging into misty mornings

Over the drone of a propeller's whining song
In among earth worms and scarlet butterflies

Across the traceries of wings and songs,

And stopped in a dusky, gypsy caravan
Remembering his. work,

Then hurriedly twisted it together with -wistful shadows
And bronze skies

And this was I,

I, who had to face the world with a sou!l filled with lean

searchings

But God was sorry for his wanderings
And thinking himself kirid

He glazed my purple soul with sweet laughter.

I have to go on

Even though the glaze is thin in some places

Like a grimy ship ploughing into the sunset of the sea,

And people whisper, "How wonderful to be so gay".

But little do they know that this is all the youth I have
To measure my Hfe by.

World Economic Conference
Concerning the economic con-

ference to be held In Washington or
London some time this year there is

one definite thing in the midst of
much vagueness. That one thing is

that international economic question?
can not be settled until the United
States takes a definite and outspoken
stand on war debts. Of course such
a stand has before been taken but a
step of less rigidity towards debtors
is extremely essential to world con-
ditions. Of course economists
generally agree that complete can-
cellation would stimulate trade and
economic rehabilitation. Although
the United States will hardly take
such a drastic step it is fairly certain
that some means of reduction will
be forthcoming. The United States, if

it demands payment, can take no
other course than accepting an un
favorable balance of trade. This
would of course both hit U. S. in
dustry and result in (foreign suprema-
cy in our American market. It is
most certain that the government
could not allow such a procedure.

President-elect Roosevelt's recent
talks with the British ambassador
one of which was held yesterday, are
attempts on the two countries part to
arrive at definite satisfactory agree
ments. Such agreements are essential
if the World Economic Conference
is to be at all a success.

INFORMAL PARTY IN

LOCKER BUILDING

Bates co-eds are again afforded an
opportunity to entertain their guests
at the Woman's Locker Building to-

morrow night from 7.30 to 9.30.
This innovation at Bates affords

a fine opportunity for a social even-
ing of cards or games.
The Woman's Athletic Association

has graciously cooperated with the
Student Government and has loaned
the equipment of various games,
such as ping ipong, paddle tennis,
ring tennis and shuffle board, also
tables are available for card parties.
The facilities of the kitchen are ob-
tainable for the making of fudge; the
co-eds will furnish all the necessary
ingredients and utensils.

Did drowse and slumber this A.M.
. . .while ghosts of the week haunted
me... Ay... ghosts... like Harry
and the Dean must have seen. ... at

the tea dance. . . . when they noticed
that the lights were low if it

wasn't ghosts what were they doing?
. . .to suddenly realize that the glim
was sufficiently soused. . . or doused
... and the pink elephants... Mi-
gawd Carolyn... another?... dost
realize what defiance of thy uncle
Samuel foregoeth... another ghost
haunts me. . . the Richard of sax. . .

and of biblical terms posed a

most interesting, not to say intri-

guing question to our Lady of the
cars... 'Tis rumored he asked her
if her 'ex' spurned filthy lucre. . . .

methinks Samuel lowers himself
along the lines of one Winchell . . . .

so will elevate me. . . and tell of the
weekly Chase the gum chew-
ers... didst notice?.... Brud with
one side. . . but it sounded great. . .

Pardon the error Bresident O'Con-
nel . . .

'Twas most pathetic... this se-

maine to derive the dirt. . . for didst

hibernate . . . as did Donald and Fire-

man . . . but wheras your uncle did

receive the boot at the Dean's lousy

ten o'clock the co-hibernators
aided greatly to the morning break-
fast by bringing home. . . the milk. .

O'Toole was hampered by con-
vention. . . A bunch of the boys were
whooping it up . . . whoops . . . Has-
kie. . .

Would delight my inane crave for

dope. . . were we to get the story on
Ken raid the nurse from Wrenthem
. . . and why Secor and the boys wel-
comed the Portsmouth gals back
from the Dartmouth Carnival
and then Secor must be slipping. . .

a sailor on the bus actually bulled
him about the Islands.... you can
rest easy now Jack and Joe. . . Men-
dall writes home on Bates Student
stationary. . . and tells the folks not
to think that it was printed for
him. . . down at Hacker they call Mc-
Lean pilgrim... each time he calls

he makes a little more iprogress. . .

does economist Bartlett know that
those with the least principle draw
.the most interest... again our Kay
thinks... that Hoover's bed has a
depression in it . . . Whilst keeping
my diary above ye gutter it groweth
exceedingly punny. . . . 'Twere bad
indeed and did Willie Shakespeare
see it . . . but . . . O'Neil was asked
to contribute a few- cents to help the
old ladies home he did, but
wondered how often those old
ladies went on a bat and needed taxi
fare home Are glasses defence
mechanisms Bud?. . . and here's one
for you Ollie we didn't wear
glasses a thousand years ago. . . and
yet look at the fine .place nature
made for the glasses to hang on. . .

our ears. . . Oh! . . . I'm gonna marry
abroad. . . the women are more cos-
mopolitan... Well I'll just marry
alas! . . .

Tch. . . Samuel thy pate hummeth
of low humor. . . t'would be wise to
cease thy plunderings on current
campus sayings and betake thyself
to the strong-stomached editor....
but hold awhile. . . thy pillow seem-
eth easy and thy prattle interesting
to ye uninformed masses. . . so will
continue tittering and introduce a
few members of '36 for the forth-
coming ride that so aptly has become
part of the curriculum here at
Bietes . . .

A little speed Parfitt. . . I'm be
sinning to wonder what your part is

at play rehearsals. . . Mary Ham and
the rumble seat and did you
know that the dean was at the
Auburn Friday night, Mary? . . . Nor-
mie has climbed aboard again
Who slept in Palmer's bed?
Dean and Fields compare notes on
he cream business. . . cow's that?. .

Emily Post Pignone will give lessons
on etiquette at the tahle. . . Oh booo
you buttercup Miriam and her
friend from Harvard, er I mean Bow-
dcin tripped gaily. . . as did Fran. . .

and did you see Brad. . nonchalance
personified... Skip confiding in the
parallel bars didst forsake the
horses for the bars?. . . Ah, but then
there's another Chase this week...
and the hearts will be mended ....
and others torn. . . C'est la vie. . . .

mais toujours gai. . . toujours gai. . .— :o:

MERCQLLEtM
NEW5

By MILDRED HOLLYWOOD

Here's Transylvania College's list

of "All-Americans"—not bad, huh?
Suitors should go to Miss.

Miners should go to Ore.

Singers should go to La.

Laundresses should go to Wash.
Prayers should go to Mass.
Doctors should go to Md.
Writers should go to Penn.
Babies should go to Ga.
Drinkers should go to 111.

Farmers should go to Mo.
Debtors should come to me.

TO LOVE LIFE, TO LOVE GOD,

THAT IS RELIGION—DR. ZERBY
Says, In Radio Talk, That Religion Is Not J

~ ;raw To Which We Cling- In Times Of Des-1
pair—Piety Not Long Hours Of Prayer

Believe it or be wrong, Mr. Ripley.

A Carnegie Tech. etude gave uip a too

difficult calculus problem in despair
—you know the way you do, yes, no
doubt! Exasperated, he finally ap-

pealed for help via the air with a

short wave set he had been tinkering

with. Now hold your seats and don't

stand up—the correct solution
promptly came back, dictated by a

student at Univ. of Texas!

B. U. has evolved the ideal track

team and, boy, watta watta team!
Benito .Mussolini ... (50 yd. dash)

He can run like the Duce.
George Washington . . (shot putter)

He pitched his camp across the

Delaware
Al Smith (220 yds.)

He is one of the four-moist
runners in America

Paul Muni (Marathon)
He had a two year's run in

New York
Admiral Sims (Relay)

He is an excellent anchor man
The great Mahatma . . (Utility man)
When he runs, it's like taking

Ghandi from a baby
Samuel Insull (Broad jump)
His jump from America to Greece
was one of the longest on record

And as a candidate 'for a women's
team, B. U. would have the usual co-

ed who has a run in her stocking
and a dash in her eye, and is

generally a high-stepper.

Said a worried "med" to a fair co-ed.

"•I feel like a ship at sea,

Exams are near and I greatly fear

I will unlucky be!"
Then murmured she, "A shore I'll be,

Come rest your journey o'er."

Then darkness fell and all was well,

For the 'ship' had hugged the 'shore'.

—Transylvania College

—

By ELIZABETH SAUNDERS
In "the ninth address of the faculty

radio series from WCSH, Portland,

last Wednesday, Dr. Rayborn L. Zer-

by chose as his subject, "Why Piety",

a discourse 'bringing out the im-

portance of religion in the family

and in everyday life.

Dr. Zerby began his talk in a

negative way by explaining what
piety is not, and where it differs

from ostentatious religiosity. "Piety

is not a stern faced frowning on life;

it does not consist in monotonous
hours around the family Bible, or in

long drawn out periods of prayer",

he explained. There have been

changes in religion, or in the attitude

toward it, as well as in other things.

And this lessening emphasis on

formal worship signifies that "new
days require new ways".

Not a Straw of Hope
"'Religion", he continued, "is not

small group. "To love life, to i J
God—that is religion", the' snea'v 1
expressed it.

P ake

]Helps Us See Life As a WhoU
"Whatever helps us to see lif! j

the large is religious," Dr. Zerhl
caid. To live only by moments is n 1
conducive to a happy life; incideml
should .be regarded according to th *1
true importance, and not distorted*'!
something greater, and more trouh'J
some, than they are. It is in famiil
prayer that the hopes and desires M
the members have long been br'oueJ
together. We may not too
placently abandon it until we havl
found a 'better' way. Piety j n {

ul
home means that the family rec-oJ
nizes the bonds which have ;J
corporated it as a body. SubordinJ
tion of self is necessary to

unity and to family happine^. Th
must be a sense of gratitude •

obligation among selves and
a last straw to which we cling in

j

society. Man's utter dependency
u P(
J

times of despair". He went on to

show that though the revival of

religion is thought to be a result of

depression periods because more time
is spent together in the home, such a I

his social environment u easy i

forget, but recognition of it j6 tl

piety.
Sensible Use Of Biblo

Dr. Zerby explained that there

condition does not necessarily ad-
1 a sensible use of the Bible where'

vance the cause of humanity. It is
j

more real benefit can be derived fro

rather the attitudes of the individu
a.ls in the family toward each other,
and the spirit which pervades the
home atmosphere which determines
the quality of piety there.

There are certain fundamental
attitudes in the religious outlook

it than by the usual forma! type

worship, and more applicable

modern times. In conclusion

summed up his remarks by sayi c

that all means of culture are barrt

without the presence of pie t
:

whether in. the home itself or ii

which determine its quality. In the; larger social group of which
truly religious mind, there is a mo-
ment of unconscious celebration, the
acknowledgment of grace and the
assumption of responsibility, an
attitude we may find in a homemaker
as he views contentedly his family
about him, understanding and re-
joicing in his obligations to his own

home is such an important unit.

This, ibriefly, was the content of I

very interesting address. Dr. Zerbj

who is instructor in Biblical Liter!

ture and Religion, is also active

Lewiston and Auburn church circlJ

and has a sustaining interest in tij

Y.W.C.A and the Y.M.C.A.

MEN AQAINST DEATH" ONE
OF NEW BOOKS IN LIBRAR
By HELEX ASHE

The following are among the more
outstanding books that have recent-
ly been added to the shelves in Co-
ram Library.

THE FLYING CARPET
By Richard HaMburton

An ancient practice... the Field Classified as a book of aeronautics
Museum in Chicago has evidence to and travel, in the Flying Carpet is

prove that cribbing in exams is a unfolded a breezy account of the
rather old custom . . . the evidence flight of the author and his pilot

is a silk handkerchief covered with through Europe, the East and Afri-
tiny characters. .. . the "crib" notes ca. Among the eastern adventures
were used by studes writing civil is included a second swim in one of
service exams during the Kang-Hi the lily ponds of the Taj Mahal, done
dynasty three centuries ago. HO. in an attempt to silence the de-
HUM. I

tractors of his first adventure. Hali-
burton offers a .panorama of en-

Holy Cross Tomahawk comes to I chanting experiences, fresh and un-
the front with this swelegant defini- hackneyed. In this book he has made
tion of a "yes" man. It defines him
as an individual who has the courage

|

of other people's convictions. Oh yes, i

and present society is not civili-

1

zation, but chisilization.
:o: -

excellent use of his experiences, mix-
ing adventure, sentiment, scenery
and humour in the right proportions.

MEN AGAINST DEATH
By Paul DeKruif

Exhibition

Continued from Page One
which would mean that about 1440

ment also made an unofficial <

timate of the crowd, and
that at least 1100 people visited the
top floor of Carnegie Science. It was

This book is the result of not only
thorough investigation into the work
of the scientific researchers, but also
personal interviews with such men
as Finsen, discover of the curative

,
effect of light rays; Rollier, the sun

persons visited the chemistry exhibits doctor; Spencer, conqueror of the
during the two evenings spotted fever; Borting, discoverer of
John Hanley of the geology depart-

1 in6ulin In tnis> the mofit exciting of
. the books he has yet written, De-

r
.

ep
?
rt

. 1 Kruif weaves the perilous ex-
periences of these men into tales
comparable to those of the old west-

hasapparent that all of the spectators ern frQnt _ Men A inst 1>eath
did not see the work of the geolo- apUy been ca]]ed a

™
d y Qf

gists, and hence it is bettered that| the latest skirmishes in the long
battle of disease."1500 people is a good conservative

estimate for the whole crowd.
More persons were present Friday

night than Thursday. The crowd in

eluded many high school students,
and it was also noticeable that the
clergy of Lewiston and Auburn were
epecially well represented.

Reactions To Exhibit
One of the most interesting

features of the whole affair was the
reaction of the crowd to the various

THE PRINCESS MARRIES THE
PAGE

By Edna St. Vincent Millay

Of no_ great literary importance
is this one act romantic drama. But
it does have an appeal, a gayety and
lightness of tone which, combined
with a painstaking care in its

the page disguised as a prince.

It ie of interest to note that tbj

is one of Miss Millay's earlier pie<

of writing. WT
ritten during her ec

lege years, it was produced by Vassa
students in 19>17.

MEN, MYTHS AND MOVEMENT
IN GERMAN LITERATURE

By William Ro

WT
ith the interest spreading in tu

field of German history and litenj

ture William Rose has .published tl

set of ten scholarly papers. Thed
should be of special interest not onj

to German majors, but also to
ardent radio followers of Be
Munchausen. Showing a sympathed
understanding of the ideals aa

beliefs 'prompting the various .movj
ments or myths, a keener insight
gained into the historical bacj
ground of Werther, the war-t
period of German literature, me
dieval beasts, into the fascinatii
legends of Grimmelhausen and of th^
great awe inspiring and mirth-pro
voking feats of Baron Munchausen
This book is valued highly as
"continuous reflection of the ages.

HUMAN BEING
By Christopher Morleyi

At this particular stage in litera-

ture when books are rapidly being
run off the press, it is difficult to

ascertain their lasting •qualities
Human Being is no exception to thie.j

yet critics say that this is a novel!

more rich, .more rare and more salty!

beyond anything iMorley has yeti

written. The Saturday Review ofl

Literature further adds, "If at thq

end, in spite of all accumulated
tail, Richard Roe remains nebu'.
in contrast to the characters aro;
him it is because he is less a man
than a symbol, one of the million^
of quiet, honest, unobstrusive citij

zens, shrewd, childlike and romantic]
content with little and lost withouj
love."
The final impression is of the a

plication of unusual competence
solving an interesting tprohlem—the

tracing of the main happenings »1

writing, classes it as a piece of art.

exhibits. The comments were manyl A *3 the title suggests, it is a charm
and varied; some showed that they in & Portrayal in verse of the romance
were well acquainted with the field |

of the beautiful princess who marries! the life of .Richard .Roe
of science, while others showed a
lack of information in respect to
some of the most elementary sub-
jects.

The student instructors did their
best to explain the exhibits, and to
answer questions. Some of the less
technical demonstrations proved to
be the most popular with the crowd,

Rel. Institute

Continued from Page One
professor of geology at Harvard
University. Dr. Mather is a graduate

. of Dennison University, an institn-
while the work of Reynold Burch in tion of approximately the same size
the chemistry department attracted

I as Bates, to which he later returned

Paul Whitbeck

Speaks At Bates

Student Meeting

Dishonest Writing- And
Evasion Of Facts
Theme Of Talk

Dishonest writing, evasion of the
facto, and coloring of the facts were
the main themes in Mr. Paul Whit-
beck's talk on "Sinister Sides of
Journalism" that he delivered to the
Student Board last Wednesday at
it's weekly meeting.

Showing that journalists have a
duty to perform to the tpublic Mr.
Whitbeck urged that they set forth
the facts in true and uncolored form.
He went on to show that newspapers
are next to none in educational value.

much attention
The taste of the synthetic punch

was one thing on which everyone
could well express an opinion. iSome
liked it well enough to drink two or
three glasses, others liked the taste
but said that for some reason they
didn't enjoy drinking anything syn-
thetic, and still others reported that
it tasted like shellac.

Quite a few students—even sopho-
mores and juniors—admitted that
their visit to the exhibit marked the
first time that they had ever been
inside either one or both of the
science buildings. A great many stu-
dents, some of whom have had
courses in the department of biology,
said that they had never visited the
Stanton Museum before the exhibit.

People outside the college express-
ed great surprise to learn that Bates
had courses in such subjects as
surveying and photography. Other
spectators learned for the first time
that Bates has more than one science
building.

Human Embryos
People gazed with amazement on

such things as fossils, human em-
bryos, or even Western Union sim-
plex machines. It was difficult to
convince some of the ipeople that
what they saw was actually true. All
seemed to be favorably impressed.

as a teacher. Dr. Mather has given
much thought and attention to the
relation of science and religion. He
expressed some of his opinions in his
recent book "Science In Search of
God", which has had a large sale
and wide popularity.

Tuesday morning Dr. Mather will
be the chapel speaker and will be
available for a limited number of
interviews with students who are
especially desirous of conferring with
him. Tuesday evening at eight
o'clock in the chapel 'Dr. ,Mather will
present the subject "Where Religion
and Science Meet". This lecture is

S invited
6 PUbHC tOWn fri6nds

eight-thirty the men and women willmeet together in Chase Hall for another "firesidp f™,,™" tt... „

Model Conference

oiJ/
rSei°rUm '' Here another . '3 5, Frances Hayden '35;mioimai discussion and question

introducing and guiding the thought

«°i^ 6Vening al0DS the lines of
Religion and Social Progress".

Music for the meeting of this evening
will be furnished by hoth the Bates
Quartet and the Garnet Trio. At
nine o'clock the three day Institute
will come to an end with the regular
dormitory discussions.

Continued from Page One
Beginning sharply at 7:30 chair-j

man Belleau '33 will call upon keyj
noter iSeamon to formally open tha

conference. The general public is iH
vited to attend and it is hoped that]

the attendance will he large.
Representatives -

The countries and their repre-

sentatives are:
Austria, Frank Byron '33; Bal-

kans, John Roche '33; Baltics, Sa-

muel Scolnick '33; China, Mildred
Mover '33, Robinson Johnston '34;

C/„echo-,Slovakia, Donald Stafford '33;

England, James Balano '34, Thomas
Musgrave '34, Carl Milliken '35, Lu-

cille Jack '33, Beatrice Nielson '33;

France, Lionel Lemieux '33, J^n

Murray '35, Helen Hamlin '33; Ger-

many, Herbert Jensen '33, Inge von

Mueller '33, Joyce Foster '35; India,

Nathan Millbury '34, Olive Grover
'34, Arline Edwards '36; Ireland,

Bernard Drew '34, Francis O'Niel

'34, Eva iSonstrom '35; Italy, Bert-

ram Antine '33. Margaret Perkins

. den '35; Japan.
Sumner Raymond J

34, Patricia Ab-
bott '34, Florence Ogden '33; Poland,
Gault Brown '34; Rumania, Charles
Whipple '34; Russia, Donald Smith
'34, Frances Brackett '33; Spain,

Robert Fitterman '34, Mary Fuller
'34, Walter Norton '35; United
States, Theodore Seamon '34, Dillia"
Bean '34.

Besides these above-mentioned
representatives there are others
working with the various delega-
tions.
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Bates At The Commons
There hare boon many criticisms of Student editorials, most

tronchant of which has boon the charge that they do not represent
that elusive thing which we call student opinion. In regard to th

matter which we are to consider in this editorial, those who have
objected on this basis must at least hold their peace.

Campus criticisms of the food at the Commons has

practically subsided, but only that it might return to the attack on
another flank, and by this latter we intend no pun. There are certain

facts regarding the financing of the Commons which may be stated

without any fear of dispute. Orie of these facts is tha.t the financing

of the Commons has been put on a sound basis, after a number of

.years. Miss Roberts took the Commons over at a time when there was
a considerable deficit, and has finally succeeded in clearing it up.
It must be remembered that those who have eaten at the Commons
during this period have been the means of making up this deficit,

with a consequent loss to themselves in either the quantity or the
quality of the food. Stated simply, it means that if those who have
eaten at the commons during the time that it has been under the
present management, had eaten elsewhere, a considerable amount
of money which has gone to make up a deficit of what we might call

the Commons Co. would have gone instead into food. Now that the
CommonJs is taking care of itself, it is quite natural that the ad-
ministration should desire to keep it out of the red. When this care
is exorcised at the expense of those who eat there, it becomes dis-
tinctly objectionable.

During the boom years when prices and wages were both high
there wore few objections to the price of food at Commons. Since the
tall of "25). with the consequent sharp decline in wages and in the
prices of food, many students have looked for some adjustment.
Those who are required to oat at the Commons find that their money
is worth much less there than at other eating places. The University
of Maine, an institution in this state that is subject to nearly the
same conditions as Bates, has seen its way clear to reduce its rate;s

for board to $5.50 a week. There appears to us to be no reason why.
under careful management, the same adjustment might not be made
here.

If the Commons Co. was able to clear up a heavy deficit during
years of prosperity by charging a seven dollar rate to each person,
then, with that deficit cleared up, with the iseven dollar rate still

prevailing, and with the price of food at pre-war levels, the Com-
mons Co. is at the present time realizing a healthy surplus. This
statement must be qualified by adding that it may be that improve-
ments in plant and food in the last few years have taken up the
surplus which has resulted since the deficit has been made up. The
extent of such improvements at the Commons has not been so great
as to justify this as an excuse, however, a fact which is also de-
monstrated by the apparent willingness of the administration to
allow a reduction in rates, at the cost of some reduction in the
quality or quantity of the food. This condition we do not believe is

necessary to a reduction in rates.

If it is necessary under the present management, then we believe

that, management is operating inefficiently, and should be
changed. Unless there is a substantial reduction in the rates of food
at the Commons, students are justified in harboring the suspicion
that they are paying more than they ought to. There is an ethical
obligation which the administration owes to the student on this
specific question, namely, to offer to the student, food at as low a
price as is consistent with sound management, because underclass-
men are obliged in their turn to eat at the Commons. Otherwise, we
may assume that we are members of a business and not an edu-
cational, institution.

The New York Times would have
us believe that Congress its stepping
aside in favor of the President and
"realizing it's own inability to cope
with problems of great import". In
the proposed bill of Congress deal-
ing with giving the President much
greater powers than he has hereto-
fore had, the editorial sees Congress'
own recognition of it's impotence as
a legislative body.

Whether or not this is a sound
attitude in the part of one of our
greatest papers is questionable. Per-
haps the .men in Congress realize
that getting out of the depression is

not a matter of laws ibut a matter of
administration. Whereas Congress
has great lawmaking powers ite

administrative and bureaucratic
efficiency is not only restrained by
the constitution but by the over-
lapping of the executive powers as
well. Thus although Congress may
make a law, Congress has very little

to say about the carrying out of the
law. Likewise, in turning over great-
er powers to the President Congress
is .merely giving the executive un-
hampered leave to use Congress'
laws in relation to the immediate
•situation. For example the power of
the President in the past four years
in regards to the sliding scale of
tariffs has been something along the
same lines. By this law which
Congress legislated the President i«

empowered to so adjust and vary the
tariffs as to meet the tariffs and
importations of other countries....
This is supposedly iu the favor of
American industry.

Of course all of this may be said
to be a weakness of Congress in that
it can not cope with varying situa-
tions. If taken thusly such arguments
merely substantiate the Time's
opinion. However Congress' funda-
mental raison d'etre is not to deal
with economic emergencies but to
formulate such laws as will widely
cover needs of the people over
period of time. It is for the au
ministration to so use these laws
that the best conditions will prevail.
So if we can call realization of the
stupidness of doing unnecessary
things a weakness then one might
agree that Congress is becoming
weak.

The League and South America
The League of Nations which ha

already worked over time trying to
handle the Manchurian affair is now
asked to attempt a settlement of the
Bolivia-Paraguay affair over the
Gran Chaco. The two countries each
lay claim to this fertile region of
central South America and are send
ing armies into the region. Indeed
hostilities have been centered there
during the past years although open
attempts at conquest and counter
attack have developed only within
the year. A strange feature of the
war is that two generals of foreign
origin are in command of the war-
ring forces. One fought for the
French at Verdun while the other
the leader of the Bolivian force*
served on the staff of Field Marshall
Paul von Hindenburg during the
Great War.

If it so happens that the League
can settle this dispute much credit
is due it for two reasons. First both
countries have at various times
owned the territory and the claims
are many on either side. Second, due
to 'public opinion gathered over the
Manchurian affair the League i

decidedly held to 'be rather impotent.
If by any chance a League settlement
of this dispute is forthcoming the
League's par value will go up con-
siderably.

repys
Through

lie key-
Hole

World Economic Conference
Concerning the economic co

Did drowse an(j giumber this A.M.
. . .while ghosts of the week haunted
me... Ay... ghosts... like Harry
and the Dean must have seen. ... at
the tea dance. . . . when they noticed
that the lights were low if it

wasn't ghosts what were they doing?
. . .to suddenly realize that the glim
was sufficiently soused ... or doused
... and the pink elephants... Mi-
gawd Carolyn... another?... dost
realize what defiance of thy uncle
Samuel foregoeth... another ghost
haunts one. . . the Richard of sax. . .

and of biblical terms posed a
most interesting, not to say intri-
guing question to our Lady of the
cars... 'Tis rumored he asked her
if her 'ex' spurned filthy lucre....
methinks Samuel lowers himself
along the lines of one Winchell. . . .

so will elevate me. . . and tell of the
weekly Chase the gum chew-
ers. . . didst notice?.... Brud with
one side. . . but it sounded great. . .

Pardon the error Bresident O'Con-
nel . . .

'Twas most pathetic... this se-
maine to derive the dirt. . . for didst
hibernate . . . as did Donald and Fire-
man . . . but wheras your uncle did
receive the boot at the Dean's lousy
ten o'clock the eo-hibernators
aided greatly to the morning break-
fast by bringing home. . . the milk. .

O'Toole was hampered by con-
vention. . . A bunch of the boys were
whooping it up... whoops... Has-
kie. . .

Would delight my inane crave for
dope. . . were we to get the story on
Ken end the nurse from Wrenthem
. . . and why Secor and the boys wel-
comed the Portsmouth gals back
from the Dartmouth Carnival
and then Secor must be slipping. . .

a sailor on the hus actually bulled
him about the Islands. . . . you can
rest easy now Jack and Joe. . . Men-
dall writes home on Bates Student
stationary. . . and tells the folks not
to think that it was printed for
him . . . down at Hacker they call Mc-
Lean pilgrim . . . each time he calls
lie makes a little more (progress. . .

does economist Bartlett know that
those with the least principle draw
the most interest... again our Kay
thinks... that Hoover's bed has a
depression in it... Whilst keeping
my diary above ye gutter it groweth
exceedingly punny. . . . 'Twere bad
indeed and did Willie Shakespeare
see it... but... CNeil was asked
to contribute a few- cents to help the
old ladies home he did, but
wondered how often those old
ladies went on a bat and needed taxi
fare home Are glasses defence
mechanisms Bud?... and here's one
for you Ollie we didn't wear
glasses a thousand years ago. . . and
yet look at the fine .place nature
made for the glasses to hang on . . .

our ears. . . Oh! . . . I'm gonna marry
abroad. . . the women are more cos-
mopolitan. . . Well I'll just marry
alas! . . .

Tch
. . . Samuel thy pate hummeth

of low humor. . . t'would be wise to
cease thy plunderings on current
campus sayings and betake thyself
to the strong-stomached editor. . . .

but hold awhile. . . thy pillow seem-
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By MILDRED HOLLYWOOD

Here's Transylvania College's list

of "All-Americans"—not bad, huh?
Suitors should go to Miss.

Miners should go to Ore.
Singers should go to La.

Laundresses should go to Wash.
Prayers should go to Mass.
Doctors should go to Md.
Writers should go to Penn.
Babies should go to Ga.
Drinkers should go to 111.

Farmers should go to Mo.
Debtors should come to

Believe it or be wrong, Mr. Ripley.
A Carnegie Tech. stude gave up a too

difficult calculus problem in despair—you know the way you do, yes, no
doubt! Exasperated, he finally ap-

pealed for help via the air with a

short wave set he had been tinkering

with. Now hold your seats and don't

stand up—the correct solution

promptly came back, dictated by a
student at Univ. of Texas!

B. U. has evolved the ideal track

team and, boy, watta watta team!
Benito Mussolini ... (50 yd. dash)

He can run like the Duce.
George Washington . . (shot putter)
He pitched his camp across the

Delaware
Al Smith (220 yds.)

He is one of the four-moist
runners in America

Paul Muni (Marathon)
He had a two year's run in

New York
Admiral (Sims (Relay)

He is an excellent anchor man
The great Mahatma . . (Utility man)
When he runs, it's like taking

Ghandi -from a baby
Samuel Insull (Broad jump)
His jump from America to Greece
was one of the longest on record
And as a candidate for a women's

team, B. U. would have the usual co-

ed who has a run in her stocking
and a dash in her eye, and is

generally a high-stepper.

TO LOVE LIFE, TO LOVE GOD,

THAT IS RELIGION—DR. ZERBy

Says, In Radio Talk, That Religion Is Not
Straw To Which We Cling- In Times Of Des

pair—Piety Not Long Hours Of Prayer
*

Said a worried "med" to a fair co-ed.
"I feel like a ship at sea,

Exams are near and I greatly fear
I will unlucky be!

"

Then murmured she, "A shore I'll be.

Come rest your journey o'er."
Then darkness ifell and all was well,

For the 'ship' had hugged the 'shore'.—Transylvania College

—

By ELIZABETH SAUNDERS
In the ninth address of the faculty

radio series from WCSH, Portland,

last Wednesday, Dr. Rayborn L. Zer-

by chose as his subject, "Why Piety",

a discourse bringing out the im-

portance of religion in the family

and in everyday life.

Dr. Zerby began his talk in a

negative way by explaining what

piety is not, and where it differs

from ostentatious religiosity. "Piety

is not a stern faced frowning on life;

it does not consist in monotonous
hours around the family Bible, or in

long drawn out periods of prayer",

he explained. There have been

changes in religion, or in the attitude

toward it, as well as in other things.

And this lessening emphasis on

formal worship signifies that "new
days require new ways".

Not a Straw of Hope
"Religion", he continued, "is not

a last straw to which we cling in

times of despair". He went on to

show that though the revival of

religion is thought to be a result of

depression periods because more time
is spent together in the home, such a

condition does not necessarily ad-

vance the cause of humanity, ft is

rather the attitudes of the individu-
als in the family toward each other,

and the spirit which pervades the
home atmosphere which determines
the quality of piety there.

There are certain fundamental
attitudes in the religious outlook
which determine its quality. In the
truly religious mind, there is a mo-
ment of unconscious celebration, the
acknowledgment of grace and the
assumption of responsibility, an
attitude we may find in a homemaker
as he views contentedly his family
about him, understanding and re-
joicing in his obligations to his own

small group. "To love ljfP .

God—that is religion", th P
'

°
!°^

expressed it.
e^h:

Helps Us See Life As a \V»,

"Whatever helps Us to J™ 1 *

the large is religious," rj r ,
h

said. To live only by moment- •

conducive to a happy ijfe . j
.

ls
lot

should .be regarded according tn^'5

true importance, and not distort
something greater, and more tr

5

some, than they are. It is j n f

° ub:
--

prayer that the hope.? and de<i?
!:?

the members have long been br
together. We may not too

^
placently abandon it until we ^
found a 'better' way. pjety .

"aTe

home means that the family
nizes the bonds which
corporated it as a body.

re

haav'e
Sub •

tion of self is necessary
to

° r<lin3-

unity and to family happing
must be a sense of gratitude

^
obligation among selves

and ^
society. Man's utter dependency „

;°

his social environment gJ*611

forget, but recognition of it]*',
10

piety.
lTli

Sensible Use Of Bible

Dr. Zerby explained that
tteTA •,

a sensible use of the Bible isw*
more real benefit can be derivedftJa

it than by the usual forma:
!

worship, and more applicable

modern times. In conclusion k!

summed up his remarks by sayij.

that all means of culture are barn!

without the presence of pjetr

whether in the home itself or in i
larger social group of which

ft,

home is such an important unit.

Thie, hriefly, was the content" of >

very interesting address. Dr. Zerh
who is instructor in Biblical Literal

ture and Religion, is also active h
Lewiston and Auburn church circles

and has a sustaining interest in tin

Y.W.C.A. and the Y.M.C.A.

MEN AQAINST DEATH" ONE
OF NEW BOOKS IN LIBRARY
By HELEN ASHE

The following are among the more
outstanding 'books that have recent-
ly been added to the shelves in Co-
ram Library.

THE PLYING CARPET
By Richard Haliburton

An ancient practice... the Field
Museum in Chicago has evidence to

prove that cribbing in exams is a
rather old custom . . . the evidence
is a silk handkerchief covered with
tiny characters. . . . the "crib" notes
were used by studes writing civil

service exams during the Kang^Hi
dynasty three centuries ago. HO
HUM.

Holy Cross Tomahawk comes to
the front with this swelegant defini

tion of a "yes" man. It defines him
as an individual who has the courage
of other people's convictions. Oh yes
and present society is not civili-

zation, but chisilization.
:o :

Exhibition

ference to be held in Washington or |
eth easy and thy prattle interesting

London some time this year there is
one definite thing in the midst of
much vagueness. That one thing is
that international economic question?
can not be settled until the United
States takes a definite and outspoken
stand on war debts. Of course such
a stand has before been taken but a
step of less rigidity towards debtors
is extremely essential to world con
ditions. Of course economists

o ye uninformed masses. . . so will
continue tittering and introduce a
few members of '3 6 for the forth-
coming ride that so aptly has become
part of the curriculum here at
Bietes . . .

A little speed Parfitt... I'm be-
inning to wonder what your part is

at play rehearsals. . . Mary Ham and
the rumble seat and did you
know that the dean was at the
Auburn Friday night, Mary?. . . Nor-

Prom The Bates Garnet, May 1030

Creation

generally agree that complete can-
cellation would stimulate trade and| mie ha *3 climbed aboard again
economic rehabilitation. Although Who slept in Palmer's bed?
the United States will hardly take Dean an d Fields compare notes on
such a drastic step it is fairly certain the cl*eam business. . . cow's that?. .

that some means of reduction will I
Emily Post Pignone will give lessons

By R. W. C. '33

I'm sure that God's hand strayed when he made me,
Over jagged mountains isagging into misty mornings
Over the drone of a propeller's whining song
In among earth worms and scarlet butterflies

Across the traceries of wings and songs,

And stopped in a dusky, gypsy caravan
Remembering his. work,

Then hurriedly twisted it together with wistful shadows
And bronze skies

And this was I,

I, who had to face the world with a soul filled with lean

searchings

But God wa.s sorry for his wanderings
And thinking himself kirid

He glazed my purple soul with sweet laughter.
I have to go on
Even though the glaze is thin in some places
Like a grimy ship ploughing into the sunset of the sea,
And people whisper, ''How wonderful to be so gay".
But little do they know that this is all the youth I have
To measure my rife by.

be forthcoming. The United States, if
it demands payment, can take no
other course than accepting an un
favorable balance of trade. This
would of course both hit U. S. in-
dustry and result in (foreign suprema-
cy in our American market. It is

on etiquette at the table. . . Oh booo
you buttercup Miriam and her
friend from Harvard, er I mean Bow-
doin tripped gaily. . . as did Fran. . .

and did you see Brad. . nonchalance
personified... Skip confiding in the
parallel bars didst forsake the

most certain that the government horses for the bars?. . . Ah, but then
could not allow such a 'procedure. there's another Chase this week...

President-elect Roosevelt's recent ancl the hearts will be mended....
talks with the British ambassador, and others torn... C'est la vie
one of which was held yesterday, are mais toujours gai. . . toujours gai. . .

attempts on the two countries ipart to : " :

arrive at definite satisfactory agree- f| 1 "If Tl • I 1meats. Such agreements are essential KAll I W hlf Ha/*!/
if the World Economic Conference * ff illlK/dH
is to be at all a success. « 1 A V%

peaks At Bates

Student Meeting

Dishonest Writing* And
Evasion Of Facts
Theme Of Talk

Dishonest writing, evasion of the
fact-;, and coloring of the facts were
the main themes in Mr. Paul Whit-
beck's talk on "Sinister Sides of
Journalism" that he delivered to the
Student Board last Wednesday at
it's weekly meeting.

Showing that journalists have a
duty to perform to the public .Mr
Wh:tbeck urged that they set forth
the facts in true and uncolored form.
He went on to show that newspapers
are next to none in educational value.

INFORMAL PARTY IN

LOCKER BUILDING

Bates co-eds are again afforded an
opportunity to entertain their guests
at the Woman's Locker Building to-
morrow night from 7.30 to 9.30.

This innovation at Bates affords
a fine opportunity for a social even-
ing of cards or games.
The Woman's Athletic Association

has graciously cooperated with the
Student Government and has loaned
the equipment of various games,
such as ping ipong, paddle tennis,
ring tennis and shuffle board, also
tables are available for card parties.
The facilities of the kitchen are ob-
tainable for the making of fudge; the
co-eds will furnish all the necessary
ingredients and utensils.

Continued from Page One
which would mean that about 1440
persons visited the chemistry exhibits
during the two evenings.
John Hanley of the geology depart-

ment also made an unofficial es-
timate of the crowd, and reported
that at least 1100 people visited the
top floor of Carnegie Science. It was
apparent that all of the spectators
did not see the work of the geolo-
gists, and hence it is believed that
1500 people is a good conservative
estimate for the whole crowd.

More persons were present Friday
night than Thursday. The crowd in-
cluded many high school students,
and it was also noticeable that the
clergy of Lewiston and Auburn were
epecially well represented.

Reactions To Exhibit
One of the most interesting

features of the whole affair was the
reaction of the crowd to the various
exhibits. The comments were many
and varied; some showed that they
were well acquainted with the field
of science, while others showed a
lack of information in respect to
some of the most elementary sub-
jects.

The student instructors did their
best to explain the exhibits, and to
answer questions. Some of the less
technical demonstrations proved to
be the most papular with the crowd,
while the work of Reynold Burch in
the chemistry department attracted
much attention.
The taste of the synthetic punch

was one thing on which everyone
could well express an opinion. Some
liked it well enough to drink two or
three glasses, others liked the taste
but said that for some reason they
didn't enjoy drinking anything syn-
thetic, and still others reported that
it tasted like shellac.

Quite a few students—even sopho-
mores and juniors—admitted that
their visit to the exhibit marked the
first time that they had ever ;been
inside either one or both of the
science buildings. A great many stu-
dents, some of whom have had
courses is the department of biology,
said that they had never visited the
Stanton Museum before the exhibit.

People outside the college express-
ed great surprise to learn that Bates
had courses in such subjects as
surveying and photography. Other
spectators learned for the first time
that Bates has more than one science
building.

Human Embryos
People gazed with amazement on

such things as (fossils, human em-
bryos, or even Western Union sim-
plex machines. It was difficult to
convince some of the people that
what they saw was actually true. All
seemed to be favorably impressed.

the page disguised as a prince.

It is of interest to note that this

is one of .Miss Millay's earlier pieces

of writing. WT
ritten during her col-

lege years, it was produced by Vasea-

students in 1947.

MEN, MYTHS AND MOVEMENTS
IX GERMAN LITERATURE

By William Rose

With the interest spreading in the

field of German history and litera-

Classified as a book of aeronautics
and travel, in the Flying Carpet is

unfolded a breezy account of the
flight of the author and his pilot
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,^ ardent radio blowers of Bare:tractors of his first adventure. Hall- Munchausen. Showing a svmpattburton offers a panorama of <*» understanding of the idealschanting experiences, fresh and un-

hackneyed. In this book he has made
excellent use of his experiences, mix-
ing adventure, sentiment, scenery
and humour in the right proportions.

MEN AGAINST DEATH
By Paul DeKruif

This book is the result of not only
thorough investigation into the work
of the scientific researchers, but also
personal interviews with such men
as Finsen, discover of the curative
effect of light rays; Rollier, the sun
doctor; Spencer, conqueror of the
spotted fever; Borting, discoverer of
insulin. In this, the most exciting of
the books he has yet written, De-
Kruif weaves the perilous ex-
periences of these men into tales
comparable to those of the old west-
ern front. Men Against Death has
aptly been called a "vivid report of
the latest skirmishes in the long
battle of disease."

THE PRINCESS MARRIES THE
PAGE

By Edna St. Vincent Millay

Of no great literary importance
is this one act romantic drama. But
it does have an appeal, a gayety and
lightness of tone which, combined
with a painstaking care in its
writing, classes it as a piece of art.
As the title suggests, it is a charm-
ing portrayal in verse of the romance
of the beautiful princess who marries

beliefs prompting the various .move-

ments or myths, a keener insight is

gained into the historical back-

ground of Werther, the war-time
period of German literature, me-

dieval beasts, into the fascinating
legends of Grimmelhausen and of the

great awe inspiring and mirth-pro-
voking feats of Baron Munchausen.
This book is valued highly ae a

"continuous reflection of the ages."

HUMAN BEING
By Christopher Morle?

At this particular stage in litera-

ture when books are rapidly being

run off the press, it is difficult to

ascertain their lasting qualitiee.

Human Being ie no exception to thie.

yet critics say that this is a novel

more rich, more rare and more salty

beyond anything iMorley has yet

written. The Saturday Review of

Literature further adds, "If at the

end, in spite of all accumulated de-

tail, Richard iRoe remains nebulous

in contrast to the characters around
him it is because he is less a man

than a symbol, one of the millions

of quiet, honest, unobstrusive citi-

zens, shrewd, childlike and romantic
content with little and lost without

love."
The final impression is of the ap-

plication of unusual competence in

solving an interesting problem—the

tracing of the main happenings oi

the life of .Richard Roe.

Rel. Institute

Continued from Page One
professor of geology at Harvard
University. Dr. Mather is a graduate
of Dennison University, an institu-
tion of approximately the same size
as Bates, to which he later returned
as a teacher. Dr. Mather has given
much thought and attention to the
relation of science and religion. He
expressed some of his opinions in his
recent book "Science In Search of
God", which has had a large sale
and wide popularity.

Tuesday morning Dr. Mather will
be the chapel speaker and will be
available for a limited number of
interviews with students who are
especially desirous of conferring with
him. Tuesday evening at eight
o'clock in the chapel Dr. .Mather will
present the subject "Where Religion
and Science .Meet"
ope
are

Model Conference

Continued from Page One
Beginning sharply at 7:30 chair-

man Belleau '33 will call upon key-

noter iSeamon to formally open the

conference. The general public fe in "

vited to attend and it is hoped that

the attendance will ;be large.
Representatives -

The countries and their repre-

sentatives are:
Austria, Frank Byron '33; Bal-

kans, John Roche '33; Baltics. Sa-

muel Scolnick '33; China, Mildred

Moyer '33, Robinson Johnston '34:

Czecho-Slovakia, Donald Stafford '33;

England, James Balano '34, Thoniafi

Musgrave '34, Carl Milliken '35, Lu-

cille Jack '33, Beatrice Nielson '33;

France, Lionel Lemieux '33, J*an

Murray '3 5. Helen Hamlin '33; Ger-

many, Herbert Jensen '33, Inge von

n to the n„t,r ,
l6cture tell Mueller '33, Joyce Foster '35; India,

invited
tOWn friends Nathan .MiHbury '34, Olive Grover

WednPsHair - *
' 34

>
Arlin ^ Edwards '36; Ireland,

eight-thh-tv
ning iVOm 6even t0 Bernard Drew '3 4, Francis O'Niel

Eva Sonstrom '35; Italy, Be*
f\r^L ? h3

^
e lHa11 for an" ram Antine '33, Margaret Perkins

ureside forum". Here another] '3 5. Frances Hayden '35; Japan.
Sumner Raymond '34, Patricia An-

other
informal discussion

2, Z
m b6 held wit* the'leadereintioducmg and guiding the thought

<°i \
h6 evening alonS the lines of

"Religion and Social Progress".

•bott '34, Florence Ogden '33; Poland,
Gault Brown '34; Rumania, Charle*
W'hipple '34; Russia, Donald Smith

j?4, Frances Brackett '33; Spain.

o„L .

fUrmshed ,by both the Bates States, Theodore Seamon '34, Lillian
quartet and the Garnet Trio. At Bean '34.
nine o'clock the three day Institute
will come to an end with the regular
dormitory discussions.

Bean '34.

Besides these above-mentioned
representatives there are othere

working with the various delega-
tions.
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Politics Clubs jProf.Hovey Gives
ToSendStudents Word of Cheer In
To League Conf.j Chapel Exercises

Seven Delegates To At-
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tend Gathering At
Northampton

A delegation of members of the
^en's and Women's Politics Clubs
has been chosen to represent Bates
at a model 'League of Nations' Con^
ference to be held at Northampton
Mass. under the auspices of Smith
and Amherst Colleges starting Wed-
nesday. March 8 and continuing
through Friday, March 10. The del-
nation headed by James Balano
'34, who is also a delegate of the
Economic Conference here to-day,
includes Viinicent Belleau '33, Don-
ald Stafford '33, Bertram Antine
-33, Robert Fitterman '34, Beatrice
Nielsen '33, and Mary Fuller '34,

The conference will take up im-
portant current issues as nearly as
possible aifter the fashion of the
League of Nations. College deleg-
ations representing the different na-
tions in the league will uphold the
policies of those nations in a gene-
ral assembly. Committees will be
appointed to 'investigate problems
brought out in the discussions.

Problem of Manchuria

Among the more important ques-
tions to be considered will be the
present unsettled state of affairs in
Manchuria. A solution to the eco-
nomic situation, the settlement of
war debts, and a compromise in the
Bolivia-Columbia boundary dispute
will also be sought by the model
league.

The Bates delegates have been
assigned, through Amy C. Scott,
general secretary of the conference,
the presentation of Esthonian po-
licies on these questions.

World Has Weathered
Many Depressions
In Past, He Says

Professor ,Hovey spoke a word of
cheer in chapel last Friday. In spite
ot the tangled turmoil of contempora-
ry events—the attempted assassina-
tion of the president-elect, the fact
of Japan s breaking with* the League
of Nations, the continued depression,
murder, suicide, and panic, Professor
Hovey pointed out that the world
has survived numberless depressions
in the past.
He quoted from Thomas 'Carlysle,

whose statements seemed to have
been spoken about the present crisis.
The situation which seemed so
deplorable to Carlysle in 1843 is now
forgotten. In ninety years, who will
know of our .present difficulties?

"Moreover", stated Professor Ho-
vey, "voices arise from depression
which enrich the earth." He gave as
an example George Key, who fled
from England during its civil war;
he went to the continent, later to
America, and fina-lly back to Eng-
land. In spite of prosecution, he kept
a deep faith in Providence, and was
the writer of "How Firm a Founda-
tion", which was the hymn sung at

the close of the chapel exercises.
:c.
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GIVES DINNER PARTY

Miss Eleanor Libby was hostess to
a dinner and theater party after the
Student Government tea dance Fri-

day, Feb. 17, 1933, at her home. The
party attended the theater.

CHESS GROUP HAS
MEETING MONDAY

With a small but enthusiastic
group in attendance ,the first steps
in introducing chess as a campus ac-
tivity were taken Monday night in
Chase Hall when a few informal
games were run off for a period of
three hours. President Gray and Mr.
M. Howell Lewis of the Psychology
Dept. aided with their cooperation by
playing a 'few exhibition games.

Additional games are planned for
next Monday might when it is ex-
pected that some of the chess novic-
es will attend. Charts were kept of
the moves in the games last Mon-
day and these will be reviewed with
the intention of correcting a few
faults that came up and to intro-
duce some of the intricate steps and
openings that aid toward a better
game. The group which will adopt a
definite organization soon proposes
to purchase some chess journals and
these with the aid of books that
Pres. Gray will offer assure a scien-
tific study of the game that has be-
come so popular in other colleges
and. among community organiza-
tions.

Among those attending were:
Pres. Gray, Mr. Lewis, Charles La-
tham '33, Charles Pottle '33, Rich-
ard Stetson '34, Donald Smith '34,

Gault Brown '34, Roger Fredland
'36, and Donald Bond '33. Thomas
Musgrave '34 was in charge of ar-
rangements for the evening.

Men Vote For

But Disagree On

Council Changes

Heated Discussion On
Proposed Change In
Election Of Pres.

PROPOSAL AMBIGUOUS

STUDENT COUNCIL
ELECTIONS MAR. 20

NewRule Would Make Elec-

tion of Pres. Dependent
on Past Service

The Student Council, through
its President, Robert Swett, has
announced that the all-college

election day will be on Mon-
day, March 20 in Chase Hall.

As last year, voting w ill be open
to the entire student body, and
practically all the campus of-

tfcers will be elected at tliis

time.
All campus organizations

desiring to be included in the

general elections are asked to

have their nominations submit-

ted to the Council and ready
for posting not later than March
«.

Donald R. Smith

Proves He Has a

Generous Heart

-:o:-

T. J* Murphy
Fur Company

Est. 1873
Lewiston, Maine

The latest styles and quality

In sport wear, you can hope to use

Are now at prices all so low
That all call be well-dressed, we know
At Murphy's, the clothiers of quality.

General Reduction

Now In Effect On All

"

Suede, Leather and Woolen

Sportswear
and

Ski-Suits

BATES PICTUR1

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

Main Street

SCHOOL PAPERS YEAR BOOKS

MERRILL & WEBBER CO.
BOOKBINDERS

K

PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS
95-99 MAIN STREET, AUBURN, MAINE

PROGRAMS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

A group picture is being
taken of the students who are
children or grandchildren of
alumni, former students, faculty
or trustees. This is to be used in
a big pictorial Bulletin to be
sent to parents and alumni, and
it is urged that all those who
come in this group make a
special eifort to be present.

DATE: Thursday, Feb. 23, 1933
HOUR: 12.05 P. M.
PLACE: Gymnasium

Individual notices have been
sent from the Alumni Office. If,

however, any of those who are
eligible have for any reason not
received their cards, it would be
much appreciated if they would
go to the Gym with the others
at the appointed hour. There
are about seventy in this group.

At a meeting in the Chapel, Wed-
nesday, Feb. 15, several proposed
changes in the Constitution of the

Student Council were approved and
others were tabled for later dis-

cussion by the men of the Student
Body.

Robert Swett '3 3, President of the
Student Council, presided. By way of
entertainment, the Little Symphony
Orchestra, directed by Norman De
Marco' 34 gave several pleasing
selections, after which the women
were excused.

Ben y Opens Meeting,
Herbert Berry '33, Senior .member

of the Athletic Council and President
of the Varsity Club, brought to at-

tention the proposed new ruling,

which states that a Varsity "B" may
be witheld by three-quarters vote of

the Council, from any person not

deserving it, and may be awarded to

Seniors, who have been prevented
from participation through injury,

upon recommendation of the Physical
Director, coach and captain. This
proposition was approved by a large

majority of affirmative votes.

Vote Election Change
The proposed new Student Council

articles, were then presented for dis-

cussion and vote. It was voted to

have the President and Vice-Presi-

dent of the Council elected by the

Assembly from the Senior candidates
for membership in the Council. The
president must have served satis-

factorily for at least one year on the
Council.

Under the new iprovision, the

Board of Dormitory Officers consist-

ing of students of the various men's

residences shall be nominated by the

Council and elected by each dormi-
tory, with meetings occurring at the

discretion of the President of the

Council.
No Weekly Meeting

Meetings of the Council shall

henceforth be called by the Presi-

dent or upon request of three mem-
bers of the Council, instead of bi-

weekly as formerly.
The next article concerned election

of officers of the Council on General
Election Day. As proposed, the
Senior who receives the most votes

would become President of the Coun-
cil and Assembly, 'unless he is

ineligible by not having served for

at least one year. In this case he
would be Vice-President. Otherwise,
the Senior receiving the second high-

est number of votes would become
Vice-President. The Junior receiving

the most votes would become Secre-

tary-Treasurer.
The wording of the proposal seem-

ed ambiguous to the Assembly,
causing a dissension over the election

of President and Vice-President on
the same basis of service. The article,

by votes, was tabled for rearrange-
ment and later discussion.

Due to limited time the remaining
matters listed, including proposed
omissions and additions, were set

aside until a later meeting.
-:o:-

"We heed men who can think out

a solution to the problems of this

serious time, and we need other men
capable of carrying out the plans of

those who make the study of our
problems."—Leverett Saltonstall,

Speaker of the Massachusetts House
of Representatives.

Donald R. Smith, Who de-

monstrated in the Boston Garden
Saturday evening that he is a good
half miler, winning the class B 880
yard championship, demonstrated to

Coach Thormpson and the members of

the track team Saturday morning
that he is also a very generous young
man.
When the bus with the Bates

entrants in the University Club meet
was ready to leave 'Lewiston for

Boston at six-thirty Saturday morn-
ing, two members of the team were
missing. The bus had to leave to

make connections, and there was no
way of reaching the men. But Smith,

of the Marblehead Smiths, had two
thoughts for the missing men and
one for himself.

He offered to take the extra tick-

ets, stay behind in Lewiston and
find the two men who had failed to

arrive on time, and wait with them
for the afternoon 'bus. This would
have meant that Smith would have
missed part of the meet, and that

also through lack of rest after the

trip would have injured his own
chances of winning the half mile.

Coach Thompson declined the

offer, believing that it was the men's

own fault if they did not arrive on

time. As a result, two members of

the Bates team bitch-hiked to Bos-

ton, but it was not because Don
Smith is lacking in generosity.

FIRE AND CANDLE

LIGHT ATMOSPHERE

AT CHASE TEA DANCE

More than ninety couples enjoyed

the informal atmosphere of fire

—

and candle-light at the Student
Government tea dance in Chase
hall, Feb. 17. The hall was decorated
in Valentine colors, with red and
white flowers on the tea tables at

one end of the hall. The music was
provided by the Georgians, a local

orchestra popular at campus dances.

Pres. and Mrs.

Gray Entertain

At Round Table

Prof MiltorTEllis Of U.

Of Maine Talks On
Puritanism

President and Mrs. Gray enter-

tained the members of the Bates

Round Table at their home last Fri-

day evening. Mr. Harry W. Rowe
presided at the meeting and intro-

duced the speaker, Prof. Milton

Ellis, head of the English Depart-
ment at the University of Maine,
who gave an interesting talk on the

subject, "Puritanism as an Atti-

tude". Mr. Ellis, in his discourse,

brought out the fact that a general
idea of a Puritan is the Nathaniel
Hawthorne type, one living a hard,

stern life with no pleasures. He
spoke of the Protestant Reform in
England, brought about by the Pu-
ritans who believed that the only

way of salvation was through the

divine aid of the Saviour. A true Pu-
ritan, however, as Prof. Ellas be-

lieves, is a reformer, feeling that
present conditions are wrong and
that he must improve the present

imperfection of humanity.
:o:

Announce Dates

of Mirror Pictures

Spicy leaves of

Turkish tobacco

are strung to dry

and cure in the sun.

X

GOOGIN
FUEL CO. „^„„

COAL, WOOD and COKE
1801 Plionas 1800

114 Bates Street 67 Elm Street

LEWISTON AUBURN

MOST AND UP-TO-DATE

Store East of Boston

Fogg's Leather

123 MAIN ST. LEWISTON,

TAXI
4 04 0

UNION SQUARE
171 MAIN STREET

TAXI CO.

msfiNcnyi

Lewiston Monumental

Works
,

JAMES P. MURPHY CO., Pg>-
i-10 Bates Street,

Lewiston.

Telephone 4634-R

Harry L. Plummer
PORTRAIT—Commercial and

Finishing Photography

New Studio

At 135 Main St.,

Lewiston, - Maine.

GROUND FLOOR

BILL
The Barber

For

Eds and Co-Eds

CHASE HALL

at's somet

HERMAN'S

BASS MOCCASINS AND SHOES
SUEDE JACKETS

57 Main Street,
Lewiston.

""^hT^overnor's wife to just like

any other waman."-Mrs. G. Pinchot.

I

king' ab

never Knew

out cigarettes

knew before

I'd never thought much about what's inside a

Chesterfield cigarette. But I have just been

something that made me think about it.

Just think of this, some of the tobaccc

erfield—the Turkish—comes from 4000 miles away!

And before it is shipped every single leaf is packed

by hand. All because Turkish tobacco is so small

-iL ciqa^e^-d^T^tes Better

Of course I don't know

cigarettes, but I do know

milder and have a very pleasing aroma and taste.

They satisfy—and that's what counts with me!

1933, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

The group pictures for the Mirror
will be taken according to the below
schedule. Everyone it* asked to be on
time and thus facilate matters and
allow the schedule to be run off as

posted. Pictures not scheduled will

be taken at a later date.

Wednesday, February 22
1.0O Lawrence Chemical Society
1.15 Ramsdell Scientific Society

Thursday, February 2S
1.00 Outing tiub.

(Officers and directors.)

1.15 Lambda Alpha
Friday, February 24

1.00 La Petite Academie
1.15 Phi Sigma lota

Saturday, February 25
1.00 Garnet Staff

1.15 Orphic Society
Monday, February 27

1.00 Jordan Scientific Society
1.15 Phil-Hellenic Society

Tuesday, February 28
1.00 Student Council
1.15 Student Government

;o; —

Bates Title

Continued from Page One
The game was just as exciting as

any the writer has ever seen, a Bates
team participating in, and it was
not known until the last few seconds
whether or not Bowdoin could tie

the score. It was evident that Bates
had the better and the more ins-

pired sextet, but Bowdoin's forward-
line was threatening ooostatnitly,

and if Soba and Berry hud not done
so well with the checking, and with
their job of sending the puck way
deep in Bowdoin territory all the
time, the result might have been
otherwise.
A bigger-than-average crowd was

present to enjoy the Bates victory,

axd the boys got a big hand at the
close of the game.

Second Game
Friday afternoon, the Bobcat

skaters met a less-cocky Polar Bear
on the latter's own rough ice. After
a rather slow first period, the two
teams started scrapping, giving re-

feree Jeremiah plenty to worry
abouit, and plenty to watch. There
was no scoring, however. The work
of both Heldman and Hayden was
too good; Heldman, especially, was
making impossible stops.

In the last period, Bates scored
the only tally of the game. The foi'-

ward lice got the puck inside the
blue line, and Swett let it drive at
Hayden for the score. After this,

Bowdoin pushed harder than ever in

a desperate attempt to tie the score,

but again Heldman proved himself
inpenetrable, and the score stood
1-0 until the last whistle.

This last game, by the way, ds the
first state series shut-out played in
three years.

, :o:

Bates Trackmen
Continued from Page One

in the University 'Club meet last

week, and Butler came in second to

him.
Jellison is practically conceded

the victory in the mile, with his

4:37 3-5 time of a week ago to sub-
stantiate the claim. Semetauskis
and Malloy will be other entries.

And then tan the two-mile race, Wins-
ton is due to be Bates' best man.

It has been suggested to look for
surprises in the hurdle events with
Pendleton and Purington the gentle-
men doing the surprising. Both of

them are new faces on the squad,
Purington having stayed out of the
running since his freshman year,
but it is expected that they will do
some good work this year. Burch
and Eaton are the veterans who will
also enter the hurdle events.
As for field events, it remains for

Bob Kramer and Verdelle Clark to
account for whatever few Bates
points may find themselves in the
final summary. Kramer ought to
take the high jump; he did 5:10 Lit

the University Club meet. Kramer
again stands a chance to score in
the discus, with Clark closely be-
hind him; Clark is due to score
more points in the shot put.

Keller, Fitterman, and Jensen
will do the broad jumping for
Bates, and Kennie Bates is the only
Bobcat pole-vaulter in captivity. It

is probable that if any one of the
last quartet named does any scor-
ing, it will be Harry Keller. He has
done twenty feet, seven inches this
winter ,though not in competition.
Anicetti, Taylor, and Carlin are
other entries for Bates in the weight
events.
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By VINCENT BELLEAU

SPORTS SHORTS: Leon Frange-
dakie has a future ahead of him in

the wrestling business. Watching
him doing hie daily exercising in the
gym, and he impressed us that way

It looks as if there won't
be politics in at least one
captaincy election this year: Refer-
ring to the probable choice of Bob
Butler for the cross-country leader-
ship. . . Butler is doing good work
in track, these days. . . Joe Murphy's
leg fracture was as bad as they make
them, and yet he took the shock
terribly well. His last words as he
was being carried off to the ambu-
lance was for the boys to go on and
win the game. Murphy has foeen a

good player in hockey, in foot-
ball and baseball as well; he was
also one of the campus' most jovial

chaps. The accident has probably
ended his participation in college
athletics.

TWO BOWDOIN GAMES
GOOD WAY TO END SEASON

Ray McCluskey had all the reason
in the world to jump about eight
feet in the air after the second
victory in two days over Bowdoin,
last Friday. Ray literally sailed thru
space'for a couple of seconds, and
the entire squad of Bates-minded
spectators watching the game felt in

the same mood as did McCluskey.
The two victories in a row made up
for the previous Bowdoin win by a
long sight, and Ray ought to feel

proud of his success in his first

coaching venture. The hockey men
have showed more respect and ad-
miration for McCluskey as their
coach than is usual in the average
squad. He developed it from good
material to more than very good
material.
HOOKEY IS OVER
NOW WHAT NEXT? BASEBALL?
We do not believe the idea has

been mentioned, and it may be out of
place to say so, but we believe Mc-
Cluskey ought to be retained on the

j

Bates' coaching staff. Due to Coach !

Morey's illness, which does not seem]

to be improving, it has been neces-

sary in the past to secure an outsider

to help out in baseball for part the

season, at least; so why not retain

McCluskey to assist Morey thruout
the 'baseball season, and as hockey
coach and an addition to the foot-

ball coaching staff as well? It would
well be worth the price for Bates
to place McCluskey under salary im-
mediately.
WHY THE SECRECY
REGARDING BASEBALL,?

Speaking of baseball, why all the
secrecy which seems to be entangled
with the location of the park where
Bates will play ball this spring? It

doesn't seem that it would make
much difference whether or not the
announcement was made now or
later, and it would stop rumors by
telling the news now. Students in the
class of one professor connected with
athletics insist they were told off-

handedly that there would be no
baseball at all this spring. Let us
have the dope.
By the way, we did not say in last

week's Student that we were penson-
nally in favor of dropping baseball
here. We merely stated the possibili-

ty of it, due to the rumors that have
just been mentioned, and because of

the apparent popularity of sport

curtailment everywhere. We think

the time has not yet come when col-

lege baseball should be dropped in

Maine. There is still enough interest

in the sport in this vicinity to war-
rant its inclusion on the sports pro-

gram. However, it would not be sur-

prising to hear such an announce-
ment.

JOHN GROSS TRYING
TO AROUSE GOLF INTEREST

John Gross, former Martindale
caddy, has fallen heir to our golf

propaganda of last year, and is now
personally conducting an investiga-

tion which will reveal whether or

not Bates will have a golf' team this

spring. It would not cost any-
thing to make the idea a reality, so
Gross ought not to meet Avith any
official denial.

INDIVIDUAL GOLF
MEMBERSHIPS POSSIBLE

For those who are not golfers of

team calibre, but who would like to

spend an afternoon or two a week
on the Auburn course, there is a
possibility of arranging for a ten
dollar college-year membership. The
co-eds are doing something like it,

with W.A.A. paying half the bill.

Why not the resumation of con-
versations with the golf club.

Hebron Pins 3-0

Defeat On First

Year Hockey Men

Green Scores All Its

Goals In Second Pe-
riod Of Slow Game
The Hebron hockey team defeated

the freshmen by the score of 3-0 at
the St. Dom's Arena last Wednesday
night. Rough ice bothered both
teams throughout and slowed the
game considerably. It was the se-

cond and last game for the year-

lings who lost to Kents Hill a cou-
ple weeks ago.

In the second period the Hebron
boys went ani a rampage and pushed
through three goals in rapid suc-
cession. Aside from this momentary
lapse on the part of the freshmen,
the game was fairly even. The for-

ward lines on both teams were un-

able to work the puck down into
their opponents territory, and as a
consequence a great many long
shots were taken.

In the final period the freshmen
played an inspired game, outplay-
ing the Hebron boys altogether.

But though they kept the puck in
Hebron territory most of the pe-
riod they were unable to tally. The
forward line 'for Hebron, Davenport,
Thompson, au^d Ryneska showed
some great hockey. For Bates Tor-
rey, Cuirtin, Simpson did well in the
excellent defensive work. Both Mer-
rill and Butler looked well in the
goal for Bates.

The summary;
HEBRON (3) (0) BATES
Thompson, lw rw, Torrey
Ryneska, rw lw, Stetson
Davenport, c c, Curtin
Haskell, Id rd, Stevenson
Bennett, rd Id, Grannen
Kimball, g g, Merrill

Spares, Hebron—Riley. Kennedy,
Williams, iSaladino, Morgan, Saw-
yer.

Spares, Bates—Simpson, Fields,

Mann, Parfit, Dumais, Butler.
Scoring:
Hebron, Thompson, scrimmage 1

min.
Hebron, Thompson, scrimmage

four miicj.

Hebron, unassisted nine minutes.

ARNOLD ADAMS

One Mile Team
Continued from Page One

honors in the SSO run. Second place
in this event was taken by his team-
mate Bob Butler, who starred on the
two-mile relay last week. Third in

this event was taken by Ken Black
of the University of Maine squad
which thus turned this event into a

Pine Tree State affair. This event

was run in two heats, and the win-

ners .were, picked on best times.

Smith crossed the tape in two

minutes, three and three-'flfth

seconds.

Jellison Takes Mile

Russell Jellison, state mile holder

and this year's cross-country captain,

showed his old form when he came
in to cop first in the class B mile.

It was a hard fought race through
out between Jellison and Hilton of

Colby with Jellison opening up in the

last twenty or thirty yards to squeeze
past the tape before the Waterville
runner. Third in his event was taken
by Sematauskis of Bates, a strong
runner who was a team-mate of

Jellison on the cross-country team
this fall. Jellison executed the mile
in four minutes, thirty seven and
three-fifth seconds.
The class B 45 yard high hurdles

went to Ray McLaughlin of Bow
doin, who is New England champion,
and has already tied the world
record in this event three times. He
ran over the high timbers in 6ix

seconds flat. He was followed by
Goddard of Maine with Purington
of Bates close upon his heels. Ray
Burch the other Bates entrant in this

event was shut out in the semi-finals

when he finished second to Goddard
of Maine.

:o:

"One must have 'loyalty and

character if he is to he efficient."-

Admiral Williams S. Sims.

!

PARAMOUNT DANCE STUDIO
186 LISBON ST., LEWISTON

Special "400" Class Night

Every Thursday Evening

Commencing' Feb., 16th.

INSTRUCTIONS, 8—9 PRACTICE DANCING, 9—11
ALL FOR 50c

PARAMOUNT TRAINED INSTRUCTORS
from Boston

Exhibition on "400" by

GEORGE HARRISON and MISS HELEN SMITH
of Boston

Josie, the lovely trapeze artist, stands upon a small platform.

At the will of the magician she leaps twenty feet into the air

to reach her trapeze. She uses no ropes, no ladder! A phe-
nomenal leap for a woman , , , or a man

!

EXPLANATION:
Josie didn't jump ... she was sprung! The twenty-foot leap
is not dependent on Josic's ability, but on a powerful spring
mechanism hidden beneath the stage which propels the artist

upward through the air. The force is so violent that the lady
wears a light steel jacket which protects her from injury as

she starts her astonishing leap.

It's J*mr to bjsjFooztd

...IT'S MORE FfJJVTO JSVOW
Magic has its place., .but not in ciga-

rette advertising.

Consider the illusion that there is

a mysterious way to give cigarettes a

superior "flavor."

explanation: Cigarette flavor can be
controlled by adding artificial flavor-

ings. By blending. And by the quality

of tobaccos used.

Cheap, raw tobaccos can be "built

up" or "fortified" by the lavish use
of artificial flavorings.

Such magic, however, seldom holds

the audience. Your taste finally tells

you the truth.

The cigarette flavor thatnever stales,

never varies, never loses its fresh ap-

peal, comes from mild, ripe, fragrant,

more expensive tobaccos... blended to

bring out the full, round flavor of each

type of leaf. It's the quality of the to-

bacco that counts!

If is a fact, well known by
leaf tobacco experts, that

Camels are made from finer,

MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos than
any other popular brand.

Because Camel actually pays millions

more every year for choice tobaccos,

you find in Camels an appealing mild-

ness, a better flavor.

And Camels taste cooler because
the welded Humidor Pack of three-

ply, moisture - proof cellophane

keeps them fresh.

. NO TRICKS
. .JUST COSTLIER

TOBACCOS
IN A MATCHLESS BJLSND

Sophomores To

Debate Lewiston

Power Project

Prize Debaters Meet To-

morrow Night In

Little Theater

The Sophomore Prize Debate will

take place Thursday evening, Feb-

ruary 23, in the Little Theatre at

7-30 o'clock. The subject of the de-

bate Resolved: that the city of

Lewiston should extend its power
turd lighting system so that it can

supply the citizens of the city. The
affirmative side will be upheld by
Thomas Vernon, George Orestis,

and Ray Stetson. The negative will

be maintained by Ralph Musgrave,

Charlotte Longley, and William
H<tvcr.
Norman Greig is manager of the

debate, and Gordon Jones, sopho-

more class president, will preside.

The judges are to be Prof. Whit-
beck, and Prof. Berklemain, and the

audience will be the third judge.

SEAM0N TO ATTEND

DARTMOUTH MEETINfi

Theoodre Seamon '34 will repre-
sent Bates at the conference of the
Green International to be held at
Dartmouth Friday, /Saturday, and
Sunday.
At this conference delegates from

the various colleges will meet and
discuss the international problems
of War Debts and Disarmament.

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets

C3»n oliow yon ft

PRIZE CUPS

of

FOUNTAIN PENS
of all standard makes

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS
LADIES'

LEATHER HANDBAGS

LEATHER BILLFOLDS

BOOK ENDS

CLOCKS

of all kinds

BARNST0NE-0SG00D

COMPANY

Jewelers

50 LISBON STREET

Sport coats, cor-

duroy slacks, to-

ques, short hose

—wool, all colors,

turtle neck swea-

ters, bath robes,

suits and over-

coats. When we

buy our md3e. we

always have

Bates College

boys In mind. Ask

the man nest

room ; he knows

all about us.

WE
SELL
GOOD

CLOTHES

Cronin & Root
140 LISBON ST.

ZIPPER JACKETS $3.95

MOCASSINS $2.65

-at-

FLANDERS
62 COURT ST. AUBURN

Message]
Publishing Co.

Job Printers

Publishers

°1J

225 LISBON STREET

SAT IT WITH ICE ORE*M

George A. Ross
ELM STREET

Bates 1904

serValE
LUNCH

44 Bates St. Geo. E. Schmidt

The Blue Line
Lewiston—Bumford—Farmlngton

Lv Lewiston

—

7 45 A.M., 12.35 P.M.. 4.25 P.M.
Lv Rumford

—

7.35 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4.15 P.M.
Lv Farmington

—

7.30 A.M., 12.20 P.M., 4.10 P.M.
STANDARD TIME

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOl E

CORTELL'S
Advance New Spring- Dresses, Suits and Coats Beiu-
Received Daily. GRIFFON CLOTHES FOR WENCHARGE ACCOUNT SERVICF

109-111 LISBON STREET, erutviCE
LEWISTO!

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing

24 HOUR SERVICE
THE QUALITY SHOP"

3 Minutes from the Campus

R* W* CLARK Registered Drug-gist
Pure Drugs and Medicinw

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTT
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street LEWISTON, MAINE

A Complete Banking Service'

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students



The one sensible thing to do with a disappointment is to put it out of your mind and think of something cheerful—Mark Twain.
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>-0 Soviet

Oil
Tteeat

(lass Distinction

goes in England

ij^e French
foman Objects

Germany And Italy

jrj For Happiness

goffdoin Graduate
Creates a Thumb

,

fellesley Institute

Shows Social Interest

THOMAS MUSGRAVE J^C

fle educated or brilliant man

,ijjs
destitute through no repre-

sble fault of his own. is a men

| w to organized society."—Dugald

Jackson of Massachusetts In

ate of Technology.

SOMETHING rather serious has
happened to the Soviet oil in

dinstry, for instead of chipping
Ipsoline here the Soviet now is buy-

ing the product in this country. The
| Soviet has purchased a cargo tha

will be sent to England where it wil

L distributed in its marketing or
ganization. The shortage of oil was
attributed to inefficiency of Russian
refining processes rather than to a

shortage.

LASS distinction, so jealously

guarded by the English is taking

a real jolt now at the Fulham
Playhouse in London where an "all-

one-price" scheme is the latest

theatrical innovation.
When anyone visits the "Shilling

Theater", he takes the best seats

available, and enters into the excite

ment of discovering who his next

door neighbor will be since it is

equally possible to hobnob with

duke or a dustman.

GEORGE SOKOLSKY SUGGESTS
'DOLLAR DIPLOMACY' SHOULD
GOVERITFOREIGN RELATIONS

Former New York Times Correspondent, Speak-
ing To Large Audience, Raps Stimson's

Attitude Toward Far East

FIFTEEN years ago the American
woman did not know the pleas

are of voting. Now, she takes

be privilege for granted. But in

France, under the impetus of wild

political action on all sides, among
the European nations, the French
woman is still fighting for suffrage.

The French Woman Suffrage Union,

I one of the four largest, has decided

upon an immediate refusal to pay

taxes unices suffrage steps

taken.

THE overthrow of liberalism

ard the development of nation

al economy which measures
prosperity in terms of human happi

ness rather than in bars of gold IS

the aim of Italy and Germany saic

Dr. Frederic E. Auhagen, instructor

in German at Columbia University.

:He has recently returned from a

'tour of the continent where he

lectured before students in Berlin,

Brandenburg, and Hanover.

Aside from Russia, he said to the

Columbia Alumni News, the strong-

est forces to bring about a new so-

cial and economic order in Europe

are at work in Germany and Italy.

"The Fascist movement," he add-

ed "in Germany ard Italy does not

represent a political movement in

the old sense, but the "expression of

a new faith that definitely breaks

with the old doctrine of liberalism,

which measured all values by bars

of i;old, analyzed by mathematical

formula, and ruled by the force 01

reason."

DR FRANK Albee, one of New
York's best known surgeons

has recently grafted a thuml

on an unnamed person says lasj

night's New York American So

successful was the operation that the

patient who was born without r

thumb is now dding daily farm work

Dr. Albee used a piece of bom
from the tibia of the leg and a piece

of skin from the abdomen and after

making the proper connection

tween circulation and nerves

new member actually worked.

The surgeon who has demonstrated

another marvel of science is a Bow-

doin graduate in the class of 1»

and a native of Alna, Maine.

Manchukuo Wealthy

Lecturer Wrote Textbook
Used In Bates Govern-

ment, Classes

By VINCENT BELLEAU
Claiming that it is always better

to keep out of squabbles which in-
volve two of our customers, George
Sokolsky, famous writer and former
New York Times correspondent in

the Far East who lectured in the
college chapel last Friday evening,
criticized the present stand of -the

United States government regarding
the iManchurian situation.

The occasion was the second
George .Colby Chase lecture of the
year, and Mr. Sokolsky addressed a

large audience. An open forum,
which .followed the lecture, gave
good evidence of the lecturer's wit
and his knowledge of his subject:
"America's stake in the Far East".

Dollar Diplomacy
Sokolsky advocates "dollar diplo-

macy". If we find that war with
Japan means the less of trade with
Japan, then let us stay out of the

d
:spute, be believes. He pointed out

that our ties in China are economic
to a certain degree, but that they are

chiefly sentimental; whereas we
have a considerable economic inter-

est in Japan.
The lecturer took up the argument

from many angles. He pointed out

the history of American interest in

the Far East, going back to the early

days when New England merchants
made money with their China trade.

He told about the pre-Perry con-

nections the Japanese had with the

outside world: how Dutch ships were

allowed to anchor near an island

from which the mainland of Japan
was not to be looked upon. Sokolsky

related the Perry episode and the

Students Present

Petition to Pres.

Gray on Commons
Latter To Consider Si-
tuation And Possible

Rates Reduction

Exit of Russia'

Delegation High

Point of Conf.

Soviet Proposes Aboli-

tion Of All Tariffs At
Model Conference

IN CHASE HALL

Favors < ^mediation Of War
Debts To Lump Fund Of

Two Billion

INFORMAL DORM DISCUSSIONS

TO-NIGHT CLOSE INSTITUTE;

DR.MATHER SPEAKS LAST NIGHT

Monday afternoon a committee
consisting of Lucille Jack '33, Pres.

of the Women's Student Govern-
ment, Robert Swett '33, Pres. of the
Student Council, and Clive Knovnes
'3 3, Editor of the Student, waited
upon President Gray to discuss the
matter of a reduction in the rates

of food at the Commons and the
Rand Hall Dining Room. It was
poin ted out by the President that

the facts in support of the Student
editorial on the Commons in last

week's paper were false, and that a
considerable deficit in the Commons
prior to the coming of Miss Roberts

had been made up by the Trustees,

who had appropriated a sum run-

ning into the thousands for that
purpose, and had not been, taken out

of a surplus created by another ge-

neration of students.
He also indicated that although

the administration had seriously

considered reducing the board at

the Commons in the early part of

the fall, a demand on the part of

the students for an investigation of

the food at the Commons resulted

in changes which involved increased
expense to the management, and
therefore obviated the possibility of a

reduction. To the remark of Robert

Swett that students at the Univer-

sity of Maine were getting board

Noted Geologist

In Chapel Links

Science, Religion

Man's Evolution Is Con-
tinually For The
Better, He Says

"When science and religion meet,"

was the main theme of Dr. Kirtley

Mather in his talk on "Science and
Religion" delivered in the Chapel

last evening before an exceedingly

large crowd. "Living in a universe

where unity is the keynote", said

Dr. Mather, "we can hardly keep up

the time worn battle between theolo-

a philosopher a scientist, the scientist

asking "how does a certain thing

LACK OF MATERIAL
MAY DELAY GARNET

The Russian delegation walked
cut of the World Economic Con-
ference staged by the Politics Club,

Wednesday evening, thus making its

action the feature of the evening.
After having been repeatedly

ruled out of order by Chairman
Belleau, the delegates representing

Russia gave up all attempts at ad-
dressing the conference and left the

room. Thruout the performance
which preceded this action, Russia
persistently advanced the question

,

of the abolition of all tariffs at any
opportunity which presented itself.

The conference lasted two hours.

well as by the 16 coui

gates. The questions of war debts,

tariffs, and monetary difficulties

Continued on Page 3 Col 5 Continued on Page 3 Col 6

The second edition of the

Garnet due for circulation

March 31 is in great danger of

being indefinitely held up due

to the lack of forthcoming ma-

terial.
Charlotte Cutts '33, editor

of the Garnet urged that more
writings be submitted and said,

"material is not being present-

ed as fast as usual which may
mean that publication will not

occur before Easter vacation."

Although the editor and the as-

sistant editors, Powers McLean
'88 and Abbott Smith '3o, are

working hard in accepting and
criticizing materials they urge

that more material be present-

ed and deplore the fact that

from so many eligible writers

on campus so little mate-
rial is submitted. Miss Cntts

gave March 6 as the final date

lor handing in articles for the
next edition.

CARRIGAN, AS COACH, BOOSTS

GARNET'S BASEBALL HOPES
Former Red Sox Manager Agrees To Coach

Battery Men During Indoor Season—Was
Considered Best Catcher In Leagues

return

Student Assembly

Meets On Friday

At Chapel Hour

for $5.50 he said that undoubtedly
beginning of our open door policy. I

exceJlent 'food could be served at the

The Western powers forced civili-
j Commo .

r s at a reduced rate, but

zation upon the Japanese. Mr. Sokol-
that i(

. would necessitate a return

iky delighted his audience by point-

j

to a simp ier, although equally nour-

ing out the reasons for Japan's ac-
, i&]linigi far6 .

Regarding Lucille Jack's question
the Presi-as to rates at Rand Hall,

dent indicated that the present rate

of $5.75 was as low as is possibly

consistent with sane management,

and that if there were any consider-

able complain t as to the food, it

would be looked into.

President Gray observed that the

ceptance of the conditions imposed

upon her by the Western powers: she

had a choice between accepting what

we call "civilization" or else sub-

jugation such as had been enforced

upon India, Indo-China, the Phillipi-

nes.
Discussing the ensuing treaties and

their present applicaton, Sokolsky

presented to his audience the> college has been doing

question of what difference there is possibl

when a white nation tries to en-

croach upon the territorial integrity

of China, and when a yellow nation

does the same thing. The world for-

bade Japan's grabbing the fruits of

the war of 1894, and yet

period which followed the peace i

the beginning of the twenti

be-
the

began its

a dozenEVER since Williams

Institute of Politics

-'years ago, the Summer campus

has been used often as a forum

Now comes news of a new debating

ground that will be started at Welle*

ley College in July. It w hoped that

hankers, farmers, teachers »
Atrial workers will meet »MTW
*eeks annually to discuss our econo-

mic future—its direction and con

trol, with lectures in the morning
an d round tables.
The conferees for whom there are

n ° age limits or educational reaniret

men's will live on the beautiful

Welleeley campus. Swimming, boat-

hl g. tennis, the privileges of tne

library, and art museum will "e

tneii-H under the modest charge for

b°ard and tuition of $2'5 a week.

in the
and
ieth

everything

to reduce the cost of at-

tending college to a minimum, and

favored a return on the part of the

men to somewhat simpler. fare with

a consequent reduction in rates.

He added that although Bowdoin
with an endowment of between five

and six million had granted aid to

the extent of $24,000, Bates had

The hopes for the Bates 1933

baseball team took on a more cheer-

ful aspect last Friday morning when
Bill Carrigan, former Red Sox man-
ager, agreed to tako charge of the

batterv men during indoor practice.

Official practice will begin on March

seventh when the battery men, be-

gin work in the cage. Ray McClus-

key who turned out a championship

hockey team this winter, will assist

Carrigan.
Famous Catcher

The Bates battery men will have

exceptional opportunity this spring

with such an able coach available.

Carrigan is particularly noted for

his ability to guide mound men. In

fact, he is considered as one of the

greatest catchers of all time, and

he has caught many of major

leagues greatest pitchers. His ex-

perience- as a player and his many

years as a major league manager

will combine to offer a fine brand of

instruction for the Bates boys,

t aught For Holy Cross

Carrigan caught for Holy Cross

daring his college

Continued on Page 3 Col 3 Continued on Page 4 Col 5

Stimson Clumsy In Pursuit

Policy In China Says

Of
Sokolsky

days, and a fine

years. He retired only to

again to the Red Sox with whom he

remained for the rest of his pro-

fessional baseball career which end-

ed in 1929 when he again retired.

\t present he restides in Lewiston.

Friend Of Morey
It was through the friendship of

Head 'Ctoach Dave Morey and Bill

I
Carrigan that the present agree-

, ment came about. Dave is convalesc-

ing at present from an operation

oipon bis throat, and felt unable to

take over the duties of baseball

coach. Thus the present arrange-

ment came about. Carrigan has

agreed to take charge of practice

until the boys get outdoors, and it

is hoped that he will continue as

coach throughout the season. At;

any rate the boys are sure to bene-

fit "by either a short or a long con-

tact with this seasoned veteran.

Bates needs some good pitchers

this year, and Bill Carrigan is pro-

i

bablv the best man to develop the

available material. Catchers too are

at a premium, and here again Car-

rigan's rare genius should stand in

good stead. If he does continue to

outdoors,

Meeting Will Continue
Business Left From

Last Time

Discussions In

Dorms To-night

Close Institute

Students Problems Will

Be Considered In

To-Night's Talks

A co-educatoinal informed dis-

cussion at 7:30 this evening in

Chas-e Hall followed by dormitory

sessions will bring to a close the

week of the Religious
4 Institute held

under the auspices of the Council

on Religion and having as it's pur-

pose stimulation of thought along

religious Mines as set forth by the

Institutes motto for the occasion,

"Thinking Straight in Religion".

This evening's discussions will be

but the last of a series of such ses-

sions combined with chapel talks

and personal contacts that have, ac-

cording to Dr. Zerby, reached the

: student body in general through the

medium of Chapel and more than

three hundred in a more personal

way through "bull sessions" and dis-

cussion groups.
The subject in a more defined

sense as set forth by Mr. Newton
Fetter at the buffet supper held

Sunday evening was that students

should get away from cynicism, and
prejudice towards religion, and
thi.'k things out for themselves.

Vespers Open Institute

Inaugurating the Religious Insti-

tute was the Vesper Service held in

the Chapel Sunday at which Presi-

dent Cray led and President

A Student Assembly will be held

Friday at the regular chapel hour

for the purpose of continuing the

busine cs held over from the last

assembly. At that time amendment*
j

rick of Aiidover-Newton Theological

were added to have the President of
'

Her-

flid nf 5t Later he was con- coach after the boys get
i
ol) ho did of ^ l^ Toronto, his big league experience ought to
nected with a team jn „. J : „ =„ ? team for Bates, if anything
Tiion he came to the Boston Red mold a

Sox with whom he stayed for several is.ablejo do so.

the council elected from the ex-

perienced council members of the

senior class, to provide for the

election and meetings of Dormitory

officers, and to grant greater

flexibility in having Student Council

meetings. The discussion on the by-

law amendment for the machinery of

electing the Council officers resulted

in an impasse and the tabling of the

amendment. Out of the discussion on

the amendment to the by-laws, grew

a reconsideration of the first amend-

ment, and the subsequent offer of th3

Council to withdraw it.

The meeting Friday, then, will

center largely around the recansider-

ation of the articles pertaining to

the election of Council officers. The
Student of last week, in explaining

the stand of the Council o.n the pro-

posed measure, pointed out the ad-

Continued on Page 2 Col 7

noWKFS M McLEAX 1 ed; and chaining Germany to an

? theT one runs into a impossible indemnity; it purported
* 0
.7 SjLt" mind A mind that to give Europe a definite status quo

H
maS

„ot onh- obTerved places and bud in reality it left it a land of

has not onl> ODser e y
distl ust and swaying borders. He

interest and most continual good luck,

tance-eauai. "Japan does not

iy at home among the whirling-

another
r
s imagination I

tiirp* with all their

Sokolsky tor instance—equal-

, . ..Th.m at least- d— o,

Russia and the sun drenched PaS°

he has stored up a
aS

alt°h of impressions that make

is conversations eyen^mo^^nversaUo-ns even more delight-

i +v,„~ a stereopticon lecture.

Lippman Versa¥lU Ghandi, Stalin,
Lippman, ve

. and newspa-
Manchukuo missions *

pers are a few of the
a

™in*
thority

military

government". Despite the popular

way of characterising it, despite the

He'arsts and Walter Dippmans, we
allow ourselves to be misled when

onlv as a nation of

Classes of '32,

'33 May Unite

In Giving Gift

We Are Not Short of Bread, But

Of The Will Of Qod—Dr Herrick
j<

"Man shall not live by bread

alone." This ancient scriptural quo-

tation was elaborated by Dr. E. C.

Herrick President of Andover-New-
speaking

i^n r^™w>i-H-™'i ton Theological Seminary, speaking

Senior ClaSS UOmmitiee
|
at the vespers Sunday afternoon, m

Meets With Mr. Rowe
On Subject

missions,
few of the

cerning which he is

As for the Far East,

more°
r

than half a dozen

know—but the fascinating thing a

rities in almost everr jographicai

division; forcing an odious inequa

lity between victors and

to a
their

vanquish-

FIRESIDE FORUM AT

CHASE HALL MONDAY
Twenty-five or thirty students

fathered in Chase Hall for a Fire-
side Forum, Monday evening. The
t(>Pic discussed was "Religion and its

"'ace in one's personal adjuetmen."
Ha rry Taylor gave an informal talk of tne
011 the subject.

decision

WOMEN DEBATE N. H.

FRIDAY IN HATH0RN

A woman s debating team will

debate Tleam from the University

nf New Hampshire, 'Friday night,

£Jch 3 in the Little Theater. The

auest on for discussion is the one re-
question

th men Resolved,

fEJ the

e
War

d
Debts owed the United

«ffe Government by the European

The University ol
:

New W
represented oy» '

t , will deIend
McLeod and Cecil1

Man. ^ Qne8tIan-

<h * "T'tlr 35? 'Helen Hamlin 'H

^
y
d

Ce
unSn

er
Bean-35-"w,l, nphold the

* ff

sss"i ***ai?
to manaser

debate. There

we think of it only as

war lords. Pointing out that the

Power Of Chinese Student

To American students. more or

less steeped in the mythologies of

Lincoln Wilson, or Debs, the poli-

tical power of the Chinese student

could "forget must be a source of amazement. In-

professors tensely nationalistic, they dominate

great extent the policies of

country. When a recent Chi-

nese official was thought to have

acted contrary to the interest of

his nation, a large group of stu-

dents immediately gathered at his

home and brutally deluged him in a

shower of pennies—or the oriental

equivalent. Such a deed showed two

things- everybody does not save his

pennies for a rainy day, and the

destiny of China is not going to be,

but actually is fed the hands of her

voung men and women.
J Stimson Clumsy
"War debts are not important be-

muse either they will pay or else

won't pay--- nothing is im-

nnrtant that does not cause a war. .

America is justified in protecting its

nrnSy in China, but Stimson has

KT very clumsy in the pursuit of

h?s%ol!c
r

y . . - Japanese

efficient as our own... Mission

fnef abroad have been quite com-
a

frt»hle *' These and other
mandable . illustrate the style

TfSnWng that Sokolsky follows.

Four eons ^nd friendly, his conve -
Couiteoub

books , is a delight-

^"okacVwirh everythingjrom^he

the opening meeting of the Insti-

tute on Religion which ended last

night. . ,

The phrase chosen by Dr. Hemck
The senior class gift committee.

|
tor his theme, he said, occurs in

consisting of John Stevens. Mary DOth testaments of the Bible U
,Zlv

rrxeil and Elizabeth Lord, met with first stated by Moses and later

Harr^Rowe Lsistant to the Presi- quoted by the Christ

den 'last Friday morning, to discuss mentioned Cabot, who said that

the Rift suggestions. Previously the what man did live by ^ as work

'ommS4 fad me, on
_
Monday at pU. love. - ^Rand Hall and compiled a

suggestions, the most outstanding o

...,- : „u q oniipert mano for th(

will be no

to cabbages and kings.
Far East ^ ^ introduce you to

he helps you to tell

What more could one
Not only
all these but

them apart,

ask?

list of
of

which were a concert piano for the

chapel, a sundial, a gate at the

chapel walk at Campus Avenue and

College Street and the establishment

of a student loan fund.

( lass Has Three < hofces

Following the meeting with Mr.

Rowe the list of proposals was

drastically changed with the result

that the class will be given a choice

between three
|

cessory to
for the chapel, a new curtain for the

\ ^— ?moa
Little Theater, and the installation

of an electric system in all campus

buildings. The student loan fund

which would entail the necessity of

a continuation of funds by the suc-

ceeding classes, was called imprac-

tical by Mr Rowe, as were several

of the other minor .

pro posals.

To Join Wttn .{_.'

Although the class of '3 2 did not

give a gift so many members of the

cla,s have since desired to do so

that William Dunham 32. graduate

president, has been endeavoring to

Bet the opinion of the class on the

question with the possibility that the

two classes may combine in giving

hfs yeart gift- Such a combination

cf funds would make the financing

of th ? Rift relatively simple as both

ol ^- have about $3 00 on hand.

t «"p nf the necessity of raising

more money the present senior class

wil undoubtedly have it taken from

rptainers than have it

1'Ld by spe'ial collection. I fall".

V,L,fl and medicine teries. Dr. Herrick showed how our| Herrlck and Dr . Mather upon cam

it is a struggle for daily bread, and

that "every last one of us is in the

breadline."
Our Society At Fault

The speaker told of recently

seeing a headline which told of a

man's stealing
for his sick wife. "If Gods will

were done 'on earth as it is in

Heaven', a man would never be

tempted to steal," declared Dr. Her-

rick Society, he said, was an ac-

the man's crime because

ere was bread In plenty. As he

stated 'it succintly. "We *fe »<*

short of bread, but of the will of

God "

Dr Herrick advanced his point

by offering a revised form of his

theme. He said "Man shall not live

for bread alone. Man lives by-

feeding himself on the good, the

pure and the beautiful." Beauty m
the arts and in nature, he declared,

is still as stirring as it was in the

year 1929. There is no reason why

we should not avail ourselves of

this beauty as a
" food ''-

We Must Live By Sharing

We must also live by sharing all

the finer things of th soeul, he de-

clared. The "hard boiled" type of

man so familiar to us, has discard-

ed these finer qualities. These qua-

lities are such things as sympathy

and kindness: unlike material

the speaker. He repeated the story

ol" the knight's vision, of the beggar

at the gate, whom Launfall avoided

In his vouth. Iii his old age, how-
ever he had acquired sympathy and

understanding ,and shared his water

and his last crust with the beggar.

Worship Necessary
Another thing by which we must

live is worship. This, too, is subsis-

tence According to Dr. Herrick it

"is the difference between us and

the other forms of nature that are

quite as wonderful as we are."

At a meeting of learned theolo-

gians which Dr. Herrick attended
; God .

f
spoke

he raised the question, "When you
j
education

worship do you worship knowledge
or mvstery?" This of course caused

a discussiom about the nature of

knowledge, and Dr. Herrick told

what one of the theologians said.

This man defined knowledge as the

doorway that we open into the mys-

Seminary spoke. Following this

Vesper was the aforementioned

buffet lunch at which there was a

very large attendance. The informal

discussion held was participated in

by many students who evidenced

the unsettled religious attitudes

that the Institute was watching for.

Monday evening Fireside Forums
were held, the men in Chase Hall

and the women in the Women's
Locker Building. This was the first

smaller and more personal meeting

of the series that was to come in

contact with so many of the stu-

dents. At this meeting the purpose

was to have a sensible and cons-

tructive consideration of religion

in problems of personal adjustment.

The leaders of the Institute at these

meetings and at later ones of the

same sort were Miss Duffield and

Miss Wilson for the women and Mr.

Fetter and Mr. Taylor for the men.

These leaders are all active in reli-

gious and youth activities, Miss

Duffield being National Students'

Secretary for the Y. W. C. A. and a

frequent visitor to New England
Colleges, while Miss Wilson is Stu-

dent Christian Secretary at the Uni-

ersity of Maine. The men leaders

of the informal sessions and discus-

sions groups, Mr. Fetter and Mr.

Taylor, are extremely active in reli-

gious work also. Mr. Fetter is the
student minister to the Greater

Boston area and directs one of the

most popular student centers in

Cambridge. Mr. Taylor is Regional

Secretary of the Y. M. C. A. and is

deeplv interested in social advance-

ment' from the religious aspect.

Dr. Mather
Tuesday morning Dr. Kirtley F.

Mather, professor of Geology at

Harvard and author of the widely

read book, 'Science in Search of

on the advantages of

in observing. Last eve-

ning in the chapel Dr. Mather again

spoke. His theme for the talk was
Where Science and Religion Meet'

The general public attended the

lecture and the address was excep-

tionally well received.

The presence of both President

conception of God grows as our

knowledge increases, after which he
closed the service with a benedic-

tion.

President Gray conducted the

service. Music was by the oollege

Choir, which sang an anthem, "Yea,

Though I Walk." and a response by

Beethoven, "Heavenly Father".

SUPPER FOLLOWS

VESPER SERVICE SUN.

Immediately after the Vesper

Service Sunday afternoon, a buffet

supper, which was attended by over

two hundred students, was served in

the Woman's Locker Building

5:30 O'clock. During the supper,

music was furnished by the Garnet

Trio, consisting of Almus Thorpe '34,

Clyde iHolbrook '34, and Norman De-

Marco '34. Following this, the visit-

ing leaders. Mr. Newton Fetter and

Miss Edith Wilson were introduced

pus is enough in itself to commend
the work of the Institute during the

past week. These two men created

through their talks in morning
chapel, their lectures in chapel and
their addresses delivered to Lewis-

ton groups enough of an impression
to warrant the general acclaim giv-

en the Council of Religion in bring-

ing the Institute to the campus.
These men are amongst the leaders

in their fields and aside from that

have a special contact and interest

with students.

Aside from the adresses and talks

of these leaders, the personal con-

tact part of the Institute offered by

the other four leaders was a great

factor in bringing into personal

.touch with the student the influence
at

|and experience of the leaders.
:o

:

SENIOR RECEPTION

AT GRAYS', MARCH 15

The annual reception for the

by iProf Zerby. The whole group
;
members of the senior class given by

^red without i

joined in an informal discussion on
; Pres. and Mrs. Clifton Daggett Gray

things, they may be snareu wunouij
matters pertaining to various aspects! will be held at their home Wednes-

leir quantities.
Laun of religion. The discussion was led day evening. March 15. No definite

A poem, "The Vision ui ^""""1 the two g'uests, and many ques-l plans have been completed,
was given as an example oy

1

»j
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More On Commons
We take this opportunity to apologize to all concerned for a mistaken

idea which was incorporated in our editorial of last week entitled
1

'Rates at the Commons." It is not a fact that the deficit which exist

ed prior to the time that Miss Roberts took over the Commons was
made up from a surplus created since that time. There was a large

deficit which had been accumulated previously, but it was taken care

of by a direct grant of a sum running- into the thousands from funds

at the disposal of the Board of Trustees. This mistake resulted from
our misinterpretation of remarks mi.de by the President.

The force of the argument that fifteen student waiters cannot bo

fed for nothing is not to be denied. Neither lean the improvement in

menu since last fall be lightly dismissejd! as a factor which add,* to the

cost of board at the Commons. Xor would we desire a lowering o

food rates to be secured by a reduction in the wages of the kitehei

help.

We know that there are manly students whose financial resource

are being greatly reduced because of the requirement that they eat a

the Commons, and w,e are also aware that these saimie students conic

eat downtown at lower rates for food of equal quality to that now-

served to them. The answer to their problem according to these fact

lies in a return to the quantity and quality 'of food served earlier ir

this fall and a careful planning of menus so as to eliminate some o

the more objectionable combinations whiieh have been served undei
the .goifee of a meal. Students must remember that hiistitufiona

cooking is bound to be less appetizing after a few years than the home
cooking to which they were, accustomed. There is need for a rea

Understanding of the position of the administration in their attempt
to meet this problem.

There is no reason why the Commons should affect students so
adversely. Why is it that very rarely a senior eats there ? The
monotony of the diet we believe is an important factor. Freshmei
rarely criticise the Commons ; it is only after they have become ac
climated that they begin to do so. It is not our task to recommenc
exactly what the menus should! be. We would suggest with all tin

force of which we are icapalble that it mlighfl be wise; to burn up al

the menus which have served the Commonls for the past three yeaas
and to devise nlew ones.Surely there must be other combinations of
food which can be more attractive to students than the ones whicl
have served so faithfully.

Many students, on reading this editorial, will promptly shoit
that we have come under the persuasive influence of the administra
tion. In so far as the administration backs its claim by facts and
sure logic, we are perfectly willing to grant the force of its claims.

President Gray said to the committee the other day that he was
(certain that, excellent meals could be served) at the Commons at a
rate considerably below the present one, but that it would be neces-
sary to ehangie to more simple fare than is now served. If that can
be ,done there should be no student^created objection Ito making it

an accomplished fact

It still remains evident that the prevailing rate of food is high
that ma'ny students Avho now leJalt at the Commons are spending more
for their food,than would be neceslsary elsewhere • and that although
there are factors in the Commons situation which are not involved in
the management of other eating places, nevertheless it is possible to
make a substantial reduction.

What Does Chapel Do To
On Religion

Charles Steinmetz, the head of the research laboratories of the
General Electric Company, on>ce was asked the question, "What line
cf research will see the greatest development during the next fifty
years?" He replied, "1 think the greatest discovery will be made
along spiritual lines. Here is a force which history clearly teaches
has been the greatest power in the development of man. . . Some day
people will learn that material things do not bring happiness and
are of little use in making men and women creative and powerful
Then the scientists of the world will turn their laboratories over to
the study of God and prayer and the spiritual forces, which as yet
have hardly been scratched. When this day comes, the world will
see more advancement in one generation than it has seen in the last
four. Such words as these coming from this great scientists are of
deep significance.

It is with this idea in mind that we welcome, for their worth
while contribution to the thought life of the campus, the men andwoimm who have helped to make the Religious Institute a success.
We know that the attitude expressed in the words of the advance
booklet, "Their purpose is to stimulate thought but not to dictate
conclusions," is one which is greatly appreciated bv students who
have become impervious to the cut and dried religion which has
been presented so often from the chapel platform.

Students who are stimulated to think about religion would do
we« to consider compulsory chapel as it is found in colleges
scattered here and there throughout the country. The problems
which center about compulsory chapel seem to be the same every-
where, and the solutions seem to be as woefully inadequate in one
place as another. Many colleges and universities whene required
chapel was the practice have dropped it, having realized that the
evils attendant upon such services are fundamental and cannot be
removed by any amount of patching up. As we have said on another
occasion, '"Student indifference to organized religion, or to any type
of religion, can never be raised to the level of keen interest through
compulsory chapel."

Lafayette College seems to have problems centering around

chapel which are identical with ours if we can believe an editorial in

the Lafayette which begins, "The witless oafs in the undergraduate
body who contribute so magnificently to the general disorder of
daily chapel by feetstamping and similar noisy manoeuveta have been
the recipient of no little well-deserved opprobrium. Of late, while
admitting the manifest discourtesy and boorishness of 'such antics,
we have begun to wonder whether something favorable cannot be
said of this quite frank and impressive criticism of chapel." This sort
of conduct is referred to from time to time in other college period-
icals where compulsory chapel is the vogue.

We can sympathize heartily with the same writer when he says.

"We do feel that the average daily chap-el contributes nothing to the
spitirnal aspects of life, tjhat4t is, in essence if mot in form, a sneer*at
religion." Whatever the function of chapel might have been in the
earlier history of this college, we .now look upon it as confession of
a failure on the part of the educational system of which we are all

members to inculcate, in the daily interplay between' the mind! of the
student and instructor, those values which are necessary to the edu-
cation of the the whole iman.

He adds, "Perphaps we are reactionary if we fail to understand
the spiritual value of such things as the performance of a brassy
orchestra." How like old times that last sentence will seem to many
alumni who faithfully attended chapel for four years, learned there
the high value of spiritual things, and have sinlee carefully a vol. led
even the appearance of being interested in anything religious. Often
times we have half expected to see the sa wilts in the stained glass
windws, who look so benignly down upon the student assembly,
begin to do a rumba at the bewitching strains of our Rubinoff.
inoff.

The attitude expressed by President King of Amherst when he
said "I realize that the subject of compulsory chapel is one on which
men disagree. In such a situation I feel entirely competent in follow-
ing my own conviction. This policy of compulsory chapel is there-
fore the President's policy." Savoirs of an edu -ataonal paternalism
that is rapidly becoming obsolete. Yet Bates still clings to compul
sory chapel for nearly the same reasonjs that other colleges give.

It is about time that chaipel was juidged by what it actually doe-
to student attitudes toward religion, and not on the sentimental
reasons which are advanced for its continued existence.

8-

The Student

And
The World_8

Pepys
Through

The Key -

Hole

Ho hum... 'tis betimes and bed-
times both at this hour. . . for didst
carnival hier soir and thy Samuel's
pate hummeth. . . yet the brawl was
a most fine one resulted from
another call to Prexy. . . eemagine
Pa Gould's international relation-
alists getting Sokolsky for three
hours for four cigars Balano
couldn't raise a nickel to phone him
with either. . . . Prexy thinks we're
Scottish.... yet Bangs donated the
nickel. . . . and Andy gave cuts the
next day. . . . Kirby's claim to fame
. . . sleeped while Sokolsky spoke. . .

but the cranium remains stuffed and
the voice inexplicit. . . so will to the
social phenomena of the fortnight. .

Samuel, didst see Chase?. . . . gay
and godless. . . and conservative 'Ca-
rolyn . . . why the decline from eight
to five on the eve of Chase?. . . fear-
ful of the diary? . . . and rightly so . .

to thee we will grant, immunity for
awhile. . . roll on, roll on . . . Skippie
gives the boys a dance they
don't have to wait. . . Jack says she's
meek as a lamb. . . and how was the
frontier settlement Donald?.... a
crash at Cheney awoke me one
morning 'twas a window
whose?... Miss Harmon's... who
did it? ah ah methinks I

must retain some dope for self in-
dulgence but Charlie and his
Sober pal had called Ollie ever
the gentleman has his 'boys' supply
the ladies with chairs chairs
weren't used tho David had a
thought in math the other day. . . it

carried him away Didst glimpse Jack
and iEve at Chase wassamatta
Jack?

. . . no dough port Portland. . ,

and Nerna posing for the pictures.,
she heard the birdie. . .

Dost wonder why the slow, se
quence?. . .the editor has command-
ed that all human interest be cut..
Winchell human interest... besides
how could thy uncle Samuel trans-
gress the jurisdiction of the reli-
gious institute... and after he had
eaten a most dleicious dinner thereat

and watched the senior's with
their first free meal of the
partake. . . . more will come. . .

when Prexy receives them .... in a
few weeks . . .

To forsake completely the spice
of life and the oddities of thy ac-
quaintances and of thyself,
Samuel, would be to All thy diary
with nothingnesses... alike to the
talks of Cheney house when in its
olden form... ah... there was the
louse. . . see what can be done about
it... sort of a reincarnation
you're appointed Povey Press
dispatch. . . . marks out. . . . men in
nights. . . then our Ruthie entertain-
ed Huston in the afternoon and Bob
walkeder in the evening. . . kind of
Trite. ...... but migawd Junie I'm
paying you for better than that
Mary's locker building fudge
all come next Thursday with
spoons. . . Mendel reads the funnies
and studies the expressions. . . four-
teen minutes to cover popeye
Coleman timed him. ... in the inter-
ests of science. . . Dayt and his five
day week. . . . end. . . . driving with
Kay the other day we passed the
car tracks. . . she told me a car had
just passed. . she knew it. . weren't
those car tracks?. . .

Turning to ye circumspect of
more fine events must needs make
the following entries in my writings
for posterity... Cab Calloway Tay-

year

Cha.se last Saturday. . . some of the
boys in the know would think that
the profs had all seen the French
movie before deciding on the new
schedule at Bates. . . Dot Preston. . .

right from the stocks. . . she says a
bore is one who when you asks him
how he feels. . . tells you. . . "Down
at Wilbraham" Merrill can.be reach-
ed thru thine uncle, Dee...

Doubtless one might surmise that
thy Samuel's eyes are drowsy. . . as
they have been all week and
right are you mes enfants but
then the cruellest things are often
said in silence. . . ay. . ay. . let this
bi} a Strange Interlude series
against all those above board strange
interpretations of last week . . . And
what prithee sophisticates and bla-
aees was.the mattah with the Bobcats
last Chase?. . . 'Tis guaranteed that
a little applause will not garner ye
Domestic Hand or perhaps you were
afraid Freddie was around and.
remember last yeah when Bobbie
made the recommendation thusly
went it... "Luckies" for the girls
who wish to be mischievous, beauti-
ful, restless and twenty. . . s'funny
he didn't mention Harlow's

.
ability

as a movie actress. . . we all admire
her for her acting. : . and this years
Chapel.... a veritable matrimonial
agency... really 'teeming' with co-
ed and ed alliances so's the
Muscle factory of Coach Ray. . . and
•;he was cute too Herb then
there's one prof who forget the five
dollar book he wrote and he couldn't
make his class buy it a true
cynic is Balano. . . . forgets it once
in a while tho. . . he and Rugg were
talking the other night Rugg
said... lousy dance Jim... yeah.,
lousy orchestra too Jack... uh . . .

huh. . . lousy floor Jim. . . and such
an early hour. . . now down at. . . .

what do you mean Jack I think it's

a great dance floor and orchestra. . .

pardon me there's a babe that's in
the rocks. . . and do we need money
now! . . for Soph Hop. . . youse guys
and youse gals better dust off the
old evening strutters and sell some
books. . . and drag the body to Par-
ker. . . no., no., not the gals....
unless it's early morning.... make
reservations for that selfsame Hop. .

Harrington asked Mr. Fetter what
life was. . . such innocence. . . War-
ren it's a candle.... some burn it

at both ends the faculty
doesn't even make it smoke. . . am I

wrong Doc?... Boo "Chisler" Dan-
bury... Poor Gladys of Whacker..
I Just Can't ANSWer your QUEStion
Mr. Lewis. . . Chubbie was SO INter-
tsting last EVEN ing and then
there's Jeanette of the earstwhile
popular noonday express., wouldn't
be unpopular at Brunswick... eh
Jean?. . .

Migawd that Sax over my head
will

. . . well you say it and also say
hasta la vista ... is that right Dot . .

how are your parents. . . and hearing
the splash of the showers I'll take
one... lessee last Saturday... yep
that's right eight days... I need
one of my toy boats will woner
whereinhell I've been . . .

My apologies but see the
editor. . . he cuts awfully but
then he's an honor student. . . . and
the jokes aren't so honorable
cee last weeks. . . and next weeks. .

and so to bed... if some alumnus
hasn't taken it already. . . if so I'll

stay up and study. . . Columbia Jes-
ter. . . and Voo Doo . . . . hold here
comes that famous agriculturist. . .

from the dairy. • • and at this late
hour Al... see how the world was
opelled?

. . .

Boneoir and so to bed. . .

Thine SAMUEL.

By JAMES BALANO

The League . . . . Past?
Mr. Matsuokya Japanese repre-

sentative at the League's hearing, is

to depart for home via New York
and Washington within the week.

Coinciding with this is the proposed

withdrawal of Japan from the

League. To the general public this

seems quite disconcerting. Mr. So-

kolsky with his usual air merely re-

maked "so that". It was unwise
however to look at such an event so

lightly. It hardly matters whether
the League is so powerful as it was

nt to be. The factor that counts
is that failure to cooperate on the

part of any power will so make it

the brunt of newspaper and public

opinion that serious events may
occur. President McKinley went to

war with Spain even though
arbitration could have and would
have saved war, but the people were
so embroiled that war was manda-
tory on the executive's part.

Moreover the League has behind
it the sentiments of many men of

international affairs not to mention
the multitudes of people in all

countries that look towards frustra-

tion of events that might lead to

another affair similar to that of

1914. The League seems to personify

the aftermath of that calamity and
the disintegration of it were
sac-rilige to many. Of course this

opinion is hardly held by practical

men of the day and by men of trade

although these undoubtedly wish for

j$kaee and freedom of trade as the
idealists wish for peace and inter-

nationalism. From these viewpoints

the League, could, were it

weil supported, bring about the

the desires of both. It has never had
a chance in the real meaning. The
League has struggled through a

period of rising nationalism, rising

tariffs and glowing hatred for the

Versailles treaty. Given a chance
through more cooperation of the

Powers backed by strong public

opinion the League most certainly

could could become a great power
in international relations.

New Diplomacy
In the Japanese delegates proposed

call on the new administration one
might discern the new diplomatic

order. The new is to be aligned some

GOOD STUDENTS MAKE GOOD

PROFESSORS— PROF. QUM
Says, In Chapel"Talks, Duty Of The Profess* J
To Instill Love Of Knowledge And To Dvaw

Out Students' Hidden Abilities

PHOTOGRAPHER FOR
"MIRROR" DEAD

With the passing of Harry l.
Pluimmer well known local photo-
grapher and the person in charge of

what with the old—-that before the

war. Indeed Mr. Roosevelt is a pro-

ponent of this means of cooperation.

That is he wishes to settle differences

between the countries by confering
with one country at a time. In the

r-ase of England he would meet the
British delegate and confer private-

ly with him as to the debt settle-

ments. To the Japanese he t would
talk on the current American-Jap-
anese misunderstandings. Of course

this means of diplomacy is tried.

But as to it's merit there is con-

siderable question. Treaties cannot
be arrived at if the delegates sit in

glass houses, for then no one would
concede anything. But also does it

hold that treaties of great secret

are easily made by two delegates?
Oftentimes these treaties or under-
standings may not be acceptable to

the nation or its leaders but merely
to the president and to a few. An
Utopia would have all treaties and
understandings above-board. A na-
tion such as Germany before the war
and such as France at the present
time wishes all treaties to be secret
Mr. Sokolsky says that for the good
of trade and cooperation all treaties

should be secret. Indeed here is a
question that must be at most con-
sidered and settled only when more
definite trends take place. According
to history secret treaties are detri
mental to world peace. For trade
which we need most badly at present
.secret treaties are beneficial.

Securities in Europe
Quotations on the bourses of th

continent and of the British Isles
show a remarkable upward trend
during the past two weeks. Whether
this may be tra cable to the orders
from Japan for supplies is question-
able. Surely it is that Japan 'has
made some orders somewhat as she
ordered great quantities of saltpeter
from Chile. This as is generally
known goes into the making of ex-
plosives. At any rate activity upon
some stock market is a good sign if
we may at all go by the erstwhile
manifested interrelationship of the
New York stock exchange to the
European bourses shown in 1929.

— :o: .

Electors Named
To Select Junior

Class Nominees

Committees To Prepare
Class Officer And
Council Panel

In his Thursday morning address

in Chapel, Professor Quimby dis-

cussed professors in their relatron

to students. Speaking from his own
personal viewpoint and basing his

assumptions on his own experience

when he was an undergraduate at

Bates he told how students Picked

their eou/rses because of their likes

or dislikes of the instructors. He
told an interesting story of a pro-

fessor who befriended him once as

he took sick on the interurban from

Portland, an experience which show-

ed him that professors on the whole
|

are more than willing to help stu-

dents in more than one way.
Duties of Professors

"Knowledge can be obtained from
books," Professor Quimby contr-

. ued, "but love of knowledge is

best obtained by personal contact

with professors." "Thus, the pri-

mary duties of the professor are to

irstill a love of knowledge in his

students and to draw out their hid-

den abilities." This is the real mean-
ing of education. Prof. Quimby as-

serted.
To the student who finds himself,

through some difficulty of course or

of schedule, in a class which he dis-

likes, either because of the course
or of the professor, Professor Quim-
by put the proposition in the form
of a challenge to work aind achieve

f
:V...|

more interesting than h.e j, ad
believed possible.

Qualities of Good S? mlp
On Friday morning, p r

'

f

s

Quimby balanced his
\

- SSr
-.'

day before by speaking 0n
l^

"Qualities that Make a Good &dent." He stated that the t c a< h

invariably as much interests.! *

fa.-.-- him the first ^
y

i:

is in il
as the

iterestej

fir

student

eome of th

what
classes,

teacher.
He first named

lities that a teacher disliW ?"a-

student: lack of attention,
urn!!*

ral and impertinent tendenc-i^
1
"

ward argument and disagreeing!!
^

great development in
art

:

a&d car*.

making alibis, dishoh
lessness.

Directly opposed to these
those qualities which make

a ?
demt liked by the instructor-^"'
characteristics which mukf.

a r
7?e

good student: desire f0r
ment, intellectual curiosity, y-T
duality and initiative, and\2i
ness to work.
Even though all students

rnav Dr
. I

be superior scholars, at least &T
can develop these' qualities, and:»
prove themselves to a marked tl
gree.

Professor Quimby said, "w
fe

put your best into your work, jl

try to make the most of youiw
SKCcess under such unfavorable con- then the faculty will say,

|

ditions. Often, when placed on his
i glad to have had him here; b

own resources in such a predica-
|
been a good student.'

ment. a diligent student may in
)

"Good students make good
j,

time 'find the course or professor
!
structors," he said in conclusion
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To the Editor of The Student:

I was very much interested in the

editorial of last week's Student. l|

am sure that every student who eats

at the Commons fully appreciates

|

your motive.
The Commons has been a widely I

discussed topic for the past two

years. The administration must

know that there is dissatisfaction
jamong their unfortunate boarders.

The fact that there is great
tisfaction wa» substantiated by tie

petition which was unanimously

signed by those students who eat

at the Commons. I wonder if ths

J

administration ever stopped to e

sider what the cause or causes
this dissatisfaction are:
Now I look at this matter frosj

an unprejudiced viewpoint. I have

eaten on campus and off campus.

Therefore I believe I am in a posi-

tion to compare the facilities of one

wit h the other. The question which I

arises in my mind and which I

think ought to be considered is. il

students are getting just as good
j

food at the Commons as they could

elsewhere, why is there so much dis-

satisfaction? I am sure that if I

could get just as good food at the

i

Commons as I can down town anil

for the same amount' of money, yo:

would not hear any complaint from

|

me. But the disgusting part of it &
is that we are paying more for the

refuse that we get at the Common:
than we would have to pav for a de-

cent meal elsewhere. We can pt|

better food, for five dollars or i

dollars a week than we are gettit

for seven dollars a week at the Cob
mons. Cain: you blame us for cof|

plaining?
Therefore I will venture to

that il" the administration will
us as good food at the Commons 35

we can get off-campus and will put

their prices on an equal basis with

other eating places', they will ha"
solved the mystery of "why there is

so much complaining about the

Commons."
Respectfullv

ROBERT LAWRENCE '#

At a meeting of the Junior class
held Saturday afternoon at 1:30 for
the purpose of electing nominating
Committees; the following electors
were named by a vote of the class to
nominate Junior student council
nominees: Prank Murray, Julius
Lombardi, and Sumner Raymond.
After these votes had returned the
following nominators were chosen toBates Mirror pictures for the past 1 „ -a~~~t

—

«

-era, mre. wt „» ly the two i Xl-f OHve'?
6

%lfoitT\!Zt,
Russell Milnes, Patricia Abbott,
Olive Grover, and Eileen Soper. On
the nominating committee to decide
who the candidates for editorship
of the Mirror shall be are: Miriam

cities, but Bates as well, have lost
a friend. Indeed at the time that his
condition seemed to be the most un-
bearable he was on the way to the
gym to Photograph Mirror pictures.
Feeling an attack of heart trouble Wheeler, Sumner Raymond, Albert
that had bothered him intermittent-

1

Oliver, and Robinson Johnston.
lor.. mni^mn^^M'iirM^^^J^ ye&Y* 5f

Pr^eeded tof The meeting had been postponed
Orannan?

7
.. the DarTmo«nt

P
thHv« a

JL 50 ^ZSfZ*!^ ***** W*H»6 Thursday dueparamount thrives
• . . Edmunds was stricken. . . by the
floor... dancing master Secor and
Pupil Sweeney... the jewel (er) at

- to
illness of the class president

tions of doctors .All attempts were Prank Murray. This postponement
tc.no.avail however and at 11:35 accounted no loubt forXdSSSSSaturday evening he passed away.

|
the Juniors had in getting a quorum

where he was put under the atten- 1 the
attei
and

Mustard, genus musculus, sleeps
sweetly in an unhallowed grave.

There were no mourners at his
bier. 'He died as he lived; alone,
lonely, and modest to a fault;
Where Mustard came from nobody

knows, and what is more, nobody
cares. But one day the C.L.A. chem
istry laboratory at B. U. was bleak
and dreary with its multitude of
pungent and penetrating odors. But
on another day, Mustard was there,
filling the dismal chamber with his
gaiety and his playful scamperings.
He stuck his nose into wide mouth
ed beakers. He penetrated the inner-
most recesses of not-bellied retorts.
Aftr making sure that none observed
him he bathed and laved himself in
various sinks. For Mustard was a
hygienic mouse, if ever there was
one.
For many months Mustard came

with the twilight and left with the
dawn. Bedtimes he nibbled at titbits
which students had dropped or left
in open drawers. In exchange for
these morsels, he had, as has been
suggested, brought life and glamour
to the C.L.A. chemistry laboratory
Now jealous mortals are accusing
him of carrying on secret amours
there. But that is slander. Mustard
never was a ladies' mouse.

But Mustard is dead now. A
janitor discovered him on a chem-
istry bench the other day. Near him
was an over-turned bottle of
sulphuric acid. Mustard had drunk
too deeply.

He was swept into the refuse heap
and thrown among the waste paper,
chewing gum, and apple cores of
C.L.A. workers. No sad farewell for
Mustard. None to mourn him.

Alas, poor Mustard. Requiescat in
pace.
Are you sniffling with your hand-

kerchief, or do you hang your nose
out to dry?

— :o:

Dr. Mather
Continued from Page One

function?", and the philosopher ask-
ing "why does this certain thing
work?". Only by the mutual work-
ings of these two viewpoints can
truth be discovered.

Going on, he outlined the es-
sentials of a well rounded personal-
ity. "They are," said he, "science
philosophy, art and religion". We
are all more or less lop-sided Lop-
sided men realize that no matter
what highway of the four factors istaken that ultimately the goal is thesame

,
for the four highways con-verge". In direet contrast to thoconventional feud between scientist^and theologians we now hTve ascene wherein they work shoulder tnshoulder towards the goal ofTruthComparing machines to the physi-cal side of life and man to the iZside of life he drew an nmJ£ \i

S
bore out his point tlat rn??, ^ that

things ar& »nH2 machine made
m™ e^olutAon \

Patte™ While

the better and towJ?"??-
8111*17 for Freshman rul^. R is suggested ft

fection althous* tl£
ultl

e
ma te per- on Friday the men bring the sheet'

fectinn f* containing the proposed change*

Th:'s co-operation will mat. ;

assist in the expedition of business.

Men MayAskC(hds
To Weekly Parties

The Women's Locker Build*"*

will be open to-morrow evening f0

entertaining by co-eds and the"

guests on the other side oi tn

campus. Last Thursday evening a

group of six couples spent an enjoy-

able evening playing shuffle b° a ia-

paddle tennis, ping-pong, and brl^ „

Those present were Charlotte Bf
"

A«5be.

Blak*
1

-

quite unattainable;"*"
Perfection is

An interesting aide light on th*areer nf n,. , "81U un trie0t Dl
" Mather was added. Dr.

to

c

Sak "in
UP°n being ^quested

and Pvt town 8 Tailoa(i stati

th\Vw
p
:rrher

h
6
at
for

h
?h

iarge —

*

srepfino. i-
6 for the Purpose of

SJSSKi^ The Crowd P*W no at-

SthT to the youthful iMather until he asked who

Student Assembly
Continued from Page One

vieability of having men with

Council experience hold the chair as

President. The possibility of unf&fr
ness was admitted, but the only

remedy to be found is in a separate
election, which is not possible under

our present system of general

elections. Unless such an amendment
can be drawn up as will eliminate
the faults in the proposed one. thf

present conditions will undoubted*
remain.

There are also several oft*

amendments to be considered, main-

ly those to grant the Council char*
to all members from the Senior Cla^

as well as to those who have eerW*
for one year, and to add the arti«8

providing for the general collet

elections. Several sections are to
J*dropped; sections which by the fa- 1

of college progress are antedated ant

actually non-existant. They include

those on the Commons Conm:
special meetings of the Council, and

tentinn *~ 7,7
""^ ^ uw u paid no atE ^uthful looking Dr

they
Upon being told

was expected on that

were wating forD i'- Mather

p -L !Lap!)areiltly had not arrived
fce identified himself. The spokesmanof the crowd looking over the young
».» Mather asked, "and isn't yourtather coming to speak to us?"An interesting open forum washeld foll«ww"7l Twl

iUlum was dances Eckhart, Carolyn

thTd^Z?8 the lecture in whW Ila Page, Frank Soba. Charles. P°
the audience participated vigorously.

mon, Phyllis Pond, Helen

vey, Edward Small, Melvin Welch-
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Adams And Kra^A^^" For 20 Points-
Bates Makes Clean Sweep In 300 Yd

Dash, Mile And 2 Mile Runs
By MELTON GLASER

By virtue of a cleanup in the 300
yard dash, the mile and two mile
runs, the Garnet tracksters defeated
the Northeastern Huskies uy the
surprisingly safe margin of 59 to
40. Captain Arn Adams and Bob
Kramer, sophomore ace, accounted
for 20 points. Kramer broke the
cage record in the high jump at five
feet eleven and three quarter inch-
es. He also tied for first place in the
pole vault and tied for second with
his teammate Clark in the 16
pound shot put.

Huskies Start Off With Bang
The Huskies started off with a

bang, taking firsts in the shot put,
40 yard dash, and 45 yard hurdles,
but after that it was a one sided
track meet. Adams took the 300
and was followed to the tape by
Pendleton; Jensen and Sheridan
were tied for third. In the 1000
Bates took a second and third, But-
ler being passed by Stanley of
Northeastern near the finish. Mal-
loy, Jellison and Saunders, finished

up in order, in the mile. Jellison led
most of the way, but ini the last
lap Malloy, a sophomore, took the
lead and won the race. Saunders
started to move up about the middle
of the race and staged a glorious
battle with a Northeastern runner
for third place.

Summary
40 yard dash, won by McKenzie,

Northeastern'; second, Eldridge,
Northeastern; third, Jensen, Bates.
Time 4 3-5 seconds, (ties meet and
field records).

45 yard high hurdles, won by Mc-
Kenzie, Northeastern; second, Pu-
rington, Bates; third, Pendleton,

Bates. Time 6 seconds (new meet
record).

300 yard dash, won by Adams,
Bates; second, Pendleton, Bates;
third, tie between Jensen and Sheri-
dan, both Bates. Time 33 3-5 sec-
onds.

1000 yard run, won by Stanley,
Northeastern; second, Butler, Bates:
third, Smith, Bates. Time 2 min. 14
seconds (new meet record).

600 yard run, won by Adams,
Bates; second, Lary, Bates; third,
Allen, Northeastern. Time 1 min.
1-5 seconds (new meet and field
records).

Mile run, two by Malloy, Bates;
second, Jellison, Bates; third.
Saunders, Bates. Time 4 min. 3-5
seconds.
Two mile run, won by Winston,

Bates; second, Sematauskis, Bates;
third, Raymond, Bates. Time, 10
min. 25 2-5 seconds.

Shot put, won by Hadley, North-
eastern; second, Kramer and Clark,
Bates. Distance 41 3-10 feet (new
meet record).

35 pound weight, won by Enysall,
Northeastern; sceond, Carlin, Bates;
third, Hadley, Northeastern. Dis-
tance 4 3 2-10 feet.

- High jump, won by Kramer,
Bates; second, Pray and third Mc-
Kenzie, Northeastern. Height, 5 feet
1 1 % inches.

Pole Vault, tie between Kramer,
Bates; Urban and Waltonan, both
Northeastern. Height 10 feet 9

inches.

Scientists at Harvard plan to

study the air over Cambridge. They
may find the ether especially melli-

fluous over the Stadium on Saturday
afternoons in Fall.

T. J. Murphy
Fur

Lewiston,

Company
Est. 1873

Maine

The latest styles and quality

In sport wear, you can hope to use

Are now at prices all so low
That all can be well-dressed, we know
At Murphy's, the clothiers of quality.

General Reduction

Now In Effect On All"

Suede, Leather and Woolen

Sportswear
and

Ski-Suits
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century, all kinds of foreign settle-
ments were .virtually taken from
China by the Western Powers

Bifferent Law For Yellow Man
The Japanese," said Mr. Sokol-

sky, "found that there was a law for
the white man . . . and a law for the
yellow man."

I** then referred to the United
States policy before the opening of
the Panama Canal, during which
time it was considered advisable to
protect Japan against Russia, and,
says Mr. Sokolsky, the open door
announcement had as much this in-
tent as the .protection of China's
integrity. With the beginning of our
Pacific history, however, Japan be-
came the dangerous neighbor on the
north, even though the United States
under the first Roosevelt did back up
Japan in the Russo-Japanese war.

It was in this connection that the
lecturer took up the arguments
against Stimson's policy. He pointed
out that the United States has
ceased to grow in size and popula-
tion. The only thing left for the
country to do if it wants to continue
progress is to spread out its econo-
mic frontier: "Move our economic
frontier outward," he advocated,
"and sell our goods." We don't want
to subjugate the Far-East; we want
to develop it. In that light, we should
regard the Japanese-Chinese trouble
as something we had better not en-
courage, either on the one side or
the other; we should let it drift and
watch our opportunity for trade
once the warfare has blown over.

Russia Still Exists
We cannot, according to Sokolsky,

lead smaller countries in a crusade
of righteousness. We have not recog-
nized Russia, and yet the Soviet Re-
public seems to keep on existing

without recognition.
We have something to do, how-

ever, to right our course. Sokolsky,
who has just returned from the Far-
East, believes it is generally accep-
ted, since we published Stimson's
letter to Borah, that we are itching

to go to war on China's side.

.Mr. Sokolsky is at present on a
tour of American colleges. He
lectures to audiences such as the

one in the chapel last Friday; and
conducts informal discussion groups
as well. He met with a group of stu-

dents in West Parker Hall after the

lecture here.
To Mr. Sokolsky's credit is men-

tioned his feat of having been pub-

lisher of a pro-allies paper in Russia

during the war, and the publication

of his articles in the New York
Times. He is author of "The Tinder-

box of Asia", a book in use in Bates

government classes.

Helen Hamlin and

Rebecca Carter

DebateAt Orono

Conference

The Women's debating team
Bates debated at Orono, last Thurs-
day. Ruth Walenta and Eva Besbee
of Maine, both of whom debated
here last year, upheld the affirmative

of the question, Resolved, that the

civilization of the Western world
cannot survive unless it absorbs the

Spiritual culture of the Orient. Helen
Hamli.n "33 and Rebecca Carter '33

argued for the affirmative.
The discussion was held at Colvin

Hall in the afternoon. Following this

no-decision debate the debaters and
the audience which consisted of

formally invited guests were enter-

tained at tea.

PROFESSOR GILBERT
EXPLAINS TALKIES

Continued from Page One

were taken up and made the subject

of definite resolutions passed- favor-

ably bv the conference which refus-

ed to agree to other proposals re-

|

gardiing the establishment of a

of I new economic league of nations, and

the abolition of trade restrictions

such as embargos, quotas, etc.

Favor Cancellation Of War Debts

United States and two other dis-

senting, the conference went on

record in favor of the cancellation

of war debts down to a lump sum
of $2,000,000,000. The resolution

had been introduced by England,

with the French delegation second-

ing the motion for its adoption, and

Italy and Germany backing them.

Debates between Theodore Seamon,
charge d'affaires of the United

States' delegation, and Lionel A.

Lemienx and Frank Murray of the

French delegation, and Bertram An-
tine of the Italian representation

fi atured the discussion on this pro-

position.
After the war-debts issue was re-

tin d by the conference, the discus-

sion of the tariff problem ensued. It

as adopted bv the conference, two
Prof. Gilbert has added to and

corrected the article that appeared w
in last week's Student on the French delegations dissenting
talking picture held Feb. 20.

"Speech psychologists point

out to us that the ability to us,'

a language orally is acquired

not by dint of conscious efforts

of reasoning and synthesis, but
by unconscious assimilation. In

other words, .such an ability is

"caught" rather than Studiously
acquired. It is then the <;!".•

rather than the eye that must
lie trained for the acquisition

of a speaking knowledge of a

foreign language. Natural means
of ear training are all too few
in a country of which the lan-

guage to be learned is not the
vernacular. Occasions must be
created—many occasions.

"Students of pedagogy have
hailed with delight the advent
of the "talkie", as a means ad-

mirably adapted to their use,

for the facial expression and the

gestures of the actors aid in a

remarkable degree .the under-
standing of the spoken word.

"Not every 'talkie', desirable

as it may be in other respects,

is adapted to the comprehension
of the student who has had little

experience in listening to a

foreign language. The subject

matter must be light. One is not

concerned with what the player

means, but with what he says.

Acting on this* principle, some
of our larger colleges have
initiated this type of language
learning with an operetta. (The
one to which we listened last

Delegates
The following delegates address-

ed the conference during the eve-

ning- Theodore Seamon, and Gordon

Jo!ves of the United -States delega-

tion: Lionel A. Lemieux and Frank

'Murray of the French delegation;

Herbert Jensen and I"ge von Muel-

ler of the German delegation; Mr.

Lemienx and Miss Von Mueller gave

short speeches in French and Ger-

man, respectively ; Bertram Antine.

Italy; Gault Brown, Poland; Samuel

Scolnik ,the Baltic countries; James
I Balano and Carl Milliken, England;
! Sumner Raymond, Japan; Nathan
Mil-lbu.ry and Norman Greig. India;

( live Knowles and Ray Stetson,

.
Soviet Russia; Robert Fitterman

: and Walter Norton, Spain.

Vincent Belleau, President of the

|

Politics club was the chairman.

! George Burke was secretary, and

week has served in this capacity

iu several of our best colleges.)

The choruses
;
are bound to con-

tain many welcome repetitions.

The music furnishes relief from
tension and consequent fatigue

which always attend sustained

mental effort. From the operetta

(which is often more spectacular

than we might wish) one goes

on to the more serious plays.

"However, nothing replaces

the regular classroom work.

True it i«, that there Is no royal

road Ut know ledge, but the route

may be glorified in a variety of

ways."

By DOROTHY O'HARA
Basketball Games And Winter Sports
The basketball games and winter

sports-meets were carried on thi^

week in spite of adverse conditions.

Only snow event* could be held in

the meets, and the teani6 had great

difficulty in finding patches of snow
large enough for these. The results

of the meets are as follows:

Juniors—'Garnet 2, Rlack 2

Sophomores—Garnet 1. Black 3

Freshmen—Garnet 1, Black 3

Garnet and Black meet—Garnet

3. Black 1.

The schedule for the basketball

games was different from other

seasons in as much as the seniors

were playing' on the underclass

teams to* fill the latters depleted

ranks One game was held for each

elaae instead of the customary three.

The results were as follows:

Juniors—Garnet 57. Black 31

Sophomores—Garnet 2S, Black 16

Freshmen—Garnet 21, Black 35

Garnet and Black—Garnet 36,

Black 26.

Girls! Take Notice Of liases of

Awards!
There seems to be some misunder-

standing about the bases of awards. I

since the old-time point system has

been clone away with. Will every-one

take notice that One Year of Train-

j

ing is required before any award can
|

be given. The following are the bases

upon which they are given:

•Class numerals and permission to

wear the Garnet aud Black Jersey:

Sportsmanship, one year of train-

ing, interest, and number of practices

attended.
White Sweater with the Garnet

"B":
Sportsmanship, ability, general

scholarship average of 75, and

posture of at least 'B' grade.

Silver Loving Cup:
Sportsmanship, athletic ability,

leadership, scholarship average of

SO. and general attitude.

Dr Newton Fetter

In Chapel Speech

Praises Markham

Famous Poet Classed

With Schweitzer
Ghandi
—t

In chapel Monday morning. Dr.

Newton Fetter, director of a popular

student center in Cambridge, spoke

of the two philosophies with which
we can face life. He said that he had
recently received two letters from
two students who won honors at

Massachusetts Institute of Technolo-

gy last June. These students both

complained that their earning ca-

pacities were very low. Dr. Fetter

used these two students as examples
of the type of people who seek se-

curity and material success.

"The world is divided into two
groups," he went on to say. "The
group who accept all the riches a.nd

gifts of the past with no appreciation

and no responsibility. The philosophy

of this group is, 'Eat, drink, and be

merry.'
"The second group is exemplified

by such men as Edwin Markham, the

virile poet who practices what he

preaches." Dr. Fetter proceeded to

tell how Dr. Stidger, when he meets
Markham, always goet^ to the day

coach for there he will find Mark-
ham who saves his money to give to

the poor. "We honor the men who
help others, men like Kagawa of

Japan who aids the poor with his

money: Albert Schweitzer ,the great

organist and lecturer who sends his

money to the people in North Africa;

and Gandhi whotse life is more signi-

ficant than any other living man.

Worthwhile Yisi( At University of

X. H. Way Day
The delegates who attended the

Play Day at the..University of New
Hampshire this past week-end re-

port a very worthwhile visit. Dele-

gates from Maine, Colby, and Bates

were present. The three Maine col-

leges went in one bus, eating dinner

at 'land Hall together, Friday even-

ing, before starting. Saturday was
occupied with basketball, volley ball,

badminton, and ping-pong tourna-

ments. There was a wienie roast at

the Outing Club Cabin at noon; then

came discussion groups; and a
banquet was held in the evening, at

which Frances Brackett, President

of W. A. A. gave a speech in behalf

of the Bates delegation. Thone girls

representing Bates were Frances
Brackett '33, Norma Hinds '33, Ver-

na Brackett '34, Miriam Wheeler
'34 Tobv Zahn '34, and Grace Gear-
ing '3 5. Miss iMildred Fisher of the

Physical Education Dept. went along

as chaperone. Bates extended an
invitation to the colleges for next

year's Intercollegiate Play Day which
is to be held here.

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

Main Street

SCHOOL PAPERS

MERRILL & WEBBER CO,
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS

95-99 MAIN STREET, AUBURN, MAINE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

YEAR BOOKS

esterfie/ds

GOOGIN
FUEL CO.

COAL, WOOD and COKE
1801 Phones 1800

114 BatesStreet *7Jg&gS*LEWISTON AUBU&M
yj

MOST COMPLETE AND ^UP-TO-DATE

Luggage Store East of Boston

Fogg's Leather Store

123 MAIN ST. LEWISTON, MAINE.

Harry L. Plummer

PORTRAIT—Commercial and

Finishing Photography

New Studio

At 135 Main St.,

Lewiston, - Maine.

GROUND FLOOR

TAXI
4040

BILL
The Barber

Eds and Co-Eds

CHASE HALL
^1
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Lewiston Monumental

Works
JAMES P. MURPHY CO., INC.

5-10 Bates Street,

Telephone 4634-B

w
J. W. WH
BUILDING MATERIALS

47 Lincoln St., Lewiston.

thimk our best until
"We never tninK ««

,,

Qo-ainst something.'—M H^rfEmerson Fort**.

WHEN smokerskeepbuyingthe

same cigarette day after day . .

.

it's a pretty good sign that they're

getting what they want . . . mildness,

better taste— a smoke that's always

the same.

So we're going right on making

Chesterfields just as we always have

. . . selecting choice, ripe tobaccos

. . . ageing them . . . blending and

cross-blending them...making them

into cigarettes in the most scientific

ways that are known.

As long as we do these things we

know that smokers will continue to

'They Satisfy". For that's what

If you

about t

tell yon the

why not find out

or two will

esterhe
, v_\

1933, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

THEY'RE MILDER

-

THEY TASTE BETTER
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y VINCENT BELLrEAU

SPORTS SHORTS:— There was
some good running done over the
week-end in New York: Metcalf took
half a 6econd off the world 60 yard
daeh record; that isn't done very
often, you know. . . Emmet Toppino
did some record running, too

We don't have to go to New York,
however, to see good performances;
Arn Adams did some good work in

the 300 yard run and then, though
all exhausted, made good time in the

600 yard run in the Bates-North-
eastern 'meet. . . Ed Winston hecame
a letterman when he took first place

in the two mile run.

BILL* CARRIGAN
ON BATES PAY-ROLL

Probably the most famous ball

player to have ever come near the
Bates campus. Bill Carrigan has
now consented to accept a position

ae coach here. Due to Morey's pro-

longed illness, it was necessary to
get outside help, and Carrigan, a
great friend of Morey. was convinced
he should take the job. Many schools
have been after the great Red Sox
manager, but he always preferred to

stick to his Lewiston home. Bates
ought to feel honored to have his

services at this time.

McCLUSKSY ALSO
REMAINS AS COACH

Almost as good news to us is the
announcement that Ray McCluskey
will stay during the baseball season
to work with Carrigan on the base-
ball outfit. It has been advocated in

the column that McCluskey's services
be changed from temporary to per-
manent, and we now wish to express,

the hope that the great Bates athlete
be placed on the year-round pay-
roll. He's worth the expense.
MARTINDALE OPEN
TO GOLF TEAM USE
Good news for the golfers is the

announcement by President Attwood
of Martindale, who told Johnny

j

Gross that a Bates golf team would i

be allowed to use the local course!
for its matches this spring. There 1

will be no charge for this privilege.

It is expected that the golfers will

be out there bright and early and
make use of this unexpected offer.

The only hitch to the idea is now,
that in order to get in condition, the
golfers have either to pay plenty of
good money from their own pockets
and join the club, or else confine
their activities to Garcelon field, or

the Lake Andrews premises.

LOOKS LIKE HOCKEY"
CHAMPIONSHIP UNDISPUTE 1

)

Due to Bowdoin's baseball practice
starting immediately, and the fact

that it is not the thing for hockey
rinks to be maintained much later

than this, it looks as if our hockey
championship has been cinched, and
that the Bowdoin-Colby game, which
was to decide whether or not Colby
would tie us for the title, is off. To
our knowledge, no anonuncement
has been made at either Bowdoin or

Colby of anything having been
definitely settled about the season's
closing game.

TRACK TEAM
HAS GOOD OUTLOOK
The win" over Northeastern last

Saturday was by a better score than
we had expected. The running of

Adams, the high jumping of Kramer,
and the hurdling of Purington and
Pendleton was not surprising at all.

What did make track followers cheer

up, though, was the work of Kramer
in the pole vault, the improved
showing of Malloy. Winston, and
others scored points in practically all

the running events was encouraging.

It looks as if Maine will have to go

some to beat the Bates runners in the

meet which comes in two weeks.

There is still room for improvement
in the weights, however, and it is

here that Maine will present serious

objections to any Bates victory.
-:o:

DEBATERS MADE HIT

ON BOSTON STATION

Walter Norton *35, a member of

Bates' varsity debating squad, may
well take his place with Rudy Val-

lee, Ben Bernie, and other promin-

ent radio stars who daily receive

hundreds of fan letters, for Norton
is likewise receiving fan mail as a
result of his recent participation in

a forensic clash over the air.

Norton teamed with Bond Perry

to debate Boston College over Sta-

tion WNAC, Boston.

Have Won Titles

In State Series

By JACK RUGG
Due to the probability that the

scheduled remaining game between
Colby and Bowdoin will not be

played off, the Bates hockey team is

the undisputed winner of the state

hockey league.
On looking back over this season's

games it may be honestly said that

the varsity sextet had a successful

season and that much credit is due
Coach McCluskey in his initial coach-

ing appearance. In a relatively

difficult schedule the team has eked

out four wins, one tie game, and
four times was on the short end of

the scoring column. The first defeat

was the opening game with the

Lewiston Cyclones.
The powerful Brown University

hockey team on their home rink in

Providence beat a Bates team,
crippled by the loss of Captain Mur-
phy. The other two losses were ad-
ministered at the hands of Bowdoin
and Colby respectively.

Of the wins, one was against

Colby, two against Bowdoin and one
against the highly touted University

of New Hampshire. The final sum-
mary of goals scored during the
season finds Bates scored upon
twenty times and tallying twenty
goals. White, diminutive wing, and
Swett, hard shooting Bates forward,
were certain outstanding bits of play

stick in our minds: the strong goal

tending of Heldman, who registered
many well-nigh impossible stops, the
sharpshooting of Swett, the colorful

solo-dashes of Secor, Berry's rugged
defensive work. White's all around
speed and cleverness and Joe Mur-
phy's heavy poke check and defens-

ive work.
Without getting panegyrical it

might be added that McCluskey
proved to be a good coach and
developed a scoring team which won
important games. In ending, it might
be well to add that there is a bright

outlook for next year's season with
but Berry, Murphy and Swett gradua-
ting and with a wealth of material
available about the college, with of

course, the proviso of the scholastic

bugaboo. >

Stetson Chosen

As Best Speaker

At Prize Debate

Miss Longley, Musgrave
And Haver Win Soph-

omore Decision
Two sophomore teams debated

the question, "Resolved that the city

of Lewiston should extend its power
and lighting facilities to supply the
citizens of the city", in the a.nnual

Sophomore prize debate, held at

seven o'clock Thursday evening, Feb.
15. The negative team won the
decision which was reached through
the vote of two judges and an
audience ballot which counted as a

third vote.

Ray Stetson, Thomas Vernon, and
George Orestis supported the affirm-

ative of the qeustion, and Charlotte

Longley Ralph Musgrave, and Wil-
liam Haver the negative. Both teams
admitted the desirability of lower

power rates but took exception
to the better way of securing them

—

through recourse to the power com-
mission, or through separate muni-
cipal ownership of the local power
unit. The affirmative advanced
analagous situations in other com-
munities, and pointed to rate re-

ductions in costs as low as two cents

the kilowatt hour. The negative

pointed out the new investments and
subsequent increase in taxes which
the plan would entail.

In a problem vitally concerned
with local community welfare, both

teams gave evidence of extensive

first hand research and careful

analysis of the question. The degree

of variance expressed in the audience
vote for best speaker pointed to the

equal ability of the six speakers. The
final count "gave the award for best

speaker to Ray Stetson.

Gordon Jones, sophomore class

president, was chairman for the
debate, and Norman Greig '34 acted

as manager.
:o:

"From my experience I have
found one can dispute with the
British and Americans and after-

ward be all the better friends."

—

Ex-Premier Herriot of France,

Commons
Continued from Page One

done relatively as much for her

students and more, by aiding them

to the extent of $18,000 on an en-

dowment of less than two million.

He said this in connection with a

statement that one reason for the

cost of food at the Commons is

that a number of students are work-

ing their board there, a fact jvhich

makes it possible for them to stay in

CO 11
©.or©.

Glive Knowles presented the Pres-

ident with a petition signed by 13 6

men of the college which read as

follows:
To the President;

It is the considered judge-

ment of the undersigned that

there ought to be a substantial

reduction in the weekly rate of

seven dollars for food at the

Bates Commons. We believe

that there is a moral obligation

devolving upon the administra-

tion to keep the rates as low as

possible because of the fact that

we, the undersigned undergra-

duates are required to eat at

the Commons; we do not be-

lieve that this obligation has

been met in view of the present
low cost of food and the rates

which obtain at other institu-

tions in this State of Maine.
We, therefore, respectfully pe-

tition the authorities to take
some action toward reducing
the rates at the Commons for

the second semester.

The President assured the com-
mittee that upon receiving a report

as to the cost of the present set-up

at the Commons, he would give se-

rious consideration to reduce the

rate for men. if it is at all possible,

and suggested that he is desirous of

knowing when there is anything
wrong on the campus, and is glad

to consider the proposals of stu-

dents regarding campus problems
:o:

"They (Wall Street men) are
nothing more than a handpicking of

the me/m of character and ability

from off; the main streets of Ameri
ca."—Cameron Beck, personnal di

rector of New York Exchange,

"I propose that the President of

the United States proclaim Wash
ington's and Lincoln's birthdays as
'national days of work for the un
employed."—Harold R. Shapiro.

FRESHMAN TRACKMEN

MEET HUNTINGTON

Bates frosh runners will have to

do better than the average run of

Bates frosh runners if they want to

do themselves justice and beat the

visiting Huntington School track

squad next Saturday; Huntington

comes to Bates favored to win, with

such stars as McKee, Jackson, Wig-

gins and Hines leading them.

In their meets so far this season,

Huntington has been handicapped

by the absence of several first rank

men, but they are all back now and

the frosh will have a hard job beat-

ing them. The squad of 1936 track

and field men will compete against

Huntington sees iClark, Saunders,

Keller and Muskie as the best men,

and Hutchinson, Tubbs, Jeannotte,

Poskus, Atherton, Foote, Zaremba,

Gautier, Greenwood, and Bailey

completing the squad.
ISaunders* race in the 1000 yard

run against Jackson and Hines of

the visitors ought to be one of the

meet's features.

There will be a relay race, pro-

bably two laps in length, and 'tho

the personel of the Bates team is as

yet uncertain.

ILLUSION:

Look at this remarkable lady . . . with three lovely and

perfect heads ... all attached to a normal body. She

appears to sit on the stage, with the lower part of her

body concealed by flowers. She can wink, smile, and

nod. She can talk, laugh, and sing—all at the same

time. Thousands of people have seen this feat of magic

and pronounced it a wonderful sight

!

EXPLANATION

:

Audiences used to pay an extra fee to go behind the

scenes to see how this trick was worked. They dis-

covered that the three-headed woman was merely a

reflection in a mirror. The glass showed the heads of

three girls but the body of only one. The other two
were cleverly hidden so that only their heads showed

in the mirror.

Source: "Magic Stage Illusions and Scientific Diversions"

by Albert A. Hopkins...Munn & Co.. Neiv York

It's fun to be fooled

. . . it's more fun to KNOW
This "three-headed woman" trick goes

'way back to the early days of magic.

Also old is the suggestion that pro-

tection for your throat and freedom from
coughing can be achieved through some
magic trick.

THE EXPLANATION: The easiest ciga-

rette on your throat is the cigarette that

is made from the choicest, ripe tobaccos.

Cheap, raw tobaccos are, as you

^ would naturally expect, harsh to the

H

throat. Ripe, costly tobaccos are mild,

mellow— gentle. The question is whether

a cigarette is made from cheap tobacco

or the more expensive grades.

~7^/^ It is a fact, well known by
leaf tobacco experts, that

Camels are made from finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE tobaccos

i

American men and women have smoked
more billions of Camels than any other

brand because of the appeal of more ex-

Pensive tobaccos and matchless blending.

Won't you stack up your own experience

with a cigarette made from milder, cost-

lier tobaccos... against magic claims about

"cigarettes and your throat"?

Try fresh Camels—in the air-tight,

welded Humidor Pack that seals the

freshness and coolness, the mildness and
flavor of Camels... inside.

iVO TRICKS
just costlier
tobaccos

UN A MATCH LESS B L'E NID

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets

m

School of Nursing

of Yale University

A Profession for the College
Woman

The thirty months' course, pro-
viding an intensive and varied
experience through the case studv
tethod, leads to the degree of

Bachelor of Nursing

Two or more years of approv-

ed college work required for ad-

mission. Beginning in) 1934 a
Bachelor's degree will be requir-

ed. A few scholarships available

for students with advanced qua-

lifications.

P\>r catalogue and information

address:
THE DEAN,

Yale School of Nursing
New Haven, Connecticut

We show yon a varlea

PRIZE CUPS

FOUNTAIN PENS
of all standard makes

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS
LADIES*

ZIPPER JACKETS $3.95

MOCASSINS $2.65

—at

—

FLANDERS
62 COURT ST. AUBURN

TUFTS COLLEGE

I DENTAL SCHOOL

s
>
I

i

1900

Dentistry has developed into an important
branch of health service. In order to meet
its obligation to humanity, it needs men
and women of the highest intellect, backed
by superior training.

College men and women who are inter-

ested in a career in this field of work may
obtain a prospectus of the educational re-

quirements by addressing

Howard M. Marjerison, D. M. D., Dean
Tufts College Dental School

416 Huntington Ave. Boston, Mass.

LEATHER HANDBAGS

LEATHER BILLFOLDS

BOOK ENDS
CLOCKS

|
of all kinds

BARNST0NE-0SG00D

COMPANY

Jewelers

50 LISBON STREET

Lewtaton, Maine

LE

Messager
| Publishing Co.

Job Printers

Publishers

225 LISBON STREET

SAY IT WITH ICE CRE.OI

George A. Ross
Bates 1904

of

SER VALL
LUNCH

44 liates St. Geo E. SchmUt

The Blue Line
Lewiston—Runiford—Farmington

Lv Lewiston

—

7 45 A.M., 12.35 P.M., 4.25 P.M.
Lv Rumford

—

7.85 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4.15 P.M.
Lv Farmington

—

7.30 A.M., 12.20 P.M., 4.10 P.M.
STANDARD TIME

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME

CORTELL'S
Advance New Spring- Dresses, Suits and Coats Bern"
Received Daily. GRIFFON CLOTHES FOR AIEN

°

CHARGE ACCOUNT SERVICE
109-111 LISBON STREET,

LEWISTON.

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing

24 HOUR S E R V*I C E

"THE QUALITY SHOP "
3 Minutes from the Campus

Tel. 18X7 W

R* W* CLARK Re^tered Dru^t*AV*V mre Drugs and Medicines

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students
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ession, it must be a first class one— Vicki Baum

tutont.
MAINE DUAL MEET

THERE SATURDAY

FROM
THENEWS

B. U. Proud Of Its
Graduate College

Roosevelt's Inaugural
Inspires Nation

pinchot Had 95c When He
Declared Holiday

May Counterfeit
Snip

We Add Our Dictator
To The Long List

And The Grestest Of
These Is Charity

These 300,000
Homeless Boys

F. R. Discovers
Own Authority

THOMAS MUSGRAVE n

HONORS DAY FOR SCHOLASTIC
ACHIEVEMENTS TO BE HELD

IN CHAPEL, MON. MORNING
°USfe ¥"^5? L^TYear-Elections ToDelta Sigma Rho, Phi Beta Kappa, And

__CollegeClub Will Be Annoyed
FORMAL ASSEMBLY GEORGIANS TO PLAY

LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8, 1933 PRICE TEN CENTS

. MOtNG its graduates Boston
A University pointe proudly to 55
Inactive college presidents; "more
jkan from any other University in
:je world", said Dean Homer Albers
of the Law School recently at a
testimonial banquet to him. Also
there are about 15 bishops and over
200 judges, although the beloved law
professor, who is completing 50 years
at the Boston institution, admits he
baa not kept track of all of them.

PRESIDENT Roosevelt in his in-
augural speech Saturday spared
no detail in the rapid picture he

drew of a nation paralyzed by "name-
less, unreasoning, unjustified terror,"
and surrounded by difficulties on all
eides.

He briefly amplified this frank
admission. Yet he soon repledged
himself with voice, manner, and
words denoting confidence in the out-
come. .

Happiness lies in the joy of

achievement, the thrill of creative
effort," he said.
His audacity in threatening to take

over emergency powers equal to

those in war surprised many, but was
heralded as reassuring and inspiring.

• T least one governor was
/V caught by his own bank holi-
* * -day proclamation.
Gov. Pinchot of Pennsylvania said

wh-en he proclaimed the Satur-
day-through-(Monday holiday in his

state he had exactly £5 cents to his

name.
The governor, however, still had

that amount Saturday night. And
his car had enough gas to get him
hack to Harrisburg.

THE issuance of scrip, while use-

ful in many ways, has its

perils, according to a warning
feeued yesterday by Capt. William
Houghton, chief of the United States

secret service.

Speaking unofficially, Houghton
pointed out to bankers and mer-
chants that the indiscriminate 'print-

ing of scrip would open a wide field

for counterfeiters, who would be
immune from the usual counterfeit
lawis.

DICTATORSHIPS are popular in

our world now. Hitler in

Germany, Venizelos in Greece,
and President Roosevelt in the

United States not to mention in-

numerable governors have been
added to Mussolini im Italy, Turkey's
Kemal Pasha, an dthe military

dictatorships of Japan and China
only a few, however, of a long list.

AN attitude that eame up recent-

ly to meet an odd situation in

the Bahamas is one consistent

practically with Christian beliefs.

When this is demonstrated it is

usually news.
A Roman Catholic church was

constructed on lang that subsequent-
ly turned out to be property of the

Church of England. Yet the applica-

tion of good sense and a bit of

Christian spirit easily solved what

appeared, at .first, to be a consider-

able difficulty. The Lord Bishop of

the Church of England informed the

Perfect Apostolic of the Roman
Catholic Church that none of its legal

rights would be exercised.

"We are sure of your good foith,"

he wrote," and we consider that you
fook all reasonable steps to ascertain
tn at your title was valid."

iSOMEBODY'S BOY" is the

S l ather sombre head on a

^ Federal Press news article. It

c°ntiinued •

"The problem of the 300,000

homeless boys roaming over the

country was lessened by one as the

r<*ult of an unidentified 14-year-old

b°y beneath the wheels of a Soutn-
«rn Pacific train. The -boy was one

f a large group, ranging from 14

to 20, who boarded the flyer at

Juma, Ariz., and rode the rails to

L°s Angeles.

PRESIDENT Roosevelt himself

was the man who discovered that

the war-time trading act, under
*h ich Monday morning's emergency
pr°clamation was issued, still we*
Dla ined on the statute books.
Many 0f the lawyers present at

Junday night's conference had a hazy

J
ea the act had been repealed until

President showed them other-
wise.

:o: '

Liberty involves the right to be

ler
0nS "~~Dr

- Ni€b(>la8 Murray But-

E acuity To Appear In Caps
And Gowns—Dr. Grav To
Award President 's Cup
Following a. custom established

last year, Monday of next week has
been set aside as Honors Day and
chapel services will be devoted
to the recognition of scholastic and
other achievements of the first
semester. At this formal assembly of
faculty and students the list of honor
students will be read together with
the elections to Delta Sigma Rho,
Phi Beta Kappa, and the College
club. The list of prize-winners for
the first semester will be read and
announcement will be made of the
award of the President's Cup.

These students appearing on the
honors list are those who have at-
tained an average of 85 or over. The
list for the first semester last year
included 117 names or somewhat
more than one-seventh of the total
student enrollment. Of this number
44 were seniors, 30 juniors, 24
sophomores, and 18 Freshmen.

Election to Delta Sigma Rho is

recognition for excellence and ex-
perience in the field of Defeating, and
Phi Beta Kappa recognizes general
excellence of achivement. Both are
national honor societies. The prize
awards are made through trust
funds established for the encourage-
ment of achievement in the several
departments and outside fields of
activity.

The program of Honors Day will
include the announcement of general
awards by the President, while
representatives of the National
organization will speak for Phi Beta
Kappa and Delta Sigma Rho. The
award of the President's cup will be
made by the president. Last year this

award went to Cony High School in

Augusta. The entire faculty will be
present in formal academic cap and
gown for the ceremonies.

AT SOPHOMORE HOP
The annual Sophomore Hop will

7
e
,5

el
iv.

March 18 in Chas* Hal l at
This Hop has always been one

of the most popular social affairs of
the college, and the class in charge
this year hopes to maintain its repu-
tation.

The decorations will be of a
modernistic design in black and
white sunburst effects. In this fan-
tastic setting the Georgians will
render appropriate melodies.

Guests of the evening "will be
President and Mrs. Clifton D. Grav.
Professor Grosvenor M. Robinson
and Dean Hazel M. Clark. Professor
and Mrs. Percy D. Wilkins, and
Professor and Mrs Arthur N. Leo-
nard.
Frank Pendleton is chairman of

the committee and is assisted by
Charlotte Harmon, Leno Lenzi,
Frances Hayden. and William Prit-
cher. Tickets for the affair are $3.25
a couple and may be obtained from
Bob Kramer.

-:o:-

:o:-

JUNIOR BLAZERS
RED AND BLACK

Red blazers with half inch
black trimmings were decided
upon yesterday by the Junior
class at a meeting held in the
Little Theater at 1:00 o'clock.
The blazer will have the usual
Bates seal on the left band side.
The class chose this blazer from
among several offers put forth
by out of town ami local mer-
chants. The company getting the
contract is Cobb Morris of
Auburn. The retail price of the
blazer is $(».

Freshmen Lose

To Huntington

43-25 Saturday

Saunders, Keller, Clark
And Muskie Garner

Frosh Points

Winning the majority of events,

the Huntington School trackmen
defeated the Bates freshmen by a

score of 43-25 in the cage last

Saturday afternoon. There were,

however, a few ibright spots for the

Bates aggregation. Keller took a first

in the forty yard dash, Saunders in

the 1000 and Muskie in the high

jump, while Clark missed a first in

the shot only by a few inches.

Middle Distance Weak
Before the meet it was agreed that

there be only eight events, and as a

result the freshmen lost several

points which they were reasonably

sure of winning in such events as

the broad jump, discus, pole-vault,

and mile. Bates has sure point

winners in these events and it was

too bad that they were not given an

opportunity to raise the point total.

The real weakness of the freshmen,

however, lies in the hurdles, the 300,

and 600. Had they been able to scrape

up a few points in these events, the

outcome of the meet might have

been a different story.

As things were, however, the Bates

fans had the pleasure of seeing Bob

Saunders romp home to victory in

th. 1000. Bob took the lead early

n the race and never relinquished

it and never was challenged. He is

one of the most promising of the

?r«hman runners, and his showing

Saturday together with his perform-

ance the week before when he took

a third in the mile against^or h

eastern make it appear that Bob ha,

a great future ahead of him a,
,

a

runner. His time of 2.29 was ex-

ceptionally good.

Keller Takes Dash

In the 40 yd. dash Harry Keller

came through in his usual fashion.

Much credit is due Harry, tor heJ
has

been running under di^":
throughout the winter. He hurt hW

knee early in the season and ha» haa

trouble with it ever since But he has

taken good care of it, and has

managed to be in condition when the

Seets came around. He ran a fine

race Saturday in excellent time.

Harry's real event is the broad jump,

Clark Surprises

In the high jump Eddie Muskie

won with a jump of five feet and six

Tnd one fourth inches. Eddie is a

f u lankv fellow with a good build

To
V has shown steady

[-ivement since the heg.ning^of

cttinuTtog^.cU*^^tu^^^^^ 1
-
4

Bates Delegates

LeaveTo-day for

League Meeting

Politics Club Members
Represent Esthonia

At Smith

Zerby, Carroll, Myhrman Discuss

Factors In Period Of Change

The model '••League of Nations'
Conference" sponsored by Smith and
Amherst Colleges to which the Bates
Politics Clubs are sending delegates,

starts to-day at Northampton and
will continue through Friday.

The Bates Delegation, headed by-

James Balano '3 4, consists of Vin-

cent Belleau '33. Donald Stafford "33,

Robert Fitterman '34, Beatrice Niel-

sen '33, and Mary Fuller '34. The
delegation will represent Esthonia.

The procedure of the conference

is analogous to that at Geneva as far

as possible. Delegates representing

the different member nations meet
in a general assembly while com-
mittees are appointed to investigate

problems that arise in the dis-

cussions.

Money And Tariff Imported

Committee II of the Assembly,

with which the Bates delegation is

concerned, has to do with the gold

standard and the tariff reform. Dis-

cussion in this committee will be

directed toward a consideration of

the report of the Technical Com-
mittee

The Committee of Twenty-One
will act as an advisory body to the

Assembly. It was appointed by the

President of the Assembly on Feb.

24 and will proceed from the point

of League action as of Feb. 24, 1933.

The functions of the committee are to

draft invitations to Russia and to the

United States to co-operate with it

in determining possible action to be

recommended to the assembly, and

to follow up Far Eastern Develop-

ments, especially the operations of

the Japanese in Jehol. The com-
'mittee will also concert world action

behind the report of the former com-

mittee and effect means of carrying

out its recommendations.
Besides discussing the Sino-Jap-

anese dispute and the economic

question, an attempt will be made to

settle war debts and the Bolivia-Co-

lumbia boundary dispute.

POSTriTO-DAY'S
RADIO CONCERT OF

MUSICAL CLUBS

A radio broadcast by the Musical

Plubs which to have taken place last

Sunday, has been indefinitely post

•noned. It was to have been given

Tver- station WCSH, in Portland but

the broadcasting company asked its

postponement in order that a com-

mercial program be put in its place.

Al hough no definite date has been

the broadcast will take place

Sometime in the near future.

By CARL MILLIKKX
In consideration of the apparent

crisis reached in economic conditions
of the United States with the present
impediment of the banking structure
and change in governmental adminis-
tration, the Student has endeavored,
through a brief questionnaire pre-
sented to representative faculty mem-
bers to secure a. speculative analvsis
of what may be expected to happen
in our governmental and economic
structure within tha imminent period
of change amd reconstruction.

Prof. J. Murray Carroll, presented
with the question, "What will Con-
gress as it meets in special session
Thursday do to meet the present
banking situation?" made, in sub-
stance, the following statement:

"If the emergency is deemed
great enough. Congress may
grant the President war-time
powers, perhaps reserving for it-
self power to legislate as soon
as the immediate oHsie is past.
If Congress considers that there
is time to legislate, it will find
several courses open. Stabiliza-
tion of bank credits may be at-
tempted through a government
guarantee of bank credits, some
even predicting a quarantee
amounting to 50%. Congress
will perhaps establish a
'managed currency' by author-
izing the federal reserve banks

to issue bank notes to all mem-
ber bank.-; without full regard
to cash reserve, these notes to
be used as normal currency to
meet obligations; presumably
these notes will !be redeemed by
some syi tern of retirement such
as a tax on currency itself. This
plan will be seen to accomplish
the abandonment of the gold
standard, at least for a time. In
any case it is inconceivable that
the banks will be allowed to
operate normally until some pro-
vision is secured to prevent con-
tinued runs on the banks. This
again may be accomplished
either by the President's procla-
mation should he receive the
necessary powers, or by legisla-
tion of Congress—both actions
to be directed against the possi-
bility of continued hoarding."

Prof. A. M. Myhrman, in answer
to the question, "Will there be any
attempt at industrial planning for
the future—the introduction of a
definite 'planned economy'—as a re-
suit of the present crisis?" said in
effect:

"It is impossible for anyone
to predict what the immediate
future will bring forth. One
thing at least is apparent—that
there must be a certain amount

Continued on Page 2 Col. 5

Dr. Mather Speaks

On Oil Extraction

To Geology Class

New And Old Methods
Are Explained To

Large Group
At the class meeting of Geologv

3 22 last Tuesday Dr. Kirtley Mather
of Harvard Unive^lty talked on the
subject of Oil Seisomagraphing. In
his lecture Dr. Mather spoke of the
old methods of searching of the!
Geologic formations that contain oil!

and contrasted tl ese with the new
Geophysical metlv." is. The one which
Dr. Mather stressed is based on the
system of wave shocks that are
experienced in an earthquake. The
time waves of the shock pass through
homogeneous rocks in definite known
periods. This fact is made use of by
exploding dynamite and finding the
time periods by physical methods.

Many Outsiders Attend
Attending the class beside these

who are registered in the course I

were many local clergymen and i

many members of the faculty.
|

Several members of the Jordan
Scientific Society attended a? well as
.;ome underclass men. In all about
sixty people listened to Dr. Mather.

Candidates For

Battery Positions

Report Tuesday

Eight Men Out For Pit-

cher's Job—White
Only Catcher

Uniforms were issued to battery
candidates on Monday afternoon, and
the first workout of the year was
held Tuesday. Harold Millett '34,

Hank LaVallee '33, Dwight Gordon
'34, and John Stevens '33, veteran
mound-men, answered Coach Carri-

gan's call and will do the bulk of the
pitching. Millett and Gordon have
seen extensive service in the Pine
Tree League, LaVallee, a portsider.
pitched good ball last year and should
give the opposition plenty of trouble.

Stowell, Norman. Bates, and Stone
are other promising candidates, and
with a little more experience should
bolster the pitching staff consider-
ably. Ken White is the only backstop
out at present, but Jack Dillon, who
is ill at his home, is expected to re-

port as soon as possible.
:o :

"The danger is that the more in-

telligent, the machine the less in-

telligent the man."—Ignace Pader-
ewski.

AINE FAVORED TO WIN DUAL
MEET WITH BATES AT 0R0N0

Dopesters, However, Concede Possibility Of
Garnet Win—Expect Adams, Jellison, Lary,

Kramer, To Be Bates Point Winners

Maine is favored to win by a

substantial margin, but Bates, led by

Captain Am Adams, Hues Jellison,

John Lary, and Bob Kramer has the

.best chance to edge out the Pale

Blue squad that it has had .for

several years. Because of their appa-

rent ability to pick up a few points

in the weight events, which has

usually been a typical Bates weak-
ness, it is conceded that the Garnet
may pull the unexepected, that is,

defeat Maine.
Maine Is Favored

However, on paper it looks like a

Maine, victory. In the 50-yard dash

Goddard, Means, and Keller should

finish in order. The first two finished

third and fourth at the University

Club meet, and this pair should have

no difficulty against the Bates run-

ners. If Keller's knee is in shape in

time ifor the meet, he may nose out

Means for second.

One of the best races of the after-

noon will be in the high hurdles.

Puri.ngton, a Bates entry, and God-

dard are good men, and a royal

battle will be staged, with Goddard

'slightly favored. Either Pendleton or

Burch "should take a third for Bates.

Adams Picked For Two Firsts

Captain Arn Adams is favored to

win both the 300 and 600 yard dash.

Goddard and Moulton have the .edge

for second and third place in the 300,

but Penleton, Sheridan, or Pricher

may surprise and nip Moulton at the

tape. In the 600, Jack Lary should

have no difficulty for second, and
Maine will probably get third, with

McKiniry, Pendleton, and Shaw as

possibilities.

Bob Butler will have the race of

his track career in the 1000. He beat

Black at the University Club meet,

but Black will 'probably defeat him

in the Maine cage. Black is con-

sidered the best 1000 yarder in the

state Smith should cop third, as he

is almost Butler's equal.

Jellison will have no trouble in

the mile Booth of Maine and Malloy

of Bates will probably battle for

second, with Booth having a slight

advantage. Drummond. Maine, has
the best chance to win the two mile
run. Semetauskis and Raymond
•should finish second and third, but
Corbett, Maine, may take third.

Freeman Webb will undoubtedly
win the high jump, ai3 he is a con-
sistent 6 foot .man. Kramer did 5

feet 11% inches in the Northeastern
,meet, and he may do over 6 feet if

he is pushed. Havey of Maine is the
likely third. Webb will probably also
win the pole vault with Havey and
McMichael taking the other two
places. These three Pale Blue men
are able to do around 12 feet, aind a

clean sweep is predicted.
Keller May Figure In Broad Jump
Havey, Keller, and Means will be

fighting it out in the broad jump, and
jthey should finish in order. Havey is

,able to do 21 feet, but Keller is mot
quite a consistent 21 foot man. In

,the class meet he did 21 feet 2

inches, and in .the freshman meets he

has done 20 feet 7 inches. Atherton
and Clark, two freshmen, can do
somewhat over 20 feet, and either

one of them might beat Means for

third.
Don Favor, Maine, is due for two

.firsts and a second in the weight
events. In the 3 5 pound weight, he is

out to break the old Maine record

which is held by Rip Black, former
Olympic weight man, at 50 feet.

Favor set a new class B record at

the University Club meet when he
heaved the iron ball 51 feet %
inches. Alley should place second,
and Carlin, who is rapidly develop-

ing, should take third. Favor is the
logical man for first in the discus,

and Kramer and Clark ought to place

second and third, Alley can win the
.1 6-pound shot with ease, and Favor
will place second. Clark should take
third place in this event.

Coach Thompson's charges expect
to give the Pale Blue a battle, and
,all events should be close. If the
Garnet can do the unexpected, they
might come through, although it

seems that the best they can do is

hold Maine to a close score.

FIFTH ANNUAL SHAKESPEREAN
PLAY OPENS THURSDAY NIGHT,

LITTLE THEATRE, STRONG CAST
Clyde Holbrook '34 And Mary Abromson '3G

Have Leading Roles In "A Winter's
Tale"—Plan School Matinee

GARNET TO APPEAR delightful scenes

BEFORE VACATION

With last minute offerings of a

great deal of material, the next issue

of the Garnet which is due for pub-
lication just before the spring vr a-

tion is taking shape. Charlotte Cutts
'33, editor of the Garnet, and the ;wo

\

assistant editors, Abbott Smith '34

and Powers McLean '35, report that
there is now more material than was
at all expected a few weeks ago when
the proposed vacation issue wa- held
doubtful due to lack of good literary
efforts. Miss Outta urged last week
that those interested in writing
should submit something to be
criticized. Answering the call were
many aspirants among which the
freshman figured greatly.

The magazine will retain last

issue's cover design which has been
accepted as the standard one during
Miss Cutts' editorship. The materials
will as usual be varied in form and
mission, there being poetry, short
stories and such literary highlights
of the college year as orations.

-:o.-

FRESHMEN DEBATE
WITH BOSTON LATIN
The freshmen debaters bold

their second debate this year
when an affirmative team from
Bates handles the question, Re-
solved, That Modern advertising
is detrimental, at the Boston
Latin School Friday evening.
This will be a no-decision exhibi-
tion debate conducted in the Ox-
ford style,

William Greenwood and Ed-
mund Muskie, both of '36, will
constitute the Bates team, up-
holding the affirmative of the
question. Greenwood and Muskie
made up the team which debated
the Boston College Freshmen
on the same question earlier in

the season. In that debate, how-
ever, Bates representd the Nega-
tive.

-:o:

Physical Ed*

Demonstration

Begins Next Week

Annual Event Highlight

Of Winter Gym
Season

Next week, March 15, 16. and 17,
the annual Physical Education
Demonstration will be given by the

,

women of the college in the Rand
gymnasium. Wednesday, repre-
sentatives from the girls' gym
classes of Edward Little and Lew-
iston High Schools, Jordan and Webs-
ter Junior High Schools are invited
to. attend the final dress rehearsal
beginning at 3:30. About 150 are ex-

pected.
Begins At 7:30 P. M.

The actual demonstration, in

which the decisive competition will

take place, is being given Thursday
evening at 7:30. To this are invited
faculty members, guests of the stu-
dents, and a few other interested
guests. The features on the program
represent a cross-section of a typical
winter season physical education
schedule.

All of the sports are planned
entirely for fun and recreation, with
no inter-collegiate competition. This
type of system is the most popular
one among the larger colleges. Bates
competition is organized under the
Garnet and Black system, each girl

belonging to one group or the other,
and participating in a competitive
capacity at some time during the
year. The demonstration is the high
point in the year's competition.

Senior Glass Judges
According to the usual custom,

three girls from the senior class will
act as judges. This year they are:
Norma Hines, Charlotte Cutts, and
Rosamond Melcher, all prominent
in athletics. Virginia Lewis '3 3 is

acting as chairman of the floor

arrangements committee, apd Mary
O'Neil '33 as chairman of the
hospitality committee. Other leaders
are: leader of stunts and tumbling

—

Verna Brackett (Garnet), Georgette
LePage (Black); character dancing—Lucienne Blanchard (Black), Jean
Murray (Garnet); folk dancing

—

Valeria Kimball (Garnet), and Do-
rothy Wheeler (Black).

Friday Features
Friday afternoon, the 17, a third

performance will be given, this time
in the Womens' Locker Building. It

is being presented at the special re-

quest of the Womens' Literary
Union, members of that society and
their friends being the only guests.
Because of the limited space only
special features of the 'program will

be given, with a selected number of
girls taking part.

Fjiv Not, Typically Shakes-
pearian—Scenery a Con-

trast To Players

Cly33 Holbrook '34 and Mary
Abromson '3 6 have the leading roles
in "A Winter's Tale", the fifth

annual Shakespearian play, which
will be presented by the 4-A Players
in the Little Theater Thursday and
Friday nights.

"Winters Tale" is quite different
from other productions by Shake-
speare that have been shown here.
It is a comedy nominally, and though
it has the required happy ending,
there is a strain uncomedy-like run-
ning throughout.

Deep emotion scenes
Some deep emotional scenes take

place when Leontes, Clyde Holbrook,
accuses his queen, Hermione of in-
fidelity, and in his years of remorse
when he believes her dead. The role
of Hermione. played by Mary Abrom-
son, of Lewiston, Professor Robinson
believe-, ranks with the roles of Cor-
delia and Lady Macbeth in its depth
and difficulty of portrayal.

Paulina, Ruth Coan, of Manches-
ter, N. H. is also a strong character
who is responsible for the haippy
reconciliation among the royal
family at the close. It is she who
brings Leontes to a realization of
the mistake he has made, and who
brings the feigned news that Her-
mione is dead.

Delightful country scenes
In contrast are the delightful

scenes in the country where
shepherdesses dance, and sing
ballads, and where Florizel, the
prince disguised, makes love to Per-
dita, the lost daughter of Leontes
and Hermione. The scene is pastoral
with tree stumps and a sheperd's
cottage in the background, and quite
a contrast to the scene with the
lords and ladies of the court. Wil-
liam Haver of Flemmington,, N. J.,

a:ld Russell Mi'mes, his foolish son,
bring m some delightful comedy in

the scenes where they are fooled by
the rogue Autolycus, George Austin,
and when they rise to the rank of
"fine gentlemen".

Tentative plans are being made
for a Saturday afternoon matinee
for school children, although the
matter has not been definitely set-
tled as yet.

Fight Schools

Enter Annual

Bates Tourney

Lewiston And Thornton
Meet Friday In

First Round
Bates' twelfth annual schoolboy

tourney will open in the Lewiston
Armory Friday afternocn at three
o'clock when Lewiston High and
Thornton Academy meet in the first

preliminary round. South Portlaind,
runners-up in the tournament a
year ago, faces Morse High of Bath
in another game at fcur P. >M. Fri-
day.
The tournament, outstanding high

school sporting event in southern
Maine, is sure to attract thousands
of fans. The winner of the Bates
game is to face the winner of the
annual University of Maine tourney
which is also played this week.

Play-off next week
The play-off between the winners

of the two tourneys will be held in

Lewiston a week from Saturday.
Winslow High and South Portland
are favored by the majority of the
dopesters to be the finalists in the
contest for the state championship.

Eight teams are entered in the
Bates tournament. Each school will

be represented by eight or ten play-
ers.

The schools entered, and the play-
ers who will represent them, are as
follows:

Lewiston iHigh: McCarthy (Cap-
tain), Reichel, Stasulis, Hayes, Dud-
zic, Raymond, Tewhey, Bannulis,
Thibodeau, Drigotas, and Willehan.

Thornton Academy: Polackwich,
Higgins, Coker, Sullivan, Bouca-
vallis, Bizantakos, Thurston, Dolby,
Cummings, and Sawyer.

South Portland: Adams, Hayes
(Captain), Leavitt, Elliott, McCar-
thy, Griffin, Brownell, York, Fee-
ney, Campbell, Rideout, and St.

John.
Morse High: R. McElman, Parks,

Legard, Starkis, H. McElman (Cap-
tain), Henderson, Haynes, Oliver,
Buck, Caw, Boyce, and Harrington.

Deering High New
Deering High: Kilgore (Captain),

VanGrundy, iStele, P. Skillins, R.
Skillins, Forestall, Walter Rosen-
blad, Wilfred Rosenblad, Wilton
Rosenblad, and Phillips.

Continued on Page 4 Col. 5
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Here in the Conmectieut Valley's conservative towns and else-

where, however, a few college professors are openly alligned with-

liberal or radical groups in the communities. Some have even fought

for legislative seats, openlv, with the full sanction of their presidents

Too often professors, of economics, sociology, and goverment must

not only be untrue to their own independent ideas, but must be care-

ful in presenting progressive ideas.

It is more ridiculous that college students must have nothing to

do with the outside world, but must pine and grow tender under

the glass roofs of their cultural greenhouses. It is another indication

that in college individualties are not developed, but the nonconform-

ist is bended, perhaps broken, to the dead rule of the norm.

Bates stands in greater danger than most colleges of indictment

later on for dulling the spirit of her young, because she is situated in

the heart of a ?ombineid Yankee and alien backwardness. The injunc-

tion on her to break away from the trammels that would drag her

down to vacuousness is greater than on others. It is not necessary that

she become radical ; but that she tear the blindfold from her eyes and

see clearly and completely, without fear, and without further- compro-
mise to tho^e interests im Maine to which she has already given

hostage.
VALERY BURATI.
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"'A World In The Making"

By DONALD M. SMTTH

Roosevelt—Radical or Conservative?
That Roosevelt's entrance to the

presidency marks the beginning of

a new deal is 'the hope of American
workers. Reassured by his cabinet
selections, "big business" waited for

his inaugural. Covering his con-
servatism with a cloak of radical

words, the new president announced:
1. "The primary task is to put

people to work" and to help
by extending the public works
program as well as redistri-

bute the population.
2. The need for governmental

aid to raise the value of farm
products and prevent mort-
gage foreclosures.

3. That help can be given in-

dustry by national planning
and supervision of public

utilities.

The urgency of strict control

over banking, credit, and in-

vestments.
The fallacy of economic
nationalism and the need for
tariff reduction.
Insistence upon "broad execu-
tive poweEs as great as the
power that would be given in

time of war".
No new evidence was brought in

by this speech to show that Roose-
velt either understands the funda-

ITMLLECM
NEWS

GENERAL COLLEGE ELECTION

Iff TAKE PLACE MARCH 20

4.

6.

With our banks closed for a national "holiday ;
with Hitler

ready to pursue dangerous policies in Germany; with Roosevelt, tlio

Second, assuming dictatorial powers on his first day m power
;
with

the United States inflating its currency through scrip; with Japan

taking- over the "Yellow Man's Burden" in Jehol; and with such

conservatives as Mark Sullivan remarking that "We have come

through this depression so far with an immunity from violence, from

resentment taking the form of social disorder, that has been a wonder

of the world. One more deferring of hope, one more failure of a man

or institution to live up to the ideal the people have of him, one more

disillusionment would be the thing America could hardly endure.

surelv we have here the picture of a world undergoing the agonizing

ly slow process of an evolution which threatens to burst into the

flames of revolution at the first mis-step. From Our sheltered position

jn this college, the events of such a world are quite remote, until

they affect our pocketbooks.

It is with such thoughts as these in mind that Valery Burati. mental malady of the capitalist sys

. , T) , c,, y= . »__+ _.„„„ ,vrit„, fnr +hk kmie of the I
tem or ls prepared to remedy it. It

editor of the Bates Student last jear, writes tor this issue or Tne ^ h&
_. commiUed t0 a

Student. Thus we are continuing the policy he inaugurated last \eai
moderate extension of social control

of having at least one editorial from the editor of the preceding year. in the field of ,bailking and public

"Our Cultural Greenhouse" More dangerous to .the country

! i -j _£ nAmnldflont than this lack of understanding is

As alumni, we have been graduated from a campus complacent i

p0i36ibilitv of the Pre6ident

even to its own ills, into a society still complacent, but awakening exercising a dictatorship with the

more and more to its acute distress. The immediate stimulus of a l3U pport of liberal industrialists. Any

Avrangling, turbulent world displaces from the mind thoughts of a such change in executive conduct will

campus enclosed in the sweet paternalism of its administration ^|^|^*^S^SS?
faculty, and further enclosed by the censure of a straggling, quasi- ^ inaugural addre6(3 readi3 more
respectable community. From that campus one looked through a like a 6ermon than a state paper. The
roseate halo at this outside world—and learned so little. evident reference to the Hoover ad

In the process of resuming education following a four-years' | ministration as

lapse in college, one forgets for instance, such possibilities as a

.liberal forum at Bates ;
reorganization of the Publishing Association

to provide more student delegates and fewer faculty members, each

limited to a few years.' continuous "service" ;
changing the outmoded

system of classroom instruction and the general system of ranking

with the subsequent maneuvering of all departments to claim the

,best students and the highest average ; still more religious and

intellectual independence for those students and faculty members pr0 p.er t y> acquisitiveness will natural

who want freedom; weeding out super-annuation from the Boards

h

y become the dominant character

of Trustees and Fellows and selfish lethargy from the faculty. trait

What does remain in mind, because of persistent public dis- VTv^^Lt
cussion, is the shilly-sLllying refusal of colleges in general to lead 1™?,,^ JT^jTSf 5JES2
in the true way of life. College presidents congregated m i\ew York

of liDeraltem and the weight of con

last fall and took turns defending themselves and their
_
colleges, 6ervatism. Outnumbered three to

impressively convincing themselves, but no one else. It is always | one are the liberals, Perkins, Wal

hard for the green alumnus to believe that college administrations

expect him to retain all those half-formed ideals he once learned

rather than to become a successful entrepreneur, build a new hall

for his college, be elected to the trustees and forever afterwards lend

his stupidity in the defense of big business, banking, marines in the I who satisfies the "safe and solid"

Caribbean, and the college's provincial god. '
section of the country. Deri Roper

Owen D. Young, of ballyhooed fame and questionable merit—^/^SfwC^y
told the National Bar Association that the law should look torward be a

-e iie-ci upon to return the favors
and hand down decisions which shall be in harmony with an enlight- 0 f large campaign contributors

ened future. If that is a function of law, how much more of colleges Better was the geographical distribu-

ted universities, supposedly the front lines where man battles his tion of cabinet holders with three

own greed and the great unknowns of the universe and God! \^ New York, JJ-^from ^the

In social studies, colleges have been content, like Lots wite, to and tw0 ,from the West
petrify into immobile pillars while looking back, and the social order Public Trust or Private Profit

is a dynamic one. It is not that the professors of social studies are National banking last week feel

reactionary; thev are generally the most progressive of all professors, ins the shock of Michigan's holiday

but thev must fight the fear of their superiors, the backwardness of S^SJ^L^mSnfZftSSZ'Tt*„ . , , ,\ ... 7
. . , -i . } of millions hy citizens surpnsea at

jnany of their colleagues, and the backbiting misunderstanding or recent revelations of high finance,

ignorance of the communities around them, which are all too quick
|
Money in circulation and risen by

to blurt and damage without knowing.

By MILDRED HOLLYWOOD
Prof. Renda has been giving a

series of lectures on Gothic at the
Univ. of Chicago. He had scarcely
started to speak one morning at the
beginning of the term when a stu-
dent raised his hand in the back of

the room.
"Yes?" said Prof. .Renda
"Is this French 2?" the student

asked in a ifrosh worried tone.
"No, this is Gothic," said the

Prof., and resumed his lecture. A
few moments later the student again
raised his hand.

"Well?" said Prof. Renda in the
tone you can well imagine.

"It says in this booklet," the stu-

dent said, "that French 2 is given
in this room at this hour."

"Can't help it," said Prof. Renda.
"This is Gothic."
About ten minutes later the stu-

dent raised his hand again.
"What now?" said the Prof,

patiently.

"Are you Miss Simmons?" asked
the student.

At this point the Prof, discon-
tinued his lecture and marched the
entire class over to the dean's office

to hear him witness that it all ac-

tually happened.
But profs, have their er, ah, weak-

nesses too.

One at Fordham passed a student
who had been dead six months.
And a senior at Georgia Tech.

took the same course twice in the
.-ame room. He passed both times
under the same 'professor and never
discovered the error. Neither did the
prof. '

And do you know the Betty Co-Ed
who knows only .« two songs—"God
Save the Weasel," and "Pop Goes
the King".

Yes, all's that I do is ho, hum, too,

and bewail the unemployment that
the electric chair and hanging suffer.

The Industrial committee is otte

of the several committees connected:

with the campus Y.W.C.A. organi-

zation. This committee at Bates con-

sists of about twelve college girls

and an equal number of girl in-

dustrial workers who are selected by

the director of the Lewiston Y. W. to

represent the various factories, and

chain stores of Lewiston and Au'burn.

The function of this committee is

to meet every other Sunday under
the leadership of its chairman, Eva
Sonstroem '33 for the purpose of

establishing an intimate relationship

between the college women and the

industrial women, thus .making
possible an interchange of ideas and
a common understanding between
the two groups. These meetings
enable the industrial women to gain

an insight into college life, and at

the same time offer to the college

women the opportunity of getting an

understanding of the present condi-

tions under which women in industry
work.

On several occasions, through the

efforts of Prof. Anders M. Myhr.man,
the meeting has been given over to

a speaker representing the views of

the employers and the employees in

certain local industries. Such a meet-

ing as this was held Jan. 22, when
Mr. Kresge, assistant in the local

Kresge store, outlined the manage-
ment of the chain stores in general,

giving to the group some valuable
information regarding that phase of

work.

In some instances, also, Bates
girls have visited local factories, and
have been introduced by the in-

dustrial women to specific phases of

their work.
Each year a New England in-

dustrial conference is held at some
centrally located :point representing
the various colleges and industrial

groups. These conferences are held
for the purpose of outlining on a
larger scale certain aspects of the
industrial world and to unify the
ideas in regard to working conditions
for women in industries in order that

these ideas may be assimilated and
brought back to the various commu-
nities to promote an understanding
between college and industrial

women in their relation to one an-
other.

President Swett Of Student Council Review

Usual Procedure And Explains Changes
—Nominations Now Posted

Election of officers of all classes,

the Student governing bodies, and

many other organizations, will take

place at the second annual General

College Election to he held Monday,

March 2-0.

For the benefit of the Freshmen

and others who were not acquainted

with the procedure last year, Presi-

dent Robert Swett of the Student

Council has reviewed this for the

Student, pointing out any changes

which may have been made.

The polling place will be the main

,

floor of Chase Hall. Voters will enter

by the Bardwell Street entrance and

give their names to checkers station-

ed at the entrance to the main floor.

Then they will be given ballots for

all offices and clubs for which they

are accredited. Each voter will go to

a booth, provided especially for the

purpose, vote secretly^ deposit hallot

in a .ballot box supervised by a tel-

ler, pass another checker who wfU
re-check the voter's name, and then
pass out by the Campus Avenue or

South entrance.
Nominations for many of the

organizations have already been

posted on the bulletin board, and a

complete list will appear in the Stu-

dent next week.
The entire election will be under

the supervision of the Student Coun-
cil and Student .Government and, if

possible, the group- of checkers and
recorders will consist of only senior

members of both boards. The count-

ing of the ballots will also be under
the same supervision, and the results

will be ready for the issue of the

Student on the following Wednesday
In all probability, the polls will be

open continuously from 9 A. M. until

4 P. M. This should give every stu-

dent a chance to vote without in-

convenience.

who have fled from their high seat.-

and the emphasis upon "other social

values more noble than mere
monetary profit," strikes to the heart

of the profit system. The President's

realization of the dynamite in this

statement is yet to be demonstrated.
In a society organized to give secu-

rity only to those who possess real

lace, Ickes, and Hull. What may turn
out to be the key position in the new
cabinet goes to the conservative

Woodin, president of the American
Car and Foundry Company and one

Amherst College' extras this news,
"College Drops Latin as Essential
Requirement after 112 Years". The
new admission requirements, accord-
ing to Pres. King, "....are an at-

tempt to give greater flexibility to
the administration of admission and
are not in any sense an attack upon
the classics. . . . Amherst is placing
greater emphasis on the implications
of the school record and less empha-
sis on the specific sulbjects which the
student has studied."

Does the following
sound familiar to you also?

'chune"

Just a bill to reduce,
Just be careful with the juice,

What's to do about it?

"Please turn out the lights when not
in use".

No more money in the bank,
No one wants to be a crank,
But what to do about it?

"Please turn out the lights when not
in use".

You're waiting now for me to say
"We find signs more and more here,
'Use the lights less every day,
You can, for spring is nearly here'.'

So now every little room
Has its prophecy of doom.
What's to do about it?

"Please turn out the lights when not
in use."

—Wills College-

Sonnet
By ELINOR WYLIE

How many faults you might accuse me of

Are truth, and by my truthfulness admitted

A fool, perhaps, how many caps had fitted,

How many motleys clothed me like a glove.

Thriftless of gold and prodigal of love
;

Fanatic in pride, and feather-witted"

In the work?s business ; if your tongue had

Such frailties, they were possible to prove.

But you have hit the invulnerable joint

In this poor armour patched from desperate fears
;

This is the breastplate that you 'cannot pierce,

That turns and breaks your most malicious point
;

This strict ascetic habit of control

That industry has woven for my

more than $265,000,000 on Saturday,
and the Federal Jteserve could no
longer meet the demands made upon
it. Acting quickly, President Roose-
velt closed all fbanks until Thursday
pending reorganization of the banks
in a unified system. Banking officials

have revealed their incompetence,
and the President demands stricter

government control.

Roosevelt is attempting to do three
things:

1. Stop bank runs and the drain
of gold.

2. Provide emergency money in

the form of clearing house
certificates which will en-

able individuals to transact
normal business.

3. Permit resumption of the
actual use of currency by
allowing exceptionally liquid

banks to resume normal
banking and by allowing
banks to accept new accounts
which may be withdrawn on
demand.

Preceding any move toward com-
plete .socialization oif the banking

|
system will come a multitude of re-
forms. Included in these proposals
will probably Ibe the issuance of
scrip to cover all bank deposits, the
scrapping of the gold standard which
Will open up new resources of credit
for the federal reserve banks, a
unified system of national banking

I under federal supervision, inflation

CLUB NEWS I
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At the Phi Sigma Iota meeting,
Feb. 23, talks were given concerning
the club's study on "'Money and It's

Connections with iFrench Society as
It Evolves Through the Centuries".
The nineteenth century was empha-
sized in the talks. Those who s'poke
were Maxine McCormack '34, Mary
York '34, Mildred Carrier '3i3, Bar-
bara Stuart '33, and Elinor Wil-
liams '3 3. Prof. Bertocci, the presi-
dent, gave some information about
the "Historical Background of the
Nineteenth Century."

tor-

Continued from Page One

of federal control quite arbi-
trarily itntroduced at the present
time. A more centralized and
directly controlled 'banking
system may he an immediate
step.

Extraordinary powers granted
the president may pave the way
for this; it may be accomplished
through legislative channels.
The general chaotic condition of

industry whereby no industry
has the definite means of estima-
ting its needs, may give rise

to further legislation toward the
government control of certaim
industries. There can, however,
•be nothing but speculation as to
what course events will take."
•Dr. Rayborn L Zerby was asked,

"It being recognized that am under-
standing and solution of the present
crisis rests .largely with the psycho-
logical and spiritual reactions of the

people themselves, what part can
religion play and what part is it

playing during the present period?"
Dr. Zerby's reply is summarized:

"In applying religion to the
present economic situation it is

essential to note that religion is

valuable in that it trains people
to take a long-time view of
things. A year or so of trouble
may be disagreealble but in

relation to a ilife-tinte it is not
as important. It is those people,
who have the farsightedness
and reserves of confidence that
religion provides, that will be
less likely to become panicky at

a time such as the present.
People who do not ordinarily

think in religious terms camnot,
however, in times of stress turn
to religion and derive from it

the strength and stability which
it may proffer. Religion is not a

life-saver to be thrown out in a
storm. If religion is to have any
practical bearing on recovery
from the present crisis it will be
within those groups already
organized religiously. It is not
conceivable that church organi-
zations can he effective in turn-
ing' public opinion as a whole
toward a more confident out-
look."

The Women's Politics club is
having as a speaker. March 14,
William Wheeler of Portland, con-
nected with the 'Maine Central Rail-
road Company. This will be an open
meeting and the student body is
invited. An open forum will follow
the -speech.

of the currency thru the issuance of
government bonds, and adjustment
of the gold content of the dollar. Any
effcrt to extend the valuable and
trustworthy service of the Postal
Savings System will he decried by
the profit seeking bankers. Yet, of
all the financial institutions this one
alone has remained 100% solvent
and has conducted itself without
scaudal.

SPOPPORD CLUB
President

Carl Milliken
Albert Oliver

Vice-President
Marjorie Reid
Miriam Wheeler

Secretary
Barbara Lord
Sylvia Shoemaker
Program Comm. Chairman
Abbott Smith
Doris McAllister

PHIL HELLENIC CLUB
President

Abbott Smith '34

Russell Milnes '34

Vice-President
Virginia McNally '35

SeoTreasurer
James (Balano '34

Gordon Jones '35

DEUTSCHER VEREIN
President

Wendell May '34

James O'Connell '34

Vice-President
Lucienne (Blanchard '34

Benjamin Dimlich '35

Sec.-Treasurer
Evelyn Anthol '3-5

Arlime Edwards '34

CLASS OP 1934
President

Clyde Holbrook
Robert Johnston
Frank Murray

Vice-President

Patricia Abbott
Ruth Johnson
Georgette LePage

Secretary
iMarjorie Bennett
Mary Fuller
Eileen Soper

Treasurer
Julius Lombardi
Bernard Loomer
Thomas Musgrave

GLASS OP 19S5
President

Gordon Jones
Milton Lindholm
Charles Paige

Vice-President
Francis Hayden
Barbara Lead<better
Jean Murray

Secretary
Marjorie Avery
Elizabeth Fosdick
Thelma Poulin

Treasurer
Robert Kramer
Howard Norman
Frank Pendleton

CLASS OP 1986
President

Verdelle Clark
Edmund Muskie
John Parfltt

Stantow Sherman
Vice-President

Marjorie Fairbanks
Eleanor Glover
Lenore Murphy
Charlotte Stiles

Secretary
Mary Abromson
Virginia Marston
RernTce Winston

Treasurer
Arnold Anderson
William Greenwood
Robert Johnson
Rdbert Saunders

VARSITY CLUB
President

Jere Moynihan
Richard Secor

Harold Millett
Francis Soba

Secretary
Sumner Raymond
Donald Smith

Treasurer
Robert Butler
Albert Oliver

MEN'S POLITICS
President

James Balano
Theodore Seamon

Vice-President
Defeated candidate
for President

Sec.
Gault Brown
Sumner Raymond

PUBLISHING ASSOCIATION

Jere Moynihan
Albert Oliver

Vice-President
Gene Ashton
Julius Lombardi

Secretary
Mary Gardner
Miriam Wheeler

Junior Class Rep.
(Vote for 1 man and 1 woman)
John Dority
Frances Hayden
Carl Milliken
Jean Murray

Faculty Repres.
(Vote for three)

Dr. Amos A. Movey
Dr Edwin M. Wright
Mrs. Blanche Roberts

JORDAN SCIENTIFIC

Howard Bates
Russell Hager

Secretary-Treasurer
Sylvester Carter
Edwin Decatur

Executive
Burton Dunfield
John iHanley

V. M. C. A.
President

Clyde Holbrook '34
Willard Rand '34

Vice-President
Raymond IHarwood '35
Bernard Loomer '34

Secretary
Sumner Libbey '36
Nils Lentnartson '36
Chairman Chase Hall Comm.
Julius Lombardi '34

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
President

Patricia Abbott '34

Mary Gardner '34

Vice-President
Marjorie Avery '35

Jean Murray '35

Secretary-Treasurer
Catherine Condon '35

Elizabeth Durell '35

Milliken House Senior
Charlotte Moody '34

Theodate Proctor '34

Whittier
Marceline Conley '34

Evelyn Crawford '34

Prye
Celeste Carver '3 4

Arline Edwards '34

Hacker
Lucienne Blanchard '34

Ruth Carter '34

Chase
Pauline Jones '34

Eileen Soper '34

Junior Repres.
.Betty .Fosdick '35

Margaret Perkins '3 5

Sophomore Rep.
Eleanor Glover '3 6

Lenore Murphy '36

Sophomore Rep.
Edith Milliken '36

Muriel Underwood '36

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC BOARD
President

Verna. Brackett '34

Crescentia Zahn '34

Vice-President
Ruth Frye '35

Grace Gearing '35

Junior Class Rep.
Virginia MoNally '35

(Elizabeth White '35

Sophomore Class- Rep.
Marguerite Hulbert '3 6

Harriet Van Stone '3 6

Senior Class Rep.
Defeated candidate
for President

Head of Hockey
Rcsie Gallinari '35

Charlotte Harmon '35

Head of Basketball
Eliza'beth Hobbs '35

Sarah Hughes '3-5

Head of Hiking
Dorothy McAllister '35

Helen Shorey '34

Head of Baseball and Track
Helen Goodwin '34

Elizabeth Wilson '34

Head of Winter Sports
Ruth Johnson '34

Louise Mallinson '34

Head of Soccer
Florence Larrabee '34

Georgette LePage '34

Head of Tennis
Marjorie Bennett '34

Marjorie Reid '34

Secretary
Virginia Marston '36

Dorothy WTheeler '36

Head of Voiley Ball and Archery
Defeated candidate
for Vice-President

LAMBDA ALPHA
President

Gwendolyn Spear
Dorothy Sweeney
Miriam Wheeler

Vice-President
Stella Clemants
Mildred McCarty

Secretary
Frances Linehan
Virginia Scales

Treasurer
Georgette LePage
Eva Young

RAMSDELL SCIENTIFIC
President

Arline Edwards
Georgette LePage

Secretary-Treasurer
'Florence Larrabee
Gertrude Stevems

CHRISTIAN SERVICE CLUB
President

Milton Lindholm '35

Russell Milnes '34

Vice-President
Angela D'Errieo '34

Ruth Rounds' 34
Secretary

Theresa Buck '34

Helen Goodwin '34

Treasurer
Arthur Amrein '34

Raymond Harwood '35

LA PETITE ACAJ
President

Guy Ladouceur
Arthur Merrifield

Vice-President
Angela D'Errieo
Louise Mallinson

Secretary
Evelyn Crawford
Georgette LePage

Treasurer
Doris iNeilson

Earle Richards



y Organizations

plan To Discuss

Mission Problems

Six Weeks Series Based
On Lately Published
Laymen's Report

The Y. M. and Y. W. C. A. are
planning a joint discussion group,
Ling for a subject the recently pub-
)ish ed book. "Re-Thinking Missions",

the
group to run for a S6ri£»5 of

about six wepks, meeting on Monday
evenings at 8:30.

Mission Problems Stated
This book, which is often spoken

of gfi the Laymen's Report, is the
product of a committee of prominent
jjjgn, of which Prof. Hocking of Har-
yar d was the chairman, which spent
geveral months on the various
{oreisrn mission fields of tha Far
gai3 t studying the actual conditions

ffhicli
exist. The report consists of

tne
,<taiement of these conditions,

tne
conclusions which the investiga-

tors drew from the facts they accu-
mulated, and the suggestions and
^commendations which they believed
should be made. It is an intensely
jntem5ting book, and has drawn
forth comments, both favorable and
unfavorable, from such religions
leaders as Robert E. Speer and such
students of world affairs as George
| Sokolsky.

Dr. Mabee Leader
Dr. Mabee. who will he the leader

of this discussion group, attended a
tonference in Boston on Sunday,
jlarch 5, where plans were consider-

ed for the promotion of the study of

the book on the various college

campuses. A twenty-five cent edition

has been published for the use of

students. Last Monday evening a

group of interested students gathered

at his home to discuss the under-

Wf. BABCOCK TALKS
ON MAN^STRUGGLE

of the United Baptist ChurchAuburn, spoke of the special mark
girl who made a fine record in schoolmarried into a cultured white family'
lived a life of refinement for a num-ber of years, and then finally wentback to her old tepee life for noapparent reason. "This woman," saidMr. Babcock, "did not show that
special distinguishing mark ofgenuine womanhood."
He went on to say that a physical

struggle and a mental struggle is a
portion of the inheritance of every
man, and we must face these
struggles courageously. The specialmark of a man is that he enjoys
these struggles

-:o:-

ONE SCARLET FEVER
CASE ON CAMPUS
As a means of precaution,

several girls have been placed
under temporary quarantine in
the women's infirmary as a re-
sult of having been in contact
with the one case of scarlet
fever on campus. Although the
quarantined i>ersons show no
symptoms they will he under ob-
servation until Saturday. The
top floor of Rand Hall lias been
set aside as a place for those
under observation who could not
be received at the infirmary.

Contrary to a rumor on Cam-
pus, no cases of scarlet fever
have been reported among the
men.

taking on the local campus.
The series of discussions will start

on Monday, (March 13. The group is

open to all, and those interested are
urged to come. The meetings will be
at Dr. Mabee's home at S:30 each
Monday evening.
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T. J. Murphy
Fur Company

Est. 1873

Lewiston, Maine

The latest styles and quality

In sport wear, yon can hope to use

Are now at prices all so low

That all can be well-dressed, we know
At Murphy's, the clothiers of quality.

General Reduction

Now In Effect On All

Suede, Leather and Woolen

Sportswear
and

Ski-Suits

To the Editor of the Student-
It seems to me that the adminis-

tration should use a little movejudgment in regard to economy even

£J
th

t

e^times of saving and retrench-
ment. There is no use in saving on
electricity while at the same timeendangering the eyesight of the stu-

nt^' .*? referrin S to the lighting
of the library. The administration
seems to have been very lax about
providing direct lighting. Ia themagazine room there are sixteen
able lamps and only eight of them
light. This situation has existed for

f^TT \Z
ns time and il doGl3 seem

that bulbs could have been put Insome of these lights long ago with
little effort. There are some courses
which are primarily library course*
This means that the library is quite
often utilized to its full capacity On
Monday evening I noticed a half
dozen students studying for over an
hour without any direct lighting. I
suggest that the lights in the library
be inspected a little more often than
they seem to have been.

HERBERT JENSEN.

To the Editor of the Student:
A letter referring to the Commons

which appeared in the Open Forum
Department of your paper of March
1st contained an unfortunate sen-
tence for which I am very sorry and
for which I offer my apologies to the
Management of the Commons. The
.sentence in question, "But the dis-
agreeable part of it all is that we are
paying more for the refuse we get at
the Commons than we would have
to pay for a decent meal elsewhere,"
is most unfortunate in its character-
ization of the Commons' food for it

simply is not true that the Commons'
food is refuse.

Respectfully,
RODEiRT LAWRENCE.

JORDAN SCIENTIFIC

NOMINATES OFFICERS
At the recent meeting of the Jor-

dan Scientific Society a committee
composed of Edward Wilmot '33, 1

Wesley Tiffney '33, and Donald Ham
'33 was appointed to amend the
constitution of the club in order that
the club will be able to partake in

|

the general election on March 20th.
At the same time the nominees for

j

the various club officers were select-
ed. Those selected were Howard
Bates and Russell Hager for the
office of President. Sylvester Carter;
and Edwin Decatur for the office of

i

Secretary, and Burton Dunfield and
John Hanley for executive chairman.
All these men are members of the
class of 1934.

At the meeting several business
affairs were disposed of and com-
mittees for the future meeting pro-
grams of the club appointed. Within
the next .few meetings an open meet-
ing of the club will be held to which
all students of the college will be
invited.

-:o:-

Spofford Club had a business meet-
ing March 2 to accept a report of
the nominating committee for
officers. Those selected by the com-
mittee were President, Carl Milliken
and Albert Oliver; Vice-President.
Miriam Wheeler and Marjorie Reid;
Program Committee, Abbott Smith
and Doris McAllister; Secretary-

Women Debaters

Discuss Debts

With IUL Team

Mrs. Quimby Presides
As Bates Upholds

Cancellation

The women's debating teams of
Bates College and the University of
New Hampshire discussed the subject
of war debts in a non-decision debate
Friday evening in the Little Theater.
Bates upheld the affirmative of the
question. Resolved: That the United
States Government should cancel
war debts owed by European govern-
ments. Mrs. F. Brooks Quimby pre-
sided.

The negative was maintained by
Alice Gage, Dorothy McLeod and
Cecil Martin. Helen Hamlin '33 of
Sanford, Lillian Bean '3 5 of Oxford,
and Joyce Foster '35 of Groveton, N.
H. represented Bates. The debate was
followed by an open forum.

MISS BEARCE WILL

GIVE MUSICALE HERE
Sponsored by the Social Alliance

of the Universalist Church in Lewis-
ton, Miss Dorothy Bearce will give
an evening of musical entertainment
in the Little Theater at eight o'clock,

on Tuesday, March 14.

Miss Bearce is the daughter of

George E. Bearce of Main St. in this

city. She graduated from the Lewis-
ton High School in 1924, specialized

in dramatical readings at the New
England Conservatory of Music, and
also studied under Gilbert Byron, a

well-known dancing master in Bos-
ton. As a professional entertainer,
she presents for her programs in the
interest of clubs and church organi-
zations, musical readings, mono-
logues and plays, and also dances.

Miss Bearce has a studio in Bos-
ton and gives entertainments in that
city as well as in neighboring local-

ities such as Brookline, Newton, and
Kingston.

Mrs. J. Willis Ryder is the chair-

man of the committee in charge of

this affair. The admission will be
fifty cents.

INQUIRING

:o:-

SAWYER TALKS ON

TAMING BLUEBERRY

Dr. William H. Sawyer, Jr.

addressed the Stanton Bird Club
.last Monday night on the subject
"The Taming of the Blueberry". Dr.

Sawyer's talk was broad and general
and not scientific beyond the powers
of the ordinary bird seeker as he told

of the struggles between science and
.nature in the growth of the blue-

berry.
In 1907 Dr. Coville of the Bureau

of Plant Industry started to tame the
blueberry. A reward was offered at

the first for the plant bearing the
largest blueberries. Plants from
everywhere were sent in *to the

experimental station. The varieties

were crossed, and from the results a

few were selected as worthy of pro-

pagation. The first struggle arose
,from the fundamental troubles in

growing and cultivating the blue-

berries. The blueberry cannot grow
except in an acid soil. Peat areas are

.best for high bush blueberries. These
berries require plenty of water and

;
plenty of drainage.

REPORTER w
Frank Murray '34 writes the

following in answer to the In-

quiring Reporter's query, "What
do you think of compulsory
chapel at Bates?"

Compulsory chapel, I firmly believe,
cannot and will not last. Compulsory
class attendance, for that matter,
will go the same way, but it has far
more excuse fov survival than has
enforced religion. For religion, we
must admit, is the basic, if some-
what attenuated, feature of chapel
services; and religion and compul-
sion are incompatible terms.

Much progress and improvement,
however, have been made in the
chapel situation on our campus.
Conscious and determined effort has
raised the calibre of the speaking and
hati reawakened the interest of the

students. Such new life*in an old and
honored institution cannot lightly

be overlooked.

But this new life and interest has
manifestly been aroused in spite of

the compulsory feature, not because

of it Reversal of the seating order

and two anthems a week instead of

one have been in the nature of

palliatives, not of cures. The ob-

jections to compulsion are funda-

mental. Through twelve years of

elementary and secondary school w*
have become accustomed to enforced

attendance at classes, but nothing

even remotely suggesting a chapel

service was in the curriculum. The
nearest approach was church, and
church was never compulsory.

The best way to preserve what is

fine and good about this legacy from
the past, if we are to retain it be-

cause of its hallowed associations,

is to ascertain its real spirit and then

foster that. The real spirit must
have been to achieve an attitude of

worship; but it certainly was not to

force attendance. Make chapel worth
coming to and then abolish the com-
pulsive feature. Let the programs
stand on their own merits. Support
that is artificially engendered is false

support. Voluntary attendance is the

sincerest praise, and if chapel cannot
merit that it has no right to exist.

Frank Murray '34.

European Balance

Of Power Now In

Peril-Prof. Gould

Conditions Similar To

Those Before World
War, He Says

"Today we find in Europe, the

balance of power in the same danger-

ous position as it was immediately
preceding the World War," said

Prof. R. R. N Gould, last Thursday
evening, before the local BPW Club,

in the first of a series of five lectures

which he will deliver. France, in her
continual seeking for security formed
an unwritten alliance with Roumania,
Yugoslavia, and Czechoslovakia.
Later this alliance was joined by
Poland, who is in constant dread of

losing the Polish Corridor and with

it her only access to the Baltic Sea.

Italy leads the other team and
joined up with Hungary on whom it

decided "to take pity". They are now
looking for a third member and hope
that they will find it in Germany,
where Hitler is now leader. This is

how the situation stands today. The
speaker then outlined the political

and interlocking histories of France
and Italy, showing the causes and
effects as they have had a bearing
upon conditions of today.

Prof. Gould advised his audience
to watch the papers for .the results

of the election in Germany which
were held last Sunday. "If Hitler

gains a majority in the Reichstag he
will practically hold a dictatorship

in Germany parallel to that of Mus-
solini in Italy, and then there will

be something doing," he concluded.
The topics for the following lectures

in this series will be, The Farmer and
his Problems; Bureaucracy; The U.
S. Policy in the Pacific; and the
Situation Between the U. S. and
South America.

-:o:

An official of the World Bank for
International Settlements said that
the "gentlemen's agreement" means
nothing. In a crisis most of such
agreements have a way of becoming
merely formidable scraps of paper.

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

Main Street

SCHOOL PAPERS ^>
B°°KS

MERRILL & WEBBER CO.
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS

95-99 MAIN STREET. AUBURN. MAINE

ANNOUNCEMENTS
PROGRAMS

GOOGIN
FUEL CO.

COAL, WOOD and COKE
180 l Phones 1800

114 Bates Street 67 ^™tt1nLEWISTON AUBURN
y<

MOST COMPLETE AND UP-TO-DATE

Luggage Store East of Boston

Fogg's Leather Store

123 MAIN ST., LEWISTON. MAINE.

Harry L. Plummer

PORTRAIT—Commercial and

Finishing Photography

New Studio

At 135 Main St.,

Lewiston, - Maine.

GROUND FLOOR

^1

TAXI
4040

BILL
The Barber

For

Eds and Co-Eds

CHASE HALL

DISTINCTjy&

Lewiston Monumental

Works
JAMES P. MURPHY CO., INC.

'10 Bates Street, Lewiston.

Telephone 4634-R

ILLUSION:
The Oriental girl reclines on a sheet of plate

glass supported by two slaves. The magician

waves a white sheet in front of the pretty

maiden ... pronounces a few magic words...
Presto! She has disappeared in thin air.

EXPLANATION:
"Disappearing" acts are among the most popu-

lar in the repertory of the magician. Dogs,
horses, girls, whole rooms disappear—whisked

into wings, dropped through trapdoors, hidden

by mirrors. But this "disappearance" is a bit

different. One of the "slaves" is a hollow dummy.
When the magician holds up the sheet the lithe

little lady disappears completely—into the con-

venient figure of the dummy.

It'sTS TCHV TO £J2 jFooz.ED
. . .ITS MORE FU7VTO

There is also a trick of cigarette adver-

tising, whereby a few magic words are

used to create the illusion of "Coolness."

EXPLANATION : Coolness is determined

by the speed of burning. Fresh cigarettes,

retaining their full moisture, burn more
slowly .. .smoke cooler. Parched, dry ciga-

rettes burn fast.They taste hot.This makes

the method of wrapping very important.

Fred C. McKenney
r college and Sabattus Streets

WASHING AND GREASING

Improperly wrapped cigarettes begin to

dry out as soon as packed.

Camels are cooler because they come
in the famous Humidor Pack of welded,

three-ply, MOISTURE-PROOF cello-

phane . . . and because they contain better

tobaccos.

A cigarette that is fresh, full of natural

moisture, and blended from choice, ripe

tobaccos tastes cooler than one that is

harsh and acrid. For coolness, choose

a fresh cigarette, made from costlier

tobaccos.

It is a fact, well known by
leaf tobacco experts, that

Camels are made from finer,

MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos than
any other popular brand.

Try Camels . . . give your taste a chance

to sense the difference. You'll appreci-

ate it!

jVO TRICKS
. . JUST COSTLIER

TOBACCOS
IN A MATCHLESS BLEND
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By VINCENT BELLEAU
SPORTS SHORTS:—Ruck Spimks

is the proud possessor of a very
clever dog and it is understood that
Lewieton Armory authorities balked
at the idea of having the dog keep
Buck company when the latter
referees basketball games there this
week-end. . . This column was guilty
of one omission and one mistake last
week which we wish to correct: Don
Malloy won his letter along with
Winston in the Northeastern meet,
ami Rill Carrigan is not "on the
payroll'* as we stated it; the old
Red Sox manager who is subbing for
Morey is donating his services out
of friendship for the Bates mentor.

BASKETBALL TOURNEY
WEEK'S BIG LOCAL EVENT

With the college acting as host,
the annual basketball tournament
for high schools of this section of
the state is on the program for
Friday and Saturday. The event is

usually the biggest winter season
sports affairs in this section of the
state, with no exception. High school
players and basketball fans come
from far and wide to congregate in

the Lewiston Armory to see their
favorites perform.
A radical change in the handling

of the tourney made it possible for
Bates to openly pair the teams with
an eye om maintaining the interest,
and, incidentally, the gate receipts,
so that the games have been ar-
ranged in a manner which seems to
assure at least three close prelimi-
nary contests to be followed by close
games during the rest of the tourna-
ment.

CAPERS FAVORED
TO COME THRU IN FINALS

Almost always, South Portland
brings in a wonder team, and this
year's is practically granted the
championship of the Bates .tourney
before the thing begins. South Port-
land ought to push over Morse High
of Rath in the preliminaries, and
then ought to repeat, though not so
easily, with a win over the winner
of the Lewiston-Thornton game

which will be played in the same
prelim bracket as the South Port-
land-Morse game. Either Deering,
Cheverus, or whatever team in the
preliminary evening bracket goes
thru to the finals ought to give
South Portland its worst scrap of
the tournament, but the Capers are
still favored to come thru at the top.
The Raten tournament champion

will return to Lewiston the next
week to meet the winner of the
other Maine sectional tourney, which
is being held this week-end at Oro-
no.
COLLEGE SPORTS
CENTERED AT ORONO

At the same time, collegiate sports
activities will be resumed after a
rather dull week as far as Bates has
been concerned, with the Rates-
Maine meet at Orono, Saturday. It

will be the usual story of Rates in
the running events, most likely, with
Maine taking the majority of the
points in the field events. Kramer
and Clark, are the only ones who are
likely to score .Bates points in the
field part of the meet.
PASTIMERS MEET
THE NEW COACHES

As far as baseball is concerned,
practice has started, the battery men
having been greeted by the new
coaches yesterday. Carrigan and
McCluskey will have a lot of material
to work with during indoor practice,
and ought to shape something that
will look like a ball team together.
Millett and White look to me like the
best bet in the battery lists.

Adams To Start

In New York Meet

Next Wednesday

Will Face McCafferty In

Rubber Race, Sandler,

Turner In Field

rRACK TEAMS HAVE
BANQUET AFTER MEET
Huntington's tracksters and the

Freshman track team were given a
roast chicken banquet following the
track meet last Saturday. Herb Ber-
ry '33, was toastmaster. Among the
speakers were: Mr. Rowe, who ex-
tended welcome and thanks to Hunt-
ington's men; Coach Thompson; Arn
Adams; Coach Marling, of Hunting-
ton Prep; Perry Jackson, acting cap-
tain of Huntington's team; and
"Monty" Moore, Athletic Director at
Huntington.

It is interesting to note that Herb
Rerry is a former Huntington man,
and that Mr. Moore is a Bates alum-
nus.

. :n :

"A young writer with a good
story is unusual."—Louise Silicox,
secretary of the Authors' League.

Arnold Adams '33, Bates varsity
track captain, a member of last
year's Olympic team, and one of the
country's greatest middle distance
stars, will leave Tuesday to repre-
sent Rates at the annual K. of C.
"600" in New York the next might.
The officials of the meet have assur-
ed Adams that no expense is being
spared to guarantee him the fastest
field in the country. Plans, at the
present writing, are tentative, how-
ever, due to the banking crisis.

While entries have not yet been
announced a few men are certain
starters: Bernie McCafferty of the
Newark A. C, Sandler, formerly of
N. Y. U. and Munich, and Karl War-
ner of Yale, who took third in the in-
tercollegiate half-mile championship
last spring, and represented this
country at the Olympics. Donald
Fleet of the B. A A. may also com-
pete. «

To Adams and McCafferty. if they
meet, the race will be a resumption
of a track rivalry that started in
college and has continued now after
the gallant Purple flash has grad-
uated. Each has a victory to his
credit in the present season.

McCafferty defeated Adams in a
hair line finish at the Boston K. of
C. meet Id January in 1:15 2-5, but
tasted defeat a few weeks later
when the Garnet runner led him to I

the tape at the Millrose games in
1:12,5} the fastest "600" in recent
years and only .9 seconds from Alan
Helfrich's record made in 1925. Al-
though in the strain of two events
Saturday, only three days before
the New York meet may fatigue
him. it is felt that the world's rec-
ord is in danger if Adams is in
shape. Coach Thompson a few weeks
ago predicted a world's record for
his star if it were possible for him
to specialize at the "600" for a few
weeks.

Freshmen Lose
Continued from Page One

when he tied for second in this
event. He hasn't done any jumping
since mid-years' and his jump of
5*5" was a real accomplishment.

It was in the shot put however,
that Clark did his best work. Whitte-
more of Huntington made a <put of
4 6 feet on his first attempt. This was
beyond any distance that Clark has
put the shot this year. Rut Clark put
all he had into his efforts and finally
made a throw that lacked only a
couple of inches 0 f equalling the
Huntington man's best efforts. Gau-
tier was a close third in this event.

Other men who did well for Rates
were Poskus in the hurdles and three
hundred, and Wellman in the forty
yard dash and high jump. Rates
would have been better represented
in the 300 and 600 had it not been
for the unfortunate fact that both
Jeanotte and Hutchinson were un-
able to put forth their best efforts.
Hutchinson has been bothered with
his ankle and has not been practicing
much lately. Jeanotte has been very
ill up until a few days ago. Roth of
these men have shown real class
when in good condition. Other Bates
men competing were Atherton.
Foote, Zaremba, Greenwood, Pea-
body, Crockett, Tubbs, and Sawin.
Summaries:
40 yard dash won by Keller, Rates,

second, McKee, iHuntington, third.
Wellman, Rates. Time 4 4-5 seconds.

45 yard low hurdles, won by Pea-
body. Huntington, second. Newton.
Huntington, third, Nary, Huntington,
Time 6 seconds.

600 yard run. won by Bates, Hunt-
ington and Jackson, tie; third, Les-
ses, Huntington. Time 1.23 1-5.

1000 yard run, won by Saunders,
Rates, second, Cushman, Huntington,
third, Hinds, Huntington. Time 2.2!)
1-5.

High jump, won by Muskie. Rates,
second, Clark, Bates, Newton, Hunt-
ington, tie. Height 5 feet 6 1-4 in.

Shot put won by Whittemore,
Huntington, second. Clark, Bates,
third, Gautier, Rates. Distance 46
feet.

Relay (two laps) won by Hunting-
ton, McKee, Bates, Jackson, Lesses,
second, Bates, Atherton, Poschiis,
Hutchinson, Foote. Time 2.42 4-5.

300 yard won by McKee. Second
Poschus. Time 35 sec.

INJURY TO LEMEUX
FOUND NOT SERIOUS

Lionel Lejnieux '33 has returned
from his home in Augusta where he
soeni the past few days in convales-
cing from the auto accident that re-
sulted in his being taken to a local
hospital, last Thursday night. At the
lime, hospital authorities withheld
the names of Lemieux and of Dr.
William Chaffers of Lewiston who
was driving the car that injured Le-
mieux.

Lemieux's injury and subsequent
confinement at first seemed to in-
dicate that his participation in the
annual springtime tour of the Rates
debating teams would be seriously
affected. He was to be the third mem-
ber of the team that will debate
several Eastern colleges on a tour
that starts in two weeks. Lemieux's
quick recovery has straightened
matters om so that he will accompa-
ny his team-mates, Theodore Seamon
'34 and Frank Murray '34.

:o:

Eight Schools
Continued from Page One

Edward Little: Nichols (Captain),
Scribner. Reidman, Apsega, Dufres-
ne, Cortland, Goldman, Clough,
Gallagher, and Kidder.

Cheverus High: Murphy (Cap-
tain), Ham Conroy. McDonough,
Kiley, Flaherty, McGioitv, Whitmore,
Mulkern, and Conley

Stephens High: * Sotman (Cap-
tain), Sobut, Lobikis, Gerrier, Ar-
bor, s. Sciaraffa, Puiia, Ziko, Addi-
ton, Dubois, x. Sciaraffa, and Fra-
ser.

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED

Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets

HERMAN'S

BASS MOCCASINS AND SHOES
SUEDE JACKETS

37 Main Street, Lewiston.

s!

Sport coats, cot

duroy slacks, to-

ques, short hose

—wool, all colors,

turtle neck swea-

ters, bath robes,

suits and over-

coats. When we

buy our mdse. we

always have

Bates College

boys in mind. Ask

the man next

room ; he knows

all about us.

WE
SELL
GOOD

CLOTHES

Cronin & Root
140 LISBON ST.

School of Nursing

of Yale University
A Profession for the r..lb<o,.

Woman
Tbe thirty months' course, pro-

viding an intensive and varied
experience through the case study
method, leads to the degree of

Bachelor of Nursing
Two or more years of approv-

ed college work required for ad-
mission. Beginning fen) 1934 a
Bachelor's degree will be requir-
ed. A few scholarships available
for students with advanced qua-
lifications.

For catalogue and information
address:

THE DEAX,

Yale School of Nursing
New Haven, Connecticut

ZIPPER JACKETS $3.95

MOCASSINS $2.6 1

FLANDERS
62 COURT ST. AUBURN

2)orit
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MAYBE it's back to Nature. Maybe
it's something else. I don't know

just what it is, but somehow or other

I've just got to slip out in the woods
and sit down on a log. I always take the

old pipe along. Thinking somehow seems

easier when you are smoking a pipe. I

can fill up my pipe with Granger, and

somehow just seem to see things clearer

than at any other time.

"Don't know what it is about Granger,

but it must be made for pipes—real pipe

tobacco.

"Somehow, there's a flavor and aroma
about Granger I never found in any other

tobacco. When I pack my old pipe tight

and good with these big Granger flakes,

it's about the coolest smoke I ever

enjoyed. It makes me downright pipe

hungry every time I look at the package."

Some years ago we made a painstaking,

We can show yon a vanea selection of

PRIZE CUPS

FOUNTAIN PENS

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS
LADIES'

LEATHER HANDBAGS

LEATHER BILLFOLDS

BOOK ENDS
CLOCKS

of all kinds

BARNST0NE-0SG00D

O O M P A N S

Jewelers

50 LISBON STREET

>
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i

i

i
»
i

I

>
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TUFTS COLLEGE

DENTAL SCHOOL
Founded 1900

t

Dentistry has developed into an important
branch of health service. In order to meet
its obligation to humanity, it needs men
and women of the highest intellect, backed
by superior training.

College men and women who are inter-
ested in a career in this field of work may
obtain a prospectus of the educational re-
quirements by addressing

Howard M. Marjerison, D. M. D., Dean
Tufts College Dental School

416 Huntington Ave. Boston, Mass.
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Messager
Publishing Co.

Job Printers

Publishers

225 Lisbon Street

SAY IT WITH ICE CRExM

George A. Ross
ELM STREET

serValL

Bates 1904
J

44 Bates St. Geo. E. Schmidt

The Blue Line
Lewiston—Rumford—Farmington

Lv Lewiston

—

7.45 A M , 12.35 P.M., 4.25 P.M.
Lv Rumford

—

7.35 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4.15 P.M
Lv Farmington

—

7.30 A.M., 12.20 P M., 4. 10 p jj

STANDARD TIME

©1933 Y&
IIGGETT & MYERS
TOBACCO CO.

scientific study to find out, if we could,

the kind of tobacco best suited for pipes.

Down in the Blue Grass regions of

Kentucky, we found a tobacco called

White Burley. There is a grade of this

tobacco between the kind used for chew-

ing and the varieties suitable for cigarettes

that is best suited for pipes. This tobacco

is used in Granger.

This tobacco is prepared by a method
worked out many years ago by Mr. J. N.

The Granger pouch
keeps the tobacco fresh

Wellman. It gives Granger a fragrance

and mellowness that pipe smokery like,

and makes it burn to a clean, dry ash.

Granger never gums a pipe.

Granger has not been on sale very long,

hut it has come to be popular, and there
is this much about it: We have yet to

know of a man who started smoking it,

who didn't keep on. Folks seem to like it.

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME

CORTELL'S
Advance New Spring Dresses, Suits and Coats Bern:
Received Daily. GRIFFON CLOTHES FOR AIEN

'

CHARGE ACCOUNT SERVICE
«™-m**«

109-111 LISBON STREET, lmi„„— LEWISTON.

Ig

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing

24 HOUR SERVICE
"THE QUALITY SHOP

"

Minutes from the Campus

R.W.CLAttK Registered Druggist
^* Pnr« TJniors and TLT„r!i. i.,«<,Pure Drugs and Medicines

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY

n r>
Al30

'
APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students
I
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Would Make 36 Points
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Maine State Meet

Xhe Men In
Woman Suffrage

England Profits

Off The Gold Standard

prosperity By Law
The Rule In Tonga

jiew Step In
Radio Advertising

LEWI8TON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15, 1930 PRICE TEN CENTS

SECOND ANNUAL HONORS DAY
OBSERVED MONDAY MORNING
IN FORMAI^CHAPEL^ASSEMBLY

Elections To Phi Beta Kappa, College Club, Ard
Delta Sigma Rho Read—Pres. Gray Ann-

ounces Students With 85 Average

SPECIAL MUSIC

p, S. Has $16 In Resources
For Every Dollar Of Debt

](_ THOMAS MUSGRAVE

TEMPLE has a sophomore track
man who would run up a total
of 3 6 points in the Maine state

aeet if we judge on his best previous
9>rforma.nces. Llewellyn Parlette is

$ name, and according to his work
$ year for the Pennsylvania school,
je
would be seriously considered

jere in Maine for six firsts and two
aconds using last year's state meet
for a basis. Only his 5 feet ten inches
lithe high jump as compared with
$:auwood's six feet, and 50 seconds
fiat in the 4 40—4-5 seconds slower
than Adams'—would keep him from
a clean sweep of the eight events he
star* in. In both these events a
second place might ibe a fair award.
He puts the 16 pound shot 48 feet,

over two feet ahead of the Maine
champion, Niblock. and throws the
javelin four feet ahead of Stinch-
fleld's mark of 186 feet. Maine's
best in the discus is 13 0 feet while
Parlette has done 145. According to

his time of 15 seconds in the 120-
yard high hurdles he would lead
Stanwood by 3-5 seconds. Maine's
broad-jumpers, the best with 21 feet

9
7
i inches, would trail the Temple

man's 23 feet, while the pole-vault-
ere, Webb and Hathaway, would
have to boost the record of 12 feet

2% inches made last spring 3%
inches to come up to the Pen.n-

sylvanian.

rr\ HE appointment of Miss Per-

I kins, in private life Mrs. Paul
-- Wilson, as Secretary of Labor
in Roosevelt's cabinet, was acclaim-

ed as a triumph for women suff-

ragists, who in 1919 succeeded in ob-
taining the franchise for women
after a seventy year struggle. Her
promotion from Labor Secretary in

New York State was expected, but

an incident came out last week that

makes one wonder if the women will

completely dominate the Labor
department. When the appointment
was offered Miss Perkins, and she
had accepted, she remarked to Pres

Roosevelt: "Well, now that I have

accepted, I'll have to ask my hus-

band!"

President's Cup (Joes To
Manchester Central

High School

tt j- HILE the
VV/ probably

United States wil

recover from i t*

banking situation withou

having recourse to abandoning the

gold standard, even that alternative

has .no terrors according to Sumner
Slichter of the 'Harvard Business

School.

He says England has gained by

being off the gold standard. She has

done better than the gold countries.

The reduction in the pound made
world market (prices drop and helped

her export trade. There was no rise

in the home 'market because the

pound was too high to begin with

and her departure from gold depress-

ed prices elsewhere.

POVERTY is a criminal offense

on the island of Tonga. 1500

miles northwest of Auckland,

New Zealand. A compulsory 'pros-

perity law is in force on the island,

and it is considered a serious offense

to break it. The law requires that

when a Tonga youth reaches the

age of 16 he shall receive 8% acres

of land from the state. Eight acres

he must plant as an insurance

against starvation. The other Quarter

is a building plot in the village and

he has to pat up a home on it. When
he dies, the land reverts to the

crown, and is allotted again.

EUROPEAN countries which for-

bid the broadcasting of a4rer-

tising matter by radio will soon

have a problem on their hands when

a powerful radio station now nea

ing completion in the Duchy of Lux-

embourg takes the air. TW*
i«J

nation is to be operated undei

auspices of a Franco-German com-

bine as an outlet for advertising -pi o-

srams in several different languages

With an output of 200,000 wa to the

station will be one of the most pow-

erful in the world and will operate

on ii9i meters.
Rates for general Program* al-

ready have been set at $240 an hour

while plays, lectures and similar

broadcasts will cost from $70 to *i«
for 15 and 30 minutes, respectively.

A CO-word text will cost $92 per an-

nouncement.

DR.
MaxWinkler. noted economist

amused .by those who hold up

their hands in horror when an

additional public loan is 'proposed,

Points out that the United States has

'18 in resources for every dollar of

debt. This is an envialble position,

Moreover, for Italy has but $2.50 in

resources, United Kingdom $2.74.
an d Prance $3.19 for every dollar

indebtedness. Many of those con-
fident of the government's ability to

feather the ipresent trouble offer

figures as a basis.

"Honors Day" was observed at
'Monday morning's Chapel, March
13. for the second time at Bates
College, Lewiston, Maine. President
Clifton iD. Gray gave a brief talk on
academic honors, after which he
read the names of all students who
attained an average of 85% or more
during the first semester of 1932-33,
together with the winners of various
award up to the present time.
Special music for the occasion was
provided by Director Seldon T.
Crafts. Prayer was offered by Pro-
fessor George M. Chase. The mem-
bers of the faculty in academic
regalia were seated on the platform.

Other important announcements
were as follows: Reading of elections
to Phi Beta Kappa by Dr. Arthur N.
Leonard; College Club, by Professor
George E. Ramsdell; Delta Sigma.
Rho, by Professor Brooks Quimby.

85 Average
Students having an average of 85

or more for the first semester of
1932^33 are: Class of 1933—Ruth T.

Benham, Naugatuck, Conn., Marjo-
rie A. Boothby, North Conway, N.
H., Frances L. Brackett, Canton,
Mass., Mildred M. Carrier, Lisbon
Falls, (Rebecca W. Carter, Bethel,

Constance R. Conant, Woburn, Mass.,

Charlotte Cutts. 'Lewiston, Dorothy
H. Diggery, Sanford, Helen E. Ham-
lin, Sanford, Lucile C. Jack, Lisbon
Falls, Florence E. James, South Port-

land, (Elizabeth E. Lord, Sanford,

Elizabeth D. McGrath, Bath. Rosa-

mond S. IMelcher, South Portland,
Ingeborg von Muller, Germany, Bea-

trice W. iNielsen, Nantucket, Mass.,

Florence C. Ogden, Waterbury.
Conn., Alice J. Purington, North Jay,

Evelyn Rolfe, Rumford, Elinor Wil-

liams. Worcester, 'Mass., Elwood E.

Beane, Gardiner, Herbert O. Berry,

Watertown, Mass., Frank H. Byron,

Auburn, G. Royce Dean, Norway, B.

Russell Franklin, Winchester, Mass.,

Stanley B. Jackson, Madison, N. H.,

Harry E. Kemp, Portland, Eugene
B. (McAlister, Buxton, C. Morris Os-

born, Litchfield, Conn., Samuel Scol-

nik, Lewiston, Gerald Simard, Lew-
iston, Gerald E. Stevens, Lisbon

Falls, Milton J. Ward, Auburn,
Frank E. Wimmer, Lisbon Falls.

( lass of '34

Verna L. Brackett, Canton, Mass.,

Celeste Carver, Vinalhaven. Arline

Edwards, West Somerville, Mass.,

Helen M. Goodwin, Madison, N. H.,

Pauline M. Jones, Westibrook, Flo-

rence E. Larrabee. Auburn, Geor-

gette V Lepage, Auburn, Barbara C.

Lord, Dresden Mills, Doris W. Mc-

\ll'ster, Augusta, A. Louise Mallin-

son. Sanford, Theodate W. Proctor,

Saco, Eileen Soper, Newport, Miriam

H Wheeler, Auburn, Mary E. York,

Wilton Grav W. Adams, Rowley,

Mass., Eugene S. Ashton. Lewiston,

John A. David, Jr., Hempstead, N. Y.,

Robert Fitterman. Maiden, Mass.,

Clyde Holbrook. Greenfield, 'Mass..

H Robinson Johnston. Long Branch,

N Y., Charles S. Latham, Lewiston,

Julius S. Lombardi, Newark, N. J.

Wendell IB. May, Wollaston. Ma
Arthur W. Merrifield, Sanford, Rus-

sell H. Milnes, Manchester, N. H
Frank S. Murray, Auburn.

"Winter's Tale"

Great Success

For 4-A Players

SENIOR RECEPTION
AT GRAYS' TO-NIGHT
The annual reception for se-

niors given at the home of Pi es,

and Mrs. Clifton Daggett Gray
will bo held tonight at 8:00.
Interesting features have been
planned for the evening includ-
ing music by "The Bates Ter-
zetto" under the leadership of
Virginia Scales of the class of

ALUMNI GYM TO BE POLLING

FOR SECOND GENERAL

ALL COLLEGE ELECTION M0N.

Good Coaching, Fine
Acting Evident

In Play

The Student will publish a critique
of "A Winter's Tale" in

the next issue.

POINTS TO REMEMBER IN\VOTING AT
GENERAL ELECTION

The election will take place Monday, March 20, in the

Alumni Gymn.
The election will commence directly after chapel, and

the polls will be open until 4:00 o'clock in the afternoon.

Each student should be prepared to announce the clubs

in which he is eligible to vote without hesitation so that the

checkers will not be delayed.
Procedure: The voter goes to the checker's desk, and

gives his name, class, and any clubs to which he belongs; on
receiving ballots, the voter goes to a booth, and votes. He seals

his ballots in the envelope provided for the purpose and goes

to the second group of checkers where he is checked out and
deposits his ballots in the ballot box.

Move Taken To Avoid Damage To New Floor In

Chase Hall—Voting Hours From 9 A. M.
To 4 P. M.—Six Booths

Inter - Scholastic

Debating Leagu

To Open Friday

GYM WELL LIGHTED

e
V tinting Of Votes To

Begin Soon After
^ Polls ('lose

In "A Winter's Tale", the annual
Shakespearian iplay, presented in the
Little Theater March 9 and 10, the
41A Players exceeded their usual
high standard both in successful
presentation and personal perform-
ance.

Although the play, a comedy with
many comic situations and charac-
ters, the action was strongly drama-
tic. King Leontes of Sicilia, portray-
ed by Clyde Holbrook '34, was es-

pecially involved in highly dramatic
situations. He was the personification

of jealousy, directed against his

wife, Queen Hermione, played by
Mary Abromson '3 6. Queen Hermio-
ne, suspected of unfaithfulness to

her husband, is cast into prison.

From this, there arose complicated
drama that proved to be highly inter-

esting.

Work of Holbrook

Holbrook is a well known member
of the 4A Players, and has also

shown his ability in a Shakespearian
character by his portrayal of Petru-
chio in "The Taming of the Shrew"
which was given last year. Queen
Hermione, the wife of Leontes, was
played by Mary Obromson '36 who
is a comparative newcomer to Bates
dramatics, although she appeared in

the one act play, "World Without
Men", last fall.

Pleading with King Leo.ntes for

his wife, were Antigonus and his

wife 'Paulina. These two iparts were
played by Bernard Drew '34 and
Ruth Coan '36 respectively.

The entire cast was as follows:

Leontes (King of Sicilia)

Clyde Holbrook '3 4

I
Mamillius (his son) David Sawyer

Sicilian Lords: Camilo, Henry La-

Vallee ''33: Antigonus, Bernard
[Drew '34; Cleomenes, Walter Gerke

|

'3 3; Dion. Alcide Dumais '3 6; Pho-

I
cion, Robert Kroepsch '33.

I

Thasius. Beland Pierce '35; Po-

lfienes (King of Bohemia). Norman
1 DeMarco '34; Florizel (his son),
I Jack David '34; Archidamus (a Bo-
1 hemian lord), Lloyd George '3 4; Old

! Sheperd (reputed father of Perdita).
I William Haver '3 5; Clown (his son).

|

Russell Milnes '34; 'Mariner, Lloyd

;

George '34; Neatherd, Jack Parfit

'36; Jailer, Jack Parfit '3 6; Autoly-

cus (a Rogue), George Austin '33;

Time, Carleton Mabee '36; Henmiono
(Queen to Leontes), Mary Abromson
'36; Perdita. (Daughter to Leontes

and Hermione >. Ruth Benham '33:

Paulina (Wife to Antigonus), Rath
3"! Coan '36; Ladies attendin the Queen:

Emilia. Evelyn Roife '33; Lamia,
Charlotte Cutts '33.

I
Sheperdessrs )

.

Arthur S i

Hero, Margaret Perkins '35; Mopsa,

BATES TO DEFEND DEBATING
LEAGUE SUPREMACY HERE AND
IN NEW YORK, PENNSYLVANIA

Theodore Seamon, Frank Murray, Lionel Lem-
ieux Leave To-Morrow On Annual Debating

Tour—Jones, McLean; Meet Smith Here

Music Clubs Give

Concert To-night

From Portland

Last of all the nominees m
Monday's election will be found

Seventy-One Schools In '

!

League- N. H. Group
New Feature

FINAL SERIES

First Group To Participate
|

In Radio Debate Friday
Afternoon

15v DOROTHY KIMBALL

Nvquist, N. Easton, Mass., Albert I.

Oliver, Jr., Lewiston, Frederick 'E.

Continued on Page 3 Col 4

!
Louise Geer 36. Dorias, Muriel Un-

derwood '3 6; Sheperd, George Ores-

tes '35; Sheperdess. Eleanor Libbey

'33; (Country .Dances).

Technocracy Is Subject Of

Dr. Lawrance At Rotary Club

Dr Walter A. Lawrance of the

Bates faculty

ST "S Club Friday noon,

March 10 2, the subject el Techuo-
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now living.
Energy And 1'roduftion

The Technocrats claim that it can

be determined how much energy is

required to produce articles, distri-

bute, and sell them. They would take

the total energy conversion in a

given area, and issue certificates

covering that to those who had a

claim on such goods. These certifi-

cates would be in circulation only

so long as the goods lasted when

they would be retired. It is difficult

to know just how this could be de-

termined. Another problem arises

in the so-called "white collar" class

where contributions are all out of

proportion to the amount of energy

spent Under such a system there

would be no debts or interest.

Concluding his speech Dr. Law-
aid that it is doubtful wheth-

would be
er

ranee s
tbp standard of energy

,0,4 useful than gold. There are so
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v vital factors which cannot be

measured that experience might
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Lncracy We must wait until ad-

dUlonal and more complete data «

available.

Two Bates teams, one here against
Smith and one at the University of

Pennsylvania, will represent Bates
in the 'final triangle of the Eastern
Intercollegiate League Friday night.

Bates will be defending first place in

the league standitig and its title won
last year. The trip to Pennsylvania
will be the annual one taken each
year by the debating team. Twelve
of the leading colleges of the East,

including Amherst, Smith, Vassal-.

Princeton. University of Pennsylva-
nia, and Lafayette, belong to this

league.

Leave Thursday Morning

One group consisting of Theodore
Seamon '34, Frank 'Murray '34 and
Lionel Lemieux '3 3, will go to New
York and Pennsylvania where they
will participate in several debates.

They will leave Thursday morning by
automobile, and after stopping over
night in Xew York, they will con-
tinue to Pennsylvania where on
Friday afternoon they will take part
in a radio debate against the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania. The Bates
team will uphold the negative aide

of the question of whether federal

aid should be given to the unem-
ployed. Only Murray and Lemieux
will speak in this radio debate.

On Friday night the only league
debate of the trip and consequently
the only decision one. will be with
the Univer-ity of Pennsylvania on
the following question: Resolved:
That modern advertising is detri-

mental to the best interests of th'>

American people. Murray and S?a-
mon will argue the affirmative side 1

of the question.

War Debts Question

•Continuing to Lou'sburg, Penn.,1

the J3ates forensic trio will argue th si

affirmative side of the following, I

Resolved: That the war debts to the
j

United States should be cancelled.

This debate will be with Bur-knclll

University, and on the following:

Wednesday, March 24. they will
j

debate at New York University on'

the same question.

While one Bates 'group is at th-

University of Pennsylvania. the

other one will be entertaining a

Smith debating, team here on campus.
At eight o'clock in the Little Theater.

Gordon Jones '3 5 and Powers Mc-

Lean '35 will uphold the .negative

side of the modern advertising

problem against a representative

team from Smith College. This

debate together with the one at

Pennsylvania wiH complete the

series of debates of the Eastern

League.

Bates WeH Represented

Bates should be well represented in

this final series of league debates as

all the participants are experienced

speakers and well equipped members

of the varsity debating squad. Sea-

mon has been a varsity debater three

years, and has been in several inter-

collegiate debates. McLean and Jones,

although sophomores, have parti-

cipated in league debates and their

work is most praiseworthy. Murray,

President of the Debating Council, is

a debater of wide experience, having

been on the varsity squad for three

years a member of last year's un-

defeated team, and also one of those

who made the debating tour of

Canada Lemieux is also an experi-

enced speaker, having been in several

league, debates and prize speaking

|
contests.

Several Groups In Half-

Hour Program On
Air At Nine

The Bates musical clubs will

present their first radio broadcast
of the season this evening, over

station VVCSH, in Portland. The
broadcast, which is under the direc-

tion of Prof. iSeldon T. Crafts, will

begin at 9:30 P. M. and last for

half an hour.
The organizations taking part

will be the Little Symphony, the

Men's Glee Club, the Male Quartet,

and soloists. Norman DeMarco will

lead the orchestra, which will in-

clude "Persian Market" and "Song
of the Bayou" among its presenta-
tions. The Glee t'lub under Prof.

Crafts personal direction, will sing

Bruno Huhn's "Invictus" and Ben
Jonson'a "Drink To Me Only With
Thine Eyes."

Clyde Holbrook will play a 'cello

solo. The Quartet will probably pre-

sent some of their well-known ne-

gro spirituals.

These broadcasts were instituted

last year. Three very successful ones

were given during the season, and
their value was clearly demonstrat-

ed. Oilier broadcasts will probably

be given later this year,

j
in last year's broadcasts members

I of the Student Council acted as an-

j
nouncers. Whether this custom will

be continued this year has not been

stated.
Transportation for those taking

j

part will be furnished. A 'bus leaves

at 7:3" I'. M. from Chase Hall, and
will return after the broadcast.

The Student Council is financing

the broadcast.

Friday, .March 17, marks the

opening of the twentieth annual ki-

ter-scholastic debates held for the

high schools of Maine under the di-

rection of the Bates Debating Coun-
cil. This year the League has been
expanded to include a division of

eleven high schools in New Hamp-
shire. The number of this year's eu-

trants from Maine is over sixty to

make the League the largest in its

eventful history. The question to be

discussed is Resolved: that at least

one half of local and state revenue
should be derived from sources

other than tangible property.

Although all preliminaries will

be held on this coming Friday, the
two divisions will remain separate.

All those schools who have a win-
ring Affirmative and Negative team
in these first debates will be eligi-

ble to enter the semi-finals and the
linais to be held here on campus in

April. The winners in the New
Hampshire section will meet at

Bates on April 14. The victorious

Maine teams are to meet here on

April 21.
About thirty members from Prof.

Quimby's classes in Argumentation
will be sent out to some of the

schools to act as judges. This is a

The groupings for the New Hamp-
shire schools were announced in a

previous number of the Student, but

here is the final grouping for the

preliminary round in the Maine
division:

Group A—Caribou High at Ash-

lard; Ashland High at Washburn;
Washburn High at Caribou.

B—Presque Isle High at Mars Hill;

A C I at Bridgewater; Bridge-

water Academy at Houlton; Houl-

ton High at Presque Isle.

—Lee Academy at East Millinock-

et; East Millinocket at Lincoln;

Mattanawcook Academy at Spring-

field; Eastern Maine Institute at

Lee; Calais Academy.
—George Stevens-BluehiU Acade-

my at Brooklin; Brooklin High at

t^e'dgWick; - edgwick High at

Bluehill.
—John Bapst High at Camden;
Camden High at Rockland; Rock-

land High at Bangor (John Bapst

High.)
F—Bangor High at Pittsfield; M.

C. I. at Dover-Foxcroft; Foxcroft

Academy at Bangor.

G—Milo High at Dexter; Dexter

High at Milo.

H—Harmony High at North New-

Portland; Central High at North

Anson; Anson Academy at Har-

mony.
I Lawrence High at Winslow;

C-

D-

E-

The All-College General Election,

from 9 A. M. to 4 P. M., .next Mon-
day, will be held in the gymnasium
this year instead of in Chase Hall. .

This sup was brought about through
the cooperation of President Robert
Swett of the Student Council and
Mr. Ross. Not only does this move
relieve the possibility of damaging
the new floor at Chase Hail but the
gymnasium offers, according to

Swett. far better facilities for the

conduct of the election than does

Chase Hall. Whereas the lighting of

the election booths last year was a
problem that was dealt with badly,

this year's innovation of having the

elections in the gym will take care

of the lighting in that the gym is far

lighter than Chase Hall.

Not only will the lighting problem
be remedied but the crowd will be

more easily handled, the gym provid-

ing much more room than did Chase
Hall.

Senior members of the Student
Council and of the Student Govern-
ment will so arrange their programs

! as to have three members present at

j
the booths during the whole day.

There will be six booths as usual and

I the ballots will be handed out to

the voters upon passing the tables

where the Student Council and Stu-

dent Government members will issue

the ballots according to the clubs,

activities and organizations for

which the student is eligible to vote.

Immediately upon the closing of

voting at 4.00 P. iM. the senior mem-
bers of the governing oodies will

proceed to the task of counting the

ballots. It is highly probable that

this email group of people will be
unable to count all of the returns

that evening due to the fact that last

year all of the mem'bers of both
bodies worked well into the night.

At any rate the returns will be

announced in the Student on Wed-
nesday morning.

Local Courtmen

Top FieldTo Win

Bates Tournament

Lewiston Five To Meet
Winslow Saturday
For State Title

Another Bates College schoolboy
basketball tournament has become
history and as a result Lewiston

winner is in possession of i

lowell High at Fairfield.

J Conv High at Gardimer High;

Edward Little High at Augusta.

K—Winthrop High at Mechanic

Re-Opened Banks

Our Support

ia a comprehensive survey of the

present banking crisis and events

leading up to it, Paul B. Bartlett,

professor of Business Economics ad-

dressed the monthly meeting of the

Y. W C. A. board at the adminis-

tration building on Pine Street, last

Wednesday.
It is his belief that we have too

many banking systems and lean to-

ward too much variety in commer-
cial banking. "Whether we like it

or not. we are getting a painful les

ion on
to our trade and industry, even to

the dailv maintenance of our

homes", said Professor Bartlett. "It

is surprising how little of the real

background of the present situation

has been presented." The causes, he

pointed out, reach back farther

than the Michigan moratorium

which occurred in February. The
prolonged deflation introduced by

the stock market crash late in 1929.

and the banking and financial struc-

ture itself are all responsible.

Small Weak Banks
Small weak banks, organized as

a result of the banking laws of

1900, started up with only the min-

imum capital of $25,000 required by

the National Banking System, some
banks with as little as $10,000 cap-

ital. These small banks began to

collapse as early as 1920 and con-

tinued to "fold up" even in the gay
davs of the stock market boom,

j

Hallowell; Hal- "^^^^ of ^ champion .

ship of Western Maine.
The twelfth annual edition of the

Bates games came to a close Satur-

day evening when the Lewiston
Blue Streaks defeated their arch
rivals, Edward Little, by a 15 point

margin, the t'mal score being 36-21.

L( wiston will meet Winslow, win-

ner of the Maine tournament, for

the championship of the state.

Many Upsets
Numerous upsets were the fea-

tures of the tourney. In the preli-

minary round South Portland had a

hard "time winning from Morse,

while Lewiston defeated the sup-

posedly strong Thornton club witn-

out much trouble. Deerimg, a favor-
finals, was defeated

Continued on Page 4 Col 4

Worthy Of
— Prof- Bartlett

"We know now", said Professor

Bartlett "how much better it would

have been if these small weak banks
which have expired in such numbers
from lack of nourishment, incapa-

ble management and lesser causes.

had never seen the light of day. The ^^^Edward Little, and Che-
verus won a thriller from Rumford.18,000 banks that will be able to

open for business after the present

holidays should for the most part

be very worthy of our respect and
our confidence".

Failure In New Orleans

the importance of bankiir*-|^ The final part of the story has

been told since early in February.

First came the failure of a New Or-

leans' bank. Senator Huey "King-
fisher" Long hurried to aid Govern-

or Allen in discovering a seemingly

successful two day legal holiday.

Then on the 14th came the Michi-

gan moratorium with some rather

revealing publicity as to the Guard-
ian Trust Company, a member of a

prominent "group" system. Hoard-

ed money was forced into circula-

tion Other states began entering

the list of those declaring morato-
riums. A feeling of uneasiness was
spreading.

The report of the Federal Reserve
for the week inding March 1 show-
ed that the amount of money in

circulation had increased and that

Reserve banks had lost $226,000.-

000 in gold. It was estimated that

Continued on Page 4 Col 5

The Cheverus-Rumford battle was
the only contest in the tournament
which was extended to an overtime
period. The Fightin' Irish from
Portland lived up to their name,
and finally emerged with a victory

which enabled them to enter the
semi-finals.
The two games Saturday after-

noon were generally considered the
best of the two days' of play. In the
first, Lewiston won from South
Portland in a startling upset which
definitely established the right of

the Blue Streaks to claim champion-
ship honors. Thibodeau, injected in-

to the game by Coach Linwood J.

Kelley, proved to be the stopper in

the Lewiston defense which prevent-

ed South Portland's Captain Hayes
from continuing in his winning
ways.
Edward Little likewise won over

Cheverus after a close battle. Nich-

ols was the sparkplug in the Aub-
urn attack, and the victory for the
Taylor-coached quintet marked the

secomd time in three years that Ed-
ward Little has reached the final

round of the tournament.

then
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The "Heathen Chinee!"

The "heathen ehinee" seem to have caujrht on to the ways of the

white man with surprising alacrity, if we are to believe an Associated

Press item from London which told of the meeting of the purchasing

agents of armaments for China and -Japan in the reception room of

one of the large munition companies there. They fell to comparing

not es as to prices they were paying for the implements of warfare

with the result that, by putting up a united front, they were able to

secure a forty percent reduetion in prices. Intelligent Japanese and

Chinese students must have paused amidst the seething turmoil of

their respective countries to consider the utter futility of it all,

although the probability is that such incidents are carefully kept

from them until the "war of defense" is over.

We. who are at present detached from the crazy emotionalism

of a nation at war, will do well to pause, too, and to remember that

we will bear the brunt of the next war; that we will be subject to

the same suicidical tactics that characterized the last; that we will

know the full effect of social pressure upon us if we refuse to parti-

cipate; and that if we are to act at all to prevent war, we must do

it now.

By a vote of 275 to 153, the famous Oxford Union carried the

motion that "this House will in no circumstance fight for its King

and Country". The Manchester University Union carried a similar

vote by a vote of 371 to 196. In commenting upon the journalistic

response, one London weekly says: "Seldom have we seen anything

more diverting than the rage and astonishment caused by the Oxford

Union resolution. The pages of the Telegraph and Morning Post are

wet with the tears of sexagenarian Oxonians lamenting over the

decadence of their Alma Mater." There is a strong radical move-

ment among the English universities that would surprise the sophis-

ticated American college youth who swallows with astonishing

gullibility the outworn social and economic credos of his fathers.

These are stirring times in the history of our country and of the

world. Values are at stake which, once lost, will take ages to regain.

Nevertheless, we find that the militaristic spirit which we can see

working with such virulence in Japan and China, is quite as active

in the United States. The Senate's amendment to the Army Appro-

priation bill adding $22,000,000 to provide for the care of "wander-

ing boys" in C. M. T. C. camps by training them in the methods of

modern warfare may help to solve the problem of unemployment by

iinally allowing the "disemployed" of each nation to annihilate each

other. If that policy is continued, however, soon there will be nothing

left but a world of robots.

There are groups in our society which are quite as eager to

exploit warfare for their own private profit in 1933 as was Vickers

Ltd. and others in 1914 when from the vantage ground of a neutral

country munitions companies sold supplies to the agents of wTarring

nations. International ramifications linking General Motors Corpo-

ration, DuPont. & Co., and the Allied Chemical Co. with the world's

largest chemical warfare products combine were disclosed recently.

It was also pointed out that four members of the present British

cabinet, including the foreign minister, and the sec'y of state for

war, are shareholders in munitions and chemical warfare products

combines. This chemical combine of American and British manu-
facturers is centered around Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. whose
shareholders include Sir John Simon, British Foreign Minister and
Neville Chamberlain, Chancellor of the .Exchequer. The Imperial

Chemical Industries has become the poison gas combine with a

virtual monopoly at home and ramifications in all the leading

countries of the world.
These monster combines are dealing in commodities which are

considered by the modern capitalistic world to be just as legitimate

sources of revenue as any other product, and the men who have
grown wealthy on profits derived from the torn and bleeding bodies

of millions of other men are received in society with all of the kow-
towing that educational and cultured circles yield to the person-
ification of millions. Lest any of our gentle readers should harbor
any illusions concerning the manner in which the next war will be
conducted and the place which poison gases will play in it, we quote

the following interesting comment upon a recent book by Dr. "Woker
of Switzerland, entitled "Chemical Warfare":

"In deaths by Green Cross gas the lumgs become literally filled

Avith blood, which means that the victim dies a gradual and painful
death, by drowning in his own blood. Bombs filled with this type of

gas could be dropped by squadrons of airplanes, wiping out cities

in a day, and transforming whole towns into a sea of corpses. An-
other gas called the Yellow Cross simply suffocates. Still another
produces wholesale apoplexy and paralysis; Then there is the Death
Dew which seems to make people go mad. Two commercial air-

planes could spread enough of this gas to destroy the city of New
York." In case you are thinking of hiding in your cellar there is a
gas that is heavier than air which will make it impossible for you to

remain in the cellar, poisoning you like rats. .

If we, as college youth of this country, do not wish to find our-
selves caught in the maelstrom of another world Avar, and this is by
no means a far-fetched possibility, it behooves us to ally ourselves
with every group working toward the abolition of war, and to put
ourselves on record as being of the mind not to participate in any
Avar to which the United States is a party. Storm Jameson, famous
British novelist has issued a challenge to peace Avorkers. In part she
says

:

"Do you imagine that we are heaping up armaments because

they shine? Or that the pursuit of cut-throat competition between
nations for the lion's share of vanishing foreign >.markets will fail of

its inevitable 'incident'? Or that repeated reference to another war
in the columns of daily and weekly newspapers, and the private and
public speeches of our leaders, is only a manner of '.speaking? Or
that when the crisis comes our Bourbon-spirited statesmen will do

better than wring their hands while the armament firms and the

poison gas manufacturers, with those to whom a war brings increase,

are ringing their bells? You deceive yourself if you do .... hat

are the members of the Youth Movement going to do I I want to

know. When a Avar breaks out individuals are helpless. Only organ-

ized bodies of men can act. Military plans for mobilization in case

of war are worked out doAvn to the last detail. What plans, m what

details, have our own leaders worked out for us? Where do 1 report

for service against Avar?"

Our Popularity Contests

Members of the tAvo loAver classes cannot appreciate the im-

provement resulting from the change to the present system of col-

lege elections, because they never have experienced the chaotic condi-

tions which 'prevailed two years ago. In place of a haphazard method

of allowing each campus organization to conduct its own elections

at different times during the college year, the present plan of having

the entire college participate in an election for all of the various

organizations Avas substituted, thus eliminating any possibility of

unfair practice and making for uniformity. The result has un-

doubtedly been to the ach'antage of the entire student body.
This year a feAv minor changes have been made Avhich will help

to bring the system to perfection. The elections are to be held in the

Gym rather than Chase Hall because the lighting is much better and
also because the floor will not be injured. Seniors are to conduct

the elections to escape even the possibility of candidates influencing

the voting by their very presence.
If this plan is to be the success that it ought to be, it is necessary

for every student to take part in the elections so that they may b
truly representative of the will of the entire student body, and not

of a small portion of it. Only as the percentage of students voting
approaches the maximum Avill it be successful. I

Although it has not been the policy of the Student to support
any person or faction in the student elections, Ave do not hesitate

to lay down certain principles which Ave feel should guide the mem
hers of the student body in their voting. The first of these is that

only by selecting to student governing bodies persons who will en-

force whatever rules come within the jurisdiction of those organi
zations will student government become a reality in fact as well as

name. If there are rules on the books which cannot be enforced
those elected ought to be strong enough either to remove them or
enforce them. If they have been put there by an administrative bod
that, cannot enforce them itself, they ought to be removed; if, on
the other hand, they were put there by and Avith the consent of the
student governing bodies, then they ought to be enforced.

The second of the principles which Ave think should govern the
voting of students is that, the persons whom they vote for should b(
willing to accept the responsibility of their position, and to statu
by their decisions whether they meet with the disapproval of stu-

dent, faculty, or administration. In other words, they ought to have
the courage of their convictions, or as the campus puts it, "guts".

Our friends- of the faculty are prone to think of us as children
and while it might be well if some of them had more of the best
qualities which characterize children, it is often equally true that
many of the student body have failed to mature as rapidly as they
might have, and this fact is frequently brought out in student
escapades which are injurious to the college. Therefore, it is only
proper that men and Avomen -should be elected to our governing
bodies avIio have sane mature judgement, definite convictions regard-
ing the relation of student and administration, and avIio will assume
the responsibility which goes Avith membership in these important
student organizations.

Only in this way will elections become something more than a
mere popularity contest. Student will no longer be swayed in their
judgement because of the fact that one person has a letter and the
other has not, or because friends of one candidate have labelled his
opponent a "stoolie", if they will remember the principles which Ave
have tried to elaborate on and wild honestly try to find out all thai
they can about each of the persons for whom they are voting.

INQUIRING
REPORTER

Candidates 'for the Student Council
have been asked iby the Student
to answer the following questions:

1. Do you object to drinking hy
students at this college?

2. As a Student Council member,
Avhat do you propose to do about it?

JAMES BALANO '34

A personal opinion on student
drinking is decidedly out of place
when one is in a position that com-
pels enforcement of rules such as
must be enforced Avhen one is a stu-
dent council member. No one serv-
ing the Student Assembly could be
so rash and unthoughtful as to sit by
and allow excess drinking. The re-

sult would be immediate and some-
Avhat misunderstanding action on
the part of the administration. By
using discretion and a quiet manner
the Student Council does and can in
the future discourage drinking and
keep first and second offenders from
being too harshly dealt with.

Such affairs as happen after foot-
bail games when some of the young-
er alumni are prone to celebrate
have 'been in the past few years
fairly Avell controlled. By continu-
ing a policy of (moderation and dis-

discredit to the college should ftret
be duly warned, and, if a second
offense occurs, should be placed on
probation. Treatment of such cases
should rest entirely in the hands of
the Council rather than the faculty
Avhich is prone to assume a somewhat
biased opinion.

THOMAS MUSGRAVE
Personally, I believe drinking is

up to the individual. But, I am also
aAvare that the college rules prohibit
it.

For this reason, as a Student
Council member I should feel obli-
gated to enforce the rule, but re-
serve the right to be as lenient as I

feel the individual case justifies. I

feel that it is only fair to the viol-
ating students that the Council take
these definite steps, rather severe
sometimes, it is true, hut almost
always less severe than the inevitable
expulsion by the administration.

THEODORE SEAMON '34

1. In my opinion, there is no
justification for drinking among the
students cf this or any other institu-
tion. The sanction of the violation
of a law is entirely opposed to the
principles and ideals of a modern
educational institution.

2. Accordingly, it seems that it is

the place of a -controlling student
organization such as the Student
Council to mobilize student opinion
against the continuance of this

couragement of the sophomoric spirit
|

practice. I do not feel that any
general rule can be laid down to be
rigidly followed, but each individual
case should be considered by the
council as to the specific circum-
stances involved.

that inevitably rises, the Student
Council can keep the students from
over-much faculty supervision and
the name of Bates from libel.

JULIUS S. LOMBARDI '34

Yes.
When we come to Bates, one of

the very ifirst things we hear is that
drinking is not tolerated in this
institution. Therefore, when one does
drink, it is a direct and conscious
violation of the regulation. Never-
theless, I do not ibelieve that offend-
ers should ibe immediately expelled
cr put on probation. I believe it is

the job of the Student Council to
discourage and eliminate drinking,
with probation as a final judgement
to incorrigibles.

PRANK S. MURRAY '34

1. Yes.
2. The -Student Council should

deal Avith each problem as an
individual case, always recognizing
the fact that no two would merit
the same treatment. The Council
should endeavor, so far as possible,
to cultivate an attitude of co-opera-
tion on the part of the men, with the
aim of getting at the bottom of the
drink problem on campus and
eliminating it 'by force of public
opinion. I feel that the students as
a whole should assume responsibility
for this matter of college improve-
ment instead of leaving it to the
administration.

AL THORPE '84

I am fully convinced that no act
of the Council, or even of the faculty,
can entirely eliminate drinking. Ex-
cessive drinking should be dis-

EDWARD DOLAN '35

Drinking is a personal matter
until it affects the reputation of the
college. Then.it is the concern of the
administration. The Student Council
can through more intimate contact
and better understanding of student
problems treat such cases more
effectively. The Student Council
should treat each case individually
and determine its action upon the
seArerity and frequency of the
offense.

JOHN N. DORITY '35

Answer: Inasmuch as I object to

anything which has been found to be
so definitely detrimental to both the
individual and society I object to

drinking at Bates.
Answer: As a Student Council

member I would support every means
of discouraging drinking, especially
on-campus drinking. I would support
every move which would tend to keep
Bates' traditions at the highest.
When even the use of alcohol as a
medicine has lost most of its support-
ers it seems that drinking has
nothing iby which any student could
benefit. If any progress is to be
realized the students must exercise
personal control, must make use of
present scientific knowledge as to the
harm resulting from drinking and
attempt to draw reasonable conclu-
sions. The Student Council, how-
ever, must consider both the rights

GEORGE A. OLDS '35

Drinking, to my mind, is a person-

al matter. By the time a person has

entered college he should know
Avhether or not he should drink. Of

course, when it becomes a question

of making one's self socially obnox-

ious, steps should be taken to curb
it

I think that the Student Council

should take the preliminary steps m
this and settle the minor cases;

leaving the more serious cases to the

administration.
There is no sense in trying to

evade the fact that drinking is going

to take place, and we must also face

the fact that drinking <lo<-s not

necessarily make one an undesirable

in college.

LENO LKNZI '35

Under no consideration, I

believe the majority opinion to be,

should prohibition be allowed at

Bates. Thus far, few cases have
necessitated the action of the Stu-

dent Council on the subject of

prohibition, and I firmly believe that

the questioned subject should re-

main in its now dormant stage at

Bates.
If, hoAvever, the submitted

question should arise, I believe in

taking the folloAving action:

Excessive drinking should be
handled Avith resolute action, pro-

viding the offender has indecently

incurred upon himself, as well as

the name of Bates College, an
example that not even time will

render imperceptible.
The question remains entirely up

to the student himself.

POWERS McLEAN '35

Drinking is of concern to the Stu-
dent Council not as a moral issue

—

that is purely personal—but only
as the act injures the prestige of the
college. Consequently the 'Council

should judge each case on the basis
of Avhether or not the college has
been harmed. Constructively, I

would suggest tolerance, sincerity,
and most important, common sense.

MORRIS DROBOSKY '30

1. By all means, the use of liquor
in the dormitories should be pro-
hibited.

2. I would suggest, that first the
names cf the drinkers be found out.
Then a group of upperclassmen,
maybe a committee of two or three
men, be sent to these felloAvs to talk
to them and try to straighten them
out. After the names haAre been
reported, I Avculd not suggest a
punishment which Avould be too
seArere but one that Avould convince
the guilty ones that Bates means
business.

EDMUND MUSKIE '36

Drinking, as it is generally accept-
ed, is, in my opinion, a menace to
the moral structure of that portion
of the student body that indulges in

the practise. Student drinkers,- as I

have observed, tend to oarer-indulge.
As their condition, under the
stimulus of the liquor, advances,
they become distinctly obnoxious to
any of their companions who may
have remained sober. In their intoxi-

cated condition, they are anything
but a credit to themselves or to their
college. Therefore I object to the
general practice of student" drinking
on two points:

1. To preA-ent any possible black-
mark that might be reflected on the
college because of an intoxicated
student's actions.'

2. To preserve the morals of the
students Avho might indulge.

As a member of the Student
Council, I would support any move-
ment to solve the problem.

STANTON A. SHERMAN '36

1. Yes. I object to drinking by
students of this college.

2. Nearly every college in the
country has students Avho indulge in

intoxicating liquors. In many cases,
the fact that these students drink,
can be overlooked, but when they get
drunk and appear in public places,
it not only reflects on the student,
but, it is hurting the standards of
the college, and I think action should
be taken to prevent it.

I suggest that a committee be
chosen from the Student Council to
look after the situation. One from
this committee should go and talk
frankly with the individual guilty of

intoxication. airJd try to make him
see the serious side.

HENRY A. SAWIN '36

In direct response to the inquiry
made by "The Bates Student" con-
cerning my stand, as a member of
the Student Council, on the drink-
ing question, I desire to present my
opinion unequivocally and without
dissimulation. I am ardently opposed
to the alloAvance of any kind of
intoxicating liquor whatever on the
Bates campus, and do believe that
any transgression toward this institu-
tion of higher education should not
be tolerated. The college proper is

not a place for moral degradation.
The inebriate, who in the freedom of
all off-caimpus territory conducts
himself at his own discretion, must
bear in mind that Avhile on Bates
property, he is under the strict
moral jurisdiction of the college.

Continued on Page 3 Col 3

MONDAY'S NOMINEES

couraged, and that type of individual of the students and the rights of the
who, by too free use of liquor, brings

|
college as a whole.

RAMSDELL SCIENTIFIC
President

Arline EdAvards
Georgette LePage

Secretary-Treasurer
Florence Larrabee
Gertrude Stevens

DEUTSCHER VEREIN
President

Wendell May '34

James O'Connell '34

Vice-President
Lucienne Blanchard '34

Benjamin Dimlich '35

Sec.-Treasurer
EA-elyn Anthol '35

Arline Edwards '34

PHIL HELLENIC CLUB
President

Abbott Smith '34

Russell Milnee '34

Vice-President
Virginia McNally '35

Sec-Treasurer
James Balano '34

Gordon Jones '35

STUDENT COUNCIL
Seniors (vote for 4)

James Balano
Clyde Holbrook
Julius (Lombardi
Jere Moynihan
Frank Murray
Thomas Musgrave
Theodore Seamon
Aim us Thorp

Juniors (vote for 3)
Edward Dolan
John Dority
Walter Gay
Leno Lenzi
George Olds
Powers McLean
Sophomores (vote for 2)

Morris Drobosky
Edmund Muskie
Henry Sawin
Stanton Sherman

ATHLETIC COUNCIL
(Vote for 3)

Robt. Butler
Bernard boomer
Harold Millett

Jere Moynihan
Donald R. Smith
Francis Soba

Juniors (vote, for 2)

Walter Gay'
Robt. Kramer
Milton Lindholm
William Pritcher

Alumni (vote for 4)

Dr. W. W. Bolster
Dr. Ernest V. Call

Col. James H. Carroll

Judge Fred H. Lancaster

CLASS OF 1934
President

Clyde Holbrook
Robert Johnston
Frank Murray

Vice-President
Patricia Abbott
Ruth Johnson
Georgette LePage

Secretary
Marjorie Bennett
Mary Fuller
Eileen Soper

Treasurer
Julius Lombardi
Bernard Loomer

<

Thomas Musgrave

CLASS OF 11)35

President
Gordon Jones
Milton Lindholm
Charles Paige

Vice-President

Francis Hayden
Barbara Leadbetter
Jean Murray

Secretary
Marjorie Avery
Elizabeth Fosdick
Thelma Poulin

Treasurer
Robert Kramer
Howard Norman
Frank Pendleton

CLASS OF 1936
President .

Verdelle Clark
Edmund Muskie
John Parfitt
Stanton Sherman

Vice-President
Marjorie Fairbanks
Eleanor Glover
Lenore Murphy
Charlotte Stiles

Secretary
Mary Abromson
Virginia Marston
Bernice Winston

Treasurer
Arnold Anderson
William Greenwood
Robert Johnson
Robert Saunders

VARSITY CLUB
President

Jere Moynihan
Richard Secor

Vice-President
Harold Millett
Francis Soba

Secretary
Sumner Raymond
Donald Smith

Treasurer
Robert Butler
Albert Oliver

MEN'S POLITICS
President

James Balano
Theodore Seamon

Vice-President
Defeated candidate
for President

Sec-Treasurer
Gault Brown
Sumner Raymond

JORDAN SCIENTIFIC
President

Howard Bates
Russell Hager

Vice-President

Secretary-Treasurer
Sylvester Carter
Edwin Decatur

Executive Chairman
Burton Dunfield
John Hanley

Y. M. C. A.
President

Clyde Holbrook *34

Willard Rand '34

Vice-President
Raymond Harwood '35
Bernard Loomer '34

Secretary
Sumner Libbey '36
Nils Lennartson '36
Chairman Chase Hall Comm.
Julius Lombardi '34

SPOFFORD CLUB
Carl Milliken
Albert Oliver

Vice-Pr
Marjorie Reid
Miriam Wheeler

Secretary
Barbara Lord
Sylvia Shoemaker
Program Comm.
Abbott Smith
Doris McAllister

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
President

Patricia Abbott '34

Mary Gardner '34

Vice-President
Marjorie Avery '35

Jean Murray '3 5

Secretary-Treasurer
Catherine Condon '35

Elizabeth Durell '35

Milliken House Senior
Charlotte Moody '34

Theodate Proctor '34

Whittier
Marceline Conley '34

Evelyn Crawford '34

Frye
Celeste Carver '34

Arline Edwards '34

Hacker
Lucienne Blanchard '34

Ruth Carter '34

Chase
Pauline Jones '34

Eileen Soper '34

Junior Repres.
Betty Fosdick '3 5

Margaret Perkins '35

Sophomore Rep.
Eleanor Glover '3 6

Lenore Murphy '3 6

Sophomore Rep.
Edith Milliken '36

Muriel Underwood '36

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC BOARD
President

Verna Brackett ''34

Crescentia Zahn '34

Vice-President
Ruth Frye '35

Grace Gearing '35

Junior Class Rep.
Virginia MoNally '35

Elizabeth White '35

Sophomore Class Rep.
Marguerite Hulbert '3 6

Harriet Van Stone '36

Senior Class Rep.
Defeated candidate
for President

Head of Hockey
Rosie Gallinari '35

Charlotte Harmon '35

Head of Basketball
Elizabeth Hobbs '35

Sarah Hughes '35

Head of Hiking
Dorothy McAllister '35

Helen Shorey '34

Head of Baseball and Track
Helen Goodwin '34

Elizabeth Wilson '34

Head of Winter Sports
Ruth Johnson '34

Louise Mallinson '34

Head of Soccer
Florence Larrabee '34

Georgette LePage '34

Head of Tennis
Marjorie Bennett '34

Marjorie Reid '34

Secretary
Virginia Marston '36

Dorothy Wheeler '36

Head of Voiley Ball and Archery
Defeated candidate
for Vice-President

Y. AV. C. A.
President

Constance Fuller
Olive Grover

Vice-President
Frances Hayden
Dorothy Kimball

Secretary
Marjory Fairbanks
Flora McLean

Treasurer
Dorothy Randolph
Ruth Trites

Referendum for Y. M. C. A.:
"Shall the Y. M. C. A.

lish a $50.00 scholarship for the
partial support of an Albanian
student in the
of agriculture?"

LAMBDA ALPHA
President

GAvendolyn Spear
Dorothy Sweeney
Miriam Wheeler

Vice-President
Stella Clemante
Mildred McCarty

Secretary
Frances Linehan
Virginia Scales

Treasurer
Georgette LePage
EA-a Young

CHRISTIAN SERVICE CTATB
President

Milton Lindholm '35
Russell Milnee '34

Vice-President
Angela D'Errico '34
Ruth Rounds' 34

Secretary
Theresa Buck '34

Helen Goodwin '34

Treasurer
Arthur Amrein '34
Raymond Harwood '35

LA PETITE ACADEMLK
President

Guy Ladouceur
Arthur Merrifield

Vice-President
Angela D'Errico
Louise Mallinson

Secretary
Evelyn Crawford
Georgette LePage

Treasurer
Doris Neilson
Earle Richards

PUBLISHING ASSOCIATION
President

Jere Moynihan
Albert Oliver

Vice-President
Gene Ashton
Julius Lombardi

Secretary
Mary Gardner
Miriam Wheeler

Junior Class Rep.
(Vote for 1 man and 1 woman)
John Dority
Frances Hayden
Carl Milliken
Jean Murray

Faculty Repres.
(Vote for three)

Dr. Amos A. iHovey
Dr. Edwin M. Wright
Mrs. Blanche Roberts

V
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IS HERE
GTVE YOUR CO'ED A

CORSAGE

=
5

1
That she will prize. Buy where i

SERVICE Ls FREE" and 1
PRICES are LOW =

=
=

Your Credit Is Good
As Low As

75c and up

Mae A. O'Brien \
THE FLOWER AND GIFT =

SHOPPE I

Phonle 205-W |
Cor. Main and Middle Sts. |
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Try ROAK'S Corsages
For The

SOPH HOP
' ROAK'S Corsages wall Harmonize with your Co-ed's Gown

Our PRICES Are Reasonable

GEO. M. ROAK
TELEPHONE 980 Auburn Theatre B'ldg.

Prof. Gilbert

Gives Talk On
French Theater

Traces Its Origin And
Development Before

Literary Union

h,'"?
6
^fi? and Development of

S^tfS T*»ter" waa the .subject
of a talk by Prof. Blanche T. Gilbert

?i? ,°L the Pren <* department, at
the clubhouse of the Women's liter-ary Union, Thursday, March 9. The
lecture was presented under the
auspices of the Department of Liter-
ature of which Mrs. Clifton D. Gray
^ chairman. In her splendid talk
Prof. Gilbert traced the French
drama from its 12th century begin-
ning to the 17 th century classic
tragedy which reached its height in
the dramatists, Corneille, Racine,
and Moliere. She described French
drama as the oldest established
drama which influenced dramatic art
throughout the world.

Honors

-:o:-

INQUIRING REPORTER

To J« Merphy
Fur Company

Est. 1873
Lewiston, Maine

The latest styles and quality

In sport wear, you can hope to use

Are now at prices all so low
That all can be well-dressed, we know
At Murphy's, the clothiers of quality.

General Reduction

Now In Effect On All

Suede, Leather and Woolen

Sportswear
and

Ski-Suits

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

Main Street

SCHOOL PAPERS «
YEAR BOOKS

MERRILL & WEBBER CO.
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS

95-99 MAIN STREET, AUBURN, MAINE

BDrtrD . MC ANNOUNCEMENTS
PROGRAMS

GOOGIN
FUEL CO.

COAL, WOOD and COKE
1801 Phones 1800

„ — 67 Eim street
114 Bates Street *m>Tn£H
LEWISTON AUBURN

MOST COMPLETE AND UP-TO-DATE

Luggage Store East of

Fogg's Leather Store

Harry L. Plummer
PORTRAIT—Commercial and

Finishing Photography

New Studio

At 135 Main St.,

Lewiston, - Maine.

GROUND FLOOR

Continued from Page 2

JERE MOYNIHAX '34
1. If any student of the College,

by drinking, brings any dishonor
upon the institution, it is surely
objectionable and should be punish-
ed.

2. It is my opinion that student
drinking at Bates is not at present
a major problem.

The Student Council and the
faculty have handled any such eases
well in the past. I think the Stu-
dent Council should have the power
to punish any such case as comes
to their attention. If the Council is

lax, then the faculty should take
charge and give their decision.

As a memiber of the Council I

should consider it my duty to give a
decision, concerning any case of
drinking called to my attention, for
the best of the school and the stu-
dent.
The Council has duties to the stu-

dent and institution and must per-
form them Iboth.

Continued on Page 4 Col 0

Continued from Page One
Petke, Thomaston, Conn., Sumner L.
Raymond, Salem, Mass., S Earle
Richards, South Portland, Robert E.
Rutledge, Meredith, N. H., Theodore
I. Seamon, (Lewiston, Herbert Sprin-
ce, Lewibton.

Class of 1935
Ruie J. Brooks, Auburn, Cathe-

rine G. Condon, Newport, N. H.,
Helen L. Dean, Franklin, N H., E.
Joyce Foster, Groveton. N. H., Ruth
Frye, Franklin, fir. H., Hilda E. Gel-
lerson. Island Falls, Elsie M. Ger-
vais, Auburn, Florence W Gervais.
Auburn, Eleanor H. Goodwin. Ken-
nebunkport, Dorothy J. Kimball,
Camden, R. Virginia McNallv, Fra-
mingham, Mass., Jean H. Murray,
Auburn, Ethel c. Oliver, Camden,
Evelyn M. Rich, Charleston, June
Sawyer, Greene, Bertha L. Wells.
Kennebunkport, Elizabeth E White,
Augusta. Robert J. Anicetti,' Lisbon
Fall.3, Winfred S. Chute, Crescent
Lake, Benjamin F. Dimlich, Andover,
Mass., Robert A. Frost, India, Wil-
lard R. Higgins, .Sabattus, Francis
E. Hutchins, Norway, John N Ingra-
ham, Rutherford, X. J.. Powers Mc-
Lean, Augusta, Walter J. Norton.
Augusta. Harry F. O'Connor, Jr.,
Hartford, Conn., William H. Seolnik.
Lewiston.

Class of 1936
Ruth A. Coan, Manchester, N. H.,

Margaret E. Dick, Lawrence, Mass.,
Marjorie Fairbanks, Abington, Mass.,
Frances S. Fogelman, Lewiston,
Eleanor Glover, Wakefield, Mass.^
Beatrice T G rover, York Village.
Priscilla Heath, .Manchester, N. H.,
Carolyn O. Jerard, Acworth, N. H.,
Isabelle S. McCann, St. Albans, Vt..
Flora McLean, Cambridge, Mass..
Alice P. Miller, North Jay, Isabelle
W. Minard, E. Orange, N. J., Con-
stance Dedstone, Cambridge, Mass.,
Anna M. Saunders, Bridgton, Virgi-
nia R. Scales, Auburn, Dorothy E.
Shields, Rochester, N. H., Dorothy
H. Staples, Belmont, Mass., Harriet
A. Vanritone. Bridgeport, Conn.,
Jean V. Warring, Newton, Mass.,
Eleanor M. Weiler, Belmont, Mass.,
Dorothy B. Wheeler, Watertown,
Mass., Gilbert G. Ackroyd, Manches-
ter, N. H., Delmo P. Enagonio, Ply-
mouth, Mass., William E. Felch,
Lowell. Mass.. J. Roger Fredland,
Portland, Ursha] E. Gammon, Nor-
way, Bernard A. Hutchins, Norway,
Leslie N. Hutchinson, Lynn, Mass.,

Irving Isaacson, Lewiston, Robert A.
Johnson, Manchester, N. H., F. Car-
leton Maibee, Jr., Lewiston, Edmund
S. Muskie, Rumford.

President's t up
The President's Cup is given

annually to the New England high
or preparatory school, having three
or more in- the Freshman Class,
whose students attain the highest
average rank during their first

semester at Bates College. This year
President Gray announces Manches-
ter Central High School as the win-
ner. The cup is now in the possession
of Cony High at Augusta who won it

last year. Manchester Central, having
won it two years ago—thereby carry-
ing out the (provision of two out of
three—will retain the Cup as its

permanent possession. Students from
Manchester participating in this

year's contest were Ruth A. Coan,
Priscilla Heath, A. Louise Geer, Do-
rothy M. Martin, Eleanor R. Morri-
son, Dorothy A. Preston, Gilbert
Ackroyd, Robert A. Johnson, Wil-
liam Swallow.

Prizes and awards were announced
as follows:

Public Speaking—Freshmen, first

division, Ruth Rowe, Lewiston, Owen
Dodson, ^Brooklyn, N. Y.

Excellence in Greek—Isabelle Mi-
nard, East Orange. N. J., William E.
Felch, 'Lowell, Mass.

t 'hampion Debaters—Sophomores,
Charlotte E. Longley, Norway, Ralph
B. Musgrave, W. Medford, Mass.,
William E. Haver, Flemington N J.,

Best individual speaker, Ray W.
Stetson, East Sumner.

Phi Beta Kappa
Elections from the Class of 1932

to the Gammia Chapter of Maine, Phi
Beta Kappa, were announced as
follows: Ruth T. Benham, Nauga-
tuck, Conn., Frank H. Byron, Aub-
urn, Mildred >M. Carrier, Lisbon
Falls, Constance R. Conant, Woburn,
Mass., Charlotte Cutts, Lewiston,
Dorothy H. Diggery, Sanford, Helen
E. Hamlin, Sanford, Stanley B. Jack-
son, Madison, N. H., Florence E.
James, South Portland, Harry E.
Kemip, Portland, Rosamond S. Mel-
cher, South Portland, Samuel Scol-
nik, Lewiston, Gerald L. Simard,
Lewiston, Gerald E. Stevens, Lisbon
Falls.

College dub
Election to the College Club at

Bates College is an honor much
coveted by Bates men. Senior men
elected to the Club this year are Ar-
nold G. Adams, Worcester, Mass.,
George R. Austin of E. Greenwich,
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New ColorScheme Women's Student

For Decorations Gov'ts of N. E.

At SophomoreHop

Black And White With
Sunburst Effects

To Prevail

Final plans for the Sophomore
Hop, Saturday, March IS in Chase
Hall, have been completed. The
committee has been working hard in
order to make this affair a success
and hopes it will succeed in this aim.

The hall will^be decorated in a
manner new at Bates. Black and
white, the chief colors, will be
relieved hy multicolored streamers in

sunburst effects. The programs are
black and white. The favor, which is

very attractive, is a wide, silver
bracelet with a buckle clasp and the
Bates seal.

Music will be furnished by the
Georgians, and there will be some
specialties.

Guests ot the evening will be Pres.
and Mrs. Clifton D. Gray, Prof. Gros-
vernor M. Robinson and Dean Hazel
M. Clark, Prof, and Mrs. Percy D.
Wilkins, and Dr. and Mrs. Arthur N.
Leonard.
Frank Pendleton is chairman of

the committee and is assisted by
Charlotte Harmon, Leno Lenzi, Fran-
ces Hayden, and William Pritcher.
A hundred couples can be accommo-
dated and tickets .may be obtained
from Bob Kramer for £3.25.

R. I., Herbert O. Berry of Water-
town, Mass., Paul N. Carpenter, Mars
Hill, J. Richard Clemons, Machias,
Stanley B. Jackson, Madison, N. H.,
Clive D. Knowles, Roxhury, Mass.,
Henry L. LaVallee, .Biddeford, Ro-
bert B. Swett, Newton Centre, Mass.

Delta Sijrnia Rho
Delta Sigma Rho, national honora-

ry forensic society, has but one
chapter in Maine and that is at Bates
College. Elections to this year's
group, as announced by Professor
Brooks Quimby, are Rebecca W. Car-
ter, Bethel. Helen E. Hamlin, San-
ford, Lionel A. Lemieux, Augusta,
Frank S. Murray, Auburn, Theodore
I. Seamon, Lewiston, Eva E. Sons-
troem, Bristol, Conn.

To Meet at Bates

Lucille Jack, Rebecca
Carter, In Charge
Of Conference

The New England Conference of
Women's Student Governments to be
held at Bates has been definitely set

for March 23, 24, and 25, after
having <been postponed for two
weeks.

Ten colleges will be represented,
including, besides Bates, Colby, Jack-
son, Middlebury, the state colleges
of Massachusetts, Connecticut, and
Rhode Island, and the universities of

Maine, New Hampshire, and Ver-
mont. Each of these sends two repre-
sentatives.

Delegates will present problems
concerning their own colleges and
comparative studies will be made of
various systems in the discussions.
Methods of controlling general
elections, and the usual matters of
student privileges will be brought in-

to the conference talks.

A program of entertainment has
been arranged for the eighteen
guests, and though the postponement
unfortunately eliminated the Shakes-
pearian play from the schedule,
plans are being made for other
diversion to take the place of it. Lu-
cile Jack '33 and Rebecca Carter '33,

president and secretary respectively
of student government, are in charge
of the conference. Further com-
mittees have been appointed to take
charge of details, making the outlook
for this inter-collegiate consultation
one of success.

•:o:-

WILL PRESENT NEW
CHORAL GROUP SOON

A new musical organization, the
Bates Choral Society, has recently
come into being and is outgrowing
its infancy with amazing rapidity. It
consists of the combined Men's and
Women's Glee Clubs, under the di-

rection of Professor Seldom T.
Crafts.
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UNION SQUARE TAXI CO.

171 MAIN STREET

msTiNcriy&

~BEAUTX-

-

Lewiston Monumental

Works
JAMES P. MURPHY CO., INC.

1-10 Bates Street, Lewiston.

Telephone 4634-R

The Barber
For

Eds and Co-Eds

CHASE HALIi—

—

— —

Fred C. McKenney
Corner College and Sabattus Streets

WASHING AND GREASING

In India, the fakirs present a spectacle to tourists.

Two lovely performers break bottles and lamp
chimneys before the eyes of the audience, and throw
the jagged pieces into a box already rilled with
broken glass. They step barefooted into the box
and do an Oriental dance in the glass without in-

jury.

EXPLANATION:
The performers toughen their feet in a strong so-

lution of alum water and thoroughly rub them
with pulverized resin before they appear. They
throw the freshly broken glass around the edges of

the platform. The glass on which they actually do
dance is very thick, heavy, and filed or ground so

that the sharp edges are rounded off. The girls

just pretend to dance on the sharp glass.

Source: "Magic Stage Illusions and Scientific Diversions"

by Albert A. Hopkins, Mum. <$- Co., New York.

TS FUN TO B£ JujOZTJD
:

. . . it's more FUZTTO ^jvo

w

One of the tricks of cigarette advertis-

ing is to pretend that"HeatTreatment"
is an exclusive process,making one cig-

arette better than any other.

EXPLANATION : A 11 cigarette manu-
facturers use heat treatment. It is a
routine process of manufacture. The
first Camel cigarette ever made was
manufactured under the heat-treating

process. Every one of the billions of

Camels produced since has received
the necessary heat treatment.

Harsh, raw tobaccos require inten~

sive processing under high tempera-
tures. The more expensive tobaccos,

which are naturally mild, call for only
a moderate application of heat. Heat
treatment never can make cheap, in-

ferior tobacco good.

It is a fact, well known by
leaf tobacco experts, that

Camels are made from finer,

MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos than
any other popular brand.

This is the most important statement
evermade in a cigarette advertisement.
Weigh its words. Consider what it

means. Then try Camels.
Camels are fresh ... in the air-tight,

welded Humidor Pack.

JVO TR/CKS
JUST COSTLIER
TOBACCOS

IN A MATCHLESS BLEND
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Garnet Runners

Fail To Gather

Points At Orono

Adams, Kramer, Keller
Collect 25 Points
In Bates' Loss

In 'their laet indoor meet of the
season of 1933, Bates lost to a vast-

ly superior (Maine track team by a
score of 78% to 38%. Captain Arn
Adams, Bob Kramer, and Harry
Keller were the shining lights for
the Garnet tracksters, this trio

garnering a' total of 2.5 points among
themselves. The Pale Blue made
clean sweeps in the 50-yard dash,
pole vault, and the 35 pound weight.
The biggest upset of the meet proved
to be the lo6s of the mile, when
Ruse Jellison was defeated by Black
of Maine.

Kramer Discus Winner
The lone afternoon event was the

discus, which was won by Kramer.
Bob came through beautifully, and
took a first that was inot conceded to

him. Alley and Favor, Maine, took
second and third.

Adams won tooth the 300 and 600
yard dash as predicted, and he broke
the meet record in the 300, running
a 32 second race. In the 600, Jack
Lary had the lead, but he weakened
near the finish, and Adams took the
lead. Lary finished third in the race,
and Adams came in first.

Goddard beat Purington in the
high hurdles, and Favor of Maine
placed third. Only one heat was run,
which accounts for the slow time of
6 2-5 sec. .Maine iplaced Mullaney,
Mea.ns, and Goddard in the 50, and
Mullaney equalled, the .meet record
with 5 3-5 seconds.
Drummond and Booth of Maine

literally skipped to the finish with
a tie in the 2 .mile Raymond, the
Garnet's hope, finished a poor third.

Black took the 1000 easily, and
Smith (finished second. Bob Butler,
the favorite, placed third. Black
again "proved himself to be the best
1000 yarder in the state, by avenging
his defeat earlier in the season at
the University Clulb meet in Boston.

Keller Wins Broad Jump
\

Harry Keller, freshman star, made
his debut in varsity competetion by
jumping 31 feet 7 inches in the
broad jump to absolutely obliviate

the competitors in the event. Shea
of Maine <xnly did 20 feet 2 inches,
and he placed second.
Kramer unexpectedly defeated

Webb in the high jump. Neither man
did as good as their best jump in

(previous meets. Webb vaulted 12
feet 9 inches to create a new record
in the pole vault. Three Maine men
tied for second to give the Pale Blue
a clean sweep in this event.

Don Favor, 'Maine, broke the
Maine record in the 35 pound weight
with a heave of 50 feet, 10 % inches.

S

i
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By DOROTHY O'HARA

Girl Scout Course March 20 to 31
A special feature of the program

of games will be the Girl Scout
course that is to be given under the
direction of Miss Marjorie Pudding-
ton, 'permanent member of the New
England Girl Scout Training Staff.

Miss Puddington is a graduate of Sy-
racuse University, and has been in

Girl Scout work since 1926. Recent-
ly, she was appointed director of

Camp Andree, the National Scout
Camp at Briarcliffe, N. Y.

The aim of the course to be given
is .not necessarily to turn out Girl

Scout leaders, but rather to familiar-

ize the students with the possibilities

of Girl Scouting as an avocation. The
course includes five .meetings and
covers high ©pots in the Scout pro-

gram, material both indoors and out-
doors, and Girl Scout leadership

techniques.
".College girls", said Miss Pudding-

ton, "with the altruism and enthu-
siasm of their age have always shown
a predilection for social work. There
is laboratory experience to be had in

handling a Girl Scout troop and
theory to be acquired in a leaders'

training course. Welfare organi-

zations need volunteer help just

now, 'particularly the character
building agencies. Children need
recreation now more than they ever

did before, if their morale is .not to

suffer. Who could do such a job

better than a young college woman
full of energy, zeal, and high
spirits?"

Bowling To Be Held At Pastime
Bowling Alleys

The bowling course has proved
popular. Arrangements were .made
with the Pastime Bowling Alleys,

Main Street, Lewiston, to have 42
girls accommodated on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday, from 4 to 5.

A small fee of 25c is charged each
girl. The course is to be supervised
by iMiss Mildred Fisher, who will

give pointers concerning the game.
Other choices from which the

girls could choose were badminton,
paddle tennis, and pingpong.

The record was formerly held by
"Rip" .Black, Olympic weight man.
Rogers and Tobman, both of Maine,
took the rest of places to give Maine
another clean sweep.
The Garnet couldn't get going. The

ones who were expected to gather
points failed to come through. Poor
condition seemed to prevail among
the Bates men. On a whole the Pale
Blue was a much better balanced
aggregation, and the Garnet was
never given a chance to come within
striking distance.

Women's Sports

Program In Rand

To-morrow Night

Annual Demonstration
Climax Of Winter
Season On Campus

Rand Gymnasium will be the
scene of the annual demonstration
of the Women's Physical Education
Department, tomorrow night at
7:30. This is the climax of the win-
ter gymnasium season, and one of

the two occasions in the year when
W. A. A, awards are made. Besides
the regular presentation, a selected
group will give part of the pro-
gram Friday afternoon at the Lock-
er Building for the Women's Lite-
rary Unioui of Lewiston and Aub-
burn, while the dress rehearsal at

3:30 today will be attended by
about 150 girls from the local ju-
nior and senior high schools.
The events of the program will be

in the form of competition between
the Garnet and Black sides, in ac-
cordance with the organization of

all the women's sports. The pro-
gram is as follows, with the num-
bers starred counting in the com-
petition:
*1. Folk .Dancing . . . Freshmen
Paul Sine Hans
Little Men in a Fix

2. Apparatus Stunts . Special Group
*3. Character Dancing . Sophomores
The Pirates
In the Good Old .Summer Time

*4. Stunts and Tumbling . Juniors

5. Tap Dancing Seniors
Parade of the Wooden Soldiers
East .Side, West Side

*6. Games Tournament
Skin the Snake . . . Freshmen
Hurdle Race .... Sophomores
Under and Over .... Juniors
Newcomb Special Group

7. Natural Dancing .... Juniors
The Frolic
The Vintage

8. Presentation of the Awards of
the Women's Athletic Association
by Frances L. Brackett, President

9. Results of the Meet
President Clifton D. Gray

Charlotte Cutts '33, Norma F.
Hinds '33, and Rosamond S. Melcher
'33, are to act as judges; Marjorie
L. Goodbout '33 and Florence E.
James '33 will be scorers.

"Virginia Lewis '33 is in charge of
floor arrangements, and Mary
O'Neil is chairman of the hospitali-
ty committee. Group leaders in the
demonstration are: Stunts and tum-
bling. Verna Brackett (Garnet) and
Georgette LePage (Black); charac-
ter dancing, Jean Murray (Garnet)
and Lucienne Blanchard (Black);
folk dancing, Valeria Kimball (Gar-
net) and Dorothy Wheeler (Black).

School Debates
Continued from Page One

Falls; Mechanic Falls High at
Lisbon Falls; Lisbon Falls High at

Winthrop.

L—Phillips High at Kingfield;
Stanley High at Farmington.

M—Wilton Academy at Liverm'ore
Falls; Livermore Falls High at
[Canton; Canton High at Wilton.

N—Rumford High at Mexico; Mexi-
co High at Buckfield; Buckfield
High at Rumford.

0—Leavitt Imstitute at Lewiston:
Lewiston High at Hebron; He-
bron Academy at. Turner Center.

P—Oxford High at West Paris;
West Paris High at Bryant Pond;
Woostock High at Oxford.

Q—South Paris High at Gray; Pen-
nell Institute at New Gloucester;
New Gloucester High at South
Paris.

R—Brunswick High at Damariscot-
ta; Lincoln Academy at Boothbay
Harbor; Boothbay Harbor High
at Brunswick.

S—Freeport High at Wells; Wells
High at Freeport.

T—South Portland High at Wood-
fords; Deering High at Portland;
Portland High at South Portland.

U—Thornton Academy at South
Berwick; Berwick Academy at
Fryeburg; Fryeburg Academy at
Saco.

Prof. Bartlett

Continued from Page
the next two days circulation in-

creased $700,000,000 more and that

the Reserve system lost $200,000,*

000 more in gold. These were the

conditions which precipitated the

closing of the New York banks and

it was then necessary for the others

to follow.
Hoarded Deposits

None of us enjoy having our de-

posits hoarded up, but neither do

we care to have people draw out

their money for hoarding purposes,

leaving to us claims against the less

liquid assets of the bank. Better

that they close promptly while in-

tact. Thus we can expect that in the
normal course of business such
assets can, in the case of our con-
servative and well managed New
England banks, later be made avail-

able in full.

"This banking emergency may
prove a real blessing", concluded,
Professor Bartlett, "because it has
thoroughly awakened the American
public to the needs for safe bank-
ing. When the emergency provi-

sions have been completed, perma-
nent improvement of our banking
mechanism will be in order."

"If hard times sober rus off, then
hard times are not without their

redeeming features."—Rev. John
Smith Lowe.

"Both farmer and laborer came
into existence before a banker ex-
isted."—Rev. Fr. Charles E. Cough-

WHAT IS THE CHALLENGE
OP THE

CHRISTIAN MINISTRY
"Does a man wish to mould! lives in their most plastic

moods
; to pioneer with those seeking to blaze new trails to a

more Christ-like order, then let him dlare to enter the Christian
ministry !"

THE COLGATE ROCHESTER
DIVINITY SCHOOL

Rochester, N. Y.

offers its facilities for those seeking- training for leadership in
Christian work.

Write to Albert W. Beaven, President

SOPHOMORE SOPHISTICATION DEMANDS
THE CORSAGE

FROM

ERNEST SAUNDERS
FLORIST

TEL. 1267 23 LISBON ST.

INQUIRING REPORTER
Continued from Page 3
CX.YDE HOLBROOK '34

I do not believe in drinking and

consider it a social prtfbtem and not

an individual one.

I personally -believe that etudents

come here realising that drinking is

not the accepted practice or at least

learn that it is not soon after arriv-

ing. If a student drinks he knowe

he is breaking a rule and as the

rule works for the protection of the

college society he ie liable to punish-

ment Therefore, I would say treat

each 'case individually taking all

circumstances into consideration but

in general for first offence warn the

student and for the second offence

give him probation. In the meantime
ascertain as^far as possible the real

cause of the trouble, that is the

source of liquor. Probation is not the

best administrative measure perhaps

but as a preventive I am sure it has

worked and that without it drink-

ing would hecome more prevalent.

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED

I

Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets

ZIPPER JACKETS $3.95

MOCASSINS $2.65

—at

—

FLANDERS
62 COURT ST. AUBURN

TUFTS COLLEGE

DENTAL SCHOOL
Founded 1900

Dentistry has developed into an important
branch of health service. In order to meet
its obligation to humanity, it needs men
and women of the highest intellect, backed
by superior training.

College men and women who are inter-

ested in a career in this field of work may
obtain a prospectus of the educational re-

quirements by addressing

Howard M. Marjerison, D. M.D., Dtan
Tufts College Dental School

416 Huntington Ave. Boston, M ass .

can show yon * varies

PRIZE CUPS

FOUNTAIN PENS

of aO standard

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS

LADIES'

LEATHER HANDBAGS

LEATHER BILLFOLDS

BOOK ENDS
CLOCKS

LE

^[essager
Publishing Co

Job Printers

Publishers

225 LISBON STREET

Of all

BARNST0NE-0SG00D

COMPANY

Jewelers

50 LISBON STREET

servalZ
LUNCH

Thafs the part Turkish

Tobaccos play in making

Chesterfields Taste Better

SMOKERS notice a certain "touch" in

Chesterfields that comes from having
just enough Turkish tobacco in them ... a
spicy, aromatic flavor that's much the same
to a cigarette as seasoning is to food.

For only by blending and cross-blending

the right amounts of mild Domestic tobaccos

with the right amount of Turkish can we
get the flavor and aroma that Chesterfield

smokers enjoy.

Next time, ask for "The Cigarette that

Satisfies". . . you'll get Chesterfields, with
Milder, Better Taste.

1933, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

44 Bates St. Geo. E. Schmidt

Have you thought of making

DENTISTRY
YOUR LIFE WORK?
The Harvard University Dental
School offers a comprehensive
course in this field of health
service, which is becoming in-

creasingly important in relation

to medicine and public health.

A "Class A" school.

Write for catalog.

Leroy M. S. Miner. D.M.D.. M.D.. Dean.

Dspt. g . 188 Long wood A*e.. Bestow, Mat*.

SAT IT WITH ICE CRE^M

George A. Ross
Bates 1904

w
J. W. WHITE CO.

BUILDING MATERIALS

47 Lincoln St., Lewiston.

The Blue Line
Lewiston—Runiford—Farmington

L-T Lewiston

—

7 45 AM, 12.35 P.M., 4.25 P.M.
Lv K urn ford

—

7 35 A M , 12 25 P.M., 4.15 P.M.
Lv farmington

—

7.30 A.M . 12 JO P.M., 4.10 P.M.

STANDARD TIME

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME

CORTELL'S
Advance New Spring Dresses, Suits and Coats Eteki«»
Received Daily. GRIFFON CLOTHES FOR MEN

°

CHARGE ACCOUNT SERVICE
*

109-111 LISBON STREET, tVICE
LEWISTON.

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing

24 HOUR SEnflOE
"THE QUALITY SHOP"

3 Minutes from thn Campus
Tel. 1817 W

nesterne THEY'RE MILDER —

THEY TASTE BETTER

R. W. CLARK Registered Druggist
^A.VJ.'V Pur8 Drugs and Medicines

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students



Knowledge and timber shouldn't be used until they are seasoned — Oliver Wendell Holmes
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FROM
THENEWS

Says Examinations
Provoke Cheating

Roosevelt Challenges
"Princes Of Property"

Unemployed Gratis
Plan To Organize

LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY. MARCH 22, 1933 PRICE TEN CENTS

Students Show
Signs Of Restlessness

. THOMAS MUSGRAVE

EXAMINATIONS provoke cheating
and cramming, rather than edu-

1 cational habits," said Mrs.
Eleanor Wood of the N. Y. Bureau
of Educational Records last week.
She was one of five leaders in Ameri-
can education who joined in criti-

cising and condemning high school
and college examinations.

Professor Crawford of Yale attack-
ed "psychological experiments indis-
criminately (performed on rats, dogs,
monkeys, sophomores, and Ph. d!
candidates."
Professor Erskin? of Columbia

urged teaching be conducted for
performance, rather than for theory.
Others who attacked the system we
know so well were Dean Henry
Holmes of Harvard Graduate School
of Education and Professor O'Connor
of Stevens Institute.

EASTERN DEBATING LEAGUE
TITLE GOES TO BATES FOR
SECOND CONSECUTIVE YEAR

Bates Teams In Unanimous Wins Here And At
University Of Pennsylvania On Subject

Of Advertising

12 TEAMS' IN LEAGUE
Team On Tour Debates
New York University

To-day
Bates College won the champion-

ship of the Eastern Intercollegiate
Debating League by unanimous deci-
sions over Smith College here in
the Little Theatre and at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania in Philadel-
phia Friday night. By virtue of
these two wins, Bates gains the ti-
tle for the second consecutive year.
A Bates team consisting of Pow-

ers McLean '35 of Augusta and K.
Gordon Jones '35 of Park Ridge, N.
J-, in one of the most interesting
debates of the year, upheld the neg-
ative of the question: Resolved,
That modern advertising i s detri-
mental to the best interests of the
American people. Representing
Smith. Miss Mary Bunce '35 and

PRESIDENT Roosevelt, in the
volume of his addresses and
articles, "Looking Forward",

recently released, defines his New
Deal as a "changed concept o>f tlr.

duty and responsibility of govern-
ment toward economic life." To
illustrate the statement, he wrote,
"two-thirds of American industry
ie concentrated in a few hundred
corporations and actually managed
by not more than 5000 men. More
than half of the savings of the
country are invested in corporation
citocks and bonds that have been
made the sport of American markets
Economic power is concentrated in a

few hands. A great part of our work
ing 'population has no chance of

earning a living except by the grace

of this concentrated economic
machinery." Speaking of these

managers, whom he dubs "princes of

property" he says, "I am not pre-

pared to say that the system which
•woduces them is wrong, but I am
clear that they must assume the

responsibility which goes with

P0W£T."
"We need the courage of the

young," he adds. "We need to cor-

rect by drastic means the faults in

our economic; system. The day of the

financial titan is past. Our task is

not exploiting natural resources, it

is the soberer business of administer-

ing resources already in hand,... of

meeting the problem of adjusting

production."

COLLEGE grads who cannot find

jobs, who find a sheepskin of

less value than two good hands,

are getting tired of their position.

They have formed an organization

to try to influence social legislation,

to win industrialists to a program of

planned industry, to gain unemploy-

ment insurance, to force the govern-

ment (to provide work not charity.

A handful of young college gradu-

ates, with diplomas and nothing else,

started the idea when they met a few

months ago and formed the Associa-

tion of Unemployed College Alumni.

John Dewey, Norman Thomas, Mor

ris Cohen, and Reinhold

already sponsor the body.

Joseph P. Lash of C.c.rs

of the leaders says, "when

every college man or woman in the

country into our band, watch oui

smoke." -

Already there are plans tor

chapter on the Bates campus.

, . HERE IS", says Pres. Sills

kk^T* 0 f Bowdoin in the Boston

A Herald, "a very real restless-

ness on the college campus, a differ

*n kind from any in my experience

and one that is hard to analyze. I

is new kind of restlessness from that

we noticed before the Great War
"In the first place,

"many boys wonder if 'they have any

bus^L in college when condit on*

at home are so uncertain. .Along

with this anxiety, there te the

question of what he would do it heS home, and this concern

leads him to question very seriously

our present social status."

Pres. Sills thinks that this restless-

ness, so naturally engendered, is

particularly hard on the college stu-

dent, 'because in college, he is so

v-ry'busy; he has so little eisure

that when he finds himself with

nothing to do it is a hard experi-

He believes, however, that there

is a real effort 'being made on the

college campus to create an atmo-

sphere devoid of sensationalism, but

adapted to help the undergraduate

pass through very diffic ult days .

RAMSDilSNTIFIC
Miss Arline Edwards '34 of West

Somerville, Mass, was elected Presi-

dent of the Ramsdell Scientific

Society, the women's scientific organ-

ization at the Elections held Monday.
Miss Edwards is a member of the

Women's Politics Club, and is Secre-

tary-treasurer of Der Deutscher
Verein.

Florence Larrabee '35, of Auburn,
was elected Secretary-treasurer of

the Society.

Niebuhr

Y., one
we get

a

he says

FRANK S. MURRAY
Miss Dorothy Houston '35 maintain-
ed the affirmative. Prof. Bartlett
was chairman of the debate, and
Bond Perry '3 5, manager. An open
forum followed the debate. The jud-

ges were Mr. William B. Jack, Mr.
Clement F. Robinson and Mr. George
C. Webber.

Debate Same Question
At the same time in Philadelphia

Frank S. Murray '34 of Auburn, and
Theodore Seamon '34 of Lewiston,
upheld the negative side of the mod-
ern advertising problem against a
representative team from the Uni-
versity of Penn., winning there by

xi unanimous decision.

On Friday afternoon Murray and
Lionel Lemieux '33 participated in

radio debate against the Univer-

sity of Penn., upholding the nega-

tive side of the question, should

federal aid be given to the unem-

ployed.
.

Continuing to Louisburg, Penn.,

the forensic trio debated with Buck-

nell University on the affirmative

side of the question: Resolved That

war debts to the United States

should be cancelled. To-day they de-

bate at New York University on, the

same subject.

Experienced Debaters

All the participants in these se-

ries of debates are experienced

speakers and debaters of unusual

ability. Seamon has been a varsity

debater three years and has been in

several intercollegiate debates. Mc-

Lean and Jones, although sopho-

mores, have had much experience.

Murray is President of the Debating

Council, a member of last year's

undefeated team and also one of

thosp who made the debating trip

to Canada. Lemieux has been in

several league debates and prize

speaking contests.

The Eastern Intercollegiate De-

bating League is composed of twelve

of the leading eastern colleges, in-

cluding Amherst. Bates, Brown, Ml.

Holvoke Lafavette, Pennsylvania,
"

inceton. Smith. Vassar, Wellesley,

Williams ,and Yale.

OUTIi^CLUB ELECTS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Murray, Lindholm,

Clark, Are Heads

Of Upper Classes

Murray Repeats In Po-
sition He Has Held

Twice Before
Returns for the election of class

officers as handed to the Student
late Monday evening showed close
competition for the various offices.
Frank Murray of Auburn was elect-
ed to the presidency of the class of
'34 which office he has held during
both his freshman and junior years.
Murray is one of the foremost men
of the student body being a member
of last year's and this year's East-
ern Intercollegiate Debating League
championship team. A member of
Delta Sigma Rho, and a fine stu-
dent, Murray manages to round out
his activities as a member of the
college choir and as a member of

the Student Advisory Committee on
Religion. Patricia Abbott of Colum-
bia was elected vice-president. Miss
Abbott was also elected to the
presidency of the Student Govern-
ment. Marjorie Bennett of Buckfield
is secretary; and Juliu s Lombardi,
new Student Council President, of

Newark, New Jersey, is treasurer.

Lindholm '35 Pres.

The class of '35 now has as its

president Milton Lindholm of Wal-
tham. Mass., who succeeds Gordon
Jones, the retiring president. Be-
sides being one of the varsity foot-

ball players, Lindholm is a good
student and active in religious cir-

cles. Frances Hayden of Deering is

again vice-president of her class;

Marjorie Avery of Brockton, Mass...

fierain is secretary, and Robert Kra-
mer of Seabright, New Jersey conti-

nues as treasurer. These three last

named officers have held the same
respective offices since entering col-

lege. All are students of unusual

calibre send extremely active in ath-

letics and other activities. Kramer
was an end on the varsity squad.

Miss Hayden an active debater, and

Miss Avery interested in Y.W.C.A.
work.

Clark Heads '36

Verdelle Clark of Presque Isle is

again president of the class of '36.

Clark is an athlete of promise, hav-

ing played a fine game at end for

the freshman team last fall. He is a

track man and manages to play

some baseball as well. Leorore Mur-

of Turners Falls Mass. conti-

LOMBARDI AND PATRICIA A
ELECTED PRESIDENTS OF

COUNCIL AND GOVERNMENT MONDAY
Women's Pres.

Popular Student

Prominent In Athletics
—Student Coach Of

Basketball

JEAN MURRAY V.-Pres.

Catherine Condon of New-
Port, KT. H. Js Secretary

Treasurer

Patricia Abbott of Columbia Falls
was elected President of the
Women's Student Government Asso-
ciation, one of the highest and .most
coveted honors to be won by a Bates
girl. She is Junior Representative of

STATISTICS ON THE ELECTION
R VA APITI LATION

For All College

19.33

General College Average -764

Women Voting -849

Men Voting 645

BY CLASSES
#

( Women

)

1935 Voting 871

1933 Voting 845

1934 Voting 840

1930 Voting .

80*2

1932 Voting .

(Men)

1934 Voting 767
1933 Voting 747
1 036 Voting 730

1935 Voting. 605
1932 Voting

BY CLASSES

(General Average)

1936 Voting . , 841

1933 Voting 815
1934 Voting 762
1935 Voting 724
1932 Voting
Special Students Voting 333

VOTES ( AST

Total Eligible 666
Total Votes Cast 50!)

1932

.8403

.899

.8C8

.871

.914

.865

.885

.827

.854

.609

Council Pres. Is

Class Treasurer

To Serve Fourth Year
In Men's Gov-
erning Body

MURRAY VICE-PRES.

.846

.896

.883

.727

.500

670
563

Seven New Council Members
Elected in Monday's

Voting

V By BOM) PERRY
Julius Lombardi '33, of Newark,

X. J., was elected President of the
Student Council during General Col-

:
lege Elections, Monday. He suc-
ceeds Robert B. Swett, retiring
President, who has been a member

PATRICIA ABBOTT

phy
Wins-

Student Government, is prominent in
,

athletic.-;, being student coach of
!

bask tball, and at the recent gym
exhibition was awarded, the Bated
sweater.

Jean Murray of Auburn, present
sophomore representative, was
chosen Vice-presid: at. Mies Murray
is a member of the Student staff, and
is also interested in athletics.

For secretary-treasurer. Catherine

Butler, Loomer,

And Moynihan On

Athletic Council

Eight Lettermen

Form Nucleus Of

Baseball Squad

Lindholm And Gay Also 1 Schedule To Include

JULIUS S. LOMBARDI

The new board of directors for the

Outing club was elected at the an-

nual election meeting of the Outing

Club Board, consisting of the Board

of Directors and th? junior 'body.

The following were elected to the

Board of Directors: Director ot

Cabins, Russell Hager '34, Directoi

of Winter Sports, Charles Paige 6a,

Director of Carnival, Bernard Drew

•34 Director of Hikes, Edwin Deca-

tur' '34 Director of the Secretariat,

Carl Milliken '35, Director of the

Carnival (for women) ,.
Verna Brack-

en '34 Director of Hikes (tor

women), Grac? Gearing '35, Director

^ women's activities, Cresentia Zahn

3
To the junior body the following

were elected. Men: Bailey, Lennart-

.r, Clark 'Fields, Grannon, Smyth,
' ^wanow Women: M. Hulbert,^Si «- ^edstrom, R. Rowe.

and D. Wheeler.

nues as vice-president; Betty

ton of South Potrland is secretary;

and Robert Saunderg of Farming-

ton. Conn, succeeds Arnold Ander-

son as treasurer.

Hockey Awards

Made Yesterday

By Athletic Body

Twelve Freshmen Re-

ceive Numerals For
Ice Work

At a .meeting of the Athletic

Council last night the following

hockey awards were given out.

Varsity sweaters or certificates to

those already .possessing their letters

were given Capt. Joseph Murphy.

Watertown, Mass.; Herbert Berry,

Watertown, Mass.; Robert Swett.

Newton Center, Mass.; Richard

Seccr, Waltham, Mass.; Jere Moyni-

han, Lewiston; Frank Soba. Hyde

Park, Mass.; Charles Toomey, Athol,

Mass.; George Mendall, Augusta;

Carl Heldman, Lewiston; and Ken-

neth White, Cambridge, Mass. Gold

pucks were also .presented to Coach

Rav McCluskey; Manager Vincent

Belleau of Auburn, and all the letter-

men listed before.

Freshman 'hockey numerals were

awarded to Lawrence Butler, Taun-

ton Mass.; William Stevenson, Lex-

ington, Mass.; Damon Stetson,

Center Hanover, Mass. ; John Parlitt.

Manchester, N. H.; Frank -Merrill,

Pine Orchard, Conn.; Fred Field,

Brockton, Mass.; Robert Grannon,

Arlington, Mass.; Alcide Dumais,

Lewiston; David Torrey, Rockland,

Mass ; Bernard Mann, Auburn,

Franklin Simpson, Cambridge, Mass.;

and Edward Curtin, Medford, Mass.

Receive Student
Positions

Robert Butler '34 of Livermore
FaMs; Bernard Loomer *34 of Bel-
mont, Mass.; Jere Moynihan '3 4 of

Lewiston; Walter Gay '35 of Rock-
Condon of Newport, N. H., also pre-;

ian d ; and Milton Lindholm '35 of

Waltham Mass., were elected to the
student .memberships of the athletic

council at the General College e-

lections Monday.
The men elected are all particular-

ly" active in athletics at college, But-
ler being a track letter man and a

member of the cross country team,
Loomer varsity qua.rterback, member
of the hockey squad and baseball

squads. The other Senior representa-
tive, Moynihan. starred last season
as varsity fullback after having
played at the end position in prep
school. He is also president of the

varsity club, mem'ber of the student

council and retiring treasurer of his

class.

Th two sophomore members, Gay
and Lindholm played quarterback
and center, respectively, on the foot-

ball team last fall and showed great

promise for the future. Gay is a
member of the Student Council while
Lindholm is Junior class president.

The alumni members of last year's

athletic council are continuing in

office with the fine work that they
have accomplished in helping to keep
Bates intercollegiate teams on the
field in spite of the depression and
apparent failure of many other col-

leges to do the same. The members
are: Mr. James H. Carroll, Dr. W. W.
Bolster, Dr. .Ernest V. Call, and Mr.

C. R. Thompson.

sent sophomore representative, was
elected.

Betty Fosdick of Lewiston. a mem-
ber of Heelers, Glee Club, and Choir,

was elected Junior Representative.
The sophomore members of the

Board are : Elinor Glover of Wake-
field, Mass., and Edith Milliken of

New Rochelle, X. Y.

The House Seniors elected for the

coming year are: Cheney House.
•Mary Gardner of Watertown, Mass.;

Whittier House, Marceline Conley of

Camden, Me.; Milliken House, Char-

lotte Moody of Portsmouth, X. H.;

Hacker House. Lucienne Blanchard

of Madison, Me.; Frye St. House,
Celeste Carver of Vinal Haven; and
Chase House. Eileen So per of New-
port, Me.

Twelve Games—B. C.

Is Newcomer
By JACK Rl GG

With the hockey season over and
warm weather coming, baseball
seems to take the prominent position

of the coisacil for four years. Frank
Murray of Auburn is the new vice-

president.
Only one other man besides Lom-

bardi was re-elected to the council;

he is George Olds '35, of New York
City. The other seven council mem-
bers elected .Monday are all new to

the work.
The entire council which will

serve during 1933-34 is as follows:
Julius Lombardi, president;in sport. It is a little early to predict

anything about the Bates nine, but
i
Frank Murray, vice-president; Jere

with the able "caching of Bill Carri- } Moynihan ; Clyde Holbrook; Walter
Gay; Powers McLean; George Olds;
Edmund Muskie, and Stanton Sher-
man.

Lombardi, the new president, is

a French major and an outstanding
scholar. He is a proctor in John
Bertram Hall, has been active in

gan and a supply of material of
more than good quality, th ! 1933
baseball team has possibilities of
rising to the top in the .State League.

The schedule is of twelve games,
including the three Maine colleges
and a Boston trip with Tufts and
Boston college scheduled. The so- 'the work of the 4-A Players, is vice-

called over emphasis of sport cornea \
president of the Publishing Associa-

to light again .because last week
J

Hon, a>rd has been re-elected as
treasurer of his class for the third
time. As president of the council he
will be serving his fourth year as a
member of that group. He has been
outstanding in the work of the Y.

Patricia Abbott Makes
Statement to Student

"I wish to express my appre-
ciation to the women of Bates
for the confidence which they

have shown in me as president

of Student Government. I shall

to the best of my ability main-
tain the high standards of my
predecessors.
"Much that is worthwhile has

been acomplished in the past,

and it is my hojie that the ac-

tions of the incoming board may
continue this policy. We shall

endeavor to carry on our work
in such a manner that the asso-

ciation may continue to be

known as a progressive and effi-

cient instrument of government

on the campus."

B. C. talked strongly of .doing away
with its baseball team. This action
was not carried through, however,
and B. C. is a newcomer on the
Bates schedule.

The talk of Bates not having a
home field stops with the well-based
rumor that this year's diamond is to

J

be laid out on the freshman football

field, with home plate somewhere
near the corner by the tennis courts
and the side entrance and with the
outfield on the varsity football field.

In looking over this year's candi-
dates, one finds that Bates has lost

four lettermen and that eight arei

returning. The pitching staff consists

of Millet, LaVallee, Gordon, Norman,
and Stevens of last year's team and
Darling a freshman prospect. There
seems to be a wealth of infi :d

material and some outfielders and,

Continued on Page 4 Col 6

LAMBDA - ALPHA

N. E. STUDENT QOVERNMENTS'
CONF.OPENS HERETO-MORROW

Lamba Alpha, the town girls club,

chese Gwendolyn Spear '34 as its

d ent at the Monday election.

Clemante '35 was elected

Mildred McCarty 35,

Presi
Stella
Viee-President; i

—

Vice-President; Dons
Secretary; and Geor-wa s elected

SJ^SfE; Tourer Mis,

Ipear is one of the popular mem-

bers of the class, of '34.

DEUTSCHER VEREIN

SELECTS MAY '34

Wendall May '2>i was elected new
president of Deutscher Verein in the

General College elections. The other

officers who were elected at the

same time are Lucienne Blanchard

'34, vice-president, and Arline Ed-

wards '34, secretary-treasurer.

May. who was elected president is

a resident of Quincy, Mass. He is a

member of the varsity debating

squad and one of the highest rank-

ing members of his class.

Miss Blanchard is prominent

among the musical organizations on

campus. She is a member of the

choir and of the girls glee club, and

is a resident of Madison Me

Miss Edwards is resident ot wesi

Somerville Mass.. and a leader m
the campus religious organizations.

Etoe 5 also a member of the Wo-

men's Politics Club.

Tomorrow, March 23, will mark
the opening of the annual New Eng-
land Conference of the Women's
Student Governments which is be-

ing held at Bates this year. Ten col-

leges will be represented, including,

besides Bates, Jackson, Colby, Mid-
dlebury, the state colleges of Con-

necticut, Massachusetts and Rhode
and the universities ofIsland,

Maine,
mont.

New Hampshire, and Ver-

To Discuss Problems

In order that each college

be taken down in shorthand ar.d a

complete report will be drawn up
for each member of the conference.

Interesting Program

An interesting program of enter-

tainment has been planned for the
guests. In this are included the fol-

lowing events: On Mar. 23, the op-

ening day of the conference, there

will be a tea in Rand Reception

Room from 3:30-5:00 P. M., and
after dinner which will be served in

Lombardi Asks For
Student Co-operation
"Our job is no small one. For

that reason Ave appreciate even
more the trust which the stu-
dent body has placed in our
hands. There are many things
which the Student Council will
try to do during the next year
for the betterment of the camp-
us. Like any other such organi-
ze ion the strength of the Stu-
<1<nt Council depends primarily
upon its members and support-
ers, therefore success in any of
the>e endeavors will hinge di-

rectly upon the close coopera-
tion received from the student
body. We hope the Student
Council will express the will of
the students, and as a body in-

vested with sufficient power for
expression we shall make every
effort to voice and uphold the
< pinions of the majority, whom
we represent."

IFiske Dining Hall at 6:00 P. M.,
may

j there will be an informal party for
tne

; the members of the conference with
own some of the faculty women at the

problems, and in general discussion, i Women's Locker Building. On Fri-

comparative studies will be made of day Mar. 24, breakfast will be serv-

the various systems used in* dealing
j ed at Fiske Hall at 7:00 A. M., and

benefit from this conference,

delegates will present their

with these problems. At each group
discussion, the talk will be stimulat-

ed by the report of the so-called

'findings committee' whose duty it

is to gather all possible informa-

tion concerning each topic and to

give a synopsis of it to the delegates.

All that is said at these talks will

the delegates will attend chapel at

8:40 A. M. Following this, the dis-

cussion will be continued the rest

of the morning. At noon there will

be a luncheon at Thorncrag Cabin
and a still further discussion, in the

Continued on Page 2 Col. 7

M. C. A., being a member of the
Chase Hall Committee and in charge
of the Y handbook.

New Vice-President
Murray, the new vice-president,

is also outstanding as a scholar,
while his work as a member of the
varsity debating team has been es-

jpecially significant. He was recently
elected to Delta Sigma Rho, Nation-
al forensic honorary society; and

I
has twice been a member of an
Eastern Intercollegiate Champion-
ship representaiton.

In his freshman year, Murray was
elected president of his class, and
also during his first year in college

he won his numerals in. football and
placed first in the French Prize
Speaking contest. He is a member
of the choir, and was made News
Editor of the Student a year ago.

Jere Moynihan of Lewiston, a
graduate of Maine Central Institute

Continue d on Page 2 Col. 7
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classes." This would insure a large number of votes that are not;,

east because the person does not know that he or she is eligible to

.

vote for seniors, juniors and sophomores, as well as freshmen.
;

3. There should be more faculty and alumni nominees for

positions in the various organizations such as the Athletic Council,
|

The Publishing Association and the Council on Religion so that stu-

.

dent elections of faculty members will mean something and wST

cease to be a farce. . j

4. It is quite evident that many students refrain from voting

for certain candidates because they do not know anything about

them. Therefore, through the medium of the Student and student as-

semblies an opportunity ought to be given to persons running for

office to make their views known. There should be more definite

issues on which there can be some basis for choice.

5. The student governing bodies ought to be given more publicity

in their activities, whenever it is possible, so that the leaders in new
projects may be known by the student body.

These few suggestions are written, not with the intent to criti-

cise the conduct of the elections, which to our mind were admirably

handled, but only so that they may be incorporated in the plans for

next year.

The newly elected officers of student organizations should have

the whole-hearted support of the campus in their plans for the

coming year. If at the conclusion of their administration they can

feel that they have "called them as they have seen them" and have

not given in to faculty or student opinion, merely because it had
weight behind it, they will not need to worry about the honors which
the college gives them or denies to them for they will have some-
thing worth far more, namely, their own self respect.

8.
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1MC0UEC1E
NEW5

By MILDRED HOLLYWOOD

Spoon-Fed Religion

"The study of religion shows the value of special periods of

emphasis on the spiritual life in helping to raise the general level

of daily living. This year the College Church invites its members and

friends' to make use of the Lenten Season for reflection on the deep-

er elements in the Christian faith... As a further means to the in-

creased effectiveness of the week—day chapel services. . .
the faculty

has consented to change the requirements of attendance at week

day exercises... to one weekly for the period... attendance at the

religious services will be voluntary during Lent."

The Wesleyan Argus carried the above announcement in then-

columns for January 19, thus adding one more to the increasingly

large number of colleges which have discovered that compulsory

religious services accomplish very little in the influence which they

bring to bear on the lives of the student. It is significant that they

should realize the increase in effectiveness and value that comes from

a change to a voluntary service.

We suppose that there is nobody at Bates, either faculty or stu-

dent, who would deny the superior merit of a voluntary religious

service over our present daily exercises, but the fear that few would

attend prevents any possibility of fundamental changes. So it is that

we all go, on the theory that, whether Ave like it or not, it is good

for our souls. The result is that no matter Iioav much spiritual

medicine is thrust down our throats, we fail to show any sign of

improvements, and in fact our condition on the whole becomes worse

because of the very superficialty of the whole process.

Although it is rather late for such a suggestion, why not give the

thing a trial on our campus? It is quite conceivable that the beauty

and helpfulness of a well ordered service of worship will attract a

large number of students. The Council on Religion ought to give
start to^slow up

such a matter its consideration, and if it is impossible this year,

should attempt to make our Lenten religious services next year really

worth while by making them voluntary.

Scene 1

An automobile waited at the curb.

All was dark, and the evening gave
promise of finer things to come. Jest

and jollity were in the air. Two
sioters left their sorority house in

Berkeley, California, on the arms
of two young men, and walked to

the waiting imachine. The girls got

in. The boys exchanged pleased
glances and got in. Away they went.

Scene 2

Police Headquarters. Two hours later

"An Irate Car Owner (to the
Judge) : "It's my car, and I saw
them take it."

The Girls (to the boys): "We
thought it was your car!"
The Boys (to the girls): "We

thought it was your car!"
The Judge: "No hits, no runs, two

errors. Everybody go home!"—B. U. News

—

ODE TO PAPA
On me this depression
Makes little impression,
Because I'm a college boy

—

Hot—after—knowledge boy

—

Living in state
On the checks—always late

—

Sent from home 'by the great
Disher—out of the funds.

While other guys squawk
About having to walk
In the street

Pretzels or Beer?

The first flush of intoxicating enthusiasm that swept through
the country following the inauguration of President Roosevelt lias

subsided leaving the people with a distinct and depressing hangover
as they contemplate the scene before them. The sudden shock of the

bank holiday combined with the revelation that the second largest

bank in the world, The National City Bank, had floated an issue of

Peruvian Bonds without passing on to the public the warnings it

had from its own experts; that through its affiliates it virtually dealt

in and manipulated its own securities, contrary to the spirit if not

the letter of the law ; that it gave its chairman a bonus of three and
a half million in three years as a premium and a spur to unsound
and speculative banking; and that it had loaned its major officers

over two million dollars without security was sufficient to sweep
every vestige of confidence from many people. Yet we find that the
action taken by Roosevelt was not even as radical as that proposed
by the head of the largest commercial banking house in the world,
AYinthrop Aldrich of the Chase National Bank, who called for a
banking system in which interlocking directorates should be taboo,
and in which commercial and security banking should be absolutely
separate, lie observes that "it is impossible to consider the events
which took place during the last ten years without being forced to

the conclusion that intimate connection between commercial bank-
ing and investment banking inevitably lead to abuses."

It ought to be accepted as a principle that banking saved only
by the intervention of the government. Federal or State, should pass
absolutely into the control of that government, and not be returned
to the owners who could not control them. Roosevelt missed a
remarkable opportunity to move forward by not nationalizing the
banks, for then we could have governmental control of the whole
economic structure through its right to refuse to extend credit to
business and to industries that did not maintain their employees on
a level of living Avhere their consuming power would be adequate to
take up the surplus in production which the machines produce but
cannot consume. Until some such fundamental readjustment is made
we cannot expect to have a respite from the depression.
The second Rooseveltian measure which had his leadership, the

passage of the beer bill, not only complicates the problem of enforce-
ment of the Prohibition Amendment which is still on the books, but
it ignores the fact that people who have not the money to buy
pretzels, cannot buy beer. Of course there are a few cheerful and
willing souls who have a little money and who would no doubt be
patriotic enough to try to drink the nation out of the depression, but
we doubt whether there are enough of these heroes to really make
the experiment worth while.

More Politics!

Thre are a number of suggestions which the Student would like
to bring forward at this time regarding the All College Election.
Although the voting was somewhat lighter this year than it was last
year, we are confident that it is not due to anything which cannot
easily be remedied.

1. The fact that the Gym is not as centrally located as Chase
Hall undoubtedly had considerable to do with .the decline from
eighty-four to seventy-six percent of the student bqdy voting. There-
fore, we suggest that since the upper floor of Chase Hall is too good
to use for such purposes, the basement of the building should be
used. It is both more convenient of access and is also lighted much
better than is the gym. •

2. The directions upon the ballots should be made more explicit
than they were this year. For instance, over the space for such
organizations as the Student Council should be a notice that "all

men students are eligible to vote for members from each of the

and balk,
I don't have to work,
When I'm lazy I shirk;
I relax
In the class

Or make cracks
At the lass
Who sits near me
To cheer me
To keep me awake
I'm always coovtented
Since Papa relented:
To college he sented
His son—what a break!—R. I Stat;

Here are the Salem College rules
of 1732:

1. Baths can 'be taken only by
special permission and at times
indicated by instructors.
How aibout chaperonage?
2. Sleeping quarters are not to be

visited by student during the day.
3. The strictest order is to be ob-

served in the embroidery room
Tsck! Tsck!
4. Pupils are never to go out of

sight or hearing of the instructor
when walking.
What a swelegant Pepys he would

have made! How about it, Uncle?

Pity the poor plebe at West Point,
for when he is asked something by
an upperclasaman which he cannot
answer, he is forced to rattle off the
following:

"Sir, my cranium consisting of
Vermont marble, volcanic lava, and
African ivory, covered with a thick
layer of case-hardened steel, forms
an impenetrable barrier to all that
seeks 'to impress it-self uipon the
tissues of my brain. Hence the efful-

gent and ostentiously effervescent
phrases just directed and reiterated
for my comprehension have failed
to penetrate the soniferous forces of
my atrocious intelligence. In other-
words, I am very dumb and do not
understand, sir.''

THERE IS A SOLUTION! !

!

Absolute knoweldge I have none.
But my aunt's washerwoman's son
Heard a policeman on his heat
Say to a 'laborer on the street,

That he had a letter just last week,
Written in the finest Greek
From a Chinese .coolie in Timbuetoo,
Who said that Cubans in Cuba knew
Of a colored man in Texas Town
Who got it straight from a circus

clown
That a man in 'Lapland heard the

news
And from a gang of South American

Jews,
And someone far in Borneo,
Who heard a man who claimed to

kno#
A swell society fake,
Whose mother-in-law will undertake
To prove that her husband's sister's

niece
Has stated in a tprinted piece,
That he has a son who has a friend
WHO KNOWS WHEN THE DE-

IS GOING TO END!—B. U. News

—

Women
Annual

Present

Physical

Ed. Demonstration

Well-Rounded Program
Of Dancing- And Gym

Work Given

In the Demonstration given by the
Women's Physical Education Depart-
ment ilast Thursday night in Rand
gymnasium the Black team was
victorious, breaking the tie made by
the scores of the last five years. All
the events went off with precision,

while costumes and special lighting
added especially to the effectiveness

of the dancing.
Well-Rounded Program

Under the direction of Prof. Lena
Walmsley and iMi?s Mildred Fisher,

a well-rounded program of dancing
and straight gym work was present-
ed. The first number was folk

dancing by the freshmen, who did

"Paul Sine Hans" and "Little Men
in a Fix". A special group performed
some interesting apparatus stunts.

Two groups of sophomores did the
character dances "The Pirates" ani

"In The Good Old Summer Time".
The Juniors did stunts and tumbling,
with both individual and group
work. The next number was tap
dancing 'by the seniors, who did

"Parade of The Wooden Soldiers"
and "East Side, West Side". A group
of games, ' which provided 'much
excitement, was next. The freshmen
played "Skin The) Snake", the sopho-
mores had a "Hurdle Race", a special

group played "Neweomb" and the
juniors did "Under and Over ". The
final number was natural dancing by
a second group of juniors. They did
"The Frolic" and "The Vintage".

Awards Made
After the program, the awards of

the Women's Athletic Association
were .presented by the president,

Frances Brackett, and Prof. Walms-
ley. Frances L. Brackett '33 and
Ruth T. Benham '33 each received
a W.A.A. cup, the highest award of

the association. It is given on a basis

of sportsmanship, leadership, athletic

ability, and scholastic standing.
Bates sweaters, the second highest
award, went to Patricia Abbott '34,

Verna Brackett '34, Crescentia Zahn
'34, Florence Ogden '33, Alice Pur-
ington '33, and Celia Thompson
'33. Numerals were given to Helen
Dean '35, Rcsie Gallinari '35, Char-
loLte Harmon '35, Sally Hughes '35,

Jean Murray '35, Ethel Olivn- '35,

Josephine (Hill '34, Florence Larra-
bee '34, Virginia Longfellow '34,

Eileen So'per '34, Mary York '34,

Marjorie Arlington '33, Mildred
Hollywood '33, Amy Irish '33.

Garnet-Black Competition
After this presentation President

Clifton D. Gray announced the re-

sults of the Garnet-Black competi-
tion. The judges were Charlotte Cutts
'33, Norma Hinds '33, and Rosamond
Melcher '33. The chairman of the
hospitality committer was Mary
O'Neil "33; and of floor arrange-
ments, Virginia Lewis '33.

. Girls from Lewiston and Auburn
junior and senior high schools were
present at the dress rehearsal
Wednesday afternoon, and a selected

group repeated the program at the
Locker Building Friday afternoon
for the Women's Literary Union of

the two cities.

AFFIRMATIVE TEAMS

WIN PRIZE DEBATES

Four teams debated for the
Freshman debate prizes last week.
Two teams debated Monday might
on the question "Resolved that at

least one-half of all state and local

revenue should be derived from
sources other than tangible proper-
ty". The Affirmative team, compos-
ed of Cecil Bradley and Ruth Rowe
won the decision. Bernice Dean and
Owen Dodson composed the Nega-
tive team. Ruth Rowe was awarded
the prize for best speaker.
Wednesday night a team com-

posed of Isabel Fleming, Iiwing
Isaacson, and Fred Smyth, represent-
ing the affirmative, debated a team
composed of Priscilla Heath, Doro-
thy Martin, and Edward Curtin on
the question "Resolved: that com-
pulsory liability automobile insur-
ance should be adopted by the sev-
eral slates." The affirmative team
won the decision and the award for

best speaker to Edward Curtin. Len-
ore Murphy was chairman for the
debate.

o

Will Hitler Ruin Germany?
Wall Hitler ruin Germany? This

question may seem to toe entirely out

cf 'place in the light of his proposals

and policies which aim at German
supremacy and irrendentis'm. To look

at the other side of his actioms and
policy and to parallel them with
similar policies of history may tend

to make us surmise that Hitler i nd
his Fascists threaten the peac3 and
prosperity of Germany and of the

world in ways other than those that

we have already thought of. To be

sure we recognize the bad results

that may come if Hitler advances
upon the Polish corridor, or if

Germany enters into the ill regarded
customs union with Austria, or if

Hitler deliberately transgresses the
Versailles treaty and French volition

and rehabilitates Germany's war
machine. None of these can be

passed upon with little regard. How-
ever, Hitler offers a much more
sinister threat to Europe in general

and to Germany in ^particular in that

his anti-semitic policy will sure'ly and
steadfastly drive Jews, and Jewish
capital from Germany. History is

very much behind us in this search
for references. Not only did the
Spanish inquisition deprive Spain of

its wealthiest and most industrious

citizens, the Moors and Jews, but it

made Spain so poor that land has
never sufficiently recovered. Again
in 16th century France w? may
discern the same sinister .national

suicide. The Louis' drove the wealthy
and enterprizing Hugenots to other
realms. Some came to this country
and formed an essential part of our
early nation, while multitudes of

others, driven to the neighboring
kingdom of Prussia, became leaders

in the phenomenal growth of that

tsmall country. Now, Hitler would so

persecute the Jewish population of

Germany as to make expedient a

hasty exit. Hitler's own idea is to

persecute the communist Jews, for

that brainy man realizes what power
and 'prestige the great international

banking houses of Europe could

bring into play were German-Jewish
finance and industry threatened.

Could Hitler differentiate in perse-

cution between th? two types he
would follow a policy that would
drive out the communist Jews and
cause the capitalistic and industrial

Jews to remain, with their interests

and financial powers in Germany. It

would seem that this were possible.

But whether because cf that 'bond

of faith that has served the race for

so 'long or whether from motives
of which we are not well aware th°

Jewish industrialists have during the

past years of disorder and insecurity

withdrawn vast amounts of interests

and tangible assets from German
territory and jurisdiction. Even
under the embargo that now prevails,

a great deal of intangible assets have
been transfered across the German
borders. Such is the plight of Ger-

man industry at the present tim?

that any further withdrawals would
not only work havoc upon financial

Germany but upon Fascist Germany
as well. Hitler cannot afford to

alienate such interests as the great

Rothschilds, ncr such idols as Ein-

stein, and remain in popularity.

There is bound to .be within, the

few weeks coming, a drastic change
in government policy. It is true that

orders have already gone out for the

cessation of acts of hostility towards
Jews and these orders may be strict-

ly enforced.

Senior and Sophomore

First to Vote Monday

Florence oid™" '33 was the

first undergraduate woman to

officially cast her vote at the

polls at 9:14 Monday morning.

Ralph Musgrave '35 ivas the

first man. Betty McGrath 33

ami /Eva Sonstroem '33 who en-

tered with Miss Ogden, but who
were slower in marking then-

ballots closely followed her. Do-

rothy Wheeler was the first

freshman woman and Clifton D.

Gray, Jr. the first man from the

same fclass. Clive Knowles and

Robert Swett, both seniors were

the firs* in their class. They with

Herbert Berry and Arnold

Adams, two senior Council mem-
bers, were the last to leave the

booths at midnight with all the

votes cast. Russell Hager '34

cast the first ballot from his

class.
:o:-

Sophomore Hop

Proves Success

Saturday Night

Colorful Setting With

Music By Georgians

In Annual Formal

The Sophomore Hop was held

Saturday evening, March 18 in 'Chase

Hail, and- proved to be a successful

affair. This annual formal is always

anticipated and this year fulfilled all

expectations. About sixty couples

attended.
President and 'Mrs. Clifton D.

Gray, Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Rowe,
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur N. Leonard,
Dean Hazel M. Clark and Prof. Gros-

vernor M. Robinson, Prof, and Mrs.

Percy D. Wilkins. Gordon Jones and
Frances L. Hayden, and Frank I.

Pendleton and Charlott? Harmon,
received those who attended.

The hall was decorated very

attractively in /black and white
colored by sunburst effects. Softly

shaded with streamers, the lights

gave an appropriate glow to those

dancing. Programs in black and
white carried out the color scheme.

The favor was a wide, silver brace-

let with a buckle clasp and a Bates

seal.

The G - orgians furnished the music
and gave a specialty entitled "Little

Nell".
The success of this enjoyable

dance is due to the efforts of the
committee composed of Frank
Pendleton, Charlotte Harmon. Leno
Lenzi. Frances Hayden, and William
Pricher.

"There may ibe very great artiste
Who wear peculiar clothes, but, on
the whole, it is the pretenders who
insist on very 9arge .black hats,
strange ties and tblte of beard."
Ivor Brown.

Inflation, the European bugaboo
of the United States during the

recent depression years, bids fair to

have a much more immediate and
domestic effect upon this country
now. With the statement of Presi-
dent Roosevelt who said recently
that greater amonnts of currency
based upon' assets were forthcoming
there is little doubt that inflationary
measure? are near. Or is it techno-
cracy that is imminent? Currency
based upon the accessable assets of
the country is not fiat currency as
some would contend. Yet it is not
gold backed. Why could not a

country rich in electric 'power, wheat,
nitrate, ores or any stable commodity
back their currencies with the recog-
nized saleable commodities? In that
qfuestion we partly have the theory
of technocracy. And in that theory
Roosevelt and his economic advisors
find refuge at this . particular
moment. One would hardly be
justified in trying to reconcile the
two aims, but one could hardly
refrain from thinking that the
methods are similar.

There may Ibe much criticism of
this asset—backed currency. People
may think that it is the first time
that such measures have been
employed. That is hardly true. In a
world where there is only about
eleven billion dollars of gold cur-
rency, money, commercial papers,
and other assets must be used as the
bases for the currency. One thing is
recognizable above all others.

VARMaUBDANCE
IN CHASE, MARCH 30

The Varsity Club dance will be
held in Chase Hall, March 30, from
eight until eleven P. M under the
auspices of the Varsity" Club, and
open to its members and their
guests. About fourty couples are ex-
pected.

The decorations will be in red and
black, the clubs colors. Music will be
furnished by the Bobcats, under the
direction of Tom Gormley '33.

Guests of the Varsity Club will be
Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Quimby, Mr.
and 'Mrs. IC. Ray Thompson, and Mr.
and Mrs. Leslie Spinks.

Richard Secor '35, is the chairman
Of the committee for arrangements
and is assisted by John Lary '33 and

|
Lyman iHolman '34.

Verna Brackett

Is W.A.A. Pres.

Verna Brackett '34, will 'lead the
Women's Athletic Association Board
for the ensuing year as a result of

the voting in Monday's General Col-

lege election. Crescentia Zahn will be
Senior Representative on the same
groU'P.

Ruth Frye '3 5 is to be the new
vice-president on the W.A.A. Board,
while Dorothy Wheeler is to be sec-

retary. All of the new members are
active in athletics.

Virginia McNally is to be the new
junior representative, and Harriet
Van Stone is the newly elected repre-

sentative of the class of 1936. Other
results of the W.A.A. elections are

as follows:
Head of baseball and track—Eli-

zabeth Wilson; Head of soccer

—

Georgette LePage; Head of basket-
ball—Sally Hughes; Head of tennis—Marjorie Reid; Head of hiking

—

Dorothy McAllister; Head of hockey—Rosie Gallinari; Head of winter
sports—Ruth Johnson; and Head of
volleyball and archery—Grace Gear-
ing.

Clyde Holbrook,

Bernie Loomer,

New Heads OfY
Sumner Libbey '36 And
Julius Lombardi Also

Elected

In the annual elections, Clyde
Holbrook was elected president of

the Y.M.C.A. The other officers who
were elected are Bernard Loomer
'34. vice-president; Sumner Libbey
'36* .treasurer; and Julius Lombar-
di '34. elected to the Chase Hall
committee.

Holbrook, who comes from
Greenfield, Mass., is one of the lead-

ing campus figures. He is a member
of the 4A players and his character

acting and directing are on e of

their features. He is a recognized

musician and is an active member
and soloist of the Little Symphony
and the Garnet Trio. He is also a
member of the Council on Religion

and a member of the (Student Coun-

cil. He is student pastor at Canton,

Maine every Sumday.
Loomer, who was elected vice-

president has been very active in Y
affairs for the past three years. He

is an active member of the varsity

football and hockey squads and a

member of the newly formed wrest-

ling team. His home is in Belmont,

Mass.
Julius Lombardi '34 has beeu

elected to the Chase Hall committee

and will fill the position now held

by Robert Swett. He is the newly

elected vice-president of the Pub-

lishing Association, a member of

the Student Council, and Treasurer

of the Junior class. He is, at the

present time, proctor at John Ber-

tram Hall and is one of the high

ranking students of his class.

It was decided by a vote of 81 to

72 that the Y.M.C.A. should not es-

tablish a $50.00 scholarship for the

partial support of a student in the

Albanian School of Agriculture.

Student Council

Continued from Page One
and President of the Varsity Club,

will be serving his first year as a
council member. He is a fullback on
the football team, wing on the hock-
ey sextet .and a pole vaulter.

The fourth senior representative

to be elected to the council, Hol-
brook, is president of the" Y.M.C.A.,
and has been on the Y cabinet pre-

viously. He is a prominent 4-A play-

er, a member of the council on reli-

gion and of the Christian Service

Club, and is a student preacher at

Cantons every Sunday. He is also

outstanding scholastically.
Three Sophomores

McLean, Olds, and Gay, the re-

presentatives of the class of 1935,
are all active in extra-curriouit

groups. Gay, whose home is in

Rockland, is one of the best winter

sports men in Bates, and is a quar-
ter back on the football eleven.
McLean is outstanding as a schol-

ar, writer, debater, and editor. As
sophomore representative on the
Mirror, and as one of the two assis-

tant editors of Garnet as well as a
regular contributor to the Student,

his work in the literary field is

without par. He ranks with the best

debaters in college, being a member
of Bates' championship team.

Olds, who is a graduate of He-
bron Academy, is a varsity letter

man in cross country. He was out-

standing in track his freshman
year, but injuries have kept him out
of competition during the past few

months.
The two Council members from

the freshmen class, Muskie and
Sherman, are both new additions to

the governing board. The former is

from Rumford. and is a member of

the varsity debating squad, a mem-
ber of the Student staff, and one of

the highest ranking scholars in his

class. His colleague is from Wis-
casset.

ALBERT OLIVER 34

SP0FF0RD CLUB PRES.

Albert Oliver '34 was elected
president of the Spofford Club, Mi-
riam Wheeler '34, vice-president:
Barbara Lord, secretary-treasurer;
and Abbott Smith '34, chairman of
the program committee.

Oliver, besides being the newly-
elected president of the Spofford
Club is president of ths Publishing
Association, and a .student of high
standing. Miss Whreler is interested
in literary work and has 'been active
in Spofford club work during the

past two years. iMteft Lord and Smith,
the other newly elected officers, are
active in the work of the istudent

publications. Smith was an assistant

editor of the Garnet last year and
a frequent contributor. Some of his
poems have been published in popu-
lar literary magazines.

RUSSELL MILNES PRES.

OF PHIL-HELLENI

Officers of the Phil-Heli?nic Club
are elected at the General College
elections and the following were
highest at the close of the count-
Russell 'Milnes '34, of Manchester,

H., president; Virginia McNally
oo ot Lewiston, vice-president; and
James Balano '34, of Staten Island.New York, secretary-treasurer.

Milncs succeeds Vincent Kirby
'33, the retiring .president. He is one
of the foremost students of Greek in
the college student body as well as
being activ? in the affairs of the
club. Milnes also takes part in the
college dramatic productions.

'Miss McNally and Balano have
been .members of the club for two
years and are very interested in the
entertaining of the Greek citizen*
of Lewistou and Auburn, a feature
ot the yearly program of the club.

{
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S. G. Conference
Continued from Page One

afternoon. On Friday night, there

will be a formal banquet held at

Rand Hall at which a representa-

tive from each college will give a

short speech on a phase of the one
large topic "The Ghosts of Student
Government", including such things
as masculine, faculty and commu-
nity opinion, etc. The final day of

the conference will commence in the
manner with breakfast at 7:00 A.

M. At 8:00 A. M. a group picture
will be- taken on the college chapel
steps, and following this the con-

ference will be cor eluded by the

final discussion held in Rand from
S:30 A. M.—10:30 A. M.

Delegates
The various delegates from the

colleges are as follows:
University of Vermont—Katherine

Durick, 'Claribel Morris
University of Maine—Elizabeth

Wilhelm, Shirley Young
University of New Hampshire

—

Gertrude Chamberlin
Rhode Island State—Charlotte

Waters, Jane Ebbs
Connecticut State—Ena Jane Co-

OfeU. Florence Rockam
Massachusetts State — Elinor

Conde
Jackson—Elizabeth Berry, W»-

hemina Harris
Coibv — Eleanor Wheelwright,

Doris Downell
Middlebury—Frances L. MulW-

Iiucile Jack In Charge
In charge of the conference are

Liuile Jack '33, President of the

New England Association and Re-

becca Carter '33. (Secretary of the

Association. Assisting them are the

following committees: Conference

Tea—Katherine Condon '35, Meals
and Rooms—Evelyn Rolfe '33,

Locker Building Party—Mary Gard-
ner '34, Thorncrag Party—.Deborah

Thompson '33, Banquet—Patricia

Abbott '34, Shorthand Reports-^-

Jean Murray '35, Welcome Commit-
tee—Mary O'Neil '33.



Eighteen Schools

Win Preliminary

League Debates

Seventy-Five Schools
Participate—Many

Debates Tie
The preliminary debates of the

Bates Interscholastic Debating
League were hetld last Friday night
in the various high schools and
academies throughout the state.
Forty-three Bates students officiated
at these debates as judges. The
number of schools participating in
the two leagues, Maine and New
Hampshire, reached the total of
seventy-five.

The requirement for admission to
the semi-finals is that a. school shall
have won both debates in the
preliminary triangle. Many debates
Friday night resulted in ties, each
team winning one and losing one
debate; but the list of schools qua-
lifying to participate in the semi-
finals and finals to be held here at
Bates on April 21 and 22 is as fol-

lows :

Aroostook Central Institute: Houl-
ton High School; Lee Academy;
Calais Academy; Central High
School of North New Portland; Milo
High School; Hallowell High School;

Kingfield High School; South Paris

High School; Oxford High School;

Boothbay Harbor High School; Ber-

wick Academy; Leavitt Institute;

Rumford High School; Lisbon Palls
High School; Bangor High School:
Caribou High School; and Brookline
High School.
Returns from the New Hampshire

League, which will hold its finals at

Bates on the 14th of May are not

complete as yet, but Raymond High
School, Sanborn Seminary and two
schools from groupings not yet com-
pleted will be those to participate.

CHESS CLUB TO
MEET FRIDAY

The informal Bates chess club
plans a series of games that will
be held in the game room of
Chase Hall, Friday night.

Unlike the activities of other
organizations, the Chess club
will precede without formal
meetings. Any students who are
interested in taking part in the
program Friday night can
arrange with partners or signi-
fy a desire to play and partners
will be secured for them. If
these arrangements are made
and reported to Thomas Mus-
grave in Roger Williams, reser-
vations will be made for them.
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Albert Oliver '34 Bates Musicians

Broadcast Over

tjiaiion
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New President Of

Publishing Ass'n
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Pres. Gray's Home

Scene Of Annual

Senior Reception

Music Clubs' Broadcast
Feature Of Evening's

Entertainment
The annual reception to the senior

class was held at the home of Presi-
dent and Mrs. Daggett Gray, Wednes-
day evening, March 15. The presi-
dent and Mrs. Gray graciously
received a large number of guests
from the senior class who were
entertained by music by the Bates
terzetto composed of Virginia Scales,
Gladys Gillings, and Anna Saunders,
members of the freshman class,

vocal selections by Amy Irish '33,

and readings by Dorothy Wills '33,

accompanied at the piano by Virginia
Moulton '33.

The concent of the Bates music
clubs, broadcast from Portland and
heard on the radio, was one of the
features of the reception.

Succeeds Roger Crafts—Lombardi Vice-
President

Albert Oliver of Lewiston was
elected new president of the Pub-
lishing Association, succeeding the
retiring president, Roger Crafts '33.
Oliver .was formerly an undergrad-
uate member 0f the Association and
wa« active in newspaper and Garnet
work.
The newly elected vice-president

is Julius Lombardi '34 of Newark,
N. J. He is president of the Student
Council, class treasurer, procter at
John Bertram dormitory, and a stu-
dent in high standing.

Undergraduate members are Mary
Gardner '34 of Watertown, Mass.,
Carl Milliken '35 of New York, N.
Y., and Jean Murray '35 of Auburn.
Miss Gardner was also a member of
the Association last year.
The outgoing members of the As-

sociation are: Roger Crafts '33, and
Robert SNvett '33.

The faculty members elected to
the Association board are: Mrs.
Blanche Roberts, Dr. Amos Hovev,
and Dr. Edwin Wright. All are in-
terested in the student publications
amid have served in the same capa-
city in the past.
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Pres. Johnson Of

Colby To Speak

Here Next Mon.

Little Symphony, Glee
Club And Quartet

Participate

Students Prone

lo Criticize —
Rebecca Carter

Ja Murphy
Fur Company

Est. 1873

Lewiston, Maine

The latest styles and quality

In sport wear, you can hope to use

Are noAv at prices all so low

That all can be well-dressed, we know
At Murphy's, the clothiers of quality.

General Reduction

Now In Effect On All

Suede, Leather and Woolen

portswear
and

Ski-Suits

Will Address Members
Of Phi Beta Kappa

At Banquet
The Phi Beta Kappa banquet,

which is given annually, will be
held Monday evening, March 27, at I

six o'clock. iProf. George 'M. Chase,
f

president of the local chapter, will

preside. The guest speaker will be
President Franklin W. Johnson of

Colby College.
The fourteen members from the

Senior class, who will be guests are
as follows: Ruth T. Benham, Frank
H. Byron, Mildred M. Carrier, Cons-
tance R. Conant, Charlotte Cutts,

Dorothy H. Diggery, Helen E. Ham-
lin, Stanley B. Jackson, Florence E.

James. Harry E. Kemp, Rosamond
S. Melcher, Samuel Scolnik, Gerald

L. Simard, Gerald E. Stevens. Two or

three members of the Junior class

will also be invited. Others who will

be present are Phi Beta Kappa
members of the faculty and alumni,

The combined musical clubs pre-
sented their first radio broadcast of
the season last Wednesday evening,
over station WCSH, in Portland. The
program was under the direction of
Professor Seldon T. Crafts.

The Little Symphony, under
leadership of Norman DeMarco, was
first on the program. They were
introduced by Robert Swett, presi-
dent of the Student Council and
announcer for the evening. Under
the "Old MaestroV able guidance
they presented "Song of the Bayou"
and "In Old Vienna." The "tricky"
rythms and colorful harmonies of
these two numbers launched the
broadcast smoothly.

The Men's Glee Club followed.
Prof. Crafts led them thru Huhn's
stirring song of a soul defiant,
"Invictus." They then sang the
charming poem "To Celia" of Ben
Johnson's "Drink To Ma Only With
Thine Eyes."

Swett next announced Clyde Hol-
brook, who 'played as a 'cella solo

the lovely "Ave Maria" of Schubert.
Holbrook played with an unlooked-
for depth of feeling which prov d

his musicianship. He was followed
by the Male Quartet, which sang
Brahm's famous "Lullaby," and a

spiritual, "I Want ft*) Be Ready."
The members of this quartet are:

Howell Lewis, first tenor; Alden
Gardiner, second tenor; Sylvester

Caster, baritone; and Edwin Pres-
cott, basis.

The orchestra played another
number, a rhythmic arrangement of
"Persian Market," after which the

Quartet sang the Scottish folk song,

"Loch Lomona."
The Little Symphony closed the

broadcast playing the Bates "Alma
Mater."

Chapel Speaker Claims
Students Insincere

With Themselves
Rebecca W. Carter '33 was the

chaipel speaker Saturday morning,
March IS. She gave the opinion that

situdents are too prone to criticize

college, and not willing enough ito

think what ii3 wrong with them-
selves. In her opinion, the greatest

trouble with students is /their failure

to be sincere with themselves and to

"think things through, to decide

wharf in college is important and
what unimportant." Instead of

criticism of marks, a wiser course

would be to remember that they are

only an indication of the students'

understanding of the substance of

!;is studies, and it is this under-

standing that is important. Com-
pulsory chapel is a benefit in the

fact that it makes use of fifteen

minutes a day, which she believes

would be wasted, otherwise, to give

students an opportunity to hear

speakers talk on subjects which the

students are not willing to think
about themselves.

" Mi ms Cart r, a member of the

senior class, is a varsity debater, a

uafb&v of the Spofford .club, Delta

Sigma Rho, and the Women's Stu-

dent Government board.
.— :o :—— 1 '
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LENTEN SERVICE
SUNDAYAFTERNOON
A Lenten Service will be held

in the chapel next Sunday after-

noon at four o'clock. The service

promises to be inspiring, im-
pressive and spiritually help-

ful. George Austin will be at the
organ, while Sylvester Carter
renders several vocal selections
and Clyde Holbrook plays the
cello. There will be a period of
meditation directed by Clyde
Holbrook.

These Sunday afternoon
services have been growing in

come a vital factor in the re-

ligious education of this insti-

tution. A real opportunity is

offered next Sunday for medita-
tion

Seamon Elected

New President

Politics Club

Balano Becomes Vice-

President—Succeed
Belleau, Antine

.es

PETITE ACADEMIE

Arthur Merri field '34 of Sanford
has been elected presid nt of La Pe-
ttte Academie to succeed Henry La-
Vallee '33. iMerrifield has taken an
active part in the work of this club,

and is also a member of Phi Sigma
Iota, the honorary society for

Romance Languages. Other officers

are: vice-president, Ann is Mallinson;

secretary, Georgette tLePage; and
treasurer, Earle Richards. The out-

going officers in addition to LaVal-
lee are Frank Murray, vice-president

;

President

Of Jordan Club

Howard Bates '34 of Watertown,
Mass., is the new president of Jor-

dan: Scientific Club; Edwin Decatur

'34 of Buttonswoods, R. I. secretary

treasurer; and Burton punfield '34

of Berlin, Mass. chairman of the

executive committee. The newly

elected officers will be installed at

next week's meeting of the organi-

zation.
Bates is a major in Physics and

deeply interested in the scientific

activities of the club. He rounds

out his college activities by partici-

pating in local boxing tournaments.

Both Decatur and Dunfield, the

other officers, are interested in

science and nature and are on the

board of directors of the Outing

Club.
Under this new administration

the club should be extremely capa-

ble to carry on business of the club

along lines of research and partici-

pation in the annual Science Exhi-

bition.
o

"About 60 percent of our popula-

tion in England is illiterate, save for

Charlotte Cutts, secretary; and Do- the fact that they can* read and

rothy Diggery, 'treasurer. write."—T. E. Callander. .

The Men's Politics Club, with

every member voting except one who
was prevented because he was in

Pennsylvania on a debating trip,

elected Theodore Seamon '34 of Lew-
iston president for the ensuing year.

James Balano '34, the defeated can-

didate, automatically becomes, vice-

president. iGault Brown '34 of

Whitefield, New Hampshire was
elected secretary-treasurer. The re-

tiring panel of officers is: Vincent

Belleau '33, of Auburn, president;

Bertram Antine *33 of Taunton,

Mass., vice-president; and John
Roche '33 of Lewiston, secretary-

treasurer.
The Politics Club is one of the

most active organizations on campus.
This year it has presented several

lecturers and speakers, among them
Gov. Louie J. Brann. The model
economic conference s>ponsored by

the club was one of the most popular

events of the year.

Seamon has ibeen a member of the

varsity debating team since his fresh-

man year and has had the honor of

aiding materially in winning two
Eastern championships. He is a
member of Delta Sigma Rho. Balano,

secretary-treasurer of the Phil^Helle-

nic Olub, has been an active member
of the Politics Club for a year. A few

weeks ago he was a member of the

Bates delegation to the model
economic Conference held at Smith.

For 'the past few weeks he has been

news editor of the Student, succeed-

ing Frank Murray who resigned.
, :o:

"There are millions of jpeople who
cannot be happy unless they are on

a bandwagon."—Elmer Davis.

Holbrook, Zahn

Re-elected To

Religious Board

Both Leaders In Camp-
us Activities—Miss

,

Grover Member

Clyde Holbrook '34, of Greenfield,

Mass., and Crescentia Zahn '34, of

Hingham Center Mass., have been

re-elected from the student body at

large to membership in the Council

on Religion.
The Council is composed of both

students and members of the faculty

who are devoted to work of a reli-

gious nature. The faculty members
are Mrs. Miriam Mabee and Dr. Ray-
born L. Zerby, both of whom have
served on the Council in the past.

Besides his religious work, Hol-
brook has taken an active part in

extra-curricula work, 'being a mem-
ber of the 4-.A Players, a talented

musician, and a high ranking stu-

dent as well. He has also been elected

President of the Y. M. C. A. Miss

Zahn is likewise an active student

and in the past has been identified

with the religious work of the col-

lege. She is prominent also for skill

in women's athletics. Olive Grover
of Hallowell is the other student

member of the Council. She is the

new president of the Y. W.
The out-going student members of

the Council are Donald Bond '33, of

San Juan, Porto Rico, and Mildred
Mover '33, of Syracuse, N. Y. Bond
has been president of the Y.M.C.A.
for the past year, and Miss Mover
likewise of the Y.W.C.A.

eyre

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON

Main Street

SCHOOL PAPERS
YEAR BOOKS

Th
Milder
and yet

MERRILL & WEBBER CO.
PRINTERS - PAPER RULERS - BOOKBINDERS

95-99 MAIN STREET, AUBURN. MAINE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

X.
PROGRAMS

FUEL CO.

COAL, WOOD and COKE
1801 Fbones

L14 Bates Street

LEWISTON

1800
67 Elm Street
AUBURN

GOOGIN L. Plummer

4)

MOST AND UP-TO-DATECOMPLETE

Luggage Store East of Boston

Fogg's Leather Store

123 MAIN ST.. LEWISTON, MAINE.

PORTRAIT—Commercial and

Finishing Photography

New Studio

At 135 Main St.,
\

Lewiston, - Maine.

GROUND FLOOR

r=3\ I

TAXI
4 0 4®

UNION
i7
SQWEEJAXIJCO.

DtsiiNcnyt
BEAUT

Lewiston Monumental

Works
JAMES P. MURPHY CO., INC

i-10 Bates Street, Lewiston.

Telephone 4634-R

BILL
The Barber

For

Eds and Co-Eds
CHASE HALL.

Fred C. McKenney
rorner College and Sabattus Streets

WASHING AND GREASING

You get what you

want, andyou don'thave to

take what you don't want
«

It's like this : You don't want

a strong, rank cigarette; you

don't want one that's tasteless.

You want one that lets you

know that you are smoking, but

you don't want one that's bitey.

Chesterfields are

and yet They Satisfy.

esterfield
© 1933 Liggett & Myehs Tobacco Co.

BETTER

.0 '
~

Olive Grover,

Frances Hayden,

Y. W. Leaders

Marjorie Fairbanks,

Sec, Dorothy Rand-
olph, Treas.

Olive Grover was elected president

of the Y.W.C.A. in the general col-

lege elections; Frances Hayden '35,

vice-president; Marjorie Fairbanks
'.36, secretary; and Dorothy Randolph
'36, treasurer. All of these girls have
taken an active pant in .the work of

this organization during the college

year and under their guidance the
"Y" should have a most successful

year.

Miss Grover, a member of the
junior class, was vice-president last

year. She has been a leader in "Y"
work during the past three years.

She was a delegate to two important
religious conferences a year ago and
is well fitted for the office.

As vice-ipresident of her class for

the past three years and as secretary

of the "Y" board for the current col-

lege year, Miss Hayden is equally as

well fitted.

Marjorie Fairbanks, a popular
»momber of the class of '36, as secre-

tary, should prove to be a powerful
.factor in promoting the success of

the "Y" activities. She has been ac-

tive in the work of that organization

for the past year.
Miss Randolph, newly elected

treasurer has been one of the most
active "Y" workers of the freshman
class besides being a fine student.

The retiring 'board, under the
leadership of President Mildred
Moyer, has made this "Y" year a

most successful one. Speakers under
the auspices of the "Y" have been
both interesting and instructive. The
work of the board was brought to a

fine climax by instituting for a week
during February the Religious Insti-

tute in cooperation with the Y.M.C.A.

mou™to"speak
on india att

Mr. Joseph Moulton, Bates '15.

will be the speaker at a .meeting of

the Y. M. C. A. and the Y. W. C. A.

this evening. The meeting has been
called for seven o'clock in the Y
room at Chase Hall. There will be
a discussion after the talk and an
opportunity will be given to anyone
to question the speaker about India.

Mr. Moulton will speak on "The New
India", including in his talk the
political and social movements, and
the relation that 'Mahatma Ghandi
has to them. Most of us will recall

Mr. Monlton' as a very interesting

speaker at chapel not long ago.

Have you thought of making

DENTISTRY
YOUR LIFE WORK?
The Harvard University Dental

School offers a comprehensive
course in this field of health

service, which is becoming in-

creasingly important in relation

to medicine and public health.

A "Class A" school.

Write for catalog.

Lore* M. S. Miner. D.M.D.. M.D.. Dean.

Dapt. ;, . 188 Lonawoed Are.. Boston. Mass.

HERMAN'S

iS MOCCASINS AND SHOES
SUEDE JACKETS

57 Main Street, Lewist
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By NATE MILBURY

DOES BILL, HAVE
DRAWING POWER?

The acquisition of Bill Carrigan
as baseball mentor has certainly
served a6 a drawing card if one 1s to
judge by the fifty odd diamond
aspirants who may be seen daily
working in 'the cage. In fact, the
balls are flying go fast and fre-
quent that Coaches 'Carrigan and Mc-
Cluskey, without a doubt, will be
forced to make a cut in the squad in
the near future. This is necessary,
mot only for the sake of safety but
also to allow the men to get down to
more concentrated work.
TRACKSTERS REST
WAITING SPRING SEASON

With the completion of the Fresh-
•me.n-.Sophomo.re imeet, was spelled
the end of the indoor track season.
Now Coach Thompson's charges will
hang up their shoes for a three
weeks lay-off till the beginning of
the out-of-door practice which will
start after Easter vacation.

In looking over the last season
one should not say it was entirely
unsatisfactory. The record shows a
meet win over Northeastern and a
loss to Maine. The relay annals
record a loss by the two-omile team
at the K. of C meet but a decisive
win by the one-mile team at the
University Club meet in which it set
a new record.

The freshmen, as a squad, have
not been so fortunate, but in Keller,
Saunders, Clark, Jeanotte, Muskie,
Atherton and Hutchinson the coach
has men who may be groomed into
real future point winners.

ADAMS-McCAFFERTY DUEL*
ENDED FOR THE SEASON

Last Saturday night, at the K. of
C. games in New York was ended
the indoor collegiate career of
Arnold Adams, Bates stellar pre-
former of the boards and cinders.
Also, was ended for the season and
perhaps for the year, the keen com-
petition between Adams and the
genial Bernie McCafferty, formerly
of Holy Cross. Their friendly rivalry

which began two years ago, when the
Batts runner nosed out McCafferty
for the New England 440 title has
continued ever since. Running
against each other both in and out of

doors their races have become
features both of Boston and New
York meets.

JOE MURPHY
BACK ON CAMPUS

Joe Murphy, smiling Irish leader
of the ice sextet has returned to
school. He is now thoroughly at
home in the infirmary where he must
bide his time 'till the bones mend,
which he broke in his mix-u.p with
the boards while playing at Brown
last month.

Joe, who has been a prominent
resident of a Providence hospital for
the last four weeks, has the well
wishes of every member of the
student body and is reported to be
making favorable progress.

BLUE STREAKS
EASY FOR WINSLOW
And the tournament. A shifty, fast

passing, sure shooting" Winslow five

with a nearly water-proof defense
certainly had little trouble in dazz-
ling the Lewiston Blue Streaks and
taking at their own .price the state
school-boy diadem, 47-10.

It is unfortunate that the Bates
tourney happened to come upon the
same week-end as the New Englands
at the Rhode Island, for the so-called

Black Raiders who have been
extended an invitation to participate
in this tourney were forced to refuse
in order to keep their engagement
at the Armory. Without a doubt they
would have made a favorable show-
ing even though the competition
would have been much greater.

Not to be overlooked were Fred
Donald and his band, who did as
good a job in their line as did the

winners and who are in order for
lots of favorable comment.
AND NOW SWUVOIING

With the coming of spring a
young man's thoughts turn from his

books and towards the old swimming
hole. The latest of campus projects
is the talk of an interdorm meet to

be held at the Auburn Y pool. Bernie
Loomer, who appears to be the head
man in this case states that the meet
will be held sometime before the
Easter recess. Thus far, a great deal
of interest has been shown with a
large numner entered in each event.
If sufficient continued interest is

shown, plans may be carried as far

as the proposal of a college tank
team.

Jere Moynihan

Is New President

Of Varsity Club

Millet, Raymond, And
Butler Also Win

Positions

Jere Moynihan '34 of Lewiston
was elected president of the Varsity
Club for the year 1933-34 at the
General Elections held Monday.
Howard Millet '34 of Norway is the
next vice-president. Sumner Ray-
mond, Salem, Mass. '34, secretary,
and Robert Butler '34 Livermore
Falls, treasurer, complete the roster
of officers of the letter men's organ-
ization. These new officers will not
take office until next fall. The re-
tiring officers are: Herbert Berry
'33, Watertown, Mass., president;
Ralph McCluskey '3 3 of Ho alt on,
Maine, vice-president; James 'de-
mons '33 of iMachias, treasurer; and
John Lary '33 of West Medford,
Mass., secretary.
The new president, Jere Moynihan,

is one of the outstanding men on
campus both as a student and as an
athlete. He won his varsity letter
last year at the fullback position, is

a pole vaulter on the track team,
and a wing on the Ray McCluskey's
hockey team. As a sophomore he was
a member of the Garnet Key.
Howard Millet, the new vice-presi-

dent, is also a capable man to carry
an honored position in a club made
up of varsity letter men since he has
been a letter man in baseball since
his freshman year. Winning first
string place on the nine his first

year out, he won his full share of
games, and ilast season was the only
dependable hurler.
Raymond and Butler have both

won their letters in track.

This is not entirely a fallacious
idea either. Such a project would
entail no great expense, there are
several organizations within a short
distance with whom meets could be
arranged and it is rumored that
there is real undiscovered aquatic
ability here in school. Sheridan, Jel-
lison, Olds, Ashton, Curtin and others
should form a nucleus on which to
build a very formidable aggregation.

Winslow Quintet

Defeats Lewiston

For State Title

Champs Of Maine Tour-
nament Win By

47-10_Score
Fresh from winning the Univer-

sity of Maine tournament, a fast
stepping quintet representing Wins-
low High Schoo'l invaded the Lew-
iston Armory and defeated the Bine
Streaks completely and decisively by
a score of 47-10. The Bates tourney
winners were hopelessly outclassed,
and Winslow is the undisputed
champion of the State.
Led by J. Savasuk, Turlo, and

Hard, the champs opened with a
brand of basketball that left the
fans gaping and wondering at the
claee shown by this aggregation.
Lewiston played gamely, but the
Streaks showed a complete let-down
from the kind of playing they dis-
played against South Portland and
Edward Little. Lewiston seemed
afraid of the team they were pitted
against, and played too carefully.

Start Off With Rush
The Mansfield charges started off

with a rush, and at the end of the
first 'quarter they were leading 20-2.
When the half, ended Winslow had
increased the lead to 26-5. By this
time the Lewiston fans had given up
the hopes of seeing the title stay in

this city.

The second half was a continuance
of the first frame. During the last

few minutes, Winslow sent in a
complete new team. This five showed
nearly as much strength as the first

squad, and Lewiston still floundered.
For Lewiston, iMcCarthy was the

shining light. The Blue only scored
three floor goals, Winslow was un-
able to compete in the Newport R. I.

tourney 'because of the conflicting
dates, but there is no doubt that the
Black Raiders could go places in the
play off for the New England
championship.

"There is not in France a single
elected magistrate. We believe *n
elections, but in other realm s."—

j

Paul Reynaud, former French Min-|
ister of Justice.

Off-Campus Men

Move ToReopen

Chase HallRooms

Feel Dissatisfied With
Basement Conditions

For Study
Off-campus men supported by

several from the dormitories, have
started a move to have the reading
and writing rooms on the east end
of Chase Hall opened.

Since the building of the new
floor in the main room, these rooms
have been closed. Formerly, they
were favorite places for all men
to spend a few minutes of restful
reading, listening to the radio, or
just sitting. Such activities are now
carried on in the basement, either in

the main room or in a small room
beyond the stairway. Several men
have expressed dissatisfaction with
the poor light and noise in the case-
rn nt. The off-campus men who
bring their lunches also have ex-
pressed a desire for a more quiet
place to rest, read, or study during
the noon-hour, and have taken steps
with the Chase Hall Committee to
have the rooms opened.

Inasmuch as the men pay for
the use of the building they believe
that they should enjoy full facilities
and have suggested this plan: Both
of the two rooms should be opened
on the same plan as before they
were closed, or the musical instru-
ments and daily papers may be kept
in the small room in the basement,
keeping one upper room for more
quiet magazine reading or study.

IENNIS MEN WORKING
IN DAILY PRACTICE

Coach Tuft's tennis team has been
working out in the gymnasium for
sometime. The floor has been mark-
ed off as a court and there

f
is daily

conditioning. In Antine, Wood, Ste-
vens, Turner, and Bragg, the mentor
has the nucleus of a strong aggrega-
tion. iSimpson. former Hebron play-
er, leads the freshman material for
the varsity squad.

Eight Lettermen

Continued from Page One

with Carrigan as coach, on paper the

team looks powerful. Much credit

must *be given Coach Carrigan for

his patience in dealing with the

college team, a kind of team which
he never before coached, and thanks

for hie capable filling of Coach Mo-
rey's shoes.

The University of Maine seems to

be hit the hardest by graduation.

Smith. McCabe, Hinks, and Abbot,
four 'of her heaviest hitters have
gone, along with Nutling and Bagley.

Bowdoin, as usual, is the dark horse

of the league. There is some of last

year's material left over and Walker,

who, last summer had a good season

in the Coast League of Maine, is

available. However, Lewis, a fine

catching prospect, has left college.

Colby must always be figured in the

running.

"England is the most sentimental
nation on earth."—Dr. Foxley Nor-
ms, dean of Westminster.

TUFTS COLLEGE

DENTAL SCHOOL
1900

Dentistry has developed into an important
branch of health service. In order to meet
its obligation to humanity, it needs men
and women of the highest intellect, backed
by superior training.

College men and women who are inter-
ested in a career in this field of work may
obtain a prospectus of the educational re-
quirements by addressing

Howard M. Marjerison, D. M.D., Dean
Tufts College Dental School'

416 Huntington Ave. Boston, Mass.

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets

We can show yon a varied selection of

PRIZE CUPS

FOUNTAIN PENS

of all standard makes

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS
LADIES'

LEATHER HANDBAGS

LEATHER BILLFOLDS

BOOK ENDS
CLOCKS

of all kinds

BARNST0NE-0SG00D

COMPANY

Jewelers

50 LISBON STEEET

Sport coats, cor

duroy slacks, to

ques, short hose

—wool, all colors,

turtle neck swea-

ters, bath robes,

suits and over-

coats. When we

buy our mdse. we

always have

Bates College

boys in mind. Ask

the man next

room ; he knows

all about us.

WE
SELL
GOOD

CLOTHES

Cronin & Root
140 LISBON ST.

ZIPPER JACKETS $3.95

MOCASSINS $2.65

—at

—

FLANDERS
62 COURT ST. AUBURN

SER VALL
LUNCH

44 Bates St. Geo. E. Schmidt

ILLUSION:
A large packing case is exhibited on a raised plat-

form. A young woman climbs into the box. Head,
hands and feet protrude, and are held by specta-

tors while the magician takes a crosscut saw and,

with the help of an assistant, saws through the

center of the box and apparently through the wo-
man.

EXPLANATION:
There are many explanations for this illusion. One
method of performing this illusion requires the

presence of livo girls in the box. One girl curls up
in the left half of the box with her head and hands
protruding, giving the effect you see illustrated

above. The other girl is doubled up in the right

half of the box, with only her feet showing. Nobody
is sawed in half.

I

It's fun to be fooled

. . . it's more fun to KNOW
Cigarette advertising, too, has its tricks.

Consider the illusion that "Flavor" can be
achieved by some kind of magical hocus-

pocus in manufacturing.

EXPLANATION: Just three factors control

the flavor of a cigarette. The addition of arti-

ficial flavoring. The blending of various to-

baccos. And the quality of the tobaccos them-

Copjright, 1933, R. J. Reynolds Tobarco Company

NO TRICKS
.JUST COSTLIER

TOBACCOS
IN A MATCHLESS BLEND

selves. Quality is by far the most important.

Domestic cigarette tobaccos vary in price

from 5? a pound up to 40^ a pound. Imported
tobaccos vary from 50f* a pound to $1.15.

No wonder, then, that cigarettes differ in

taste—since distinctive, pleasing flavor de-

pends so largely upon the blending of the cost-

lier tobaccos.

fjgP"*
it is a fact, well known by leaf

tobacco experts, that Camels
are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
tobaccos than any other popular brand.

Try Camels. Give your taste a chance to sense

the subtle difference that lies in costlier to-

baccos ... a difference that means all the

world in smoking pleasure ... in pure, un-
alloyed satisfaction.

SAY IT WITH ICE CBExM

George A. Ross
ELM STEEET

Bates 1904

JVJessager
Publishing Co.

Job Printers

Publishers

225 Lisbon Street

The Blue Line
Lewiston-

Lv Lewiston

—

7.45 A.M., 12.35 P.M., 4.25 P.M.
Lv Rumford

—

7.35 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4.15 P.M.
Lv Farmington

—

7.30 A.M., 12.20 P.M., 4.10 P.M.
STANDARD TIME

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME

CORTELL'S
Advance New Spring Dresses, Suits and Coats Bern"
Received Daily. GRIFFON CLOTHES FOR MEN.

°

CHARGE ACCOUNT SERVICE
109-111 LISBON STREET, LEWISTON.

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing

24 HOUE SEE?IOE
"THE QUALITY SHOP"

3 Minutes from the Campus
Tel 18l7 .w

R* W* CLAR1C Roistered Druggist
pure Drugs and Medicines

PEESCEIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine

I We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

y
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To be conscious you are ignorant is a great step to knowledge—Disraeli.
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What Happened Last Week
In^The World

Six Men Run The Country
Says Huey Long

Only 24.6 Per Cent
Pass Mass. Bar Exam

Student Enrolls In
Pacifist Movement

New York Harbors
Children

Germany To Organize
A National Publicity Bureau

THOMAS MUSGRAVE

LEAGUE TITLE, RADIO DEBATES
FEATURES OF FORENSIC YEAR
AS THE 1932-33 SEASON ENDS

Varsity Debaters Have Been In Contact With
Audiences And Institutions From

Florida To Canada

Garnet Baseball

SquadHasBright

Future In View

New Garnet Has

Variety, Clever

Illustrations

Short Stories, Poems,
Essays, And Play,

In Contents

IN the past week and a half among
many events of world-wide at-

tention were: Free. .Roosevelt asks
Congress for power to set 2>50,000

men to work at $1 a day and keep
on reforestation, flood control, and
other projects; signs bill legalizing
3.2 heer; farm measure is paesed in

House giving Secretary Wallace
power to raise farm 'prices and cur-
tail surpluses. New repellent dyes
found that will protect against moth
damage. The Federal Reserve re-

ports $508,545,000 in gold returned
by hoarders. India harnesses two
rivers to light the homes o£ twenty
million 'people. The German Reich-
stag gives Hitler dictatorial power
for four years. Peace in Europe de-

pends on outcome of four power
conference between Britain, France,
Italy, and Germany.

THIRD TITLE

Bates Secured 16 Out Of
18 Votes, For League

Championship

By ALBERT OLIVER, JR.
By winning the championship of

the Eastern Intercollegiate Debating
League, the men's division of the
Bates Debating Squad brought a fit-

ting climax to a most successful
debating season. Th^ year's work
has brought the thirteen men who
are varsity debaters into contact with
audiences and institutions from
Florida to Canada. Through the
medium of the radio it is likely that
their debates have been heard even
into the mid-West. Once again the
little college of Bates has made a
mark in the debating world.

Third Championship
In the Eastern League, th? Bates

speakers met six out of the twelve
colleges which make up .the organi-
zation. Against Princeton, Brown,
Smith, Williams, and Pennsylvania.
Bates won by unanimous decisions.

The only loss was sustained when

H

Coach Carrigan Holdi-

Hitting And Field

Practice Daily

After two cuts, the baseball squad
has weeded itself out, and Coach
Bill Carrigan is having hitting and
fielding practice every day for the

fortunate ones who have survived the
cuts.

The Garnet has the edge on all the

other Maine Colleges in the pitch-

ing staff. With three southpaws and
two outstanding right banders, the

pitchers are well balanced and show
great strength. Millet and Bob Dar-
ling, a freshman, are the leading

pitchers on the squad and both are

right handers. The southpaws are
Hank La-

THOMAS MUSGRAVE
OF STUDENT, ISIDORE ARIK

D PERRY

UiEY LONG, the dynamic Sena-
tor from Louisiana, who can be
depended on for an eye-open-

ing statement each week, is .quoted

with saying six men control the

country.
In an interview last Saturday, he

accused John D. Rockefeller, J. Pier-

pont Morgan, Andrew Mellon, former

Secretary of the Treasury, and hold-

er of the aluminum monopoly, and

George P, Baker, whose father on

his death a year ago held personal-

ly or through employees' director-

ships more than 80 corporations.

"Oh yes," he added after naming

these four, "and the two Duponts."

NLY 24.6 per cent of the ap-

Oplicants for the bar exami-

nations in Massachusetts were

successful. An analysis of the figures

discloses an astonishing perser-

verance among the ambitions stu-

dents who have repeatedly flunked.

Of the 657 who took the exami

nations, one applicant was taking it

for the 14th time, another for the

13th time, and another for the

ninth time Four persons were trying

for the eighth time, 14 for the

seventh, and 19 for the sixth time.

Thirty-five faced the examination

for the fifth time, 66 for the fourth

and 133 were making their third

attempt.

HE Student has subscribed

to the petition against war

circulated to 14 6 colleges by

the Brown Daily Herald. The Herald

inaugurated its drive with the edi-

torial "War against War" in which

it based its agitation on the

futable indictment that war

Quoting Prof. Einstein, v

that war would be averted if a small

percentage refused to bear arms the

Herald calls on American college

-students to provide leadership for

the rest of the world and to boycott

the militaristic enthusiasm of some

of our business men

that war will bring prosperity.

Wesleyan gained a two to one vie- ^hri Stevens, a veteran
Vallee, who was on last year s squad,

Arthur Amrein, and Stahl.

T

is futile

who said

who whisper

COMPLACENT Americanism rest-

ine in the assurance tha-..

charity is 'caring for those

that no one is hungry, snuum

founZ jolted by th..
report

J' gj
Nutrition Advisory .Service

New York Red Cross.

Miss Pauline Murray,

.says malnutrition

children in all boroughs

increased '55% and m the Bronx

tory. Thus the Bates teams earned

the championship by securing six-

teen out of a possible eighteen votes.

This makes the fourth time that

Bates has entered the League, and
it marks the third time that she has

won the championship. This is a

fairly good average for any organi-

zation.
The development of the radio has

offered new opportunities for argu-

mentation and discussion. Four times

this year the local debaters have had
the unique experience of addressing

unseen audiences. While on their re-|

cent trip to Pennsylvania, Frank
Murray '34 and Lionel Lemieux '33

held a radio debate with the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania on the unem-
ployment situation. In January, an

all-Bates group discussed taxation

over Station WCSH at Portland.

These speakers were Carle-ton Mabee
'36 William Greenwood '36, Ed-

mund Muskie '36, and Wendall May
'34 Mabee and May also met a team

from the University of Maine, and

they debated this same topic over

station WLBZ of Bangor. The fourth

radio debate took place over WNAC
of Boston when Bond Perry '35 and

Walter Norton '35 spoke against a

team from Boston College. It is un-

officially reported that Norton is

still receiving fan mail as the result

of his fine work.
A number of trips have been

undertaken in order to meet other

colleges at their own location. Le-

mieux, Murray, and Seamon have

just returned from engagements with

the University of Pennsylvania,

Bucknell, and New York University.

A number of the underclassmen on

the squad went out into the state to

give exhibition debates for the high

fchools entered in the Bates Inter-

Scholastic Debating League lh.se.

debates were held at Bridgton Bel-,

fast and Wilton, and the problem

discussed was that of taxation Two

of the Freshmen, Muskie and Green-

wood Mo went to .Boston where

Thev argued with representative*!

from the Marquette Debating Society

of Boston College. They also met a

team from the Boston Latin School

Pferce Perry, and May journeyed to

Bath'where- they debated against a

team from Tufts. A par of th s sam
;;

team made a trip to the University

of Maine.

To complete the battery are "Chip-

py" White and Dillon. Freshmen
that are outstanding are Laffin and

Stoddard.

A tentative infield has been form-

ed composed of Berry at first. Swett

at second, Toomy at short, and

Flvnn at third. This combination ir,

good and is likely to last. Threaten-

ing to break up this outfit are

"Hank" Lelyveld and Stan Sherman.

Sherman is a shortstop and is a bad

man with the willow.

The outfield seems to be the meet

doubtful position. Irving Fireman.

Bud Gallagher, and Walter Merrill,

who played regularly last year, are

the leading contenders.

Thpre is no doubt but what the

baseball outlook is bright. Bates has

championship material, and with

McClusky and Carrigan to guide the

destinies, Bates should clean up this

spring.

Students Conduct

Lenten Service

In Bates Chapel

Council On Religion

Holds Inspiring

Program

By ROSIE Mu GALLINARI
The Garnet, a literary magazine

published quarterly, appeared this

morning. Under the editorship of

Charlotte Cutts '33 with the as-

sistance of Abbott Smith '34 and
Powers McLean '3 5, the publication,

which earlier in the semester was
held doubtful due to lack of good
literary efforts, has proved to be one
of the finest ever issued.

(lever Illustrations

Th magazine retains last issue's

cover design which has been accepted

as the standard one during Miss
Cutt's editorship. Clever illustrations

by Elizabeth E. Lord '33 are an inno-

vation this year. It will be noticed

that many of the articles were writ-

ten by students making their first

contributions to the Garnet. Notable
among these are Owen Dodson '36.

Albert L Oliver, Jr. '3 4, Nils Len-
nartson '3 6, Robert A. Johnson '36,

and Allen McCue '34.

Mor variety has been attained in

this issue for there are short stories,

poems, essays, and a play ("The
Challenge", by Thelma Kittredge
'33.) Poems accepted by the Gam t

were written by Owen Dodson '36,

Nils Lennartson '36, Robert A.

Johnson '36. Philip D. Starbird '35.

Abbott Smith '34. Norman DeMareo
'34, and Powers M.cLean '35. Another

feature of the issue is a brilliant

dissertation on Mencken by Harold

B. Yudkin '33. Milton J. Ward '34

in "A Defense of Liliput" cleverly

compares country life to that of the

city. John Dobravolsky '3 3 solilo-

quizingly submits "Subconsciously

Yours ". "How to Kill the Depress-

ion," in on: lesson, is taught by Al-

)ert I. Oliver '34.

"One morning Very Eearly" in

which Jack in the pulpit preaches,

was contributed by Rebecca Carter

'33 Accompanied by an excell' nt

illustration, "Intersection" by Robert

A. Johnson '3 6 vividly cuts across

our minds. Powers McLean '35, in

"Wrinkles," says "just as they

record the moods of people, so do

they reflect th whims and -vagaries

of nature." He concludes with the

startling question, "I wonder if souls

have wrinkles too?" By "Contrast."

Charlotte Cutts '33 clearly depicts

th" cold chill of winter and "I long

for the warmth of summer" and then

the hot, heat of summer and "I long

for the cold of winter". "^&TJ
Night Life," as related by Allen M
McCue '34, shows
crime and justice.

EDiroR'iX'Ciurr
New Editor Selects Elizabeth Saunders, Women s

News ; Nathan Milbury, Sports ;
Harold

Smith And Charles Povey On Business

—Margaret Hoxie Inter-Collegiate

Editor ; D. Kimball Women's
Sports

;
Oliver, Debate

MASAC,isc innOR Perry a Sophomore

THOMAS MUSGRAVE

Mr. Lewis Gives

Radio Summary

Of Faculty Talks

Speaks Of Relations

Between College

And The Home

Olive Knowles Is Retir-

Editor Of
Student

nig

Thomas Musgrave 34, for the

past year managing editor of the

i s Stwdent, has been named by

th< Publishing Association to suc-

RETIRJNG EDITOR

Bates Student

Began as Monthly

Sixty Years Ago

reflection upon

Mary Fuller '34

Is President of

YWCA Cabinet

of the

director,

among school

of the city

An inspiring Lenten service was

held in the Chapel Sunday at 4

o'clock under the auspices of the

Council on Religion. Clyde Holbrook

'34, president of 'the Y. M. C. A. and

student pastor at Canton, Maine,

read the Scripture and led the medi-

tation. George Austin '33 was at the

organ He played "Communion in E

Minor" by Batiste. "Andante" from

"Sonate Paseale" by Lemmens and

"Andante in F". Clyde Holbrook

played a cello solo, "Ave Maria b>

Shubert. Sylvester Carter 34, sang

"Vale-Abide with Me" and Swing

Low, Sweet Chariot".

Clvde Holbrook and Crescentia

in charge ot the

Continued ob Page 3 Col -~>

Zahn '34

service.

we re

Bowdoin

D

r\.5TS*rfy "doubled according to
11

? a Airing the 'last five years.
3

Tne stu^y m£s Murray said, more

n iSflPd the apprehension of a
than i«2r»J,ih

*e
-Sorted to the Red

committee which r^por
fe

Cross 14 month, ago i n q{
the greatest a J^te teKare as
all interested in 'Publ

c

ic
;. Y nre,=ent

to the after-effects of the pre.ei

emergency on health.

I Paul Joseph -Goebbels, fceajj

of the Reich's newly ^earted

ministry of ^^\ la yT

? M M ner cent of the German
to the 38 .per ce

J" t t0 lbem«
electorate wWch objects

railroaded into tfte *

"

the election of March o

being
in

Ministry's

Modern Literature

Institute Starts April 4

Of special l»t«^»gi^aS5J
Literature luetitu e

Brunswick
College i»

^ducting
goring

starting April 4 ^ approximately
holidays will coje « » program
naif of tho duraUon o^ the

^
and for that iea*on .

who live in Maine « * •

attend. . author of
Theodore ° r

,

ei^he%%ius", and
Sister Carrie ,

^Be ^ gtart

"An American Trd
|
eu' '« American

Realism ,
WW

«,ond table con-

La the literary world

nn Thursday evening, r. ~- ,

"The Poetry of &a

come popular with all ages.

Elmer Rice will discuss on Frf

dav evening "The Theater as a -o

dal Fo
n
rcl". He will conduct th

Saturday morning round tab e
,

A

most popular and distinguished

American dramatist. Rice has- writ-

ten "For the Defense" and Street

Scene" Pulitzer Prize Play in 19Z»-

Norman Foerster will lecture

"The Humanitarian Illusion

dav morning. Foerster in one

greatest of philosophical humanises
g

Dorothy Canfield Fisher, chiefly

her short stones, whicn

ularly in weekly maga-

Was Past Chairman Of
Social Service
Committee

Marv Constance Fuller '34 is to

head the 1933-34 Y.W.C.A. cabinet.

Afte>- a very successful year as

chairman of the social service com-

mittee of th J organization, 'Connie

has proved herself worthy of the

Presidency. Her work this year has

been in giving parties and entertain-

ments at the Childrens' Home and in

putting on Sunday afternoon services

at the Old Ladies' Home.
Not onlv is she active in Y work

but she has many other interests. She

is an active member of the \\ omen s

Politics club, having attended the

convention at Smith recently and is

also a member of the Junior body of

Hip Outing Club.

Along with this election, there

comes another honor and duty, name-

ly that of serving on the Council of

Religion which functions in 'planning

the religious activities of the campus.
— :o:-

"

Prof. H. L. Lewis Wednesday af-

ternoon summarized the series ol"

radio addresses over WCSH in Port-

land which various members of the

Bates College faculty have been

^i.ing over this station.

In his address, he spoke of the

relations between the college and
the home, proposing the two follow-

ing questions: What can the home
contribute to the college? What can

and does the college contribute to

the home?
In answering the first question,

Prof. Lewis gave some of the quali-

ties "with which a person ought to

be supplied when he comes to col-

lege such as a sense of responsibi-
j

ly to a

lity, a sense of loyalty, and a roa- 1
literary publication

sonable command over certain fun-

damental facts. He said. "It is for

the home to send to college young
men and women who discipline

themselves, who expect to do and
not to be done for."

Summary Of Talks

A summary of the addresses

n by the other faculty

Became A Fuii-tieciged

College Newspaper
In 1916

Sixtv years ago, in January of

1873, the first number of the Rates

Student was published, by the mem-
bers of the Junior class. It has been

issued regularly ever since, chang-

different times from a month-
weeklv and from a general

to a straight

newspaper.

In Farm Of Magazine

The first number, appearing when

the freshman class numbered thirty-

seven and there were ten professors

on the faculty, was in the form of a

magazine about the size of the pre-

sent Garnet. It contained on its

( UVE KNOWLES

ing at

giv mem-

ceed Clive Knowles '33 as editor-in-

chief of the college's weekly news-

paper As is customary. Musgrave
and hie new staff will assume their

posts immediately following the

Easter recess.
Musgrave has selected the follow-

ing to s'Tvo on his editorial and

business staff: Isidore Arik, man-
aging editor; Bond Perry, news edi-

tor; Elizabeth Saunders, women's

editor; Nathan Milbury, sports edi-

tor; Margaret Hoxie, intercollegiate

Mtor; Dorothy Kimball, women's
sports'; Albert Oliver, debate editor;

Harold Smith, business manager;

and Charles Povey, advertising man-
ager.

Divide Bosinfiss Depfe

It has been the custom in the past

to have one man named as business

of the advertis-

bers answered his second question.

Prof. Hovey had discussed the place

which the home has had in the his-

tory of man; Prof. Myhrman had

characterized the place which the

home has assumed or is assuming in

the changing world. Dr. Britain had

given an account of how our beliefs

control our conduct, while Dr. Zerby

had showed that the original neces-

sity of religion is as important as

ever To tell us how to go about

making our bodies machines that

can stand the modern pace had been

the purpose of Prof. Walmsley s

talk.

In the science field, Drs. Wood-

cock and Mabee had conducted their

Continued on Page 3 Col 2

firs* nase, the opening chapter of a manager take eare of the aaverus-

coSiSueTslo^y Next
g
came the edi- ing as well as regular business but

on the new Student staff this %v_o ric
torials one stating that "all we ask

is a large list of paying subscribers",

another discussing the winter vaca-

tion when many students taught

school another expressing a veiled

plea for money for a new gymna-

sium. There were alumni notes of

the nine preceeding classes; while

all the news was contained in a co-

lumn entitled "College Items". The

number closed with the new charter

the college, and two advert lse-

A modest statement on the

announced that the edi-

Frederick S. Stanford,

Henry W. Chandler, Frank P.

Moulton, and Thomas Spooner, Jr.

two men This
from

the edi-

is divided between
change is the only departure

the usual arrangement of

toriai or business groups.

The new editor, whese home is in

West Medford Mass., is a major in

govi rnment and history, and has a

YEWS EDITOR

ot
meats,
title page
tors were

Continued on Page S Col 7

Carrigan Claims Baseball

Interest Not On Downgrade

on
Tues-
of the
lanists.

chiefly

Plan Swimming

Meet in Auburn

YMCA To-day

Everything depends, he a

catching the &oul vibration 3 of th

people and on r achwig to

sensitively. . Q ^ lTT1 ite,
Handling the press, he adm^,

will be one of his knottiest VT0™*™::
He hopes to make the .press a media

tor between the government «nfl ***

people. To achieve this he (pto*w *o

"create" a press that will be joyfully

conscious of its .responsibility t°w
**J

the German people and the destin.

of Germany,

S. Eliot

vrtH lecture on "The Poetry

the English speak

has written in
f

"Ash Wednesday .

Waste Land", all of

literary controversies,

occupying the

morning's
ialle<

haps
letters to-day in

mg world." He
Sacred Wood ,

and "The
which caused

A.t
present

Charles Eliot Norton professorship

J the youngest person

at Harvard the His sub-

eVT Fdwart £ear
P
£ fam0\s ' °/

nt'noS rhyming which has be-

known for

appear regularly in

zines, is the lecturer Tuesday

W
Se

J£2i
1
'<* "Green PaStUr

n
S
"

Pllmzei
a
winner in 1931. Marc Con

nelly, will lecture the next

He was one of the founders

New Yorker" magazine.

iCarl Van Doren, author

critic and editor-in-chief

Literary Guild, will speak

evening. He is the

eraphies of Swift.

^£&2Sg .-Si-
Member when ™ Butler

Yea
?m rlcanZuv ha" also included

£
W
ifjohn Afield, .poet-laureate

th& sec^d speahe.

He appeared at Brunswick a few

weeks ago.

eve-

evening,

of "The

editor,

of the

Thursday
author of bio-

Peacock, and a

Informal Inter-dorm

Water Event Pro-

gram Arranged

ti, 0 first inter-dormitory swimming

Jil o the season will be held this

Tf e noon at three o'clock in the

Aii hiirn Y'
' pool. Much interest has

Sown and despite the handicap

hour examinations, a large

has entered these events.

mee t, which will be entirely in-

include in the list of

fortv vard free style,

back and br

medley relay

.l^aSTS Auburn Y.M.C.A. by

I h rh a fee of but ten cents will be

charged each participant for the use

of the pool.

The
corrects

been
of many
number
Thv
format, wvH ^ ^ fpg€

east strokes, plunging, a

and. perhaps, diving,

have been com-

P,v DAMON STETSON
Bates 'has a great old baseball

man in her midst this spring in the

person of Bill Carrigan. Every af-

ternoon his kindly face may be seen

in the cage as he sends the baseball

squad through its daily workout.

Bill was popular before he took over

his coaching duties, and this popu-

larity is increasing every day

friendlv war in which he

the boys' mistakes and teaches them

the fine points of America's pastime

L a revelation. When asked the

other night how he liked coaching

college hoys, he characteristically

replied, "I like it. The boys are

showing fine spirit and are work-

ing hard."
Manager Of Red Sox

Bill has made a great baseball

record himself. Back during his col-

ege days at Holy Cross in 1904 and

1905 he started his career as a

ereat catcher. After starring at Holy

Cross he went to Toronto and play-

ed on the International league team
time. In 1915 and

Asked whether or not he thought

interest in baseball was on the

downgrade. Bill said, "No, I don't,
j

not when seventy boys turn out tor

early season practice." And what

about the Big League game, he was

asked and again his answer was in

the negatve. Of course, this depres-

sion may have cut gate receipts, but

Bill Carrigan feels that fundament-

ally baseball still holds its interest.

It is interesting to note Carri-

gan's opinion, for earlier this year

rumored that Bates was go-

discontinue baseball.
it w^a s
ing to

Good Crop Of Pitchers

Bill is working hard for Bates

this spring in an effort to turn out a

team of which the college may well

be nroud And right now it appears

diversity of interests. He is a mem-
ber of the Politics Club, manager of

concessions at many activities, and
freshman proctor in Roger Williams

that he is succeding, for the team isi Han
shaping up well. There appears to, Musgrave'a work • as managing

particularly out-good crop of pitchers as well editor has been
' million-dollar infield. If Bill

] standing. He fostered the election
Roosevelt's vie-

as a
instill some niuing puucu m extra announcing

prospects will look bright t0 ry, he introduced andvwrote a new
I column entitled '-From the News",
and he has been responsible for a

variety of planning in make-up and
news matter that has enabled the

Student to retain its position as a

leader among college publications.
• Yale Holds Bates 'Scoreless, Tho
Outplayed", the Student's most

ed on the

there for some
1916 he was with *he Red box.

These were the years that they won

the pennant. He retired only to re-

turn again to tb e Red Sox with

whom he remained for the rest of

his baseball career which ended in

1929 when he again retired. For

the past few years he has resided in

Lewiston.

hitting punch

the team,
i li d ©'€^d

Yes ' Bill is a great favorite with

th° boys. He knows them all by

name and is ready at any time to

give them individual help. He's won

the hearts of the boys; now if they

can win the state championship.

Bill will be able to look back on an-

other season of comradeship and
accomplishment. Continued on Page 2 Col 4
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ing-, and to have a decent standard of living. There seems to be as
little freedom of the clergy under Protestantism, as ever there was
under any other form of Christianity. The religion of the church
does come down into the streets and meet men where they live, if it

is to be an effective agent in the building of the Good Society.
Sombody has said that the right to liberty of speech is the right

to be wrong at times, but in this case it is quite clear that in Norway,
Maine one does not have the right to be right. Nothing that the con-
gregation of the Universalist Church of Norway can do will injure
the career of young Mr. Kheiner, but their action will only serve to
"discredit organized religion in the eyes of thinking men and
women."

Religion can be the "opiate of the people" in Maine, as well as
Russia.

THEHE IS MUCH "UNFINISHED BUSINESS" which we must
leave undone, although we would enjoy participating in the task of
completing it. Certain things there are which Student editors have
emphasized without any visible results. Sooner or later the cumula
tive effect of student opinion will accomplish what one person could
not.

MRCOLLBM
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By MILDRED HOLLYWOOD

Subscription, $2.50 per year in advance. Single Copies, Ten Cents.
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WITH THIS ISSUE the present editorial staff gives way to the
new administration. We have every confidence that in the capable
hands of the new editor the Bates Student will remain the vigorous,
courageous sheet that it has been in recent years, and that ho. will
handle it with all of the efficiency that has been evidenced m his

work as managing-editor during the past year.
We are aware of the dangers of waxing sentimental and have no

intention of doing so with regard to our policies during the past year.
During our administration we have tried to be uncompromising to
the truth as we have seen it. If in doing so we have been mistaken or
have hurt anyone unnecessarily, and we realize that Ave have done
that a number of times, we are genuinely sorry.

It has been charged that we have not been constructive; that
we have been too critical; and that we have been unduly aggressive.
To this Ave can only reply that Ave have acted on the assumption that
before a beautiful edifice can be built, the shacks on the site must
be razed; that before the diseases can be cured, the germs must be
destroyed; that before Ave can go fonvard, somebody must remove
the obstructions; and that a necessary function of a college paper
is to point out. these maladjustments in such a manner that action
will be forthcoming.

THE "WAR TO END WAR" seems to have taken its place with
the other fairy stories of our childhood, for now Ave find the whole
world moving forward on the crest of a wave toward greater and
more deadly armaments for "purposes of defense." In the swirl of the
currents of nationalism and Avorld Avar, coHeire students would be
as straAvs in, a Whirlpool. Noav is the time to take a stand.

The Brown Daily Herald has organized a movement in Avhich
one hundred and, forty six college publications are participating, the
purpose of Avhich is to educate the student world on these issues, and
the ultimate goal that of massing student opinion behind a pledge
not to bear arms except in the case of an actual invasion of the main-
land of the United States.

Although Ave feel that there is an inconsistency in anv position
which attempts to straddle the fence between* pacificism and
militarism, Ave are nevertheless, glad to lend the support of the Stu-
dent to this movement. We have repeatedly in these columns attempt-
ed to make the student body conscious of the fact that there will be
future Avars fought for equally idealistic slogans. Unless Ave throAv
the Aveight of our influence against the rising tide of militarism Ave
may find ourselves SAvept aAvay before it.

WE WELCOME COACH "DAVE" MOREY back to the college
after his long and serious illness of the past winter, and extend to him
the best wishes of the entire college for his rapid recovery.

During the past four years he has not only built football teams
which have been widely heralded for their excellence, but he has
also instilled qualities of character in those who have come under his
tutelage that are of great value.

It is a maxim of pedagogical technique that character must be
caught and not taught, and that learning takes place when the in-
dividual is actually experiencing in activity. Under Coach Morev
Bates men have caught something of the fine spirit which character-
izes his every act, and in the activity of the sport have learned
lessons of cooperation, perseverance, self-confidence and courage in
the face of great odds. He has made education through the physical
something more than an ideal.

*

A speedy recovery to you, Coach "Dave", and our congratula-

he°alth
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POn y°U haVe Sll0W
" hl y°Ur l0n" Up "hiI1 stra^le t0

§*J&J&^ INSTITUTIONS IN MAINE are not freetiom the blighting influence of sordid industrialism was clearly
demonstrated m the case of the Norway Universalist church which
recently dismissed its minister following strained relations between
the Norway Shoe Co. and its employees. Although he had been re-
called by a large majority only a few weeks before the strike, after
it he was dismissed for the reason that it was thought "best for allconcerned.

For sixty years students have raved against chapel, and have
been rewarded with nothing more than the echo of their own voices.
There is still something radically Avrong with an educational system
Avhich, failing to integrate knowledge in the classroom, attempts to
do it m a short fifteen minutes of the morning.

The organization of a student Forum group and a liberal club
is still a crying need on the Bates Campus. We have clubs of one
kind or another which offer an opportunity for people to hold
offices,- but we need a group that will study questions of the day,
and will have a program of activity in the community. Education
that does not fulfill itself in action is a mockery, a phantom thing
that has no reality m this day when students in every part of the
world are taking an active part in the affairs of their nations.

bates needs an effective Press Agency which will centralize and
unify the varied and desultory methods of purveying the news which
Ave noAv haA'e.

'

Student government, on both sides of the campus should move
toward an increasing jurisdiction over the conduct and activities of
he students There should be a clear line of demarcation between

faculty and student supervision of areas of conduct. Within the areas
assigned to it student government should assume the responsibility
for conduct. Only m this way can we hope to make the change fromnursery to college types of student control

- ,

™e Acuity-committee as a method of handling students is sub-ject to serious limitations and these committees should be relieved

k ton n£
*
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to
u
s^ent discipline. At present a student

is too often considered to be guilty until he proves himself otherv ise, and the whole situation is one in which Z2Z under anding
.
nd nte hgent discussion of the question are impossible because ofhe fact that the five faculty versus one student "relationship" is con-tinually m the minds of both parties

These proposals are worthy of consideration by Student editorsto come We have tried to do our bit toward bringing them to pass
1 is with mixed feelings of regret that Ave have "not accomplished
all that we might have, and of pride that we have been allowed toserve our fellow students in this capacity, that we relinqui h theeditorial pen to you, Tom. We hope that, for you, the cSg year

Northeastern Univ. wants to know:
Where can a man buy a cap for his

knee
Or a key for a lock of his hair?

Can his eyes be called an academy
Because there are pupils there?

In the crown of his hair what gems
are /found?

Who travels the bridge of hia

nose?
Can he use, while shingling his house

The nails at ths end of his toes?

Can the crook of his elbow .be sent
to jail?

If so, what did he do?
How does he sharpen his shoulder

blades
I'll be hanged if I know, do you?

Can he sit in the shade of the palm
of his hand?

Or beat the drum of his ear?
Does the calf of his leg eat the corn

of his toes?
Then, why not grow corn on th

ear?

MAJORITY OF '32 CLASS

NOW TEACHERS OR STUDENT
Records Of Bates Alumnus Show Twenty-nine

Are Teachers And Equal Number Are
Doing Various Graduate Work

Q
I I

li Bernice Burnham—ConmiHigh School, BoAvdoinham; Sh
Cave—Berlin High School,
Norman Colt*—Falmouth;
mina Critchell—Bucksport;

lrley
N. H.;
Wilhe'-

By DOROTHY KIMBALL
"What has happened to the class

of 1932 ?", i® an often-heard ques-

tion about campus. According to

statistics gathered from the fall

issue of the Bates Alumnus, the ma-
jority of them are still connected
with education, either by teaching
or by continuing their studies at

other institutions of learning. From
a total number of 148 graduates,
only eighty are mentioned in the

i

Ballard Normal School, Macon Ga •

Alumnus; and of these eighty, twen-
ty nine are instructors and twenty
nine are students.

%fembers Teaching
The following members of the

class of '32 are listed as teaching:

Elizabeth Best—junior high school,

Thompsonville, Conn.; Julia Briggs
-Kent's Hill Seminary; Marjorie

Briggs—Woodstock; Orimer Bugbee
-Towle High -School, Newport, N.

Or maybe you agree with the Col-
by Plotter who claims that it's a
great life, if your don'ts weaken.

may be one of real service to the college.

CLIVE KNOWLES.

A "punctuality machine" which
flashes a cheerful "Welcome" to
prompt students and a sarcastic
"Late again" to those who are tardy
has been invented by Dr. G. M
Shrum of th2 physics department at
the Univ. of British Columbia. A
jangle of bells adds to the you-know-
the-way-you-feel feeling (or do you
bother?.) of the late student.
The apparatus for giving this

automatic "razz" is set in motion by
an invisible beam of ultra-violet,
which is* cut by each student as he
enters the room.

Phi Beta Kappa

Members Atten

Banquet

Haverford College's clever student
has compiled this neat definition of
a kiss: A kiss is a noun, though
generally used as an interjection. It

is never declined; it is more com-
mon than proper; used in the plural
and agrees with all genders.

Must have been taking a course in
Teacher's English!!

The Student
And

The World
By DONALD M. SMITH

A New Continental Congress
Labor, farmer, unemployed, and

veterans' leaders have issued a call
for delegates to a new Continental
Congress to be held in Washington,
D. C, May 5. The call for a new
Continental Congress for Economic
Reconstruction is signed by over 100
officials of recognized and responsi-
ble labor groups. They propose to
"draAv up a program to right the
grievous wrongs we have suffered"
and "set up a national council of the
people" which shall exert "the
pressure of our democratic maes
strength to win freedom from pover-
ty, hunger and economic insecurity."
Emil Rie\-e, vice-president of the
United Textile Workers of America,
is chairman of the Committee of News

Thomas Musgrave
Continued from Page One

famous and oft quoted headline,
was Avritten by the new editor-in-
chief.

The new managing editor, Isidore
Arik, who succeeds Musgrave in this
position, also is a member of the
class of 1934. As a freshman he
participated in the class prize speak-
ing contest, a year ago he joined
the Phil-Hellenic Club, and for the
past few months he has been verv
active as assistant managing editor.
He is junior manager of baseball,
and he has been a member of the
Student staff for three years. He
graduated from Stephens High,
Rumford, Me., and his present
home is in Laconia, N. H.

News Ed. A Sophomore
Bond Perry '35 of Portland, neAvs

editor on Musgrave's staff, is a var-
sity debater and junior manager of
football. He has worked on the Stu-
dent for two years, and during that
time has been a Lewiston corres-
pondent for the Portland Evening

During the strike he had consistently maintained the right ofthe worker to industrial justice, to organize for collective bargain-

Caliban In The Coal Mines
By LOUIS UNTERMEYER

God, we don't like to complain

—

We know that the mine is no lark—
But—there's 'the pools from the ruin

;But—there's the cold and the dark.

God, You don't know what it is-

—

You, in Your well-lighted skv.
Watching the meteors whizz,
Warm, with the sun. always by.

God, if You had but the moon,
Stuck in Your cap for a lamp,

Even You'd tire of it soon,
Down in the dark and *the damp.

Nothing but blackness above,
And nlothing that moves but the cars

God, if You wish for lour love,
Fling us a handful of stars !

Correspondents. Norman Thomas and
Mayor Hoan of Milwaukee sign as
Socialists ,and the (Socialist Party
will officially join with the Federa-
tion of Labor and the Cooperative
League of America in throwing its
full strength into the move.

United Front Against War
The Executive of the Labor and

Socialist International announced on
February 19 that all parties affiliated
with it were ready to form a united
front with the parties of the Third
(Communist) International to resist
war and Fascist reaction. On March
18 after the accession of Hitler to
power, the Comintern replied and
offered a real united front in every
country where the two internationals
are represented and not only against
war and Fascism ibut all attacks on
the working class. In the midst of
the international crisis it is the most
hopeful sign of peace that has ap-
peared on the horizon. It means that
working claiss political parties
numbering over 10 million members
are ready to act with the courage and
determination which could have pre-
vented the World War.

Cuban Students Carry Guns
Cuban students of both sexes

working for the goal of democratic
government have been assassinated,
tortured or imprisoned by the agents
of President Machado. The students
are demanding "nothing more than
to do away with tyranny, the punish-
ment of 'those responsible for the
deaths of our brothers who have
sacrificed their lives in the struggle
for liberty, and the constitution in
Cuba of a democratic and legal
government." According to a -Cuban
student, "if we have failed to ac-
complish our purpose so far, not-
withstanding the support of 95 per-
cent of the Cuban people, it is due
to the fact that Machado is main-
tained in power by one of the best
disciplined and equipped armies in
America, while we are relying on
terrorism. Furthermore, and of
major importance is the fact that
Machado enjoys the support of great
American financial corporations and
makes use of this influence in his
dealings with Ambassador Guggen-
heim, in order to make the less cor-
rupt army officers and public in
general ibelieve that in case of a
military or popular uprising, the
American army would intervene to
sustain him in power and to (punish
the rebels."

:o:

"While we are in a revolution
we are not at a crisis."—Hendrik
Willem van Loon.

Nathan Milbury '34 succeeds Vin-
cent Belleau '33 as sports editor.
Because of the great emphasis plac-
ed on athletics in American colleges,
this post is of especial note on the
staff of any publication, and in
some instances ranks second only to
the editor-in-chief in importance.
The new sports editor, whose home
is in South Berwick, is manager of
cross country, and has worked in
the sports and managing depart-
ments of the Student for the past
three years. Milbury is also a mem-
ber of the Politics Club.
The new debate editor, Albert

Oliver '34, of Lewiston, is interested
in a variety of activities. He is se-
nior manager of football president
of the Publishing Association, a
member of the varsity club, presi-
dent of the Spofford Club, and ac-
tive in debating. He won prize de-
bates both his freshman and sopho-
more years.

Three Women On Staff

There are three women on the
new staff of the Student which will
assume control after the Easter re-
cess. Elizabeth Saunders '34, Mar-
garet Hoxie '35, and Dorothy Kim-
ball '34 are all majoring in the
English department.

Elizabeth Saunders, who succeeds
Elinor Williams '33 as women's edi-
tor, makes her home in Lewiston,
and transferred to Bates from the
University of New Hampshire. Her
position as women's editor will en-
able her to continue as a very active
member of the publication's staff.

Margaret Hoxie, whose home is
East Milton, Mass., succeeds Mil-
dred Hollywood '33 as intercolle-
giate editor, while Dorothy Kimball
of Camden will take the place of
Dorothy O'Hara '33 as head of the
women's athletic department. Both
of the new staff members are active
in athletics, and Miss Kimball has a
unique position as organist at St
Michael's Church in Auburn.

Harold Smith and 'Charles Povey
business manager and advertising
manager respectively, are both mem-
bers of the junior class. The former
whose home is in Framingham,
Mass., succeeds A. J. Latham, Jr.

Povey holds a Post that has not
usually been, assigned to anyone I

other than the head of the business
department. Besides being a mem-
ber of the Student staff, he is busi-
ness manager of the Garnet, a 4-A
Player, and a musician.

o

GREEN MOUNTAIN LAMENT

You hear them sing songs about
Betty Co-ed;

How to all Collegiana she's true.
Each college has sweethearts of her

it is said,
Including old pooh-pooh Purdue.

Thy sing about the
(
A11-American

girl
And of her football sweethearts

galore,
And all the collegiates are caught in

the whirl
And join in the dizzy-Encore!

There is Princemouth and Dartvard
and Kalamazoo,

While Vermont is left out in the
cold.

There's the Green, the Maroon and
the Red and the Blue,

But naught of the Green and the
Gold.

Why do they never mention Ver-
mont?

Do our teams so often woo defeat,
That never the glow of victory shall

haunt
A fighting and gritty retreat?

We shall not always take it, flush
on the chin

And limp like an old man with the
gout.

The time will arrive, when it's our
turn to grin

And then, how we will—'DISH IT
OUT.

Dr. Johnson Of Colby
Is Speaker For

Evening-

The Phi Beta Kappa banquet was
held Monday evening, March 27, in
Chase Hall. Prof. George M. Chase
presided, and .Pres. .Franklin
Johnson of Colby College was
speaker of the evening

Crosby—Maine School of"c'omrnSr?
Auburn; Gertrude Diggery—Presold
Isle; Norman Douglas—Trevef t

William Dunham—principal at hi*/,
school, Mar&hfield, Vt.; Elden rw
tin—Alstead, N. H.; Helen Fos

aeon
Lucile Foulger—Spelmarv Collet
Atlanta, Ga.; Gladys Goddard-^
Charlemont High School
Muriel Gower—Rye, N. Y.;' ew?*;
Jackson—Andover, N. H.; Walt^
Linsey—principal of high

school*"
Swanton, Vt.; Margaret MacBrid*
Ashland; Betty Mann—Richmond"
Irene Manson—Harrington j^'
school; Virginia Mills—SkowheJfn
High School; Grace Page—

\

Woodstock, N. H.; Clarence
son—teaching and coa hing
Bridgton Academy; Frances !

vens—Hartland Academy; Carol Syi.
vester—Presque Isle; Mildred Yin.
ing—Dennysville; and Norman
Whitten—Uirnionville, Conn.

Graduate Students

A list of the graduates who ara
students at other institutions are as
follows: Ruth Barrell—Rhode la-

land School of Design, Providence
R. I.; Albert Bernard—Tufts Medi-
cal School; Muriel Bliss—graduata
work in department of public health,

Mass. Institute of Technology;
George Burke—special work at
Bates; John 'Carroll Jr.—Boston
University Law School; Calvi
Chamberlain—Tufts Medical School;
Milan Chapin—Clark University

W. (Graduate School, Worcester, Mass.;
the [Waldo Clapp—Tufts Medical School!

Gilbert Clapperton—Boston Univer-
The attendance was the largest |sity Medical School; Ruth Cunning-

ever had at these annual banquets.
About sixty were present, including
the senior class Phi Beta Kappa
members, Phi iBeta Kappa members
of the faculty and alumni, residents
of Lewiston and Auburn who are
members of othsr chapters, and three
guests from the Junior class, Eileen
Soper, Frank Murray, and Theodore
Seamon.

"Is teaching a profession?" was
the topic of Pres. Johnson's talk. In
answering this question, he enumera-
ted some of the important character-
istics of the profession, mentioning
the importance of a long period of
training and a long period of ap-
prenticeship.

Colby's president pointed out to
those in attendance that there is
relatively small training in this field
of education as compared to the
practice in Germany. The trend, he
said, was toward greater training,
but he said that there was danger of
carrying this too far, and that the
broadening of a Liberal Arts Col-
lege should never be abandoned for
the professionalized subject matter
of the teacher's colleges.

President Johnson concluded his
talk by stating that he believed
teaching to fee a profession in spirit,
and in some degrees in practice. He
also suggested that if there is any
solution to the present economic
situation, it is through the roads of
education, religion, and extra-curri-
cular activities.

All-American girls and Betty Co-ed
Will scramble to get on the wagon,

And then never again, shall we hear
it said,

The Catamount's tail is draggin'.

To every Alumnus who's feathered
his nest

And who's forced old Dame
Fortune to yield;

Don't leave us your money, we feel
it is best

Just to leave us a fast backfield.

Nothing like invoking
already yet so soon!?!

the gods

The average President weighs 170
pounds at hie inauguration, and leas
later on.-^Edward Flood.

FAREWELL TO ALMS
(Dedicated to the Bank Holiday)
"NIGHT AND DAY", "I'M FI-

NANCING WITH TEARS IN MY
EYES". "YOU'VE GOT ME CRYING
AGAIN". My money is "GOING' GO-
ING! GONE!" The man on the street
B3 "FORGOTTEN''. "LITTLE BY
LITTLE", "I'M NEEiDIN' YOU""WHEN IT'S DARKNESS ON THE
DELTA", "THE BLUE OF THE
NIGHT" hoards the "GOLD OF THE
DA. Y"

My home on the "STREET OFDREAMS" turned into a nightmar-
of a "SHANTY LN OLD SHANTY
TOWN", and I'll be lucky if I land
in "JUST A .LITTLE HOME FORTHE OLD FOLKS". I used to "TAKEMY SUGAR TO TEA", and we were
always "PUTTLN' ON THE RITZ "

Now We're "CONTENTED" with "ABENCH IN THE PARK" on
"FORTY-SECOND STREET" and
"BROADWAY".
Two weeks ago, I was happy when

I could say "HERE IT IS MONDAYAND I'VE STILL GOT A DOLLAR."
Now it's "BROTHER CAN YOU
SPARE A SCRIP?". Politicians
called the depression a "temporary
darkness", but "LORD, YOU MADETHE NIGHT TOO LONG." My bank
account is doing a "SKATER'SWALTZ" on a sea of frozen assets.
"HALLELUJAH, I'M A BUM."—B. U. News

—

:o:

JOHN DAVID '34 NEW
PRES. OF 4-A PLAYERS
John Archer David Jr. '34 has

been selected as the new president
of the Bates 4-A Players as a result
of an election held Monday. Russell
Milnes '3 4 is to be the new vice-
president, and Margaret Perkins '35
has been named as the new secre-
tary.
Fourteen new 4-A players were

voted into the organization Monday.
They are: Jeannette Wilson '33
Charlotte Cutts '33, Dorothy Penney
t
3
1'k

D?™thy Wills '33
' Eleanor

Libbey 33, Mary Abromson '36
Thelma Poulin '3 4, Ruth Coan '36'
Louise Geer '36, Lloyd George '34*
Robert Kropesch '33, Rebecca Car-
ter oo, Julius Lombardi '3 3, and
Edward Curtin '36:

All of the new officers have be^n
very active in the work of the 4-A
Players. The new president has been
prominent since his freshman year. 1

East Sumner.'

ham—course in interior decorating
in Portland; Auibigne Cashing—Yale
School of Nursing, New Haven,
Conn.; Emily Finn—New York Uni-
versity; Priscilla Goodwin—student
X ray technician at Central Maine
General Hospital, Lewiston; Max-
field Gordon—Harvard Law Schools-
Harold Henckel—Tufts Medical
School; Martin Hubbard—State
Teachers College, Bridgewater.
Mass. ; Irvill King—University of
Chicago; Edward Klain—Harvard
Law School; Edith Lerrigo—Colum-
bia University; Norman MacDonald—iCornell Law School. Ithaca, N.
Y.

; Muriel MacLeod—Radcliffe Col-
lege. Cambridge, Mass.; Abe Man-
delstam—Dalhousie University Med-
ical School, Halifax, Nova Scotia;
Leonard Millen—Harvard Law
School; Howard Paige—Andover-
Newton Theological School; Annie
Proctor—Gorham Normal School;
Wendell Ray—Harvard Graduate
School of Arts and Science; Louis
Rovelli—Medical -School of Thtfri.v-

genlands Universitat, Jena, Ger-
many; Otis Tibbets—Tuft® Medical
School; Peter Valicenti—Tufts Med-
ical School.

Other Occupations
The remaining twenty two of

those mentioned iini the class notes
of the Bates Alumnus are in various
occupations and are included in the
following list: Margaret Bakeman

—

public library, Maiden, Mass.;
Emerson Blodgett—pastor of Con-
gregational Church, New Glouces-
ter; Paul Broggi—reporter for Bos-
ton Herald; Valery Burati—reporter
for Springfield Uniom; Prudent For-
tin—Wyman-Simpson Inc. Auburn:
Harrison Greenleaf—reporter for
Lewiston Sun; Clifton Jacobs

—

Malted Cereal Co. Newark, N. J.;
Parker Mann—W. T. Grant Co.
Yonkers, N. Y.; Robert Mansan^-
distri&t manager for Curtis Publish-
ing Co. with headquarters at Gardi-
ner; Walter Miller—pastor at North
Deering Community Church; Elmer
Mitchell—Central Maine General
Hospital, Lewiston; George Moores—preaching at Limestone; Harold
Norton—Sun Life Insurance Go. of
Camada; Laurence Parker—retail
sales manager for Farnsworth Wool-
en Co., Lisbon Center; John Phil-
lips—W. T. Grant Co. New York
City; Orlando Schofield—Heatmas-
etr Products, Rochester, N. Y. ; Eli-
zabeth Seigel—medical social 'work
in connection with the Mass. Memo-
rial Hospitals in Boston; Bernard
Sprafke—Miller Co. Meriden, Conn;
and Lewis Tillson i® preaching at

To Mothers Of Freshmen

Editorial in Providence Bulletin:
If the deans of freshmen will
copy the following note in their
own handwriting—just to give
the thing a personal touch—fill-
ing in the blank spaces and
mailing copies to the thousands
of anxious mothers whose boys
are sleeping from under the
parental roof for the first time
we are sure it will allay a tre-
mendous amount of heartache.

Dear Mrs
You will be more than happy toknow that your son, . . .

rived on the campus at exactly
"

E S T and was immediatelv escorY-ed to his rooms... charming, wellventilated rooms formerlv occuniedby (Judge Spoof or whoever it w?8 )and overlooking the historic
cam,pus. President an J

old
his

'To every thoroughbred money is
like his tooth brush—it is a neces-
sity, quite true! But it is neither
an object for worship nor for dis-
play."—Emily Post.

wife
stretcnea arms.

President „ „ , T ,

along talkahour:.^
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exceptional. I noticed it the moment

prSenT
5 °* ^ aUd 6° did the
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S"C
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I
man^ fellow, so clean, and

th»t fjf
ewd

'
t0°! ^ is easy to seetnat nothing worth while is going to

^i
a
?£ ; v • •

And 1 am na»py *°dy tnat he has instinctively chosen

the right group as associates—all
hne upstanding young men of the
I'ight sort.

You did wisely in putting in the
heavier underwear, and be cure that
we will see that he 'puts it on a: the
first sign of frost; though as to his
•catching cold you need have no fear,
for the clean, dry climate of
is one of its outstanding features.
The iprofessors. you will be grati-

fied to know, were delighted to learn
tllat is to be with us for ona
term at least. and have gone out
of their way to assure me that they
will do all in their cpower to brin?
out the hidden qualities of which
you, if not his father, are so well
aware.

It affords me deep satisfaction to

write you thus regarding (He
and a grouip of laughing companions
are this minute crossing the campus
with Professor (the aioted
economist.) He undoubtedly has a
future.

We will keep a sharp eye on his
welfare without in any way hin-
dering his growth—as you yourself
have done, I'm sure, Believe me, ma-
dame,

Your respectful friend,

Dean of Freshmen.
P- S. The slight cough which you

mentioned has entirely disappeared
and he is eating splendidly.



HITLER BASICALLY PEACEFUL
SAYS MRJABOUVIE IN CHAPEL

Claims Acts OfVfote^^
Atrocities

Have Been Over-&mphaseized By
AmericanNewspapers

In an ilhiminating an77n^t7uItTv7[w^^ m SQQnaddress in chapel on Monday morn-i nations do
ing, Professor Labouvie explained
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Prof. Robinson

Is Praised For

"Winter's Tale"

PAGE THREE

the .present day situation in Germany
and did much to make clear the
tangle produced by conflicting news-
paper reports. "To get at ths bottom
of the events in Germany during the
past few days," said Professor La-
bouvie, "it is necessary to go back
a number of years. The period follow-
ing the war was, for Germany, one
of unrest and disillusionment." This
period of unrest and disillusionment
eooi'bined with the failure of the
conservative parties to improve eco-
nomic conditions and successfully
grapple with the problem of the'
Treaty of Versailles culminated last Continued from Page One
week when the Reichstag invested ' listeners over their own homes

In concluding, Mr. Labouvie said
that the next few days will make
things clearer. In the regard to
problems of the world, he declared,
"Germany is willing to do her share,
but justice and mutual respect .must
be the basic principles upon which a
genuine world understanding is

founded. It is not quarreling, but co-
operation that is needed."

Recent Graduate Notes
Artistry Of Veteran

Dramatic Coach

Mr. Lewis

the Hitler government with dictator
ial power.

Not The 'Whole Cheese'
"Hitler is dictator," continued

Professor Labouvie, "but he is not
'the whole cheese', for he has eleven
ministers, only three of whom are

members of Hitler's party, but the

fact remains that Hitler is then-

chief."
Mr. Labouvie went on to explain

some of the more important points

in Hitler's program: First and fore-

most he wishes to overcome the de-

pression. He wishes to suppress com-
munism and is not in favor of the
restoration of a German monarchy.
"Hitler is a nationalist but is

basically peaceful." Mr. Labouvie
drove home the fact that the acts of

violence and atrocities, alleged to

have taken place at the elections.

showing them the comforts science

has brought.
Music, Art, Books

Then Prof. Lewis went on to sum-
marize the importance of art, music,
and books, Prof. Berkleman had
said that great art lives in the
hearts of people, not on canvas or
in stone; Prof. Crafts had said that
appreciation and performance in
music must begin in childhood;
while Prof. Wright had enjoined his
audience to tempt their children
with the best in literature. Dr.

Leonard and Mr. Bertocci had spok-
en on the difference between the
American home and that of Ger-
many and Prance, respectively. Fi-

nally. Mr. Rowe had outlined the
factors which form the probabili-

ties of young people failing in col-

lege.
Mr. Lewis' was the last in the se

were over-emphasized by our Ameri- ries of addresses, "With the College

can -papers. He stated that Germany
|
Professor."
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By RAGNAR LIND '30

On the evening of March ninth
and tenth, while a leonine March
wind howled appropriately around
Hathorn's eaves, the 4-A Players
did a "Winter's Tale" unfold, of
siuiny Sicily and the matrimonial
thunderstorms of its royal house-
hold.

It was an old tale, such as may
have been told around snow-bound
hearthstones long before Shake-
speare sculptured it into immortal
iambics. It told of King Leontes of
Sicily and King Polixenes of Bohe-
mia, who had been bosom friends
since princehood. Rather irration-
ally, Leontes suddenly accused his
wife, Hermione, of adultery with
Polixenes, his friend and guest. The
latter, warned by Leotntes' hench-
man, Camillo, fled with him to Bo-
hemia. A daughter was born to Her-
mione in prison, but Leontes com-
manded it to be abandoned on a
barren coast. He was about to con-
demn his wife to death in spite of

Apollo's oracle when he received
news of his boy's death. His re-

morse came too late to save the
Queen from death of a broken
heart.

' Sixteen years later in Bohemia,
Polixenes and Camillo were troubled
over their prince's love affair with a
local shepherdess. Though they

tried to break up the "affair", they
succeeded only in breaking up a

very enjoyable sheep-shearing festi-

val, and the prince sailed away
with his prize to renew the family
friendship with Leontes in Sicily.

Polixenes pursued to pumish but re-

mained to rejoice, for the shepherd-

ess was identified as the abandoned
daughter of Leontes. Hermione's
"statue" came dramatically to life,

and everyone was happy.
These annual "Shakespearians"

are Professor Robinson's particular

hobby and the quality of this pro-

duction as usual reflected his keen
enthusiasm and artistic judgement.

It was his coaching, largely, that

coaxed the full measure of meaning
and beauty from most of the lines.

This was very essential, for the play

was unfamiliar to many in the au-

dience, yet it was found by no

means to be "caviar to the general .

Of course the size of the cast made
the play difficult to coach and rath-

er easy to criticize, for there are

always a few who act and speak as

puppets owing to stage inexperience

and unfamiliarity with Shakespeare.

The Professor certainly had shaved

these faults to a narrow margin
Of the settings, most of which

were nothing more than adequate

with black draperies, three were

outstanding: the trial scene with

altar and throne well-placed against

a background of white, fluted col-

umns; the statue scene with an ef-

fectively centered and lighted dais;

and the sheep-shearing scene with

thatched hut and "trees".

The costumes provided a colortui

setting of their own although the

vanity of more than one actor suf-

fered from the bon-bon head-pieces,

and the exposure of ungainly

shanks. , ...
'»

Most of the make-up helped

maintain the illusion by concealing

amiliar features, but some of the

supposedly "sage and hoary char-

acters did look youthful behind the

ars It was also suggested that

eontes should have shown more

markedly the ravages of sixteen

years of grief and celibacy. But

these were minor omissions that de-

tracted little from the general

effect
The thirteen scenes were handled

with surprising speed by Stage

Manager Walter Gerke, assisted by

Charles Povey. John Parfitt, Roger

Flynn, Harold Goulstan, and John

Palmer. . ,„.„

Tne lighting, as well as a lue-

like" thunder storm, was executed

by Electrician Julius Lombardi.

Others instrumental in producing

were- Willard Higgins,

Charlotte Stiles,

promptness at rehearsals; Thelma

Kittred~e and Florence James, cos-

^f^Str^..; Edward WUmo
business ,™d

in appearance, but managed a do-
minance of voice and hearing that
made her vituperative attack on the
•King very effective. She was at her
•best in her speech of contrition which
includes:
"All faults I make, when I shall come

to know them,
I do repent. Alas! I have showed too
much

I The rashness of a woman: he is

touched
To the noble heart."
Norman DeMarco's voice, manner

and musical appreciation of his lines
stamped him as a promising actor,
and made him such a likeable king
that we understand why Camillo
(Henry LaVallse) betrayed Leontes
in his favor. LaVallee, though he
added a bit of untimely humor by
"juggling" a line in the last scene,
performed well. He was "strong" in

the opening scene with Leontes, but
in other scenes created a suspicion
that he was not completely "living

the part". But the lovers he aided,

—

Perdita (Ruth Benham) and Florizel
(John David.) "queened it and
princed it" so pleasingly and graced
the stage so well that it became
bleak without them. Although Miss
Benham's "mooning" in the direction

of the proscenium-arch was a bit

puzzling and distracting, her caress-

ing voice and wistful girlishness
overshadowed small faults of this

"queen of curds and creams." John
David's well spoken lines and grace-

ful stage-<presence was highly com-
mendables.

Just such a prince might Leontes'
son (David Sawyer.) have been if

he had not died at boyhood. David
completely won his audience with as

much self-assurance and clean speak-

ing as Jackie Cooper of the movies.

Chief among the comedians was
the likeable "cut-purse" Autolycus,
—.George Austin to you! He made a

welcome interruptiou to the "royal

monotony" of the previous scenes by

his confidential witticisms. With
wink or a gesture in the proper place

his character fairly eclipsed the lines

themselves except for an occasional

"dragging" moment 'because Shake-

spear left him too long on the stage

alone He was best when "baiting"

the gullible old shepherd and his

clown son (William Haver and Rus
sell Milnes). With the help of i

mothey costume and quaint lines

Milnes added another to a list of

characters that he is making in

imitably his own.
Haver also "did a very good job.'

Bernard Drew, as the ill-fated An
tigonus, played sincerely; and Re
bert Kroepsch, though a bit awk-
ward in his attempts to "tame the

shrew", was otherwise successful as

the faithful Phocion.

The remainder of the cast revealed

much potential talent, and included

Lloyd George in the dual role of

Lord and Mariner, .Evelyn Rolfe as

Emelia, Margaret Perkins as Hero
(Charlotte Cutts as Lamia, Alcide Du
mais as Dion, Beland Peirce as Tha

sius, John Curtis as Nobleman, John

Parfitt Jr. as both jailor and

shepherd, Louise Geer as Mopsa,

Muriel Underwood as Dorcas, Elea-

nor Libby as shepherdess, and Ri-

chard Forest as shepherd. They all

did well except for a few "wooden"

faces among the courtiers during

dramatic moments, a few elocution-

ary gestures, (puppet-fashion.), and

occasional faulty enunciation. Their

general effect was pleasing.

By DOROTHY O'HARA

New W.A.A. Board Welcomed At
Thorncrag

A welcome was extended to all the

new members of the W. A. A. Board
at the last meeting before vacation

on March 22. Thorncrag cabin was
the scene of the activities. Dagamar
Augustinus had charge of the supper
and with the help of Fran Brackett
and Gin Lewis, provided a sumptious
meal. Games and stunts took up
much of the evening, supplying a

great deal of fun for all. To close

the party Fran Brackett, the Outing
President, introduced the new Presi-

dent, Verna Brackett. Plans and
ideals for the coming year were dis-

cussed, and the meeting broke up
with every member on the Board
determined to do her 'best for the

Women's Athletic Association for

the coming year.

BATES FORENSIC TRIO TOUR
EIGHT STATES IN QUEST OF

EASTERN DEBATING TITLE
Debaters Murray, Lemieux, And Seamon Travel

In Prof. Lewis' Car—Car Survives Trip

In Good Order

LEFT HERE MARCH 16

Bowling Very Popular With The
Co-Eds

Bowling is very popular with the

women if the enthusiasm of the

numbers that are attending the bowl

ing classes are an indication of

popularity. Many of the Co-eds are

taking it for their two-week activity

before vacation. The classes are he

ing held at the Pastime Bowling

Alley, under the supervision of Miss

Fisher, who is instructing the girls

in the rudiments of the game.

The Freshmen have the best

scores, with Connie Redstone attain-

ing the highest individual score, and

Peg Hulbert playing the best most

consistently. The scores for last week
that were the highest are:

March 20

—

1. Peg Hulbert 91

2. Mary Gardiner 78

3. Bernice Dean 75

March 22

—

1. Peg Hulbert 88

2. Dot Wheeler 87

3. Harriet Van Stone 81

March 24

—

1. Connie Redstone 92

2. Iris Provost 91

3. Peg Hulbert 87

The greatest improvement was

found in Connie Redstone who
increased her score 43 points; Peg

Perkins, 40 points; and Eleanor Mor-
rison, 3 2 points.

Student Gov'ts

Discuss Honor

System At Bates

Delegates From Seven
Colleges Here For

Conference

The New England Conference of

Women's Student Government, held

this year on the Bates campus, dis-

solved Saturday at the end of a

successful three-day meeting. Of the

ten colleges to be represented Colby,

Rhode Island, Jackson, Middlebury,
Vermont, Maine, and Massachusetts

Thank Student Body
For Co-operation

In behalf of the Student

Government board, we wish to

express our sincere appreciation

to the administration, to Miss

Dora Roberts, and to every

member of the student body who
co-operated in making the Con-
ference of the New England
Association of Student Govern-
ments of Co-educational Col-

leges a success.

LUCTLE JACK, Pres.

REBECCA W. CARTER, Sec.

Lewiston Monumental

Works
JAMBS P. MURPHY CO., INC.

i-10 Bates Street,
LewistoJ

Telephone 4634-B
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To the Editor of the Student:

I can remember the time when to

be put on probation was cause for

embarrassment—now it's a "sweet

distinction". Many of the more 'pro-

minent members of our student body

have been favored of late; and we

anxiously await the time when the

Faculty and Student Governments

will see fit to instigate some sort of

ceremony with the award. Presenta

fion of a "Croix de Probation" to any

deserving student, followed by a kiss

on each cheek, at the morning

Chapel service, wouldn't be bad. Or

we might form an official Campus
organization, so that these particular

students could be entered in the year

book as "Probation Club" 2, 3 and

4—or something similiar—for pos

tcrity.

Such a Club would have many at

tractions which the other Campus
groups couldn't offer. Any one might

qualify by merely iplaying a saxo

phone or cornet after midnight.-

stein of beer might make you

charter member, automatically. With

an eye on recent developments, it is

safe to predict that the "Probation

Club" threatens to be an all-college

institution when April 8th comes

around.
JOY DOW,

To the Editor

—

Since chapel is compulsory It is

scene

fin CG"

Hermione (Mary
at her best in the "statue

where her cool, soft voice, easy grace

manner cast a Pure

Earlier scenes

Fred C. McKenney

and saintly

radiance about her

renden-y
rr

to
d "SET£

SdiSS in dramatic moments. Some

critics also disagree with hei inter

pretation in Act II Scene 1, when

receiving the first inkling of her

husband's mad jealousy. Her reS was defiance and ijntemp

fmm the very beginning, while many

uTeJts like to see Hermione more

tSbSM at first with

more unwilling to believe that he is

not joking, until finally £m
Si chance to retract when she says

with queenly self-possession.

"Gentle my lord,

you scarce can right me thoroughly

than to say
i

;>

character "transcending her
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. end oblivious of self
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Students Coaches Elected For The
Coming Year

Student Coaches have been elected

for the coming year. These girls

coach the activities during the W.A.

A. periods which come three times a

week at 4:30 Monday for the

Juniors; Tuesday for the Sopho-

mores; and Thursday for the Fresh-

man Following are the new coaches,

chosen for their athletic ability and

leadership:
Soccer—Spring 1933

Verna Brackett

Hockey—Fall 1933
Jean Murray

Tennis—Fall 1933
Polly Grover

Basketball—Winter 1933-4
Miriam Wheeler

Winter Sports—1933-4
Eileen Soper

Track—.Spring 1934
Marjorie Bennett

Soccer—Spring 1934
iRuth Johnson

Good-bye To This Column!

This old editor wishes at this time

to welcome the new editor, Dorothy
Kimball, to the column and hopes

she will find it as pleasant to work
for.

I wish to thank the different mem-
ibers of the W. A. A. Board who
have helped me to get information

about the various activities that the

girls are engaged in, in the athletic

department and also Prof. Walmsley,
who did much to make the news of

this column interesting.

Debate Title

known that every effort is bent by

the administration to make that

Ahromson) was period one of benefit to all Present
Abr 0<m0on> w» v ^t tfaey haye succeede d at

least fifty percent. My sojourn m the

front half of the chapel wae one of

•pleasure.

There was a reason for this, l

could hear the speakers. However,

since my transfer to the Tear ranks

I have found it almost impossible to

follow the various chapel leaders. I

don't think I am alone in this as I

notice a tendency to restlessness

amone my hinterland cohorts. We
can not be blamed if all the meaning

taken out of this brief period of

through lack of properis

worship
acoustics.

Therefore, I wish to suggest that a

microphone amplrphier system be in-

vestigated. This may not ,be desira-

ble Knowing, though, that the high

PPilin* may effect the carrying of

voici to^the rear, I think it possible

to lower the sound ceiling by a sim-

of wires Some such
pie installation

time s

^"^vXable^han the 2?5»1 cost, the same position m !

m0
T

re
fo? ?be unhearing fifty percent, physical

J°
°
D *£™

'

Respectfully submit this, ago."—Miss Rachel Davis Dubois,

ROGER G. FLYNN '36. social

Continued from Page One
There have been only three major

debates (outside of those with East-

ern League team) which have been
held on campus. One of these was the

only international debate of the cur-

rent season when Mount Allison Uni-

versity sent a team here from New
Brunswick. Then there was a non-

decision debate here with the Uni-

versity of Vermont. Rollins College

of Winter Park, Florida, sent a

squad, 'way up to Maine to discuss

the war debt problem.
Men On Squad

The men on this year's Debating

squad at Bates are Lionel Lemieux
'33 of Augusta, Maine, Frank Mur-

ray '34 of Auburn, Maine, Theodore

Seamon '34 of Lewiston, Maine, Ro-

bert Fitterman '34 of (Maiden, Mass.,

Wendall May '34 of Wollaston,

Mass., John Pierce '35 of Worcester,

Mass., Bond Perry '35 of Portland

Maine, Powers McLean '35 of Augus

ta Maine, Walter Norton '35 of Au
gusta, Maine, Gordon Jones '35 of

Park Ridge, N. J., Carleton Mabee
'36 of Lewiston, Maine, William

Greenwood '36 from Pittsfield, Mass.,

and Edmund Muskie '36 from Rum-
ford, Maine. Of this group, Murray,

Lemieux, Seamon, McLean, and

Jones took part in the League de-

bates and will receive medals of

recognition of their winning the

championship. Three of these men,

Lemieux, Murray, and Seamon, have

just been elected to the national

honorary debating society, Delta Sig-

ma Rho.
:o:

"Today social scientists are

the same position in their field that

State College sent delegates. Envoys
from Connecticut and the University

of New Hampshire were unable to

come.
It is interesting to note that two of

these girls, representing Colby and
Vermont, received wires while here

that they had been elected president

of student governments on their

respective campuseB.

In line with the present trend

toward college self-government,

significant problems were discussed

by the delegates, and comparisons

made among the colleges. Admiration

was expressed for Bates' system of

holding elections, which is something
of an innovation in its field.

Honor System
It was discovered also that Bates

is the only one of the group having

the honor system, and the success

with which it is carried out on thi6

campus was a matter of consider-

ation for the other colleges. Matters

of judicial procedure were discussed

in this connection, an important

point being the application of punish-

ments to fit the misdemeanor. The
workableness of the demerit system

was also discussed, and comparisons

were made of the privileges allowed

on various campuses.
Another important problem was

that of student-faoulty relations.

How the council could bring stu-

dents and faculty into closer contact

outside the classroom was a question

which invited much thought and

comment.
In addition to the more serious

considerations of the conference, a

social program for the entertainment

of the guests was carried out. Thurs-

day afternoon there was a tea at

Rand reception room at which the

delegates and the hostesses made
their first acquaintances. Dinner

followed, after which some of the

faculty women and students enter-

tained the guests at an informal

party at the Women's Locker Build-

ing Norman DeMarco played several

selections for the group and Arlene

Skillins entertained them with a

dance.
Trip To Thorncrag

Friday was a full day, starting out

with Chapel, followed by the open-

ing discussion at Rand, and then a

trip to Thorncrag for luncheon. After

that the little group sat around the

cabin fire and continued the morning

discussions. The day concluded with

a formal banquet at the Locker

Building. Patricia Abbott '34, newly

elected .president of Student Govern-

ment, was in charge of this. Lucile

Jack. '33, the retiring president,

presided as toast mistress.

Saturday morning the conference

was concluded. A group picture was

taken on the Chapel steps, and the

final two hours of discussion held at

Rand .

Next year's conference will be held

at the University of Vermont, con-

tinuing the annual scheme. This year

was the first time

Former Bates Professor

Chairman Of Debate
At Bucknell

By BOND PERRY
Three Bates College debaters —

Frank Murray, Lionel Lemieux, and
Theodore Seamon—returned to Lew-
iston early last Friday morning
following an eventful and interest-

ing forensic tour which carried them
through eight states.

The outstanding feature of the

trip was the Eastern Intercollegiate

League debate with the University of

Pennsylvania in Philadelphia which
Bates won unanimously, thereby
clinching the league title. However,
the league victory was only one of

many pleasant experiences.

Left Here March 10

The trio of debaters left Lewiston
at three A. M. Thursday, March 16.

Travelling by car, they headed
towards Philadelphia and spent the

first night in Elizabeth, N. J. They
arrived in Philadelphia Friday morn-
ing in time to visit the campus of the

University of Pennsylvania, where
the dormitories are modeled after

those at Oxford, and then, after

lunch, proceeded to Station WCAU.
Murray and Lemieux debated a

Pennsylvania representation over

WCAU, discussing direct Federal aid

to the unemployed. The Bates men
opposed the giving of Federal aid,

and the discussion was rather brief

and a no-decision affair.

Friday evening Murray and Sea-

mon donned tuxedos for the league

debate, which was on the question

of advertising, Batee upholding the

affirmative. As has been duly record-

ed, the visiting debaters were vic-

torious.

Meet Bates Grads
Following the debate, the men

were entertained by Eldridge Brews-
ter and Rushton Long who gradu-

ated from Bates in the classes of

1931 and 1932 respectively.

On Saturday morning, the Bates

men again continued on their way,

this time heading for Lewie-burg,

Penn., where Bucknell College is

located. War Debts was the subject

of discussion in a debate with the

Lewisburg institution, Murray, Sea-

mon, and Lemieux upholding the

affirmative of the proposition.

This debate with Bucknell was of

special interest as Prof. William
Coleman, a former Bates instructor,

was the chairman. Bates' debating

coach, Prof. Brooks Quimby, was
once a student in Prof. Coleman's

classes.

On Sunday, the Bates representa-

tives left Lewisburg for New York
City, through the famous Lehigh

Valley and coal mining region of

Pennsylvania. The trio arrived safe-

ly in New York, Prof. Howell Lewis

car which was used on the tour ap-

parently surviving the trip in good

order.

Debate With N. Y. U.

Monday and Tuesday the men en-

joyed the hospitality of the city, and

on Wednesday the three Bates repre-

sentatives participated in the final

debate on the tour. New York Uni-

versity provided the opposition for

this final clash, which was held be-

fore a Masonic Lodge meeting, and

was a no-decision debate.

Following the debate with N. Y.

U., and after a night's rest in the

Hotel McAlpin, the debaters began

their journey back to Lewiston.

They returned here early Friday

morning.
. :o :

Student, 60 Years
Continued from Page One

The Student became a full-fledg-

ed college newspaper in 1916, when

the Bates Publishing Association

was incorporated. Up to 1913 it had

continued as a monthly magazine in

accordance with its original aims:

to advertise the college, to give in-

formation to the students of college

and outside current affairs, and to

develop skill in writing among the

students. At that time it became a

weekly. Three years later there was

a general reorganization. The Pub-

lishing Association was formed and

an editor appointed by it issued the

paper instead of a board from the

Junior class as before. At the same

time a supplement was established

to "meet the demand for more dis-

in eleven years I tinct iy literary material". This was

that Bates has been the host, and
| called" the "Magazine Section of the

there is no doubt that the college
|
Bates Student", and appeared every

derived much benefit from it. Only month from 1916 to 1920.

by observing a college in action and

by intimate contact with the student

©unctions is it possible to realize the

progress it makes.

The first

was headed by Theodore E.

Bacon '17, and included F. Brooks

Quimby '18. Both publications were

included in the subscription price.

OF THE

CHRISTIAN MINISTRY
"Does a man wish to mould lives in their most plastic

moods ; to pioneer with those seeking to blaze new trails to a

more Christ-like order, then let him dare to enter the Christian

ministry r
THE COLGATE ROCHESTER

DIVINITY SCHOOL

Rochester, N. Y.

offers its facilities for those seeking training for leadership in

Christian work.

Write to Albert W. Beaven, President

»
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By VIXCEXT BELLEAU

I/AST CHAPTER:—This is the
last opportunity we have of deco-
rating a college paper with sports
editorials

; it seems hardly possible
that the writer has been holding
forth a whole year in this depart-
ment. However, so it is; time
marches on, and the sports type-
writer now has to be passed on to
another editor... It has been most
fascinating work, this sports writing.
The column has been subjected to
criticism, perhaps, but that's all in
the game. We hope some of you, at
least, found something to your
liking in the year's efforts. Nate
Milbury, who is to preside over the
sports destinies of the Student from
now on, has been a faithful staff
'member ever since the first few days
of his freshman year. He is track!
manager, and a sports follower if
there ever was one. Nate ought to

|

give you an intertsting weekly
column. Read it.

THE YEAR'S WORK;
A BRIEF RESUME
We won't outline what's happened

in college sports during the past
year; this isn't the time for such a
valedictory. But there may be food
for thought in the history of this
sports department. If it concerns no-
body else, it will serve as one editor's
parting recommendation to his
successor, at least.
The Student Sports department

during the past year has success-
fully organized wrestling on campus
to the extent of having sponsored
the first wrestling tournament held
at Bates. Thanks to the help of
Bruce Pattison, an interesting mat
show was put on by the college
amateur groaners. Out of the Bates
tournament, by the way, developed
the idea of a state amateur .mat
tourney, which the American 'Legion
plans to put on May fifth, with
Bates mien participating in almost
all classes.

The cause of golf was also argued
in these columns, but to no avail,
this time. Co-education may be cursed

by the golfers, we believe, for the
failure to secure an agreement
between the Bates authorities and
Martindale. When hop- s were high,
the women came forward with a
proposal which gave them golf
'privileges, but which made it im-
possible for the majority of the men
to play any more golf her-.

We have already suggested to the
new sports editor that he undertake
a campaign to resume negotiations
of some sort.

Sunday tennis, better college
relations with the daily pr:ss, and
other proposals have been harped
upon /by the outgoing sports depart-
ment, and more may be done along
such lines.

BASKETBALL THE
BIG DISAPPOINTMENT

It has been the failure of the
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BATES QUARTET SINGS I
VARSITY CLUB DANCE

CAPT. ADAMS WORK FEATURE
OF INDOOR TRACK SEASON

Came Within Less Than A Second Of World s

Indoor 600 Yd. Record—Kramer Broke High
Jump Record At Northeastern

By MILTON GLASER
Coach Ray Thompson's 1933 var-

sity indoor track edition, as a team,
enjoyed only a fair season, but the
work of .Captain Arnold Adams and
the relay team iproved to be the
features of the meets that were run.

At the K. of C. meet in Boston,
Captain Adams was defeated in the

agitation for intercollegiate basket-
C00-yard run by his arch rival, Ber

ball, however, which scored the ?*s 'M^CaJferty former Boly Cros
biggest negative hit as far as we have
be:n concerned. On account of the
opinion of the gentlemen in control
of sports, nothing could be done to
secure the introduction of the formal
court game at Bates. The University
of Maine told the Student that things
were all ready in Orono; Bowdoin
didn't want to say too much, but
the writer was assured by a person
of some authority that it was prob-
able Bowdoin would go into basket-
ball if Bates ever did. Colby had a
team a year ago, and no doubt would
play if any other state team gave
the Mule any competition.
At any rate, the Student raved in

vain on this question, and the college
still holds on to its money-losing
sport of hockey instead of going in-

to basketball—a paying proposition.
HEAPING THANKS:—In closing,

we wish to thank those who contri-j
butod to the sports columns of thej
Student, especially Frank Byron,

j

Frank Berkover, and Clayt Hall, thel
senior members of the staff who
won't write any miore for the Stu-
dent; Ted Seamon and Jack Rugg.j
the retiring assistant editors, deserve
a lot of praise for their steady !

work. The following sports writers,
who will remain on the staff to work
with Nate Milbury, and froon whose
ranks will probably come a future
sports editor or two, deserve a lot of
thanks: Ed Winston, Damon Stetson,
Milt Glaser, Paul Jeannotte, Mike
Drobosky, and Robert Fish.

:o :

Somebody raises the question,
"What happens if a Vice President
dies?" And somebody answers frivo-
lously, "They bury him."

flyer, in the closest race seen at the
William Prout Games. However, in
the next race that these two ran,
which was the iMillrose 600 at New
York, Adams not only beat McCaf-
ferty decisively, in 1 minute 12 2-5
seconds but was less than a second

j

from the world's indoor 600-yard
I
record.
A highly touted two-mile relay

team lost to Boston College at the
B. A. A. Relays. The Garnet relay
team was out of shape and lost to
Boston College 'by about ten yards.

|

The one mile team on the following
we?k at the University Club games
broke the Class B relay record and
completely outclassed the rest of the
field.

Kramer Breaks Record
Bob Kramer broke the high jump

record in the Northeastern meet with
a jump of five feet, eleven and three-
quarters inches. Bates won the meet
59-40 by virtue of clean sweeps in
the 300, one mile, and two mile.
Adams won both the 300 and 600
yard runs.
Kramer took two firsts in the Uni-

versity of Maine, winning the
discus and high jump. Adams won
both the 300 and 600 at this meet
and broke the cage record at Orono
in the 300 with a 32 second race.
Harry Keller, a freshman, broad
jumped 21' 7" to win his event in
his first varsity competition. The
Pale Blue completely outclassed the
Garnet squad by a score of 78 V2 to
38%. Bates only took five first places
out of thirteen.

Three Possibilities
The freshmen did not win any

meets, but at least three men showed

great possibilities for future varsity
races. Harry Keller, Verdelle Clark,
and Bob Saunders were the fresh-
men's best bets. Clark is expected to

be a point winner in the weight
events, Keller already iproved his
mettle at Maine, and Bob Saunders
is looked upon as Jellison's successor
in the imile. Other freshmen who
showed promise of varsity calibre
are: Muskie, high jumper; Jeanotte,
3 00-yarder; and Atherton, broad
jumper.

Dr. Fisher Gives

Lecture Before

Portland Group

Discusses Formation Of
Minerals And Their

Make-Up
Dr. 'Lloyd W. Fisher conducted a

special study class of the Maine
Mineralogic Society at Portland last
Thursday, night. This is in con-
nection with a series of talks to be
given before the Society in order to
give a basic knowledge of co'mmon
mineral properties to new members
of the Society.

In liLs lecture. Dr. Fisher gave a
series of definitions of the common
terms used and conducted a series
of experiments before the group. He
stressed the methods of formation of
minerals and their general makeup
as well as some of the physical
properties such as luster, streak,
color, hardness, and specific gravity.

In future lectures, Dr. Fisher will
explain some of the simpler chemical
tests as well as a few optical methods
that are not generally known. All of
his lectures will be given before the
Society in Portland at the rooms of
the Portland Natural History Society.

AT ROTARY LUNCHEON

A musical program under the di-

rection of George Austin, Sylvester

Carter and Frederick Donald was

presented at the Rotary Club lunch-

eon at the DeWitt Hotel Friday

noon. Other Bates musicians co-

operated in providing an interesting

program.
The Bates quartet, composed or

Alden Gardiner .Howell Lewis, Ed-

win Prescott, and Sylvester Carter,

sang a series of spirituals and bal-

lads as an outstanding feature of

the program. For instrumental mu-
sic, there was an accordion solo

played by Almus Thorpe and a
trumpet solo by Frederick Donald.

Walter Gerke and George Austin
presented Mark Twain's "Interview-
er" as an added specialty.

ROVER SCOUTS HOLD
TH0RNCRAG MEETING

On Sunday March 19, six mem-
bers of the 'Rover Crew and Dr. Saw-
yer held a discussion at Thorncrag
Cabin. Supper was served through
the efforts of ipart of the Crew and
the others polished the dishes after
supper. Besides the Rovers the local

scout executive attended as a guest
of the Crew. IMr. McCartney, the
executive, is a graduate of the Uni-
versity of Southern California and a
member of the scout fraternity.

Those who attended were Al
Oliver, Eddie Decatur, iRuss Hager,
Louie Burr, Clarence Hebert and
John Hanley. Alter the supper the
group talked over Rover .Scouting
and during a discussion led by Ken
McCartney agreed to work in con-
nection with the local council to ad
vance Scouting in the cities. More-
over the Crew will offer their services
to the Outing Club as a maintance
patrol for the cabins. At present the
Crew is presenting First Aid Kits to
be kept in the cabins.

Supper consisted of hamburg
steak, potatoes, string beans, donuts,
coffee, cheese, and fresh homemade
apple pies. The aneal was a good ex-
ample of what trained men can do
in camp cookery and how scouting
aids the outdoor man. At present
the Crew is planning another dis-
cussion to take place soon.
The constitution of the Crew wa6

formally adopted by the members.

TO-MORROW IN CHASE

The Varsity Club dance will be

held tomorrow night in Chase Hall,

from eight until eleven.

'Maieic for the twelve dances and
two extras will be furnished by the

Bobcats under the direction of Tom
Gormley '33. The decorations and
programs will be red and black.

Guests of the Varsity Club will be
Prof, and Mrs. Oliver F. Cutts, .Mr.

and Mrs. Brooks Quimby, Mr. and
Mrs. iC. Ray Thompson, and Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Spinks.

This dance is under the auspices
of the Varsity Club. Richard Secor
'35, is chairman of the committee
for arrangements, and is assisted 'by

John Lary '33, and Lyman .Holman
'33.

About forty couples are expected
to attend.

Have you thought of making

DENTISTRY
YOUR LIFE WORK?
The Harvard University Dental
School offers a comprehensive
course in this field of health
service, which is becoming

| n _

creasingly important in relation
to medicine and public health
A "Class A" school.

Write for catalog.

Ler.y I*. 3. MImt. D.M.D.. U.O., tH««
Dept. . 188 LaiiflWMd A»t., B.«to«

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Where The Bobcats Meet

LUNCHEONETTE
AND

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PRESCRIPTIONS

COMPOUNDED
Telephone 3694

College and Sabattus Streets

TUFTS COLLEGE

i DENTAL SCHOOL
| Funded 1900

Dentistry has developed into an important
branch of health service. In order to meJ
its obligation to humanity, it needs mfl
and women of the highest intellect, badiJ
by superior training TO

College men and women who are inter
ested in a career in this field of work may
obtain a prospectus of the educational re-
quirements by addressing

Howard M. Marjerison, D.M.D., Dean
Tufts College Dental School

416 Huntington Ave. Boston, Ma«.

We can show yon a variea selection of

PRIZE CUPS

FOUNTAIN PENS
of all standard makes

LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS
LADIES'

LEATHER HANDBAGS
LEATHER BILLFOLDS

BOOK ENDS
CLOCKS

of all kinds

BARNST0NE-0SG00D

COMPANY

Jewelers

50 LISBON STREET

W
J. W. WHITE CO.

BUILDING MATERIALS

47 Lincoln St., LeAvistoi).

ZIPPER JACKETS $3.95

MOCASSINS $2.65

—at—

FLANDERS
62 COURT ST. AUBURN

SER VALE
LUNCH

44 Bates St. Geo E. Schini.it

LE

]\fESSAGER
| Publishing Co.

The magician exhibits a flower pot with hinged sides
on a table in the center of the stage. He opens out the
sides to show that this container is empty. Closing it

up, he places a screen between it and the audience.
After a short period of magic incantations he removes
the screen. The astounded audience sees a beautiful
girl, covered to the shoulders in lovely flowers, rising
from the ''empty" container. Where did she come from ?

EXPLANATION:
The girl was hiding behind the drape of the table.
There is a trap door in the bottom of the flower pot,
with a hole large enough to allow her to crawl through.
The flowers, called "magicians' feather flowers," are
a regular part of a magician's outfit. The flower girl
wears a rubber tunic and a bathing cap to keep the
flowers compressed into small space. She slides the
tunic down and the flowers expand when she emerges.

TS THJVTO J?JSjFoOZTD

.IT'S MOAE TU2VTO jfarOW
A trick frequently worked in cigarette
advertising is the illusion that mildness
in a cigarette comes from mysterious
processes of manufacture.
EXPLANATION: All popular ciga-

rettes today are made in modern sani-
tary factories with up-to-date machin-
ery. All are heat treated—some more
intensively than others, because raw,
inferior tobaccos require more inten-

sive treatment than choice, ripe to-

baccos.

The real difference comes in the to-

baccos that are used. The better the
tobacco, the milder it is.

pjgK** ft is a fact, well known by leaf
w*^^ tobacco experts, that Camels
are made from finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE tobaccos than any other
popular brand.

That is why Camels are so mild. That
is why Camels have given more pleas-
ure to more people than any other cig-

arette ever made.
It's the secret of Camels' rich "bou-

quet". . . their cool flavor . . . their non-
irritating mildness.

Give your taste a chance to appre-
ciate the greater pleasure and satisfac-

tion of the more expensive tobaccos.

JVO TRICKS
JUST COSTLIER
TOBACCOS
A MATCHLESS B L E ST1>

SAT IT WITH ICE CRE*M

George A. Ross
ELM STEEET

Bates 1904

Job Printers

Publishers

225 Lisbon Street

The Blue Line
Lewtston—Rumford—Farmington

Lv Lewiston

—

i o ,
7 45 AM

•
12 35 P-M.. 4.25 P.M.Lv Rumford

—

7.35 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4.15 P.M.Lv fcarmington

—

7.30 A.M., 12 .20 P.M., 4.10 P.M
STANDARD TIME

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME

CORTELL'S
New Spring Dresses, Suits and Coats

Griffon Clothes For Men
109-111 LISBON STREETt

RGE ACCOU^ SERVICE

Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
_ . and Finishing

15

24 HOUR SERVICE
THE QUALITY SHOP"Minutes from the Campus

Registered Druggist
A, ^'AV

' Pure Drugs and Modtelnei
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY

T> i

Al80
•
AP0LLO CHOCOLATES

Corner Bates and Main Street LEWISTON, MAINE

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

v j


